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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we bel ieve that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now more important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attention. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNE RS 
BROKERS 

Head Office : 

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Male Life 21 next birthday 

il0,000 INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT 10/- per week 

Sum 
Assured 

£500 
£1,000 
£5,000 
£3,500 

£10,000 

Endowment, With Profit, to age 65 (Estimated Maturity Value £2,271) 
Whole of Life, Non Profit , Assurance ...... ...... ..... ...... . .... . 
Initial Sum Assured for Family Income Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years 
Conversion Rights for 25 years ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 

Gross Annual Premiums 
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable) 

Life Cover for an Annual Net Outlay of 

Normal 
Annual 

Premium 
£13 5 0 
£9 2 0 
£3 5 0 
£5 19 0 

£31 11 0 
£5 4 0 

£26 7 0 

NOTE: Rates vary with age and the Plan may be adjusted to suit your needs. An ideal 
composite plan with conversion rights which may be used for House Purchase. 

Telephone 2966 Richmond 
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Our Cover Picture 
Looking through the archives of the C.Orps' historical officer, Colonel 

Adams, we came across the photograph which we have featured this month. 
We felt we must use it as it exemplified so well the special association 

between the Corps and the Royal Air Force. While our role in respect of the 
RAF has undergone considerable changes since the days of Air Formation 
Signals our contacts have, if anything, become even closer with the Air 
Support units which have taken their place. 

It has always been a privilege and pleasure to be 'in support' of the 
RAF. They have invariably made the C.Orps feel completely at home on 
tli.eir stations and nothing has been too much trouble for them. 

In this, our first edition in the New Year, we would like to take the 
opportunity of wishing our Royal Air Force friends every success in 1971. 
There can be no doubt the Corps looks forward to many years of continued 
association with this fine Service. 

The photograph was taken about 1965 at Khorrnaksar, Aden. The 
N.C.O. on the right is believed to be Sergeant Askham. 

'The Wire' in 1971 
1970 has been what might be termed, in modern parlance, a traumatic 

year for THE WIRE. Because of the Corps' Golden Jubilee we have 
received a great deal of material which simply had to go into the pages of 
THE WIRE. Added to this were a number of outstanding Corps' sporting 
successes which called for full coverage. Most of our Unit correspondents, 
no doubt inspired with the 1970 spirit, wrote at greater length than usual, 
and we also received many more general interest articles than in a normal 
year. As a result THE WIRE came out with a number of editions far larger 
than they should have been from the point of view of breaking even financially 
-and this after some pretty hard-hearted Editorial cutting as some of our 
correspondents will doubtless recall. The upshot is that THE WIRE will be 
something like £1,600 'in the red' for 1970. Against this we can offset £1,000, 
kindly authorised by the Central Committee at the beginning of the year to 
help towards the cost of front cover colour photographs and general interest 
articles and a saving elsewhere of some £300 on Association 1970 activities. 

1970 is now over and although we may be excused for having 'gone abust' 
in the Jubilee Year of the Corps and, incidentally, to mark our own 5oth 
anniversary, we cannot continue this rake's progress in 1971. We must, 
therefore, in phraseology now fashionable at Westminster, ask our corres
pondents to co-operate in a policy of RESTRAINT. 

This request is specifically made to Unit correspondents from whom a 
large proportion of the material in THE WIRE derives. As a guide line we 
would suggest that Unit notes should not normally exceed one-and-a-half 
columns of THE WIRE. This is equivalent to 1,400 words of text. Where 
photographs are submitted 300 words should be allowed for each photograph, 
e.g. if two photographs are sent then the text should be cut back to something 
like 800 words. Do not submit photographs unless they are of good, clear 
definition and the subject matter is of real interest. This restriction does 
NOT apply when Units have something of particular importance they wish 
to report or for good general interest articles which should be sent in as a 
separate item from Unit notes. If a Unit has missed sending in notes for one 
or two issues of THE WIRE they can, in fairness, exceed the suggested space 
ration, but again as a guide line we would hope that the Unit tries not to 
exceed a page, i.e. 1,800 words including photos. 

It is with regret that we ask Unit correspondents to adopt a policy of 
restraint from now on. Ever-increas'ng costs make it difficult to publish 
THE WIRE economically unless we keep down to a reasonable size. We are 
already generously subsidised by the Central Committee of the Association. 
Our loyal and long-suffering correspondents, along with the Editor, must 
play their part too. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
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O NLY A FEW MI LES LEFT BUT THEY ARE DETERMIN ED TO MAKE IT 
Headed by the Band of the 1st Battalion The Royal Green Jackets, participants in the 226 Signal Squadron Wives ' Club Sponsored Charity Walk 

nea.r journ ey's end. Centre left (wearing black hood) is the organizer, Janet Young, wife of O.C. 226 Squadron and originator of the idea 

SPLENDID EFFO,RT BY 226 SIGNAL SQUADRON W IVES' CLUB 
£800 raised for Association Welfare case 

We are indebted to P.R., H .Q., 1st Division, B.A.O.R, 
fo r the photographs and the write-up below of a unique 
money-raising venture by the wives and their friends of 
226 Squadron. The Association, when it first heard of the 
idea, had expected a sum of perhaps £30 or £40 to be 
raised. When the news of £ 800 came through, we could 
hardly believe our ears! 

The Association is now discussing with the hospital 
concerned a project which, for the time being must remain 
confidential, but which, if it comes to fruition, will provide 
a wonderful service, not only to our Corps patient but 
also .to other. iron lun~ c_ases in the s~me area. We hope to 
publish details of this m the next issue of 'The Wire. ' 
I t all began as a small Squadron effort to mark the 50th anni

versary of the Royal Signals. 
In reality, it escalated beyond anyone's wildest dreams and 

resulted in 40 or so women and children raising the incredible 
sum of DM 7030 (approx. £800) to buy comforts for a war
time soldier in an iron lung! 

" Little did I re.alise when I suggested a Wives' Club spon
l>Ored walk that It would reach these proportions " said a 
flabbergasted Mrs. Janet Young, wife of the Officer Command
ing 226 Signal Squadron, Major Gordon Young. 

" In fact, when I first broached the subject at a club meeting 
it wasn't at all well received. It was only when the cause wa~ 
known that they began to sit up and take notice." 
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Not wishing for cash they raised to be swallowed up in a 
large charity, Mrs. Young wrote to the General Secretary 

·of the Royal Signals Association, for ideas. 
Back came a reply telling the ladies about a certain Signal

man who had been in an iron lung suffer ing from polio since 
1949. 

His widowed mother, aged 73, constantly visits him and 
sometimes stays at the hospital to cheer him up," wrote the 
Secretary. " She likes to bring him comforts on her visits. 
How nice it would be if she could say that the things she was 
br inging were the result of a charitable effort by the ladies 
of 226 Signal Squadron." 

With a definite object in mind, Squadron wives quickly 
volunteered to take part in the 21-mile walk from Wesendorf 
to Celle-the distance their husbands have to travel to work 
each day. 

So enthusiastically did they set about their task of finding 
sponsors, that ' pledges ' quickly mounted, and by the day of 
the event, at least half-a-dozen participants were walking for 
DM 10 (£1 2s. 9d.) or more a mile. 

Lady with the most money on her head (in the nicest sense 
of the word) was Mrs. Elsie Rowland, wife of the Squadron's 
Foreman of Signals, Stan Rowlands, who was backed to the 
tune of DM 47.50 (£5 8s. 3d.) a mile. 

Mrs. Eve Askew, wife of R E.M .E. Corporal Terry Askew, 
had achieved h er target of 50 sponsors to bring in over DM 30 
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WITH SUCH ATTRACTIVE WALKERS NO W ONDER SPONSORS 
DUG DEEP IN THEIR POCKETS 

Putting their best foot forward during 226 Signal Sq uad ron W ives ' 
Club Sponsored Charity Walk are Mrs. Rita Allu m (nearest camera) 
and Mrs. Elsie Rowland. Mrs. Rowland was backed to the tune of 
£5 Ss. Od . a mile and finished the 21 mile course to bring in over 

£100! 

10 MILES GONE AND STILL IN GREAT SPI RITS 
You'd hardly think that these ladies had "legged it" ten miles as t hey 
double away at the beginning of the second stage of ll6 Signal 

Squadron Wives' Club Sponsored Charity Walk! 

(£3 8s. 4d.) for each mile; and organiser, Mrs. Young, was 
worth DM 25.25 (£2 17s. 6d.) a mile! 

At the start of the walk, there were no fewer than 43 walkers 
:-22 ~ives and ch}ldre_n from the Squadron, 10 ' outsiders,' 
mcludmg the. Padre s wife, Mrs. Ursula Hughes, and wives of 
other O.C.s in the area, and 11 Cubs and Scouts Brownies 
and Guides. ' 

Of this number, 31 finished the full distance, to really hit 
the pockets of the sponsors in a big way! First 'home,' in 4} 
hours were two 13-year-olds, Andre .Allum, son of Sergeant 
Syd Allum, of 226 Signal Squadron, and Derek Sims son of 
Sergeant Vic Sims, of 94 Locating Regiment, R.A. ' 

First lady to cover the distance was 17-year-old Elaine Allum 
while first Squadron wives to fi.ni h were Mrs. Young and Mrs'. 
Mar.g~ret N oonan, wife of ~aptaiu Cl~ff Noonan. Youngest 
participant to walk the 21 miles was rune-year-old Julie Ann 
Hughes, daughter of Sergeant Ron Hughes. 
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HALT! 
the depreciation of your Savings 

WITH CHECK SERVICE BROKERS 
THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS 

1 
2 

SERVICE BROKERS will assist 
you with expert knowledge 
and Without Obligation 

Investment! Protection! House 
Purchase! School Fees! etc. 
SERVICE BROKERS take it all 
in their stride 

On the Command 

"FALL OUT" 
FALL IN 

with SERVICE BROKERS the 
Service Specialists 

SERVICE 
BROKERS 

PRINCIPALS 

John Newman and Charles Young 

30b Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire 
Telephone Richmond 2435 
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New Years Honours 
All will be pleased to hear of the following awards in th" 
e\ Year's Honours : 

K.B.E. 
Major-General J. E. Anderson 

-c.B.E. 
Brigadier A. D. Brindley 

O.B.E. 
Lieutenant-COionel A. C. Birtwhistle 

M.B.E. 
W.O.II W . F. Graham, W .0.II D . J. Hall and 

Captain Yiahya Bin Haji Omar 

B.E.M. 
Stall' Sergeant P. L Grey, Staff Sergeant R. J. Matheson, 

Staff Sergeant D. North, Corporal L. Smith 

His friends will be very pleased to hear that Major C. Stagg 
(now retired) was awarded the I.S.O. for services rendered as 
Resident Engineer of the ational Gas Turbine Establishment, 
Pyestock. 

--From our "Jn" Tray--

A Jubilee anti Centenary Event 
The Institution of Electrical Engineers are celebrating their 

Cemenary Year, having been found largely by the enthusiasm 
of R.E. Officers who were almost simultaneously founding the 
R.E. TelegraP'b Units. The I.E.E. invited the Royal Signals 
Institution to hold a joint meeting with them at Savoy Place 
on 10th December, 1970. 

Lord Nelson of Stafford, President I.E.E., welcomed the 
members of the RS.I. and then handed over the chair to the 
Master of Signals who replied, thanking the I.E.E. for the 
honour they were doing the R.S.I. Over 500 members from 
both institutions were present. The business of the evening 
was the pres.entation by the S.0.-in-C. (Army) of a paper on 
Army Communication of the 1980s by Lieutenant-Colonel L. 
H . Ball. Speakers included scientists from S.R.D.E., members 
of the Corps, representatives of industry and the G.P.O., and 
academics. 

At the conclu ion, Lord Nelson said he hoped it would not be 
another 100 years before such an interesting occasion was 
repeated. 

A dinner was held in the l.E.E. Refectory after the meeting. 
Among the 90 or so present were about 45 members of the 
R.S.I.-the guests of the I.E.E. Council D ining Club. L ord 
Nelson again made us all welcome and among other speec'nes 
made was a bout between Brigadier Tucker and Sir Albert 
Mumford over a 10-year-old unburied hatchet concerning 
frequencies. Sir Albert also commented unfavourably on the 
Corps tie in the form of a bow. It will be realised that a dinner 
in the Refectory is not only delicious but entertaining. 

The fact that this whole fu nction ever took place is due to 
the imagination and effort of Lieutenant-Colonel Day, Secre
tary R .S.I., and for its success we must thank the permanent 
staff of the I.E.E. 

33 Corps S ignals {SEAC) Association 
33 Corps Signals is only one title of a Jong line of illustrious 

units beginning in 1940 with Western Desert F orce Signals. 
The evolution, in order of succession, was 13 Corps Signals, 
' W ' Force Signals, Iraq Force Signals, 26 Corps Signals, 
I.E.F. (Indian Expeditionary Force) Signals and then 33 Corps 
Signal . After that, the unit had a brief existence as 12th Army 
Signals in Rangoon before disbandment in 1945. 

The old war-time spirit of comradeship still burns bright in 
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the hearts of many wbo belonged to one or more of these 
units. They , have kept this spirit alive by the formation of an 
As ociation which continue to flourish and is likely to do so 
for · many years to come. 

At the Annual Reunion dinner held at the H orseshoe Hotel, 
T ottenham Court Road, on 17th October, the following were 
present: 

Harry Attwill, K en Brown, Don Chapman, Doug Fraser, 
Bill Goodsir, John Green, C. Greenhalgh, Bill Hart, B. Jordan, 
Harry Jowett, Bob Knott, Bernard Lawrence, Wally Offord, 
D. Purser, G . 0. (Joe) Reynolds, F . Ridgway, Reg Robinson, 
John Robinson, Gordon Robinson. Freddie Stewart, A. E. 
(Lofty) T aylor, T. C. Tellis, Fred Vince and J. E. Woodward. 

After the dinner, as one can imagine, there was considerable 
talk about old times and old comrades. Some absent friends 
were already members of the A sociation but it was thought 
that there were many otl1ers who were unaware of its existence 
and who would join, and even come to dinner, if they knew 
about it. 

The President is Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Woodward, O.B.E., 
who commanded the un it at the time of disbandment. The 
Secretary is K. H. ~en) Brown, and it is due to hi:s hard 
work and unselfish enthusiasm that the long continuance of 
the Association is mainly due. He would be delighted to hear 
from anyone who has served in the units listed and who would 
like to become a member. His address is: 12 Bennett Road, 
Brighton, Sussex. 

Ken Brown somehow also manages to find ti me to organise 
representat:on of the A sedation, and a special bar, at the 
Annual Burma Reunion held in the Albert Hall . 

56 ¥ears• Service 

Lieutenant-Colonel G. R. Price, M.B.£ retires 

ON 17th December, 1970, Lieutenant-Colonel George 
Redvers (' Ted or Kitna ') Price, M.B.E., retired after 

56 years, 147 d1ys' service, at the age of 71. T ed joined as an 
R.E. Trumpeter in July, 1914. By 1917, he had grown enough 
and put on sufficient weight to qualify for man status. His 
early service in Royal Signals was with 2 Wireless Company 
at Sarafand. He became a W.O. while with 3rd Division in 1930. 

On his arrival in India in 1933, he found rbat he always 
seemed to be stationed, on ceremonial parades, alongside the 
tallest Punjabi Musulman soldiers. He got down to learning 
Urdu and used it. When dressing his Battalion he called out 
' bhaito.' He had intended to use a word for ' steady.' What 
he actually said meant ' sit down .' Fortunately the soldiers were 
too surprised to obey. The Indian ranks greatly liked him and 
called him ' K itna ' sahib. This was a pun, as ' Kitna' meant 
' how much.' He was R.Q.M.S. of ' A ' (Indian) Corps Signals 
and was R.S.M. of 2nd Indian Division when •iiis five-year tour 
expired in 1938. 

He returned to U.K. as Q.M. of 3rd Divisional Signals and 
accompanied the unit with the B.E.F. He pulled his weight, 
occasionally as Adjutant and sometimes as Second-in-Command. 
The Field Marshal, then G.0.C., noticed him and marked the 
occasion by giving him a public rocket. In 1940 he became 
Adjutant of No. 1 Holding Battalion until, in 1942, he became 
a major in the School of Signals. 

He was GS02 in Palestine from 1946 and he organised the 
mov!! of No. 1 Wireless Regiment (now 9th Regiment) from 
Sarafand to Cyprus. He was again ' noticed ' by the higher 
ranks, but this time he received the M .B.E. and two mentions 
in despatches. 

I t is on record that he 'retired ' in 1954 but on the same 
day he became an R.O. As a member of the staff of C.S.O. 
Eastern Command he was known to every staff officer in every 
district headquarters in the Command. They all saw in him a 
person who could produce whatever was needed out of thin 
air, and loved doing it. In spite of working as hard as anyone 
he played golf equally hard. His shrewd advice on any matter 
concerning the Army or the Civil Service was valued by 
everyone. He never flapped and always laughed. He knew the 
way round or through every regulation and should have been 
on the other side. 

On reach ing the age of 65 he was retired as an R.O., and 
the E ditor of T HE W IRE put it in print that he did not believe 
it. H e was right, Ted accepted the offer of a temporary per
manent staff job in the Middlesex Yeomanry Signal Regiment 
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Lie utenan t -Colon e l G. R. Price, M.B.E. and Mrs . Price 

as Adjutant. In 1966 h e moved on to GS0 1, H eadquarters 
Special Communications, with the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, 
from which appointment he now retires at the age of 71. He is 
in good form, having recovered from a recent major operation 
and has remarried. In his long service Ted has been a boy 
soldier, adult soldier, Warrant Officer Class II and Class I, 
regular officer, R.O., T.A. officer and T .A.V.R. officer, and 
could paper a fair-sized room with his parchments. 

Ted has many friends in all arms of the service and all will 
join in wishing him and Mrs. Price a happy life in their 
retirement. 

CO L ON EL Il. A. CHELL, T.D., APPOINTED A.D.C. 
TO H.M. THE QUEEN 

News has been received that Colonel R. A. Chell, T .D., 
Deputy Commander, 12 Signal Group (V), has been appointed 
A.D.C. (T. & A.V.R.) to H.M. The Queen. 

Colonel Chell wa oorrunisisoned into Royal Signals in 
1942 and saw war service in the Sudan. He joined the 
T erritorial Army in 1947 and commanded 45th (Essex) Signal 
Regiment from April, 1964, to March, 1967. He was appointed 
Deputy Commander, 12 Signal Group (V), in April, 1%7, 
which appointment has recently been extended to M arch, 
1972. 

TllAINING BRIGADE UPGRADING COURSES, 
FEBRUARY. )f)dl 

Serial Cour e Class Assemble Disperses 
1/61 
1/ 31 
1/83 
1/52 
1/ 42 
1/ 53 
2/49 
2/39 
2/03 

Technician Radio II-I 23 Feb. 
Technician R R II-1 2 Feb. 
Radio Operator II-1 9 Feb. 
Comcen Operator II- I 2 Feb. 
Driver R Signals II-1 9 Feb. 
Lineman II-1 2 Feb. 
T echnician T E III-II 9 Feb. 
T echnician R R III-II 23 Feb. 
Radio Relayman III-11 9 Fe~. 

2Gtlr, BBA:VCll REPRESE NTATIVES• 
MEETl~'G 

28 Oct. 
23 Sep. 
23 Apr. 
7 r.. ay 

23 Apr. 
8 Jul. 

29 Jul. 
29 Jul. 

8 Apr. 

The 25th meetin~ of the Branch Representatives of 
thie Royal Signals As odation has been fixed fer 10..3-0 
a.m., Saturday, 17th April, 1971, at the usual venue, 
31st (Greater London) Signal Regiment (V), near 
Hammersmith underground station. This date coincides 
with the annual Indian Signals Dinner at the Duke of 
York's H .Q., the same evening. 
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ROY Ai.- SIG "AL ASSOCIATIO. A. ' D 
BENEVOLENT F . 'D 

T he following donations were grate(ully received dunn11 November , 
1970 : 

[. s. d . 
3 IO 0 

s 0 

Officer Commanding 59th (West La~cashire) Signal Squadron (V) 
Officer Commandin g rrth Signal ReaJment (Collection box) 
Colonel T . M . N iven (balance o( funds of the H t Lanar:shlre 

Volu.,teers' Benevolent Fund . . 72 o o 
F. C. Wilson, Esq. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 5 r6 o 
Major P. K rell for Major A. H. Laing. RTR s < o 
F. G . K ey, E sq. .. . ... . . . ... 3 r6 o 
Major C. J. A. Chapman ... 2 r6 o 
J. H . A. (Boots) Potter, Esq. 2 2 o 
Ca:ptain E. J. Brooks . . . , 16 o 
Major G. A. Stanley, D.C.M. r 5 o 
Major J. K. Heyes r o o 
F . Veness, Esq. ... ... 1 o o 
J. D . Smethurst Esq. ... 18 o 
Ma jor M. McG . Simmonds r6 o 
G. B. Hollings, Esq. . .. rs o 
J. Milburn, Esq . ... tr o 
G . D . Webster, Esq. ... 10 o 
Lieutenant E . M . S hort ro o 
Various individ ual donatio::s r 6 6 

[.105 17 6 

, - Special Mention -
-- Ten Corp s Canoe ists awarde d or rt>-a1r ardt>d 

Ar1nf1 Colour s for 1 970 
These awards were announced at the Army Canoe Union 
Executive Committee meeting recently and the Colours 
will be presented at the annual general meeting to be held 
in the New Year. The ten are: Lieutenant M. E. Harrison, 
Royal Signals, new award; present unit, School of Signals. 
Sergeant M . A. Brett, re-award; present unit, 8th Signal 
Regiment. Sergeant J. Cornforth, new award; present unit, 
A.0.B.S., T owyn, Merionithshire. Corporal M. J . Bull, 
re-award; present unit, Sc'nool of Signals. Corporal V. E. 
Bingham, new award; present unit, 2 Div. H .Q. & Signal 
Regiment. Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, re-award · present 
unit, School of Signals. Lance-Corporal D . D . Wink, 
re-award; present unit, School of Signal . L ance-Corporal 
R. M. Pawlow, re-award; present unit, _School of Signals. 
L ance-Corporal A. Robinson, re-award · present UJlit, 30th 
Signal Regiment. Lance-Corporal S. H . W. Hebdon, new 
award; present unit, 2 D iv. H.Q. & Signal Regiment. 

-- 4 0th ( V ls t e r ) S ignal R e giment (V) 
For a remarkable performance in the T.A.V.R. on
Central Full Bore Shooti'lg Matches for 1970. This com
petition is open to all T .A.V.R. units country-wide and 
the results below were achieved in direct competition with 
Infantry, Parachute and other units. 

Match ! (a) 

ii<! !st 
2nd 

Match l{b) 

lst 
2nd 
3rd 

Match l (c) 

lst 
2nd 
3rd 

Match 3 
1st 

Match 4 

lst 
2nd 
3rd 

Match 8 

The Lord Wakefie ld Match 
(Deliberate 500, Fire and Movement, Rapid, Snap) 
40 (U) Signal Regiment ( V) "A" Team 
40 (U ) Signal Regiment (V) "B" Team 

Hlgb. Sheriff's Cha llenge Shield 
(as for Match l (a) 

40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) "A" Team 
40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) "B" Team. 
40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) "C" Team 

Queen's \Vestmlns te r Challeng e Cup 
(as for Match l (a)) 

Lt.-Col. D. Hall-40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) 
Cpl. R. Shanks ,, 
S Sgt. B. Darrah 

The Machin e Gun C up 
40 (U) S~al Re1<iment (V) 

(Capt. D. MacKinnon 
Cpl. A. Duly) 

T he Simoson Ch a lle ng e Cup 
(Team of 6 RiHcmen and 2 LM Gunnern) 

40 ( U) Signal Regiment (V) "A" Team 
40 ( U) Si'lJlal Regiment (V) "B" Team 

"B" Coy. 15th Rn. Para. Regiment I Section 
Prizes presented for firnt 12 teams. 

The G r and Slam 
Aggregate of Matches la and lb 
Winnern of the Kolar Cup-

40 (U) Signal Rcgime.ot (V) 

395 
352 

423 
402 
378 

133 
113 
90 

39 

313 
281 
256 

(Continued overleaf) 
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.Match 9 SMG Competition 
1 t 40 (U Signal Regiment (V) "B-" Team 877 
2nd 40 ( Signal Regiment (V) 0 A 0 T ea.m '37 

Match 10 Pistol Team Matc.h 
l t 40 LU) S~al Regiment (V) 

t.-Co . D . H all 173 
Cpl. W. Temple 163 

336 

2nd 40 LU) Signal Regiment (V) 
t . B. G . Patterson 144 

Capt. D . Mackinnon 156 

300 

(It's a good thing they are on our side!-Editor). 

Movements 
Officers 
Major A. R. J. Ainsworth 
Lieutenant-Colonel C . 0 . 

... ... To 7th Regiment 

Major A. B. Byng 
Major D . B. Camic, M .B.E. 
Captain M . J. C. Cartwright 
Captain A. S. Cheal 
Lieutenaot G. Davies 
Captain M . S. Davies 

Bound , 
O.B.E. 

Major P. R. Davies ... 
Second-Lieutenant R. A. Dickson 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E . Evan . M.C. 
Captain R. Finister ... 
Lieutenant J. H. Fisher 
Captain G. 0. Fulton ... ... 
Lieutenant R. A. J. Gardner 
Lieutenaot D. G. W. Gardiner 
Lieutenant F. J. Garrod 
Lieutenant C. B. Greig 
Captain (Tfc.) C. E. Hesketh .. . 
Captain D. R. Hodges ... 
Lieutenant P. T. Innocent ... 
Colonel T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E. 
Major S. J. Lockett .. . • •. 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre 
Captain M. J. McCann .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Millo 
Major (Tfc.) F. W. Moseley 
Major (Tfc.) F. W. Natolie 
Major W. J. Pritchard ... 
Major G. C. A. Ridley 
Major F. St. C. Robinson 
Major H. S. de V. Rogers 
Major J. A. P. Russell 
Lieutenant I. M. G. Strong 
Lieutenant J. F. Stuart 
Major J. H. S. Weston ... 
Captain (T.O.T.) A. Whittington 
Lieutenant F. P. Wilkinson 
Major A. M. Willcox . . . .. . 
Captain (T.0.T.) A. Williams 

•• H .Q . 3 Sigttal Group (Colonel ) 
.. 229 Signal Squadron 
,, School of Signal (Lt.-Col.) 
,, 4 Gds. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
., H .Q.L.F., Gulf 
., 8th Regiment 
.. School of Signal 
,. 1 Arty. Bdc. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

11th Regiment (retires) 
,, H.Q. South East District 
., 7th Regiment 
,, School of Signals (course) 
,. 226 Signal Squadron 
,, School of Signals (course) 
., 2 Queens 
,, School of Signals (course) 
., 28th Regiment 
., nth Regiment (RS) (retires) 
., School of Signals 
,, 45 A.Y.T. 

11 Sig. Group (V) as Brigadier 
,, 14th Regiment 
., School of Signals (attached) 
., 16th Regiment 

B.A.S. Washington as Colonel 
nth Regiment (HS) retiring 

,, roth Regiment 
,, R.C.B., Westbury 
., R.A.C. Centre as Lt.-Col. 

roth Regiment 
., 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt . 

J.S.S.C., Latimer (course) 
., 16th/ 5th Lancers 

School of Signals (course) 
.. H.Q. I Signal Group 
., 224 Signal Squadron 

1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
Staff College, Quetta. 
roth Regiment 

W .O.s a•d Sergea•ts 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) E. Holland ... 
W.O .II (Y. of S.) E. P. Mahoney 
W.O.II (Y. of S.) P. C. Gray ... 
W.O.Il (Y. of S.) V. G. Kelly 
W.0.II J. W. Gray ... ... 
W.O.II (Y. of S.) L. J. Kelly 
W.O.II W. W. Easter ... 
W.0.II L. V. Stoneham 
W.O.ll F. R. Gardner ... 

. .. To 30th Regiment 
223 Squadron 
22nd Regiment 

W.O.II T. B. Cooper . .. .. . 
W.O.II (F. of S.) W. F. Graham 
Stalf Sergeant (F. of~.) G . P. Brindle 
Stalf Sergeant (F. of :S.) D. Sugden ... 
Stalf Sergeant H. Holdmorth . . . . .. 
Staff Sergeant E. L. Bates 
Stalf Sergeant S. T. Cagey 
Staff Sergeant J. R Hague 
A / Stalf Sergeant J.B. Banlett 
Sergeant J. D. Waterston 
Stalf Scrgcant 0. Duffy ... 

Stalf Scxgeant (Y. of S.) M. J. Sauth 
Staff Scr;cant K. M:ridment .. . . .. 

tiff Sergeant (Y. or S.) M. J. Boland 
crgcant D . M. Elkcrton 

Ser;cant R. Scriven 
Sergeant I. Dolby 
ScrgcROt P. Scriven 
Stt;cant B. J. Lloyd 
Scr;cam P. D. Shawycr 
Sttgeant G. A. Wilson 
Seraeant D. E. P. R.odt 
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,, 4th Division Signal Regiment 
., 39th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron 

222 Squadron 
•. Army Appren. College, Harrogate 

229 Squadron 
11th Armoured Brigade Signal 

Squadron 
., 13th Regiment 

School of Signals 
,, School of Signals 
,, 19th Regiment (Gan Island) 
,, 224 Squadron 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, 9th Regiment 

9th Regiment 
,, 63 S.A.S. Signal Squadron (V) 
., 30th Regiment (for 621 Troop) 
,, Scarborough Signal Training 

Centre 
,, 4th Division Signal Regiment 
., Army Works Study Group 
.. 216 Parachute Squadron 
,, School of Signals 
,, Army Apprcn. College, Har:oga•: 
,, 242 Squadron 
., 2ut Regiment 

nth Regiment, Depot Sqn. 
,, 225 Squadron 
,. roth Regiment 
., roth Rcg.imeo1 

ergeant B. Moyle 
Sergeant F. B. Worrall 
Sergeant J. Murphy 

ergcant J. R. LongsrnfT 
ergeant M. J. Abson ... 
crgcant G. H. Moloney 

Sergeant C . S. Mason 

Sergeant A. Russell ... 
Sergeant G . W . Walker 
Sergeant F . Black 
Sergeant J. P. Chapmon 
Sergeant J. Conway .. 
Sergeant J. A. Strange .. . 
Sergeant T . L. Pigg .. . 

Sergeant G . J. Ditchhurn 

ergeant H. Crecdy 

ergcant K . C. Purnell 
Sergeant W . E. O arke 
Sergeant R. Mawson 
Se~geant B. Birchall .. . 
Sergeant T. W. MacDonald 
Sergeant J. L ee 
Sergeant W . H. Lesl ie 
Sergeant F . J. M eck 

Sergeant J. W. Homby 
Sergeant A. Brighton 
Sergeant P. K. Heavey 
Sergeant J. R. Phair ... 
A / Sergeant N . D. Illman 
A / Sergeant J. P . Shergold 
A/ Sergeant J . Bonn en ... 

., 242 Squadron 
. . .• 7th Regiment 

., 261 Squadron 
.. Army Apprcn. College , Harrogll'te 

. . . , 3oth Regiment 
.. 19th Airportable Bri11adc Signal 

Squadron 
.. N ORTHAG Air Support Rad io 

Squadron 
.. H.Q., SHAPE 
.. 261 Squadron 
. . 36th Regiment (V) 
., 31st Regiment 
.. 3rd Division Signal Regiment 

.. . ., 222 Squadron 
., Central Volunteer Headquarters 

and Training Wing 
., 24th All-portable Brigade ignal 

Squadron 
.. 6th Armoured Brigade ignal 

Squadron 
.. 2nd Division Signal Regiment 

2nd Division Signal Regiment 
Army Appren. College, Harrogate 

.. 16th Regiment 

., 602 Troop 
,, 1st Division Signal Regiment 
., 1st Division Signal Regiment 
,, 19th All-portable Brigade Signal 

Squadron 
21st Regiment 

.. 30th Reiriment 
,, 3rd Divi ion Signal Regiment 
,, 224 Squadron 
., Army Appren. College Harroga te 
., 8th Regiment 
.. nth Regiment 

KEEP US IN THE PICT URE 
With several thousan d individual subscribers ' The 

Wire ' cannot hope to keep up with postin gs, changes In 
rank, decorations awarded. If you are going to be pasted 
or promoted or h a ve someth ing new to add after your 
name drop us a card so that we can address your •Wire ' 
properly. Thank you. 

letters to tile Editor 

British Anny LEP (Malaysia/Singapore) 
Benevolent Funtl 

Smart, hardworking and outstandingly loyal . . . These are 
the qualities of the men which this appeal hopes to help. 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild, 18th Regiment, writes: 
I am writing to you as the Royal Signals member of the 

committee set up to raise money for the above fund. 
There are many members of the Corps who have served 

with locally enlisted soldiers here in Singapore and Malaysia 
since the war. They will remember these happy, hardworking 
men of many races who have served the Corps so loyally. I 
therefore ask for space in THE WIRE to give publicity to the 
fund and appeal for the generous support of all individuals 
who feel they can do so. For those not so lucky to have served 
in this part of the world, I enclose a photograph which amply 
shows the quality of men we are trying to help. 
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The fund has been set up to help ex-Service Locally Enlisted 
Personnel (LEP) of the British Army who were recruited from 
Malaysia and Singapore. This includes large numbers who 
have served or are still serving in the Royal Signals, all of 
whom will be made redundant by the end of 1971. The Corps 
m Singapore has therefore taken a leading part in starting this 
~cheme, and so far, $20,000 (£3,000) has been raised by 18th 
and 19th Regimen.rs as our initial oontribution to the local effort . 
Other Corps with Locally Enlisted Soldiers are similarly con
tributing, and the overall target is $300,000 (£40,000). After 
1971, the fund will be administered by the Staff of the new 
Britbh Hcadquaners to be established in ingaporc. Grants 
will be made to deserving cases after investigation on similar 
lines to the Arm' Benevolent Fund at home. 

Any serving or former member of the Corps who feels able 
to contribute to this deserving caµse should send his/her 
donation to me at the following address:-

Lieutcnant-Colonel J. H. Hild, M.B.E., R Signals, 
18th Signal Regiment, 
c/o G.P.0. Singapore . 

Chequ<!s or Po tal Drafts (in any currency) should be made 
out to the Central Bank, 18th Signal Regiment, and crossed 
' LBP Bcncvolen Fund.' All donations, however large or small 
will be personally acknowledged by me. 

P.S.-If anyone has any reminiscences about their service in 
LEP Units, we would be interested to have them for historical 
records. 

Salute to an R.S.M . 
Sir, 

I often read of the movements of personnel in the regular 
units and how they will be missed for the impact they have 
had on tile persons with whom they work. Well, I would like 
to let you know of a Regular R.S.M. who has cenainly made 
h is mark on the Volunteer Regiment he erves with and also on 
the civvies in the Royal Signals Association whom he has 
helped so much. It's not every Regular R.S.M.'s cup of tea 
to be posted to a T.A.V.R. Unit but he came to the 38th 
Signal Regiment T.A.V.R. and took us all in his stride. He 
impresses his vitality and personality on everyone in the regi
ment. H e took one look at the dismal wooden building used as 
a W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess and decided it just would not 
do. So, taking the word ' Volunteer' very seriously, he did 
some cajoling, arm-twisting, skullduggery, plus sheer per
sonality and example and he converted this building into a 
Mess which would do credit to any regiment in the country . 
The Sheffield Br anch were invited to use the lv'ess as soon 
as it was completed. To the R.S.M. I would say, this place 
to us will always be known as R.S.M. P. W. Johnson's creation 
and that his personality got the volunteers from his senior 
N .C.O.s to make it all possible. The Association salutes you, 
Sir ! 

F. Powell, Hon. Secretary, 
Royal Signals Association (Sheffield Branch) 

l 02, R ichmond Park Crescent, 
Sheffield, Sl3 8HG. 
This is a partirularly good example of the assistance afforded 

by some of our T .A.V.R. and Regular units to local or nearby 
'Branches of the Association. For this the Association is most 
grateful.-Editor. 

Kranji Military Cemetery 
Sir, 

The other day I was in Kranji Military Cemetery and was 
most impressed by its lay-out and beauty, and the high standard 
to which it is maintained by the War Graves Commission. 

In walking around the graves, I noticed a number which 
were those of members of our Corps who died in this theatre 
during and since the last war. 

It occurred to me that the relatives of some of these men 
might be interested in having news of the condition of the 
graves and even a photograph of a particular grave as it is 
today. 

I, therefore, had a list drawn up of all Signallers buried in 
Kranji, which I am attaching to this letter. If you agree and 
think it is a reasonable idea, I was wondering whether you 
would consider publishing this list in THE WIRE, explaining 
what it is and saying that if any relatives care to write to me 
direct, I will do my best to supply details and send a photo
graph of the grave concerned to them. 
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I leave the matter entirely at your discretion but as this i 
the time of year when our minds do turn to those who fell 
in the last conflict, It might be appropriate. 

Yours, etc., 

Headquarters, 5 Signal Group, 
c/o G.P.0. Singapore. 

D. A. Polley (Colonel). 

list of Royal Signals personnel buried at Kranji War 
Cemetery 

Rank Name 
Lance/Sergeant Amott, J. 
Signalman Arundnle, J. S. 
Captain Barlow, R. G. 
Lance-Corporal Barton. W. 

ignalman Bennett, S. E. 
W.O.II (CSM) Bennington, L . 
Signalman Billsborough , V. E. 
2/ Lieutenant Brown, S. 
Lance-Corporal Burnell, S. C . 
Signalman Cawthray, J. 
Signalman Charlish, A W . L 
Signalman Clark, A. C . B. 
Signalman Clemson, H . 
Lance-Corporal Coathupc. C. S. 
Signalman Conley, J . 
Driver Driver, C . W. 
Sergeant P arrow, H. W. 
Signalman Pinch, F . J. 
Driver Forrest, W. S. 
Signalman Fotheringham, R. 
Signal man F oxon, D . 
Signalman Fraser, A. 
Corporal Gausden, A. P. 
Lance-Sergeant George, C. 
Lieutenant Harvey, C . E. 
Driver Hebb, F. W. 
Signalman Horton, A. 
L jeutcnant Howard, J. M . 
Signalman Humphreys, H. R. 
Sergeant Hunt, G. L. 
Signalman Inglis, H. 
Signalman Jamieson, P. W. 
C.Q.M.S. Jones, W . 
Signalman Kay, J. 

Rank Name 
S<!rgcant Lyon , J . 
Signalman Marshall, C . J . 
Signalman Manson, A. W. 
Signalman Martindale, J. L. 
Signalman Meadows, S. 
Signalman Mile , R. 
Signalman Naim, H . 
Signalman Pagdin, C. 
Sergeant Paton , F . R . 
Signalman Patrick, C. 
Signalman Pe:itreath, G . H. 
Lieutenant Peters, N . S. 
Signalman Peters, S. 
Signalman Picksley, W. W. 
Signalman Queen, T . 
Lance-Corporal Ramsden , A. J . 
Signalman Ratcliffe, F. P. 
Signalman Rayroish, D. 
Lance-Corporal Roderick, C. W. 
Lance-Sergeant Salter, H. B. 
Driver Saunders, C. T. 
Signalman Smoothy, J. 
Signalman Swaits, J. A. 
Signalman Taff, F . 
Lance-Corporal Talbot, W. A. J. 
W.O.II (CSM) Taylor, T. 
Driver Terry, J. 
Signalman Titmuss. F. J. 
Driver Triggs, F. W . 
Driver Van Looy, J . C. A. 
Signalman Waller, R. 
Driver Waters, H . 
Driver Wilson, G. C . 

C.Q.M.S. Lawrenson , G. Signalman Yarrington, G. T. W. 

20,000 
Limbless Ex-Service Men 

await 
a word 
from you 

A word of encouragement and a token of he!p--needed, 
now, by British Ex-Service men who have sacrificed a full 
life. Many of them are completely unable to help themselv~. 
Money is urgently needed to help_ th~e men c.onqu~r their 
handicap--money to equip and mamtam homes m_wh1c~ they 
can be given convalescence, or care and con:ifort m their old 
age. BLESMA is not aided by the State. Will you help? 

Another way you can help. Do you know any British Ex-Service .~n 
or woman who has lost a limb and would benefit from spcc1alm 
help and advice? Let BLESMA know. 

Do11a1io11s and i11formatio11: 
Major the Earl of Ancaster, T.D .• Chairman of Appeal ( .6) 

Midland Bank Ltd., 60, West Smithfield, London, E.C.I. 

BRITISH LI MBLESS 
EX-SERVICE MEN •s ASSOCIATION. 
{Registered /11 accordance with the 101/01w/ Assistance Act 1948 and, 

asa charity, 1111drr th,• Clwritles Act 1960.) 
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Mission accomplished. The various Corps detachments have now all returned to base from Jordan. We 
publish below some further reports that recently came in on this highly successful operation. 

Report from Heat/quarters 3 Signal Group 
' Do not ndjust your mind. There is n tempornr~· 

Inuit in r nlity' 

D ISPLAYED in the Operations Room at the British Field 
Hospital in Amman this seemed an apt caption for a 

force of R.A.M.C., Q.A.R.A.N.C. and Royal Signals disguised 
in cooks' shirts, NAAFI sweaters and mi cellaneous trousers 
as Red Cross ' medical as istants ' and ' technicians • deployed 
in Jordan on an urgent life-saving mission after the recent 
inter-command fighting there. 

'Ferrieforce,,' named after its Commander, Colonel Ferrie, 
R.A.M.C., arrived in Cyprus on 21st/22nd September, was 
deployed to Jordan on 30th September, returned to Cyprus on 
1st/2nd November and, after a well-earned rest, flew back to 
the U.K. on 4th/5th November. 

Designed to establish a 50-bed Field Hospital, supported by 
a Field Surgical Team, dental surgeon and ambulances, the 
force treated over 650 patients and performed more man 240 
operations. 

Rear link communications were provided by a 'short• 
SR Dl3/R234 detachment, supplied by 14th Signal Regiment 
and commanded by Captain Tim Hallchurch, who became 
' Ferrieforce • Signals Officer. A local radio net was provided 

Commander 3rd Signal Group (NEARELF), Colonel D. L. Sylvester
Bradley, O.B.E., chats to members of the D 13 detachment on their 
return from Jordan. Captain T. T. Hallchurch, Ferrieforce Signals 

Officer, is on the extreme left 

and operated by Lieutenant Chris Grant and SR AB HP 
detachments from 30th Signal Regiment. Two FFR Land 
Rover detachments, fitted with SR Cl 1 /R210 and commanded 
by Ser$eant Mike Banks, came from 262 Signal Squadron 
(Cyprus) to give communications mobility. Also from Cyprus 
came a 40/160 line exchange, telephones and field cable to give 
the force a telephone system. 

This was a British Forces ear East mounted operation and 
communications responsibility was vested in the Joint Signal 
Board (Near East), chaired by Commander 3rd Signal Group, 
Colonel David Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., during the critical 
phases. Also fairly heavily involved was the SO 2 (Ops/Tels), 
Major Charles Galbraith, who was fortunate enough to be able 
to visit the force in Amman. 

The communications provided were a credit to the Corps. 
The Dl3 once again proved its reliability, having no technical 
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problems whatsovcr. One unexplained at the time outage of a 
few minutes, due to 'local interference,' turned out to have 
been caused by an ' adopted ' child up-patient twiddling the 
wrong knob. Security! 

The Al3s and Clls proved especially valuable a~ no other 
field hosoital had taken either ambulances or communications. 
As a result 'Ferrieforce ' supplied a radio-ambulance service 
with stations at H.Q. International Red Cross, Amman Airport 
and the British, Danish, German, Palestinian Red Crescent and 
Swiss hospitals. 

In Amman the force lived in fairly primitive and heavily 
restricted conditions. Moments of danger were many and certain 
individuals will be able to dine out for several months on their 
experiences. Officials of the International Red Cross and 
members of the medical teams had nothing but praise for the 
reliability of the communications provided and for the versatility 
and know-how of the Royal Signallers who provided them. 

WeJJ done 'the professionals.' 

Report from Astrafiya Hospital Amman 
By Lance-Corporal 'Taff ' Gunter and Lance-Corporal ' Dixie ' 

Dixon, of 1 (Operations) Squadron, 30th Regiment 
On 15th October we joined our intrepid crew commander, 

Corporal ' Dixie ' Dickson, at the now famous Astrafiya Hos
pital in Amman. This particular hospital was situated in the 
centre of guerilla-held territory, and being run by a team of 
Danish doctors and nurses-with whom we soon acquainted 
ourselves (nurses first, of course). 

Our radio kit consisted of one Al3 (HP) working back to 
the King Hussein Hospital and six other out-stations. An end
fed antenna on the roof of the hospital was quite adequate for 
the purpose. We were completely self-contained, being re
supplied every day from control with all necessities such as 
beer, cigarettes and mail! We acquired the nickname of 'Front 
Line Boys ' owing to our numerous shooting reports, although 
the nearest ' Dixie ' Dickson came to the front line was when 
he suffered from a case a ' Astrafiya runs,' and ended up with 
two penicillin jabs in an unmentionable part of his body, from 
a 'beautiful • Palestinian nurse. The expression on his face was 
one of pure terror, and shall always remain in our thoughts. 
Lance-Corporal 'Dixie ' Dixon also suffered a similar attack, 
but was fortunately spared the penicillin jabs. 

Lance-Corporal 'Taff' Gunter, being Welsh and used to the 
rigours of a hard life, managed to survive, and kept the station 
working (when he wasn't sunbathing). 

Owing to the activities of the Fedayeen troops around the 
hospital we were almost permanently indoors. Venturing 
bravely to the roof of the hospital only once, we were soon to 
be sent scurrying back inside by machine-gun fire about 30 
yards away. Life was made bearable by the likeable Danish 
chief, Dr. Hansen, who always had a remedial supply of beer 
on tap. The days were marked off on our ' chuff chart,' each 
one be~ning with a cup of thick black liquid (which Corporal 
' Dixie ' Dickson had the temerity to call tea), and ended the 
same. We would like to point out that life at Astrafiya was not 
as rough as it sounds, but a combination of confinement and 
compo it wasn't exactly Butlins. Our reliefs, (Mr.) 'Paddy ' Fox 
and Signalman (Aberdeen forever) McLennan, arrived on 22nd 
October, and }'Our writers departed to the greener pastures at 
Red Cross H.Q. P.S. ' Dixie' Dickson has now recovered, but 
still bears the scars-to be seen only by Mrs. Dickson! 

A JOB WELL DONE 
The following signal was sent to all concerned in the 

mounting and execution of Operation ' Shoveller.' 
" Operation ' Shoveller.' First, From Chief of Defence Staff 

on behalf of the Secretary of State and Chiefs of Staff, con
gratulations to everyone concerned on initiative, skill and hard 

(Continued on page 9) 
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work which made the wh'Ole operation a success under very 
difficult circumstances. 

" Second. General Officer Commanding Army Strategic Com
mand wishes to add his thanks and warmest congratulations 
to all :who took part in Operation ' Shoveller • or helped in its 
mountmg and support. Thanks to good team work the operation 
was most successful and brought great credit to the Army. His 
thanks also go to our Royal Air Force friends whose skill and 
efficiency made the operation possible." 

Report from the German Hospital, Jortlan 
T he following account, written by Lance-Corporal Ted 

Gough, indicates so well the spirit of service and CCH>peration 
shown by all members of the Corps during their humanitarian 
work in Jordan. Their country could not have been served 
by better ambassadors than these young soldiers. 

" After establishing our base at the King Hussein Hospital, 
along with the remainder of the British team, detachments 
were then sent to other national hospitals. Among these was 
the detaC:1ment that went to the German hospital; it consisted 
of Corporal John Collins, Lance-Corporal ' Taff' Holverson 
and myself. 

The German team had established themselves two days 
previously in a school at Wadi-es-Seer, just outside Amman. 
and compri ed, at that trime, of five doctors, four nurses and 
thrc;e te~ical ~rsonneL They were still in the process of 
settmg up shop, but, as yet, were not open for ' business.' 

Our three operators were very wannly welcomed, and after 
setting up their AB radio station, were soon helping the 
Germans whenever they could. Corporal John Collins and 
Lance-Corporal ' Taff ' Holverson fully proved their worth 
by as~isting with the installation of the lighting and power, 
whilst I helped to assemble the anaesthetist's equipment, which 
looked harder than in fact it was. 

Shortly after this, the first patients started to arrive, and 
everybody was involved in their own jobs during that first 
he:llic day. Due to the British team having the only ambu
lances, requests had to be passed through the Al3 circuit, 
which kept all of us very busy and on our toes. 

After about two weeks, four out of the five doctors had to 
return to Germany to oontinue with either their studies or 
practices. Their replacements arrived the following day, via 
Beirut; they consisted of four doctors, one of whom was an 
eye specialist, three nurses, and two more technical personnel, 
as well as an administrative officer. At about mis time we 
were also joined by three French sisters from the Catholic 
religious order ' Caritas.' One came from their local head
quarters in Lebanon, whilst the other two came from ' Soeurs 
Francis(:aines De Marie • in Beirut. 

Tm-ougbout the whole operation, the detachment was 
accepted by the German tea.nl. as part of the ' fami'y,' and 
were very loathe to· say goodbye when the operation finished 
As a result, since their return, they have received letters of 
thanks, and invitations to stay with members of the German 
team if they ever go to Germany." 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LAT EST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024. 

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances 

Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection 
of records in the di.strict, also sheet music and 

musical instruments. 
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2G2 Signal. Squadron Tcirkle a Conunn11it11 

Relations Proj"c t and • 

The lights are now shining brightly in 
remote Tai a Chau 

. 252 Si~al Squa~ron recent!}'. undertook a community rcla
no_n~ project, ~echnically supery1sed by Captain (T.0 .T.) F. C. 
Williams, to m tall an electrical supply for the inhabitant~ 
of the small remote island of Tai A Chau. The island is just 
within rhe Crown Colony-we hope-as the border with Com
munist China we are told runs parallel to the beach. 

The tc~hnical and ad~inistrative preparation ranged from 
th~ ordering and collecting of technical stores, and by both 
farr means and foul the pro::urement of all the admini~trative 
backing required to house 30 men on a remote island under 
canvas for one month. 

Finally, ho"'.cver, on 1st September the landing craft arrived 
at Lyemun Slipway, and the task of ferrying stores and equip
ment. through the cha~tic streets of Hong Kong, to tile com
parauve peace and quiet of Lyemun Camp began. It was all 
too soon realised that our estimate of eight tons of stores-on 
paper-was vastly different to the eventual tonnage loaded on 
the ship before she sailed. Sail she did though, and after an 
ear:y uneventful start on 2nd September the landing craft 
beached at Tai A Chau. 

.The task of unloading and setting up camp was supervised 
with minimum force and maximum voice by S.S.M. McMahon· 
after a few hours it rar:.1er looked as if the Army had been ther~ 
for ye~rs, tea con.stantly being brewed and the whole operation 
supervised-as always-by the local children. 

SOME CORPS EXPERTISE ON THE ISLAND OF TAI A CHAU 
Sergeant Mackintosh and Corporal Parker of the Corps Pfficiently 

and quickly get on with the job in hand 
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A BIT OF BEEF NEEDED HERE! 
Sergeant Holmes, Sergeant Mackintosh, Corporal Dunn and 
Corporal Parker of 252 Signal Squadron hard at work on Tia a 
Chau island during the Squadron's project to install an electrical 

supply to the island 

On 3rd September the installation work began in earnest, 
17 houses, one school and a water-pump house were to be 
wired for electricity and the path connecting two communities 
fined with street lighting. Digging holes into almost solid rock, 
with the temperature in the eighties and the humidity in the 
nineties, was extremely exhausting work. Plenty of wholesome 
food-compo-San Miguel beer and early nights put everyone 
in good shape for the next day's work. 

Each Tuesday saw the changeover of personnel and the 
comparative luxury of 200 gallons of water, often supplemented 
by helicopter lifts to ensure an adequate supply. The locals 
have a well, which is not quite up to normal hygiene standards, 
and the water it~:e"f is in rather short supply. 

The rather arduous conditions, clean sea air and sunshine 
ensured that everyone returned refreshed and suntanned at the 
end of their week on the island. 

The final phase of the project was the air lift by a Royal 
Navy Wessex helicopter of a lOk.w. diesel generator to supply 
the power. 

The switching-on ceremony by Brigadier P. G. A. Prescott, 
M.C., Commander 5lst Infantry Brigade, on Friday, 6th 
November, was watdied by a large crowd, including members 
of the Squ"tdron, their wives and children, who had all braved 
a two-and -a-half-hour journey in a landing craft to witness the 
ceremony. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that reports from district 
officers and the Marine Police have shown a significant improve
ment in the normally taciturn relations with the island's 
population. 
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Anti men of 'E' Troop 14th Signal Regiment get 
in some soltliering 1911 style 

rrHIS eight-week exercise recently took place in New 
Providence, or more commonly known as Nassau which 

is the capital of the Bahamian Commonwealth. 
The Troop was deployed at fairly short notice and we were 

airlifted-as befits our role--by courtesy of the Royal Air Force 
Support Command. Chalk One 
(the first aircraft load to the 
unitiated) got away bang on 
time. Within five minutes of 
take-off the bridge school had 
started, with W.0.1 F. of S.) 
Reg Banham and Sergeant Jim 

Story to • The 
Wire' by 

O.C. ' E ' Troop, 
Lieutenant Chris 

Dakin 

Armstrong striving to regain their losses from Corporals ' Taff ' 
White and Paul Strugnell. 

On schedule, and after a night's stop in Gander, Newfound
land, the Hercules landed at Windsor Airport, Nassau. The two 
other chalks were not so lucky, having their flights delayed for 
nearly two days. At least, they were in U.K. and not subject 
to the rigours of topless nightlife in bleak Gander. 

On arrival I, and W.O.I Banham. bad to go off and draw the 
administrative transport for the exercise. These vehicles-brand 
new 1970 automatic drive Ford Cortinas-suited the Troop very 
well (though soon there was adverse comment about the Jack 
of a radio in each). On our return to the airport we found 
that the plane, under the supervision of the RAF, and assisted 
by Staff Sergeant (Burly Bob) Paterson, had been unloaded. 
Off we then went to Oakes Field, the main sports centre in 
Nassau; a rather run-down racing circuit containing swamp, 
a rugby pitch and a baseball diamond, which had been allocated 
as our exercise location. 

The Troop Dag was Dying bravely 
Soon the Troop flag was flying bravely from a pole attached 

to a goal post and 'E' Troop camp was established. Neatly 
at first, and then less so when the local rugby team asked us to 
move; nevertheless, this was home for the time being. 

Very quickly things were sorted out and 'Percy's CafI' (owned 
and operated by Lance-Corporal Percy Johnson, A.C.C., ably 
assisted by Private Ke11 Shaw) was soon in full swing, providing 
a wide variety of food from compo to curry, not forgetting the 
rum-flavoured ice-cream. 

It rained • • • and rained 
For the first 10 days it rained ... how it rained. Those who 

know the rains of the Far East have little to boast compared 
with Nassau. Floods swamped the tents, violent tropical storm 
that would have dismantled the camp on several occasions, had 
it not been for the sandbags weighting us down. However, don't 
be misled, for the majority of the time the Bahamas lived up 
to their reputation as the playground of the rich-rich being 
the operative word. 

A word about the place would not perhaps be amiss, for 
people who have not been so lucky as to sample the pleasures 
it offers. Nassau, 200 miles east of Florida, is a picturesque 
tow.n located on the island of New Providence and is blessed 
with good weather. It rains spasmodically for but a few weeks 
of the year, and is prone to hurricanes about once in 30 years. 
Swimming is the cheapest form of entertainment, and was the 
most popular, especially when a pint of beer costs nearly ten 
shillings! 

on to 1'0am.i 
Two enterprising members, Sergeant Jim (Peace) Burns and 

Corporal 'Nick' Hughes, braved the rigours of the U.S. 
Customs searching and flew across to Miami, where amongst 
other things they paid their respects to ' Flipper.' Others, 
notably Corporal Dave Tankard, Lance-Corporal 'Wombat' 
Williamson, R.E.M.E., Corporals Strugnell and White, indulged 
in some fishing, with a marked Jack of success. Visits to 
Paradise Island, which boasts the largest casino in the world 
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SOLDIERING '71 STYLE 
The members of an E21 detachment off duty in Nassau are Lance
Corporals "Wombat" Williamson, " Porky" Lord, Bill Cook and 

Dave Marland 

as well as beaches that. put those of !\1alaya to shame, and a 
rhr~e-hour catamaran _tnp, complete with calypso group, helped 
while away off-duty ume. 

Green Turtle stew! 
At the end . of the month, whether we liked it or not we 

ha~ to move. mt~ an air7onditioned hotel, the Royal Victoria. 
This hote.J, nght m the rruddle of town, boasts the best tropical 
gardens m the. Baham~s, a fair-sized swimming pool and 
p!enty of Ame~1can tourists who thought British soldiers were 

!ust too cute. To make matters wor e because the hotel 
k1t<;hen was out of ?rd~r we _had to eat in a nightclub, on the 
~run stre.et, called ~J.rty . Dicks,' complete with fire dancers, 
limbo artJ.~ts and the mev1table calypso group. Soft lights and 
sweet music .are fine in the .evening, but not at breakfast! Here 
we were subiect ro such dehghts as green turtle stew and boiled 
garouper. However, we did get drinks on the house on some 
occasions. 

O_n l 3th November the main party of 20 departed leaving 
behmd a saddened group consisting of Sergeant PhlI Vince 
Corporal Tankard, Corporal Bob Moffat, Lance-Corporals Dav~ 
Marian~, ' Lu~gi ' Cook and Signalman Ted Shimmin, to bring 
the radio stauon home by other means later. 

Washlngton--and iu bed watching television 
M eanwhi!e, back on the Ea~tei:n Airline Whisper jet taking 

u to Balumore. we were en1oymg a pleasant flight. Three 
hours after leavmg Nassau we were in our hotel rooms on 
12th. ~nd K Street, Washington, in bed watching colour 
tele".1s10nl A bu~st of sightseeing took place ~s members rushed 
to view the White House, Capitol, Wasnington Monument and 
Adult Films. 

.Eventually we boarded our coach and drove out to Dulles 
F1e~d . to catch. the RAF VC-10 home by way of Montreal. 
Arnvmg at Brµ:e Norton on a cold early November morning 
we were met by sympathetic Customs and a coach to take us 
to Wo~cestcr-;-a journey ,made just bearable by a bottle of 
Bacardi. Exercise Vulcan was over and was already becoming 
a pleasant memory and topic of conversation. 

'Ton-up' Corporal 
19th Signal Regiment (Air Support) is pleased to submit the 

following article writte'? by Corporal P. J. Ascough, of Micro
wave Troop. As you will read, hie has gone it alone in what is 
ver:r much a~ individual sport and, greatly to his credit, 
achieved no small measure of success. 

It. was in July, 1969, tllat I began motor cycle racing by 
entering a 350 c.c. AJS in a local scramble held at Colombo 
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Corporal Ascough at speed 

Camp ; once I had gained some experience I started being 
placed, and even had the occasional win. 

1? November of last year I decided to have a go at road 
racmg and entered my road machine, a 500 c.c. Triumph, in 
the D~op-sponso~e<l: Gap Hill Climb. Although I didn't gain 
a place m the unhrruted .class, I did to my surprise win the 
500 c.c. class. ~e ~ollowmg week I crashed while scrambling 
and ~pent a. w'nile m B.M.H. with an injured back and was 
told no racmg for three months." 
D~g my compulsory lay-off I saved for a new road racing 

machine and another scrambler to replace my badly bent AJS. 
After a careful searc~ of the dealers I bought a 350 c.c. BSA 
Gold Star ~f 1956 vllltage for road racing; it was rather old 
but very reliable. and reasonably fast. As a replacement for my 
scrambler I obtained a 500 c.c .. Triun;iph which although rather 
heavy p~oved to be good ~xerc1se trymg to make it go where I 
wanted mstead of where It wanted! 

First taste of real road racing 
M)'. first taste of real road racing was at a Clubman's 

Meetmg '.It Kuala Lumpur at the end of February, 1970. To 
my surprise I won the sc_ratch event and, after having to start 
last, managed a se~<?nd m the handicap race. The following 
month was a r.epetmon of the la t meeting and qualified me 
fo~ my F.I.M. licence to allow me to enter the Singapore Grand 
Prix at the end of March. 
A~er a very wet ride I finished third in the Clubman's event 

but m the actual GP my luck and petrol ran out from a 
fract~red petrol pipe when in eighth position. The next week
end m ~e Selangor Grand Prix my failing was over-enthusiasm 
and I slid off at .a bend, thus p~oving the theory that it is more 
comfortable to sit on the machme than on the road! Luckily I 
was unhurt but the controls were too bent for me to carry on. 

Snccess-unllmlted 
By J:ine a 250 c.c:. Yamaha had replaced my 500 c.c. Triumph 

an~ _th1s I. entered m the 250 c.c. class in a Dunlop Hill Climb 
~a=g thrrd place. In the same event on my BSA I came first 
I? the 250 c.c. class and third in the unlimited class. By this 
wne the BS~ was getting a bit tired and so it was rebored 
an~ fitted w1£? a new piston; this brought it up to 354 c.c. 
w~1ch meant 1t was now in the 500 c.c. class. My first ride in 
this. new class was the Rothman's-sponsored Thomp•on Road 
Sprmt held on the back section of the GP circuit· this time I 
won the 500 c.c. and unlimited class events. ' 

In September came the Malay Grand Prix and in the 500 c.c. 
cla~s, after the New Zealander Geoff Perry on a works Suzuki 
retired, I won the event. In the actual Grand Prix mechanical 
trouble put me well down the field. 

Some ' firsts ' mad the fastest time of the day 
:r11e most recent event, another Dunlop-sponsored Gap Hill 

Cb.m.b, was one of my most successful meetings with firsts in 
the 250 c.c., 500 c.c. and unlimited cla ses plus the fastest time 
of the day award. 
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Between lime were entrie in \'arious scramble events in 
ingapore with se e.ral wins and placing . I also competed in 

the ·talavsian Gra Track Champion hips at Ipoh and in the 
fir t four 'rounds obtained two firsts, fi\'e seconds and one third 
place. Unfortunately duty and transport difficultie prevented 
m competing in the final. 

Fort:y tro11hit>S now in iht'> bag 
In my new sport I have so far won 40 trophies in variou 

events. I carry out all my own maintenance and tuning but the 
major related problems are expense and transport for my 
machine and spares. As one improves so the sport becomes 
more expen ive but nonetheless is well worth while. As regards 
cransport I have found a olution with the BAMCA which will 
reduce the drain on my pocket. 

A trip to K area ========== 
By Lieutenant John Stuart 

DB detachmem from 'B' Troop, including many of 
the old faithfuls, such as Signalman Les Harrison, Lance

Corporal ' Stew' Hawey, Corporal Terry Williams, Corporal 
' Geordie ' Snaith and Corporal Pat Garrigan, a CU detach
ment from 'A' Troop, ably Jed by Corporal Johnny Weight
man and Y. of S. Bill Donnelly, with two Commcen Operators 
from ' 0 ' Troop were atracbed to Commonwealth Liai on 
Mission H.Q. UNC to take part in an exercise in Korea in 
the latter half of Occober. The detachment was required to 
produce rear link communication to Hong Kong. 

Les t key-red face 
Prior to going on the exercise, detachment drills were 

polished up and every item of kit carefully checked. So im
portant was it that nothing should be left behind that Staff 
Sergeant (F. of S.) Pete Thornber checked the loading of 
Signalman ' Griff ' Griffin's line hamper item by item, down to 
the last jointing sleeve, and then, after putting a padlock on 
the hamper, insisted that he should keep the key, lest any item 
should wander out of it. Unfortunately, on arrival in Korea, 
it was found that the F. of S . had Jost the key! 

Two C130s were tasked co tramport the detachment to 
Korea, but, as e:11.1Jected-we were flying R.A.F.-the outward 
journey was not uneventful. 

Tangling with a Boc k of birds 
I?e Cl30, carrying chalk two, cook off from R.A.F. Changi 

on Its second attempt, the first having been a complete failure 
because of running into a flock of birds during take--0ff. Shortly 
after take-off, the R.A.F. enquired whether we had any equip
ment on board that could possibly be putring" their main com
passes out of alignment. We were not the cause of the trouble, 
but feeling sure they had an old ship's sextant aboard for 
emergencies such as this, we were not in the least worried. 
Next the undercarriage became faulty, but by now we were 
ready for anything, and no one was particularly concerned 
when we made an unscheduled landing at Clark Air Base in 
the Philippines, with all the door and emergency hatches 
open. 

150 dollars for y our S.M.G.! 
We spent two days on the base waiting for the Cl30 to be 

repaired, and throughout our stay, the whole detachment was 
well looked after. For some of the detachment it was a first 
introduction to the Americans, and their different customs, 
but we were all amazed at the airman who offered Lance
Corporal McAllister $150 for his SMG whilst ~1C was on 
guard duty. eedless co say, he didn't accept! 

TbP X Factor 
Eventually both chalks met up at Taegu, Korea; more, I 

feel, by ch:--:ce than design, and the detachment was deployed 
in a large U.S. Camp. In our profession, we talk happily about 
the X factor, but the full meaning was pushed home when we 
were erecting the transmit antennae on a golf course under 
a constant hail of golf balls. The receive site was on t'he edge 
of a fairway, which was probably worse than being in the 
centre, because a good slice would send a ball flying into our 
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INTERNATIONAL GET-TOGETHER 
Left to right: Driver Tay (Korea), Corporal Terry Williams (U .K.), 
Special Operator Konstanz (U .S.A.) and Lance-Corporal Bill Allan 

(U . K.) 

midst. The receive antennae were placed on an American foot
ball pitch, and whenever a game was due to be played, the 
antennae legs had to be moved, jeopardizing communications. 
It was felt that communications could be improved in future 
if the golfers managed to cure their slice, and if the American 
footballers took up ten-pin bowling. 

The Cl 1 detachment was the most fortunate, in tilat it was 
required to establish a couple of links from the area of Seoul 
to Taegu. This gave Corporal Johnny Weightman and Lance
Corporals Bill Allan, Bill Lovatt and ' Wilki ' Wilkinson a good 
opportunity to see a fair bit of Korea. The others were some
what confined to the camp area throughout the exercise, but 
most peop'.e d~d manage to get into the town. One could say 
that the American influence had spoilt Taegu, but on the other 
hand, it did mean that there were a lot of facilities which 
the detachment made use of, and when off duty, few were at a 
loose end. 

Ancie n t t.emples 
The CLM, realising that we had seen so litrle of Koreans 

and so much of the Americans that some of the detachment 
might at a later date doubt that they ever went to Korea, 
took the detachment to see some ancient temples. This took 
place just before we returned to Singapore, and was a pleasant 
conclusion to the exercise, much appreciated by the detachment. 

The final surprfre came when both Cl30s made it from Taegu 
to Changi in one hop, but perhaps it should be added that 
one of the aircraft spent an unscheduled two days on the air
field in Korea being prepared for this long haul. 

Next year we hope to take four Cl30s with us-and a fully
trained golf coach! 

Munich lras its moments 
A technical report from Tropospheric Scatter Troop, 

28th (BR) Signal Regiment (NORTHAG) 
Init iat ion 
·T HERE has been an eight-month delay in forming the Troop 

due to equipment delays, for one reason or another. 
However, on 19th October the Troop was officially formed as 
part of 1 Squadron, commanded by M ajor Derek Copeland, 
in order to prepare for a three-week course in Munich during 
November. 

The course was at Siemens to instruct the technicians on 
the multiplex equipment that we hope to receive in January. 
The party finally comprised half the Troop, namely: 

Lieutenant Mike Martin, F . of S. Gordon Nickson, Sergeants 
Vic Selby, ' Mac ' M cMahon, Jack Ayre, Mick Everett, 
Corporals • Kayser ' Bond, ' T aff ' Llewellyn, ' Scouse ' Jack
son, ' Boon ' Gibson, ' St. George ' (story later) D avies, ' Capp ' 
Bowler, Lance-Corporal Pete Shepherd and Signalman 
• Blackers ' Blackman. Some well-intentioned person had 
remembered that the Munich Beer Fest was in October, hence 
our visit in N ovember. 
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T ROPO SCATTER COURSE IN MUNICH 
St ud ents derived much value from this advanced techn ical course 
as th~ photogra pher indicates . Applying themselves particularly 
hard 1n the Plat zl study centr e were left to right : Lance-Corporal 
Pete She pherd, Corporal " St. George" Davies and Sergeant Mick 

Everrett 

First impressions 
W e based ourselves in a small hotel and soon settled it1 

By evening everyone had changed ready to sample Munich: 
T he be t of first impressions must be the girls. 
. A grou~ in M_unich is termed an ' Aggregate of Amazons ' 
m com.pan~on wnh the 'Pride of Pygmies' found in Krefeld. 
The cuy 1s ravaged by preparation for the 1972 Olympic 
Games. Everywhere cranes and diggers are at work. 

Eoting out in Munich 
As the hotel was purely . bed and breakfast, one just had to 

go our. to ea.r every evenmg. Comparisons soon began so a 
five-pomt. racmg sys ten: was. devised, value for money being 
the most important cons1derat1on. Other faccors received reward 
e.g. comely ~aitresses (there were many), hot plates, a good 
band, attractive scenery (more amazons), a speedy service of 
beer (the Lowenbrau was pure nectar). 

As for the wine it caused a new variation on an old music 
hall ~hrase, to be born, to the bemusement of one of the course. 
A Wme _Queen had, he thou.gh~, been well 'chatted up' for a 
future dmner date; when nngmg to check he spoke to the 
husband as follows: 

Q. " Who was that Wine Queen you were with last night?" 
A. "That was no Wine Queen that's my WIFE!" 
The wines were tasted and appreciated, as were the beers, 

es~ec1a!Jy at the house of 101 beers. This lived up to its repu
tation .but. we could not manage a 100% sample so maintained 
our faith m Lowenbrau. Many restaurants were visited as well 
and a points guide is available on application. 

A similar points system was developed for those who 
' chatted up ' the less pretty girls going from a one to a five
to~d dragon. Corporal .<St. George) Davies achieved highest 
points on the first evening and held off a strong challenge by 
Sergeant Jack Ayre and Lance-Corporal Pete Shepherd on the 
last evening by buying a dear old lady a red rose. 

Places of interest 
As everyone assimilated information concerning the equip

ment so readily there was time for the following very worth
while visits: 

At satellite communication station, which will be used for 
transmitting the 1972 Olympics world wide, as well a its 
other daily transmitting tasks. 

The Olympic Tower on the site of the 1972 stadium contain
ing a revolving restaurant. It is from this tower that communi
cations will be transmitted to the satellite station. 

The Elektronica 1970 exhibition spread over 20 large halls 
and providing a worthwhile day's visit. 

T he Deutsches Museum, which overshadows our Science 
Museum in _Kensing~on and hold iyiany fasc~nations for every
one. The high t~n~1on demonsrrauon. showmg a spark jump 
five feet at one m1lhon volts was most impression. 
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. The i.emens Exhibi tion. This demonstrated Sicmem' many 
mter~sts m co?trOI of traffic on roads or rail, the m e of alarms, 
ter'!1mal eq1;11pments for communications, computers and 
thei r work with laser beam s. 

The Hofbrau H aus, famou s as a beer hall and collecting 
place for one and all. Very popular wi th everyone 

The Plat~!, a Bavarian theatre where we were t~ken for an 
excellent dinner and show of Bw arian folk aces. 

The Gl~ckenspeil. . This clock, above the Rat Haus, has 
figures which move m large galleries set below the clock 
The dance they execute copies that done by barrel maker· 
who celebra ted the end of the plague. T he figures are set so as 
to move on~y at 11.00 ho~rs daily, so on our final morning we 
~athered with all the children to watch and I think enjoyed 
It more than the children. 

Our home base 

Tonis, our small bar/cafe only 200 metres from the hotel 
became <?ur home and many pleasant evenings were spen; 
t?gether m an. atmosphere made more 'gemutlich ' (cosy) by 
liquor as. the rught wore on. We presented a plaque to mark our 
stay, so m years to. come a Corps plaque, hanging in an Italian 
restaurant m Munich may perhaps puzzle some traveller. 

Souvenirs 
What to take. home for one's family is always a problem 

It was made easier by Christmas time, for the shops were fuli 
?f sup~r t~ys so ~at in ~e evening. tile hotel became full of 

Dads with electrically driven machmes. If one wasn't picked 
up by a crane or run down by a racing car, you could be 
sure to be flatrened by a motor roller. I wonder how many of 
the children will see those toys. 

The course 
Yes, we forgot to mention that-but details will bore every

one. Suffice to say th~t a good result was achieved by all! 
P.S. Recommendat10n for breakfast in Munich-two lightly 

poached asprins. 

Teleprinter 
Maintenance 
Technician 

London 

Teleprinter Maintenance Technicians required to work in 

Central London for our expanding Service Centre. 

Applicants should hold a clean current UK driving licence, 
be resident within about 30 miles of central London and have 
good practical experience of 5 -unit telegraph machines in· 
eluding maintenance, trouble shooting and installation work. 
They should also be experienced in the use of Test equipment 
such as TOMS and Osc1lloscopes. 

5-day week of 36 hours elfective work earning a starting 
salary of £1325 per annum 1f aged 27 or over on career 
salary-scale providing for annual increases, with additional 
paid overtime. Also eligible for Special Allowance of £84 
annually on completion of training. Telephone provided for 
standby duties. Luncheon Vouchers. 

If you have •u1table experience and are looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation wr1tP 
for application form giving br1ef details of experience. age 
and present salary to : Personnel Officer (Recruitment), 
Cable and Wireless Limited. Dept. A101/237, Mercury 
House. Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1 . or telephone 
01 -242 4433 Ext. 211. 

Cable and Wireless 
w orldwide c o mmunications 
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B.20 HF SSB Station Radia 
The B.20 is a very versatile all 

solid,state equipment. It can be 
u ed as a manpack or installed in 
vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B.20 HF SB Station Radio, 
which has an RF output of 30W 
p.e.p., represents an entirely new 
de ign concept. The transmitter, 
receiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg), 
and a lightweight tation including 
a 24'\ th battery weighs only 
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a 
fully ynthe ized frequency control 
) tern developed by Ples ey 
recially f r this equipment, and 
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which provides 280,000 channels on 
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz. 
SSB is the main mode of 
communication, but a.m. and c.w. 
facilities are also provided. 

The B.20 will achieve reliable 
ground wave communications using 
8 ft. (2.4m) whip antennae at ranges 
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km). 
By using vehicle whip antennae 
distances in excess of 45 miles 
(72 km) are possible. Using sky 
wave, communication over 300 mile~ 
(480 km) is achieved. 

The Plessey Company won the 

Queen's Award to Industry 
1969 for the export achieve
ments of its Electronics 
Group. ::!::~ ::::~::: 

For further information and 
illustrated literature, please 
contact The Sales Manager, 
Defence U nit. 

PLESSEY Electronics 
The Plessey Company Limited, 

Ilford, Essex, England 
Radio Systems Division, -

Telephone: llford 3040 
Telex: 23166 
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Army Appre ntices' Colle ge 

Harrogate 

GRADUATION DAY 

THIS term's Graduation Day was held on Wednesday, 
. 9th December, clear blue skies and sparkling sunshine 

addmg lustre to an already glittering occasion. 
Commanding the 740 Apprentices on the parade wa~ A/T 

R.S.M. Derek Boyd, of Belfast; "rus confidence, bearing and 
deportment are an example to us all,'' commented the Re
viewing Officer, Air Marshal J. H . Hunter-Tod, C.B., O.B.E., 
M.A., Director-General of Engineering (R.A.F.). 

In his address following graduation parade, the Commandant, 
Co!onel J. C. Clinchi, outlined the Air Marshal's distinguished 
career, adding that, through his close contact with the R.A.F. 
apprentices' establishments at Halton and Locking, the Re
viewing Officer was well versed in " what goes on in the minds 
of Apprentice Tradesmen." Colonel Clinch went on to thank 
the Air Marshal for his " efforts to demolish our rather un-
ightly boiler-hou e chimney "-by means of a fly-past of four 

Provost jet aircraft from R.A.F. Leeming, which, with split
second precision, greeted the Reviewing Officer's arrival on 
the dai . 

Speaking in his turn, Air-Marshal H unter-Tod expressed 
himself " much honoured to be invited to join in this most 
important occasion." He considered himself something of a 
connoisseur of passing-out parades, and thought this one of the 
best he had seen, and a great credit to R.S.M. Cunningham. 
He congratulated all those who had won prizes; those who 
had not, he urged " pull your fingers out, it 's a competitive 
world." He stressed the importance of maintaining good 
public relations so that civilians should realise that the Services 
are "not only necessary, but nice." Within the Services, he 
hoped that his audience would be " tolerant of the R.E.M.E. 

[Photo: Co11rlesy Mr. 1o1m Srockloy 

GRADUATION DAY 
The Reviewing Officer inspects members of the Sen ior Term. On left: 

A/T R.S.M. D. Boyd; on right: A/T Sergeant M. R. Buckley 
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and R.A.F.; it's not their fault that they haven't had the 
advantage of going to Harrogate." 

On the platform to present the Borough of Harrogate prizes 
was the Mayor, ~derman Edwin Pickard, who told a delight
ful story of a rruruster who went to take a service in another 
church. On a_rrival, he placed two half-crowns in the box. 
Af_ter the service, the Verger opened the box, took out the two 
coins and pressed them upon the /. iniscer as a contribution 
towards his expenses. As they drove away, the Minister 's 
daught_er commented : "There you are, Daddy: if you'd put 
more m, you'd have got more out." 

Main prizewinners this term were : 
Commandant's Prize (for conduct, discipline and example): 

A/ T RS.M. D. Boyd. 
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award (for the best all-round 

tradesman of the term): A/ T Lance-Corporal I. M. 
Urquhart. 

Colonel Commandant's Award (for the best all-round 
soldier / tradesman): A/T Sergeant M. R. Buckley. 

Corps Committee Prizes (for the Apprentices who have made 
the best use of their opportunities at the College: 
T echnicians: A/ T Lance-Corporal D. F. McKay 

A/T Lance-Corporal I. M. Urquhart 
Operators : A/T Sergeant D. P. Gittoes 

Borough of Harrogate Prize (for the best essay on Local 
Government): 
Technician: A/T Sergeant B. G. Thompson 
Operator: A/T M. P. Rowan 

The ' Blue ltfarllns' win Barracuda Trophy 
The College's Sub-Aqua Club, now officially known as tile 

' Blue Marlins,' emerged as winner of the ' Norfed Winclive ' 
(Sub-Aqua) tv eeting, held at Oldham on 14th-15th November. 
They were thus presented with the coveted Barracuda Trophy 
(the top sub-aqua award in the North of England) by Rear
Admiral Sir Stanley Miles. 

A total of eleven teams entered, each of four members; of 
these, the two College teams were placed first and third. The 
outcome of the competition hinged on the bottle-sharing event, 
in which four divers must remain submerged, living on one 
air bottle and one demand valve. At the international event, 
held in the spring of this year, the winning team, from Holland 
lasted 16 minutes, 14 seconds; on Sunday, 15th November, our 
young apprentices lasted 19 minutes, 50 seconds. We hope 
that before long Phillips Squadron's bed race will not be the 
only College entry in the Guinness Book of Records. 

We should like it known that we owe our success to a 
remarkable piece of sportsmanship on the part of Mr. Alan 
Davey, President of the Harrogate Branch of tbe British Sub
Aqua Club. Hearing that the College had no air, he stayed 
up far into the night organising other clubs to come to our 
aid and lend us a couple of bottles. It was hi own club that, 
through his efforts on our behalf, we beat into second place, 
and we are grateful to him for all his help. 

To crown a highly-successful meeting, Sergeant Steve 
Graham came away with first prize in the underwater photo
graphy competition. 

Team 'A ' : Sergeant Hanrahan, R.I.R. , Sergeant Greave , 
R.C.T., A/T Corporal Travers and A/T Norfield 
(captain). 

Team 'B ' : A/T Hagen, A/T Stewart, A/ T Charlton, A/T 
Finch (captain). 

College rugby tt:'nm to tour B.A.0.R. 
For the fir t time in history, the College's rugby team is 

to go on tour. During the forthcoming Christmas leave, they 
,are to play a series of matches against Regiments of the 
British Army stationed in B.A.0.R. 

The programme, which involves their playing four match s 
in five days, i as follows: 16th December, dep:irt by air from 
U.K.· 17th December, v. 4 RTR; 18th December, free; 19th 
December v. 39 Missile Regiment, R.A.; 20th December v. 

rs 
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th D1v1. ion ignal Regiment : 21 t December, v. 1 t Division 
1 •n I R imcnt; 22nd December return to U .K. 
Th . idc, \\ "1ich ha . an equal mixture of Permanent Staff 

nd Apprentice , i captained by Captain Peter Thomas, 
R .E.C., a former Royal Iavy and Combined Services player, 

nd in Jud the Chaplain of the College, the Rev. Peter 
Ckmctr Other tourist ' are: Captain I. D. Reading, Lieutenant 
G. J. Parker (R.A.E .. ). W.0.1 J. D. Griffiths, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) 
R. D. Price, Sergeant R. Harris, Sergeant D. M. Thomas, 

rgeant M. R. Wringe, Corporal W. S. Balding, A/ T Sergeant 
. J. L. Kite, A/ T Sergeant R. G. Crockart, A/ T Corporal 
. . Graham, A/ T Corporal B. G. Thompson, A/ T G. M. 
tockdale, A/ T Lance-Corporal R. G. Hagan, A/T Lance

Corporal Sandford, A/T C. E. Abbott, A/T K. L. Glider, 
A1T A. M. Robert, A/ T M. K. Vincent. 

It i unfortunate for the club that they will lack the service 
of their regular booker, A/ T Harry E kan, who, at the age 
of 17 , ~1as been cho en to play for the Army against R.M.A., 

andhurst, on the very day that the College team leave for 
their tour. 

.:Uajor Tre,,or L us(•ouabc-, lU.D.E. 
1 t ovember aw the arrival at the College of Major Trevor 

Luscombe, M.B.E.-for the econd time. He came to u 
originally in ovember, 1964, as the first Staff Quartermaster 
to be po ted here, and saw the College all the way through 
it tran ition from a hutted camp to its present buildings. He 
retire::! from both College and Army in December, 1969; we 
now welcome him back as Assistant Adjutant, which make 
College H .Q. very much a ' family' affair: his daughter, Lynda, 
i already well established as P.A. to the Commandant, Colonel 
J. C. Clinch. 

Trevor Luscombe has bad a long and distinguished Army 
career, in which he made hi mark, not only as an able 
technician, but also as a rugger player, having !:\vice played 
in the winning team at Army rugby finals. 

He began his Army career as a boy, and now he ends it 
with boys. But as he ays: "It is all very different now." 

On 10th ovember Major Luscombe went to Buckingham 
Palace to receive from Her Majesty the M .B.E., which he was 
awarded in thi year's Birthday Honours List. 

PALACE A WARD 
Official Photograph following the Investiture at Buckingham Palace 
on 10th November, 1970. Left to right : Miss Lynda Luscombe, Major 
Trevor Lusco'T!be, Mrs. Mary Luscombe, Mr. Anthony Luscombe 
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1st. Divisio n Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.0. 32 

SINCE our last notes c.1e Regiment has been busy with those 
annual rituals, P.R.E. inspections of vehicles and equip

ment, these having been preceded by the annual Fitness For 
Role Inspection on 6th November . 

O''er I 08 y ears of long serv iee and good <•o n due' 

Our photograph shows six Warrant Officers and Senior 
.C.0 .s who were presented with their L.S. and G.C. medals 

by Brigadier R. N. OhlenscWager, M.B.E. Observant readers 
will ee that the A.P.T.C. were well represented on this 
occasion. Also a recipient but not in the photograph was our 
Secon-:i-in-Command, H .Q. Sqm.dron and P.R.I., Lieutenant 
Jat k Simpson, Royal Signals. 

SIX GOOD MEN AND TRUE! 
Long service and good conduct medals were presented to : 

Left to right : Staff-Sergeant (Y. o( S.) T. J. M. Peters, Royal Signals; 
Company-Sergeant D. W. Morgan, QRIH ; W .0 .11 (AQMS) A. R. 
Basset, REME; W .0 .11 (Q.M.S. I) M. C. G. Henley, APTC; W .0.11 

R. A. J. Fullbrook, RAMC; W.0.11 C. J. Andrews, APTC 

Sport 
Altbough busy with the foregoing activities sport has not 

been neglected. The rugby team, spurred on by their energetic 
captain, Captain John Neeve, has now reached the D ivisional 
final of the Army Rugby Competition. They beat the Q.O.H. 
16-0 and 3 RTR 24-10 in the first two rounds, and on 28th 

ovember they beat 39 M sl. Regiment, R.A., 26-6 ro earn a 
pla::e in the final against 26th Field Regiment, R.A., which is to 
be played 011 12th December at Hohne. So far this season the 
team have an impressive record of winning 11 matches and 
losing one. The ream has been considerably strengthened by 
Sergeant Joseph, R.E.M.E., and Driver Chapman, R.C.T. The _ 
Regimental soccer team, although currently top of the 1st 
Division crusader league, were beaten in the first round of the 
Army Cup by 26th Field Regiment, RA., who arc the Divisional 
finalists. 

The hockey team is again in good form this year and has 
reached the Divisional semi-final of the Army Cup, having 
beaten 21st Engineer Regiment 4-0 and 4th Field Regiment, 
R.A., 5-0. Sitting very firmly at the top of the Soltau Garrison 
league, the team has the impressive record of having played 
eight and won six wi th two drawn. Goals for are 24, with only 
two against. Two of the team were selected to play for B.A.O.R. 
during their recent tour of Berlin, Corporal Mick Raybould, 
Royal Signals, and Corporal Harry Kernohan, Royal Signals. 

(Continued on page 17) 
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(Continued /ram page 16) 
The team gave a farewell party to thefr captain of Ifie last two 
seasons, ~.~.I. Peter Field, R.A .0 . ., who has now departed 
on eomm1ss10rung. Sergeants 'Rip ' Monk and Ted Banham 
have rcpres~nted Royal ignals B.A.0.R. 

!hose bcmg the major sports, Inter-Squadron sport is now 
ga~mng momentum and soccer, hockey and basketball arc all 
bemg contested. 

ltc>-gh1u•ntnl activities 
Many of th~ Regimental clubs whose activities have been 

somewhat r.estnct<:d due to the heavy programme of exercises 
and P.R.E. mspccuo~s arc now becoming more active, new ideas 
an<l plans for the ~mter season abound, persons who may be 
poste9 to bt. Rcg1mcn.t have a wide choice. Archery, .22 
s~ootmg, fcn7mg, badmmton, basketball, judo and squash pro
vide fo~ the indoor sportsman. There are clubs covering model 
c-.ir racmg, chess, amateur dramatics, philately caravan owners 
motor sports, amateur radio and photography. The 'folk singing: 
ch~h, recently formed, meets weekly and now has a member-
lup. of about 30. A new innovation is a Regimental 'Schnell 
Imb1s~ '.(quick sn~cks), which utilising our newly made Officers' 
M _ :s kllch~n trailer sells brockwurst, bratwurst and fish and 
chips, provtdmg a much-needed late-night refreshment service 

"inc ski-ing season is just around the corner and after ~ 
year's .abse~ce we are again entering teams in the Divisional 
champion hip>. The ~earn is now down in Bavaria and training 
hard (we hope). This year we are running our own ' Snow 
Queen ' scheme and so some 60 soldiers should before the next 
exercise eason begin obtain the benefit of a formight sun 
and snow. 

Stop Press: In the Division Final played on 12th D ecember 
we beat 26th Field Regiment, RA, 3-0. Full repon next time. 

2nd Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 46 

Anglo-German relations 

BEING a small station, we spend a good deal of time 
cultivating our relations with the local German Stadt 

At this time, our relationship is perhaps better than it ha~ 
ever been. Recently, during an annual Anglo-German cocktail 
p~rty, the Commanding Officer presented the Stadt Bi.inde 
with a leather-bound copy of 'Through to 1970.' 

The Corp?rals' c;:iu~ . obviously improved their standing in 
the communlly by mvmng the local fire brigades to their most 
recent dance. 

PRESENTATION 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Yeoman (left} hands over a presentation copy 
of "Through to 1970" to Herr Siegfried Moning, Burgermelster, 

Stadt Bunde 
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Visit of the> Sl((nal Offi<-er -in-('hit•f 

We were very plcascd . to welcome ~jor-General P. F. 
Pentreath, .M.B.E., and Ma1or-General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., 
to the Rcgtment on the morning of 18th November. Fortunately 
the sun broke from the clouds just as they arrived and we 
were able ~o show the General the more important aspects 
of the Regimcn.t. I;Ie also met as many people as he could 
P?SS1~ly cope with m such a short time. We certainly enjoyed 
his visit and we hope he found us in ' good heart.' 

ll.S.0.s' Con ven t ion 
The 12th ~ovember saw 2nd Division R.S.0.s' Convention. 

Th~ convenuon was open~d by the ~.O.C., 2nd Division, 
Ma1or-General H. R. S. Pam, M.C. His opening words were 
" when I was a Regimental Signal Officer," these words obvi
ously had a salutary effect on the audience as most of them 
s~t up in their scats. Br~gadier W. E. Sherr~tt, M.B.E., C.C.R. 
S1g~a ls, w_as the ope~mg speaker. All the audience were 
obviously ~pressed . wuh what he said, as tfiey continually 
asked deta~ed quesuons on what is going to happen on the 
VHF ~ets m ~e Corps a!ea. One t~iag. is sure, all VHF nets 
are gomg to improve this year. Brigadier Sherratt's opening 
add~ess was foll? w~d by presentations on CLANSMAN, ground
t?-alr commu01cat10ns, German panzer battalion communica
uons a~d the ' Party Line ' from the School of Infantry. The 
conv~nuon ended with a _d inner night- breakfast, the following 
mormng, was a very qwet meal. 

Sports 
Rugby.-0~ Friday, 4th December, :-"~ . beat 10th Regiment, 

R.C.T., 9- 3 m the final of the 2nd D1v1s1on Cup. It was very 
much a forwards' game. R .C.T. tried to open the game but 
lost a a result of dropping the ball, and some excellent tac'kling 
by our threequarters. Needless to say, the weather was foul. 

.we are als? leading the 2nd Division Leag1,1e at this moment, 
with games m band. We look forward to March 1971 when 
we play the 4th Division finalists. ' ' 
~oxing.-We unfortunately lost in the 2nd Division final 

agamst 1 K.O.S.B., 14--18, against a very experienced team. 
Three of .our team were novice , and the result of their bouts 
were obviously forecast. 

Ski-ing.-Again this year we are opening a ' Snow Queen ' 
hut. Unfor~nately, we have lost last year's very successful 
team and will have to start from scratch. We will therefore 
only be able to enter in the Nordic events. 
~e have just rec~ived a 500-metre artificial langlauf track, 

which means we will be able to train our ski teams all the 
year round from now on. 

F arewell to C.R.A. 
16~ December sees the farewell visit of the C.R.A. and 

Garnson Commander, Brigadier Desmond Mangham. He has 
always shown a very close and helpful interest in the Regi
ment and we wish h im well at the I.D.C. 

3rd. Division Signal Regiment 

Bulford Camp 

Unfor~un~tely. our notes .arrived on the editor's desk too late 
for publicauon m the last issue, and these notes cover October 
and November. 

Exercise •Crystal Pala<le ' -Oc, ober 1970 

The ?eginning of the month found the regiment in its second 
home, 1.e., on Salisbury Plain involved in Exercise ' Crystal 
Pala~e.' . The exercise was ~o successful that messages were 
corrung ,m from B.A.0.R. (this was a U.K. only exerci e) a king 
where raey should send troops to combat the enemy invading 
the sou£.!l. of England. Still, you can't win them all. The only 
other cns1s arose when a certain senior officer wanted to u e 
the ' loo.' T~e last w~ heard was of a young Captain hurtling 
over the plam at a high rate of knots with a toilet seat under 
one arm and .an 'elsan' under the other. Rumour has it he 
also had a dut for 28 ' extras ' in his left pocket. 
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Orient rln 
Thi port is bee ming ~crca~ingly popul~. in ~e Army, 

o we decided to have an inter-troop competition. Lieutenant 
John Pattison wa given the organising problems. The course 
wa et n ar the village of Bf!lm haw in the New Fore t . . As 
one an imagine, the Forest m aut~ looks very bca~tiful 
but it is ver • doubtful if the compemors thought about lt. 

The competitor , numbering about ix1:y, were all novices 
and generally found the course rather difficult but, surprisingly, 
• 1J managed to find their way home. First man home was 
Corporal McMahon of 1 Squadron closely followed by Second
Lieutenant Paul Holden, who was heard to gasp, " I had to 
keep him in sight otherwise I'd have been lost." We hope for 
b tter luck next time. Our congratulations go to A3 Troop, 2 

quadron, who took the ~earn prize. The event was o ucces -
ful another is to be run m November. 

,·not Badges 
A the majority of readers kno~, ?18ny regiments have their 

cap badges cut into the chalk hill ides at Fovant. The C.O. 
decided it was about time that the Corps badge should be one 
of them. The task was given to 1 Squadron and Lieutenant 
Pattison and his merry band went off into me blue to literally 
put the Corp on the map. Work is progressing well as we go 
to pres , and we hope to be able to inform you of its completion 
in the next i sue. 

Tartan Badger 
Once again the wall of the Tartan Badger Club bulged at 

the seams a the monthly dance got under way. These dances 
are extremely popular, especially with the local population. We 
may not get many recruits from them but they certainly lead 
to better relationships between Service and civilians. Our 
thanks go to Corporal Bob Hutchinson and . his comm.ittee for 
their enthusiasm and efforts. Rumour has 1t they thmk they 
made a profit. 

ergeants' ~less 
The highlight of the month wa the Autumn Ball. Approxi

mately 180 members and guests attended and a truly excellent 
time was had by all. The Mess sends its thanks to W.O.Il Colin 
Johnson who sent a gift of a pair of Dutch sabots for th.e 
R. .M. He duly did a clog dance to earn them, to the mern
mem of all. The only problem was the clogs were probably 
made for W.0.11 Johnson and were therefore about six inchc:s 
too big for the Tara, but he managed; they know now he is 
not just a prerty face. Special thariks must go to W.0.11 Jeff 
Baxter, A.C.C., and hi staff for a really magnificent ' gpread.' 

• ·ovPmher, 1970 
ovember saw us preparing for the annual event of burning 

poor old ' Guy Fawkes ' on the fifth. This went off well, and 
the frequent accompaniment of ooo's and ah's from the children 
told us they !bought so too. 

Talking of 'Guys,' our Second-in-Command, Major Guy 
Roger , was busy organi ing some detachments of this and 
other regiments, into film stars, making a recruiting film. I'm 
told there's no truth in the rumour that the NAAFI sales of 
hair cream and after shave trebled, or that the Second-in
Command's office window was being continually being passed 
with prominent side profiles. We're all waiting now to see the 
results of hours of waiting for twenty-second shots. 

2 quadron reorganised Alpha Troop, but this happens so 
often we're quite used to it. Captain Roy Lund. our T.O.T., 
with a party from the regiment, attended The First second 
mate course sponsored by the R.S.Y.C. on the Solent in 
mid November. Apart from getting wet, inside and out, they 
all enjoyed it immensely. 

Our vehicles are all in the throes of being painted in the 
new matt finish. 0.C. 1 Squadron reckons COMMCEN will 
certainly disappear now; he's off on a selling visit to Iran at 
the moment. Funny how these things happen just prior to the 
festive season. Mine's a double, please. Let's hope he's success
ful in his salesmanship. 

We received two visitors this month. The first was Major 
Kazern Shayesteh from Iran. He spent 10 days with us, and we 
hope he was impressed with what he saw. Then Major General 
E. Gralka, the Assistant C. of S. Communications and Elec
tronic SHAPE. We set up the complete communication system 
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around Carter Barracks, and even had some detachments from 
the U.K. M .L.F. present, which was the first time he had ever 
met mem, although as he said, he's had dealings with them 
for quite some time. We also had the new ' Range Rover ' 
there for him to see, and I'm sure he was most disappointed 
that time did not allow h im the opportunity to drive it. 

We were most sorry that at the eleventh hour the visit of 
Mr. Ian Gilmore, M.P., the Under Secretary of State for the 
Army, was cancelled due to bad weather. His timetable did 
not allow him to come to us by any other means than heli
copter. 

We ended the month of November with exercise ' Staff Ride 
III ' which was, for a change, off the Plain. The first location 
was in a barracks even older than Carter, but not as well 
preserved we've glad to say. 

It was during this exercise that we beard the very sad 
news of the death of Sergeant Tony Vallance. He was 
buried at Tidworth Military Cemetery on Tuesday, 1st 
December, with full Military Honours, and we offer our 
very deepest sympathies to his widow and two boys. 

4th. Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

·rf HIS November has been laughingly described as • a quiet 
month ' by one who should know better. What he really 

meant, of course, was that it has not been a month for banner 
headlines, as everyone has been dashing about madly catching 
up on all the things there was not time to do in the preceding 
months. 

There was the grand bonfire and firework d is play on the 
5th, when Leutenant Dick Stokes and hs Fearless Fire Picquets 
managed to preserve the surrounding German houses from 
inC.neration-aided, they must adroit, by torrents of rain. 

There was Exercise ' Quick Train,' too, to keep us on our 
toes. Incidentally, our Q.M. (Accommodation), Major Alec 
Ayrton, has been heard to complain that this is t.1ie first Regi
ment he has ever met which wears out its D.M.S. boots at 
the toes instead of the heels. This is, of course, particularly 
puzzling to a Household Cavalryman like himself. 

But I digress. The Quick Train' alarm went at 16.55 hours, 
which was rough on those wno had slipped off home a little 
early-but of course we don't have many of that sort. 

The alarm also coincided with the arrival of Colonel J. N. 
Burrell, the AAG of AGII. We did our best to persuade him 
that we always wear combat kit and webbing when receiving 
visitors. 

Courses 
Among the other diversions in our quiet month there was a 

Crashing of Courses (or whatever the collective noun for 
courses is). 

It might have been a particularly suitable word, as one 
course was for drivers. In fact, our M.T.O., Captain Bill 
Greene, managed to train them without mi.shap. Perhaps it is 
his R.C.T. cap badge that makes his students pay more heed 
than usual. 

No less than three MPC 2 and 3 courses have passed out in 
four weeks, qualifying 56 soldiers, and 15 more are on another 
course now. The best students were Lance-Corporals Mel 
Geach and David Blakemore, of 3 Squadron, and Lance
Corporal Joh'D Dunford, of 1 Squadron. 

Arrivals and departure!ii 
So many changes have taken place, or are about to, that it is 

pretty hard to keep up wit.1! them all. Major Bob Bedford, 
R.A.P.C., has joined us as Unit Paymaster, and Captain Mike 
Greenstreet has replaced Captain Ron Bird as 0.C. L.A.D. We 
are about to lose Major David Dudley and Captain Gerry 
Funneff to Staff College, and Captain Ian Hamilton to the 
School of Signals. Lieutenant Peter Bonser has just arrived 
from 9th Signal Regiment, and Second-Lieutenants Chris 
Harper and Willie Brewin from their ' Q ' course. 
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M.P.C. 2 and 3 COURSE RUN BY I SQUADRON 
Back row, left to rig~t : S.ign~lman Higgins'. Signalman Sea~o, Si~nalman Whittle, Driver Lomas, Driver Sutton, Signalman Park, Signalman Brown 
Centre row, left to right . Driver Yemm, Signalman Robbins, Signalman Curran, Signalman Blair, Signalrran Jones, Signalman Johnson, Signalman 

Harbidge, Signalman McCourt 
Front row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Cairns, Lance-Corporal Wilby, Corporal G. Brook, Sergeant F. Stacy, 2/ Lieutenan t I. D. Bingham, W.0.11 

D. J. Loome, Lance-Corporal Dunford, Lance-Corporal Butler, Signalman Bostock · 

We are als? about to lose our gallant RM.O., Captain 
Cledwyn Lewis, RA.IV .C., who is somehow getting himse:f 
dragged away to that well-known punishment station, Gibraltar. 
(How do they do it?). 

Cor11oral Parker ransacks the NAAFI 
. Corpor~ ~e Parker, Tech. T.E. of 3 Squadron, stepped 
mlo the limelight the other day by winning a ticket in the 
' Ransack the NAAFI ' competition. He competed against one 
lady !n the Herford NAAFI grocery shop, plus unknown num
bers m other NAAFis. ~e general idea is that you are given 
a s.ack, and when the whistle blows you have 10 minutes in 
which to. grab as much stuff as you can, until your sack is 
filled. Bemg a crafty sort of chap, our hero filled his sack in a 
mere four minutes, and chose to change bis goods for a credit 
note of the same value (112 Deutschmarks), thu pleasing Mrs. 
Parke~ who would no doub~ have chosen a completely different 
selecuon. (We only have mtelligent soldiers in Royal Signals, 
as you know). 

We are now w'.J1.ting ~th ba~ed breath to learn if be actually 
won the compet1uon - m which case they give him a free 
NAAFI Girl or something. WATCH THIS SPACE. (Yes, Mrs. 
Parker, of course he'll change her for a credit note, too). 

The social whirl 
The main social event seems to have been the 1 Squadron 

darts match. One expects ' Shiny One ' to set the pace in this 
as in other fields-and my dear EVERYONE was there. 

To quote the Squadron scribe, it wa " A Quadrangular Com
petition, with an Officers' team S.N.C.O.s' team, J.N.C.0. ' 
team, and Signalmen's team. In the middle of the match the 
wives and girl friends picked a team and were included in the 
knock-out, only to be knocked out by the Officers (most un
gentlemanly)." Talk about the perrois ive society. 

Anyhow, having managed to beat the ladies and then the 
S.N.C.0.s (who obviously cannot have been trying-they have 
this THING about discjpline) they were finally humbled by the 
sheer professionalism of the J.N.C.0.s-Corporals 'Free-Flight' 
Rocket and 'Bull's-Eye' Sloan, with Lance-Corporal 'Off-Line' 
McLaughlin. 
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The exercise that wasn't 

' Forefront '. . was the name of our great intended FTX 
between a Brmsh and a German Brigade, wilb H.Q. 4 Division 
'.JS control. Readers familiar with the fun-life of B.A.0.R. will 
1i;istantly recogni~e that this meant the building of a small 
city of tents with an elaborate ' One-off ' communications 
system of a ort never intended by the creators of • Bruin.' 

The weather gave us time to do all the hard work before it 
turned sour-so sour that evenrually the whole thing was 
cancelled. Otherwise armoured vehicles would have done 
enormous damage to the German farms in the area. 

In the hope that the ground might harden at the last moment 
the. final ~rder. for cancellation was delayed for several days, 
dunng which ume we wondered whether we would be washed 
aw~y, blown away or q1;1ietly s~ wi~out trace. The waiting 
penod produced some mteresnng pastimes at the relay site. 

Arrival nod departures 

. Major Mike Hartnett, our Second-in-Command, left us early 
10 October, and was replaced by Major Mike O'Connor-if 
one can replace a leading player and trainer of the hockey team, 
an above-average sailor and quash player and one who seemed 
to know everybody's name by heart. He had been with us for 
four years in all, and will be sadly missed. 

Alm departed are Major Bernard Hodgson and Lieutenants 
'Rommel' Armstr.ong, of AFV 432 fame, and Graham Thomas, 
the latt~r a mamstay of the Folk Club among his various 
accomplishments. 

Positively Stop-I•ress 

.A correspondent report breathlessly that the C.O., 
L1eut~nant-Colonel R. L. Stonham, aided by the Adjutant, 
Ca~ta10 ~ance .and R.S.M. Hill, have been tirring things 
aga1~. Mild panic ensues, until I am assured it was only the 
Christmas pudding, which is apparently expected to be as 
good a ever. 
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M E.L. keeps you 
one ste11. alielid in 

Military 
Electronics ••• 

in Military Radio for exantpfe. 
M.E.L. -peciali e in the pro

duction of :\l ilitarv telecom
munications equipment, the:D: 
principal contribution 1 ring in 
the H.F. rang·e with pecial em
tjhasis on mobile and trru1 port
able tactical equipm t 

EI.. Mob1 HF. fl1dk• • v.i<l•·I; 
.....if Rntioh nd Foro1gn M 11it •r> 
applitaW>,.. and 1" in<wpon. ro In 
- -'-t and •uM><>rt '• hki.... 
1Dcludilic tlw Saladin. Ft m>t. Sarac. n 
andG_,d 

-... 

Currentl produced sets such 
as1the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio 
telegraph adaptor equipment are 
in con tant u e in many coun
tries throughout the world, 
, 1VLE.L . are also activeh- en

gaged in developing a \.Vi.de 1-ange 
of military radio equipment for 
pse in 1 he '70s and ' Os . . . one 
tsUC equipment is the UK VRC-
1321 H.F. Combat Radio. being 
p.e 'eloped for future use by the 
· British Army. 

Thi equipment is designed 
pecifically for tactical roles, in 

combai and signals vehicles, and 
for transport able command 
stations for forwal'd and 
reai· units. 

M.E.L. leadership in Military 
Electronic · also extends to Opto
Electronics, Radar and Radar 
Interception equipment. 
~~A The ~l.KL. E<1mpmenL Co. Ltd., 
~~.:r Monor Royal, Crawley. S°"'"<cx. 

7th Signal Regiment 
B.F.P.O. 15 

OVEMBER has been a busy month, in spite of very few 
exercises. The S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. E Pentreath, 

M.B.E., who was on a vis it to B.A.0.R., came to a very 
pleasant b~et <Supp~ in the Cfficers' Mess on 17th November. 
T he follo"."mg aftt!!noon he watched the Regimental XV beat 
27th Medmm Regiment R.A., to reach the third round of the 
B.A.O.R. competition. The A.A.G., A.G,II, Colonel J. N . 
Burrell, al. o visited Herford on the 24th . 

'allin" 
Although. t~e season finished a month ago it was an over

modest o!Illss1on not to mention our final flourish . 
In our B.AO,R. inter-unit semi-final, sailed on the Mohne 

Sec on 18th September, we met 4 Div. H.Q, & Signal Regi
ment. There was very little wind and our opposition were 
without their team captain, Major Mike Hartnett; so we 
reached the final. The final was held on the Dummer See on 
21st September against 32 Engineer Regiment, hence there 
wen· many high-ranking Sapper and ignals supporters at the 
Club that day! 

After wee_ks of sailing with no wind, a breeze came up and 
our oppos1t1on, who had been practising hard with little or 
no breezes, were handicapped, The first race was won by 
Major Chris Story with Lance-Corporal Ross Parrotte second. 
Our team captain, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Bi11 Kitchen, had 
been '<:overe~ ' by the OI?PO ition until he brilliantly had his 
cover dtsqualified. The pomts now stood at 7f for, and against 
us. After an excellent lunch we took to the water for the 
~ccond race where we took positions 2, 3 and 4, so winning 
by a total of 16} points against 25f points. 

The Corps Commander presented the prizes - individual 
engraved pewter beer mug and a very large shield for the 
Regimental display cabinet. Of course our victory would not 
have been possible without the crew members of the team · 
Captain (T.O,T.) Jim Nixson, Lance-Corporal 'Mitch' Mitcheli 
and Lance-Corporal ' Stroudel ' Perkins. 

Exercise • Spear Star I ' 
The annual Regimental Safe Driving Competition was held 

on 19th and 20th November. It is now called Spear Star after 
the founder and organiser of tlJ.e first two such events M ajor 
l_an Spe~r. ~he c<;>mpetition is basically along standard ~allying 
Imes, with herringbones ' and ' tulips ' to confuse the un
initi.ated, and a driving skills event to end the fun. Forty-four 
vehicles were entered for the 400-mile, 30-hour event, crewed 
by about 110 members of the Regiment. This year, as in the 
two previous years, the winning team came from 4 Squadron. 
Sergeant Ken King, Corporal Harry Bishop and Signalman 
' Snowy' Snow, although in the winning team, were thwarted 
in the:r attempts to adlieve the overall winners' hat-trick by 
team colleagues Captain Paul White, Corporal ' Plonl< ' Turner 
and Lance-Corporal Pete Allport. W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Bob Coole, 
Corporal Brian B'eers and Signalman ' Ginge ' T ate, the 4 
Squadron professionals and undisputed winners by their own 
calculations, obviously went to different maths classes than the 
organisers, but finished a well-deserved joint second. Many 
reasons have been voiced for this monopoly, not the least by 
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) 'Pathfinder' Gurr, of 2 Squadron, who claims 
that his vehicle was sabotaged and others who claim that tl:J.e 
le~~ing vehicle (naturally from 4 ~quadron) purloined certain 
cnt1cal clues on the Club 8 secuon! The real reason, bias 
from a 4 Squadron writer apart, is sheer map-reading ability! 
Corporal ' Grotty Watty' Watson, L ance-Corporal ' Cad ' 
Cadwallader and Lance-Corporal ' Ginger ' Dale, also of 4 
Squadron, were the first individual entry home, and Signalman 
Peter Haddock, of 2 Squadron, won the skills section. 

Thanks and congratulations are due to Lieutenant John 
Finch and Sergeant John D avies who organised the event so 
well, and to Sergeant K evin Cheetham, 1 Squadron, who 
arrived at the n ight stop 2t hours early and was beard to 
mutter, "I must have made a mistake somewhere!" The stories 
are many and varied but the obvious enjoyment of all t hose 
who took part is a credit to the hard work of the organisers. 

Rugby-Dutch National Side beaten 
The Regiment has now played and won three rounds of the 

4 Division Section of the Army Cup, beating 1 RH.A., 13/18 
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Hussar~ an~ ~7 Mc?ium ~egimcnt, ~.A. We arc shortly to 
meet 24 Missile Regiment m the semi-final, the winners then 
meeting either 8th Regiment, R.C.T., or 1 Wei h Guards in 
the final on 12th December. 

On 18th November the club spent the annual weekend in 
Tl;le Hague. As usual, the weekend was a complete success. We 
played the Impalas, the Dutch national side, and won 8-5. 

Very soon, we anticipate the frost closing in on us which 
as usual prevents any games being played before rt1e end of 
January. 

Tail1•iece obituary 

It is with regret that we announce the death of Dog-Corporal 
Boot who was adopted by 4 Squadron on its transfer from 
Lippstadt. H is presence will be sadly missed by ' Alpha ' 
Troop with whom ~e sp~nt the last four years. 

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53 
Visit of Rep resentative Colonel Comn1andant 

ON Thur_s<;tay, 29th. October, rlie Regiment was honoured 
by a v1s1t by Ma1or-General M, D. Price, C.B., O.B.E. 

On arrival, General Price inspected the Quarterguard formed 
from the M,P.T. Course then running in the Regiment, 

After talking to members of the Guard, he was escorted on 
a tour_ During his walk-round, in glorious sunshine the General 
showed a particular interest in the junior rank/ dining hall, 
where W.O.II Fred Prendergast showed him why his dining 
hall produced the best food on the island. 

At midday ' no-side ' was called and General Price, with the 
accompanying party, retired to the Sergeants' M ess where he 
presented Long Service and Good Conduct medals to W.0.1 
(F. of S.) John Walke, Sergeant Raymond Glew and Corporal 
Norman Short, the latter two both being members of our 
Royal Air Force element. 

After the presentation, the General stayed for a drink with 
the medallists and their wives before leaving. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
Bill Smith en ured that the awards were well and truly wetted. 

In the evening the General was guest of honour for dinner 
in the Officers' Mess for the dining-our of our T .O.T., Captain 
A. Whittington. 

AND THIS LITTLE CUPBOARDWAS PRACTICALLY BARE 
Major-General M. D. Price, C.B .. C.B.E., Re presentative Colonel 
Commandant has a smile for the W ire photographer during his 
vis it to R.A.F. Akrotiri. With him in the picture from left to right : 
Signalman Pitt, Lance-Corporal Campbell, Signalman Morton and 
Corporal Thorburn seem amused at what the General found in this 

'little cupboard ' 
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CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government Communications Headquarters 

\'acancies exi t for Men and Women (particularly 
e - ervice personnel) for Communications Centre work. 
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable. 

Appointments arc paid on a scale rising to £1,253. 

Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties 
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which 
additional allowances are payable. Opponunities exist for 
Overseas Service. 

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent 
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There 
are also prospects for promotion. 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 

Candidates and both parents must have been B.ritish 
since binh. 

Applications with full details of qualifications to: 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/ 1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GLS2 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All 
p erwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

Or youf new c~r before )OU lea~•. When you get back 1t wdl be ready ana waiting 
ICH ou at lh• auPOrt-hilty insured, wnh a.II the paperwork completed for the U.IC .. 
Europe. or both. Tf\e lnform,.uon Pack g1..,es you the full gen: forces di5COunts. 5P9Ci•I 
HP. ter"'5. the lot. Plus • •hNf of colour brochur•• of •11 the la1Ht 
MOclel• to brow•• through at leiaure. There·s no obllgauon whatever. 'fou can 
"" gl'I evertlhing up. ta e your tJ-ne c~ng-.and take delivery wherever you land 
Pos t to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 

·················----······ I Pl••se "'' d m• yOtJr Information Pack-without obligation. WI I 
I Name •••.•..••...•••...• -··········-·-··· Rank .•.•..•...• ••••••••. ••• _ I 
: PrtSMI Add,,$$ ••.••.•.••••• -·---·.··-----·--·-··---···········-----·· I 
I Tu frn for U.K. and then •..• --·····----·············-·· (cOtJntry) I 
I Tu paid for U.X. on/y_ (llck) I 
I Def,...«yD•te.............. I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

·-···················-····· 

01•pori u11ity kno••k!ii 
The last occasion we highlighted the son of a cnior N.C.O. 

it was to report that the son of tile previous S.S.M. 1 Squadron 
had joined the Corp~. 

This i - not quite what Stephen Cosser, son of Staff Sergeant 
(S.Q.M.S.) Ray Cosser, has in mind-he's going to be a DJ. 
He ha already been 'doing his thing' on B.F.B.S. in his own 
programme 'Poppergandcr.' During term-time he posts his 
material on tape from U.K. 

Db.-kt•lia Dash 
The annual ' Dhekelia Dash ' was held on Saturday, 24th 

October, starting from Ayio Nikolaos and finishing at the 
Ordnance Depot, Dhekelia-a distance of some 18 miles. The 
event i open to all Ordnance Depot personnel and minor units, 
wi:h major units being guests. 

The first leg was 440 yards and the remaining distance was 
divided into one-mile relays. Fielding a full team of 16 
runners from all Corps, including such famous athletes as 
O.C. 2 quadron Major R. S. Mansfield, Royal Signal , 
Sergeant Malcolm Smith~ Lance-Corporal Ian Daniels and 
Signalmen Arthur Weaver and George Poulter, victory wa 
certain. 

In fact, after the first leg we gained a lead on King Richard's 
chool which seesawed for the next six miles. 
At the finish 9th Signal Regiment were indeed the victors 

with King Richard School second. 48 Command Workshops, 
R.E.M.E., finished third. 

As we were only guests, and eligible only for the guest prize, 
48 Command Workshops were declared outright winners and 
received the~ trophy from Lieutenant-Colonel M. K. Wilson, 
R.A.O.C. 

A TURN OF SPEED IN THE DHEKELIA DASH 
Major R. S. Mansfield, O .C. 2 Squadron , 9th Signal Regiment, putting 
on the pressure during the'Dhekelia Dash'. The event in relays covers 

a distance of 18 miles and was won by the Regiment 

CLOTHING 
is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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10th Signal Regiment 
Hounslow 

~ew Lontlon ((;eutrnlJ Commce11 

N 27th November, 1970, London (Central) Commcen's new 
accommodation was officially opened by the Chief of 

Staff, London District, Brigadier M. C. Thursby Pelham. He 
was accompanied by the Chief Signal Officer, London District 
Lie~tenant-Colone! D. P. Garnons Williams, O.C. 2 quadron'. 
Ma1or J. L. ~ottenll, and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Durrant. During his 
tour, the Chief of Staff chatted to Sergeant Crabtree, the s'nift 
supervisor, Corporal Pike, Corporal Rock, Lance-Corporal 
McDermid, Lance-Corporal Poile and Signalman Butler. He 
howed great interest in practical message handling and a~ked 

a number of searching and pertinent questions on the organisa
tion of the telegraphic automatic switching system and the 
strategic network. 

Many members of the Corps will remember the dingy, 
cramped corridor which hitherto served as a Commcen in the 
ancient building at Horse Guards Parade in Whitdlall. It has 
been fondly referred to as 'two T.A.S.S. terminals at the end 
of a fire escape.' The new Commcen is a credit to the many 
people who took a hand in its planning in the past, and to the 
,"vi .P.B.W. who built it. Located on the ground floor of Horse 
Guards Parade, it occupies the original site of the Life Guards' 
. rabies and blacksmiths forge. 

The general effect of the whole complex is light and airy, 
with a colour scheme of black and white. The layout includes 
a separate counter room with two purpose-built telephone 
booths. Leading off the counter room is a spacious telegraph 
room equipped with an on-line T.A.R.E. connected terminal, 
two T.A.S.S. terminals and two tape-cutting positions. Facing 
this room is a well-appointed Yeoman's Office. An outstanding 
feature of the Commcen is an information room. This is 
equipped with large map boards and has. plenty of scope for 
further development. It is pleasantly furnished, and equipped 
with TV. 

The Commcen is often thought of as 'the London District 
Commcen,' but in actual fact its responsibilities include the 
handling of signals traffic for no less than 250 units and other 
authorities. Statistics do not often convey the true facts, for 
instance, 2,000 IN messages cleared to a central registry is 
rather different from the same number cleared by phone, 
S.D.S. and messages. However, for the records, the Commcen 
handles over 7,000 transactions a month, and the annual S.D.S. 
mileage is in excess of 400,000 miles. More recently, the respon
sibility for the guarding of traffic for closed stations has in
creased. 

With the new accommodation we really have joined the 
professionals. 

Hall and farewell 
After 36 years' service Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) Eric 

Thompson decided against a full career and we wish him well 
in his new venture. Welcome to Captain (T.0.T.) R. W. V. 
Hutley who fills the vaeant chair. Welcome, too, to Major 
(Q.M.) Jack Harding who fills the chair vacated by Major 
(Q.M.) W. G. Finch en-route B.A.O.R. 

The Bruno Club was the scene of much glint, colour and 
merrymaking on 16th October, the occasion of dining-out 
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Jim Iverson and Staff Sergeant John Moss 
prior to their dcpanure into civilian life. Good luck to you both . 

uh Aqua Club 
Corporal John Smith, now a B.S.A.C. Class III Diver, is 

closely followed by Signalmen Booth and Buckley, all of Radio 
Troop. Great assistance is being given to the club by the R.E. 
Diving School at Marchwood where weekend training visit 
are arranged. 

The recent highlight of the club was the recovery of a radio
controlled boat from the depths of a local lake by our previous 
Adjutant, Major Norman Muir and Corporal Smith, assistance 
provided by Signnlman Booth- rowing the boat, activities being 
published in the local newspaper under 'Army Brightens Black 
Day ' and a brief mention in the national Press. 

Slot car rncing 
74ft. in 10 ;econds using a l/32nd car equates to something 
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like 160 m.p.h., that's about the size of 'Beavers Circuit' and 
the lap speed attained by our better drivers. To achieve this 
one must first learn to control the car at the bottom of the 
16ft. straight, to manipulate the sharp bend that ensues and not 
to leave oily marks on tne wall and twisted chassis on the floor. 

The brain-child of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. G. Postlethwaite, the 
recent construction of ' Beavers Circuit ' was the combined 
effort of the R.S.M. (straights and curves), with W.0.11 (S.S.M.) 
Taylor (hills and home-made track) and technical Sergeants 
McDonald and Phil~ips (positives and negatives). 

Racing, which takes place on Tuesday and Friday evenings, 
falls into six classes, GT, Sports, Formula Junior, GP, Produc
tion and Libre, all using l/32nd scale cars. A second circuit is 
to be built in an adjacent room to meet the demand of the 
club and to enable racing up to 1/24th scale to take place. 
This time the complete track will be home-made. 

Senior and junior participation is encouraged. Apart from 
sons of soldiers, a number of boys have been enlisted from 
Lampton School, Hounslow. The Headmaster, Mr. Lister, 
served with the Corps in 1 Division Signals during the war. 

Team challenges in junior and senior events readily accepted! 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Welcomes and farewells 
We extend a warm welcome to Captain Terry English (Royal 

Anglian) who takes over as Infantry Adviser (G3 Feet) from 
Major Simon Firbank. Also leaving is Lieutenant Roger 
Howard, who has gone to live a life of luxury in B.A.O.R. 
We wish them and their wives the best of luck in their new 
postings. 

Taking over as R.S.M. we have W.O. J. R. Markham, and 
we hope he and his wife will enjoy their time in Canerick. 

We say farewell to Corporals Watkins and Williamson and 
welcome Lance-Corporals Tofield and Pearson to the Regiment. 

llugby 
A new season has brought a change for the better in the 

Regimental XV. At this stage of the season we have now 
won more matches than we did in the whole of last season, 
which is no mean achievement with the limited number of 
players that are available to choose from. 

Some 20 games have now been played, of which the Regi
ment has won eight and lost twelve; our best win being a 
3-0 victory in the orthern Command Minor Units Cup 
against 5 Ordnance Field Park. 

This match was only decided by the brilliant try that Lance
Corporal ' Ricky ' Johns scored by running half the length 
of the field and scoring in the corner. 

The leading scorer at this stage of the season is our Com
mand representative, Corporal ' Mick ' Rattray, who has scored 
40 points the last 15 being scored against Roundhay. 

Our next opponents in the Minor Units Cup have now been 
decided, and it now remain to be seen if we can dispatch 
7 Field Squadron, R.E., in order to reach the semi-final. 

quash · 
The Regiment has played three matches in the current 

season and despite losing all three, our team is stronger in 
depth this season by the addition of Captain Mike Carson 
and Lieutenant Peter Morgan. We lost our first match against 
8th Signal Regiment by 4--1, our ccond to A.A.C., Harrogate, 
by 4--2, and somewhat unluckily, by 3-2 when we played 
Barnard Castle School, perhaps the strongest squash-playing 
school in the North of England. 

Our two representatives at the Corps Championstiips Captain 
John Radford and Sergeant Derek Leggott, both won their 
opening matches, but then came to grief in the second round. 

i.1r. David Drown retires 
Mr. David Brown, of Willance Grove, Richmond, at one 

time chef to the last Viceroy of India, retired on 16th 
November as head cook of 11th Signal Regiment. 

Mr. Brown, a cook for 51 years, joined the Royal Navy on 
his 14th birthday and did boy's service in the galley of H.M.S. 
'Ganges.' In 1940 he was posted to H .M.S. 'Kelly,' com
manded by Lord Louis Mountbatten. 
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51 YEARS OF COOKING 
Mr. David Brown and wife 

After the war he went to Bermuda as Lord Mountbatten's 
personal chef, and then to India. He retired from the Navy 
in 1947 and went as a chef to the AAFI Headquarters in 
London. He joined 11th Signal Regiment in 1959. 

Mr. Brown says service food has improved out of all 
recognition since he joined. " There used to be only two 
choices-take it or leave it." 

He wa pre emed with a pair of beer mugs by the Regi
ment' econd-in-Command Major Donald Humphries, and 
the Catering Officer, Captain D. J. Daniell, made a presenta
tion on behalf of the kitchen staff_ 

The rank is probably wrong, but is your 1mme 
here? 

Staff S~nt R. Elliott, Staff Sergeant T. E. B. Cran, Sergeant R. 
Fell. Staff Sergeant P. G. Burge s, Sergeant L. Burnl_wn,_ Sergeant F . 
H. Delpinto. Sergeant M . Morphey, Sergeant W. Skimming, Sergeant 
J. G . cwbcrry. Staff Sergeant J. A. Shannan, Staff Sergeant J. B. 
Appleb)' Staff Sergeant J. M . Cardinan, Sergeant F . G. Holrnoruoyd, 
Sergeant' G. H . Jobnso3, Sergeant B. S. Lincoln, Sergeant C. H. Rkhardson, 
Staff Sergeant C. E. Stephens, W.0.II W. D. Laodyrnore, Sergeant D . 
W. R. Monteith, Sergeant C . Speight, Sergeant J. Huey. 

If it is, you attended Royal Signals Staff Sergeants' Course 
• o. 7 (7th March, 1965, to 16lh April, 1965). 

Instructional Wing, 11th Signal Regiment, only needs a 
photograph from your course to form a complete record of 
Royal Signals Staff Sergeants' Courses. If you have your old 
cour e photograph, pleate send it to I Wing, 11th Signal 
Regiment. We will copy it and return it to you unharmed. 

Don't wait for the other chap to send his copy. There are 
probably very few prints left in existence. 

Ft>sth·al of Remt-mbrauf'e-Royal Albert Dall 
There was a scuffie of feet, and with practised efficiency, 

equipment was moved into position. The Royal Albert Hall 
was in darkness as the Royal Signals tableau, prepared for 
their show for the Festival of Remembrance. The trumpeters 
of the Band of the Royal Corps of Signals were ready as the 
compere introduced the Royal Signals with the words " The 
Royal Corps of Signals, who celebrate their 50th Anniversary 
thi year . . . . " and the show had started. 

This was the culmination of weeks of rehearsals. The fan
fare sounded, and the five tableaux, pomaying the history of 
the Corp from 1815 co 1970, prepared to receive the on
laught of the spotlights. 

The ringing tones of the fanfare subsided and the spot
light !>tarted its journey through history, picking out the 
tableaux. 

The first wa of an officer (Lieutenant P. G. T. Morgan) 
and two ergcants (Sergeants Alan Bai1ey and Jim Lindsay) 
re plcndent in their red coats, showing the method of military 
ignalling in 1815. 
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The spotlight then moved to the Boer War, where two 
ignallers (Sergeant Phil Urry !111d C';>rporal Ron Rob~rts) 

were flashing urgcm messages usmg hehograph_ and begb1e. 
The spotl :ght continued its course through tlm<7 to 1916 to 

~how a messenger (Signalman Wadswo~th) runnmg to H.Q. 
(portrayed by Signalman Gorford) graspmg a me age for the 
D R (Signalman Pete Kingston) to despatch. 

·Then onward to 1942, to two Linemen (Signalmen Brown 
and Temple) Jay a remote ' tail,' while a parachuti.~t (Corporal 
Duffy) tries to contact Ballahen H .Q. through his man-pack 
radio. 

Tile last tableau representing the modern Royal Corps of 
Signals consisted of a satellite station, three Apprentices from 
Harroif.itc (A/Sergeant Potter, A/Sergeant Hickling, A/Lance
Corpa-ral Brockhan) and three members of the W.R.A.::::. 
(Lieutenant D. M. Morgan, Corporal Collinson, Private Perrie) 
portraying the present and future Corps. 

The huge hall was again plunged into darkness, the five 
tableaux disappeared to be replaced by the cheerful notes of 
the Corps Band, formation marching. They played three 
marches under the direction of Captain Keith Boulding. T~ese 
were '50 Years Young,' written by Captain K. R. R. Boulding, 
' H.R.H.' the Corps slow march and ' Begone Dull Care,' the 
Corps quick march. . . 

The display ended with the Band formmg a figure 50, 
backed by the tableau personn~l, as Captain K. R. R. Boulding 
paid final respects to Her MaJesty The Queen. 

So ended our Festival of Remembrance. Compliment~ must 
be paid to Lieutenant Jeff Vaughan, who produced and directed 
our display · to Major Brian Toy, our compere; and to Sergeant 
Grey, who ~vas our manager and make-up artist, without whom 
the display would not have been sud:! a success. 

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40 

Pause for breath 
L THOUGH October was an apparently quiet month, there 

was a great deal of activity behind the scenes in prepara
tion for two international conferences, and three weeks of 
scrutiny by a team from the Inspectorate of Establishment 
(Army). These events are now happy(!) memories, ai;id we are 
building-up our strength for the hecuc days of Chnstma . 

Sports 

Our football team were unlucky to be beaten 3-2 by 3 
B.A.P.D. in rhe first round of the Army Cup. After being three 
goals down with ten minutes to go, we managed to pull back 
two and were pressing hard for the equaliser when the final 
whistle went. A recent arrival, Signalman Tony Higgs has been 
a very useful member of the team this season, as have the 
' stalwarts ' Corporals Bob Williamson, Ron Clay and Lance
Corporal John Kirk. 

Our hockey team started the season well, and until we met 
H.Q. B.A.0.R. in the Army Cup we were unbeaten. However, 
we are still at or very near the top of the league and our 
forward line of Sergeants Keith Robinson, Mick Crane, 'Nobby' 
Clark Lance-Corporal Dave Luckett and Signalman Dave 
Hoop'er all have a goodly number of goals to their credit. 

The Regimental cross-country meeting took place on 29th 
October in the absence of our stars, but Signalman Keith Baker, 
of 1 Squadron, showed his prowess by leading the field home 
four minutes ahead of the other competitors. Although there 
was a significant time gap between the first and last runners we 
were pleased to see that everyone complet.ed the six-and-~-~alf 
miles. 1 Squadron won the team event with a team cons1stmg 
of Staff Sergeant Tom Neal, Corporal Ron Clay, Lance
Corporal Tony Bird and Signalmen Tom Burns, Keith Baker, 
Tony Higgs, Bob Ravenscroft and Chris Roe. 

Canoeing continues to be very popular, thanks to the efforts 
of Staff Sergeant fun Goodridge, and the team are now top of 
their league. Their latest success was at Wolfenbuttel on 31st 
October when Signalman ' Chalky ' White, Private John Coul
thard, Signalman Neal Mapp and Corpora) 'Paddy' Sweeney 
finished 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th respectively iJl the Class III A 
race. 

Special mentJon 

Signalman Mick Rideout has set a good pace for the runners 
in the Regiment. He was placed second in a representative 
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team trial held at RAF Wildenrath in October, and then came 
third in the Inter-Command Cross-Country Championship in 
U .K., where he represented B.A.0.R. 

A mention also for Sergeant John Bandey who finished 60th 
out of a fie;d of 200 in the Army Orienteering Championships 
held recently in England. This was his first serious event and 
is a very promising beginning. 

Tile Jlnelen Marches 
Continuing our marching tradition we entered two teams 

in the local Dutch Haelen Marches, a male team in the 40km. 
march and a W.R.A.C. team in the ladies' 25km. event. Despite 
the bad weather and the fact that the direction signs seemed 
to be leading the teams in ever-decreasing circles, both teams 
enjoyed the march. The men's team came first in their event and 
the W.R.A,C. team fourth. 

Sergeants' :ii.less 
Disappointed that our December/January notes got lost en

route and failed to arrive at Cheltenham Terrace in time for 
publication, we apologise to our readers for our absence in last 
month's WIRE and open this month by wishing you all "A 
Happy New Year.'' Having said that, at the time of writing we 
have too few shopping days to Christmas and our Christmas 
draw committee, with W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Peter Foster at the 
helm, is out and about finding the better buys. 

Looking back, a Regimental guest night was held on 23rd 
October. On this occasion we said farewell to W.0.1 Geoff 
Fletcher and Sergeant Gordon Smith. both of the Intelligence 
Corps. Geoff, after X years in the Regiment, is off to Rhein
dahlen, and Gordon Smith to civilian life. Our thanks to the 
P.M.C., W.0.11 John Jones, and the P.E.C., Staff Sergeant 
Frank Kendall, R.A.P.C., for a wonderful Hallowe'en. Members 
were a~ked to come in weird and ghoulish outfits; Staff Sergeant 
(F. of S.) Bob Phippard and Mrs. Barbara Wesley succeeded 
in do:ng just this and took away the winners' prizes. 

We entertained 16th Signal Regiment to a games evening 
on 20th November. Our team thought they had narrowly beaten 
the visitors, and were lining up to celebrate when our President, 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Eric Filder (with a bit of a wink?) announced 
that the home team bad offended on some technicality, and 
promptly presented the winner's trophy to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Jim 
Gittins! So ended another very good evening. 

(;omings and goil1gs 
Farewell to W.0.1 G. A. Fletcher, W.0.11 A. Riddell, 

W /Sergeant J. McGregor, Sergeants F. Dyer, G. H. Smith, 
S. M. Sims, R. J. Groucott, R.A.P.C. Welcome to Sergeant N. 
E. Mortimer, Sergeant D. S. Berry. 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

riiIME for WIRE notes again? It seems that it was only a 
..L couple of days ago that the Regimental correspondent 

put down his pen having completed last month's report. But
as those who read the notes from this Regiment regularly will 
know-time passes quickly in 14th Regiment. Things are 
seldom, if ever, still for long as we dash about the world 
carrying out our lawful business. 

Since last month's notes the 1 Squadron DB detachment 
from Jordan and the TSC-500 detachment from Singapore 
have safely returned to the fold in Worcester. Most of the 
crew of the E21 in Nassau have returned leaving only the radio 
station and a skeleton crew to come back as soon as an airlift 
can be arranged. 

602 (Spech'1l C:ommunicatlons) Troop 
As some may know (but many more will not) 602 (SC) Troop 

lives with thf. Regiment in Norton Barracks at Worcester. A 
hard-workinp, happy unit of high morale, this Troop has shown 
time and tj.ne again that it is a collection of men whose 
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energy, attention to derail and enthusiastic approach to all 
tasks makes it a Troop that the Corps can be well proud of. 
It is some time since news of the Troop appeared in TuE WIRE 
thus ' up date ' the Corps in general, and ex-member of 
' 602 ( C) ' in particular, the following report is published. 

Since last writing in THE WIRE the Troop has, almost com
pletely, changed its management. In July Captain ' Gerry ' 
Funnell left for a six-rr.onth tour in B.A.0.R., 'marking time' 
before continuing on hi~ path to stardom through the Staff 
CoJege. He was replac.ed by Captain W. J. P. ' Bill' Robins, 
em~arrassingly keen, bright and slightly oiled(?) after some four 
years with airborne forces in Aldershot. W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Tony 
Cudlip has replaced Yeoman J. Halliday-now retired-and 
Staff Sergeant Jack Milton has taken over from W.0.11 C. 
Meredith, the latter being 233 Squadron bound. This turnover 
is also reflected amongst the longer serving members of the 
Troop, many of whom are drawing near to the end of their 
time and are reluctantly preparing to leave. They are being 
replaced by some more shining brethren from Harrogate in 
January and by several other lucky operators in May. By this 
time next year several more soldiers will know what com
municating is really all about. 

A notable recent Troop activity was Exercise ' Scarborough 
Fair.' Based on the named town, and magnificently supported 
by the Officer Commanding the Signal Training Centre at 
Burniston Barracks, the event turned out to be an exercise of 
very marked contrasts-take cooking for example. In the early 
stages we shared the barracks with 17 police cooks who did 
us really proud particularly the Sunday lunch which gave the 
choice of four soups, five meats, six vegetables, eight(?) potatoes 
and five sweets. At the time this was too much, but how we 
longed for it again a few days later as we ate our cold compo 
on the Brecon Beacons in a howling storm. 

It was in these hills that the bulk of the exercise took place. 
Almost throughout we experienced a force 8 gale which in no 
way he~ped as we struggled on with-ainQngst other comforts 
-our packs weighted to ensure a minimum of 70lb. per man. 
The patrol terminated with a tactical exercise at Sennybridge. 
The O.C. kept telling us that the trial was· good for the soul. 
Maybe. 

? BAOR • • • • • • 
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-
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18th Signal Regiment 
e/• G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

READY FOR INSPECTION 
Alpha, Bravo and Romeo Troops of 249 Squadron on parade 

Fitness for Role 

THE last formal FFR inspection of this Regiment was held 
in Princess Mary Barracks and the Tanglin Complex on 

Tuesday, 17th ovember. Colonel F. Graham-Bell, Commander 
Troops, H .Q. FARELF, accompanied by his staff, carried out 
the in pection wbiclt, owing to the size of the Regiment, had 
to be held in two parts. The first parade comprised vehicles 
and personnel of H .Q. and 1 Squadrons drawn up and dressed 
for their normal everyday duties, and a second showed 249 

ignal Squadron equipped and ready to move in their Far 
East Strategic: Reserve role. The parades dramatically displayed 
the great variety of ta ks of the Regiment, a point not lost on 
the inspecting officer we think! 

East Pakistan 
Signifi~tly a shorr time after the inspection, some 70 men 

of 249. Signal Squad~o~, under the command of Major Hamish 
MacKinlay, were aJI!ifted and shipped to East Pakistan in 
upport of the British relief force in the disaster area. A full 

repon on their activities in Pakistan will, of course, appear in a 
future edition of THE WIRE. 

Visit of Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) 
On Wednesday, 4th November, the A.C.D.S. (Signals), 

Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., visited 18th Signal 
Regiment in the course of his recent tour of the Far East. 
General Ander on is, of course, the elder brother of Lieutenant
Colonel A. A. G. Anderson, one of our former Commanding 
Officers. The General was briefed on the changes that have 
recently taken place in the Regiment's organisation and on our 
plans for the fonhcoming rundown and eventual disbandment 
at the end of next year. He was later entertained to lunch in 
the Prince s Mary Officers' Mes . 

E ""'""I e Cold Comfort ' 
Exercise ' Cold Comfort 15 ' commenced on Tuesday, 10th 

• Tovember, with the object of testing the Internal Security 
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arrangements of the Regiment. The Island-wide communica
tions worked almost faultlessly and the defence of the Dover 
Road complex, based as it is on open-plan system with no 
boundary fence, achieved a very high standard. 
. C:aptain Barney M\Ulsor, commanding the I.S. Platoon, con

s1snng of LEP, worked extremely hard creating and manning 
a Darmert wire obstacle, however the piece de resistance on 
the first night was the dispersal of a hostile crowd by fire 
hoses, under the direction of the Commanding Officer. Reports 
kept coming in throughout the night of prisoners being taken 
in a wet and bedraggled condition. The second night of the 
~xer~ise _showed . the Regiment taking a more aggressive role 
m s1tuauons wh1cb had deteriorated, and as a result, W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) Tho~ .and his party in_ the guard room were kept 
very busy admirung and controlling a number of prisoners 
who had intended to operate against PM, but, in fact, were 
captured by a party from 249 Signal Squadron under Captain 
Les Waumsley, with their vehlcles, even before their operation 
started. The. exc;rcise was an outstanding success in respect of 
the cornmurucauons and the less glamorous role of aid to the 
civil power, ending on a high note when the enemy (40 Com
mando, Royal Marines) were safely behind bars. 

e Brigand of (;hnngi ' 

The ~etch Brigand of Changi has now completed her last 
chartc;r m the waters of Singapore and is being prepared for 
'p_ostmg.' Brigand was obtained in March, 1968, from a 
private owner when she was only two years old. As a condi
tion of the grant from Welfare Funds towards her purchase 
price, she has since that time been availa ' le for charter to 
the whole Singapore area, and she has beer. a great success. 
To those not familiar with her, she is a 30ft. :lass fibre ketch 
built in Hong Kong, with four berths and' a Volvc diesel 
auxiliary. She is well suited for cruising in tropical waters 
and is now fitted for racing. 

The boat is now being prepared for shipping, u'1der the care
ful eye of Sergeant Geoff Farr, the boat's husbard, and early 
in 1971 she will be lifted into a cradle aboard the Royal 
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BRIGAND OF CHANG! 

Auxiliary Hebe, and taken to Cyprus, via Gibraltar, where she 
will be permanently located. We are certain that Brigand will 
provjde the same enjoyment in the waters off Cyprus as she 
has in Singapore. 

Warren GoU Club 

An upsurge of interest in golf is taking place within the 
Regiment, which ensures a strong military representation in 
the club in the period before withdrawal. 

A new constitution is being written in preparation for the 
hand-over to civilian management in 1971; meanwhile, the 
Commanding Officer continues to administer the club, and 
has been honoured with a Vice-Presidency. The Speaker in the 
Singapore Parliament took over as President in August this 
year from Brigadier D. E. Warren, the founder of the club, 
and which bears his name. 

To those who have spent many happy hours on the course, 
it will be of interest to know that the Prime Minister of the 
Republic of Singapore, Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, and the Chief 
Justice of Singapore are now among its members. 

Parkinson Field Cooker 

W.O.I (A.S.M.) Parkinson, R.E.M.E., in charge of the Regi
mental L.A.D., considered that a requirement existed for a 
Calor Gas field cooker, so he designed and produced one, which 
bas been widely used by many of the units in Singapore and 
Hong Kong. The Commanding Officer made a cash award to 
Mr. Parkinson under the Unit Suggestion Scheme and the 
MOD added a further cash award to the designer. 

W.0.1 Parkinson has generously donated his award to the 
LEP Benevolent Fund, an appeal for which, you will have 
seen elsewhere in this copy of THE WIRE. 

Tail piece 

Found under the driver's seat of C.O.'s staff car, four new
born feline objects. Comment by W.0.11 Larry Burnham 
(S.S.M., 1 Squadron): "First time I've beard of the C.O.'s 
driver having kittens!" 

ODE TO • \VIRE • con.n.ESPONDENTS 

Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you vi!lit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16 
The Fe8tival of Derbswoche 

T HROUGHOUT Westphalia at this time of year the local 
celebration is the autumn festival Herbstwocbc.-a solid 

week of country fairs and dances, exhibitions, music festival , 
arid a more than liberal sampling of the local brew. 

Lippstadt lies on the Westphalian plain, to the south-west 
of the Teutoburger Wald, about 50 miles north of Dortmund. 
To the south and west there is the attractive forrested Sauer
land, a beautifully wooded area with the Hohne, Eder and 
Sorpe reservoirs providing a sharp relief from the green wooded 
slopes. 

Dortmund and Paderborn beers are famous throughout 
Westphalia and Weissenburg infamously potent in the Lipp
stadt area. 

During the local festival, Lippstadt was transformed with 
gay flags, lights and bunting and a wonderful country-style 
fair in the market place, and on Saturday, 24th October, we 
managed, with a great deal of effon by many individuals, to 
crown all their effons by inviting the locals to come and see 
our own show. This took the form of an 'Open Day' at 
Churchill Barracks, which about half of the local population 
came to see our drill display, silver display, NAAFI show 
and numerous sideshows. 

Herr Dr. Wolff inspected a guard of honour and the barracks 
was officially declared open. During the day a truly inter
national flavour of music filled the air from the bands of the 
7 Panzer Grenadier Division, 1st Bn. The Gordon High
landers and tile 5th Inniskilling Dragoon Guards. The bands 
marched around the barracks with large groups of civilians 
following them; it was quite a sight to see the local eyes pop 
out and their feet falter when the Inniskillings set off at light 
infantry pace. In the afternoon a selected Lippstadt XI played 
a Regimental XI and narrowly beat our talents by two goals to 
one. 

The soup kitchen, the NAAFI, Ben's Bar and all our other 
resources were strained to the utmost during a hectic day, 
but it was still possible to buy a beer and bratwurst in the 
middle of the afternoon. 

A ride in a tank, a look around a helicopter, or even a close
up of an Honest John and other big guns of the Royal 
Anillery, were all very attractive to our visitors and ourselves, 
but it was with a sigh of relief that we security swept the 
area and retired once more into our own barracks. 

Late Flash 
Our junior ranks' club has been completely redesigned, re

furnished on the club concept and now looks more like the 
'Teahouse of the August Moon' than a 'tea-and-wad shack.' 
The official re-opening was performed by Brigadier R. L. C. 
Dixon, M.C., to rousing cheers by the men; it was pure coin
cidence that free pints followed. 

Squadrons and other groups are already rushing to book the 
various lounges for their own Christmas festivities. 

Later Flash 
For the first time, we entered a team of intrepid amateurs 

for the B.A.0.R. Motor Cycle Trials, led by W.0.11 (S.S.M.) 
Park; they gained much very valuable experience in this very 
competitive sport. W.0.11 Park finished 16th overall. 

28th (BR} Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35 

"{".(THEN I discovered that I bad volunteered to write THE 
Y V WIRE notes for rovember, I thought to myself that 

should not be difficult, nothing ever happens in the month 
before Christmas, which just goes to show how wrong o e can 
be. 

Exercise • Grape Pick ' 
On 2nd November 26 members of 28th Regiment beaded 

south to the river Mosel on Exercise ' Grape Pick.' 
Thi was a purely voluntary exercise organised by Herr 

Veltin, the Oberburgermeister of Bernkastel, for the purpose 
of assisting owners of vineyards in their grape harvest. The 
volunteers were spread through the 12 towns forming the 
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m1ddl -Mo el wme region. The vineyard owner were respol!
. ible for the hou ing and feeding of the labour force, and as is 
found to happen. ome fared be ter than others. 
To~vard the end of the exerci e the organi er requested 

that our m mbCI'l>' cay b extended by 10 day . This exten ion, 
mu:::h to th regret of ome, could not be agreed. 

n man, however, Signalman ' Tiny ' Matthews, pent most 
of h1. rime in the local ho pital where he left his appcndi .. 

tlp(•rntion ' D4111nrheinwine ' 

On 6th/7th ovember 11 combined Royal Signals and Army 
Catering Corps group et out on Operation .' D einrheinwine .' 

This wa indeed a mo t pleasant operation. Baroness Van 
Zuylan, the public relation officer of Deinhard and _Co., gave 
u a mo t entertaining and informative tour of the wme cellars 
in Koblcnz and the Doktor Vinyard in Bernkassel. 

In the Board Room the group tasted such delightful wine 
a !".le Ostricher, Eiserber Rie ling Feine Spatlese 67. After 
the ta ting a fir t-clas luncheon was provided at which a fine 
Deinhart seek was erved. 

Sergeant Jim Hodgins, A.C.C., is now determined that wine 
hould be a normal issue in the service ration scale; comment 

from trea ury is awaited. Signalman Ron Towers, the non
drinking driver for the group, was given a bottle of seek in 
ympathy. 

St>rgeants' ~fess 

It has been quite a while since the Sergeants' Mess con
tributed to Regimental WIRE notes, so we hope that the follow
ing bits and piece will be of interest .to ex-Mess members and 
to any of our other friend who read THE WIRE. 

Entertainment are currently under new, and extremely able, 
management; with W.O.II (C.S.M.I.) Jimmy Combes and Staff 
Sergeant (C. of W.) George Cowe organising our social life, 
with minimum fuss and maximum effect. To date they have 
produced a number of excellent functions. 

This quarter got off to a good start with a games night, the 
opposition being provided by our ladies. Despite the spirited 
determination, and surprising skill displayed by the ladies, 
they were beaten quite soundly. A return contest was arranged 
and this time gallantry prevailed, resulting in an overall win 
for the girls. A final deciding match is due to be played off in 
January. hould this be drawn, the contest will be decided by 
mean of a boat race-could be intere ting! 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John McNaughton organised a cheese 
and wine night on Saturday, 3rd October, to which we invited 
our old friends and neighbours of the 16th Signal Regiment 
Mess. John and his volunteers laid on a really mouthwatering 
di play, with an almost infinite variety of cheeses and taste
fully chosen wines to accompany them (or does the cheese 
accompany the wine?). Everyone agreed that it was a most 
enjoyable evening, although next morning individual recollec
tions seemed a bit hazy to say the least. 

Sergeant John Wales (R.E. ' .E.) introduced his new bride, 
Veronica, to the Mess recently. They were both obviously sur
pri ed and delighted to be greeted by a guard of honour in 
full Mess kit and with drawn swords before being presented 
with a wedding gift from all members of the Mess. 

The M~s is tak:n~ part in the orth R'iine Area Sergeants' 
Me. s Sunday football league. Our team of (usually hung over) 
talwarts turns out bravely in all weathers and conditions. 

Battered, bruised, but unbroken in spirit anyway, they battle 
on. We have only won one game this season but it's not over 
yet. As a bloke called John Paul Jones once said (I think): "I 
have not yet begun to fight "-potential opponents please note. 

Since our last notes, we have said goodbye and thanks to 
the following members : 

W.0.11 (0.R.Q.M.S.) Mike Herriman, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Joe 
Green, W.0.1 Joe Oyteben, A.C.C. (our Army champion cook), 
W.0.11 •Andy ' Souter (come back Joe and Andy, we miss 
vour financial support), Sergeant Frank Gilbert, W.0.1 Mike 
Butler (commis ioned), Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) Jim Mancais. 

Welcome co W.0.1 (F. of S.) Ernie Nugent, W.0.11 Joe 
Wa'ton, W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Bob Pearce, Staff Sergeant 
(S.Q.M.S.) Pete Ridley and W.0.11 Joe Gomm, A.C.C. 

rperal ' Mes Outing 

On Friday, 6th November, 30 members of the Corporals' 
Mes and Mr. Marlow, the relief NAAFI manager, paid a 
vi5it to the Amstel Brewery in Amsterdam. 
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The coach left camp at 09.00 hours and arrived in Amsterdam 
at 12.45 hours. At the Dutch border a puzzled Custom official 
found ir difficult to understand why we should be taking two 
cases of Amstcl back to the brewery, until it wa carefully 
pointed out tlrnt it was not intended that the bottles mould 
be full on arrival. 

At the brewery the party was met by two guides who, after 
an introductory address, each took a group on a tour around 
the various department of tlle brewery. The tour finished in 
Amstcl' 0 own bar where there were sandwiches and limitless 
beer. 

When all had had their fill the P.M.C., Sam Hackett, gave a 
few words of thanks before we were cast upon the town of 
Amsterdam. 

Doubtless many a tale could be told about our evening in 
Am terdam, but let it suffice to say that we all arrived back 
at St. Tonis in the small hours of the following day, safe if not 
ound. 

Football 
For the second year running our foo tball team have reached 

tbe Rhine Area F inal in the Army Cup, having defeated 45 
Regiment R.A. 2-1 in the quarter-final and 22 Light Air 
Defence Regiment R.A. 6-1 in the semi-final. 

T he game against 45 Regiment took place on 4th November 
St. T onis. I t was a hard-fought game and no goals were 
scored in the first half. However, shortly after the commence
ment of the second h alf we netted, only to have the goal 
disallowed. Soon after this, while spirits were a little low, 45 
broke through to score a well-taken goal. T hings looked black 
until Cliff Newell, cutting in from the left-wing, scored, netting 
a rebound from the goalkeeper. 

With their tails up, 28 went on to win, by a goal from 
Tex Gal'agher who put a ball, fumbled by the opposing goal
keeper, firmly in the back of the net. 

On 19th November we were at home to 22 Light Air D efence 
Regiment R.A., who arrived with a strong reputation having 
won their previous round 7-1. 22 setted down first and gave us 
a hard time until • Scouse ' Quirk first-timed a ball, which went 
over the goalkeeper for a very good goal. This lead was short
lived, however, when 22 drew level a few minutes later. 

By now • Scouse ' Quirk was really finding his form and 
scored a second goal every bit as good as his first. F rom then 
on we did not look back and ran out winners by 6 goals to 1, 
' Scouse ' Quirk having netted four and Ray Anderson two. 

Since these notes were forwarded, 28th Regiment beat 16th 
Regiment in the final by 2 goals to one. 

30th Signal Regiment 
BLANDFORD CAIUP 

D.G.O.W. writes 

A GAIN the Regiment has had a very full and varied 
couple of months, including the deployment of A · F(L) 

Troop to B.A.0.R. and Turkey, the EW Squadron also to 
Germany, and the continued deployment and eventual re
covery of the 1 Squadron detachment from Jordan. 1 Squadron, 
also, have a most interesting assignment, for a small detach
ment, led by Lance-Corporal David Brocton, are going to the 
Turks and Caicos Islands in the Caribbean. L eaving just 
after Christmas, in support of the Sappers, the detachment 
will winter until mid-March out there. It's a tough life! 

Older members of the Corps will note with regret me re
tirement of Majors Freddie Thirkell and Jim Cheshire who, 
between them have given over 68 years' service to tlle Corps. 
In particular, the record of Major Thirkell is an impressive 
one, spanning as it does, just four decades. We wish them 
both every happiness irt a well-deserved retirement. 

And so to our subscribers . . . 

A1'1F(L) Radio Troo1t--mobile once more 
By Corporal ' Scouse ' Chapman 
Tuesday, 22nd September, dawned bright and clear and 

found AMF(L) Force Radio Troop leaving Blandford Camp 
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ar normal AMF(L) convoy speed on the first part of their 
journey to Germany and Exercise •Deep Test.' The night 
of the 22nd found us at our first staging camp at Shorncliffc, 
near Folkestonc, three hours early. We were greeted at Shorn
cliffe with the news that the NAAFI was closing down the 
following day, and could we ease the manager's stock-taking 
problem. This was found to be no oroblem to Lance-Corporal 
Mooney and his friends, and it was a much-relieved manager 
that bid us goodnight and good morning wil"tt no beer left 
in his club. 

We breakfasted on the 23rd on board a Townsend car ferry, 
and some caught up with sleep they had missed, due to the 
early start, and others due to their late finish. A military escort 
picked us up at Zeebrugge and escorted us to Emblem, in 
Belgium, wh ich was our secondary staging camp. Our short 
stay in Emblem was long enough to beat the local basketball 
ream, and rehearse some of our songs for Germany in the 
NAAFI. We left Emblem en route for Merzig, our final destina
tion. 

On arrival at the German border the German customs 
officer at first refused to let us enter Germany, but after 
Corporal D ave Blackall had spoken to the customs, and move
ments control had produced a form, all was well and we 
were once more speeding on our way. 

We arrived in Merzig at 20.00 hours on the 24th, and were 
informed that a meal had been laid on for us-this turned 
out to be bread rolls and a mixture of German meats and 
green salad-which proved to be our staple diet over the weeks 
to come. The next day was spent cleaning and servicing our 
vehicles in preparation for the exercise, and also arranging 
recreational activities such as football, basketball and visits 
to places of local interest (Bierfest). The football matcll 
arranged by L ance-Corporal Pete Ryan and interpreted by 
Lance-Corporal • Chippy ' Wood (Pomfritte Holtz) turned out 
to be a mis-match, as we lost by 9-0, but if Lance-Corporal 
Les Rix had scored that penalty when the scores were 0--0, 
it could have been a different story. We had our revenge that 
night, as the losers challenged the winners to a drinking and 
singing match in the bier bar, and with the aid of two strikers, 
Lance-Corporal Alan Liddle and Corporal • Scouse ' Chapman, 
we won trousers down. A visit was arranged to the local 
brewery, and the locals are still wondering how many people 
managed to get into one vehicle, especially as two of them 
were Sergeant • Doug ' Rogers and Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith. 

A more sedate party visited the steelworks, and after being 
shown around the works were provided with an excellent 
meal and more liquid refreshment than the party at the 
brewery received! 

The CPX in Germany was a great succes , al though some 
of the other nations that were with us must be wondering 
about the new drill movement performed by Sergeant 'Nobby' 
Clark, who was seen in the middle of the H .Q. area skipping, 
ably assi ted on either end of the rope by S.S.M. Roy Stark 
and Sergeant Paddy Tuite. 

All to soon, our visit to Merzig came to an end, which 
coincided with the local Bierfest closing, and the last night 
saw F. of S. Terry Brabon, ably assisted by Sergeant ' Paddy ' 
Tuite, on the stage, thanking all the local people for their 
hospitality, and his sentiments were echoed by the whole of 
the Troop .. 

And s o to Turkey by Lieutenant Chris Jolmson 
Between 8th and 13th October, AMF(L) Force Radio Troop 

was airlifted from Frankfurt air base to Turkey to take part 
in Exercise ' Deep Express.' There was, of course, much 
speculation as to what it would be like in Turkey, opinions 
ranging from blazing hot weather and dry sandy, con~ition~, 
to ten feet of snow. After all the glamorous speculanon it 
was a let-down to find the weather no different to late summer 
in U.K ., in more ways than one. We were greeted by grey 
overcast skies, light rain and an R.M.P.-had it not been for 
the fact that the roads were straight, from the first impre sion 
we might easily have been back in U.K. However, these idea 
soon changed as daylight broke and things started to app_ear 
very un-English indeed. Gone were the rolling green h~ls, 
and in their place a brown, treeless vista, interspersed with 
the odd wadi. The impression given was one of extreme 
poverty. The way of life of the people is such that a very 
high percentage make their living from the land. New houses 
seem to be very few and far between, and the majority of 
accommodation is poor by U .K. tandards. In the European 
part of Turkey roads arc bad. There are the only two metalled 
roads, both of which lead to Istanbul. In good weather the 
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roads are usable, but even a small aJT10unt of rain turns the c 
into treacherous skid-pans. At times they were so bad that 
four-wheel drive was no more effective than two! 

T•:1is then, was the setting for the AMF(L) autumn 
manoeuvres in 1970. For the first stage of the exercise we were 
located at Corlu, about 60 miles from Istanbul. At this stage, 
the headquarters was not tactical and was laid out over a vast 
area of barren plain. It was perhaps fortunate that there was 
no requirement to be tactical, as the nearest trees were about 
70 miles away. 

The exerds.e started and the detachments were deployed to 
their locations. Although -life in the headquarters was still non
tactical-this wa~ illustrated by a brass band and a quarter 
guard, whic~1 appeared with monotonous regularity-life in the 
key Companies was tactical. The U.K. Reece Squadron also 
moved so regularly that it was difficult to find due to excellent 
camoufl:;ige. 

The exercise then moved to a location just outside Kesan, 
a few miles from the Greek border. T he headquarters was 
carefully sited on top of a rubbish dump. I t was one of the 
few locations I have been in where used compo tins would 
have enhanced the scenery. However, it was decided that a 
policy of • K eep Turkey T:dy ' should be initiated, and so 
the area was cleaned up. The exerci e itself went very well 
and a lot was learnt by all. Considering the language problems. 
this was surprising, but evidently the policy of • if you shout 
loud enough anyone can understand ' was seen to work. 

At the end of the exercise we moved back to U.K. by ai r 
and sea. Those who went by air had the advantage not only 
of arriving home earlier, but also missing the opportunity of 
being violently ill on an LSL on the return journey! Those 
of us who came back on 31st October had the consolation of 
being able to sample the delights of Istanbul before we left, 
as the cholera scare was over and the city was back in bounds. 
As a result of !'his visit, Land Rovers were loaded to the gun
wales wi th leather goods, onyx and Turki~h delight, and the 
customs were quite fa ir and reasonable when we fi nally re
turned to U.K . after an absence of seven weeks. 

Finally, a re1•ort from 4 Squadron 
Since the last time we went to print, 4 Squadron have had 

their fa ir amount of demonstrations-' showing the flag' type, 
of course. During the month of October, the whole Squadron 
went to B.A.0.R. for the annual exercise. We stayed with 
and were administered by 225 Signal Squadron, who really 
did us proud. Our main exercise was uppermost in all we 
did, w'ttich included football matches against 3 Squadron of 
1st Canadian Signal Regiment and, of, course, against our 
hosts. We did not Jose a single game, although the home team 
did have the edge and should have won--obviously being the 
hosts they were the perfect gentlemen. 

We would like to point out that 225 have swimming facilities 
within their unit lines, but 4 Squadron, having cleared our 
P.E. test requirements, only made small use of same by User 
Trials on the rowing maclline (AFLOAT) which wa owned 
by the 0 .C., Major Tom Blashill. Our intrepid oarsman, 
Sergeant Willie Henderson, must take full credit for the sea
worthy trials, although the underwater trials were not planned! 

The Exercise • Black Pelican ' was in two pha es. One week 
was allocated ro working up and the following two weeks 
were • Field work.' The exercise terminated with a smoker in 
the NAAFI Club of 225 Signal Squadron where all Squadrons 
were well entertained. 4 Squadron were ably reprc ented with 
turns by ' Stripper' WOG-H (S.S.M. Tony Waugh), Zulu 
warriors Corporal Dave Hopkins and Corporal Derek (Foxy) 
Fowler and our 0 .C., Major Tom 'Maverick' Blashill. 

During t!he month of November we have been showing our 
set-up ar many and varied Regimental demon trations. The 
work entailed i great and credit mu t be given to all ranks of 
the Squadron for the success we have had. 23rd November saw 
the Regiment in the field (again). Thi time Regimental training 
was the initial aim. Lieutenant Jack Fiske! and W.O.II (Radio 
Supervisor) Bill Motion w re the planning brains behind the 
Squadron moves which included a sea trip in an R.P.L. to t11e 
ranges and various aspects of military training. Meanwhile the 
O.C. had planned a day of circuit training and ob tacle course 
which everyone, including me D.S., enjoyed. 

To conclude, we would like to wish all members of the Corps 
a Happy and a Prosperous New Year. Especially our absent 
Squadron members abroad, namely: A/Sergeant Bill Wareham, 
Corpora's Jeff Cromack, Ken Fox, Brian Copley, Derek Leach, 
Lance-Corporals Jim Mitchell and 'Noddy' Needham. 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.0.,s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army-or have 

left in the last twelve months. You'll have achieved 
N.C.O. or Warrant Officer rank and acquired 
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which 
you wish to retain- and improve on.You'll be under 
42 and may be married with a family. Certainly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many vacancies in 

sp cific trades. We offer you a career in the 
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will al
most certainly keep your rank and pay, 
and by signing on in Britain you ~-,, 
receive pay from the day you enlist ?Ji~ 
and you and your family travel to 
Au tralia free. The minimum engage
ment is for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Your trade may be included in those 
available and this could be the 
chance you and your family 
are looking for. n 
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Come and talk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for 
all the facts. ,.-------------. I Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. I 
I Name ____________ ·_ ~ I 
I Address____________ av I 
1============== Q I ' I ,,t. Age _____ Married/Single_ __ _ _ 1

1 
• ''" Rank ______ cOrps .- ----

Trade _____________ 

1 Anticipated Discharge Date _____ _ 

To: Captain J . R. Godwin, I 
Recruiting Officer, I 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, I 
Strand, London , W.C.2. 

1
.. • Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 _J 
~~-------
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News irom Squaclro,,s 

4 Guards Armoured Brigade Signal 
Squadron {204) B.F.P.O. 17 

A S usual at this time of year in a ignal Squadron, every
one seems to be either on courses or on leave, and the 

mo t precious commodity of all is the ' spare' soldier. The 
Transport Officer demands men for servicing vehicles, the 
R.S.M . wants fatigue men, the Communications Officer wants 
training and the poor old Troop Commanders arc caught in 
ttie crossfire. 

The highlight of October was a trip to the Mosel valley, 
grape picking. Twenty-five soldiers went to Brauenberg for 
two weeks and had a very enjoyable time. They Jived with 
German families and were paid about D'vi 20 a day for 12 
hours' hard physical work-if you don't believe it, try carrying 
120lb. hods up and down the vineyards. Some of the younger 
soldiers found that the families they were living with were 
fairly strict about staying out late, but most people found a 
way around this and enjoyed a hectic social life . 

Y. of S. Hazelgrove and Sergeant Williams have had a busy 
two months in the training room. We ran an Admin Unit HF 
Course from 19th October to 30th November, and at the same 
time they were instructing on a BUI - BU radio operator 
course. The training room has never been busier, and the 
instructors have had a trying time. (He might be a good 
footballer, but as an operator . . . ) 

Football notes 
That was the month, that was! Our football team con

solidated its Munster League position and remained league 
leaders. We did, however, join battle with 20 Armoured 
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron in the Army Cup, and 
eventually lost the tie 2-1, after extra time. Wittiout in any 
way seeking to detract from the 20 Brigade Signal Squadron 
victory, we feel it only fair to point out that they had ground 
advantage AND we missed three penalties (is this a record?). 
In addition, with no pretence to shame, our worthy opponents 
actually had the nerve to play Lance-Corporal Swinhoe at left
half against us. Avid readers of this column will undoubtedly 
be aware that Corporal Swinhoe had applied to be posted to 
this unit, but the league management committee (in this case 
Office-in-Charge Records) refused to allow the transfer! 

Signalman Laurie Lawrence continues to mastermind our 
sometimes skilled attack. He was transferred in from 4th 
Division Regiment in the close season (thank you, 4th Division). 
He's quite a useful radio operator, too. Our skipper is Sergeant 
' Ginge' Lister, who plays between shift changes in the 
Commcen, and the side is managed by Major R. C. Williams, 
M.B.E. (W.G.). He asks that we use the medium of THE WIRE 
to request bids for our goalkeeper, Captain M. J. Vest. Anyone 
who needs a goalkeeper badly should not apply, however, we 
will be delighted to accept any Communications Captain in 
exctiange-football talent unnecessary. 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

Colchester 

I T is surprising how quickly time flies and THE WIRE notes 
are again due. Nothing of. an exciting nature bas ha~pened 

since our last notes were published-unless the annual inspec
tion can be called exciting! 

October saw us at Sennybridge in Wales, administering the 
Brigade Support Weapons Concentration. No one considered 
us fit to shoot a Wombat or fire a mortar but the D. & E. 
Platoon led by Lieutenant David Strudley, were an effective 
enemy force. The communications were as tricky as in Malaysia 
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SOME PRETTY PICTURES ON THE OSCILLOSCOPE? 
Sergeant Hudson of 19th Infantry Brigade Squadron finds a party 
of Royal Navy Lieutenants from Greenwich an interested audience 
as he demonstrates the oscilloscope-an incident which occurred 
when the Squadron staged a signals gear display for the Navy 

but ' A ' Troop deployed a couple of R.R.B.s and forgot about 
them for four days. No one learnt Welsh but Lance-Corporal 
Young can now converse with sheep. 

Since October we have been inspected non stop and little 
training was possible. There was, however, time enough to run 
a M.P.C. II course and the students (taken from R.A.O.C., 
R.C.T., R.C.P. and Royal Signals) all did well. At the same 
time a few hardy members joined Second-Lieutenant Chris 
Smith in a week's mountain climbing in Snowdonia. Corporal 
Jimmy Jardine actually lost 3oz. in weight. 

On Friday, 20th November, we staged a display of signals 
gear for a party of Royal Navy Lieutenants from Greenwich. 

Brigadier G. L. C. Cooper, M.C. inspected the Squadron 
at priority one scales on Thursday, 26th November, and sur
prised everyone by talking to every soldier on parade. In the 
afternoon he inspected the Troop stores and offices which had 
all been repainted in the ' Self Help Scheme.' Friday was a 
holiday for all so that everyone would return fit and able to 
compete in the Inter-Troop Competition of soccer, smallbore 
shooting and safe driving. 

It only remains for us to wish everyone a Prosperous New 
Year and to thank all those who have assisted us during 1970. 

12 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron 

(2 12), B.F.P.0. 36 

quadron Officers 
Squadron Commander 
Second-in-Command 
Communicarions Office1· 
0.C. ' A ' Troop 
O.C. ' B' Troop 
Q.M. 
Adjutant 

M.T.0. 

Major H. A. Morri on 
Captain A. W. de V. Hunt 
Captain R. E. S. Drew 
Second-Lieutenant R. Hill 
Lieutenant A. Sugdon 
Captain N. Lane 
Captain B. P. R. Keir 

(W.F.R.) 
Captain W. K. Adrian 

(R.C.T.) 

A very bu y month having just passed people sat back and 
felt life might now be easier. That month contained our 
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Brigade FT •. It ecm that we were one of the few Brigades 
to hav on , the weather having caused more than one can
cellation. Excr i e ' Twin Fin ' was it name and valuable it 
proved. From there it was Lxerci e 'Livex Air' which was 
hampered by the weather a no RAF plane (the stars of the 
act) could fly. 

pon return our life became busy with those ever-present 
range of course , in pcctions. Exerci e ' Quick Train ' almost 
came a a welcome chang 

flu b~· 

nee again the rugby ea on i upon us. With our trainers, 
Second-Lieutenant Robin Hill and Sergeant Sammy Leggett, 
the team has won four out of five matdies. One win was 
against the R.M .P.s. It will be of more than a little intcre t 
to ee where the radar speed trap will now be stationed. 

Bor d "'r p a trols 
.H.Q. vanished toward the border and will shortly be 

followed by both 'Alpha' and 'Bravo' Troops . Lieutenant 
Sugdon has been een cleaning his pistol-we wonder just why. 

P .E. Tests 
Boots and bli ter time which i why the R.S.M. looks 

happy. The route was recced by the R.SM. and Sergeant 
Leggett, who tell u they got lost and covered some 15 miles. 
The report brought rears ro many eyes (of mirth). 

The festive season is upon u and it seems everyone will be 
full of Christmas cheer. Our blood is due ro be diluted again 
and again and again. What was that about the R.M.P .. 

Fare w e lls 
This month confusion will cease when we bid farewell to 

F. of S. Staff Sergeant Roy Kelly and Y. of S. Staff Sergeant 
Kelly. Both will be missed and we hope that they and their 
families will be very happy in their new postings in England. 
We welcome F . of S. Staff Sergeant Bob Scriven. 

Proje cts 
It is hoped that Captain Keir and L ieutenant Sugdon will 

lead an adventure training Langlaufing expedition to Southern 
Germany. The Second-in-Command, Captain H unt, is at pre-
ent coru;idering rowing the north sea in assault boats, building 

and sleeping in an igloo when the snow arrives and finally 
marching the Squadron 60 miles from Minden to 0 nabruck. 
I have made out a unique three -month leave pass. I can hut 
hope. 

39 Airportable Bde. Signal Squadron 
(213) Lisburn, Northern Ireland 

T is now a very Jong time since this Squadron last had 
notes in THE WIRE; we console ourselves with the fact 

that the harder we work the less time we have for writing! 
Here, at last, is a brief account of nearly two years of com
municating during 'the troubles' - years of outstandingly 
successful signalling and very great individual effort and 
achievement. 

With s mall b e ginnings-th e e m er gen cy d evelo ped 
1969 opened with promise, with 39 Brigade the only forma

tion in Northern Ireland. Exercises were planned in delightful 
place , and the political horizon was as uncluttered as it ever 
can be in Ireland. Then, with small beginnings, the emergency 
developed. 

Hope of a good year were soon shattered. Various civil 
rights. grc;iups organise~ events, often countered by right wing 
o~gan.1sauons. T.n Apnl, bomb attacks in Belfast, and on the 
p1pehncs carrying water from the Mourne Mountains to 
Belfast, cau ed the Army to deploy widely in the province, and 
gunds were mcunted on many points. Communications Troop 
under Captain Cooke and Staff Sergeant Kinsey, started o~ 
the never-ending task of providing communications for the 
deployed brigade. Corporal Jubb and the linemen worked 
ro1;1nd the clock to put in the many lines needed to vulnerable 
point , and the operators et up the widespread radio nets. 
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At this time the Squadron had only SS Royal Signals men, 
and the first of what was to be a long train of reinforcements 
arrived to swell the quadron. 

From June onwards the province saw endless demonstra
tions and counter-demonstrations. The conflicting groups were 
out every weekend prote ting about omething, and most of 
the Squadron wa virtually permanently deployed from then 
until rovember. DS ran widely over the province; the ED's 
under Corporal Smith had the big job of maintaining power 
for the many communications sires, and a heavy load was borne 
by F. of S. Waudby's technicians, who were on call night and 
day to go almo t anywhere in Northern Ireland. 

The non-communication elements of the Squadron, and 
particularly the Q.M.' empire, the M.T. and S.H.Q., were 
worked as hard as anyone, not only on meeting their normal 
commitments, but also on guards, escorts and re-supply runs. 

PYE RELAY VEHICLE IN N . IRELAND 
Sergeant Yeomans watches some of the fi rst trials of a Pye Relay 

vehicle 

T h e Orange Marches 

Predictably, the Orange marches of 12th July led to trouble, 
including some shooting. By the time August came - The 
Apprentice Boys of Derry march on 12th August to celebrate 
the successful defence of Londonderry against the Catholic 
King James in 1689-tension was high. Fighting broke out in 
Londonderry, and soon spread to Belfast. There was wide
spread S"nooting and bombing, and a state of near civil war 
existed in parts of Belfast, with murder and arson the order 
of the day. 

On 18th August, a Brigade Tactical H.Q. was set up in 
Belfast, and command was to stay there until 25th November. 
Also at about this time, H .Q., 24 Infantry Brigade moved to 
Londonderry, and 39 Brigade became responsible for only the 
eastern half of the province-mainly Belfast. All of this time 
reinforcements were flowing in, bringing their own problems. 
Most reinforcement operators needed training on the Cll and 
BIDlSO, and all needed shooting practice and had to be 
briefed on Northern Ireland and the IS rules. The contipuing 
deployment, and particularly me running of two headquarters, 
took its toll; almost everyone in the Squadron worked non
stop from June to November, leave and courses were stopped, 
and to have one night home in four or five was reckoned to 
be good going. 

(Contintu1d on page 33) 
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(Cominued from page 32) 

The Squadron renchNi if.ti maximum U:'en tb 
By the end of November the Squadron had reached its 

maximum strength-204 (139 Royal Signals) and the move of 
the Commander and staff back to Lisburn from Belfast cased 
the work load. The Brigade communications continued to be 
fully deployed - particularly our arctic rebro site ' Seven 
Charlie ' on the Divis Range-but it was at last possible to 
think of leave, and to catch up on administraLion. 

The winter of 1969/70 saw many happenings. Major R. 
Bell arrived from B.A.O.R. to take over from Major D. A. C. 
Randel, who went to the MOD (Arms Sales). Staff Sergeant 
Kinsey received a well-earned B.E. . in the New Year's 
Honours List. R.S.M. G. A. Aven arrived, taking over from 
S.S.M. Teehan, who stayed with us as R.Q.M.S. On the 
communications side, a Pye commercial radio system and a 
C42 net replaced the well-tried HF and VHF nets; all of the 
emcte;ency reinforcements returned to their units, and our 
rebro site on Divis closed down. A build-up of telephone 
and telegraph circuits took place and traffic through our 
comcens increased. The Squadron entered the spring of 
1970 with almost every communication system changed or 
expanded. 

Our thanks to the emergency reinforcements 
We would particularly like to thank the very many 

emergency reinforcement soldiers who have served with us, 
particularly in 1969, but also in 1970-we can hardly hope 
that they all enjoyed their unexpected, and often arduous tour 
in Northern Ireland, but they did an invaluable job. Thank 
you! . 

1970 has been another year of hard work, and once agam 
leave and courses had to be stopp~d throughout the summer 
months. The Brigade Commander's crew-particularly Corporal 
Streeton and Lance-Corporal Garner- now know Belfast better 
than many of the locals. For much of the summer the Brigade 
Tactical H.Q. in Belfast was activia ted, and the Pye and C42 
rebroadcast deta::hments have spent a lot of time deployed. 
Our Pye relays are now helicopter portable, and our air experts 
- Second-Lieutenant Bob Binham and Staff Sergeant Ruff
are the world expens on the peaks of Northern Ireland, and 
for most of the summer months Sergeant McCrindle's radio 
relaymen were hard-pressed to provide links here, there, and 
everywhere-fortunately we were reinforced from 3rd Signal 
Regiment. 

The • Battle of the Falls ' 
Perhaps the most notable Brigade action this year was the 

' Battle of the Falls.' During a night of armed battle, in 
which a number of people died, the densely-populated area 
of the Lower Falls was dominated by the Army. Searches 
ubsequently found about 90 rifles, pistols, etc., nearly 30,000 

rounds of ammunition, and various other warlike bits of kit, 
including explosives. Various poster procl~imi_ng the p~pu
larity of the Army appeared about me city m Republican 
areas. (See below). 

THE PROFESSIONALS 

THE PROfESSIOtW 
Murderer.> · lntinia.ors - l.009'5· -~s 
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DARK CLOUDS ALWAYS HAVE A SILVER LINING 
R.S.M. G. A. Aven takes a little time off from 'The Troubles' and 

relaxes at the tiller while sailing off the Scottish coast 

But, strangely enough, we have had time this year to have 
a little fun in the 'off-peak' periods. Captain Barry Cooke, 
late O.C. Communications Troop, took a party sailing off the 
West Coast of Scotland; later in the year we provided com
munications for the local amateur golf championship, and 
although trouble flared up in Belfast half-way through, Yeoman 
Storie and Staff Sergeant Kinsey and their party fin ished the 
job. And much later in the year Captain Johnathan Cox, who 
took over Communications Troop in September, captained our 
team which won the orthern Ireland Minor Units Orienteer
ing Championship, although not all of the team would regard 
it as fun. 

Awards 

1970 also had its quota of postings and honours. Foreman 
Waudby was awarded the B.E.M. in the Birthday Honours List, 
and at the same time was posted to R.M.C.S., Shrivenham
his technicians say for R and R. Foreman Livesey took his 
place, and has carried on with the necessary work of i;11ve:°ting 
the many bits of kit which we need but are not m issue. 
Captain (Q.M.) Leeson received the G.O.C.'s Co~endation 
for outstanding work during 1969. And Yeoman Stone left us 
for the delights of B.A.0.R. 

One of the successes has been the opening-at last--<>f our 
own Sergeants' Mes , which is going like a bomb-rumours 
that Staff Sergeant Kinsey is going to r~tirc to become a pr~
fessional M.C. are untrue-and there 1 no doubt that it is 
going to be a very great success. 

And so we look forward to 1971. No doubt the Irish will 
think up a lot of things to keep us going and their disputes 
will probably be as fierce as ever. 

Overheard in Belfast in the autumn of 1969, as bullets were 
flying, petrol bombs ~1rs1ing and the si~uaticm deteriora1ing, 
Royal Signals Officer (m bere1) to Royal Signals S1afl Sergeam: 
" Lend me your helme1, Staff!" 

2 16 Parachute Signal Squadron 
Aldershot 

r-r HE Squadron has been very active, both at work and in the 
porting field, during the last two moi:ith~. 

Communications Troop have been on exercise m Scarborough 
during September. They manned ladio links direct to Penhale, 
Cornwall and to Aldershot with Cll SSB, A14 and Al6 ets. 
They left with h!gh hopes . for Pi~kering Castle. camp, only to 
find that it con 1 ted of eight 1 sen hut , without doors or 
windows and with no water. ome disappointed faces were 
seen when sleeping bag had to be laid on the concrete floor. 
However, neither this nor the cooking dampened the morale 
of the Troop. Time was also found for P .. of W .. escape a~d 
survival training which proved to be very mtcresung, and ID 

some cases amusing. 
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in cptemb r, upport Troop tried their . kill and 
tn:n th again t the rapid of th ' River Wye in canoe . Exercise 

' W ·e-Go '(?) involved ome of t'le Troop canoeing down from 
Builth ~ell to .~o s-<>n-Wye over ~hree days, ca~ping_ at night 
by the nver. pmt were high despite many soal-1ngs (1.ncluding 
th Adjutant) and the quadron ergeant Major's cooking. 

Brll(ade w·eapons Week Trophy in our eublnet 
The first week of October saw the return of the Brigade 

Weapon Week Trophy to our cabinet. The competition in
volved teams of approximately platoon strength completing 
an a ault course of 15 ob tacle specially selected for the 
quantity of mud and water surrounding them. This was fol
lowed immediately by a two-mile advance to contact, finishing 
at Stoneyca tie Range where a platoon fire and movement 
e.xercise with !ive rounds was held. Other parts of the competi
uon were a mght shoot and 84 m.m. Carl Gustav shoot. This 
•ear there was a reduced number of entries owing to the 

coi;nmitments of 16 Parachute Brigade. However, the total 
pomts of the . quadron would have won it against the 25 
teams emered tn 1969. Our team was led by Sergeants Jim 
¥cGovern and Jo~ Angus. After the competition, a celebra
!1or;i w?s .held at The Grosv~or,' where Lance-Corporal 

Ricley Richardson performed his now well-practised cabaret 
act, mudt to the amazement of some of the ladies present. 
Afterwards a Squadron plaque was presented to the publican 
and his wife, who were leaving the next day. 

Communications Troop have just returned from a very cold 
and .we~ two weeks at Stanford, where they provided com
m~cauons to Aldershot fo~ the Brigade Strike Group Com
petmon. They spent two mghts digging 'hides ' from which 
to op~rate at night and despite the hard ground and the 
appallmg weather condition they still managed to provide 
100 per cent communications. 

• • • on the spor(S field 
. On the sports field we have again been very active. We have 
J';'St been able to play off the final of the Brigade Soccer Cup, 
mce 2 P~ ~ave now returned from Northern Ireland. The 

match agamst B' Company 2 Para, was won 7-0. Two of our 
players, Lance-Corporal Ian Campbell and Signalman John 
Duffy, haye again played for the Army team recently. On the 
hockey pitch Corporal's Andy ' Plod' Fox and Bob 'Josie' 
Paterson have represented the Corps. 

The. efforts of Corporal Alan Hogg to raise a budding judo 
team m the Squadron have produced several stiff shoulders. 
!fowever, Corporal Hogg has moved from strength to strength 
m the Army team. 

The Squadron orienteering team has not been without its 
uccess~s. ~e collected the South East District Minor Units 

Champ1onsh1p as one of our check points and have qualified 
for the Army Championships at the Southern Command event 
Lieutenant John Griffin, who took fourth place overall at th~ 

cu.th East Di trict. competition, has now left us for R.M.C.S., 
.hr1venha~. We ~1sh him every success and hope he will not 

gi":e up onent~~g, although his new set of golf clubs took 
pnde of place 1n his car. 
Co~rals Ray Marshall and ' Taff ' Roberts have completed 

the basic Free-Fall Parachuting Course at Netheravon since 
August and Lance-Corporal Pete Whitehead has also done the 
Adva.nced Free-Fall Course at Pau in France. Recent murmurs 
of disc?nte~t have been heard about having to 'hook up ' 
before Jumpmg! 

The marriage regiHer of the Squadron has boomed lately as 
Sergeant Job~ Angus~ Corporal Dave Jackson, Lance-Corporal 
Mick Lu~g31r and Signalmen ' Jo ' Baker, ' Sandy ' Shaw and 
Pete Martin have all gone west! 

(P.S. Late entry from the Editor. Who was the subaltern 
who, whc'l tol~ to represent the O.C. on Monday morning 
prayers, asked 1f they were held in tile Garrison church?). 

Farewell and go d loek 

A we go to Prc:ss we say a big farewell to W.0.11 (Y. of S.) 
Kelly. Yeo~n ~•c Kelly has been with the Squadron since 
1965. We. wtSh him and his family good luck and not too easy 
a time with 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment. (We understand 
that he ha been collared to do all the work again) 

The Yeoma~'s chair :-ivill be taken by Staff Serge;nt ' Paddy' 
Bol~nd who is returnmg after three years away from 'the 
family.' 
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223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 
Winchester 

'
~TE'VE had a goo? mixture of events since last you read 
r' l about us; so, without more ado, we plunge into details. 

Hnthniuton 

Late summer saw the unit Badminton T ournament drawing 
to a close. T wenty-eight had entered the lists and these had 
been steadily whittled down to a final four ' stars,' Sergeants 
' Ali ' Austin and Jim Young, Corporal Jarrold and Lance
CorporalTerry Buckley. In the semi-final, Young-the organ
iser-in-chief-went down to Austin, and Jarro!d beat Buckley. 

Jarrold then went on to take ' Austin in no uncertain 
term _, 15-4 and 15- 1. He thus becomes the Squadron's 
most worthy, first champion and proud holder of the cup, 
wh ich was presented by Mrs. Rose Bushell, wife of the 

quadron Commander. 
Sergeant Young tells us that he has high hopes of the 

tournament becoming an annual event. He does add, how
ever, that he is still rather baffled by his own failure to win, 
considering all the ' scheming and fixing ' he put into it. 

Canoeing expedition 

Very conscious of, and grateful for, the technical support 
of 30th Signal Regiment, a number of our crazier stalwarts 
" t~k ther-sels awa ? bonny Scotland " in mid-September, 
takmg canoes along with them. There they paddled their way 
from Ohan (we hear it's been re-named ' 0 Bang ' since the 
Concorde) to Inverness, their route taking them by way of 
sea lochs and the Caledonian Canal into the fresh water of 
Loch Ness. While they didn't bru h with the monster, they 
saw plenty of people looking for it. 

Hardy souls taking part in this expedition were: Captain 
Howard Culley, Staff Sergeant Dave Poole, Sergeants Stan 
Ball and Bo~ Mawson, Corporal Billy Button, Lance-Corporals 
Jim Stewart and ' Cocky ' Coker and Signalmen Dennis Hughes 
and Len Green. Canoes used were Wessex two-man and KW7 
singles. Members took rums on the Adrnin party, which 
travelled from camp site to camp site by 3-tonner. A hired 
safety boat and crew accompanied the canoes. 

The first three days of the expedition were spent in static 
camp at Loch Awe, where novices were brought up to Army 
Canoe Union and ~ritish ~noe Ui;iion standard. Camps were 
under canvas, despite contmuous ram; food for the period was 
carried, but beer was bought in fresh daily. 

Practically everyone fell into the water at one time or an
other, but probably the unluckiest came the way of young 
Coker, who managed a glorious, trouble-free run of over 16 
miles and then turned over as he was running into the beach. 
D~ve . Poole reputedly spent the whole three-day training period 
potntrng out the disadvantages of getting wet without once 
tempting providence. Small wonder then, that he was the 
first to go when the actual run started. 
. Con~e.nsus of opinion is that they all had a wonderful, wet 

ume; It was almost a sensual pleasure to get into really dry 
clothes at the end . . . " was more than one man's comment. 
Without exception, they are looking forward to their next 
chance to go canoeing. By then, they hope to have their own 
canoes and not be so dependant on the generosity of good 
neighbours like 30th Regiment. 

quiz 

Right now we are in the throes of an all-unit knockout quiz, 
dreamed up by tha~ past-master of quiz inquisitors, Lieutenant 
Ken Day. There will be a full report in our next contribution. 

S4',rgeunts' Mess 

. A . ' fastest gun, in the Mess ' competition provided some 
hilarious fun at a Western Night' party held in the Sergeants' 
Mess .. Ba? men please note, Sergeant Roy ' Chalky ' White is 
the re1gnmg marshal. Only applicants with game legs need 
apply for ~e post vacated by 'Chester.' That tournament bug 
even crept m here; so Staff Sergeant Dennis Crump can now 
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bask in the glory of being the Mess ' Shuv Ha'penny Cham
pic.m.' Se.rgeant J~y ~nd is reigning darts champ, de
spite a rruscalculat:Jon whidl. almost caused h im to concede the 
game in the last few throw~ . 

Co1nln gs and goings 
All that's left is to say our hclloes and goodbyes-to Captain 

Howard Culley (by now in Sharjah); Second-Lieutenant David 
Jes ~tt, W.0.11 Graharrt Widdowson (now with 9th Signal 
Regiment), Sergeant Bill Smith (now with 12 Brigade) and 
Captain Alan Al!kins--we say cheerio, it was nice knowing 
you. To Sergeant Ian Scorer, L ieutenant Norman Williams 
Captain George Hayes, Sergeant Ron Crabtree, Captains Ro~ 
Cooper and Tony Field and W.O.Il (S.S.M.) Colin Meredith, 
we say hello. Also, we would like to welcome back Staff 
Sergeants T im Feldon and Dave Etherton. Congratulations 
on your promotion. 

Last of all, we would like to wish all Royal Signals and 
attached personnel, right round the world, A VERY HAPPY 
NEW YEAR from 223 Signal Squadron. 

Bonfire 

227 Signal Squadron 
:(AFCENT) B .F.P.O. 18 

OVEMBER dawned, and with it a resurgence of interest 
in religion on the part of Lieutenant Alan Pearce, as he 

prayed feverish ly for fine weather on the fifth . From the 
degree of success he enjoys on all these ventures, we can only 
assume he has a direct line, via the Padre. 

The fifth was dry and mild, crowds flocked in from the sur
rounding district intent on enjoying the festivities. The bar, 
hamburger and roast potato stall, with bot soup, proved very 
popular. Whilst parents fed the inner man, the children with 
typical childish exuberance, let off steam with sparklers and 
a cacophony of sound which defies description. 

R.Q.M.S. Colin Johnson, Staff Sergeant Derick Moat and 
Sergeant Pat Toovey, with a party of volunteers, seemed in
tent on self-immolation as they provided a very impressive 
firework display. The most memorable moment of the dis
display came when a large shell burst prematurely in the 
mortar, spraying the party with a shower of blazing pyro
technics in glorious technicolor. The brilliance of these col
ours was only slightly enhanced by the remarks of the firing 
party as they dodged the debris. The children gave this effort 
a standing ovation and were bitterly disappointed when the 
R.Q. r .S. declined to put on a repeat performance. 

When the firework display ended, one of the children from 
the local orphanage lit the bonfire, which quickly caught and 
burned fiercely; no doubt assisted by the R.Q. surreptitiously 
ecreting a dozen tyres in the heart of the fire and dousing 

them well with petrol, prior to the arrival of the local fire 
brigade. The guy bad a suitable international flavour, in that 
it had a German hat and hirsute adornment to match, number 
two dre~s jacket and American slacks . 

Scottish Supremacy 
N ew arrivals in AFCENT are given a definition of a Dutch 

man by the Dutch PIO as "a person who can buy from a 
Jew, sell to a Scot, and still make a profit." This must now 
be subject to reappraisal as a result of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
George Yule's recent purchase of a new Viva. 

When W.O.I (Y. of S.) Colin Heaps took his car to the 
Vauxhall agent for servicing, he was asked if he knew a Mr. 
Jewel. This character, it appeared, had purchased a new car 
and paid by cheque, which he had omitted to sign. Investiga
tion later proved this to be George Yule; only a canny Scot 
would have the gall to pass an unsigned cheque to a Dutch
man and have a name which is unprouncable in the local 
tongue. If George continues his commercial transactions in 
this vein, we can only a sume that he will leave AFCENT 
a rich man. 

1•ort 
A new interest in rugby has been instilled in the junior 

ranks of the Squadron since the arrival of W.0.11 (S.S.M.) 
Bert Bowes. Never bas there been so much enthusiasm for 
this robust sport, or people so keen to suggest games against 
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the roughest teams. Participate? Well, not really, the en
thusiasm does not extend to this. Their fervour can be 
accounted for by the fact that the S.S.M. returns each Monday 
morning limping, suffering from contusions, abrasions and a 
general malaise which can only be attributed to the attention 

. of the opposing pack. 

F ootball 
The long-awaited clash of the giants of the AFCENT 

League took place on 4th November between the Squadron 
and the German Nationals from Brunssum. This proved to be 
a hard-f?ught mat~h. with honours very even. The spectators 
entered mto the spmt of the game and the Squadron spoke in 
hoarse whispers on Thursday. Sergeant Ray Jeffery was 
warned as a spectator for remarks which the referee did not 
seem to ap~r~ciate. T his warning seemed to confirm a deep
rooted susp1oon by members of the Squadron that if one 
faculty, namely sight, fai ls, another, hearing, becomes more 
acute. 

The final score, 2- 2, mirrored the quality of the game 
and the even nature of the sides competing. A general vote 
from the spectators gave the Oscar to the German Nationals 
and the Lonsdale Belt to the Squadron. The 90 minutes 
proved quite conclusively mat our team manager, W.0.1 Tom 
Burke's constitution is capable of withstanding all the strains 
of severe hypertension. 

The referee, Sergeant Fred Jones, RM.P., must be con
gratulated for keeping a firm grip on the game, in which 
feelings ran high. 

Departures 
A further round of hectic parties have resulted from our 

recent departures. Sergeant Bob Williamson, having failed to 
be selected for the next Yeotnan's Course, decided to take his 
option and return to civilian life. He set something of a 
record by managing two farewell parties in one day. We will 
miss Bob and we wish him success in Barrow-in-Furness. 

Lance-Corporals Brian Hirst, John Bakes, John Shires and 
Signalman Jock Berrill combined for a farewell party in one 
of the local pubs. This was a first-rate function, with plenty 
to eat, and even more to drink. The party was a competely 
international affair, with Americans, Germans, Dutch and 
British, all combined in good spirit to say farewell. A mark 
of the high esteem with which our members are held locally 
was the fact that during the party the landlady presented 
Brian Hirst and John Banks with brass dinner gongs as a 
memento of their stay in Holland. John Shires and Brian 
Hirst are both destined for a BI Commcen Course, which we 
are convinced they will pass. Jock Berrill is due to savour the 
delights of Bahrain and John Bakes is taking up the hurly
burly of civilian life. 

48 Gurkha Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron 
(246 ) B.F.P.0.1 

Visit of ~lujor-General P. E. ~I. Bradley C.B., 
C.B.E., D.s.o. 

AMIDST the excitement of Dash.era and an impending 
typhoon, the Squadron was very pleased to be visited by 

General Bradley. He is not only Colonel Commandant, Royal 
Signals, but also Colonel, Gurkha Signals. 

We were all very pleased that he was able to visit at the 
time of Dashera, the main Gurkha festival. We were able to 
show him both the military aspect of our work and the in
fluence of Nepali national life on it. 

He first in peered a quarter guard and then met all the 
officers of the Squadron. This was followed by a tour to see 
something of the work of each Troop at static displays. 
General Bradley ha a wonderful ability both to talk to and 
encourage soldiers in their work. 

He was therefore greeted at the Gurkha Sergeants' Mess 
Dashera party as a more-than-welcome and very honoured 
gue t. The evening was very enjoyable and was marked by 
a very polished display of Nepali dancing. The success of this 
was due, not only to the efforts of the Senior Queen's Gurkha 
Officer, but very much the individual efforts of each man. 

At an informal ceremony, me following morning, General 
Bradley was presented with two silver-laid tea bowls. His 
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POINT FOR DISCUSSION 
The Master of Signals, Major General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., 
D.S.O. in discussion with Captain (QGO) Prembahadur Gurung, 
O.C. A Troop-an incident caught by the camera during General 

Bradley's visit to 48 Brigade Signal Squadron 

incere thanks showed how much he had enjoyed his v1s1t. 
The only regret we had was that his visit was all too short, 
but understandably so with the energetic programme that he 
pursues. 

Royal Signals Hong Kong rune lUeeting, 1970 
. Thi is one of the Hong Kong inter-Squadron annual meet
~gs and the one that 48 Brigade Squadron organises. There 
1s also an arliletics meeting and a swimming meeting. They 
are aJI very welcom.e, as they afford a chance to meet together 
and also compete 1Il a worthwhile competition. 

This year the weather was fine and the shooting good. The 
quadron retained the cup. 

HONG KONG RIFLE SHOOTING CHAMPIONS 
48 Brigade Signal Squadron 's Rifle Team which retained the cup won 
last year at the Hong Kong Rifle Meeting. Standing from left : Signal
man Gambahadur Pun , Lance-Corporal Sukbahadur Thapa, Rifleman 
Brrendrabahadur Limbu, Corporal Babarsing Rai, Rifleman Charu
man Ral, Rifleman Narbahadur Limbu and Signalman Pahalsing 
~u~ung. Sitting from /eft: W .0 .11 Sherbahadur Thapa, Major T. C. 
Livingstone (O.C.), S/Sergeant Mocilal Thapa (Team Captain), 
Captain (Q.G 0 .) Bhupal Gurung (S.Q.G.O.), Sergeant Muktiba-

hadur Gu rung 
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Exc-rclse · •·ur Fling ' 
Immediately after Dashem, the quadron took part in 

Exercise ' Far Fling.' This was an amphibious exercise 40 
Conuna!ldo versu ' 7 Gurkha Ri!les: Our job was the provlsion 
of umpire and control commurucauons and the establi~hing of 
a control headquarters. 

The exercise, alrh<;iugh good training for the Squadron, was 
marred by a potenual typhoon. 40 Commando had to with
draw and a purely land battle followed, which was not so 
interesting for us. 

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrain) 
B .F.P.O. 63 

rrHERE ar.e other descriptions a well, but wh~t is Bahrein 
really like? Everybody knows, or has their own very 

clear-cut ~de~ of what serving ii; Singapore, Cyprus, Germany 
or U.K. 1s hke, but the small 1 land of Bahrein is shrouded 
in mystery. The reason is fairly simple, you love it or you 
hate it, so the inevitably conflicting stories of people who have 
served here leave their audiences confused to say the least. 

Shedding a little light • • • 
This article is written in the hope of shedding a little light 

on Bahrein in general and 255 Signal Squadron in particular· 
it might raise a few memories for past members of the Squadro~ 
and give future members a guide as to what lies ahead. 

B'.111rein and its dependencies are ruled by His Highness 
Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman Al Khalifa. It is an island about 30 
mile~ long, 10 miles wid~ and is situated half-way up the 
Persian Gulf, about 250 m!les north of Shatjah and about 300 
miles south of Kuwait. 

Most of its 3!ea is uninhabited, but it has a large oil refinery, 
a i:iumber. of OJI wells, a P.ort cap~ble of handling large ocean· 
g~mg freighters and an mternauonal airport, whose runway 
will sooi; be caJ?abl~ of l~nding jumbo jets. It has a very mixed 
commumty,. which 1s basically Arab, but with a fair sprinkling 
of other mid-eastern races-particularly Pakistani. 

The chief town-ltlnnnDln 
The chief town, W anama, ha a good local market and 

modern shopping centre, many bargains can be picked up and 
Japanese electronic goods-Hi Fi etc.-are extrerp.ely cheap 
compared with U.K. 

Bahrein has all three services well represented and situated 
in Bahrein is the Joint Headquarters for the Gulf Area which 
includes several places outside of Bahrein itself and this is 
mainly where 255 Signal Squadron comes in. 

255 is the largest independent Signal Squadron in the British 
Army and has 10 Troops. 

Operating Troop 
!his is the largest Troop in the Squadron. It operates a 

Jornt Message Centre for aJI Services in Jufair, working into 
the DCN and _hai:tdling ~round a thousand mes ages per day. 
{'i-s well as ach1evrng a high standard of signalling, the Troop 
lS also very good at football and a photograph is included of 
the Troop team with some of their trophies. 

Field Troop 
This is a small_, highly mobile force, basically equipped with 

Rover-borne rad!OS and ready to supply net radio facilities 
for any contingency within Bahrein Island. It also has an air 
portab!e rol~ ~nd can be used in. assistance .to any military 
oper,anon ~1~n the Gulf area. Field Troop 1s mainly noted 
for S\Ya!llling around the desert and playing hockey, under 
the gu1drng hand of Sergeant Barry Brown. The organisation 
is run by Second-Lieutenant Carl Conlon. 

Line Troop 
The ' Hairies ' have a busy time here. As well as keeping 

their darts team in training, they have an extremely complex 
teleP"none sys.tern, incorporating. a 5~-Iine automatic exchange 
to keep _runnrng. The hot, humid climate does nothing ·to help 
cable iom~s and they are kept hard at it. The shop is run by 
Second-Lieutenant John Rayner while the work is done by 
Sergeant ' Chippy ' Wood and his merry men . 
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Urfield Troop 
Captain Nigel Wood has just taken over command of Airfield 

Troop from Captain Tom Scarff, who is now on his way to 
22nd Signal Regiment. The Troop is somewhat of a private 
army, being situated away from the main body of the Squadron 
and working for the RAF at the airport. They are responsible 
for the lines, telephones and exchange at RAF Muharraq and 
also for the army camp there. Like Line Troop they arc dread
ing the annual rain and tall stories arc told of the chaos caused 
last time it rained. Included is a phowgraph taken during a 
rt.cent visit by Major-General R. C. Gibbs, C.B.E., D.S.O., 
M.C., Commander British Forces Gulf to Airfield Troop. The 
General is talking to Staff Sergeant Clothier and Sergeant Tony 
Fraser, while Lance-Corporals Ian Maclachlan and Bert 
Wright get on with the work. 

llndlo R(•lny Troop 

This Troop is responsible for all trunk communications on 
this island-again a very busy job. Their equipment, for those 
so technically minded, is HM 314/315 operating in the 'light' 
frequencies of around four-and-a-half thousand 'meggs,' backed 
by A TE mult:channel carrier equipment. The Troop is run by 
F. of S. Dave (Smooth) Potter, who during his time seems 
to have developed a great interest in basketball, fishing, 
Squadron Boat Club and Double Diamond-not forgetting the 
occasional u, e of a 'trimming tool.' The Troop are regular 
participants in anything porting, and despite their small size 
put up big performances. 

Bamnln Treop 
Hamala Camp is situated towards the south of the I sland

miles from anywhere. This is where the resident Infantry 
Battalion is kept and Hamala Troop is responsible for their 
base communication. It is run by Sergeant John Clayfortb, who 
has a number of Gomcen Operators and Linemen to run 
the Mes~age Centre and the camp telephones. This is a fairly 
quiet job compared with the hubbub of the main headquarters. 

('omeen Troop 
Run by our Traffic Officer, Captain Ken Bicknell, this is a 

small Troop of Training Operators who work with the Royal 
A'r For ·e in Ooir..ceu, Bahrein. 

We also have a M .T. Troop, a Tels Workshop run by a 
R.E.M.E. Warrant Officer, A.Q.M.S. Shotliff, and of course 
the inevitable H.Q. Troop. The Chief Clerk, Corporal Chris 
Rogers, runs what is probably me mo t overworked part of the 
Squadron-ably assisted by Lance-Corporal Len Hunt, and 
our delicious civvy-type typist, Valerie Teague, W.W.S.T.C. 

There are two main objections to life in Bahrein. The major 
one, made by all single men, is the limited quantity of white 
women around, but as the normal tour here is only nine 
months this is just bearable. The other objection is the climate, 
which tends to get a bit sticky during the summer. The 
average daily temperature is around 105-110 degrees in the 
shade, and it is not unusual for it to rise even higher. Coupled 
with 95 % humidity, this can be quite exhausting. However, 
the remainder of the year is quite pleasant. 

A wide range of sports nnd pnstlDJeS 

To counteract these disadvantages, the island offers a wide 
range of sports and pastimes. Being close to the sea, tllerc are 
numerous water sports, including water ski-ing, sailing, sub 
aqua and fishing. Fishing is very popular out here and good 
catches can be made off the coast. The Squadron h ires a dhow 
every week and takes the keen fishermen a few miles out to 
sea. One of the best fish yet caught was a 72lb. leopard ray 
caught by Sergeant Ron Desanti with which he won the S.S .M.'s 
trop'hy. The Squadron ha a very strong hockey team run by 
Sergeant Barry Brown and also an excellent football team, under 
the guiding hand (or should I say foot?) of W.0.11 Ernie 
Withal!. It would take too long to detail all the sport that the 
Squadron takes part in, but we have a go ar anything and 
always manage to put up a creditable performance. 

Th0 e Outpost C:lub ' 
The Squadron has built its own club, ' The Outpost.' This 

is extremely well patronised and the daily takings are evidence 
of its popularity. It is at present run by Lance-Corporal Alan 
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THE BIG ONE THAT JUST DID'NT GET AWAY 
Fishing is a very popular sport-good catches can be made off the 
coast. One of the best catches so far was the 72 lb. Leopard Ray 
caught by Sergeant Ron Desanti with which he won the S.S.M.'s 

Trophy 

OPERATING TROOP SOCCER TEAM 
Though the climate tends to gee a bit 'sticky' at times, its no obstacle 
co the enthusiastic soccer team who have put up some creditable 
performances, and their trophies tend to get more numerous 
Left to right, bock row : Sergeant Tanner, Signalman Robson, Lance-

Corporal James, Rover I. Howes, lieutenant Greig 
Front row: Slgnalman Jones, Signalman Powell (Captain), Lance

Corporal Wishorc 
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Ewin , who provid<.:s a good hn· in hot dogs and various ther 
f d a sideline. 

'IOerc has r ently be n a change of command in the 
• qu dron, Major Richard Reynolds ha succeed d Major John 
Brian a. O.C. 255 ignal quadron. Major Brian's passing was 
quite an event in it elf-half the Garrison turned out to sec 
his final departure from 'The Outpo t '-riding on the back 
of a particularly vicious and evil-smelling camel. 

The baekhone of t e qoadron 

n am le about 25 • cannot be concluded without a mention 
of our .S.M.-W.0.11 Eric Le Quesne. He is the ba kbone 
of the quadron and take a leading part in all Squadron 

tivities-buc be is probably be t known and remembered for 
hi organi ation of quadron fi hing trips. He is a keen fisher
man him elf but has not yet managed to win the ' .S.M. 
Trophy '; however keep crying! 

• o misgiving about joining us here 

And so, to conclude, although it would appear that the day 
of the Briti h Army in the Persian Gulf are numbered, it i 
hoped that as many people as possible will get a chance to 
erve with 255 ignal quadron. For anybody who is posted 

here and bas any misgivings, you will be joining a first-clas 
unit with a very important job to do and a very good bunch 
of people to work with. 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 

B.F.P.0. 53 

rrHIS month, THE WIRE notes Biro gains yet another set 
of teeth marks. The present writer having barely set 

foot on Cypriot soil, at the beginning of the month, was im
mediately invited to rake up pen and write. Therefore, this 
month's offering consi ts, to some degree, of the impressions 
of a newcomer. 

Having followed these notes over recent months, one would 
imagine, and quite correctly, the Squadron to be a far-reaching 
empire. In many cases, detachments are over two hours' drive 
apart, and the largest ' encampment,' S.H.Q., which is at 
R.A.F., Episkopi, numbers less than SO men. In spite of this, 
the Squadron appe~ to manage as full a sporting and social 
programme ·as any other-not to mention a little work. This 
faC:t is verified by a considerable harvest of plaster casts in 
evidence at presenr. Whether these are trophies obtained on 
th<; sporting field o~ the social field is not so clear. The W ilitary 
kill-a~-Arms meenng has been and gone. Sergeant MacGilp 

and his band of followers battled through to finish eighth 
and retain their collective sense of humour into the bargain. 
The Sta~on Commander's Cup is also much in evidence on 
the spomng calendar. ~is competition appears to encompass 
practically every sport m the book, each one being played in 
t~ on a knock~~t b~ is. This month was volleyball month. 
Smee ~<: compeu_non is 1:111 by the R.A.F. and dominated by 
them, It 1~ b~rmng a pomt of honour that the Royal Signals 
hould wm It. However, we have suffered a minor set-back. 

W.0.1 (F. of S.) Kenyon (who informs me that he is a star 
player) :ind his men had reached the quarter-finals of the 
volleybrui when the aforementioned Warrant Officer decided 
to pl3;Ce his head in m.e trajectory of the ball. Unfortunately 
he failed to remove his spectacles before doing so, and as 
a consequence, be had to be escorted from the field of play 
and the game was lost. In spite of this, we are in overall 
second place. 

On the ocial side, the Sergeants' Mess have foregathered 
from all comers of the empire for a Mess dinner at whidi 
the o~lkers ~ere admirably entertained. The outgolng C.S.E., 
Cap~ DaVles ai:td ~s wife were dined out by all ranks on 
a Cypnot Mezze ~ L1massol before departing. We wish them 
uccess and happiness at the School of Signals. 
F~nall}'., we must report that Sergeant Craine staggered into 

engmeermg control the other day from the top of Mount 
Olympus to announce the first fall of snow of the winter. It is 
hoped that reports of the Squadron activities on the ski slopes 
may follow shortly. 

l8 
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Visit of the Representative Colonel Commandant 

ON 26th October we were delighted to receive a visit from 
the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General 

M. D. Price, C.B., C.B.E. He was given a fairly rapid tour of 
the Squadron by the 0.C., Major N. C. Grayson, but he did 
manage to meet a large number of the Officers and men both 
ocially and at work, in Episkopi and Akrotiri. He had a word 

for everyone he met, including Lance-Corporal Bob Large who, 
when asked by the General what should be done about the 
fact that he had been in the Army a long time and had only 
reached Lance-Corporal, replied: "Well, you could always give 
me another stripe, sir." 

Far w ell t o Cap ta in n1td 1\frs. G. A. J. B arnaby 
During the month we have had to say goodbye to our erst

while Administrative Officer Captain G. A. J. (Barny) Barnaby 
and his wife Mary who is a serving W.R.A.F. Officer. Inter
service co-operation has been seen at its best because not only 
do tl1e timings of their postings coincide, they will be working 
only a few miles apart in U.K. Captain Barnaby goes to 33 M 
Signal Regiment in L iverpool which should give him a good 
excu e to grow some hair. We can reasonably assure 33 Regi
ment that when they left here by car they were pointing 
roughly in the right direction. We wish them all the best on 
their new postings. 

• • • and farewell to Major N. C. Grayson 
At the time of writing Major Grayson is in the throes of 

trying to get the proverbial pint into a half-p int pot, as he 
packs his Honda in preparation for his overland journey to 
his n e.'\.1: posting at the School of Signals. He was dined out 
right royally, by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess 
and a few nights later the Squadron Officers repeated the dose 
rather more informally at a ' kebab-ing-out ' session in down
town Llmassol. We all wisil him a safe journey and a happy 
tour at the School. Into the hot seat we welcome Major B. C. 
Hodgson who readers may know is not new to 261. We hope he 
and his wife have a pleasant time in Cyprus. 

A voice from the wiltlerness 
Sergeant Terry Stacey, Commanding Airfield T roop, RAF 

Nicosia, writes : 
For past members of the Troop a word to reassure you that 

we are still going strong, and for those of you who have never 
heard of us, a small contribution to put us on the map. 

On the sporting side, although we are a very small Troop 
(nine all souls including myself), or indeed because of it, we 
enter a ream in all the inter-section spons on tile station and 
acquit ourselves very well. We have recently won the Station 
Commander's Sportsmanship Trophy for the second time in 
succession. We have no particular gladiators but everyone has 
a go at everything. Lance-Corporal George Clarke is playing 
really well for the Station soccer team. I look after the station 
hockey team (men's), and Lance-Corporal ' Plum ' Richardson 
somehow talked his way into running the ladies' hockey team 
-there must be an ulterior motive here somewhere. 

Socially, we are reckoned to be good mixers. Lance-Corporal 
Forbes DavidS-On is on rhe Roundel Club Committee, Corporal 
Rick Christie and Lance-Corporal ' Plum ' Richardson are 
rapidly becoming proficient disc-jockeys on the station Redif
fusion network, with our backroom boy, Signalman Bob Death
ridge, doing sterling stuff with his massive tool box as the 
external engineer. 

It's not all play and no work, unfortunately, and we do our 
fair share particularly with the F.F.R. rapidly approaching. 
The RAF personnel on the station have been warned about 
not standing around for too long or they'll get painted. 

ODE TO • WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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HOME OWNERSHIP 
W idespread publicity has been given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and would

be HOME OWNER S who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans 

or even the promise of loans. 
If you take our advice th is should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 

for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in ad vance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 

higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 
Increases in quartering charges have mad e it financially beneficia l for .the majority of serving personnel to 

buy their own house, instead of paying rent for m any years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 

to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the oosts of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are a ttending or about to attend school We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such c-0st to nil. 

I_ 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with 

~ound Investmen t. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8 /3 in the£ will give 
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash sum of £35,000 

free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. 
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowment 

assu rances on a with profit basis and / or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property market can 
p roduce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more 

important, is the part it can play in providing you financial security in retirement. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to : 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 

Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone : Reading 56226 and 56227 
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THE AMMAN RADIO DETACHMENT OF 262 SIGNAL 
SQUADRON 

Back from Jordan, some wearing Arab headgear, but all with many 
stories to tell of their experiences. From left to right: Corporal 
George Coles, Lance-Corporal Jim Smart, Lance-Corporal 'Stew' 
Hibbins, Sergeant Mick Banks, Corporal Paddy Service, Corporal 

'Dutch' Holland and Signalman 'Tex' Saul 

quadron Fete 

'

"{ ITH Christmas nearly upon us bringing with it the usual 
' l heavy demands on the Squadron P.R.!., it became 

obvious mat an all-out effort should be made to boost the 
funds. A proposal from the Wives Club to hold a money
raising fete was quickly adopted by the rest of the Squadron 
and November saw wives and husbands alike feveri hly engaged 
in making or acquiring attractive items for sale. The fete was 
held on 25th November, 1970, in the St. George Club, 
Dhekelia. In addition to a magnificent fancy goods stall attrac
tions included a lucky dip, with a heavily disguised Corporal 
'Snowy' Snowden as Father Christmas, and various side shows. 
De pite rather gloomy weather attendance at the fete was good 
and P.R.!. is now some £150 the rict1er. A special word of 
thanks goes to all Squadron wives upon whom the main burden 
of organisation fell and whose noble as_istance made the fete 
such as outstanding success. 

Patrol race-Exercise • lHilisk ' 

The annual exerci e to test non-infantry unit teams in the 
miEtary skill required for a 24-hour patrol race took place in 
the Go hi-Troulli training area on 27th and 28th ovember, 
1970. 

The Squadron's ten-man team, under the leadership of 
Sergeant Mick Stocks, trained hard for three weeks prior to 
the exerci~e and r:1is training was repaid when the team finished 
fourth out of the nine teams competing. 

The patrol race is a very thorough test of military skills and 
~eludes day and night marching, first aid, radio communica
uons, an ambush and finishing with an assault course and 
falling .Plate comoetition. Our congratulations go to rhe team 
on their competent performance and to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Rod 
Mathie on and Sergeant Frank Salmon, R.P.C., for all their 
a' i ranee with the training. 

Although they did not win the team put up a very creditable 
performance particularly at the shooting which earned them a 
word of prai e from Brigadier Windsor-Clive Commander 
Dhekelia Area, who pre ented the prizes. ' 

'.R.A.C. aeeeH 

• ot to be outdone bv the male element of the Squadron 
nme member~ of the W.R.A.C. in Dhekelia set out to walk 20 

40 

miles on unday, 29th November, 1970. The walk was pon
sored by friends with the aim of raising money for the 

quadron' children's Christmas party and for W.R.A.C. Christ
mas activities. 

It was a very cheerful group that set out along the Fama
gusta road to walk to Dhekelia. There were three scheduled 
top for refreshments along the route and many well-wisher 

turned up to encourage the walkers, some even joining in the 
walk. Sergeants ' Ollie ' Aldridge and Bill Kerr joined in just 
after the half-way stage and did much to keep sp:rits high by 
serenading the girls as they walked. The last five miles were 
n.'ie hardest bur with the end nearly in sight only one girl 
retired, after 14 creditable miles, whilst the re t were kept going 
by their determination to finish. 

inc exhausted but happy girl were greeted at the W.R.A.C. 
club room the finishing point, by a large crowd of friends who 
cheered them in. In all they had been walking for five hours 
40 minutes-a splendid effort. The final sum raised is not yet 
known but to date £34 ha been collected. Our thanks go to 
all spon or for their financial and physical support, to Corporal 
Christine Thomson and Lance-Corporal Jessie Provan, who 
uggested the walk, and to all friends who made the venture 
uch an outstanding success. Well done girls! 

~.Obituary~ 

EX-C.Q.M.S. C. P. MAllRIO'l'T 

Mr. Cyril P. Marriott ex-2308738, C.Q.M.S., Royal Signals 
(formerly of Bushey Heath Herts.), died at Ronkswood 
Hospital Worcester, on 11th December aged 71. 

Mr. Marriott joined the Royal Flying Corps in 1916 at the 
age of 17, but was discharged from the R.A.F. (as it had be
come in 1918) as a result of severe injuries sustained in a plane 
crash. Upon his recovery, he enlisted in R.E. Signals as a de
spatch rider in 1919, and was among those who formed the 
necleus of the Royal Corps of Signals upon its formation, 
on 28th June, 1920. He saw service in Ireland during the 
troubled years of me early twenties, and was recalled to the 
Colours from the Reserve immediately upon the outbreak of 
war in September, 1939, serving with the Royal Signals 
throughout the Second World War-in France, 1940; North 
Africa (Algeria and Tunisia) 1942-43, and in Italy, 1943-45. 

After finally leaving the Army in 1945, Mr. Marriott 
worked for many years as a ch'ef at R.A.F., Fighter Command 
Headquarters at Bently Priory, Middlesex. 

Mr. Marriott retained a lively interest in the Corps and was 
a regular reader of THE WIRE up to the time of his death. 
He leaves a widow, Mrs. Ruby Marriott. 

W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) F. C. AlJLT 

Major G. J. Bevan, M.M., 0.C. Scarborough Training 
Centre writes: 

It is with great sorrow that we announce the death of 
W.O.II R.Q.M.S. F. C. Ault, of Scarborough Signal Training 
Centre. He died in Catterick Military Hospital on 12th 
November and was cremated at Lawnswood Crematorium on 
19th November. 

His meticulous attention to detail, skill, patience, tact and 
loyalty have ensured that he will be remembered by all with 
whom he served. Our deepest sympathy goes out to his wife, 
Joyce, and his two children. 

SEHGEANT A. CUSH AND SIGNALMAN G. 
WILi.IAMS 

16th Signal Regiment writes: 
It is with deep regret that we have to record the death of 

Sergeant A Cush, who died suddenly at the R.A.F. Hospital, 
Wegberg, on 24th November, at the age of 52. Our deepest 
sympathy is extended to his wife, son Gerald, and daughter 
Angela. 

Also on 5th December, as a result of a traffic accident, 
Signalman G. Williams, and our deepest sympathy is expressed 
to his wife, Lynne. 
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Signalling through the ages 

39th (City of London) Signal 
Regiment (V) find a new role 

I. Signalman Tony Martin - a fine 
Roman Centurion 

2. Signalman Jack Kelly - dashing 
World War I D.R. 

3. Lance Corporal Desmond Hart 
(1815 style Sergeant) reports to 
Staff Sergeant Ernie Cast (1815 
style officer) 

4. R.Q.M.S. DerekAyton thoroughly 
at home with his Boer War helio 

5. Officer Cadet Martin Skipworth 
and Signalman Merry bring things 
up to date 

6. Some of the cast take a bow 

[Photos: Courtesy Roy M orris, r9, Donaldson 
Road, London, N.W.6. ., 

' 11 
' 'l ., 

I 

LORD MAYOR'S SHO·W 111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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No need for bright sparks 
to fiddle about with this 

Our GA.481 is the only 
all-solid-state 100 W 
broadband linearamplifler in 
full scale production. It covers 
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can be used with any HF 
man pack to form a 100 W 
man-portable or vehicle station. 

It measures 121;.;'' x 12" X 4W' 
and operates from its own 
battery or from a 24.Y vehicle 
supply, without the need fora 
converter. But the big point is 
thatthere are no tuning or 
loading controls to adjust. 
And as it's fully protected 

against excessive drive and 
cannot be damaged by 
mismatches such as broken or 
short circuited aerials, there's 
nothing much to go wrong. 

The GA.481 has already 
been supplied to British and 
Overseas Armed Forces and is 
in quantity production. Now. 

Redifon Limited, 
Communications Division, 
Broomhill Road, 
London SW.18. 

IREDIFOND 
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation 
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The Volunteers -
SENIOR OFFICERS AT 11 SIGNAL GROUP STUDY PERIOD 

Standing, left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge, 35th Signal Regiment (V), Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. MacF MacGillivray, C.R 
Signals N. Ireland, Lieutenant-Colonel M. 8 . M. Brown, 31st Signal Regiment (V), Lieutenant-Colonel H. Rothwell, M.B.E., 33rd 

Signal Regiment (V) 
Seated, left to right: Colonel T. G . H. Jackson, O.B.E., (New Commander 11 Signal Group (V)), Brigadier R.H. Borthwick, (at the time Comman
der 11 Signal Group (V)), Brigadier 0 . J. Peck, O .B.E., DACOS CANDE SHAPE, Colonel W. N. Land, ERD Deputy Commander 11 Signal 

Group (V) 

11 Signal Group (V) 
Annual Training in N.W. Europe 

DURING the summer of 1970 the three Signal Regiments 
of the Group carried out annual camp training in N.W. 

Europe. This is the pattern followed in alternate years in 11 
Signal Group. 31st Signal Regiment based in London, 33rd 
Signal Regiment whose Headquarters are in Liverpool, and 
3Sth Signal Regiment who are in the Birmingham area, all 
travelled to the Continent to carry out their roles in support 
of SHAPE, AFCENT and NORTHAG respectively. Approxim
ately 1,2SO officers and men moved with all their vehicles and 
eqwpment by various complicated routes to the N .A.T.0. 
headquarters to which they are assigned. There was hardly a 
hitch though new anecdotes still continue to be heard at the 
bar. You may have heard more detailed reports from the 
Regiments but we would like to add that Group H.Q. was 
also there in the thick of it all! Training was realistic and 
Saceur expressed satisfaction with the standard of communica
tions provided during Exercises ' Front Centre ' and ' Sigex.' 
The Vice Chief of the General Staff added his congratulations 
to those received from N.A.T.O. 

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 
Colonel t Paddy ' Evans' Departure 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL 'Paddy' Evans' last contact 
with the Regiment was when he was carried from the 

Mess at Scarborough on a specially constructed mobile 
' thunderbox ' which was then placed on a locally designed 
' chariot ' and towed out of the barracks by the Officers. The 
procession crossed the barrack square to an accompaniment of 
fireworks including an avenue of rockets. This 'pulling out ' 
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SS Signal Squadron reported their recent acuvmes in the 
October /November issue of THE WmE. There is no doubt they 
proved themselves in their new role with Strategic Command 
during Exercise ' Crystal Palace.' 

Officers' Study P.-riod 
Each year, in the autumn, most T .A.V.R. unit:. study the 

results of annual camp, settle the bills and make their plans 
for the future. In 11 Signal Group we have our annual Officers' 
Study Period at this time. Last year it was held at the head
quarters of 31st Regiment and ninety-seven officers attended. 
We were delighted to see Brigadier 0. J. Peck, D.A.C.0.S. 
SHAPE, Colonel (now Brigadier) T. G. H. Jackson, who was 
then C.S.O. 3 Division, and Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. 
McGillivray, C.R. Signals, N. Ireland, who each gave most 
interesting talks and later joined us for dinner. The newly 
appointed Honorary Colonel of 33rd Signal Regiment, Air 
Chief Marshal Sir Augustus Walker, gave a most thought
provoking after-dinner talk. Brigadier R. H. Borthwick was due 
to hand over command in December and so the officers of 
the Gt'oup took the opportunity after dinner to present the 
Commander with a farewell gift. 

came at the end of his ' dining out ' at which the Officers of 
the Regiment had presented him with a silver salver inscribed 
with their signatures, and he had presented the Mes with a 
picture of all the senior O'ficers in the Regiment drawn by 
himself. He has now handed over the Regiment, lock, stock 
and baggage, to Lieutenant-Colonel Mike Stewart who i a 
Volunteer, and the Regiment now awaits with interest to see 
what changes there will be with a Volunteer in the chair. 

Captain Jack Jlaw le-ave the servlcM 
Captain Jack Raw, wi'to has so successfully commanded our 

detachment at Gateshead for the past three years, is now 
leaving us. He has had a uniquely varied career in the Services 
(for derails see below in this is ue), having ~ervcd in the 



1erchant Navy, the RAF the Royal Observer C?rps and Royal 
ignal - ome of them simultaneously. We will all be very 
rry to ee bun go and wi h him every success in his ne.xt 

ervice. 

Re,clm('ntal Offit>ers Dall 
The Officers' annual ball was again held in our own T . & 

A. .R. Centre at Brambles Farm and was received wil!ll even 
more enthusiasm than la t year. Once again we have to thank 
our Training Major, Leslie Clayton, q.c. 'H.Q.' ~quadron, 
Jim Smiles and Lieutenant Barbara Bailey and their helpers 
for all the' effort they put in to make this such a successful 
evening. 

Troop "\l' eddln,: ' 
Signalman Brian Uscroft and Private Christine Gray, 

W.R.A.C., who are both members of 745 Troop, were m~ried 
on aturday, 21 st ovember, in Hull. They were given a lively 
• send off ' by the:r friends in the Troop and the rest of 49 

quadron. 

Exercise e ~igbt Owl ' 
On a particularly cold and wet Novembl:r night a number of 

the Regiment's radio detaci1ments prov1~ed a ' check and 
afet}'' radio net for the R.A.C. s International Rally. One of 

the rally's 'forest sections' took place on the onh Yorks. 
moors near Scarborough, and it was on these bleak and muddy 
hills that our radio link enabled the rally officials to control 
the competitors. The net was organise~ by Maj~r Jim Malco~ 
and it worked well throughout the mght, despite heavy radio 
interference and having to contend with forests of very wet 
trees. 

Retirement of Captain J. H. Ha.., 

Captain Jack Raw, who is about to retire from the T . & 
A.V.R., has a most unusual record of service; he has been in 
the Merchant avy, the RAF, the Royal Observer Corps and 
the Army-some of them simultaneously! 

In March, 1938, he became a Cadet Deck Officer in the 
Merchant Navy and served on several ships until 194-0. His 

ship was one of those 
which went to the assistance 
of the Athenia, the first 
ship to be sunk in the war. 
He was also present in the 
River Plate when the Graf 
Spee was scuttled. 

In 1940 he joined the 
RAF as a navigator I air 
gunner/radar operator and 
served in U.K. and Middle 
East Air Force with 454 
and 459 Aust r a Ii an 
Squadrons. He was com
missioned in the M iddle 
East in 1944 after having 
reached the rank of Warrant 
Officer. He continued as a 
navigator, and was later 
employed on mountain 
rescue in Scotland until he 

was demobilised in March, 1947. During his service in the 
RAF he was a keen footballer, rugby player and cross-country 
runner. 

He then joined the RAF Volunteer Reserve in January, 1950, 
as a Flight-Lieutenant Navigator. In 1955 he became a ·" "arine 
Offi-.:er employed as the Captain of an Air-Sea Rescue Launch, 
until December, 1959, when his service closed down. 

He then joined the Army in January, 1960, serving with SO 
Division Signal Regiment (T.A.) until it became 34th (N) Signal 
Regiment (V) in 1967, where he has served up to the present 
ume. 

DE DIG - DUY voun OWN' 

COPY OF THE WIRE! 

In 1952 he also joined the Royal Observer Corps whilst still 
serving with the R.A.F.V.R., as an Aircraft Recognition Instruc
tor thus being in the unique position of belonging to two 
ser~ices at the same time; he served with the Observer Corps 
until 1964. 

Unfortunately, being well over the age. limit, Jae~ is no~ 
due to leave the Regiment after a long period of service to h is 
country. He holds the following medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlant.ic 
Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence and ~ar Medals and 1.n 
addition i in the unique position of holdmg the T.D., Air 
Efficiency Medal and the Royal Observer Corps Medal. 

OBITVABl! 

Sta.ft Sergea nt Robert ce P a d d y ') Jnmison 
T. & .\.V .Il. 

Staff Sergeant 'Pa~dy' Jamison enlisted in the ·RA~ in 1?43 
and qualified as a pilot and :--v:as a~tached to. the G~1~er Pilot 
Regiment until he was demobilised m 1947 w.1en he JOJned the 

Royal Auxiliary Air Force 
and was employed on flyi ng 
and radar duties. H e trans
ferred to Royal Signals on 
the disbandment of the 
Royal Auxiliary Air Force 
in 1961 and served with 
49 (Yorkshire) Signal Regi
ment T.A.; he continued to 
serve in 49 (WR) Signal 
S q u a d r o n of 34th 
(Northern) Signal Regim ent 
on the formation of the 
T . & A.V.R . until the time 
of his death. H e was a 
G .P.0. engineer in civilian 
life and a Radio Operator 
and Line Technician in the 

T. & A.V.R. H e was a loyal and popular member of the 
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. He died suddenly at 
the age of 45 years on 17th October, 1970. His funeral was 
attended by a party of his comrades from 34tll (~orthern) 
Signal Regiment. Our deep sympathy goes to his wife, Ethel, 
whose address is 22 Fountains Avenue, Bilton, Harrogate. 

[Courtesy: Evening Gazette, Middlesbrough 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL PADDY EVANS DEPARTS 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans, M.B.E., hands a photograph of 
himself to (then) Major R. M. Stewart T.D., on the eve of his departure 

from the Regiment 
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40th Ulster 
S ignal Regt. (V) 

Belfast 

Amaunl FFll Inspection 

W E passed through our 'Fervid Fever of Readiness 
Inspection ' with flying colours. A just result for our 

hard work throughout the year, resulting in consistently high 
inspections, even though the C.0. insisted that no training 
time be lost on the preparations. Major Barker, the Group Staff 
Ofhccr, conducted a thorough four-day preliminary, and then 
Brigadier A. J. Jackson, the Group Commander, descended on 
us for two days, visiting all three centres and casting his very 
keen eye on everything and everybody. He presented T.A.V.R. 
Efficiency Medals to W.0.11 Chambers and Corporal Irvine, 
and Champion Shot and runner-up awards to Staff Sergeant 
Darrah and Corporal Shanks (sec photo). 

llecrnitiug 100 por cent 

During the Brigadier's visit he spoke to our new recruits' 
course, all 30 of them, and to 10 brand new recruits who were 
being attested. It was really nice to be able to report that the 
Regiment was 100 per cent recruited on the last day of his 
visit, manks to a lot of effort by every member of the Regiment 
during the 12 months. 

MUTUAL ADMIRATION 
Two "old soldiers" havi ng just received their TAVR Efficiency Medals 

admiring the Shooting Trophies of two "young soldiers" 
From the left : Corporal E. R. Shanks, Corporal R. L. Irvine, Staff· 

Sergeant B. Darrah, W .0 .11 J. Chambers 

P e rsonality 
Captain (Q.M.) ' Reg ' Couch 
As our young fledglings try their wings Captain Reg Couch, 

our T. & A.V.R. Q.M., looks back on 43 years of continuous 
service with the Regular and Reserve Army, having enlisted as 
a boy tradesman in May, 1927. Regs youthful appearance belies 
his years, though he asserts that his Regimental number is one 
removed from Kitchener 's ! 

H is first posting from boy service was to orthern Ireland 
in November, 1930, and 1933 found him with t•l1e 2nd Indian 
Division Signals, Querta. He also served in W.E.S. Cherat 
and Kohat District Signals during this tour. 

He returned to Northern Ireland in January, 1938, and the 
following year he received special commendation from the 
Governor of Northern Ireland for his part in fighting a fire at 
Baronscourt Castle, the country residence of His Grace the 
Duke of Abercorn. 

Following a period of combined operations training in N. 
Scotland .in 1940, Reg joined the 14th Army in India in 1942. 
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A TRUE CORPS FAMILY 
Captain ' Reg' Couch with his two sons, both serving in the Corps 

He served at Chittagong and on the Arakan with 15th India 
Corps. 

He returned to Bangalore, India, in 1945 immediately prior 
to the cessation of war with Japan where he was mentioned in 
despatches. 

After a short leave in the U.K. he joined 101 Force Signals 
and proceeded to Basra. At me end of operations there he 
moved by road across country to Port Said, returning to 
England in 1948; then to Germany with 1st Wireless Regiment 
from 1948-1951. 

In 1951 he was commissioned and posted to S.E.T., Lagos, 
and the following year he returned borne to SO Division Signals 
at Darlington. He res:gned from the Regular Army in 1955, 
with the rank of Captain QM., and immediately enlisted as a 
Signalman with 302 Brigade Signal Squadron of 107 (Ulster) 
Independent Infantry Brigade (T.A.). 

On the formation of the present 40th (Ulster) Signal Regi
ment T. & A.V.R., Reg became Q.M. and we are proud to 
record that he is with us still . Our photograph shows Reg with 
his two sons at present serving with tlie Corps. 

50th Anniversary 
The troubles delayed our celebrations but we have now 

made up for lost time by holding an all ranks' dance, an ' At 
Home ' to which the Association and Cadets were invited, a 
combined Ulster Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' party, and 
a champagne cocktail party at which all Royal Signals Officers 
in Ulster were hosts to the elite of Ulster. A really enjoyable 
time by all, so enjoyable that we have decided to celebrate 
Ulster's anniversary next year in the same way. 

Sto1• I•ress 
We have just heard that Lieutenant Brian Patterson and his 

very enthusia tic shooting team have made a clean sweep of 
the non-central T.A.R.A. shooting matche for 1970 which are 
open to all T.A.V.R. Regiments in the country. The total 
amounts to five cups, a shield and 48 medals, plus prize money. 
Details in our next copy. (See Special Mention column). 

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES 
MORE CLOTHING 
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More comment/able victories for Corps Canoeists 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. D. P. F. Painter, Secretary of Corps 

Canoeing writes: 
The re uhs listed below were achieved by members of the 

Corp · when participating in civilian canoeing competition 
held during October/November, 1970, AFTER the 1970 
Inter- ervice Canoe Champion hips: 

p • ' GBOURNE LQ, G DISTANCE RACE, 11th October, 1970. 
Cl • 1A Lance-Corporal R. M . Pawlow- tl1frd . 
Cla 2A Corporal M. J. Bull and Lance-Corporal R. G. Story-/ir.11. 

K ENNET RIVER RACE, 1 th October, 1970 
Clas IA Lance-Corporal R. M . Pawlow- /ir.11. 

Lance-Corporal D. D . W ink-second. 
Cla 2A Corporal M. J. Bull and Lance-Corporal R. G. Stor)'

second. 

READ! ' G CIRCUIT RACE (15 miles- 3 laps of 5 miles each), 1st 
.. •o,·cmber. 1970. 
Cla 1A Lance-Corporal R . M . Pnwlow- l11ird. 

la 2A Corporal M. J. Bull and Lance-Corpo~al R. G. Story-firsr 
(also broke circuit rtcord and won pt1ze for fas test lap). 

LO "GRIDGE LO ' G DISTANCE RACE, 8th November, 1970. 
Cla s IA Lance-Corporal R. M . Pawlow- firsr . 

Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink- rhird. 
03' 2A Corporal M. J. Bull and Lance-Corporal R. G . torr-/irsr. 
O a 3A ignalman . W. Sudron- rhird . 

EXE DESCE ' T- 15th ovember, 1970. 
Cla tA Lance-Corporal R. M . Pawlow- /irsl. 
Cla 2A Lance-Corporal R. G. Story and Lance-Corporal D . D. 

Wink-•econd. 
Cla. 3A ergeant M. A. Brett~glzt/i (see below). 

The following warrant special mention: 

READI ' G CIRCUIT RACE.-The Cla 2A crew represen ting the 
Corps (Corporal M . J. Bull a~d Lance-Cor~ral. R. G . Story) not only 
won in their class, but al o achieved a new arcmt record and put u p the 
faste. t time for one five-mile lap in the three lap race. 

EXE DESCENT.-This i the last big event of the seasoo in the long 
di lllncc racing calendar, and the best canoeists in the country participate. 
It is a • white water ' long distance race over 25 miles of the River Exe. 
coding in Exeter. This year the river was in SPatc, and the rapids and 
weir to be • shot ' were in a d81lgcrous condition. Many of those com
p~ting failed to finish the cour e. Lance-Corporal Pawlow's win in Oass 
1 A (. enior single Kr racing kayaks) was an achievement of considerable 
note, a was the result of L:T.lce-Corporals Story and Wink in coming 
econd in Clas 2A (senior double Kz racing kayaks). Corporal M . J. 

Bull . Lance-Corporal Story' normal parmer in Class 2A, dislocated his 
houlder in practice in the wild water the day before the race, and 

Lance-Corporal D . D . Wink crewed with Lance-Corporal Story as a lost
minute change, follov.>ing this accident. In spite of this, the revised crew 
finished second in their cla s against some of the best in the country. 
Also worthy of mentio;i i Sergeant M. A. Brett, who competed in 0 S"Ss 
3A. At a point some two-thirds of the way down the course, the bow 
of hi boat was crushed and over rwo feet of the stern was broken off 
while • shooting ' a dangerous weir. Sergeant Brett swam for some distance, 
towing the remains of his canoe, and then fixed a plastic bag over the 
open end of the te ~n of his boat and finished the course in 8th position in 
hi cla s-a vecy commendable performance. 

Corps Hockey 
Army v. R.M.A.S. 

In their opening match of the season, the Army side, which included 
Captain Allen, Captain McLuckie and Corporal Havlin, beat Sandhurst 
6--1. 

Royal Signals v. R.E.M.E.-draw, 2-2 
A combination of injuries and duty forced the Corps to field the 

following side: Sergeant Bowden, Major Gregory and Sergeant Coldwell; 
Corporal Fox , Lieutenant Barry and Corporal Paterson; Corporal Boardman, 
Captah McLuckie , Lieutenant Chubb, Corporal Havlin and Major Oehlers. 

Some loose markinl! by the defence in the early part of the game 
pve the R.E.M.E. an early advantage which had to be contained by 

veral eood saves from Seriieant Bowden. 
Hard work throughout the side repined control of the match and 

prnduced some first-class constructive play, particularly amongst the for
ward•. Durinii this period Chubb opened the score. 

Early in the second half the Corps suffered a severe blow, losing 
Corporal Boardman, who broke a finger whilst leading the defence out 
to meet a short corner. This set-back produced even greater efforts 
from the •ide and a 8CCOnd iioal from Chubb. The loss of Boardman 
bc:aan to tell; R .E.M .E., taking full advantllge of their extra man , 
opened u p the play and ICOrcd twice to draw the game. 

Royal Signals v. R.A.-lost, 1--0 
Changes in availability produced the following side: Lance-Corporal 

GrcllOI'}; Captain Carr-Smith and Seriieant Coldwell; Second-L ieutenant 

Brcwin Lieutenant Barn• and Major Gregory; Second+ieutcuant Cook. 
Captai~ McLuckie , Lieutenant Chubb, Corporal Havlin nnd Second
Lieuteoant Hutt. 

In spite of overnight rain, the ground Wll'S • firm and the game started 
with some fast open play. From un early raid. on the Corps !loal, the 
Gunner centre-forward scored a good opportunist goal. Recovenng. from 
this early setback, the Corps took contro! ~f ~e game ~nd ~om1natcd 
pt61, for the rest of the match. Slow d1smbuuon, resulung in wasted 
chances, enabled the Gunners to bold out and take the match. 

Army v. Hampshire 
Jn spite of a very heavy ground. the Army side played well to beat 

a strong county side 2-1. Cap_tain Allen , Captain McLuckie and Corpornl 
Havlin were included in the Stde. 

Royal Signals v. R.A.C.-won 7-0 
After very heavy rain early in the day, the _nil-weather ground a l 

Blandford dried out 81ld provided a very good playing surface . 
To mark his departure from the Corps, Sergeant A. Coldwell cnp t:rined 

the following side: Sergeant Bowden; Captain .R eed and Sergeant Co_ld_well ; 
Major Gregory, Lieutenant Barry and Captatn Alie? ; Sergean.t W1lhams, 
Captain M cLuckie, Lieutenant Chubb, Corporal Havbn and Ma1or Ochlers. 

Establishing control of the game from the s.tart, the side Pr!>duccd 
some of the best hockey played this season. Fust . rate goalkeeping by 
the R .A.C. keeper kept the core down before half-ttme to one extremely 
good goal scored by McLuck.ie. 

Io the second half Barry took command . of the mid-field and create.d 
ufficient space for the inside-forw'!'d tno to produce some classic 

interchanging mo\•ements. From their play Chubb scored three and 
McLuckie one. The other rwo goals were scored by Coldwell from 
well-taken short corner . 

Royal Signals Squash Rackets Championship 
The President of Corps Squa h Rackets, Colonel T. H . C. 

Grigg, writes: 
The first Royal Signals Squash Championship was played at 

Blandford on the weekend 30th/31st October, 1st Nove~ber, 
1970 and was an unqualified success. A total of 36 compeutors 
ente;ed the tournament (this included three from B.A.0.R. and 
six from Army Apprentice College). I t is encouraging to see the 
enthusiasm for squash increasing all the time. One of the 
objects was to select the players who woul<l: repr~sent th~ Corps 
in the Army Inter-Corps League Champ1onshlp and m later 
matches. 

SQUASH RACKET FINALISTS 
Looking a little worse for wear runner-up Captain M. A. Corn

forth (left) and winner Captain J. F. Sturr 
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The following took part in the tournament: 
Lieutenant R. C. I<. Baynes, H.Q. Army Aviation , Middle Wallop· 

Lieutcnllnt-Colonel J. Blake, School of Artillery; Apprentice Tradesman 
Burke. Army Apprentice College; Major T. R. Bushell, 223 Signal Squadron ; 
Captain A. F. Carter, 17th Gurkha Si!P'lal Regiment; Captain M. A. 
C"..ornforth, School of Sigoals; Corporal Craiii, 30th Signal Regiment; 
Apprentice Tradesman Dean, Army Apprentice College; Lieutenant L. G . 
French, Junior Tradesmen's Regiment, Rhyl; Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, H.Q. 
Western Command; Sergeant Ha ll iwell , Army Apprentice College; Colonel 
E. J . Hcllier, Ministry of Defence; Corporal D . J . Higginson, 621 Signal 
Troop; Sergeant Humphries, 30th Signal Regiment; Lance-Corporal W. A. 
Hutton, 4th Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment; W.O.I Jennings, 30th 
Sig~al Regiment; Captain K. B. S. Kent, H.Q. 6 Armoured Brigade; 
Sergeant Legget, nth Signal Regiment; Lieutenant 0. H. Litchfield. 
School of Signals; Captain J. H. Lowe, Mnistry of Defence; Lieutenant
Coluncl I. Macdonald, 28th Signal Regiment; Ser11eant J. P. McGovern. 
216 Signal Squadron; Captain J. Ncevc, rst Division Sjgnal Regiment ; 
Captain W. A. Price, 244 Signal Squadron; Apprentice Tradesman Rackham , 
Army Apprentice College; Captain J. Radford, nth Signal Rcgjment; Major 
D. A. C. Randel, Ministry of Defence; Apprentice Corporal Smclair, Army 
Apprentice College; Apprentice Tradesman Somerville, Army Apprentice 
College; Captain J. F. Storr, 8th Signal Regiment; Sergeant M. J. TS')llor , 
IOth Signal Regiment; Lieutenant P. Thompson, 24th Signal Regiment; 
BrigO'dicr C. E. Tonry, Ministry of Defence; W.0.11 Waugh, 30th Signal 
Regiment; W.O.II (Y. of S.) D. S. J. Wootten , R.M.A., Sandhurst; 
Lance-Corporal Young, School of Signals. 

Drtailed nsul1s, Royal Signals Champio>1ship: Semi-finals: Captain j. 
F. Storr beat Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier (9-1, 9-1, 9-0); Capurin 
M. A. Cornforth beat Captain J. H. Lowe (9-6, 9-1, 9-3). Final: Captain 
J F. Storr beat Captain M . A. Cornforth (9-4, 6-9, 9-6, 9-4). 

Plate Compe1i1ion: Final: Apprentice Lance-Corporal Sinclair beat 
Captain K. B. S. Kent (5-9, 6-9, 10-8, 9-3. 9-3) . 

As we go to Press we have heard t'hat the C-0rps has just 
won the Inter-Corps Division II Squash Tournament outright, 
defeating the Royal Engineers, Royal Army Medical Corps, 
Royal Army Ordnance Corps and Royal Army Educational 
Corps, thereby earning promotion to Division I. A full account 
of this exciting weekend will appear in the next edition . With 
a full fixture list, the Corp has only been beaten once this 
year-by a Dorset County team, which indicates the high 
standard that bas now been ach ieved. 

Corporal Gerry Jaques of 
30t h Regiment wearing t he 
R.A.F. Represent ative 
Badge. H e is believed t o be 
the only soldier to be 

awarded this badge 

Corporal Gerry Jaques, of 30th Signal Regiment, has been 
awarded a most unusual badge for a soldier. He is believed to 
be the only soldier ever known to be presented with the 
RAF Representation badge for his part in the RAF Germany 
Full-bore Command Rifle Championships last year, when he 
was serving with 3 Squadron of 21st Signal Regiment attached 
to RAF Laarbruch. 

Corporal Jaques' shooting career began in earnest three years 
ago when he represented 21st Signal Regiment, B.A.0 .R. , in 
the Army Championships. The following year he became the 
Champion ' B ' class shot in B.A.0 .R., Royal Corps -0f Signals 
and the Army. 

This year Corporal Jaques has had a highly successful season 
of shooting with the 30th Signal Regiment team, at the height 
of which in July he was second in the Services' Rifle Champion
ships of Great Britain. 
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21st REGIMENT'S ORIENTEERING TEAM 
They were runn ers up in the Army Major Uni ts Championship, 1970 
Left to right, standing: Corporal Woodford, R.S.M. Matthews, 

Corporal Storer 
Kneeling: Sergeant McMillan, Sergeant Holden, Corporal Roissetter 

Association News 

BRANCH SECRETARY MEETS G.O.C. 
After a Remembrance Day service at the war memori;i ! garden , 
York, the G.O.C. in C. Northern Command, Lieutenant-General 
Sir Cecil Blacker inspected the ranks of ex servicemen on parade, 
accompanied by General Sir Roy Butcher, a national official of the 

British Legion 
Pictured is Mr. Jim Newton, secretary of the York Branch, Royal 
Signals Association ta lking to Lieutenant-General Sir Cecil Blacker 

during an inspection of the standard bearers 
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filfj,J[;fj,JIJ 
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

ELECTRON IC TESTERS 
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide 
range of communications L'quipment, including transmitters and 
receivers. Applicants !.hould have technical knowledge equiv
alent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing commun

ications equipment. 

CONTRIBUTORY 
SU PERANNUATION 
SCHEME 

HOUSING AVAILABLE TO 
MARRIED MEN 

Applications enclosing brief derails of qualifications and PE RS 0 N N E L M A N AG E R 

present salary to:- RA c AL EL E c TR 0 NI cs L IM I TED 
WESTE RN ROAD· BRACKNELL· BERKSH I RE · EN GLA N D 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSONS 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Servic"es;-we-have a t rad ition 

to uphold , at the same time taking 

advantage of scientific progress in 

this age of mechanisation, yet main

tain in£, through a special department, 

a personal and helpful link with our 

customers, whom we are ever willing 

to advise and assist in the production 

of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 · Tel: 11-839 7151 
Works at Hastin,s, Folkestone, Bexhlll, Lewes and Seafonl 
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RA IO OPERATORS 
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio 

Operator in 1971 and in subsequent years. 
pecialist training courses lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now 

invited for the cour e starting in September, 197r. 

ALARY SCALES 
During training, with free accommodation provided at the Training School : 

Age 21 
22 
23 
24 

£848 per annum 

906 " " 
943 " " 
981 " " 

25 and over 1023 ,, 
On succes ful completion of course : 

Age 21 £1023 ,, ,, 
22 1087 ,, " 23 Il 50 ,, " 24 1214 " " 25 (highest 1288 ,, ,, 

age point) 
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,749 per annum. 

Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad. 
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two 

year's operating eiq>erience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G .C.E. '0 ' 
level or similar qualifications. 

Interviews will be arranged throughout 197i. 
Application forms and further particulars from: 

Recruitmenr Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ. 

Telephone No. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270. 

Hawkes of 
Savile Row 

The British have regularly gone into battle with 
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived 
to keep the firm going • . • and on victo ry parades 
a nd ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes' 
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion. 

Hawkes of Savile Row go back t o the 
I 770's. Every year hundreds of people 
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for 

t he 1970's You'l l know our reputation 
fo r made-to-measu re tailoring but you 
may be surprised at the extent of our 

hand- rrade ready-to-wear range. 
Drop in and see both at : 

SAVI LE ROW · t ONDON WI 
01-734 0186 

12a LONDON ROAD 
CAMBERLEY · SURREY 

Camberley 63829 

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request 

THE ROYAL SCHOOL 
ARMAGH 

(Boarding and Day: Direct-Grant : 500 boys) 

The Board of Governors reserve each year a 

quota of Boarding places for Service children. 

Details of syllabus, prospectus, etc., from: 

Headmaster's Secretary, The Royal School, 

College Hi ll , Armagh, N. T. 

FEES (1970/7 1) Tuition £85.l.O per annum. 

Boarding £197.8 .0 per ann um. 

Four Boarding (Entrance) Scholarships 

(val ues £125,~£75, and two of £50) are offered 

for Open Competi tion each year in April. 

Candidates may enter in Group A (under 12) or 

Group B (under 14). 

Produa:d Cor the Publisheu, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OP THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelse~ London, S.W.3. 
(Telepho~: 01-730-3477) by OOMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LT D ., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, :s.W.1. 

Primed Vi Great Briiain by F. J, PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2, and " Observer " Build ings, Hastings. Advertisement 
Ma1u1ers: SERVICE ?-."EWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. Jamcs's, London, S.W.1. (Telephone: 01-930 u o8-9) 

F,,bruary-Marcli 1971 
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DAILY SAILINGS e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY 
from Z eebrugge and up to 4 sailings a 
day during June, July, August and Sep

tember • Reduced fares for British and 
Commonwealth Forces and dependants, 
and attached civi lians e Economical 
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on 
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates 
with your family and car for home leave. 

AT REDUCED FARES 
TO ENGLAND i:~:;noe 

DRIVE-ON 
DRIVE -OFF 

I 
I 
I 
I .:. .:.. .. -...... 

to Aachen 
> 

CAR FERRIES 

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. 
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL 
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl. 

GET FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I LA T R AV E L Offices, Local Travel A&ents, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Graf-Adolf-Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4. 
Furness Shippin& Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrune or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
u. K. Bookings throuch your nearest Motorlnc 
Organisation, Travel Agents or the Townsend offices 

at: 

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or 

P.O. BOX 12, DOVER. 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Male Life 21 next birthday 

fl0,000 INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT 10/- per week 
Normal 
Annual 

Premium 
Sum 

Assured 
£500 

£1,000 
£5,000 
£3 ,500 

£10,000 

Endowment, With Profit, to age 65 (Estimated Maturity Value £2,271) 
Whole of Life, Non Profit, Assurance ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 
Initial Sum Assured for Family Income Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years 
Conversion Rights for 25 years ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 

Gross Annual Premiums 
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable) 

Life Cover for an Annual Net Outlay of 

£13 5 0 
£9 2 0 
£3 5 0 
£5 19 0 

£31 II 0 
£5 4 0 

£26 7 0 

NOTE: Rates vary with age and the Plan may be adjusted to suit your needs. An ideal 
composite plan with conversion rights which may be used for House Purchase. 

Telephone 1966 Richmond 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 
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Our Cover Picture 
The subject of this month's front cover is H.M.S. Fearless. Built in 

1965 she has, along with her sister ship H.M.S. Intrepid, replaced H.M.S. 
Meon as a Headquarters ship thus giving the Royal Navy a much increased 
amphibious warfare capacity. 

,Both Fearless and Imrepid carry a Royal Signals Troop commanded by 
a Captain with a Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) as Second-in-Command. Total 
strength 15. The Trooo is integrated into the ship's communications depart
ment and play their pa"rt in manning a number of ship-to-shore radio ~ircuits 
as well as operating the ship's exchange when in harbour. B~th .ships are 
fitted with Skynet facilities thus allowing trouble-free communications back 
to England from as far away as Hong Kong. 

The Troop is formed from volunteers who. do I? mon~s aboar~ .. The 
posting, needless to say, is a very popular one involving as lt does visits to 
many overseas countries. Relations between the Corps and the Royal Navy 
have always been most cordial. 

THE WIRE would like to take this opportunity to thank the Royal 
avy for their goodwill and hospitality to our rwo Troops and to wish 

them every success in 1971. 

Some 'Wire ' statistics 
Except during a period in World War II, THE WIRE has appeared 

every month without failure since 26th February, 1920. Some 56o editions 

have gone to press over this period. 

Over 3,700 copies are despatched monthly, in bulk parcels, to units of 
the Corps, while over 1,700 individuals have standing orders for THE WIJlE. 
Over and above this, a considerable number of WIRES are taken by 
T.A.V.R. units, Association Branches, Army Information Offices, Com
monwealth Signals Corps, School C.C.F.s and University O.T.C.s. 

The maximum number of WIRES ordered monthly by a Regiment is 

2oo (22nd Regiment) and nine Regiments take upwards of IIO WIRES. 

The smallest order by a Regiment is 34. 

The maximum number of WIRES ordered by a Squadron is 75 (255 

Squadron, Bahrein). 

THE WIRE is read in a number of overseas countries, including 

Australia, Canada, India, Pakistan, New Zealand and Norway. 

One reader has not missed a copy since 1920. 

H.R.H. Prince Philip has commented favourably on an article in THE 
WIRE. Admiral of the Fleet, The Earl Mountbatten, receives THE WIRE 

every month. 

THE WIRE, by Act of Parliament ha to be supplied free to the libraries 
of the British Museum and Oxford and Cambridge Universities. 

A copy of THE WIRE has been found in a dentist's waiting room in 
Georgetown, Guyana-surely the ultimate in world wide penetralion ! 

Inspired by these statistics, you will almost certainly want to increase 
your bulk order or commence an individual order! Complete the order form 

on page 58 NOW (individuals) or write in, if a unit. 
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Congratulatory 

The following signal refer to the New Year's Honours: 

Major-General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E 
"To General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E., from Signal 

Officer-m-Chief and all ranks, Royal Corps of Signals. 

Heartiest ongratulation from us all on Her Majesty 
The Queen' recognition of your sterling services to 
defence services communications in which we are proud 
and privileged to play our part. A pecially warm m essage 
of congratulation comes to you and Lady Anderson from 
all of the Corps who have had the pleasure of serving with 
you both during your years of devoted service with and to 
Royal Signals." 

Sir John replied informally to the S.0.-in-C. thanking him 
and all rank of the Corps for their kindness. 

Corporal L Smith 
From 39 Airportable Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron : 

For Editor WIRE. Grateful for stop press mention if 
possible of B.E.M awarded to Corporal L. Smith in New 
Year's Honours. Corporal Smith is an E.D. and has given 
magnificent service to the Corps and the Army during last 
two years, particularly in 1969 when he was responsible 
for power plant throughout Ulster during the many months 
of continuous deployment. 

-From our "In" Tray--

Air Gunner Ba!ge presented to Corps N. C. 0. 
Major-General R. D. Wilson, Director of Army Aviation, 

was the inspecting officer at the Wings Parade on 14th 
December when he presented air gunner badges to nine soldiers 
Vlilo had completed the first air gunner course to be held at 
the Army Aviation Centre, Middle Wallop. 

The aim of the course is to teach potential air gunners to 
locate, identify and engage targets and to assist the pilot in 
low-level navigation, air photography and control of fire. 

The course, which lasts 10 weeks, is divided into two equal 
phases. The first is devoted to flying when the student does a 
' mini pilot's ' course which includes navigation, aerndynamics, 
photography and low-level map reading in a helicopter. This 
ensures that if the pilot becomes incapacitated, the air gunner 
would be able to fly the aircraft and land it safely. 

Flying training goes on during the second phase, but the 
period is mainly spent on missile aiming and training on 
simulators. Students have to a reach a very high standard in 
armoured fighting vehicle recognition which forms an important 
pan of the syllabus. 

The course finishes with each student firing four SSll 
missiles on the range. 

On completing the course, air gunners are posted to Army 
Aviation Squadrons in Army Strategic Command and in 
Germany, where they will become a most important part of a 
two-man team flying the Army's anti-tank helicopters. 

We are happy to report that amongst those receiving badges 
was Sergeant Bob Morris of the Corps. He is being posted to 
633 Aviation Squadron of 3rd Division Aviation Regiment. 

so 

PROUD MOMENT 
Sergeant Bob Morris with General W ilson after receiving his air 

gunner badge 

A war-time Episode 
Sir, 

The programme ' Codebreakers,' currently being shown on 
BBC 2 television, is no doubt viewed by some of your readers. 
It may not be known that some members of the Corps were 
closely involved in SOE on ciP'her and radio operating duties. 

The recent programme ' Operation North Pole,' shown on 
Tuesday, 24th November, did not exactly praise the 'London ' 
end of operations in Holland (1942-44). The main point of 
criticism was that the security check sent by the operator who 
had been captured was not picked up at base in England. This 
blame is only attributable to either the receiving operator or 
decoder-mainly Royal Signals with some FANY operators 
and ' cipherines.' 

All operations in the field had an additional security check. 
This was merely a simple greeting at the end of the message 
which would be answered as agreed previously and followed by 
a pre-arranged innocent remark. In my own case it was: "Is 
the health of the party good?" Answer: "Yes, but Scotch 
Whisky is rare here.'' This check did not appear to have been 
applied by the Dutch operators. 

Each operator in the field was 'finger printed.' His morse 
sending was recorded and translated onto a graph. The old 
undulator was sometimes used as a double check. Any operator 
under duress could drastically change his style of sending which 
would raise doubts at base. The Q code could be mutilated 
as to raise further doubts. This technique appears not to have 
been used by the Dutch Operators. 

Both of these means were successfully employed in other 
theatres of operations. 

I do not wish to blame our comrades in the Dutch section 
but to redeem the Royal Signals and FANY operators at base. 
Their ' through ' attitude raised my morale on one or two 
anxious moments. 

Yours faithfully, 
J. D. Hutchison, Captain. 

32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V), 
21, Jardine Street, 
Glasgow, N.W. 

2Gth BRANCH REPRESENTATIVES~ 
MEETING 

The 25th meeting of the Branch Representatives of 
the Royal Signals Association has been fixed for 10.30 
a.m., Saturday, 17th April, 1971, at the usual venue, 
~1st (Greater London) Signal Regiment (V), near 
Hanunersmith underground station. This date coincides 
with the annual Indian Signals Dinner at the Duke of 
York's H.Q. th17 same evening. 
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WELCOME TO THE CORPS 
No. 74 ROY AL. SIGNALS OFFICERS QUALIFYING COURSE 

4 January-13 March, 1971 
Back Raw (left to right) · Second-Lieutenants Durham, Grant, Grey, 

Griffiths 
Front Row (left to right}· Second· Lieutenants Jones, Maloney, 

Mansfield, f\l•nd, Shepherd, Stanners 

Catterick Reunion 1971 
This will take place on the weekend of 26th/27th June. 

Owing to rebuilding m the Vimy area and the temporary 
closure of the Royal Signals Officers' Mess (old H.Q. Mess) 
accorrunodation will, of necessity, be limited this year. 

It is regretted that there will be no accorrunodation available 
for old comrade officer in the small temporary Royal Signals 
Officers' Mess at Gaza Lines but lilose accompanying Branches 
may, if they wish, be accommodated in barrack blocks along 
with their fellow Branch members. There will also have to be 
a restriction in the total number of Old Comrades being 
accommodated and this has been fixed at 500. It is stressed 
th3t these are administrative difficulties which the Training 
Brigade has had to accept and it is only with reluctance that 
these measures have to be taken. 

The White Helmets - as seen through 
Yugoslav eyes 

" In British signals units, there are motorcycle detachments. 
'lbese are, in other words, motorised despatch riders. From 
them is demanded exceptional skill in riding any terrain at 
all t:mes of the day or night and in all weather conditions. 
In the schools where they are trained, they become outstand
ing motorcyclists. Even circus performers might envy their 
~kill. A special motorcycle detachment from Briti h signals 
unit~ demonstrate these skills, or, to be more accurate, gives 
exhibitions at var!ous reviews, competitions and fairs through
out the British Isles and West Germany where, as is known, 
the British Rhine Army is stationed in some strength." 

(Extracted from the Yugosl<rv magazine "From.") 

Th" wht>t'l turns full rirclt> 

'Boys' once again in Catterick 
WIRE readers will be interested to learn that youth training is 

to start again in Catterick. In March this year a Troop of Junior 
ignalmen is to be formed in 11th Signal Regiment, Catterick 

Camp, into which young men aged 16:1--17 years will be able to 
enlist. 111ey will be held in this Troop until they attain the age of 
17, and during r:1is period will undergo basic military and other 
training according to the length of time they spend in 11th 
Regiment. On reaching the age of 17, !:'hey will be posted to 
8th Signal Regiment for technical training mainly in the ' B ' 
rradcs category. It is hoped in due course to lower the age of 
entry and to enlarge this Troop into a Squadron. These young 
men arc in addition to our other sources of youth entry, e.g. the 
Army Apprentices' College and the Junior Tradesmen's Regi
ment. 

Looking back over the years many will recall that Royal 

T H E.J W l~ R E , F E B R U A R Y - M A R C H I 9 7 I 

Signals boys were very much a pan of the local scene at 
Canerick and the days of 'F' Company are still recalled with 
warmth and affection by many distinguistied members of the 
Corps who served in it. The long tradition of boys serving in 
Cattcrick Camp ;c~me to ~ sad end when the Boys' Squadron of 
the then 1st TraJnmg Regiment moved to the Army Apprentices' 
School, Harrogate, in September, 1948. However, this was not 
to be the last of Royal Signals boys in the Catterick Camp 
area as a Squadron of boys was re-raised in Richmond Barracks 
in November, 1949, and moved to Beverley in March, 1950, to 
become the original Boys' Regiment. Later they moved to their 
final home at Denbury Camp where they established a great 
reputation for themselves. 

And so the wheel has turned full circle and once again we 
are to have our own Junior Signalmen at the traditional home 
of the Corps. All will hope that this is the end of a long journey 
and that Royal Sigr.als Junior Signalmen will be a permanent 
feature of Catterick Camp from now on. 

TUE llESEllVE AllMY OFFICERS' DALL 
The Reserve Army Officers' Ball will be held in the 

Rainb-Ow Room, Derry and Toms, Kensington, on Friday, 
2nd April, 1971. 

Tickets at £3.00 each (single) from: 
Captain W. J. Folkes, Royal Signals (T. & A. V.R.), 
86 Heathrow, Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire. 

The Corps is always well represented at this function 
which is open to all Officers, both serving and retired. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number or normal Weliare cases assisted 
financially in Derember . . . 50 

Number of Special Christmas grants 138 

Total amount expended on normal Wellare 
grants ... . . . . .. 

Total amount of Christmas grants .. . 

Number of clothing parcels sent . . . 
Number of Christmas parcels sent .. . 

188 

£1109 6 3 
£427 0 0 

£1536 6 3 

14 
65 

79 

One of the Month's Cases 

W IDOW of Signalman who served from 1941 to 
1946 with the 8th Army. He died suddenly in 

August, leaving her and their five-year-old child in very 
necessitous circumstances. The Association made a grant 
of £65 to pay off the funeral account and other debts, 
and to help the widow and her child to have a few 
comfon at Christmas. Clothing and toys were also sent. 
The widow's letter is printed belo\-..•. 

One of the Month's Let!crs 

I HARDLY know how to begin this letter, I can 
never ever thank you all enough for what you have 

done for me. I have been so ill with shock after my 
husband's death, and everywhere I went for help I 
only seemed to get the same refusal. I have never a ked 
for anything in my life but I was so desperate that 
I had to for my little girl's sake. The S.S.A.F.A. lady 
was wonderful to me and restored my faith in human 
nature again. Now I don't feel so alone in the big 
world, thanks to you and the other wonderful people 
with you. 
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{/:Jthing Gilts 
in e the beginning of November, gifts of clothing, toy. 

boo··, etc., have b en gratefully received from the following: 
~ .0.II R. Judge, Brigadier and Mrs. C. H. toneley, Colonel 

and Mrs. G D. T. Harri , ]..~, s Wood, F. C. Wit on, Esq., 
F. Venc ~, Esq., Lieutenant-Co one! and Mrs. J. L. Akass, J . 
F . B n on, Esq., Captain P. • · aughton, Mr . V. A. Heath, 

fajor and Mrs. J. V. Harding, Sergeant Lu d, lvirs. J. R. 
A hmorc, Mr . Dell."ter crgcant B. Langford, Major I . 

imp on, Royal ignals Association (Croydon Branch), W. 
. borne, &q. 

iiss Eversley, Mrs. Power, Royal Signals Association (North 
L ndon Branch), Staff crgcant and Mrs. N. J. Crowder Mrs. 
E. M. Fox l\ .ajor G. J. Mai olm, Mrs. M. B. M . Brown, 
Mn,. C. E. Tonry, Mrs. J. . Burrell, Lieutenant-Colonel L. 
V. MCJ.'l'aught-Cavi , Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G. M. 
Wel ford, Major and Mrs. H. . de N. Rogers, Mrs. Newton, 
Major D. J. D. McKail 22nd igoal Regiment, Mrs. N. R. 
Wheatley Captain J. F. Bedford G. J. Feakes, E q. 

llOYAL SIG1'"AI.~ ASSOCIATION A~D 
DEl\"E,.01.E...~T FUND 

The follou1111g donations were gratefully receifJl!d during December, 1970: 
£ s. d. 
150 0 0 

15 0 0 
5 0 0 

' White Helmets.' The Royal Sigoals Display Team 
The Wives' Club, 14th Signal Regiment . .. ... . .. 
Huddersfield Branch, Royal Signals Association . . . . .. 
The Smith Tru tee Company Ltd. for Mr. and Mrs. Suinley 
J. F. Benson, Esq. 
G. W. Cook, Esq. 
H. Liley. Esq. . . . . . . 
C. A. W. Freeman, Esq. 
G. J. Feakes, Esq. 
Maio: R. C. Roberts 
Various small do:iatio:::s 

IO 10 0 
3 0 0 
2 16 0 
r 16 o 
I I 0 

I 0 
14 0 
17 0 

£191 15 0 

Movements 
Ollicers 
Major J. G. Billingham . . . 
Captain R. Boden • . . . . . • •• 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs 
Major D. A. Broclthnrst . . . . .• 
Cap ain A. Bunt ... 

To 7th Regiment 
,, School or Signals 
,, School or Signal 
,, H.Q., Gulf 
,, Army Outward Bound Scheol, 

Towyn. 
Captain (Q.M.) S. J. R. Dunlop ... ,, H.Q ., Catterick Garrison 
Major T. R. Earney ... ... . .. ,, 4th Div. H.Q . & Signal Rcgt. 
Lieut..-Coloncl (T.O.T.) A. C. Earl . . . ,, H.Q., 90 (Signal) Group 
J.iajor M. J. Flynn H.Q., School of Infantry 
Major W. B. Foote .. . H.Q ., r (BR) Corps 
Major B. B. Gallagher . . . ., 34th Signal Regiment (V) 
Major (Q.M.) J. C: Gosling Reserve Army Training Centre, 

Scarborough. 
Captain K. G. Goulding ., School of Signals 
CaPtain T. T. Hallchurch H.Q., Training Brigade 
Colonel D. NL Haslehust ,, M.A., Rio de Janeiro 
.\izjor E. W. Hunt ,. H.Q., 1st Division 
Captain S. Law .. . .. . ., A.A.C., Harrogate 
qiptain C. R. M. Noonan ... ... ,. 14th Regiment 
L1cutenant-Coloncl R. G. Phippard ... ,, 2rst Regiment (as C.0.) 
M.aior D. G. Randall (R. Aus. Sigs.) ., School 
Captain C. E. Tiiruon, B.E.M. .. . . .... H.Q., 2 ATAF 
.Major M. R. Topple ... 5 In[. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn. 
Major (Q.M.) E. C. R. Wall ,, rub Regiment (retires 20 Mar.) 

U".O.s 11nd § 1>rgv11nts 

W.O.U (Y. of S.) J. M. Ferguson . . . 1 o 24 Airportable Bde. Signal Sqn. 
w.o.rr D. D. Smith ... ... .. 30th Regiment 
W.O.JI W. Mcintosh ,, 16th Regime·n 
W.O.U E. P. Teehan ,, School of Signals 
W.0.U B. J. Stoddard .•. ... r3th Regiment 
W.O.II (Y. of S.) R. E. Newson ,, 31st Regiment (V) 
W.0.II "1. R. R. Smith ... ... .. 30th Regiment 
St>df Sccgeant D. D. Smith ,. 30th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant A. Feldon ... . .. ., 13th Rcg:ment 

taff Sergeant CY. of S.) D. J. Tunmore ,, 12 Mech. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
Staff Sergeant W. T. Yates ... . . ,, 14th Regiment 
Sl4ff ~rgcant P. E. C. O'Connor ,. 22nd Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. A. Paton ,, SHAPE H.Q. Comd and Sp. 
Staff cri: 2nt (F. of .) J. D. Pyke .. . ,. School or S!gnals 

talf Ser cant (F. or S.) N. J. Crowder ,, 259 Squadron 
crgraot B. K. Burton 

Sergeant P. J. Cadman 
crgeant D. A. Dunbar 

Scracant D. R. Hcyea 
Sergeant J. T. Nichols 
Sergeant B. A. Rice 

crgeant C. Cheetham 
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r I Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
16th Regiment 

,, 252 Squadron 
,, 2nd Div. Signal Regiment 

r8th Regiment 
,, 16th Regiment 
,, 39 Airportable Bde. Signal Sqn. 

Sc:1<cant R. Cuo!)<!r • 
crgcant 0 . J. Hnmbridge 
ergcant J . C. Muir 
cqiennt J . F.. T aylor 

Scri:csnt r . G . Rossnll ... 
Sergeant D . A. W . Bowden 

crgcant G. C . Blood .. . 
e1geant D. T. Solt .. 

Sergeant R . W. Townsend 
crgcant M . Paddison ... 

Sergeant R. J . Butcher . . . 
Sergeant D. I. Gilchrist .. . 

ergcant G . A. Firth 
ergeant M . J . D avis 
ergcant G . A. Lctori 

Sergeant W. J . Richards 
Sergeant B. Young .. . 

e rgcant D . D . Wmson .. . 
Sergeant A. Locke 
Scrgennt T . H . C . Cartwright 
A / Sergeant J . \VI. A. Turner 
A / Sergeant P. Lord ... 
A / Scrgcaot B. A . Foulger 
A / Sergeant M. Campbell 
Sergeant W. Bell 
Sergeant G. Bullen 

ergcant T . Griffin 
A / :.ergcmt A. Dunbar 

... :::I 

... ... \ 

.. 259 Squadron 

.. School of Signlll s 
• • 24 2 Squadron 

chool or Signal! 
28th Regiment 

•. R .M .A .. Sandhurs t 
., 20 Arm . Bde. ignal qn . 
•• 221 Squadron 
, . 222 quadron 

'chool of ignals 
Y. of S. ourse No. 20 

., z23 q uadron 
,. H .Q ., B.A .O.R. 
,. 1 rth Regiment, Depot Squadron 
,. 7th Regiment 

- Promotions -
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

Name 
To w.o.r 
Gittens, 
Ramsay, 
McGilvray, 
Laing, 
Richardson, 
Speight, 
Todd, 
Jennings, 
Matthews, 
Breese, 

To W.O.II 
Bowes, 
Kingham, 
Mathieson, 
Kinradc, 
Gray, 
Whalley, 
Rann, 
Howkcr, 

Initials 

J.M. 
W.A. 
G. 
J. D. 
C.H. 
c. 
P.W. 
H. 
W.T. 
R.C. 

R. 
A.E. 
R. J. 
M . T. 
L. 
J. M . P. 
L.P. 
J. 

To S Sgt. 
Henry, G. C. 
Jamieson, A. 
Ha7.ard, J. Q. 
Ridley, R. 
Tempest, J. W. 
Leary, A. 
DE-Lccq-Lc-Montais, K. 
Donkin, W. C. 
Lock, N. F. A. 
Caffery, D. 
Edwards, E. 0. H. 

Rank 

A/W.O.I 
A .O.I 
A/W.O.l 
A/W.O.l 
A/W.O.I 
A1W.O.I 
A /W .O .I 
A{W.0.I 
A/W.O.I 
W .O.Il 

A/W .O.II 
S Sgt. 
S Sgt. 
A/W .O.II 
S Sgt. 
s ~gt. 
A/W.O.U 
A/W.O.II 

Sgt. 
Sgc. 
A/S Sgt. 
AIS Sgt. 
A1S Sgc. 
A1S Sgt. 
A/S Sgc. 
A/S Sgc. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 

New 
Sen. Roll 

29 May 70 
30 May 70 
27 Jun. 70 
12 Jul. 70 
12 Jul . 70 
11 Aug. 70 
11 Aug. 70 
11 Aug. 70 
15 Sep. 70 

1 Oct. 70 

23 Jun. 70 
1 Aug. 70 
9 Aug. 70 

11 Aug. 70 
12 Aug. 70 
12 Aug. 70 
12 Aug. 70 
26 Aug. 70 

1 Jun. 70 
24 Jun. 70 
25 Jun. 70 

l Jul. 70 
2 Aug. 70 

11 Aug. 70 
22 Aug. 70 
24 Aug. 70 
27 Aug. 70 

8 Sep. 70 
17 Sep. 70 

Oft! 
en . R oll 

19 Oct. 65 
21 Apr. 66 

3 Mar. 66 
1 ov.64 

22 Dec. 66 
3 Jan. 67 
2 Jan. 67 

13 Jun. 68 
15 Jun . 68 
JO Jan. 67 

l Mar. 69 
31 Jan. 62 
20 Jun . 68 
20 Jun. 68 

4 Mar. 69 
1 Sep. 66 

19 Jul. 68 
24 Jul. 6 

1 Apr. 57 
6 Aug. 57 
1 Mar. 59 
1 Jan . 61 

20 Jul. 61 
1 Mar. 63 
2 Mar. 61 
l Sep. 65 
1May54 
1 Jun . 59 

19 Feb. 61 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS Rou. 
To W.0.I 
Steeples, 
Norton, 
Bumphrey, 
Holland, 
Webb, 
Stanhope, 
Kenyon, 
Fordom, 

J.P. 
A. J. 
C.B. 
E. 
C.G. 
J. L. 
M. 
G.W. 

W .O.II 
W.O.II 
W.O.II 
W .O .II 
W.0.II 
W.O.II 
W .O.II 
W.O.Il 

To S Sgt. 
Cooper, R. Sgt. 
Houston, H. G. Sgt. 
Gfillagher (B.E.M.), J. R. Sgt. 
Pcuifer, B. P. Sgt. 
Young, J. H. Sgt. 
Crawley, T. Sgc. 
Scriven, R. Sgc. 
Brett, M. A. Sgt. 
Murphy, A. Sgt. 
Lamb, A. V. Sgc. 
Brown, F. C. Sgt. 
Spearpoint, G. S. Sgt. 
Wagstaff, P. R. Sgt. 
Scott, M. Sgt. 

l Jun . 70 
1 Jun. 70 
l Jun . 70 

29 Jul. 70 
4 Aug. 70 

17 Aug. 70 
17 Aug. 70 
17 Aug. 70 

6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 OV. 70 
6 ov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 
6 Nov. 70 

18 Dec. 68 
15 Apr. 68 
21 Jul. 69 
21 Jul. 69 
21 Jul. 69 

9 Aug.°65 
JO Jan. 69 
21 Jul. 69 

30 Jul. 64 
9 Feb. 65 

26 Feb. 65 
15 Jan. 66 
9 Jun. 66 

19 Sep. 66 
12 Apr. 67 
12 Apr. 67 
31May67 

7 Jul . 67 
21 Sep. 67 
13 Dec. 67 

l Aug. 68 
1 Aug. 68 

StJPl!RVl.SlON (RADIO) ROLL 
To W.0.I 
Searle, 
Cooper, 

To W.O.ll 
Gayther, 

F . P. 
E.H. 

J. F. 

A/W.O.I 
A/W.O.I 

S Sgt. 

1 Feb. 70 26 Jan. 69 
l May 70 6 Jan. 67 

15 Sep. 70 16 Aug. 69 

(C. Op. 
(Tech .) 
(C.Op.) 
(R. Op.) 
(Lmn.) 
(Dvr.) 
(Lmn.) 
(Dvr.) 
(R. Op.) 
(Dvr.) 
(ComcenOp) 
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t o w.o.r 
YEOMAN OP STGNAJ,S ROLi. ,\\anin , o. \X'. A S111 . 1Oct.70 1 Apr. 65 

J\.1an,:,cr, J~ . J . Cpl 1 Oct. 70 17 Aug. 65 
Boddington, D . V. A/W.O.I 17 Feb. 72 25 Jun. 65 Ocrrick, P. Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 20 Jul. 66 
Little, W . A . A/W.O .l 3 Mar. 70 3 Aug. 65 Spo!ito, M . T . Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 11 Oct. 61 
Rnku, G. P . T . A/W.O.I 2 J un. 70 9 J un. 67 

bhiss. B. A/W.O.I 11 Aug. 70 8 Jan. 66 

ToW.O .U To Sgc. 
TE!.EGRAPH O PERATOR ROLL 

,\1ohoncy, E . P. AW.O .II 10 J un. 70 4 May 67 Butcher, R. J. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 12 Apr. 63 
C recvy, J.M. , Sgt. J Jul. 70 2 1 Mar. 68 llolmden, R. J . Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 9 Dec. 66 
'unpson, A. S Sgt. J J ul. 70 2 Nov. 68 Kitson, S.M. Cpl. I Oct. 70 29 Feb. 68 

Kelly., L. J. S Sgt. 12 Aug. 70 21 M ar. 68 Rougct, P. R. pl. I Oct. 70 31 Mar. 65 
Ba~k. M . R . S Sgt. 29 AUil. 70 4 M oy 67 Eason, B. E. A, Sgt. 1 Oct. 70 18 Jan. 64 

Miles, w. v. Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 21 Apr. 66 
CHllil' CLE.RKS ROJ.L Young, B . Cpl. I Oct. 70 I Aug. 64 

To W .O .I Elcox, 0 . J . A/Sgt. 1 Oct. 70 13 Sep. 64 
D owney, J P. .\ IW.O.I 11 May 70 6 Jan. 65 

T o W.O .II To Sgt. 
CLERK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

Sharrock, T A,\X". O.ll 22 Sep. 70 17 Nov. 67 Mason, c. s. A, Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 19 Oct. 62 
Vockings, D. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 28 Feb. 66 

TEGINICIANS ROLL Hornsby, D. C pl. 5 Aug. 70 31 Mar. 68 
To Sgt Seaton, l'i. B. A /Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 Jul. 64 
Collier, G. Cpl. 13 Aug. 69 12 Dec. 66 Roberts, J . A Sgt . 5 Aug. 70 31 Mar. 65 
Lambert, D L . Cpl. 14 Nov. 69 12 Oct. 63 Weston, M. l. A.Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 Oct. 67 
McArthur, R J R . Cpl. 1 Mar. 70 30 M ar. 66 Lewis, D . A. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 30 Nov. 68 
Wells, J.P. Cpl 13 Mar. 70 15 Dec. 67 Belton, B. J . A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 Jul. 64 
Bank , M Cpl 14 Apr. 70 23 Feb. 67 Burdes, P . A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 28 Feb. 66 
Pithcr, p D. Cpl. 14 Apr. 70 29 Sep . 66 Annear, A. J . A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 30 Jun. 67 

billow, s D. Cpl 15 Apr. 70 14 Apr. 66 Flint, W.J. A /Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 30 Jun. 68 
p \, Cpl. 21 Apr. 70 21 Jun . 67 Russell, A. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 20 Sep. 65 

Harris, AK. Cpl. 23 Apr. 70 28 Jul . 65 Court, M.F. A 'Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 Dec. 63 
Graham, p , J , Cpl 8 May 70 6 F eb . 69 M eikle, H . Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 30 Jun. 67 
C lark, DL Cpl. 8 M ay 70 JO Dec. 66 Millington, A. J . Cpl. 26 Aug. 70 31 Jul. 68 
,\kMahon, M.A Cpl. 12 May 70 14 Aug. 65 Bird, E.G. A ISgt. I Oct. 70 31 Aug. 65 
Green, R. A. L. Cpl. 11 J un . 70 13 Aug. 65 Waugh, J . H. Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 25 Jul. 67 
Gent, R K. s. Cpl. 11 Jun. 70 18 Dec. 65 
Jasiok, f. R. C pl. 11 Jun . 70 2 Aug. 64 CLERX TECHNICAL ROLL 
Smith, DA. Cpl. 18 Jun. 70 20 Oct. 67 To Sgt. 

T homas, A. f. Cpl. 25 Jun. 70 31 May 68 Crannagc, J . Cpl. 6 Aug. 70 30 Apr. 65 
Mwm, M.P. Cpl. 25 Jun. 70 24 May 67 Abson, M.J . cf:1" 4 Sep. 70 31 Jan. 67 
Firth J.E. Cpl. 17 J u l. 70 27 Oct. 66 Hepworth, J. A Sgt. 14 Sep. 70 30 Sep. 65 
Hender.ion, w Cpl. 24 Jul. 70 1 Jul . 67 Maloney, G . H. Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 31 Mar. 69 
S tevenson, M.A. Cpl. 24 Jul. 70 19 Aug. 67 CoMMUNlCATION OPERATOR ROLL Barlow, P. M . Cpl. 6 Aug. 70 9 Jul . 66 
Leighton, J. C pl. 6 Aug. 70 8 Oct. 66 To Sgt. 
Haworth, A . O . C pl. 12 Aug . 70 12 Aug. 66 Lund, J. A. A, Sgt. 13 May70 30 Apr. 68 

D ewey, M .C. C pl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Garland, G. A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 1 Oct. 63 
Gerrard, J . J . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Connor, F. J. A/Sgc. 5 Aug. 70 21 Jul. 65 
Logan, J . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Watson, W.M. A/Sgt. 12 Aug. 70 3 Nov. 65 

Moore, S. P . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Castle, M . E. Cpl. 13 Aug. 70 30 Apr. 68 

Shrimpton, c . J . Cpl . 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Hand, P . Cpl. 17 Aug. 70 l Oct. 68 

Yeomans, R. c. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Richards, W.J. Cpl. 17 Oet. 70 1 Jan. 69 

Smale M.C. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Haylock, I. A, Sgt. 19 Oct. 70 I Jan. 69 
Chambers, R. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 DRIVE.It ROYAL SIGNALS Rou. Ferguson, R.D. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 
Parkin, B.A. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 To Sgr. 

Carter, J . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 McDiarmid, A. M.M.Cpl. 3 Jul. 70 1Oet.57 

Bentley, F . E. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Devlin, J. c l. 1 Aug. 70 28 Feb. 66 

Breakwell, R. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Smart, M. C. K. A Sgr. 12 Aug. 70 30 Apr. 64 

Edwards, R. J . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Craggs, G.T. Cpl. 25 Aug. 70 I Dec. 60 

Thomas, P. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Strange, J. A. Cpl. 1 Sep. 70 1 Sep. 61 

Holmes, s. J . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 25 Aug. 66 Adams, G. W. Cpl. 1 Sep. 70 30 Sep. 63 

Critchlow, G. E. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 27 Oct. 66 Croot, J. A Sgt. 9 Sep. 70 31May65 

T edstone, B. L. C pl. 12 Aug. 70 29 Jan. 68 ELECTRICIAN DRIVER Rou. Butchers, D . L. Cpl . 12 Aug. 70 27 Oct. 66 To Sgr. Brice, J . L . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 1 Dec. 66 
Foskett, R. J. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 24 Feb. 67 Kitchener, J. D. A/Sgt. 1 Jul. 70 30 Sep. 64 

Green, J . A. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 1 Mar. 67 Tuite, R. V. Cf:I. 1 Jul. 70 1 Oct. 64 

Kidman, G. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 1 Mar. 67 Crook, R. S. A Sgt. 1 Oct. 70 31 Jul. 65 

Chaloner, G . F . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 19 Aug. 67 Gainfo(d, T. R. A /Sgt. 1 Oct. 70 30 Sep. 65 

Gray, D . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 1 Jun. 67 Nicoll, A. A. Cpl. I Oct. 70 31 Oct. 67 

White, J. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 19 Aug. 67 LlNBMAN ROLL Williams, G . T. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 f~ ~~b: ~~ Arundel, C . A. Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 To Sgt. 

Seaton, R . A . Cpl. 12 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Hazel, T.A. A ISgc. 13 Jun. 70 30 Sep. 62 

Walley, s. Cpl. 14 Aug. 70 1 Aug. 68 Hothcrsall, M.P. Cp,l. 18 Aug. 70 30 Apr. 63 

South, M . W . Cpl. 14 Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 Leggett, s. A Sgt. I Sep. 70 31 Dec. 61 

Boyd, R.W. ,pl. 20 Aug. 70 20 Aug. 66 Howes, J. D. Cpl. 1 Sep. 70 30 Apr. 64 

Desanti, R . Cpl. 20 Aug. 70 20 Aug. 66 RAo10 OPERATOR Rou. 
Rees, J.P. Cpl. 20 Aug. 70 20 Aug. 66 
Reynolds, G.C. Cpl. 20 Aug. 70 3 ov. 66 To Sgt. 

Nicholls, J . K. Cpl. 20 Aug. 70 26 May 67 Hamilton, R . A 'Sgt. 5 Aug, 70 18 Jan. 64 

Bancroft, F. A. Cpl. 27 Aug. 70 2 Aug. 67 Jackson, ·D. P. A/Sgt. 27 Aug. 70 1 Dec. 66 

Mockford, A.C. Cpl . 10 Sep. 70 10 Sep. 66 Marchant, L . G. F. A Sgt. 11 Oct. 70 l Jan. 69 

Stevens, D . J . Cpl. 10 Sep. 70 10 Sep. 66 RADIO RELAYMAN ROLL 
Welch, P. J. Cpl. 10 Sep. 70 10 Mar. 67 
Chamblcr, K.D. Cpl. 10 Sep, 70 13 Jul. 67 

To gt. 

Norton, M.T. Cpl. 17 Sep. 70 10 Mar. 67 Tu:-ner, J. . A 'Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 Jul .64 

Ayre, ]. w. Cpl. 17 Sep. 70 23 Mar. 67 Blood, G.C. A 3gr. 5 Aug. 70 31 Dec. 66 

Canning, c.w. Cpl. 17 Sep. 70 27 Feb. 67 Davidson, J. A1Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 30 Jun. 66 

Chapmr.n, A. J . Cpl. 19 Sep. 70 21 Oct. 66 Franks, P. J. A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 31 May 66 

Harcourt, J· v. Cpl. 8 Oct. 70 15 Dec. 69 Beattie, G.S. H. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 29 Feb. 68 

Fenge, . c. Cpl. 9 Oct. 70 13 Apr. 67 Shotts, P. S . Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 30 Apr. 68 

Barrowman, J . Cpl. 22 Oct. 70 22 Oct. 66 Didon, W.A. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 30 Jun. 68 

Hall, A. J. Cpl. 22 Oct. 70 22 Oct. 66 Conway, J. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 21 Apr. 61 
Vaughan, A. E. Cpl. 1 Oct. 70 25 Aug. 66 

Srec1AL OPERATORS Rou. 
Hawkins, R. Cpl. I Oct. 70 15 Apr. 65 

To Sgt. 
Innes, D.A. A Sgt. I Oct. 70 30 Nov. 65 

Thomson, S. T. A l Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 10 Feb. 67 BANn ROLL 
Bandey, J.E. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 1 Apr. 65 
Robinson, K.R. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 18 Feb. 67 To Sl!t. 
Willoughby, A.M. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 19 Jul. 64 Sharpe, R . S. Cpl. 26 ep. 70 4 Mar. 60 

Crane, M . J. A/Sgc. 5 Aug. 70 20 Jul. 66 
Hutton, J . D. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 20 Jnn. 67 DELETIO. S 
Lawrence, s. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 I Feb. 66 RllGIMtiNTAL DUTY ROLL 
Phair, J. R. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 1 Oct. 66 'ame Jnirials S~mDTity 
Watson, R.G. A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 70 17 Jun. 64 Dart 
Gregson, K. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 8 Dec. 66 W.0.I 
Sykes, D. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 I Sep. 6 Hommcrton, R. W. J. 23 Jul. 68 
Robertson, G. A. R. Cpl. 5 Aug. 70 7 Sep. 61 Miller, H. 2 Sep. 68 
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~ O.ll 
Gale 
Ii>d, 
Ed rd., 
Rro~l<er, 

-1nga1c 
Duke. 
StO\\C, 
Ault, 
RanJ, 
Fuglll. 

S Sitt. 
.\i ' 
Pearson, 
Bell, 
Grc"n\\.·ood, 
Davies, 
Kent, 
Johnson, 
Richardson, 
Curtll, 
Blacl<man, 
Perry, 

\\~.o. I 
Johnson, 

taniford, 
Short, 
Cooper, 

\'l;'.0.11 
;\'lain waring, 

W.O.I 
Iverson, 

W.O.II 
Forster~ 

S Sgt. 
Garvey, 

W.O.I 
Jones, 

W.O.II 
Tucker, 

Sgt. 
Stock, 
Hills, 
Drew, 
Saunders, 
Merriman, 
Spooner, 
Ed\"\'8rds, 
Wadey, 
Hall, 
Gorton, 
Hide, 
Howe:,, 
Boon, 
Rookcs, 
Lewis, 
Taylor, 
Young, 
Beer, 
Smith, 

Sgt. 
HO\\"SC, 

Sgt. 
Chadwick., 

Sgt. 
Holland, 
Kent, 
Ridge, 

Sgr. 
And.rev.~, 
Williamson, 

Sitt. 
Wood, 

'!t
HC\l."SOn, 

S Sgt. 
Oliver, 

gt, 
··ilm 11, 

P . ~ . 
E.D. 
M J .\ 
G.H. 
A. J. 
\X' 
P .D 
F.C 
D.B. 
A.R 

l Fe:>. 61 
30 Jul 61 
11). '""· 61 

< Apr. 63 
7 Jul. 63 

17 Jan. 66 
31 Aug. 06 
31 Aug. 66 
7 Jan. 67 

26 Jun . 67 

J. 10 Oct. 60 
A. 31 Jan. 62 
\'t'. K. L. >I Jan. 62 
P. E. 31 .hr. 62 
H. G . 12 F~ . 64 
K.D IJul.61 
P . 31 • .\u~. 6) 
J. A. 7 ep. 66 
A. G. 21 Jun. 68 
G. A. I Mar. 69 
R. 20 Jun . 69 

T'ORli.\tAN OF SIG. ALS ROLL 

M . .\ . 
R. 
E.M. 
J. 

R . ,\I. 

P. H . 

R.X. 

F . P . R. 

R . 

L. L. 

P. E . 
W.J. 
D. J. 
J. w. 
J. c . 
F.A. 
R.C. 
R.R. 
H.R. 
J. D . 
W.P. 
A.K. 
P. R.C. 
G. D. 
M. J. 
s. J. 
C . F. 
E.C. 
M . S . 

6 Dec. 67 
10 Feb. 6 

I JUI . 68 
11Oct.68 

l Dec. 63 

YEOM.\.'1 OF SIGNl\LS ROLL 

17Jun. 69 

15 Jul. 66 

14 Mar. 64 

CHIEF CLERK ROLL 

6 Feb . 69 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

I Apr. 59 

Aug. 55 
21 Sep. 63 

7 Jul. 67 
12 Jul. 67 
2 Aug. 67 
2 Aug. 67 

24 Aug. 67 
17 Nov. 67 
22 D ec. 67 
22 Jan. 68 
11 Apr. 68 
31 May 68 
23 Jul. 68 

I Aug. 68 
2 Aug. 68 

12 Sep. 68 
6 Fe . 69 

26 S~p. 69 
14 Nov. 69 

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL 

G . T. 22 Jan. 64 

CLERK1 DRAUGHTSMAN ~01.L 

T. M. 29 Dec. 67 

E.H. 
K. H . 
C . D. 

CLERK TECH. ROLL 

<I Sep. 57 
25 Jul. 68 
19 Nov. 69 

CoM.\IID<ICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 

J. A. I Feb. 59 
R. W . 31 Mar. 69 

DRIVEllS ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL 

W . 1 Oct.'>7 

BAso Ro1.L 

K . 2 Ma•. 6'3 

l!':SERTIOSS 

CHIEF CLERK ROLL 

D . ~1 .-\p~. 6~ Rc-enliscmcnt 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

·. J. 2! Aui;. 6 Re-enliscmenc 

Com111u~d on page 9 1) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

If you can put 
a 'Yes' in every box, 
you might 
just make a 
RADIO TECHNICIAN 
in Air Traffic Control 
An all-consuming interest in telecommunications 

At least one year's practical experience in 
telecommunications, preferably with 'ONC' or 
'C and G' technical qualifications 

A highly developed sense of responsibility 

Willingness to undergo a rigorous programme 
of training 

Aged 19 or over 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

To the right man, t he Natio na l Air Traffi c Contro l 
Service offers the prospect of an interesting and 
steadily developing career as a Radio Technician in 
air traffic control. 

The work involves the installation and maintenance of 
some of the very latest electronic equipment at civil airports. 
radar stations and other specialist establishments all over 
the country. Important today, the job will become 
increasingly vital as Britain's air traffic continues to grow. 
and prospects for promotion are excellent. Starting salary 
varies from £1.044 (at19) to £1,373 (at25 or over). Scale 
maximum £1.590 (higher rates at Heathrow). The annual 
leave allowance is good. and there is a non-contributory 
pension for established staff. 

If you feel you can meet the demands of this rather special 
job-and you have a strong determination to succeed-you 
are invited to complete the coupon below. 

Send this coupon for full details and application form 
To : A. J . Edwards, C Eng. MIEE, 
The Adelphi , Room 705, John Adam Street, London WC2, N-680 
marking your envelope "'Recruitment'". 

Name 

I 
I 
I ...... -----·---........ ·-··· ... · .. ---···~ ...................... -..................................... ·--· .. ·--·-··-·- I 

TWT/ FEB 

Address ---

Not applicable to residents outs i~:-~;e-Jn;;~~ King;~-:-·--·--.. -·--- I 
NATCS 

&.. National Air Traffic Control Service 

~----------

I __ , 
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The Corps plays its part in East 

Pakistan Flood Relief 
By Major Hamish Mackinlay 

l'f'htd(' 

PEACE and tranquility pervaded the atmosphere that 
Tuesday morning, 17th November, 1970, as the Inspecting 

Officer, Colonel Francis Graham-Bell, wound up our Annual 
F.F.R. Parade with a jocular rhetorical question, "Are you 
reall; 1eady to go?" We were-we had to be! 

The next day dawned-a Regimental stand-down. While the 
le s ncrg tic members of the Squadron were ' kipping,' their 
more unfortunate comrades spent the morning tramping through 
CK. Tang· or taking their wives to coffee or Tiger beer at 
the l ilton. All the time, unbeknown to them, ' they ' were at 
work in Tanglin II.Q. By teatime, husbands, fathers, boy
frien vere being spirited away-as one wife put it, " They 
came for him." In short, the Squadron was under orders to 
move to East Pakistan within 36 hours. This unfortunate 
country had been hit by a devastating cyclone and tidal wave 
some day earlier and the British Government were in the 
proce s of mounting the biggest external relief effort of all time. 

Far East Command, who were mounting the relief effort 
(Operation ' Burlap '), had delegate<l the responsibility for the 
relief ashore to the Commander, 3 Commando Brigade 
(Brigadier Pat Ovens), who had placed at his disposal 249 
Signal Squadron. 

After continuous meetings punctuated by coffee, sand
wiches and arguments (there is never enough shipping to go 
round) Thursday night and a plan was reached. 

Aetlon 
A few hours later, Major Hamish Mackinlay and Corporal 

Tony Meikle joined a bleary-eyed recce parry for breakfast in 
the Changi Creek Hotel, at that time so beloved of the Royal 
Air Force-' four-in-the-morning.' A Far East Air Force 
Hercules whisked them to Dacca where they were greeted 
on the tarmac by whirring TV cameras and enthusiastic Press 
men. Chaos reigned.. By midnight, however, they were sailing 
down the Ganges on a borrowed launch for Barrisal and 
Patuakhali in the disaster area. 

Simultaneously, a third of the Squadron under the umbrella 
of the Royal Marines embarked on HMS Triumph, taking with 
them by mistake a truck that had gone to the Naval base 'just 
for the ride.' 

The Royal Navy, by good luck, had on station both HM.S. 
Intrepid (LPD) and HMS Triumph, a converted carrier. Other 
ships joined the fleet at sea. 

After a trip of some 20 hours, the recce party reached the 
town of Patuakhali, the seat of the local regional government, 
where it had been decided to set up the Relief Control H .Q. 
A quick change of name from recce to tac H.Q. and on with the 
planning of the operation. This included frequent liaison with 
the Pakistani authorities, who were in overall charge, and 
representatives of many international relief organisations. 

The main task of the U.K . force was to c:Estribute relief 
supplies, some of which had been brought by the fleet from 
Singapore. 

With the arrival of the fleet off the Ganges delta on Tuesday 
morning, the distribution of food and supplies and the build-up 
of the force ashore got under way. Suddenly the horizon came 
to life with helicopters and small boats-a welcome sight for 
hungry families. 

The mainstay of the communications system ashore was 
3 Commando Brigade Signal Squadron under Captain Sam 
Pope, R. · · ., whilst HMS Intrepid acted as a Command ship 
at sea. 249, however, deployed detachments at the H igh Com
mission H .Q. in Dacca (Corporal Geoff Williams) and in Oiitta
gong (Sergeant ' Mac ' Macdonald) where the crews rougbed 
it in five- tar hotels. The other crews ashore were at the sharp 
end. Yeoman of Signals Bill Donnelly, brought in by landing 
craft, set up the F orce Comcen. Sergeant Sam Kennard and 
crew having flown into Dacca proceeded to Patuakhali by 
courtesy of a Thames T elevision launch. 

Quickly the communication system took shape as more crews 
came ashore. Those who didn' t wangle a trip ashore did 
sterling wcrk on HMS Triumph as loading and unloading 
parties for helicopters end small craft. 
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THE COMMCEN CONFER 
Left to right: Y. of S. Bill Donnelly, Corporal John McCormick, 

Corporal John Farrell and Corporal Mick Roberts 

Reeovery 
After a week of fiar-our work it was decided co chin our the 

force and withdraw it completely before Christmas. Gradually, 
by air and sea, detachments and individuals returned co Singa
pore. The main party cruised home on HMS Triumph where 
F. of S. Tony Bateman showed his versatility when he was 
appointed ship's R SM.! 

The final parry made it home in time for the first of the 
Chrisonas parties after a most enjoyable voyage on Sir Galahad. 

Our reception in Pakistan had been overwhelming-indeed as 
one Pakistani put it, " You have achieved as much goodwill 
by your efforts as in the 200 years of the Raj." 

Plenty of initiative here 

The picture shows Corporal Martin Hardy, Royal Signals, at present 
serving with I Artillery Brigade Headq uarters an d Signal Squadron 
who1 was glidi ng amongst the Alps at Zell-am-See, Aust ria, 
last~Autumn. He spent S! hours at 8,000 feet above sea level, and 
qualified for the duration and gain-of-height 'legs' of his Silver 'C'. 
As he says, "Why not cake up glidi ng yourself/" Drop him a line 

at B.F.P.O. 33 

SS 
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A TENSE MOMENT! 
lieutenant-Colonel Tony Lewis 'having a go' with the crossbow. O nlookers Major Vic lmpey, Mr. Jaccaud , Captain Don Herring, Sergeant 

D. L. Mcintosh 

Presentation al Swiss Crossbow to Royal Signals 
anti Gurkha Signals, Hong Kong 

L AST April, a party of Swiss Signal Corps officers, on 
their way to visit Expo 70, planned to make a short 

stop-over in Hong Kong. Mr. R. K. Schneidewind, Managing 
Director of Siber Hegner & Co. (Hong· Kong) Ltd., who was 
sponsoring the party during the stop-over, indirectly approached 
Lieutenant-Colonel John Hart, C.R Signals, Hong Kong, with 
a view to the party meeting British Army Signals during their 
short stay in Hong Kong. This was welcomed by Lieutenant
Colonel Hart, and arrangements were put in hand to entertain 
the party on 4th May. The programme commenced with a 
briefing in H .Q., Royal Signals, on the communications pro
vided and manned by the Corps in the Colony, followed by 
visits to the Victoria Communication Centre and the Colony 
POLMIL Headquarters. The pany lunched with Royal Signals 
officers in Victoria Officers' Mess. After the lundh, the party 
wa flown in helicopters to the New Territories. On arrival at 

ck Kong airstrip, they were met by Major Tom Livingstone, 
Gurkha Signals, who had arranged a demonstration of the 
capabilities of Gurkha Signals in Hong Kong. On the return 
journey, a brief stop was made at the top of Tai Mo Shan
Hong Kong's highest mountain and site of many radio facilities. 

Lieutenant-General E. Honegger, Commander-in-Chief of the 
wiss Signal Corps, was the senior member of the party of 

eleven officers, and expressed his thanks on behalf of all tl1e 
visiting officers, for the very interesting and informative pro
gramme arranged for them. 
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Within a few weeks the visit had become just a very 
pleasant memory, and it was with pleasurable surprise that 
in August, C.R Signals, Hong Kong (Lieutenant-Colonel Tony 
Lewis) was informed by Mr. Schneidewind that a crossbow 
had been despatched from Switzerland for presentation, as a 
token of appreciation of the hospitality given to the Swiss 
Signal Corps officers during their visit. 

The presentation was made on 24th November, at the 
Victoria Officers' Mess, by Mr. Jaccaud, the Consul-General 
of Switzerland. Afterwards, Mr. Jaccaud and Mr. Schneidewind 
were entertained to lunch by C.R. Signals, his Staff Officers 
and Squadron Commanders. 

After lunch, the party adjourned to the 30-yard range at 
Victoria, where Mr. Schneidewind demonstrated the cross-bow, 
and all the officers present tried their hand at firing this 
ancient weapon. 

The cross-bow, which has a suitably-inscribed brass plate, 
will be displayed at Regimental dinner nights in the Officers' 
Mess, and it is intended that a cross-bow shooting competition 
will be included in the annual Royal Signals Rifle Meeting. 

ALDERSROT BRANCH 
Royal Signals Association 

The Annual Dinner will be held at the Masonic 
Rooms, Alexander Road, Farnborough, on Saturday, 
1st May, at 7.30 for 8 p.m. All enquiries to Mr. A. V. 
lent, 111 Gloucester Road, Aldershot, Rants. (Tel.: 
Aldershot 23658). 
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They Volunteered 

for 

Jordan 

1. Lance-Corporal E. Gaugh (30th Regiment) no doubt 

found his work congenial at the German Red Cross 

Hospital. 

2. Corporal ' Dixie ' Dickson (30th Regiment) had an 
"mportant job on a control set at contingent Headquarters. 
He has seen service in Germany and G ibraltar as well 
as flying visits to Norway and Cyprus. 

3 Signalman Colin Osborne (30th Regiment) busy on a 

charging engine. Aged 17 this was his first trip abroad. 

Some thoughts on being attached to a Regular 
Regiment 

By Captain T . D. Straton, Royal Signals T. & A.V.R. 

']
...,. HE fac t that this article is being written at all is due solely 

to the appearance in ' The Wire ' last year of articles 
written by Regular Officers serving with or attached to my 
Regiment, 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V). Had these 
articles not appeared, I very much! doubt whether I would 
have had the incentive to write the 'reply,' which gives my 
impressions on being attached to the Regular Army in the form 
of 3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment at Bulford Camp. I am 
grateful to 3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment for this 
attachment. 

A good welconae 
The first impression any person gets of a Unit is when, 

arriving by train at a station still ten miles or so from the 
barracks, one is either met or is not met. My first impression 
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of the Regiment \>vas, therefore, an extremely good one, as I was 
met at Salisbury station by none other than Captain (T.O.T.) 
Roy Lund who apparently happened to be the first pen;on 
other rhan the C.O. whom the Adjutant met after hearing the 
frne of my arrival. Having reached the Me s just in time for 
dinner, I had the opportunity of meeting the hard-worked 
Adjutar.t, Captain Helier Exon, who guessed my name before 
I introduced myself. Do T . & A.V.R. Officers really look so 
different? The next morning, a Friday, after meeting the C.O., 
Lie tenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan, I was placed in the 
careful hands of 1 Squadron, who~e O.C., Major G. A. M. 
Holland, was kind enough to a k his Troop Officers to make 
sure that I was shown all that I wanted, and was permitted, 
to see. 

Exercise pr•~liru.inaries come naturally 
A me Regiment was going out on exercise the foll wing 

Tuesday it was an excellent opportunity to compare a Regular 
Regiment and my own T. & A.V.R. Regiment in an almost 
directly comparable ituation. The main difference here was 
that having had several exercise throughout the summer, the 
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m n km:w what work was necessary to be ready for the 
e erci:.c and could get 1 with it without having to be told 
what to do n ·t. With a olunteer who only takes part in three 
or four exerci e over tne whole year, getting ready for the 
major exerci~e of the year at camp is an unu ual task and, 
con equemly, he doe~ not have the practice which would allow 
him to get on without upervision. This difficulty will not b 
o\·er-ome qui kly a the only time when a Volunteer can 
pend any length of time and do a full preparation is at 

annual camp. At any other time, the availability of men and 
man training day mean that the P.S.I. have to do the bulk 
of n1e work. 

The day before the exerci e started, I was taken out to the 
ite where 1 Squadron was to set up its Commcen. My guide 

for this trip wa W.O.II (Y. of S.) K. H. Dewis who c patience 
in explaining the finer points of the ystems used in Divisional 
Communication wa sorely tried. The next day at 06.00 hour 
the Squadron was on the quare ready to move out. (For the 
following ix day 32nd ( conish) Signal Regiment (V) was to 
be compared with 1 quadron alone since I was with them in 
the field). This ~howed up another advantage which the Regular 
Army have over us volunteers; there was no delaying the start 
of an exercise be:ause ignalman Snooks was on early shift 
on the buses or because it was Corporal Bloggs' Saturday 
morning on. Nor was there a nervous counting of heads to see 
whether or not there would be enough Tg. Operators to man 
three or four Dlls 24 hours a day, or enough Commcen Oper
ators to operate the Commcen without a close-down during 
the nigbt. This was luxury-being able to make up shifts in 
advance and have them actually there when the exercise was 
under way-I had heard that it happened but to see it actually 
in operation .. . ! 

Speed in setting up 
On arrival at the chosen site, the thing I noticed was the 

speed with which everything was set up. The advantage of 
being able to keep detachments together was obvious, each 
man knowing what he had to do and getting on with it. 
The Volunteers have a bit to go to catch up in this respect. 
However, when Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) W. Hammonds 
announced that he bad just saved me telephone exchange from 
being destroyed by connecting the positive lead from the 
battery to the negative terminal on the exchange instead of to 
the positive terminal, I felt more at home. 

As the exercise got under way, differences between the 
Regulars and the Volunteers seemed to diminish. Each man 
was doing his job to the best of his ability as a soldier to get 
away with as much as possible, the cooks produced compo 
that tasted like compo; visitors came and went much the same 
as they do at a T. & A.V.R. annual camp. Perhaps the biggest 
difference during this time was the seriousness with which the 
threat of an attack on the location was take!). Volunteers' 
exercises tend to be so infrequent that to have an attack 
mounted during one would upset the routine enough to 
endanger the success of the exercise and, consequently, do not 
often occur. Furthermore, so far as 32nd Regiment is con
cerned, most locations are hutted camps with Camp Com
mandants who are notoriously averse to thunderflashes being 
let off in or around the huts. However, on this occasion, the 
site was in the field or rather on top of Salisbury Plain and 
there was no one to complain of thunderflashes being thrown
unless there was someone sitting on that thunderbox when the 
Hampshires blew it up. The fact that only a thunderbox was 
blown up was due to the excellent defences arranged by Captain 
John Graham and the S.S.M. and manned by any spare per
~'lnnel who were foolish enough to be hanging around when 
trenches had to be dug. 

Apparently our location, which was attacked by a Platoon 
of Hampshires early on Sunday morning, was the only one that 
had not been ' wiped out ' and also had the distinction of being 
the only location to capture 16 prisoners. Though when they 
heard that being captured meant having a cup of tea and 
going home they wished they had surrendered earlier. 

The final stage was on the Monday, day seven, when the 
exercise finished. Here both Regulars and Volunteers, when 
told that it is time to pack up and go home, do so without 
wasting time. The main difference is probably that, whilst the 
Regular sons out his own kit in barracks, the Volunteer often 
has to leave it at the Drill Hall for the P.S.l. to do tomorrow. 

Flaal eomparlson 
In conclu~ion, I was impressed by the results of regular 

practice on exercises leading to familiarity with the equipment, 
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and other memh~ of the detachment, making the establish
ment of communication· generally a lot quicker and more 
, uccessful. As far as reliability of equipment was concerned we, 
as Volunteers, would appear to be little or no worse off than 
our professional counterparts, which is encouraging. The other 
thing which I took bean from was that one particular link 
stayed out for hours and hours. Eventually the cause was 
di covered to be, of course, 'finger trouble'; but it did at 
least prove that Volunteer arc not the only ones who suffer 
from it. I would also like to mention the Tech. Control
Commcen Command set-up. This in any unit evolves over the 
years as one idea is used expanded upon and discarded; but 
when it is used as often, and has as many new users, as the 
one at Commccn W, then it i bound to become more efficient 
more quickly than one in a Volunteer unit. The 'Commcenoply' 
board (name copyright, I believe, of Lieutenant J. Pattison) 
i one example of thi . It is a piece of perspex with circuits 
drawn in sections on it and holes bored in it into which various 
coloured pins are placed by Tech. Control on one side and 
read by Commccn Command on the other. Anybody wishing 
further details of it need not bother to write to W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
P. Huntly because if he has to draw another one he says he 
will buy himself out! 

Once again I would like to thank, through these pages, the 
officers and men of 3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment who so 
manfully put up with me for a fortnight and even, foolislily, 
asked me back. I may take them up on it. 

Ortler your personal copy of the Wire 
NOW! 

The General Secretary, 
Royal Signals Association, 

Cheltenham Terrace, 
Chelsea, London, S.W.3. 

Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months 
commencing wim next issue. I enclose a cheque/postal order 
for £1.20. 

My rank and name is 

wish THE WIRE to be sent to 

OR 

The Accounts Officer or P .R.I. 

Regt./Sqn.frp. 

Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the 
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will cost 
me lOp. a month. 

Name and rank 

How can you be with it - without it! 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid-state 
equipment. It can be used as a man pack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2-29.99 MHz. SSB 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30Wp.e.p., represents an entirely 
new d sign concept. The transmitter-receiver 
weighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
including a 24 W /h battery weighs only 151b. The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications u ing 8ft whip antennas at 
ranges in exces of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae di tances in exce s of 45 miles 
are po sible. Using ky wav , communication 
over 300 miles is achieved. 

- PLESSEY Electronics 
Military Communications Division 

The Plessey Company Limited, Underwater and Communication Divisions, llford, E ex, England. 
Telephone: 01-478 3040 Telex: 23166 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.0.,s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army- or have 

left in the last twelve months.You'll have achieved 
N.C.0. or Warrant Officer r ank and acquired 
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which 
you wish to retain- and improve on.You'll be under 
42 and may be married with a family . Certainly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many vacancies m 

specific trades. We offer you a career in the 
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will al
moPt certainly keep your rank and pay, ~ 
and by signing on in Britain you -:;.q_.; -,, 
receive pay from the day you enlist ' · 
and you and your family travel to 
Au tralia free. The minimum engage
ment i for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don' t leave i t any longer! 
Your trade may be included in those 
available and this could be the 
chance you and your family 
are looking for. W 
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Come and talk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London- or post the coupon for 
all the facts. 

,..-------------. I Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. II 
I Name __ _ __________ ~ 
I Address_ ___ _ _ ______ <aJ I 
1============== Q I 
·1 .... I "" Age _____ Married/Single _ _ __ _ 

• (\~· Rank ______ cQrps ·- ---- J 
Trade ____________ _ I 
Anticipated Discharge Date _____ _ 

To: Captain J. R. Godwin, I 
Recruiting Officer, I 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, I 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 

_ ., , ... Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 _J 
. - ... .k-______ _ 
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Recruiting from a Regiment-
/acing the problems 

' j NTERNAL Recruiting ' is about all the average p::rson 
hears of in the broad ~pectrum of recruiting. TI1crc arc 

Special Recruiters, Army Recruiters and Regimental R ecru iters, 
md without probing too deeply into the whys and where
fores of these mythical beings, we arc content to leave these 
unknown and all-too-often unsung Senior N .C.O.s and Warrant 
Officer~ to get on with it. This, then, b our sum know
ledge of recruiting. 

R Nirt• i l -the lifc•blood of the Corps 
In th early part of last year the S.0.-in-C. sent a letter 

w all Regiments pointing out the need for recruiting within 

'.0 .11 D. D. 
!lBER 'HOlUDIE, 

1 Jth gnal Regt. 

the Corps. Regimental Com
manders were only too aware of 
the problem, not only of getting 
recrui ts of the right calibre, but 
keeping them. Without recruits, 
the Corps will drastically run 

down within five years, fo r at that time there will be very 
few 1unior N.C.0 .s and Signalmen. 

With th is thought uppermost in the minds of far-seeing 
people, the problem to be solved was to get the recruits. They 
ju t don't wait to be picked up; they do not arrive magically 
at Attc ting Officers' desks; they h ave to be wooed, coaxed, 
offered incentives and, in fact, given the soft-sell, not flannelled 
or bamboozled, but given the facts. The answer, then, is to go 
out and find them. 

The s1not h e r of advertising-does it help? 
The Army as a career has a tremendous amount to offe r, but 

the young man cannot appreciate exactly what; he is smothered 
in a welter of advertising literature which is all very attractive, 
and to the ' in-crowd ' it's all great stuff. Very little of it 
actually helps to get the man in through the door of the 
Recruiting Office. 

In 14th Signal Regiment, a team of three was placed at the 
disposal of C .S.0 ., Western Command, for a period of six 
months for the specific task of aiding recruiting for the Corps. 
The equipment with which the team was supplied were two 
Land Rovers with C ll /R210 and C42 installed. The equipment 
was later augmented by a slide projector and a vast selection 
of colour slides showing the Regiment at work and leisure. 
These slides proved immensely popular, particulary with the 
younger age group, and prompted many questions from the 
various audiences. 

After attending many shows and carnivals, the team set up 
at Blackpool for the Royal Lancashire Show for the period 
27th-30th July. This time proved to be the most taxing in 
patience, because of the large number of questions, but at the 
same time most rewarding, as there were a number of genuine 
enquiries. These came not only from young men and boys, 
but also from parents who were seeking information about worth
while careers for their sons. 

A move was then made in the Manchester area, having 
exhausted the potential of Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, 
Bolton and Preston. Unfortunately this period coincided with 
t he A.C.F. arrangements, who were either at s=er camp 
or preparing to go, this being the highlight of the year's train
ing. Youth Q ub activities appeared to come to an abrupt 
halt during the school holidays, many young people either 
taking on summer employment or having holidays away from 
their home town. ACIOs frequently pointed out the desira
bil ity of small teams returning to their areas during the 
autumn and winter months, when there would be greater scope 
for talking to young people. 

Tim p roblem o f 11om,bin~ on othc•rs' 1•re 1o1ei-ves 
Without exception, ACIOs and their staffs were extremely 

helpful to the team, both in administration and local know
ledge. However, there was an initial tendency towards a feeling 
of poad1ing on their preserves. This, I feel sure, is a singular 
weakness in recruiting, since we all have the same common 
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goal! But it is understandable that, ha ving built up a recruit
ing area, any other recruiters encroaching on their pre
scribed areas are treated with a certain amount of rc!.ervc until 
they have proven themselves an aid to the AClO. 

In recruiting bulletins, priorities were given to Corps and 
Regiments for uncommitted recruits, i.e., recruits who have 
not shown any preference to a particular Service or Arm, but 
wish only to join the Army. These priorit ies were varied at 
irregular intervals. 

How can we make the uncommitted be committed for ui. 
in Royal Signals? A young man is influenced in three ways
(a) by parochial ties to his county regiment or through a member 
of h is family; (b) by the first recruiting N.C.O. he sees; (c) 
finally, through a serving friend. 

T he young man in Group A often cannot be dissuaded from 
his original intention. Therefore our energies should be con
centrated on the two remaining groups. 

Recruiters arc all vying with each other, and the first to the 
post is usually successful. Clearly, only the very best N .C.O.s, 
young men packing a lot of experience, arc good enough. 
Appe~ancc me~~s a lot to an impressionable young man, 

so our ideal recrwtmg N .C .O. has to be not only experienced 
an.d a.stute, but look like a first class product of Caterham; sadly 
th is 1s not always the case. (Commanding Officers are ex
tremely reluctant to let their best young men go--' but needs 
m ust when the devil drives '). 

Every Corps man can d o W s s hare 
Recruiting is not a job for recruiting N.C.0 .s alone; we can 

all do our share. There can be no doubt that the best recruiter 
is the man on leave, who, by talking of his own experiences and 
training can readily and almost unconsciously do a good job, 
but unfortunately we do not appear to do enough in this simple, 
but most effective form of encouraging new recruits. 

At present, the effect of a dip in the birth rate in the pool 
of eligible young men, coupled with an increase in opportunities 
for further education, as well as the pulls of industry, is having 
an adverse effect of recruiting. With a government which 
favours a military presence a better recruiting climate can be 
expected. 

Finally, if one serving soldier in thirty could, by skilful and 
honest persuasion, enlist one man in the Corps each year, 
this would go a long way to solving our recruiting problem 
and in time a real selection of potential would be within our 
reach. · 

Would it not be possible for Commanding Officers to offer 
some incentive to serving soldiers to enlist genuine recruits 
into the Corps? 

P.S. b y C:.S.O. W e stern Command 
May I express my gratitude to the Commanding Officer of 

14th Signal Regiment for his support in providing the recruiting 
team. S.S.M. Abercrombie and the other N.C.O.s have been 
doing a first class job in putting across the Corps image in this 
Command. M y thanks also to SS Signal Squadron (V) and 
241 Signal Squadron for helping with equipment. 

The Jungle Book (Part Two) 
By Second-Lieutenant Ted Crampton 

Volunte er for base duties 

T HERE came a day during the jungle warfare course, which 
Second-Lieutenant Phil Sharman and myself went on, 

and of which you heard something in the July issue, when a 
night ambush had to be laid in a very wet piece of jungle 
which threatened to get even wetter as night fell . We had 
already spent two very wet nights out that week, and having 
no wish to repeat the performance unnece sarily I immediately 
volunteered to stay in the defended area to the rear of the 
ambush position and risk my life by guarding the packs and 
heavy equipment belonging to the platoon. 

A 011e-man she lter 
T wo hours before dusk, the Platoon, having been given its 

order , trudged resignedly off into the dark damp area of 
swamp that was to be the ambush location. Silence reigned, 
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pare from ri ing wind, which all jungle warriors will know 
to be ure ~ign of a ram storm. Having e."!>ected this, I et 
about making a very comfortab, one-man helter of my own 
d ign. The primary objectivt >eing that it was waterproof 
nd the . econdary that it took ,he least time pos ible to con
truct, with the minimum of effort. To this enr I made use 

of four very conveniently-sited aplings and set up a record 
time for the job. The rain duly obliged and I felt very sorry 
f r my compatriot who I knew would by now be well and 
tntl}· oaking yet again. 

Some unkown hero in the ambush decided that the time 
had come for ome action, and so at about 20.00 hours, he 

prang the ambush again t an invisible and non-existent 
enemy. The noi e created wa enough to wake the dead, and 
I duly awoke, reali ing that if everything went according 
to plan 31 ERY wet tra inees would soon be clambering up 
tht: hillside and milling around the camp area trying to find 
their pack:; and put up their bashas in the dark, which, from 
past ciq>erience, I knew to be a hazardous iruation for anyone 
itting in the middle of it. 

Return of the heroes 
Phil Sharman was the first to appear and seeing my ready-

erected shelter, made straight for it. ot seeming to under-
tand my protestation that my abode was strictly a one-man 

affair, he proceeded to ensconce himself, to my considerable 
di comfon. After a while we managed to adtleve some degree 
of protection from the rain and commiserated with the un
known bodie floundering around us in their attempts to do 
the same. Suddenly there came a voice from nearby, "Great, 
this will do fine." .. . Clunk! down came one of the poles 
of my basba ... clunk, and another. My pleas were in vain 
as they were dragged away to support someone else's shelter. 
Five minutes and a lot of hard work later, I was once again 
inside a semblance of a basha, only to find that Phil had 
slept through the entire episode (a not unusual occurrence) and 
was using my pack for a pillow. Peace descended eventually 
and I dosed off. 

A sligh t d isa g r eem ent 
Morning came, with the trees still dripping, and the realisa

tion that the scorpion that I had captured the previous day 
was inside my pack (Phil's pillow) and that it might not now 
be too well. I woke Phil who, on seeing that it was daylight, 
asked for a cigarette. Having satisfied his craving, I removed 
my pack from him and carefully removed the plastic bag con
taining the scorpion. Much to my relief, it was still alive and 
kicking. Phil, however, was turning a distinct shade of green 
and looking far from well. The remarks that followed are un
printable, but the remark that finished the argument was " If 
you in ist on using squatting rights and pinching the house
hold linen, you have no right to complain about the bugs." 

Career Opportunities 1911 
After the public response to the first of the opponunities 

exhibitions, the Daily Express once again took it upon them

By Sergeant T ony Tai of 
3rd Division Signal 

Regiment. 

selves to sponsor another 
nation-wide ' New Opponuni
ties Exhibition,' at London's 
Olympia. The aim being to 
provide collectively, under one 

roof anc' for the benefit of school leavers, the varying forms 
of employment offered to them. 

O n of a tPam 
An:oug 0<: repre~tatives. of ~ustry,. civil engineering, 

banking, Ciyil Service, catenng~ l_lairdressmg, shippmg, air 
~v~, nu:smg, the church, build:ng, television, computers, 
mmmg, Llptons super markets and the teaching profession, 
the combined Services provided one of the largest exhibition 
s ands. It was my job for the eight days that the exhibition 
ran, to be one of a team of officers and S.N.C.O.s from the 
three Services, whose function it was, to provide the answers 
which were a ked by school children, their parents and teachers 
on Service careers. ' 
. All who were being represented by an exhibition Stand, had 
mvested large amounts of organisation and money into this 
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direct contact form of advertising, wluch was to the advantage 
of the scllool leaver, in that he or . he was able to collect, on 
a freely provided printed form, fir t-hand information and facts. 
In addition, any careers which were of particular interest to 
tihe school leaver, could be ' ounded out ' tllere and then. 

Of course all stands took full advantage of showing their 
hardware, backed up by striking blown-up phOtlOgraphs, closed
circuit television, explanatory progress slides and, of course, 
' dolly birds.' Of w.!Lch the vote for the best pair of legs, by a 
unanimous Service decision, was given to the Lipton super 
market stand but only after many reviews. The hardware pro
vided something for the visitors ro look at, to try or play with, 
and to attract them to various stand . 

R.A.F. and Il.N. displays caught the eye 
For thi the R.A.F. provide.di m :x:lel ' Spey' jct engines, cut 

away and covered with perspex, and powered by electrically 
driven motors. 

The R. ., of course, must have its boat, or should I have 
said plastic boat. It was, in fact, a very large pe:rapex model 
ship of the latest Protus and Olympus gas turbine driven class, 
with full s.ize power house control unit connected to the model. 
The obvious advantage was not having to wait for ' steam-up ' 
before one is able to get under-way. Another feature of the 
model which was of interest to me, and may be of interest to 
the noni- avy reader, was the propeller. It was designed to 
en.able the pitch of the blades to be varied from the control 
house unit, so as to cause speed o.r direction of the ship to be 
altered. One could, in fact, go asrem without reversing the 
rotation of the propellers-a .remarkable step forward. 

' Sky net ' too complex? 
The Army provided small models of ' Sky net,' and I was 

there to explain these. Although I felt, as a mere commcen 
operator, M .0.D. Signals branch ought to know the difference 
between an operator and a spaceman. My introduction to tlhe 
' SJ.."Y net' satellite and tracker station came on the second day 
from an anicle in Soldier. However, as is the case, and was 
proved at the Olympia Ex!hibition, the more complex ohe 
equipment, ohe more the unknowing shy away. As a representa
tive form of communications provided by the ' sky net' system, 
rwo TlOOR inter-connected teleprinters were also set up on 
the stand, and provided an alternative attraction to the com
plexity of the ' Sky net ' satellite and tracker models, especially 
for those who were learning to type. At a latter stage of the 
exli.bicion, ' Sky net' was replaced by an R234 and teleprinter, 
which was tuned into the commercial networks, such as TASS, 
French and Eo,glish Services, and proved a more interesting 
attraction for the visitors. 

If attendances was any indication, then the 12() coach loads 
of children plus those who came by other means proved the 
success of ohe exhibition. The number of pamphlets and leaflets 
gobbled up and the amount of litter left behind eaah day 
would appear to confirm this. 

Nairobi - Here we come 
Hy Corporal G. Guest 

ol 9th Regiment 

I N late November it was announced that a number of seats 
were available on a Hercules training flight to Nairobi 

via Bahrein. The return trip was scheduled to take five days. 
Sitting in R.H.Q., I watched the applications roll in. Within 
hours, over twenty names were on the list. 

The numbers dwindled, however, as the days went by. 
Perhaps the rumour, circulated by the Adjutant, Captain G. J. 
Barrett, that not only was cholera vaccination required, but 
the return air fare, if anything went wrong, was £105, made 
some people think again! Rumour turned out to be fact, and 
seven members of the Regiment were finally called forward. 

On Sunday, 30th November, we joined up with fellow 
adventurers from other parts of the island at R.A.F. Akrotiri 
and the trip began. Led by the Second-in-Command, Major 
M. U. Ryan, our party, of Major C . Roberts (R.A.D.C.), Staff 
Sergeant J. Hardy (Int. Corps), Corporal Bryant and J/T 
Gilberthorpe (both R.A.F.), Corporal D . M organ (R.A.D.C.), 
Corporal D. Castle (R.P.C.), and myself, waited in the airport 
bar . . . where else? 

The flight to Mu!larraq took five hours, where overnjght 
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a..:oommodauon was provided. T hen it was next stop Nairobi, 
eiirht and a half hours later. 

We wen: met in Nairobi by the Chief Clerk from the 
British High Commission, who kindly arranged transport to 

c Grosvenor Hotel, where accommodation was booked for 
the whole party After a meal, it was out on the town unril 
the early hours. Leaving this account where good taste and 
censor dictate, the next morning starred ' bright ' and early, 
at five, with Major Ryan demanding gallons of tea before he 
could po sibly go anywhere. He did manage five cups before 
half-past five, when we left our hotel for the N airobi Game 
Park. With cameras clickmg, we spent four hours looking at 
the wild li c, being chased by lions, and enjoying the sun
shine. 

One member of the party was heard to remark that he 
hadn't seen animals Like this since he was a child at the 
zoo. Personally, I ·hall always remember seeing the cheetah 
chasing deer for breakfast. Apparently this is a particularly 
rare si ht in the park. We were all sorry to leave after sudl 
a sh•>rt time, and the afternoon was spent shopping in Nairobi 
it elf (and sam ling the local brew). 

We Rew ba k the following day, staying overnight in Bahrein, 
and arrived back at Akrotiri on Thursday evening, to be met 
by a smiling SBA customs official, who promptly confiscated 
all the fruit w had brought back! 

It was 8,000 miles m five days, and everyone said they 
would go again, given even half a chance. Thank you to the 
Bntish High Commission and the Royal Air Force. 

Cypms Military Skills Competition 
By W.0.11 (C.S.M.I.) G. Morris 

ol 9th Regiment 

The Cyprus Military Skills Com~etition, which is run 
annually for non-!nfantry units, is provmg to be a very popular 
event. It was inaugurated in 1967 and starred off as a simple 
section patrol race, the emphasis then being on speed and fit
neSs. However, subsequent competitions have become more 
sophisticated, with basic Infantry skills replacing the pure 
slog. 

This year's competition was admirably organised by the 
1st Battalion Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire. 
There were nine phases, which included an inspection of cloth
ing, equipment and weapons, individual tests in map-reading, 
radio and first aid, two team shoots on me range, and a 
section assault course test. Also included was the night defence 
of a patrol base camp and a seven-mile tactical march with 
ambush . 

A Regimental ten-man team included five Royal Signals 
personnel and five from other arms. Royal Signals were repre
sented by Corporals Illingworth and Watson, Lance-Corporals 
Bragger and Stevens and Signalman Ellis. The other Arms 
included Corporals Bishop and Marsh (Intelligence Corps) 
Corporal Sayer (R.A.M.C.), Private Harvey (R.P.C.) and my-
elf, who led the patrol. 

We trained hard for three weeks prior to the competition, to 
be held on 26th/27th November, and were not surprised to 
see our team leading the field of ten teams after six of the 
phases had been completed. At this stage the competition had 
developed into a 'two-horse race,' with 48 Command Work
shops, R.E.M.E., hard on our heels. 

Returning from the night base camp and tactical march, the 
lead had changed in 'favour of our rivals. Not to worry, we 
thought, their lead was so slender, we could overtake them 
on the falling plate competition, which was the final phase. 
Our shooting on the first day had been far superior to that 
of 48 Command Workshops, and o the stage was set for a 
nail-biting finish. Just before the final duel 'Mother Nature' 
decided to get in on the act, ending down a deluge of rain, 
thunder and lighming, which temporarily held things up, and 
so increased the tension. 

We shot well in the muddy conditions, but the R.E.M.E. 
team excelled themselves by levelling our score. They finally 
beat us into second place with an overall 4-030 points to our 
3980, a mere SO points out of a maximum of S,000 for the 
whole competition. It was a great contest, which was a little 
disappointing for us, but look out 1971, here we come! 
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At tlrn Firelighting Sclwol 

Some Elementary Training for the Lile 
Hereafter? 

Or so thought Signalman Bob Ebrey of 621 Troop (H.M.S. 
' Fearless ' ) who writes this article on the hazards, perils, 
and choking experience of trying to become a fireman. 

ON 9th October the Troop was taken down to H.M. . 
' Phoenix,' in Portsmouth, to learn the an of firefighting 

in Her Majesty's ships. If anyone thinks that the fire brigade 
earns easy money, I shall be pleased to put him or her properly 
in the picture, because at the end of the day we felt that we 
had just received an elementary training for the life here
after, apan, of course, from the reformed members of the 
Troop who may yet avoid it. 

• • • s omeone could get seriously b urnt 
The first part of the day was spent on lectures concerning 

types of fire, various extinguishers, breathing apparatus, etc., 
and most of all safety, because if, during the practical sessions 
which we were later to endure, anything went wrong, some
one could have been seriously burned. Then we were clad 
in PVC protective suits and 'Wellys' and led, or rather 
dragged, to the two-storey metal buildings where the practical 
took place. 

The first exercise was described-by the Instructors-as a 
" a fairly simple one." But after we had been told what to do, 
Corporals ' Spud' Murphy and Derek Brown were seen 
attempting to swim to the mainland, but, alas, it was worse to 
escape from than Alcatraz, and they were quickly recaptured. 
The exercise consisted of a large fire on the ground floor of 
the building. Parries of six men at a time went in through the 
first floor outside door, down a hatch into another room, where 
they had to grab a fire extinguisher, go into the next room 
and put out the fire. Now you may say easy! But it was a 
wood fire which gave off clouds of acrid black smoke, and 
if you didn't break your neck falling down the hatch, which 
was totally invisible because your eyes were streaming with 
tears, you choked. It was, however, pointed out to us by the 
instructor that mere is always fresh air close to the ground
unfonuoately it was so close that we were sucking up mud and 
all kinds of muck trying to breathe. When the fire was out, 
all that was left to do was to get back outside, and if we 
thought that going in was bad, the worst was still to come; 
when we had got to the top of the ladder to the first floor, the 
smoke was so thick that we couldn't find the e.xit. There is a 
limit to how long the average man can hold his breath, which 
didn't cover the three or four minutes it took to get back to 
that lovely clean fresh air. After this exercise, incidentally, 
was the first time we had ever seen an officer of the Corps 
closely resembling a golliwog, which just goes to prove that 
they do get dirty sometimes, much to our delight, at the 
time. 

Sht.-ets of- flame sweep across the r oom 
E..-xercise II was a fairly simple affair. There was an oil 

fire on the ground .floor of the building and we entered at the 
first floor entrance; this time we were given breathing 
apparatus of the 5665 type, which consists of a face mask and 
a long breathing tube, rather like a diver's. This helped im
mensely, we could see and breathe easily. The only prob
lem was that when you trained the foam e."1.-tinguisber on the 
fire, if you weren't about two feet from the deck, the sheet of 
flame that shot across the room would have left you as the 
R.S.M.'s favourite soldier-haircut-wise that is. 

Exercise III took us to dinner-for some who were lucky 
enough to enjoy it. We started from the roof of the building, 
going down to the ground .floor to fight a very hot wood and 
petrol fire. Breathing sets, using compressed air called the 
D.C.B.A., were given to the fire-fighting party. When we got 
down to the fir t floor, the heat and smoke were intense. Using 
what is called the waterwall method, which is a very wide 
spray that throws a screen around them, the two hosemen 
went down to the fire while two more stood above the hatch 
feeding down the hoses. Going through the hatch it was very 
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hot and Alan Smith managed t get blisters in his cars . 
But w cventu Uy got the fire under control and 'play wa 
u. pended for lunch. 

The pa ked lunch, provided by R.M.B. Ea tney, was ex
cellent. and made u wonder just where all the ; sual m uldy 
cheese ~ndwichc had gone. After lnnch hould have come a 
film, but due to the daily power failure that seems to ~ur 
in m t R.N. shore establishment , we arried on burnmg. 

4 or(Joral • Spud • :U.urt•hy wa ' s1torti11~ an 
in11Drt•s. h·.- 111oust;u•ht• • • • 

There wa only one more exerci e before we could wash 
and go \10me. By this time Corporal ' Spud ' Mwyby was 
. porting an impres ive black, droopy mou tache, which made 
him look like Omar Shariff. When this was pointed out to 
him, he spent the remainder of the afternoon posing for 
imaginary film cameras. The exercise itself consisted of a 
room completely filled wiru blazing oil. When the door was 
opened, the flames came rushing out and filled the room we 
were occupying, so to protect us we were told to use the 
water-wall idea. The Instructor told Signalman Len Oxley to 
pu•n his hose through the water-wall, but somehow Len got 
the order mixed up and stuck his nose through, and if you 
can picture in your mind a red-nosed pygmy doing a rain dance, 
you will have some idea of the picture that we were presented 
with. This commotion caused Signalman Fred Estcourt and 
myself to divert our attentions from the fire to put Len out, 
which saved him having a shower afterwards, but he wasn't 
at all grateful. Meanwhile, upstairs, the other members of the 
Troop were trying to keep the compartment above the fire cool. 
But due to the dense moke, ' Spud' Murphy and Corporal 
D ave Higginson succeeded in keeping each other cool with 
the ho e , but very little else. 

If t lt('re is a fire- throw this lot overboard and 
start p u Uing it ost 

After this the Navy called a conference and decided that 
if ever ' Fearless caught fire it would be of more help to 
throw u overboard than let us fight it and called it a day. 
Apart from the fact that the water in the showers was below 
freezing point, I think we all enjoyed the day very much, and 
if any local fire brigade should need assistance, they know 
where to come. 

They get arountl ! 
Lance-Corporal Brotton, of 30th Regiment, reports from yet 

another outpost-Caicos Island in the Bahamas: 

"I left Lyneham at 02.00 hours on 31st December, 
and after five hours landed at Lajes, in the Azores, to refuel 
and change crews. After a rest for an hour, we were on our 
way once again, this time to Bermuda, and during this eight
hour leg across the ocean, the heating in the bold of the 
Hercules broke down and we were nearly frozen. (The C.0. 
sympathises, the same thing happened during his return from 
I tanbul!). Six hours later the heating came on and we were 
all boiling. After a brief stop at Bermuda, we left for Nassau, 
in the Bahamas, on a three-hour flight with yet another crew. 
At a~;,au we bad a very hurried meal of soup (?) and ham 
omelette , before departing on the final leg of our long journey. 
Wthin one-and-a-half hours we were landing at South Caicos 
and were taken to our quarters in the top of a warehouse. 

I missed my first signals schedule to Nassau because my 
boxes had not arrived. During the afternoon I was ioincd by 
Corporal Tivenan, of 633 Signal Troop from JRS Nassau, with 
crystals and a new work plan. 

C.Ommunications have been excellent, with a little traffic both 
ways. At the pre ent time (3rd January) the local population 
arc having an extended New Year's holiday. Things are just 
about getting organised here now, and showers, lighting, toilets, 
kitchen and dining halJ are being installed by the engineers. 
The weather is lovely, with just enough breeze so as not to be 
too hot . .. " 

(Don't rub it in.-Editor). 

Satisfied Soltlier Scheme 
Report by Lance-Corporal George Ballentine, 

28th (B.R.) Signal Regiment (NORTHAG) 
Army Careers Information Office, Coatbridge (A.C.1.0.) 

t•ur .. ose rrHE purpose of the ' Satisfied Soldiers' Scheme ' was to 
end soldiers back to their home town to assist their 

A.C.I.O. There are many ways in which this can be done. 
The work depends on the size and location of the A.C.I.O. 
The A.C.I.O. where I was working is one of the smaller 
branches. It is situated in C.Oatbridge and serves a population 
of 80,000. Only a certain percentage of this number are eligible 
for recruiting, therefore this office has to work that little bit 
harder in order to have a good recruiting figure. At the moment, 
the office in Coatbridge is in the running for the Recruiting 
Shield. 

The Offiet' 
My attachment to the A.C.I.O., Coatbridge, was from 19th-

25th October. M y day started at ten o'clock in the morning. 
The reason for tlus was that the hour between nine and ten 
was taken up with answering mail and in this aspect I wouldn't 
really be able to give much assistance. On the Monday morning 
I was introduced to the two Recruiting Sergeants, Sergeant 
Beveridge, Scots Guards, and Sergeant Rice from the Royal 
Military Police. The office itself was extremely clean and fresh 
looking. Sergeant Rice, who had just finished a window-dressing 
course, had all the Army posters set out in a most attractive 
way. He took great pride in the office and during the whole 
period I doubt if there was ever anything out of place. 

My first task on the Monday morning was to accompany 
Sergeant Beveridge who was delivering various recruiting 
posters to the shops in C.Oatbridge. What surprised me was the 
fact that Sergeant Beveridge seemed to know everyone and all 
the shopkeepers seemed to look forward to his visit. During 
this time Sergeant Ric.e was in the office. It is the policy of this 
particular A.C.I.O. to have someone in the office at alJ times. 
This is in case a potential recruit comes along; if he found 
the office closed he might not return. Lnnch consisted usually 
of a pie and a cup of coffee taken in the office. If we were 
really feeling pleased with ourselves, we would be a little 
more extravagant and buy fish and chips. 

First customer 
On Monday afternoon I had my first experience of a potential 

recruit. I knew in theory what was to be done but this was 
my first practical test. The person concerned was a boy of 17. 
Age is one of the important factors because it determines 
whether the applicant goes into man service or to a boys' 
establishment. When his age was determined I took down 
other particulars such as his religion, address, whether employed 
and whether or not he had a Police conviction. This is very 
important because, depending on the nature of the offence, 
an applicant can be, and often is, refused entry. After obtaining 
this information I proceeded to show the applicant a leaflet 
which briefly showed all the Corps and the employment within. 
After discussing the many questions he had, the applicant then 
took his test. The test consists of three sections, one on general 
knowledge, on spelling and the last on arithmetic. I read out 
the examination instructions to the candidate and started the 
test. This lasts for 40 minutes but generally the applicant 
finishes well within the time limit. When this particular 
applicant had finished I took his examination paper and then 
helped Sergeant Rice to mark it. When a result had been 
reached we could ascertain the Corps to which the applicant 
was eligible. This candidate wanted to join the infantry and. 
as be had acquired the correct amount of marks, he was 
accepted. 

We then went througil all the branches in the Infantry 
explaining their role and, if possible, where they were stationed. 
At this stage, Sergeant Beveridge was of great assistance 
because the Infantry was his speciality. The applicant decided 
to join the Royal Scots. All that had to be done now was to 
send the applicant into Glasgow A.C.I.0. for X-rays and a 
medical. Thus my first day ended rather successfully. 

The next morning was spent in the office. Sergeant Rice 
explained to me all the different forms which they had in the 
office and also explained in detail the different procedure used 
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Lance-Corporal George Ballent ine-a satisfied soldier 

when a boy wants to enlist. This took some time because when 
a boy wants to enlist we have to send forms to bis parents 
for their approval. 

In ~he afternoon I went in th.e Land Rover with Sergeant 
Beveridge to the A.C.I.O. at Harrulton to collect some stationery 
needed for our office in Coatbridge. I was introduced to some 
of ~he staff of the Hamilton office and one person who seemed 
dehgbtcd to see me was the man in charge, a W.O.II in the 
Royal Signals. ~e and I ~a~ a Jong chat about various aspects 
f the Corps. His name, mcidentaily, was W.O.JI Stein. 

~lort• custon1ers 

On returning to the office in Coatbridge I found out that 
s.e~geant Rice had had a telephone call asking if he could 
vlSlt a boy called John Tomlinson who, at lSt, was interested 
in enlisting. Being an ' ex-boy ' myself it seemed that this was 
a .chance for me to help the office, so I went along. Sergeant 
Rice and I met ar the office on the Tuesday night and from 
there we travelled in the Land Rover to John's house. We had 
discovered John's parents were both dead, so it was his brother 
who inv~ted us in._ We asked John which branch of the Army 
!ie was mterested m and f~und out he. wa very keen on going 
mto the R.E.M .E. as a vehicle mecharuc. I told him everything 
he wanted to know about the Army Apprentices College and 
at the end of the night he was even keener to enlist. 

Wednesday passed uneventfully with Sergeant Rice, Sergeant 
Beveridge and myself waiting in the office. I thought Thursday 
was going to be the same, but around three o'clock we had an 
applicant. He was a married man, so my part in the operation 
was to explain to bim, as best as I could, the Armv from the 
married man's view. I explained to him that he · would be 
epai::ated from .his wife during his basic training. I'm not 

certain, but I thmk he was rather pleased about this! He took 
bi test, passed, and after discussing various trades he decided 
he would like to join the R.E.M.E. as a vehicle mechanic. At 
thi; time of writing I think he is now doing his basic training. 
Fnday was my last day and luckily we had an applicant. He 
took his te t, passed, and elected to go into the infantry. He 
was sent to Glasgow for his medical and as far as I know he's 
ready to go any day. 

.\ worthwhile we«'k 

I left the office feeling quite pleased with my week's work. 
It was a very interesting week, very rewarding and memorable 
in the fact that I helped someone choose their future. Many 
thanks to Sergeant Beveridge and Sergeant Rice for their help 
an~ encouragement and I will be h~ping that the Recruiting 
Shield goes to the A.C.I.O. at Coatbr1dge. They deserve it! 
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UK o r European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All 
paperwork completed for you • Last minute orders no problem 

Orde' your new .car befor t:. you leave. Whe n you gel back 1t will be 1e1dy ano wai1 ing 
for you at the airpart-fully insured, with all the paperwork completed for the UJt. 
Europe, or both. The Information Peck.gives you the full gen: force5 diM:ounts, special 
H.P. terms. the fol . • • Plus • sheaf of colour brochures of all the latea1. 
m~ela to browse through at leisure. Th.ete"• no obhgauon wha1evei. You can 
w~gh everything up. take your t ime choosing-and 11ke delivery whe1ever you fand 

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage 
Bridgwater. Somerset. Telephone : Ashcott 48S 
···········-······--······· I Please send me your Information P a c k-without obligation. wz I 
I Name ........ .... ..... . .................. .. Rank ..... ... .... . ...... .... _ I I Present Address ... . ..... ...... .... . ......... . ...... . ..... . ..... .. ..... I 
I Tax free for U.K. and then . .. . ..... .. ......... ........ ... (country) = 
I Tax "paid for U.K. on/y __ (lick) ~ ~ I I Delivery Date .. ............ ' ~fr .J:c>Gll 
I I 
I I 

············-·····-·····-·· 
Royal Signals Band Programme - 1971 

FEBRUARY 
r9 D ance Band, Leeds. 
23 Charity Concert, St. Martin's Church, Catterick. 

~\ARCH 
q St. Martin 's Church, Catterick. 
20 B.B.C. Radio Broadcast, Radio 2. 

APRIL 
17-27 Visi1 Cypru . 

30 Dance Band, Sheffield Unjver ity. 
,\{Ay 

I 
4, 5 
7-10 

13 
15 
22 

23 May
. June 

31 

JUNE 
5 

2 junc-
4 July 

JULY 

Recruiting Parade, Darlington. 
Fanfare Trumpeters, Maidstone A.sues. 
Alderney. 
10th Signal Regiment, Open Day, Hounslow. 
14th Signal Regiment. Worcester, Rettcat. 
Freedom of Richmond. 

Eastbourne. 
Gurkha Appeal Fund Fetc, Rothbury, Northumberland. 

Open Day, Army Apprentices' College, Harrogirte. 

Edinburgh, Princes Street Gardens. 

5 J uruor Tradesmen's Regiment, Troon. 
6 Concert. H.Q. cotthh Command, Edinburgh. 

9·11 Open Day, 3 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, Bulford . 
24 Tee side Trade Fair . Middlesbrough. 

25-31 Victoria Embankment Gardens, London. 

AUGU T 
1 Regents Park. 

~ - 7 St. James's Park. 
15-22 Jersey. 

EPTEMBER 
6-18 York Military Tattoo. 

19 Sept.-
3 Oct. Eastbourne. 

OCTOBER 
8 Concert with the Treorchy Male Voice Choir, Cardiff. 

19-20 Trumpeters, Maidstone Assize. 
22 Concert , Ea tboumc. 

' OVEMBER 
14 Remembrance Day, Richmond (Trumpeter . , Blandford). 
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School of Signals~ landford Camp 
Dorset 

rrHE chool of ignal Film Unit recently pon ored the la t 
of the present ea~on' · charity show in the Prince > 

• lary Hall at the chool of ignals. 
·me eason tarted with Cottle and Au~tin's Circu in October 

wh n a quarter of the profit was donated to the Film Unit 
Charity Fund. 

The . econd event wa a ho' in ovember when entertain
ment wa · provided by the Four Seasons Theatre Company 
with their production ' howtime. This company gave two 
uperb performance in Prince s Mary Hall of excerpt from 

popular mu i als. The first half of this programme was devoted 
10 individual act., with the second half consisting of a running 
excerpt from • outh Pacific.' All the artistes were excellent, 
but pe ial mention must be made of Anthony Morris with 
•Reviewing the ituation' from ' Oliver,' and of the superb 
performances of Gena Starkey, soprano, and Jon Arnold, bari
cone. The whole company took part in the excerpt from ' outh 
Pacific' with excellent renderings of 'Bloody Mary' 'Bali Hai,' 
' There's othing Like a Dame ' and others. The programme 
was concluded with Goodnight by me full company. 

The final Charity Show of the season was held on 20th 
December when a mammoth three-and-three-quarter-hour 
entertainment was presented to a packed house. The per
formers on this occasion were ' The Intro,' with their musical 
ound from 'l inchester; the ' Corolando ,' a very lively and 

lovely trio of female dancers from Christchurch; the 'Durweston 
Four,' a local, talented, choolgirl folk group; Elizabeth Amey, 
a local girl of 15 who is a polished performer of magic; the 
' undowners,' famous musical entertainment from Bourne
mouth. 

'Chas and Grahame,' comedy and music in a new style; 'The 
Gentle Folk,' a military folk group well known in B.A.0.R.; 
Tony Hoffman' a cabaret artist with the intimate touch; 

the •Wild Country, a local up-and-coming recording group; 
Gena Starkey and Jon Arnold also made a return appearance 
and again thrilled the audience with their songs. Jon was so 
enthusiastically received that he almost stopped the show. 

After the performance the artistes were entertained to a 
buffet upper and drinks at the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' 
Mess of the School of Signals. 

Due to the generosity of the artistes, all performed free, 
over [JO was raised for Christmas parcels which were distri
buted by Father (Dicky Dyer) Christmas and Staff Sergeant 
Roberts, to old and needy folk in and around Blandford. 

[Photo ccurtes} E. W. Elms, 18 Bayfran Way, Blandford Porum, Dorset. 

CHRISTMAS KINDNESS 
Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Dicky Dyer (Father Christmas) and Staff
Sergeant D. G. Roberts pictured with an old lady in Blandford to 
vrhom they brought some much ap preciated good cheer at Christmas 
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BLANDFORD CAMP MUSIC AND DRAMA CLUB 
The '3Sth Heavy Dragoons ' in full dress uniforms, kindly loaned by 
the Royal Hussars (PWO) rehearsing for the Club's first Gilbert and 

Sullivan production ' Patience' 

Blandford Cnmp do Gilbert and Sullivan 
The Blandford Camp Mu ic and Drama Club, formed in 

September, 1969, from military and civilian staff members and 
!heir families of the School of Signals and 30th Signal Regi
ment, together with the prinkling of Cther Arms which com
prise the Blandford Station, has recently achieved their most 
successful production to date, i.e. ' Patience,' the comic opera 
by Gilbert and Sullivan. 

Notable in this instance was the smooth combination of 
' actors ' with the ' singers ' who had previously had no stage 
dealings one with the other, simply performing separately a 
play-actors or as a choir. In the 15 months of the club's exist
ence, the drama group has performed three plays, all very 
successfully received, and is currently rehearsing ' Charley's 
Aunt.' The choir, meanwhile, has given three concerts in 
addition to assisting with the <Nine Lessons and Carols Service' 
in the station church last Christmas and a performance of the 
'Crucifixion' Q. Stainer) in Pimpeme Church last Easter. 

'Patience '--our first joint production-was produced by the 
station Padre, Rev. Brian Pugh, and conducted by the choir's 
musical director, Lieutenant-Colonel Donald Inglis, Royal 
Signals. Rehearsals began in September and after much effort 
on the pan of all concerned was performed in Princess Mary 
Hall on 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th December. It says a great deal 
for the high standard set in earlier plays/concerts that all four 
performances were fully booked days in advance. It is 
impossible not to mention individuals, but in doing so it illus
trates the international flavour of the present club. Our 
Canadian exchange officer, Major Nigel Van Loan, admirably 
filled the role of Colonel Calverley--once he had overcome his 
natural (mis)pronunciation of his fellow-principal as 'Dook '! 
Major Ron Schuette, U.S. Army Signal Corps, was stage 
manager, whilst his wife, Betty, was one of the lovely ' Twenty 
love-sick maidens " on stage. The title role of Patience was 
played by Sheila Bidwell, whose husband, Major David Bidwell, 
RE.M.E., is the club's business manager. (We wish them both 
all good fortune in the future-as they leave the School before 
the turn of the year). The impressive sight of the ' 35th Heavy 
Dragoons ' in full dress uniform of the ' Cherry Pickers ' -
kindly loaned by the Royal Hussars-gave no hint (we hope) 
of the difficulty most of the male chorus experienced in toting 
around the heavy cavalry swords. (We know now why the 
cavalryman needed a horse!). 

Mention must be made of our 'orchestra '-two grand pianos 
played by two grand pianists (no pun intended)-Donald Cox 
(the School's principal lecturer) and Colonel Rex Solly, so 
well known in the Corps a while back. To them and to all who 
assisted in a thousand and one different ways, our grateful 
thanks. 

Hearsay has it that a prerequisite for a posting to Blandford 
is to have been trained at RADA or the Royal College of Music. 
Be that as it may, for those who do possess a dramatic or 
musical voice, and/or have family members who do, there is a 
con!inuing need to fill vacancies by postings out from the 
station. 
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No need for bright sparks 
iddle about with this 

Our GA.481 is the only 
all-solid-state 100 W 
broadband linear amplifier in 
full scale production. It covers 
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can be used with any HF 
manpacktoform a lOOW 
man-portable or vehicle station. 

It measures 121/A'' X 12" X 43;4" 
and operates from its own 
battery or from a 24V vehicle 
supply, without the need fora 
converter. But the big point is 
thatthere are no tuning or 
loading controls to adjust. 
And as it's fully protected 

THE WIRE, FEBRUARY·MARCH 1971 

against excessive drive and 
cannot be damaged by 
mismatches such as broken or 
short circuited aerials, there's 
nothing much to go wrong. 

The GA.481 has already 
been supplied to British and 
Overseas Armed Forces and is 
in quantity production. Now. 

Redifon Limited, 
Communications Division, 
Broomhill Road, 
London SW.18. 
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3rd Division Signal Regiment 
Bulford Camp 

ll·ives· (~lob dinn r 

DECEMBER taned quietly, but this wa just the lull before 
the storm. Within no time everyone was caught up in the 

preparations for the Christmas fertivities. The first function 
bci.ng the • ives' Club Dinner which was held in tih'- Sergeants' 
Mess on Friday the 11th. The ladies arrived at 7.3 p.m. and 
went into dinner at 8 p.m. While they were enjoying the excel
lent dinner prepared by the cooks under W.0.11 Geoff Baxter, 
the husbands arrived to join in the fun and games which were 
scheduled to follow. The cabaret put on by the Mess enter
tainment comrrrittee under w.o.n Arthur Kinson was highly 
eote:rtain.ing, and the Commanding Officer, Lielltenant-Colonel 
Bohannan, just happened to be the lucky spectator, drawn from 
the hat, to participate in the show. Im wondering if Staff 
Sergeant Arthur Glue's jokes ju t fitted the oocaS:on, or was 
it all pre-planned? The evening continued with dancing and 
merrymaking into the early hours, and all voted it a very good 
evening. 

The nem item on the list was the All Ranks' Dance. It wa 
held in the Tartan Badger Qub and the dining hall on the 
16ili. Three bands/disco's/groups played until 1 a.rn., which 
had the Quartennaster looking apprehensively towards the roofs 
in case they were blown off, bur they survived and allowed 
everyone ro .really enjoy themselves. 

Drinks accepted and returned 
The warrant officers and sergeants of the Regiment invited 

the officers for Qiristmas drinks in the Sergeants' Mess on the 
18th, and the officers .reciprocated the invitation to the Sergeants' 
Mess on the 21st, at which the G.O.C., Major General G. C. A. 
Gilbert, M.C., presented the Meritorious Service Med.al to 
Captain Jim McDonald, and tlhe Long Service and Good Con
duct Medals to W.0.II 'Sandy' Black and W.O.II Allen Cook. 
These were duly ' wetted at tJh.e Sergeants' Mess later that 
evening. Congratulations to all the recipients. 

Christnms draw-120 prizes 
On the 19th, the Sergeants' Mess held their Christmas Draw 

in the Soldiers' D:ning Hall, the Mess building being just not 
big enough to bold everyone; the buffet was absolutely superb, 
and our thanks for sudl a wonderful spread once again goes to 
W.O.II Geoff Baxter, Sergeant Ian Shanks and all their staff 
for doing such a grand job. The draw itself had 120 prizes, 
and it was nice to see they did not all go to the lucky few this 
time although W.0.1 Pete Hutley managed to win quite a lot. 
Sergeant Tony Tai became the envy of all by winning the 
'Weekend in PaTis.' Memo, .must get some notes for THE WmE 
from him on his return. W.O.II 'Jock' Spiers and his team 
are also to be congrarulated on the marvellous evening. Tilank 
you. 

Christmas dinner 
On the 22.nd, the Regiment held its annual Carol Service in 

St. George's 0-.urch, Bulford Camp, which was immediately 
~ollowed by the Soldie;s' . Christmas Dinner. I'm wondering if 
1t was all that carol singing that made the beer disappear so 
quicitlyl At the dinner the Commanding Officer presented the 
'Soldier of the Year' Cup to Lance-Corporal 'Mike' Johnson 
of 1 Squadron, the '<llampion Soldier ' Cup to Lance-Corporal 
Don Pringle, of H.Q. Squadron, and the ' Champion Squadron ' 
Cup to 2 Squadron. These were duly 1illed and emptied at 
least twice each. Our congratulations to you all. The cooks 
again did a wonderful job and the Regiment raised their glasses 
to them. 

Over the period just prior to Chrisonas, we had staying with 
us as our guest In Pensiontt Corporal ' Mike ' Stanford. We 
hope he enjo1ed his visit and will come back again later to 
see us. 

The 23rd came, and at lunchtime the Regiment deparited 
for their well-earned break. 

• OTES FllO'H THE SQUADRONS 

I quadron 
The eaTly part cX the month saw 30 men under Second

Lieutenant Holden taking part in the Inter Squadron Com
petition. This raised the standard of .fitness of the men, and 
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the final fling wa-. a march and shoot for half the team, and 
a swim and shom for the rest. CZ Troop under Lieutenant 
Pattison finished ff cutting a giant Corps badge on a hill 
near Fouant and it ha turned our better than all expectations. 
The approach of Christmas brought the usual festivities. The 
Squadron held a Christmas party, which nearly started off in 
chaos, as the children invaded the sr.age and started climbing 
up the chimney. Calm was restored through swift action by the 
Gnomes Lance-Corporal Cox and Signalman Lowther and 
Santa-Sergeant Norris-made his entrance safely. The Oi.rist
mas lunch saw a certain Squadron officer joining in eating rather 
than serving. The short leave finished all too quickly and we 
started work in a white world. Winter had come to Bulford. 

2 Squadron 
From 14th to 16th December, personnel from 'Alpha' 

Troop of 2 quadron were involved in Exercise ' Ulysses,' 
which was based at the Army Air Corps at Middle Wallop. 
The aim of the exercise was for us to be the ' enemy ' while 
trainee helicopter pilots practised observation and locating 
drills. The ' enemy ' consisted of Lance-Corporal (Willy) 
Willimott, Lance-Corporal (Mac) McNamara, Signalman 
(Ginner) Jenkins and Signahnan (Ned) Naylor of 'Alpha ' 1/2, 
while 'Alpha' 3 contributed Lance-Corporal (Bob) Burnett, 
Lance-Corporal (Chris) Ball, Signahnan (Dud) Horler and 
Signalman (Scotty) Robertson. 

We arrived at Middle Wallop to be welcomed by several 
shivering Gunners. We were given the freedom of the camp 
and then immediately a certain block was put out of bounds. 
One of the group later found out that it was the W.R.A.C. 
wing, but we won't mention that. The N.C.0.-in-charge Tactics 
then asked us if we had brought our No. 2 Dress, because it 
was their Christmas dinner that night. However, it seems that 
'Alpha' 1/2's 0 .C. had forgotten to tell us. No names men
tioned, but for this article we will call him Lieutenant Paul. 

The day continued fairly smoothly, helicopters flying 
round frantically trying to avoid the Verey flares we were 
using to indicate. 

At the end of the first day's work we returned to Bulford 
to collect our o. 2 Dress for the Christmas dinner. One thing 
that we noticed during the day was that the Gunners were 
baffled at our parking. Four Rovers parked neatly in line. 
They they realised that it was 3rd Division H.Q. and Signals 
that they were looking at. 

Everybody went to the dinner, and it was most enjoyable, 
especially to have a meal served by seniors. After this there 
was the unit Christmas dance; naturally, we had no civvies, 
but that did not deter us from enjoying ourselves . 

Tuesday almost didn't start for some of us, however, we 
managed to make our way to the tactics wing alright. It was 
a very busy day, as we were moving around quite a lot, 
mostly in the Blandford area. 

The pilots were trying methods of getting close to the 
enemy without being seen until the last possible minute. 
One of them thought he would be sneaky and come around the 
trees. However, he must have forgotten that we were 3rd 
Division and a bit more sneakier, because ' Ginner' saw this 
and promptly fired a flare. The flare went in the wrong direc
tion, straight for the 'chopper.' Fortunately it missed, but we 
nearly had roast mutton for tea that night, as the flare almost 
hit a sheep in a nearby field. 

The last day of the exercise, Wednesday, was the most en
joyable, because we bad to fire off all the flares we had left, 
plus smoke grenades. One pilot moving into location didn't 
know what to do, as about nine flares and six smoke grenades 
all went off at once. Eventually he managed to drop his under
slung load and swiftly disappeared. 

We moved back to Middle Wallop in the early afternoon 
to be dismissed, thanked, and finally return to Bulford. All 
the lads really enjoyed ' Ulysses ' and have immediately 
volunteered for the next exercise with the Anny Air Corps. 

The WIRE 
Without it
You're not With it! 
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4th. Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

A Happy Cb.risfmas 
· HAT to say of Christmas, 1970? The first problem is 

to remember what did actually happen-it was such 
:i whirl. The W.0.s' and Sergeants' ball and draw; the 
Corporab' one; the ~egimental Revue; the children's party, 
plus separate part:es m th:: Quadrant Club by each Sauadron 
and department; each vying with the others in magninccncc· 
and n~t a single breathalyser casualty. All in all, a great serie~ 
of aclucvement_, packed into an amazingly short time. 

From all this it is particularly hard to select any names 
or groups ~or spec}al mention, because everybody in the Regi
ment contnbuted m some way-not least, all those who just 
did what they w •re told, in shifting furniture, stores, crates 
of drinks, scaffolding and the rest, cleaned up, dccoratcd
an<l then did it all again in reverse. It was the same faces 
plus their wives and girl friends, who could be seen between~ 
times enjoying th results of their labours, and obviously it 
was all worthwhile. 

Th~ n.-gimPntal n.-vue-n gr.-nt SUC'C'PSS 

Looking back, pride of place should probably be given to 
the Regimental Revue. This was mostly a new venture, and 
an astonishing succes . Last year we put on a few amateur 
turns to supplement a profes ional show which the P.R.I. had 
hired at v::ist expense, and which, frankly, wasn't worth the 
moi:iey. This year, a small team of optimists, headed by 
Ma1or Fred Stork, declared their intention of writing and 
staging an entire revue from Regimental resources. Pessimfrts 
like your correspondent, and a few others, thought they must 
be mad, but kept all our fingers crossed. 

They amazed us all, and perhaps even themselves, by keep
ing us laughinq almost continuou.•ly for nearly three hours. 
We sat in comfort, round tables, night club fashion, while the 
drinks and food circulated; the whole stage-management w::is 
superh, and there wasn't a second-rate joke anywhere in it. 

' Gina,' the Commanding Officer's famous retriever, really 
did think Lance-~rporal ~roadfield was calling her, and had 
to be held down m the wmgs by half the cast. The Adjut::int 
seemed to enjoy the portayal of all that ceremonial wbich (we 
like to think) occupies most of his office hours, and the 
R.S.M., won the admiration of all by the way he joined in 
the finale. This was a pretty uninhibited ~.kit on 'This is Your 
Life-R.S.M. Hill.' It had been a perfectly-kept secret, and 
he and the audience had no inkling of it beforehand until he 
was sumwoned to the stage. Most of us thought he was a big 
man before, but after seeing him la~ his was through all 
those scandalous misrepresentations of his record of service 
we are now certain of it. ' 

Stars of the show? The produrer was Maior David D udley 
(now alas gone); Major Fred Stork, the original instigator. 
We would like to mention all the cast, but space forbids. 
Perhaps the most memorable were reallv the new 'dis
coveries ' like Jl'river Professor Haley's F 'rst World Wr r 
German-Soldier-Compere; Lance-Corporal Robson's ballad 
and guitar, and Lance-Corporal Hall's unisex hairdresser. 

We must also acclaim Lieutenant Dick Stokes and his staee
manager's team, who produced a rage and full effects in the 
gymnasium. Evcrv ot!ier act seemed to involve either a bit 
of foot drill, of Guards-like violence, or a number of heavy 
falls . It had to be a remarkably strong stage. 

And lastly, 2 and 3 Squadron's joint organisation, which 
cleared away the devastation of the children's party and re
placed it within a couple of hours with a comfortable club 
in front of the stage-an achievement on its own. 

Visit to tho Orphnongo 

Following the custom of the last few years, the Commanding 
Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel R L Stonbam) and his family, 
and a few others, visited a German orohanage in Herford 
whidl we have adopted. W.0.1 (F. of S.) Johnson acted as 
Santa Claus and distributed four sacks of presents; the Com-
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manding Officer handed over a cheque for 300 Deutschmarks 
and the assemble? children sang carols very sweetly for us'. 
Aftcl'?'ards the children took us on a tour of their beautifully
appomted home (you should have seen the immaculate kit 
layouts in their lockers!). 

'The German press reported on the occasion very favourably 
and all in all, it was a great success, both on a personal and 
public level. The only person who really had a problem was 
Santa Claus, whose beard proved to be unbearably hot. It's 
not often one suffers from prickly-heat at Chris mas time in 
Germany! 

Aft.-r Christmas 
Now it's back to the old tread-mill-ski-ing, in pections 

PACE, training. A hundred men threw grenades on 8th 
January without blowing themselves up. C.O.'s inspections 
are producing a few laughs, for those who can afford tfnem, 
such as: 

C.O.: "Who's in Jones's crew?" 
Depressed Troop Officer: "Sir, Jones hasn't got a crew." 

* * * C.O.: "What's this man's religion?" 
Rattled Troop Officer: "RC B3, Sir." 

* * * C.O.: "How is the daily ration return kept?" 
More Rattled Troop Officer: "Every day, Sir." 

* * * From an Inspection Report: "LOOSE WIVES are to be 
stapled to the walls and not left lying around offices.'' 

* * * C.O.: "Why do you have a duplicate wall-chart by your 
desk?'' 

Rattled Troop Officer: "To save me getting up, Sir." 

S11orts and sncl11ike 
Apart from the Regimental ski team, who are having six 

weeks. ~f. hard work-?Jm-i;>lay in Lermoos, Austria, prior to 
the D :v1SJonal Qamp10nsb1ps, about SO soldiers will be learn
~ to ski at our Regiment! .ski hut near Winterberg. Condi
nons are hard there, but it's a marvellous opportunity to 
learn what is still often a rich man's sport. 

The hockey team is squaring-up for the Divisional semi
finals against our neighbours, the 3rd Carabiniers. 

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 15 

DECEM.BER proved to be as busy and hectic as the 
preceding 11 months of 1970. Our Telecommunications 

Inspection finished on the 4th. This was followed by me FFR 
Inspection on the 8th, by C.C. Royal Signals, Brigadjer W. E. 
Sh~~tt, M.B.E., and his staff from H.Q., Royal Signals, 1st 
Bntish Corps. Then the Christmas festivities started in 
earnest, with innumerable parties and hangovers. 

In the meantime Exercise ' Snow Queen ' is being run in 
Bavaria, and regrettably, our valiant rugby team was knocked 
out of the Army Cup. However, the hockey team is still in 
the Anny Cup Competition and is quietly confident. The 
cross-country team is also doing exceptionally well. More 
about these activities below. 

Rugby-a ~ood starf in the Army Cup but nlas 
• k.o.'d ' 

The initial rounds of the Army Cup were particularly easy 
for us. Results (up to the 4th Division final) were : Preliminary 
round versus 1 RH.A., won 83-3; first round, versus 13/18 
Hussars, won 48-0; second round, versus 27 Medium Regi
ment, R.A., won 21-0; semi-final, versus 24 Missile Regiment, 
R.A., won 28-0. 

Nobody was surprised that the 4th Division final was to 
be played between 1 Welsh Guards and 7th Signal Regiment. 
It was unfortunate that the two strongest teams in B.A.0.R. 
had to meet so early in the competition. The final was 
played on 12th December, on a beautiful crisp winter's day, 
with the pitch in almost perfect condition. 

7th Signal Regiment kicked off in front of a very big and 
e>.."J)ectant crowd. The B.A.O.R. match of the season had 
tarted. The opening minute were uneventful, but then from 

the tight on our 25, from a good blind-side movement, the 
Welsh Guards were over for an unconverted try. The Welsh, 
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t thi tage, were playing beautiful rugby, running the ball, 
nd we were taking a long time to settle down. It wasn't 

1 ng bef re the Wei h cored again from an orthodox back 
mo\•cment wilh their full-back making the extra man. Now 
' 7 ' tarted fighting back a gloriou forward rush down the 
couch-line wa stopped only inches from their liri<." _Lance
Corporal Allan James made a break and once ~gam was 
·topped only inches from the line. Then just before half
time the Wet h Guards added to their soore with a wcll
taken drop-goal. 9--0 at half-time. The econd-~alf was far 
more exciting than tl1e first, bolh teams throwmg the ball 
around. Several times we went close to scoring, but the Welsh 
cover defence seemed inpenetrable. In the closing stages of 
tlle game the Welsh scored aaotller try, and this time it wa 
converted. Final score, 14--0. 

The better team on tlle day won; if the Wei h Guards can 
keep up this form throughout the long, hard, German winter, 
the Army Cup is as good as theirs. 

E ereis ' Snow Queen ' 
As in previous winters, the Regiment is actively involved 

in Exercise ' Snow Queen.' I t started in November and will 
run through to March. Groups of 20 members of the Regi
ment are being sent down to Bavaria every fortnight to take 
pan on this ski-ing course. 

In charge of the course is Lieutenant Rick Brown, who is 
instructing the cro -country students, and Sergeant Brian 
Mumford, who is dealing witll the downhill ski-ing. This 
year, the accommodation for the course is in tlle Gasthof 
Hirsch, at Vorderberg, a small picturesque village a few 
kilometres south from K empten. During our stay, invaluable 
assi tance has been given by Marcel, the owner of the gasthof, 
who has done much to help in the running of the administra
tive s:de of life. 

Everyone who has been there has had a very good time, 
to judge from the numbers who want to go again. 

Cross-country running 
This season the Regiment decided to enter the Westphalia 

Cross-Country Running L eague, which consists of teams from 
various units within a radius of 60 miles of Bielefeld, and is 
not related to any formation. 

Races are run each Saturday; the first took place on 7th 
November, and the final race is scheduled for 20th February. 
The venue changes each week, reains taking it in tum to play 
host, and, in consequence, a greater variety of courses is 
given to the runners. 

We are now at the half-way stage of the league programme 
and are lying fourth in the table, within, we think, striking 
distance of third place-the first two places being filled by 
teams from the Queen's Dragoon Guards and the Royal Irish 
Rangers. 

Sergeant Geoff Cha1oner, our Team Captain, trots in 
regularly in 5th to 9th position and although we have no 
outstanding star , the other members of the team ably support 
him by finishing in the top third of tile field (which is often 
of the order of 220 runners). Special mention must be made 
of Sergeant Dave Jolly, who will be 36 year!! old this year 
- almost twice the age of most of the competitors - and has 
steadily improved his position each week from 75th in the 
first race to 33rd in the last race. We are cenain that his 
last result was due to someone suggesting the night before 
the race that he was getting too old and should " hang up his 
shoes!" 

!'1.-rcury Slot Car Racing Club (M.s.c.n.c.) 
The slot car club was opened up two years ago. After a lot 

of hard work by founder members, W.O.II Eric Simpson, 
Sergeant Alan Benson. Staff-Sergeant Bob Aubrey (R.E.M.E.), 
Corporal Alan Prest.on, and his son, Paul, construction of a 
four-lane scalextric 86ft. track was soon completed. Lap 
counters, after a lot of trouble, are now in and working. 

eptember-Ocrober, 1970, was our first official bi-monthly 
championships. We race F .l., G.T., Sports Cars and prodt: -:tion 

aloons, all in 1/32nd scale. 
Thank you 227 Signal Squadron for a most enjoyable 

meeting last summer. Hope to see you this year. Any more 
challenger, home or away. 
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Stomp Club 
The Regimental tamp Club continues to flourish after 

nearly tllree years of e...Usrence. Due to postings the organisa
tion has been changing hands recently but those currently 
doing most of the work, arc Lieutenant-Commander F. Savage, 
R.N., Sergeant Brian Harrison, Sergeant Dick Offord, Corporal 
Steve Smedley, Corporal George Cutler and Bombadier Jack 
Edwards. 

Our activities include tl1e production of an illustrated First 
Day Cover for every new British commemorative issue, of 
which we now have to print 400 each time to satisfy demand. 

We alrn have built up a large approval service which might 
be of interest to other members of the Corps, especially those 
unable to attend a Stamp Club. 

Regular auctions are another popular activity and we 
anticipate being able to extend them postally later this year. 

For further detail on any stamp matter, please write to the 
Secretary, 7th Signal Regiment Stamp Club, B.F.P.0. 15. 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

P o ss-off P aradc-lGtb D ecember 

T HE Commanding Officer, Lieutenant - Colonel F . C. 
Lockwood., took the salute when 57 soldiers of 5 and 6 

Troops completed their basic military training. 
T'he best recruit of 5 Troop was Signalman J . M . Smith, 

who now goe forward for radio operator training. The best 
recruit of 6 Troop was Signalman F . Swan, a potential com
centre operator. 

A special feature of the parade was the presentation of an 
inscribed sword to newly-commissioned Lieutenant Fred Orr, 
who, until earlier the same week had been Regimental Sergeant
M ajor of 11th Signal Regiment. 

Commissioning of I.ie utenan.t F. :tu. Orr. 
Prior to the sword presentation, on 16th December, the 

then, R.S.M. Fred Orr, had been dealt with at a Sergeants' 
Mess 'Court Martial.' (See Mess notes). 

Lieutenant Orr joined the Army on 8th September, 1949, 
as a boy, and after three years' service, he graduated from the 
Army Apprentices' College, H arrogate, as a radio technician, 
heavy. 

He was soon promoted to Corporal, and by 1964 he was 
commanding a Transmitter Troop in Cyprus as a Staff Sergeant. 
Ia April, 1966, he was posted as the Royal Signals Warrant 
Officer to the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. He served 
with distinction for two years at Sandhurst and was then 
posted as the R.Q.V. .S. to 28th Commonwealth Brigade in 
Malaya. In 1969 be was promoted W .0 .I (R .S.M.) to 11th 
Signal Regiment. 

At the end of 18 years 9 months man service, Lieutenant Orr 
has now been appomted to a Shon Service Commission in the 
Corps, and in January, 1971, he will take up his new appoint
ment as a L ieutenant in 9th Signal Regiment. 

Children's party 
A hundred and twenty children in Relles J.R.C. spelled 

chaos for ninety adults and tremendous fun for the children. 
The children's party was held on 5th December and the child
ren, up to eight years of age, were delighted with three hours 
of immes, competitions, a film show and carol singing. The 
highlight of the afternoon came just after S p.m. with the 
arrival of Father Christmas, Royal Signals, Major H. A. J . 
Alexander, M.B.E., 0 .C., H.Q. Squadron, heavily disguised, and 
the distribution of presents. 

Our thanks go to the NAAFI staff who prepared an excel
lent tea ; the members of the Royal Signals Band, who played 
during the afternoon, accompanying the games and carols; and 
to (P.R.I.) Lieutenant-Colonel Reg Atkinson, O.B.E. (Retd.) 
and his many helpers for arranging the pany and ensuring a 
memorable afternoon. 

Old folks~ party 
For a few hours on 16th December, the generation gap was 

well and rruly bridged by the Coroorals' Mess. Their very 
kind donation paid for the hire of Richmond Town Hall for 
tlle Over 65 Club old people's Christmas party. Amongst those 
present were the Mayor of Richmond, Councillor L ieutenant
Colonel R. W. Atkinson. O.B.E ., and, representing the Corporals' 
Mess, Corporal Briao Smith, the P.M .C. 
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f Pho10 courc<isy Darlington Evening De•patch 

CORPORALS MESS KIND GESTURE 
Amongst those present at the Richmond Sixty Five Association O ld 
people's party at the Town Hall were Councillor Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. W . Atkinson, O.B.E. (second from left standing) and Corporal 

Brian Smith 

Soltlit>r8' Christmas dinner 
On the evening of Friday, 18th December, 240 other ranks 

watched in amazement (their first Army Christmas dinner for 
recruits) when the Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior 
N.C.O.s of H.Q., Training Brigade and 11th Signal Regiment 
juggled with bowls and soup and plates of turkey as they 
served dinner. It was commented that the standard of wait
ing went down nearly as fast as the beer from the corner bar. 

Our appreciation must be given firstly to the Messing Officer, 
Captain D. J. D aniell, A.C.C., and his staff, for preparing an 
excellent meal, and secondly to the members of the Band who 
t:ntertained u all with lively music throughout the meal . . . 
hie! 

Farewells and welconte 
Lieutenant Richard Wilson reached ' somewhere in Surrey ' 

with his Humber 1-ton, bis hobby and friend. In his place, 
as O.C. 2 Troop, we welcome L ieutenant J. C. Young, still 
sporting his Far East sun tan. Other arrivals include Lieutenant 
Peter Bowles, vice Lieutenant Peter Myatt, and W.O.I (RS.M.) 
J. R. Markham. 

\Varrant Officers' and Sergeants' 1'-fess DlnJu•r 
Nigh t 

This month sees the depar ture, on commissioning, of R.S.M. 
Fred Orr. A dining-out 'ceremony' was held in the Relles 
Mess on Friday, 11th D ecember. The usual excelient standard 
of decor and cuisine were, fittingly, the best ever. 

Following the loyal toast, W .0 .1 Jim Laing presented to the 
R.S.M., on behalf of the members, a pair of suitably-inscribed 
candelabra. After a most sincere and unrehearsed speech of 
appreciation, R.S .M. Orr then made an amusing and witty 
reply before presenting to the N ess a most unusual statuette 
of 'Jimmy' some 15 years older than the Corps itself. 

The Corps Band then gave a repertoire of solos, followed 
by three vaguely familiar navels rendering the River Kwai 
March. 

Court Martial 
As the magic hour of midnight approached, the R.S.M. was 

marched in to face a Mess ' Coun Martial,' presided over by 
S.S.M . ' Bucky ' Gill, flanked by two evil-looking pseudo 
Cossacks, who bore little resemblance to S.S.M.s Eddie Cooley 
and Jackie Boyle. The main witness for the prosecution was 
a most fetching lady of doubtful repute, alias F. of S. Geoff 
Wrie:ht. These must surely be the most hilarious legal pro
ceedings ever, resulting in the accused being fi~ed a total of 
90 pints of beer for contempt of coun:. The ~resident de.clar~d 
the R.S.M. guilty as cllarged and bamshed him to the 'mev1t
able ' side for ever. 
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Fittingly, the R.S.M. was then dressed in sea-going rig and 
handcuffed to the mast of a dinghy which happened to be con
veniently parked outside the Mess. Witll the Senior N.C.O. · 
of the Band, under the direction of W.0 .11 Joe L ee, forming 
the vanguard of the procession, the R.S.M. was hauled to the 
guard room by some 60 members manning the ropes. There, 
under the escort of S.S.M. 'Busty' Slade, he was transformed 
into Lieutenant F. M . Orr. On invitation, he returned to the 
Mess and the evening/night/morning was seen through to its 
bitter end. 

We are all very sorry to see Fred go, he has worked un
ceasingly for the betterment of the Mess, both in the decor and 
spirit of what he himself describes as the ' best club in the 
world.' He has achieved all he set out to achieve, and our 
loss must certainly be 9th Signal Regiment's gain. " Thank 
you," say all. 

The R.S.M.'s pace-stick now bears the p laque of RS.M. John 
Markham, who we welcome most heartily, and our best wishes 
go to both him and his family for a happy and successful tour 
with the Regiment. 

To Fred and Pat Orr-good luck and god bless. 
(The Central Committee of the Royal Signals Association 

will also miss Mr. Orr and his much-valued advice. Our best 
wishes go with hlm.-Editor). 

Continuation training ht Scotland 
Continuation T raining Troop holds re-enlistments and 

soldiers who have comp!eted recruit training and are awaiting 
trade training. In the Troop, military training is taught by 
cadre in permanaat detachments located at Scarborough and 
Stirling. 

The cadre in Stirling consists of Lieutenant A. T. B. Kimber, 
Corporal Kenyon and Lance-Corporal Alexander, ably assisted 
by the cook, Private Moughan. 

At Stirling, a variety of outdoor activities are undertaken, 
which include ski-ing, abseiling, canoeing, hill-walking, camp
ing and orienteering. When the Scottish clouds break, there are 
standby activities such as .22 shooting, indoor swimming, a 
variety of indoor spons, and visits to some of the many local 
places of interest. 

The training is organised into a one or a two-week course, 
and at least two working days and a night of each week are 
spent in the Grampian Hills. 

The detachment is well equipped with moudtaineering 
equipment, and the nights in the hills are spent comfortably, 
even in poor weather conditions. 

CONTINUATION TRAI NI NG IN THE GRAM PIANS 
A party returning to base camp prepare to drop below the cloud 

level at 2,000 feet 
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13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 

Chrl. hna11 festiviti.,s wt,re wide rnn~Jng 

( 
tHRISTMAS festivities were off to a very early sta.rr, wirh 

I Squadron' Christmas dance on 14th November. Ir was 
very enjoyable evening and set the srandard for the other 

quadron dances. H.Q. Squadron's dance followed on 12th 
ecember, and then came three performances of the Christma& 
how, produced by W.0.11 (S .S.M.) Denis Connell and 
rg • it Vernon Merrick. Compcred by Denis Connell, rhc 

Io v was a great success, and most were amazed at the 
calth of talent that the producers had discovered-talents 
ngiag from the fine singing of the Birgclcn Church Choir and 
aureen Sununers, JD Merrick, Maureen GOOtlard, Ann 

<'r on Vernon Merrick, Pete Goonan, John Pryer and 
Kevin Arri• , to the comedy of Val Law, Betty Roberts, 
Locra.ine Wallace and Glen Clauson. Music was provided by 
I11e Germs, musical direction by Derck Waterman, sound 
fkcts by Mike Pilkington, !ighung by Neil Dye, scenery by 
erry Pastore and prop bv Dave Cope. Mention should also 

b made of tl1e B1rgclen Cu , who performed well as Diddy 
Men. We look forward to future 'N ercury Theatre ' produc
ti ns. 

Porty orphans from ncarb 1,alhe1m were given a Christmas 
p'lrty on 17th December m the gymnasium, with Corporal 
John Cole acting as Santa Oaus. 

2 Squadron held their dao c on 19th December, and on 
Sunday, 20th December, a Service of Nine Lessons and Carols 
was held in the Regimental Chapel, which had been decorated 
by the Brownies. 

'I11e Children's Party wa:; held on 21st December, and con
sisted of a film show, party games and tea, and finally Santa 
Claus (this time Corporal Bill Guest) distributed the presents. 
'Tbe party finished according to plan, but with an exhausted 
and hoarse Santa, who bad successfully competed against 270 
excited children in order to distribute presents. 

The Christmas dinner/dance, on Tuesday, 22nd December, 
was a gay social affair, where the livers-in entertained the 
livers-out and their wives. Dinner was served by the Officers, 
Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s, the 'waiters' having 
been marched to the Junior Ranks' Mess from the Officers' 
Mess after a few jugs of ale, by Second-Lieutenant David 
Dobson. After the dinner, the 'waiters' were left to clean 
up one end of the dirling hall whilst the diners danced 
to a vigorous group from Holland called The Tasteful-a 
very enjoyable evening. 

On Christmas morning the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, was awakened by the strains of the 
bagpipes played by Lance-Corporal Jim Cruickshank, and 
served with 'gunfire' by the R.S.M., W.0.1 Filder and the 
three S.S.M.s, W.0.11 Ken Kennington (H.Q.), W.0.11 Denis 
Connell (1) and W.0.11 Tony Orrell (2). The Oiristmas Day 
lunch was served by the Commanding Officer and the 'first 
eleven.' Boxing Day was fairly quiet until 'The Germs ' de
molished the calm at the Junior Ranks' Dance in the evening. 

On Sunday, 27th December, a twenty-a-side soccer match 
was played between a combined team from the Officers' and 
Sergeants' M.esses and a team from the Junior Ranks' Club. 
According to the referee, Major Tom Swan, both sides played 
extremely good football, but or_e wonders how he was able 
to form an opinion, as he was continually being carted off 
the field by the teams. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, 
in spite of the Arctic conditions. 

Farewell and a r N-ortl broken 
During the month we said goodbye to our Adjutant, Captain 

Tony Seward; we shall miss him in many spheres. His last 
achievement was to beat the Sergeants' M.ess record for drink
ing from the farewell glass spoon, which contains l t pints. 
He improved the record from on to four spoons! ( o prizes 
for working out the amount consumed!). 

SPORT 
Dndnalnton 

The Rhine Area League is in full swing and we are midway 
up th table. The competition is quite hectic at time , and 
it seems all our games go to three sets. Our match against the 
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league leaders, Dusseldorf Station, was decided on the last 
game, and Dusseldorf ran out winners by 5-4, the match 
finishing at 23.50 hours! 

The Regimental Inter-Troop League carries on in fits and 
starts. The gladiators of ' C ' Troop, 1 Squadron, will meeL 
stiff competition from the 'old hands ' of H.Q. Squadron. 
The latter are still undefeated, and at this stage look like 
being the winners. · 

Cross-country 
December has been a good month for cross-country, as far 

as t'lle weather is concerned. There have been three meetings
at 28th Signal Regiment, at R.A.F. Bruggen and at 16th Signal 
Regiment. Signalman Keith Baker, of ' D ' Troop, l Squadron, 
was placed 13th in each of these three meetings! A special 
mention for Corporal John Lamb, H.Q. Squadron, who joined 
the team as a stand-in and has supported the cross-country 
team well for the past 12 months. His determination and 
team spirit were a good example and great encouragement to 
team members. 

Unsketbnll 
The Regimental basketball team, who were Rhine Arca 

League Champ:ons last season, are now lying second in the 
league, having been beaten only by 16th Signal Regiment. 
We have high hopes of retaining the league championship. 

We are fortunate in having the services of a first class coach 
(Corporal Emerson of the R.A.F.) who puts the team through 
its paces on the weekly training sessions. Prominent team 
members include Staff Sergeant ' Podge' Maunder, S.I. Pete 
Scales, Sergeant Mick Crane, Corporal Johnny Kirk, Corporal 
Pete Massey and Signal Johnny Bird. Recently Signalman Len 
Bishop has joined and he should be an asset to the team. 

Sergeants' Mess 
The highligh~ of our Christmas activities was the Christmas 

Draw. Staff Sergeant Jim Hammond (Int. Corps) walked away 
with no fe wer than 14 prizes. Afrer collecting them, he 
promptly gave half of them away! Then to the music of 
' Dutch Louie,' he enterrained us to a vicrory dance, which 
has since been described as ' Hammond Ago-go." Rumour has 
it that he is now thinking of getting married; after all, what 
can a single man do with a Teasmaid? 

T wo days later, a living-in members' dinner was held. 
Sofr music, good wine (the grapes picked by the men of the 
Regiment) and a nice meal in a party atmosphere lefr u glow
ing. Thank you, single members, for your hospitality. 

Our mosr recent arrival is none other than Sergeant Geoff 
Biggs, of White Helmet fame. We also welcome to the Mess, 
on promotion, Sergeant Mick Barker and congratulate Staff 
Sergeant George Cox and W.0.I Mike Clowser on their recent 
elevation. 

Arrivals.-Captain C. E. Byrom, Captain P. Ames, W.R.A.C., 
Second-Lieutenant D. W. Dobson, W / Sergeant D. Hall, 
W /Sergeant D. McGurk, Staff Sergeant R. Courtney, Sergeant 
G. E. Biggs. 

Departures.-Captain A. R. Seward, Sergeant J. Phair. 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

CHRISTMAS is traditionally a festive season but as most 
readers know it is the mont'll into which we cram three 

weeks' working time, but two months' work, not to mention 
enough food, wine and song to see us through until the follow
ing year. 

Having survived the festivities I suddenly remembered that 
our normal editor is laying around the beaches of Cornwall 
and won't have recovered from his frostbite in time to write 
the now overdue notes! The Christmas programme was quite 
hectic. 
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r 
The ' 'i\·es Club ·,' forsaking all others (including husband~), 

slipped away quietly for a night out on the town with the 
girl , whi h culminated in tasting the culinary delights of a 
local ho telry. 

11th Deeembe r 
Whilst the officers dressed in the same fin~y that most 

of them have worn for years, the ladies took the opportunity 
to wear that new ball gown and drag reluctant husbands 
to their feet at a most successful Ladie ' Night, organised by 
Major P eter Hartshorn and his committee. 

l:ith and 21 t December 
The parties for the younger generation were held again 

this year, one for children aged 2-7, and the other for the 
8-14 bracket. Both parties were a great success, thanks to 
Major Joan Parker and Lieutenant Peter Kent, with Sergeant 
Tom Towse as Santa Claus being second only in popularity to 
the food provided by Sergeant Frank Caton. 1bis year we had 
ten young guests from a local Dr. Barnardos. 

17th December 
At the All Ranks' Dance, fancy footwork was much in 

evidence, not least in Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Baker and Mrs. 
Baker, who frequently led the field to music by the ' Jam 
Preservation.' Much credit for organisation must go to W.O.Il 
Douglas Livermore and Corporal Nicholas Hughes. 

19th December 
This evening saw the officers, warrant officers and sergeants 

gathered in the J.RC. (for reasons of space) to enjoy a very 
well run Sergeants' Mess Ball. As a result of this function 
and the All Ranks Dance, the Adjutant, Captain Ken Doyle, 
has promised to give up Irish Dancing (with bent elbow) and 
take up ballroom dancing. Sergeant Frank Caton and his team 
must be con.,oratulated on a superb buffet. 

For those who think that this was a gentle period I must 
point out that in and around these functions there were many 
other good parties, among which was a lunch-time party for 
our civilian employees and the return matches between the 
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes. It is notable that every 
department/troop had their own celebrations, as could be seen 
from the sore heads the following day. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 
Field knots and splicings 

ON Saturday, 14th ovember, the staid halls of the Officers' 
N..ess glowed with colour and sparkled with that ready 

wit which is the hallmark of a popular wedding's most success
ful reception. 

Our Second-in-Command, Major ' Dickie ' Armstrong, was 
successfully matched to Lieutenant Carol Merrett (W.R.A.C.). 
A most apt union of the ' Procedure King' to a potential ' Pro
cedure Princess.' It is understood, if the best man is to be 
believed, that the initial proposal was conveyed using relay 
procedure. 

The service was conducted by our own Padre, the Rev. Alec 
Smith, in St. James's Church in Bradbury Barracks. The 
bride was given away by her father, Mr. Norman Merrett, 
who had travelled, with his wife and many of the bride's 
family, from Belfast for the occasion. 

With ~e bride, Mn. Judy ~obson, the Matron of Honour, 
and Katie Pope, the bridesmaid, completed a most beautiful 
trio of ladies. Captain Eric Castle, unfortunately not quite so 
beautiful, though decidedly dashing, was best man. 

The gu~rd of hono1;ll', cilosen for their youth. and strength 
of arm, did not contarn any field officers. Despite the official 
explanation that " they looked better and were more compli
mentary to the bride," it is still considered that the reason 
was to ensure against a physical assault upon the bridegroom 
(0.C. 2 Squadron had been heard to deplore the lack of a 
cutting edge on the Regimental swords). His explanation was 
that he was only thinking of the cutting of the cake! 

The subsequent superb fare (by that master chef, W.O.Il 
A. Wood) and refreshments at the reception, resulted in a 
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succc sion of sparkling speeches, in which the best man earned 
pride of place, and in the confiscation of many car keys by 
the guard commander. (As the bridegroom appeared for coffee 
the following morning, it was presumed, though not admitted, 
that he had suffered a similar fate!) . 

The best man's speech, although mostly too risque to bear 
repetition in print, did imply that marriage seemed a rather 
extreme method of gaining two extra ' pips.' I t also confirmed 
that the 'groom had ignored the pamphlet by devising a 
double ' through you' procedure for his proposal. Needless 
to say, the host of telegrams and greetings contained many a 
military pun and witticism. 

The bride and 'groom eventually managed to break away 
from their spirited guests (the champagne was finished any
way). Evading a shower of missiles ~rice, highly bulled, small 
grain) and despite a final abortive attempt at delay, by lifting 
the rear wheels of a front wheel drive car, they disappeared 
into a fine November evening and w'bat we all sincerely trust 
will be a truly happy and successful future. 

Captain Pat Crow-in appreciation 
It was with much delight that we heard that for the second 

time, the Royal Signals Rose Bowl had been won by an officer 
of the Regiment, this time by Captain Pat Crowe, W .R.A.C. 
The presentation was made by the Signal Officer-in-Chief 
after a curry lunch in the Officers' Mess during his recent 
visit to B.A.O.R. 

Pat Crowe joined the Regiment on the completion of her 
' Q' Course in 1967, and after a time in the Training Wing, 
undertook the duties of CDSO in the Krefeld TRC. Pat's 
placid and unflappable nature and profound knowledge of 
tape relay soon made their mark on all those who worked 
down the ' hole' or, as some quickly named it, the ' Crow's 
nest.' Pat was also the Regiment's authority on switchboard 
operating and, in addition to running upgrading courses, she 
spent much time in Bielefeld, keeping a watchful eye on that 
rather troublesome, but much-maligned exdlange ' Bielefeld 
Military.' It is much to her credit that the speed of answering 
on this exchange has moved steadily towards the top of the 
charts. 

Although signalling was Pat's real love, all good things 
had to come to an end, and with much difficulty, she was 
eventually winkled out of the ' hole ' to partake of a little 
administration as 0.C. W.R.A.C. Signals at Rheindahlen. 

Patricia leaves us on posting to 10th Signal Regment. In 
saying farewell, we once again congratulate our late CDSO 
'extraordinaire' on her most well-deserved award, thank her 
for all she has contributed to the greater efficiency of the 
Regiment, and wish her success in her promotion exams, and 
every happiness in 1971. 

18th Signal Regiment 
e/o G.P.O. SIXGAPOHE 

Harl Raya 

THE Regiment held the annual Hari Raya lunch on 9th 
December, and the Malay soldiers of the Regiment 

enjoyed their lunch served by the Officers, and Senior N.C.O.s 
sharing a Malay-style buffet, prepared by Sergeant Yahya, 
A.C.C., and his team of cooks. On the evening of 11th December 
the Hari Raya party was held in the Princess Mary Club. 
Organised by W.0.1 (R.S.M..) Osman Tasi and his committee, 
it was voted the best Hari Raya party in memory; this was 
only right, as it was regrettably the last one that we shall 
hold in this Regiment. Highlights of the evening included 
performances by Malay dancers, and a demonstration of self 
defence, using real parangs; to see the sparks flying as metal hit 
metal was really something. The Conunanding Officer was pre
sented with a Regimental songkok, which he proudly wore for 
the remainder of the evening. 

Christmas festivities 
The Christmas festivities started with a very successful party 

run by the Wives' Club on 16th December, and over 200 
members of the Regiment enjoyed an excellent evening in the 
Princess Mary Club. This was followed by the Officers' Mess 
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THE PIRATES OF 249 SQUADRON 
T hey organised all he chi ld ren's part ies 

mner and the Sergeants' Mc\ draw, both held on 18th 
ember After the Offi~er 1. dinner, the Q.M. (Admin.), 

ajor Terry Canham, pre ent d each M ess member with an 
ppropriate little 'gift,' all of which had been begged, borrowed 
r tulen by the Q.M.'s Department. The result was many a 

l ugh and one or two red face~ as the gifts were opened. 
Tvp1cal of the offering was a s ecially printed Part I Order 
for the Adjutant, Captain Ray Windmill, which put him on 
permanent orderly officer for a month! 

The Sergeants' Mess draw was also a great success-as 
usual. The coop of the evening went to Corporal Karam 
Singh, the Mess Corporal. He bought one ticket, ju t to show 
will ing, and walked off with a television set. On the next even
mg there was a Regimental dance in the Princess M ary Club. 
Once again there were great cries of " Fiddle " at the results 
of the draw. Prize were won by the Commanding Officer, 
Major Dick Turpin (who organised it all), O.C. H .Q. Squadron, 
S.S.M . H.Q. Squadron. and several member s of the committee. 
'The ordinary paying customer did, however, get a look in and 
we would like to congratulate Corporal Charlie Stewart, of 249 

ignal Squadron, on winning a lady's sewing basket. We look 
forward to seeing some of his handiwork in the near future . 

On 23rd December we held the children 's Christmas parties. 
All the children enjoyed themselves, and a special word of 
thanks is due to our three Father Christmases, W.0.1 (A.S.M.) 
Cliff Parkinson, Stafi Sergeant John Woodhouse and Stafi 
Sergeant Brian Ireland. The A.S.M., a man of original thought, 
scorned the usual modes of transport (sleighs, helicopters, etc.) 
and arrived in a mini-moke. He also lost several pounds in 
weight under his heavy red cloak- a quick slimming idea for 
the overweight. 

Our last function before Christmas was the soldiers' Christmas 
dinner on Christmas Eve The Warrant Officers and Senior 
N.C.O.s were invited to the Officers' Mess for a few warmers 
into the bank before the event and at half-past-twelve a large 

SOLDIER'S CHRISTMAS DINNER 
A good time was had by all 
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number of highly paid and well-lubricated waiter~ appeared at 
the Soldiers' f:v' ess to start serving the meal. The tone of th 
proceedings was raised somewhat by the presence of ~everal 
cham.ling young ladies from the W.R.A.C. T roop who seemed 
to enJOY themselves enormously. The traditional dinner was up 
to W.O.II Keith Young's usual high standard and was ct off 
by an excellently decorated banqueting table and be t white 
wine. 

A real dream of a meal! The cabaret was provided by 
Signalman Powell, of · 249 Signal Squadron-what he actually 
did must remain a mystery to those who were not there, but 
it was quite a startling performance! 

\\' ivPs· Club dinn .. r 

In addition to the previously mentioned dance sponsored 
by the Wives' Club, on 29th December some 44 wives of the 
Regiment enjoyed an excellent dinner in the plush urround
in~s of the Singapore H ilton where cocktails in the Soft pot 
Night Club preceded the candle-light dinner in the Harbour 
Grill. The evening was made for many of the ladies present 
by the un chedulcd arrival of one of our young Subaltern . 
H~ping for a quiet evening's tete a tete with his latest lady 
friend he found he was placed at the only other table available, 
right under 44 pairs of Regimental eyes. The officer in question 
will, of course, be receiving a bill for his annual Wives' Club 
ubscr iption. 

.:'\'c>w "\.·c>ar iesth·iCiPs 

The advent of 1971 was celebrated in appropriate style 
in all the Messes in the Regiment. The P.M. Club had what 
wa probably their noi iest evening ever; the committee again 
must take credit for organising an excellent pany. The 
Sergeants' Mess was likewise filled to capacity, as were mo t 
of the members by the time they went home. 

The Officers' Mess held a fancy dress party with 'Nursery 
Rhymes ' as the theme, and many weird and wonderful outfits 
appeared. There were so many Lirtle Boys Blue and Kings 
and Queens of Hearts that one might almost say that the Me s 
was full of Blues and Royals! The prize for the best group 
went to Captain Max Nutt and his family, who made an 
excellent Royal flush-in Hearts, of course. 

Sport 
On the sporting iront we have enjoyed a certain amount of 

success lately. The hockey team continue their triumphant 
progress towards winning the Major Units league, and are also 
through to the final of the F ARELF Cup. They recently beat 
17th Gurkha Signal Regiment 2-1 in the cup semi-final and in 
the league they beat 95th Commando Light Regiment, R.A., 
1-0 in one of the best games seen in Singapore for a long time. 

The rugby team have more mixed fortunes. They narrowly 
beat H.Q. FARELF 13-11, but lost to RAF Buki Gombak 6-0. 
Lieutenant Charles Kemp is to be congratulated on winning 
a regular place in the Army team--our first representative for 
two or three years. 

The cross-country team are now training bard for the Area 
Championships which take place in January. Although the team 
has been up et by injuries and courses, we have high hope 
of doing well in the championsnips. Our most regular per
formers are Captain John Stuart, Lieutenant Charles Kemp, 
Lieutenant John McLean, Sergeant Phil Lord, Corporal John 
Moynihan, Signalman John Rushton and Signalman Palany. 

lletiren1ent 
At the Officers' Me s dinner, Major Bill Moseley was pre

sented with a suitably inscribed tankard to mark his retirement 
from the Corps. Bill has been keeping the Corp ' flag flying 
at H .Q. Far East Command, and now is retiring to New 
Zealand after over 30 years' service. \Ve wi h him and hi\ 
family the best of luck in their new life down under. 

.'.\'t•w "\.' ear·s llono11rs award 
Captain Yahya Biti Haji Omar, known as ' Jimmy,' enli tcd 

in Royal Signals in 1947 and ha served continuou 1 in th 
Corps since then. During hi early service he was a drill and 
weapon training instructor in Penang and at the cart of 
Malayan Emergency he worked a an Exchange Operator with 
the Royal Artillery. He fir t came to the Regiment, then known 
as Singapore District Signal Regiment, in 1955, and wa pro
moted to \V.O.II. During his tour he was awarded a C.-in-C.' 
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mfi ·ate for loyal . erv1ce in re ognition of hi work :is a 
L.E.P. "elfar Offi er. Later he was posted to 19th Signal 
Regiment a· . .l\1. H.Q. quadron, and in 1962 was appointed 

ialay R. .l\1. of 1 th ignal Regiment. 
He wa commi sioned in 1965 and bas ever since been the 

. ialay Captain of 1 th ignal Regime"!· .In the . ~w Year> 
Honours Li ·t he wa awarded the M.B. . m recognmon of h1~ 
ut randing work for the Corps and the Army. Th<' whole 

Corp. will join with u in congratulating 'ftmmy' on his award. 

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42 
\ Int•n1orabh• ~- .. nr 

19,...0 ended in 21 t Regiment as it had started and carried on 
I throughout-hectic, exciting, a lot of hard work and 

a lot of fun . We think that we can safely say that it was both 
pro perous and ucces. ful. 

During the year we took over the RAF Germany Radio Relay 
y tern, formed a Squadron to provide mobile communications 

for the new Harrier force changed our location and dug more 
holes and laid more cable than anyone thought possible. We 
managed to find time co make a major effort in the sporting field 
whidi was capped with considerable success, including victory 
in the Army athletics, winning a number of major Army shoot
ing trophic and corning second in the Army cross-country and 
orienteering. 

HOW CAN THEY AFFORD THE SILVO? 
The Signal Officer in Chief admires some of the Regimental Silver 
during his visit to 4 Squadron. Second in Command, Major john Cox, 
looks on with the C.O. and Adjutant, Captain Pat Wymbs, in the 

background 

We aso entenained an endless succession of welcome guests, 
organised a number of adventure training exercises satisfied 
we hope) our bosses on their inspections and trained bard in 

barracks and in the field. Finally we celebrated the Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the Corps with gusto and pride. 

We finished tired, slightly dazed, short of leave and money 
but with a feeling of achievement. Altogether a memorable 
year. 

The only trouble is that 1971 looks as though it might be 
even busier! 

Ht•l'ent ,·isit. · 

The Regiment was very pleased to receive the Signal Officer
in-Chief on a flying visit at the end of November. He came 
to see how the 4 (Harrier) Signal Squadron was getting on 
and appeared to be pleased with what he found. 

Colonel Eric Bardell, Commander 4 Signal Group, also visited 
us in ovember to carry om our annual Fitness for Role Inspec
tion. It was actually our second of the year and we hope that 
this hai. not et a precedent. Anyway, all went very well on 
what was esentially a working visit and our Commander was 
mo· t generous in his remarks. 
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DANGER ! MEN AT WORK 
A classic case of 'Too many Chiefs' as Lance-Corporal George Neill 
and Signalman 'Tiger' Bennet joint a cable at Laarbruch in front of a 

large audience during Colonel Bardell 's recent inspection 

Appropriately our la t visitor was Colonel Johnny Clinch, 
Commandant of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, 
and late Chief Air Formation Signal Officer. He came ostensibly 
to decimate the bird population of the area but we like to think 
that he also came to see his many friends in the Regiment. 
He was certainly successful on both counts. 

Exercise • Snow {tueen • 
Somehow we have got ourselves involved in an extremely 

ambitious ski-ing project this winter as part of Exercise 'Snow 
Queen.' Like many of our more risky adventures, this scheme 
was conceived and irresistibly advocated by Captain Hywel 
Thomas, who really should be making a fortune selling things 
in civilian life. 

A somehow seems to happen with all his brainwaves, every
thing has gone very well and we have established what must 
be one of the best ski huts in Bavaria. Ideally situated in 
beautiful ski-ing country and surrounded by ski lifts of the 
right grades, it is spacious and warm. It took a lot of work 
and self help to get it ready for the season but it is now in 
full swing. 

Six two-week courses of 30 students are planned from 
December to March and judging by the unqualified success of 
the first, ski-ing has come to stay in 21st Regiment. We should 
have well over 150 trained skiers by next season and hope to 
add a few more trophies to our collection. 

Sport 
The biggest surprise of the winter sporting season so far 

is the success of tbe basketball team. Under the leadership of 
C.S.M.I. Stan Woods and Lieutenant Tony Hutt the team is 
unbeaten this year and going well in cup and league. Teamwork 
is the key to their success and if they have one more marksman 
they would have a real chance in the B.A.0.R. finals. Yesterday, 
they knocked 45th Field Regiment, R.A., out of the Army Cup 
41-12; a convincing if low-scoring win against a previously 
unbeaten side. Apart from Stan Woods, the outstanding players 
are Corporal Frank Duerden and Sergeant Terry Fountain. 

The hockey team began well but were knocked out of the 
Army Cup after two replays. They concede very few goals 
but do not score eno~. 

The soccer team bas excellent talent but it takes time to 
build a team. It lost to the Area winners in the Cup and has 
held its own in its first season in Division I of the league. The 
selection of Signalman Geoff Ruffer and Craftsman Brian 
Saberton for the B.A.O.R. team was the high point of the 
season. Unfortunately, Geoff recently injured himself in a car 
crash but he is doing well and shoul.d be playing again by the 
end of the season. 

(Continued on page 77) 
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(Co111inued from page 76) 

'Ille cros ·-country team are of course doing well. Their 
training ·chcdule is positively frightening. A typical lunch-rime 
ession consists of two one miles (in 4min. 40sec.), two half

m1les (m 2min. lOscc.), four quarter-miles (in 65sec.) and a nice 
~1 -mile run to finish! Believe it or not all their training is con
du ·red in their own time- during lunch on workdays and on 

unday afternoons. 

• "" 111 rt•.-tinJlH 
rrc wi h all the readers (and staff) of TH!i WIRE a very 

bnppy , ·ew Year. We have no doubt~ that it is going ro be a 
ull one. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16 
'J"HESE notes cover the months of November and December 

when at Ion 1 la 1 the tempo of rile exercise season is 
n duccd. During thc~e onth our attention bas been directed 
loward the . .R. Jn pection, training and, of course, our 

hristmas fo,tivitic5. Our mini guardsmen on M.P.C. are once 
again in full vo1c · m th capable hands of Staff Sergeant 
(Dodger) Green, and th training wing 1s also fully extended 
wan upgrading course . 

In the period, two o our ' older ' subalterns, Lieutenant 
Rory Rutherford and Second-Lieutenant Bob Dickson, left us, 
Rory join the Inniskilling Dragoon Guards as assistant R.S.O. 
and Bob is leaving the Service. In compensation, we gain 
Second-Lieutenants John Burnage and Cedric Burton from 
the School of Signals and wish them well with us. 

Turning now to sport. Our rugger team was unable to 
substitute boundless enthusiasm for regular training and were 
knocked out in the first round of the Army Cup by 8th 
Regiment R.C.T. Training for next season has already started. 
Fortunately our hockey team had better luck and we were rather 
proud of our 3-0 win over 7th Signal Regiment, particularly 
as we were only able to field ten men for the first half. 

In the cross-country league, we go from strength to strength. 
The Westfalen League is getting just a wee bit sick of only 
the back view of Corporal Bill Venus and Second-Lieutenant 
Dick Hoyle; Bill now bas three individual wins to his credit 
in the last few weeks. Unfortunately for Mr. Hoyle, a tree 
jumped out and hit bis car when he was on his way to the 
last meeting, so he will be out of action for a little while. 

Our small but determined band of squash players continue 
to dominate both the Dortmund and Paderbom Leagues, and 
their enthusiasm continues to attract new talent. 

REGIMENTAL PANTOMIME WAS A BIG HIT 
The aged Prime Minister, Count Detergent, holds forth during the 

bethrothal scene 
From left to right: Miss Jenifer Cox, Major jerry Cox (R.A.M.C.), 
Major Ronnie Trotman, Staff-Sergeant Tom Stimson, Mrs. Cath 
Bell, Masters Alan Harris and Stephen Hull, Miss Jill Fortune, 

Captain John Edgar 
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1•antou1i111f} was nu1jor Chrl tma" attraction 
And now to the Christmas festivities; the town and city 

shops are ablaze with fancy lig1its and decorations, and every 
Troop, Squadron, N css, seems to have a party. This year, 
we even have a pantomime, with a total cast of 42 mums, 
dads, sons and daughters, and such notorious Regimental 
performers as: Major Ronnie Trot.man (The King); Captain 
John Edgar (The Captain); W.0.1 Harry Bell (Sir Cumference); 
W.0.11 Bernie Tune ('Nurse'); Mrs. Kath Bell (The Queen); 
Tony, son of Corporal Tom Cheston (The Prince) and Lyndall 
Trotman (The Princess), how could 'The Sleeping Beauty ' 
fail to be a smash hit. Mrs. Eleanor Trotman produced the 
pantomime and, at the same time, Mrs. Aileen Pritchard, wife 
of our retiring Second-in-Corr:mand, Major Bill Pritchard, 
produc:::d 'The White Sheep of the Family,' a comedy. This 
was literally an eve of departure task for Aileen and Bill. We 
congratulate them on a successful production and wish them 
all the best for the future. 

J,adies' Club widen its sco11e 
The ladies of 22nd Signal Regiment are very proud that 

they have made a complete change in their 'Wives' ' Club. 
No longer docs it bear the old name; it is now the 'Ladies 
Club,' and along with the name, we have changed the whole 
concept of the club. It is now automatically open to any lady 
over the a~e of 16, who is in any way connected with 22nd 
Signal Regunent. This includes not only all our visiting female 
relatives, but such people as the single teachers, SSAFA Sister, 
WRVS, the Church Army, the permanent NAAFI Staff, DOE 
Ladies and SKC Ladies. All these people work with us and 
for us, and we feel that they have a right to share our 
amenities. This, we are sure, is a popular move. Our regular 
attendance numbers of 60 to 70 more than proves our point. 

Meetings are getting more and more interesting, as they 
are organised, in tum, by the various Squadrons and units, 
and we go from strength to strength. 

The club held a successful Christmas dinner, complete with 
waiter service by me W.O.s and Sergeants and a cabaret after 
the meal. 

Sergeants• Mess 
On Friday, 20th November, the gladiators of the Officers' 

Mess challenged the Mess to an indoor games night. The 
evening was a great success, and the officers prc;ived that their 
' miss-spent youths ' were not forgotten. In spite of bags of 
enthusiasm, numerous concoctions of ' Mickey Finns ' and de
laying tactics by Staff Sergeant Tom Kerr, the Me~s acknow
ledged their defeat. Everyone agreed that the evenmg should 
be repeated in the near future, including a cheerful subaltern 
who said goodnight to the R.S.M. at least three times through
out the evening. 

Finally, we did have our FFR Inspection. On 10th D~cember, 
Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., inspected the Regiment. 

28th {BR) Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 

So much bas happened recently that we can give only brief 
mention to the numerous festivities that took place during 

this Christmas and the immediately preceding period. 

F.F.H. inspection 
It is sufficient to say that the in peering officer, Brigadier 

G. E. Bavin, was pleased and satisfied with the Regiment, and 
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Macdonald, 
congratulated the Regiment on all the hard work. L.S. and G.C. 
medals were presented to Lieutenant Jack Cooper and W.O.II 
Ray Baxter; our congratulations to both. 

Wine-nmking 
It is not intended to write here the history of wine-making 

but we arc able to report that the 20 volunteers of 28th Signal 
Regiment who went gra.pe picking really know how t<? ma~e 
wine. Corporal Pete Higson, who mothered our soldiers, 1s 
reported to have broken into Television with Corporal Bill 
Hitchens and Sil?Ilal Mick Welch, who were interviewed and 
filmed by U.K. T.V. 
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c>t'r 

The fi nal of the Rhine Arca Competition wa played at 
Francisca Barracks again t our old r ivals 16th Signal Regiment 
whom we beat last year in the same final. I t was rea~ cup foot
ball and when 16th Regiment scor~ first the Regunent .was 
hard pre sed· eventuallv we ran out wmners 2-1 and so re.:uncd 
the cup won' last year. ·Man of the match was undoubtedl our 
Lance-Corporal T om Reilly. 

" ·iv s luh 
The Wives' Club dance was the fir~t of the Christmas 

festivities and took place on 3rd December. 
Judy Macdonald and Rena Thompson led the Wives' Club 

into the gymnasium to ~ecorate and the results .had to b~ seen 
to be believed. The roam wall was decorated with a Chnstma 
motif and the results were so good that the Corporal ' Mess 
promptly booked the decorations for their dance on 11th 
December. 

The mu ic was provided by the Germs Group and the attend
ance at the dance was once again outstanding. 

The evening was a huge success and set the tone for our 
other festivities. 

Corporals' Club 
The Corporals' Club is now fiour ishing having been given a 

new lease of life by the Commanding Officer who decided in 
spite of the new Junior Ranks' Club concept that the Corporals' 
Club should continue to occupy part of the NAAFI. 

Numerous activities have now taken place in the Corporals' 
Club which have been well supported by the Corporals' 
and their wives and voted a great success. 

The highlight of the year was the Corporals' dance held in 
the gymnasium on Friday, 11th December. The same decora
tions different seating, the same group but still the same success 
as the Wives' Club dance. The Corporals bad slightly more 
guests and the P .M.C., Corporal Sam Hackett, and the P.E.C., 
Corporal ' Stew ' Williams, were amazed at the attendance. 
There was enough supper for everyone, so worried frowns 
relaxed and the evening was enjoyed by all. 

.\U ranks' danee 
This took place in the large heated garage on Wednesday, 

16th December. The decorations were provided by 1 Squadron 
under the able direction of Lieutenant Jack Cooper; this decora
tion was a man-sized job but the place looked super on the 
night. 

The bar was provided by H .Q. Squadron and run by Sergeant 
Vic Towler and Sergeant John Wales, with the able assistance 
of members of the M .T. Troop. 

Music was provided by the same group, roe ' Germs,' and 
the highlight of the dance was the results of the P.R.!. raffle 
when to everyone's surprise the star prize was not won by our 
able M.C., S.S.M. Fred Toole. They kept it in the Squadron, 
however, as the Second-in-Command of 2 Squadron, Captain 
Jim Potts, won the radiogram. 

Another highlight was Rama our Regimental Fire-eater in 
the form of Corporal Bill Coltman, of 1 Squadron, wbo gave a 
thrilling display of Yoga and fire eating. 

The excellent buffet was again provided by Captain Tony 
Hope and W.0.Il Joe Gomm, with the able assistance of his 
cooks. 

~fen's Cbristinas dinner 
This took place on Friday, 18th December, in the dining hall 

and was preceded by the Officers being invited to the Sergeants' 
Mess for the traditional drinks before serving the soldiers' 
Christmas dinner. 

The Officers and Warrant Officers/Sergeants were marched 
from the Sergeants' Mess to the dining hall by Sergeant Del 
Harrod. They proceeded to serve drink and food to the soldiers 
and regale them with songs and stories to the delight of 
everyone. 

Children's Cbrl8'tmas party 
This took place in two places, the younger children in the 

gymnasium and the older children in the dining hall. 
The organisation and the success of this most important 

event was in the hands of Major Peter Thompson and with the 
able assistance of his wife, Rena, S.S.M. Toole and his wife 
May, and Staff Sergeant Brian Ellis, they really made an 
excellent job of the gymnasium. One end of the gymnasium was 
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ASKING FOR. A THIRD HELPING OF TU R.KEY i 
It looks like it . A mome nt caught by the camera duri ng t he 
Christmas Din ner at 28th Regiment . In the pictu re, Captai n Rodney 

Clar ke , w ith (L. to R.) Corporals Gladwin, Jackso n and Bowle r 

THE FLAME SWALLOWER. 
The Mighty Rama (Corporal Coltham) gets into his act at the 

28th Regiment's Christmas festivities 

transformed into a castle complete with flying figures of Peter 
Pan and friends made by soldiers of 2 Squadron who also 
doubled as pirates, much to the delight of the children. 

After tea and films Santa Claus, in the shape of Major Vic 
Beckhurst, arrived on a sledge and, established in the castle, 
proceeded to give every child a toy. A huge sigh of relief was 
heard as the last child was given its toy, although our P .R.I., 
Captain Colin Riley, has spare ones r eady just in case. 

The party was an unqualified success and credit must go to 
2 Squadron for their hard work. 

Sergeants' Mess Christmas draw 
This crowning event of the festive season took place on 

Saturday, 19th December, and was attended by all Mess mem
bers plus the Officers. 

The draw was run by Y. of S. Wilf Little, ably supported 
by S.S.M. Tony Jones. One could go on and on about the 
excellent prizes, the superb organisation, the fantastic buffet and 
these ingredients added up to a terrific night, quite rightly 
named the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' event of the year. 
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Offlcflrto1' Mes 
The ladies' night in the Mess, the last of the Christmas 

festivities, took place on Tuesday, 22nd December. 
Once again our P.M.C., Major Peter Thompson, did an 

cxc !lent job and particularly appreciated were the entertaining 
rhyme attached by Peter and Reoa to the small gifts. 
M~sic wa.· supp!1ed by our. disc jockey, Captain Rodney Clare, 

~ho J getting qwte professional at the job. 
Thus ndcd the round of Christmas festivities. 
Before ending these notes we would like to particularly 

hank our Mes .ng staff, under the command of Captain Tony 
Hope, for all the food and buffets that were produced during 
th Christmas festivities. 

·rncv certain! lived up to their reputation as the Army 
kery Champ1onh. 

3 0th Signal R egiment 
HI.A DFOl&D CA'.UP 

'inter Tra~n · u 

rrHr. turn of the year a busy time in the Regiment, and 
.. esp:::ci'.:llly for Headquarters Squadron, ar'd the AFM (L) 

Force Radio Troop, who are now in the West of Norway, carry
ing out their winter training. The interval between returning 
from Turkey, in late October, and their departure, in mid
J anuary, allows sufficent time for the preparations and admini
strative arrangements to be completed. Fortunately, H ead
quarters Squadron has an experienced team, especially in the 
Q.M. ' Tech ' Department, who resolve all the complications 
of drawing-up and issues of the winrer clothing and equip
ment. Captain Dai Rees, R.Q.M.S. John Cummins and S.Q.M.S. 
Frank Gooding all have their moments of sati faction and 
frustration before the process is completed, and some relief 
until three months later, when the items all have to be returned 
again. In t 'i e ervicing bay, Sergeant Vic East, Corporal Watson, 
Sealeaf and Signalmen Barkess and Winter have worked for 
many long hours preparing the radio vehicles and Volvos for 
for arctic conditions, and burning the midnight oil in the Pay 
Office, Major Ted Poole, Sergeant Johnson and the pay staff 
have put in much practice at converting pounds sterling to 
kroner. 

This year's training includes much more ki-ing than in 
previous years and, due to the difficulties in accommodation, 
at the Norwegian School of Signals, the training is taking place 
at Ulven, near Bergen. 

Later in the month, 4 Squadron are going to the Cairn
gonns for a fortni~ht's ski-ing from the Rothiemurchus Hut. 
The prospect for Exercise ' Snowball ' is not too optimistic, 
because there have been record high temperatures in Scotland 
for January. 

Visitors 
At the start of January, we have had separate visits from 

the Chief of Staff, Army Strategic Command, Major-General 
R. J . D. E. Buckland, M.B.E., and the Commander, South
West District, Major-General J. K. I . Douglas-Withers, O.B.E., 
M.C. Both General Officers saw the Regiment at training, 
had a briefing in the Mounting Centre, and visited the M esses. 
Major-General Buckland presented the Long Service and Good 
Conduct Medal to Sergeant Neil Amos. 

During the visits, 4 Squadron gave demonstrations on EW 
equipment and in recent weeks the Squadron has given many 
other demonstrations to Formation H eadquarter of Army 
Strategic Command. 2 Squadron have also been very busy 
with five courses running in the Regimental training centre 
whidn include two MPC I Courses and a Regimental Signal
lers' Course, in addition to the normal trade upgrading course . 

Christmas F estivities 
Our detachments overseas will be interested to read of suc

cessful functions in the Sergeants' Mess, Corporals' Mess and 
the nil ranks' dance. Major Henry Scott, R.S.M. Henry 
Jennings and W.0.11 Baigent also arranged a children's party 
and a visit to Bournemouth Pavilion to see the pantomime 
' Dick Whittington.' Throughout the month, the cooks, under 
the direction of the Quartermaster, Major Ray Rose, produced 
a series of sumptuous buffets and curries. 
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The District Commander, Major-Genera l Douglas-Withers, talks to 
Yeoman B:and and Signal man Wooff 

News from Squadrons 

4 Guards Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 
Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1 7 

Chnnge -O'\'er of 1•areat division 

J UST before the Christmas season bad us in its grip of 
never-ending parties, dances, and gaily-coloured streamers 

-many of which looked suspiciously like surplus ' scrim '
something happened to the Squadron whicb must be a sigriifi
cant milestone in its life. I t bade farewell to 4th Division and 
has been taken in ' out of the cold,' so to speak, by 2nd 
Division-a change which will not make itself felt to the 
majority of us until the snow has melted and we rush back 
into the woods, from whence we came, switch on our sets, 
and find .that ' Jock ' has become ' Paddy,' or vice-versa, and 
that b e has a few different ideas on how things should be 
done. 

We have, in the meantime, been made very much aware 
of the change-over by two visits during December. The first 
was from Major-General H. R. S. Pain, M.C., G.O.C. 2nd 
D:vision, on the 7th, and then Major-General D. W. Fraser, 
O.B.E., G.O.C. 4th Division, visited us on the 16th and 
boosted our ego with a very flattering farewell address. 

1970 - memories sweet and biUt"r but all have 
their funny side 

We re-opened our Squadron Social Club just before Christ
mas with a complete internal redecoration, which is a tribute 
to those unsung heroes who spent many a messy evening in
side, hammering, painting and cleaning. At the bar can be 
heard many stories of the year past, a'1d perhaps a few of the 
printable memories of 1970 would make interesting reading. 

Lance-Corporal ' Ge<irdie ' Dale, one of our greatest soccer 
fanatics, has a single, biner memory of 1970, which he re
lates in near pain and anguish. Whilst at summer camp in 
the Moselle Valley, during July, he and the Squadron chal
lenged a group of Dutch holidaymaker to a football match. 
How we ever lost by two goals to nil is beyond comprehen
sion, but indelibly fixed in Lance-Corporal Dale's mind. 

Another soccer fan, Lance-Corporal ' Aggie ' Agar, will re
member this as the year that he rr.anaged to watch the 
World Cup Final on television whil t on Exercise 'Summer 
Sales' in June. And as a punchline, he adds . .. "" colour!" 

Signalman Georgie Ford cannot look back with quite the 
same feelings, becau e he finds it hard to forget the time that 
the garage wall suddenly leapt at bis AFV 439, leaving some 
rather large fingerprints ! Although he won't admit it, he is 
believed to have indented for a larger garage door. 

Someone el e who found himself filling in FMT 3s during 
the year is Signalman 'Zoonie • Heggerty, who had a light 
upset in his Land Rover whilst on exercise recce, and found 
himself, and his vehicle, in an upside-down position waiting 
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for a . istance. H recollect with deep hatred the face of 
the Wlknown warrior which appeared at the window, said 
" no blood?" and then disappeared back into the darkness. 

Sergeant Ken Webb found himself e','..!11 more lonely on 
Erercise ' Ro e Garden,' when he leapt m o a field of bulls 
which were playing havoc with his 27-foot ma ts, followed, he 
thought, by a troop of faith~ ~oldie~. His fac~, seen look ng 
back ov r his shoulder whilst m mtd-ficld, will take a long 
time to forget. 

That was the arne cxerci e that Signabnan ' Taffy ' Mansell 
remember.> with a red face, when an electrical failure put his 
AFV 432 off the road and baffled him and two technicians 
for s veral hours until a pa sing lineman suggested the tighten
ing of a loose battery connection. 

Lance-Corporal Don Holmes recalls the horror of 
swimming for his life with bis capsized canoe, at sununer 
camp on the Moselle, with a fairly hefty barge bear~ng down 
on him. He says that, in the face of almost certam death, 
the whole of his Army life flashed across his mind and he 
almost decided to let the barge have him! 

A happier summer camp memory is that of Signalman Mick 
Toole, who reminisce on the nights around the camp fire on 
the banks of the Moselle, playing the guitar and singing 
' Michael, row the boat ashore ' with a happy group of D utch 
holidaymakers. C.Ome to think of it, they had probably just 
finished their football match! 

Signalman ' Mitch ' Mitchell and Lance-Corporal Jimmy 
Simpson remember Exercise ' Forefront III ' in Sep tember, 
when they were woken from blissful sleep by an angry 

ergeant who informed them that they had slept through three 
' enemy attacks '-<>n top of their AFV 432! 

And, finally, what about poor old Signalman Mike Bardell, 
who joined the Corps in January, 1970? A happy memory or 
sad? Well, he did mean to join the R .E.M.E.! 

'ft"elcome 
We welcome Lieutenant and Mrs. Chris Shuker and Second

Lieutenant Mark Riley into the Squadron, and wish them, and 
all reader.>, a happy and prosperous New Year. 

leleprinter 
Maintenance 
lechnician 

London 

Teleprinter Maintemmce Technicians requ ired to work in 
Central London for our expanding Service Centre. 

A pplicants should hold a clean current UK driving licence. 
be res ident within about 30 miles of central London and have 
good practical experience of 5-unit telegraph machines in
cluding maintenance, trouble shooting and installation work. 
They should also be experienced in the use of Test equipment 
such as TD MS and Oscilloscopes. 

5 -day week of 36 hours effective work earning a starting 
salary of £1 325 per annum if aged 27 or over on career 
salary-scale providing for annual increases, w ith addi tional 
paid overtime. Also eligible for Special Allowance of £84 
annually on completion of training. Telephone provided for 
standby duties. Luncheon Vouchers. 

If you have suitable experience and ere looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation write 
for application form giving brief details of experience, age 
and present salary to: Personnel Officer (Recruitment). 
Cable and Wireless Limited, Dept. A 101 /237, Mercury 
House, Theobalds Road, London. W.C.1, or tele~hone 
01 -242 4433 Ext. 211 . 

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS 
SALOON HUNTERS WAGON HUNTERS FAST GT HUNTERS PROVEN IMPS 

THOSE AVENGERS RAUCOUS RAPIERS SUMPTUOUS SCEPTRES 

Discounts up to 17'/20/o from UK basic 

• FAST FOR FORCES PRIORITY FACTORY HELD STOCKS 

• SPECIAL FORCES FINANCE AND INSURANCE SCHEME 
• DELIVERY UK OR WEST GERMANY 

• MODELS TO OVERSEAS POSTING SPECIFICATION 
• TRAINED STAFF WITH YOU IN MIND 

That's what Chrysler Military Sales means. Can you really settle for less? 

~-------------------~ I !:r;~!~:~:~:::i~ ~~=.~:=,:~•:u~e~~~~~::!:e~s N ame ........................................................... ........... Rank.................................... I 
I ~;~:;~:~R T~:~:::~1~:~~~RPS., Address .................................................................... .............. ... ........ .. ...... ........ .......... I 
Karlstrasse 16, Frankfurt, West Germany .............................. ............................................................ ........................................ .. ..... . I ~::',:,'.:.'~ ~';;~"m':: ~:::.:,'~ ;"'•;:::::; 0 Telephone .................. ............................................... Ext. _ _ 1

1 
~--------~----------~ 
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5 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
T idworth {205) 

Par"N (•V(>llts r(~VJl'w('d 

rriHE last set of notes that the Squadron sent to THE WIRE 
fimshcd off-" The Saxon Horse is alive and well and 

in• in Tidworth." One day, whoever wrote that will learn 
ot push his luck, if he lives that long. The Squadron has 

h a rather hectic year, remarkably little of it in Tidworth. 
t the start of the year, the training prograrnme looked all 
for a busy, but orderly time. In February and March, a 

a e JMrt of the Squadron entrusted itself to the R.A.F. 
a d were rewarded with a trouble-free flight to Cyprus where 
h • stayed for a month on Exercise ' Winch.' The admin 
n p ction had been ucczcd m between the departures of the 
d\'ance party and t'.1e main body. 
"Jbc remaind.!r of the Squadron spent this period working up 

for Exercise 'Tallons High ' in B.A.O.R., departing just before 
the> Cvprus element retumed. The end of lVarch saw the 

o uoups reunited, with their o.vn 'war stories,' and 'normal' 
'O ·kmg resumed. The ensuing programme included 'New 

Lnvoy IX' (The Alder.Ji t how), summer camp at Gare
lochhcad, the usual 11 i.ortr en of Brigade and Divisional exer
c.:ses and, of course, leave. 

With 'New Envoy' and the first Brigade CPX behind us, 
we were well into our tride when, at 09.00 hours, Sunday, 28th 
June, we were told to mov to Northern Ireland as reinforce
ment~ for Orangemen's Day. Now, 09.00 hrs. on a Sunday does 
not find T idworth at it mo ·t crowded and, true enough, a 
quick count of heads showed that we had no Brigadier, B.M ., 
Y. of S., F. of S., etc. Nevertheless, a t 02.00 hours on Mon
day, the advance party moved off by air. The Squadron was 
fully established in a tented camp near L isburn by Wednesday 
night. 

HEAVILY LADEN LAND ROVER 
Is this a record ! 6 sets in one land rover. The Commander's rover 
in Belfast carried C42, C 11 , A4 I, W 15, W30, and Stornophone 

Three weeks passed and, with the processions over, the 
Squadron prepared to move again, but not home. This time 
the move was to North Belfa t to relieve 24 Brigade. As 
time moved on rumours of our return ro T idworth were 
legion, the most popular date being 32nd Octembury. Eventually 
we went non-operational on 7th October and returned by sea 
the next day. 

We then took some overdue leave and returned to the 
routine of exercise , B.E. tests and all the other delights. We 
are now preparing for Air Mobility trial which promi e to 
keep us busy next year. 

Personalities within the Squadron have changed as fast as 
locations. Captain Ken Wright (O.C. ' A ' Troop), W.0 .1 
(R.S.M.) John Cowe and W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) John Markham 
have already left us and we welcome Captain Warren Ann
strong Second-Lieutenant Jim Evans, W.0.1 (R.S-M .) Brian 
Cook 'and W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) John Kelly. Due to go in the 
New Year are the 0.C., Ma;or Maurice Flynn, and Lieutenant 
Tony Whlpp. 

For now, all the best for the New Year to all members of 
the C.Orps, and remember, the saxon horse is - -; well, we'll 
leave that out. 
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19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

Colchester 

OUR last W IRE notes ended with the Squadron breathing a 
sigh of relief at the passing of the annual inspection. The 

report bas now been received and it appears that we have done 
fairly well. 

The inter-Troop competition was held during the first two 
weeks of December. The winners were: 

Soccer, ' A' Troop; Smallbore, ' Q' Troop / Brigade H .Q.; 
Safe driving, M.T_ Troop; Turn-<iut, 'A' Troop. 

A special word of consolation should go to ' J ' T roop who 
were second in the soccer, smallbore and safe driving competi
tions. 

The Christmas festivities started with the Panther Club 
(C.Orporals' Club) dance on 12th December. ' A ' Troop went 
to Clacton on 16th December for a Christmas party-no one 
can remember much but all believe it to have been very 
enjoyable. 

The Squadron held a carol service in the Garrison Church 
on 17th December, followed by the Sergeants' Mess draw on 
the same evening. This was voted a great success by all, 
especially by W.O.I Smith (RA .0.C.) who was amply rewarded 
for a large investment. The all ranks' dance was enjoyed by all 
those who attended and was probably beard by most of Col
chester. The members of the Sergeants' Mess were invited to 
the Officers' Mess at lunchtime on 22nd December for a little 
' Dutch courage ' before serving Christmas dinner to the 
Squadron. An excellent traditional meal, washed down with 
Long L ife, brought work to a close for the Christmas block 
leave, except for those happy volunteers who organised the 
children's Christmas party on 23th December. 

A most professional Father Christmas almost had us believ
ing in the old tale until a distinct resemblance to Lieutenant 
Cliff Walters, O.C. ' A ' Troop, was spotted. 

CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government Communications Headquarters 

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly 
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work. 
Recent experience in Cypher or T eleprinting desirable. 

Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253. 

Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties 
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which 
additional allowances are payable, Opportunities exist for 
Overseas Service. 

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent 
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanen t and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There 
arc also prospects for promotion. 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 

Candidates and both parents must have been British 
since birth. 

Applications with full details of qualifications to : 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Ci:ommunications Headquarters, 
Room A/ 1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GL52 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 
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THE MARCHING TEAM O F 12 MECHANISED BRIGADE H.Q. AND SIGNAL SQUADRON 
They marched 70 miles in two days from Minden to Onasbruck and nearly all managed to com piece the march. Team from left to right: 
Front row (Sitting): Sergeant Leggett, Lance-Corporal Worch, Lance-Corporal McConnell, Lieutenant Sugdom, Captain Hunt, Corporal Connell, 

Driver Bacon, Signalman Thompson 
Back row (Standing): Signalrr.an Carter, Signalman Francis, Signalman Kirton, Lance-Corporal Owens, Lance-Corporal Jones, Signalman Taylor, 
Signalman Ross, Signalman Reid, Lance-Corporal Russell, Corporal Gavillet, Corporal Dring, Corporal Hallsworth , Corporal Sykes, Private Kay, 

Lance-Corporal Cattell, Signalman Bishop, Signalman Wilde, Private Karbanneck 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

(212), B.F.P.O. 36 

W INTER is again upon us in Osnabrock but thfa 
Squadron, for one, has not hibernated, and we have 

had a very busy month. It started off witi1 the whole Squadron 
marching a distance of 70 miles from Minden to Osnabruck, 
across the Wiehengebirge. Nearly all managed to complete the 
march, which cook two days. However, the Squadron is now 
very used to marching, and our photographs show some of 
the medals that our marching team have collected this year. 
The collection is by no means complete, as ti1ere are a number 
which have not yet arrived and many of the team have sent 
their medals home. Very much to the front in medal collect
ing are Signalman Thompson and Private Karbanneck, who 
are shown looking rather like a couple of Spanish generals. 

Survh·al in our • Sandglooi;i ' 
With the advent of snow, the Squadron disappeared to our 

local training area in Achmer to build igloos. We rather 
over-estimated the amount of snow that had fallen, and the 
igloos finally turned out to be more like ' sandgloos.' The 
temperature during the night was -17°C. which, we are told 
by some of the more affluent members of the Squadron, is the 
temperature of a deep-freeze. However, inside our ' sandgloos ' 
the temperature was only -2°C., and all survived. We particu
larly congratulated our T Troop, who came out, having finished 
their day's work, with only one hour of daylight to complete 
their shelters. 
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They sweatetl for these . .. 

A couple of Spanish generals? Oh no-just two members of 12 
Mechanised Brigade Signal Squadron marching team showing off 

some of their medals 
L. to R: Signalman Thompson and Private Karban neck 
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Bo. Jng tN•m now in hard training 
The Squadron boxing team is now training hard under the 

joint direction of Lance-Corporal Clarke, R.C.T ., and Lance
Corporal Stevenson, K.O.S.B., for the B.A.O.R. Minor Units 
Team Boxing Championships. We fight 20 0 .F .P. from Det
mold, on 27th January. Most of the team are novices but 
we hope that keenness will make up for lack of experience . 

• 22 Shooting 
Under the direction of Captain Drew, the Squadron is now 

also heavily engaged in .22 shooting. We have an inter-Troop 
league, and the firm favourites at this stage appear to be our 
L.A.D. (' B ' Team) consisting of Sergeant Ashton, Sergeant 
Hannell, Corporal Proudfoot, Corporal Little and L ance
Corporal Blanchard. It should, however, be noted that Corporal 
Hilton and Lance-Corporal Moughton have been known to 
sneak across from the L.A.D. ' A' Team to give their 'B ' 
Team some support. 

("hri111t1nu111 fostivities and exer c is e s 
We are only just about recovering from our Christmas 

festivitie . Chriscnias here was a fairly full period, with every 
Troop and department having their own party and, of course, 
in addition, we had the all ranks' dance, the Corporals' Mess 
dan<.:e and our Christmas dinner. 

In the "!erg ants' Mess draw, the star prize of an extremely 
large radiog am was won by W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Kelly. H e has 
now been po ·ted to Shatjah and, as always happens with these 
things, he had ju t finished packing his MFO. 

Our exercise season commences at the end of February and, 
looking at our calendar, we are in for a very busy time. We only 
hope that the snow melts before we start. 

222 Signal Squadron (Sharjah) 
B.F.P.O. 64 

Change-over of Officers 

D URING the last two months three of the four Squadron 
Officers have traded the sun and sand for a return to 

their families in the cold north. The Squadron Commander, 
Major Frank Smith, left us to a rousing send-off from the 
Officers in the newly opened Sheba Hotel in Sharjah, and from 
the R.Q.'s staff in the Squadron Club. In his place we welcome 
Major T ony Edmunds, and wish him a pleasant six months 
with 222. 

Our tame Air Formation Signaller and sometime F.A.C., 
Captain L eslie (Crango) Steane, has al o left us for the delights 
of Bulford, and Captain Mike McCann bas gone to join Major 
Smith in 16th Signal Regiment. Their places have been taken 
by Captain Howard Culley, now fully installed as ' Crango 
Mk. II ' in the RAF Officer ' Mess, and Lieutenant Craig 
Treeby. 

Air&eld Troop take 11.o the desert 
F or the first time in recent history, the Sharjah element of 

Airfield Troop have ventured outside the air-conditioned RAF 
Camp and have taken to the desert. In a motley assortment 
of borrowed and ' cadged ' three-quarter-ton Land Rovers they 
set off in dense fog early one Friday morning for the East 
Coast. Led by the O.C. Captain Howard Culley, they got 
momentarily lost whilst still in Shatjah town, thanks to the 
dense fog. Once this cleared, the navigation gave little problem. 
The journey out was uneventful, if a little bone-shattering, 
until the Trucial Oman Scouts' Fort at Masafi was passed. 
The track led through an oasis and into a narrow gorge through 
the Jebels. It was then that the leading vehicle decided to leave 
the track at a sharp right-hand bend and try and climb the 
2,000ft. mountain in front of us. This was frustrated by a 
rather large boulder and the wall of the mountain. Signalman 
Jim Davies, driving, attributed this change in route to that 
unaccustomed element, water from the oasis, on the brake shoes. 
Luckily the . only casualties were a couple of bottles of 
' refreshments ' in the polar packs. 

Signalman Raymond Stephenson, intent on taking a photo 
of the follow:ing vehicles, was unwise enough to stand up in an 
open Land Rover and was clouted on the head by a low branch 
for his trouble (yes, they do have the occasional tree out here, 
and Stevie found it!). However, this did not impair his render-
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AIRFIELD TROOP ON THE DESERT COAST 
Signalman Jim Davies gets breakfast under way while F. of S. Field 

sets off for a morning swim 

SALALAH DETACHMENT 
Left to right: Corporal Vince Holt (N.C.O., l.C.), Lance-Corporal 
Mick Graham, Signalman Jim Davies, Lance-Corporal 'Asprin' Aston, 
Signalman 'Brummie' \"lhite, Lance-Corporal Tony Dubois, Corporal 
(Now Sergeant) Howard Loates, and Captain Howard Culley (O.C. 
Airfield Troop) grouped round Charlie Green, the Bondu Bomber 

ing. of Iri h folk songs and his celebrated Chelsea pensioner act 
that evening. After two days' rod fishing, swimming and spear 
fishing, the journey back to camp was uneventful. 

The trip was a welcome break from routine, and another is 
planned for February. 

Director of Telecommu11icatio11s visit 
On Thursday, 12th November, the Squadron was visited 

by the Director of Telecommunication , Brigadier Brindley. 
The Brigadier was visiting as the S.0.-in-C.' representative 
and took the opportunity of talking to a many soldiers as 
possible. 

The following day, accompanied by O.C. Airfield Troop, he 
visited Sergeant Jim Redgrave and his detachment at RAF 
M asirah in the Indian Ocean; the Brigadier eemed to enjoy 
his visit apart from one occasion when the detachment's Land 
Rover, which bad been awaiting a new clutch for a month, 
refused to budge in a patch of soft sand. The locals were 
treated co the sight of Captain Culley, in the driver's seat, 
urging the Brigadier, C.R. Signals (Lieutenant-€olonel Jackson) 
and Major Vic Render (T.O.T. H.Q. L.F.G.) to pu h harder. 
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Cb.ri l!' fma s and N w Yc-ar 
The Chrisana and New Year festivitie went off very well, 

Airfield Troop's billet bar get.ting second. prize fr<?m the 
Station Commander and a roanng trade bemg done m both 
the quadron Club and th_e billet b~r. In the Donk~y Derb.Y 
on Boxing Day, both Capt~ Culle ·.m the Gentlemen s Handi
cap and Lieutenant Treeby m the D1erra Stakes secured econd 
place after a bard-fought race. Lance-Corpor~l ~oho Johnson, 
however landed himself with a mount more mchned to travel 
backwards in tead of forwards. 

In the chariot race the next day Sergeant Mick Thomas 
drove his team to victory in the first race but the lead horse 
Captain Culley, \ a ' nobbled ' during the course of the final 
and we fini hed third. . 

ur congrarulation mu t? however_ ~o ro ?ur two ve~1.cle 
mechanics who came first m the Dnvmg Skills Competmon 
held on 28th D::cember 1970. They were Corporal Alan Kemp 
and Lance-Corporal Gregg Barr. 

In Jne1noriam 
I t is with regret that we have to inform ex-member of 

A.F .S. D erachment RAJ; Salalah, of the death on 16th 
D ecember of Mungus the troop mascot. 

M ungus, the goat, brought a measure of light relief to the 
otherwise bleak existence eiq>erienced at Salalah. His antics 
were enjoyed by the soldiers and airmen . who served _here 
during the shon time we bad Mungus. H e will be sadly mis ed 
by all . . . . 

Our sympathies are extended to his widow, Minges. 

223 S ign al Squadron (Radio) 
Winchest e r 

Visit of the S.0.-in-C. 

T HE Signal Officer-in-Chief spent most of M onday, 14th 
D ecember, with members of 223 Signal Squadron 

(Radio) in Winchester. A special Quaner Guard drawn from 
all departments was mounted at Bushfield Camp in honour of 
the occasion. Major General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., took the 
opponunity of speaking wi th every member before setting off 
to tour the camp. Accompanied by Colonel A. T. Scott, O .B.E., 
he saw and talked with personnel at their places of work . After 
drinks in the Sergeants' Mess be joined the officers for lunch. 

When the S.0.-in-C. visits-getting the 
Corps into the local news 

Since our formation in early 1%7 we have had our fair 
share of V.I.P. visitors. However, we have always bad the 
feeling that our final coming of age would be marked bY_ a 

visit from the Signal Cflicer-m
An exercise in public Chief. In consequence, there 
relations described by W.0.1 was great excitement when it 
D. A. Teesdale, 223 Signal was announced that the long 

Squadron. awaited visit would cake place 
on 14th December when Major 

General P. F . Pentreath, M .B.E., would spend the day with us. 
It is often difficult to put a small, independent unit such 

as th is ' on the map' with the local news media. We have an 
additional problem in that, being situated in Winchester, any 
publicity we create tends to be overshadowed by that of our 
well-established neighbours: The Depot of the Royal Green 
Jackets and a large and somewhat sprawling R.A.P.C . complex. 

Very m u ch n w boys in K.h1g Alfred's capital city 
We hasten to add that these elders of ours have always 

been generous in giving us a hand over the hurdles of our 
growing up. Even so, we do find we are very mud:!. the new 
boys in King Alfred's capital city. 

General Pentreath's visit then, seemed to be the ideal 
opponunity to establish our own separate identity in the minds 
of the local community. 

The Public Relations staff at Strategic O:>mrnand were 
helpful, but pointed out that what ~t be big news to us 
could be pretty small beer to the rest of the world. We would 

THE S.0.-IN-C. MEETS THE QUARTER GUARD 
General Pentreath has a few words with Lance-Corporal John 
jaggard (second from right) while inspecting the Quarter Guard . 
At right is Corporal Alex Berkley, third from right is Lance-Corporal 
'Steve' Keal and next to him Lance-Corporal Peter Campbell 

have to compete for space with international, national and big 
local events. Clutching the P.R. Manual lovingly to our chest 
we retired to plan our campaign. 

We were hopeful that the local papers would send along 
people to cover the ' gate ceremony ' - as we were beginning 
to call the general's arrival. It seemed unlikely that any of 
them would wish to tramp along behind the official party; so 
we began to look for a cameraman in the unit. 

Our problems were greatly reduced when Public. Relations 
Services agreed to supply film and do the processmg _for us 
on the understanding that we produced local-boy stones for 
them. We decided the occasion did not quite rate invitations 
to Southern ITV or the new BBC Radio Solent. However, 
we would include them in any news release made. 

Our plan envi aged a three-stage presentation. About three 
weeks prior to the event we wrot~ individual letters. to the 
editors or controllers of each medium we hoped to mterest. 
The letter gave no more than a brief outline of what we 
were planning. We were cunning enough. though, to allo':V 
a tiny bit of our pride to p eep through; JUSt to whet therr 
appetites. . . . . 

W e promised two news releases : a preliminary article m.cor
porating a biography of the .general and a fu ll news item 
immediately following the visit. To the newspapers we extended 
our cordial invitatitm ' . . . to send a cameraman to cover 
the gate ceremony . . . where the general will inspect a 
Quarter Guard. The arrival is timed for 11.15 a.m.' 

-" full PrPSS t u ll"nout 
The next task was to write the preliminary news release 

based on the general's biography. This we bad obta~~d, 
together with official photographs, from the Corps Publicity 
Officer. W e allowed this piece to spread to about 250 words, 
not expecting it to be used verb~tim by anyone. !en days 
before the visit we dropped these into the post. O:>p1es of the 
release - less the photographs - were also sent to ITV and 
Radio Solenc. 

By this time the administrators had fined down the pro
gramme of the visit. I t was possible to 'walk thr<?ugh ' the 
programme and pick likely subjects for local-boy stones. Thes_e 
individuals would be introduced to the general by their 
department heads. . . 

To our dismay reports of the elecm c1ty power cuts began 
to consume mor~ and more of the diminishing news space. 
14th D ecember dawned good and foggy with a lively touch of 
frost in rile air. Our first indication that something was going 
right came with a press enquiry as to whether the g~neral 
would be delayed by the fog. He was f1:0t the17 and we said so. 
Ir was just our luck _that be lost 30 i:runutes m _the next hour. 

At the appointed u me we were delighted to discover we bad 
a full press turnout. Even a power-cut as the coffee was being 
heated to warm up those waiting did not deter them. General 
Pentreath seemed only mildly surprised at the number of 
photographers present and turned not a hair when they began 
to swarm round the Quarter .Juard. 

(Continued 011 page 85) 
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Apart from a jammed camera at a crucial meeting - one 
which could not be repeated - the rest of the visit went well. 
Then it was a mad rush to get the film back to P.R. for 
processing. A brief, one hundred-word statement was prepared 
for radio and T.V. That was phoned through within half-an
hour of the general leaving. ~t was just our luck that it 
coincided with a high-powered announcement from the elec
tricity front. 

Th~ rc-11ult-well worth the effort 
But the press did us proud. Based on our comprehensive 

news release, each paper gave us about 20 standard column 
inches. The evening had also used our preliminary and the 
wunty p1per even drununed up one of our local-boy stories 
from another area edition and ran it in the same issue on the 
trcngth of the soldier being quartered in Winchester. 

Perhaps the most gratifying result came in the form of a 
r.butc from one of our new-found newspaper friends. 

" Blimey," he said, " the Army is certainly beginning to get 
th hang of helping the Press." 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Rela y) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

I N December we found ourselves launched into Exercise 
'Madding Crowd.' This Squadron exercise had been 

long promised, and we foolishly thought that a promise it 
would remain. Our O.C., Major A. S. McK. Anderson, how
ever, decided that the igns were auspicious for December, 
thus the exercise was on. 

The aim of the exercise was to practise the W.0.s and 
Senior N.C.O.s of the Squadron in the arts of running a 
radio relay unit, and, we think, to give the officers a week 
off to improve t!heir golf handicaps. 

• • • elevated to highe r places 
Among those unfortunates elevated to higher places of 

corrunand, and plusher offices, were W.0.1 (F. of S.) ' Prof.' 
Kenyon (O.C.), W.O.II (F'. of S.) John Lee (C.S.E.), W.0.ll 
(S.S.M.) Cyril Courtenay (Second-in-Conunand), Staff Sergeant 
Don Payne (Q.M.); Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Dave Sugden and 
Len Sant were detailed to corrunand East and West Troops 
respectively. Sergeant T om Bowman collected the S.S.M.'s 
position. 

Certain of the officers were d esignated umpires for the 
exercise, in particular Captain Roy Barber, our Second-in
Corrunand, who busied himself injecting particularly nasty 
exercise situations into the Squadron routine. M atters that 
were dealt with by S.H.Q. during the period would have 
reduced the regular oommand incumbents to grey-haired old 
men; amongst the disasters the planners dreamed up were 
a fire, a bomb plant, sundry corrununication catastrophes, the 
odd death, and what must have been bubonic plague in system 
control. 

The h ig h ligh t o f the w eek 
The highlight of the week was a visit to the unit by the 

Ruritanian General, General l'v'. A. D. Ding, and his sub
versive Chief of Staff (alias Captain R. E. Barber) who tried 
to poison all ranks with both his warped ideology and filthy 
cigars. . . . .. 

The exercise closed w1tfl a de-brief, a t which participants 
declared that it had all gone rather well ; the Squadron and 
the C.O.'s public fund, both intact, were handed back to the 
rightful office bolder. 

On the social side, the Christmas activities opened with a 
Junior Ranks' Social in the RR Bar, ably organised by Corporal 
Ken H umphries, and at the children's pany, Corporal Alan 
Coates fooled all the children into believing in Father Christ
mas. The annual pilgrimage of Officers, W.O.s and Sergeant 
to each others messes wa enjoyed by all. 

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN 
COPY OF THE WIRE! 
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261 Signal Squ a dron (Cyprus) 
B.F.P.O. 5 3 

M UCH seems to have happened in the last few weeks and 
.J... - now that the festive season is almost upon us it trught 
be a good idea to get some of rhe more noteworthy events 
into print before they vani5h in the alcoholic haze that one 
usually associates with yuletide. 

We have just had a change of corrunand. Major B. C. Hodg
son is now firmly in the chair having taken over from Major 
N. C. Grayson, who has left us for a slighrly more sedate 
task at the School. The Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0. 
dined Majors Hodgson and Grayson in and out respectively 
in the Garrison Sergeants' Mess and a good time was had 
by all, judging by the eyeballs at work the next morning. 
Major Hodgson rounded off his debut in the ergeants' Mess 
by soundly defeating S.S.M. J. V. Press at darts for a bottle 
of tbe best. Major Grayson was last seen a couple of days later 
in his small Honda, carrying a vast amount of luggage, heading 
in the general direction of Famagusta. We sincerely hope he 
managed it without mishap and wish him and Mrs. Grayson 
every success in their new pose. 

F.F.R.s tend co be dull reading but 8th D ecember was 
anything but dull for 261 Signal Squadron. The inspection was 
carried out by Major -General M . W. Holme, C.B.E ., M.C., 
G.O.C. NEAR.ELF. It involved island-wide coverage by car 
and helicopter, the G.O.C. insisting on speaking to every 
soldier he set eyes on, and managed to present five L S. & G.C . 
Medals to members of the Squadron as well. The recipients 
were: W.0.1 (F. of S.) Derek Prime, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Bert 
Heyes, W.O.Il (S.S.M.) Vic Prees, Staff Sergeant Ray Haskell, 
B.E.M., Corporal Pete Edwards-not bad for a small unit. 

A LOT O F LONG SERVICE HERE ! 
261 SQUADRO N'S L.S. AND G.C. PRESENTATION GROUP 
Left to right : W .0 .11 (S.S.M .) J. V. Prees, Staff-Sergeant R. J. Haskell , 
B.E.M., W .0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) A. Heyes, Major-General M. W . Holme, 
C.B.E., M.C., W .0 .1 (F. of S.) D. Pri me, Corporal P. Edwards 

H aving left S.H .Q. the G .0 .C. went by road to visit Airfield 
Troop RAF Akrotiri, commanded by Captain J. A. Gatward. 
Here he met a cros - ection of t1ie Troop and held a long and 
amusing conversation with Sergeant Danny Flanagan .on the 
general situation in orthern Ireland. A h~lf-~our fl1~~t by 
helicopter brought General Holme to RAF 1cos1a to v1s1t the 
small Troop there, commanded by Sergeant Terry Stacey. 
H aving managed to ta lk to everY: member of . the T roop ~e 
G.0.C. then took off for Episkop1. As the belicopt~r came m 
to land at Flagstaff Rous he had a splendid view of the 
goll course, where it bas become obvious to many that he 
intends to take plenty of exerci e. . 

In the sporting field the quadron manage to hold It end 
up very well. Corporal Ian Gilbert and his wife M:olly excc;lled 
themselves by winning the Cyprus Open Badminton ixed 
Final at RAF Episkopi. Signalman Mick Howie and Bobby 
Jones apart from being the mainstay of the Squadron football 
team,' have both gained place in the Army (Cyprus) team. 
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IT'S CO OLER DOV'/N HERE, SIR 
Lance-Corporal G. Clarke of Airfield Troop, Nicosia, emerging 
from the cable pit, earns a friendly word from Major-General M. 

W. Holme, C. B.E., M.C. O thers in the picture: 
Left to right: W .0 .11 (S.S.M.) J. V. Prees, Major B. C. Hodgson, 

Flight-Lieutenant Doherty (R.A.F., Nicosia) 

Corporal Paul Clarke has just rerurned from the Army rugby 
cour of Malta and still appears to be in one piece. 

On the social side the Squadron tombola seems to have 
caught on very well and on Friday mornings Staff Sergeant 
(F. of S.) Keith1 Eustace can be seen sitting behind piles of 
5 mil piece busily counting the P.R.I. 's profits. He bas also plll 
in a lot of time and effort in organising the Squadron Christmas 
draw and bas bullied and cajoled people into selling enough 
tickets to produce some really first-class prizes. The R.Q.M.S. 
bas been beard to mumble that if the F. of S. doesn't shift 
all the prizes from his office he'll take the damned lot on charge. 

621 Signal Troop (LPD) 

H.M.S. Fearless 

B.F.P.0. Ships 

On board at las t 

AFTER re-forming for four months at Blandford, the 
Troop finally went on board on 16th D ecember, just in 

time for Christmas leave. Cur task, until we go to sea, will be 
manning the ship 's telephone exchange and getting the Assault 
Operations Room up to spec; the latter will be a long job. 
Painting will be the biggest p riority. 

Army Acquaint Cours e 
Ar the end of ovember and early December, nearly SO 

Royal Naval radio operators from H.M.S. 'Fearless ' visited 
Blandford for an Acquaint Course, run by tile Troop with 
assistance from the School of Signals. Apart from Army 
orgarusation, they were taught how to use the Al3, A41 and 
C42, and, of course, saw what ' luxury ' the Army live in 
ashore. The R.O.s visited the Corps Museum and even saw 
the film 'Mercury.' They all seemed impressed, but I regret 
to say none have volunteered to transfer to the Corps. 

kyne t-we have It 
Well, it's on board at last. No photographs, as it is identical 

to the fit on 1-LM.S. ' Intrepid,' who took the front page of 
THI! WIRE some months ago. Despite its use, it is virtually 
ope~t~~ and controlled ~Y ' Greenies ' (Technicians to the 
non-irutiated), we may, with their permission, use the speech 
and teleprinter facilities. Rumours that the flag deck men of 
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' Intrepid ' arc all sterile are apparently false, the RADHAZ 
(radiation hazard) is not that great. 

Mess de-ck-rand thanks to 30th llf'l>(hnent 
At last a new mess deck this time above the waterline, and 

one Jess ladder to go down. The decor will have to be changed 
a bit; naval wtite and grey is not appealing. ~deas for a fitted 
carpet and a few decoration have already been put forward. 

Farewell and thank you to 30th Signal Regiment for putting 
up with us during our short stay. Special thanks to Radio 
Troop of 1 Squadron, who lent us equipment to assist in 
training, and to Captain Dai Rees, the Q.M. Tech., who 
sorted out our stores. 

I1n·itnc ion 
Any Royal Signals Unit who would like to visit H.M.S. 

' Fearless,' please drop us a line c/o B.F.P.O. Ships, G.P.O., 
London. 

- The Volunteers · -

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

UcgiuU'ntnl \Veekend 

ONCE again the whole Regiment came together at Burniston 
Barracks, Scarborough, in December for a weekend of 

centralised training and pre-Christmas festivities. The trade 
training itself was very useful; the Regimental training 'system,' 
organised by our Training Major Leslie Clayton, now runs like 
a rea onably well-oiled machine. 

On the Saturday evening we had the tradicional Army 
Christmas dinner with all the trimmings. It was served, and 
washed up, by the Officers and Sergeants; the organisation of 
this by 0.C. H.Q. Squadron, Major flDl Smiles, and the R.S.M., 
Brian 0-verland, is now very professional. Many of those 
attending who had been to our previous Christmas dinners 
said that Niis was the best; we are all very grateful to our 
Messing Officer, Captain M argaret Hope, for all the prepara
tions, and to our cook, Sergeant S. T. Hardy, for all the hard 
work in the cookbouse. 

Having catered for our technical and physical needs we also 
met our spiritual needs. On Sunday morning the whole Regi
ment attended morning service at St. Mark's Church, Newby, 
which is the Parish Church for Burniston Barracks. This is 
the third year running in which we have all been to this 
service at St. Mark's and we are most grateful to the Vicar, 
Alan Branigan, and his congregation. The service was specially 
arranged by the Vicar and our Regimental Chaplain, Cliff 
Barker, and it bad a Christmas motif and included several 
carols. The music was provided by the Regimental Band, under 
Staff Sergeant J. L. Beazley, and the church organ. The sermon 
was preached by the Assistant Chaplain General for Northern 
Command, the Reverend N. S. Metcalf, D .S.O. 

Santa in tri plicate 
The usual dlildren's Christma pany was held on Sunday, 

20th December, and 130 children of members of the Regiment 
based on Teesside attended. They played games, watched films, 
devoured copious quantities of cakes, trifle and lemonade (all 
to the accompaniment of a self-generated adult ear-shattering 
noise), and were each given a present by a Santa Claus. 
A novel feature of this year's party was, to speed up the pro
ceedings, the employment of three Santa Claus- a phenomenon 
whidl even the youngest children appeared to take in their 
stride. 

II Wellare needs Clothing! II 
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35th REG IMENT'S RALLY TEAMS 
Left to right: Captain Robinson, Sergeant Ricketts, Corporal Chambers, Sergeant Brenni, Sergeant Rowe, Lance-Corporal Warner 

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment 
(Volunteers), Birmingham 6 

D ECEMBER, as the month of good cheer, saw the Regi
ment getting its full share of social activities, all the 

Squadrons having Christmas dinners/dances, whilst Regi
mental functions included a Regimental Officers' dinner night, 
a Regimental Sergeants' Mess ball, and a children's Christmas 
party, but amid all these Christmas festivities, training, trade 
te ting, and other activities, some of whic~ are reported below, 
kept the Regiment locally in the limelight and at full stretch. 

lleglmental D5nner Night 
On 27th November, the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant

Colonel D. C. Woodbridge and Officers of the 35th (South 
Midland) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) entertained the Lord 
Mayor of Birmingham, Alderman Stanley Bleyer, and a nwn
ber of City Councillors at a Regimental dinner, held in the 
Banqueting Room of the Birmingham City Council House, to 
return the hospitality extended to them at the time of the 
Freedom of Entry to the City of Birmingham, which was 
granted to the Regiment on 12th September, 1970. 

Others attending included the G.O.C., West Midland 
District, Maior-General J. Majury, O.B.E., Brigadier R. H. 
Borthwick, Commander, 11 Signal Group, and the Honorary 
Colonel of the Regiment, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., 
D.L., J.P., who celebrated bis SOth year as a member of the 
Royal Corps of Signals during 1970. 

After dinner, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge pre
sented a pair of the SOth Anniversary Royal Signals Ctiina 
Trumpeters, mounted in a glass display ca e to Alderman 
Bleyer as memento of the occasion. 

These now occupy an honoured place in the Lord Mayor's 
parlour. 

Children's Claristm as party 
The job this year fell to Captain Barry Bayliss, and, together 

with his wife, Sheila, provided 100 children from the Birming
ham area of the Regiment with films, professional entertain
ment, pop, cakes, sticky buns, balloons filled with X factors 
(no prize for guessing who blew them up) a visit to Father 
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Christmas and a Christmas present. The day ended with the 
departure of the noisy throng, completing the most exhausting 
exercise of the year. 

Sonfield Ilome for men tally h andic apped child ren 
19th December saw the R.S.M. and the stalwarts of 48 

Signal Squadron descending on the home to organise a Father 
Christmas parachute drop by the local sky-diving club and 
an air display by A!R 70 Flying School. All went well until 
the cheering, arm-waving children saw Father Christmas miss 
the dropping zone and disappear over a nearby hill, but the 
day was saved by Sergeant Colin McMillan, who recovered the 
reluctant Father Christmas in a Land Rover and quickly drove 
him back to the waiting children. 

Recruiting Open Day n t 89 (Warwickshir e) 
Signnl Squadr on (V) 

89 Squadron held an open day for radio barns and, despite 
the inclement weather, it met with some measure of success, 
as 100 or more radio enthusiasts, looked over the Squadron's 
equipment, which was presented in a di mounted and military 
role; -they now look forward to having a flood of semi-trained 
recruits. 

High pea k rally 
For this well-organised event by the Civil Service Mo!oring 

Association, we entered three teams. The times for the Land 
Rover class were, naturally, slightly high, but not impossible. 
Timing was by T ARGA, and route cards were i sued when 
you started and at certain controls along the route. It was 
purely plot and bash. The route covered 150 mile over the 
peak district. It included two selective sections of approxi
mately five miles each, where we had to make the best possible 
time. 

In the last nvo sections of the fir t s~age, the fir t five ections 
of the second stage, which included the selective section, we 
were impeded by peak mi ts, which had visibility in parts 
down to 10 yards, but thankfully, they didn't blanket every
where. 35th Regiment entries took the first three place in the 
Land Rover Class, finishing 6th, 9th and 13th overall, which 
wasn't too bad against civilian cars. Thirty-four cars entered 
the rally. 
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AWARDS IN PLENTY FOR 67 (THE QUEEN 'S OWN 
WARWICKSHIRE AND WORCESTERSHIRE YEOMANRY) 

SIGNAL SQUADRON 

The occasion at which the above photo was taken was the recent 
presentation of Territorial Efficiency Medals and Meritorious Service 
Awards to volunteers of 67 (The Queens Own Warwickshire and 

Worcestershire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron 
Presentations were made by Colonel A. Fender, T.D., D.L. lance
Corporal A. R. Smith was presented with a tankard by the Squadron. 

as a token of their appreciation for his years of service. 
lance-Corporal Smith has had to retire from the T. & A.V .R. at the 

age limit 
Presentations were made as under : 

Territorial Efficiency Medo/ 
Sergeant G. J. lamb, Sergeant E. J. Sutton 

Meritorious Service Awords 
Staff-Sergeant D. Smart, Staff-Sergeant R. H. Taylor, Sergeant J. 
Vere, Sergeant W. V. Bonsell, Corporal A. R. Heath, Sergeant 

T. Taplin, A.C.C. 
Jn the photograph from left to right ore: Lance-Corporal A. R. Smith, 
Colonel A. Fender, T.D., D.L., Major P. E. D. Birchall , T.D., 

Sergeant G. Lamb, and Sergeant E. Sutton 

39th (City of London) Signal 
Regiment (Volunteers) 

A vote of thanks 

I T seems a long time since we ~1ave appeared in print, though 
the past issue did contain the photographs of the Lord 

Mayor's Show. Thanks to the Demonstration Team at Bland
ford, -in the form of the redoubtable Sergeant Fisher with his 
merry men, who stayed with us for a week, having lived 'Lord 
Mayor's Show ' in Blandford for the preceding six weeks, the 
floats were a great success and much envied by all, not least 
at ~1e moment on the day when the heavens opened, for most 
of them had roofs. 

Public rf"lations 
The Regiment had pretty comprehensive P.R. cover around 

that time with a mention on BBC! at the Festival of Remem
brance, ~ four-minute ' spot' on Radio London in which our 
parachutists were talked down by Second-Lieutenant Simon 
Evans (by editing we cut out what some of them felt at having 
been dropped at I,250fr. in a high wind over the car park of 
Aalborg A1rp0rt), the Lord Mayor's Show, followed by a 'spot' 
on the Jack D i Manio programme. 

FltnMJS 

Wbilst all th_is was. going_ on we were preparing for our 
~tness for role inspection which took place on 24th November 
m London, 25th November in Tunbridge Wells and 1st 
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Decemhc1 m Dundee. The Inspecting Officer was Colonel F. 
M. S. Winter, M.B.E.., who kindly 'stood in' for the C.S .0. 
Southern Command, Brigadier D. E. Warren, who went down 
with 'flu, shortly to be followed by the Commanding Officer. 
We rounded off this period of activity with an all ranks' dance 
in Worship Street; there must have been 500 people there 
the place. wa~ pack~d to bursting and the noise (music) mad~ 
conver ·auon impo s1ble. However, that made concentration on 
the liquid refreshment easier, o all were happy. 

Pin~· 

The Officers' Mess held the annual ball in December at the 
Royal Commonwealth Society which was a great success. 
' People ' in Mess kit could be seen hailing taxis in Trafalgar 
Square at 3 a.m., to go 'looking for the action,' but ilie air was 
too cold so they went home instead. 

The usual Christmas festivitie took place, the Sergeants 
came to the Officers' Mess, where they were told of W.0.11 
Gwen Murgatroyd's success at a recent commissioning board, 
the Officers went to the Sergeants' Mess and then on to the 
Lynx Club, and the ' season ' closed with the children's Christ
mas party but this year Corporal C. J. and Mrs. Shea only 
brought eight of their ten children. 

Tiu• fuh1rt-

The next event is the visit of the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs 
to th~ Regiment for dinner. This is followed by a trip to 
Bavaria, but not, we hope, into Garmisch Airport car park· we 
lose more parachutists that way! ' 

- _Obitu·ary 
Major H. J. Funnell 

.Ja~k ~unnell enlisted in the Corps in 1924. He was com
nuss1oned as an I.P.C. (later T.O.T.) in 1941. He was Deputy 
C.I.E.M.E. at the Ministry of Supply until 1945, when he joined 
ar;i L. of C. S_ign~ls in Paiforce. He transferred to 4th G.H.Q. 
Signals later m tne same year and commanded the unit for 
two shon periods. 

In 1948 he served as Second-in-Command of 18th and 4 
Divisional Signal Regiments and Palestine Command Signal 
Regiment. 
. He reverte~ to. his substantive rank as a Captain (T.O.T.) 
in_ 1948, se.r:vmg ~ H.Q. ~.A.0 .R. Signal Regiment and 11th 
Air Formation Signals, domg grand work in the Berlin Air 
Lift. He was in Signals 7 at the War Office from 1950 until 
he retired in 195) to join the Automobile Association as 
Assistant Communications Manager. 

Wit? . his . specialised knowledge he was able to guide the 
Assoc1at1on ~ a~ spheres ?f communi~ations and in his early 
days was primarily responsible for settmg-up the national tele
pnnter tape relay network which currently handles approxim
ately a million messages a year. 

He "."as appointed Manager in January, 1963, and, apart 
from his valuable work within the AA, he became Chairman 
of the Mobile Radio Usecs' Association, and represented them 
o~ the Mobile R~~o Committee and Frequency Advisory Com
rruttee of the Mllllstry of Posts and Telecommunications. He 
was also. a member of the Institute of Office Management, 
Commu~cations Managers Division. 

Jack died on 19th July, 1970. He will be remembered as a 
man of . integrity and forthrightness coupled with a sense of 
compassion and humour. Above ~ll he _was "!ery much a family 
man and all iliose who knew him will wish to extend their 
sympathies to his wife and family in their sad loss. 

Corporal Cyril Taylor 
J.H.E. writes : 

.All his old and many friends in the Corps will have learnt 
with deep regret of the death of ex-Corporal Cyril Taylor 
better and always affectionately known as 'Tanky.' He passed 
away after a heart operation at the G~oote Schur Hospital, 
Cape Town, ~n 3rd December, 1970, iust a year after his 
retirement to live at George, Cape Province, S. Africa . 
. . A tough an~ e"'.er-<:beerful little Yorkshireman, 'Tanky' 
iomed at Cattenck m 1934. Trained as a D.R./Fitter he went 
from Bulford to Palestine in 1938; then just prior to the out
break _of wa; he was posted to 11 Section, Paiforce Signals, 
and with sucn other stalwarts as Swede ' Collins, Alec Hawley, 
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C:SN_. Charles_ Tebby ~nd _Billy Solly made the not-so-comfy 
mp via the Nile to Na1rob1. They were met on arrival by a 
certain_ Captain-no"'. re~ed Brigad!er-' Crew' Stonely. 

Durmg the campaign m East Africa, 'Tanky' served with 
distinction and gallantry, travelling some thousand of miles on 
hazardous. D.R.L.S./S.D.S. runs in Abyssinia and Eritrea. 
Taking his release on his age and service group in 1946 he 
stayed in Kenya and joined the Express Transport Co., becoming 
responsible for the organisation and control of all the Army's 
hired transport. His loyalties and unstinted service to and for 
thi~ concern eame? him a directorship and seat on tneir Board. 
. Thou~ sn;iall 1~ stature no one _could . have been bigger 
m genuine fnendsh1p and understanding. Kmdness, considera
tion and unbounded generosity were all part of his make-up. 
lbo~e of us w~o were fortunate in knowing and serving 

w1th.h1m.moum h~s plssmg _and extend our deepest sympathies 
to his wife, Connie, and his son, John, in their saddest and 
greate t loss. 

Association News -
Reatling Branch comes to life again. 

Successful inaugural meeting 
Mr. D. Greenbrook, who attended the inaugural meeting 

of the revived Reading Branch of the Association, reports as 
follows: 

" I had rlie pleasure of attending the inaugural meeting of 
the Reading Branch of the Royal Signals Association, held at 
the Dragon Club, Brock Barracks, Reading, on Monday, 4th 
January. The meeting turned out to be a great success, and 
the attendance of 44 was due mainly to the hard organising 
work done by the now-elected Hon. Secretary of the Branch, 
Mr. Alan E. Foot. He must have spent much of his spare 
time in sending out notices and having these same notices pub
lished in local papers over a wide area of Berkshire, Hamp
shire, Buckinghamshire, and Oxfordshire. I feel sure that 

many more would have attended but for the verv adverse 
weather conditions. · 

The Dragon Club was made available for this meeting 
an~ for future meetjngs of the Branch, by the O.C. 94 (Berk~ 
5htr<: Yeomanry) Signal Sq.uadron (V), Major F. K. Bailey. 
He 1s to be thanked for layrng on a most excellent buffet and 
bar facilities for those who attended. 

It was proposed during the meeting that the Branch would 
meet on the first Friday of every month at the Dragon Club. 
Brock Barracks, Reading, at 8 p.m., and it is hoped that a 
number of ~x-Signalmen who did not see the original notices 
wtll read this report and make a point of going along to their 
next meetin~, whi~h will be Friday, 5th March, and support 
what I consider will be a most successful addition to our list 
of local br~nches .. The social _life of the _Branch is going to 
be very acuve, with dances, dinners, reuruons and visits. 

The n'.lme and address of the Hon. ~ecretary of the Reading 
Branch is: Mr. A. E. Foot, 96, Chiltern Crescent, Earley 
Reading, RG6 IAN, and all enquiries about the Branch should 
be addressed to him." 

Hull branch 
Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. A. Soar, 164, Park Avenue, Hull. 

E. Yorkshire. 
_A very ple'.lsant evening was enjoyed by some 60 members, 

wives and fnends of the Hull Branch when they held their 
annual dinner on 14th January. The dinner was held at the 
Queen's Hotel, George Street, and Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, 
Genc:ral Secretary of the Associltion, was the guest for the 
evernng. After the Royal Toast and a Toast to the Ladies, 
Brigaruer Hobson talked about the Association and how it was 
faring, mentioning in particular the wonderful support given 
to Corps benevolence by the regular Corps through the Day's 
Pay Scheme. He remarked on the warm welcome he had 
received in Hull, as his hotel had caught fire as he left for 
the dinner and he wondered whether there would be a hotel 
to return to after the dinner. 

Mr. R. L. Stephenson presided and arrangements were in 
the capable hands of Mr. G. A. Soar and other helpers. 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premium .. 
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £11JO 
a year, which is 19.76% increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its .representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of rhk. 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETffiING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL t\SSCRANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. ~~\;1Jib. R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
P .C.l.B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 
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Maior 
T. P. Williama 

F .C.l.B. 
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Racal manpacks 
cover most ground 
Not only with the greater distances over which they always give 
reliable communication, but in the w ide range of manpacks 
available. 
In the world's widest selection of man packs from HF to VHF, 
there is always a Racal-BCC manpack to do the job. 
And do it reliably, ruggedly and economically. 
Now in use in over 82 countries. 
Send for details of the Racal-BCC manpack range 

For instance - Minical 
• 2MHz to 9MHz •Choice of six pre-set channels 

• S.S.B. voice or C.W. operation• 1 watt p.e.p. output 
•Low power consumption• Solid-state 

• Lightweight. compact robust and waterproof 

lilBSBIJ 
Raca/-BCC Ltd 
Bracknell· Berkshire · England 
Tel Brackne/13244 · Telex 84166 
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. ~Sport~-
The Corps wins promotion in Army Squash 

Rackets League 
The President of Corps Squash, Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, writes: 

The Division II Tournament of the Army Squash Rackets 
League was held at Aldershot over the weekend 4th-6th 
December, 1970. The Corps had been in Division II for a 
couple of years, but had come close to winning promotion last 
year. Hopes were high this time. 

Four matches were to be played over the weekend, R.E., 
R.A.M.C. I R.A.D .C., R.A.O.C. and R.A.E.C. were our 
opponents, and would be met in that order. Our most difficult 
m'ltch, we knew, would be against R.A.E.C., and they were the 
main contenders for promotion. We judged that our only chance 
for promotion was to win our first three matches by as great 

margin as possible, and then to try to hold our own against 
R.A.E.C. 

It was with this in mind that our first matches were played. 
We beat R.E. by 4-1, and in this match Captain Storr excelled 
himself by defeating Colonel Elgood, a well-known former Army 
player, in three games. Our second match, that against 
R.A.M.C./R.A.D.C., produced a 5-0 victory. We won the 
match against R.A.O.C. by 3-2. In this the opposition fielded 
their team in an incorrect order of merit, thereby depriving 
us of a 5-0 victory and courting disqualification. Fortunately the 
overall result was not affected. 

It was apparent after this match that the league winner 
would be the winning team of the Royal Signals v. R.A.E.C. 
game. R.A.E.C. put out what was their strongest team for 
many years. It included four former Army players, one of whom 
was the 1967 Army Champion, and another player who was 
an ex-Welsh international. The match began well for us, with 
Major Pertwee winning at 2nd string, and then Lieutenant
Colonel Hellier beat his opponent with surprising ease. We 
did not have long to wait for the vital third win in which 
Major Randel beat Major Protheroe 3-1. Our other two players, 
Storr and Cornforth, both lost, but it should be noted that 
Storr gave Cooper a fright by leading him 2-0 before going 
under to the former Army Champion's brilliant play, and 
Cornforth1 only went down in the fifth game after a bard fight. 

The final result of the match was thus a 3-2 win for the 
Corps, whidh was just what was needed to ensure the promotion 
that had been fought so hard for. 

It would be invidious to select out any particular player for 
his performance, since our win was essentially a team affair, 
in which everyone imbued with the will to win played his part 
magnificently both on and off the court. 

Next year we compete in Division I, and, to be realistic, 
the problem will be to stay there. We shall have many top 
class players against us, and it is important both that our 
known players try to improve their game further through con
stant practice, and also that new talent should be discovered, 
or developed, by means of the game being encouraged at Unit 
level. I hope that players and former players will give every 
assistance by encouraging and coadling others. 

The Corps Team which competed in the Division II tourna
ment was selected from the following players who are listed 
in their order of merit: Captain J. F. Storr, Major L. J. Pertwee, 
Captain M. A. Cornforth, Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, 
Major D. A. C. Randel, Captain J. H. Lowe, Sergeant M. J. 
Taylor, Lieutenant L. G. French. 

Sub equently Corps Colours were awarded to Lieutenant L. 
G. French and re-awarded to the other players. 

The margin of the Corps win can be seen from the following 
points table. Total points: 1, Royal Signals 23; 2, Royal Army 
Educational Corps 18; 3, Royal Engineers 11; 4, Royal Army 
Ordnance Corps 11; 5, Royal Anny Medical Corps 7. 

Stop Press 

The following player have been selected to represent 
Northern Command in the Army Inter-zone Squash rackets 
Competition: 

Lieutenant-Colonel F. Parker, H.Q. Northern Command; 
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Major G. W. Davies, R.A.E.C., Army Apprentices' College, 
Harrogate; Captain J. Storr, Sth Signal Regiment; Sergeant A. 
Halliwell; A/T Corporal A. Sinclair and A/T P. Dean, Army 
Apprentices' College, Harrogate. 

~ Promotions ~ 
(Continued from page 54) 

MISCELLANEOUS AMI.!. DMr:NTS 
TECH."<ICIANS ROLL 

Sgt. 
Huczhes, 
Wake, 

D.A. 27 Jan. 66 Omitted from Blue Book 
23 Apr. 70 Please amend name to read WARh l'.K. 

REGIMl!NTAL D UTY ROLL 

Nam~ lniiials Ra11k 
To W.0.1 
Postelthwaite, R. G . A/W.O.I 

AiW.0.1 
A.W.O.I 
A/W.O.I 
A/W.0.1 

Howie, G. A. 
Cook, B. 
Brcsloff, R. S. 
Common, F. 

To W.O.II 
Bishop, 
Markie, 
Waugh, 
Balch, 
Stoneham, 
Park, 
Horne, 
Simpson, 
Smith, 
Evans, 

To S Sgt. 
Drugan, 
Childs, 
Stubbing, 
Franklyn, 
Eastwood, 
Sutton, 
Fayers, 
Phillips, 
Milton, 
Dehdashty, 
Hughes 
Greaves, 
Phillips, 
Atkin, 
Phileman, 
Crawford, 
MaUabone, 

R. C. A IW.O.U 
.. C . A/W.O.II 

A. P. A. W.O.II 
T. A./W.O.Il 
L. V. A/W.O.II 
G. A/W.O.II 
A. F. A1W .O.II 
E. J. AJW.O.Il 
E. R. R. S Sgt. 
K. A/W.O.II 

A. P. 
K.A. 
M.O. 
P.H. 
R. 
J. L. 
T.G. 
J. A. 
J. F. 
R. S . 
D.A. 
G. 
A. E. 
R. J. 
J. 
F. J. 
T.H. 

A/S Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgr. 
A/S Sgt. 
A!S Sgt. 
A 'S Sgt. 
A,S Sgt. 
Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 
Sgr. 
AIS Sgt. 
A/S Sgt 
AS Sgt. 
A1S Sgr. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 

Ntto 
Se11. dare 

25 Aug. 70 
8 Sep. 70 
6 Oct. 70 

13 Oct. 70 
23 Oct. 70 

28 Aug. 70 
9 Sep. 70 
9 Sep. 70 

16 Sep. 70 
2 Oct. 70 
7 Oct. 70 

10 Oct. 70 
14 Oct. 70 
24 Oct. 70 
10 Nov. 70 

12 Aug. 70 
13 Aug. 70 
13 Aug. 70 
13 Aug. 70 
17 Aug. 70 
17 Aug. 70 
18 Sep. 70 
20 Sep. 70 
21 Sep. 70 
24 Sep. 70 

3 Oct. 70 
8 Oct. 70 

l1 Oct. 70 
15 Oct. 70 
25 Oct. 70 
17 Nov. 70 
17 Nov. 70 

SUPl!RVISOR (RADIO) ROLL 
To S Sgt. 
Good, 
Feldon, 
Porter 
Smith, 
Courmey 
Ethenon, 
Whelpton, 

cwman, 
Haslam, 
Clark, 
Baker, 
Etherton, 

R. J. 
A. 
R.G. 
D.D. 
R. J. 
R. P . 
J. w. 
A. J. 
A.E. 
W.J. 
A.G. 
D.J. 

Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt . 

31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 
31 Oct. 70 

Old 
Sen. date 

9 Ja.'l. 67 
13 Jun. 68 
16 Jun. 68 
1:1 Feb. 68 
23 Feb. 69 

5 Mar. 69 
2 Sep. 68 

23 Jul. 68 
17 Feb. 68 
19 Feb. 68 
22 Jul. 68 

7 jun. 66 
29 Sep. 66 
1:1 Feb. 68 
30 Nov. 61 

26 Jun. 63 
15 Oct. 63 
2 Feb. 66 

14 Apr. 67 
21 Jan. 55 

l Oct. 57 
2 Mar. 61 

16 Jan. 64 
7 Jul. 65 

16 Sep. 65 
27 Jan. 66 
31 Dec. 56 
31 Jan. 63 
31 Jan. 63 
20 Aug. 63 
26 Nov. 60 
29 Jan. 61 

30 Oct. 69 
30 Oct. 69 
21 Jan. 65 
30 Oct. 69 
30 Oct. 69 
10 Jul. 68 

1 May 57 
10 Jul. 68 
9 May 68 

24 Sep. 68 
31 Oct. 69 
10 Oct. 68 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.O.I 
Coxon, \X1• A/W.O.I ov. 70 15 Jun. 68 

(ComcenOp) 
(C. Op.) 
(ComcenOp.) 
(R. Op.) 
(ComccnOp, 
(Lmn) 
(Dvr) 
(RRman) 
(R Op) 
(Ok T«h) 
(Tech) 
CComcenOp) 
CR Op) 
CR Op) 
CTg Op) 
CR Op) 
(Lmn) 

(S. Op) 

~
S. Op) 
S. Op) 
S. Op) 
S. Op) 

CS. Op) 
(S. Op) 
(S. Op) 
(S. Op) 
CS. Op) 
(S. Op) 
CS. Op) 

To S Sgt . 
Donaldson, K. D. ] . Sgt. 26 ov. 70 10 Jul. 68 (Tg. Op) 

To Sgt. 
Robson, 
Kinnar, 
Setchficld, 
Atkinson, 
Edwards, 
Hill, 
Johnson, 
Alderson, 
Woodbridge, 
MacM.illan, 
Everett, 

To Sgt. 
Beresford, 
Lomax, 
Kirkman, 

J. 
R. 
J.E. 
B. 
P. J. 
A. J. 
M. 
R. 
M.E. 
P. F. 
M.R. 

M .H. 
A. P. 
J.M. 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

16 Jul. 70 
16 Jul. 70 
14 Aug. 70 
14 Aug. 70 
2 Oct. 70 
2 Oct. 70 
8 Oct. 70 
8 Oct. 70 
9 Oct. 70 
9 Oct. 70 

12 ov. 70 

14 Sep. 67 
14 Apr. 67 
13 Jan. 66 
20 Jan. 66 
17 Dec. 65 

6 Aug. 66 
17 Feb. 67 
23 Feb. 67 
16 Jun. 66 
12 Aug. 66 
12 ov. 66 

TBLEGRAI'H OPERATOR ROLL 

A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 
Cpl. 

25 O · t. 70 
1 ov. 70 
I ov. 70 

7 May 65 
13 May 65 
9 Feb. 66 

(Owing io pressure on space the remainder of this roll will 
be published next month). 
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liltiJS!iJIJ 
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:· 

ELECTRONIC TESTERS 
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide 
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and 
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equiv
alent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing commun
ications equipment. 

CONTRIBUTORY 
SUPERANNUATION 
SCHEME 

HOUSING AVAILABLE TO 
MARRIED MEN 

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and PE RS 0 N N E L M A N A G E R 

present salary to:- RAC AL ELECTRON JCS LIMITED 
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSONS 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Serviees, we have a tradition 

to uphold, at the same time taking 

advantage of scientific progress in 

this age of mechanisation, yet main-

. taining, through a special department, 

a personal and helpful link with our 

customers, whom we are ever willing 

to advise and assist in the production 

of their journals. 

F.J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 • Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford 



Removals and storage Household remov
als. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays, travel t ickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, you'll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 

RADIO OPERAT ORS 
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio 

Operators in 1971 and in subsequent years. 
Specialist training courses lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now 

invited for the course starting in September, 1971. 

SALARY SCALES 
During training, with free accommodation 

Age 21 
22 
23 
24 

provided at the Training School: 
£848 per annum 

906 " " 
943 " " 
981 " " 

25 and over 1023 ,, 
" On successful completion of course: 

Age 21 £1073 ,, 
" 22 1140 " " 23 1207 " " 24 1274 " " 25 (highest 1351 ,, 
" age point) 

then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,835 per annum. 
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad. 
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two 

years' operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G.C.E. '0' 
level or similar qualifications. Exceptionally well-qualified candidates aged from 36-40 may also be considered. 

Interviews will be arranged throughout 1971. 
Application forms and further particulars from : 

Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, P riors Road, CHELT ENH AM, Glos. GL52 5AJ. 

Telephone No. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270. 

Produced for the Publishers, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. 
(Telephone: 01-730-3477) by COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD., 67 /68 Jermyn Street, St. 7ames's, London, S.W.1. 

Printed i.n Great Britain by F. J. PARSONS LTD .. The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2, and "Observer' Buildings, Hastings. Advertisement 
Managers: SERVICE ~EWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. Jamcs's, London, S.W.t. (Telephone: 01-930 uoS-9) 
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RADIO OPERATORS 
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio 

Operators in 1971 and in subsequent years. 
pecialist training courses lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now 

invited for the cour se starting in September, 1971. 

SALARY SCALES 
During training, with free accommodation provided at the Training School : 

Age 21 £848 per annum 
22 906 ,, " 
23 943 ' " 
24 981 " " 
25 and over 1023 ,, ,, 

On successful completion of course : 
Age 21 £1073 , " 22 rr40 ,, ,, 

23 1207 " " 24 1274 " " 25 (highest 1351 ,, " age point) 
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £ 1,835 per annum. 

Excellent conditions and [!OOd prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad. 
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two 

years' operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G.C.E. ' 0 ' 
level or i;imilar qualifications. Exceptionally well-qualified candidates aged from 36-40 may also be considered . 

Interviews will be arranged throughout 197r. 
Application forms and further particulars from : 

Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ. 

Telephone No. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270. 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Male Life 21 next birthday 

ll0,000 INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT 10/- per week 
Normal 
Annual 

Pre mium 
Sum 

Assu red 

£500 
£ 1,000 
£5,000 
£3 ,500 

£10,000 

Endowment , With Profit, t o age 65 (Estimated Maturity Valu e £2,271 ) 
Whole of Life, No n Profit, Assurance ...... ...... .. ... ..... . ... . 
In it ial Su m Ass ured fo r Family Inco me Ben efits of £250 p.a. for 20 years 
Conversion Righ ts fo r 25 years ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 

G ross Ann ual Premiums 
Inco me Tax Relief (if o btainable) 

Life Cover for an An nual Net O utlay of 

£13 5 0 
£9 2 0 
£3 5 0 
£5 19 0 

£3 1 11 0 
£5 4 0 

£26 7 0 

NOTE : Rates vary w it h age and t he Plan may be ad just ed t o suit you r needs. An ideal 
composit e plan w ith conve rsio n r ights which may be used fo r Ho use Pu rchase. 

Telephone 2966 Richmond 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

* . . ... 
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Our Cover Picture 
The subject of our cover picture this moot.it is ' Muffin,' the mascot 

of 255 Signal Squadron, Bahrein. 
Purchased by Sergeant W. A. Kingshaw, he cost no less thaB £1.33 

,md has been taken on as P.R.!. property. His coat bears the shoulder 
fl~sh of Land Forces Gulf, and he is pictured with his volunteer handler, 
Signalman Barker. Unfortunately, 255 Squadron is due to disband this 
year, and 'Muffin's' future is not clear. It is hoped to bring him back 
to the U.K . and present him to a good home with a U.K.-based unit. 
Any takers? 

The great majority of regular soldiers of the Corps contribute to the 
Day's Pay Scheme. In appreciation of this it is an Association rule that when 
they leave the Service, provided they have contributed a sum total of not 
less than £2.50 during their service, they are automatically Life Members of 
the Royal Signals Association. This applies in practically all cases and there 
is already a steady stream of Life Members leaving the Corps and moving 
into civilian life. I t is hoped that these Life Members will take advantage of 
their status and join one of the 47 branches of the Association provided there 
is one convenient to their civilian place of residence. To facilitate this process, 
all regular soldiers on leaving the service are notified by Association HQ. 
of the name and address of the Secretary of their local Branch if there is one 
nearby. In addition, under a new policy, personal letters already addressed to 
soldiers will be sent by Association H.Q. to Branch Secretaries, as appropriate, 
so that they have only to fill in the details of times and location of Branch 
meetings, and send the letter on to the addressee. Thus it will be seen that 
on paper fairly comprehensive steps have been taken to bring Branches and 
potential new members into touch with each other. While these efforts have 
succeeded to a certain extent in attracting new blood into Branches there is 
scope for considerable increase. 

From the serving soldiers' point of view there are a number of advantages 
from Branch membership which will cost him little or nothing. By joining 
a Branch he will be able to retain the comradeship and spirit of service that 
has been a part of his life while in the Corps. He has an opportunity of 
making new friends locally with a similar outlook and background to himself. 
Often members of a Branch are well established citizens in the local com
munity and can give valuable advice and assistance to a newcomer trying to 
settle in. Most Branches organise social occasions which can afford pleasant 
relaxation and a number send a party to Catterick each year for the annual 
Reunion Weekend where accommodation and meals are free to members at 
what is recognised as one of the best gatherings of its sort in the country. 
For those who feel they would like to play an active part there is plenty of 
scope to serve on Branch Committees where suggestions and new ideas will 
always be welcomed All this adds up to something really worth while. 

From the point of view of the Branches an influx of new members is 
essential if they are not slowly to wither away. They must do everything in 
their power to bridge the gap between them and the newly arrived ex-regular 
in their Branch area. If possible a Branch member should make a personal 
visit and an invitation extended to attend some specific Branch meeting or 
social evening. When a new member does take the trouble to tum up he 
must be made thoroughly welcome so that he feels he is part of the family 
and not just a new recruit amongst older soldiers! 

If only the two interested parties-the ex-regular and the Branch
can be brought together to an increasing degree then the future of the 
Association is assured. It will, however, need effort, particulaily on the part 
of Branches. 

CHRISTMAS IS OVER 1 
WIRE readers will have had enough of Christmas events in the last 

two issues. By March, cold plum pudding is both indigestible and sickly. 
Accordingly, we have removed all reference to Chiistmas in unit notes, 
thus allowing us to go to press with an economical 40-page edition. 
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Result of 226 Squadrons Sponsored Walk 
Presentation in Sheffield Hospital 

R EADERS will recollect that in the January /February 
WIRE we reported how the Wive ' Qub of 226 q dron 

had rai ed the remarkable um of £805. The object of the 
walk was to help ome particular ly deserving case known co 
the Royal Signals As ociation, and no better one could be 
suggested than Dennis Atkin, an ex-soldier of the Corps who 
bad spent nearly 22 years in an iron lung in a Sheffield 
hospital. 

It was originally thought that this money might be used 
towards providing a specially-fined vehicle in which Dennis 
and other iron-lung patient could be taken out for a drive in 
the country. In the event, it turned out that just uch a 
vehicle, belonging co the Ministry of H ealth and Social Security 
was already in existence, but bad not been used for some 
time. 

Arrangements are now in band by the hospital to check it 
over and borrow it for u e whenever required. It is cur
rently in the London area . It was decided, therefore, to hand 
over the cheque to Dennis to give him a little capital of his 
own and with it lessen the feeling that be was so dependant 
on others. He i investing ic and with the interest he will be 
able to buy the things be likes, such as classical music records, 
books, and also, from time to time, something for his widowed 
mother, who constantly visits him. 

The cheque was banded over by Mrs. Janet Young, wife of 
Major Young, late O.C., 226 Signal Squadron. Reader will 
recollect that the idea of the walk originated from Mrs. 
Young, and so it was most appropriate that she should hand 
over the cheque personally at a small ceremony in the hospital, 
which was given considerable local publicity. 

[Photo: Courtesy Sheffield N ewspapers Ltd. 

Standing, left to right : Brigadi er Pat Hobson (General Secretary 
Royal Signals Association), Mrs. Janet Young, Mr. F. Powell (Chair- · 
man Sheffi e ld Branch, Royal Signals Association), Mr. F. Stockdale, 
B.E.M. (Hon. Secretary Sheffi eld Branch, Royal Signals Association), 

in the iron lung, Dennis Atkin 

AB.MY CROSS-COUNTRY 
DLACKl)OWN, 26th 

CD AMPIONSWP , 
FEBRUAR Y 

Tipped to win this event, the 21st Signal Regiment team 
went. down t? ~e 1st Bn. Cheshire Regiment by a narrow 
~gm to finish m second place for the second year running. 
This was all the more disappointing as they had scored a 
very creditable win over the Cheshires in the B.AO.R. elim
inating_ stage, where the 21st Regiment emerged as B.A.0.R. 
champions. However, they showed a clean pair of heels to 
many formidable rivals in the major units event, in which 
eleven other teams were competing. 

39 Infantry !3rigade ~.Q. and. Signal. Squadron notched up 
•eventh place m the N mor Uruts section of the competition 
and Corporal Venus came in second in the individual event. 
Altogether a good showing on the pan of Royal Signals. 
Perhaps that cup will come our way next year. 

ROYAL OCCASION 
Major-General Sir John and Lady Anderson pictured at Buckingham 
Palace after the General had received his recent award of the K.B.E. 

FAR EAST BVNDOWN 

Well known Corps Regiment disbands 
All will be sad to hear of the demise of the 19th Regiment. 

Below, we reproduce a farewell mes age from the Corps. 

* * * 
On the occasion of your Ceremonial Farewell Parade, 

Signal Cffi.cer-in-Cbief and all ranks Royal Corps of 
Signals, past and present, send a message of thanks to 
all members of our Corps who are serving with or have 
served with 19th Signal Regiment. 

Throughout the 28 years of your existence you have 
given outstanding service to the Army and to our sister 
service, the Royal Air Force, throughout the Far East. 
Your achievements in the provision and maintenance of 
communications are surpassed only by those in the 
sporting world. 

It would be invidious at this stage to mention indi
viduals or particular bodies of men who from time to 
time have served with your d istinguished Regiment, but 
I cannot let this occasion pass without a special message 
of gratitude to all locally enlisted soldiers with whom 
we, from the United Kingdom, have served and are still 
serving. 

Their devotion to duty, loyalty, long experience and 
hard work have simplified our task and been an inspiration 
to us all . On your return to civilian life I send you good 
wishes and hope that our friendship and association will 
continue, irrespective of the development of events, 
throughout the years ahead. 

Good luck to you all. 
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TTENTION ALL EX- e R ATS,' EX-APPRENTICE , 
EX-.JUNIOR LEAD ERS AND EX-JUNIOR 

T R ADESlUEN 

All ex-' Rats,' ex-Apprentices, ex-Junior Leaders and ex-Junior 
Tradesmen will be extremely pleased to bear that Major 
fQ.M.) Fred Pavey, Royal Signals, currently serving as the 
C)taff Quartermaster at the Army Apprentices' College, 
Harrogate, has very kindly assumed the Secretaryship of the 
Ex-Rats Association. 

Regrettably no trace can be found of the Register, together 
Nith the record of members, and it will be necessary to 
compile these from scratch. This will be a monumental task 
but an essential one if the Annual Reunion Dinner or similar 
functions are to recommence. All are requested to write to 
Fred Pavey at the Apprentices' College, Harrogate, giving the 
following information: 

amc .. . . ... .. ..... . . .... . Initials . . ...• . ...•.... 

\ddress 

Record of Boy Service 

,\pprentice Service .. ................. ... ..... ... .. ... .. ...... .. ......... . .. 

Junior Leaders Service . .. ..... .... . . .. .................. .... ..... .. . .... . 

Junior Tradesmen Service .... .. . . . . .. .. ................... . ......... ... . 

Annual Reunion Would you support? 

Preference for place? 
(London or Harrogate are possible venues). 

Preference for time of year? 

Contemporaries: Names and addresses : 

·· ·········· ···· ···· ·· ··· ······ ······ ···· ················ ········ ······ 

24th Annual Reunion ol 51 & 52 'R' Spec. 
Wireless Sections anti Type·X 

Sir, 
These two small Wireless Units and the Type-X personnel 

fmainly from S LS.) were all within the Sig. Int. 'Y' organis
ation during the war in the M.E.F. and c.M.F. 

The Reunion dinner will be held on Saturday, 8th May, at 
Bertorelli's Restaurant in Charlotte Street, London, W.1. 

The units were in close touch with 103 Spec. Wireless 
Section and Mobile Section of 2 Spec. Wireless Group, most 
of whom were well known to us, and we should welcome any 
who would come along- as some already do. 

Our recent attendances average 20 and no doubt would be 
rather more bad we more addresses to contact. 

Anyone interested in attending should contact me and I 
hall be glad to let them have fuller details of the event. I 

would suggest, however, that it be after 8th April, as I shall 
be abroad until then. 

19 Parliament Hill, 
Hampstead, N.W .3. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. Morgan 
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-~ Movements ----- . -

Ollic4>r # 

Major B. W. P. Adams .. . ... 
Major (Q.M.) G. J. Bevan, M.M. 
Major J. L. Botterill ... . •• 
Captain (T.O.T.) V. C. Brown 
Major P. R. Buchanan 

... To 21st Regiment 
,. 30th Regiment 
,, 14th Regiment 

H.Q. AFCENT (Comd. & Sup.) 
,, 48 G urkha Inf. Bde. lLQ. & 

Signal Squadron • O .C. 
Major R. A. Ccmm 
Major P. B. Clark 

,. 7th Regiment 
., O.C. Airfield Det. R.A.P. Brize 

Norton 
Major P. S. Davis, M .B.B. 
Lieutenant R. H . Farey 
Captain A. J. F ield 

M .O .D. (Q (D & T)) aa Lt.-Cot 
,, 259 Squadron 

Attached R.A.P.C. Trg. Centre 
16th Regiment aa Lt.-Cot C.O. 

,, uth Regiment 
Major J. R. Gibson ... 
Lieutenant G. S. Gordon 

,, 4 Communication• Unit 
,, 3oth Regiment 

Captain J. Hawthornthwalte .•• 
Captain A. M. P . Howie, B.E.M. 
Major J. W. Ingledow . •. ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel P . J . Knott 
Major D. Lycett-Grcgson 

,, 223 Squadron 
Attached M .G .O. Sect., M.O.D. 
JATE, Abingdon 

Major M. W. Pollard 
Major D. G. Pratt 
Captain K. Ryding ... 
Captain G . C . Saunder• 
Lieutenant J , T . Smith ... 
Captain (Q.M.) D. W . Stanley 
Captain M . R. Stephenson 

SHAPE, as Lt.-Cot 
,, 7th Regiment 

3Sth Regiment (V) 
,, 244 Squadron 
,, A.A.C., Harrogate 

234 Squadron 
,, School 
,, H.Q. 3 Division as C.S.O. 
,. I Signal Group 

Colonel I . G . Swan ... .•. • .• 
Colonel D . L . Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.B. 
Major J . H. Walmsley-Cotham 
Major J. WCJtlake ... ... ... 
Second-Lieutenant A. G . Whiddett . .. 

,, 38th Regiment (V) 
,. Staff College D .S. 
,, 50 Ms!. Regiment 

aa Lt.-C.ol. 
R.A. Siana! 

Lieutenan t P. Whitemore 
Troop, as O.C. 

" 39 Ms!. Regiment 
Troop, as O.C. 

R.A. Signal 

11'.0.s and Sergeants 

W .O.l (Y. of S.) R. G. Coaker To SHAPE H.Q. Comd. & Sp. 
W.O.I P. A. WilliMm ... Royal Signals Records 
W.O.II L . G . H. Storey .. . . .. ,. 9th Regiment 
W.O.Il (Y. of S.) D. J . Mortlock .. . ,, C.V. H.Q. & Trg. Wing 
w.o.n J. Harvey ... ... ,, 48 Gurkha Bdc. Sig. Sqn. 
Staff Sergeant R. P . Edgar ,, 30th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant A. R. Heath ,, 10th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant A. Jamieson .. . .•. ,, 7th ~giment 
Staff Sergell!lt A. D . Bermingham . .. ,, London University O.T.C. 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S .) A. R. Cole ,, 16th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant G . F. Smith .. 2211d Regiment 
Staff Sergeant R. G. Sizeland ,, 21st Regiment 
Sergeant R. Cooper ,, 259 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant A. J. Sloggctt 252 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant P . Hammett ... 663 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant J. E . Matthison nth Regiment 2 Squadroo 
Sergeant B. Ashton ,, 33rd Regiment (V) 
Sergeant S. Gair ... .. . ,, 1 Div. Signal Regiment 
Sergeant C. R . Jefford Horn ,, 30th Regiment 
Sergeant N . Valentine ,, 7th Regiment 
Sergeant H. Blagg 21 t Regiment 
Sergeant K. V. Austin ::: l" 
Sergeant D. C . Bullard ... 
Sergeant M . E . R. Catley 
Sergeant J. S. Cook 
Sergeant B. . Douglas ·" f 
Sergeant R. Holmes 
Sergeant R . Horner . . . School of Signals 
Sergeant M. J. Killick .. . .. . F . o( S. Course, No. 32 
Sergeant A Kubu 
Sergeant A. J. Meredith 
Sergeant G. Rothwell 

ergeant P . C. Smurthwaite ::: j 
Sergeant J. J. Spence ... 
Sergeant L . Tanner 
Sergeant H . G . Taylor 

ergeant J. S . Hehir . .. ,, 16th Re11iment 
A / Sergeant B. P. McGcrty 7th Regtment 
Sergeant J. M . Bayne ... ,. 252 Signal Squadron 
A/ Sergeant J. P. Buckett 35th Regiment (V) 
Sergeant D . L . Mcintosh .. 28th Regiment 
Sergeant D. Hornsby ., 3 Div. Sig~al Regiment 
Sergeant R. S. Parsons ,. nth Regiment 
Sergeant M. F. Court ,, 262 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant A. Jones 28th Regiment 
Sergeant G. C . Watkins :. :. :_ ! " 
Sergeant R . Bates . .. .. . ~ 
Sergeant A. A. Winstanley ... J 
Sergeant B. Harrison 
Sergeant D. Ballard ,, 2 Div. Sig-ial Regiment 
Sergeant A. Roberts ,, 2 Div. Sig-ial Regiment 
Sergeant W. J. Crumbie i6th Regiment 

ergeant A. D. Davies ,, 4 Div. Signal Regiment 
Sergeant D. Wright ,, 7th Regiment 
Sergeant T. Large ,, uth Regiment 
Sergeant D. Wills . .. ,, 241 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant P. W . Lees . . . ,, 22nd Regiment 
Sergeant K. A. W. Rickard ,. 30th Regiment 
Sergeant W. S. Matthew .. 30th Regiment 

School of Signals 
Y. of S. Course, No. 20 

A / Sergeant D. M. Whitrick 30th Regiment 
A/Sergeant D . W. Few ,. 39 Airportable Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
A/ Sergeant D. J. Blcox .• r6th Regiment 
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REPORT FROM NORTHERN IRELAND 
, .. ~ .. -~-------

______ ,__,...,.,.--- ·~ . .____ ___ 

'Devastating views and the doubtful company of the sheep and the wind' sum up the isolation of relay 
crews from 8 Brigade Signals manning a vital but remote rebroadcast station in Ulster-nor is this duty 

without certain inherent dangers 

Background to a military conunitment 
Ebrington Barracks has a commanding view across the River 

Foyle towards Londonderry. The spires and towers of the 
Guild Hall, Drapers Hall, the Apprentice Boys' Hall, St. 
~lumb's ~thedral and the Magee University buildings are 
silhouetted m the early morning and evening providing a 
misty and romantic backdrop to the barracks. The true 
character of the city is not, however, fully apparent until one 
drives across the Craigavon bridge. Corrugated iron sandbagged 
emplacements. guard both ends of the bridge whilst foot patrols 
trudge along its length. An all-pervading air of tension broods 
over the wer grey streets. Armed guards stand in alleyways and 
on street c~mer~ whilst soldiers peer down into the everyday 
bustle of city_ life from rooftop 0.P.s. The grim reality of 
Londonderry 1s only relieved by the irrepressible cheerfulness 
and friendliness of the Irish. 

Lead in to the present day 

departure of the Royal Navy, the barracks were renamed 
Ebrington Barracks, June, 1970, and the Brigade was at home, 
'almost.' 

In the normal service fashion, we suffered two further 
mternal moves before settling into what we fondly describe 
as permanent accommodation. Even yet, we are to move into 
brand new living accommodation, Q.M. department, and ' M ' 
Troop. The Department of the Environment tell us that we 
shall have this accommodation sometime in March. 

Role 
Northern Ireland is divided roughly into two areas of 

responsibility. 8th Infantry Brigade looks after the Western 
Province and Londonderry, whilst 39th Airportable Brigade 
looks after the Eastern Province and Belfast. We have by far 
the greater amount of real estate to look after, but do not have 
the totally unenviable job of policing Belfast. 

This _then is the home of Headquarters 8th Infantry Brigade. A ftexlble and reliable VHF set-up 
Tl_le :~gac;Jfas only been formed for little over a year. It was One of the unusual features of signalling in Northern 
raise m ord from elem nts of 3rd Signal Regiment in Ireland is the fact that both the Northern Ireland command 
~ovem'f:r, 1969, and a handful of <?fficers and Staff Officers net and the Brigade command nets use the Pye Westminster 
. awn om every comer of the uruverse. The Headquarters VHF radio system. The equipment is still the basic civilian 
~ ~r:bryoI j0v~r. firsJt of all to Chester, and from there to equipment as used by police and ambulance services all over 
. 0 ThemS re an m anuary, 1970, the Signal Squadron with the country. It is not modified in anyway for the particular 
:\iarche 19~~ad~n w!lS accod~odaiJtast RAF Ballykelly untif"--.-X((quirements of the services. The system relies on relay and 

' • en it move mto . · . ' Sea Eagle.' On the re"brGadcast stations for its coverage of Ulster. Static and 
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mobile relay stations arc deployed and the end result has 
been an excellent flexible and reliable system of radio communi
cations. The only snag of course is that the system docs rely 
on its relay stations, and these are as vulnerable as any 
unmanned rebroadcast station. Our readers will have recently 
seen just how vulnerable we are in this respect, when they 
read about the demolition of our Pye cabin on Brougher 
Mountain together with the best part of the B.B.C. building 
at the site. 8th Brigade uses three such relay sites; two of 
them are automatic and therefore unmanned. The third at 

lieve Gallion is manned. 

li1umr1uH1st•d coverage but very, very bleak 
Slieve Gallion is the peak of one mountain in the Sperrin 

Mountain range. Its virtue lies in the fact that its position 
gives an almost unsurpassed coverage across the Sperrins and 
good radio communications with Belfast. It is, however, bleak 
- very, very bleak-as anyone in 'Alpha' Troop who has had 
the privilege of manning the station will tell you. One 
hundred miles per hour winds howl round the vehicles and 

MOBILE REBROADCAST AT SLIEVE GALLION, JUNE 1970 
Lan ce-Corporal Street on top. Signalman Dinnage does a bit of 

hammering 

shelters during the winter months, and the ' ablutions ' have to 
be restrained from wandering across the peat bogs by guys and 
pickets. The relay crews man the site for 10 days at a time. 
The site has been improved almost out of recognition from 
the very crude beginnings in May, 1970. The Sappers have 
provided two elephant shelters, our defence Platoon the 
perimeter wire and defences. A cook vehicle which has an 
unfortunate knack of immolating unwary cooks, a sleeping 
vehicle and, of course, the Mobile Master itself completes 
the compliment. To take the weight of the shelters and vehicles 
some 60 tons of rubble have been laid. The Squadron labourers 
who laid this could earn their keep as navvies on any site they 
could care to choose. 

A. fow basic facts 
For those with a penchant for statistics, the following might 

be of some interest: The petrol generators have so far consumed 
some 6,000 gallons of petrol; 29 000 miles have been driven 
on replenishment runs; 19,250 man hours have been worked 
at the site; 400 gallons of coffee, 460 eggs, 5,000 egg banjos 
and 2 tons 15 cwt. of meat have been 'scoffed,' together 
with 2,600 loaves of bread and two miles of sausages. 

· A permanent station is being constructed on that dread hill 
and we look forward to the time when we can withdraw with 
some honour and a great deal of relief from the site, leaving 
unmanned equipment and aerials to enjoy the devastating 
views from Slieve Gallion in the doubtful company of the 
sheep and wind. 
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PUTIING THEIR HEADS TOGElHER 
Major M. F. H. Coleman and R.S.M. R. Meyer confer during a visit 

to Tac Headquarters 

Tactical Deadquarters-siJnple but efficient 
However consuming in time and manpower me manning 

Slieve Gallion is not the main role of ' Alpha ' Troop. Their 
bread and butter is earned whenever the Commander's Rover 
group or me Brigade Tactical Headquarters are deployed. The 
Rover group will normally be deployed once or twice a week, 
taking the Commander, Brigadier J. A. C. Cowan, M.B.E., into 
the city or into the province to visit units on the ground. 
Whenever a major operation in the city or the province is in 
progress, Tactical Headquarters is set up in a school or R.U.C. 
station. The Headquarters is used to command such normal 
operations as sweeps and searches, and the major demonstra
tions and marches. 

Tactical Headquarters remains extremely elementary, and 
boasts none of the frills and refinements of a B.AO.R. H.Q. 
Its total compliment of vehicles is two Land Rovers with 
trailers, a four-ton G.S. vehicle and a couple of attendant 
minis for the staff. Sergeant Alcock looks after this ' lot ' and 
deals with tile vagaries of the staff with the patient air of a 
governess. He is quickly learning that miracles such as producing 
full meals at three o'clock in the morning are merely stock fn 
trade. 

There is the occasional sUp-up 
One incident, amusing only in retrospect, took place during 

a certain operation. The Commander left Tac H.Q. to pick up 
a helicopter on the outskirts of the town. The L.O. had it all 
arranged. The Commander's Rover drove west to the heli
copter, his escort vehicle drove east. The aircraft was in fact 
to the north of the town t:ut the L.O., in utter frustration, 
drove south to find it. The Commander's views on the situation 
were unprintable, and the L.O.'s utterly preposterous. On the 
Commander's return from his sortie, the helicopter landed 
inside the police compound to avoid any further confusion. 
However, when the Commander again tried to leave in the 
helicopter, it could not take off because the compound was too 
small. This could not be described as one of the Bri!fade's 
better days, but it can, of course be put down to expenence. 

(Shon unit note on page 121). 

The WIRE 
Without it-
You' re not With it! 
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Trai ing a11d d termiaatlo• pafl off 

Only a Squadron but they showetl their mettle against major units in Division 
anti Army Ski-ing Championships 

7th Armoured Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron take their ski-ing seriously. Last season they demonstrated that with 
bard training and determination they could more than hold their own against major units three or four times their size. Once 
again they have shown the ' Goliaths ' of the langlauf world just what a ' David ' could do as the following account shows: 

7th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL SQUADRON SKI TEAM 
Le~ to right: Signalmen Elliott, Madsen, Corporal Bassey, Second-Lieutenant Bevan, Signalman Houchen, Corporal Dillon-White 

Once again we are able to report the end of a successful 
season for the Squadron ski team. As in previous years we have 
been able to compete with the major Langlauf ski-ing units in 
the Army on an equal basis. 

Our tea!D remained un!-7hanged except .fo.r a new team captain, 
Second-Lieutenant Martin Bevan, who )Omed the Squadron in 
Noyi;mber and a~er a brief first visit of only 12 hours departed 
to JOm th_ remamder of the team in Norway (to learn to ski). 

Trainin in Norway 

As in previous years the Squadron recognised the need to 
send the team to Norway for its training. Although involving 
a lot of extra expense the results over the years have shown 
that Norway offe~ the best conditions for Langlauf training. 
No~dseter, n~ar L1lleh9:flllller, provided excellent country over 
which to tram and reliable snow conditions for the whole of 
our se~~n-w<:ek stay. Also in training at Nordseter were our 
two B~ush B1athlon tea~ members, Corporal Sean Dillon-White 
:lr!d Signalman Doug Elliot, who were able to provide the team 
with a great deal of professional advice and encouragement. 
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The I Division champion 

~fter an enjoyable Chrisonas and New Year we left the 
delights of Norway feeling that the seven weeks' training had 
not been in vain. Following a brief stop at Soltau, during which 
Second-Lieutenant Bevan actually managed to clock up 24 
consecutive hours in the Squadron, we assembled at Mittenwald 
along with 30 or so other unit teams. 

Once again we were able to show the ' Goliaths ' of the 
Langlauf world just what a ' David ' could do. Our major 
success was in the 1Skm. race where the team came 2nd. 
Individual placings in a field of over 200 were Signalman Elliot 
3rd, Corporal Dillon-White 6th, Signalman Madsen 17th and 
Signalman Houchen 23rd. In the 4 x lOkm. relay we were 
placed 4th in a field of 30. Our British team members training 
made itself felt in the Biathlon event where 2nd place went to 
Corporal Dillon-White and 3rd place to Signalman Elliot. With 
6t:J:i place out of 29 in the patrol race we finished the champion
ships having come 4th overall in the Division. 
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FITNESS AND DETER.MINATION 
Signalman lBerni Madsen came first in the biathlon individual 'A' 

event at the Army meeting held at Oberjoch 

The Army Championships 
Without respite we continued onto the Anny Championships 

at Oberjoch. We showed our colours in the 4 x 10km. relay, 
greatly helped by Signalman Elliot ski-ing the second fastest 
time of the day. During our stay in Norway the whole team 
spent a great deal of time practising the ski-ing .and shooting 
combination required for Biathlon. The practice was well 
rewarded for in the Biathlon ' A' individual event Signalman 
Berni Madsen, Corporal Mal Bassey and Signalman Pete 
Houchen took 1st, 2nd and. 4th places respectively. Sig~alman 
Madsen went on to compete in the National Open Biathlon 
and came an extremely creditable 17th in a field of British 
National team and other international standard competitors. 

Our major victory came in the Biathlon team relay events 
which once again was divided into an Open and an ' A ' event. 
We entered two teams of three, our full trength. Our Open 
team consisting of Corporal Dillon-White, Signalman Elliot and 
Sig.an Madsep came 1st, beating 39 Ms!. Regiment, R.A. 
by three minutes to win the Duke of Wellington's Regimental 
Trophy. It is of interest to note that this is ~e first time that 
this trophy has not been won by a Royal Artillery team. The 
' A ' race proved to be as exciting as the Open and Second
Lieutenant Bevan, Corporal Bassey and Signalman Houchen 
finished 2nd, ten minutes ahead of their nearest rival. 

The finale of the championships came with a very hard 
patrol race in which we came 8th. In the military combination 
of events we came 7th overall. We were particularly pleased 
with our results as in the Army Championships we were the 
only Minor Unit competing out of 28 teams. 

Ski-ing for the year is not quite over as Corporal Dillon
White and Signalman Elliot have returned ~o Norn;ay f?r 
further training. We all hope that Corporal Dillon-~te will 
get a place in the British National team to go ~o F1I?land for 
the World Championships in March, and we wish Signalm.an 
Elliot the best of luck as we hope he will be entered as a Junior 
individual in the World Championships. 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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AIR FORCE SERVICE 
AUSTRALIAN STYLE 

Le~rn a trade with the 
Royal Australian Air Force 
This is a unique opportunity for you (if aged 
between 18 and 34 years) to settle in Australia, 
be well paid while learning a trade and become 
completely skilled in a job that appeals to you. 
Imagine 17 jobs of completely different character 
each offering the opportunity to acquire the 
training and experience necessary to fit you for 
lucrative appointments in civilian life if you should, 
at the end of the 6 year engagement, decide to 
leave the Royal Australian Air Force in Australia. 
Weekly rates of pay during training are £20· I 6 
gross. All married Airmen receive an additional 
non taxable allowance of £6·05 per week. 

Weekly Gross Salary After Training 
Training Vacancies 
Airfield Defence Guard 
Air Defence Plotter 
Airframe Fitter 
Clerk 
Clerk Administrative 
Clerk Equipment Accounts 
Clerk Supply 
Dental Assistant 
Electrical Fitter 
Engine Fitter 
Instrument Fitter 
Radio Technician 
Security Guard 
Steward 
Supplier 
Surface Finisher 
Telegraphist 

Single 
£20·68 
£24 ·73 
£28· IO 
£23·07 
£26·43 
£28·95 
£26 ·43 
£24·73 
£28 · IO 
£28· IO 
£29·80 
£30·61 
£24·73 
£21 ·50 
£24·73 
£25·58 
£30 ·61 

Married 
£26·73 
£30·78 
£34· 15 
£29· 12 
£32·48 
£35·00 
£32·48 
£30·78 
£34· 15 
£34· 15 
£35·85 
£36·66 
£30·78 
£27·55 
£30·78 
£31 ·63 
£36 ·66 

Many SKILLED AND NON-SKILLED vacancies 
also exist for suitable men aged between 18 and 
42 years-ENQUIRE NOW! 

FREE PASSAGE TO AUSTRALIA IS PROVIDED 
. FOR MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES ON 

ENLISTMENT. 

-----------------If you are within 6 months of terminating your 
present employment, post this coupon to:
RAAF Careers Officer, Australia House, Strand, 
London, WC2B 4LA or Telephone 01-836 2435 
ext. 433, 419 or 491. 

Name ............................................................. ............................... . 
Address .................................................................................................... . 
I would like training as ...................................... ... .. . 

REMEMBER-THE RAAF SETS}THE PACE 
IN WORTHWHILE CAREERS 



The Prime Minister visits 

259 Squadron, Cyprus 

I. He met Captain Barber and smiled 

2. He met Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Sant, and smiled 

- Promotions 

To Sjtt. 
CL!!RK TECHNICAL ROLL 

Harding, T . T . P.Cpl. I Oct. 70 15 Feb. 57 
Wright, G.A. Cpl. 5 Nov. 70 31May67 

To Sgt. 
CoMMUNJCAT!ON CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 

Lord, P. 
Keenan, A.E. 

To Sgt. 
Marshall, R.C. 
Jobes, K. 

To S1t. 
Larile, T. 
Urry, P.R. 
Sbunlcworth V. 
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AiSgt. 20 Oct. 70 
Cpl. 5 Nov. 70 

LtNF-'MN ROLL 

Cpl. 13 Oct. 70 
Cpl. 1 Nov. 70 

RAoro OPERATOR ROLL 

A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 
Cpl. 

28 Sep. 70 
15 Oct. 70 
11 Nov. 70 

31 Mar. 69 
18 Jun. 64 

30 Sep. 65 
31 Ocr. 64 

21 Oct. 66 
1 Jan. 69 
3 Feb. 67 

3. But W .0 .1 (F. of S.) Kenyon baffled him! 

On his way to Singapore for the Commonwealth Con
ference, the Prime Minister stopped off in Cyprus for a 
short time. While there he visited 259 Squadron as the 
photographs show. 

259 Squadron have had such an influx of distinguished 
visitors recently that they are constrained to write as 
follows: 

Are you a VIP? • • • Like a few days in the sun? , • • 
Taking up or relinquishing an important appointment? 
Join the 259 Visitors' Club! 

* * * 
Our visitors' book at present reads like a page out of 

Who's-Who, and is thicker than the Squadron nominal roll. 
During this season we have already entertained the Rt. 

Hon. Edward Heath, M.P.; the C.G.S., General Sir Geoffrey 
Baker, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.; the Adjutant-General, General 
Sir John Mogg, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.; Air Marshal 
Sir Derrick W. Hodgkinson, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., A.F.C., 
A.0.C.-in-C., Commander, B.F.N.E., Administrator of the 
Sovereign Base Areas, Major-General M. Holme, G.O.C. 
NEARELF, Brigadier Windsor-Clive, Comd. Dhekelia Area, 
Colonel MacLellen, Col. G .S., Colonel Harris, Head of Secre
tariat, Colonel Sylvester-Bradley, Comd. 3 Signal Group, 
Group Captain Farquharson, D.F.C., Station Comd., R.A.F. 
Episkopi. All of whom were treated to a conducted tour of 
our small unit. So book early for your own visit, as our pro
gramme for 1971 is already filling up. 

W.0.1 
Pearce, T.A. 

W.O.Il 
Brooks, R . E . 
Pedder, J. c . 
Turner, A. B. 
Nock, c. 

W.O.I 
Coxon, J. A. 

S. Sgt 
Chick, R. 

DELETIONS 
Rl!GIMllNTAL DUTY ROLL 

S en. date 
6 Oct. 66 

31 Dec. 63 
6 Feb. 64 

28 Jan. 69 
30 Jul. 69 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

23 Jan. 70 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS 

13 D ec. 67 

(Continued on page 101) 
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(Corii inued from page 100) 

S11r. 
Gilbert, 
Rex, 
Osborne, 
Vallance, 
Egan, 
Lafferty, 
Brown, 

F. 
D . E. 
D.M. 
A. D. 
K.D. 
A.P. 
T. J. 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

8 Feb. 62 
6 Jun. 66 

12 Apr. 67 
31 Oct. 67 
30 Nov. 67 

l Aug. 68 
l Apr. 69 

Sl'l!CtAL OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Hollowell, A. A. J. 1 Jan. 70 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Harbord, 

Sgt. 
Cousins, 

Sgt. 
Bryam, 

Nam• 
To W.O.II 
Holmonroyd, 
Loveday, 
Holdsworth, 
Harding, 
Duffy, 

ToS. Sgt. 
Green, 
Ridley, 
Richardson, 
Guest, 
Robinson, 
Irvine, 
Goss, 
Pope, 

ToW.0.1 
Berriman, 
Paterson, 

To Sgt. 
Ryan, , 
Illingworth, 
Turner, 
Robcru, 
Selby, 
T aylor, 
Oark, 
Jennings, 
Davis, 
McDonald, 
Holland, 
Johnstone, 
l.ec, • 

To Sgt. 
Haston, 

To Sgr. 
Wilson, 

To Sgr. 
Stokes, 
Souley, 
Holmes, 

To Sgt. 
Rigby, 

w.o.r 
Turner, 
Cowc, 
lent, 
Alfred, 
MacDonald, 
Thom. 
M ears, 
Orr, 
Robinson, 

w.o.rr 
Green, 
Curtis, 

S/Si;t. 
Atkins, 
Kirk, 
Canale, 

B.V. 21 Jan. 65 

CoMMUNlCATION Cl!NTJu! OPERATOR ROLL 

R.E.C. 10 Jan. 69 

MlscBLLANBOUS AMENDMENTS 

E. 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

31 Feb. 62 Please amend 
name to read 
" BRYAR" 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 
New 

Initials Rank Sen. Date 

P.G. 
F.J. 
H. 
C.G. 
0. 

A.T. 
C.A. J. 
K. 
T. 
T .H. 
D . M . 
W.T. 
F.C. 

S Sgt. 
A[W.O.II 
A[W.O .II 
S Sgt. 
S Sgt. 

Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 
Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 
A/S Sgt. 

?Nov. 70 
14Nov. 70 
17 Nov. 70 
2 D ec. 70 

14 D ec. 70 

26 Jun. 70 
4~ov. 70 
7 N ov. 70 

10 Nov. 70 
14Nov. 70 
22 N ov. 70 
17 D ec. 70 
17 Dec. 70 

CHn!F Cl.ERx ROLL 

M. J . S . A[W.0 .1 28 Sep. 70 
D. C . A/W.O.I 1 Oct. 70 

TBOINICIANS ROLL 

J· T · Cpl. 18 Jun. 70 
. R . Cpl. 1 Sep. 70 

I. E. Cpl. 17 Sep. 70 
G.J. Cpl. 15 Oct. 70 
P . J . Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 
H . G . Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 
R. M . Cpl. 16 Dec:. 70 
J. Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 
M. Cpl. 16 D ec. 70 
A. Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 
A. P . Cpl. 16 Dec:. 70 
D . Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 
A. R. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 

CLmuc: Tl!cHNICAL ROLL 

A. M . A/Sgt. 22Nov. 70 

Old 
S en. Daze 

2 Oct. 65 
17 Feb. 68 
3 1 Mar. 66 
23 Jun. 68 
19 Jul. 58 

1 Sep. 59 (R. OJ>,) 
20 May 64 (Tg. Op.) 
20 Apr. 65 (C. Op.) 
16 Jan. 67 (R. Op.) 
1 May 54 (Comc:cn Op.) 
2 Mar. 61 ~Lmn.) 

24 Apr. 66 Lmn.) 
30 Jun. 66 Ed.) 

23 Oct. 67 
3 Jul. 64 

3May67 
3 Jul. 68 

17 Sep. 66 
28 Oct. 67 
16 Dec.66 
16 Dec. 66 
16 Dec. 66 
26 Jan. 67 
16 Mar. 67 
16 Mar. 67 
24May67 

5 Jun. 67 
15 Occ. 66 

4Mar. 59 

DRJVllR ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL 

M. W . Cpl. 1 Dec. 70 

L INllMAN ROLL 

R .J. C. Cpl . 17 Nov. 70 
22 ov. 70 J. • er:•· T . A Sgt. 25 ov.70 

RADIO Rl!LAYMAN ROLL 

D.C. Cpl. 2 Oct. 70 

J . G. 
A.J. 
J.E. 
A. S.R. 
G.S. 
V.F. M. 
A.O. 
F.M. 
E. 

J. 
D.N. 

T.H. 
w'/i T •• 

DELBTIONS 
Rl!GIMBNTAL DUTY ROLL 

28 Feb. 62 

l Mar. 60 
12 Sep. 61 
29 Feb. 64 

2Aug. 67 

1 Jan. 68 
17 Jan . 68 
18 Feb. 68 
2Mar. 68 
4 Mar. 68 
2 Sep. 68 
7 Jan. 69 

23 Jun. 69 
l July 69 

19 Feb. 65 
26 Aug. 69 

18Aug. 66 
l Oct. 68 

19 Jun . 69 
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StGNAL CENTRE StH'EllVISOR ROLL w.o.u 
Rowbotton, N. 23Aug. 62 
Hawkins, P.D. l Jan. 63 
Hunt, A.J. 22 Feb. 64 

YlloMAN or SIGNALS Rou. 
W.O.I 
Kent, P.B. R. 21Jun. 67 
S/Sgt, 
Campbell, c. 21Jul. 66 
McDermid, s.c. 4 May 67 

TP.CHN!CIANS ROLL 

~-ullett, R.A. F. 18 Mar. 66 
Thorpe G. 12 July 67 
Coldwcll, A.W. T . 14Dec. 67 
Dodd, A. 28 Jun. 68 
Oarke, S.A. 9 Sep. 68 
Hawley, D. J. l Apr. 69 

~. CLERK T ECHNICAL ROLL 
T.A. 25 Mar. 60 

Barnes, B.R. 12 Nov. 64 

~· DRIVERS ROYAL SIGNALS 
mbling, P . J . l~.59 

Potter, T . W. 12 ov. 60 
Walker, R . 30 Sep. 61 
Hutton, G .F. 19 Dec. 63 
Gibney, R . 19 Aug. 65 

Sgt. LINEMAN ROLL 
Jones, E.B. 1Dec.55 
King, M . 1Aug.59 
Cush, A. 1 Jun. 59 
K ybcrt, L. c. 28 Feb. 62 
Freeman, R. 2 Aug. 66 

MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT 
REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROLL 

w.o.u 
tMillington, A. B. 30 Dec. 66 Please delcte.t 

WEDDING 

Lance-Corporal A. C. Jeanette of 216 Parachute Signal 
Squadron, Arnheim Barracks, Aldershot, to Miss Barbara 
Hornby, of Eskdale Drive, Dalton-in-Furness, Lanes. (ex
W.R.A.C., 1 Training Company, P.L.S., W.R.A.C. Centre, 
Guildford). At St. Mary's Parish Church, Dalton-in-Furness, 
Lanes., on Saturday, 27th March, at 1.30 p.m. 

? BAOR • • • • • • 
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

'71 FAMILY MODELS 

IRIUMPH~~15% rt~~~f 
OFF • 2000 £986 • 

OR 

PEUGEOT 
LIST PRICES ' 
SLASHED • 
ALL 71 MODELS ' 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM ONLY £646 • 

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Speci
fications, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, 'Phone 
or Write to: 

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO •• GmbH 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.O.'s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army-or have 

left in the last twelve months. You'll have achieved 
N.C.O. or Warrant Officer rank and acquired 
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which 
you wish to retain-and improve on.You'll be under 
42 and may be married with a family. Certainly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many vacancies in 

specific trades. We offer you a career in the 
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will al
most certainly keep your rank and pay, ~ 
and by signing on in Britain you . -,, 
receive pay from the day you enlist ,. · 
and you and your family travel to 

ustralia free. The minimum engage
ment is for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Your trade may be included in those 
available and this could be the 
chance you and your family 
are looking for. m 
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Come and talk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for 
all the facts. 

..------------.. I Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. I 
I Name _____________ $!) I 
I Address____________ <aJ I 

1============== Q I 1 ~ Age _____ Married/Single_ _ _ _ _ I 
-•--~<''i~·, Ran~----- cOrpa ·----- J 

Trade _____________ 

1 Anticipated Discharge Date _____ _ 

To: Captain J. R. Godwin, I 
Recruiting Officer, I 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, 

1 Strand, London, W.C.2. 

1 

... Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 _J 
:.tttt~~-------
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Climbing Err.rope's lligliest Mountai.n 

N.A. 1.0. Army assault of Mont Blanc 

By Lieutenant 

M. W . H. Roberts, 

Royal Signals 

E VERY year, the British Army 
sends an expedition to Italy 

to climb in the Mont Blanc region 
of the Alps, as guests of the 
Alpini, the Italian Army's Moun
tain Corps. I was fortunate enough 
this year to be a member of this 
expedition of 60 soldiers, although 
my little previous experience of 
rock, snow and ice climbing had 
been limited to Scottish mountains. 

During the four weeks in Northern Italy, one week was spent 
ski-ing and the remainder climbing. This is an account of 
our ascent of Mont Blanc (4,807m.), the highest mountain in 
Europe and nearly four times higher than anything we have 
in Britain. 

Some time previous to our arrival in Italy, in early July, 
someone had the idea that it would be a ' touching' gesture 
if representatives of all the mountain troops in NATO were 
to climb Mont Blanc from different routes and meet on the 
top, to the whirring of TV cameras, speeches, and back
slapping. Not being aware of this, Major Jon Heming (The 
Parachute Regiment), our expedition leader, accepted the in
vitation of General Gallarotti, wbo, in a magnanimous gesture, 
had invited us to send a party of four to carry out this historic 
climb, as part, and as guests of the Alpini, who were represent
ing the Italian Army. By some quirk of fate, I was selected 
as pan of the team along with Sergeant Jim Martens (Canadian 
Forces), a climbing instructor in the outback of Canada; 
Sergeant 'Taff' Jones (L.I.) (from the Junior Infantrymen's 
Battalion at Folkestone), and, of course, Jon Fleming, who was 
just back from the Himalayas. 

Putting on a brave show and Joining In the singing 
At midday, Saturday, 17th July, we met up with the Alpini 

party in our camp at Plan Veni and boarded their trucks for 
the crawl up the valley to Lake Como. The day was beautifully 
warm, and all the Italian tourists waved as tbe Alpini roared 
their hearts out singing their melodic mountain songs. I felt 
a little uneasy, as I had never climbed anything as high, or 
even half as high before, and had no idea what was in store. 
I knew that as the climbs were so long, it would take two 
days, and we would spend the :first day at a hut called the 
Gonella Refuge. So, accordingly, I was well laden with three 
days' food, and tbe usual climbing list-ice axe, crampons, 
rope, etc. Everyone else looked remarkably confident, so I 
put on a brave face and tried to join in the singing. 

Avalanches poured off the glacier 
Too soon the two trucks stopped and we were on our way 

in single file, with the British and Italians moving together. 
However, contrary to the Alpini, in their mountain uniform, 
we were very conspicuous in our gaily-coloured clothing
the only uniform we carried were our berets (including my 
Royal Signals 'Jimmy ') which were to make a brief appearance 
on the summit-we hoped! 

Our route lay over the bottom of the Miage Glacier, then 
a three-mile trudge along the glacier before climbing to the 
Gonella hut, where we were to sleep • . • or so I thought. 
By this stage, the glacier walk, the sun was very hot, and I 
watched in amazement as avalanche after avalanche poured 
off the higher peaks. This is quite normal and why we walked 
up the middle of the glacier! Soon we came to some deep 
crevasses and so we roped up together in groups of four. This 
was followed by a climb over rock and snow to the red 
and yellow-painted hut, and we reached it just as the sun 
was going down. Being at 3,012m., we were above tbe freezing 
level, and so all our water required melting buckets of snow. 
The hut, perched on the edge of a ridge, had not been occupied 
since the previous year, so we started on a virgin page of the 
visitors' book. Somebody mentioned a midnight reveille, but 
I thought they were joking, but I was wrong, we were leaving 
the hut at 00.30 in order to climb on hard snow and avoid the 
heat of the day and the consequent avalanches. The Alpini 
were preparing their kit, including a very interesting mixture 
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of coffee and red wine in leather, Spanish-style, squeeze bottles. 
They saw our curious eye~ and gave us some of their new 
army equipment-sachets of cognac. Before going to bed, at 
8 p.m., an Alpini showed us a pice of metal purporting to 
come from a crashed aircraft, and he pointed in the direction 
of Mont Blanc. 

Tlte ' White Lady • glistening under a full mo n 
True to my thoughts, the noisy shouts of excited Italians 

woke us at midnight and we blundered our way to the kitchen 
to discover someone had 'had' our coffee water. So we made 
do with a bottle of vino and oatmeal biscuits. By now, the 
stamp of cramponed feet had ceased as everyone was roping 
up on the ledge outside the hut. This was one of the deepest 
impressions left with me from Italy. Here we were, perched 
on this mountainside, getting up at a time most people were 
contemplating bed, and looking up towards Mont Blanc, the 
tbe 'White Lady,' glistening under a full moon and a cloud
less sky shimmering with a million golden stars. We could 
see our target, and she looked magnificent. 

So we started on the climb, barely needing the head
torches strapped to our helmets, so clear was the night and 
so perfect were the snow conditions. The two most experi
enced Alpini led the way, marking crevasses with flags and 
cutting ice steps when necessary. The night was warm, and 
soon we were shedding our orange anoraks, which were later 
to cause much attention. Up and up we climbed, with Jon 
leading our rope, making belays when necessary, but the 
climbing was not technically hard, only physically exhaust
ing, especially as we moved towards 15,000ft. and began 
to feel the effect of altitude and lack of oxygen. Slowly, but 
steadily, we climbed on to the Col des Alg Grises, then along 
a snow crest to reach the shoulder on the Bionnassay Ridge. 
The next traverse was a very narrow ridge about half a metre 
wide, but being dark, I did not see the 1,000 metre drop on 
either side until the descent. This ridge was corniced, meaning 
it had a lip of snow (very dangerous to walk on-so they say!) 
and then via the Dome Du Gouter to the Col Du Dome. We 

(Continued on page 104) 

CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government Communications Headquarters 

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly 
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work. 
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable. 

Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253. 

Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties 
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which 
additional allowances are payable. Opponunities exist for 
Overseas Service. 

All :first appointments are tempo~ but with excellent 
prospects of becoming established (Le. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There 
are also prospects for promotion. 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 

Candidates and both parents must have been British 
since birth. 

Applications with full details of qualifications to: 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarten, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GLS2 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 
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were now nearing the Vallot Refuge at 4,362m., where we were 
co meet the other parties and then at 06.00 the sun rose 

ui kly on a magnificent cene. There was the Vallot hut, 
nd to the .E., in the Chamonix direction, we could see several 

groups of soldiers silhouetted on the pink snow by the rising 
un. Mont Blanc was being kind to u (this was the second fine 

day and wa to be dle la t for another week). Behind the hut, 
ve aw the final lopes ri ing majestically to the summit, 500 
metre above. The Vallot hut was like Piccadilly Circus as 
we gathered there; there were Italians, Germans, French, 
Argentinian, Canadian, Engli h, We! h, Scots-everyone but 
the latter group being dressed in best ' bib and tucker,' whilst 
we donned our orange anoraks and berets. 

Overwhelmed by the ·dew 
Time was getting on, and so the a cent continued together. 

To our horror, as we climbed up the narrow ridge for an hour
and-a-haU climb, the German TV Association mounted in 
an Allouette h!licopter, decided that orange was a little more 
colourful than khaki, and so we became victims of a definite 
attempt to blow us off the ridge. On the summit were more 
cameramen, landed by helicopter, so whilst the leaders cele
brated by having their 'photos ' taken, we, the 'Plebs ' pre-
ented plaques, etc., and then let ourselves go on a bottle of 

whi ky and some wine which miraculously appeared. Speeches 
and celebrations were shon, as it was 08.30 by the time we 
reached the summit, and we had to think about the descent 
and avalanches. Tired as I wa , I was overwelmed by the 
'°ew-so perfect wa the morning that we could see France 
Italy and Switzerland as if they were at our feet. However' 
down we descended, collecting three Alpini from the Vallo~ 
Hut, who had been suffering from altitude sickness, and after 
a very fast descent, were back at the Gonella Hut, where we 
had spent the previous night. Looking back at Mom Blanc, 
we saw the weather breaking and decided to carry on down 
to the base camp. At 1_8.00 we were back, hav~g had hardly 
any re~t all day and qwte badly sunburnt, despite using layers 
of glaCJ.er cream. 
. By now_ the weather had broken and the cloud was closing 
10. Alas, m the storms that followed, eight climbers died in
cluding two who were on the summit six hours after we' left. 
We were lucky, the 'White Lady' was kind to us. 

Postscript 
~g the exercise, in order to keep in touch with the 

Wimb!edon results, ~ance~Co~oral D. Smi~ and Signalman 
D. Middlecoats provided us with a very reliable and efficient 
rear link bac~ to the U.K., w.hich was much appreciated by 
all. 'J!te remainder of the exercise went very well, with another 
12 climbers of our party reaching the summit of Mont Blanc 
a week l~ter, whilst the !elll!linder either went ski-ing at 10,000 
feet or did so.me rock-climbmg or, and this was more the case 
went sunbathing at the swimming pool in Aosto! ' 

Herc's an interesting and unusual job 

1nspector' of Signals 
ContrilJutcd br1 Command Public Bclatwns 

Otnccr, Singapore 

' JNS~ECTOR ' Charles Bumphrey, of the Royal Corps of 
. S1gn~s, checks over a small generator for use by Iban 

tnbes~en m. longhouse~ deep in the jungle of North. Borneo. 
Wait a nunu~e . . . . In~pector ' in the Royal Signals? 
The explanation lS very sunple, Charles Bumphl'ey is serving 

on secondment to the Royal Brunei Malay Regiment the 
defenc force of the oil-rich sultanate State of Brun~i in 
north-wes~ Borneo. He is a Warrant Officer Class One, Fore
man ?f 1gnals, wh?se technical tra~ing makes him the key 
man 10 the State-wide system of police communications. 

pcndin~ a lot of time with Jm1gle tribes 
"When I arri':'ed I found that I was to operate with the 

police force, helpmg them keep their radio network in working 
order," said Mr. Bwnphrey. "I operate from their headquarters 
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' INSPECTOR' OF SIGNALS 
W .0 .1 Foreman of Signals, Charles Bumphrey 

near to the capital, Bandar Seri Begawan, and spend a lot of 
time up-country with the jungle tribe . 

".As I _have always to work with the police, I was given a 
police uruform and the rank of 'Inspector' because the police 
force has no equivalent rank to that of Warrant Officer." 

Mr. Bumphrey, accompanied by three policemen, travels by 
boat and dug-out canoe to reach the Iban longhouses where 
a solitary constable keeps radio watch to repon any breaches 
C?f the peace, and the movements of tribes and would-be 
:i;nsurgents across the ill-defined jungle border with East 
Malaysian state of Sarawak. Counter-insurgency is still a 
problem in Sarawak and the Sultan's forces keep a close 
watch on developments near their borders. 

" I spend about ~ee day.s up-country carrying out main
te~ce on the P~e Smgle Sid~ Band 125 T High Frequency 
eqwpment, checkmg over their generators and carrying out 
routine tests," said Mr. Burnphrey. 

' ~°;SPector' Bumphrey has been in the Royal Signals since 
he JOmed up as a Boy soldier in 1948. 

•• Just call me • Mister ' " 
No~v a&ed 38, _he is ~ried and is accompanied in Brunei 

by his . wif~ Luz1a. ThelI 16-year-old daughter Karola is at 
school m Smgapore. 

"We have .18 mon~'ls to go to complete our two-and-a-half 
J>:ear tour,'' said Mr. B~phrey. "We both very much like our 
life here _and my wo~k lS !'?th unusual and interesting." 

He smile~ when his Bnti~h colleagues in the Royal Brunei 
Malay. Regunenr l?Ok at his shoulder boards with the two 
gleammg stars of his Inspector's rank. 

"Just call me 'Mister,'" he says. 

British So/tfiers at work on Mosel 
grape harvest 

Report bu P.R., H.q., B.A.O.H. 

JT is during November every year that the vintners of Ger-
many's 1'.Aosel Valley tac~e th~ hardes.t part of the very 

ard~ous b~s107ss of produemg wme. With sometimes his 
e?tll'e farruly m. tow, plus any extra help he can find, the 
vmtne! be?ds ~is back to the Mosel's steep, one thousand
foot riverside vmeyards and harvests his valuable crop-acres 
upon acres shrouded under the vaUey's famous Riesling 
grapes. 

They are picked by hand-a job as backbreaking in nineteen
seventy . as l~ was when ;tie Romans first planted their own 
hardy vmes m the Mo~el s grey slate soil two thousand years 
ago. The Roman garrisons and forts which were the birth-
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TOUGH BUT ENJOYABLE WORK 
Signalman Richard Henderson of I Artillery Brigade Headquarters 
and Signal Squadron busy picking grapes on the Mosel. After shift 
work in the Commcen he found grape harvesting a welcome change 

albeit the hours were long and the work tough 

places of most of the Mosel's riverside towns of today pro
duced their own wine from these hills. They were an army 
of occupat:on, yet they introduced to the region an industry 
which today is thriving on a world market that every year 
consumes well over a quarter of a million gallons of the re
nowned white wines. 

It is a healthy industry, but its books are balanced by the 
sweat of the vintners upon whose back it rests. A middle
sized wine producer in the Mosel Valley will produce from 
an average crop about 8,000 bottles. They say, as a rough 
guide, that one bottle equals the produce of one vine. So he 
will own something like 8,000 vines, and his harvest is a cul
mination of twelve months spent nursing each and every 

' stock ' that grows from slopes often so steep they are un
comfortably close to the vertical. 

His harvest is crucial. If he picks too early, he may miss a 
surprise period of sun that could work wonders for grapes 
whose juice is destined for a market that will buy only the 
best. If he waits just a little too late, his precious vines could 
be lashed by the sudden rains of a bad autumn, or crimped 
overnight to a reduction in value by a frost that no one fore
cast. 

It is a job that requires patience, stout boots, hands un
feeling to numerous cuts from careless clippers, and, above 
all, stamina. 

In the Bemkastel and Trittenheim areas of the Mo5el at 
present are a large number of young Britons who, by now, 
know well just what is required of a vintner. Men of the 
British Army of the Rhine, they number around 300, and they 
'.Ire continuing a tradition whereby British soldiers serving 
m West Germany annually volunteer to spend some of their 
leave from the Army to assist the Germans with their harvest. 

As an exercise in Anglo-German relations, it cannot be 
bettered-a harassed, overworked vintner can use all the 
extra muscle he can find, he is very grateful to get it. And 
as a change for Infantrymen, Gunners, Cooks or Signallers, 
straight from a series of spartan NATO exercises, back and 
forth across the flat lands of Northern Germany, it pays divi
dends. So everybody is happy with the plan, which was started 
by the British Army of the Rhine some ten years ago. 

For these men, the work is a dramatic change from soldier
ing. But do not try to tell them that a change is as good as 
a rest. After working fifteen hours a day for a fortnight, they 
might not believe you. True, the vintners show their apprecia
tion in a realistic way, but in an ancient industry where 
mechanisation or automation is still at a minimum, these 
soldiers take a little time to get used to carrying lOOlb. hods 
of grapes on their backs. And they are working on slopes 
steep enough almost to guarantee a broken bone, should 
they slip on the soil whose rough slate gives the Mosel wine 
its characteristic metallic bouquet. 

Living with the vintners in their own houses, the young 
soldiers are treated as one of the family by people whose 
friendliness and hospitality is a legend of Germany. Some 
lasting friendships result, and it is not unusual to find the same 
soldiers as guests in the same houses at Christmas time. 

Working harder, as they cheerfully admit themselves, than 
they have ever worked before, these young British soldiers 
have received an insight into the wine business that is unique 
to outsiders. They have picked and carried and pressed, and 
they have seen vast mounds of grapes crushed of their juices 
that in a year or two will look very different and probably be 
expensive. Whether or not they will still prefer their beer 
is a debatable point, but they will surely know a bottle of 
1970 iV.osel when they see it. 

News from Regiments 

Its a sporting life at the Army Apprentices' 
College, Harrogate 

GAMES and out-door exercise arc an important feature at 
Harrogate as the following notes indicate: 

( jollege rugby tour of D.A.O.n. 
The party met on, Harrogate Station at 11.30 hours on Tues

day, 15th December, 1970. All travelled to Portsmouth where 
overnight accommodation had been arranged. 

Early on Wednesday morning we reported to RAF Thomey 
Island flight control and soon we were aboard an Andover 
aircraft in-bound to \Vildenrath. There we were met by Major 
John Cox, ex-Officer i/c Technical Wing of the College. Trans
port was provided by his unit to Moenchen-Gladbach station, 
whence we travelled by train to our destination, Herford. 

07.30 hours, Thursday, found us travelling again-this time 
to play 4th Royal Tanks at Hahne. We arrived at 11.00 hours, 
and then followed a conducted tour of the unit. We were all 
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tremendously impressed with the Chieftain tank and other 
vehicles put on display for our benefit. 

The game started at 14.30 hours and within a minute we 
were leading 3-0, through a try scored by A/T. Roberts. 
Unfortunately ow play fell away badly, and at half-time we 
were losing 13-3. The forwards had played superbly and the 
three-quarters had missed at least four tries through poor 
finishing. In the second half we fought back to 13-11 through 
a try by Corporal Ba'ding, converted by A/T. Abbott, and a 
penalty by Abbott. Again the pack played superbly and the 
three-quarters poorly. For the last quarter of the game, we 
were encamped on the oppo ition's line, but just could not 
score. 

After the game we were shown tremendous ho pitaliry by 
4 RTR and, travelling back to Hahne Station to catch our 
train, we really felt that Christmas bad arrived as the snow 
began to fall. 

On Friday, we had a free day and 4th Division Signal 
Regiment, our hosts, laid on transport to Bielefeld where we 
were able to do our Christmas shopping. That evening we pent 
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a quiet couple of hours in a typical German hostelry, enter
taining the local with songs. 

On arurday, we travelled to Sennelager for our match against 
39 Mi ile Regiment. We were a bit apprehensive as they had 
ju t lo t to the Wei h Guards in the B.A.0.R. semi-final. 
Fortunately, we had got the ' travelling-tiredness ' out of our 

· terns and the whole team combined well to bring off a 
comfortable victory by 26 points to S. Trie were scored by 
Captain Thomas, A/ T.s Abbott, Kite, Sandford and Roberts, 
with Abbott converting four and also kicking a penalty. 

Io the evening we entertained Captain Bill Bowen, Royal 
ignals, who had been the officer detailed to look after us. 

He had done a splendid job and all arrangements-travelling, 
accommodation-went very smoothly. We presented him with 
a plaque to commemorate an extremely enjoyable tour. 

Playing or accompanying the team were: Sergeant Harris, 
A/T. Hagen, Captaip Thomas, A/ T. Corporal Thompson, 
W.O.II (Y. of S.) Price, A/T. Sergeant Stockdale, Corporal 
Balding, A/T. Gilder, A/T. Sergeant Crockart, A/T. Abbott, 
Lieutenant Parker, A/T. Sergeant Kite, A/T. Roberts, Sergeant 
Thomas. A/T. Lance-Corporal Sandford, A/T. Lance-Corporal 
Graham, W.0.1 Griffiths, A/T. Vmcent, Captain Bowen and 
Sergeant Wringe. 

Doe key 
For the first time in history the College has survived the 

first round of the Army Junior Hockey Cup when, on Saturday, 
30th January, at Harrogate, they beat the Junior Tradesmen's 
Regiment, Rhyl, by 3 goals to nil-and had four disallowed! 

The game was played in dreadful conditions-bitterly cold, 
a near gale and driving sleet on a waterlogged pitch-which 
the boys did extremely well to master. They would be the first 
to admit their debt to the skilful coaching and encouragement 
of Major Bob Edwards, who took over as chief coadt only last 
term. 

The team consisted of Apprentice Tradesmen Flintham, 
Corporal Worth. Corporal Cross (captain), Hammett, Birrell, 
Jarvis, Best, Ardem, Wright, Tillman and Groom. 

It is unfortunate that the captain of College hockey, A/T. 
Lance-Corporal Kenneth McKinney, is just three weeks too 
old to be eligible for the Army Junior Hockey Cup. 

In the second round we are due to play J.T.R., Troon, at 
Harrogate, on Saturday, 20th February. 

Association Football 
For the first time the Permanent Staff XI have entered this 

year the Army Minor Units Association Football Cup. They 
have done well in the 'preliminaries ' so far, beating 7th Field 
Squadron, R.E., and 11th Signal Regiment in the first and 
second rounds. In the Command semi-final they beat 17 
Squadron, R.C.T., last year's winners of the Command Cup. 
In the Command final at Imphal Barracks, York, on Wednesday, 
10th February, we play 224 Signal Squadron. Team from: 
Sergeant Bob Ardem, Sergeant Tom Steele, S.I. Jim Morris 
(captain), S.S.M. Bill Grierson, Corporal Alan Barker, Corporal 
Bill Fuller, Corporal Brian Kenyon, Sergeant Ted Appleby, 
Sergeant Dave McGurk, Staff Sergeant Jimmy Akehurst, 
Corporal Ron Knight, Sergeant John Groves. Trainer/manager 
~ Sergeant Ken Sixsmith, the Provost Sergeant, and Officer 
1/c College soccer is Captaip Ian Reading, Royal Signals. 

(Stop Press: The Permanent Staff XI won 5-1). 

Badminton 
The ~o~ern ~mmand stage of the Army Junior Badminton 

Championships this year proved to be an all-Harrogate affair. 
In the final rounds, held at Imphal Barracks, York, on Friday, 
29th January, results were: 

Singles: A/T. Sergeant Roy Sinclair beat A/T. Lance
Corporal Charles Wtlson. 

Doubles: A/T. Sergeant Roy Sinclair and A/T. Lance
Corporal Charles Wilson beat A/T. Simon Greatrex and A/T. 
Philip Neale. 

Ba ketball 
College teams this year have repeated their successes of last. 

In the Zone Final of the Army Junior Basketball Major Units 
Championship, held at Harrogate on 30th January, the College 
t~ beat J.T.R, Troon, 102-28. In the Minor Units Zone 
Final, Penney Squadron beat Junior Soldiers' Wing, Scottish 
Infantry Depot, 48-21. 

Both. tea~ now go forward to the Army Junior Basketball 
Oiamp1onships, to be held at Aldershot at the end of February. 
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Sub Aqua Club 
On 17th January the College Sub Aqua Club were hosts for 

the first meeting of the Northern Federation of Sub Aqua Clubs 
(NORFED) ' Octopush ' competition which was held in the 
College pool. Seven clubs from all over the North took part in 
the competition, which lasted all day. The final was won by 
Southport in a play-off versus the Pennine Club. The College 
team was unplaced. The event was organised by Mr. Derek 
Shearsmith, Diving Officer of NORFED, ably assisted by 
Sergeant S. E. Graham, who is the College Diving Officer. 

On 31st January, we had our first outdoor dive of the 
season in the local gravel pit. It was not quite necessary to 
break the ice, but an exhibition of attempting to walk on the 
water was given. 

7th February brought a day's diving at Lake Windermere 
for a party comprising Sergeant Graham, Sergeant Hanrahan, 
Sergeant Greaves, A/T. Hagan and A/T. Corporal Travers. 
The water was clear and the bottom is of silt, whid:i makes for 
excellent training dives, and so, despite a water temperature of 
38° and a surprising lack of life in the lake, all enjoyed another 
pleasant day. 

4th. Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

What happened in January? 
After six weeks' hard training in Austria, our Regimental 

team did well to come seventh overall out of the 28 entered. 
In the biathlon event (a tough flog across country, followed 
by a shoot), they came fourth out of the same 28. 

The team comprised: Second-Lieutenant Emslie, Corporals 
Henry Hunt and John Steer, Lance-Corporal Johnny Good
fellow and Signalman Bernie Benford. 

Back in Herford, it's been all go of a different kind-in· 
spections. We have news for those of our readers who believe 
all that stuff that MOD (Army) pushed out a few years ago 
about the new-style annual inspections being relaxed cheery 
affairs, all over in a day or two. Don't believe a word of it! 
In the last couple of months we've had a tels inspection 
Q3RUIN), a tels inspection (non-BRUIN), a vehicle inspec
tion, .an arms inspection, instruments inspection, catering in
spection, Command Secretary's inspection, CRAOC's inspec
tion and security inspection. Tuey all said we were doing 
fine, especially the vebicle and tels inspectors, who were 
particularly :flattering. 

All we have to deal with now are CREME's inspection, the 
pay inspection, the medical, education and G Staff inspections 
-and (nearly forgot) the actual FFR inspection, by the CRA. 

To say that th,is keeps us busy is the understatement of the 
year. Of course, we haven't forgotten our communications. 
~ediately after the vehicle and tels (non-BRUIN) inspec
tions, we loaded for Exercise 'Radiant Glow,' and your cor
respondent is now writing this in the sig ops vehicle at 
half-past midnight (ZULU), in between answering two BRUIN 
telephones and a remote handset on the Divisional guard 
net. 

We've. managed to keep our end up in the sporting field, 
though 1t hasn't been easy. The cross-country team got an 
honourable position half way down the list in the Divisional 
meeting. The hockey team got to the Divisional semi-final 
before. ~osing narrowly (2-1) to our .neighbours, the 3rd 
Carabm1ers. The squash team are playmg the same neigh
bours in the Divisional final in three days' time. 

We have bade a reluctant farewell to Major Erroll Hunt, 
who was with us a full two years as O.C. 2 Squadron- almost 
a record for these days. He has gone to 1st Division as S.0.2 
(Signals}-lueky them. 

Welcome to Major Terry Eamey, who came from H.Q. 
B.A.0.R. (or was it _NO~TIIAG?) in his place. Having quickly 
mastered the essential difference between a FFR vehicle and 
FFR inspection, he should have no further difficulty in lead
ing 2 Squadron to fresh triumphs. 

Finally, '."'e must aclJ;nit that Janll}lry has brought its little 
q~ota of O:US1:1nderstandings. The Adiutant's proposal, made in 
!;is us1:1al rmgmg tones, th~t the ladies of the typing pool should 

provide some crumpet m the afternoons,'' produced a sen-
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sarion, even in our unshakable orderly room; and the follow
ing excerpt from H.Q. Squadron orders made us fear that the 
la t C.O.'s inspection might have proved too much for the 
gallant Major in the Royal Tank Regiment: 

WARNING ORDER 

"H.Q. Squadron has been allocated the gas chamber 
on Wednesday, 17th February, 1971 . " 

Talking of H.Q. Squadron reminds me that a team of our 
splendid cooks (Sergeant Brian Anderton, Lance-Corporal John 
Fleming and Private Dave Kennedy), who gained fourth place 
in the Divisional cookery team competition. Sergeant Anderton 
~ays fourth is not much good (out of over 20 entries); but 
as we haven't entered at all in previous years, we reckon he's 
much too modest. 

7th Signal Regiment 
B.F.P.O. 15 

rliHE last few weeks have seen the Regiment in and out of 
Barracks on various exercises big and small, and it is 

amazing how many ' cobwebs ' have to be blown away after 
the break from exercise routine during the Christmas and New 
Year periods. The Commanding Officer is ensuring that we 
quickly revert to a professional approach by unexpectedly 
popping up in odd places. Why is it that he always sees the 
fiat tyre or dirty windscreen before we do? 

Hockey success 
Despite exercises, we still continue to take sport in our stride, 

and the hockey team are well to the fore. We thought we were 
through to the semi-final in the Divisional stage of the Army 
Cup, but were then informed that we must play an additional 
round against the Queen's Royal Irish Hussars. The match was 
played on 27th January and we emerged winners by 3 goals to 
l. The semi-final was played on Saturday, 6th February, against 
l Royal Horse Artillery and was a hard-fought, exciting game, 
resulting in a goalless draw after extra time. We are hoping to 
be successful in the replay on our own ground later this week. 

Sob-Aqua Club-are they mad? 
The Sub-Aqua Club continues to flourish and training of 

new me~bers is continuing with the incentive of a two-week 
expedition to the Mediterranean island of Elba in July. 

The club's most recent dive took place in the Blauersee just 
south of Hannover one chilly Saturday afternoon. The Blauersee 
is only 30 feet deep at its deepest point and quite safe for 
training dives. This particular dive, however, was undertaken 
by experienced divers only, as there happened to be ten inches 
of ice on the surface. Staff Sergeant Mick Lowe managed to 
smash a hole with a sledge hammer and Staff Sergeant Pete 
Clifton, Corporals Tom Wilson and Matt Mathews slid under 
the surface at the end of a safety line. 

The proceedings had by this time attracted a large crowd 
of the local populace who speculated that the divers must be 
looking for a body, and the expressions on their faces had to be 
een to be believed when they were informed that the mad 

Englishmen were diving for fun. The divers surfaced after 17 
minutes below the ice and after a quick rub-down and a nip of 
' schnapps ' were as good as new and enthusing over the 
remarkably good visibility in ,the water under the ice. 

Cross-country runners qualify for D.A.0.R. 
Cbampionshlps 

We have managed to achieve third place in the Westphalia 
League-albeit only one point ahead of the fourth team, but 
with only one more race to complete the table, we are hoping 
co hold our position. 

Whilst the hockey team was giving battle at Detmold on 6th 
February, the cross-country team, captained by Sergeant Geoff 
Chaloner, journeyed to Hamelin for the Divisional Champion
ships. The members of the team excelled themselves and were 
runners-up to our league rivals the Royal Irish Rangers, and 
qualify to go forward with them to the B.A.0.R. Championships 
on 16th February. The host unit for this race is 21st Signal 
Regiment, and with two Signal Regiments in the last eight in 
~.A.O.R. we hope that at least one of us qualifies to compete 
m the Army Final. Good luck 21st, we will be close on your 
heels! 
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By Appointment to • Her Majesty the Queen· 

~ 
FOR 

IHSPECTIOH 
You are probably now wearing an H. J. Service 
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are 
you 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated 
brochure for ordering by post shows our compre
hensive range of hats and caps to suit every 
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the 
coupon below. 

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS 
TO 

YOUR GORPS 

THE 'BURGHLEY 
One of our dual 
pu1pose felt hats 
In tough fm1sh 
Brown or Gteen 
Prtce 104$ + 7s.p.p. 
£5·20+ 35p p.p. 

Herbert JqlJ/1.~9'!:! 
38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1 
Tel: 01-629 7177. 
Civil and Military Hatters. 
40a London Road, Camberley. (Wednesday, 
afternoons only). 

---------Please send me "The Complete Guide to Headwear· 

I NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

., 
I 
I 

;..I 

I ADDRESS 

L-------
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VICTO RY SMILES 
8th Regiment bad minton ent husiasts dominated the Northern Command Championships winning the men 's team event, the ladies' singles. 
(W.0 .1 St ead), t he mixed doubles, (Lance-Corporal Snape and W.0 .1 Stead), and the ladies' o pen doubles, (W.0. 1 Stead and Sergeant Austin) 

Standing, left to right : Sergeant Cotteri ll, Lieutenant Heasman, Signalman Rukbahadur Pun and Signalman Omparsad 
Seated, left to right: Lance-Corporal Snape, Sergeant Austin, W .0 .1 Stead and Private Farnworth 

8th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Operat ion • Full Cir c l e ' 

I T was bound to happen! Our Quartermaster General (for 
the unitiated-Major Geoff Furtado, Q.M. (Gen.)) 

finally had to move half the Regiment back into Gaza lines 
in the middle of January. Some of you will remember the old 
24th Regiment moving out of Gaza in November, 1967. It is 
not true, bowever, that draft orders for the move back from 
Gaza to Vimy had already been written. 

Exer cise • F e lc at ' 
The winter part of our twice-dearly exercise, designed to 

reveal to the Commanding Officer most of the things most of 
the cadre wish he didn't see, took place on 24th January. 
Starting in thick fog and darkness the 16 teams set off to try 
and find the various hazards arranged for their entertainment. 
Fortunately most of the D.S. found where they should have 
been before any of the teams arrived, though one team leader 
is still not convinced that he was given the wrong grid refer
ence on purpose. By the time lightness dawned all was going 
well for most people. After an excellent hot meal at mid-day, 
provided in the field by Captain John Dowd (who unfortunately 
leaves us this month--good luck John!), the exercise proceeded 
into phase 2. Our Commander visited us during this phase, 
driven by our new B.M., Major Bob Benbow. The Brigadier 
tried out one or two of the hazards and at this point there 
should have been a photograph of him disappearing into the 
mist over a ravine in a bosun's chair. Unfortunately the photo
grapher must have been as thick as the mist. As darkness once 
again descended on the moors it was deemed that No. 7 team, 
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with Staff Sergeant Brett and Sergeant Innes, both of 1 
Squadron, had succeeded better than anyone else. 

Sport 
Due to space we can only report one or two highlights. 

We were knocked out in the quarter-finals of the Army football 
by Q.0.H. by 1-0. Corporals H unter and Gill won the Northern 
Command inter-unit table tennis championships and now go 
forward to the Army championships. 

2 Sqnadron-Contribritors for the 111onth 
Such a large Regiment of seven Squadrons with some 1,480 

men should be engaged in enough activities to fill its own 
supplement to THE WIRE. This being the case we have decided 
that each Squadron in turn be given the opportunity of con
tributing, and this month 2 Squadron takes the chair. 

2 Squadron is responsible for training radio technicians, 
radio relay technicians, linemen, radio relay men, and our basics 
group, under our tame R.A.E.C. Officer, teaches sums to every
one. We also look after the many overseas students who come 
for technician training. 

S11or t is p r omine n t 
Life is not all beer and skittles, however. We have sport as 

well! The Squadron is well represented in sporting circles, in 
fact some members seem to spend possibly more time sporting 
than working. This month we are highlighting badminton and 
soccer. The Northurnbrian District badminton championships 
were held recently and three members of the Squadron played 
prominent parts. Sergeant Cotterill in the Regimental team 
championship, together with Signalman Omparsad Chhetri (an 

(Continued on page 109) 
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ex-Gurkha Signals technician) who became the Singles Cham
pion, and who then partnered Signalman Rukbahadur Pun (a 
Gurkha on a basic technician course) to take the inter-unit 
doubles title. 

These same three went on to compete in the Northern 
Command championships at York where the Regiment won 
the team championship, Signalman Omparsad was runner-up in 
the single championship and Signalman Omparsad and Signal
man Rukbahadur were runners-up in the doubles championship. 

For soccer we have Lance-Corporals Pete Halstead and M.ick 
Boorman regular representatives of the Regiment and the 
Corps sides. L ance-Corporal Boorman should, if all goes to 
plan, be playing for the Army before too long. 

Other inter ests e mbr a ce sk i-ing 
Besides their technical and trade training, courses are given 

a certain amount of military and adventure training. This 
training is the responsibility of Lieutenants Nigel Pullman and 
' Sandy ' Lovatt, and the former has recently returned from a 
ski-ing trip with trainees to ' Darkest Kingussie.' 

Nigel is a notorious ' keep away from the Regiment ' fanatic, 
normally sailing, ski-ing or skiving, so his suggestions that he 
should take a course ski-ing in Scotland were granted with 
much laughter. However, for the soldiers' sake and much to 
everyone's surprise, he got his own way and off he went. 

The party consisted of 12 trainees, the troop officer and 
Sergeant, two instructors, Lance-Corporal ' Leapy ' Lee of our 
own P.T. staff and Corporal Garnett, R.C.T., from the Garrison 
Transport Unit. Inclusion of the last-mentioned member also 
provided a driver and useful liaison with the wheel providers. 
In addition they were extremely lucky to have that expert in 
tile culinary art, Private Plevey, A.C.C. 

The departure of the group caused much ribaldry in the 
camp as at the time we were experiencing unusually mild 
weather. The pundits shook their heads and claimed that if 
it was hot in Catterick it was hot everywhere. 

They do claim that there was snow in the Cairngonns when 
they arrived but admit that a certain amount of time was 
spent swimming and skating at the Aviemore centre. 

The party was not without its dramas, Signalman McMullen 
injured his ankle and limped off to see the local quack; the 
intrepid Lance-Corporal Lee led his class off down the mountain 
side in the later part of one afternoon but the techniques of 
stopping had not been fully mastered. The result was that 
those in charge gradually became concerned at their disappear
ance, as other skiers returned home and the lifts stopped. 
Fortunately, however, shortly after he set off to search, the 
tired and bedraggled class reappeared, skis on shoulders, having 
climbed up the hill just in time to take the last lift down. 

And then, of course, there was Exercise • Felcat ' 
Such physical rigours are not inflicted on trainees alone. 

We have just witnessed one of the traditions of Catterick, 
Exercise ' Felcat' umpteen intended to exercise the Cadre of 
the Regiment. 

The exercise took the form of a competition. There were 
parties of eight Jed by S.N.C.0 .s, or in some cases J.N .C.O.s, 
and each party had to visit certain locations on Feldom train
ing area. At each location they performed tasks requiring 
physical or military skills. Examples of such were, climbing 
ropes and scramble nets, crossing bottomless chasms in bosuns' 
chairs, assembling weapons and navigating across the moors. 
The 2 Squadron teams were lead by Sergeant Allen, Sergeant 
Wilmott, Sergeant Hall, Sergeant Esdale, Sergeant Vallance, 
Sergeant Cotterill, Sergeant Franks and Corporal Shaw. The 
results at the end were a little uncertain but 2 Squadron seemed 
to have 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th places, which was a good effort. 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Poss-off P a r a d e-8th Janu a ry 

L IBUTENANT-COLONEL J. I. Fraser-Orr, the A.A. and 
Q.M.G. of Northumbrian District, took the salute at the 

pass-off parade of 2 and 4 Troops. A special guest at the parade 
was 'Miss Red Alert'; details of her visit appear below. 

Signalman Michael Wilton, from Blackpool, was the best 
recruit in 4 Troop; he goes on to trade training as Commcen 
Operator. 
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Signalman Brian Nevol achieved best recruit in 2 Troop; 
he goes on to train as a Telegraph Operator after participating 
in the satisfied soldier scheme with the A C.I.O. in Finchley. 

• Miss Bed Alert 
' Miss Red Alert' was the title won by Miss Marjorie Wood 

in a contest organised for the benefit of Cancer Research in 
Sheffield. As part of her prize she paid a visit to Training 
Brigade. When visiting the Regiment she watched the pass-off 
parade, talked to recruits from Sheffield afterwards and had 
lunch with the inspecting officer at the Officers' Mess. 

Pass-off Parade-22nd J anuary 
Lieutenant-CoJonel J. Burrell, R.H.F., G .S.0.1 Northumbrian 

District, took the salute at the pass-off parade of 3 and 8 
Troops. 

The best recruit in 3 Troop was Signalman Robert Sharp, 
a potential lineman. Signalman Geoffrey Haworth was the best 
recruit in 8 Troop, also destined for lineman training. 

PASS OFF PARADE O F 3 AN D 8 TROOPS 
Lieutenant-Colonel Burrell passing thro ugh the ranks 

!Football 
The Regiment had an exciting match with 7 Squadron, R.E., 

at Ripon in the Minor Units Northern Command competition. 
It was a draw at the final whistle five-al!, with Lance-Corporal 
F. Mudie scoring a bat-trick, and the game went into extra 
time, the final result remaining five-all. The replay took place 
at Relles Barracks, which proved a thrilling spectacle; a goal 
in the first half by the Sappers, the only one scored, took them 
through to the next round. 

Hockey 
We were hoping to tell you that we had reached the final 

of the Northern Command section of the Army Cup but after 
extra time we lost the opportunity by one goal. Nevertheless, 
the league is going very well this year, only dropping four 
points to 8th Signal Regrment's ' A ' team. 

Ski-ing 
In January, Continuation Training Troop took advantage of 

any snow that fell in the Sf!r.ling area and prepa.rations are 
now being made for more ski-mg, weather pernumng. Mean
while in Catterick regimental cadre, potential officers and 
recruits have been using the dry slope for ski training. This 
training has borne fruit; L ieutenant Peta Bradbury, W.R.A.C., 
our Assistant Adjutant, recently attended the B.A.O.R. Army 
Ski Championships at Alpbach, Austria, and returned with 
bruises and a cup, as Army Women's Services' Ski Champion! 

De 1•artures a 11d Arrival s 
We say farewell to Major D. A. Brockhurst who has handed 

over command of 1 Squadron to Major R. W. Simmons, B.E.M. 
We wish him every success and happiness in his new posting 
in Bahrein. 
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We welcome Lieutenant P. J. Bowles who joins us as a 
recruit croop commander. Although W.O.Il F. E. Slade has 
not left us yet we should like to congratulate h is succe sor, 
W.O.Il G. C. Harding, on bis promotion and wish him every 
ucx;e in hi new appointment as . .M. of the Recruit 

Training Squadron. 

Birth 
We congratulate Lance-Corporal and Mrs. David Rodgers 

on the birth of a on. 

Operntlea 'AerOS<' t>k"-b~· P ote n tial Officer T ruu11 
The aim of the exercise wa to locate, photograph and return 

with evidence of a crashed aeroplane. \Ve were given the 
approximate location as in the peak district, somewhere just 
north of the start of the Pennine Way. 

On 4th January the leaders, Brown and Stabler, left 
Catterick by Land Rover and the rest of the party followed 
in a coach. 

Base camp was et-up at Doctors Gate on the Snake Pass. 
A small party was sent out to do a preliminary search, the 
re t of the Troop being fully occupied digging snow holes. 

After a rather eventful night, where the roof of one snow 
bole ended up resting on the chests of the occupants, the main 
earch parties were sent out.. Two parties sallied forth into the 

snowy wastes and raging blizzards of Blea.klow Moors (no 
exaggeration!). The wreckage of an aeroplane was found in the 
afternoon. Most of the wreckage was unfortunately covered by 
now but the wings and three of the engines could still be seen. 

This was examined, prodded, photographed and even a couple 
of ' bits ' were broken off (they now adorn Potential Officer 
T roop study). The parties then returned to a celebration feast 
of compo. 

A second earch was planned for the morning of the 6th 
for we knew the approximate whereabouts of a German fighter 
of second world war vintage. This search unfortunately was 
cut shon and we broke camp on the morning of the 7th, to 
return to Catterick. 

\~ 

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40 

It is with deep regret that we record the death of I 
Private David Haywood, R.P.C., on Saturday, 16th 

January, 1971, in Wegberg Hospital. 

Th quiet moJti It? 

F OLLOWING the hectic social activity which is synonymous 
witl1 Christmas, it is generally hoped that January will 

be a quiet month, the period when batteries are recharged to 
meet the challenges ahead. However, with the F.F.R. Inspection 
looming and new projects demanding attention, there has been 
an air of bri kness and much activity in Mercury Barracks. 

Indoor a c th·ities 
Despite this, it hasn't been 'all work and no play.' Eight regu

lars of the Border Inn set themselves the task of getting as high a 
dart score as possible in a period of nine hours. The firs t dar t 
was thrown at 14.00 hours and at 23.00 hours the team had 
reached the creditable score of 735,228. 

Although somewhat weary after their endurance test the team, 
consisting of Corporals 'Paddy ' Sweeney, A.C.C., ' Jock' 
Fairley, ' Barney' Barnett and Sid Goddard, Royal Signals, 
Lance-Corporal ' Butch ' Harvey and Ken Cartwright, Royal 

ignals, Craftsman Wally Walters, R.E.M.E., and Private John 
Coulthard, R.P.C., were delighted with their performance. 
Announcing the final score, the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, congratulated the players 
on the~ effort and thanked ~e many helpers, soldiers, W.R.A.C. 
and wives who worked behmd the scene to ensure the success 
of the venture. 
, It _is quiz .time aga~, but this ti~e we are looking for the 
Brain of Birgelen.' Sixty-four entries were received for this 

popular competition which is now in full swing guided by our 

~ BT APPOIN'DdENTTOHEll. llA,JESTY TRI! RUEEN, GOLDSMITHS AND JEWELLERS, GAl\B.AB.D AND COMPANY LlMtTED, LONDON 
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'JO mark the occasion 
Throughout history man has 

recorded famous events and his own 
great achievements. For two hundred 
years Garrard have captured the 
splendour of the military in finely 
worked models of silver and gold. 

We offer you the unrivalled skill 
of our designers and craftsmen, and the 
personal service that is the hallmark of 
Garrard, in the creation of a model 
which will remain a permanent 
reminder of your own great occasions. 

GAR RA R D The CrownJewellers 
112 REGENT STREET, LONDON WlA 2JJ. Tel: 01-734 7020 
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two quiz chairmen, S.S.M. Ken Kennington and S.S.M. Tony 
Orrell. 

Following their successful Christmas Revue the Mercury 
Players are busily rehearsing for their Easter production, 'Blithe 
Spirit,' which is being produced by Mrs. Annstrong. 

S11or•~ 

The Regiment won their third sporting encounter with a 
neighbouring Dutch Army unit. Although our opponents were 
very young and fit, we beat them in basketball and shinty, 
but for the third consecutive time lost at volleyball. 

The hockey team maintain their challenge in the Rhine Arca 
hockey league and are currently joint leaders. The team is well 
balanced with age and youth and the scene is set for a thrilling 
finish to the competition. 

The round ball and oval ball exponents have not had much 
to enthuse over during January because the grounds in me area 
have been out of bounds due to the weather. However, both 
teams did manage to get one match played, the soccer team 
taking two points from 28th Signal Regiment whilst we lost the 
ruggcr to the Rheindahlen Rhinos. 

We regret that the Rhine Area basketball trophy will not grace 
the Sergeants' M ess this year as, after a hard-fought duel, we 
lo ·t to 12th Air Defence Regiment in the first round. Corporal 
Pete Massey and Lance-Corporal Tony Bird were the outstand
ing players in the Regimental team. 

Signalman Rideout continued to show his prowess as a cross
country runner when he was placed fourth in the Rhine Area 
cross-country championsh ips. The Regiment was placed fi fth 
in the team championship. 

.\ s wimming pool nt Inst! 
The Regiment has always wanted a swimming pool. I t now 

looks as if we shall get one this year; in fact, the target date 
for swimming is the end of May. We are busy exploring ways 
of raising money, and hope that any Regiments who hear from 
us on this subject will respond favourably! 

S.-rg,•nn.ts' 1'-fess 
This month saw the virtual completion of the Mess entrance 

hall and serious work begun on the bar (other than drinking!). 
There is no truth in die rumour that the bar has become the 
Mess hobbies room-although it may look like that! We are 
racine; against the clock to get the bar completed in time for 
our Regimental guest night on 19th February. 

The outgoing Mess committee had their farewell dance on 
23rd Januarv and we all enjoyed an excellent evening. Our 
thanks to P .E.C. Staff Sergeant Frank Kendall and his commit
tee, and we hope their successors will be as good. 

On 27th Januarv we held a farewell party for W.O.Il Laurie 
Storey and his wife Yrene. They have left to go to 9th Signal 
Regiment after a stay of four years. We shall miss these two 
popular members. 

This month we welcomed new arrivals W.0.11 Tom Cooper 
(on a return trip !), and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Allan Tomlin
son. We also welcomed Sergeant Bill Webster, Intelligence 
Corps, and congratulate h im on his promotion into the Mess. 

)fnrringe 
On 30th January, at K inghorn, Scotland, Signalman Peter 

O'Hara, of ' A ' Troop, 1 Squadron, to Lance-Corporal Gina 
Steven, of 'W' Troop, 2 Squadron. We wish them all the best 
of luck for the future. 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY Al SIGNALS ST ABLE BELTS 
Home -79p each plus St p post 
Abroad-70p each plus S! p post 

Wall Shields 7" x 6" Royal Signals £1.SO 
Pace Sticks 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 
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14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

Busy, but fair l y qni•• t, ut Woree ster 

THE beginning of the New Year has found the Regiment 
hard at work in Worcester. Apart from ' Alpha ' Troop, 

in Nassau, most of me radio detachments are, for a change, 
back in U.K. Advantage has been ta.ken of this rather un
usual situation to have a really good spring-clean and prepare 
ourselves for a whole series of fonhcoming activities which, 
very appropriately, commence with the annual Fitness for 
Role inspection early in February. After this-and as urning 
we are deemed to be ' fit for our role '-it is virtually non
stop activity as troops and detachments move in and out of 
U.K . for the rest of the year; but of these events, more details 
as they happen. 

Thus it is, with the realisation that reams of reportage on 
matters administrative is extremely boring to those not in
volved, coupled with the Editor's behest to reduce routine 
contributions, that this month's chapter of the ' Happenings 
of the Fourteenth,' is somewhat shorter. However, space should 
be given to the following story, which shows, once again, how 
a little bit of thought and effort--0n the pan of a Warrant 
Officer of this Regiment-in circumstances whereby it would 
have been just too easy to say 'no," made a little boy happy, 
and at the same time produced a story that was fully reponed 
throughout a whole syndicate of newspapers. KAPE indeed, 
and at its best-but let W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Ray Bishop give hi 
own narrative: 

T h e story o f a hat 
8th November, 1970, was a bitterly-cold day as those of 

the Regiment who paraded around the war memorial outside 
the Cathedral in Worcester will testify. Yet, for one spectator, 
Master David Spiller, aged all of three years, the temperature 
did not matter, all that interested him were the soldiers, and 
above all, the very smart blue peaked caps that they wore. 
From that moment onward, the main aim in this little chap's 
life was to own a soldier's hat. H e even asked his dad to write 
to Father Christmas for one for him. 

Mr. Spiller, who served from 1942-1947, first with the Black 
Watch, then the Artillery, before finishing his service as a Staff 
Sergeant in the Sappers, and is now the headmaster of Perdis-

(Photograph : Courtesy of Berrows Newspapers) 
'BEST RECRUIT 1970' 

Master David Spiller receives his Corps Cap from Father Christmas 
with, from left to right, Mrs. Spiller, John and David (being supported 
by Father 'Tom Towse' Christmas) Mr. Spiller and W.0.11 R. Bishop 

(Continued on page 113) 
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M.E.L. keeps Pu 
one SfeJ! olielid in 

. MilitaJX: , 
Electr.omcs ... 

in Reconnaissance Radar lorexa111pfe. 
M.E.L. designed, developed 

and now manufacture the 
0-band 'sideways-looking' 4 

radar which enables the 
Phantom to fulfil its exacting 
reconnaissance role. The high
definition pictures received are 
equivalent to first-class 
photographs, but can, of 
course, be obtained under 
night and cloud conditions 
when results would be 
unobtainable with conven
tional optical cameras. 

It is currently being evalu
.ated by Commonwealth and 
Foreign Governments. 

M.E.L., world leaders in 
microwave intercept systems, 
are also actively engaged in 
developing advanced digital 
guidance systems for aircraft. 

M.E.Lleadership in Military 
Electronfcs afso extends to 
Telecommunications anq... 
Opto-Electronics. /[ 

GGGA:~;} 
~fa·//JJU'111fKT 

-~ 

The M.E.L Equipment Co 
Ltd, Manor Royal, Crawley, 
Sussex. 

The Phantom is equipped with M.E.L. 
0-Band Radar in its NATO role as an 
all-weather reconnaissance _ -
aircaft. ~-
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well School in Worcester, searched the local shops for an 
Army cap, but there were none to be had. With Christmas 
drawing ever nearer, and the situation becoming de pei;ate, he 
rang 14th Signal Regiment to see if we could advise him of 
a likely source. 

Without revealing too much how it was done, the problem 
was quickly solved and things began to happen. Young David 
was invited to our barracks and Santa Claus, in the splendid 
shape of Sergeant Tom Towse, of the L.A.D. (who happened 
to have driven up on his sledge for the Regimental children's 
party, also on that afternoon) presented an excited lad with 
his very own soldier's hat, complete with 'Jimmy.' To keep 
the peace in the family, Father Christmas was also able to 
produce a present for David's older brother, John. 

Thus it was Mr. Spiller achieved his aim, the Press got a 
story, the Regiment improved even further its image, and 
young David, who started it all, got his cap. All of which 
can't be too bad. 

t•ersoraallty parade 
Arrivals.-Welcome to Major S. J. Lockett, from M.0.D. to 

become O.C. 2 Squadron; Captain C. R. M. Noonan, from 233 
Squadron to be Technical Adjutant; Captain J. M. Sweetman, 
from the School to 'T' Troop; Captain J. E. Varney, R.EM.E., 
from Technical Group, R.E.M.E., to ' P ' Troop; Lieutenant 
G. J. Thomas, from 4th Regiment to 'B' Troop; Captain C. 
D. Evis, from 4th Regiment to H .Q., 3 Squadron; W.O.II A. 
Yates, from A.A.C., Harrogate, to H.Q. Squadron. 

Departures.-Farewell and thanks to Captain R. J. L. 
Midd'eton to MAD (EQD); Captain P. J. Branton to 4th 
Regiment; Captain C. R. Dolby, R.E.M.E., to Technical Group, 
R.E.M.E.; Captain T. T. Hallchurch to H.Q., Training Brigade; 
Lieutenant R. J. Lees, WFR, to 1 Bn. WFR; Second-Lieutenant 
J. D. Ambrose to 24 Missile Regiment Signal Troop; W.O.II 
D. Livermore to H .Q., R.A.F., Cyprus. 

19th Signal Regt. 
c'o G.P.O. Singapore 

By Captain J. H. Roberts 

THE end-of-year festivities started with Deepavali on 29th 
October, followed by Hari Raya Puasa, on 30th November, 

and finished with Chinese New Year on 28th January. Some
where in the middle came Christmas. Although the period 
was by definition a happy one for the Regiment, all cele~~a
tions were overshadowed by the sad fact that each festlVlty 
was to be the last in the Regiment. We also had our last 
Administrative Inspection. 

And then It's Chinese New Year 
After a short breathing space, Chinese new year celebra

tions started to hit the scene. The party, which was due to 
be held at the plush Ming Court Hotel, was quickly can
celled when the management remembered that their premises 
were booked for the Commonwealth Heads of Government 
Conference. Captain Lai Sin Wah rose to the occasion an.d 
arranged in record time, an alternative venue at the Oasis 
Theatre 'Restaurant Nite Club. The Chinese soldiers and 
and civilians of the Regiment hosted the officers and their 
wives to a magnificent ten-course dinner, introducing them 
to such rituals as lacing small bowls of shark's-fin soup with 
liberal quantities of brandy, amid the luxurio~s surroundings, 
which included a cabaret and non-stop dancmg. 

Special mentions 
We would like to make a special mention of Liz Verity, our 

S.S.A.F.A. Sister, who has recently left Changi for Germany. 
While she has been here she has regularly looked after the 
health of our LEP families at the Regimental LEP Clinic. 
On her departure, she was presented with a Regimental plaque 
and our thanks and good wishes go with her in her new post. 
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Congratulations to Staff Sergeant John Roberts, A.P.T .C., 
who left the Regiment in mid-1970. He has been awarded the 
Air Commander's commendation for meritorious service for 
his work with youth in Changi, and particularly the Regimental 
judo club. 

Congratulations also to Lance-Corporal Sbaraani, of Changi 
Troop. He has just been awarded the 'Sportsman of the Year' 
Trophy, and has gained Army and Combined Service colours 
for athletics and has been Regimental captain of the basket
ball and volleyball teams. This was a well-deserved award, 
hotly contested by Sergeant John Harvey and Lance-Corporal 
Johnny Gumbs. 

~lotor sports-and we make our mark 
Under the enthusiastic leadership of W.O.Il (A.Q.M.S.) 

Fred Mills, R.E.M.E., rallying and competitive motor sports 
have become both a popular and successful activity in the 
Regiment. 

In the last six months, teams, in Land Rovers, tuned and 
specially kitted out, have been entered in five major national 
and international events in Malaysia and Singapore. There 
has been the ' odd hiccup' as in all the best-laid plans. One 
evening the Orderly Officer received a telephone call from 
a rubber plantation executive, who refused to give his name, 
saying that one of the Regiment's Land Rovers was in an irre
pairable condition at the side of one of his plantation roads. 
The Orderly Officer, determined to assist the unfortunates, 
went into long rigmaroles of phone and counter-phone and 
eventually despatched the recovery crew to go to the fifth 
road on the left in the twenty-seventh rubber plantation on 
the right of the road from God-knows-where. Before he could 
return to sleep, confident that he had done his best to help, 
the Land Rover, obeying Sod's law implicity, returned to 
camp. An ancient, immobile, rusting Rover had been bought 
for a pittance by the crew and cannibalised for spares. The 
comments of the recovery team, whilst doubtless unprintable, 
may safely be disregarded, for as far as we know, tbey are 
still careering round a rubber plantation somewhere in West 
Malaysia. 

Over the Christmas period the Regiment entered teams in 
the Singapore road safety rally and Singapore Motor Sports 
Club auto tests. The results of the latter are still awaited but 
in the road safety competition the Regiment achieved excellent 
results. Out of ten vehicles entered we gained overall first prize 
and four otber prizes in a field of about 100 vehicles altogetber. 
First prizewinners were Lance-Corporal Ismail bin Hassan and 
co-driver Signalman Ibrahim, botb of W .T. Troop. No mean 
feat as those who have driven in Singapore well know. 

Arrivals and departures 
The Regiment extends a hearty welcome to Captain ' Andy ' 

Spillane who joins us after a flying tour in B.A.0.R. A fond 
farewell to Captain Gordon Issom who leaves both the Regi
ment and the British Army shortly to join the Australian 
Infantry. We wish both him and his wife every happiness and 
the best of luck in Australia. Farewell and good luck to one of 
our Chinese Officers, Captain Vincent Loke, who has recently 
returned from U.K. after his T.E. course. He is the first of our 
L.E.P. officers to leave on redundancy and he is now an 
executive with an avionics firm in Singapore. 

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42 

A QUIET start to the year-no one making far-reachin~ 
plans anticipating the difficulty of getting from A to B 

in deep snow. In fact the little snow we had over Christmas 
disappeared during the fir t week in January and has not 
been seen since! As I write it is a lovely spnng day outside 
-I have an idea we will probably suffer in March! 

There were a lot ot grateful soldiers on Exercise 'Wintex ' 
-the main activity of the month-who were able to sptnd the 
two weeks in the field in comparative comfort. 

Exercise ~ Wintex ' 
The unit was deployed at full stretch for two weeks. All 

seemed to go well and our customers satisfied. 4 Squadron 
were deployed with 4 (Harrier) Squadron RAF personnel for 
the first time, working into 'Bruin ' with simulated aircraft in 
close suppon of the simulated ground forces. 
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18 PAIRS OF HANDS AND THE TASK IS EASY! 
Linemen from 33rd and 3Sth Signal Reg iments (V) enjoying a stay 
with 21st Regiment, make the job of laying and ter minating a length 

of 100 pair cable look comparatively easy 

Over for rhe exercise were linemen from 33rd and 3Srh 
ignal Regiment (V). As their tasks were minimal we were 

a ked if we could find rhem somerhing to do. Eighteen linemen, 
un~er Captain Hills from 33rd Regiment, were given a project 
which rhey completed at RAF Bruggen. It consisted of laying 
and terminating a length of 100 pair cable-from the photo
gr~ph it looks like 100 pair submarine cable! They said they 
e.nioyed rhe!r tay ~nd went away with a firm impression of 
hfe on an airfield with Phantom aircraft. 

The 35th Regiment party of four linemen laid a 10-pair 
cable ac RAF Laarbruch. 

Snow ftueen 
The good wearher has ics drawbacks and when it comes to 

those who wane to ski, snow is one of the essentials! But the 
camp is going strong and a lot are getting rheir first experience 
at the sport. 

'!be Regi_ment. entered !!- team on the spot at rhe 2 Division 
Ski ~amp1onsh1ps he!d ID the area. In a special competition 
fo~ V!s1tors rhey surprised everyone (including rhemselves) by 
wmmng the pnze for the best Alpine team, beating an experi
~nced French team in the process. Captain Thomas came 14th 
ID the o~n slalom evc:nt. !"erhaps next year will see the Regi
ment senously competmg m open competitions d:le nucleus of 
a team cenainly exists. 

Sport-AU et for D -1\.0.B. final 
The basketball team are continuing their successful run 

and have now clinched the Rhine Area league title. They have 
reached the s~mi-final of the cup and must have a very good 
chance of gomg on to the BA.O.R. finals. They have still 
won every match that they have played this season. 

The . cros~-co_untry team recently won the Rhine Area 
Champ1onsh1ps m fine style, scoring only 43 points to 208 points 
by the . seco!1d team. They now go forward to the B.A.O.R . 
Championships on our own course at Wildenrath on 16rh 
February ~11 of confidence and very fit. Congratulations to 
Corporal Mick Gue, S_ergeant ' Mac ' MacMillan and Sergeant 
George Holden on fillmg the first three individual positions. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16 
f'ro. s-eountry running-A rum1e r with a fu t ur(• 

E VERY Sa~day afternoon throughout the winter months, 
betwe~ eight and twelve members of the Regiment run 

about five miles over rugged and gruelling countryside. These 
officers ai:id men represent the Regiment competing against 
other Regimental teams for top places in the Westphalia Cross
Country League. Captain of the team, Second-Lieutenant Dick 
Hoyle, who ran for RM.A., Sandhurst, has maintained with 
Sergeant M axi Springer, a high standard of training, witli the 

11 '4 

result that the team now lies sixth in the league, of twenty 
teams competing. The star of the team is Corporal Bill Venus, 
who is present B.A.0.R. champion . He generally succeeds in 
leading the field home. A runner with a great future is Signal
man Roger Frampton who, running in his second season only, 
invariably finishes among t the leaders. With only two races 
to go, and the team now very strong, it i hoped to improve 
the league position and for a margin of success in the Divi
sional a1ampionships. 

Hadmi11t o11 Club 
When old soldier with time in jungle stations get together, 

the talk usually turns to tales of the ' Ulu,' Satay sticks, and 
how. hot the curry was at Zam Zams. However, a recent grip 
session produced the fact that a hard core of feathered friends 
existed in the unit and o under the guidance of Captain 
(Q.M.) David Neale, our Signals Badminton Club was born. 

Pitched in right at the deep end, and in our very first 
match (or possibly to gauge our strength) we played the cur
rent league leaders and cup bolder , Sennelagcr Garrison. 
After a very hard-fought match, the win, draw or lose was 
decided on the very last set, when Second-Lieutenant J. F. 
Burnage wa narrowly beaten, to make the final result 8---{) 
in our opponent ' favour. A very sati factory result for us 
and a good blooding in our new sport. 

Our team was a fair cross section of rank and age: Second
Lieutenant J. F. Burnage, Signalman Robertshaw, Staff 
Sergeant Pfeiffer, Sergeant Howells, Lance-Bombardier Collins 
(RA.), W.0.1 (R.S.M.) McGilvray, Miss Lynn (Glanville 
(B.F.E.S.), Captain (T.0.T.) R. C. Boulter, Mrs. Barbara 
Boulter. 

Sergeants l\less News 
Anglo-German relations were further improved last month 

in the football match which took place between the Mess 
veterans and Borrusia L ippstadt. About the same vintage as 
our. own bunch of ' eager be!J-vers,' but obviously much more ex
perienced as a team, our visitors wore us down to a 2- 1 de
feat. Our Chief Clerk retired of old age midway througti the 
match and then spent half his time chatting with the 50-year
old German goalkeeper! 

The entertainment continued in the evening, when the 
teams and wives attended the social and dance in the Mess · 
language presente4 no barriers or problems, wirh the nois~ 
of the group beattng off the walls, it was all sign language 
anyway. 

I Sq nadron ..... Pnrade of Squadro11 Personalities 
As this is 1 Squadron's first public appearance, perhaps the 

be:;t approach to the Commanding Officer's ' request' to write 
this week's column is to introduce you to a few personalities 
and let you see how the Squadron is organised. 
. Our ' Intrepid .Leader ' is one Captain John Dawson, who, 
if I may Quote hrm, has been here a lifetime! He was Squad
ron Captain. before taki?g over from the last Squadron Com
man~er, Maior Tony Hill. who left us for the higher echelons 
of !31elefeld. John has recently been promised a change of 
environment, ;iamely, a . posting to the School of Signals in 
the U.K. He is busy trymg to get over the shock of returning 
to the U;K., with a vicious attack on the squash ladder. I 
feel certam .he i~ going !O do h~mself an injury. If he doesn't, 
the q.o. might .iust do 1t for him! The C.0. is also a squash 
fanatic and believes the top of the squash ladder goes with 
the job! He's absolutely right, of course! 

Assisting our intrepid lea~er, or so he claims, is Captain 
Pete!-" Pearson, sometrmes mistaken for the unit dog-handler. 
H~ is followed everywhere he goes by his irrepressible York
shire. bull terrior-:' Tiger '!-which having done at least four 
exercises, eatmg e11?ht Milky Ways belonging to the Traffic 
ptficer on one, qualifies as a 'war dog,' we reckon! Completely 
mdependent (Peter calls it mutinous), 'Tiger' can be seen at 
any locatio? where there is likely to be food. The only place 
the dog will not. follow his master, is on to the rugby field, 
where anyone with any sense stays well away from him any
w_ay. P~ter is about to get married! This is the subject of some 
d1scuss1on throughout the Squadron-are 'Tiger's ' days num
bered, etc.! 

The Sam1dron is Sergeant-Majored by' Mr North East' him
self, W.0.11 _Bill Forest (W'or Bill). I t is currently rumoured 
that the Regimental Traffic Officer, Captain John Culbert, is 
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ROUGHING IT IN THE SNOW 
I Squadron personalities- Lieutenant Andrew Gale and Captai n 

Peter Pearson 

busy reading ' Larn Yersel Geordie,' by Scott Dobson, so 
that he may talk to the S.S.M. without an 'interpreter. ' 

A wary eye is kept on the S.S.M. by t'he Squadron ' old 
soldier ' and S.Q.M.S., Staff Sergeant Ron Barber. If you want 
it, he'll get it! It may take time, but he'll get it! 

We have one rather unique claim to fame. At the moment, 
serving with the Squadron are Germ.an soldiers from 7 Fern
melde Battalion, also located in Lippstadt. They are training 
with us, and it is always interesting to know how the other 
half lives. From both points of view, that is. Things seem to 
be going well, both socially and professionally. 

What's a Squadron without its ' bairies '-linemen to the un
initiated! Led by Staff Sergeant Tony Pfeiffer, who is the only 
member of the Royal Signals whose uniform appears to be a 
track suit. This man is almost as fit as he is old! No offence 
meant and I hope non taken, as Tony happens to be an ex
cellent boxer. In fact he will do anything that spells exercise 
and fitness. 

The three Troops of the Squadron are commanded by 
Second-Lieutenant Cedric Burton, Second-Lieutenant Stewart 
Davies (about to be a father), and Lieutenant Andrew Gale, 
who always wanted to be a motor mechanic. Andrew is very 
ambitious and wanted to be a ' two-car family.' He made 
it, but unfortunately can only get one going at a time. Cedric 
Burto.µ hasn't been wid:l us long, but is settling down quite 
well. According to the Adjutant, he is already a very-ex
perienced Orderly Officer. 

Well, there we are then, the personalities of the Squadron, 
and I use the term personalities very loosely. We all know 
that the Squadron depends on its soldiers-the team as we 
like to call them; all so much part of the team it is very diffi
cult to single individuals out. They are hard-working, prob
ably because they belong to the most exercised Regiment in 
the Corps area. We keep them at it by telling them they are 
training for a war with 3 Squadron. 

Stott Press 

A S11eci11l Me n.lion. for Corpor a l Venus 

The B.A.0.R. cross-country dlampion, Corporal Bill Venus, 
has once again been demonstrating what a fine cross-country 
runner he is. His latest successes were a first in the 4th 
Division cross-country champion hip, and he was first home 
in the B.A.0.R. individual cross-country championship. He 
has also been selected to run for the Army (U.K.) team. 

Late news just irt, is that he came second in the Army indi
vidual championships at Blackdown. 
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UI< or Euro pean pos1:ing? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices Free transporter delivery •Special 
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay All 
paperwork completed for you • Last minute orders no problem 

Order your new car before you leave. When you get back 1t will be ready 1no w 11Lmg 
for you at the airpan- fully insured. with all the paperwork completed for the U.tc: . 
Europe. or both. The Information Pack givH ';'OU the full gen : forcesd1scounl5. special 
H.P. te1ms. the Jot. . . . Plu• • ah .. f o1 colour brochure• of all t h• tat.at 
models to brow•• through at lelaur•. There's no obhgalion wha tever. You can 
weigh everyttung up, 1ake your time choosing-and take deliver/ whet'ever you land 
Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinc h Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: As hcott 488 

···········-······--······· I Please send me your Information Pack-without obligation. w 3 • 
I Name . ... .. ... . ................. ... .... . .. Rank .............. ......... - I 
I Present Address ............. . ..... . ..... ........... ................... I 
: Tax f ree for U.K. and then . : .. · --·--·------ - - · .. .. ...... (country) I 
I Tax paid for U.K. only _ _ (t1ck) ~ ~ I I Delivery Date .......... .... '" Cf-•~= 
I I 
I I 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

·In Civilian Life 

Enjoy 
Service and 
Comradeship 
in the 
BRITISH LEGION 
Your service to Queen and Country 
needn't stop when you leave the ~orces .. 
The British Legion has as much mterest m 
and responsibility for young ex- ervicemen 
and women of today as it has for those f 
two world wars and looks to them for its 
leaders of the future. 

British Legion · 49 Pall Mall · SW1 
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LOOKS LIKE A GOOD~EVENING AT OPENING OF THE GOLDEN AXE CLUB ! 
Around the table clockwise from botto"". right : Signalmen Quirk, Lee, Turnbull , Corporal Ren nie, Corporal Vaughan, Signalman Wright, 

Lance-Corporal Cunnaon, Corporal Tate, Lance-Corporal Britten, Signalmen Dagger, Buckley, Moore 

28th (BR) Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 

Training-in the field and on the ski slo1•es 

SINCE 1st Jam~ary the Regiment has spent 18 days in the 
field on maior communications exercises. For part of 

this. time we were joined by volunteers of 3Sth (S.M.) Signal 
Regune~ (V) who. provided W.R.A.C. commceo operators and 
some. linemen reinforcements for Exercise ' Wintex..' The 
exercises went excremely well; ' be flexible' was the watchword. 

The annual ski-training exercise, 'Fraoski,' started with a 
party of 20 men, under the leadership of Captain Dennis 
Bees, departing for Murnau, in Southern Germany. They will 
take a ~o-week course, designed by trained instructors of 
th_e Geblfgsferom.elde Bataillon, who provide the Regiment 
wi~ accoll1;IDodauon and training facilities every year for a 
per10d of six. weeks. Meanwhile, the rest of the Reigmeot is 
blll!Y preparmg ~r the annual vehicle inspeations (both 
nanonal and NATO) due to start in late February. 

Semi-final oi D.A.0.11. football reached 
'J?le Regimental football team is shortly to play in the 

~-final of ~e B.A.O.R: stage of ~e Army Cup against 32 
Engmeer _Reguneot. It will be our slX.th game in the series 
and prom.u;es to be hard fought; it was at this stage, against 
the s~c:; team, that the Regiment was beaten 4--3 last year, 
after givmg away a penalty in the final minute of the game 
Much cr~t is due to. ~.S.M.I. Combe for the hard work h~ 
has put mto team trammg. 

In the badminton world, Signalman Abdullah has recently 
won the B.A.O.R. individual plate. 

On 19th January, at 1830 hours, the new Junior Ranks' 
Club, 'The Golden Axe,' was opened. Area representatives 
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AT THE OPENING OF THE GOLDEN AXE CLUB 
Left to right : Mr. L. R. Rodway (N.A.A.F.I. Regional_ Manager), W .0.11 
(R.~. M.S.) W. K. Hammond-Haley (R.Q.M.S. Administration) 
Maior (Retd.) H. W. Newsham (Q.M. Administration), W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) B. Turner (R.S.M.) and Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald 

(C.O.) 

of NAAFI and DOE were present for the opening, which 
t<><?k ~lace exactly c:me . year from the start of construction. 
With its su~ued hghtlnf$, comfortable furniture and back
ground music, the. club lS much appreciated by the Junior 
Ranks of the Regunent. 
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30th S ignal Regiment 
Hl..ANDFOHD CA~IP 

AMI; (II~) l~orce Rudio Tro op in the Norwegnln 
SHO W 

AT the time of going to Press 68 soldiers of the Troop, 
under command of Captain Ian Crouch, are having 

another successful training period in Norway. The Troop are 
based at Ulven, near Bergen, and are in constant touch with 
Blandford by radio. Much of the period has been spent living 
in the field but the snow for their ski-ing has not been as 
plentiful as the Troop would care for; however, conditions arc 
more suitable in the training area at Kvanskrogen. At the 
beginning of February there was a considerable improvement 
when the temperature dropped to minus 12.5° C. and driver 
training was able to start using the tracked vehicles. Later in 
the month the ski-ing was hampered by Force 6 winds but 
the only injuries amounted to the occasional sprained ankle, 
some minor blisters and vehicles trapped by the drifting snow. 
The Troop, having made a satisfactory recovery from this 
buffeting, are now carrying out a five-day exercise prior to 
their return by L.S .L. at the end of the month. 

I Squadr on - Ge tting more n nd more integr a t e d 
wi t h t h e N n vy 

Although the Squadron have a strong tendency to develop 
their association with the Navy as a result of the frequent 
'Jocomex' exercises the emphasis this month has been on air
portability exercises. Lieutenant John T hewlis and Lieutenant 
Jack Fiske!, of 4 Squadron, attended courses early in January 
and without delay set about a series of exercises with radio 
detachments of all types. Unfortunately the R.P.L. booked 
for the journey to the Isle of Wight for Exercise ' Solent' was 
cancelled and the Squadron will have to manage with the 
British Rail ferry from L ymington instead. We are keeping 
our fingers cro•sed as fa r as the helicopter is concerned and 
trust that the RAF will ' not find some other urgent need in 
the meantime. 

The only excursion during this month with the N avy has 
been a journey by Lieutenant 'Pim' Meaning, Yeoman 'Nipper' 
Wright, Sergeant ' Jock' Edmonds, to Scotland aboard H.M.S. 
Gala:ea; the remainder of the ship's journey was to the Arctic 
Circle for fishery protection duties and that contingency has 
not come our way yet. During the week-long voyage the detach
ment ass isted the crew with radio duties on shift and established 
a rad io link with Blandford as well as firm friendships in all 
ward :·ooms. The prospect remains bright for a voyage with the 
latest guided missile destroyer H .M.S. Antrim in the near 
future. Captain Rollo Rumford, 0.C. 621 Ship Signal Troop, 
is well land-Jocked on a course at the Junior Staff College at 
Warminster. However, we have maintained a strong interest 
with H .M.S. Fearless during his temporary absence, and the 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenaot-Co'onel I. M. Rose, recently 
attended the re-commissioning ceremony at Plymouth. 

F urther afield in the Caribbean area there are urgent prepara
tions among the detachment in Anguilla who are due to 
' rotate' at the end of February whilst on Turk and Caicos 
Island. Lance-Corporal Brotton is maintaining excellent com
munications with J.R.S . Nassau on his SR 123. 

2 Squadron - ~f.P.C. I experts 
The Training Centre, under command of 0 .C.2 Major Bob 

Rowland, has just completed a M .P.C.l course of 34 candidates. 
The pass-off parade was taken by Station Commander, Brigadier 
J. R. Cubberley. The training programme was considerably 
assisted by the mild weather at Blandford during January and 
a high standard was achieved on this large course. We were 
particularly pleased to have so many units represented and 
hope that future courses will be of such varied representation. 
In addition to the driver, radio operator and telegraph operator 
courses being held at the moment we are also running a 
regimental signallers' course for 1 D .E.R.R. and 1 Q.O.H. The 
regimental signallers will also be attending the Squadron Camp 
on the I sle of Wight and we hope to give them a varied final 
week to their programme. 

4 Squadron - Postal strike stops ski-tng 
ex1•edition, but nll Is set for ~fnreh 

The Squadron have had an unfortunate attempt to carry 
out ski training and were caught half-way to their destination 
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in Scotland at the time of the postal strike. However, Major 
Tom Blashill succeeded in arr<inging for the Rothiemurchus hut 
d~ing March when there is likely to be more snow on the 
Carrngorms, so it has been to their ultimate benefit. The 
Sq1;1a,d.ron have mai!1tained a keen interest in the sporting 
acuvmes of the Regiment and we were particularly pleased to 
hav~ S.S.M. Tony Waugh for the Regimental hockey match 
against School of Signals which the Regiment won 2-0. The 
Squadron are also leading the inter-Squadron football and have 
been unbeatable so far. The Regimental team is also showing 
better form, having won the recent games against R.N. Portland 
and School of Signals. 

lUnyor's r eception 
Former members of the Regiment will be interested to note 

that we continue to maintain very cordial relations with the 
local council. During the month the officers of the Regiment 
attended a special reception given by the Mayor, A'derman 
G. L. L ane, in Blandford Council Chambers. A photograph 
was presented to the Mayor to mark the occasion of the 10th 
Anniversary March Past. 

News from Squadrons 

1st Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.0. 102 

T HE advent of 1971 brought the appearance of a new O.C. 
This was followed very quickly by a short message 

which, roughly translated, meant ' Where are THE WIRB 
notes?' Thereupon it was decided that the time has come to 
make our presence known once again. 

It is with much regret that we have said goodbye to Major 
David Lycett-Gregson and his wife Nora. They have departed 
to Abingdon and the A.A.T.D.C., where long-lost memories of 
an ' Edward Bear' course will have to be recalled. We would 
like to thank Nora for all the hard work she put in as the 
Station Wives' Club treasurer. Her presence will be sorely 
missed on the several committees which were enlivened by her 
enthusiastic support. They leave here with our best wishes for 
the future. 

Herewith welcoming Major Peter Davies and his wife Julia. 
They have soon made their presence felt. It is a bit much when 
we all have to train to keep up with the 0.C. We hope they 
will enjoy their time in this outpost . 

Our turnover since Christmas continues at the normal fast 
pace. We have said farewell to Corporal Charlie Mitten, Lance
Corporals ' Choggie ' Rogers and Dave Hughes and Signalman 
' Geordie ' Ellis. 

As replacements for this 'motley crew ' (Ritter misses you!) 
we have been joined by Lance-Corporal Ray Garner, Signalmen 
Colin Ager, ' Jock' McKechnie and Robert Purvis. 

Our sporting activities continue to be nssortt>d 

In the sporting field our activities continue to be assorted 
if not very spectacular. The soccer team, under Sergeant Gerry 
Garland, drew a game last month! The hockey side were 
unfortunate to lose 2-3 to 7 /11 O.F.P. in the first round of the 
1st Division competition. Since this match there have been 
several games within the Squadron under the guidance of 
Lieutenant Les Fox and Staff Sergeant Eddie Hamilton. Rugger 
is a bit of a stretch for our small unit, but a few friendlies 
have been played. The ba ketball team struggle on in the 1st 
Division league, where they have even managed a couple of 
victories. 

A Flying Visit 

It is nice to know that Hildesheim is still marked on the 
maps in high places. On Friday, 20th November, we were most 
pleased to welcome the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General 
P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E. He had a look round our Squadron 
lines and then joined the N.C.0.s in our club for a couple of 
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been. before lunch. The S.0.-in-C. recognised some old fri~ds 
and urpri ed a few with his memory. He was ~en given 
lunch in the Station Officers' Mc s, where the Messing Officer 
(our own Lieutenant Les Fox) had excelled himself. All too 
soon the Beaver arrived to take our guest home; we hope he 
enjoyed hi ' fiyin~' vi 1t. . 

Chri anas activities started, for most of us, w11h a Squadron 
ocial in the gymnasium. This excellent evening was very well 

laid-on by our S.S.M. W.0.11 Sam Bedwell. The author 
managed to escape for three week to England at this point, 
thereby mi ing Christmas morning gunfire and the rugby 
match on Boxing Day. 

We have ju t been visited, five days after the new C.O. sat 
in the chair, by the C.S.O. B.A.O.R., Major-General D. R. 
Horsfield, O.B.E. Our visitor arrived just before lunch and 
in pected a quarter guard which was ably led by Sergeant Mick 
Davison. Our new Brigade Commander, Brigadier T. L. 
Moroney, O.B.E., kindly entertained the C.S.O. to lunch, after 
which the General was shown the Brigade H .Q. operational 
vehicles et up and working. He spoke to many of the opera
tor , giving them a chance to baffie him with their 'patter.' 
This was most evident in the case of Signalman Pete Scott 
(Lmn.) who was 'G' Ops. driver for the afternoon and became 
an instant expert on the layout of the vehicle, radio remotes 
and security safes as well as bis own telephones. At this po!nt 
the visit peeded up. The plane taking the C.S.O. to Rhem
dahlen was unable to fly from Hildesheim. This necessitated a 
quick trip to Harinover and the shortening of the programme 
by 45 minmes. All departments were, however, still visited, and 
the farewell cup of tea in the Sergeants' Mess was most 
welcome. We trust the Army Air Corps allows us more time 
for any future visit. 

After the quiet of winter we are looking forward to getting 
out and about again. It is hoped to include news of our basket
ball venture in the 1st Division Championships next time, if 
we get there. 

Stop Press: It is beard that Signalman 'Jock' Clayton wants 
to come back to us after his trip to Bahrein. Come home 'Jock,' 
all is forgiven! 

a 20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

- Sqn. {200) B.F.P.O. 41 

Anno.al FFR lnspeetion-rnsty beer cans but the 
report was good 

ON 17th November last year the Unit underwent its annual 
Fitness for Role Inspection by the Brigade Commander. 

Despite many weeks of careful preparation it was a cold, early 
start (04.30 hours) to ensure that everything was up to the 
required standard (that little bit extra special). 

At 09.00 hours the Commander, Brigadier J. W. Stanier, 
M.B.E., emerged from his Headquarters. He was accompanied 
by the Brigade Major, and· the B.E.M.E. dressed to kill in 
overalls and armed with a hydrometer and a number of large 
spanners. The Inspection was on. 

He first inspected a very well-drilled and turned-out, multi
cap-badged Quarter Guard under Staff Sergeant M. D. Lynn, 
R.C.T. After this he presented the Long Service and Good 
Conduct medal to W.0.11 M. E. Beadle, R.A.P.C., and Corporal 
D. A. Hadland, Royal Signals, in the warmer atmosphere of the 
0.C.'s office. 

MeanMiile, back on the windswept Brigade Square, the two 
communicating Troops, 'A ' and ' B,' stood lined-up in front 
of their vehicles, ' Alpha ' Troop with all its C.E.S. equipment 
laid out down to the last spare fuse, and ' Bravo' Troop com
pletely kitted out ready for war. ' Bravo' Troop was the first 
to be inspected. The tidy scene quickly became a shambles 
when the Commander opened the inspection with a shout of 
' Gas.' Soon after this the Commander had men running in all 
directions changing wheels, checking kit, starting generators 
and cookers, laying telephones, opening up radios and erecting 
antennae. Troop Commanders and Troop Sergeants hovered 
anxiously, not knowing what they were going to be asked to do 
next! Finally, the square became the scene of a spirited hockey 
match between the two Troops with considerable spectator 
participation. Y. of S. Noon made sure of a good Confidential 
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TWO MINDS WITH BUT A SINGLE THOUGHT? 
Brigadier Stanier and Lance-Corporal Cartledge examine the 

contents of an AFV 439 

Report by borrowing 12 extra hockey sticks from a neighbour
ing unit in eight minutes fiat. It was rumoured that the Second
in-Command, safe in the Orderly Room, was offering a crate 
of beer to the team that placed a hockey ball through the 
Brigade H.Q. window. 

The Inspection continued through the more static elements 
of the Squadron until we ended up at the door of the Sergeants' 
Mess ready for a well-earned drink. Suddenly, the Commander 
dived behind the Brigade block near the perimeter fence and 
asked the R.S.M. what he thought about the pile of 20 rusty 
beer cans below his office window. The R.S.M. was speechless 
and we acknowledged that the Commander had scored a game 
call. We found out later that the Commander had seen the 
beer cans a fortnight previously and had sworn the Brigade 
H.Q. staff to utter secrecy; so much for integration! On that 
note the Inspection ended. Later we received a very good report 
which made all the hard work put into the preparation for the 
Inspection by all ranks well worth while. 

AND THEN HE SAID 'ALL OUT FOR HOCKEY PLEASE' 
The Brigade Commander tests reactions during his F.F.R. inspection . 
Corporal Hardman, Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Noon, Brigadier Stainer, 
Sergeant Story (with finger poised), Major Verdon and W .0.1 

(R.S.M.) Dunmall, B.E.M. (partially obscured) 
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The Dnm Club 
After getting off to a slow start last November, the member

ship has now settled down at five. 
Instruction is given two evenings a week with the aim of 

getting two members through the R.A.E. in May. This will 
bring the total number of qualified members with their own 
callsign up to three and will enable us to apply for a club 
call sign. 

At the moment we are operating on a Heath Dx 40 and 
Y. of S. Allan (' Key Happy') Chapman has had several quite 
good QSOs on 80 but no real Dx or ' rare ones ' yet. 

The Club also has a 90 watt KW 2000 which is being 
repaired. This should produce much better results when work
ing. If anyone has got a Kilo-Watt Linear to give away, wc 
would gratefully accept it! 

Sports i_tnrade 
The Squadron has taken an active part in basketball, football, 

cross-country, rugby and hockey during the last few months. 
The basketball team is at present heading the Detmold 

League which includes major and minor units. We are also 
progressing in our attempt to retain the B.A.O.R Minor Units 
Basketball Cup. The footbalJ team did well in reaching the 
Divisional semi-final, where we lost to 65 Corps Sp. Squadron, 
R.E., after extra time. We are also leading the Detmold 
Garrison Minor Units League. The cross-country team has 
competed regularly in the Minor Units Westphalia League 
and at present lies in second place. Recently we won the 
Brigade Minor Units Cross-country Trophy but lost the Divi-
ional Cross-country by a narrow margin when Corporal 

McNeilly, our star runner, sprained his ankle while lying a 
good second to the famed Corporal Venus. Corporal McNeilly 
is to be congratulated on being the individual winner of the 
Brigade cross-country meeting. The hockey and rugby teams 
still flourish, though intermittently due to shortage of players. 

Dellos and Goodbyes 
We wish to extend a warm welcome to our new Communi

cations Captain, Captain I. W. Morris, and O.C. 'Bravo' Troop, 
Lieutenant R. J. Holmes, and his wife Anne. Also to newly 
promoted W.0.I (R.S.M.) Dunmall and his family. 

Best wishes go with the departure of Captain C. E. Byrom 
and his wife Val to 13th Signal Regiment as Adjutant, and 
Lieutenant R. G. Heaney who is now believed to be studying 
golf at Cambridge University. (He has been sighted several 
times by the Editor busy studying at Hankley Common Golf 
Club!). 

We are shortly due to lose our Administrative Officer, 
Captain B. D. Norman, 9/12th Lancers, and Q.M., Major A. 
F. Prevett, 14/20th Hussars, to whom we wish fond farewells 
in advance, and welcome in their place Captain J. Corrigan, 
16/5th Lancers, and Captain H. 0. Bailey, M.M., Q.D.G. 

7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron (207), B.F.P.O. 37 

21st Arutlversnry , 

THE history book says that 7th Armoured Brigade was 
formed at Mersa Matruh in September, 1938. It fought 

in the Western Desert as part of the 7th Armoured Division
The Desert Rats. From the end of 1941 until September, 1942, 
the Brigade fought in Burma and formed part of the defence 
of the Assam Border. After two years of Garrison duty in Iraq, 
Syria and Egypt, 7th Armoured Brigade e_ntered Italy in ~prµ, 
1944. Fighting up through the country, 1t entered Austria 1ll 
June, 1945. 

In October, 1947, 7th Armoured Brigade moved to Ger~y, 
first to Bad Lippspringe and then, in December, 1949, to its 
present location, Soltau. 
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A 21st ANNIVERSARY IS CELEBRATED (See notes) 
To mark the occasion soldiers of 7th Armoured Brigade Signal 
Squadron and 657 Aviation Squadron marched through the town of 
Soltau . It was to mark the 21st Anniversary of the arrival of Head
quarters 7 Armou red Brigade in Soltau . Brigadier L. W . Gingell, 
O.B.E., took the salute and with him on the dias was the Burger
meister. This was the first occasion that British troops had marched 

through the town since the end of World War II 

Our formation sign has been the Jerboa-The Desert Rat
since its adoption in early, 1940. Our older readers may rest 
assured that there is no more proudly worn formation sign in 
the Army today. 

Sunday, 6th December, 1970, marked as nearly a possible 
the 21st ariniversary of the arrival of Headquarters 7th Armoured 
Brigade in Soltau. To commemorate the occasion a guard com
prised of members of the Squadron and 657 Aviation Squadron 
commanded by the O.C., Major T. Rigby, marched behind the 
Band of the Queen's Own Hussars to the St. Johaonis Kirche. 
There the guard was inspected by Biirgermeister Lindloff and 
the Brigade Commander, Brigadier L. W. Gingell, O.B.E. After 
the inspection in front of a large congregation in the church 
the Biirgermeister and Brigade Commander made short speeches 
and exchanged pewter salvers on behalf of the town and Brigade. 
This was followed by a combined service conducted jointly 
by the Pastor of the church and our own Padre. The service 
was followed by a march past on our way back to barracks. 
The parade was particularly noteworthy in that it was the first 
time that British troops bad marched through the town of 
Soltau since the end of World War II. 

The Squadron is still housed in the Reitschule. There have 
probably been few changes in the barracks since the predeces
sors of the present Headquarters and Signal Squadron arrived 
21 years ago. We are sure you older readers would still be able 
to find your way about. 

Other -news 
November to January always seems to be taken up with 

inspections of every conceivable type and Christmas activities. 
Sufficient to say that we thoroughly enjoyed all our Christmas 
celebrations and suceeeded in keeping half a pace ahead of all 
our inspectors. The visitors we were particularly pleased to 
see were the C.S.0., Major-General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., 
C.C. R. Signals, Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., and, for 
Christmas, Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Bishnuparsad Thapa. We 
succeeded in providing a Chieftain, 432 and Stalwart for the 
latter's visit and hope that he enjoyed his visit to the snows 
of Soltau. 

In the sporting world, we were second in the Brigade 
Orienteering Meeting, first in the Brigade Minor Units Cross
Countty, and Jost in the semi-final of the Divisional Minor 
Units Football to our friends in 11 Brigade. By the time 
these note arc published, we will know how our ski team 
have fared, but not how Corporal Sean Dillon-White and 
Signalman Elliot have done in the World Biathlon Champion
ships in Finland. 
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ALVIS LIMITED COVENTRY ENGLAND 

stalwart 
the tough amphibious load-carrier 

from the Alvis family of fighting vehicles 
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8th Inf. Bde. Signal 

Squadron, Londonderry 

OBITUARY 

Signalman John Mitchell died under tragic circum
stances whilst at home on leave in Conisborough, York
shire, on 5th Janua:1'Y. It is with a profound sense of 
loss that we mourn his death. 

John Mitchell was a founder member of 8 Infantry 
Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron, joining on 
18th November, 1969, from 3rd Signal Regiment. 

He was a very popular figure in the Squadron and a 
splendid all-round sportsman. He was a keen soccer, 
rugby football and basketball player. 

He was 22 years old at the time of his death and it is 
very sad indeed that this fine advert for the Corps should 
be taken from us in the prime of life. 

ArrlvnlM nnd departures 
"lXTE said goodbye to Captain Johnnie Fielding and his wife 
l' l' Sheila just before Christmas. Captain Fielding, who 

had been with the Squadron from the date of its inception, left 
us for the rarified atmosphere of R.M.C.S. and a place on the 
staff course. The prodigious amount of work that he got 
through, and his unceasing efforts on behalf of the Squadron, 
will long be remembered. Captain Chris Blessington and his 
wife Sorel have joined us in their place. 

Second-Lieutenant Andrew Whiddett, another 'original,' is 
also shortly to leave us. He is due to go to SO Msl. Regiment, 
R.A., and the best of luck. Second-Lieutenant Alan Hutt steps 
in as O.C. ' Alpha ' Troop in his stead. 

Visits 

(See feature article on page 96) 

11th Armd. Bde. H.Q. & 

Signal Squadron (211) 

B.F.P.O. 29 

SINCE our last notes we have had the honour of a visit from 
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. F. Pentreatb, 

M.B.E. 
The S.0.-in-C. did a tour of the Squadron lines, meeting 

most of the men and seeing them at work on their day-to
day role of maintaining their vehicles and equipment. After 
the inevitable drink in the Sergeants' Mess and lunch in the 
Officers' Mess, the S.0.-in-C., before his departure after lunch, 
addressed the Squadron in the Scarf Club on current develop
ments in the Corps. 

We enjoyed having him and felt privileged that we were the 
only Brigade Squadron to have hown him around on his 
recent visit to B.A.0 .R. 

Departures 
Our most notable departure has been the Commander of 

11 Armoured Brigade, Brigadier T. M. Creasey, O.B.E., who 
has left us to move to the Imperial Defence College. We 
saw him off from Kingsley Barracks in grand style. A party 
of Sergeants pulled bis staff car around the barrac!<s, led by 
the Band and Pipes of the 1st Bn. The Gordon Highlanders, 
with the route lined by soldiers from the Squadron. 

He was a formidable and demanding commander, who in
sisted always on the highest standards. He gave us a hard 
time, but paid us our finest compliment before he left, when 
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he told the Squadron: " T have required you to live and work 
hard in the field, and this you have done whilst maintaining 
a high standard in movenii:nt, camouflage and battlefield 
discipline, in addition to your normal tasks." 

We have also said farewell to our popular Second-m-Com
mand, Captain Colin Brown. He has departed to ASD 2(a) in 
the Ministry of Defence and we wish him every success in 
the future. His successor, Captain Sam Cowan, is me man 
writing these notes. l will only say that his initial reaction 
to his first experience of soldiering in B.A.0.R. was exactly 
what his many friends predicted. 

Farewell also to our R.S.M., W.0.1 A!ec Cave, who ha~ left 
for the warmer climate of Australia. We thank him and his 
wif:: for all the hard work they put in here and wish them 
all the best for the future. 

Arrivals 
We of course welcome our new Brigade Commander, 

Brigadier R. M. Carnegie, O.B.E., formerly Commanding 
Officer of Queen's Own Hussars, and our new R.S.M., W.O.I 
F. R. Gardner, from 229 Signal Squadron, Berlin. 

Football 
The Squadron footballers have been upholding the good 

name of the Squadron in the B.A.O.R. Minor Units Soccer 
Cup. We won the 1st Division trophy by beating 225 Signal 
Squadron in a very good final. On our way to the final, no 
result was more satisfying than our semi-final victory over our 
old rivals from 7 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron 
by 2-1. 

We have now qualified to meet 4th Division Aviation Regi
ment in the semi-final of the BA.O.R. Trophy. It is unfair 
to mention personalities, but our two ' strikers,' Lance
Corporal Keith Hudson and Corporal Bob King, our two mid
fieldmen, Sergeant Mick Stone and Corporal ' Paddy ' Parkhill, 
and the two men in r:1e middle of the back four, Corporal Alan 
Cunningham and Lance-Corporal Nigel Gillett deserve a 
special mention for their efforts. 

Rugby 
The Squadron team have been having a very good season 

under the captaincy of Corporal ' Taffy ' Crook. The first 
results of the season were most promising, with extremely 
rewarding wins against all of our garrison units, 20 Armoured 
Br:gade H.Q. and Signal Squadron, and a tough draw to 7th 
Signal Regiment. In the B.A.O.R. Major Units Challenge 
Cup, the team beat 4Sth Medium Regiment, R.A., only to be 
beaten by 39th Missile Regiment, R.A., in a very hard home 
game. At the present time, all our players are looking forward 
to the weekend in Antwerp, where they will meet ' The Bull
dogs.' A special mention of thanks must go to winger, Lance
Corporal Jack Sandham; scrum-half, Corporal 'Happy' 
Barnett; props, Signalmen Joe Ashton and Bob Spring; and 
hooker, Lance-Corporal Bill Wilkie, for their powerful playing 
in all matches. 

Cross-country nnd orienteering 
On Wednesday, 9th December, at the Brigade Cross-Country 

Championships, the Squadron tean1 won the Minor Units 
Trop:iy for the fourth year running, and were placed third 
in the ·overall competition. 

Lance-Corporal 'Fedro' Algar, team captain and trainer, 
has succeeded in holding together a strong and determined 
team in a very short time. With old hands like Signalman 
' Chilly' Chilcott placed 11th, Signalman Emmerson placed 
18th, and Signa'men Paul Neale and Paul Greenwood follow
ing closely behind, and promismg runner· Signalman 'Lofty' 
Loughlin, Signalman Stevie Fisher, Signalman Andy Boase, 
and Sergeant ' Birdie ' Peacock making up the points. 

We are now looking forward to the Divisional finals, where 
we meet Staff Sergeant Harry Escott and his ' wonder boys ' 
from 7th Armoured Brigade once again. 

A team con isting of Ci>rporal ' Bnunmy ' Smith, Lance
Corpural ' Pedro ' Algar and Signalman ' Eyes ' Greenwood, 
entered for the Brigade Orienteering Championsbips, held at 
Lubbecke in December and won the Minor Units Trophy 
and were placed fifth overall by beating 12 major unit teams. 
A week later, Corporal Smith and Lance-Corporal Algar 
entered a night event for the first time and came sixth and 
seventh respectively, competing against a field of experienced 
entrants. 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HFlinear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFONll 
Redifon limited 
Communications Division. 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 ,. 
A Momber Company of the Redlffuslon Organisation 
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AIRFIELD TROOP 222 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
TROOP HEADQUARTERS AND SECTIONS BASED AT RAF SHARJAH, JANUARY 1971 

In front : Bobby-Troop Mascot 
Seoted left to right : Sergeant Loates (from Salalah), Sergeant Thomas (Troop Sergeant), Captain H. A. Culley (O.C.), Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) 

Field (2/1.C. and S.W .S.), Sergeant Reynolds (Line Section), Sergeant White (Exchange Section) 
Standing left to right: Lance-Corporal Clarke, Corporal Johnson, Lance-Corporal Regan , Signalman Brown, Lance-Corporal Lightfoot, Signalman 
O ' Hagen, lance-Corporal Furber, Corporal Thompson, Corporal Evans, Lance-Corporal Brannigan, Lance-Corporal Rigley, Signalman West, 

Lance-Corporal Langstaff, Lance-Corporal James, Corporal Sedgebeer 

222 Signal Squadron (Shairjah) 
B.F.P.O. 64 

rr1HE past months have been so busy it is - not a question 
. of what to write for THE WIRE, so much as what to leave 

out. As Radio Troop are so fond of putting their photograph 
in THE WIRE, Airfield Troop start these notes with a troop 
photograph instead. The two items included this month are an 
account of Exercise ' Arabian Night' by Radio Troop, and an 
account of the Deira-Sharjah road race by Corporal Clint Mogg. 
It ought to be mentioned that this race was organised by the 
RAF, who entered 10 teams, and that local athletic clubs also 
took pan. 

Exercise ' Arabian .Night '-two good rebro sites 
made comms. solid 

This exercise was a straight joust between 2nd Battalion 
Royal Irish Rangers and the Abu Dhabi Defence Force and 
was closely umpired by C.L.F.G. staff. The Squadron's 
responsibility was to provide VHF communications for the 
umpires in an area largely covered in jebels and deep wadis to 
the nonh-east of Burarni. This son of country could easily 
have become a communicator's nightmare, but after an aerial 
survey prior to the exercise by the O.C., Major W. E. A. 
Edmonds, it was possible to find two good rebro sites. Both 
of these sites were on the top of jebels and only accessible 
from the air. Sergeant Brown (255 Signal Squadron) was 
destined to command one site for the duration of the exercise 
on the crest of a steep-sided jebel barely large enough for six 
men and their sets. It is now believed that he got over his 
former vertigo. The commander of the other rebro site was our 
own W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Jim Kelly, who had only arrived out 
here a week previously to take over a guaranteed desk job. 
The Yeoman became famous for his demands for more food 
and cooking utensils. It became increasingly obvious that he 
must have been very spoilt in his former B.A.0.R. Brigade 
because he was very annoyed when his demands were not 
forthcoming. (He was later presented with a ladle by members 
of the Sergeants' Mess). 

Meanwhile, back at the umpire headquarters, the rest of the 
Squadron was lanquishing in a canva camp of vast proportions, 
whic:ti had taken the pioneers some four days to set up. Needless 
to say, all worked hard and produced good communications 
which worked satisfactorily except for the occasion when the 
RAF contingent decided to turn up their power on their fading 
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communications. This naturally enough resulted in break
through on all nets and telephones. 

Dining out-Squadron representatives enjey meal 
with local Ruler 

During the final stages of packing up after the exercise, the 
local Ruler in Mahadha extended an invitation to the O.C. 
and a few others to dine with him. The Ruler proved to be 
quite a young man with good command of English, much to 
the relief of the other three guests, Captain Treeby, Second
Lieutenant Conlon (255 Signal Squadron) and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) 
McGregor. In their honour the Ruler had laid on a magnificent 
fudle complete with young goat. The meal was eaten in Arab 
style, sitting on the floor and eating with the fingers of the 
right hand-not an easy thing to do, especially when eating 
rice. Contrary to popular belief the eyeballs are not the selected 
delicacy but the brain, and this, of course, was offered to the 
guests, some of whom were not happy with the idea but put 
on a brave face. After the meal and coffee, Second-Lieutenant 
Conlon finally mastered the art of stopping more coffee being 
served. The Ruler was presented with a Squadron plaque as 
a token of thanks for such overwhelming hospitality. 

' Delra-Sharjah road rac-10-mile relay won by 
Corps runners against tough opposition 

On Sm February 222 Signal Squadron accepted an invitation 
by the RAF to take part in a relay race from Deira to Sharjah, 
a distance of approximately 10 miles. 

After a lot of blackmailing and ' arm twisting,' a team of six 
runners was formed. The team consisted of Signalman Jeff 
Watson, Lance-Corporal 'Jesse' James, Corporal Clint Mogg, 
Lance-Corporal Pete Leach, Lance-Corporal John Johnson and 
Lance-Corporal Mal Heaney. 

The race started at 15.30 hours on a 'sunny' day. On the 
first leg Jeff Watson won his leg, handing over to ' Jesse ' 
James who, considering hi running ability and the fact he was 
running against two RAF station runners, did well to band 
over to Clint Mogg in th rd place. Due to trong running by 
Clint Mogg, Pete Leach staned off second and trUe to form, 
with bis head down, ' dug in ' to win his stage of the race. It 
was during the next leg that we thought we had said goodbye 
to the tankards and beers, as John Johnson was seen 'staggering' 
up the road carrying the baton as though it was a log, 
eventually handing over to Mal Heaney in econd place. After 
closing the gap and overtaking the leader, the beers were once 
more in sight and stayed so for the rest of the race, the time 
of the race being 58 minutes 16 seconds. 
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12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

(212), B.F.P.O. 36 

rrHE Squadron, having j· t been through its F.F.R. inspec
tion ha concentrated for the remainder of the month, 

before t~~ exerci e season hits us with a vengeance, on sport. 
Some of our sporting activities are outlined below: 

Boxinj.f 
The Squadron won the. semi.-final <!f the B.A.0.R. Mi.nor 

Unit Tesm Box:ng Championships agamst 20 Ordnance Field 
Park in Osnabruck on 27th January. We are now due to 
compete in the finals against Briti h Forces Antwerp later this 
month. In the semi-final the team consisted of Lance-Corporal 
Clark, R.C.T., Signalman Warrilow, Signalman Reid, Signal
man Brady, Lance-Corporal Stevenson, Corporal Nelson and 
Signalman Blackbum. The contest was won by six bout to 
two bouts and the team put up an e.'1trernely good effort. We 
wish them all the best in the finals. 

Cross-Cou11try /Orienteering 
Our te3m came third in the 2nd Division Minor Units Cross

Country Championships this month and they narrowly mis ed 
coming second. A number of the cross-country team are also 
keen orienteerers and our photograph shows Signalman 
Mathews finding his way in one of the competitions. 

Ski-ing 
By the end of ' Snow Queen ' courses we shall have had 

20 junior ranks taking part in downhill ski-ing. We have just 
waved goodbye to a party of 25 members of the Squadron who 
have left for Bavaria to take part in a Squadron langlaui 
adventure training exercise which 'will last two weeks. The 
exercise has been jointly organised by Lieutenant Sugdon and 
our Adjutant, Captain Keir, W.F.R. 

227 Signal Squadron 
-(AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18 

Visit of the S.0.-in-C. THE S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F. Pentreath, accompanied 
by C.S.O., B.A.O.R., Major-General D. R. Horsfield, 

visited the Squadron on 24th November. The guard of honour 
prepared by S.S.M. Bert Bowes acquitted themselves well in 
spi:e of the lack of formal drill parades in this international 
environment. During his inspection of the guard he spotted a 
familiar face in Corporal Tom Stephenson, who had served 
with him previously, and they exchanged a few words. 

The sdtedule for the visit was rather tight but we managed 
to fit in a tour of the mobile communications centre facilities. 
During this the S.0.-in-C. met a number of the international 
personnel serving in AFCENT, and took the opportunity of 
hav:ng a quick chat with them. 

The British Officers and Senior N.C.0.s had coffee with the 
visitors and the Generals seized the opportunity to have a brief 
informal chat with all members. 

Sport-Wives take the field 
Our major sporting event of tbe year was the soccer classic 

between 227 Amazons (Squadron wives) and the Sergeants' 
Mess. 

Mrs. Valerie Robinson and the 0.C.'s wife Maureen Morgan 
selected ~eir team with skill and cunning which would have 
done credit to Alf Ramsey and Jack Solomons. Their training 
methods which transformed shy, attractive wives and mothers 
into goal-lusting, bloodthirsty Amazons, must have won the 
envy of St. Trinians. 

WHERE NOW1 
Signalman Mathews map in hand orients himself while orienteering 

THE SMILING LADIES OF 227 SQUADRON ... ALIAS THE 
FIGHTING 'AMAZONS' 

They challenged the Sergeants Mess to a soccer match and the result 
is best left to Unit notes to describe! In the photo the Amazons 

from left to right: 

Back row: Eve Goulding, Sharon Parry, Daphne"Heaps,'Mary Grant, 
Mary Bell, Joan McGimpsey -

Front row: Valerie Robinson, Maureen Morgan, Doreen Whitfield, 
Sonia Robson, Elizabeth_Clark 

(Continued on page 125) 
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(Continued from page 124) 

DISCUSSION WITH AN INTERNATIONAL FLAVOUR 
Major-General P. F. Pentreath (S.0 .-in-C.) during his visit to 227 
Squadron discusses international supply problems with Sergeant 
Al Ford, U.S.: Army, whilst Captain Detlef Frels, Germany Army 

and W .0.1 R.S.M . Tom Burke look on 

An unsuspecting R.S.M. Tom Burke accepted the challenge 
and envisaging a social occasion agreed to provide a bar whilst 
the wives produced home-made cakes, etc. He now realises 
that medical aid, embrocation, armoured support and compre
hensive insurance must come first for any future meeting. 

Lieutenant Alari Pearce, in a weak moment, agreed to referee 
and turned out resplendent in Mess jacket, bow tie and kilt; 
we beEeve the tartan was Clan Ger. As a strong gust of wind 
playfully fluttered his kilt revealing dainty blue issue P.T. shorts, 
one of our Scots was heard to remark, " He must be a bluddy 
Sassenack." 

The whistle transformed dainty feet, well-turned limbs, and 
beautifully varnished nails into lethal weapons. Our male 
members were convinced that Ghengis Khan and his hordes 
had crept onto the pitch whilst they were not looking. Sergeant 
Jeff Williams, doing a graceful Georgie Best, was soon enter
taining tlle crowd with some very artistic sinuous gyrations 
across the pitch after a rather innocuous tackle; searching 
interrogation failed to reveal where he was injured but he 
bowed a marked reluctance to mix it with the opposition on 

recovery. Major Bill Morgan was soon blinded by a well
placed handful of dust and the goalkeeper, Sergeant Bert Gent, 
was slightly handicapped by being tied to the goalpost. 

The men could find no answer to the robust play or latest 
innovation in soccer tactics whereby the ladies pair off and 
whilst one holds the opposition the other scores. 

The teams expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of 
impartiality on the part of the referee by rolling him in a large 
puddle of mud. Lieutenant Alan Pearce announces with regret 
that he is no longer accepting invitations to formal functions 
and that he has also retired from active refereeing. As a result 
he has a comparatively unused kilt for sale. 

The wives finally decided to bol ter the male ego and 
magnanimously settled for a 3-3 draw. With the rapid advance 
in communication techniques we feel sure that some of our 
husbands will manage to speak to wives before Christmas, 1971. 
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Optimi81D 
Signalman 'Yorky' Trollope showed the kind of faith that 

moves mountains when he bet his old Morris Oxford 'banger' 
against a brand new Volvo on Rotherham beating Leeds United. 
Whilst we laud his loyal support and local fervour we can only 
assume that he will be walking on his return from leave. 

Congratulations 
' To Larice-Corporal Bob Morley arid Miss Lucie Johanna 

Maria Tommard who were married here in Maastricnt on 4th 
December. We wish them every success and trust that his wile 
will not get inveigled into joining the wives' football team 
before the honeymoon is over. 

Also to Corporals Lou Stephens, Dave McGimpsey and Alex 
McDonald on their elevation to Sergeant. Our Mess members 
commend Records on making them up in bunches as it leads 
to a really worthwhile party. 

Departures 
December saw the departure of our executive officer, Captain 

Rex Stephenson, to the School of Signals for instructional 
duties, and the arrival of his relief, Lieutenant Jon Ingram. 
We trust that a comprehensive guide to carnival time was 
included in the handover. 

Mrs. Paula Smailes, our typist, has now left in preparation 
for starting her own unit. Her replacement, Mrs. Sharon Parry, 
is now getting into the swing of things. Our Chief Clerk, 
Sergeant John Stout, is experiencing a brief flush of power 
before she takes over the reins of command. 

(Notes arrived too late for inclusion in previous issue) 

- The Volunteers -

VOLUNTEERS FROM 32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT M 
ON EXERCISE 

Major-General Armitage (G.O.C. Northumbrian District) talks with 
Lance-Corporal Martinez (N.C.O. i/c Teleprinter room) during a 

visit 
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36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V) 

Wanstead 
l nd r n w m uagement 

'10NSEQUE T upon the departure of Lieuh .nant-Colonel 
M. L Wlllway to Royal ignals Records and the 

a~ umption of command by Lieutenant-Colonel B. E. M. 
Prophet, T .D., several other changes in senior management 
of the Regiment have taken place. Major P. J. Hart, T .D., has 
relinquished command of 45 (Essex) Signal Squadron M and 
has become Second-in-Command of the Regiment. H is place 
at 45 Squadron has been taken by Major J?· Fulle~, E .!l.D., on 
promotion, who ha moved from the ne1ghbounng :>4 (East 
Anglia) Signal quadron M in whidi he wa Centre Com
mander at Norwich. He claims to be one of the most travelled 
Volunteer Officers in the Corps and his latest appointment 
will continue to add significantly to his already impre~sive 
mileage because he will now travel regularly from \Voodbndge, 
Suffolk, to 45 S.H.Q. at Brentwood. 

Simultaneously Major D . Latham, E.R.D., bas relinquished 
command of H.Q. Squadron at Wanstead and has a.ssumed 
the duties of Regimental Planning Officer, a new appomunent 
at R.H.Q. The new H.Q. Squadron Commander is Major W. 
Quain, T .D., previou ly Centre Commander at Ilford and 
formerly with the Essex Regiment (Territorials). The Regiment 
has also welcomed two new members of the Permanent Staff 
-Sergeant F. Black and Corporal C. G. Bellamy. 

Lieutenant-Colone l D. E. ~I. Prophet, T .D. 
Lieutenant-Colonel B. E. M . Prophet is the first Volunteer 

C.O. of 36th Signal Regiment following three-and-a-half years 
as Second-in-Command to two Regular C.O.s - Lieutenant
Colonel E. 0. Smith, M.B.E., D.C.M., and Lieutenant-Colonel 
M. L . Willway. Prior to that he was Second-in-Command of 
54th (E.A.) Signal Regiment, T .A., which was one of three 
T .A. Signal Regiments from which 36th Signal Regiment was 
formed. H e joined the T.A in 1948 after full-time service, first 
commanding the Signal Troop of 305 (Bedfordshire Yeomanry) 
Medium Regiment R.A., subsequently becoming Second-in
Command of 89 A G.R A Signal Squadron and then a Squadron 
Commander in 54th (East Anglia) Divisional Signal Regiment, 
T .A. 

VJslt of Signal Officer-in-Chie f 
Prior to Christmas we were very privileged to receive a 

'no-fuss' visit from the S.0 .-in-C., Major-General P. F. 
Pentreath, M.B.E., accompanied by 12 Signal Group M Com
mander, Brigadier A. J. Jackson. After arrival at R.H.Q. 
Wanstead be was briefed by the Commanding Officer and, 
following supper in the Officers' Mess, visited elements of 
R.H.Q. and H.Q. Squadron. Afterwards he travelled to 45 

quadron H.Q. at Brentwood where he saw trade training in 
progress and then spent a short while in the Soldiers' canteen 
before departing, where he complimented all ranks on the fine 
job they were doing. 

VISIT OF S.0 .-in-C. 
left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel Prophet, Brigadier Jackson, S.0 .

in·C., Lieutenant Cassanet and Sergeant McDonald 
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T.A. '\' .IL i\ss«K•intJ0 11 1''o utball 
For the third year running 44 (Cinque Ports) Signal Squadron 

(V) have won the outhern Command final of the T.A.V.R. 
Challenge Cup. In ti1c final they defeated 210 (Surrey) 
Squadron R.C.T. (V) from Redhill by 5-0 and are proceeding 
to the national quarter-finals. 

In the Southern Command semi-final a remarkable score of 
19-3 was achieved by 44 quadron. At first this was mistaken 
for a rugger score but it did seem to indicate certain short
comings in defence until it was learnt that the three goal 
conceded included a generously awarded penalty and an own 
goal. The unlucky victims were 215 Squadron R.C.T. M from 
Gray. 

Good luck to 44 Squadron in the national rounds! 

38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
Sheffield 

Coining olong nicely 

A PPREHENSIVE .we were, vol~nteers all, who pres.ented 
themselves in rmd-November, m Sheffield, to that nuxture 

of psychiatrist/con-man, P.S.I. S~geant Garrod. Fro~ !he 
newest recruit to the most expenenced of officer , Tr3W1Dg 
Major John lngledow (now why is it that typewrite~ ribbons 
always unwind as soon as he takes over the machme!), we 
had all come for 15 hourly sessions of instruction, using a 
Sight and Sound Course, in the mysterious art of typing. 
After 15 days each, of some 12 hours' duration, Sergeant Garrod 
was able to assure the owner of an abortive p iece of typing 
that it was ' coming along nicely.' M any thanks to Sergeant 
Garrod. We hope that the typrewriter it was our pleasure to 
present him with will be a pleasant reminder of all his hard 
work. 

Meanwhile, the recruiting team was very active. A whole
day conference: was organised by the S~ond-io-Comrnand, 
Major P. Revill, for all Squadron recru1ung officer s. ~e 
editor of ' The Morning T elegraph,' a local college lecturer m 
journalism, and (from the angle of youth) a 19-year-old 
addressed the meeting. The Army Careers Information Staff 
popped in for a flying visit and found the ~onfere~ce so 
interesting that they stayed all day. Followmg this, the 
November exercise at Scarborough was visited by reporters 
and photographers from the local newspaper who thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves trying out NBC clothing, and gave a full 
and well-balanced repon of our activities for local readecs. 

Boots ever ywh e r e 
Can it be connected with the recent periods of non-stop 

rain? Or is it merely due to their proximity to Manchester? 
The visitor to our Blackburn Squadron can see no less than 
three boats in the area. Close questioning shows that the real 
reason is forward planning for annual camp which, this year, 
will be at Scarborough. With such a flo tilla, extra mural 

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS 
Captain Brook, 46 Squadron administrative officer, prepares to 

'rule the waves' 
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activities promise some excitement. One of the re-fitters 
P.a~ching_ a leak st;ime three feet long by a foot wide, wonder~ 
1f mstallmg a radio set could make them an official duty loca
tion to spend the whole exercise. Although he still awaits some 
sort o~ answe~, one t.l.1ing is ~ertain, the view through that 
leak will certamly qualify any mcumbent for field conditions. 
. Actively engage~ in soccer sh~ting and running competi

t10ns, athlete ~ecrmts are welcome m our 93 Sporting Squadron. 
Congratulations to the 64 Squadron football team, which has 

again been successfully in action, winning the Command final 
of the T. & A.V.R. Cup, 5-2, against 103 (N ewcastle) Field 

quadron RE. at York. 

"l'hey co111e nnd go 
In F ebruary we shall say farewell to Major Ken Pilley, 

O.C. H .Q. Squadron, who retires after over 20 year s' service 
as a volunteer. H .Q. Squadron will miss his calm control of 
titeir very varied duties. They will also loose Sergeant Woodhall, 
of R.E .M.E., another long serving member, and Regimental 
armourer for some years. 

. Coming. in are Second-Lieutenant Skipper, to 87 Squadron; 
Second-Lieutenant Lea to 46 Squadron, and Second-Lieutenant 
Fleming, breaking new ground as the first W.R.A.C. in that 
last refuge of the strong, silent signaller 64 Squadron. (Misogy
nists beware!).* 

* Adjutant's comment: As it was Second-Lieutenant Fleming 
who penned these notes, that warning is perhaps significant. 

3 9 th (City of London) Signal Regt. (V) 
Expansion 

THE Regiment started its planned expansion on Wednesday, 
3rd February, with the reopening of the old Light 

Infantry Drill Hall in Banbury. The opening ceremony took 
place in the presence of the Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire, 
Colonel J . B. Thomson, T.D ., D.C.L., the Mayor and Mayoress 
of Banbury, Councillor and Mrs. Harold H eath, and the Vice
Chairman of the East Wessex T .A.V.R.A., Colonel J. L. Ashton, 
D.L 

'YOU PUT THE SIGNAL IN THERE AND IT GOES ROUND AND 
ROUND ' 

Captain Jul ian Webster explain ing some equipment to the Mayor 
and Mayoress of Banbu ry Councillor and Mrs. H. J. Heath 

Support 
The Drill Hall, tailor-made to our requirement by a gener

ous T .A.V.R.A., was packed with about 300 people, of whom 
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100 were the leaders of local industry, all of whom have 
pledged their support. 

We are delighted to report that by Saturday, 6th F ebruary, 
we were in the process of si$Jling on 20 recruits, a few of them 
with previous military expenence, an ex-Royal Signals Regular 
Subaltern, who shall remain anonymous until he finally de
cides (quickly, we hope), and an ex-Regular W.R.A.C. Corporal 
R.M.P. on a type ' R ' engagement (W.R.A.C. Records willing). 

The T e om 

The Squadron Commander is Captain Julian Webster, who 
can only be described as indefatigable; with a journey of 63 
miles before he can even start the Squadron work, be will be on 
Phyllosan before he's 40. The rest of the Regiment wish him 
good luck, we need ' 70 ' from Banbury, we're sure be11 get 
rhem. 

W.0.II Brian Higgs, B.E.M., and Sergeant Peter O'Mabony, 
late S.A.S . and Blue Nile Expedition, have been towers of 
strength in the build-up to the opening, and a lot of the 
credit for its success must go to them . 

Our Annual Visitor 
On 12th February, The Lord Mayor, Sir Peter Studd, M.A., 

D.Se., came to the Regiment with the Aldermanic Sheriff, 
Mr. H ugh Wontner, C.V.O., and the Sheri.ff, Mr. Peter Gadsden, 
M .A., J.P., C.C. There seemed to be mayoral groups every
where for the Mayors of Hackney, Tunbridge Wells and Ban
bury were also present, this surely must be a Regimental 
record- the only one missing was the Provost of Dundee! 

On his arrival, the Lord Mayor was greeted by the Mayor 
of Hackney, Councillor Charles Hegerty, and the Commanding 
Officer; be inspected a guard of h onour and then joined the 
remainder of the guests in the drill hall. Amongst the guests 
were Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M .B.E., Signal Officer
in-Chief; Major-General H. E. N. Bredin, D.S.O., M.C., 
Director of T .A.V.R. and Cadets, and Major-General W. N. 
R. Scotter, O.B.E., M.C., Chief of Staff, H.Q., Southern Com
mand, together with the Chairmen and Secretaries of all three 
Southern T.A.V.R. Associations with which the Regiment is 
connected. 

The Lord Mayor, together with the Sheriffs, visited the 
Lynx Club and the Sergeants' M ess before attending a guest 
night in the Officers' M ess. The wee sma' hours saw a gradual 
departure of those who seemed to enjoy themselves; those we 
know enjoyed themselves are still there (we think). 

Work 
In case any reader might think that social acnviues arc 

more numerous than the military ones, let us say that whilst 
all the above was going on there have been two Regimental 
exercises, and normal training, with doubled attendances. We 
like it here, why not join us? 

Canoe Polo Championships~ 1971 

Corps Canoeists become Champions 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. P D. F. Painter, Secretary, Corps 

Canoei.rig, writes: 
The 1971 National Canoe Polo Championships were held 

at the National Span s Centre at Crystal Palace on 6th and 
7th F ebruary. These championships were part of the National 
Canoeing Exhibition which is held each year at Crystal Palace 
under the sponsorship of the Central Council for Physical 
Recreation (C.C.P.R.). 

The Royal Signals Canoe Club entered a team in these 
championships. The team is known as the ' Spartans' and 
consisted of: Lieutenant M. E. Harrison, team captain; Sergeant 
E. G. Bell, Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow, Lance-Corporal R. 
G. Story, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wmk. -

All team members are on the posted strength of the School 
of Signals. 

The Corps team successfully negotiated the preliminary 
rounds, the quarter-finals and semi-finals and, after a very 
close game in the finals, succeeded in defeating the other 
finalists (Paogbourne C.C.) to become National Canoe Polo 
Champions 1971. (The final was a drawn game after extra 
time, but the ' Spartans ' were awarded the championship on 
best goal average). 
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THE CO LLECTO RS 
Some of the trophies won by the Royal Signals Canoe Club during the 1970 season. Included in these are Inter-Service and Army Championsh ip 

Cups and awards and cups and awards for many civilian competitions at international and national standard. In the photo : . 
Back row (left to right): Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D. F. Painter, Secretary, Brigad ier J. R. Cubbertey, President, Lieutenant M. E. Harrison, 

Team Captain 
Front row (left to right) : Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow, Corpora l M. J. Bull, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink, Lance-Corporal R. G . Story 

H OCK EY 
Roy11/ Signals (Singapore) holJ unbeaten recorJ 

in local services league 

The Corps League for the season 1970-1971 consisted of 
nine teams, namely: 

Royal Engineers, Royal Signals, Royal Marine Commando, 
Royal Corps of Transport, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, 
R.E.M.E., Combined Corps, Brigade of Gurkhas and the Army 
Department Police. 

Having been beaten by only one point in the 1%9-1970 
season and having lost furlher players due to the rundown, we 
were p!eased to welcome Lieutenant J. F . Stuart, L ieutenant 
I. Noble and Corporal Hunter, newcomers to the island. 

On 2nd October, 1970, a Corps Trial match was played 
against RAF Changi, followed by a friendly game against a 
local Sikh team named Khalsa. 

The sea on opened on 23rd October, 1970, against the 
R.C.T. Although we were winning 2-0 at half-time, the R.C.T. 
came back strongly and equalised, making the final score 2-2. 

On 6:h November, 1970, the game against the Gurkhas 
proved a hard, fast game which we won 5-0, and was followed 
with the game against the Combined Corps on 13th November, 
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1970. As in previous years, the Combined Corps gave us a 
good, sportsmanlike game, which we won 5-1. 

The game against the RA.0 .C. on 27th November, 1970, 
was hard fought until the final whistle. Somewhat weaker than 
last season, they nevertheless played good, fast hockey and 
never gave up the attack, though they failed to score. The 
final result was a win to us of 3-0. 

On 11th December, 1970, we met R.E.M..E. who, having 
always given us a good game in the past, Jived up to their 
reputation and strongly contested the game until the final 
whistle. The score of 1-1 midway through the second half 
reflected the evenness of play and only minutes before the 
final whistle did we manage to score the winning goal, to win 
2-1. 

The Royal Marines proved our toughest match of the season 
on 8th January. They played fast and rugged hockey throughout 
and maintained a high standard of sportsmanship. They were 
unlucky not to have scored on two occasions though we won 
3-0. 

On 22nd January we met the Army Depot Police who last 
season beat us 2-0 and caused the vital drop of one point 
which cost us the Corps shield. Again we had a hard game 
against a team which utilised the wings to full advantage. 
Our goal was under constant pressure from fast and clever 
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forwards during the first half, but we rallied in the second and 
avenged our previous defeat with a win of 2-0. 

With this game in hand and only one more to play we were 
now undefeatable, our nearest rivals being three points behind. 

The final game against the Royal Engineers was played on 
5th February. Last season they had strongly contested our 
league position and had held us to a draw. Again they gave us 
a hard game and were ever dangerous. A high standard of 
hockey w~ s played throughout by both sides though we had tile 
edge in front of goal. The final score, a win to us of 4-2, put 
us well out in front of our nearest rival. 

We had played 8 games, won 7, drawn 1, goals for 26, goals 
against 6, and were awarded the Corps Shield for the season 
1970 1971. 

Corps Colours for the 1970-1971 season were awarded to: 
Lieutenant I. Nob'e, 17th Signal Regiment; Lieutenant J. F. 
Stuart, W.O.I (F. of S.) Howie, Sergeant Sardul Singh, Corporal 
Sidek, Lance-Corporal Beh, Signalman Idris, 18th Signal Regi
ment; Sero-cant Frior, Sergeant How Eng Cboon, Corporal 
Hun:er. Si~nalman Tam Lak, Signalman Shariluddin, 19th 

ignal Regiment. 

COlfPS HOCKEY 

Royal Signals v. R.M.C.S. Draw 0-0 
Dcpar:ures, injury and availability produced a rather new

look side for the first match of 1971 as follows: 
Seraeant Bowden; Captain Carr-Smith and Major Gregory; 

Capt:iin Allen. Lieutenant Barry and Second-Lieutenant Cook; 
Lieutenant Oddie, Corporal Havlin, Lieutenant Chubb, Captain 
Boyle and Sergeant Williams. 

In S'.)ite of the changes made and the gap between matches 
the d~e settled quickly and began to r.i.reaten the Shrivenham 
goal. Failure to convert the opportunities created allowed 
Shrivenham back into the game, producing a fast, open first 
half. 

Througliout the second half the Corps were in complete 
control of the game, keeping play entirely in the Shrivenham 
half. Unfor:unately a combination of inaccurate shooting and 
desperate defence prevented any score. 

Royal Si~nals v. R.C.T. Won 5-1 
o,-e aP.:ain availability forced the Corps to field a very 

different $ide as follows: Sergeant Bowden; Lieutenant-Colonel 
Blak'! a'ld Second-Lieutenant Cook; Captain Stewart, Corporal 
Hav'in and Captain Day; Lieutenant Oddie, Major Gregory, 
Liertenant Chubb, Major Last and Sergeant Williams. 

In ~pite of all the changes in players and positions the side 
settled quickly and took control of the game. Three goals, in 
quick rnccession from Chubb and Last (2), forced the R.C.T. 
to rearrange their side, preventing further scoring in the first 
half. 

Facing a. side concentrating entirely on defence the Corps side 
wor1~ed h~rd to keeo the ball moving and open up gaps in the 
defence. Plavers' efforts were rewarded by further goals by 
Last aTJd Williams. 

A late breakaway by the R.C.T . caught the defence too far 
up the field to prevent a well-taken goal. 

Royal Signals v. RM. Lost 0-1 
F0rtuna•ely increased availability enabled the Corps to field 

a sic:le as follows: 
Ser<teant Bowden; Captain Carr-Smith and Major Gregory; 

Captain Storr. Lieutenant Barry and Second-Lieutenant Cook; 
Lieutenant Oddie, Corporal Havlin, Major Oehlers, Lieutenant 
Chubl> and Sergeant Williams. 

The mat"h starLd at a terrific pace with play evenly balanced. 
An early slip by the defence gave the Marines the one chance 
they needed to score. Recovering from the setback the side 
fought back and by half-time had taken control of the game, 
misshg several chances. 

Throughout the second half the Marines concentrated on 
defence, surviving eight short corners and many other near 
misses to take the match. 

COICPS S OCCEB 
R.E. 3; Corps 2 

This match wos ployed in nppolling conditions ond it rained throughout 
the gll'llle. It Is to the credit of both teams that they both contributed 
in full to an excitinlJ game. The conditions meant that both defences 
were linble to make m1SUlkes. 

The Corps opened the scoring in the twelfth minute with o well-
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taken header by O 'Rorkc after a good run by Borman. By half-time 
Sappers had scored twice. 

McKee equalised early in the second half. The Sappers went ahead again 
ten minutes luter. Press as the Corps did, the cqualiacr they deserved, 
never came. 

R.A. 3; Corps 2 
Played 24 hours after the Sapper match, this was a game that 1hould 

have been won. The Gunners, having drawn 48 hours before with 
R.E.M.E., and the breaks, and the Corps foiled co:>sistently to capitalise 
oa the chances that came their way. The R.A . scored ia the sixth minute 
:md again in the 42od minute from a penalty. 

They added a third in the second half. The longer the game lasted, 
the more apparent it became that the Corps needed one goal to settle 
them down. It did not come, and through frustration, as the game wore 
on, it progres.:vely looked less and less likely in coming. 

R.E.M.E. 3; Corps 1 
HO'Ving lost their two games earlier in the week, it was most en

couraging to sec the way in which the Corps team settled into thi1 match 
against a stro~g and experienced R.E.M.E. team. 

The first half produced some extremely good football. The Corps scored 
first through Halstead, and this gave them just the start that they 
needed. They had the ball in the net a second time, only for it to be 
somewhat surprisingly disallowed. Had this counted, the game could well 
have gone our way. As it was. the R.E.M.E. team scored three goals 
before the end of a very good half. The second half proved something of 
an anti-climax. The conduct of the team in the game was most creditable. 

Late Soccer llesult 
Played Wednesday, 24th February. 

Hull University 3; Royal Signals 2. 

Association News 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\\'N 

Number of cases assisted financially in 
January 

Number of clothing parcels sent ... 
Amount spent in grants and Joans ... 

42 
23 

£862 s 6 

One of the Month's Cases 

E X-SERGEANT, 12 years' service. He bas been unable 
to work for the last five years, owing to chronic 

ill health. He and his wife live in their own house, which 
was very badly in need of extensive repairs. The Associ
ation made a grant of £180 to enable this essential 
work to be carried out. His letter is printed below. 

One of the Mon th 's Letters 
" J WOULD be glad if you would convey to your 

Committee my most grateful thanks for their 
generous assistance. It has lifted a great load from my 
mind. Is there anything I can do to help the Royal 
Signals Association? There mu t be something I can do 
to show my gratitude. My wife and I thank you with all 
our hearts." 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

llOYAL SIGI\"ALS ASSOCL\.TION AND 
B ENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donation9 were gratefully received during January, 
1971: 

Officer Commnnding 224 Signal Squad..'"<>n (Radio Training) 
Officer Commnnding 83 (London) Signal Squadron (V) 
Major D. A. Brockhurst 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. N. Solly 
Colonel F. S. Morgan, C .B.E., D.L. 
C. W. Holmes, Esq. . . . 
Colonel J. F. Longfield 
Capt11in I . C . Double 
Major A A Gooda~cw . . . . .. 
Brigadier Sir Ralph Rayner, M.B.B. 
Captain J. W. Fricker .. . . .. 
Major R. M . Bircwnshaw . .• . . . 
Various small individual donations 

[. s. d. 
15 15 0 

2 12 0 
2 0 0 
2 0 0 
I 5 0 
I 5 0 
I 0 0 

15 0 
12 0 
12 0 
19 0 
IO 0 
IO 0 

[.29 15 0 
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~Obituary~ 

.IOll-GENERAL RALPH ERNEST VYVYAN, 
C:.B.E., lU.C:. 

Ralph Vyvyan, son of the lace Captain H. R Vyvyan, Devon
hire Regiment, some time Chief Constable of Devon, was 

born in 1891 and died nn 31st January, 1971. Educated at 
tubbington and Exeter, he was Captain of Cricket and a rugger 
lour at Sandhur t. He was commissioned in the Worcester

:Ji.ire Regiment in 1910 and served in India up to 1913, 
arriving in France with the 2nd Battalion of bis Regiment in 
August 1914. In 1915 he was seconded to RE. Signals, join
ing 14 Divisional Signal Company. He then raised 57 Divisional 

ignal Company and took them to France in 1917, where he 
won the M.C. and was Mentioned in Despatches. 

In 1918 he became an instructor at the School of Tactics 
at Staff College, Camberley. This school was set up in mid-
1918 to teach open warfare. In early 1919, he returned to 
Belgium in command of 55 Divisional Signal Company until 
it demobili ation, and was then given command of the Mid
land Divisional Signal Company in the Army of the Rhine. 

He was an insrructor at the School at Maresfield, when 
he transferred to Royal Signals in 1920. His next overseas 
tour was as O.C. Malaya Signal Section in 1924. On promo
tion to Major, be joined 1 Divisional Signals at Aldershot 
from 1926-30. 

In 1931 he commanded 3 Indian Divisional Signals, and in 
1932 became C.S.O. Eastern Command India. In 1935 be was 
promoted Colonel and held the appointment of C.S.O. 
Western Command, India, during the tenure of which he 
received the thanks of the Viceroy for the fine work by Signals 
in Baluchistan after the Querta earthquake. In 1938 C.S.0. 
Western Command was directed to take over Eastern Com
mand as well! 

He started the Second World War as C.S.O. Northern 
Command, India, where operations in Waziristan and Kohat 
were still going on, and in 1940 was appointed S.0.-in-C. in 
India, becoming, in addition, Director of Signals, India, in 
1942. This entailed extensive travel in India, Burma, Ceylon 
and Iraq. He was responsible for the enormous expansion 
of the Indian Signal Corps, where the lack of British rein
forcements demanded great acceleration in the policies of train
ing Indians, not only as Signals Officers, but in technical 
trades. He left India in 1945 and retired in 1946. He bad held 
the M.B.E. since 1932 and was promoted to C.B.E. in 1944. 

During his retirement, he served the Royal United Service 
Institution as Editor, 1950-57, and Registrar of the Museum 
1948-58. He was for three years Cliairman of the committee 
set up in 1950 to plan the inauguration of the Royal Signals 
Instirution and was the first chairman of the Council. 

Ralph Vyvyan was a most charming and even-tempered 
man. He did not worry easily. He told bis staff what to do 
and then let them get on with it without interference. He 
played a great pan as a batsman in making the Corps name in 
cricket while at Maresfield and was a Free Forester. He was 
heir presumptive to a baronetcy created in 1645. Our deepest 
sympathy is extended to his widow, Ann, who survives him. 

His son, John, served in tbe Corps during the 1939-45 War 
in India and Burma. 

The parallel careers of Major-General Vyvyan and Major
General Sir Leslie Phillips were the subject of an article in the 
newspaper SEAC, during the 1939-45 War. 
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Both came from the Worcestershire Regiment. 
Both seconded to Army Signal Service during First World 

War when both commanded Divisional Signal Com
panies. 

Both were . instructors at Signal School, Maresfield, in 
succession. 

Promoted to Major, Lieutenant-Colonel, and Colonel on 
the same dates. 

Both C.S.0., Nonbern Command, India. 
Both simultaneously Directors of Signals in the Second 

World War. 

BlllGADIEil L. C:. C. llAIUUSON, IH.C. 

Leslie Harrison, elder son of Sir Charlton Harrison, C.I.E., 
educated at Cheltenham and the ' Shop'; joined the Corps in 
1927 with 15 'Q' Course. He served wit!h 'A' Corps Signals 
(India) from 1928-31 after which he commanded a brigade 
signals of 4th Indian Division in the Burma rebellion. He was 
awarded the Military Cross, the first such award to a Royal 
Signals Officer, and mentioned in despatches. 

He was again on active service in Palestine from 1936-38 
when be was appointed Adjutant of 'A ' Corps Signals. 

In 1941 he was an instructor at the Staff College, joining 
the War Office as a G.S.0.1 the following year. In 1944 he 
commanded 1st Armoured Divisional Signals in Italy and 
then, in 1945, 5th Divisional Signals in Nonh West Europe. 
By V.E. day be was C.S.O. XXX Corps. 

From 1946-48 he commanded 7th Armoured Divisional 
Signals in Germany and then spent three years as Chief 
Instructor, Wireless Wing, R.A.C. Centre. In 1951 he became 
secretary of Far East Defence Secretariat. On his return to 
England in 1954 he was appointed Deputy Director of Quarter
ing which he relinquished on being selected for the Imperial 
Defence College in 1956. His last appointment was 0.S. Repre
sentative on the Defence Research Policy Staff. He retired in 
1959 and then worked with Rank Xerox Ltd. 

Leslie Harrison was a man of many talents; as a young officer 
he played cricket for the Corps. His first ' vehicle ' was a large 
powerful Indian motor cycle and be became an outstanding 
driver. Subsequently, he learnt to fly and when conunanding 
1st Armoured Division Signals in the Western Desert he 
frequently piloted his divisional commander in a captured 
Storche aircraft. 

After the war in Singapore be built himself a large and fast 
motor boat. When he retired he took up art and achieved 
success as a portrait painter. 

In 1933 Leslie married Margery, daughter of S. C. Mould, 
Esq., C.I.E. He died on 27th January following a car accident 
and our deep sympathy is tendered to his widow and their 
sons, and to his brot!her James who followed him into the 
Corps, also to become a Brigadier. 

:MAJOR C. E. FIELD 

News has recently been received of the death last October 
of Major Charles Euston Field, from bis daughter at 11 
Cranley Gardens, Shoeburyness, Southend-on-Sea. He was a 
well-known personality in the earlier days of the Corps and a 
number of our retired readers will probably know him. He 
served at the later end of World War I and transferred into 
RE. Signals in 1919, joining Royal Signals in 1920. After a 
spell in Aldershot he served in ' A ' Corps Signals, India, up 
to 1933. 

At the beginning of the war be was R.S.M. at S.T.C., 
Prestatyn, but by December, 1939, be was granted a permanent 
commission as Lieutenant (T.M.0.). War service saw him in 
such theatres as Sicily and Italy. After the war he served in 
East Africa and at the Royal Signals O.C.T.V. After a long 
spell in the Eastern Command Signal Regiment be retired in 
1956 in the rank of Major. 

A soldierly and well-liked personality be bad a wide circle 
of friends by whom he will be much missed. 

Our sincere sympathy goes to his wife and family. 

COl~ONEL J. G. CHIUSTOPim~ T.D. 

His very many friends will be saddened to hear of the recent 
death of Colonel J. G. Christopher, T.D. 

' Chris,' as he was generally known, had a distinguished career 
as a Territorial soldier. Joining up in 1928 he served in the 
47th Division Signal Regiment where be soon caught the eye 
of his C.O., Colonel ' Chip ' Vigers, and was put up for a 
commission which he passed in his stride. At the beginning of 
hostilities in 1939 he went overseas to Belgium with the London 
Corps Signals. After a period as C.O., War Office Signals, he 
was posted to India on the staff of the then S.0.-in-C., 
General Ralph Vyvyan, and later General Colwyn Vulliamy. 
Here he took on the duties of G.S.0. I Signals and was a 
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member of the W /T Board. He was a popular member of 
~e staff and a keen horseman, when he could find any spare 
umc. 

At the end of the war- still very much a T .A. man- be 
joined again when the T.A. was reactivated, finishing up as 
C.O. of the 23rd (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment during the 
period 1950-53. 

In 1953 he left the T .A in the honorary rank of Colonel- a 
popular and much respected personality. 

He was a strong su.pp_orter of CoIJ>s activities, being a Life 
Member of the Assoc1auon and havmg served on the Council 
of the Royal Signals Institution from 1953 to 1962, where be 
made a very valuable contribution during the formative years 
?f. ~e Institution. He. also made ~is mark in the business world, 
JOIIllDg Thorn Electrical Industries after the war and rising to 
the appointment of deputy to Sir Jules Thorn whom he would 
have succeeded as Managing Director if ill-health had not 
forced an early retirement. 

Both i~dustry and the Corps .have lost in ' Chris ' a person 
of much mtegnty, charm and kindness, who fully merited the 
respect of all who came to know him. 

Our deep sympathy goes to his wife and daughter in their 
sad Joss. 

UElJTENANT-COLONEL ll. Jl. V. COOKE, B.A. 

' Tommy ' Cooke, of Dalicote Hall, Bridgnorth, entered 
the Corps in 1~26, having been educated at Eton and Trinity 
College, Cambridge. From 1928-31 he served in 2nd Division 
a Brigade Signal Officer, 4th Guards Brigade. He always 
aid that this appointment was not made on merit, but was 

because he spoke the language. This was followed by four 
years as Adjutant of the Middlesex Yeomanry, and three years 
as Adjutant of the Depot Battalion. 

He served for a short time in the B.E.F. and then moved 
to Norway, where he spent the last month before the British 
Force was withdrawn. 

In 1944-45 he was SOI ~Signals) SACSEA, in Kandy. In 
1946 he became C.R. Signals 82nd (West African) Division 
in Burma. He retired in 1951. 

'Tommy' died on 19th January, 1971, and is survived 
by his wife, Joan, to whom he was married in 1949. We 
offer our sincere condolences to Mrs. Cook and his son and 
daughter. 

W.O.JI A. NICO~ON 

THE WIRll learns with regret of the death of W.0.II A. 
Nicolson, who died suddenly at his home, 17, Accacia Avenue, 
Eastcote, Pinner, on 27th February. 

W.O. Nicolson spent many years in the Corps and be was 
a well-known and liked personality. He was well known at 
one time as a motor<yclist. 

For some years be was with 38th Signal Regiment (V), 
Sheffield, but since his retirement he had been living at 
Pinner. To his wife and family, the deepest sympathy is 
expressed. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT 
U.K. inc. P. Tax • 

each 12/9 

" 14/1 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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Order your personal copy of the Wire 
NOW! 

---------------------
The General Secretary, 

Royal Signals Association, 
Cheltenham Terrace, 

Chelsea, London, S.W .3. 

Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months 
commencing with next issue. I enclose a cheque/postal order 
for £1.20. 

My rank and name is 

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to 

OR 

The Accounts Officer or P.R.I. 

Regt./Sqn.(rp. 

Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the 
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will cost 
me lOp. a month. 

Name and rank 

How can you be with it - without it! 

Catterick Reunion 1971 
This will take place on the weekend of 26th/27th June. 

Owing to rebuilding in the Virny area and the temporary 
closure of tbe Royal Signals Officers' Mess (old H.Q. Mess) 
accommodation will, of necessity, be limited this year. 

It is regretted that there will be no accommodation available 
for old comrade officers in the small temoprary Royal Signals 
Officers' Mess at Gaza Lines, but those accompanying Branches 
may, if they wish, be accommodated in barracks blocks along 
with their fellow Branch members. There will also have to be 
a restriction in the total number of Old Comrade being 
accommodated, and this has been fixed at 500. It is stressed 
that these are administrative difficulties which the Training 
Brigade has bad to accept, and it is only with reluctance that 
these measures have to be taken. 

25th BRANCH REPRESENTATIVES' 
lJIEETING 

The 25th meeting of the Branch Representatives of 
the Royal Signals Association has been fixed for 1030 
a.m., Saturday, 17th April, 1971, at the usual venue. 
:\1st (Greater London) Signal Regiment (V), near 
Hammersmith underground station. This date coincides 
with the annual Indian Signals Dinner at the Duke of 
York's H.Q. the same evening. 
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HOME OWNERSHIP 
--1 

Conditions in the mortgage market can fl~ctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 
can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 

it almo t impossible Lo obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 

for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to boy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 

higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 

buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where y-0u are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT W AlT until you are forced to buy your house in order 

to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
Io spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with 
Sound lnvestment. For example, a net outlay of £12.67 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ 
will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash 
um -0f £35,000 free of tax and capital gain tax at age 65. This particular Plan is extremely flexible and unique 

in that it can be made to mahue in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an income on 

retirement from the Service e.g. at age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M .A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Rctd.), 

Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H .M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 

Produced for the Publishers THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. 
(Telephone: 01~730-3477) by COMBINED SBRvtq> PUBLICATIO S LTD. 67/68 Jermyn ,~treet, St.,Jamc:s's_, London,. S.W.1 . . 

Printed in Great Britain by F. J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street. London,, W.C.z. and Observer Buildings, Hasunp. Adverusemcnt 
Miuingers: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67 /68 Jermyn Street, St. James s, London, S.W.I. (Telephone: ox-930 noS-o) 
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Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS 
Progressive positlons for electronic testers engaged on wide 
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and 
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equiv
alent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing commun
ications equipment. 

CONTRIBUTORY 
SUPERANNUATION 
SCHEME 

HOUSING AVAILABLE TO 
MARRIED MEN 

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and PE R S 0 N N E L MA N AG E R 

present salaryto:- RA CAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
WE STE RN ROA D• BRACKNELL • BERKSHIRE · ENGLAND 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSONS 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition 

to uphold, at the same time tak~ng 

advantage of scientific progress in 

this age of mechanisation, yet main

taining, through a special department, 

a personal and helpful link with our 

customers, who.m we are ever willing 

to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, john Adam St., London, W.C.2 · Tel: 01-839 715 1 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill , Lewes and Seaford 

April-May 1971 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialis t Se rvice Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances rt is now more important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attention. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: 
ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
FORCES BROKERS 

Offices: ALBANY CHAMBERS MARKET PLACE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

RICHMOND 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKER-FEDERATED INSURANCE BROKER 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Example: Male Life 25 next birthday 

YORKSHIRE 

ii l,300 INITIAL COVER FOR i0•7l per week 
Sum 

Assured 
£ 1,000 

£ 1,800 
£10,500 

NOTES. 

Normal Monthly 
Premium 

Equ ity Linked Endowment Policy, to age 65 (Maturity value ass um ing a growth rate of 
5% per annum £3,107 see notes) £ 1·58 
Whole of Life, Non-Profit Policy . . . . . . £ 1 ·54 
In itial Sum Assured for Income Benefits of £350 per annum to age 55, INCLUD ING 
initial conversion rights of £5,250 £0·62 

Gross Monthly Premium 
Income Tax Rel ief (if obtainabl e) 

Life Cover for a net monthly outlay of 

£3-74 
£0·58 

£f.i'6" 

I. Two Policies would be issued. 
2. The Maturity value of the Equity Linked Endowment is based on the value of the units purchased up to that time but even 

assuming the growth rate is only 3% per annum the value above would still be over £ 1,900 well in excess of the total net 
outlay for the entire scheme. 

3. The Whole of Life pol icy may be converted to an Endowment (with or without profits) on any policy anniversary subject 
to a minimum term after conversion of I 0 years. 

4. Under the Whole of Life pol icy there is an option to effect on each of the 3rd and 6th policy anniversaries an additional 
Whole of Life or Endowment for up to half the original sum assured irrespective of your state of health at that time. 

5. Subject to satisfactory proposal no medical evidence of any kind will be required. 
6. Irrespective of Health in the future the Income Benefits may also be converted to a Whole of Life or Endowment for a sum 

not exceeding ha lf of the total amount of Benefit outstanding at the time. 
7. The Equity Linked policy is at present subject to long term capital gains tax of 20% on profits only. 
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Our Cover Picture 
Owing to a last-minute ' let-down ' we have been unable to publish 

our usual colour front cover picture. We are, however very pleased to 
feature a black and wtiite photograph of the Corps in a~tion in a faraway 
place. O~ cover picture show~ S~ Manser, a Telegraph Operator 
of ~9 .signal Squadron, helpmg with the provision of vital radio com
~urucauons during the operation in which a British Task Force from 
Singapore provided relief for cyclone-torn East Pakistan last November. 

Despite rhe end of National Service some years ago and a rundown of 
the Corps since then, THE WlR.E has held its circulatrion figures remarkably 
well. Compared with January, 1963, Wm.Es supplied in bulk to units in 

January, 1971, actually show an increase of 60 and comparable figures for 
WIRES ordered by individuals show an increase of 280 over the same period. 
We are glad to be able to say that during this period, r963-r971, we have 
never approached the S.0.-in-C. with a view to him asking units to consider 
stepping up their monthly orders for THE WlR.E. We would prefer to try 
and sell on our own merits. 

This all sotmds very fine but there is no room for complacency. With 
the rundown in the Far East we shall lose the much-valued support of two 
major Regiments to be followed by smaller units in the Gulf. These soldiers 
no doubt will be deployed elsewhere and in theory the units to which they 
are posted should be .able to raise their WIRE orders accordingly. But will 
this happen? A further point is that although near to the top of the league 

f~r . sales . of Service magazines we arie bettered by several other Corps of 
similar size to our own. It is not in our tradition to be second or third to 

others and on this score alone it behoves us to make effOl'tS to increase 
orders for THE WIRE. 

Many years ago it was said that as a matter of Corps loyalty the Corp 
magaz.ine should be purchased as follows: 

Officers and W.O.s 

N.C.O.s 

Signalmen 

roo per cent 

50 per cent 

roper cent 

If these figures were applied today our circulation would increase by 
several thousand. If added to this, T.A.V.R. units (who are given good 
coverage in THE WlR.E) saw their way to stepping up sales THE WmE would 
be in a much stronger position to deal with steeply rising printing and postal 
charges. 

Sympat!hetic? Then complete one of the appropriate order forms 
included in this WIRE NOW. 
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Serving Soldiers read this ! 

A new structure for Soldiers of the Corps 
Here is advanced information of a reorganisation affecting both promotion and trade that will be of 
interest to all soldiers of the Corps - something that will be well worth your while to study carefully 

Tiu• c11rrent l'lir••ctul'e 

I
T is ten years since the introduction of the current Royal 

ignals Soldier tructure, and during this time, although 
the uucrure itself has changed very little there have been 
many external changes. Perhaps the most imponant is the 
continuing, ever-increa ing rate of technological changes. and 
the resulting introduction of new telecommunication tech
niques and methods. Thi~ in turn, has enabled communica
tions to be provided over longer distances with greater reli
ability and greater uaffic carrying capability; it has also re
sulted in the wider tactical dispersal of Royal ignals units on 
the one band and ever-increa ing centralisation of control on 
the other hand. Another important change has been the re
duction in the size of the Regular Army, but this has not 
been accompanied by an entirely comparable cut in commit
ments. All these changes highlight the absolute necessity to use 
each man to the limit of his capabilitie and potentialities. 
To some extent, this has been helped by the progressive in
crease in national education standards during the past decade, 
and this trend should be accelerated by the raising of the 
school leaving age. 

For these, and other reasons, changes are now necessary 
in the Royal Signals Soldier Structure, but it is emphasized 
that no changes will be made for the sake of making changes. 
The old Structure has served us well. It was introduced in 
1961, when the end of ational Service was in sight and it 
was necessary to provide a Structure suitable for an all
Regular Corps. It introduced the Royal Signals trades much 
as they are today, except for the evolutionary contraction of 
the six te:bnician trades to three, in 1967. It introduced merit 
as an important factor in the selection for promotion to senior 
N.C.O. and Warrant rank. It introduced the Yeoman of Signals, 
our highly-successful traffic supervisory appointment. It intro
duced MPC at Class III, II and I as a means to raise 
individual military training standards. And so on. In shon, 
it established a framework within which the high professional 
standards which nowadays we rake for granted, were achieved: 
it was not always so! 

Tl1e proposed neu: structure 
Against this background, last year, the Signal Officer-in

Chief made proposals in the Ministry of Defence for a new 
Royal Signals Soldier Structure. F'°inal approval of these 
proposals is currently awaited. · 

The aim of th_is article is to give advanced warning to all 
ranks on the main features of the proposal. It is emphasized 
that the new Structure has not yet been fully authorised, and 
this is the principal reason for describing the main features, 
rather than the detail. Full details will be circulated as soon 
as final agreement is received. Separate instructions will also 
be circulated regarding the application of partS of the Srructure 
to the T. & A.V.R. and W.R.A.C. 

Promotio11 

There are two main features here. 
Firstly, it is intended that in future the Regimental Duty 

(RD) promotional roll should stan at W.0.2, and not at Staff 
Sergeant, as at present. All the existing RD Staff Sergeant 
post~ will be distributed fairly between individual trade pro
mouon rolls, so that in future promotion on single trade 
rolls will be from Signalman to Staff Sergeant and not stop 
at Sergeant as at present. This will enable better use ro be 
made of experience and qualifications in the selection of 
N.C.O.s to fill Troop Staff Sergeant posts and will also ensure 
greater equality of opportunity for promotion between trades. 

13-4 

At the same time, it is hoped progressively to establish a better 
balanced number of N.C.O. posts by rank in each single trade, 
so that peeds of promotion can be improved. 

Secondly, merit as an. important factor in selection for pro
motion will be introduced for junior ranks. This means that 
merit will now play an important pan in promotion for all 
ranks-from Signalman to W.0.1. This feature will stare with 
effect from 1st April, 1971 in advance of ocher aspects 
of the new Structure. 

Neither of these features will affect the present system of 
time promotion co Sergeant for technicians or to W.0.2 for 
Foremen of ignals, Of· for Bandsmen. 

'l'r11dcs 
In addition to Supervisory Appointments, it is intended to 

form four groups of trades-the Electronics Group, the Tele
graphist Group, the Combat Group and the Administrative 
Group-as follows: 

Supervisor}'. Appointments 
Regimental Duty 

Foreman of Signals 
Yeoman of Signals 
Supervisor Radio 
Chief Clerk 

Electronics Group 
Terminal Equipment Tech. 

Radio Technician 
Radio Relay Technician 

Telecommunications Mech. 

Telegraphist Group 
Special Telegraphist 

Radio Telegraphist 

Data Telegraphist 

No change, except that the 
roll will start at W.0.2 in
stead of Staff Sergeant. 

No change 

No change, except for 
name (from Tech. TE) 

No change except for 
names (from Tech R and 
Tech RR), but it is prob
able that these two trades 
w.i.11 be combined on an 
evolutionary basis into one 
trade during the rnid-70s. 

A new tradesman, whose 
main tasks will be to con
strUct, maintain and repair 
lead and plastic-sheathed 
mulcicore cable routes (UG 
and OH); and to install , 
maintain and repair tele
phone installations, manual 
t e 1 e p hon e switchboards 
distribution frames and 
intercomm systems. Addi
tionally, at Class I, he will 
carry out routine mainten
ance on automatic ex
change apparatus. 

A new name for the Special 
Operator; no other change. 
A new name for the Tele
graph Operator: s ma 11 
changes only. 

A new tradesman, whose 
main tasks will be to 
receive, process and trans
mit signal message traffic 
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:~ ~p data, using phy
far•simil· . patch systems, voice 
~ e or t 1 · ' 

operation. Addi . e epnnter 
Class I ~onally, at 
audio/ .' alhe _will operate 

VISu displays d 
processing d ' ara 
missio a.n data trans-
telegra npb eqwpment, control 

systems and carry 
out traffic anal · 

(The trade of Cipher 0 er . ys1s. 
course. Selected R Tcl~g !~°J 01

\ ~omc_ obsolete. in due 
cipher duties)~ eg will be tramed in 

Administrative Group 
Clerk Technical 
Clerk R. Signals 

Combat Group 

Combat Radioman 

Combat Lineman 

Combat Powerman 

Combat Driver 

Combat Signalman 

Minor changes only 

A new tradesman h 
main tasks w·u be w ose 
lish and . i . to .estab-

d
. mamtam radio and 

ra io relay comm . . c umcauons 
o operate associated system; 

eqwpment and to pass signal 
m( essage traffic using voice 
but n?t morse). He will 

also drive light vehicles. 

Based on current lin tr d b eman a e, ut excluding UG 

~~!s.O~e a~ill some otJ;ier 
light vehicles. also dnve 

Based ?n current ED trade 
but with greater emphasi ' 
~m central power and as a 
~ouble-shooter ' for all R 

Signals power 1 . · 
to HGV p ants. Dnver 

standard. 

The full-time driver Driver 
to HGV standard. · 

A ne"'. trade roll (with a 
~romouon structure to Staff 

ergeant as in other trad kfil) for men with specialis~ 
~uchs s~ are required in 

numbers as not 
toll warrant separate trade R ~' e.g., Draughtsmen 
0 ef m~ntal Police, Medical 

r erlies, A.I.P.T.s d 
many others. ' an 

(All Combat Group 
and employed on 

soldiers will be ta h . these due" ug t .courier duties 

Bandsmen 

T ••tuft> T 1•11.inin fl 

ies as required by unit 
commanders). 

No change 

Th~re are three levels of d . 
the inexperienced trade tra e profioency in the Arm 
:desman (Class II) and~~ ~Cg~~s~ klillII)d, (the experien~ed 

n. Y s e Class I) trades-

b In future, in R. Signals the CJ 
e ~~ated as complement~ ass III. ~nd II phases will 

Trauung to Class III dry pans of Iruual Training B . a f stan ard will b c11· · as1c orma~ course at the Tra· . . e & ieved by means of 
the soldier will still be ine:Ue~~ Bnga~e, ~t the end of which 
~om~ supervision. Thi will Ge f~~ced dnb his trade and require 
!ng m ~ ~orking unit, wher owe . y <;:ontinuation Train
JOb ~am1ng in the equi e the soldier w1ll be given on the 
pr~ct1cal experience B p~enc and role of the unit and ga. 
unn, if the soldie; i/ t e end of 12 months in the workinm 
and _capable of workin ass~ssed as exp.e:ienced in his trad! 
classified at Class II IJi without supervmon, then he will b 
that the soldier wili acb ~osc Ccalses, the effect of this will ~ 
Present. reve ass II much earlier than at 
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Class I level will be achiev 

f
at the Training Brigade Beced by hmcans of a formal course 
rom Class III ro II . · ausc t e old upgrad · 

co I achie"'.e. Class r :~~~ea~:;li~ w~ be possible ~ :idle~~ 
. n addition to basic tr . . . r an at present in. future . all R. Signals s~Wi~f m. a trade, it is inte~ded that 
sk1Calls durmg basic training as f~U~ill ?e taught basic signalling 

rry out first aid , ws. 
To co~ect up, op~r~t:n a~~ectric shoe~ casualty. 
T eqwpment. use service field generating 

o pass short messages fi 
priate voice procedurover a eld radio link using appro-

j~ :eratd a telephone s;itchboard 
Y an test short field cable ro~tes. 

Military Training 

. Because of the ever-increa . . . 
;::~~:;ioce1 anc;t . often isoJ!~ ~!~~~n of R. Si&nals unit~ 
in mi1ita~ ~=es, it is necessary to in~~~s!n!e ~to co~
~ocafilities. It is mfend~d th~~r~~o~ce othf such detachme:;~~~ 

ro e1ency Certificates (Cla e, at the current Mill 
by the following qualificatl~J;~, II and I) should be repla~ 

R. Signals Trained S ldi . 
training by re-ali;nm~~t :-f ~hiebve~ during recruit 

Detachm e asic syllabus. 
ent Commanders' Co ~ake~ ac senior Lance-Co urse.-A new. course to be 

mg Junior N.C.O.s to co rporal level, auned at train
depl<;>y ~ detachment or ~d .a detachment and to 
murueauons site. ion m defence of a com-

1:Jle syllabus of the Staff S ' 
vised to gi~e less emphasis e~~eants . ~ursc: will also be re-
platoon tacucs related to locality ad~trauon and more on e.ence. 

E1li1.cation 

It is Army p li th 
tion (ACE 3 20 a'Jd at the old Army Certificates of 
for Promotio~ Certi.fi 1) sh:>uld be replaced by an EdEdu~
Ed · cate (tor promoti ucauon 
. ucauon for Promotion C tifi on to Sergeant) and an 

uon to W.0.2). This wll be e~ff ca~e (Advanced) (for promo
ecttve from !st April, 1971 

Pq . 

The banding of the four 
~echanic, Da_ta Telegraphist, n~m~=~~1Telecommunications 

werman~ will not finally be dete . om.an, and Combat 
~y the .Jome ~ervices Job Evalua~med unul full evaluation 
~a~~kmg units, possibly in 1973 fun thTeam ~ ta~e place 

. e new trades may be intr ·d e meantune, m order 
will be authorised and it · h 0 uced, provisional banding 
be in .Band 2. Qu'ite apart I~ro~ped_ that some, at least, wJl 
ment JD t1_me of Class II and Cl th1sf th~ proposed advance
ment of higher pay earlier th ass will permit the attain
speefs o~ promotion. Further:o:: pre~nt, 8:5 also will faster 

hfg~e~ s~e~c~:ec r~g~t of every n~01cli!r 1::, ~: :ne\~o P::-
rune years, re pectively. a e of pay for committal to ix and 

t. ·1,n1•ei:-sion 

Detailed plans have b 
soldiers from old trade M~repared for the conversion of 
~~w struct!-lre, and thes~ will bea~~b~~E d qual.ifications to the 
. uodcture. is finally authorised It . ~ e a soon as the new 
IDtr ucuol' of the new Stru . is oped that the date of 
cept wher17 otherwi e stated cture may be 1 t July 1971 (e.x
all conversion or new courses ~~Je), although obviou ly not 

start on that date. 

f'onclr.sion 

'fhis article serves on! . 
ma.in features of the Y to give advance wa.rni f 
subject to obtainingne~ Structure it is planned to i!tr~ the 
authority e necessary Ministry of D f uce, 

As · . e ence 
stated initially no ch 

of making changes. Some ~::!e! will be made for the sake 
able, others are desirable . ifi s :ue essential and unavoid
h:inced career prospects an::' e mterests. ?f providing en
S1goals. soldiers. Full details PfY ~pportwJibes for all R yal 
~onver~ion plan will be . do t e new Structure and th 
ts received. issue as soon as the final authori; 

Watch1 your notice board! 
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- From our "In" Tray-

The late Major J.M. Hewson 
1r thr h THE WmE my sincere 
Could you plea e exprefs allo~;at our many friends in the 

appreciation of and ~~ or memorial to my late hu band, 
Cory didM by(B.prJr:n) fie~n, Royal Signals, in t. James' 
Ma,or J. . ig db r Barracks Krefeld. 
Garrison Church'b B~b ~ ~vas suffici~nt to provide no~ only a 

The money s~ sen e d 1 pall but new choir stalls, 
v ry beautiful . nch broca e ~C:d as ~ell. . 
communion rali and a :ower 16th Signal Regiment for makmg 

My ~aoks are also ue to.ed b John and Julian, to attend 
it possible for me, accompa?11 in Jc James' Church on unday, 
me dedication of the memoria . . 
3rd January. 18 ths our friends have done everyth111g 

During the past mol therefore through THE WIRE say a 
po ible tO help us, and ~, to all concerned in the Corps. 
very incere "Thank yo~ Wells Cathedral Junior School 

I am now a Housemo er at an friends in the Corps 
and I hope that hwhen ~f ~teo~r ;:,inty of visiting us. 
are near Well , t ey wi . 

1 Yours smcere y, 
Jane S. Hewson. 

3 The Liberry 
Well , omen.et. 
Tel.: 2117 ext. 35. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS 0'\'N 

One of the Month's Cases 

7 
£179.74 

IDOW of Signalman, wartime soldier, who di~ w in 1950. Sile suffers from very severe ~he~t~~t 
d h h d many years' treatment, m an 

arthritis an as a . d further long period in 
of hospital, an? bas JUSt h~ Because of her disabilities, 
hospital, followmg )ne~n~~mes available under the 
the normal conva es.cen e not really suitable for her, 
National Heal~ .Service, ar f £45 to enable her 
and the Associ'.'ltion ma~e atI!1°:en~~eks in order to build 
to go to a special h<?me or 
up her strength aga111. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

1un·.,L S IGX.llS ASSOCIA~IOS A:\'D 
HE:\'E\.OLE~T FU~D 

ef 11 eived during FebnUJT)I, 1971: 
J"he follawmg donazions were grat " Y rec ... .• . ... . .. (.10.00 

.Ma~or oC Richmond · · · (.1 .05 
O.C., 49 (W. Riding) Signal Squadron (V) (.1.05 

C. K. McKenna, Esq. ... ... (.1.00 
M. E. Holdsworth, Esq. . .. ... :·~ ;;~ ilie following 

Contributions totallinfg £52·1'\ w~~~v J. G. Christopher: 
in r:.emory o e a e B wn J Boyd, B,q., Brown 
Lieutenant-Colonel .M. ~M·1 rttd' cV G Perry), Colonel 
Bro>. CE. _G. SpearB'~), MC cT D ; D .L., ·Brigadier C. D. 
T . W. V1gers, 0. ·. ·• . · f! ' A· JZties O.B.E., T.D., D.L., 
Gardiner . O.B .E. ,I~dga~~ Assoclation,' Thorn Social Club, 
Elec. Electronic G. ,..._, Mrs M. T Mann . . . .. . (.52.20 
the ~1.isscs E. and . "'"trey• · · 
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CLOTHING is still URGENTL y required l 
by the WELFARE SECTION 

Despattb Ritler 's Dinner 
. , M r Cycle Display Team of 

In 1937 the Despatch Rid~s Di~Iional Signals (T.A.) (City 
what was then the 1st Lond n d to represent Royal Signals 
of London Signn.ls), was s~ec~oyal Military Tournament .at 
by giving the Display c::~ e the first time that a Territorial 
Olympia. At that ~ate is was n and evening performances 
Army Unit had given ~e;;t~:n:°and-a-half weeks' duration of 
throughout the whole 0 ber f the team 'lived-in' at 

T ent The mem s o . . . · th the ?urnam . . h the Regular Forces partic1patmg m e Olympia, together wit 
Tournament. d ura ed by Brigadier H. R. 

The team was fostered an enco Adj~tant and who in more 
Firth who, in tilose days, was our the Secretary of the Royal 
recent times ~va~ for some ye~~ed and led by the late Jack 
Signals Assooaoon. Ik w:1 ~=~als , personality, of those. days 
Angell, a well-known oy b d by many ex-Royal Signals 
who will doubtless be remem ere 

personnel. d number of ex-members of 
In remembrance of those ays f th. 0 CA hold a Reunion 

that team who are also members o is Th . ~th such Dinner, 
Dinner at Eastbourne every tw~yeosc A ea:e invited, is to be 
to which all other membe[~7~f an~ j~dgu;g from the previous 
held there on 8th May,. ' ·me is anticipated. 
Dinners a t;horoughly =~:bl~hYch is to be held at me Pier 

Full details of the E ' 67 Baldwin Avenue, Eastbourne 
Hotel, from J. Law, sq., 
(Tel. 0323-30803). 

Can you help? 
Sir, . . f models of equipments and vehicles 
a 1 u~ ~~; Ro~e:ie:En~:reers Signal Service and the Corps 

from 1914 to the )r=t :~aught cable wagon as use~ until 
I am currently Pa l th. d other equipments, 1s not 

1937. My knowledge o. ~~:11an accurate model. I wonder, 
enough to produc~e~~~~~!s any photographs, plans, sketcl~es, 
therefore_, if any h. h I uld use to as ist in me production information, etc., w 1c co 

of this mode~ lik imilar material of other vehicles, equip-
1 would a o e. ~ . . e aration for further models. I 

ments and field acnvmes m pr P f uniforms worn by 
would also be grCoateful f.or P1:t~tf~~~~t1o~. this would include 
member~ of the rps1 smc~l and wo;king dress for the 
ceremorual, number ' no . in which the Corps has 
various tr~des, peri~s, v~~:U~1~tionalities who have served 
served, uniforms of de .t command and of course me Corps 
with the Corps or un er I s 

Musicians. . . .ll be acknowledged and would any 
All co~umcation~ w1 e sa whether they wish it to be 

Person sending matenal pie.as Y d ·ll be offered to 
d All material not returne w1 

returne or !lot. . h information has been extracted. the Corps Historian w en 
Yours faithfully, 

52 A hburnham Road, 
Hastings, Sussex. 

Anthony J. Murphy, 
Life Member Nr. 7375. 

.e WHY DI DN'T T HEY LET US K N OW?" 

' T he Wire ' is always eager to receive items . of Corps 
news of interest to its readers. If short, such itemt ~an 
be sent in by telephone or signal even after the c :.ng 
date for written copy. So let us hear about any mg 
that may be of interest-sporting successes, unus~al fe: ts 

b . di ·duals news of retired members-anythmg t at y !D VI , • , 

you think should be in ' The Wire. 
Be newsminded and keep us informed (Tel. No. 

01-730-4129). 
We bate to say: 

" WHY DIDN'T THEY L ET U S KNOW?" 
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Seeing the war/ti at the Army s expense 

Exercise • 
the Bahamas-1n 

a story from 14th Regiment 
By Lieutenant Graham Thomas 

When I arrived in 14th Signal Regiment, Worcester, last 
November, I was greeted with the remark: "You have arrived 
at just the right time. You are to take your Troop to Nassau, 
in the Bahamas for a tlwee-week e.irerdse, here are the 
details •••• " 

. \. quarfer of tlte way round flae world 

o it was that at the same time as taking over my new 
Troop and getting to know the men in it, I was preparing 
to move a quarter of the way round the world. In the event, 
I was well supported by the Troop, thus the organisation and 
preparation went ahead very smoothly. 

I had been told that during the exercise my Troop would 
be administered by the Royal /ll arines, so before leaving 
England, I went down to Plymouth to meet Major Peter Waters 
and other members of ' G' Company, 41 Commando, who 
would be exercising in the Bahamas at the same rime. It was 
re-assuring to find them quite unaffected by the thought of 
operating so far from home, and I gathered a great deal of 
useful advice to help me with my preparations. 

.Just the weather to go abroad 

It seemed, on 4th January, as though England was summon
ing all her winter resources to bid us farewell. It was cold, 
wet, snowy, icy, foggy, and altogether just the sort of weather 
to be leaving for the West Indies. At R.A.F. Lyneham, the 
A TLO met us and, having informed us that we really did 
need 17 copies of the flight manifest, he swiftly arranged 
the loading of the first chalk of our D 13 detachment and 
whisked us away to the comfort of the Route Hotel. At about 
one o'clock in the morning we took off for our intermediate 
destination in the Azores. When we arrived there, some four 
hours later, it was somewhat warmer than it had been in 
England, but it was raining even harder. We stopped only 
briefly, to breakfast and refuel, and then took off again. 

o,, .... the Atlanffo 

As we climbed out over the Atlantic, we commented that 
the aircraft was pleasantly warm. Then it began to get hotter 
and hotter, until it was like a sauna bath. The heating system 
had run amok and, as a result, we had to go back to the Azores. 
It took 24 hours to repair the fault, then we were under way 
once more. This time all was well, and after ten hours of 
flying over the apparently empty Atlantic, we finally put down 
in Nassau. We were met by our advance party in the shape 
of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) F. Gadman, who had flown out a 
week earlier. He took us to our exercise location at Oak"< 
Field, which turned out to be dry, dusty, and liberally . pfr1kle<l 
with empty ' Coke ' cans. 

("01111111t11ic"•a t io11s to U .K. w••ll •·~tabUslwcl 

We had a while to wait before the rest of our detarhment 
arrived-they had 'transport problem ,' too! The Britannia with 
half the detachment on board was a day and-a-half late in 
taking off-due to snow and ice at Brize Norton. They ex
perienced a short delay in the Azores and, to cap it all they 
then made an overnight stop in Bermuda, caused by strong 
adverse winds. They tell us they had a very enjoyable tay in 
a hotel there. Our last aircraft, another Hercules, took off on 
t!me and arrived in N assau as expected-the fates obviously 
felt it was time Air Support Command got a break. We should 
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mention that through all our trials and tribulations, we were 
very well looked after by the R.A.F. Once everything had 
finally arrived in Nassau, we quickly set up for the first phase 
of Exercise 'Lawsuit,' during which we communicated back to 
England for five days. O>mmunications were, perhaps, a bit 
shaky to begin with, but they quickly improved as the operators 
gained experience on this long link of some 7,000 kilometres . 

D1•lights of N a ssau 

Meanwhile, off-duty hours were being spent sampling the 
delights of Nassau. These fell roughly into two categories: 
for the simpler souls, there were the pleasures of the beach, 
with sun, sea, white sands and palm trees, also the colourful 
local straw market and the waterfront with its fish market and 
mountains of conch shells. The beach, of course, did not only 
offer a place to sunbathe, for those who had masks, fins and 
schnorkels with them, the swimming was superb. The variety 
of shapes and colours of the fish and the coral was really a 
sight to see, and there could be no better souvenirs of the 
exercise than some of the beautiful sea-shells that were found. 

For the more sophisticated palates, the night life was more 
of an attraction. In the first few days many returned with 
lurid tales of the delights of this and that club or bar. It was, 
however, noted that as time went on and wallets became 
thinner, they tended to resort more frequently to the police 
canteen, where drink could be had at a sensible price, if you 
could stand the noise of the policemen playing dominoes. 

Dominoes c an b e ver y noisy-Bahamian Sf)'l e 
I had always considered dominoes to be a sedate, restful 

game--Baharrian dominoes is, however, rather different. A 
domino wtiich is to be played is brought right over the head 
to crash down on the table with full force. Loud exclamations 
accompany this vigorous play. Corporal P. J. Slavin had an 
inte!"esting experience for, when he was invited to play, he 
declined to play in the local fashion, but placed his dominoes 
quietly and precisely on the table without a word. Within 
five minutes, the three Bahamian policemen with whom he 
was playing, were also playing in this inhibited tyle. It 
didn't last long, however, and at the next game they were 
soon "playing with their usual exuberance. 

Escorts t o Englis h Ladies· Crick et Team 

Our local contact in Nassau was the Resident Naval Officer, 
Commander T. G. Butler. He was very kind and helpful to u 
and sorted out a number of small administrative problem . 
He also arranged a rather interesting extra curricular duty for 
Foreman Gadman and myself at one stage. The English 
Ladies' Cricket Team wa visiting the Bahamas and we were 
invited to help to entertain them. For our pains, we suffered 
a great deal of leg-pulling and not very tasteful joke about 
lady cricketers. We wish to refute these joke entirely; they 
were a very charming and delightful bunch of girls whom we 
thoroughly enjoyed looking after. It was quite a day, in fact. 
We met them from the boat and took them to Commander 
Butler's home to have lunch. We then escorted them to 
Government House for tea with H is Excellency the Governor. 
After that there was a quick-change act before zooming off 
to the N assau Yacht Club for cocktails, and the evening ended 
up at the Golden Dragon Patio Re taurant. It wa a very good 
day, indeed and we hope the Ladies' Cricket Team enjoyed 
it as much as we did. 
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ThrouJ,th fo ~lnHa-hut sfrt-tchiug it n b if 

The ·ccond phase of our exerci c wa to work to Commcen 
igg1ewi in Malta. Thi commcen is OJ?<;rated by the RA.F. 

to whom we cnt a liai on team compnsmg W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
J. M. M. Dunlevy and Sergeant S. Saunders . . W e also had a 
r'prc entative in Malta with u in a sau. This was Corporal 
M . R. Butler, a native of the Bahamas, though he had not been 
horn for 18 years. Hi local knowled.ge was very useful to 
u and during the course of the exercise he was able to ~~ 
time to have a long weekend so that he could go and -y1s1t 
hi family in Freeport, ~n <:Jrand "!Jahama I land. All thmg~ 
on idered the commurocauon with M alta were not bad , 

after all, i~ is ,700 kilometres, which is a l!ttle fur~cr than 
the D l 3 i accustomed .to working. We d1dn ~ qwte w.ork 
rourd the clock, but we did manage several hours communtca
t!on each day. 

Uonu' :a~ni11-n11d n f w naore brown k11f'es 

r assau is an intere ting p lace, even if so~ewhat expensive. 
I am sure that the whole detachment . enjoyed their short 
stay there. We certainly could not complam _about the weather . 
Anyway there a few more brown knees m the Troop now 
than th~re were before Christmas. We_ look forward now ~o 
an exercise in the outh of France m the summer. Jom 
14th Signal Regiment and see the world indeed! 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

East Pakistan Flood Reliel 
The Corps was there 

TECHNICAL BREAKTHROUGH 
Watched by incredulous Pakistani liaison officers, Staff-Sergeant 
(Y. of S.) Donnelly of 149 Squadron routes a message to a roof top 
rad io terminal by means of a Double Diamond beer can and string
a new form of 's kynet'. 249 Squadron played an important part in 

the E. Pakistan cyclone relief operations 
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Winter in Norway, but they hat/ to 
look for the snow 

30th Regiment's AMF(L) Radio Troop enjoy 

5 weeks in friendly Norway 

W INTER training in Norway was ba cd at Camp Ulven, 
approximately IS miles south of Bergen. We departed 

from Marchwood on L. .L. ~ir Geraint, on 16th Janua.ry. 
Experienced hands of the previous year were busy searchmg 
for receptacles to be u ed when we reached the North Sea but 
all were pleasantly surprised because t?e voy~ge proved to be 
the smoothest anyone of u had experienced m an L.S.L. 

HOO-rnile t"adio link works w t•ll 

We were di appointed at finding no snow. when ~c reache_d 
Norway but soon had recce partie~ ou_t lookmg for 1t. For th1 
exercise we worked our own admm. lmk bad~ to Blandford, a 
distance of 800 miles, using a Cll SSB R210 m Norway and a 
D ll /R 234 at Blandford. On 19th January we opened up. an? 
after sorting out teething troubles the . first ~ay, the . circuit 
worked schedule very well on S.S.B. w1thou~ mterrupuon for 
five weeks and in Norway we used a 12ft. twm V for much of 
the time. 

Into Hie s now 

Snow was found eventually about SO mil~s fro1?1. Ulven, at a 
place called Kvamskogen. This is a favourite ski-mg area for 
the people of Bergen. We moved into a ski ~ut which s l ~pt 
40 so the odd-20 who didn't get a bed slept m two Swedish 
te~ts which we pitched outside. We rotated the troop so that 
we all had a turn in the tents. 

Ski-h1g th.- ordt•r of t h e da)· 

When it came to the tum of the Office rs and S.N.C.0.s it 
was a toss-up whether to sleep on the benches of the room 
set aside for the combined M ess or _brave F. of S. Terry 
Brabon's snoring or be uncomfortable m the t~nt. For your 
correspondent's part, the tent won the fir~t mght. We were 
at le co use the hut on two separate occasions. 

For the first period of 10 days at K vamskogen, we concen
trated mainly on ski-ing during the day. Consequently the troop 
was split into three ski-ing groups, those wh? could, t?ose who 
had and chose who couldn't. Lieutenant Cbns Grant mstruc~ed 
those who could, and we had tw.o Officers fr~m the Norwegian 
army to instruct the others. Dunng the evem~g we had several 
lectures on survival given by ~ieutenant ~bns Grant and the 
Norwegians. Most people reuri;d early smcc five and:a~alf 
hours' ski-ing a day is very enioyable, but also very tmng. 

Fart•wPll .. nr(y 

For the second period of a week, we concentrat.ed mori; on 
troop training, in Volvos, on .snow sho~s an~ rad io exercises. 
The highlight at the conclusion of this. period v:ras a party 
whic!i we held in the hall of a 10~" 1 village. This w,as ~ery 
successful and the question asked wa", why we hadn t given 
one earlier? 

l"EHSON.\L ~El''S 

For personal news such as movements, promotion , 
obituary announcements, please see special news 

section at the end of T HE WIRE. 
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llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Passage to Cyprus !llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

BOUND FOR A NEW HOME 
" Brigand of Changi" a 7 ton Corps Ketch has left the tropical waters of Singapore for a new berth in the blue Mediterranean at Cyprus. All 

will wish her good sailing in her new home 

Tlw 1diip11ing ol Corps yacht • Brigand of 
Cluangi ' from Singapore to Cyprris callt'd 
101· 11111.ch plan.ning and Service co-operation 
b"t till rvent rveU, 11s tlie lollorving trncorrnt 
t.ells-

At a meeting of the R.S.Y.C., he'd in London, it was 
decided that ' Brigand of Changi • would be transferred from 
18th Signal Regiment in Singapore to 3 Signal Group in 
Cyprus. From that tinte the saga cf Brigand's passage began. 

lllstori•• backgrourul 

To re-::apitulate a little on the history of Brigand: she is a 
seven ... ton Bermuda-rigged gla s-fibre ketch, purcha ed in 1968 
from funds provided by 18th Signal Regiment, 237 and 249 
Signal Squadrons, plus grants from the Nuffield Trust and 
the Singapore District Welfare Fund. The purchase wa 
negotiated by Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G. Anderson, who 
commanded 18th Signal Regiment at that time. She i 30ft. 
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in length, has four berths, with comfortable fair weacher sleep
ing for an extra two in the cockpit. It is fitted with a Volvo 
die el auxiliary engine. Under the terms of purchase, it was 
tipulated that she would be available for charter to all 

British forces in Singapore Island, and as a result, she has 
been very well used and has given considerable enjoyment to 
a large number of Service people. 

Throughout her stay in Singapore, she has been moored at 
the Army Yacht Club, and 18th Signal Regiment have been 
re ponsible for her admini tration and maintenance, plu the 
provision of boat s husbands, notably Sergeants Eouzan and 
Farr. Although restricted for cruising purposes on normal in-
urance to a SO-mile radius of Singapore, she ha been sailed 

extensively up both coasts of West Malay ia, visiting Kuala 
Trengganu and Penang, some 600 miles north on the east 
and west coasts respectively. In addition, numerous crui es 
have been made to the island off Mersing some 100 mile 
from Singapore. Alchough not originally built for racing, when 
fitted with a spinnaker and mizzen taysail she ha been suc
cessfully sailed in several passage race . 
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( · r,.,4 • .., o pt•n · · f 
ou · when the apprcciauon o 
There were three course~ .0.Ped by Lieutenant-Colonel J. 

the n;iove to Cyprdl! w0ffi m~uai~th Signal Regiment- to s_ail 
H. Hild Cornman mg_ . cc , . or to move her by ~ erv1ce 
her; to hip her by civil d n;iead ~gain t sailing- too e.""'Pcnsive 
mean . All the expert a vi e e and no one available 
and hazardou_ for a ya~ 0:0~te~f ~p civil passage (the Italian 
w!1o could k1pf6ss hfr~m e ingapore io Italy) was o1;1t o~ our 
Lme quoted . ld h eant keeping her m Smga
read1. though this wo~ ~ve ~ returning H ercules during 
pore until late 1971. Aif freight, s.Jered but this meant leaving 
Excrci e ' Bersatu Padu, was con 1 

' by RF A Rebe 
ingapo:e in mid-197~0~;a~is ~~~:a~ving lngai>ore in 

wa decided on, even f the local regatta season. 
January/ February, 197~ , be ~re for moving Brigand by R F.A. 

A study of_ the re~u1rel m~n ~tical path analy is, technique. 
wa made u mg a s1mp e en 

\. t•r;,dlt' was t•s::o;t•utial . di . 
· · · f a suitable era e m 

Ta k number one w~il th~ P~;1~~W ~f Hebe. 54 Maritime 
which he could rest w st ~ t Pulau Brani were approached 
Workshops, ~.E.~.E., lfatpede a Bi-igand and produced a tem
and their shipwrights s ip . tern late a shipping ' chock , 
plate of her hull shape. ~rom ~s No ~revision could be made 
type of cradle was man ac~ · h · in cradle on Pulau 
for a test fitting of Brig<!-'id m~o d tht~ s~p~la~d in the craft -
Brani, and comple~e r~~ce Ina the event the confidence was 
!'l~ship °rf thehshipBrigand was lowerel into the cradle in JUStified LOr w: en 
Hebe's hold she fitted perfectly. 

I i ifin" slings u 1•rob1'•m · l"f 
' ,.. 1· f the various it-

. Task two w~s t~eet?du~!01!n~~es ~~g~eorvessel to Cyp~us. 
mg pi:oce~ses mvo V1 m and after a number of possible 
Inve~nganons wi:re r:e, 54 Maritime Workshops completed 
solun?n~ were_ d1~ ;embawang Shipyard, Singapore for the 
negonanons with . ebl lif . slings Estimates for both these 
manufacture of s_wta e nn~vilian ·sources, and the charges 
tasks were obtamed from c1 ·cal and beyond our means. 
quoted by them w~rd ;tsr:~;R EM E for their co-operation A a result, we .are ill e e · · · · 
and help in this matter. 

Pr.-puring • Brigand ' . 
B · and herself for the Journey, 

The next stage was to ~~epare t"b H Farr) along with his 
and the shi(Hami"p's ~d:dd AM~aj put. in ·a tremenrlous am~unt 
mandores nd . this task To unstep the masts reqmred 
of work a ume on · S dr R C T whose 
the. vessel t? be taken to 1~3~~~ er~~!, ~~~ ~d·e ~vailable 
eqWpJ?ent, lD ~~~::11 mi~ ~peration, Brigand bad to be towed 
for this purpos . y h Club where she underwent a refit 
back to the_ Army ac \etel 'renovated. Finally a board of 
and her . pailudn~ork coRmCp T karine Engineer, pronounced her officers me mg an · · · 
in 'mint' condition. 

A bazardon tow . d HMS 
h d to .moor Bngan at · · · 

T Arrangem~~t ':~~ ~o~d m~ readily available for loading 
. error, so hen called forward. The tow of some 60 miles 
mto Hebe A:m Yacht Club to the naval base was accom
from the . y 1 f 33 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T., who 
plishf.d d w1thG~eT he(Uri'ah Heap) which, incidentally serves as 
~~PP C:m-C 's ·)~~ch . Leaving the A.Y.C. at 05.3.0 hdurs,. thd 
sa~a of the. tow lasted until 16.30 hours, ":'hen ~rigan arrive 

( 1 · the naval base-rough seas, high wmds, plus the 
sa e y m he was without sail, made for a most unple~sant 
~~stsa~~~t I~ fact, for those who know the ":'atper~ aroilid ~i~g::; 

when the tow had reached Changi om~, e · ·. · 
fa;~hed a helicopter of the Air Sea Rescu.e umt to asce~e~ 
if help was required. Brigand must have given concern w 
seen without masts or rigging in such heavy seas. 

l,oadlnl( on to Fleet Auxiliary . 
o 29th January a message was received that Bngand was 

to ~ loaded into Hebe on Wednesday, 3rd FebruaryfuAnothe~ 
tow had to be arranged from H.M.S. Terr'?r . to e nava 
base dockyard, where Hebe was lying. The liftmg was com-
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LOWER AWAY 
' Brigand' successfully slung 

th S b g Shipyard who, although 
pleted ~y men;ibehl ?f Jiis :p:~~nyacht, carried out the task 
me~r!enced m d ffi~ tly Brigand fitted perfectly int~ J:ier 
exped1~ously anh Ide c~then tw. MFO packing cases, contammg cradle m the o , wi 0 . 
her auxiliary equipment alongside her. 

«Hi's well in the end 
. RF A Rebe sailed from Singapore on Friday, Sth Februa!y, 

. · · · h h ld A fine co-operative 
with Brigand. safely stO"l".'e~ ~ed ~~ ::any good friends in the 
effort, for which we are m e d HQ Singapore Area. Parti
naval base, :1u;:.T., R.E.z.g.E. ant F~r"' and his team of man
ticular credit . is due t1 th ergeank to make sure Brigand was in 
deres, who ~l~ most 0 . e wor fortune safe in the know
tip-top condmon. _We _wi h her g~od ·oyme~t to the members 
lcfdgthe thCoat sh~ wCliylp~:e a:ssh~u~as ~~~e to those in Singapore. 
0 e !1pS m il · h 1 

God bless her, and all who sa m er. 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 
Home -84p each plus IOp post 
Abroad-74p each plus IOp post 

Wall Shields 7• x 6• Royal Signals 
Pace Sticks 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
Special/st In the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 

£1.50 
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" Just a few very young chaps, a responsible attitude, minimal supervision 
and pride in their equipment and jobs ... " 

"JIMMY " PROVIDES THE GOODS 
A Caribbean impression by Captain G. W. Giles ol 633 Signal Troop 

lUlanii International Atr11ort, Januarff, 1971 

Temperature 80°F. 
View of local talent 
View of my suitcases 

Glad I put my suit on 
Very good! 
Not so good. They went to 

New York by mistake. 

Wish I was leaving Miami for home in SS minutes instead 
of for Nassau. Been on the road for two weeks now around 
the parish, and after two weeks out of the same suitcases, 
my friends are beginning to think crumpled shirts are coming 
into fashion. Never mind, three or four days in Nassau should 
see everything done. There's the usual adrnin and interviews, 
as well as trying to buy another car for the det to re
place the smashed-up one, and seeing the estate agent about 
the rent of the single chaps' fiats. Oh yes, and seeing that the 
stuff off B.0.A.C. tomorrow gets through customs. With a 
bit of luck, and a lot of help from Sergeant Bob Parry and 
the boys in Nassau, I'll be through with 'shop' by Satur
day night and be home by Sunday evening. The usual O.C.'s 
conference in the Montagu Hotel bar on Saturday evening 
should dear up the last points. Must remember to remind the 
manager of the Gleneagles Hotel that we need the Palm Pool 
for the A.C.E.I. at the end of next month, with no bikini
clad tourists to distract the candidates-they distract the in
vigilator, too, but we have no office accommodation, so we 
have to make the best of local resources. 

Yes, home on Sunday, to Belize, on the mainland of Central 
America, in the heart of the Caribbean basin. See if Bobbie 
and the children still remember me, and see what W.O.II 
(Y. of S.) Tom Adams and the boys have been up to while 
I've been away again. They keep tabs on me during my travels, 
so I know there have been no disasters, but it occurred to me 
last week whilst in Kingston, or was it in Puerto Rico, or in 
Antigua, or maybe in Anguilla, that although we have a regular 
unit out here in the Caribbean, most of you don't know much 
about us .... Our fault, I know. 

We handle all military communications in this part of the 
world, Duplex R.T.T. rear links back home, ship/shore, 
air/ground, H.F./V.H.F. Infantry communications in British 
Honduras (that's the 'Belize' I mentioned before), co~uni
cations to U.S. Forces, daily 'Ham' contacts on hurncane 
disaster nets, and more besides. ALL are daily regul3! routine, 
not just mentioned here because they h~pp~n once ill a tour. 
Everyone is on their toes because all circuits are LIVE . and 
if the duty operator doesn't contact a Hercules before it is 

round the top end of Cuba on its way in, or loses communica
tion with an Infantry patrol, there is trouble with a capital 
'T.' In British Honduras Lance-Corporal Clive Copestake 
and his T.G. operators also keep the traffic flowing in and out 
of the country, Corporals Nigel Cox and Tony Tait put it in 
'groups of five,' Corporal John Sture keeps the Dlls, Clls, 
C42s and the several other ' funny ' or ' civvy ' rigs that we 
run in good order, and ' Barney' (Signalman Bargna) keeps 
the batteries full of volts and the generators stable. Of course 
Y. of S. Tom Adams keeps his beady eye on all this, and 
other communications besides when he's not out fishing or 
diving that is. 

It's a good life in B.H. The whole Garrison depend on 
' Jimmy ' for their life's blood, and 'Jimmy ' provides the goods, 
every time, with just a few very young chaps, a responsible 
attitude by all, minimal supervision, and pride in their equip
ment and jobs. Yes, we do need volunteers, but if you're not 
well above the standard of your trade (Class II), or can't work 
responsibly without supervision, don't bother to volunteer, 
because you won't last. 

Our Nassau detachment under Bob Parry, with Corporals 
Mick Tivenan, ' Scobie ' Beesely, John Rich and the boys have 
a hard time living off the local economy. The single diaps share 
a few apartments with their own swimming pool, in this 
' millionaires' playground.' They buy and cook all their own 
food in their own kitchen and are forced by circumstance to 
mingle with hordes of well-stacked young tourists. The poor 
pads struggle along on their £70-£75 a week, and yet still 
manage a weak smile when I visit them each month. As a 
detachment they run the Joint Relay Station in Nassau, and 
never let ANYONE down with their communications. You 
can set your watch when Nassau comes up on frequency. 

Although the Anguilla detachment (from 14th and 30th 
Regiments), under Staff Sergeant Danny Lamerton, get good 
• WIRE cover ' from their parent units, we are all in the same 
business here in the Caribbean, and Danny and his boy do a 
fine job and give good service to the Anguilla Force. 

It might sound all peaches and cream out here, and although 
off-duty life is very, very pleasant, work is demanding, and 
always comes first. In B.H., crouching in the swinging tail 
of a five-seater single engine Cessna aircraft (regular occurrence), 
holding down an Al3HP with one hand, and trying to pound 
a key with the other, life looks and feels pretty bloody for a 
T.G. operator, but it's all part of the Caribbean game. 

Our best wishes to you from the bottom of our sun-tans 
and our duty-free beer, and let's be seeing a few of you out 
here. 

Faraway Places! 
Unusual Jobs! 

Let us have that story NO,W! 
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A faraway place anJ an unusual joh
Royal Signals with 33rtl Maritime 

Regiment 
Hg Captain P. n. Brewis 

ECE..~TLY, 33 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T., moved from 
Pulau Brani to the mainland of Singapore. Their move 

ended a British pre ence on Pulau Brani which dates back 
to 1859, with the building of a coaling depot for naval ve sels. 

33 Maritime Regiment has a variety of ships-Landing Craft 
(LCT), Ramp-Powered Lighters (RPL) and General Service 
Launches (GSL). Included in the LCTs complement are 
two Royal Signals oldiers who man the ship's radio back to 
base. 

The 1'1ove 
The move from Pulau Brani to Tanjong Berlayer, on the 

outhern shore of Singapore Island, necessitated the services 
of 1 Squadron, 18th Signal Regiment. The Maritime Regi
ment's bore base radio had to be re-sited. Captain Roy 
Lidstone, the T.O.T. with l Squadron, spent many frustrating 
hours wid1 Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Arthur Brittenden in sort
ing out the problems of resiting the radio room in the pre
cincts of an old fort. The difficulties of siting dipoles, and 
enfeeds on a pinnacle jutting out on the exposed southern 
shores, required the technical expertise of Royal Signals per
sonnel and the ingenuity of DOE (MPBW that was!). 

The men nod equipment 

ow a very effective link is operating once again, manned 
at both ends by Royal Signals operators. At the shore base 
are seven Royal Signals locally-enlisted personnel, supervised 
by Sergeant Baharudin. Normally, a four-way shift is in opera
tion whenever an LCT is away from base. In the radio room, 
the LEP soldiers man the Dll as transminer and a Marconi 
receiver. As a back-up they have Marconi Fulmar and 
Guardian. 

The link works well. There are two British soldiers to each 
LCT. On H.M.A.V. Arakan are Corporals Alec Jones and 
'Geordie• Bird, and H.M.A.V. Antwerp has Corporal 'Sandy• 
Patience and Signalman Frank Drake - naturally a true
blooded Devonian. 

SEAGOING CORPORAL 
Corporal George Bird operates the admiralty set on H.M.A.V. 

Arakan 
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The job on board require a little more than just operating 
the ship's radio which, incidentally, is a Murphy transmitter 
and an Admiralty set (B40) for receive! They find them
selves employed for much of their time as the ~ip's clerk, 
with all the clerical duties of a small orderly room. 

However, they do put to use their Signals training as morse 
operators. The radio link is mainly CW, and when the speed 
gets a little much for them there is always the Aldis lamp! 

The motley selection of radio sets between the newly-in
stalled tower radio room and the ships provides guaranteed 
communications from ship tO shore, from places such as 
Penang, Langkawi, Brunei and Tioman (east coast of Malay-
sia). 

Tailpleee 
With the re-smng just completed, we hear that 33 Mari

time Regiment is to close down in March/April. Our job is 
never done. No doubt we shall now be asked to dismantle the 
installation. 

A Naval Occasion 
To familiarise themselves with joint procedures and ship-to

shore radio links W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Wright, Lance-Corporals 
Bird, Coleman, Nation and Signalman Coulthard of 30th Regi
ment were fortunate enough to be attached to H.M.S. ' Antrim • 
-a guided missile destroyer-during a voyage to Rotterdam 
and back. Yeoman George Wrights reports as follows: 

A. warm welcome 
We were invited to accompany the vessel on her first trip 

outside local waters carrying out two Jocomexs to the Regi
ment. I received a signal from Antrim informing us to be at 
Kings Stairs Portsmouth Docks by 19.00 hours 23rd February. 
We were actually picked up after a long, cold wait at 19.45 
hours by a small coaster carrying the ship's order of 100 five 
gallon barrels of beer. Antrim was anchored down the spit 
ready to be greeted by the Ship's Communications Officer, 
Lieutenant B. Adams, and Chief Radio Supervisor D. Bignell. 
My small party was quickly whisked below to the communi
cators' Mess for a meal and a bed space. I was escorted to the 
Chief Petty Officers' Mess aft known as ' Q • Mess, where I 
was greeted by 10 other C.P.O.s who made every effort to 
welcome me aboard. I sat down to a meal and swopped many 
old tales with beer close at hand. I soon found every thought 
of my landlubber ways had been met, my bed (standee) was 
turned down and made, ready for me to turn in. 

Allotted duties 
· The next day found us in the offshore waters of Portland. 
We all gathered rogether in the main communication office, 
where me C.R.S. introduced us to the duty watch and then 
proceeded to conduct us all around the communications equip
ment. After this everyone was allocated a watch with Lance
Corporal Nation as Technician being sent to the ship's work-
hops. I heard he repaired faults on two RX awaiting repairs. 

30tb lleglment loud nnd •~lenr 

On Thursday, 25th February, the first Jocomex was to take 
place and the ship being so new was very much out to test 
all her various types of equipment. To my great delight, right 
on time, 30th Signal Regiment came through QRKS loud and 
clear. Antrim communicators were very pleased and tbe exercise 
settled down to a working link for the 24-hour period. 
Occasionally Lance-Corporal Bird or Signalman Coulthard took 
over the link and carrried on showing a closer link in joint 
working. During the rest of the voyage to and from Rotterdam 
we were all shown the missile room and launcher, the magazine 
where they stored, maintained and generally prepared for 
firing. A visit to the missile operations room was extremely 
informative and we were shown this ship carried. Later, we 
visited the upper deck to see what the seamen are responsible 
for and were demonstrated bow a lifeboat is prepared, what it 
carries and how it is launched. A visit to the bridge was another 
interesting stop. 
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Colonel 
30th REGIMENT GO TO SEA 

Winn talks to a rating from H.M.S. Antrim and Yeoman 
George Wright 

Immaculate tidiness and cleanliness 
Perhaps the department which c d 

was the visit to the main Operatio~p~ure ev~~one's at~en~on 
Houston,' and so it could be eve . oom, rue -named Little 
controlled at some stage fr~m t~s 1~r::ii a~.ard the. ves el is 
room. Everywhere we wen . _ Y. It mulu-coloured 
immaculate tidiness and cle~m~ werf so impressed with the 
the immense interest eve one h e~i5 o e".'cry department, also 
particular responsibility. ry a especially to show us their 

Pnrncling wJth the ship's _0 Du . .., mpnny 
in wi~~h ourh.approach to Rotterdam we were asked to fall 
all the otJ':e: ~~ s company and parade on the Flag deck with 
At Rotterdam wn:nail1f:t~n a~al:~edlo;ly 0~amed !into port. 
and asked permission to e cer o the Day 
pleasant but e · go ashore, and after spending a 
again on Mon:;~~1;te .M!:~~.nd on shore we were ready to sail 

Excellent voice link-and farewells nil round 

for
Odn thh7 hway hobme another Jocomex took place with Bland-

w 1c was etter than the fir Thi · 
excellent voice communications all s~e :ayexn;se Ggave us 
Officer remarked " If nl th · e unnery this circuit uld' b ? y ey "Yould request gun fire support 

wo e Just me thmg." By Wednesda mornin ' 
3rd March, we were alongside in Portland Dock y · g, 
farewells. It was an extremely worth•·vhile . . sd saymg our p d diff • v1s1t, an many odd 
The ure erences and questions sorted out or resolved 

e voyage g.ave us .a closer understanding of the problem; 
~~ ~~ ~s;'~~i:J N~;.e and made for smoother links between 

Green Beret Signalmen 
llEPOUT FROM SIGNAL SQUADUON 

llEADQUAUTEUS, 3rd COM1'1ANDO Bll;GADE 
ROY A.I, MA.lllNES, SINGAPORE 

Unique 

THESE ~?tes s~ising the last third of 1970 come from 
a Bnus~ Brigade Signal Squadron. having only five 

m1 e;Dlber~ of t1e R?yal Corps of Signals on its strength. We 
c aun this to be uruque. 
, S In Septemb~r,, the Squadron went to Brunei for Exercise 

1 
~er Frolic. .The Joint Headquarters was set up in a 

g eammg new police headquarter near Brunei Town. The 
message .centre, 1!owever, was located in the changing rooms lf an adiace~t d~11l shed. On the first day, while initial prob-
1 ems _were bem~ ironed out, a British police inspector, imrnacu
ate m grey shirt and khaki shorts came striding across the 
!q~are. He deflated our momentary awe by introducing him-
e as F. of S. Bumphrey, seconded to the Royal Brunei 
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Police. As we had left our ow F f S . . 
assuring to have him there n · 0 

· beiund, 1t was re-
For Major R. Frost (Royal M · ) it was a final return to annes and Corporal Dawson, 

during Confromation B~fu~ where they had served together 
Corporal Dawson wlll oon ave now. returned. to U.K., and 
fo!' the last time. Another be hanging up his green beret 
with us is Corporal Ricky ~i;~t~r green beret veteran stiU 

Pass the C:Ommnndo f',nur~e and win n ( ' ll 
Green Beret' It is f . .re-en t>r"t 

~ttached Anny. ranks sh~~f~ ~as R%al c!;;armes policy that 
l'lle Commando Traini C s e mmando course at 
green beret though thng entre, Ly.mpstone, and wear the 
is a small b ere are occasional exceptions. There 
something' ruff~r~~~~n~ur~~vRo 0~ PMS~nnel, thso if you fancy 
k~my of the same problems as koyal as~~~ls ough ~ey face 
ofC:r:~i~~!i':uo~nit notice board. You ~y a~:ve a e:~:::ice 
the Marines yourself. the commando course and serving with 

Business with pleasure in ~lnlaysia 
We entered October with B . 

a .new Squadron 0 .C., Captaht S~wPopenga(~eM Co) mmaThisnder, and 
trip across the Ca M · · · meant a 

~~i~a;!h Hea~tli:::r~::. i~ als~;r~vi~ef ';f~~sm) ~~!~~ 
familiar to R1 ';} S~ chance t? test some Naval equipment un-
future for co~unl:J~~s ";,~j~ :J:e ftarines will be using in 

suI~ ~gv~m~:· d:i~~ua~~oghln wed~t o5~~- business-with-plea-
Paul M G" f . n I an s. taff Sergeant (F of S ) 
B 

c mn ound his way to the top of 6 OOOft high. Buki. 
eremban and report d th bo . ' · t were breathtaking. e at th the view and the climb 

. DO ANY OF THESE FACES RING A BELL? 
Left to right : Corporal Ricky Wight, Corporal Frank Cashen Ser 
M ti B' • geant 

ar n 1envenu and Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Paul McGinn on board 
H.M.S. Simbang, Singapore 

To Pakistan at S'hort notlee 

24 si:~ n8!~ ~: ~!r~ /lst If -th~ Squadr~m was given 
devastated East Pakistan. 'or° tltentr~;!i ans<! s4 fo.fi cyclone
Serge~t Martin Bienvenu, the Cipher Serg~~:, swe;~' al~~Jy ::9 Signal Squadro~ rap a message centre at Patuakhali b~~ 
. e actual commumcaong was done by the Royal M~ine 
ignallers. They ~ed stations at the Forward Craft Base 

setd up on the C<?mphcated waterways of the Gange D !ta' 
rn were responsible. for the Patu3!<11ali end of the bus ~ea: 
ink t~ H.M.S. Intrepid. Sergeant Bienvenu attached h' y If 

661 Signal Troop (LPJ?) on Intrepid and ran the C:b:rk:d 
~~rc;:i~~=g~esk, seemg no more of Pakistan than the du t 
wait. P ts. . . . They also serve who only float and 
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News from Regiments 

School of Signals, Blandford Camp 
Dorset 

The ~ehoot·s 01ten Da)' for local school1o1 
S part of the policy of ' Keeping the Anny i;n the Publ~c 

Eve ' and specifically to interest local public sdlools m 
career pr:ispects of Royal Signals officers, an ' Open Day ' was 
held at the School of Signals on 11th Fe~ru~ry. 

Headmasters and Careers Masters were mvited to spend a 
day at the chool to listen to presentati??~' meet Y?~g 
officer attending courses and to see the facilities for trammg 
and accommodation for students. 

The following attended: Bryanston School (Headmaster, 
Mr. F. G. R. Fisher; Careers Master, Mr. W. E. ~otter). 
Canford School (Deputy Headmaster, Mr. R. E. W1gmore; 
O.C. C.C.F., Lieutenant-Colonel D. Shorland Ball, T.D.). 
Clayesmore School (Headmaster, Mr. R. Mcisaac; Career 
Master, Captain J. Tilden). King's School, Bruton (l:leadma.ster, 
Mr. R. C. Davey; Careers Master, Mr. B. R. Cou_SJDs). Milton 
Abbey School (Deputy Headmaster, Mr. D. R. Bnggs; Careers 
Master Captain C. D. Townsend). Sherborne School (O.C. 
C.C.F.; Major J. Riley). . 

The visit started with talks on ' The role of the Services 
in tbe 1970s,' by Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley Carnie,. and 
'Royal Signals and the AJ:my,' by Colonel Derek Wtlliams. 
After lunch with the Commandant in the H.Q. Mess, the 
visitors met and talked with a number of young officers, and 
then visited laboratories and classrooms. They saw a number 
of operational detachments from 30th Signal Regiment. The 
visit ended with a ' Quiz and Discussion Period,' chair~~ by 
the Commandant, Brigadier John Cubberley. 'rh;e visitors 
were extremely interested in all they saw, and obviously en-
joyed the day. 

4th. Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

The end of the ski-ing season-great fun for all 
concerned 

A T least we had plency of snow to end the ski season. The 
last fortn:ght's course in our hut near Winterberg . was th_e 

only one which never had to search for the stuff, and like their 
predecessors they all learned to ski. Second-Lieutenant Ian 
Bingham reports: 

" On 15th February, 13 eager volunteers set off for ski 
instruction at Winterberg. · 

At the end of the first week Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 'Douggie' 
Douglas, Lance-Bombadier ' Shuggie' Neill and Signalman 
'"Bugs' Turner proved to be able skiers whilst at the other 
end of the scale Lance-Corporals ' Chic ' Greig and Arthur 
Hedgley still searched for the secret of how to remain upright 
once they donned skis. During the second week they achieved 
the breakthrough and were soon seen hurtling down the slopes 
with great aplomb. The second week also saw other improve
ments. Signalmen 'Lofty' Needs, 'Johnnie' Johnson and 
John Deas showed tremendous progress while Q.M.S.I. Sid 
Tye put in many hours of practice. This paid off when be took 
third place from the more fancied skiers in the end-of-course 
race. 

Other highlights were Lance-Corporal Pat Webb, and 
Signalmen ' Mitch' Mitchell and Bob Hay announcing that 
after much research in their own time (as well as the downing 
of five bottles) that tea was about the best thing available 
to go with Bacardi! Also, the sight of Second-Lieutenant Bing
ham's snow ploughing to a halt, with his face in the snow and 
his skis flaying wildly in the air, brightened the mist-shrouded 
hillside. 

At the end of the course everyone was in full agreement 
that the course had been great fun and that a vote of thanks 
should go to Staff Sergeant Frank Ward for running the 
administration side there so well." 
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IT'S DANGEROUS AND IT'S TOUGH! 

4 Division skiers on the gruelling Langlauf course during the 
Divisional Ski meeting 

From left to right : Lance-Corporal Johnny Goodfellow (22), Signal
man Bernie Benford (23) and Corporal "'Enry" Hunt (24) 

EXERCISE ' RADIANT GLOW ' HAS ITS 
MOMENTS 

A cuckoo Jn the nest 
This was the whimsical name chosen by our jokey S.O. 

2 Signals (Major David Anthonisz) for our first ~egimental 
communications exercise of the year. The Commanding Officer 
wisely decided to take some leave at the time, and let Major 
Anthonisz and the Second-in-Command, Major Mike O'Connor, 
get on with it. 

Having had a changeover of nearly SO per cent of the Officers 
in the Regiment since the last exercise season, and a great 
many soldiers as well, '_Radiant Glow ' produced ~ts quota of 
minor dramas and comic turns as all good exercises should. 
We kicked-off by competing with Corps H.Q. for the same 
village. ' Higher authoricy ' apparently doesn't have any system 
to check if two lots of chaps are having different exercises on 
the same bit of ground. After an exchange of old-world 
courtesies between Major O'Connor and Sergeant Slater's line 
party from 7th (or was it 22nd?) Signal Regiment, Rear Division 
was glanced neatly to leg and came to rest in what they said 
was a much nicer village anyway. (Over some of the intervening 
play we draw a polite veil-suffice to say that several people 
learned a lot). 

Ilill-top luxury 
The Comrncens of 1 Squadron lived, as is apparently their 

habit on these occasions, in sumptuous style in their hill-top 
resorts. Life there seemed to revolve mainly round the tented 
restaurants and vast meals provided by Sergeants John Andrews 
and George White, the administrative N.C.O.s, and their cooks. 
Indeed, it proved impossible to persuade Major Jimmy Golding 
even to contemplate a tactical plan which involved a move 
before breakfast nor one that could not be completed in good 
time for luncheon. (The Second-in-Command and S.0.2 are 
working on it though). 

Lieutenant Malcolm Emslie, Sergeant Cliff Moore and other 
experts in ' Bravo ' Troop found out how many drums of Quad 
a C70 would actually work through; and Lance-Corporal John 
Petrie (who bad managed to spare a couple of days from the 
football field) and his gang showed just how fast a good line 
detachment can lay across country at midnight. 

B.J!'.D.S. onnonncer savours local anllosphere 
An additional attraction of the exercise was a visit from 

Miss Sandi Jones, our favourite Announcer-Bird from B.F.B.S. 
(Continued on page 145) 
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. (Continued /rum page 144) 
The Adiutant, Captain Martin Lance · ed · 
chaperon, thus ensuring that he i"oined th appo11~t I himself 
visited th Co d c exercise ate he e mmccns, an recorded several interview; and 
~eques~s for record.s. It was a pity that we couldn't t h 
!nto Sign.al Operat!<;>ns at Main Division-we were a:kJcf ~e:r 
in a particularly no1.some. manure-heap at the time, surrounde~ 
by cows, wbose c~ief aim seemed to be the addition of et 
more i;nanure. This, of course, is quite normal for s· Y al 
Operations (no more jokes of that sort please) but was too ~~ch 
tor one accustomed to the studios of Cologne w d"d bl 
her· and any a h · · e 1 not ame . ' ~ y, W at sensible $irl wouldn't rather Sta OU 
with the soldiers than entrust herself to R.H.Q.? Y t 

Footboll-n11d it's (our-a-side 

(a;!~~k f~mba~ra~~s ;;e hpl~nged kstraight ~nto a new pastime 

1 
. )- ar wor preparing for the F F R 

nspect~on a four-a-side football competition played i~ tJi · 
~ym11as!um. After a fortnight's hard evenin ' l th e 
£ye shield (named after our P.T.I., Q.M.S.I~ .f.;i,' A; TC) 

as won by ~e L.A.D. team captained by Craftsman ' Gin ·e;' 
~ar:/:all. Th1sl we: reckon, was a special triumph for the L .f o 
or at o~gamsauon. must .have wo~ked more overtime h~ur-~ 
~han ai:iy m the R~grment. m prepanng for the annual vehicle 
mspecuon, plus domg their full share of drill N B c tr · · 
and other pre F p R b · . ' · · · a1mng though ' A ' T- . . . usmess. Their win was well deserved 

. roop were worthy runners-up. ' 
th The Regimfinental team continue to do well being now in 

e quarter- als of the Ferries Cup. ' 

4 DIVISION FOOTBALL FOUR-A-SIDE WINNERS-AND THE 
RUNNERS-UP 

Bock Row: L.A.D. (Winners) Craftsmen Peerless, Marshall, Lord and 
Skuphan 

Front Row : 'A' Troop (Runners-up) Signalmen Cleary, Heelan, Jones 
and Needs, Signalman Briers (Referee) 

Co11ventio11s and such like 
At this. time of year in B.A.0.R. all the best people have 

study periods ~nd conventions to discuss and learn about all 
sorts of complicated things, like bigger and better antennas 
and what to do with your user handbooks. ' 
~t I.east, those were among the subjects discussed with 

arumauon at our Regimental Signals convention which was 
attended by ah?ut 70 visitors of other Aims and' Corps, from 
Armoured Regiments to 0.F.P.s. C.C.R. Signals was kind 
e~ough to attend, together with Lieutenant-Colonels C. G. 
Ridley and J. F. Blake, the Royal Signals representatives at 
the R.A.C. School and the School of Artillery respectively. 

The. Traffic Officer, Captain John Davies also held a 
custodian Offic~rs' convention the week before. ' 

Both conventions were a great success and undoubtedly did 
a lot of good. Those who made them possible-from the chiefs 
who. planned them to the indians who built stages moved 
furniture and picked up bits of paper beforehand-all' deserve 
a large pat on the back. 
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lnspectlon8-nnd we can stick our eh.- t t 
Wh ·· OU en wnung last month's Wm!! notes w h f 

~~~l r~~Po~~s fo!h annen thual Tels. adnd Vehicl! !~rpe~cl~n~re~; 
h . . ' . ey arnve , took even us by · 

owever, with their praise. Our vehicles and servicing~~~:;: 
ilic:re ~pparentl{ the best seen by the inspection team anywhere 
C~~~t~~ ob of credit for this must go to our L.A.D. under 
MT 6 C e . B~nstreet, and our fully integrated R.C.T. 

· · ., aptain dl Green (who's a good fly-half too)· but 
th~y w~uld 

1
be the first to give credit to every soldie; driv~r or 

no i Squ~d c e3;ned,d~craped, P.a~ted-and then clea~ed again. 
ron s ra 10 got a similar report. 

The Bishop of Croydon's visit 
. On 26th February we were honoured with a visit from the 

~sh~p of Croydon, who is also Church of England Bishop to 
t e. orces. He called in the middle of the mornin b 
seemg the 3r~ Carabinic:rs and 7ID. Signal Regimen~' ate~o~t~ 
8? we gave hill! coffee in ?1e Quadrant Club and introduced 
him to a s7lecuon of soldier>, to whom he chatted. He was 
vh~ry: char~g and easy to talk to, and we much appreciated 

1s interest m us. 

Arrivals and de1u1rt c. res 
b We J1aJie been spared any further changes among the Officers 

eyon . ose already reported in these pages; but this corres~ 
ponde~t is ashamed to confess that he has fallen far behind in 
rseporung movements to and from the Warrant Officers' and 

ergeants' Mess. 
We have said farewell to W 0 II (Y of S) J F 

( h . · · · · · erguson 
w ose name at one ume appeared almost every month in 

these notes under one heading or another), W.0.11 (B.S.M.) 
l· D.~J" otjl·Q. Squadron (to whom we wish all good fortune 
mFCIVl an , e), and Sergeant L. Tanner (from 1 Squadron to 
a oreman s Course). 

. We welcome (belatedly) W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Kelly from 216 
S1~al Squadron (Para Brigade), Staff Sergeant (Y of S) M J 
Smith from 22nd Signal Regiment, and W.O.Il (B

0

.S.M.) R. w: 
Anderson, RA, to H.Q. Squadron. 

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 15 
Hockey-stirring J!ame against 3rd Cnrnblnlers 

lends to D.A.O.R. semi-final 
THE hockey team continues to fight its way through the 

Army Competition. Having drawn 0-0 against 1 RH A 
away, at Detmold, in the 4th Divi ion semi-final 0~ 6ili 
February, the replay, at home, on 12th February resulted in 
a further goalless draw, after extra time. It was ~ot until the 
se.cond replay, on a neutral ground, on 18th February that we 
triumphed, after a hard-fought rnatcb, the only g~al being 
scor~d by the left-winger, Signalman 'Billy' Whale. 

'\Yithout a bre~, ~e were faced with the 4th Division final 
agamst 3rd Carab1ruers, on 20th February. Battered, but not 
bowed, ~om our marath~n four ~emi-finals, we prepared for 
the COIDlDg ?attle detemuned to wm, having been 4th Division 
runners-up m the past two season. Almost till the middle 

· o~ !he second half,. the match was a 'cliff-banger,' the Cara
b!Illers n~ver releasmg the pressure and twice taking the lead 
but at this stage, fitness and team spirit took over and having 
evened the sc<;>re at 2-;-?> W.0.11 Hierlehy (A.P.T.C.)' led the 
~clal attack with a . brilliant solo goal, beating four defender 

ore calmly placing_ the ball well out of the goakeepcr's 
reach. From then on it was all 7th Signal Regiment and the 
final sc~~e. was. S-2. We now go on to me"et the ~inners of 
2nd D1v!S!on m the B.A.O.R. emi-final. 

Cross-country running-team work th.-ir wa;,· up 
to 3rd in league 

The season has now come to an end, and our team can 
look bac~ on what has been a succe sful first season in the 
Westphalia League. The last race in the league table was run 
on Sa~day, 2qtb February, with 4th Division Headquarters 
and S~ Reg1IDe1:3t and ourselves acting as joint ho ts. We 
c~e third and clmched our final position in the table as 
third out. of 25 teams--the first two places being filled by the 
Royal Irish Rangers and the Queen's Dragoon Guards, Divi-

(Continued on page 147) 
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AN ENCOURAGING SEASON FOR 7th REGIMENT'S CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM 
Rear, left to right : Sergeant Dave Jolly, Lance-Corporal Bob Francis, Lance-Corporal P. J. Probin, Major Doc Watson, Sergeant Paddy Ryan, 

Lance-Corporal Mick Lee 
Front, left to right : Lance-Corporal Ian Simpson, Signalman Paddy Atkinson, Sergeant Jeff Chaloner, Signalman Birdie Burdis, Signalman Ginge 

Lawson 

ional champions for 1971 and 1970 respectively. At the be
ginning of November, we were ninth, and have slowly worked 
our way up to our final position. 

On 16th February, we competed in the B.A.0.R. Champion
ships at Wildenrath, and must congratulate our hosts, 21st 
Regiment on their fine win, and wish them every success at 
Aldershot later this month. We finished sixth overall, and, 
having reached the -B.A.0.R. stage for the first time in many 
years, are determine.d to be there again next year, and to im
prove our result, so 21st Regiment must \ook to their laurels. 

8th Signal Regiment, 
Catterick Camp 

Quite u Regiment 

SOMEONE asked the other day, "Where is 8th Signal 
I.. Regiment and what does it do?" The simple answer 
to this is-" Catterick, and anything and everything." How
ever, to be a bit more precise, the Regiment currently occupies 
some 242 buildings covering 269 acres in eight different lines 
(Messines, Vimy, Kernel, Baghdad, Loos, Aisne/Ypres, Gaza 
and Jaffa) in Catterick Camp. It trains all Royal Signals 
trades, less clerks and special operators, and looks after the 
Royal Signals Display Team (0.C. White Helmets please note). 
Apart from trainees, the biggest problem is finding a cadre 
signalman, of whom there are only two out of a cadre strength 
of 423. We won't name them in case the R.S.M. 'finds out who 
tlley are. 

Sport 
Our hockey team is currently doing well, having just won 

the Northern Command finals by beating A.A.C. Harrogate 
3- 0, and now move to the next stage of the Army Cup. 
Apart from Corporal Peter Havlin, who is a Combined Services' 
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The Navy joins 7th Beghnent 

At the end of January, a Job Evaluation Team was v1smng 
the Regiment and they wanted to see Yeoman Coole of 6 
Squadron, on exercise. One member of the team Captain 
Douglas-Morris, R.N., saw, with great delight, the 'squadron 
432s and asked if be might drive one of them. Corporal 
' Robbie ' Moore gave him a quick lesson on the controls 
and off the Captain went, disappearing into the woods. Both 
be and the 432 arrived back unscathed. 

and Army player, seven other members are current or one
time C1>rps . players.. Our )udo team bas reache~. the Army 
Championships, bavmg failed to find any opposmon in this 

. part of the country. Our basketball team won the Northern 
Command Championship but were knocked out in the zone 
final. 

Royal Signals Display Team 
In January, the Royal Signals Display Team returned to 

Olympia for the first time in 22 years. During the Royal 
Tournament in 1949, the hall was filled with the roar of 
motorcycles and flying dust, but in 1971, all that could be 
heard was the purr of electric motors as members of the 
public cautiously manoeuvred motorcycles around a very muddy 
~s track. The boot, for once, was on the other foot. The 
Display Team transported 20 tons of the Yorkshire Moors to 
Olympia and then allowed the public to ride over it on 
battery-driven motorcycles; 3,000 people rode over the course 
in the ten days of the Outdoor Holiday Show. Many finished 
a little wet and bruised, others scraped round, but the team 
had compassion on a few and gave a helping hand. In this 
photograph, Lance-Corporal 'Lofty ' Price seems quite pleased 
to .assist Miss Jackie Parnell of Higham Ferrers, Northampton
shl.l'e. 

(Ccmtirmed on page 149) 
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always 
inaGieves 

ready-to-wear 

Appointed Tailors and 
Outfitters to the 
Royal Corps of Signals 

27 Old Bond Street, London, W.1 

1 High Street, Camberley 

Bath Brockenhurst Cambridge Cheltenham 

Chester Chichester Cranwell Dartmouth 

Edin burgh Harrow Leicester Plymouth 

Portsmouth Weymouth Winchester Malta 
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White Helmets - Royal Signals Motor Cycle 
Display Team 

ENGAGEHENT LIST 

Date 
April 

24 
25 

May 
1 
5 
8 

10 -14 

15 
19 /20 

22 
26/29 

30 
31 

Engagement 

Tournament 
Open Day, WRAC Centre 

May Festival 
Bailey Organi ation Show 
Donkey Derby (2nd choice) 
Open Day, 10th Sig. Regt. 

(one day only) 
Donkey Derby (1st choice) 
West Midland Show (K) 
International Spring Festival 
Balmoral Agricultural Soc. 
Round Table 
Derbyshire Agricultural Show 

June 
1 International Spring Festival 
5 Open Day, Apprentices' 

College (K) 
12 At Home, Catterick (K) 
13 Lancashire Miners' Gala 
19 Sports and Open Day, B.P. 

(15.00 hours). 
19 Town Show, Newham 

(20.00 hours) 
23 / 24 Lincolnshire County Show 
26 / 27 Town Show 

July 
3 
3 
4 

6/10 
14 

16I18 

21 
22/24 
26/29 
30- 7 

August 
1 

2/7 
14 
20 
21 
21 

22 
24/25 

27 
28 
28 
30 
31 

Menwith Hill, U.S.A.F. 
School Open Day, Moorside 
Hook Gala 
Tattoo (K) 
Highland Night 
Birmingham Army Display 

(K) 
Round Table 
Manchester Show 
Practice Days 
Searchlight Tattoo 

Free day in Cardiff 
Searchlight Tattoo 
Amphill Cheshire Home 
Crewe Carnival 
Town Gala (14.00 hours) 
Crewe Carnival (18.00 hrs. or 

later) 
Richmond Festival 
Playweek 
British Timken 
Town Show 
British Timken (22.00 hrs.) 
Town Gala 
Centenary Celebrations 

September 
2 Bucks. County Show 

3 / 5 Army Display (K) 
11 Military Tattoo 

13 / 18 Military Tattoo 
19 I 26 Spanish Grand Prix 

19 Hednesford Hills Raceway 
20 / 29 Assembly, Berlin Tattoo 

24 Catterick (Vimy) 
30-

2 Oct. Berlin Tattoo 
30-

2 Oct. World Ploughing Champs. 

Abbreviations used-

Location 
Booking 

State 

Beaconsfield 
Guildford 

Stoke-on-Trent 
Monte Carlo 
Qlcckheaton 
Hounslow 

Cleckheaton 
Shrewsbury 
Birmingham 
Ireland 
Kinross 
Ilkestone 

Birmingham 
Harrogate 

Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Enq. 
Enq . 
Enq. 

Enq. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Catterick Alloc. 
Leigh Alloc. 
Sunbury-on-Thames 

London 
Lincoln 
Hillingdon 

Menwith Hill 
Manchester 
Goole, Yorks. 
Colchester 
Dunoon 

Birmingham 
Conway 
Manchester 
Cardiff 
Cardiff 

Cardiff 
Ampthill 
Crewe 
Warrington 

Crewe 
Richmond 
Eston, Teesside 
Northampton 
Harlow 
Northampton 
Watford 
Rotherham 

Aylesbury 
Blackburn 
York 
York 
Barcelona 
Cannock 
Berlin 
Catterick 

Berlin 

Somerset 

Alloc. 

Alloc 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Enq. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Enq. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Enq. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Al Joe. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Alloc. 

Alloc. 
Alloc. 
Allee. 
Al Joe. 
Enq. 
Enq. 
Alloc. 
Enq. 

Alloc. 

Enq. 

Enq. Any firm enquiry for the servic~s of the Team 
Alloc. Allocation of a date to an applicant. 
(K) A military show or display financed by the Army 

(KAPE) 
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OLYMPIA INCIDENT! 
A helping hand from Lance-Corporal ' Lofty ' Price of the Royal 
Signals Display Team. The occasion, the Outdoor Holiday Show at 
Olympia when the team transported 20 tons of good old Yorkshire 
muck and then allowed the public to ride over it on battery driven 

motorcycles 

Report lrom 5 Squadron 
Chain of Command 

The order came . . . 5 Squadron to write notes for THE WIBE 
for the month of February. Delegation came into its own. 
Each of the groups within 5 Squadron-notes or else! Dvr/ED 
Group winced. Training Officer went on leave, but to no avail
notes or else! Delegation. Herewith notes, after the Training 
Officer had his say. 

There are two groups for training purposes. The driver 
group and the educated driver group (normally known as ED). 
The latter as seen in the eyes of ED instructors. Many varia
tions on the ' E' side are mentioned by the driving crew, 
but not printable. There is no need to go into training detail, 
as sufficient of the Corps are only too well aware of the 
happening. 

IDit•ortant oceasJons recently 
Very little worth mentioning. The Training Officer is no 

longer invited out on exercises. On the last two exercises 
visted, ti.YO traffic accidents. No more invites. 

Births? None to note. The nearest being the M.T.0., who 
nearly had kittens after a spate of traffic accidents which began 
to eat into his 'Vehicles on Road' state. 

Losses? Equipment nil, but manpower a few. The military 
increment who were posted in in November, 1969, for 12 
months, are gradually leaving, but for those still with us, not 
quickly enough. That opinion is theirs and not ours. They 
have performed a sterling job with little reward. Our thanks 
go to all. 

Take-over bids? Sergeant Gerry Flake, whom many drivers 
must know or remember, is often heard mentioning that many 
of the driving instructors are ex-7th Signal Regiment. The 
Training Officer often mutters, "Good lad, ex-1 Div. you 
know." 

Proposed Moves? As many may know (and for those who 
don't, it is suggested you purchase THE WIRE until the great 
announcement appears) the move into the new Trade Training 
School is on, BUT not for 5 Squadron. Plans are in hand to 
commandeer many of the huts around Hungry Hill, thus cen
tralising the lecture rooms, etc. The ' D 's on the buildings 
have once again been painted out, and the lino-layers are in. 
Who knows, we may still be in situ' in 1980. 

The ED instructors, Sergeants Platts, Graham, Lewer, 
Wray, Pigg and Williams, have now organised themselves 
a preparation room. Very capable indeed for preparing tea 
and coffee. Who knows, they may be able to produce lesson 
plans of the same standard as the former? 

Shortly, the driving instructors, Sergeants Jones, Craggs, 
Ryan, Dewar and McDiarmid, ably assisted by Corporals 
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Benbow, Oakley and Rockett will have their own stable, ta te
fully decorated, it is hoped. One will not know where to go for 
a decent cuppa. Friviolity aside, and conditions far below the 
normal standard, they all combine to produce a very good end
product. 

FareweJls 

YT e are all of ~ _used to movement, people corning and 
~omg. However, it is unusual for a young officer to retire 
11?- order to grow his hair long and paint. Geoff Vaughan de
cided he. had the urge and the ability to paint. He made the 
opporturuty a~d has now left us for Cyprus, where he hopes 
to emulate Picasso and make a fortune with a brush and 
palette knife. 

On Friday, 15th, Geoff and Paddy, his charming wife were 
given farewell drinks in the Mess, and the C.0., Colo~el W. 
A: Sykes, presented Geoff with an inscribed tankard and 
wished them the best of good luck in their new life-a senti
ment echoed by all who knew them. 

We .a~o bade f~~well to S.S.M. ('Duke') Cairns, who went 
to Military Trammg Group for his resettlement course· 
Sergeant ('Paddy ') Black, who has gone south to Kent; 
Corporals Baughan and Mobbs, who have joined ' Civvy 
Street.' 

Quiet life 

All in all, a very_ quiet life, but if we do have any news, 
rest assured, you will read about it in future editions of THE 
WIRE. Finally, the word for the month: Delegation UGH 
(and not those attending a trade fair). 

9th Signal Regiment (Radio) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

The Corps at sixes and sevens 

N O, we weren't in a tizzy on 24th February, but we were 
the hosts for the Royal Signals (Cyprus) seven-a-side rugby 

and six-a-side hockey competitions. Both the rugby and 
hockey trophies were won by 2 Squadron of the Regiment 
by defeating 3 Squadron 16 pts. to 8 at rugby, the scorers be
ing Corporal Ian Roulston, R.A.F., (2 tries), Corporal Andy 
Nex (1 try, 2 conversions) and Signalman Jim Leivers (1 try) 
for 2 Squadron, and Corporal Nev Smart, Int. Corps (1 try), 
Sergeant Bill Mayling, Int. Corps (1 try), and Sergeant Dave 
Wilson, Int. Corps (1 conversion), for 3 Squadron, and 259 
Signal Squadron 1--0 at hockey, the winning and only goal 
scored by W.0.II Fred O'Brien. 

Mrs. C. O. Bound, wife of Commander, 3 Signal Group, pre• 
sented the prizes at the close of the competitions. 

75 years in the Corps 
On 19th February, 1946, three young men left the comfort 

of their homes to join the Royal Corps of Signals as boy 
entrants. For those who can't count, that was over 25 years 
ago, and they haven't served together since, until meeting up 
at IX. Who are the mystery men who have just celebrated 
their silver wedding to the Corps? R.S.M. Bill Smith, F. of S. 
John Walke and Sergeant Lindsey Smith. Congratulations to 
you all, and may the next 25 years be as happy! 

NEARELF boxing championships 
Saturday, 28th February, saw the Regiment acting as hosts 

for the Army (Cyprus) Boxing Championships. The Rawson 
Hall was packed to overflowing by a very appreciative and 
panisan audience. The standard of boxing, from a layman's 
point of view, seemed very high indeed, e pecially as the 
majority of contestants were novices. Hearty congratulations 
go to Signalman ' Taff ' Strange, of 2 Squadron, who did ex
cellent demolition job on his two opponents to become the 
Army (NEARELF) Novice Welterweight Champion. Signal
man Jim Leivers on being runner-up in the novice light heavy· 
weight class and Sergeant Jim Hendry (Int. Corps) who was 
runner-up in the novice light middleweight class. 

e European C:np ' Final 
The final of the Sergeants' Mes es 'European Cup ' was 

played on the Regimental pitch at Mercury Barracks beri.veen 
IX and the Royal Green Jackets from Polernidhia. 'The line-up 
for the kick-o.ff was: 
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Sergeant John Morgan, Sergeant Jim McCormick, W.0.11 
Bob Hope (captain), Sergeant Clive Honor, Sergeant Pete 
Allison, Sergeant Bill Corrigan, Sergeant Ron Bloye, Staff 
Sergeant Ian Sleightholm, Mr. Davi Cooper, Sergeant Trev 
Ryan and Sergeant George Hardman. 

The final score was 3-1 to IX. Lieutenant-Colon I A. W. 
McL. McKinnon, Commanding Officer of IX, presented the 
cup to Sergeant Ron Bloye after praising both teams for their 
play and their very sporting performance. Lunch was served 
in the Mess and the children were treated to a film show 
while the fathers recounted the game over a pint. Roll on next 
year, and a po sible hat-trick. 

ub-aqun expedition to Gan 
A panv led by Major David Bird, 14/20 Hussars, will be 

leaving for Gan in March. Accounts of the trip will be reported 
in full in our next edition. 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

SI CE our last contribution to THE WIRE, we have bad two 
Pass--0.ff Parades. The first was on 5th February, when 

Lieutenant S. D. Galpin took o. 1 Troop for their final 
parade. The visiting inspector officer was Lieutenant-Colonel 
D. A Barry, Chief Instructor, A.AC. Harrogate, wi:iose 
critical eye was pleased with the standard of the parade. 

Signahnan R G. Braven was the best recruit and is now 
undergoing training as a Special Operator. At the second pass
off parade, on 19th February, Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. 
Cattermull, Commanding Officer, 32nd Signal Regiment 01) 
was the Inspecting Officer. The Troop which passed off was 
No. 7, under command of Lieutenant P. J. Bowles. Signalman 
D. Pescod was chosen as best recruit and he is now under
going training as a Communication Centre Operator. 

Farewells 
We would all like to say farewell to W.O.ll (S.S.M.) 

' Busty ' Slade, who leaves the Army after 22 years of loyal 
service to join the ranks of the civilians. We wish him well 
in his new life, and hope that his studies of British Law and 
British Constitution stand him in good stead in his new em
ployment. 

l\Telcome 
During the last month we have had our fair share of postings 

in and ouL 'Welcome to the Regiment' goes to the following: 
Sergeant J. Bonnet, who bas stren,,<>thened our soccer team; 
Corporal D. Stevenson, who hockey skill is an asset to the 
team; and lastly, to Lance-Corporal D. Harrison, now settled 
in at recruit training. 

Special welcome 
Back from 'Civvy Street,' Corporal G. Harper, who found 

his work as a Prison Officer uninteresting. Corporal D. 
Ballentyne and Corporal A Croft, who found they missed the 
comradeship of the Corps. 

P.O. Troop and Dogie Stroll' 
This somewhat curious title was given by Manchester Uni

versity students to their 54-mile charity walk. A conversation 
with the train;ng major of the local 0.T.C. resulted in 11th 
Regiment being invited to walk. Ten men from P.O. Troop, 
with S.S.M. Harding giving excellent training, made up the 
team. On Friday, 26th February, at 11 p.m., in Lancaster, on 
a mild night, the team set off. The pace was steady and 
relentless, and despite unexpectedly fit student efforts, the team 
made headway. The going was easy, and weather conditions, 
though blustery, were good. Sergeant Smith, of P.O. Troop, 
gave support, with welcome hot soup at checkpoints and 
generally helped tired marchers. Team members arrived in 
Manchester early on Saturday afternoon, tired but elated. About 
£60 was raised for the charity fund. 

SPORT 
Soeeer 

On 9th February, the Regiment played against the Argyll 
and Sutherland Highlanders at home. The game was very 
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entertmrung but we lost 3-0. However, two stalwarts arose 
from the match, and they were Sergeant J. Bonnet, who 
played in goal. Hi many magnificent saves have earned him 
the nickname 'Stone Wall.' Lance-Corporal G. Hedges also 
played an excellent game in defence. 

Squash 
The Regimental squash team has done well this year. The 

team has reached the final of the Northern Command Com
petition, bearing 8th Signal Regiment 3-1. The team meets 
A.AC. Harrogate in the final on 24th March. 

MARfilAGE 
Our best wi hes for the years to come go to Lance-Corporal 

A J. Crabtree, who married Miss Susan Biggs, of Richmond, 
Yorkshire, recently. 

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 
The FFR 

OUR annual FFR Inspection took place on Wednesday, 
17th February, and in the absence of Brigadier G. E. 

Bavin, the inspection was carried out by Colonel D. A. Gilchrist, 
Deputy Commander, Rhine Area. The Colonel showed a 
particular interest in the junior ranks' dining hall which, by 
coincidence, was being judged for the Rhine Area dining room 
competition. The results of the competition have not yet been 
published, but W.O.II Joe Kavanagh, our chef, is confident 
that he bas pulled it off for the second year running. After a 
very full day, the Colonel left well satisfied, we believe, with 
all that he had seen in the Regiment. 

Drain of Dirgelen 
The final of the 'Brain of Birgelen ' Quiz took place in 

the JRC on 23rd February. The early rounds had eliminated 
many worthies, and the final line-up before Quizmaster S.S.M. 
Tony Orrell was Signalman John Sinden, Lance-Corporal Glen 
Clausen, Corporal Bill Guest, Sergeant Paul Scottom, Sergeant 
Mick Pilkington, Mr. Colin Holman, W /Sergeant Brenda 
Parkin and Mrs. Elsie Armstrong. After an exciting competi
tion, Mrs. Armstrong emerged as the 'Brain of Birgelen, 1971.' 

Close association with Royal Australian Signals 
During the last 15 years, 13th Signal Regiment has enjoyed 

a close association with the Royal Australian Signals, and 
the sound of 'The Strine' (the distinctive and informal 
Aussie dialect) has become part of our daily lives. 

Since 1955, the Regiment bas had Royal Australian Signal 
Liaison Officers, either on direct attachment to, or closely 
associated with us, and past members of the Regiment may 
remember Major ' Col' Cattanach. 0.C. 2 Squadron, 1 Wireless 
Regiment, 1955-1957; Major Kent Whyte, 0.C. 12 Wireless 
Squadron, 1957-1959; Major Jim Gaylard, attached 30th Wire
less Squadron and 13th Regiment, 1959-1961; Captain Alan 
McDonald, 13th Regiment, 1962-1%3; Captain Peter Murray, 
226 Squadron, 1963-1%4; Captain Steve Hart, 225 Squadron, 
1964-1966; Lieutenant Dennis Livingston, 13th Regiment, 1965-
1%6; Captain Errol Poultney, 13th Regiment, 1966-1%7; 
Major Trevor Richards, 13th Regiment, 1967-1969; Captain 
Herbie O'Flynn, 13th Regiment, 1%9-1970. 

26th January, 'Australia Day,' is a date which is never 
allowed to pass unnoticed at Birgelen. This year, despite the 
cold and the remains of the snow, the day began with Captain 
Mike Thome getting us out for some ' boomerang drill.' In 
the evening, all we ' Up Abovers ' were entertained at a ' Shin
dig' by the 'Down Unders,' during wilich it was obvious that 
our knowledge of Australia and its customs leaves much to 
be desired. 

We shall be very sorry when Captain Mike Thome and his 
charming wife, Robin, leave us to return to Australia next 
month. Sadder still is the news that Mike will be the last 
Australian Signal Officer to serve on direct attachment to the 
Regiment, because his successors will be attached to units in 
the U.K. 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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AUSTRALIA DAY 1971 
Captain Mike Thorne and Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Baldwin seen 
with some of the plaques and mementoes presented by Royal 

Australian Signal Officers who have served with the Regiment 

"BOOMERANG THROWING BY NUMBERS-TWO" 
Captain Mike Thorne giving instruction to Lieutenant-Colonel 
Baldwin and Second-Lieutenant David Dobson (our O.C. Training 
Wing) in Boomerang Drill, Lesson 2. The Drill Book says "With 
the body and shoulders held in right direction, lean back drawing 
hand with boomerang behind head. Take aim which is 45 deg. into 
oncoming breeze and approximately 30 deg. upwards and away from 

the ground" 

\V.0.s' and Sergeants• ltless-Drawing the first 
I•int in our well-known club 

February has seen the completion of our by now well-known 
~ar. Despite last-minute panics, late into the 16th February, 
it was ready for the Rhine Area Deputy Commander to pull 
the first pint at lunch-time on the 17th, during the FFR in
spection. Long Service and Good Conduct Medals were pre-
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sented to ~.O.ll (S.S.M.) Denis Connell, W.0.II (Y. of S.) 
John Mornson and W.O.II (O.RQ.M.S.) Alan Smith, and the e 
three stalwans duly ' wet ' their medals in the evening 
cele,bration. 

Two ?8YS later we had a Regimental dinner, when Major 
John Milford, 0.C. 3 Squadron, and practically all his seniors 
came down from Berlin. We are still trying to work out how 
the Squadron managed to work with all the ' management • 
away.! Howe':'er, we had a splendid evening, which eventually 
terminated with Sergeant Dave Palmer having breakfast with 
the 3 Sq1;1adron lads before they left the Regiment at 08.00 
hours! His excuse was that he was afraid to go home in 
the dark! 

We welcome W.011 Brian Stoddard from 9th Signal Regi
ment. We also welcome and congratulate Sergeant Mick Dolan 
on his promotion into the Mess. 

18th Signal Regiment 
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

A FI'ER the exacting days of our last Christmas in Singa-
.Pore, it may have been reasonable to expect a com

paratively uneventful January. Not so! The following pass
ag~s. 'Yould. seem amply to. illustra~e ~e immense variety of 
acn-':'1tles still to be found m Service hfe overseas--<luring a 
' qwet ' month. 

The Contmo11wealth Heads of Government ltleeting 
-Singapore, 13th-22nd January, 1971. 

Corporal Archie Teasdale's daughters, Linda and Diane 
hav~ enlarged their collection of autographs considerably'. 
Du;mg the Commonwealth meeting, Corporal Teasdale was 
acting as courier for the Prime Minister's staff, and his 
daughters persuaded him to act as an autograph-hound. 

The centre of activities, as far as 18th Signal Regiment 
were conc~ed was the Hotel Malaysia, one of Singapore's 
most luxunou~. Here, in the presidential suite, Mr. Edward 
Heath and SU' Alec Douglas Home made their home and 
conducted. the affairs of. the ~arion throughout the meeting. 
The Regun.ent also assisted m. the installation of a 5 /20 
~MBJ:C. This was ma~e~ by eight W.RA.C. girls, working 
m parrs, for the ten cnucal days. The most fonunate were 
Privates Carol Thomson and Diane Rhodes, who were in
vited to a champagne party, given by the P.M. before he left 
for U.K. 

AFFAIRS OF STATE 
Signalman P. Walker, red despatch case in hand, smiles at Lance· 
Corporal Zainuddin Bin Yahya, Land Rover driver, while on duty 
during the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference at Singapore 

(Cominued on page 153) 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.O.,s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army-or _have 

left in the last twelve months. You'll have achi~ved 
N.C.O. or Warrant Officer rank and acqm1:·ed 
specialist skills .. You'll .have status an~ pay which 
you wish to retam- and improve on. Y_ou ll be u~der 
42 and may be married with a family. G_ertamly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! . . 
The Australian Army has many -yacancies m 

specific trades. We offer you a car~er m the . 
country of sunshine andopportumty. You will al
most certainly keep your rank and pay, ~ 
and by signing on in Britain you. ).ff.~-, ... 
receive pay from the day you enhst ' 
and you and your fam~l~ travel to ...,. · 
Australia free. The mrnimum_engage: 
ment is for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don't leave it any longer! 

Come and talk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London.:...or post the coupon for 
all the facts. 

--------~-::-i f;'1ease send details of ca,eers in the A ustml•an Mmy. 

1 1
1 

Name_______ _ _ __ _ _ &\._ 
1 Address_ ___ _______ _ ~ 

'~ (,~~--·.============ Q 1'1 
"'.'. Age ___ _ _ Married/Single_ - - - -

Rank_ _ _ - -- cOrps -- ----
Trade _______ _ _ ____ I 
Anticipated Discharge Date_ - --- -

To: Captain J. R. Godwin, 
Recruiting Officer, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 

I 
I 
I Your trade may ~e included in those ~,1. .. ji 

available and this could be the ... ~ •" W.- ~ 
chance ~ou and your family ,,-[~~iitm'•---
are looking for. ""· · 1 W 

.. , , ... .. Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 ..J 
·· - :~~-------
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(Continued from page lSl ) 
Corporal Teasdale was assisted on his courier duties by 

Lance:Corporal Norman Mitchell, Signalman Pete Walker 
and Signalman Steve Hurst. One of their biggest problems 
was to evade the hands of inquisitive world press men who 
haunted the hotel foyer. 

_The locally-cnlist<;d personnel also played their part. They 
laid the cables and mstalled the telephones in the hotel ro0ms 
and drove the courier vehicles. They also operated a radio 
Ii~ between tJ:ie ~otcl and the c?nferencc hall (down town 
Smgaporc). This lmk played a vital role in the passage of 
transport information that assured that the delegates were at 
the right place at the right time . 
. No function is .ever C?mplete without PA. L ance-Corporal 

Jim Smart was given this task at the residence of the British 
High Commissioner. Also working on the conference were 
Corporal ' Jock' McKenzie and three stalwarts of Systems 
Troop, who 1?3nncd a switchboard in the High C.Ommission. 

Accompanymg one of the congratulatory letters after the 
conference was a signed portrait of M r. Edward Heath so 
we must have done alright. ' 

The Glor ious 20th J anu a r y 
There have been few days in the month when there was 

nothing of consequence for someone in the Regiment but 20th 
I!inuary held somctbi?g for nearly everyone. In the' compara
tive cool of the morrung, we held a Regimental parade during 
w!:1ich Brigadier D . W. V. P. O'Flaherty, D.S.O., Commander, 
Smgaporc Arca, presented the champion squadron lance to 
249 Signal Squadron; Long Service and Good Conduct Medals 
to .W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Chai;lie Froggatt, Staff Sergeant Mohd. 
Zam, Sergeant Ralph Gilmore and Corporal Yusof Bin 

CHAMPION SQUADRON WERE REALLY SMART ON PARADE 
249 Squadron led by Captain Les' Waumsley march past aner the 
award ofa Lance on becoming champion squadron in 18th Regiment 

Abdullah; his warrant to W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Jimmy Lee and 
the C.Ommander FARELF's Te timonial to Mrs. Monica 
Chan. Pundits among the spectators reckoned it the best parade 
for some time, but they may have been influenced by the 
charm of Mrs. Chan, who was by far the most attractive 
recipient of an award for many years. 

Later that evening, Brigadier O'Flaherty was the guest of 
the officers at a Regimental dinner. Both he and our C.O. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Henry Hild, were introduced to the cut
throat intricacies of croquet. Major Charles Bushell's un
canny nack of being at hand with the hockey cup, full of the 
C.O.'s champagne, whenever he was roqueted (pronounced 
' roakayed,' and is like being snookered, only worse) didn't 
exactly help his game, and it is understood he went round 
twice to the Brigadier's once. 

Sport.--Stop Press 
A separate account of the Regiment's unbeaten hockey 

record, which includes winning the Far East Cup and the 
Singapore League, appears elsewhere. 

We congratulate Captain Charles Kemp on gaining an Arm. 
(Far East) Rugby Cap. 
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BEITER TO GIVE THAN RECEIVE 
Corporal Boulby (H .Q . Squadron) and Lance-Corporal Hawey 

(249 Squadron) mix it at unit novices boxing 

Fisticuffs 

Earlier in the month, the dying art of self-defence, western 
style, was temporarily revived during the inter-Squadron 
novices' boxing competition. The preliminaries on the first 
evening were reputedly the best, but the finals, the following 
evening, produced some excellent bouts and were enjoyed 
by the many spectators present. 249 Signal Squadron thumped 
their way to win the team event, Lance-Corporal Edward 
Sooria achieved the quickest knockout, Corporal Pete Boulby 
won the best fight of the competition and Signalman John 
Swain is still looking for one classically extracted tooth. 

Entertainments 

The Chinese Year of the Pig is celebrated on 26th/27th 
January, 1971, but our Chinese other ranks decided to throw 
their party a little earlier in me month, presumably-and 
wisely-to spread the load. Many guests, representatives of 
all races in the Regiment, attended and thoroughly enjoyed, 
a ten-course Chinese meal, an unexpected Chinese wedding 
reception, and late night dancing in the Katong Happy Night 
Club. The thanks of all guests go to R.Q.M.S. ' Jimmy ' Lee 
and his committee, who so well organised this last function of 
its kind. 

30th Signal Regiment 
BLANDFORD CAHP 

Regimental farewell for the Group Commander 

T HE annual fitness for role inspection was carried out on 
11th March by Colonel E. J. Winn who was also paying 

his-final visit to the Regiment upon relinquishing hi appoint
ment. He was accompanied by Major ' Dick ' Carroll and we 
were fortunate to have a splendid spring day for the occasion. 
The sun shone steadily as the Squadrons set about their training 
and demonstrated their various talents in carrying out the 
numerous signal tasks which jointly constitute the role of the 
Regiment. 

The Group C.Ommander presented Long Service and Good 
C.Onduct medals to W.0.11 G. M. Baigent and Corporal W. 
Cameron before carrying out an extensive tour of the Regiment. 
After the inspection of the cooks who prepared the lunch in 
field conditions R.S.M. Jennings, the Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants entertained Colonel Winn to lunch in their Mess. 
The afternoon programmme consisted of further visit to see 
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._;";"g and departments of Headquarters Squadron 
more .. ......,.. · • 140 h" ] the before the final drive pa t of the Regiment s ve 1c e on. 
airstrip. Finally and after a very long day we ~ere e pecially 
plea ed to see Colonel Winn ri:turn for a dmncr mght to 
complete a very memorable occasion for us all . 

Regimental rc-orgnnisnCion . . 
Following the changes a year ago which pla~ed all admm1s

trative trades and technician rei~orccments m Headquar~ers 
S uadron, all the operator trades m 1 Squadron an~ the Lme
m~n and Training Centre in 2 Squadron the Reg1~ent hav_e 
now amalgamated 3 and 4 Squadr<?ns. The _establishment is 
now rewritten based on our experience dunng ~e past 12 
months and just to confu e the pre F.F.R. Inspectmg Officers 
the changes were put into effect without delay on 1st Mar~h. 
With O.C. 3 Squadron in orway and 0.~. 4 Squadron bemg 
far enough away in Thailand the opporcumty seemed too good 
to miss. 

T h e • Ge ntlefolk • 
Members of the Regiment branched out recently into the 

field of entertainment when our Folk Group entered the Army 
Mu ic Group and Singer Competition. :me Gentle~olk C~l)
sisting of Lance-Corporal Peter Ferns, ~1gnalman ~nan Snuth 
(both from 2 Squadron) and Sergeant M~chael McBride. Lance
Corporal Fems also entered as a solo smger and both he and 
the group were chosen for the Southern Command finals on 
Sth March. Unfortunately they ju t missed being selected for 
the Army Finals, but they are neveniielcss to be congratulated 
on a very good attempt. 

Lunar hwnour 
Always keen to comment and kept abreast of curre!1t eve~ts, 

we enclose this illustration from R.Q.M.S. Don Cnsp wh1ch 
really is the end. 

ti:' .. 

READI G SOMEONE ELSE'S WIRE? 

WHY OT GET YOUR OWN COPY ? 

I S<l 

UI< or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE lnforma,ion ~ac~ 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no probl~m 

Order your new car belore you leave. When you get back ii will be ready •nd waiting 
for you 1u the alfPort-fully insured, with all the paperwork comple~ed for the U . ~ .. 
Europe, or both. The tnformo t1on Pack gives you the full gen: forces d1scounrs, special 
H.P. terms. the lot . .. . Plu• a aheaf of colo':'r brochur~• of alt the lataat 
modal• to brow•• through •t leisure. There s no obhgauon whatever. You can 
weigh everything up. take your time choosing-and take delivery wherever you land · 

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 

···········-·····~---······ I Please send me your Information Pack-w1thoul ob/lgal1on. W4 • 

I Name •••• ···•• ·.. • . . • . . . . ..... .. . . . • . ..• .. Rank ...•.•.... .. . ..•.•.• ···- I 
I Present Address .• .••... .• .•.•.•••..• • • • • ·•··•·•·• • •••••·•· · ••·•• ·•·•·• I 
I Tax free (or U.K. and then •. ········· ··-·----· ·· ········· (country) I I Tax paid for U.K. on/y __ (llck) ~ J•.__ ~ I I DellveryDate . .. . .......... c~r 0 ::01 
I I 
I I 

············-····--··-··-·· 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for: 

Children. 
Convertible Whole Life. 
Death Duties. 
Education Endowment. 
House Purchase. Retirement. 
Unit Trust and Share Purchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers ' Ki t . Europe ?Sp per £I 00 
World wide £1·25 per £100. Household Effects. 
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers 
and reti red Officers). 
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability. 
Motor Competitive rates for New and O ld Cars. 
Home and Foreign Policies. 
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan. Golf, Gun, Holidays. 
Hunter, Transit. Television , etc. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone No. 2308. 
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227 Signal Squadron 
{AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18 

Exercise • Wintex ·-nu unqualified success 

THIS was the largest exercise involving AFCENT for 
some considera~le _tim~; ~nvolving both staff procedures 

and planned commurucauon mc1dents. From a communications 
point of view, the exercise proved to be an unqualified suc
cess, as pe:sonnel proved themselves capable of coping 
adequately with a heavy volume of traffic, frequent teleprinter 
conferences, and planned circuit outages. 

One major benefit, from the Squadron's point of view, was 
the rapport which developed between staff and operating 
personnel involved on conference circuits. These conferences 
stretched from Norway, on our nonhem flank, to Naples, 
in the south. 

T .A. V .H. Reinforeeim•nts Im.press 
A noteworthy feature was the manner in which our rein

forcements, flown in from 33 Signal Regiment, T.A.V.R, 
slotted smoothly into this strange international environment. 
Within a very short space of time they were indistinguishable 
from the regular members of AFCENT. Their professionalism, 
competence and enthusiasm did much to build a new respect 
for the volunteers; me Squadron will be delighted to be rein
forced any time in the future by men of this calibre. 

Socially, they proved themselves capable of holding their 
own with all nationalities, and proved that previous visits had 
prepared their palates for the piquant flavour of Amstel. In 
their final night in Maastricht, they staged a very commend
able drink-in. This was well attended by members of all 
nationalities serving in AFCE T, visible proof of their 
popularity and the respect they had earned. 

Lighter moments 
The exercise, of course, had its lighter moments. When 

F. of S. George Yule arrived at the Amby pick-up point to 
commence picking up the PTT circuits, he found the field a 
hive of activity with diggers and graders. After a few words 
with the site manager, he discovered that the field in which 
the pick-up point is sited had been sold for development. He 
tells us that the exercise was pure war, with diggers and 
graders weaving frantically in and out of his micro-wave 
antenna stays. 

Foreman Yule's exercise was further enlivened by heli
copters which kept dropping in to enquire the whereabouts of 
mobile H.Q. He was rather nonplussed when a pilot re
marked: "I saw your camouflage, so I dropped in to ask the 
way." The standard direction was " See that dish on the top 
of the antenna . . . .fly in that direction about 40 kilometres 
until you see a dish pointing towards it and then you are 
there." 

Yeoman Tony Jackson, having organised a conference for 
one of our American General , gave him a short ' commercial ' 
on arrival by announcing: "The circuit has been prepared, 
your conferee alerted, and is present on the circuit." He 
was completely deflated when the General laconically replied 
" big deal." 

Yeoman Colin Heaps developed a pet aversion during the 
exercise to a senior staff officer who decided to practice typing 
in between items of a SACEUR-CINCENT conference. He 
seems to have the stuffy, formal idea that conferences between 
senior commanders are sacrosanct and should not be inter
spersed with snort bursts of " Now is the time, etc." 

Parking I O·t o n Crac~tor /trailers a feat 
Corporal Al Grant demonstrated once more his inimitable 

ability to fit a quart into a pint pot as he manoeuvred ten
ton articulated tractor /trailers into a space barely large enough 
to accommodate them. The finished configuration, all neatly 
lined up, with little more than a cigarette-paper between 
vehicles, suitably impressed our Executive Officer, Lieutenant 
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Jon Ingram. This was the ' exec's ' first exercise and, having 
planned the layout on paper, he had then handed it over to 
Al for execution. Rumour has it that Al's ability to manoeuvre 
these giants, stems from having a very comprehensive range 
of Dinky toys as a child. 

•Blood' port-IO-pin bowling a lethal ftaHtlmc-1 
The Squadron has recently come to the startling conclusion 

that ten-pin bowling is not the quiet, amiable game it appears 
to be. Realisation has dawned that courage, fortitude, co
operation, and complete disregard of human frailty, are 
essential requirements for this demanding sport. 

Sergeant Chris Morris proves this point by his experience 
whilst bowling in a recent AFCENT League match. At a 
~ritical stage of the game, Chris took his place on the alley 
mtent upon making a strike. Purposefully, he ran up, oblivious 
to the deathly hush of the crowd, every fibre of his being 
concentrating on bowling with deadly accuracy. His left leg 
swung up to balance his body as his right arm and the ball 
swung back. Alas, CC>-Qrdination was lacking, the ball struck 
his left ankle before being released, to career ineffectually 
down the gully. Chris is now affectionately referred to as 'Hop
along,' as he hobbles around camp on his fractured left ankle. 
He is also unique in the fact that he is the only bowler in 
the AFCENT League playing regularly in cricket pad . 

Dram.atlc exit through plate-glasH w indow 
Sergeant Ray Jeffreys has proved himself to be ar: extrovert 

with a flair for making a spectacular depanure. Having 
recently bought a new Renault, he returned the car to the 
agent for minor adjustments. On going to collect the car, Ray 
found it parked just inside the showroom window. With non
chalance, he leapt in, glanced over his shoulder to ascertain 
he was clear to reverse, pressed the starter with a flourish, 
and drove through the plate-glass window. Both he and his 
car were unscathed; the agent suffered a fit of apoplexy and is 
still incapable of giving his views on the matter. Ray recom
mends it as an experience which even transcends dropping 
the mother-in-law's best tea set. If any unit has a spare 
2!-metre sheet of plate glass and requires a spectacular 
display for open days, fetes, etc., the 0.C. is prepared to lend 
' Daredevil Ray,' with Renault, free of charge. 

Appreciation 
The twenty Dutch orphans who were invited to the Squad

ron Christmas party, recently expressed their appreciation in 
six well-written and beautifully illustrated notes. The e, un
fortunately, were in Dutd:i and lose impact on translation. 
They fully approved of the boisterous British method of 
celebrating. Corporal Charlie Peach bridged the language gap 
and ensured maximum participation on their part. Their 
obvious enjoyment was a source of pleasure for all concerned 
in the organisation, and made it all seem well worth while. 

234 S ignal Squadron (Malta), 
B.F.P.O. 51 

Suppression • • • 

I N common with all other scribes, I have been bidden to 
curtail my pen; you are therefore a ked to imagine here 

a four-inch story about whatever subject you really find most 
interesting-I couldn't have written it anyway (thanks, Eritor, 
for the let-out!). 

Secession ••• 
A sad moment for all of us in Malta was the departure 

of our C.S.0., L ieutenant-Colonel C. Mitchell. By some mystical 
formula, his appointment has disappeared-another victim of 
the 'rundown.' He was well and truly dined-out by the 
Squadron Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, and he and 
his wife, Joy, were dined and danced out by the Officers of 
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[Phoro by Signalman J. Camilleri 

MILITARY PROFICIENCY COURSE, 1971, 234 SIGNAL SQUADRON (MAL TA) STUDENTS WITH INSTRUCTORS 

1-e(t to right : . Back row: Signalman Ellis, Corporal Eley, Corporal Manwaring, Corporal Gash 
Third row : Corporal Parker, Corporal White, Lanct?-Corporal Whelan, Corporal Rowland-Jones, Corporal Vantor, Signalman Vine, Signalman 

Spiteri , Corporal Littlewood, Signalman Taylor , Corporal Wyatt 
Second row : Corporal Privitera, Sergeant Duff, Lance-Corporal Farrugia, Corporal Shail, Signalman D'amato, Signalman Camilleri, Signalman 

Grixti, Corporal Liddell, Signalman Attard, Corporal Hawes, Sergeant Zammit, Sergeant Messenger 
Seated : Sergeant Hunt, Sergeant Hamilton, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) C. Busuttil , Captain Williams, Major Hewson, Captain Cotton, Captain Macklin, 

Staff-Sergeant Smoker, Sergeant Harwood and Boots 

Signals Branch and the Squadron, at the United Services' 
Club, .Marsa. At the time of writing, they are somewhere in 
Italy enjoying a well-earned holiday, en route for U.K. We 
thank them for all they have done for the Corps and our
selves in Malta, and wish them a happy tour in Taughton. 

Substantiation and-
We held our annual Military Proficiency Course in February, 

and congratulate all who attended and achieved their goal. 
They had a trying pass--0ff for, just as Brigadier P. S. Ward, 
C.B.E., A.D.C., Commander, British Troops, Malta, arrived to 
inspect them, the heavens opened up to deliver a hailstorm 
(yes, this is Malta!). They had a successful parade after the 
storm had passed, although perhaps we are not too keen to 
say that the top student was not from Royal Signals-he was 
Corporal Liddell, R.A.0.C.-to him, well done! 

Subversion 
We seem to have trouble with ships at least once a year. 

This year, in February, it was the S.S. ' Spica,' which dropped 
two anchors in the Grand Harbour during a storm-right in 
the prohibited anchorage. We lost all 330 pairs across the 
harbour in seconds. 0.C. Line Troop, Captain Mike Macklin, 
at once set out for Blandford (to attend a course, or so he 
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ODE TO ' WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear~ 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 

said), and his Second-in-Command, W.0.11 Joe Grech, B.E.M., 
devised a new means of communication based on the carrier 
pigeon-a carrier octupus (because of its high traffic handling 
capacity!). 

[Phoro by Sig•zalmari J. Camilleri 

PRESENTATION TO THE LAST C.S.O. BRITISH TROOPS MALTA 
FROM THE OFFICERS OF 234 SIGNAL SQUADRON MALTA 
Left ta right : Captain M. J. Macklin, Captain (T.O.T.} B. R. Maxon , 
Captain (Tfc.) J. H. Cotton, Lieutenant-Colonel C. Mitchell, Major 
A. M. Hewson, Captain E. G. Williams, Lieutenant-Colonel (rtd .) T. 

G. Tucker M.C., Captain (Q.M.) A. V. K. Ward 
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259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

Tornnd& gives nil n good pounding 

SUNDAY, 21st February, saw a mini-tornado hit Cyprus 
. Fortunately, its path was very narrow. The Squadron'~ 

rad.10 relay system emerged unscathed from this whirlwind 
which was more .than could be said for the O.C.'s house; 
!ocal .rumour has lt that he has been taking someone's name 
m vam .. The Sergeants' M ess also took a severe pounding, the 
r?Of bemg reducc:d to a skylight; members now attend func
tions complete with umbrellas and raincoats. Fortunately the 
open roof keeps the beer cool. ' 

A really sportl11g lot 

. On the ~porting side of life, the Squadron is doing well 
m the Sta~?n ~Offi;1llander's Cup, which consists of some 20 
teams paruc1paung m 13 sports, ranging from cricket to cross
country, squash to shooting and, less usual, table tennis. In 
the la~es.t e~ent, our basket~all team achieved maximum points 
by elimm~tmg . all . competitors. The overall position of the 
Squadron m this rune-month competition is at present second. 

One may gauge the enthusiasm for sport which is current in 
the: Squadron by referring to the injuries list. In the broken 
wnst league are Second-Lieutenant A. R. Lee and Sergeant 
Tony Lowry. Also in evidence are Lance-Corporal Pat Massing
ham (brok~n ankle) and Sergeant Harry Hetherington (broken 
finger). It is due only to the poor ski-ing conditions on Moum 
Olympus ~is winter that we are unable to boast any broken 
legs or dislocated knees. 

In case we create the wrong impression by over-enthusing 
a~out our list of ' battle wounds,' let us also regale the readers 
with some of the more usually considered successes on the 
sports field. Sergeants Mcgi'p and Luis have played Army 
hockey (Cyprus), and the former has also been a member of 
the Corps .teams. Sergeant Harrison and CorpGral Back are 
representative basketball players, and finally, Sergeant Lowry 
pla_ys regu!ar.ly for the Cyprus Army Rugby side (broken 
wnst perm1ttmg). 

Squadron get-together 

.The avid reader (if there should be one) of previous notes 
~v1ll have gart1ered that we are a far-flung Squadron, and it 
is therefore a welcome occasion when we all manage to fore
gather for a social event. Recently, the Officers, W.0.s, 
Sergeants, and respective wives, were pleased to have the 
new Comm~nder, 3rd Signal Group, Colonel C. 0. Bound, 
0.B.E., to dme at Dhekelia. This necessitated a drive of some 
70 mil.es. f~r the occasion by many cf thooe present. This in no 
way diminished the pleasure of the evening which was enjoyed 
by ell. 

- The Volunteers -

33rd (Lancashire & Cheshire) 
Signal Regiment (V) 

Huyton, Lanes. 

I T has often been said that a day to .a volunteer is like a 
week to a regular soldier. Time flies and there aren't 

enough weekends in the month. 

I tno--a glance buck 

1970 was a hectic and eventful year with our successful 
an.nual camp in Europe as the high point. In November, we 
said farewell to our Honorary Colonel, Sir Eric St. Johnston, 
C.B.E., Q.P.M., who retired a Her Majesty's Chief Inspector 
of Constabulary and then went to Australia to advise the State 
of Victoria on Police matters. The choice of his successor was 
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HONORARY COLONEL RETIRES 
Colonel Sir Eric St. Johnston presents a Goblet while the C.0. 
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Rothwell gives a si lver plate. 21 C Major 

Lawson and R.S.M. Mercer look on 

obvious to those of the Regiment who had been on previous 
exercises with AFCENT. Air Chief Marshal Sir Augustus 
W~er, K..C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C., A.F.C., was, until his 
retlrement recently, Deputy Commander, Allied Forces, Central 
Europe. He ":'as. a gr~at supporter of ' 33 ' in the early days 
of our asssoc1auon with H .Q. AFCENT - his interest and 
encouragement were an inspiration to us all. We were pleased 
and proud . when he accepted an invitation to be Honorary 
Colonel which has recently been approved by Her Majesty the 
Queen. 

"HIS INTEREST AND ENCOURAGEMENT WERE AN 
INSPIRATION" 

Our nev. Honorary Colonel, Air Ch ief Marshal Sir Augustus Walker, 
chats with Captain Murray and Major Speigelberg 

1971 

This has started with a bang, in more ways than one. 

T .A. V .n. beauty eom1u,tltJon 
Knowing our ' lassies ' and seeing the challenge offered by 

the T.A.V.R. magazine, we planned to enter in a big way. A 
local camera club responded to a request for assi tance 'lS did 
the local Technical College for hair stylillts-a beauty as i tant 
helped with the make-up. The local Press gave us upport and 
our challenge was made. 

lUum's Army 
Clive Dunn (Lance-Corporal Jones of Dad' Army) came 
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" MUM'S ARMY MEETS DAD'S ARMY" 
Private Megan Rich and Private Helen Goldberg give Lance-Corporal 

Jones a "kiss" 

to Liverpool to open his new show. The local Pres asked if 
we would ' make a gesture ' of welcome to L iverpool. This we 
did by providing a ' Guard of Honour ' with our W .R.A.C. 
' Mum's Army' as they were described in one of our local 
papers. 

U.Q. (Support qundrou)-Dnyton 
It was a sad day when Major Rodney Stables had to retire 

for health and business reasons. He had been a stalwart 
supporter of the Regiment since its formation. Known as 
Major 'Rembrant' because be always kept his Squadron 'in 
the picture.' His enthusiasm and sense of humour will be 
missed by all ranks. The Squadron is well recruited, particu
larly so since we have formed our Support Troo~trained by 

DAILY SAILINGS 
AT REDUCED FARES m ENGLAND i:~;ance 

the R.S.M. They now provide defence support for our 
Commcens, R.R. sites. Our Regular Q.M., Captain Johnnie 
Johnston, and his colleague Captain (Q.M.) Wilf Roscoe, 
T.A.V.R., have formed a formidable' Q' Troop who arc always 
there when wanted. ' M ' Troop with a thick (pardon the 
expression) scattering of regular Technicians, have done some 
sterling work on technical projects under W.0.11 F. of S. 
Goodwin. Two tedmician , Sergeants Pattern and Spence, are 
shortly to start their F. of S. training. 

42 Squadron (CoIDntce11)-lUn1whesf4'J· 
Not the strongest, numerically, of our Squadrons, it is deve

loping well now that Radio Relay (C41) has arrived. Captain 
Arthur Nolan is forming a Troop with aims of full establish
ment by the end of the year. 42 Squadron is the only T . & 
A.V.R. Squadron in Manchester where the Corps flag is flown 
-and in more ways than one. 

a9 Squadron (Corn1nce11)-J,h•er1mol 
This the largest Squadron is equally balanced between 

Liverpool and Everton supporters, hence we never get 100 per 
cent turnout during the football season. Slight re-organisation 
bas given them a task of forming a line troop which they 
should complete by annual camp in June. The Commcen and 
Technician contributions from this Squadron were well 
received in H.Q. AFCE T in January when they joined 
AFCENT Mobile Commcen on a winter exercise. 

80 Squa d r on (Trw1k) - Claester 
This Chester Squadron has been tasked with forming a 

Commcen Troop and under the guidance of ex-regular Y. of S. 
Staff Sergeant Toll, they have every chance of being 
' operational' by annual camp. The ex-Cheshire Yeomanry 
element of the Squadron hope, as do we all, that approval will 
be given shortly to the inclusion of ' Cheshire Yeomanry ' to 
its title. This sound communicating Squadron has a very healtlny 
(in more than one way) R.R. Troop, commanded by Captain 
Jonathan Baldwin. ' Flexibility and speed of movement ' is its 
motto. In addition 80 has strong A.E.R. connections. 

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY 
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a 
day during June, July, August and Sep
tember e Reduced fares for British and 
Commonwealth Forces and dependants, 
and attached civilians e Economical 
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on 
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates 
with your family and car for home leave. 

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. 
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL 
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl . 

GET FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I LAT R Av E L Offices, Local Travel Acenb, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Gral-Adoll-Strasse 12, Duneldorf 4. 
furness Shippinc Line, Groenplalb 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car ferries car ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

Brltl1h ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
U.K. Bookincs throuch your nearest Motorlnc 
orcanisation, Travel Acents or the Townsend offices 

at: 

CAR FERRIES 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W .1 or 

P.O. BOX 12, DOVER. 
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to 
. No need for bright sparks 

fiddle about with this 

Our GA.481 is the only 
all-solid-state 100 W 
broadband linear amplifier in 
full scale production. It covers 
the 15 to 30 MHz range and 
can be used with any HF 
manpacktoform a lOOW 
man-portable or vehicle station. 
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It measures 12W' x 12" x 4W' 
and operates from its own 
battery or from a 24V vehicle 
supply, without the need for a 
converter. But the big point is 
thatthere are no tuning or 
loading controls to adjust. 
And as it's fully protected 

against excessive drive and 
con not be da moged by 
mismatches such as broken or 
short circuited aerials, there's 
nothing much to go wrong. 

The GA.481 has already 
been supplied to British and 
Overseas Armed Forces and is 
in quantity production. Now. 

Redifon Limited, 
Communications Division, 
Broomhill Road, 
London SW.18. 

IREDIFON(i 
A Member Company of the Redilfusion Organlt1tlon 
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CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS 
WAGON HUNTERS FAST GT HUNTERS PROVEN IMPS SALOON HUNTERS 

THOSE AVENGERS RAUCOUS RAPIERS SUMPTUOUS SCEPTRES 

Discounts up to 17'/20/o from UK basic 

• FAST FOR FORCES PRIORITY FACTORY HELD STOCKS 

• SPECIAL FORCES FINANCE AND INSURANCE SCHEME 

• DELIVERY UK OR WEST GERMANY 
• MODELS TO OVERSEAS POSTING SPECIFICATION 

• TRAINED STAFF WITH YOU IN MIND 

That's what Chrysler Military Sales means. Can you really settle for less? 

r-------------------~ I ~:r;~!~:~::::~~~s ~~=-~:~1:~·~~u~e~:~~:::~~S Name...................................................... ......... ..... Rank.................................... I 
I ~~=;~:~R ::~~:::1~::~~~RPS., Address .................................................................................................... ................. I 
I 

~::5:e::;~e:,:;:,~:;o::::er~:yinterested in: ········· ··· ······················· ······················································· ...... ...... ...... .................. ............ I 
Telephone ................................. ............................. .. Ext . ............................. ... .. . I For de livery U.K. D W . Germany D Tax paid D I 

----------~------------

LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75 %, this means 15.5 % abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 

RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 

SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 

GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 
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BriPliler 
R. T . 'lV°llliama 

F .C.I.B. R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Major 
T. F. Williams 

F .C.l .B. 
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34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

Offie>c•rs' 'l"rnuni11j;( '\Veekmid 

ONCE again we held a Regimental Officer • T · · 
weekend in the Zetland Hotel Saltbum F ra1~mg 

officers and officer cadets of the Regiment att~ndedorty- our 
took over most of the hotel. Fortunately the comfo~ ~f t~e 
hotel, the excellence of its food and ~~rvice e 
of responsibility for men which Squadron ffi' and the lack 
h · · ' o cers normally ave on a trammg weekend did not produce t I · 
atmosphere Th · · · oo re axmg an . · c trammg, which was organised on th " 
s1on by the Second-in-Command Ma1"or Ro F is occa-
. d f I d . ' n awcett con-s1ste . o ec.tures, emonstrat1ons, a TEwr (or SEW~Si 

exercise w1t1lout communications) problems gn~I d ' d . ' answered m syn 1cates an a presentation by junior officers and officer 
cadet , based <?n the_ an~wers to the 'homework• we had set 
them .. Its ma1i:i _ob1ect1".'e was to prepare Subalterns and 
Captai~sdfo~ theJih. unp.endmg promotion exams, and undoubtedly 
succee e m t 1s aim. The TEWT set b M ; p 
Halsey, was particularly valuable. ' y a,or eter 

Visit by G.O.C.-iu-C. 

s· Thw·i~.O.CJ.-inks·C., Northern Command, Lieutenant-General 
rr 1 am ac on, K.C.B. 0 BE M C · ·t d th R · 

ment at Brambles Farm T & A. v" R., ee"ntr.,eVISI e d ·ue _eg1-w fl · · · · on a n night e . were attered to learn that we were the fir t v 1 · 
Regiment that he h~d ever visited. The Generaf to~edt:~ 
centre, saw our equipment, and met and talked to as man 
mi;m~drs o~ the Reg101ent as possible. His visit happened t~ 
come. ~ with the start of our recruiting campai and h 
was ~emg shm'.l'n ou~ recruiting ' stand ' when a ne:w R A c 
recr~t ~as bemg ' signed-on.' He was photographed with tli~ 
recruit y a rep~rte.r from the local paper: caption in the 
~ape~ ne:ct day- GJil recruit meets a real General on her 
!st ay m the Volunteer Army!' The General was also inter

yiewe~ by a reporter from Radio Teesside, and the interview 
m. which. the General answered questions on the T & Av R ' 
this Regiment and our recruiting, was broadcast. next· day' 
We ~an 

1
now recommend Generals as excellent Regimentai 

recrmters. 

GENERAL AIDS RECRUITING DRIVE 
Lieutenant-General Sir William Jackson, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., 
talks to Miss. Linda H~witt who is signing on during 34th (Northern) 

Signal Regiment (Volunteers) recruiting drive 

llec•r11itiug f :amimigu 

Jhe Spring Recruiting Campaign is now well under way 
an our ' stand,' ably organised by the R.S.M., W.0.I P. B'. 
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?r~er:~id, should atl!act any ~tcntial recruit who cc it. W 
our rcc;u~ti~o recrUJt for paru~Jar trade and have aimed 
d . . (f g ~ndouts at typists (for Comcen Ops) HGV 

nvers or Drivers R I s· 1 ) . · 
engineers (for Tcchni~ian:}'.a igna s and radio servicing 

Uiniug-out 

~he hotel pro".idcd an excellent meal for our dinner . 
ct:~~o~a~~eryTn~~ andMr?per, as we dined-out Major ~t~ 
other impro:eme~:~~~ hasaJ~~d:~~' ~~ R~d.ition ~ all tl1:e 

~f ~/~:sswi~~ u~, has done so rr;uch to iJ:,~~t th~n~s~~ 
the Arm . e is not only leavmg the Regiment, but al o 
for Adel~idnd S the hcoAntry, ~s he leaves soon, with his family 
thusiasm, h~~ s~~~e ofs;:aha. We dill bmiss his youthful en~ 
play~~ such an active P~~o~~ =~ ~=n ove all, the v:ay h,c 
act1v1ues, in addition to doing the job J f ~~ R~1!1ent s 
~~~t Ihl sayin~ hi~ farewell ~o us, he told a ~~:b!r of a~~~ri~~ 
believe!) sa:r~old l~s ~~wR~g1~eft (most of which _we did not 
with this ' T . e a come to really enioy working 

d h" un-mi ttary animal,' the Volunteer. We wish him 
=~d w~l fam1lyMall _ ~1e v~ry best for their new life in Australia, 
h. 

1 
come a1or Bnan Gallagher, from Catterick who 1· is rep acement. ' · 

We al.so dined out ~apta.in Eddy Whaley, who has to leave 
~~:O~e~i:e~~~ 1LAins r~sons. He had commanded 50th 
tion in '67 h d th d or six years, but on the reorganisa-

Th , a e goo sense to transfer to Signals 
E Ii e .1:· & A.V.R. Colonel ' for our area Col~nel Carr 
~e s':ti~~omid m for part of the weekend, an'd at the end of 
March o~r hise ~ndRct~d our Band playing the Regimental 

eg1ment, the Northumbrian Hussars. 

35th {South Midland) Signal Regiment 
(Volunteers), Birmingham 6 

Ex1•rcisc> • lVi11tex ' 

J ANU~Y saw 33 men and women from the Regiment 
sp~nding two weeks out of camp training in B A o R 

exerc1smg our role of communication support to NORrnAG' 
It became ~pparent on their return that the Regular unit~ 
where mbost impressed by the enthu iasm and determination 
s own y our Volunteers. 

FFR 

~ing_ Febru_ary we had our fitness for role inspection 
en g with a v1s1t from Brigadier T. G. H . Jackson, O.B.E.; 

C.O. VISITS 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge v1s1ts 58 (Staffs .) Signal 
Squadron. Wit h him are Major K. R. Smith the Squadron 

Commander and Major F. Eve, P.S.O. of t he Squadron 
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Commander, 11 ignal Group who, travelling over 500 m ile , 
•i. ited all the quadron during their early Troop exercises, 

eing our Volunteer , both in the field communicating and 
in their clas rooms. 

Oslo Unlh· 
The rally . run by the tockport Motor Club, startit~ and 

fini hing in Llangollen, orth Wales, covered 270 miles of 
roadwork. mainly on track and second-class road . Our three 
Regimental teams once a211in kept the Regiment in the prizes 
by finishing second third and fourth. 

Uirmln!fham Snft• l•rivinj.f ('0011•l"tiCio11 
The above competition was held on 4th February, under 

the au~pices of the Royal ocicty for the Prevention of 
Accidents, a~sisted by the Birmingham Road S~fety Co~
mittee. Twenty teams entered, each of four dnvers. This 
Regiment entered r..vo teams, all Volunteer soldiers. Out of a 
possible 300 points, the leading results were : Car and Motor 
Cycle, Advanced Drivers' Association, 289, first; 35th Signal 
Regiment ' A,' 284, second; 35th Signal Regiment 'B,' 283, 

l'ilird. 35th R egiment teams were : ' A ' Team-Sergeant R . L. 
Ricketts, Sergeant D. M. E. Brenni, Corporal D. H. Manders, 
Corporal A. Warner. ' B Team- Staff Sergeant B. A. P. 
Redmond, Sergeant K. R. Hudson, Corporal J. Chambers, 
Corporal J. L. Payton. (Non-competing captain- 0 / Cadet R. 
C. Harris). 

. · S art 

18th REG IM ENT'S SUCCESSFUL HOCKEY TEAM 
Standing left to right: Captain G. Oakley (Hockey Officer), Major P.C. Tripp, Lieutenant C. W. Collier, Staff-Sergeant G. Johnson, Lieutenant 

Colonel J. H. Hild, M.B.E. (C.O.), W.0 .1 ). N. Howie (Captain), Staff-Sergeant J.M. W. Richardson, Captain J. F. Stuart 
Kneeling: Sergeant D. J. Le Carpentier, Sergeant Sardul Singh, Lance-Corporal Beh, Corporal Sidek, Lance-Corporal Lionel, Slgnalman Idris 

However, the highlight of the season must be the winning 
of the Army (Far East) Cup. This thrilling, hard-fought, sport
ing game, played on 22nd January, resulted in a win for 18th 
Signal Regiment, beating 95 Commando Light Regiment, Royal 

18th Signal Regiment win Far East 
Hockey 

IJy Captai" Geolf Oalale y 

,\ VERY full and successful final hockey season in 18th 
:~ Signal Regiment is nearly closed. During the season we 

have not lost a single competitive game, and at the time of 
going to press, have won both the Army (Far East) Cup 
and the Major Units League-the latter with a goal score of 
29 for, with only 1 against. Currently, we have reached the 
semi-finals of the Major Units Cup. In addition to this, we 
contributed six or seven players to the Royal Signals (Singapore) 
side, which won the Corps League Competition. 

Within the Regiment, we have also had very successful 
inter-Squadron and inter-Troop Competitions, including sbc
a-side tournaments, which have given as much enjoyment to 
the ' non-gladiators' as to the spectators. 
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Artillery, by 3-1. 
As 18th were undefeated up to this final stage of the 

season, and already having the Major Units League title 
' under our belts,' we were quietly confident, and yet knew 
that we faced a team of high standard players who would be 
extremely fit. 

The sun was shining gloriously, the Meiktila pitch was in 
perfect condition, and a very welcome crowd of supporters 
made a perfect setting for the game. 

The game started with some good, end-to-end, open play, 
and our hopes were soon raised when Idris practically threw 
himself at the ball in a desperate attempt to score. 

The first break-through came after 20 minutes when, from 
a penalty corner, a sizzling shot from Howie went straight 
to the back of the net. Two minutes later, he Gunners levelled 
the score. Almost immediately, H owie collected a rebound off 
the Gunners' goalkeeper and pushed the ball into the goal. 
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·rne second half continued w·th 
whic~ was . thoroughly appreciat:d some excellent hockey, 
Howie, playing an ideal captain's g by all spectators. John 
and gradually the Signals team a~e, m!'lrshalled his players 
formation, took control of lhe wor ' usmg the 1, 3, 2 4 
w_ards, or from-runners, Sidek a~dmidn. The 18th's iJ?si~e-for
d1splay of speed, stickwork and tea s,k gave a scmnllating 
stant threat to the Gunners' oal owor '. and wer~ a eon-
superbly sa_ved by the goalkee~er.' ne flick by S11ek was 

_Three mmutcs from the end ldri . 
w1th a good dribble throu h th~ 5 crowned a great game 
shot, which gave the goalk~epcr def~nce and a reverse stick
to the Regiment. no c ance, and the cup went 

After the match the Arm (F Ea 
to the skipper by Mrs Hild, Y 'f ar f st) Cup was pre"ented 

It is difficult to single out j~7 .0 our . Commanding Officer. 
so superbly well, each and :vei:iduals m a team. that played 
extra for the occasion but spec· l play~r producmg that bit 
the . captain, W.0.I J~hn Howi~ mention must be_ ~de of 
Regimental Cricket XI to ' w~o, after capra1mng the 
C 

· k C success m the Si g nc et up last year completed th n. apore Army 
class victory. The Regimental Hockce ~ffible with t~is first
O~ley, has finally relented and h y cer, Captam Geoff 
skipper to resume 'hockey at th h ~s , agreed to allow tlic 
Course when the team return fr e Ji t. on the Warren Golf 

As a result of this win the Rm . err tour to Hong Kong. 
Kong il'l; late February to ~ontest ;;eun~~~f team go to. Hong 
the Regimental team assisted b . Cup. On this tour 
a series of representa~ive games Y r;ho Arremforce!llents, will play as e my (Smgapore) Team. 

Headquarters, Land Forces -
' 

Hong Kong. B.F.P.O. 1 

An nll·,~o!"ps SevNa-a-Sidc• Soccer Fj11al ""4 t 
'' 1m1nat0d • -... earn s 

The Army annual seven-a-side k k f recently took place in Ho K noc ou.r ootball competition 
pa-ticipating. Royal Signal~g ong, with 56 service teams 
reams from 48 (Gurkha) Bri d~rH Qstrongly .represented by 
253 Signal Squadron and 2?z s· ~. SanddS1gnal Squadron, 

After the prelimina ign qua ron. 
teams from the Corp?'.:~::~ had h been completed, all three 
ever, the draw for the roug to . the last eight. Row
and Signal Squadron aia~~erz~al~ pat~ed 48 Brigade H .Q. 
the former being eliminated a . qua ron and resulted in 
on the pride of the Irish Gu t dth1~ s~g<:. 252 Squadron took 
hard game,_ emerged winners aby s rhn de~r marh, and after a 

The semi-final pairings now read: ~52 §?a ·al 
1 Royal Welch Fusiliers , A,_ 253 s· ign Squadron v. 
Command Workshops. ' ignal Squad~on v. 50 

Both Si~nal Squadrons were at th' t:> make it an all Royal Sign 1 fi 1
1s stage equally determined 

1 R.W.F. in skill and staminaa andna ·. ~Sfi2 Squ_adron mate? .the 
' WI ve mmutes remaining, 

, 'mmm'-=-=o--:-==-----

L _252 SQUADRON, W INN ER O UT OF 56 TEAMS 
Left to ~ght: Captain J. J. Elliott, (Team Manager) Sergeant Holmes 
H:~~~; 0~~ra l Laws, Se_rgeant Forrester (Captai~). Lance-Corporai 
Frase/'c a1or R. F. Hil ls, (O.C. 252 Signal Squadron), Sergeant 

• orporal McPhee. Lance-Corporal Speight (missing) now 
with 22 Signal Regiment 
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253 SQUADRON RUN , . Fro . - NERS-UP IN A HARD FOUGHT FINAL 
nt row, left to nght: Sergeant Mcfarlane, W .O.lf (Y. of S.) Newell 

B k Lance-Corporal Bates, Major Pickard, Signalman Lea , 
oc row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Brierley, Signalman Darnell 

Corporal Bell, Corporal Crosby 

:! well-taken goal by Lance Co 1 
the match for 252 Squadro; 2IT°~t ~ve Hartley, clind1cd 
pull out all the stops to I' ·. thqua on, however, had to 
corners. e urunate e Workshops by the odd 

. The. fylal match was well up to . . . 
side g1vmg an inch With f _expectations, with neither 
whistle, 252 Squadr~n led b o~ mmutes to go to the final 
was either ream's am Y vo corners. At this point it 
captain of 252) gath~red e, th~vh;:i1 Serg::nt Tony F_orrester 
scored a superb goal Th · dn e half-way line and 
Squadron and tr as· the is !?rove to be the end for 253 
leaving 2S2 worthy · Y did, the goals would not come 

Y winners. ' 

A FEW MISGUIDED IDEAS 
ABOUT SACCONE &SPEED. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply French wines. 

A lor of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply the expensive vintages. 

And now for the truth. 
Saccone & Speed supply a wide range 

of excellent French wines. 
S~ccone & Speed also supply a uperb 

select10n of expensive vintage wines. 
. But what a lot of people don't reali c 
is thdat we _su~ply a whole range of surpri ingly 
goo quality mexpensive wines. 

So if you don't feel like forking out for a 
~tour '49, we can alway do you something 
nice for under a pound. 

SACCONE &SPEED LTD. 
1n association with 

L~wvftA/~TuJ. &co.LTD. 
KINLOCHHOU E, 
17 CUMBERLA DAVE UE, LO DO NWlO. 
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Corps Sports Results 

s q mash Uuekt•Cs 
Royal Signal 3· R.M.C.S., Shrew bury, 2. 

Played 23rd February. 
Thi wa a clo e, friendly match, with the result depending 

on the last match played. It 1•·as a atisfying result, in that 
the lower strings all won their matche , which indicates strength 
in depth. 

Playing for the Corps: Captains Cornforth, Lowe, Garton, 
Web ter and Lieutenant French. 

lltwk•·~· 
Three Corps Players help Am1y side to draw.-With three 
orp players in the Army hockey side - Captains G. A. 

A'len, P. Havlin and J. G. M. McLuckie-the Army managed 
to get a one-all draw with the Civil Service at Aldershot on 
10th March, the Army equalising with a la t-minute penalty. 
After a poor recent run, the Army showed signs of developing 
into a fair side, and all the Corps players were prominent 
in the game. Amongst the forwards Captain McLuckie wa 
one of the best, showing great thrust and skill. 

C u~b~· 
Sergeant L. Cairns, of the Corps, was in the Army rugby 

ide which defeated the Civil Service by 23 points to 15. 

Corps 27 pts. 90 (Signals) Group, R.A.F., 9 pts. Played 8th 

March. 
Corp 24 pts., R.M.A., Sandhurst, 6 pts. Played 10th March. 

Corps 22 pts., R.C.T. 8 pts. Played 12th March. 

Obituary 

Brigadier Sir Lionel Ha"is, K.B.E., T.D., 
M.Sc., F./.E.£ 

As we go to press the sad news of the death of Sir Lionel 
Harris became known. A much-liked and respected personality 
in Corps T.A. circles before the war he rose to positions of 
high importance during it. 

Sir Lionel enlisted in the Australian Imperial Forces in 1915. 
He found that a soldier was better paid and less hard worked 
than a young farmhand grubbing up tree roots. In his auto
biographical ' Signal Venture' he explains that his attachment 
ro Signalling came about because it was preferable ro square 
b1shing in the Infantry. 

Too late for Gallipoli he stayed in Egypt and arrived in 
France with the 5th Australian Divisional Signals in 1916, where 
he spent the rest of the war. He studied electricity from Army 
manuals while on watch in buried cable pits under shell fire. 
When resting he lay on the billet floor and studied by candle-
light. 

He was commissioned into Royal Signals (T .A.) in 1926 and 
serv::d in the B.E.F. 1939-40. In 1944-45 he was Chief of 
Telecommunications at Supreme Headquarters in orth West 
Europe. On his return to the G .P.O. in 1945 he was to be 
Director in Scotland, Controller of Research and finally 
Engineer-in-Chief. He found time to be an inspiring Colonel 
of his old regiment, the 44th (Home Counties) Signal Regi
ment (T.A.). Sir Lionel wrote: 

" I think everyone should join the Territorials or some 
equivalent; e pecially those who would not like the life." 

He will be much missed by a host of friends both in the 
Post Office and in the Corps. Our deep sympathy goes to Lady 
Harris and her son Ray in their sad loss. • 
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AwarJ of Honorary Corps Colours 
At a recent meeting of the Royal Signals Games Club, 

the rules regarding award of Corps Colours were amplified by 
the following amendment to Corps Memo No. 26 (Rules of 
the Royal Signals Games Club): 

"41.c. To member of the Corps for services of an outstand
ing nature other than active participation in a parti
cular sport, for example, as a referee, umpire, judge, 
or in the administrative capacity. These colours arc 
Honorary Corps Colours, and as such arc to be 
recommended for initial award only." 

The committee cndor cd the Chairman's initial list of 
awards as follows: 

Colonel T. H. C. Grigg (C.S.0., Western Command). For 
services to rugger and squash, as President of these 
sports. 

Major G. S. Massey (C.S.O. Branch, Strategic Command). 
For service to soccer as manager of the Army XI, 
1967-70. 

Major (Q.M.) S. G. Barnes Gunior Tradesmen' Regiment, 
Rhyl). For services to hockey as an inter-Service and 
county umpire. 

Major (Q.M.) E. R. C. Wall (Headquarters, Carterick Garri
son). For services to hockey as an inter-Service 
and county Umpire. 

Colonel (Retd.) J. P. North (Headquarters, Training Brigade 
Royal Signals). For services to Corps sport as Secretary 
of the Royal Signals Games Club. 

Congratulatory 

Brigadier (. (. Fairweather, 
c.n., c.u.E., T .D., J .P ~ D.I .. 

A 
MAN who has given a lifetime to the Territorial Army 
retires as Chairman of the North of England Territorial 

Auxiliary and Volunteer Reserve Association on the 8th June 
next. Brigadier C laude C. Fairweather, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., 
J.P., D .L., was commissioned into me Royal Corps of Signals 
and joined SOtb (N) Divisional Signals (T.A.) in 1928. 

In 1932 when commanding the Company in Middlesbrough, 
he became a member of the North Riding Territorial Associa
tion and remained a member for 36 years, and its Chairman 
for 10 years, before its amalgamation with the counties of 
Cumberland, Westmorland, Northumberland and Durham, to 
form the North of En~land Association, with headquarters in 
Durham in 1968. Brigadier Fairweather then became the 
first Oil.airman of that Association. He is member of the 
T.A.V.R. Advisory and Executive Committees and of the 
Council in London. In addition, he was a member of the 
Duke of Norfolk's Working Party which negotiated with the 
last government on the reorganisation of the Reserve Army. 
He is now seeing the results of six years' work, as the pre
sent government is increasing the size of the T.A.V.R., much 
to his delight. The North of England Association has been 
given the task of raising a number of the new Regiments and 
Companies, and recruiting has already started 

Brigadier Fairweather had a distinguished war record with 
the Corps. He considers the most interesting part of his career 
was as Chief Signal Officer to the late General Orde Wingate, 
in connection with the 'Wingate Expedition,' behind the 
Japanese lines in Burma, for which he received the O.B.E. 
From full Colonel, he was promoted Brigadier on his return 
to India after the expedition, and was appointed Chief Signal 
Officer of 34 Indian Corps. 

(Coniinued on page 165) 
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(Continued from page 164) 

On his return to civilian life in 194 . . immedia~ely started to resuscitate th 7, ~ng~di«:r Fairweather 
ha continued to work for i·r . e crntonal Army and 

f . . ever smce. 
A ter retmng, :1J.e will still maintain . . . 

T..A.V.R., as he JS to remain H his mterest m the 
Signal Regiment 01) (with h d onorary Colonel of 34 (N) 
on whose behalf he receive~a ~ua~ersdat Brambles Farm), 
1969. e ree om of Teesside in 

His Chairmen colleagues fr E 
and_ Wales feel that his reco~:f ·uglankd, Ireland, Scotland 
havmg se~ved 39 years as a mer:be taf e a lot o_f _beating, 
21 years m office as Chairma d y· 0 an Assoc1auon and 
be ' lunched-our' at the RA Fn aCnl b i~e-Ghairman. He is to 

· · · u m London. 

Movements 

C~ptain G . A. Allen 
Lieutenant-Colonel B A B . 
Lieutenant-Colonel M. B. M eat~e .. · 
Lie!ltenant R. J. Brown. . rown 
MaJor R. C. Bryson •· · "· 
Lieutenant J. F. Budd 
~ajor D. M . A. Burridg~ 
Lteutenant-Coloncl J . R. Bur;o:.Vs 

Major A. R. Bushell 
Lie!ltenant W. I . Buxt~.:i· 
Ma)or J. D. Cathcart 
Lieutenant A. J. Clark ... 
Lieutenant C. W. Colli~;· 
L1eut~nant K. G. Danby 
Captam J. R. Dawson 
Second-Lieutenant C. G:··F. Day 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. L . Dowell 
Captain R. A. Ellis 
Captain R. C. Etheridge · · · ·" 
Lieutenant J . J. c. Finch 
Lieutenant J . H. Fisher 
L!eutenant L. G. French 
L!cutenant R. A. J. Gardner 
Lieutenant F. J. Garrod 

Captain B. W. Giller 
Captain J. Graham 
Lieutenant D. K. Hadd~;,
Captain J. A. Hood 
Lieutenant R. H. Hoy!~· · 
Capta!n A. N. De V. Hunt··· 
Captain R. B. Ingram 
Captain G. A. J. Issom ·· · ·· · 
Captain I. E. Kerr 
Lieut~nant-Colonel R. A'. .. Ki,;g· 
Capt8'1D (Q.M.) N. Lane 
Lte!ltenant T. H. Laycock 
Ma,or F. C. Lettin 
~jor G . J. K. Mackint~;h 
L!eutenant D. R. Marks 
L1eutenan.t-Colonel c. Mitchell . 
S~cond-L1eutenant c. H . Moody 
L~eutenant P. J. Myatt 
L!eutenant p. A. Neale ··· 
L!cutenant-Colonel D. C. Newmm 
Lieutenant B. T. O 'Connor 
Ma1or P. D. Parker 
MaJor R. Pickard 
Lieut~nant-Colonel ·R. p~j;c 
~ptam J . Radford 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R'.'' Rahiil 
MaJor C. J. Rayner Y 
S~cond-Lieutenant J. c. (i' K ·R ... 
Lieutenant R. F Rutherford ll'Yner 
[~cond-Lieutenant P. M . Sharman · · · 

1eutenant J. D. Stokoe ··· 
L_1eutennnt D . Strudley 
L1e~tenant J. P. Stuart 
Ma1or J. T . Treglown ... 

Ca
Ma,or_ P. A. Tresedcr 

Ma
l?uun D . J. Walden 

. )or R. K. Ward 
L1eut~rumt A. D. Whipp . 
~puun D. G . 0. White 
L1e!ltenant P. M. A. Whittak;;.: 
MaJor K . A. C. Wilson 

To 12 Mech. Bde. H .Q. & · S 
" MOD D124A ig. qn. 
" H.Q. School of Signals 

632 Troop 
MOD Signals 36A 
262 Squadron 

" A.A.~., Harrogate 
" 4 D1v. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. (os 

C.0.) 
222 Squadron 
7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & ig. Sqn. 
H .Q. UNFICYP 
J .T .R., Treon 
30th Regiment 
4/7 D.G. 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 

" School of Signals {as Colonel) 
School of Signals 
3 DIV. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
223 Squadron 
253 Squadron 

., 255 Squadron 
14th Regiment 

" 5 Airportable Bde H Q & 
Signal Squadro~ · · 

8th Regiment (as Major) 
chool of Signals 

1 RTR 
" 4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regiment 

4 RTR 
,, School of Signals 
" 28th Regiment (as Major) 
" t rth. Regiment CJ:IS) retiring 

2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment 
,, 7th Regiment 

School of Signals 
" 71st Regiment (V) (as Captain) 

9th Regiment 
,, 18th Regiment 

222 Squadron 
H .Q. S.W. District 
225 Squadron 

,. 16th Regiment 
School of Signals 

. , R.S.M.E. 
" School of Signals 

H.Q. We&tco 
., School of Signals 

MOD Signals 39 
,, School of Signals 

MOD Q(Org)b 
,, School of Signals 

School of Signals 
,, 5 Ianiskilling D.G. 

School of Signal• 
,, H.Q. B.G.L. of C Dhnran 
., 9/12 Lancers " 

26o Squadron 
5 Signal Group 
H.Q. Wales 

,, 28th Regiment 
" Il Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn 
" Defence A.D.P. Trg. Centre · 

School of Signals 
,, 22nd Regiment 

224 Squadron 

\IVtir1·1111 t Olli t: t>rH nnd S 1•11iflr N .C.O.s 

W
W.O.I P. A. Williams 

.O.II A. P. Horne 
~-00. IIJI RH. A. C. Mceki ~gs 

· · . J. Judge 
W.O.II C . Binks 
W.O.II (F. of S.) .. A. j.' " cOOk 

To Royal Signals Records 
,, 19 Airpom1ble Bde. Sig. 
,, 4 G~•· Armd. Bde. Sig. 
,, 3 Div. Signnl Regiment 
" 3 I St Regiment (V) 
,, 3 Div. Signal Regiment 
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Sqn. 
qn. 

W.O.II J. E. Taylor 
W.O.ll (F. of s) J c·" Lee ... 
W.O.II J. M. Haydo,; . 
Staff Sergeant (Sup (R)) P. ·1. 
Staff Sergeant (I:'. of S.) K.Bt~nicr 
Staff Sergeant F. Lavcrick Bamforth 
Staff Sergeant (F. of s) G A ·rx, .,. 
Staff Sergeant A B · M~ wrue 
~~aff SeScrgcant (F.' of· S.) C. j, Pieid 

rgeant A . Smith 
S:.aff SC1"geant (Y. of S.) J. "N. ... 
Staff Sergeant C. v. Forth 

Gellin& 

taff Sergeant R. PaterllOll 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. ] .' ... 

Staff Sergeant F. Nutter McLoughlin 
Sergeant V. H. Irons 

Serge-ant J. White 
Sergeant J. E. Matthison" · 
Sergeant D. B. Vallance 
Sergca~t J. W. Bash 
Sergeant w. J. Summers .. 
Sergea.11 N. C. Hall 
Sergeant D. Kay 
~ergeant G. E. Co~~· 
:;ergeant N. Hill 
Sergeant M. J. Tayior ... 
Sergeant D. L. Edwards ... 
Sergeant R. Gaffney 
Sergeant D. C. Gorton 
SC1"geanc J. M. C. Young 
A/ Sergeant J . D. Lycen 
A/Sergeant A. Campbell 
Serge:rnt A. A. Nicoll 
Sergeant C . Webster 
Sergeant R. Devey ... 
Sergeant D. McGimpsey 
Sergeant R. Boulton-Lear 
Sergeant C. M. Eastland 
Sergeant W. v. Miles ... 
Se:geant W. J. Thomas 
Sergeant H. J . A. Homewood ... 
Sergeant W. Gray 
Sergeant A. F. J. Curoo;,;· ... 
Sergeant A. McDonald 
Sergeant G. M. Lumley 
Sergeant G . C. Northey 
Sergeant W. G . G . Williams 
A/ Sergeant R. C. Gordon 
A/ Sergeant M. D. Davison 

7I Reg1mcn1 lV> 
9 Re11ment 

" R.M.A., andhunt 

" 9th Regiment 

,, 222 Squadron 
,. 13th Regiment 

28th Regiment 
" 38th Regiment (V) 

7th Regiment 
" H.Q. I ign:1l Group 

" 20 Armd. Bde. Sig 
,, TruCLal Oman cout• · 
" 222 Squadron 

quadron 

,, SHAPE H.Q. Comd. & Sp. (BE) 
2 Div,. S~al Regiment 
26o Sig._ n. (ACE High 

Sterugot • tn 
" 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

IIth Regiment 2 Squadron 
,, 9th Regunent 

9th Regiment 
" Jungle Warfare School 

252 Squadron 
r9 Auportable Bde. Sig s 
261 Squadron qn. 
261 Squadron 
13th Regiment 
r6th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
653 Troop 
610 Troop 
225 Squadron 
7th Regiment 
2 Div. Signal Regiment 
21st Regiment. 
9th Regiment 
8 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
22nd Regiment 
3 Div. Signal Regiment 
255 Squadron 
12 Mech. Bde. Sig. quadron 
30th Regiment 

,, 7th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 

,, 30th Regiment 
16th Regiment 

,. i6th Regiment 
39 AU-portable Bde.. Sig. Sqn. 

- Promotions -
REGIMENTAL DUTY RoLL 

Naw Old 

Name lniiiail Rank 
Seniority Seniority 

Datu Dares 
ToW.O.I 
Knight, R .F. A :V.O.I 8 Aug. 70 5 Jan. 67 
Buns tan, K. A/W.O.I 
Smith, 

1Dec.70 17 Aug. 66 
R. A/W.O.I 15 Dec. 70 

Noble, P.A. 
9 Jul. 64 

Dunmall, M.J. 
A/W.O.I 15 Dec. 70 26 Feb. 68 

Bcll, 
A/W.0.1 1 Jan. 71 29 Apr. 69 

H. A/W.0.1 I Jan. 71 28 Jul. 66 

ToW.0.II 
Wallace, W.G . A'W.O.II 9 Dec. 70 2 Sep. 68 

To S Sgt. 
Patch, D . W. A/S Sgt . 19 Sep. 70 18 Feb. 63 
Piper, J. w. S~t. 4 Dec. 70 24 Jul. 63 

(C Op) 

·cosser, R. AS Sgt. 
(Tech) 

Finch, R. A. 
5 Dec. 70 28 ov.63 (Dvr R Si1r.1) 

Cornforth, J. w. 
A/S Sgt. 15 Dec. 70 26 May 66 CR Op) 
Sgt. 1 Jan. 71 7 Jul. 65 (ComcenOp) 

FOR1!MAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 
Tow . . II 
Kelly, R. c. S Sgt. 16 Jan. 71 16 Jan. 65 
Benson, W.L. S Sgt. 16Jan. 71 16 Jan. 65 

Yeo~iAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
To S Sgt. 
Cadman P.J. Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 10 Jul. 68 (COp) 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 
Ntto Old 

Name lnitiail Rank 
Smiori1y 

Daus 
s~nion"ty 

DauJ 
To Sgt. 
O'Dare, T.R. Cpl. 25 Jun. 70 10 Mar. 67 
Lennon, b T. Cpl. 16 §ul. 70 25 §ul· 68 
White, A. Cpl. 17 ep. 70 17 eb. 66 
Wonhing .R. Cpl. 
Webb, ' 

19 Sep. 70 14 Fe . 68 
D.E. Cpl. 29 Sep. 70 10 Feb. 61 

Walcott, K.O. Cpl. 
Abrams, G.M. Cpl. 

22 Oct. 70 28 Jul. 65 

Harms worth, s. J. 
220ct. 70 20 Apr. 67 

Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 30 Mar. 66 
Newman, J.M.M. Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 23 Apr. 65 
Scott, C.R. Cpl. 
Thompson, L.W. Cpl. 

14 Nov. 70 28 Au11. 65 
14 ov.70 1 Jul. 66 
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'hit , R. J. Cpl. 9 Dec. 70 7 Dec. 60 

J)owu~. F. Cpl. 11 Dec. 70 21 Sep. 61! 

l..arratt~ 
, , I Cpl. 17 O cc. 70 3 May 67 

cwcll, B. j . Cpl. I Dec 70 18 Feb. 65 
l D ec. 70 16 Dcc.66 

Halfpenny, A. M . Cpl. 
G . ~ . Cpl. 21 Jan. 71 21 Jan. 67 

Graham, 
0.BRK DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

To gt . 
Btnc;on, A. A Sgt. l Jan . 71 31 Jnn. 67 

Cl.ERK TuCHNtCAL ROLL 

T_o Sgt. . c. Cpl. 1 Jan. 71 31Mar.67 
1non, 

DRIVER ROYAL SIG 'AL'> ROLL 

1 Dec. 70 31 May66 ToS~. 
McGunpscy, D . Cpl. 

ELECTRIC!f.N DRIVER ROLL 

To Sgt . 17 Dec. 70 30 Apr. 68 
Reynold, M.F. Cpl. 

DELETIONS 
REG! <.ENTAL DUTY ROLL 

StniDrity 
Date 

W.0.1 
Windcbank, I. P. 

4 Mar. 66 

D . 
3 Mar. 68 

ood, 

S Sgt. 1 Jul. 59 
Allison, J . s. 
Franklyn, P.H. 

13 Aug. 70 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

W.0.11 
O . G. 5 Dec. 63 

Spear, 
CHIEF 0.ERKS ROLL 

S Sgt. 
Underwood, II. P. l Jan. 68 

TECH."llClANS ROLL 

SgtS. 28Nov. 59 
Stickley, H.C. 

P . R. 13 Dec. 67 
White, c. 8 Feb. 68 
Parkinson, 

K. J. 26 Nov. 68 
West, 6 Feb. 69 
Matthews, J.M. 

A. I. 30 Apr. 69 
Durban, 

LINEMAN ROLL 

Sgt. 
Kingham, E. J. 2Mat. 61 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to dispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FDR FULL DETAILS FILL IN THIS COUPON 

~--------------~ I NAME_ --~----- RANIL--------- I 
I ADDRESS ----- - - ~-- I 
I ~----- I 
I ------- ----· ------------- I I MAKE OF CAR _______ ___ MODEL___ I 
I MILEAGE ·-- _ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED __ ·--- I 
I COLOUR _____ EXTRAS FtTIEO ______ ----- I 
I --------- - ---- I 
I 

LHD c::=i RHO c=i I 
CONDITION I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Don't wony 1bout HP •tn'6meoll outsul\ding Purchase Tax h1bi\itse1 or import dutiff, 
Wu Lodoe will uui. \hem alt without any fuu or bo\hef. 

WEIR l8DGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 
BridglllMd.ChlrtMV.Sum'/Tel:09328M264112047 
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1/55 
1/31 
2/22 
2/04 
2/41 

Training BrigaJe - UpgraJing Courses 
For April 

Commcen Operator 
Electrician Driver 
Rudio Operator 
Commce.n Operator 
Lineman 

II-1 
II-I 

Ill-II 
III-II 
Ill-II 

27 April '71 - 23 July '71 
27 April '71 - 2 July '71 
27 April '71 - 9 July '71 
27 April '71 - 9 July '71 
27 April '71 - 22 July '71 

Association News 

SllllEWSBURY BllANCll 

Hon. Secretary: Mr. J. J. Goggin, 211, Whitchurch Road, 
Harlescott, Shrewsbury, SYl 3DB. 

As a result of a write-up in the Shropshire Star, a social 
evening was arranged in the club room of the Old Shawbirch 
Inn on Thursday, 25th February. Some 30 people attended 
and a good time was had by all; members of 610 Signal Troop 
being well represented. It is hoped that this will be the first 
of many get-togethers in our effort to accumulate a bigger 
membership of the branch from the new Telford area. 

C.UlDIFF BRANCH 

Hon. Secretary: M. H. Jones, Esq., 42 Cartwright Lane, Fair
water, Cardiff CFS 4NN. 

Socially, the fortunes of this Branch have improved recently 
after a depressing run of poorly attended functions. Our 
Armistice and New Year dances were quite successful and 
helped to recoup most of the losses incurred with previous 
events. We followed with another success in the St. David's 
dance and smelling the sweetness of success we hastily 
announced our intention to hold an ' Easter Bonnet ' dance. 

Much of this has been due to the efforts of a small but 
hard-working core in the persons of Jack Woodyatt, Tom Jones, 
Don Gould, Glen Stevens, Vic Parkin and Frank (do anything) 
Johnson. We are most grateful for all they have done. 

During the St. David's dance our Branch President, 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl, made Honour Member Awards, 
granted by the Central Committee, to Messrs. Jack Woodyatt, 
Fred Cnurt, Glen Stevens and Morgan Jones. All have worked 
hard to keep this Branch active, all except Morgan being 
Founder " embers of Royal Signals. We all agree that the 
honour paid our worthy Hon. Secretary, Morgan Jones, is most 
richly earned. He has laboured mightily for us. It is a proud 
occasion for us and gives a feeling of immense pleasure. 

Our surviving Associate Member, Arnold (Jock) Douglas, is 
to be congratulated upon achieving Presidency of the Cardiff 
Caledonian Society. 

Again we record our appreciation of the tremendous amount 
of vital work carried out by our two Welfare Officers, Ted 
Dalziel and Don Gould. They have been under considerable 
pressure of late and it is pleasing to know they are ready and 
willing to perform these essential duties without demur or 

hesitation. 
We are now getting down to the serious planning for our 

concert of 8th October with the Corps Band and Treorchy 
Male Choir. This will be a very great occasion for us and me 
setting of the C:i.rdiff City Hall should lend a great deal to 
the atmosphere and dignity of this grand function. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Curl is giving us tremendous help and 
guidance and is most enthusiastic in his desire to make this a 
most memorable occcasion. 

( 'ailing JJieute11a11t-Colonels Cleland and 
llnmsbottom 

Before closing we would wish to give two messages to past 
Presidents of this Branch. First a thank you to Lieutenant
Colonel J. A. Cleland for his very kind letter of congratulations 
to the new Honour Members, secondly a request to Lieutenant
Colonel F. Ramsbottom to note the date of our concert. This 
was a dream we shared after our first concert. We have pulled 
it off and we hope you will be able to join us, together with 
Mrs. Ramsbottom. 
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Corps in Singapore Show the wa 
Sale Driving Y 

. 
1n 

Men of 19th :H~ SAFE~T DRIVERS IN SINGAPORE 
eg1ment virtually scooped th . . 

road safety campaign in s· e prizes in the booster 
Hassan (third from the lef:~~a:h~re,h and) Lance-Corporal Ismail Bin 

e p oto of 19th Regiment won the 
top award 

The War Memorial Villa_ge, Lancaster 
The War memorial Villa L was founded in 1918 a ge~ ancaster, North Lancashire 

Fallen of the 1914-18 ~a: aPdrmanent ~emorial' to th~ 
home for some of the Comr;de n f thhe securmg of a decent 
beyond. s 0 t e Men who have passed 

This Memorial subse I b disabled ex-members of q~e~ Y F ecame extended to include 
War, and now to include. a. orces of the 1939-45 World 
may be engaged on peace-k~~pi~untry _where H.M. Forces 

Westfield b il . g nuss1ons, etc. 
council, the' w~ tM~m~rfu~rv~~a e:ta~e, a~d controlled by the 
bungalows (for severely disabl ~)' omdpn.ses 70 houses, eight 

Th 
e an six flats 

e general standard of . · with two to three bedr accommodation includes houses 
which are less than wo~m~, at .~enftals decided by the council 
house. e pai or a comparable corporatio~ 

It has been decided for FUTURE POLICY th . 
" The W at. ar Memorial Villa ·u b . 

members of H.M. Forces (tJutR W1 e available for ex-
the Royal ~ir Force) who are dis~b~d~fY' t~e Anny ~nd 
or otherwise than from a . . roug war sel"IJlce 
themselves in necessiiouscu!'e service duties, or who find circumstances." 

An Applicants' Registration L . · · . ~ry for the consideration of av~llabl mamta1~ed by the Secre-
c~e occur, the FINAL SELECT e tenancies, as and when 

decided by a personal inte . /ON for i:ach vacancy being 
b~fore a selection committ::'~r' ~ the applicant and his wife 
Village. e council, the War Memorial 

.(\n.Y ex-Serviceman (married) ualif . 
going conditions and who ·s d >. q ymg under the fore-
clusion on the ~aiting list ~ho~~1r~s ~f ~~n.sidt;ration for in-

H
to: The Secretary, The' War Mem e.allllitiValill mstance, write 

ouse, West Road L or~ . age, Westfield 
of qualifications, et~. ancaster, Lanes., givmg brief particulars 

If considered as a su · t bl li forward the official regi:C:ati~na~g cart, the Secr~tary will then 
but further correspondence will rm orb completion .and return, N not e entered mto 
~houldpersonal visits or telephone calls should be d . . 

anyone re-apply who has made . ma e,_ ne!ther a previous application. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIES 
Silk 
Terylene/Crimpl~~e 
Crested Terylene 
REME Institute Ties .. 

£1-50 
£0·90 
£1-35 

Crested Tankards 
Silk Blazer Badges 
Gold Wire Blazer 

{
£3-50 

. . £4·50 
£0·85 

Badges 

Cre ted Cuff Links . . 
£1 ·35 Wall Shields 
£3·50 Car Badges 

Items made t • · · · · U o your_own design (by quotation) 

£3-00 
£2·00 
£2-10 

.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties/Badges J 0 

-

Other items 25p P 

17 GABRJELS HILL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 

CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government . Communications Headquarters 

Vac3.1?-cies exist for Men and . 
ex-Sernce personnel) for Co .W~en (parucularly 
Recent experience in Cyphe mmuruTcalu~ _Centre work. . r or e epnnnog desirable. 

Appomtments are paid on a seal . . £ e nsmg to 1,253. 

co;J1r:e :pointed must accept liability for shift duties 
additio!1 ~1!:a:~eesk~~sp:°y~bf ub0lic holicb:Y~ for ~hich 
Overseas Service. e. pponuruues eXJst for 

All first appointments are tern b . pros~ects of becoming establi fi~raIJ( ut with excellent 
pensionable without Su s . i.e. permanent and 
are also prospects for p~=~~~on deductions). There 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 

sin~o=~es and both parents must have been Briti h 

Applications with full details of alifi . qu cations to: 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6) 
Government Comm · · ' Room A/1105 umcabons Headquarters, 

Oakley, ' 
Priors Road 
CHELTENHAM 
Glos. GL52 SAJ.' 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

En. 2270 
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2 16 Parachute Signal Squadron 

Aldershot 
(Received too late for this edition but inserted by an indulgent 

and sympathetic Editor) 

'I HE quadron bas been very bu y in the !Jrst two mon~s 
of 1971 with :i variety of ta~ks ranging fr?m Public 

Duties to Standby for the Postal Strike, plu · a U?'t move to 
B.F.P.0. 801 a the re erve Brigade Headqua~tcrs .m. Northern 
Ireland. Thi move was especially welcome, smce 1t is the first 
chance that we have had to work as a complete quadron 
away from Aldershot since 1964. 

Publi~ d u t h•s 
The Squadron provided four compl~te guards at the Bank 

of England during January. Each consisted of ~ne of?cer, one 
ergeant one corporal one lance-corporal and eight s ignalmen. 

The main problems V:ere avoiding getting lo~t wi_thln the Bank 
as oppo ed to preventing anyone from g~tUng mto the area. 
Rumours have been circulated con~er~g ~taff Sergeant 
Gordon Haughie, who was invited t? dµle with his troop officer 
at the Bank, and on his return tnp woke . up at Portsmouth 
Station in Mess Kit at 01.30 hours. I;Ie clalllls that_ he had to 
catch the milk train back in the morrung to be on ume for the 
Squadron road run!-still in M e K it! 

P ostal strike 
Half the Squadron spent the early stage of the post:aJ 

workers' strike on 24 hours standby to take over dunes m 
London. Meanwhile, the M .T . -i:roop I?ad to look around for 
a few vehicles in case of a call-m, ? wing to the troop bemg 
well into its programme of preparation for P.RE. 

:\lo,·•• to :\' ortheru 1.relaud 
Jn February with less than three weeks to go until the 

annual P.R.E. ~d Adrnin. Inspections, the Squadron was put 
on 24 hours standby to move to Northern Ireland. The whole 
Squadron was confined to Aldershot over the weekend, and a 
successful all ranks' dance was held in the Churchill Club. 
Once again the 7th Parachute Regiment, R.H.A, discotheque 
excelled themselves in trying to burst our ear-drums. 

The order for our move to Ireland came on the following 
l\londay and within 24 hours the adv3:nce party had its feet 
on Iri h soil. T wo days later the mam body of the Head
quarters was on board the Ulster Queen sailing for Ireland. 
We bad a few problems, such as the 4-ton Bedford which was 
too heavy for the crane to lift onto the boat! Generally, though, 
the move was well executed. 

The Headquarters was allocated a disused factory in Lurg~, 
Co. Armagh, which on our arrival had no hot water, no .cookmg 
facilities no heating and the ground floor was rat mfested. 
Howeve;, we have seen great changes since we arrived here. 
One of the first things to be set up was the P .R.I. canteen, 
with draught (local brew) Guinness on rap. Billet rooms have 
been allocated on floors 5 and 6 of a skyscraper, but this means 
we can keep some of our fitness without the need for Squadron 
road runs until the lifts are working! 

Public lle l a tlous 
We have been heartily welcomed by the local population of 

Lurgan, and for our trade at the shops - the ' coin op ' 
launderette mu t have increased its trade about four times! We 
have also made good contacts with local football and rugby 
clubs in Lurgan and Portadown. The soccer team beat the 
Goodyear Facrory 13-0 in our first match, but a combined 
Brigade Headquarters Rugby team lost 19-6 to Portadown. 

SPORTS 
l oxin l( 

Our move to Ireland has thrown aside high hopes for new 
sporting achievements in the Squadron. The Boving team 
trained and captained by Corporal Jim Coffey in the Army 
M inor Units (U.K.) semi-final beat the Home Postal Depot 4-3 
in a very exciting matcti which produced many surprises and a 
few unexpected results and everything depended on the last 
bout . We have heard recently that the final, which was due in 
February, is now to be held in October, when we will meet 
1 Parachute Logistic Regiment. 
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( 'roi..to1-t•ou11try 
Our cro s-c untry team has not been without its successes 

either. A Ba h of red hair passing the factory w~s Corporal 
Doug Baikie leading the ' pack.' Although the Bngad~ is n.o 
longer part of 3rd D ivision, they still aJlow us to wm their 
sports trophies. This was the first success of the cross-c-0untry 
ream this year where we narrowly beat Heavy Drop Company, 
who have wor:. the Army (Minor Units) for the_ past tw? years. 
The final result was 68 points each, but the wm v.:as ~ven on 
the position of the last man. The South Eas_t . District event 
has also been held this year. Several de pairmg s1;1pporters 
who stood on the route of the three-lap race were domg some 
quick mathematics an~ wer.e co~vinced that all was lost! ~ow
ever owing to the disqualificanon of the Parachute Reg.unent 
De~t, we sailed in to win fairly comfortably. We ~ook !orward 
to our fir t event in the Northern Ireland Championships. 

A irborne S iguull(•rs llewlio11 
We were pleased to welcome Brigadier_ J. A. Ward-~oo~, 

O.B.E., the new Brigade Commander, to this successful b1e_nmal 
reunion and we were delighted to see that so many old fnends 
from N orthern Ireland and B.A.0 .R . were able to spend the 
weekend with us. The dinner was held in the W.0.s' /Sergeants' 
Me s, Headquarters 16 Parachute Brigade. 

A young signalman of 8th Regiment comments 
on At/venture Training 

" It was a dull, wet winter Catterick Monday, when ~e 
assembled at the Military Training hut to prepare for a f?P 
we were to make to the Lake District. We set off mid-mor~g 
leaving mist-shrouded Catterick behind us and heaved a ~1gh 
of relief- no work for a week. We passed over bleak, wmd
swept moorland, and our hea~ts took a plung~ as tho~ghts 
of mountain walks and cold rughts welled up m our rrunds. 
We arrived at Pooleybridge and set-to erecting tents and 
making camp. The view from the camp sit~ was one of snow
capped mountains with L~~ Ullswater m the foreground. 
Having set up camp we split mto groups and wandered off to 
explore the areas ;urroun~g our C'.IIDP .site and the lake 
beyond. If nothing else, this explor!ltton discovered the local 
pub On arriving back at the camp site, we found, to our utter 
ama'zement the evening meal was being cooked by Sergeant 
Smith and 'Lance-Corporal Craggs, who obviously doubted our 
culinary talents. 

In the morning we began our uphill walk to Patterdale 
Lodge, that was to be our _refuge for t?e Tues~ay night. The 
afternoon was spent Jearnmg the ba~1c techmques of snow
climbing-a wet uncomfortable experience for most of us. I 
wonder how an~one could possibly want to spend ~eir spare 
time doing this for a hobby, let alone challenge the icy slopes 
of the alpine mountains, where one's life is in danger. Our 
stay at the lodge was not to last long, for the next day, due 
to bad weather we returned to our camp site, which had 
started to feel :nore like home. This time, it was our turn 
to cook the meal and quality was sacrificed for speed and 
hunger. After an' unexpected good night's sleep and _hearty 
breakfast of ' compo bangers ' we assembled the eqwpment 
necessary for pot-holing. Pot-holing! A soldiers' love .for 
' terra-firma ' can go too far. We had to walk about two miles 
before arriving at a rather small, insignificant hole in the 
ground which we were told was ' the entrance.' The hole looked 
black ;nd unfriendly. It was decided that I would be the first 
man through the entrance. I was duly lowe_re~ down by rope, 
and with mixed feelings, I watched the gnnm~g faces of my 
friends disappear as the hole got smaller. Thetr turn was to 
come. My feet eventually landed on what felt like soft grass. 
It somehow felt too soft and too spongy for grass. A torch 
was lowered and, to my horror, I saw i;hat I was si;anding on 
a dead sheep. I decided to say nothing and wall. for the 
rest to sample this delight. This soon ~iped the ~s from 
their faces! A few dark hours of crawlmg and scrapmg_ our 
way and we emerged into brilliant sunshine. An experience 
indeed. 

On the Thursday night we sampled the local beer and 
chatted about the trials of the past few days. The next day 
was set apart from packing and loading, then home for the 
weekend." 
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RADIO OPERATORS 
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio 

Operators in 1971 and in subsequent years. 
Specialist training courses lasting approximately eigh t months are held at intervals. Applications arc now 

in vited for the course starting in September, 1971. . 

SALARY SCALES 

During training, with free accommodation 

Age 21 
22 
23 
24 
25 and 

provided at the Training chool : 

£848 per annum 
906 )) )) 
943 )) )) 
981 " " 

over 1023 ,, ,, 
On successful completion of course : 

Age 21 £ 1073 ,, )) 

22 u 40 ,, )) 

23 1207 )) " 24 1274 )) " 25 (highest 1351 ,, )) 

age point) 
then by six annual increm ents to a maximum of £1,835 per annum. 

Excellen t conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad. 
Applican ts must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two 

years' operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G.C.~. '0 ' 
level or sim ilar qualification s. Excep tionally well-qualified candidates aged from 36-40 m ay also be considered . 

Interviews will be arr anged throughout 1971. 

Application forms and further particulars from : 
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communication s Headquarters, 

Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, G los. G L52 5AJ. 
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270. 

Over a Century-old Partnership . .. 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
thi age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customer , whom we are e er willing 
to advi e and a si tin the production 
of their journa l . 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewis and Seaford 



- -- ---

HO ME OWNERSHIP 
ndition in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month o that an ea ier loan situation 

an qui kly change to a evere hortage. Would-be Home Owner who do not plan ahead could therefore find 

it almo t impo ible t obtain loan or even the promi e of loan . 
If , u take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 

for house purcha e at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purcha e, whether it is in the early future or ome year ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. foreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 

higher the Joan po ible, and the more economic the purchase. 
Increa e in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 

buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 

to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning t:an reduce such co t to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We peciali e in arranging Life Assurance Plan to provide all-embracing Family ecurity combined with 
ound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.67 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ 

will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash 
um of £3S,000 free of tax and capital gain tax at age 65. Thi pa rt icular Plan i extremely flexible and unique 

in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an income on 

retirement from the Service. e.g. at age SS. . 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to : 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M .A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 

ervices Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associa ted Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to M embers of H .M. Force 

Telephone : Reading 56226 and S6227 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of t he Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Bro kers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now mo re important than ever before t hat all ranks should have t he benefit of professional 
and personal atten t ion. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Heac/ Ollice: 

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 
We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

If you've decided to leave the Services, 
think of a career at IBM 14 

Today I BM computers and data process ing equip
ment are becoming essential to the running of industry. 
science. government and commerce. And no manu
facturer can opera te without customer engineers. 

Many of our most successful customer engin 
eers have come from the forces. so the field is wide 
open to you. And it could be your opportuni ty 
to move into the world 's fastest-growing industry 

There are now over 340 customer engineers who ioined IBM 
straight from the Navy/Army/Air Force. Most of them had experience in 
either elE'~tro mechanisms. servo-systems or electronic -electric con
trols. Ano now some are technical specialists and some are managers. 

There are several different JObs w1th1n Customer Engineering. The 
Data Recording group are responsi ble for servicing and maintenance 
of the entire key punch and verifier range of machines. also data 
collecuon systems and Teleprocessing terminal units. The Data 
Systems group covers bas•c punch card handling equipment. such as 
card sorters. tabulators. in terpreters. calculators and small models of 
computer systems. The General Systems group covers medium and 
large scale computer systems. Whilst. the Program Support Group is 
responsible for problems that occur 1n IBM programming systems. 
involving the d1agnos1s and soluuon of these problems using a large 
amount of documen tation (e.g. core dumps. program listings etc.) 

Whichever group you JOln you will be given a first class training. 
Salaries are excellen t. I BM offers many fringe benefns such as a 

non -contributory pension scheme. free Li fe Assurance and an ex 
cellent career. 

If you are under 40. like the idea of 101ning the fast -growing 
computer industry and are due for release during the next 18 months 
or alter a short -term commission. why not find out more about IBM 7 
Send a brief resume of your technical career and 
personal details to Mr D. J Dennis. IBM United IBM 
Kingdom L1m1ted. 389 Ch1sw1ck High Road. 
London. W.4 . Quoting reference S/90671 . 

In the past year we have v1sl{ed a number of SerVlce U1111s 10 give 
a short presentallon on Customer Engmeerihg in the comp uter 
busmess. followed by a quesuon and answer session. We would be 
pleased 10arrange10 v1s11 your stauon Jf there is sufficient mterest and 
your commandmg officer agrees. Please discuss this w11h your 
Reseulement Officer or Srauon Educauon Officer in the first mstance 
so that we can make arrangements through him. 
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Our Cover Picture 
We publish this month a picture of the parade held by 19th Regiment 

on the occasion of their farewell ceremonies. We are indeed glad to pay 
a tribute to a Regiment which has, over so many years, rendered stalwart 
service to the R.A.F. and upheld the good name of the Corps. At the 
same time, it is sad that this Regiment has had to become a ca ualty of 
the Far East rundown-particularly in the manner it affects many locally
enlisted soldiers who have served Royal Signals so well (see article on 
page 176). 

S/TREP on 'Tile .Wre' 
As a re ult of our recent plea, the size of WIRE contributions from 

our long-suffering but kind unit correspondents has now decreased to more 
manageable proportions and THE WIRE is in a much sounder state financially. 

Alas offsetting this has been the almost incredible increase in postal 
charges. 'As an example, the cost of despatch of individual WIRES for .one 
month has gone up from £29.50 to £47.20, an increase of over £200 m a 
whole year. Do you wonder that where possible we include individual 
WIRES in the unit bulk parcel? 

The object of this Editorial is really to help our . correspondents -:
particularly unit correspondents-with what they send mto THE WIRE m 
order to save both themselves and ourselves trouble. So back to basics. 

Please get your notes in as early as possible, certainly by th~ 12th of 
the month. Last-minute articles can only get hasty anent!.?~ from 
the Editor and may lack presentation as a result, ~s well as dnvmg ~e 
Editor even more round the bend than he already 1s. Remember, despite 
increased charges, the post is slower these days. 

Please send in good, clear, black and white photographs on glossy paper. 
Colour prints are a nuisance and will not reproduce so well m black 
and white. 

Please get clearance to print from professi~nal photo~raphers, news
papers and such like if you want us to publish professional work. We 
will. give them a courtesy mention but we do not normally pay for 
photographs. 

Please do not try and design your o~ layou; and te~ for THE W~. 
It seldom fits when it comes to 'past:mg up. Leave It to us. We will 
do our best. 

Please caption photographs fully and legibly, givi?g. rank, Ch:istian 
and surnames of any individuals. ~V/e like t~ use Chrisuan names m our 
Corps family magazine---.this applies to articles also. 

Please only use capital letters at the beginning of words. where they 
are justified-not Parade Ground, Ration Store and such like. 

Please remember there is no re triction on the length _of general !nterest 
articles-only on unit notes. Unit notes often contaJ.? generel mterest 
stories which the Editor is obliged to e~traot and build up ~s separ~te 
articles in their own right. Send them m separately. We will menuon 
the unit in the presentation. 

(Continued on next page) 
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EDITORIAL (continued) 

Plea e remember that only high-grade colour photo
graph with sharp definition and strong constrasting 
colour can m ake the front cover. They co t over £100 
to proces , so we m ust be _careful ! On the other hand, 
do plea e send in anything you feel may stand a 
chance. 

Please go easy on cartoons. Only send them in if they 
are really well executed and are likely t<? amuse ~ 
our reader not just those in the know m the urut. 
They are e~ensive to print, requiring a block to b e 
made. 

Finally, please, nothing more of Christmas after the 
x 2th January each year ! 

111 1111 111 11 1111111 11111111111111111111 11111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 11111n11111 11111111111111111 111 111111 1 

-From our "Jn" Tray-

Remembering Fretltlie Spearpoint 

Sir, 
In THE WIRE of December/January, you repo~ed the re

tirement of Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) F. Spearpomt. I must 
take as read all Freddie's military history prior to July, 1936, 
when an enthusiastic Recruiting Sergeant in my home town 
of Truro Cornwall, arranged for my move all the way to 
the CorPS Depot Battalion, .Catterick CamJ:?, and I. finally 
settled down in a Kemmel Lmes hut. Freddie came JJltO my 
life during my recruit days and, in spite of c?mpetit;io~ fro?t 
Sergeants Hatton and Vi~, be<;ame my favounte . drill 
instructor (although he did penalise m~ for no~ havmg a 
properly-filled water-bottle dunng an everun.g reporung p:arade). 
However nothing daunted, I collected the Squad Whip B?d 
completed my technical training as electrician-fitter. During 
1937 and after a brief stay in Aldershot, I was po~ted to 
Incfu. Although originally destined for Kohat, my 1m1r?ey 
ended at the S.T.C. (I), Jubbulpore, where I spent some 1!Jlle 
on the strength of the W /T .s~tion. However, my slight 
musical ability enabled me to iom the urut dance band as 
pianist doubling on accordion, under Ben (saxophone) Collett. 
It wa; here that Freddie burst upon the scene ~ a "we 
must have a concert party" bee in his helmet (pith). And 
a concert party we certainly did have. 

Freddie produced, acted, and even sang! The programmes 
warned of the risks, but we played to full houses. I can say, 
without fear of contradiction, that everyone concerned 
thoroughly enjoyed working with him. Inevitably, with the 
passage of time, we all went our separate ways, and e".enl!-1-
ally I found myself called to the first post-war Temtorial 
camp at Lepe, Hampshire, to provide the music for a concert 
party produced by-dare I say it?-Freddie-and our l!ite 
Colonel-in-Chief witnessed our musical extravaganza dunng 
her visit. Some years later I was at P.enhale . Cam~, wht:re 
Freddie was doing the quartermastenng, with his qmte 
charming way of winning volunteers, he soon had a co~c_ert 
party formed, and somehow managed to have the tramlllg 
prograrrune modified to release the cast for rehearsals. The 
shows were as well produced as ever, and well received by 
mixed audiences. Remember ' Anything you can fill, I can 
fill better,' Freddie? Yes, these were really great times. I 
have all the faces clearly in mind, but names are too numerous 
to mention. I would like to thank all concerned for those happy 
days, and in particular wish Freddie and his charming lady
one of our front-line girls-every possible good fortune for 
the future. 

fun Walke. 
(Association Life Member No. 5990) 

13, outhbrook Place, Micheldever, Hants. 
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Chairman of T.A. V.R. Association 

News has ju t come through of the appointment of Colonel 
B. R. Wood, O.B.E., T.D., D_.L., Honorary Colone~ of the. 31st 
(Greater London) Signal Regiment (V), to the Chairmanship of 
the Greater London T.A.V.R. Association. 

Brigadier Claude Fairweather, Honorary Colonel of the 34th 
(Nortl1em) Signal Regiment (V) is Chairman of the North of 
England T.A.V .R. Association, and Colonel Geoffrey Dicker, 
Honorary Colonel Commandant Royal Signals, is Chairman of 
the East Anglian T.A.V.R. Association. 

Thus, of the 13 T .A.V.R. Asso?ations in the U.~., ?u;ee .are 
now chaired by ex-T.A. Royal Signals Officers. This 1s mdic~
rive of the high reputation which the Corps has always held m 

• the Reserve Army and which is so eviden.t today in the exc~llent 
Regiments and Squadrons that compnse the Royal Signals 
element of the T.A.V.R. 

3rtl Divisional Signals Reunion Club 

Our 20th all ranks' Reunion Dinner is to be held at the 
Victory Ex-Services' Club, London, on Saturday evening, 5th 
June. 

Club members who have not received their usual letter 
and any other ex-members of the Regiment interested should 
contact Major K. N. Smartt, Imber, Millway Road, Andover, 
Hants. 

Our 21st Anniversary Reunion will be held in July, 1972, an~, 
by kind permission of the Commanding Officer o.f the Regi
ment, is scheduled to be held at Bu!-fo~d. I t prorruses to be a 
gala occasion-watch for further details m THE WIRE next year. 

Clothing 

Since the beginning of the y~ar, gifts of clothing, ~oys, books, 
etc., have been gratefully received from the followmg: 

L ieutenant-Colonel J. N . Evans and Miss Evans, Lie~tenant
Colonel J.M. N . Lyons, Major-General C. E. Page, Ma1or D . J . 
D. McKail, Mr. and Mrs. F. Stockdale, A. Walsh Esq ., M.rs. R. 
T ipler, Mr. and Mrs. N . Church, ~· J .. St. C. W. Robinson, 
Major G. W. Young, Mrs. B. Torne, Lieutenant-Colone.l R. 
G. Phippard, Mrs. M. B. Brown, Mrs. J. A. Baker, Captalll J. 
Potts Colonel and Mrs. I. G . Swan, Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. 
Hon~, Mrs. M. S. Wheatley, 6th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and 
Signal Squadron, A. C. J. Chalmers, Esq., Mrs. E. Cush, J. N . 
K. Billett, Esq., Major J . H. W. Roake, Mrs. C. Rodgers, 
Colonel and Mrs. G. D . T . Harris, Anonymous donor from 
Taunton, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D . Farr, Mrs. Newson, 
Sergeant B. Langford, W.0.I and Mrs. J. H. La~ence, 
L ieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G . A. Horner, Mrs. M . Willway, 
Mrs. M. Christopher, Major C. R. C. Bunce, Major M . fl· 
Priestley, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. J. H. Swallow, Maior 
E. F. Prockter, Staff Sergeant and Mrs. D . L e Febvre. 

CATTEUICK U.ElJNION, 1U71 

This will take place on the weekend 26th/27th June. 
Owing to extensive rebuilding in the Vimy area and the 
temporary closure of the Royal Signals Officers' M~ss, 
it is much regretted that accommodation and feeding 
arrangements have had to be restricted and, depending 
on the nwnber of members attending, it may not be 
possible to provide meals for non-members, e.g., wives 
and families. Individuals wishing to attend who do not 
belong to a Branch should write NOW to Association 
H.Q. for attendance instructions and proforma. Branch 
members should apply through their Honorary Secre
taries. Early applicatiov. is strongly advised. 
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Address to the Branch Representatives of the 

Royal Signals Association 

By BRIGADIER C. E. TO RY, O.B.E., B.G.S. SIG ALS 

'The Wire, has pleasure in reproducing below, an address made by the B.G.S. Signals to Branch 
Representatives of the Association at their Annual Meeting on 17th April, 1971. 

In his talk, Brigadier T onry gave an up-to-date survey of Corps affairs in general and what he said will 
be of undoubted interest to all our readers, both serving and retired. 

THE Signal Officer-in-Chief asks me to convey to you 
his regret that he is unable to be here himself today, 

but on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday next week, he is 
host to about a hundred commanders and communicators from 
all three Services and civilian aRencies at Blandford for his 
biennial exercise, ' Quicksilver.' Today is therefore occupied 
by some essential rehearsals. He sends you his best wishes. 

If one looks at last ¥ear, 1970, and this year, 1971, one 
could peJfiaps say that m 1970 we set the seal on our first 
SO years of existence, and perhaps marked time a little while 
we celebrated, renewed old associations, and basked in the 
~low of friendship from our colleagues throughout the Services, 
mdustry and overseas. 1971 has just a touch of Monday 
morning about it-the harsh competitive realities of life are 
still there-we cannot stand still, and there's lots and lots to 
be done. I will therefore only look fa irly quickly at the past 
and devote most of this talk to explaining in greater detail 
what we have in hand for 1971 and me years immediately 
ahead. 

Corps Jubilee Celebrations 
You will probably have attended one or both of the two 

major events co-sponsored by the Royal Signals Association 
and the serving Corps. The first of these took place at Salis
bury and Blandford on 21st June, where, after a service of 
rededication at Salisbury Cathedral, an open day was held at 
the School of Signals. The second, at Catterick, took place on 
28th June. 

The serving Corps is well aware that a large number of 
individual Branches held their own very successful celebra
tion , and they note with great pleasure and pride the obvious 
vitality and vigour of the Association. 

Military events at unit level took place throughout the 
world. 

Her Majesty The Queen graciously suitgested a visit to the 
Corps by a member of the Royal Family, and H .R.H. The 
Princess Anne visited the Corps at Blandford on 5th June. 
This visit, which we understand was thoroughly enjoyed by 
Princess Anne, was organised by the School of Signals, aided 
by Royal Signals units of Strategic Command. 

The Corps Band was resident at the Royal Tournament 
in 1970, and the Master of Signals took the salute on 24th 
July. This was the last official duty of Major-General Sir 
William Scott, before he handed over as lV aster of Signals 
on 3rd August, 1970, to Major-General Peter Bradley. 

The Corps made its first appearance at the Festival of 
Remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall on 7th November, 
1970, where, in the presence of H.M. The Queen, a series 
of representative tableaux were shown. 

Finally, in our Jubilee Year, a joint meeting took place on 
10th December at the I.E.E. in London, attended by the Royal 
Signals Institution and the Institute of Electrical Engineers. 
A learned paper, produced by Lieutenant-Co1onel Ball, Royal 
Signals, was presented by the S.0.-in-C., and many nice thing 
were said by the President of the I.E.E. about the Corps. 

All of these events have been reported in THE WIRE, and 
all of you here today have no doubt read about them. 
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Sporting Activities 
You will also have heard and read of our great successes 

in the sporting world in 1970. 21st Signal Regiment won the 
~y Major Units Athletic Championship, last won by a 
Regrment of the Corps in the early SO's, and, after winning the 
B.A.O.R. Cross-Country Championships, came second in the 
Army Cross-Country Championships in U.K. last month. 
This is the first time for many year that a Royal Signals 
unit has done so well in athletics. 

The achievements of our Corps shooting team in winning 
the Methuen Cup, against all major Corps of the Army and 
Commands of the R.N. and R.A.F. in 1970 cannot be left 
out of any review of the year, and our canoeists have been 
so successful that there are hopes that the Corps may have 
some representation in the British Olympic Team. 

All these successes, plus many others, across the full range 
of what the Army calls e>.tra-curricular activities, do much 
to show all three Services that we are a Corps that ' takes 
part.' The effects of this, both tangible and intangible, are 
so beneficial to the present and future image of the Corps 
that the S.0.-in-C. has directed me publicly to express his 
gratitude to all Chairmen, Secretaries and members of Corps 
and unit teams whose blood, tears and sweat-mostly sweat
make these achievements possible. 

Now to look at some current and future problems. 

Recruiting-the past 
Recruiting is still Corps domestic priority No. I and will 

always-repeat always-be so. Having said that, I am glad to 
be able to tell you that there was an improvement in 1970. 
However, it is impossible to get a clear picture by looking at 
one year in isolation, and the proper frame of reference is 
is the last decade. 

In 1960 and 1961, the end of National Service was in 
sight, and it was well known that there would be an enormous 
shortfall in the all-regular Corps. This led to the massive 
programme of help in 1962, 1963 and 1964. When this help 
stopped, there was a dramatic drop in the number of recruits 
taken into the Corps in 1965, and this continued into 1966, 
1967, 1968 and 1969. Had this trend carried on, we should 
have had a NIL intake by the end of 1972! However, as you 
know, in 1969 we took this problem firmly by the collar and 
started a self-help campaign, together with another d<>!'e of 
help from the Army during tbe winter months of 1969/70. 
Since then we have managed to keep the flow 1ming, but not 
quite enough to break even. In fact, during 1970, there was 
a net decrease of 159 in the strength of the Corp : but, of 
course, this was better than the decrease -0f 285 in 1969, 
and much better than the decrease of 974 in 1968. In terms 
of our intake of adults and maturing juniors, expre sed as a 
percentage of the Army intake, 1970 was our be t year ince 
1964. 

That is the good news. Now for the bad news. 
Because of the massive intakes in the early 60s, which I 

mentioned earlier-this is why it is essential to look at 
recruiting over a long time span-we are faced in 1971 with 
the 1962 intakes reaching their nine-year points and the 
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196 intakes reaching their six-year points. Unless we can 
persuade large numbers of the e men to prolong, we are 
fae!d with a large run-out which will have to be made good 
by tepping up our recruiting efforts even more. We are 
determined to get recruiting and run-out on to a steady basis: 
we mu t get away from the peaks and tr ugh of the last 
decade. We hope to break even in 1971, fter that things 
sheuld be easier. 

We want every bit of help from the Association-and this 
means all of you and your mem~that we can get. This 
is a main message from the serving Corps to the retired 
element. Please try to send in our direction every good young 
man that you can. 

Beerulttng-th pres nt 

o what are we going to do about it? In our view, there is 
no one single dramatic action which will solve the problem. 
Certainly, the attitude of the Government to the Armed 
Forces and their place in society-as restated in this year's 
Defence White Paper-will help to improve recruiting: but 
I am talking here, more about our own Corps efforts. In 
short, our policy is to maintain steady pressure all along the 
line in a variety of actions which may be small in them-
elves in terms of recruits, but which cumulatively are signifi

cant. We retain the initiative by keeping as many irons in the 
fire as possible, but always with some in reserve, ready to in
sert if the need arises. 

At this point in time, we have three new measures which 
we are about to initiate. The first one is our proposed new 
Royal Signals Soldier Structure, which I shall be talking 
about later. This should most certainly improve Regimental 
internal recruiting. The second is the new Vimy Trade Train
ing School in Catterick. This is a winner, and it is to be 
officially opened by the Prime Minister on 24th September, 
1971. It is better even than we were hoping for, and dead on 
time. The stardard of workmanship, for this day and age, 
is excellent and needs to be seen to be believed. This new 
School will become a focal point for visits from schools, 
colleges and other training and academic establishments, for 
both boys, students, teachers and headmasters. It is very 
photogenic, and we shall make all the recruiting capital that 
we can out of these twin pillars-the New Trade Structure 
and the New Trade Training School. 

The third of the three initiatives I mentioned is that we are 
~ boys again in Catterick. A Junior Signalman Troop 
~as 1ust been formed and we hope to produce a steadily 
mcreasing flow of juniors into man service. This will in part 
~elp to offset the disaster of the closure of the J.L. Regiment 
m . D.enbury in 1967. . Harrogate, with its magnificent new 
buildings, 1s steadily filling up, and we are increasing our out
put from the Junior Tradesmen's Regiments at Rhyl and 
Troon. One result of our increased involvement is that the 
S.0.-in-C. was asked to take the pass-off parade at Rhyl on 
Easter Monday! 

Centralised selection 
. Centralised. Selection of recruits in the Army has been run
nm~ as. a pilot schem.e for over a year, but in July goes 
naaonw1de. In future with the temporary exception of Scotland 
all recruits will go to the new C.S. Centre at Sutton Coldfield 
near Birmingham. Here they will be briefed on types of 
employment in the Army, their aptitudes, etc., tested and 
based to a large extent on their own wisbes they will be 
allocated to Coros. This will in no way prevent a man enlisting 
in the Corps of his choice but will ensure across the board 
that round pegs are slotted into round holes. Provided we get 
ou.r fair share froM the system-we a1J:nost are at present, but 
this bas not alway been so-then obviously we go along with 
the system. It makes the direct results of self-help recruiting 
~o.r~ di!ficul~ to. assi:ss, but _it }n no way relieves us of respon
s1b1htv m this direction. This IS why I am making the pomt
reeruiting is still our Corps domestic priority No. 1. This is 
why we want your help-you are after all very much part of 
the Corps, and we know that you are as much interested in 
the future of the Corps as in memories of the past. 

Future-- ·ew Soldl r tructure 
. You will see full details of this published in the April/May 
1 ue of THE WIRE. 
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The ~lfflmlJt# Sltontlon 
Soldiers: The trained oldier strength of the Corp is 

currently 7.9 per cent short of the manning requirement, com
pared with 7.7 per cent at this time last year. 

This deficiency cannot be evenly spread between units 
because of theatre manning priorities, laid down by the military 
operations staff, and because some 5 per cent of our manpower 
is required in small establishments whose size-role do not 
permit any undermanning. In practice, therefore, high priority 
areas such as N orthern Ireland are 100 per cent manned, whilst 
lower priority, but still very important, units are up to 14 per 
cent deficient. 

This situation is expected to improve significantly early next 
year when the rundown in FARELF and the Gulf is com
pleted, provided that we can maintain and improve our recruit
ing effort in all areas. 

In this age of sophisticated communications equipment, man
power continues to be the Army's and the Corps' most precious 
commodity. The deficiency which I have described is placing 
a considerable strain on units and the soldiers themselves, who 
are being asked to work longer hours and undertake additional 
ta~ks. This .situation must, however, only be temporary, other
wise we will no longer be able to boast one of the lowest 
wastage rates in the Army. 

It i~ accordingly the S.0.-in-C.'s policy to ensure that new 
comrrutments are offset by compensating economies, whilst 
maintaining the strength of the Corps at about its present level, 
which is 9 per cent of the Army total. 

Officers: During 1971, the Corps is additionally faced with 
an officer shortage, though this is not as serious as the soldier 
shonage. 

The requirement is to recruit/obtain this year an additional 
37 young officers in the age bracket 20 to 23 years, the majority 
of whom should be of the Special Regular Commission Category 
(S.R.C.) and the remainder of the Direct Short Service Com
mission Category (D.S.S.C.). 

It is hoped that a significant number of the S.R.C. officers 
can be found from soldiers within the Corps. If you know of 
any suitable young men, either in the Corps or in civilian life, 
who may be interested, my staff would like to be advised. 

Bear Link Communications 
In December, 1970, the Standing Committee on Army 

Organisation reviewed the question as to whether Royal Signals 
should take back the commitment of providing rear links for 
R.A.C., R.A., R.E. and Infantry units. After a thorough 
examination of the manning situation in Royal Signals and the 
other Arms concerned, the Committee decided that the R.A.C. 
and R.E. should continue to man their own rear links after 
April, 1973, subject to review in 1972, and that the question of 
the manning of R.A. and Infantry rear links should be re
examined in early 1971. Which ever way the decision goes as 
regards these latter two Arms, at least a year will elapse 
between the time the decision is taken and its actual 
implementation. 

Meanwhile we have Royal Signals officers attached to most 
Armoured units (not so much to help in communicating as to 
learn the facts of life in other Arms, and to gain a sound 
tactical background) and some Infantry A.P.C. battalions. We 
are retaining a Royal Signals Sergeant Operator in all R.A. 
Regiments and Infantry Battalions. 

Order of Battle und Operations 
1970 saw events wflich will have important repercussions on 

the Army and the Serving Corps and I hope you will bear with 
me as I recount them and their significance. 

F"ust. On June 18 a Conservative administration was elected 
and examinations of plans to retain a presence in the Malaysian/ 
Singapore area were put in hand. As stated in Parliament the 
planning of the rundown in that area had proceeded too far 
to be reversed and in any case a multinational force was felt 
to be the right answer. As a result of this reasoning a Common
wealth Brigade Group sized force with support naval and air 
forces was decided upon. This force is composed of Australian, 
New Zealand and British elements and the Royal Signals' con
tribution will consist of approximately one-third of the brigade 
signal squadron and in addition a technical manpower con-
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mbution to the static commun ications system which will need 
to be set up in Singapore to manage all elements, mar itime, 
air and land, of the force. All married soldiers will have their 
families with them. 

Second. Also as a result of the general election there was an 
immediate examination of the possibility of expanding the 
T.A.V.R. and recruiting has started to raise 20 new T. & A.V.R. 
infantry battalions and one Armoured Car Regiment. The 
impact of this expansion on the Corps has not been large and 
amounts to about a Squadron's worth of T. ~ A.V.R. Royal 

ignals spread throug:1out 13 Signa l Group (V) who will p rovide 
the necessary knowhow to organise the up-to-date communica
tions sys_tem . for use by the battalions. This is surprisingly 
mexp~ns1ve m ma_ni;>~wer when one. equates 20 infantry 
battahons to two D1v1s1ons. The secret 1s that these battal ions 
will be using an area V.H.F . communications system similar to 
the one we have installed in Northern Ireland and which 
requires expertise only at the repeater stations. 

Third. The command structure of the Home Army has just 
finished being studied in probably the greatest depth since 
Cardwell. The new structure with only one General Head
quarters and a reduction from 12 to 10 District Headquarters 
has posed many command and control problems, some of which 
remain unsolved. The reorgan isation when it comes on 1st 
April, 1972, will have a profound affect on the Command 
Structure of the Corps in the U .K. C.S .0. Southern Command 
will become C.S.O. G .H.Q. U .K.L.F. and in so doing will 
bring under his control all Royal Signals formations and units, 
both regular and reserve, in the U .K. with the exception of 
rhe Training Brigade and the School of Signals. 

It has been decided that because of the international flavour 
of the instruction at both of these establishments and because, 
in particular, of the introduction of the New Trade Structure, 
the control of both of these establishments should remain in 
the M.0.D. with the S.0.-in-C. 

In Nonbern Ireland the continued troubles have necessitated 
three signal squadrons where before only two very small 
squadrons existed. 

In Anguilla we still provide the external communications 
for the British Force based there. 

In Cyprus in addition to our own British commitments we 
provide both communications staff and a Signal Troop for 
UNFICYP. 

In Jordan we deployed a communications team in support 
of the international medical aid needed as a result of the 
Fedayeen uprising and the efforts of our signallers there earned 
high praise not only at home but also internationally. 

When the coastal plains of East Pakistan were inundated by 
a cyclone the co-ordination of the British communications for 
the relief forces ashore was left in the hands of the Corps and 
249 Signal Squadron also provided a communications team of 
both British and Gurkhas whose efforts were largely instru
mental in providing the swift co-ordination for the disaster relief 
effort. 

"· ew Pny Code 
The New Pay Code has been in operation for a year, and in 

general it has been accepted as being a better system than the 
previous Grigg formula . 

The only major change which has been made since its 
introduction is that the Separation Allowance has now been 
increased to 40p per day to provide compensation for the 
personal and emotional disadvantages of separation. It is also 
payable for separation in the same country including the U.K. 

It was mentioned last year that there were one or two 
anomalies in the New Pay Code, and that we were hoping to 
put the e right. They are: 

(a) Senio~ N.C.0.s and Warrant Officers had their pay level 
decided by a job evaluation exercise using a factor plan 
designed for Corporals. The need for evaluation at the rank 
of Sergeant and above has now been recognised, and a new 
study is under way. This should be completed in time for 
implementation by April, 1972, when the next two-yearly pay 
review is due. The factor plan in the new evaluation takes 
into consideration noc only the training and skills of the senior 
N.C.O., but also the managerial skills required in the e ranks. 

(b) We were not happy about the banding of our trades 
as they were assessed for the new Pay Code but it is no good 
asking for reassessment of trades which should be replaced 
before long. We hope that our new proposals will help to put 
the banding right as well as increasing efficiency and job 
satisfaction. 
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A new system of assessing Local Overseas Allowance 1 

being introduced this year which aims at giving a fair rate to 
each serviceman depending on his rank, on whether he i 
married or single, on how many children he ha and on 
whether his wife is with him or not. This scheme will be 
introduced progressively throughout overseas Commands, and 
some overseas stations should be operating it by the end of 
1971 and the remainder during 1972. 

Finally, regarding retired pay and pensions, the Government 
announced in the House of Commons on 17th March, 1970, 
that they would introduce legislation thi~ season with rhc 
following features : 

(a) Provision to maintain the purchasing power of public 
service pensions by a system of biennial reviews. 

(b) All pensions which began before 1st April, 1969, to be 
examined to bring them up to an equitable base line Crom 
which the biennial reviews can stan. 

I would stress that these provisions have only been stated 
as an expression of the Government's intention-let us hope 
that they will come to pass. A working party is also undertaking 
an assessment to make a more definite link between military 
salaries and pensions. 

(:lnnsmnn 
Within the next two years we expect to see the introduction 

into service of the first of the new Clansman radio equipments. 
This will be the smallest of the family, the manpack VHF 
set known as the PRC350. It has had extensive user trials and 
is extremely well liked by all who have had the opponunity to 
use it. 

It will be followed into service at intervals over a period of 
three-four years by the other six members of the family, so 
that we shall end up with a range of radios much lighter, 
more reliable and giving a far better ervice than any Army 
has ever known. 

~(ALLARD and BllUIN" 
Many will have seen from the press that the U.S. Congress 

were unable to provide funds for a number of projects includ
ing MALLARD. This was to have been the new area com
munication system for the late 1970s which we were developing 
witil our American, Canadian and Australian allies. 

With this American decision, we now have to reshuffle our 
own plans for a system which will eventually take the place 
of BRUIN. This has been a setback, not a disaster. 

As you know, the BRUIN system has now been in service 
with 1 (BR) Corps since 1968 and has helped vastly to improve 
the image of the Corps, providing as it does an unrivalled com
munication service to Commanders and their staffs. But, like 
every one of us, its working parts begin to get old and we 
have to find ways and means of rejuvenating it until the next 
generation takes over. In this, the prowess of our technician 
and engineers comes to the fore, both in maintaining, repairing 
and devising improvements. 

Fut1Jre-ADPS 
In his address last year the S.0.-in-C. aid that we were 

undoubtedly keeping abreast of developments in the Com
munications-Electronics field and in some cases we provide the 
spur. This remark is indeed true of our deep involvement in 
the u e of computers, not only for communications switching 
but also in automatic data proce sing (ADP). With foresight 
the Corps installed its fir t computer at the School of Signals, 
Catterick, in 1962, and this was employed to pioneer the tech
nique of computer assisted radio frequency assignment in 
which we still lead the field. This machine was also used for 
instruction, not only to the Corp but to the Army as a whole 
and the other two Services. 

In 1968 a fast, modern computer was in talled at the School in 
Blandford, with all the late t input and output devices and 
more recently the Army's first on-line data link became opera
tional between Blandford and Wilton. 

Thi computer centre has since formed the hub of the 
present Defence ADP Training Centre. In 1970 the S.0.-in-C. 
became the equipment sponsor for all Field Army Command 
and Control ADP systems. Currently these- projects, which 
are designed to automate staff tasks, are TRENCHARD (H .Q. 
Air Suppon Command, R.A.F. and H.Q. Army Strategic Com
mand), HAIG (at H.Q. B.A.0.R.) and WAVELL (at H.Q. 1 
(BR) Corps) which will probably extend forward to Brigade 
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H.Q. Our Corp h ' provided members of the tudy and design 
team engaged on the project and we are helping to anaJy e 
the taff problem and write the programmes for the com
puters. We shall be completely responsible for manning the 
two systems in Germany and will ·hare this rcspon ibility 
with the R.A.F. in TRENCHARD. All data transmission 
requiremen ts of the Arm arc the .0.-in-C.'s responsibility 
and we provide ertain facilitie for the otner two ervices. 

ome hi tory was neces ary to et the ADP . cene but from 
what I have said, you will gather that the future possibilities 
for our officer and men to gain exi>ericnce and play a u eful 
pan in thi advanced technology are considerable. 

onelusion 
From all this you can see that what I said at the beginning 

about there being lots to be done is quite true. The next two 
or three yea.rs hould see the fruition of Dla1,1Y long-laid plans 
leading to great efficiency, better communications, and better 
use of officers and soldiers. 

We have just one more hurdle to jump, and if we make that 
we shou~d go on from 1972 to a comparatively easy run round 
the track. That hurdle is the ever-present manpower shortage 
which will get worse before it gets better. From July to 
December this year, the need to provide officers and soldiers 
for new commibnents, just before we are released from old 
ones in the Far East and Gulf will yet again challenge our 
versatility, adaptability and endurance to the full. 

The S.0.-in-C. has asked me to say that be is, as ever, 
confident in the ability of the Corps to meet this challenge 
and to emerge with the high reputation we have rightly earned 
in the first 50 years of our existence, still unsullied as a firm 
base for the future. 

COBPS WOOLLEN T IES 

Available from Association H.Q;., but now at the 
increased price of 63p, due to the wholesalers increase 
to us. 

CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government Communications Headquarters 

Vacancies exist for Meo and Women (particularly 
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work . 
Recent experience in Cypher or TeleprintinK desirable. 

Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1 ,253. 

Those appointed must accept liability for shift dulics 
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for whk h 
additional allowances arc payable. Opponunities exist for 
Overseas Service. 

All first appointraents are temporary but with excellent 
prospects of becoming established (Le. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There 
are also prospects for promotion. 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply . 

Candidates and both parents must have been British 
since birth. 

h Applications with full details of qualifi cations to : 

IH 

Recruibnent Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/ 1105, 
Oakley, 
Prion Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GLS2 SA). 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 

'dllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~dllllllllll ll llllllllllllllllll!: 

= = ~ ~ I RADIO OPERATOR·S I 
§ DO YOU HOLD ~ I PMG II OR P~~J:~A~w GENERAL I 
:: HAD TWO YEARS' RADIO OPERA TING :: 

I lo;::~g :::Jy
0 f:~~~~E~~= ~:dc::po:~,: I 

= Siwal Onrnnisation. These are Civil Service = 
==~=- posts, with -opportunities for service abroad, and §_==_ 

of becoming established, i.e.. non-contributory 
~ pen ion scheme. ~ 
= = § Specialist Training Courses (free accommoda- § 
~ tion) starting January, April and September, 1972. ~ 

= If you are British born and resident in the United = 
§ Kingdom, write N OW for full details and application § 
§ form from § = Government Communications Headquarters, = 
§ Recruibnent Officer, § 
~ Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. § 
= GLS2 SAJ. = 
~ (Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). § 
~1 111 11111 111 111111111 1 1 11 1111 111 1111 111 1 11111111 11 111 11 111 1111 111 1111 1111 1 1111111111111111111 1 11111 1 1 11 111 1111 1111~ 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

Order yo ur new car before you leave. When you get back it wlll be ready ana waiting 
for you at the alrport-fullv insured, w ith all the paperwork completed for the U.K .. 
Europe, or both. Tho Information Pack gives you 1he full gen: forces discounts, special 
H.P. terms, tho lot . ... Plua • sheaf of colour brochures of all the fau at 
model a t o brow• • through at laiaure. There's no obhgation whatever. You can 
w eigh everything up, take your time choosing-and take delivery wherever you land 

Post to : NATOCARS Ltd .. Moorlinch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 ........................... 

I Please send me your Informati on Pack-without obligation. w5 • 

I Name . . ........ .. . . ................ - • •..•.. Rank ............ ···-· ••• ···- I 
I Present Address .. .• •.• • • • ••• • · •••· • • · •• • · ••• •···• · • •• • • •• •• ••· ·•·•••·• I I Tax free for U.K. and then •..• · ········ - - - ··-··· .. ····-·· (country) I 
I Tax paid for U.K. only __ (tick) ~ ~ I I De/lrery Date ...... ..... . .. ' Cfi+ ..JCOJ 1 
I I 
I I 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• d 
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19th Regiment Hold Farewell Ceremony 

One of the casualtie of the 

Far East run-down will be 
the 19th Signal Regiment, 

R.A.F. Changi, Singapore. 

Over many years it bas 

rendered stalwart service to 

the R.A.F. The Regiment has 

always numbered a large 

proportion of locally enlisted 

soldiers in its ranks who have 

given loyal and willing ervice 

to the Corps. For them the 

occasion will be particularly 

ad for the Regiment was 

their life. 

All will join ' The Wire in 

a salute to them for what 
they han done and in wish

ing them well for the future. 

Final disbandment in ~ovem:ber 
Although ti1e Regiment does not finally disband until 

November this year, the narure of the rundown is such that 
by that time there will be very few British and no Locally 
Enlisted soldiers left in the Regiment. It was therefore decided 
to hold a Farewell Ceremony at a time when there would 
still be sufficient men to make a worthwhile parade and 
Wednesday, 31st March, was the chosen date. In a shift
working unit, the normal routine must go on and this again 
produced a limiting factor, together with the problem of getting 
men into Qiangi from the outstations for the rehearsals and 
the parade itself. It was decided to form two Squadrons, one 
British and one of Locally Enlisted soldiers, each 53 strong. 

Distinguished guests at farewell eeremony 
The meteorological forecast proved correct and it was a 

very bright and hot morning. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) C. Speight gave 
the order " Quick marcb " and the Regiment, with the British 
in olive green and the Locally Enlisted soldiers in ceremonial 
dress, marched on to the Station parade ground, R.A.F. Changi, 
preceded by the band of the Australian Army Force playing 
' National Emblem.' Some 200 official guests, families and 
friends of the Regiment seated in the shade of awnings saw 
the parade handed over to the Adjutam, Capta4i M. L. P. 
Brock, on the dot of 08.16 hours. Officers on parade with the 
British Squadron were Major A. P. Fielding and Captains W. 
Roper and J. H. Roberts, and with the L.E.P. Squadron Major 
J. G. Harry and Captains Wan Jalil bin Ahmad, M.B.E., and 
Lai Sin Wah. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. 
J. Gilbert, took over the parade and awaited the arrival of 
the V.l.P. guests, the Station Commander, Group Captain and 
Mrs. A. D. A. Honley, the Commander Singapore Area, 
Brigadier D. W. V. P. O'Flaherty, D.S.O., and the Commander 
Far East Air Force, Air Vice Marshal and Mrs. N. M. Maynard, 
to whom compliments were paid. 
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The Parade formed up 

S.0.-in-C. represented 
The Reviewing Officer, Colonel D. A. Polley, O.B.E., repre

senting the Signal Officer-in-Chief, arrived with Captain M. ]. 
M. Alden as his A.D.C., and received a general salute. After 
the inspection and the advance in review order, the Regiment 
marched past to the Royal Signals march. The Commanding 
Officer made a short address welcoming the guests and briefly 
recounted the history of the Regiment and its associations 
with the Royal Air Force and the service of the Locally Enlisted 
soldiers. Colonel Polley then addressed the soldiers on parade, 
making particular mention of the high standard of turnout, 
bearing and drill. 

Tribute to loeaUy enlisted soldiers 
Then followed the highlight and main theme of the parade, 

the tribute to the Locally Enlisted soldiers. Led by Captain Wan 
Jalil, the L.E.P. Squadron slow-marched to the strains of Auld 
Lang Syne between the British Officers and soldiers at the 
present and the spectators standing and saluting, and finally, 
as the music died away, off the square. It was an emotional 
moment for all, especially Captain Wan Jalil, for he was one 
of the first to join the L.E.P. ranks in 1947. As he said after 
r:1e Parade, " I was the first to open the door and the last 
to close it." It is an interesting fact that on the day of the 
parade the strength of Locally Enlisted soldiers in the Regi
ment was 190. Their aggregate of service totalled 1,820 years. 

The parade concluded with the British Squadron marching 
off in quick time. Afterwards the guests, officers, warrant officers 
and sergeants gathered in the married families' club for a 
reception, and the junior ranks were given refreshments at the 
China Sea Beach Club. 

It was a sad but nevertheless very dignified occasion and a 
fitting end to the Regiment's 28 years' service in the Corps 
and to the Royal Air Force. We shall continue, however, to 
appear in' The Wire' until our final disbandment in November. 
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Begiment~s l1ist big parade 

I. The Regiment marches on parade. An outward bound 

Hercules flies overhead symbolic of the specialised role 

played by the unit over so many years. 

2. The Reviewing Officer has a word with Corporal Gask of 

the British Squadron. 

3. The LEP Squadron awaits the arrival of the Reviewing 

Officer. 

4. The Reviewing Officer inspects the LEP Squadron. 

5. The LEP Squadron marches past in slow time while the 

British Squadron presents arms. 
5 
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THE GENERAL V I SITS 

Pictures taken during a recent visit of General Sir Mervyn Butler, l.C.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., G.O.C. Army Strategic Command, 
to the 30th Signal Regiment. The General arrived by helicopter and spent the day vis it ing detachments on training at Blandford, 

He showed the greatest interest in all he saw as the photographs indicate 

CHEERFUL OCCASION AIR PORTABILITY DEMONSTRATED 
Sergeant Dave Sm ith of the A.M. F. (L) Force Radio Troop sharing a Sergeant Ken Griffith, Yeoman Bill Coxon of Light Radio Troop 

joke with the Army Commander and Captain Eddy Hampson demonstrate the airportable stores for a three man S.R. A41 , S.R. 
Al 3 and S.R. Al 6 detac"1ment 

MEETING WITH A UNIT SPORTSMAN HAVE RADIO- WILL TRAVEL 
"Well, it was like this, Sir" . .. Sergeant Willie Henderson of E.W . 
Troop and the Regimental Football Team meeting the Army Com

mander 

Corporal Geordie Hamer, John Conroy and Geoff Gough with an 
airportable S.R. Cl l/C42 mounted in its container . Lance-Corporal 
Gough , on the right of the picture, recently returned from six 
weeks on detachment at Grand Turk ·Island Bahamas and is now 

off to Cyprus for six months 
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A REWARDING AND 

WORTHWHILE TASK 

253 Squadron instal electric light 
in a remote Hong Kong village and 

discover pleasure in the simple 

life of the locals as well as making a 

host of friends 

I. Tai Long, one of the villages in which electric light was installed . Note distribution pole and street light. 
2. All stores had to be lifted in by air. Corporal Steve Alexander and Lance-Corporal Pete Watson deal with a load. 
3. After the airlift stores had to be manhandled to the site. Beefy Staff-Sergeant Dick Sizeland found it quite an effort. The lady 

in front took it in her stride with a smile. 
4. Of course, friends were made-particularly with the children. Corporal Terry Mann goes 'Chinese' to the delight of his 

young friends. 
5. The work is completed and the official 'switching on' ceremony takes place before a distinguished audience. Switching on is 

Brigadier H. C. llling, M.C.; on his leit O.C. 253 Squadron, Major M. J. Pickard . 



The Corps Badge stands 200 feet tall-and the width of the scroll 80 feet from tip to tip 

The History of the Fovant Badges -
anJ how the Corps Badge was cut 
Hfl Licutca ant l . C . Pattiso~ Royal Signals 

T EN miles west of Salisbury, on the A.30 London to Exeter 
Road, lies the village of Fovant, which ex-Servicemen 

of the 1914-18 War will remember, first as a training camp 
and later as the Demobilisation Centre through which so 
many passed on their way back to civilian life. Cut in the 
chalk downs overlooking this road are a number of Regimental 
crests which prove of great interest to p'lssing motorists. 

Six of the badges, those of the London Rifle Brigade, the 
Post Office Rifles, the Devonshire Regiment, the Y.M.C.A., 
the 6th Battalion, The City of London Regiment, and the 
Australian Imperial Forces, were cµt during the 1914-18 War. 
The badges of the Wiltshire Regiment and the Royal Witt-
hire Yeomanry were cut in 1950 and 1951 respectively, whilst 

the last badge, that of Royal Signals was added in 1970 by 
3rd Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment to commemorate the 
SOth Anniversary of t~e Corps. 

The c oming of t h t> cam ps 
With the outbreak of war in August, 1914, and the need to 

find accommodation for the new Army, the authorities took 
over many thousands of acres of agricultural land in the 
country for training camps, amongst these being Fovant. And, 
very soon, what had once been good farming land, had be
come a network of huts, parade grounds and metalled roads. 
The two rifle ranges were laid out, with the downs forming 
a natural background, and finally, a single-track railway line 
linked up the camp with the main line at Dinton, some three 
miles to the north. 

Many thousands of men from Regular and Territorial Regi
ments, and troops from Australia, carried out their training 
here before going into action on the Western Front. At the 
end of the war, the camp became one of the largest demobilisa
tion centres in the country. I t was not until the early 20's 
that the camp was finally deserted, leaving behind a tangled 
mess of foundations and roads. T oday, one sign only re
main~the badges. 
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The budges are cut 
TI1e idea of cutting their Regimental badge in the chalk 

hiL!side originated in 1916 from the London Rifle Brigade. 
Volunteers were called upon to do the work, and their efforts 
proved so successful that other units soon followed their 
example. 

There were many difficulties to surmount for, apart from 
the steep slope, the hillside was in the danger zone of the 
rifle ranges, which were in almost continuous use. During the 
summer months, the men had to get up before sunrise and 
work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m. In spite of mis, there was seemingly 
no Jack of volunteers. 

Of the original badges, the 6th City of London Regiment 
is probably the largest, with an overall height of 150 feet. 

It is impossible to give a complete list of all the units that 
cut out their badges, for many of the smaller ones have com
pletely disappeared through neglect. Including the three badges, 
there are a total of nine badges at Fovant. 

Between the wars 
With the departure of the troops, the badges began to be

come overgrown with weeds and turf, but many of the Regi
ments paid local workers to keep their particular badges in 
good condition. In particular, the Australian Government paid 
an annual sum for the maintenance of their badge, that of the 
Australian Imperial Force. 

With the outbreak of war in 1939, maintenance work had 
to cease, for the authorities wished to be camouflaged as being 
a po:ential landmark for enemy aircraft. It was during this 
time that many of rhe badges became too overgrown and 
damaged to restore. 

llestorution work begins 
After the war, members of the Fovant Home Guard Old 

Comrades agreed to restore the badges of the 6th City of 
London Regiment and the London Rifle Brigade. By the end 
of 1949, the six badges had been restored. 

Early in 1950, members of the Association decided to cut 
out the badge of the Wiltshire Regiment-the cap badge that 
they had worn during the war as members of the Home 
G uard. 

(Continued on page 181) 
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1Continued fiom page l 80) 

In 1951, the Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry requc>ted that their 
badge should be a~ded .and, as many of the pari~hioners of 
Fovant. had served m this Reg_iment,_ ~t was agre"ed to accede 
to their request. Due to their posmon as number one in 
pre~edence among .the Regir;i~nts of 'Cavalry Yeomanry,' 
their. badge was cut m the pos1t1on of honour, on the 'right of 
the lme.' 

Hoyal Signals 1•1um•s Co Fo,·nn• 

In .re~ent years, the Fovant Home Guard Old Comrades' 
Assoc1at1on- now re-styled as the Fovant Badges Association 
- have had n:o~e and more difficulty in keeping the badges 
m g~d. ~ondmon. In 1969, a working party was sent by 
3rd D1y1S1on H.Q. and .Signal Regiment to clean the badges, 
ar:id this ~as followed m 1970 by a similar party from 30th 
Signal Regunent. 

Bec!lu~e of this interest by units of Royal Signals, the 
Assoc1auon agreed to allow the Corps badge to be cut to 
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Corps. 

Tiie site is chosen 

The task even_tl.~aµy fell co 'Charlie Two ' (Radio Relay) 
Troop of 3rd D1v1S1on H.Q. and Signal Regiment and was 
carried out fr?m start. to finish S?lely by that T~oop. The 
badges :vere situated m two definite groups of four, and it 
~a decided to cut the Corps badge in me centre, thus join
~g the groups to for;n one array of badges. The centre posi
uon was the best site, anyway, for the tall, narrow badge 
as the hill on both ends of the badges sloped away. ' 

ork begins 

The fi:st step was to ta~e a copy of the badge and re
produce 1t as large as possible. (The Royal Signals Institute 
can be proud to know that the badge on the front cover of 
their magazine, being the nearest to hand at the time, was 
used as the model). 

This was 'blown-up ' to an overall height of 14 inches 
and then squared-off into half-inch squares. The squares wer~ 
reproduced on the ground as 6ft. squares, using wire and 
pegs. These squares covered an area of some 169ft. by 90ft. 
This work was begun in the middle of October. 

TALES FROM 
Exercise 'Easy Ritler' 

_\ report fro1n 222 Sigaal Sqmul1•t>n 

A .irfield Troop take t<Jo the desert for a Famex. Fa!Ilex means 
' Familiarisation with living in the desert ' exercise and 

this time Airfield Troop got more familiar with what can go 
wrong in the desert than they bargained for as the following 
account shows: 

A difficult start 

. Five vehicles left Sharjah on 12th February to cry a more 
difficult crossing of the jebels to the east coast. The first part 
of the journey to Manama went well and from there the party 
travelled along the edge of the jebels or mountains co try and 
find a narrow wadi through to Tayibah in the middle of the 
range. After certain problems with navigation, the track was 
bl?cked by a large sand-dune. After all the Land Rovers had 
falled ro get even half-way up, Captain Culley led his Troop 
somewhat fearfully at 180 degrees in the direction he wanted 
to go, out into the Red Sand Sea to try and find a way round. 
This was eventually accomplished and the party entered the 
wadi that would lead them through to Tayibah. At times the 
rocks in the wadi made it necessary for everyone to walk 
whilst the Rovers nearly fell over in their attempts co get over 
them. Eventually Tayibah was readied only to find the rear 
differential on one Rover had seized. A call for recovery was 
made and the radio wagon was left with the casualty whilst 
the rest pressed on to Diba with a rnanpack Al3. 
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. The next step was to transfer the detail from each half
mch square on th~ diagram int~ he C?rres~onding 6ft. square 
on. the ground .. This was d?ne with whne mme tape, using 6in. 
nails every 18m. to keep it down. 

.~·;1en the whole outline was completed, it was viewed 
critically . from the road. At this stage, it could be seen that 
small a~1ustments would have to be made to allow for the 
change m the angle of slope. The main adjustment was made 
to th;: crown, which had to be lengthened by half. 

This ~nally gave the badge an overall length of 200 feet. 
and a width of 85 feet at the widest point, i.e. from t~1e two 
extreme ends of the scroll. 

Tht> bard work io;harts 

The period of laying out the outline only took four days 
and about four or five men were employed. The next tep 
was to make a narrow cut ar?und the badge, following the 
tape, so that a permanent outlme would exist. The tape was 
then removed. 

Starting from the top, the turf was then removed. This 
was. by far ~e most difficult task, and was done section by 
section at a ume. Each section was then filled in with chalk 
dug from pits. 

C?ntra~y to popular opinion, it was not just a case of re
movmg ine turf to reveal white chalk underneath. The chalk 
~ad to be dug from deep pits some distance away and carried 
m buckets along and down the steep slope to the badge. 
. A total of three pits were dug, well away from the badge 
itse_lf, and then filled in, using some of the turves. The re
mamder were used to fill in old holes on the hillside left by 
previous cleaning parties. 

There were v~ually no snags, from start to finish. Work 
had to stop from ume to time for various Regimental exercises 
and other commitments, and it was in early December that 
the badge was finally completed. 

Throughout the entire operation, me only tools used were 
buckes, spades and pick-axes. On average, a daily party of ten 
to twelve men completed the badge in about twenty working 
days. 
. The comp~eted ba~ge, intentionally, does not contain any 
mternal detail, but is completely filled in with chalk thus 
giving a much better effect. The only exception to chis is 
the mono ' Cena Ciro,' which can easily be read from the 
road. 

THE DESERT 
Genr Lever parts from gearbox 

Just as the east coast came in sight, the O.C.'s driver Lance
C_orporal '.Bru~y ' ~te! entertained everyone by' waving 
his gear su~ m the au. With three wagons carrying the per
sonnel and kn of four and one stuck permanently in third gear 
they arrived at Diba. 

The destination was Ras Dadnah, some 12 miles along the 
c?ast. This final p:ut of the journey was in some ways the mo t 
difficult. The track over the jebels along the coast is extremely 
steep in places and the O.C.'s wagon had to be hauled up 
each slope, and another wagon lost its brakes and had to be 
eased down each downhill stretch. Eventually camp site was 
reached at which the oil feed pipe on the O.C.'s vehicle burst 
and the wagon was left on the beach whil t another recovery 
call went out. 

Things continued in the same vein next day. Lance-Corporal 
Brannigan became the first casevac with back trouble and a 
storm brewing put any chance of a 'chopper' flight to u out 
of the question. One bright point was that me Cll vehicle 
joined us in the afternoon, having seen the first cpsualty back 
to camp in front-wheel drive. The heik of Dubai's brother 
had been kind enough to stop at Tayibah and disconnect 
the seized rear differential on the broken-down vehicle. 

The worst snndHtor111 in ret"ent )·ears 
That night, Saturday, the storm really got goin~. Whilst 

they were having me wor t sandstorm in Sharjah m recent 
years, the tide turned Ras Dadnahs' three miles of beach into 
a large lake the broken vehicle and the 0.C.' frame tent 
narrowly escaping being swept away. 
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Radio 
Technicians 

overseas 
Cable and Wireless is a forward-looking 
international Company, specialising in the 
engineering and operation of computerised 
systems, radio, cable, satellite earth station and 
telephone systems. 

We require staff aged about 25-35 (who must 
hold a valid driving licence) to undertake a tour of 
duty on overseas radio stations on technical 
watchkeeping duties which include circuit 
attention to radio-telephone and telegraph 
circuits, and television transmissions. 

Applicants must have had substantial experience 
of fault-fi nding, adjustment and overhauls of one 
or more of the foll owing multi-channel 
wideband systems: UHF, microw ave, 
tropospheric scatter, or sa tel lite communications. 
City and Guilds te lecommunications 
examinations or an H NC (Electronics) w ould be 
an advantage but are not essential. 

Employment offered on a two-year contract 
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewal 
or of established pensionable service afterwards. 
Attractive salary and allow ances. Free passages 
for staff and family (who normally accompany 
overseas) and free ful ly furn ished 
accommodation overseas. 

Write for Appl icati on Form giving brief deta i ls of 
experience, qualifications, age and present 
salaryto:-

Personnel Officer (Recru itment ) , 
Dept. A158 / 372, 
CABLE AND WIRELESS LIMITED, 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road, 
London, WC1X8RX. 

~CABLE AND WIRELESS 
\51 W O R LDWIDE C OMM UNICATIONS 

The next day whilst Captain Culley anxiously examined. the 
Rover and found a new site for a ' copter ' to land, his frame 
rent started cartwheeling across the beach into the rocks. Having 
rectified this, Lance-Corp0ral ' Twiggy ' Wheatley, a new and 
somewhat min arrival collapsed with heat exhaustion on a 
completely cloudy day. 

By the afternoon the storm had died down and 78 Squadron 
R.A.F. flew a VM and spares in to the Troop and the two 
casevacs out. The repairs took very little time and the journey 
back was surprisingly uneventful. 

R eturn in,•itntion declined 
F. of S. Ron Keasey from Bahrein wa~ with us as someone 

had said that Famexes were a pleasant break from routine. 
However, he politely declined an invitation to come on the 
next Famex in May. 

Exercise 'February Frolic' 
Bfl 

Sergeant JK.. Ashton, 222 Signal Sq11ndrora 

With no real alternative ways of a change in routine, 
exercises are very popular with the Squadron. However, when 
it transpired that O.C. Radio Troop Captain C. R. Treeby 
preferred walking over jebels to leisurely drives through the 
bondu, attitudes did change somewhat. Nevertheless, 12th 
February found Captain Treeby, Lance-Corporal Forman. 
Signalman Gamble and myself in a rather draughty Wessex 
surrounded by about 200 pounds of kit and wondering what 
we had let ourselves in for. 

The aim of the exercise was to cross the Oman mountains 
from west to east making use of wadi's where possible. The 
stan point was Kbulaybiyah, a small Bedu encampment, and 
the finish Khawr Fakkan, a small fishing village on the east 
coast. The helicopter landed us at Khulaybiyah at about 09.00 
hours and after a rather apprehensive look at the formidable 
mountains surrounding us, we set off. 

Hair-raisinjt, but the view was good 
The maps of the area are rather vague to say the least but 

we found our first wadi with little trouble. Our first difficult 
stage was crossing from one side of the range to the other . 
Here there were no wadis to aid us, just a steep gradient of 
broken rocks whidi was very hard to climb, the task not being 
made easier by our rather heavy packs. After a rather hair
raising time we reached the top and were rewarded with a 
view of peaks and wadis stretching as far as the eye could see. 
The descent was slow but easier going, the packs being lowered 
by rope down the steepest drops. Once back down amongst the 
wadis the progress became easier but rather hotter, frequent 
stops having to be made to cool down in the small bits of 
shade available. 

About an hour before last light, we called a halt and after 
a good meal we spent the night burrowed into the softest 
ground we could find. 

Our main worry next morning was lack of water, but after 
a rather dry few miles before lunch we were relieved to find a 
cool clear spring as if by magic. For the next few miles we 
were accompanied by a small but fast-flowing stream, a great 
morale booster as well as a good water bottle filler. Just as we 
thought the worst was over the stream dried up and we joined 
a larger wadi with no shade at all. The last three hours of light 
proved bard going and we were all glad to settle down for the 
night about five miles from the coast. 

e :&lad d ogs and Englishmen '? 
The last part of the march was completed the following 

morning. We must have made a strange sight to the local arabs 
as we emerged from the mountains. They all obviously thought 
we were quite mad. 

Except for a few aches and pains and of course blisters, 
we were none the worse for our travels. A lot was learnt 
about travelling on foot through some of the worst country 
I have ever seen especially the problem of conserving enougb 
water to last any amount of time. 
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"When I stopped I was not fully aware of what had happened I felt as if my 

stomach was still at the top" 

Biding the Cresta 
By 

Second-lieutenant Graeme Thompson of 

11 Brigade Signal Squadron 

Graeme Thompson started as a complete novice on the world-famous Cresta Run at St Moritz and 1 eked fi . 
of 78 seconds in a crazy, scrambling, beginner's rundown. Four weeks later a hardened. and much co u~ a rst ~e 
he achieved a very respectable 49.86 seconds. Despite a scarred nose a ruptur d kidn d mo~ expenenced nder 

·d th' • ' e ey an some considerable expense, he 
cons1 ers IS 1s THE SPORT. Read his vivid impressions of " riding the Cresta." 

• " Right, lie .down wi~ your belly on the seat, hands on the 
sides, elbows in, legs slightly apart, dig your toes in, look up 
you're off, good luck.!" These were the coaching words, brief 
as they may seem. given to me as I embarked on what must 
have been the !ong~t, most terrifying 78-second trip of my life. 
:t'hat was the ~~ 1t took me to slide nearly half-mile downhill 
m a bumpy, twisting slot of very slippery ice. 

Speeds of 80 to Ba m.p.h. 
So this was the Cresta Run- the first toboggan run in the 

worl~ buflt in the Cresta Valley between St. Moritz and 
Celerma. m 1884. It is a specially built ice surface which 
softens m the .afternoons wh~n the temperature rises, and can 
only be used m the cold, cnsp mornings. It is approximately 
three-quarters of a mile in length, has a drop of 514 feet and 
10 comers or banks, all of which are named. The banks are in 
three groups-upper, middle and lower. Near the top are 
C~on, Brabazon and Thoma, followed by the Junction 
Straight where beginners start. Rise, Battledore, Shuttlecock 
~d Stream come next. Shuttlecock, the most notorious bank 
is the safety valve where riders going too fast fly out of the ~ 
at speeds between 30 and 40 m.p.h. to land in a bed of hay 
and snow. The_ lo~er banks are Bulpetts, Scylla and Charybdis. 
After Charybdis is the famous Cresta Leap where speeds of 
80 to 85 m.p.h . are achieved by good riders. 

The Run is ridden prone, bearing no relation to bobsleigbing 
on metal toboggans, called skeletons, which weigh about 70 
poun~s. There is no steering gear, so weight and strength are 
used instead. As I fou:°d out the bard way, one cannot mere!v 
get d~wn and be driven. It is every man for himself and 
self-drive all the way. To protect the rider, a crash helmet, 
goggles, elbow and knee pads and hand guards are worn and 
to brake and steer, boots with spiked toe-caps are used.' 

Terror! 
For my .first rid~, I was instructed to take it easy, with toes 

d'!g hard mto the ice all the way, and look around. Hard as I 
tn~d though! everything was passing so quickly that terror 
seized n:1Y rrund,. and all that I wanted to do was to reach the 
bottom m one piece. Even when I finally stopped in Celerina I 
was not fully aware of ~at had happened, and I felt as if my 
stomach was still at the top of the Cresta Leap. 

On my second and third rides I began to gain more con
fidence, and was able to look ahead into the bends, so that on 
!he fourth attempt I was allowed to take my feet out of the 
ice up to the first bend, and then dig them in hard apin in 
ord~r to slow down for Shuttlecock. Alas, hard as I tried yet 
agam, I was not skilled enough to take this bend at such 
speed, so out of ~e fa.mous Shuttlecock I flew, complete with 
701b. burden. It 1s said, however, that you have not ridden 
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the Cresta until you have experienced a fall at Shuttlecock, so 
to pkove

1
my capability, I managed to do it five times in two 

wee s, p us a nasty fall on the finishing bank! 

Success at last 
I Well, as th~y say, .Practice makes perfect, and after 18 rides 

was ~gmg spnnt starts, hand changes and most of the 
o.ther nsks one can take on those lethal machines, and each 
nde became faster ud more exhilarating, until it reached the 

fa
stage where _one. cou!d not see any possible way of going 

ster. By this ~e m ~e season, however, the continental 
experts were settmg up ttmes of 46 seconds. 

Then, one day, for no apparent reason everything feels 
absolutely perfect and your time given at the bottom-49 86 
seconds! Two more rides like that and you are allowed to rlde 
from th; top, but then, that's another story • . • 

After .our weeks, then in what must be the ultimate in winter 
resorts, I had suffered a lot of money, a ruptured kidney and 
a ~carred nose, but I had found the most exhilarating and 
reliable cure for an early morning hangover! 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LATEST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024. 

Also all Domesiic Elecirical Appliances 

Our Recor~ Dept. ~on.rains the largest selection 
of records m the district, also sheet music and 

musical instruments. 

FARAWAY PLACES! 

V"IH JSVAL J OB ! 

W H Y NOT WIUTE YOUR STOR Y F O 

" TUB WIRE "f 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband Hf linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFONCI 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division • 

Broomhill Road ,a...••• • London S.W.18. ~ 
Telephone : 01-874 7281 
A Member Company of the Redlffuslon Organlaatlon 
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Report from 3 Signal Group 

I. Technical Discussion-W.0.1 (F. of S.) Kenyon explains the organisation at engineering control-hub of the island's wide radio relay 
system operated by 259 Squadron . Also present (left to right) are: Major Alec Anderson (Squadron Commander), Lieutenant Smith (A.D.C. 
to S.0.-in-C.), Captain Peter Prichard (C.S.E.) and Sergeant Stevens (Duty controller) 

2. Personal Contact-The S.0.-in-C. has a friendly chat with W .0 .2 (F. of S.) Lee, about to leave on promotion, and Sergeant joglekar, station 
commander Episkopi radio relay terminal 

3. Lighter Moment-Mr. Balatin Hussein B.E.M ., foreman of trades, explains how the T.0.T.'s security cage achieved local horticultural fame 

The S.0.-in.C. Major-General P. F. Pentreath visited 
Cyprus from 29th March to 1st April, 1971. 

During his brief stay of four days, the General managed to 
visit all units of 3rd Signal Group, in addition to meeting many 
R.A.F . personnel, with whom the Group works very closely. 

Units ' doing the honours ' included: 
H .Q. 3rd Signal Group, Commander, Colonel C. O. Bound, 

O.B.E. 
9th Signal Regiment, C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. McL. 

McKinnon. 
259 Signal Squadron (R.R.), 0.C., . Major A. S. McK. 

Anderson. 
261 Signal Squadron (A.S.), 0 .C., Major B. C. Hodgson. 
262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus), 0.C., Major S. W. Read. 

With H.ltl.S. ltlercm•ff 

living with the Royal Navy - anti 
liking it! 

Dy Siaff s.-rgNrnt (Y. of S.) Ross 

H AVING been with the Royal Navy at H.M.S. Mercury 
for 12 months, I now find time to write to THE WIRE. 

A little bit of history on this draft (posting). There have 
now been three Yeomen of Signals at Mercury. W.0.1 Leach 
(now Mr.), W.0.2 'Enri ' Higgins (now Londonderry) and 
myself. We are on an exchange posting with the RN. Chief 
Radio Supervisor at tl1e School of Signals. 

Contrary to my first thoughts, when I di covered I wa 
coming here, I now find I do enjoy it. Never having had any 
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F.S.S . (Ace High) Cape Greco, Station Commander, W.0.2 
(F. of S.) Morris. 

Whilst in Nicosia, the General called on C.S.0. UNFICYP, 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft, and met member · of 644 
Signal Troop, commanded by Captain G. M. Finney. 

Highlights of the tour included trips to RA.F. Akrotiri 
(Airfield Troop, 261 Signal Squadron) where Major-Ge11eral 
Pentreath saw one of the R.A.F.'s largest operational airfields in 
action, and to 9rb Signal Regiment (with its many cap badges) 
where Staff Sergeant Cosser was presented with the L.S.G.C., 
after 21 years' service in the Corps. 

A very full programme was rounded off in local style: with 
Colonel C. 0. Bound, O.B.E., and the officers and wive 
entertaining Major-General Pentreath to a farewell Kebab 
Supper in Limassol. 

experience with the Navy, and to be told that you are to 
join their Signal School as an instructor, is somewhat un
nerving. 

• Uniting •-one of the Na"'' ''s JiHle ltlios,·11eraslc> 
I soon came aero one of the Naval indio yncrasies-

baiting.' Whilst minding my own bu ines , swottmg an R.N. 
publication, I beard in the background all sorrs of remark · 
about the A=my, the Royal Signals, Yeomen of Signals, then 
about me. Well after about ten minutes of this continual 
barrage of insults, the ' pongo was up,' jackN off and ready 
to do battle, only to find all the C .P.O.s and P.O.s rolling on 
the floor with laughter, and at the same time reeling in their 
fishing lines having just caught a whopper. eedless to ay 
I don't 'bite ' any more and am becoming quite good at 

baiting ' myself. 
Ceremonial Divisions come round about once a month, 

and the brown uniform helps et off the colour scheme. Mer 
my first divisions there were so many complaint about the 
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A HANDSHAKE FROM THE ADMIRAL 
Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Ross gets a handshake from Admiral Si r 
Peter Hill-Norton, G.C.B., Chief of the Defence Staff. A photo

graph taken in the C.P.0 .'s Mess H.M.S. Mercury 

(.-in-C. Swiss Signal Corps shows lively 
interest in the work of the Corps 

Visit of Lieutenant-General Honegger to 2ntl 
Division H. Q. & Signal Regiment 

On Wednesday, 24th March, Lieutenant-General Honegger 
of the Swiss Army paid a visit to 2 Division H .Q. l'!i Signal 
Regiment in the field accompanied by the C.S .O. (B.A.O.R.) 
Major-General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E. Lieutenant-General 
HOnegger was first of all entertained to morning coffee in the 
Officers' Mess where he took the opportunity of meeting the 
Officers of the Regiment. Suitably refreshed he was then taken 
for a tour of the Regiment deployed as for war. 

He took a lively interest in all aspects of the Regiment's 
work and managed to visit elements of all three Squadrons, 
taking especial interest in the somewhat mysterious workings 
of our old friend ' Bruin.' 

Leaving the windswept location that was Commcen Foxtrot 
the party moved back to the Officers' Mess where, after being 
wined and dined in the accustomed manner, Lieutenant
General Honegger presented the C.S.0. with a Swiss-made 
9m.m. pistol. 

oon after this the visit came to a conclusion and we all 
returned to our duties much impressed by the knowledge and 
intere5t shown by our distinguished visitor. 
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' pongo ' stamping feet (a pause of two-three behind everyone 
else) and chaps being punched by swinging ~rms, that I no~'' 
comply with Naval drill. As unusual as it m~y seem,. It 

does go against the grain not to bend the knee till the thigh 
is parallel with the dee~. . . 

M y main funcuons m life arc running the football sweep, 
the pools syndicate (well employed) and the latest-collect
ing coins foreign and old, cigarette coupons, etc., for the 
King George Fund for Sailors. 

O vercoming many problem s in a sim p le, e m c ient 
manner 

The job-quite serious now- is indeed interesting. The 
Navy have many pro~lems, ~ich they o:vercome in a sim~le, 
efficient manner. I instruct m automauc telegraphy, which 
covers Tape Relay, Tare/ Autodin, Ratt Broadcasts (communi
cations from hore to ship), Ratt Ship Shore, Maritime Rear 
Links (extending the DCN to ships at sea, including via Sky 
net) and two other inter-ship Ratt organisations. At first I wa~ 
convinced I would never understand it myself, let alone teach 
it. I did, however, crack it just before it cracked me. One of 
my first problems with classes was convincing 'Jack' that 
although I am a 'Brown Job,' I did know what I wa 
about when it came to instructing on ship side Ratt. 

H.M.S. Mll1'cury is undergoing great changes, and new build
ings are shooting up all round. There are close ties between 
H.M.S. Mercury and the School of Signals. I often find my
self being asked some very interesting questions on how we 
work and how we sort out some of our problems. I also take 
every opportunity to scotch the idea that we communicate only 
by field telephone and D 10, and regard this as being an im
portant part of my job (enlightening the 'Matelots '). 

All Messes In ~lercury buy ' The WJre ' 
Note for U nits/Messes: H.M.S. Mercury publish a maga

zine called ' T he Communicator,' which is not unlike our 
WIRE. I t comes out three times a year, and the annual cost, 
complete, is 54p. Any unit or mess which is interested in 
learning a bit more about the Senior Service would find thi 
a useful and interesting magazine. All messes in M ercury buy 
THE WIRE. If interested in ' T he Communicator,' just drop 
me a line. 

All the best people reatl 'The Wire'! 

Lieutenant-General Ho;'legger Commander-in-Chief, Swiss Signal 
Corps accompanied by Major-General D. R. Horsfield pauses to read 

an article in 'The Wire' about his visit to Hong Kong last year 
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Army Appr entices; Co llege 
Harrogate 

Distinguished visitor"' 

THE period since our last notes has been notable for the 
. number of V.I:P . . visits to the College and for the 

porung successes achieved both by individuals and in team 
events. l?- the la~e~ sphere, indeed, our P.R.O. tells us that 
oi;e ~eadmg provme1al newspaper was hesitant to record rhe 
~vmnmg of yet another cup, in case the local ' villains ' got 
ideas I 

The three princii:;>al visits came within the space of seven 
day.s, and be~an with the F.F.R Inspection on 12th March. 
This was earned out b~ the G.O.C. Yorkshire District, Major
General R. M . Somerville, O.B.E., who must have liked what 
he saw beca1:1se he extended his visit by two hours. As we had 
hoped, he failed to find any skeletons in our cupboards and we 
later received ' a good chit.' ' 

Afte~ the "'.'e_ekend to rec<?ver our breath, we were pleased 
to receive a v1s1t from the Drrector of Army Education, Major
General H . H . Evans, B.A., on 15th/16th March. 

. ~ajor-General Eyans, is no stranger; apart from having 
v1S1ted the College m his former capacity of Chief Education 
Officer, Northern Command, be was born in Harrogate -
· Local boy makes good ' indeed! 

During his visit, General Evans made an exhaustive-though 
not, we trust, exhaus~g-tour of all aspects of College life. 
On the Monday evening he was entertained to supper in the 
Officers' M ess by Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Furniss M.A. 
R.A.E.~:>. the Senior Education Officer, and R.A.E.C. 'officer' 
and Civilian L ecturers at the College. 

[Photograph by Captain R . E. Buckee, R .A .E.C. 

A WELCOME VISITOR 
Major-General H. H. Evans, Director of Army Education , with A/T 
Alan Harding, whose father is Sergeant Clerk (Tech.) in R. Signals, 

serving with 4th Division Signal Regiment 

On 18th March we were honoured by a visit from the Chief 
of the General Staff, General (now Field Marshal) Sir Geoffrey 
Baker, G.C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C., A.D.C. 
Du~ing his two-~our visit, the C.G.S. was shown a repre

sentative cross-section of ColJege life, and charmed u with 
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[Photograph by Mr. Stockley 

NEW SOCIAL CENTRE OPENED 
Unveiling of plaque commemorating the opening of• Jimmy's' Club 

by General Sir Geoffrey Baker 

the great interest he took in what he saw and those whom he 
met. 

. One of the highlights of the vi it was when me C.G.S. very 
kmdly opened ' Jimmy's ' Club, the College's new social 
centre. Our photograph shows the General unveiling the 
plaque, made to commemorate this event . 

. 'fhis was a memorable visit-and a very memorable 
v1s1tor: we rrust that the General enjoyed his few hours away 
from the N .O.D. as much as we enjoyed ~aving him. 

Exhibition.-• '\·our Teehnienl ,,rmy • 
This ex~ibition, mounted by Royal Signals and R.E.M.E., 

was held m the Bull Ring, Binningham, from 15th to 20tti 
March . 

. A party from t:J;ie College, consisting of Captain W. G. 
Lidster, B.E.M., Lieutenant I. Odd.ie, Sergeant D. C. Pugh, 
A/T Corporal Cross, A/ T L/CpL Dullaghan, A/Ts Peacock, 
Innes and Degg,. accompanied by a Civilian Insrructor, Mr. 
John Stockley, displayed a DU station to the public and 
operated a link back to the College. ' 

Several thousand young men and women visited the show 
and <?UC apprentic_es favourably impressed a number of mor~ 
experienced recrwters. 

The exhibition was opened by the Lord Mayor of Birming
ham and the G.O.C.-in-C., Western Command Lieutenant
General Sir Napier Crookenden, K.C.B., D.S.o'. O.B.E. In 
the cou!se of the c;xhlbition, the G.0.C.-in-C. exchanged mess
a~c; with the Chief of the General Staff during the latter's 
v1s1t to the College on 18th March. His signal read : 

" The Ro al Signal and R.E.M.E. team and I, surrounded 
by the youth,_ beauty and brains of Birmingham, send you 
every ~ wish. Public re ponse to this exhibition is mo t 
encouragmg." 

The. C.~.S. replied: "Thank you for your kind message. 
I re<;:e1ved 1t also surrounded by youth and brain , but regret 
posSJbly less beauty.'' 

The Instructor's comment: "I thought we'd got rid of 
C.G.C. houldn't it be M.K.S . now?"-we include for good 
measure, and in the hope that all our readers will under rand 
it. 
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Uoek .. y-youug tt•anl 1u•arl~· pull off final 
The final of the Anny Junior Hockey Cup was played 

between the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate, and the 
Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Artiller , on the ground of 
Loughboro gh College of Phy ical Education, on Saturday 
3rd April. le resulted in a win for the Royal Artillery by 
3-2. 

At the tart, the ,....unncrs-much the more eiqierienced 
~ide-wl!re noticeably quicker to the ball and went flat out 
for an early goal. The College, however, although looking 
distinctly shaky, survived, and after 15 minutes took the lead 
through a good goal by their centre-forward, A/T Tom 
Wright. 

The Gunners were quick to recaliate: after forcing a penalty 
ccrner, their centre-forward and captain, J / R.S.M. Mcintosh, 
found the net with a hard, rising hot. There followed a 
ding-dong truggle, but half-time found the College a goal 
m arrears from a penalty troke by J / Gnr. Goode. 

In the second half, a series of all-out attacks by the College 
was repelled, and the Gunners increased their lead through 
a breakaway goal, again by J / R.S.M. Mcintosh. 

Further suscained pressure by the College led to the best 
goal of the match, when a swift interchange of passes left 
the Gwmers flat-footed and A/T Tillman finished an excel
lent movement by neatly placing the ball in the goal on the 
wrong' ide of the 'keeper. 

For the last 15 minutes, the College pressed continuously, 
but the Gunners had learnt their D.F. tasks too well, and 
the College were unable to break through. 

And so, as the racing men say, we fell at the last burdle
but it was no small feat to have come thus far. Indeed, there 
i no record of our having survived even the first round in 
previous years. That we contrived this year to reach the final
and that with 22 goals to our credit and none against-is 
its own comment on the efforts of Major Bob Edwards and 
his enthusiastic young eleven, of whom seven bad never held 
a hockey stick in earnest until six months ago. 

Team: A/T P. F. Flintham; A/T Corporal R. W. Worth, 
A/T Corporal I. Cross (captain); A/T N. J. Hammett, A/T 
K. E. Birrell, A/T P. J. Jarvis; A/T K. Best, A/T W. 
Ardern, A/T S. M. Wright, A/T K. Tillman, A/T L. Groom. 

Basketball-and a uail-hiting fiDal 

In the Army Junior Basketball Championships, held at 
Aldershot at the end of February, the College team retained 
the cup which chey won last year. 

In the qualifying round, we had a comfortable enough win, 
beating J.T.R. Troon by 102 points to 49. But the closing stages 
were pretty nail-biting affairs. In our first game- against 
Arborfield-the first time we took the lead was with our last 
baskec, which gave us victory by 47-46. 

The next match was full of interest, for it was against 
Chepstow, who had beaten us in the annual winter games 
earlier in the season. However, we reversed that r~sult and 
beat them by 84-40. 

In our final round we were matched with the Junior 
Leaders' Regiment, R.E., who had also won their two previous 
games, to give themselves, like us, four points. So we both 
had, literally, everything to play for. 

By half-time we were trailing by 22 points, and it looked 
like ' curcains ' for us. With five minutes to go, we had 
rC;duc~d th<: gap to. ten points; with 60 seconds left, we were 
srill stx pomts beh1.11d; 1.11 the last half-minute we scored to 
reduce the deficit to three; with seconds left, we were witltin 
one point of the championship. Literally as the time-keeper's 
finger approached the button to sound the final horn, we 
scored again, took the lead for the first time, and kept the 
cup. 

Team: A/T Sergeant Anderson, A/T Sergeant Hughes 
A/T Rudd, A/T Corporal Pritchard, A/T Lance-Corporai 
Moore, A/T Jackson, A/T Johnson, A/T O'Donnell, A/T 
Tedby, A/T Lance-Corporal Turnbull. 

During the season, three of our apprentices--A/T Sergeant 
Anderson, A/T Corporal Pritchard and A/T Jackson-have 
regularly represented the Army Junior team. A fourth-A/T 
Tedby-has been added for the match against the Royal 
Navy (Junior) on 3rd April. 
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2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.0. 22 

'

""I TE arc more than glad to see the spring here as we have 
(l' had a very bu y winter. We have had P.R.E. and tels. 

in pection and a Fime s for Role Inspection over the January, 
February and March period. 

Exer i e • Ravens Ridge ' came with che Ides of March and 
left ' not quite ' the lamb. It was a most enjoyable exercise and 
all the many new faces learnt a great deal-they had to! 
During tllc exercise we were visited by just about everyone but 
we enjoyed their visic5 and we hope rhey did. We were particu
larly pleased to sec General Pentreath and General Horsfield 
again and more than honoured to let General Honegger see 
the Regiment deployed (see separate article). 

SPORT 
Ski-hag 

le was with sadness that we had to close the ski hut on 
9th March but all good things have to come to an end. The 
ski team were particularly sad to leave as they made a large 
number of friends in the village of Petersthal. 

The team con isted of Second-Lieutenant Neeve, Corporal 
Thomas, Lance-Corporal Harris, Lance-Corporal Fox, Lance
Corporal Dilworth. Lance-Corporal Harris and Lance-Corporal 
Dilworth are both unit ski instructors-in fact Lance-Corporal 
Harris is almost a Bavarian as he married a local girl last year. 
Both Dilworth and Harris instructed the 15(} students who went 
through out Exercise ' Snow Queen ' ski hut. 

THIS IS THE LIFE (I) 
Lance-Corporal Harris of the 2nd Division Signal Regiment is a 
keen skier and a proficient unit instructor too. A wonderful time 

can be had enjoying winter sports at the Army's expense 
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THIS IS THE LIFE (2) 
Corporal Thomas in the foreground finds winter sports exhilarating 
as do Lance-Corporals Dilworth , Fox and Harris in the background 

t ·auoeiug 
We would like to congratulate Corporal Bingham and Lance

Corporal Hebdon on the award of their Army Canoeing Colours. 
Both canoed for the Corps and Anny last year. 

llugby 
On 26th February we mer 1 WG in the B.A.O.R. semi-final 

of the rugby and Jost 29-3 on a very windy day. It is of intere~t 
co note that 1 WG met 7th 2nd and 1st Signal Regimenrs on 
their way to winning the Army Cup. It is also of interest to 
note that four Russian Officers watched the game and asked 
many many questions about the game of rugby football . 

3rd Division Signal Regiment 
Bulford Camp 

The siz" astonished all 

THE end of February saw us setting up for Exercise ' Pale 
Echo ' on Tangmere airfield. The weather was generally 

kind to us, but very cold· chis no doubt accounted for the 
wift movement of everyone between tencs. The exercise was 
in our J.F.H.Q. Role, which we had not done for quite a long 
time, and the size of the complex astounded everyone who 
saw it for the first time. 

ThrouJfh the a1mual 111ill-with suc•eess 
We recurned from the exercise on 4th March and immediately 

started to prepare for our F.F.R. on the 22nd. All stores, offices 
and barrack rooms were critically inspected and prepared for 
the Scaff visits, extra coffee was purchased so as to ensure 
they never went dry, and the Regiment prepared itself for the 
hundreds of questions and problems. 
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The big day dawned, and the Inspecting Officer, Brigadi:!r 
0. G. Pratt, Commander 5 Brigade, arrived. He toured the 
camp looking !mo everything and at everybody, vbit d the 
Regiment passmg through the R .C.T. air movement team 
being checked for an air portable move, went out to the range 
to see .a squadron completing its battle efficiency tests, and a lot 
more items too numerous to mention. The Brigadier' visit to 
the Regiment ended by lunch with the Officers in the Officers' 
Mess, and judging by the smiling faces in the afternoon it 
seems the inspection went well; no doubt the written report 
will confirm this impression when it is received. 

VoluuteerH are required •• • 
In 2 Squadron the usual call went out, " Two volunte.:r 

are ... (faces on parade showed gloom and apprehension) ... 
requir<7,1 for switchboard duties in Norway." "Eh, whac, 
where? came the cry from the assembled 'Alphaitcs.' Names 
were drawn from ' Siggy ' A. C. Brown's grony beret and 
Signalmen Peter and Beynon were despatched to H .Q. for 
briefiing and kitting out. This is what Signalman Beynon had 
to say about the trip: 

" Signalman Peter and I arrived in Bergen on 7th January 
by LSL Sir Geraini and then entrained to Voss, a town in che 
heart of the fjords. We were attached to the Logistic Support 
Battalicn AMF(L) who were on a three-month winter warfare 
exercise. Our task was to operate the internal switchboard on 
Bomoen Camp which is eight kilometres outside Voss. 

Voss is a popular ski resort, and was well subscribed with 
learners from all parts of Europe. Unforrunacely our busy 
schedule enabled us to fit in very little ski-ing, but we did 
have a go! 

One experience I shall never forget was a trip to a training 
area in the mountains acting as co-driver. The road to our 
destination was covered in ice and snow, and a 300-foot 
sheer drop on the driver's side did not help my nerves any, 
and when I drove on the return journey the drop looked 
even greater! 

Our tour lasted six weeks, and we were relieved by Lance
Corp.aral Willimott and Signalman Barnes fresh out from 
Carter Barracks. I returned to the U.K. on an RA.F. Britannia 
aircraft, leaving Signalman Peter marking time for a week, a 
slight over indulgence at the last night's farewell party delaying 
his departure.'' 

);ighter moments with ( Alpha • Troop 
The month of February has been unusually busy, H.F. trials, 

Jocomex's, C42 o. 3 new harness training and trials (oh, for 
tho e Jong-promised battery switches!), me Commanding 
Officer's inspection of everything, and we mean everything! 
C .0. to Troop Officer, "How many men in your Troop?" 

" Sh.."ty-nine, Sir.'' 
C.O.: "How many were on parade this morning?" 
O.C. Troop: "Twenty-two, Sir, about the u ual number." 
C.O.: "Where were the rest?" 
o::::. Troop. "Five on course, three educ3tion, etc., etc.'' 
C.0.: "That makes a total of seventy-six, how do you explain 

that?" 
O.C. Treop: "Well, Sir . .. " ... 
Lacer C.O. say to Signalman Allen of rebro troop, "Show 

me how that vehicle fire extinguisher works." Allen grabs said 
extinguisher and makes to strike and set it off, C.0. ducks for 
cover! "No," says C.O., "just pretend and point it away 
irom us!" Al!en's face shows disappointment, "Too much let's 
pretend,'' he mutters. 

March promise to be even bu ier, if that's possible! Vi it , 
inspections, new vehicles, vehicle spray teams combat teams, 
three exercise and something called an Annual F .F.R. 

Personality uews 
Sergeant Eddie Kellett has left us for a cour at RM.A. 

as an instructo::-. Sorry to Jose you, 'Ed,' and all the best of 
luck at Sandhurst. We said Hullo' to Sergeants Pete Cain and 
Geoff Shergold.. Sergeant Chris Bartlett is till with us but is 
due posting soon. Rumour has it he doesn't want to go! 1 
Squadron congratulated Signalman Heenan on the birth of a 
son, and also Lance-Corporal Shaw on his marriage to Mi 
Monica Kearns (another lamb to the slaughter). 

Second-Lieutenant Holden and a party of 20 men went to 
Okehampton to help Tonbridge School C.C.F. at their annual 
camp. They gave a working demonstration of some technical 
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quipmenL, and a..:tc '1 enemy on their exercise on Dartmoor. 
~ l went well e.xcept that Signalman Freeman fell into a 'bog'; 
thi added a delightful aroma to our camp, and the cadets 
had no diffi ulty in melling us out, literally. 

Finally we have actually had people looking at our barracks 
who, we are told, are the next occupants, so it look like we 
really might be moving at Ion• la t. All Corp rifle hots will 
find it mo t trange, looking for the ranges from a new direction! 

7th Signal Regiment 
B.F.P.O. 15 

Arri ·nl nnd d"'1•artures 
f" ARCH saw the departure from the Regiment of many 
'..I. familiar faces and the arrival of an equal number of 

new faces. The Second-in-Command, Major John Cathcart, 
has left for the warmer climate of Cyprus where he i to join 
UNFICYP. He is replaced in R.H.Q. by Major Dawson Pratt 
who has joined the Regiment from the School of Infantry. 
We have also aid goodbye to Lieutenant Alan Kennedy, to 11th 
Signal Regiment, and Lieutenant John Finch to 233 Signal 

quadron. A warm welcome is extended to Major Roger Cemm. 
the new O.C. 4 Squadron, who has arrived from H.Q. Army 
Aviation Centre, and to Second-Lieutenant Nick Mansfield 
from his 'Q ' course at the School of Signals. 

The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess have had so 
many deparrures during the past month that it was necessary 
to hold a ' departure parry.' In fact this developed into a 
combined departure, arrival and promotion celebration. 
Sixteen members of the Mess have recently been promoted to 
higher rank and they were permitted to share the cost of drinks 
consumed on this occasion. Be t wishes go to the following on 
their promotions and appointments: 

W.0.2 T. Cushen to be R.S.M. of 6th Armoured Brigade 
Headquarters and Signal Squadron, W.0.2 J. Roberts to be 
R.S.M. of 14th Signal Regiment, and W.0.2 R. Judge to be 
R.S.M. of 3rd Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment. 

We also say farewell to W.0.2 R. Coole, Sergeant A. Kubu, 
Sergeant H. Taylor, Sergeant A. Curnow, Sergeant B. Harrison 
and Sergeant J. Bamford, R.E.M.E. In their places we welcome 
Staff Sergeant J. Field, Sergeant N. Valentine, Sergeant D. 
Wright, Sergeant A. Dunbar, Sergeant B. McGerty and Staff 
Sergeant J. Wall, A.C.C. W.0.2 R. Judge is to be congratu
lated on the award of his L.S. and G.C. Medal. 

Hoekey 
After our hard-won battle in the 4th Division Final, reported 

in the last issue of THE WIRE, the Regimental XI met the 2nd 
Division finalist in the B.A.O.R. semi-final. This match was 
scheduled to be played by 15th March but was subsequently 
delayed. In the interim period the team travelled to Rbein
dahlen to meet a Combined Services' side, with a resultant 1-1 
draw after a hard match, and consolidated their position in the 
4th Division N ajor Units League by winning their way through 
to the League Final which has yet to be played. The new date 
set for the B.A.O.R. semi-final was 29th March at Herford. 
The game was against 1st Battalion The Cheshire Regiment 
from Berlin and although the sun shone it was the only happy 
note in a day which will be long remembered as one when the 
Gods deserted us. The Cheshires produced an experienced, well
ba~an.ced side and the stage was set for a first-class match. 
W1thm the first few minutes Sergeant Thorburn broke through 
and scored only to have the goal disallowed, and this was 
immediately followed by a solo run by W.0.2 Hierlehy 
A.P.T.C., who, having beaten four defenders and the goal~ 
keeper, •hot just wide of me goal. To set the seal on the match 
Sergeant Thorburn hit the upright with a shot which had the 
goalkeeper going the wrong way. Right against the run of play 
the Cheshires scored from a loose ball in the 'D' and half-time 
aw us 1--0 down. 

Early in the second half the Cheshires were awarded a 
penalty bully and made no mistake in increasing their lead to 
2-0. We fought back and Y~man Hurn broke through to bring 
the score to 2-1. From this moment on the Cheshires' goal 
~re a c~armed life. The upright was hit twice and time and 
ume agam attacks were pressed home, the goal being missed 
by the narrowest of margins on numerous occasions and many 
fine saves being made by the Cheshires' goalkeeper. The 
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Cheshircs were completely on the defensive and the tension 
almost unbearable, but try as we might the equaliser just would 
not come. On the final whistle we had lost to a Cheshires' side 
who had stood their ground against everything we could throw 
at tl1em. Team spirit and fae will to win have been the hallmark 
of this year's team who have had such a successful season but, 
regrettably, postings and redundancy will thin the ranks very 
quickly. Before they go it would be appropriate to record their 
name : W.0.2 Hierlehy (A.P.T.C.) (since selected for the Army 
B.A.0.R. ide) and W.0.2 Cairns, both of whom are posted 
to Bovington Camp, Dorset; Lieutenant Saunders, posted to 
11th Signal Regiment, Catterick; Sergeant Th<>rburn, leaving 
the Services, and Corporal Weaver posted after attending course 
in the U.K. Captain Clark, W.0.2 Loveday, Craftsman Welch 
(R.E.M.E.), Lance-Corporal Durkin, Staff Sergeant Hurn and 
Signalman Whale will remain to form the nucleus of next 
season's bid for the Army Cup. 

Shooting 
In the B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit Small Bore Championships the 

Regimental team finished runners-up to 1 L.I. From a possible 
score of 3,200 1 L.I. scored 2,995 and the Regiment scored 
2,984, only 11 points behind the winners. Our team in this 
competition was Captain G. V. Raynor, W.0.2 (F. of S.) 
Kitchen, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hassall, Sergeant Bell, 
Corporal Barratt, Corporal Cadwallader, Signalman Barker 
and Corporal Turner, R.E.M.E. The driver and mascot was 
Lance-Corporal Fisher. 

Squadron news 
4 Squadron welcome their new O.C., Major R. Cemm. His 

introduction to the Squadron is reported as being hectic-in 
his first 16 days in the Regiment he took part in 11-day 
exercise, took over a quarter, fetched half his family from 
Gutersloh, returned to the U.K. to hand over his last quarter, 
collected .a son from boar~g school and drove a very vintage 
car carrying two tons of kit back to B.A.O.R. No doubt his 
ability to move at this pace is a direct result of his recent 
tour with the Army Air Corps. 

6 SQUADRON IN THE WINTER SNOWS 
Photographed during Exercise "Fresh Breeze" were, left to right : 
Major N. G. P. Ansell (B.M.), Brigadier N. T. Bagnall, M.C. (C.R.A.C.), 
Major Chris Storey (O.C., 6 Squadron) and W .0.2 Jack Howker 

(S.S.M., 6 Squadron) 

ODE TO • WIRE, CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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M.£1. lceeps ~u 
one .SfeJ! aliecid in 

.. . ·. Mlfitaix . 
EfectronlCS~~ 

1 

in lloconnafssance Radarforexample. 
, M.E.L. designed, developed 
and now manufacture the 
Q-band 'sideways-looking'. ' 
radar which enables the 
Phantom to fulfil its exacting 
reconnaissance role. The high
definition pictures received are 
equivalent to first-class 
photographs, but can, of 
course, be obtained under 
night a.nd cloud conditions 
when results would be 
unobtainable with conven
tional optical cameras. 

This equipment meets .. 
NATO requirements and 1s in 
quantity production as the 
world's only completely 

It is currently being evalu
ated by Commonwealth and 
Foreign Governments. 

M .E. L., world leaders in 
microwave intercept systems, 
are also actively engaged in 
developing advanced ~lgital 
guidance systems for aircraft. 

successful system of its t~~:: ..rr 
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The M.E.L. Equipment Co 
Ltd, Manor Royal, Crawley, 
Sussex. 
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8th Signal Reghnent 
Catterick Camp 

(". l .• u.q. R.E.M.E. Mo for Cycle Trlnl- taft 
er eant Fn:n•rs ' t•h~tPd for Jlritlsh Arm~' 

On arurda , 20th March, 1971, the Regimental Motor Cycle 
Trial team con isting of Captain Gordon Da ·cs, Staff Sergeant 
Tom Fayers and Signalman Tom Mitchell, departed hopefully, 
for Bordon to take part in the C. V .H.Q. R.E.M.E. Trial which 
for the fir t time as an A:tmy event, was run on the lines of the 
International ix-day Trial. The team was accompanied by it 
manager, Captain Sid Howard. 

The trial staned in good weather, although the preceding 
day had seen torrential rain, and the going over the cour e 
was extremely difficult. The course consisted of a number of 
cro -country tages and special tests, all against the clock. 
Typical of these stages would be: Lap two stage three, 21 
miles cro s-country in 58 minutes. Emrants for the event in
cluded several international class riders including civilians on 
competition machines, and tbe teams included the Metropolitan 
Police and the Royal Marines. 

Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers was third overall, which was a 
very fine performance and one that will stand him in good 
tead for the Sconi h Three-day Trial when he will once 

again, ride for the Army. Stop Press: Staff Sergeant Fayers 
~as just beard _that he has .been selected to represent the Army 
10 all the ma1or Internauonal Motor Cycle Trials for 1971 
including the Welsh and German Trials. 

The team did not fare so well, and the famed Longmoor 
took irs !oll on the machines with Signahnan Mitchell retiring 
a!ter _various troubles and Captain Davies failing to make the 
!tme 10 the _final stage. T?e Regiment will be fielding a team 
10 a convenoonal Army trial, again in the Bordon area in May 
and we wish them well. ' ' 

Trade Training School nchieves eonnne11dable 
results 

. As the principal task of. ~s Regiment is trade training, we 
intend to comment on tra1r11ng matters from time to time. 

Our picture sh?ws Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. W. IDckman, 
O~cer Commanding the Trade Training School, presenting a 
hde x:iJe to Lance-Corporal L. S. Lawton as the best student 

of Basic Radio Relay Technician Course A9-l, whicb ended on 
8th March, 1971. La.pee-Corporal A. P. Craddock received a 
set . of d_rawing ins~ents for achieving the most progress 
durmg his course. Radio Relay Basic Technician Course Al0-2 
achieved a new 'high ' which we hope is the pattern for the 
future. Of 16 students, 14 left as Class II Technicians and two 
as Cl"!ss III. Credit fo~ this is mainly due to the hard work of 
Captain fun Storr, therr Course tutor. 

[Co1tr1esy Frank Roberrs 

BEST STUDENT 
Lance-Corporal l. S. Lawton wins a slide rule as best student on 
his course. Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. W. Hickman makes the 

presentation 
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Hugby J970/71 
In anticipation of amalgamation, the teams of 8th and 24th 

Regiments combined for the start of the 1970/71 season. For 
many weeks throughout the season we have fielded two X:Vs 
but with mixed fonunes. ' 

We Jot to AA.C., Harrogate, in the second round Army Cup 
and to our old foes, 1 D.W.R., in the semi-final of the Northern 
Command Cup. We have, however, achieved victories over all 
other services' sides in the district. 

By the end of the ea on we will have played 48 games. 
If you are cheduled to con:ie to the Regiment in 1971/72 and 
are keen on rugby, there will be plenty of opportunity for you 
to play. 

Hockey 1970/71 
The hockey se~son which has just ended has been a full one. 

W.e J:iave .had l!ill'ed success. Having won the Northumbrian 
Di.strict .s~-a- ides, Northumbrian District League, Nortburn
bnan District Knock-out Cup, Northern Command Inter Unit 
we were beaten 2-0 by C.A.D. Kineton in the final of th~ 

orthern Zone Army Cup. 

Pro.filt•s 
We woul~ like to mention, over the next few i sues, member 

of the ~egunent '"'.ho ai:e . not of the Corps, but ' peculiar ' to 
~~ Reg1!11ent and. its tram10g. Captain G. C. Speight, R.A.E.C., 
1010ed his Corps m 1948 and until 1961 was one of that now
dep8;fted, but much-lamented, body of men, the ' Schoolies.' 

His :fit;st tour of duty was in W. ala ya where he spent three 
years. wuh ,the G_ree~ Howards. In 1951, being coasidered 
sufficiently bloodied by the most turbulent days of the 
Malayan Emergency, he was sent to the Apprentic College 
Harrogate, to take charge of tbe Science lab. ' 

In 1954 an understanding R .A.E.C. Records Office sent him 
to Korea, and, in 1955, back to Malaya for a further two years. 

Those must have been the halcyon days of his service for in 
195_7 he began a yet unfinished stint in training establishments 
which, ~pan from three years, has been spent entirely with 
Royal Signals. 

George Speight was commissioned in 1961 and until 1967 
was .i:espons1ble for 0.N.C. training at the Apprentice College 
Harrogate. ' 

In 196~ he. arrive~ at 8th Regiment to take charge of the 
mathe~ucal mstructlon of all tecbni:ian courses. He was not 
to remam long as our. tame 'Wrangler' for, after only a few 
months, he w~s appo10tC:d Group Supervisor, Basic Group, 
thereby becoming responsible for the teaching of subjects not 
nor1!13llY £?e concern of the R.A.E.C. It says much for George 
Spe1ght's mte~ests and versatility tl)at no one now thinks of 
him as anything other than Signals born-and-bred. Whether 
or not h_e would co.nsider this a. compliment is arguable. But 
on ?Ccas1ons a certain note of pnde creeps into his voice when 
~e is able to say of some Officer, Warrant Officer or Sergeant: 

He was one of my boys." 
There are a lot of George Speight's boys all over the world 

and most of them are Royal Signals. ' 

MANY W ILL REMEMBER HIM 
Captai n George Speight has helped in the inst ruction of many 
solci•ers of the Corps both at the Army Apprentice College and now 

at Catterick 
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11th Signal Reghnent 
Catterick Camp 

Pu-oil parades 
rrHERE were two pass-off parades during the March period. 

The first was held on Sm March when 4 Troop were 
inspected by Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Lidsey, 1 Q.D.G., 
Commanding Officer 1st Queen's Dragoon Guards. The parade 
was held on a parade ground which had to be hastily cleared 
of snow beforehand, but no one froze in the cold which 
followed. Best recruit was Signalman T. J. Thomas who ha 
now staned training to be a Radio Relayman. 

6 Troop had their parade on a very wet day on 19th March 
and were inspected by Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. Huxtable, 
M.B.E., 1st Battalion Duke of Wellington's Regiment (West 
Riding). The rain luckily ceased a few minutes before the 
parade started and this did not mar the occasion. There were 
cwo best recruits in this large Troop, Signalman K. Raistrick, 
' A ' stream, and Signalman C. C. Letchford, ' B ' stream. 

It's a family Uh• alri~ht 
Amongst the new recruits arriving at Darlington station on 

the afternoon of Wednesday, 24t!h N'arch, were· no fewer than 
three brothers from Huddersfield. Twenty-four-year-old James 
who is married with a nine-month-old son is trying for the 
clerk technical trade. Brother Robert (22 years) also married 
with a two-year-old daughter said that they decided to enlist 
quite separately, but when discovering one another's intentions 
thought it somewhat notewortby, if they all paid their visit to 
Huddersfield A.C.I.O. together on 19th March. Robert is 
hoping to become a radio operator. Seventeen-year-old 
Christopher hopes to be a driver Royal Signals and like his 
brothers, with nine years' army life ahead of him, feels quite 
confident of outdoing the other two. 

SOLDIERS THREE 
Arriving at Darlington to join the Corps are James, Robert and 

Christopher Breslin 

Fart,well Co the C.G •• 
The retiring C.G.S., General Sir Geoffrey Baker, pai~ ~is 

final visit to Catterick on Friday 19t'i March, and Trammg 
Brigade Royal Signals said farewell in an informal way. 

It poured with rain all morning during 11th Signal Regi
ment's Pass-off Parade and we had visions of the C.G.S. 
saying goodbye to a elect few inside various offices, ~ut 
fortunately somebody kept the clouds at bay for the bnef 
half-an-hour that the C.G.S. was with us. 

All elements of the Training Brigade were represented on the 
square at Helles Barrack in an informal parade, and the 
C.G.S. was able to meet and talk to us. The White Helmets, 
led by Captain Barry Rowe, performed one of their new 1971 
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acls for the benefit of all to watch (schoolboy~ Crom schools 
in the West Riding were visiting the ame day, and so not 
only did they see the Royal Signals but the ' head' of the 
British Army as well). Schemes Troop 8th Signal Regiment 
were there to show off their equipment while the Royal Signal 
Staff Band played marching music for No. 55 Royal Signah 

·Staff Sergeants' Course drilled by Staff Sergeant Gerry French 
to demonstrate the immaculate footdrill they had learnt during 
their course! The C.G.S. made a point of talking to the majority 
of the course which meant that he met a good cross-section of 
senior N.C.0.s of the Corps. Brigadier P.A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., 
Brigade Commander, then invited the C.G.S. to take the salute 
at a march/drive past. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) John Markham formally 
asked if the parade could march off, and Jed by No. 55 
R.S.S.C. the Training Brigade bade farewell to the C.G.S. 
As the C.G.S. left the Band played 'Auld Lang Syne' and hi 
car was escorted out of Helles Lines by the White Helmets. 
We then told the weatherman to rise from his prayer mat! 

Squash 
Regimental squash this season has been extremely successful 

with the Regimental ream reaching the final of the Nonhern 
Command team championships. On their way to the final they 
defeated strong teams from 1 D.E.R.R. and 8th Signal Regi
ment and we are confident of defeating our old rivals from the 
Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, in the final. This wa5 
not to be however, and the team, represented by Captain John 
Radford, Captain Mike Carson, Lieutenant Peter Morgan, 
Sergeant Derek Legott, and last but by no means least Captain 
Brian Swift, R.A.E.C., were defeated 3 games to 2. 

In the Northern Command Squash Championships, Sergeant 
Derek Legott reached the semi-final of both the open and 
soldiers' competition. Captain John Radford succumbed 
eventually in the final of the open plate competition. 

In the Canerick Garrison League both Regimental teams 
are doing well, placed first and second in the League at the 
present time. Farewell must also be said to Jd.m Radford who 
has led the team successfully and well during the last two 
seasons. We wi h him success in his new job. 

Bugh~ 

Since the New Year fortunes for the rugby fraternity have 
been somewhat mixed. Two wins against Stockton, Winlaton 
Vulcans and 8th Signal Regiment have been outweighed by 
heavy defeats inflicted by Gosforth Falcons, Roundhay and 
A.A.C. Harrogate. As the playing strength of the Regiment 
has been rattier slim results have not in fact been too bad 
and some of our other reverses have been the result of our 
own bad play rather than the excellence of our opponents. 
After two-and-a-half seasons we say farewell to our intrepid 
Captain Peter Brooks, who has undoubtedly learnt much during 
his reign and has become renowned in rugby circles throughout 
the North East for his flamboyant approach to playing at fly
half. His ucces or, Lieutenant Chris Enright, will no doubt 
carry on the good work along with other newcomers, Cocporal 
Dougie Ballantyne, Captain Brian Swift, Lieutenant Graham 
Gordon. Our congratulations also go to Lance-Corporal Ricley 
Johns on his recent marriage; we wish him well. 

lVelco1n••s 
We should like to welcome the following to the Regiment : 

Captain Brian Swift our new education officer fron;i 3 A.E.C;, 
Lieutenant Graham Gord-On from 17th Gurkha 1gnal Regi
ment and now commanding 1 Troop, Second-Lieutenant 
Martin Reid and Second-Lieutenant Roger Perrot on anach
ment prior to anending their Royal Signals Officer ' Qualifying 
Cour e at Blandford, Sergeant Roger Parsons from SHAPE, 
our new Legal Sergeant. Welcome also to the very latest mem
ber of the Regiment: A new son for Captain John Radford, 
daughter for Sergeant Derek Leggo and a rnn for Corporal 
Len Kenyon. 

Farewells 
Au revoir to Captain Peter Brooks, B.A., who has moved 

down the road to 3 A.E.C. and Lance-Corporal R. G. Broad 
now a Sergeant A.P.T.C., and Corporal R. Gartside to 30th 
Signal Regiment. 
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13th Signal Regiment B.F .P.O. 40 
c ne 

did March o? Ir eems to have been a quiet 
month and o, heeding the recent triclure of The 

Editor we have decided not to enquire r o deeply! We have, 
however, finally found our ' Brain of Birgelen.' Sixty-four 
conte tants entered, and after several week of intellectual 
activity on their part, Elsie Armstrong (wife of Sergeant Ray 
Armstrong) emerged a a worthy winner. Also in the ocial 
Ph<!!e we have a very. s1;1cce sful 'Any Questions.' The panel 

consisted of: Mrs. Ouisnne Nice, Mr. John Russel (Assistant 
Controller B.F.B. ., Kolo), Mr. Wain Rowan (NAAFI District 
Manager), Dr. Eugene O'Neil (our Locum tenen ) and Corporal 
Bill Guest. 

The J:!anel ably pllf!ied or answered a variety of questions 
on t!1e important topic of today and we had an enjoyable 
everung. 

ports bull t"in 

The cross-co.untry season enrled recently. We competed in 
the R.A.F./Rhine Area League and the local International 
Cross-Country League, which is organised by a neighbouring 
Royal Nederlands Army Urut. Although our final placings in the 
Leagues are not yet known, we feel we have had a successful 
eason. Signalman Mick Rideout has distinguished himself 

particularly in the . International League. He has usually be~ 
placed. second, bemg bearen only by the German Air Force 
champion. We hosted the In~c:rnational I:eague Meeting on 
9th March, and .the C<?mpe~uon wa stiff. The Regiment 
emerged equal third, with Signalman Mick Rideout in his 
usual place. 

Triple LS. and G.C. at F.F.JL 

.The. Deputy Co!111113nder of Rhine Area Colonel D. A. 
0-Jchrist, accomparued by Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, 
mspected the Quarter Guard and presented the L.S. and G.C. 
medal to our thre.e stalwarts during our recent F.F.R. As our 
regular .r~~~ers will know, the recipients were aware of their 
res~ns1bihnes and the Sergeants' Mess had a very enjoyable 
everung! 

ALL VERY CORRECT AND ALL VERY SMART 
Colonel. D. A. Gilchrist, Deputy Commander of Rhine Area, ac
compa~1ed by the Officer-in-Charge Lieutenant-Colonel Baldwin, 

inspects the Quarter Guard of 13th Signal Regiment 

Bo•·man of Birgelen 

Ow; Archer5 h~ve recently achieved one of their ambitions 
by being ele~ed mto a Provincial Dutch Archery League This 
L~gue. c~nsist~ of 30 teams within the Province of Li~bur 
T~ !s. d1v1ded mto four groups: Superior, 'A,' 'B, and • <:!; 
division. The team has a difficult task ahead but is prepared 
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to work hard m gain promotion. To give some idea of the 
standard our team. has to achieve: the be t team in the League 
la t year ~cored m the three matches, 1,486 points out of a 
total possible score of 1,800 points! This means that each 
a.rrow of 180 mu t . cor~ at I~ t eight points from ten every 
ume! qur next. meeUng 1s a fn~ndly contest at Echt in Holland. 
For this meenng the team will be: W.0.I (F. of S.) Harry 
Saxton. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Bob Phippard (captain) 
Corporal 'Sandy' McGhee (R.P.C.), Private John Coulthard 
(R.P.C.), Sapper 'Taff' Holman (RE.) and Master Paul Saxton. 

S rgennts• ~fess 

Earl}er t!lls month we said farewell to Sergeant Dave Bullard 
and h~s wife Gaye, ~oth very popular members of the Mess. 
We wish them well m Blandford where Dave is attending a 
Foreman's Course: Sergeant Jim ~herwin, Intelligence Corps, 
has al o lef~ u~. Jun has b:en clalDled by ' Civvy Street ' and 
ha r~tur~ed,_ like th~ pro~gal son, to his native Colwyn Bay 
to assist m his father s busmess. If we have ' any old iron ' we 
all kn~w where ~o h~ad for! A ad loss to the Mess and our 
be t w1she go with him. 

Congratulations to our latest promotions Sergeants George 
Hedge. and Paul ~rOC?tt, who tradfrionally pushed the boat out 
on their first everung m the Mess. 

Arrivals 

Staff Sergeant A. Feldon, Staff Sergeant P. FinWgan, Sergeant 
R. E. Watson, Sergeant M. Taylor. 

14th Signal Regiment 

Worcester 

Spreading tho fool disease 

THOSE who rea~ last ~onth's WIRE will remember that a 
Troop of this _RegJ.I?lent under Lieutenant Graham 

~omas recently exercised m Nassau in the Bahamas This 
v1s1t was by no means the first by members of this R~ent 
so to mark our ap_preciation of the great welcome and assist
ance we have !-'ece1ved, from many people and agencies whilst 
on these ,ex~oses, we sent some Corps plaques to record the 
stay or_i ~e island. !here is ~o do1:1bt that these plaques were 
cnthus1asncally received but little did we realise how 'catching' 
they were-but l~t the following extract from a letter of thanks 
to the Commandmg Officer speak for itself: 

Dear Sir, Nassau, 1st March, 1971. 

I was truly delig~ted to receive the plague last week. It will 
seroe as a fond re!'mnder of a group of men who proved them
selves excellent diplDmfUs. of the mother country. 

W i; recently had. similar pleasant social and recreational 
sportm~ contacts with a group of Marines and Signals men. 
Best wishes. 

Yours faithfuJ.ly, 

* * * 
Change of organisation 

As the result of both the demand for immediate officer and 
man-pow.er ~uts throu.ghout the Corps and after a couple of 
y~ars pracucal cxpenence, the Regiment has, almost over
night, reduced from .~ree ~o two radio squadrons. 

For tho.se not ~arntµar with the old and new organisations 
the followmg detail will be of interest. 

Organisation witil 31st Jmmary, 1971 
H.9. Squa~on, ,Admin., M.T. and ' Q' Troops; 1 Squadron 

(Medium Radio), A' and ' B' Troops (2 x Dl3 each) 'c' 
;rr~p (2 x Dll); 2 Squadron (High Power Radio), 'D', and 
, ~, Tr~ps , (1 x E21 each); 3 Squadron (Satellite Radio) 

and T Troops (1 x UK/TSC-500 each) 'M' Troop 
(Tels. Wksp.). ' 

Orgmusation from 1st February, 1971 
H.Q. Squadron, Admin., 'M,' M.T. and ' Q ' Troops· 

1 + 2 Squadron (Identical), each one Medium Radio Troop 
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(2 x D13), one High .Power Radio Troop (1 x E21), one 
$aellitc Radio Troop (1 x UK/TSC-500). 

Thus saving some three officers and some 28 men who will 
either be posted or not replaced when posted at the end of 
their current tour. 

This new organisation is not without some small disadvan
tages but these are more than evened our by such advantage . 
factors as producing two identical squadrons (perfect for 
administrative chores, demonstrations and sports, etc.) and the 
enforced widening of the specialist knowledge of the rather 
unique equipment of the old 2 and 3 Squadrons. 

EXEllCISE • VU~LIN ' 

This domestic exercise was the first to be carried out under 
the new organisation of the Regiment. The two D13 Troops, 
lately 1 Squadron and now one each from 1 and 2 Squadrons, 
were deployed on a ' warming-up ' exercise. One Troop was 
sent to Barry Budden in Scotland and the other to Blandford. 

• ,\lphn' Troo1t, I Squadron, r••1•ort s uccessful 
exorcise bar some breaks iu communication 
occasioned b y • Bravo ' Troop, 2 qnndron 

We recently visited sunny Blandford to take part in Exercise 
' Violin '-an exercise planned to carry out tests on specific 
frequencies, to give our new operators experience of the equip
ment and to have an extensive traffic phase. 

The distant end was at Barry Budden where our sister 
Troop, 'B' of 2 Squadron, manned the D13 there. As the 
Troop had now left the Squadron for the lower reaches of 2 
Squadron we had some misgivings as to their ability to keep 
up to our standards of communications; however, in the event, 
they were not too bad. At Blandford it was wet and windy 
(is it ever anything else there?) bur this misery was largely 
dispersed by the many kindnesses and help we received from 
the O.C. of I Squadron, 30th Signal Regiment, Major M. J. H. 
Williams, bis Sergeant-Major, W.0.2 D. W. L. Crisp, and the 
Regimental Sergeant-Major, W.0.1 IL Jennings. 

The Troop Foreman of Signals Staff Sergeant F. Gadman 
built a bi-conical mono pole aerial for the exercise and was 
determined to try it out. Unfortunately, he did not get a lot of 
opportunity for, by the time he had got his ' invention ' erected, 
a sloping vee had been constructed and was thumping out 
signals for those who cared to listen at Barry Budden. Having 
so quickly established communication, the commcentre were 
reluctant to give up the circuit to the Foreman. However, after 
much charm and-it is rumoured-not a little threatening, 
Staff Sergeant Gadman was allowed to have his way and proved 
(to his satisfaction anyway) that his aerial was a working 
proposition. Generally a most successful exercise with the few 
breaks in communication being due to equipment and aerial 
faults at Barry Budden where, it is claimed, the wind blew 
the aerial down-we suppose it was put up correctly in the first 
place-but then of course they are in 2 Squadron now. 

• llravo ' Troop, 2 Squadron, report successful 
exercise bar some breaks in co111mn11icntion 
occasioned by t Alpha ' Troop, I Squadron 

Exercise ' Violin ' was Regimental sponsored exercise between 
R Dl3 detachments located in Scotland and Dorset. This 

Troop set off for the frozen north by road and by courtesy of our 
supporting R.C.T . company. After staging overnight with the 
Depot Squadron at Catterick we arrived as dark was falling 
at Barry Budden. The camp is but a collection of huts on the 
windswept north shore of the Tay estuary- the best ~ing ~at 
could be said for it is there is plenty of room for aerials with 
no natural obstructions. Trees, for example, could not survive 
there. The antenna trials and traffic phases of the exercise went 
extremely well though th~e were some exciting .moments. 'J!ie 
first night saw severe wrnds at Blandford causmg the aerials 
there to collapse, thu breaking communications (if only these 
1 Squadron people could put up aerials properly). The next 
night we were blasted by a howling gale. which threatene~ to 
blow away the cabins, let alone the aerial , but we survived 
and the only breaks in communications were caused by 'Alpha' 
Troop at Blandford trying out some home~made ~er!al. The 
following night the Troop were startled mto thinkmg that 
world war three had started for we came under heavy attack 
from a T. & A.V.R. battlion who, on their own exercise, mistook 
our aerial lights for some beacon of their own. Fortunately 
through a combination of the use of blank and pretty awful 
marksmanship, we are uninjured. 
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The next day, the Troop had to fight a heath fire which 
had been caused by a model aeroplane cra5hing. The speed 
with which it spread was terrifying. The head of the civilian 
fire brigade was horrified when Sergeant K. D . Barsby informed 
him that the SR D13 station, the aerial field and the generator 
fuel store were in the path of the fire. 

So the exercise ended, we of 'Bravo' Troop being justifiably 
pleased with our efforts on the exercise. The traffic time was 
good and perhaps, when ' Alpha ' Troop have brushed up a 
little, will be even better on the next such exercise. 

Regimental Editor's note 
It is pleasing to be able to record-as is shown m the 

above two reports on the same exercise-that even in this 
super-modern, go anywhere, 14th Regiment, respect is paid to 
such great and well established Corps traditions that, in all 
breakdowns of communication, the responsibility is that of the 
other end. As for the fire-alas tne Troop report ceases as 
abruptly as quoted. I t is not clear whether the fire terminated 
the exercise or a hasty retreat was made. Did ' Bravo ' Troop 
escape?-See next month's chapter of this thrilling serial. 

Personality parade 
Arrivals. Welcome to: Major J. L. Botterill, from 10th Regi

ment to become 0.C. H .Q. Squadron; Lieutenant R. A. J. 
Gardner, from 11th Regiment to 2 Squadron; W.0.1 J. K. 
Roberts, from 7th Regiment to become R.S.M .; Staff Sergeant 
H. Ryall, from 21st Regiment; Staff Sergeant A. Leary, from 
31st Regiment (V). 

Departures. Farewell and thanks to: Major P. B. Clark, to 
Depot Held Strength; Major J. E. Parker, W.R.A.C., to retire
ment; Captain L E. Kerr, to 2nd Regiment; W.0.I D. H. M. 
Rumsey, to 10th Regiment on commissioning; Staff Sergeant 
C. V. Forth, to Truda! Oman Scouts; Staff Sergeant A. 
J;un.ieson, to 7th Regiment; Staff Sergeant R. Paterson, to 222 
Squadron on promotion; Staff Sergeant K. 0. Davis, to 21st 
Regiment on promotion; Sergeant R. Bates, Sergeant T. H. C. 
Cartwright, Sergeant P. C. Smurthwaite, to School of Signals; 
Sergeant V. S. B. Johnson, to A.C.I.O., Liverpool; and Sergeant 
N. C. Hall, to 252 Squadron. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16 

Double shuftle 

H A VE you ever wondered what it must be like to be one 
of the 52 cards in a pack? If you joined 22nd Signal 

Regiment, at the moment you would get a fair idea! As the 
saying goes, "It's all happening." The 'dealer' in command 
has shuffled, cut and played his new hand, known as 4 Squadron. 
Commanded by Captain John Barrett this five-card trick is 
responsible for all the T.E.V.s 'A' and T.E.V.s 'B' in the 
Regiment. Ir's a winner too as you will see from the Exercise 
' Ravens Ridge ' report below. But like all ' thinking' card 
players the ' dealer' kept a little extra up his sleeve. A blink 
of the eye, a flick of the wrist and Major Hugh Booaker found 
himself commanding 1 Squadron, Captain John Dawson having 
left us for the School of Signals. The Squadron expressed 
their opinion that John had been ACE, by presenting him 
wirli an inscribed tankard. We wish both he and his wife 
Valerie the best of luck at Blandford. Captain Tom Scarfi, 
dealt from the bottom of the pack, from lines in Bahrein, has 
found himself plunged into the realms of ' Bruin,' as the new 
Operations Officer. 

At the other end of the scale we say goodbye to one of the 
Jokers in the pack-in the nicest sense-Signalman Helliwe~. 
Helliwell is a mild, seemingly tiny soldier, not the smartest m 
the Regiment but somehow in spite of his size one who manage 
to manoeuvre three-tooners into impossible positions. Always 
perky in spite of much micky taking, we will miss him and 
wish him luck. 

The cross-country and athletics pack arc going to suffer as 
we are also losing Lieutenant Dick Hoyle to 4 RTR. However 
we welcome Second-Lieutenant Shepherd as the turnover 
continues. 

Visit of Omcer l/c Reeords 
It's always very easy to come out with all the tereotyped 

phrases reserved for comments on official visits but there is no 
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doubt that v~ry many olcticr. of the Reg1m nt were impre . ed 
by the honc~c, candid and pr fessional approach made by 
Colonel M er. traight talk, clear presentation and a bit of 
humour, held the intere t of a p'lcked cinema. A very useful 
vi<it indeed. 

D you sn1oke-? 
TI1e ' Regiment • has topped smoking! By that I mean it has 

t last received with great ceremony it ' Se urity Incinerator.' 
It wa with great ::idness that we finally put aside the ·Oil 
Drum.' Lieutenant Brian Ade<Kk, custodian 3 quadron, has 
bought him e;f a comb again in the belief that his hair and 
eyebrow may now grow. 

Ext"rt· ise •Jlavt"ns Rid~t··-and we field th largest 
of Co.mmceus 

The pea e and quiet of the area immediately urrounding 
Churchill Barrack wa hattered very early on 15th March, as 
the first elements of the Regiment moved out, to meet the 
annual challenge of the C.C.R. Signals exercise. A we pulled 
through the main gate the whole Regiment was tuned to tackle 
anything that the Brigadier may task us with. Spirits were high 
and being a well-exercised Regiment all were confident that 
their oft rehear ed drills would cope. 

It was in anticipation of an interesting 12 days ahead that 
the convoys reached out for their initial locations. It wasn't 
long before these were reached, communications established 
and the Regiment slipped into overdrive. We were fielding 
4 quadron for the first time, a new concept, with the Squadron 
Commander Captain John Barrett, playing a keen-eyed 'mother 
hen ' to all the T.E.V.s 'A' and 'B.' John had an exception
ally busy time with his area of responsibility covering an almost 
immeasurable square kilometerage. H owever the exercise 
qualified the wisdom of the decision to form 4 Squadron. 
3 Squadron the previous ' mother hen,' certainly had enough 
to do, coping with Commcen Uniform, which is surely now the 
large t Comrncen in the Corps area. At one time during the 
exercise its connections ran into double figures! R un by a 
Cornmcen Command consisting of only three officers, life 
became exceectinly difficult, as it moved up the contours into 
the bad weather, mist, mud and the dreaded ice. Masts refused 
to budge, vehicle engines dampened to the big ends the move of 
Uniform was a 'ginormous' task. With no second Commcen 
in support it's a large feather in 3 Squadron's cap that com
munications were out for only a few hours. Drive was me 
order of the day. One officer was seen to be transferring the 
heat of his body to a Clark mast in liquid form! I t worked; 
down i: came Je::ivir.g a rather astonished Radio Relayman, 
puzz!ed as to how an Officer could retain his dignity in such 
a 'technical' pose! 

The highlight of the exercise was of course the visit of the 
S.0.-in-C.-we had managed to recce ourselves into a Schloss 
owned by ~'le ' Graf Spee' dynasty. We had everything, 
imposing entrance, staircase, bath and that luxury of luxuries 
a flush toilet. 

The General started his visit at the R C.P., where he met 
Captain (T.O.T.) Ray Boulter, Captain (Traffic) John Culbert, 
Operations Major Hugh Bonaker and Operations Designate 
Captain Tom Scarff. Ray Boulter we claim to be unique,- work
ing permanent nights, Comrncen Command Uniform claim he 
has invented a new language Moggilese.' They claim that 
from 3 a.m. he 'Moggles ' continuously. 

After visiting R.C.P. and Comrrihead ovember the S.0.-in-C. 
was entertained to lunch by the Officers and Seniors in me 
Schloss. 

Finally, the exercise finished with the C.0 . being entertained 
along with other C.O.s to dinner at main 1st British Corps. 
Also attendiLg the dinner was a group of civil ian scientists, one 
of whom asked Colonel Cooper if his R egiment actually had a 
barracks to return to or did we live in the field all the time! 
• o comment! 
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Without it
You're not With it! 

28th {BR) Signal Regiment 

(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 

Fnr1•w.-ll io t'olout•l ~lhwhke 

I T i difficult to believe that, at the end of three years with 
the Regiment, for the second time only am I attempting 

to process WIRE notes through the censor! However, as fish 
and wildfowl rake leave when I cake up rod and gun, so do my 
fellowmen when it comes to am3 ing material for publication! 
Necessity being the mother of invention and with the adoption 
of certain pack3ge productivity agreements such as leave pas cs 
suspended, black and white televi ion only being allowed, 
Sergeants' Mess expenditure reduced to four figures for one 
month, u'ie material has come forth! 

On 12th March the Units comprising NORTHAG Signal 
upport Group held a parade to bid farewell to Colonel 

Mischke. W.0.I (R.S.M.) Brian Turner was parade R.S.M. for 
the occasion and managed to gee everyone to manoeuvre more 
or Jes in formation. When dealing with German, Dutch, 
Belgian, and your own men all cavorting to a Belgian band, 
those immortal words " In your time " feature very prominently 
and the occasion was deemed a success. 

2 Squadron S.H.Q. won the inter-Troop quiz. This contest 
proved a great success and we are grateful to Captain ' Robbie ' 
Burns and R.S.M. Brian Turner for all the research and time 
they gave to this event. 

FAREWELL TO COLO NEL MISCHKE 
Colonel Misch ke accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald 
inspects the guard comp rised of: (r. to I.) Lance-Corporal Clark, 
Signal man Morris (1 58), Signalman Carver and Signalman Smith ( 171) 

E xer cise • Frans k i ' 

Oberamrnergau is an international winter ski resort in South 
Bavaria at an altitude of 950 metres. This picturesque mountain 
village of wood carvers and sculptors, is not only the site of the 
world-famous Passion Play every 10 years but is also the location 
this Regiment chooses for Exercise 'Franski' each year. This 
year, 60 all ranks in three parties of 20, spent a fortnight in the 
Bavarian Alps learning bow to ski. 

The first party, commanded by L ieutenant Chris Greig, 
departed Francisca Barracks by coach at 22.00 hours on Satur
day, 16th February, for the 46()..mile journey to South Bavaria. 
After travelling throughout the night they arrived at Werden
felsen Kaserne, M urnau, early on Sunday morning. This is the 
home of the 8th M ountain Signal Battalion of the German 
Army, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Hafke, who were our 
hosts for the duration of the exercise. Monday morning was 
spent in fitting each man with ski boots and skis and went quite 
smoothly until Craftsman Elliott, R.E.M.E., mentioned h is size 
14 feet. After a search of all the stores in the battalion, a pair 
of ski boots were eventually found to fi t him. Then to the 
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CLANG! 
Corporal Bissett and Signalman Patterson meet while ski-ing ! 

slopes and down to the serious business of maste!ing the intri
cacies of snow ploughs, stem turns, etc. The lllStructors -
soldiers provided by the battalion-were very patient and after 
a fortnigh t's tuition turned out quite proficient skiers. Signal
man McMahon was standing at the bottom of the slope, minding 
his own business, when someone crashed into him. Result -
a badly twisted ankle . and a f?Ot encased ~ plaster for . ~e 
remainder of the fortrug:H. Durmg the exercise weekend v1s1ts 
were made to places of interest in the area, the monastery of 
Etta! was one of the places visited. Founded in the 11th 
century it is famous for its Ettalic Liqueur, distilled in the 
monastery from the roots of mountain J?lants ' Enzian.' ScJ:Uoss 
Linderhof and Schloss Neuschwan tern, near the mectieval 
town of Fussen, both built by mad King Ludwig of Bavaria, 
proved to be very interesting. Visits were also made to nearby 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 

Having returned to <;amp we find th~ Regime_nt well. repre
sented in R.A.F. Hospital Wegberg, with Captain Dems Bees 
and Lieutenant Roger H oward nursing their injuries. It is said 
that at 10.00 hours on 7th March a furious outburst almost 
caused an avalanche but for the auctio frequencies of Welsh. 
At this time Captain Bees (Ski-ing Officer) crashed to the groU?d 
and sustained a shoulder injury. He will be impossible to live 
with on his return to duty as it is rumoured he has had 100 
copies made of his X-ray plate showing his 3in., 2 BA, _counter
sunk screw which now holds him together. What with these 
injuries plus Sergeant Skillicorn's shattered incisors the exercise 
has left its mark. 

( aterin g Compe ti t ion 
Having been the Army Champion <;:ooks for two years in 

success:on our souffles have temporarily sunk and we have 
had to hand back one shield but retain the Rhine Area trophy. 
Corporal Bob Skinner, however, attaine.d best o~ ~ass in the 
B.A.0.R. Table d'honneur with his Truiies de Rn.11ere Glacees 
Andrea-and this at his first attempt ever. 

CLOTHING 
is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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Moss Bros would like 
you to take the credit 
for being well dressed 

-and make it easy for 
you to enjoy fine clothes 
with t heir Monthly 
Subscription Plan. 

Suits from £34 ·50 
Sizes up to 52" 
ready to wea1 

Moss Bros 
Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London WC2 E 8J B 

(near Leicester Square station ) 
Lime Street, E.C.3 and Branches 

And now Au Bon Marche in Paris 

Moss Bros are buyers of Army, Naval and RAF Swords, 
Sporting Guns, Fishing Rods and ackle, Saddlery, 

Ski Equipment, Golf Clubs and everything that men wear. 

Official tailors to the Royal Signals 
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News lrom :..squ.a.tlrons ·· 

The soccer team of 19 Airportab le Brigade H .Q . a nd Signal Squadron which has not lost a match so far. Much of the t • 
success has been due ~o the inspiring efforts of W .0 .1. D. G. Thomas (third from left, front row) who has now left the unit earn s 

In th.e photograph, left to right, back :ow: Corpora l Clark, Signa lman A ldo us, S ignalman Roe, Driver Ellam, Corporal Cloak 
Front row . Lance-Corporal Walton, Lieutenant C. J . W a lters, W .0 .1 ( R.S.M.) D. G. Thomas, Major P. s. Reader, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 

R. M. Sanderson, Lance-Corpo ral La ngley, Signalman Cochrane 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

Colchester 

ON~ again it is tiJ?e to inform you that 19 Airportable 
Bngade H.Q. ~ Signal Squadron still exists. It has been 

a busy time in the Squadron since the Christmas festivities 
ended. 

In January. the Bri~de Staff were exercised in a CPX and 
casualty cleanng exerose. For the latter the squadron provided 
50 stret~er bearers who demonstrated to the Field Ambulance 
how the 1ob should be done. 

In March the Squadron seemed to live at Hawley Common 
~e mon~ began at Hawley with ' A ' Division CPX and 
finis~e~ with a t~ under the DAA-QMG running the Staff 
~s?c Demonstration. Our linemen under Corporal Hawtin 
laid ~me to each stand in record time and reeled it in in half 
the tllne allocated. ' 

The demonstration was a great success and special mention 
should go to. Corporal Mullen and Private Haines, our two 
cooks, who did a marvellous job with their No. 1 burners. 

isi t8 

This month we were visited by Major-General D. W. Scott
Barre~ M.B.E., M.C. The camp changed shape overnight for 
rhe VISJt under the expert supervision of our new R.S.M. 

T r aining 

This month sees the end of the Regimental Signallers' Class I 
~urse. S!lJdents from various infantry battalions have lived 
Wlth us sm~e 1st February and been instructed in all manner !J! electroruc ~onders by ' A ' Troop, ' M ' Troop and ' J ' 

roop, supervISed by W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Wall. 
M.T. Troop haye also been fully occupied, especially as 

eye,!31 _RC.T. drivers have been risking life and limb as 
drivmg instructors for 2 Royal Anglian. 
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Th~ White House Staff spends early Monday and Friday 
mormng_s at fitness ~g-not in camp, but at Roman Way, 
out of s1~ht. '.fhe ~emamder of the squadron do circuit training 
and physical ierks m camp, with nothing to bide. It is surprising 
how many odd fellows turn up from administration Ditches! 

Sport 
Our sporting energy has been concentrated on football this 

season. The team under the captaincy of W.0.1 Thomas hasn't 
!ost a ~e so far. The team was sorry to lose its captain, but 
is carrymg on the good work under Signalman Aldous. 

Ar1·ivals a n d departures 
We said goodb)'.e this month to W.O.I (R.S.M.) D. G. 

Thomas, who has Just received his commission. We are about 
to lose W.0 . (R.Q.M.S.) E. T. A. Webster, who is to be 
R.S.M. of 7~ Signal Regiment. We are sorry to see these 
two personahnes go, but we wish them and their families all 
the best for the future. 

We welcome to the Squadron W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. M. Sander
son and W.0.2 (RQ.M.S.) A. F. Home, and wish them a 
pleasant stay at Colchester. 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 
Home -79p each plus Sp post 
Abroad-70p each plus Sp post 

Wall Shields 7" x 6" Royal S ignals 
Pace Sticks 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 

£1.50 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.O.,s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army- or have 

left in the last twelve months.You'll have achieved 
N.C.O. or Warrant Officer rank and acquired 
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which 
you wish to retain- and improve on.You'll be under 
42 and may be married with a family. Certainly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many vacancies in 

specific trades. We offer you a career in the 
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will al
most ce~tai!11Y keE'.p yo~r i::ank and pay, ~ 
and by s1gnmg on m Bntam you ).Q:._. -, ... 
Teceive pay from the day you enlist ,. · 
and you and your family travel to ·-=· .. 
Australia free. The minimum engage
ment is for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don' t leave it any longer! 

Come and t alk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for 
all the facts. ..------------..... I Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. I 
I rune _____________ ~ I 
I Address_______ _____ caJ I 

1============== Q I ·1 .. I .., Age _____ Married/Single ____ _ 

~ (\~ Rank.----- cOrps ------ J 
Trade _____________ I 
Anticipated Discharge Date _____ _ 

To: Captain J. R. Godwin, I 
Recruiti g Officer, I 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, I 
Strand, London, W.C.2. Your trade may be included in those ~··li 

available and this could b_e the ~· v , .. ' ~ f, 

chance you and your family {~ ~*•rL•---
are looking for. ~~-~ · M.-.r 

Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 _J 
·---------
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223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 
Winchester 

4'bang of (' ouuand 
"1~ AJOR John lngledow has now assumed command of the 
_i_ll_ unit from Major Tony Bushell. Major lngledow joins 
u from 38th Signal Regiment (V) ba ed in Sheffield. He says 
be is looking forward to his tour of duty in W inchester as he 
ha never served in this part of the country before. He i 
married with three young children. 

With the departure of Major Bushell to warmer climes-he 
is to command 222 Signal Squadron during its run-down in 
Bahrein-late March and early April have been somewhat 
hectic. Dinners and get-togethers have been the rule rather 
than the exception with both Messes and the J.R.C. competing 
to ee who could exhau t the Bushell family the most! 

Members of the J .R.C. were very plea ed when Major and 
Mrs. Bushell collected one of the raffle prize at their farewell 
Disco Dance. The committee insist there is no truth in the 
rumour that it was a fiddle! 

An amusing incident occurred when the Sergeants' M ess 
dined him ou . In responding to the Pre ident's speech of 
!arewell, Major Bushell mentioned that he strove for brevity 
m any speech be made. " Yes," came an anonymous rejoinder 
from somewhere down the table, " Come in! Guilty! Get out!" 
Major Bushell likes a joke on himself better than most· so he 
just hooted with laughter. ' 

APPRECIATIO N 
Major A. R. Bushell receives a farewell token from the Sergeants 
Mess presented by W .0 .2 (S.S.M.) C. Meredith. On right is Captain 

S. Brice 

Mad seientist 
We must tell you about our mad scientist. One of our tech

nicians, Corporal Brian Furlong, no doubt inspired by a recent 
T .V. programme about a chap who made a ' bomb ' hunting 
for money on a Bournemouth beach, decided to build himself 
a . me131l detector .. The e~d-product, while it didn't detect metal, 
did pick up Radio 4 with ease. Oddly enough, it was particu
larly. g~ on re~igious programmes. The Boss, F. of S. Norman 
Coll!e~' 1 convm~d u has something to do with a recent 
Oi.ristJan Leadership cour e Furlong attended. 

Orienteering 

The clarion call of ' To the woods ' carries no ominous 
~ertones . for £.!le unit orienteering team. Recently formed, 
this de~rrrune~ little group comprising Corporals Dereck Scott 
and Mick Skinner, and Lance-Corporals Tim Axtell John 
Jaggard and Fred Simpson, led by Staff-Sergeant David,Ether
t~n, has been into th<: surrounding countryside often. The 
sight of them all dashing madly about clutching maps and 
compasses has become a common one. 
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They put up a very creditable performance in a non-compcli
cive event at Aldershot and are about to make a foray to 

aodhurst where an R.C.T. sponsored event takes place on 
7th April. 

FHn<"ss for Bole lns1•<"4•fion 
9th February saw our annual Fitnes~ for Role Inspection 

under our belts for yet another year. The Otief Signal Officer 
Strategic Command, Brigadier Proudman, M.B.E ., gave us ~ 
careful going over and pronounced himself satisfied with the 
result. For a change we were not knee-deep in snow and 
instead of a raging blizzard like la~t year, the day was on!; 
overcast with occasional drizzle. 

VislCor1> 
On 16th March Colonel Winn, Commander of 1 Signal 

Group, spent the day with us saying his farewells. The unit 
was, in many ways, sad to see him go as he has proved a good 
friend to us in the past. 

Colonel D . L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., having assumed 
command of 1 Signal Group, paid us a visit on 6th April. 

The s o c ial whirl 
D espite the general claim that the first quarter of the year 

is pretty dead, the Messes and the Andromeda J.R.C. con
tinued with their social whirl. The Andromeda had itself 
several well-attended dances and also a stag, cabaret night. 

The Sergeants' Mess managed to time a visit to the Courage 
Brewery to coincid e with a potencial beer-famine caused by 
so~e f~rm. of industrial action there. The return journey proved 
qwte bilanous. 

A games evening, Sergeants versus Officers, Warrant 
Officers and Staff Sergeants, proved that the younger genera
tion have agile minds-and bodies. The Sergeants won. 

Jolifications to welcome Major and Mrs. lngledow are 
expected throughout the rest of April. 

SPORT 
Squnsh rackets 

_Royal Signals v. Ro~ Army Education Corps. Result: Royal 
Signals won 3-2. Captain Cornforth lost to Cooper; Captain 
Lowe lost to McManus; A/ T. Dean beat Protheroe; A/Sergeant 
Sinclair beat Reese; and Lieutenant Baynes beat Naylor. 

This was a friendly match played at Chelsea Barracks. The 
teams had been selected in order that the match would be a 
close one, and this is how it turned out, the result depending 
on the 5th string's match which was the last game played. 

It was the first time that Dean and Sinclair, both of A.AC., 
Harrogate, had pla~ed for th~ Corps and they performed well. 
Th~y were up agamst expenenced players, but they stuck to 
their task and won. In a few years' time both could be good 
players. 

Carnival 

227 Signal Squadron 
i(AFCENr) B.F.P.O. 18 

I N co~on with the Rhineland, Maastricht and the province 
. of Limburg celebrates carnival. This is a revelation as 

staid Dutch burghers cast off all inhibitions and surrende~ to 
Bacchus. Festivities during this period tend to make the 
perrruss1ve society resemble a church fete. 

Our .British members thoroughly approved and joined in with 
ei;ithusiasm., So ~u~h so that Corporal 'Barney' Harris and 
S1g~an Yorkie Trollope were still nursing sore beads a 
fortnigh~ later. Sergeant .Ken Hornblower is now an authority 
on car.Il!val songs and snll sounds as if he has a bad attack of 
laryng1us. 

.s.S.M. Bert Bowes fo~d a pub with 100 per cent male 
cl~eotele; very strange durmg carnival. He reports that he left 
with al~ haste when they insisted in calling him dcarie and 
requestmg the next dance. 

(Continued on page 201) 
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Lieutenant Alan Pearce attended the Maastricht Policemen' 
Carnival Ball and to the surprise of everyone was released at 
the end of it. 

The roseate hue which was once common to all eyes i now 
subsiding whilst everyone counts the days to the next one. 

. HllUar y Train.Ing? 
The O.C. Major Bill Morgan has recently returned from the 

N.A.T.O. Staff Officers' Advanced Weapons Orientation Course 
orga~sed by . the Amer_icans at Oberammergau. Quite 
fortwtously, this course missed the famous passion plays but 
coincided with the M unich carnival. The only response elicited 
by queries on the carnival is an enigmatic smile and the reply 
" It was a very interesting and worthwhile course." ' 

Our S.S.M. Bert Bowes has obviously taken a page out of 
the 0.C.'s book and acquired some American films on weapons 
and fire power, whid:l he has been showing to the senior 
N.C.O.s. Whilst the weapons concerned were of larger calibre 
than those normally used by our members, it has certainly 
given them an appreciation of what is available, and how they 
can be mo5t effectively used. Our seniors were most en
thusiastic and look forward to further training of this nature. 

a iling 
Having survived the 1970 sailing season our intrepid R.Q.M .S. 

Colin Johnson is now busy refurbishing the squadron dinghy 
ready for the start of the 1971 season. Although his frequent 
excursions to the sub aquatic do not seem to have damped his 
enthusiasm for the sport, they have certainly influenced his 
approach to it. 

He has decided that the portion of the boat most frequently 
seen should be as near perfect as possible. As a result of this 
decision the underside of the b ull has a glass-like, high gloss 
finish. It is also embellished with the words ' H elp, Hilie, 
Hulp Aide,' in brilliant scarlet letters. This caters for the cosmo
politan sailing community which frequents Obe En Laak, and 
ensures that regardless of race they will realise that Colin is 
submerged once more and requires assistance. Another innova
tion is individual throat sprays for helmsmen; this is designed 
to stave off laryngitis and ensure that they cry out " Capsize " 
in clear dulcet tones. 

Karate 
The squadron now has a thriving Tae Kwon Do karate club 

with an enthusiastic membership of 15. This club was formed 
in April, 1970, by Corporal Les Martin, our leading exponent 
of the far from gentle art. The sports demands a large 
degree of agility, co-ordination and energy. Les, through bis 
association with a local Dutch club, has obtained the services 
of Fritz Van Duinen. a first dan (Black Belt). Under his tuition 
the club has managed co produce one Brown Belt, Les Martin; 

THE NOT SO GENTLE ART OF KARATE 
Corporal Les Martin of 227 Squadron, the unit's leading exponent 
of karate, gets a high kick placed in his midriff by Black Belt Fritz Van 
Duinen of a local Dutch Club, under whose tuition the unit's Karate 

Club now hold many belts and its popularity is increasing 
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two Blue Belts, and five Green Belts. Graham H eap , the 14-
year-old son of Yeoman Heap , now tia~ hi~ Blue Belt and i 
intimidating his father; demands fer increa~e in pocket mone · 
now prove no problem. Tht: club al o has a husband and wife 
team in Signalman ' T aff' Parry and his wife, Sharon; since 
joining the club they have had a partition fitted down the centre 
of the bed to ensure that neither partner does the other an 
injury with an involuntary karate chop during the night . 

The club's youngest member is Craig Carr, eight-vear-old 
son of Rick Carr, our R.E.M.E. Sergeant. No doubt club 
membership will continue to grow as a result of the publicitv 
the club is now getting around AFCENT · 

H a r d sell 
Mrs. Sharon Parry, our recently acqurred ~quadron typht, 

has recently introduced a new approach to the mundane ta k 
of clerical duties. Lieutenant Alan Pearce went into the office 
last week and asked her for ' Regulations on Civilian Employ
ment.' Sharon searched the library to no avail, then smiling 
brightly she said, " I'm sorry sir, we haven' t got it ; will you 
take something else? W e've got a copy of Games and Sport in 
the British Army.'' Whilst the remainder of the office staff 
derive endless amusement from this unique and helpful attitude, 
it appears to do very little for Lieutenant Pearce's hyperten ion. 

240 Signal Squadron, 
(Northern Command) York 

AMONG recent excitements in the Squadron in recent 
months have been Exercise ' New Deal,' the national 

postal strike and that refined form of torture known a~ the 
Annual Fitness for Role Inspection. Needless to say the la t 
gave us more worry than the other two tasks put together. 

During the postal strike our driving fraternity consisting of 
Corporal Allan Wagstaff, Lance-Corporal Dave Ferris, Signal
man Graham Russell and fun Colville, Privates Oiris Thom 
and Audrey Burston put in a total of 24,480 miles operating 
a skeleton SDS between our Command H .Q. and the three 
Districts. No weekends for five weekend and no accidents 
either which says much for their driving skill and attention 
to the job in hand. 

Colonel B~sil Hayles, C.S.O. Northern Command, carried 
out his inspection of us on Friday, 5th March, and was plea ed 
to present the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to 
Corporal Derek Fowler, our one and only Technician T .E. We 
in fact call him our Technician G.P. because he eems to be 
called upon to repair anything that happens to break down 
from TlOOs to ancient steam radios . His use of his 18-pound 
sledge hammer has a magic touch and everything seem to 
work alright after his ministrations. 

Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, C.S.O . Northern Command, presenting 
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Corporal Derek 

Fowler of240 Squadron, York 
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Fir•• 
It 1 ad to record that the Q ub House of the York Branch 

of the Royal Signal As ociation no longer exists, having been 
burnt out during the afternoon of 29th January, .1971. T~e 
Club situated in Wenlock Tarrace was very converuent to tl11 
Squadron H.Q. m Imphal Barracks and was well known to 
past and present members of the unit. We record this unfor
tunate happening because, whil t we had no direct concern or 
held official statu in its org .. nisation or administration, 
members of the Squadron have in a private capacity assisted 
con iderably in its running, and were still doing so. Further
more, it wa a most satisfactory venue in which to hold the 
occasional Squadron function, and being Royal Signal owned 
had the feeling of being ' ours.' It was unfonunate that the 
fire was well advanced before being discovered and being of 
wooden construction very little was saved; we regret it demise. 

e high 
Our two outstations continue to flourish and we hear little 

from them except when they are in trouble or want some 
travel claims signing. We say goodbye shonly to Sergeant 
Donald Shrives who is on his way to Cape Greco (unfortun
ately this is not one of our outstations) and also bid farewell 
to Sergeant Russ HiclanM who also is deserting us for the wilds 
of Cold Blow Lane. 

.R.A.C. notes 
Our W.R.A.C. staff at the moment consists of Lance-Corporal 

Jan Bebbington, Privates Jenny Wrigglesworth, Carol Freeman, 

Sue Sorby, Jane Downie, Rosemary Wilson, Chris Thom and 
Sandy Sugden. We recently bade a sad farewell to Audrey 
Burston who we hope i enjoying her new station directly 
under the London Airport Flight Path, and we welcome Private 
Diane Durrent from training. Another goodbye was recently 
waved to Erica T revor on her way to ' Honkers,' shortly to be 
joined there by Sue Sorby. 

«:::tt11int• obituary 
M any of our readers will be sorry to learn of tbe death of 

' ambo ' at 15 years of age, a dog of indeterminate breed and 
great character who belonged to our O.C. Major Sinclair. 
' Sambo ' started life in Fontainebleau and was apparently 
first owned by a Colonel Hamilton of the R.E. He then passed 
to Major Aubrey Rawson of 227 Signal Squadron who handed 
him over in 1961 to Major Sinclair. 

' Sambo ' served in 227 Squadron, 16th Regiment, 47th 
Signal Regiment (The Middlesex Yeomanry), 31 (Greater 
London) Signal Regiment, H.Q. Northern Command and finally 
this Squadron. He was a much-travelled animal having visited 
nine countries between 1961 and 1965. He received many 
amusing tributes in his lifetime, perhaps the most famous being 
the special lamp post provided for him by Line Troop (?) of 
' B' Squadron Middlesex Yeomanry, whidt was placed in the 
middle of the square at annual camp at Nesscliff in 1966 and 
was just discovered before the C.O.'s parade one morning. In 
his turn ' Sam ' distributed his favours ' without partiality, 
favour or affection' and the front wheel of the G .0 .C.'s car 
was just as likely to receive his blessing as was the rear wheel 
of the ration storeman's bike! R.I .P. 
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Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire? 

Why not do so now! 
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Removals and storage Household remov
als. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays, travel tickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, you'll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 
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VERDICT- A MOST SUCCESSFUL M.P.C. Ill COURSE 
Staff and pupils on a recently held M.P.C. course in 244 Signal Squadron which was considered the best ever held by the Squadron 

Left to right , back row : Signalmen Hicks, Morgan, Mcllveney, Widdall, Loughton, A.sher, Chambers and Thornton 
Front row: Signalman Roderick, Signalman Parkin, S.S.M. Whalley, Major W. D. A. Poole, Sergeant Lockwood, Signalman Deeks, 

Signalman Hollingsworth 

244 Signal Squadron (Air Support) 

RA.F. Benson, Oxfordshire 

o.c. 
Second-in-Command 
Admin. Officer 
T .O.T. 
O.C. 'A' Troop .. . 

O.C. ' B ' Troop .. . 
2 i/c ' B ' Troop .. . 
Wing Ops. 
B.A.S.0 . 
R.Q.M .S. 
S.S.M . 
Y. of S. 

W • live around 

Major W. D. A. Poole 
Captain W. A. Price 
Captain (Q.M.) J. McGlynn 
Captai.tt (Q.M) D. D. Clarke 
Captain R. M. Yolland 
Captain G. C. Saunders (desig.) 
Captain L . S. Hood 
Lieutenant R. H. G. Elford 
Lieutenant 0. M. Lewis 
Flight-Lieutenant J. Lawton 
W.0.2 B. L. Brewer 
W.0.2 J. M. P. Whalley 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) A. C. T. Tasker 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) F. C. McLoughJin 

"-"XTHEN we last appeared in prim, in the October/ 
l' l' November, 1970, edition, we were preparing to move 

from R.A.F. Tangmere, on the West Sussex coast. During 
November, we did it-in superb style-with a little help from 
our friends. 

Our present location is R.A.F. Benson- along the A.423, 
between Henley-on-Thames and Oxford-at least that' where 
S.H .Q. and our Troo~ working area i ; our living accommoda
tion, however, is widespread. We are well represented at 
R.A.F. Bicester, R.A.F. Abingdon, Wantage, Didcot and 
Chalgrove; we have a few members in Reading, and some 
of us actually live at Benson. With our very full exerci e pro
gramme, we could be seriously troubled, being dispersed so 
widely (over a 30-mile radius), were it not for the fact that 
we are supermen and we have the able assistance of our 
R.A.F. Benson hosts; the fact is, we enjoy life. 

The reason why 

We have had many enjoyable occasions these last few 
months, what with exercise play in Cyprus, Italy, Malta, 
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Sicily, Sardinia, Turkey (to name-drop but a few) and we've 
been hither and yon in the U.K.; we've even been flown into 
Tangmere, a disused airfield on the West Sussex coast! And 
in between times we've had a string of visitors and inspectors, 
including Capitaine Paul Pescaud (French Army Signals) and 
Major Seitan Yousef Ammari (Royal Jordanian Army Signals). 
Paul will be remembered by the friends he made in the Corps 
when he attended a NATO course at the School in the mid-
1960s. Major Ammari was in this country for the first time, 
so we made sure his weekend itinerary took in the Palace, the 
Tower and the several other tourist attractions of London; 
Captain Leigh Hood and Lieutenant Hugh Elford were hi 
guides-they're con idering laying on tours for all-to Cypru , 
Italy, Malta, Sardinia, etc. Perhaps with a bit of help from 
our own bird men, Captain Bill Price (fixed-wing pilot), 
Captain Graham Saunders (helicopter pilot), Flight-Lieutenant 
Jini Lawton (R.A.F. pilot), Leigh Hood (glider pilot, with 
a couple of height records to his credit), and S.S.M. Joe 
Whalley (free-fall enthusiast); Joe would be our high-jack 
bouncer. ' Come with me sir, we don't want your son on 
board our aircraft." 

Distinguislaed visitors 

Co!onel 'now Brigadier) T. G. H. Jackson paid us a farewell 
visit on his departure from 3rd Division, and we shall mis 
ilim; we were able to welcome his successor as C.S.0., Colonel 
I. G. Swan, on 16th March, when he accompanied Major
General G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C., G.O.C. 3rd Divi ion. This 
was the first time we have been visited by our Divi ional 
Commander, so we made the most of it. 

General Gilbert flew into Benson in an Army Alouette II 
helicopter (when in Rome, etc.) at 10.30 hours, with Colonel 
Swan, and was met on arrival by the Station Commander, 
Group Captain U. L. Burberry, and the quadron Com
mander, Major W. D. A. Poole. From the momeI?t. the Gene_ral 
arrived until his departure after lunch, the v1 1t went like 
clockwork (cliche stuck in o that we could add, stupidly, 
' everybody ticking,'-Joe said if anybody uses a gag around 
here in future it will be him-so we left ours out) and every
body involved thoroughly enjoyed themselve . The . happy 
picture enclosed is typical of all the pictures taken durmg the 
vi it; it shows the General with Signalmen Rab Young and 
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A VISIT THAT WENT WITH A SWING 
Major-General G . C. A. Gilbert, G.O.C. 3rd Division looks in o n 
A.T.O.C. Commcen. Signalman 'Rab' Young has no inhib it ions 
while Signalman 'Pedro' Gomez is busily occupied . Captain Leigh 

Hood " listens-i n" 

' Fedro' Gomez, in chc ATOC Comcen. (Captain Leigh Hood 
n<?rmally a w~-ki~, appears co be still recovering from hi~ 
not as a counst gwde). 

We showed the General round our working accommodation 
and _the Squadron deployed in its several roles, around th~ 
tra!IllDg areas on. the ~irfield, includ_ing our . Mobile Air Op 
Teams, under Flight-Lieutenant Cohn Hardie. We included 
the ATOC on a JOCOMEX, and TACP with Diamond 5 radio 
village (with the TGRI 26058 scacion), the BASOCs (TS and 
OS), and the MAOTS-and General Gilbert emerged still 
miling, so we took him inco the W.0.s' and Sergeancs' Mess 

for a well-deserved drink, and some informal chat with the 
quadron scalwarts before lunch in the Officers' Mess. The 

General left us ac 14.15 hours to keep another appointment, 
but Colonel Swan stayed on to give us the chance to gee to 
know him. 

Par~- time 
At Benson, our R.Q.M.S., Brian Brewer has installed him

se!f and his stores in a self-contained compound about half-a
mile from S.H.Q., just outside the station (and next to the 
pub!). An_d it happens rhat there are ready-made club rooms 
m one wrng of the stores building. We were a bit slow off 
the mark, but in time to welcome our new C.S.O., Brian 

JUST WHAT l'VE ALWAYS WANTED 
Staff _Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. J. Mcloughlin receiving a farewell gift 
o~ his departure from 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support). Present
ation made on behalf of officers and senior ranks by Major W. D. A. 

Poole 
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Brewer, and Sergeant J;.m Brown and their merry men 
turned the club rooms inco a club-a 244 Signal Squadron 
Club-and 16th March saw its inauguration, with a reception 
for Col?nel . Swan by the Squa~on officers and senior rank 
a!ld their wives. Sergeant Fred Luna, our catering wizard, pro
v1?ed an absolutely plendid buffet and Sergeant 'Moyshe • 
Nichols ran the somewhat makeshift, but nonetheless excel 
lent bar. (Two more copies of THE WIRE sold). The reception 
was a great succcs , of cour e. The Colonel stayed on longer 
than he at first planned, and he enjoyed it; we too, so much 
o, that we had another go very ·oon afterwards. This time it 

was a farewell party for Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Peter 
McLoughlin (~ill Peter left us, we had two McL oughlins, 
Peter and Cohn Corporal John McLaughlin, L ance-Corporal 
John M eLaughlan and Lance-Corporal Ian McLachlan-and 
to the ' ~ass~nachs ' amongst us, that's a lot of Maclocklens, 
bu~ v:e like cm). So~ry as we were to lose Peter, it was a 
wrngmg party. The p1c:t~re enclosed_ shows ' Smoothy-Toothy' 

Peter McLoug.hlin rece1vmg a supenor briefcase to match the 
upreme postmg, to Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers 

Europe. The chap on the left of the picture is ' Happy-Hairy ' 
Jim Brown, and in the background smiling as usual is our 
very own O.R.Q.M.S. Dennis Barlow, a veritable fount' of use
ful information-and patience. 

H e llo, Goodby e 
During ~e past few months we have said goodbye also to : 

Sergeant Mick Abson, to 30th Signal Regiment· Corporal Bill 
Pettie, to Cyprus; Sergeant Jim Hehir, to 16th Signal Regi
ment· Squadron-Leader Guy Pearce, to H .Q., Air Support 
Command; and we ar e soon to lose Captain Mike Yolland to 
21st Signal Regiment at Adjutant. Good luck to them all 
We welcome Signalmen Ken Hicks, Philip Holehouse, th~ 
two Trevors, Loughton and Mockford, David Thomas· Lance
Corporals Bob Naylor and Vic Wade; Corporals John Baker 
and Tony Claffey; Captain Graham Saunders, and last but 
by no means least, Flight-Lieutenant Jim Lawton. Gl~d to 
have you with us. ' Scouse ' McKittrick ' knows where you can 
get your copy of THE WIRE. 

~l.P.C. Course 
During March we heard a lot of chat about ' bending the 

el~<?WS and t!he knees,' and such-like, around the Squadron, 
ansmg from one of the ever-popular MPC III entertainments 
people like the S.S.M. and Sta.ff Sergeants Alan Burt, Jim 
McElvogue and Sergeant Wally Lockwood, lay on with gay 
aplom~ . A photograph of the most successful l\I PC course 
244 Signal Squadron have held, so fa r, is enclosed. It was 
taken ?utside s.~.Q., and shows, from left to right (back 
row), S1gnahnen Hicks, MorKan, Mcllveney, Widdall, Loughton, 
Asher, Chambers and Tliornton; (front row) Signalmen 
Roderick, Parkin, S.S.M. Whalley, Major W. D. A. Poole, 
Sergeant Lockwood, Signalmen Deeks and Hollingsworth. 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

THIS month, two events within the quadron are worthy 
. of ~en~on. How~ver, since spring is now very definitely 

with us, It is appropnate to firsc comment on this winter's 
ski-ing in the Middle East. 

Ski-i11g-a11d ill the l.ebarum too! 

. The ski-ing in Cyprus has not been outscanding. The ski
ing . area on Mount Olympus is at 6,000 feet, and in these 
la~mudes one can never be certain of snow throughout t1le 
winter. There are two slopes with mechanical lifts, and only 
one of these was useable for most of the winter. However, the 
Squadron has several keen skiers, and full advantage has been 
taken of, the_ fact that the facilities are conveniently close 
(an hours dnve from S.H.Q.) and that the weather is usually 
ideal. 

Certain ~embers of th.e ~quadron, namely Mountain Troop, 
are not qune so enthusiastic about the snow, since during a 
severe winter they arc virtually buried alive at the top of 
the mountain and re-emerge in March, when the snow melts. 
. Representatives from the Squadron have also been ski-ing 
m the Lebanon. The centre of winter sports in the Middle 
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East is at The Cedars (7,000 to 10,000 feet) th~s little-known 
ski-ing area is extensive; there are few other skiers; there is 
fresh powder snow; and the sun is very strong. We found 
condiuons in late February to be ideal. During t!hc same trip, 
an excursion was made further inland to Baalback (Biblical 
city of Baal) where one can buy from the market such widely
varying commodities as a kilo of hashish or a fresh cow's head 
(at least it is advertised as fresh). 

ShootJng-C:orps meetln~ keen1y e o ntestc>cl 
To return to events in Cyprus, the Royal Signals Rifle Meet

ing aroused some interest. The Squadron team, W.0 .2 (S.S.M) 
C. J. Courtenay, Sergeant D. J. MacGilp, Sergeant D . J. 
Stevens, Corporal M. J. P. Collins, Corporal B. Law, Corporal 
A. Grohs, Corporal A. J- Brown and Corporal G. M . Morgan, 
won the rifle competition and were second in the LMG. Over
all, we were beaten by 1 Squadron, 9th Signal Regiment. 
Although our total aggregate scores were higher, the total of 
our positions in individual competitions was not. Tb.e team 
therefore decided that revenge would be taken in the falling
plate competition. The judges indicated that we had won, but 
alas, one plate had turned sideways and not fallen. A re-shoot 
was ordered and we were beaten. In fact, 1 Squadron was 
sub equently defeated in the final. However, they were worthy 
overall winners of the day. Corporal Brown earns a mention 
here, also as the winner of the Pool Bull. (Incidentally, he and 
Corporal Morgan have just left Mountain Troop as volunteers 
- it is rumoured that they have been affected by the altitude
for the new Gan Island Signal Troop). 

S.0 .-in-C:. visits 
Finally, we must record the visit of the Signal Officer-in

Chief between 30th March and 1st April. H e toured Squadron 
Headquarters and the terminal in Episkopi and then paid 
flying (literally) visits to other terminals at Olympus Troodos 
and Cape Greco. 

How We have kept out of the Limelight 
AnJ why 

CAMOUFLAGE is an art. Even the most astute and 
practised unit would feel blessed to stay unnoticed, even 

for the duration of an exercise. 

Dy C:oritoral J. P. P. 
Flynn, of 653 Si~nnl 
T r o o It , Mnuorhier, 

Pernhrokeshire. 

653 Signal Troop bas man
aited to stay unnoticed since 
1964, when the unit was first 
formed, and believe me, that 
is by no means easy. Staying 
unnoticed doesn' t just happen, 
it takes diligence and un

trammelled teamwork to keep 30 enthusiastic and intelligent 
young professionals out of the public eye. 

The nnswer Is, of course • • • 
One might ask, why did the Troop's exciting secondment 

to the Swiss Navy never gain national acclaim? The answer 
is, of course, we never sent one. Or, why was the Troop's 
Foreman of Signals (Sta.ff Sergeant Mike Truran) not men
tioned in despatches for his ingenious design of the world's 
first carnivorous robot? The answer is, of course, he never 
made one. Or, wby is there not here shown, a photograph 
of our display of trophies? The answer is, of course, we have 
never won one. 

Monday, 1st March, 1971, was a fateful day, and a turning 
point in the history of this unit, when the Troop Commander 
(Captain Clive Arthur) gathered his men around him and 
bravely declared that he was going to expose himself Gust like 
that!). 

And here follows tl1e C::\'.pO e 
The Troop, which is a detadlment from 260 Signal Squad

ron, was formed in 1964, and has since served to supply 
communications for the Thunderbird II (SAM) system with 
Heavy Branch, The Royal School of Artillery, at Manorbier, 
Pembrokeshire, South Wales. 
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The Troop consi ts mainly of radio relay men, who operate 
the B70 No. 2, incorporating the 1 +4 No. 2 multiplexer , 
and the usual entourage of 'hairies,' ' fairies,' ' shinie ," etc. 
Our environment is second to none. H ere, in the Pembrokc
S'hire National Park, we enjoy some of Britain's most beautiful 
countryside. The serenity is broken only by the incongruous 
sound of the R.S.M.'s voice as he ' persuades ' his squad of 
' hot-footed ' gunners to ' get it together' in preparation for 
olir forthcoming annual admin inspection. 

The year ahead promises to be a very busy one for every 
member of the Troop. As well as our usual practice camps, 
radio exercises and a short visit to Germany, with regret, 
we are to desert Manorbier and join the remainder of the 
Royal School of Artillery, at Larkhill, in Wiltshire. 

So there you are, at last the truth is out. Sooner or later 
we are bound to get the recognition that we deserve. Perhaps 
during the coming year there will be even more startling facts 
to be revealed about 653 Signal T roop (SAM). 

~Sort-
Corps Rugger Succeses 

Colonel T. H . C. Grigg, President of Carps Rugby, writes: 
Forty-two players, including ten from B.A.0.R., assembled 

at Blandford for the Corps Trials which took place on 6th 
March. From these, a touring team of 25 was selected for 
the tour. 

The first match took place at R.A.F . Conesmore on 8th 
March against 90 (Signal) Group, R.A.F., in front of a fair 
number of spectators, including Air Vice Marshal Durkin, 
A.0 .C. 90 Group and General Pentreath, the S.0.-in-C. We 
were also very pleased to have the support of 224 Squadron 
from Loughborough. The Corps put on a splendid display of 
open rugger and scored eight tries, five by the wings Garton 
and Fisher. Cairns, who bad played for the Army against 
the Navy on the Saturday, led the pack well and inspired the 
forwards to great heights. Wright had a particularly good 
game at full-back, being effective in attack, as well as defence. 

Result: Royal Signals 27 pts; 90 Group 9 pts. 

C.Onditions were ideal for the match against R.M.A., Sand
hurst two days later. Sandhurst were quickly in their stride, 
getting possession in the line-out and scrums and handling well. 
But soon the Corps forwards came into their own and gave 
the backs many chances. Both Captain Bill Backhouse and 
Sergeant Geordie Gainford were in great form at half-back, 
and the backs took full advantage of their chances with some 
very determined running. In the second half, particularly the 
Corps team, played really exciting rugger, and only some very 
fine tackling prevented a higher score. Tries were scored by 
James, Gainford, Wright, Zoing, Garton and Melhuish. James 
also converted three. 

Result: Royal Signals 24 pts.; R.M.A., Sandhurst, 6 pts. 

The last game, against the R.C.T., took place on 12th March 
at Blandford, in front of a fair crowd. We were particularly 
pleased to see the S.0.-in-C. again. R.C.T. fielded an experi
enced and strong team and tested the C.Orps defence in the 

. first half-hour, but then the Corps pack began to take control, 
and a break by Zoing put in Garton for the first try. This was 
followed by Cairns, after a long pas from Backhouse, and 
James went over after a very determined run, following a move 
initated by Melhuish. The final try came as a result of a 
plendid passing move among the forwards and a determined 

break by Haldane with a beautifully-timed pass to 7-oing, who 
went over near the flag. 

The R.C.T. team never gave up, and in the last few minutes 
pinned down the Corps side on their 25, but the defence held 
out. 

Result: Royal Signals 22 pts.; R.C.T. 8 pts. 

Corps Colours were awarded to the following player for 
the season: 

A wards.-Captain C. Gorton, School ot Signals; Captain R. P. Grlr\•e tock , 
School of In!o.ntry, Warminster; Captain C. Melhuish, 7th Signal Regi
m.ent; Lieutenant J . D . I:itber, 253. Signal Squadr!ID• Hona. Kong; Seoond
L1euten:i'!'.l t C. L . G. Wnghl,i .. 3 Div H.Q. o.nd Signal Regunent; Sergeant 
M . Davis, 216 Para Signal :.quadron; Sergeant A. Dcrby1blre, 8th Signal 
Regiment; Serge:int D. A. Rogers, 30th Signal Regiment ; Lanoe-Cc>t-poral 
D. Higgins, 7th Signal Regiment ; Corporal I . Haldane, 16th Signal Regi
ment; Lance-Corporal A. James, 7th Signal Regiment; Lance-Corporal 
B. Mulley, 244 Sigruil Squadron; Signalman P. Lee, 7th Siana! Regiment. 
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d n W H Backhou. • S.,;llool of s· ol ; .O.TI R 
30th S1 Recuncnt; ergeant I. C im•, 36 (E ignal Ref!i1!1cnt 
R ; nt D. Pil~am • chool of Signal.; Ser~t R. GainfOt"d 

oth i al Rqpmcr.t; Serge"1t K 7.<>inir. c:hool of gnals, Sergeant S. 
Drika, 30th illll81 R ·mrnt. 

Warm t congratulation to all of them, particularly Sergeant 
Cairn who was al o awarded Army Colours. 

My thanks to all who took part in our trials and all tho e 
who helped in one way and another to make this one of the 
most succe ful tour the Corps bas had. Success was due, 
not only to individual abilitie , but to the pendid tea~ spirit 
which has shown it elf, both on and off the field and which bas 
developed under Captain Backhouse's leaders. ip. 

B.A.O.R. Hockey 
On Sunday, 14th March, Royal Signals (B.A.O.R.) in pre

paration for the Inter-O>rps Tournament in May, played the 
Royal Armoured O>rps (B.A.0.R.). The result wa a win .for 
Royal ignals by 5-1. The game was scrappy at first, but un
proved as the players settled down and got to know each 
other's play. The match wa di tinguished by the way Second
Lieutenant Brewin and Lance-Corporal: Luckett snapped up 
half chances to score five goals between them. 

The team was: Lance-Corporal Gregory (20 Armoured 
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron)· Major Nice and W.0.1 
Cooper (13th Signal Regiment); Major Verdon (20 Armoured 
Brigade H .Q. and Siimal Squadron); Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) 
Hayes (2nd Division H.Q. and Si~al Regiment); Staff Sergeant 
Scott (16th Signal Regiment); Signalman Hooper (13th Signal 
Regiment); Lance-Corporal Kirkham (2nd Division H .Q. and 
Signal Regiment); Lance-Corporal Luckett (13th Signal Regi
ment); Second-Lieutenant Brewin (4th Division H .Q. and 
Signal Regiment) and Captain Dickinson (28th Signal Regi
ment). 

Basket Ball 
Cor1•s win knock-out fin al 
From School of Signals, Blandford Camp: 

A team consisting of five players from the Sdlool of Signals 
and two players from 30th Regiment played the following games 
in the above K.O. final and won the S. Dorset K.0. Pool 
Trophv. This is the second time in three seasons that a side 
from Blandford Camp have won this trophy. 

Game 1: Royal Signals, Blandford, 53, Conquerors 44. 
Game 2: Royal Signals, Blandford, 39, Herons/Phantoms 37. 

Sporting successes notilieJ by H.Q. Army 
Strategic CommanJ 

Cross-country 
Winners of 3 Division Minor Units Cross-Country Champion

shio. 216 Para Signal Squadron. 
Winners of South-East District Cross-Country Championship, 

216 Para Signal Souadron. 
Winners of Northern Ireland Cross-O>untry Cl1ampionship, 

216 Para Signal Squadron. 
In this championship 216 Para Signal Squadron were in the 

first six places of the Minor Units. Sergeant Dougie Baikie won 
the overall Regular Units Cup for being the first man home. 

Unfortunately, owing to being sent on emergency tour to 
orthem Ireland, 216 Para Signal Squadron was unable to 

compete in the Army Chamoionsbip. This was won by 16 
Para Hy Drop Company, R.A.O.C., who were runners-up to 
216 Para Signal Squadron in the 3 Division competition. 

.\sso e iauon f o otball 
Ser~eant Peter Smurthwaite (14 Signal RC)?iment) played for 

the Briti~h Army a1t3inst the Royal Navy on 10th March, 1971, 
and against the Roval Air Force on 24th March, 1971. He 
scored the second of the Army's two goals against the Royal 
Navv. (The Armv won both games by a score of 2-0). 

Maior G. S. (Pat) Massey, British Army Team Manager, has 
been appointed Combined Services U.K. Team Manager for 
their tour to Gibraltar, 12th-16th May, 1971. 
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Obituary 

Major (LP.C.) F. l Dowie, M.S.M. 
M ajor ' Fred ' Dowie passed away at Salisbury on 4th April 

after a short illness, aged 73. 
'Fred' enli ted in R.E. Signals on 4th November, 1915, and 

erved in France with that Corps until the end of World War I. 
He remained in R.R Signals until transfer to Royal Signals 

on the formation of the Corps in 1920, and was active in Corps 
athletics and ru~by football during those days. 

It i interesting to note that about 1920, there were 
three brothers Dowie then serving in Royal Signals. 

Major Dowie was commissioned as I.P.C. on 29th August, 
1939, was emploved in Southern Command, and later served 
with the Allied Planning Commission in Washington D.C. 

On retirement in 1951 Major Dowie remained with Royal 
Signals and was employed under C.S.0. Southern Command 
as an R.O. 

He is survived by his wife (Ann) and daughter (Pamela) to 
whom our sincere condolences are extended. 

Major E. L. WaJe 
Mr. H. E. R. Stevens, Hon. Secretary of the Northern 

Ireland Branch, Belfast, writes: 
I t is with the deepest regret th:it we have to record the 

death of Major Edward Lancelot Wade, who passed away on 
16th March after a long illness. 'Lance,' as he was known 
to a very wide circle of friends, was a Life Member of the 
Northern Ireland Branch. He joined the Corps in 1922 and 
had a varied and successful career. He bad a 2reat love of 
horses and was always chosen to ride the leadinl? horse in 
exercises in the old cable wairon days. After obtainin~ a com
mission, he served with T.A.R.O. from 1937 to 1947. 

He leaves a widow and one son, to whom great sympathy 
is exoressed. 

Address: ' Meskeen,' Church Road, Dundonald, Belfast. 

Major SiJney Wort, M.B.E. 
It is with regret that we record the death of Major Sidney 

Wort. .,., .B.E., who passed away suddenly at his home at 
16, Fitzmary Avenue, Westbrook, Margate, Kent, on 15th 
April. at the age of 67. 

Maior Wort enjoyed a varied and successful career and 
was well-known in certain Corps circles. He joined the Anny 
at the age of 21 and served for several years in B:iirhdad; 
later he was at the War Office. He also served at Ch,,tham 
and at the C.S.O.S. Beaumanor Park. LouP-hhorouJlh. During 
the war he was at the Army Aoorentices' Collep:e, Harrogate, 
later returning to Beaumanor Park to take up his duties as 
Deouty 0.C. 

He retired over three years a20 and sincere svmpathy is 
expressed to his widow and daughter in their sad loss. 

Ex-Sergeant T. Hill 
Mr. J. Birchall, Hon. Secretary, Manchester Brandl writes: 
The hranch deeply regrets to record the death of Mr. Tommv 

Hill, who passed away on 30th March. Mr. Hill rex-Ser2eant) 
served in the Roval Naval Air Service during the ta~t war; 
later be served with the Paratroop Rel?iment, T .A. He then 
joined Roval Sil?D"ls T .A., in which he served until 1967. Still 
keen to keeo up his as!:OCiation with the Forces. he then took 
up dutv with the A.C.F. for a couole of vears. Alwavs a keen 
and efficient soldier, he carried these attributes with him into 
civilian life and he made a great number of friends who will 
sadly miss him; and this apulies esoecially to the Manchester 
Bninch of the Association. As a mark of their resoect. mem
bers of the branch acted as pall bearers at the funeral: these 
were Messrs. J. Birchell, G. Harrison, A. I."rkin. Preston. 
G<lllaP-her, G. Ibberson, L. Brinicombe, H. W. Young and 
W. Potter. Many Post Office emolovees were also present, 
paving t4leir last resoects to a well-liked collearrue. 

THE WYRE and the Branch wish to offer sympathy to the 
relatives of the deceased. 

THE WIRE, MAY- JUNE 1971 

M.0.D. BOUND! 
11 BRIGADE H.Q. & SIGNAL SQUADRON REPORT 

AS FOLLOWS: 
The most newsworthy event of the past month has been 

the change of command in the Squadron. It was with very 
much regret that we said farewell to Major Gerry Corden and 
hls wife, Anne, who have gone off to the M.O.D.; we thank 
them both for their efforts over the past two years and 
wish them both every success in the future. 

We give a warm welcome to our new Officer Commanding, 
Major Roy Ward, who has joined us from Rheindahlen; we 
hope that he and his wife, Margaret, will feel at home with 
us here in Minden. 

Major Cord en, appropriately dressed, starts his journey~ to the 
M.O.D. from Kingsley Barracks, Minden . Driving is Signalman 

Peters and Signalman Smythe is vehic le commander 

222 SIGNAL SQUADllON (SHARJAH) 
D.F.P.O. 4 

Arrivals.-Lieutenant D. Marks, Second-Lieutenant M. R. 
S. Stanners, W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) R. Patterson, Staff Sergeant 
(F. of S.) K. V. Bamforth. 

Departures. - Captain H. A. Culley, W.0.2 S. Brown, 
Sergeant J. White, Sergeant J. R. Redgrave. 

Promotions.-To Sergeant, Corporal J. Watson, Corporal 
J. Harper. 

(See articles on pages 181 and 182) 

Movements 
Olftcers 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. Agar 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs 
Lieutenant T. J. Cantle ••. 
Captain C. W. Collier ••. • •• 
Scoond-Lleutenant C . P. Conlon 
Major D . L. Copeland 
Captain I. J. Crouch ••• 
Captain C. G. Cruickshank 
Captain H. A. Culley . •• 
MajOt" P. A. Dally •.• 
Captain P. J. K. Dickinson 
Lieutenant G . N. Donaldson 
Lieutenant R. G. Drake 
Lieutenant G. H. Goodman ... 
Captain (T.O.T.) J. E. Grigsby 
Lieutenant D. G. llalliburton 
Lieutenant R. N. C. Harrisoo 
Lieutenant D. M. Hetrced ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. Hone 
Lieutenant O. M. Lewis 
Major T . C . Livingstone 
Captain T . C. McCoy •.• 
Major R. A. Macheath 
Lieutenant G . Meakin .•. 
Lieutenant C. D. Melhuish 
Lieutenant I. A. Noble 
Colonel A. Pagan, M.B.B. 

. .. To B.M.M., Libya 

... ,, 3 Div. H.Q. & lg. Regt. as C.O. 
37th (W. & W.) Signal Regt. (V) 

,, 16th Regiment 
2 Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt. 

,, 320d (Scottish) Sig. Regt. (V) 
,, H.Q. 8 Jnfanuy Brigade 
,, School 

r Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
,, 7rst Signal Regt. (V) u C.O. 

3oth Regiment 
,, School 
,, School 
,, School 
,, 252 Signal Squadron 

244 Signal Squadron 
,, School 
,, 3 Div. Avn. Rcgt. (665 Avn. Sqn.) 
,, R.M.C. of S. as Colonel 
,. 7th Regiment 

225 Signal Squadron 
,, 255 Signal Squadron 

H.Q. L .F. Gulf 
,, School 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, H .Q. B.G. L. o! C., Dharan 

Comdr. Brit. Forcet, Antwerp 
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Lieutenant S. J. Rayll()C ,, r Div. H.Q. & ianal Rest. (nt 
Com.) 

Lieutenant C. Riley ,. School 
MajOt" P. J . Rowlaod .. M.O.D. ASDr/s 
Major M. U. Ryan ... ,, School of Infantry al Lt.-Col. 
Lieutenant R. J. Slllldera ... ,, 11th Regiment 
Second-Lieutenant D. W. Sharpe ... ,, 13th Regiment 
Lieutenant (T fc.) C. A. Smith ... ,. 13th Regiment (ut Com.) 
Lieutenan.t-Colooel R. L. Stonham . . ,, II th Regiment 
Captain G. W. Tacey ... •.. ,, 2tst Regiment 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Taylor ., H.Q. 2 Signal Group 
Lieutenant A. E. Truluck • . • 48 Gurkha Bde. Signal Sqn. 
Captain (Q.M.) A. V. K. Ward ,, 16th Regiment 
Lieutenant R. F. Whitehead ,, 1 R.G.J. 
Captain D . A. Williama ,, School 
Captain R. M. Yolland ••• ,, 2ut Regiment 

" ' .0.s and ergeants 
W.0.1 D. G. Elim . .. To 4 Div. Signal Regiment 
W.0.1 H. W. Calle 
W.0.1 W. P. Sllllth 

• .. ,, 242 Signal Squadron 
,, 37th Regiment (V) 

W.0 .2 A. Bramhall .. . 
W.0.2 E. T. A. Webster 
W.0.2 C. D. Jones 
W.0.2 T. Magowan 
W.0.2 D. Jooea 
W.0.2 F. Williams 
W.0.2 M. G. E. Hall 
W.0.2 P. J. Harris •. . 
Staff Sergeant P. B. Cairns 
Staff Sergeant R. Wede 
Staff Sergeant M. Mullin 

taff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. M. Charles 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. McMullen 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D . J . 

,, 9th Regiment 
,, 7th Regiment 

40th Regiment (V) 
,, 10th Rqpment 
,, 3ut Regiment (V) 

12 Mech. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
,, 4 Div. Signal Regiment 

28th Regiment 
R.A.C. Centre 

,, 20 Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, 38th Regiment (V) 

,, School of Signals Thornton 
Staff Sergeant A. J. T. Burt 
Sergeant H. A. Gilchrist 

,, Junior Tradesmen Regt., Trooo 
,, 255 Signal Squadron 

Sergeant R. C. White 
Sergeant J. W. Ingram 
Sergeant P. Allison . .. 
Sergeant R. C. Yeomans 
Sergeant M. C. Stocks . .. 
Sergeant K. D. Vince .. . 
Sergeant J. Davidson .. . 
Sergeant A. C. Derbyshire 
Sergeant G . W. Adams 
A/Sergeant A. Lackie •• • 
Sergeant J. N. Tu.mer ... 

Sergeant J. C. Redgrave 
Sergeant C. S. N. Bartlett 
Sergeant J. M. Craig 
Sergeant M. W. Watson 
Sergeant L. A. Brown ... 
Sergeant J. C. Farrelly 
Sergeant G. W. Hague 
Sergeant R. N. Rice 
Sergeant B. Langford ... 
A/Sergeant R. B. Lecouilliard 
A/ Sergeant D. G. Benham 
Sergeant J. W. H. Martin 
Sergeant A. C. Sinon .. . 
Sergeant L. R. Jukes .. . 
Sergeant M. F. P. Little 
Sergeant W. E. Tuplin 

,, 16th Regiment 
,, nth Regiment, 2 Squadron 
., nth Regiment, 2 Squadroo 
., School of Signals 

4 Div. Signal ~ent 
,, 19th Regiment 
,, 7 Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
,, 9th Regiment 
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

39th Regiment (V) 
,, Recruit Selection Centre, Suttoo 

Coldfield 
,, 227 Signal Squadron 
., 8th Regiment 
,, 8th Regiment 
,. 3 Div. Signal Regiment 
•. 2 Div. Signal Regiment 
,. 7th Regiment 
•. 225 Signal Squadron 
,, 30th Regiment 
,. 3oth Regiment 
,. 30th Regiment 
,, 12 Mech. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
,, 3oth Regiment 
,, 39 Airportable Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
,. 13th Regiment 
,, 220d Regiment 
., 21st Regiment 

--- Promotions ---
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

Ntw Old 
Name I11itials Rank Se11ion'ty Swiority 

Date Dau 
ToW.0.1. 

17 Aug. 66 Martin, T.M. A .o.r. 14 Feb. 71 
Maher, J. A{W.O.I. 24 Feb. 71 23 Feb. 68 

ToW.0.2 
1 Sep. 66 Driver, J. T. A/\V/.0.2 16 Dec. 70 

Farmer, G . T. S/Sgt. 16 Dec. 70 22 Jun. 67 

To S Sgt. 
G. A/S/Sgt. 3 Dec. 70 1 Mar. 62(Dvr.) Topliss, 

(R. S1~nals) 
Swaine, R. A/S/Sgt. 10 Dec. 70 1 Jun. 65 tmn. 
Thurgood, M.A. s~ . 1 Jan. 71 2 Apr. 62 E. D .) 
Palmer, M.J.L. AS/Sgt. 3 Feb. 71 28 Feb. 62 R. Op.) 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS R OLL 
ToW.O.I 
Goodman (B.E.M.) R . \Vl.0.2 I Mar. 7 l Dec. 69 

ToW.0.2 TM Gardner, J. S/Sgt. 16 Jan . 71 
Kitchen (B.B.M.) C. W. S/Sgt. 

16r.71 
16 an. 65 

Falconer, A. D. F. S/Sgt. 16 an. 71 16 an. 65 
Allen, S. \V/. S/Sgt. 16 an. 71 16 an. 65 
Goodwin, D. G, S/Sgt. 16 an. 71 16 an. 65 
Sugden D . S/Sgt. 16 an. 71 16 an. 65 
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YBOMAN O S1G .u.s Rou. 
To .2 
F t, R.M. sj!. 19 Nov. 70 22 Oct. 61 
Gnham J.B. A .0.2 8 Dec. 70 4 May 68 
Man d, R. "'· S Sgt 8 Feb. 71 13 Dec. 67 

CHIBP CLERK ROLL 
ToW.0.2 

21 Sep. 65 Burges, J. L. A/W.0 .2 29 Jan. 71 

TECHNICIANS Rou. 
To Sgt. 

Crl. 25 Jun, 70 12 Dec 66 Palmer, J. v. 
Moore, c. Cpl 14Aug. 70 12 Aug. 66 

hephcrd, J. F. Cpl. 27 Aug. 70 27 Aug. 66 
. iackcnzie, T.W.F • Cpl. 24 Sep. 70 17 Oct. 68 
Th~ E.C. Cpl. 15 Oct. ~ 15 Apr. 66 
Izzar , B. T. Cpl. 15 Oct. 70 3 Feb. 68 
Hedge, G . T. Cpl. 12 Nov. 70 22 Aug. 66 
Bryant, D.E. Cpl. 13 ov. 70 16 Mny 67 
Higman, w. Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 11 Nov. 66 
Resoun, B.M. Cpl. 14 ov. 70 23 May 68 
Drika, s. Cpl. 14 ov. 70 2 Jul. 65 
Pearson, 

G:J. 
Cpl. 14 ov. 70 16 Sep. 65 

Hilton, Cpl. 14 ov. 70 11 Nov. 66 
Scott, D.M. Cpl. 14 'ov. 70 16 Dec. 66 
Davies, I. W. Cpl. 14 ov. 70 14 Mar. 67 
Murphy, T. M. Cpl. 14Nov. 70 12 Jul. 67 
Usher, D. B. P. Cpl. 14Nov. 70 12 Jul. 67 
Coatesworth, K. Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 13 ov. 65 
Richardson, B. W. Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 4 Apr. 68 
Sly, B.R. Cpl. 19 Nov. 70 9 Sep. 65 
Stout, E. Cpl. 9 Dec. 70 12Aug. 66 
Hardy, M. F. R. Cpl. 11 Dec. 70 1 Jul. 67 
Storer, R. A. Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 16 Dec. 66 
Philpott, R. W. Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 16 Dec. 66 
Blowman, C. M. Cpl. 16 Dec. 70 27 Jul. 67 
Stadcn, N. B. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 12 Aug. 66 
Gibbons, F. I. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 21 fun. 67 
Loates, H.H. Cpl. 21 Jan. 71 21 an. 67 
Vincent, J.P. Cpl. 21 Jan. 71 18 Feb. 67 
Halloway A. Cpl. 12 Feb. 71 12 Feb. 67 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 

A/Sgt. 26 Feb. 66 Foulger, B.A. 4 ov. 70 
Shergold, J.P. A/Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 20 Jul. 66 
Campbell, M. A/Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 17 Sep. 66 
Watson, M.W. Cpl. 26 Nov. 70 1 Oct. 66 
Brianc, R.C. Cpl. 1 Dec. 70 20 Feb. 64 

To Sgt. 
Stout, J. 

C!.BRK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

A/Sgt. 1 Jan. 71 31 Jul. 67 

Cn>miR OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Innes, J. s. A/Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 30 Sep. 67 
Sherwin, T.W. A/Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 4 May 65 
Ellison, T.J. Cpl. 26 Nov. 70 25 Feb. 66 

COMMUh'ICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Palmer, 
Hardware, 
Llngard, 
Spencer, 
Battis by, 
Harvey, 

To Sgt. 
Hosey, 
Burnetc, 

To Sgt. 
D avey, 
Emmerson, 

Name 
W.0 .1 
Cave, 

S/Sgt. 
Ban yard, 
Baxter, 

SgtJ1. 
Parvin, 
Leitch, 
McKay, 
Pilbeam 
I!dmondaon, 
Jo~ 
Ambroee, 
Sinclair, 
Lloyd, 

Sgts. 

D.P. 
G. 
J. R. 
P. 
J . v. K. 
C. E. 

R.M. 
M.G.S. 

M.C. 
P.M. 

Initials 

A.E.W. 

B.G. 
R. 

N. 
J. 
R. 
N.A. 
D. 
J. G. 
w.c. 
P.A. 
B. J. 

Bagnall, K. A. 
.\icPartland, M. B. 

A/Sgt. 14 Nov. 70 
Xr:l. 15 Nov. 70 

Sgt. 19 Nov. 70 
~I. 26 Nov. 70 

Sgt. 1 Jan. 71 
Cpl. 2 Jan. 71 

ELEcnuClAN DRIVER Rou. 

A/Sgt. 1 Jan. 71 
Cpl. 1 Jan 71 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

Cpl. 17 Nov. 70 
Cpl. 15 Dec. 70 

DELETIONS 

Rl!GIMENTAL D UTY ROLL 
Seniority Date 

7 May 69 

31 Oct. 61 
2 Mar. 69 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

l Dec. 56 
3 May 65 

18 Oct. 67 
13 Dec. 67 
19 Jul. 68 
9 Jan. 69 

21 Mar. 69 
1 Apr. 69 

19 Dec. 69 

SPECIAL OPERATOR Rou. 

18 Apr. 67 
18 Apr. 67 

1 Feb. 67 
9 Mar. 63 
1 Jan. 69 
l Jan. 69 
3 Jun. 66 
3 Nov. 69 

30 Apr. 64 
30 Sep. 68 

14 Dec. 65 
20 Jul. 66 

<Owing to Pressure on sPace, some of the Promotion Roll has had to 
be held ot1er until nex1 nwnth). 
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Dorset Branth, Royal Signals Assotiation 
From Sam Henwood, Hon. Secretary, Dorset Branch, Royal 

ignaL A sociation, c/o H.Q., Blandford Station, Blandford 
Camp, Dorset. 

16th April, 1971, wa · the occasion of our fourth annual 
dinner, held at the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, 

chool of Signal , by kind permission of Brigadier J. R. 
Cubberley, Conunand.ant, School of Signals, when 88 members 
and friends sat down to an excellent dinner. Amongst our 
gue ts wer Mr. Arthur Hambleton, O.B.E., M.C., Q.P.M., tile 
Chief Con table of Dorset/Bournemouth Constabulary, and 
Mrs. Hambleton, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley and Mrs. Cubberley, 
Brigadier Pat Hobso~, D.S.O. (General Secretary, Royal Signals 
Association), Miss Mollie Hyde-Parker (Welfare Officer, Royal 

ignals Association), Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. R. Ellis, 
and Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. I. M. Rose. After the Loyal 
Toa t, which wa proposed by our Treasurer, Mr. Percy Wilcox, 
' the Branch ' was proposed by our Chairman, Mr. Bob 
Simpson, to which Brigadier Pat Hobson replied. Sam Henwood 
then proposed a special toast to Brigadier John Cubberley, 
this being the last occasion that be would dine with the Brandl 
as Commandant of the School of Signals; the local Branch of 
the Association will certainly miss him. A small gift was pre
sented to him, to which he replied. The President, Major
General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E., then proposed ' Our 
Guest ,' to which Mr. Arthur Hambleton most suitably re
plied-and if you should ever think that a Chief Constable 
has no ense of humour, then it can only be said that you 
have obviously never met Mr. Arthur Hambleton. This was 
also an occasion to say goodbye to R.S.M. Sam Raynor, who 
has done so much to help our local Branch. The R.S.M. leaves 
us on being appointed to conunisisoned rank. We extend to 
Mr. and Mrs. Raynor our very best wishes for the future. 
We eventually retired to the bar, which was placed at our dis
posal, and the tinkling of glasses and cheerful laughter went 
on to about 01.30 hours. 

A wonderful evening was had by all! 

BAOR ? 
• • • • • • 

-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

IRIUMPH 
OR 

'71 FAMILY MODELS 

UPl 5% 'Toledo £636, 
TO 0 1500 £781 

OFF e 2000 £1089 • 

LIST PRICES ' 
SLASHED e 

PEUGEOT ALL 7 1 MODELS ' 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM ONLY £646 • 

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Speci
fications , Nato Prices, H.P., ' Partex, Call, ' Phone 
or Write to : 

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH 

415 KREFELD 
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY 

or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 c10.30.12.oo hro. 
preferably) 

IMPORTER - SOLE DISTRIBUTOR 
(We have Agents In the U.K. too) 
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RADIO OPERATORS 
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio 

Operators in 1971 and in subsequent years. 
Specialist training courses lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now 

invited for the course starting in September, 1971. 

SALARY SCALES 
During training, with free accommodation 

Age 21 
22 
23 
24 
25 and 

provided at the Training School: 

£848 per annum 
906 ,., " 
943 " " 
981 " 

over 1023 ,, ,. 
On successful completion of course : 

Age 21 £xo73 ,, ,, 
22 n40 ,, 

" 23 1207 " " 24 1274 " " 25 (highest 1351 ,, " age point) 
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,835 per annum. 

Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad . 
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two 

years' operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G .C.I?. ' 0 ' 
level or similar qualifications. Exceptionally well-qualified candidates aged from 36-40 m ay also be considered. 

Interviews will be arranged throughout 1971. 
Application forms and further paniculars from : 

Recruitmcnr Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road , CHE LTENHAM, G los. GL52 5AJ. 

Telephone N o. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270. 

Over a Century -o ld Part nership .. . 

PARSONS 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journal . 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St. , London, WC2N 6A . Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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0 

---·------------, 

Lloyds have been the Serviceman's bank for generations. 
We know a great deal about the Services; particularly 
when it comes to money. 

We can give you ad vice on any financial matters, 
such as saving, investments, insurance-specially 
important if you 're being posted overseas. 

And we '11 take care of your regular bills by 
banker 's order. 

In fact, whatever the standing order, we '11 obey. 
For full details of all our Services to the 

Services, post off the coupon or contact your local branch .. 

Lloyds Bank looks after people like you 
rlt~ - - - - - """" 1 1 To: Mr D. P. Gardiner T.D., Services Liaison 

Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's and King 's 
Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London SWl 
Please send me full details of all your services. I 

I NAME -

I RANK 

ADDRESS I 
L44 

L--------_J 

0 

0 
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(Tdepbonc: 01-730-3477) by OOMBINED SERVICE PUBUCATIONS LTD., 61/68 Jermvn Street. St. James' s. London, :>.W.1. 

Printed in . Great Brit.ain b1• F. J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, WC2N 6AY, and "Observer" Buildings, Hastings 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most compreh ensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now more important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attention. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: 
ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 
We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

0Jder your new .ca r before Y<?U leave. When you get back it will be ready ano wailing 
for you at the a1rpon-tu11.,. rnsured. wi1h all the papeiwork completed for the U.K •. 
Europe. ot both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts, special 
H.P. terms. lhe lot. •. . P'lu• a ahMf of colour brochure• of •II the laUS\ 
~·••to browM thro&1gh •t lelaure. The,e·s no obligation whatever. You can 
weigh everything up, take your lime choo5ing-and take delivery wherever you land 
Post to: NATOCARS ltd., Moorlinch Garage 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 41S 

···········-······--····-·· I Please seno me your Information Pack-without obligallon. w6 • 

i ::::~;·~~~~~~ ::.·:::.-.-::·::·:~::::::·:: _~~~~.:·.-.·.:::·: ::: :.·::: .-.·.::::.~.~ = 
I Tax free for UJ<. and then ........ ·-···---·-·-· ···· · .. ••• (country) I 
I Tax paid for U.K. only_(lick) ~ J • I De/Ivery Dale .... ... ,__ •••• ' ar e F\;i I 
I I 
I I 

·-···············--········ 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TTES 
Silk £1-50 

C {
£3-50 rested Tankards . . £4·50 

Terylene/Crimplene £0·90 
Crested Terylene £1·35 

Silk Blazer Badges . . £0·85 
Gold Wire Blazer 

REME Institute Ties £1·35 Wall Shields 
Badges £3·00 

Crested Cuff Links . . £3·50 Car Badges 
Items made to your ow11 design (by q110Wtio11) 
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Our Cover Picture 
We arc happy this month to pay a tribute to all members of the 

W.R.A.C. serving with the Corps. Our cover picture, which shows the 
telephone exchange at H.Q. South East District, Aldcrshot, typifies the 
useful and efficient service provided by the W.R.A.C. in so many of our 
communication centres. 

In the picture the girls are under the supervision of Sergeant M. 
Catchpole (seated at the desk). Assistant Supervisors are Corporals Garrett 
and Louth-the latter at the far end of the exchange. 

We have devoted pages 212 and 213 to more photographs and an 
account of W.RA.C. activities in N. Ireland. We are grateful to H.Q. 2 
Signal Group, under whom the girls come, for providing the material for 
this tribute. 

A salute to the R.S.M. 
A feature of this WIRE is that notes from three Regiments (9th, 14th and 

2&th) describe in some detail farewell ceremonies in connection with the 
imminent posting of their R.S.M.s. It is a pleasure to read of the high 

regard-and indeed affection-in which these key men were held in their 
various units. Over a span of many years the Regimental Sergeant Major in 
the British Army has always been a personality regarded by all with respect, 
often tinged wit!h a certain amount of awe. Junior soldiers and junior officers 
alike went in fear of his censure-politely or not so politely put to fit the case. 
Commanding Officers, foolish enough to disregard his advice, did so to their 
regret. Senior N.C.0.s were immediately conscious of the great man's presence 
when he entered the Mess. Truly a figure of authority-perhaps a little 

aloof, even a little lonely, but the backbone of the Regiment. 

Times are changing and so, too, are soldiers and their outlook. The 
modem R.S.M. sensing this has adapted himself accordingly with the skill 
that has always been the hallmark of the holders of his office. His bark has 
moderated, he is a little less the stem authoritarian, his approach is more 
to lead than to drive. The results are manifest when we read how three of 
our Regiments feel about thcir R.S.M.s. Still the backbone of the Regiment 
he fits in admirably ·in the modern context. It would, however, be remiss if 
we stopped here without a reference to ' Mrs. R.S.M.' She too plays a most 
effective and valuable role in Regimental life so much so that a posting of 

her husband is invariably a double loss to the Regiment! 

It is indeed a pleasure for THE WIRE to be able to pay this small tribute 
to the modern R.S.M. and his lady-we have much for which to thank them. 

* * * 
Thank You! 

We would like to thank the 19th Regiment, shortly disbanding, for a 

particularly nice gesture. Included in a donation of £300 to our welfare funds 
was the sum of £100 to go to THE WIRE in appreciation of the services 

rendered by it te the Corps and the Regiment. 
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--From our "Jn". Tray-
~· 

SIGN"i L QFPICER-1.j\ ' - ClllEJ.' RECEn·~ . ' 
SPE Cl.U , llON Q IJR 

The Signal-Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. F . 
Pentreath, M.B.E., ha been appointed a Companion 
of the In titution of Electrical Engineers. This is an 
unusual (and senior) grade of membership ; there are 
currently only 83 Companions in a total I.E.E. 
membershlp in exces of 63 000, and the majority 
are very well-known figures in the electronic industry. 

Fisher Polo Ground, Tit/worth 
Sir, 

It gave me much pleasure when the other day at the pavi lion 
of the Tidworth Polo Club, beside the ' F isher' polo ground, 
I read a plaque announcing that : 

" This Polo Ground 
was made by 

2nd Cav Bde 
12th R Lancers 
14/20th Hussars 
15/19th Hussars 
17 /2lst Lancers 
' E' Troop, Cav, Sigs 

Aug 1923 - June 1925" 
We are rather too unassuming in Royal Signals and it was 

good to see our Corps listed among such famous Regiments. 
There is another plaque on that pavilion. It reads: 

FISHER GROUND 
This graµnd is named after 
General Sir Bertie Fisher 
who when Commanding 

the 2nd Cavalry Brigade in 1922 
organized a party of 
officers and soldiers 
to make the ground 

I wonder who was in ' C ' Troop in those days and whether 
any of your readers remember working on the Fisher Ground. 
It must have been quite a task. If any of them read this let 
~e tell them they .did a first-class job; it is an excellent ground 
m a really beautiful setting. If anyone can remember who 
commanded the Troop at that time, I would be interested to 
know. 

R Q. 1 Signal Group, 
Wilton, 
Salisbury, Wilts. 

Yours faithfully, 
D . L. Sylvester-Bradley, 

Colonel. 

F rom 249 Signal Sq 11.adr o n (PAR EL F) 

Presentation of a Royal Signals Plaque to 
Mr. Simon le-lievre 

M UCH ~volved wi~ the Corps in the. Far East bas been 
Mr. Surwn Le-L1evre, Press Officer m FARELF Public 

Relations Office. 
. W~ took pleasure in presenting him with a Royal Signals 
ms~nbed plaque on behalf of the S .0.-in-C. on 24th April . 
T.h1s event took place at a typical Corps celebration a 249 
Signal Squa~on .'Tankard do' ~ Calcutta Camp-unfo~nately 
the 13;St of us kind. In presentmg the plaque, Major H amish 
~ac~y commented on th~ number of exercises and opera
t1?ns Sunon. ~3:d covered w1t!i the Squadron; not forgetting 
his oilier act1v1t1es for Royal Signals in the Far East. At home 
his effoi:ts in pr~moting ' Local Boy' stories and the like; 
have game~ considerable publicity for the Corps. 

Mr. Le-L1evre, in reply, thanked the S.0.-in-C. and members 
of the Corps for a gift. "he would always treasure," and 
through .those present, wished to be remembered to h is old 
Corps friends. 

l it 

"Of course, this one is not full grown yet, Sir .. .'1 

Captain C. N. Armitage, M.B.E., shows Brigadier Peter Prescott, 
M.C., Commander Slst Infantry Brigade (Hong Kong) sections of 
underground cable. It was all part of a demonstration laid on during 

the annual inspection of 253 Squadron 

Indian Signals Association 
Brigadier F . J. Allen writes : 

The 24th Annual Reunion took place at the Duke of York's 
Headquarters Club on 17th April, when 130 members and 
guests, including 30 ladies and two of our own Chelsea 
Pensioners, sat down to dinner. 

The Master of Signals, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, was 
the Guest of Honour and made a wonderful speech. It was a 
most enjoyable and inspiring evening. 

Our membership is now 344, an increase of 14 during the 
year. Brigadier Freddie Allen, our President for 10 years, 
hands over to Major-General Richard Moberly, a very popular 
and worthy successor. 

Gurkha Signals on Everest Climb 
One Gurkha Officer and two Gurkha N .C.0.s of the Gurkha 

Signal Regiment accompanied the recent International Expedi
tion to Mount Everest. 

The Expedition Joint Leader Colonel Jimmy Roberts bas 
sent the following signal to Major-General Derek Horsford, 
Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas. Quote--" On conclusion of 
expedition please pass to the Major-General the thanks of 
expedition for making available the services of Captain (Q.G.0.) 
Surendravikram Gurung, Sergeant Shyambahadur Pun and 
Lance-Corporal Lilbahadur Gurung ef Gurkha Signal Regi
ment as radio operators. During three moi;iths of varying 
fortunes which brought us up the unclimbed south-west face, 
and close to the summit of Mount Everest, one unvarying and 
vital factor was the excellence of radio communications between 
Base Camp and Katmandu. ThaFlk you very much for your 
help and backing." 

EMP LOYMENT 

The Association has details of two appointments 
as follows: 

Racal' Communications Ltd. Post Design department 
suitable for senior tecbnician. 

Standard T elephones and Cables. Data Equipment 
and Systems Division. Suitable for experienced traffic 
officer or Yeoman of Signals. 

Full details from General Secretary. 
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WESTERN COMMAND 

IN 

THE NEWS 

A Corps Occasion in Chester 
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, C.S.O., H.Q., Western Command, 

writes: 
On Sunday, 25th April, a Soldiers' Sunday Service was held 

in St. Mary-in-the-Walls Church, Chester. In addition to the 
Army Commander and members of the Staff of H.Q., Western 
Command, a large contingent from the Corps, with their 
families, attended the service. This comprised the C.S.0. and 
hi~ staff, •he O.C., and personnel of 241 Signal Squadron, 
Regular and Reserve Army personnel of 11 Signal Group, with 
their Commander, Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, and members 
of the Che ll!r Branch of the A sociation, with their Chairman, 
Mr. Lavis Jones. Among the visitors was Mr. Rowley Hill, who 
was serving on the North West Frontier of India 54 years 
ago. 

The sermon was preached by the Reverend Charles 
Nettleship, O.B.E., T .D., Rector of Leek Woolton, Warwick
hire, who retired as Chief Signal Officer in Western Com

mand ten years ago. The crowded church heard a magnificent 
sermon, most appropriate to the occasion, delivered in the 
stirring and straight-forward manner which those who served 
with Charles remember. 

Subsequently, all met together in the 241 Squadron Club
, The Gentlemen's Rest '- for drinks and an excellent curry 
lunch. Thanks and appreciation are due to F. of S. Allen 
and the members of 241 Squadron for making all the arrange
ments and doing all the work. 

It must be a long time since so many present and former 
members of the Corps worshipped together in Oiester. 

A DAY THEY WILL REM EMBER 
Lieutenant-General Sir Napier Crookenden, K.C.B., D.S.O ., O .B.E., 
G .O.C.-in-C. Western Command presented W .0 . 1 (G. S.M.) A. A. 
' Mick' Hopewell, Roya l Signals, and Sergeant J. Ho pkins, R. A.P.C. , 
with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal on the 17 March 
at a ceremony in H.Q. Western Command at tended by their fa milies 
and friends. W.0 . 1 Hopewell , who is now Garrison Sergeant Major 
In Chester, was formerly R.S .M. of 9th Signal Regiment in Cyprus 
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Third of a series sponsored by 

H.Q. 2 Signal Group 

Communication 

Centres 

of the U.K. 
H.Q. WESTERN COMMAND 

(JOMMCEN Chester is co-located with Headquarter 
Western Command in the pleasant Queens Park area &f 

the old historic city. Consrructed in 1937 the H .Q. building 
overlooks the east bank of the river Dee. 

Staffed by Western Command Signal Regiment until the 
formation of 241 Signal Squadron in 1961, the Commcen was 
a Major Relay Station during the COMCAN era. It now serves 
the Headquarters and also guards on a 24-hour basis for some 
11 other scheduled Army terminals throughout the command 
area, from Preston in the north to Cardiff in the south. 

Civilianised to a large extent since 1955, our photograph 
shows supervisory staffs of the nine position manual telephone 
exchange and the message centre. One of our telecom operators, 
Mrs. Barbara Newman, has many stories to tell of former 
days, having served in tfie centre as Corporal Barbara Pallett, 
A.T .S., from 1945-1947. 

Six W .RA.C. Commcen operators form a valuable relief pool 
for the civilian manned telephone exchanges and TASS ter· 
minals throughout the command. These girls live out of the 
proverbial suitcase, especially in the summer months when 
holidays are at a premium. They form a vital link in the com· 
mand communication set-up. 

AN EFFICIENT TEAM 
The superv iso ry staff Communications Cent re, Chester. Left to right : 
Mrs. Pat Carroll, Mrs. Pat O 'Go rman. Mr. Roy Meyr;cl< ;;nd Miss 

Dorothy Tem ple 

lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll lllllllllllll llllll 
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W.B . .A.C. 011 and off p11rade 
The young ladies of the W.R.A.C. are an integral part of the Corps in its daily work. They pedonn with charm and 
efficiency a variety of useful duties mainly in our Commcens. ' The Wire ', as a tribute to them, is happy to feature 

below some shots taken by various units in the U .K. s bowing the Corps' young ladies both on and off parade. 

212 

I. Private Diane Rimmell (241 Squadron) engrossed on TASS operator 
duti es in the Chester Commcen 

2. Private Jane Downie (240 Squadron) g ives the camera a smile in the 
York Commcen · 

l . Private Valerie Wainwright, La nce·Corporal Jane Johnson Pr ivate 
Ann McGhie a nd Corporal Sandra Ba ll relax in the 10th R~giment's 
Bruno Club 

4. Later the same eveni~g Lance·Corporal Jane Johnson, Lance·Cor pora l 
Sandra. Rogerson, Private Diane Senior and Private Christine Evans 
feel a hl tl e refreshment is not out of place 

S. Lieut enant Rut h Pearce and Lance-Corporal (now Corporal) Drew 
Robertson discuss a routine problem in the Edinburgh Commcen 
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THEY'RE A LIVELY LOT IN NORTHERN IRELAND 
W.R.A.C. of 223 Signal Squadron very much on their toes 

We're not 'harping' about our work but ••• 
It' all go in Northern Ireland! 

F ROM a quiet backwater to a mainstream in full flood! 
In three months, from June 1969 to August 1969, vast 

changes took place. The numbers in the W.R.A.C. Signal 
Troop of 233 Signal Squadron almost doubled. The switchboard 
changed from a three-position PABX with about 170 sub
scribers to a four-position PABX with 302 subscribers. Early 
this year the exchange became the joint service switching 
centre for Northern Ireland and an ever-increasing number 
of P.W.s now come through it. The frame room has spread 
its t otacles and now takes over an entire lower floor wing of 
Headquarters Northern Ireland. There are 30 locality exchanges 
connected to the board instead of a previous total of 10. Our 
telegraph network in the Commcen has expanded enormously 
also. We are nearly at the stage of having to double-bunk our 
teleprinters! To add to this the Troop had several of its 
members replaced at short notice in March when it was ruled 
that only over 18s could serve in Northern Ireland. Despite this 
hect!c activity we till find time to play sport! 

Pl yl th.. ame 
During the past year the Signal Troop have taken part in a 

variety of sporting activities. Sergeant Norma Hunter won the 
ladies' singles and ladies' doubles in the Northern Ireland table 
tennis champion hips and Lance-Corporal Nerys Owen and 
Lance-Corporal Jenny Jones were the runners-up. Lieutenant 
Jane Dyer managed to attend the W.RA.C. ski-iog course at 
the Rothiemurcbus Lodge in the Cairngorms, and, as you can 
read from the following, we did try our best to support the 
W.R.A.C. in their netball and badminton championships. We 
have also tried our hand at camping! 

The Headset Trio plug sport 
For the first time in six years the W.R.A.C. in orthern 

Ireland entered the W.R.A.C. Inter-Zone badminton and net
ball held at Aldershot during the middle of February. Lieutenant 
Jane Dyer, Lance-Corporal Nerys Owen and Lance-Corporal 
Jenny Jones helped to make up the numbers in the netball 
team and form half of the badminton team. 

Practice beforehand had been limited as the gymnasium had 
become the sleeping quarters of some military policemen and 
our netball posts had been requisitioned for their washing line. 
The fact that the outside court had been taken over as a car 
park also didn't help their cause! They were, however, deter
mined to make a good impression even if they couldn't play 
brilliantly, so they knitted themselves out with some smart new 
track suits. 

As they knew that their chances of winning anything were 
pretty slim the girls had decided that they would enjoy the 
change of scene and accept defeat graciously. In fact, through
out, they played incredibly well and gained the most tremendous 
support from the other W.R.A.C. Units. Strains of" Two, four, 
six, eight, who do we appreciate . . . " and "We love you 
Ireland, Oh yes we do . . . " resounded throughout the gym. · 

o great was the noise that one couldn't even hear the bounce 
of the ball. Their welcome everywhere was beyond belief and it 
was said that if Northern Ireland had managed to turn up then 
thev would expect to see Singapore at the next competition! 
The fact that l'iley actually won a netball game was a mammoth 
achievement in itself and boosted their morale sky high. What's 
more-they didn't even come bottom! 

~laking the ' moist ' of it af Lou~h Ern 4'. or 
discomfort in teut."i 

The April showers of this year turned the Emerald Isle into a 
sea of mud during the weekend that the Signals girls decided 
to go camping! We thought that we had kept the date a secret 
but obviously higher authority knew! Anyway, just to comfort 
the Staff who sometimes moan about our switchboard, it rained 
solidly all the tixne. 

However the more adventurous of the girls were undeterred 
by the weatl1er and made no effort to have the weekend can
celled. Lieutenant Jane Dyer, Corporal Judy Collins, Corporal 
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AT WO RK IN THE EXCHANGE 
Standing: Lance-Corporal Nerys Owen 

Sitting, left ta right : Private Chris Lowe, Lance-Corporal Gwen 
Atkins, Private Dawn Reynolds 

June Morgan, Lance-Corporal Nerys Owen, Lance-Corporal 
Jenny Jones and Private Gerry Hopcroft set off for Castle 
Archdale camping site on the banks of lower Lough Erne with 
an ent'husiasm which amazed everybody! Fonunately our tents 
had already been erected by the A.Y.T. who were also spending 
some time there. We tried to forget about the rain and cold as 
we busily set about cooking the most enormous dinner on our 
smart, new, Grillogaz. The afternoon activities amounted to a 
walk around the area and as we all got soaked ro the skin it 
was decided that we would spend that evening in one of the 
public houses in Enniskillen, just to dry out, of course! We 
selected the liveliest and were serenaded by a couple of Irish 
lads before finishing our evening with a delicious meal of fish 
and chips. 

Surprisingly we managed to get some sleep on Saturday night 
and prepared ourselves for Sunday by con urning one of the 
best breakfasts for some time - Corporal Judy Collins an<l 
Lance-Corporal Nerys Owen were the chefs. By the time we 
emerged from our tents the A.Y.T. had gone back to Li burn 
and left us with a Sergeant and an Army landing craft plus a 
33 h.p. engine. Despite the conditions we were eager to explore 
around some of the islands of the Lough. Just to complete the 
weekend the engine broke down and the craft was seen being 
carried away by the rough waves. Lieutenant Jane Dyer was 
mentally preparing herself for her court martial when a small 
speed boat was seen rearing towards the craft to save the day! 
Needless to say we all returned to Lisburn with at lea t our 
enthusiasm undampened and eager for the next camping 
weekend. 

CO~IPLUIE~T .\ U Y 

A special thank you to the attractive and cheerful young 
ladies who looked after the gue ts so well in the Bruno Club 
after 10th Regiment's recent Retreat Ceremony! 
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Welcome to the Corps 
RECENTLY COMMISSIONED INTO THE CORPS-OFFICERS OF 73 'Q' COURSE 

Back row, left to right: Second-Lieutenant Cory, Second-Lieutenant Day, Lieutenant Doody, Lieutenant Elford, Second-Lieutenant Heath 
Front row, left to right : Second-Lieutenant Neeve, Second-Lieutenant Rayner, Second-Lieutenant Reid, Second-Lieutenant Sharman, Lieutenant 

Symmons 

21'4 

DAllY SAlllNGS 
AT REDUCED FARES 
TO ENGlAND i:~:;0"" 

TOWNSEND 8~i'~f-8~r CAR FERRIES 

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY 
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a 
day during June, July, August and Sep· 
tember • Reduced fares for British and 
Commonwealth Forces and dependants, 
and attached civilians e Economical 
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on 
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates 
with your family and car for home leave. 

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. 
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL 
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl. 

GET FULL DETAILS F.{l.OM 

M I LA T R AV E L Offices, Local Travel Agents, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Graf-Adolf-Straase 12, Dusseldorf 4, 
Furness Shippinc Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrune or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

British •hip by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
U.K. Bookinr;s throur;h your nearest Motorinc 
Orcaniaatlon, Travel Acenta or the Townsend ofllcea 

at: 

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or 
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER. 
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Corps Santi visits Cyprus 

WHERE ARE THEY ALL GOING l 
The Corps Band countermarch ing during a Retreat Ceremon~ in 

Cyprus creates an unusual effect 

The Corps Band visited Cyprus from 17th April to 28th 
April-we think for the first time ever. 

After receiving news of the impending visit last November, 
members of H .Q. 3 Signal Group set about the task of organising 
a varied programme to cover the whole island and to enable 
as many Servicemen and their families as possible to see our 
fine Corps Band. 

Absent-ball the Band instruments 
When the Band finally got here there was panic for a few . 

hours, when it was discovered that half of the instruments had 
not arrived. Fortunately, the next aircraft arriving at Akrotiri 
brought in the remaining instruments. 

A great boost to Corps prestige 
The highlight of the programme was the Playing of Retreat 

ceremony on 19th April at Happy Valley, Episkopi. Much effort 
had gone into the organisation of this ceremony, the brunt of 
which was borne by 259 Signal Squadron. Some 300 official 
guests were invited, including the visiting Under Secretary 
of State (Army), Mr. Geoffrey ,Johnson Smith.I, the C.-in-C., 
Air Marshal Sir Derek Hodgkinson, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., 
A.F.C., the G .O.C. NEARELF, Major-General M. W. Holme, 
C.B.E., M.C., Commander UNFICYP, Major-General D. Prem 
Chand, and many local Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot 
dignitaries. 

Throughout the whole tour of the island, the Corps Band 
gave magnificent performances and was loudly acclaimed by 
all who saw and heard it. Without doubt, this visit certainly 
put Royal Signals on the map in Cyprus. The plaudits are still 
coming in. 

During their brief moments of ' rest,' members of the Band 
were busy having photographs taken for local boy stories and 
cramming in sightseeing tours. 

We sincerely hope that Captain Keith Boulding and his 
merry musicians enjoyed their trip to Cyprus. For our part, 
we were most grateful for the rare opportunity of seeing them 
in Cypru and for enhancing the Corps image in Cyprus. 
Come back soon! 

The R.E. Wireless Signals (1914-1918) Association 
hold last Reunion Dinner 

T HE Wireless Training Centre and Draft Depot R.E. 
(Signals) was formed at Worcester in 1915 with Major 

Handley in command and Lieutenant R. Priestley as Adjutant. 
It remained there until the autumn of 1917 by which time it 
had grown to 2,200 officers and men. The people of Worcester 
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and its neighbourhood took kindly to the ' appers ' and many 
lasting friendships were formed. 

In 1934 a reunion dinner at the Great Western Hotel, Bir
mingham, marked the formation of the R.E. Wireless Signals 
(1914-1918) Association and from then on the Association held 
an annual dinner. At first, these dinners were held m Birming
ham since that city wa , the centre of the railway system of the 
British Isles. Before long a general de&ire was exprcs~ed to 
hold the dinners in Worcester. The N ayor of Worcester kindly 
allowed the Guildhall to be used and, coming as a guest to our 
first dinner there, was so impressed by the keennes and 
comradeship W"nich he found that he told the assembled 
company that they would be welcomed there annually if they 
would like to come. The invitation was gladly accepted. Major 
R. Priestley, who returned from Australia aliiout this time, 
became President following a very warm welcome. 

He had been Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Melbourne 
University and came home to take up a similar post at Bir
mingham University. He was knighted while in office. 

Starting with an attendance of 300 in 1934, member 
gradually fell off with the passage of years. For some time 100 
or so could be relied on to attend but more recently time bas 
taken its toll and many of the old comrades still alive are too 
old to travel. In order to keep numbers up wives have been 
invited for some years. This year some 80 old comrades and 
wives attended. 

Presentation of plaque to the ~la~·or of 
Worcester 

The event was as enjoyable as ever but the committee had 
decided to make this the last dinner. Sir Raymond is now 82 
and finds it difficult to get about, and less and less old comrades 
are able to travel. Members felt that they could not let the 
occasion pass without marking their affection for the city where 
they trained. Accordingly, after the toast to 'The City of 
Worcester' (proposed by Alderman R. Jolliffe, J.P., and 

all1 

Major J. A. CooFer, one of the Vice-presidents, holding the plaque 
which he designed, commemorating the founding of H.Q. R.E. 
Wireless Signals in Worcester in the early days of 1914-18 war. The 
plaque was presented to the Mayor of Worcester in recognition of 

the support given by the City 
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re ponded to by the Mayor, Councillor L. T. Warner) the Presi
d nt pre ented to the Mayor a plaque. On this, beneath the 
arm of the Royal Engineers (monogram GR wa a tablet 
engraved a follows: 

' Thi tablet records the founding of the Headquarters of 
the Royal Engineer Wireless Signals in the City of Worcester 
in the e rly days of the First Great War (1914-1918).' 

' From this City trained wireless engineers left and served 
with distinction in every theatre of war." 

"Until 1971 the survivor held an annual reunion in this 
hall marking their affection for the City and it citizens.'' 

We produce, by courte y of The Birmingham Post,' a photo
graph of the plaque together with its designer, Major J. A. 
Cooper, E.R.D., one of the Vice-Presidents of the As ociation. 

Later in the proceedings Colonel Max Holdsworth, M.B.E., 
T.D., D.L., propo ed the toast of 'The President and members 
of the Royal Engineers Wireless Signals (1914-1918) Association.' 

This wa responded to by Sir Raymond Fnestley, M.C., 
M.A., D.Sc., w1io in the course of his peech told his hearers 
that he was giving to each old comrade a booklet entitled 
'Wireless Memories round and about the first World War 
including an Adjutant's view of the Wireless Training Centre 
at Worce ter 1915 to 1917.' 

Thi humorous booklet will continue to dispel, for a long 
time, much of_ the regret of R.E. (Signals) Old Comrades 
that they are not to meet again at Worcester. 

Editor's note 
Sir Raymond Priestley and his brother-in-law are among the 

few survivors of Captain Scott's last expedition to the South 
Pole. 

The committee were: Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. G. Taylor, 
24 Victoria Square, Droitwich. Members: Messrs. P. T. Eles
more, J. Pearce, A. H. Ward and H. G. Wrenn. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in April 
Number of clothing parcels sent . . . . .. 
Amount spent in grants and loans 

41 
39 

£1,172.86 

One of the Month's Cases 

L ANCE-CORPORAL, who served as a regular soldier 
from 1939 to 1947 and was a prisoner-of-war in 

Germany for five years. He is now very severely in
capacitated with chronic bronchitis and unable to work. 
!Jis wife tries t~ keep ~gs going by doing a part-time 
iob, and there is one child at school. The Association 
made a grant of £71.00 to clear rent arrears and to pay 
off in fyll a Hir~ Purchase commitment, thus reducing 
the family outgomgs by £1.00 a week. His letter is 
printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

M AY I take this pleasure in thanking the Committee 
for the wonderful grant of £71.00. I am real 

proud to be a member of an Association such as the 
Royal Signals and the esprit de corps that shines. As 
you know I am in ill health and house-bound and the 
future looks grim, but I am still able to keep my head 
up and cbin in, thanks to the Committee for that generous 
grant. 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following ~&nations were gratefully receioed during March .1971: 
Of!icer Commanding, 9th Signal Regiment . . . . . . . . . . .. ' .[.5.00 
W111chestcr Archery .Club (through O.C., 223 Signal Squadron) . .. .[.3.00 
Mrs. M. T . M.ann (111 memory of her husband M.ai"or P R. Mann) r3 15 
K J Williams E . " . R." N. Houston: E:·. ·· · ·· · ··· ·· · ··· ··· ··· ··· g·~ 
F. A. A. Randall, Esq. 

0

75 
R. S . Dorward, Esq. 75 
F. Winter, E!Q. ... ... 53 
J. ~bean, Esq. ... ... 53 
Major M. Gordon Wilson 50 
H. LoG. ~myth. Esq. •.. so 
J. . thian, Esq. .. . . . . 50 
Vanous individual donations .[.1.50 

Total .. . .[.19.46 
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HALT! 
the depreciation of your Savings 

CHECK WITH 
SERVICE BROKERS 

THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS 

1 
2 

SERVICE BROKERS will assist 
you with expert knowledge 
and Without Obligation 

Investment! Protection! House 
Purchase! School Fees! etc. 
SERVICE BROKERS take it all 
in their stride 

On the Command 

"FALL OUT" 
FALL IN 

with SERVICE BROKERS the 
Service Specialists 

SERVICE 
BROKERS 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKERS 

lOb Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire 
Telephone Richmond 2435 
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SOME OF OUR YOUNG FRIENDS 
Junior Agents relax with Lance-Corporal Anderson and Sergeant Lees at 22nd Signal Regiment 

Catch 'em young anti rear 'em 
By W.0.1 J, E. Taylor, late of 10th Signal Regiment, 

now R.S.M. 71st Signal Regiment (V) 

A T nine o'clock on a cold but bright Easter Monday morning 
on the Regimental square at lOtfl Signal Regiment there 

congregated around Major J. G. James, M.C., and the author 
a number of pressmen and 17 schoolboys, Junior Agents of the 
' Evening Mail ' en route to 22nd Signal Regiment in B.A.O.R. 

Junior Agents 
What is a Junior Agent? He is a newspaper boy with a 

difference. He is the last link of a chain which delivers news
papers direct from the publisher to the reader. He works on a 
commission basis and his motto is ' Service.' This system has 
been adopted by the ' Evening Mail ' and other British news
papers after having been successfully introduced in the U.S.A. 

Why are these boys visiting a Signal Regiment in B.A.0.R.? 
They have won a competition organised jointly between the 
C.S.O.'s Branch, Southern Command, and the newspaper. 
Each J.A., some 600 in all, qualified as an entrant, the 17 
elected boys answered correctly eight questions relating to the 

Royal Signals and methods of communication and wrote the 
best essays on 'What do you consider the role of the Royal 
Signals in the Army today?' 

The first taste of Army life for the J.A.s and their escorts, 
area sales supervisor Mr. Peter Garland and reporter Mr. Chris 
Goffey, was a late tea/early breakfast at Churchill Barrack , 
Lippstadt, at 01.30 hours Tuesday, 13th April. Unlike the 
resident soldiers who help themselves, this meal was served 
to them by Major M. S. Wilson Brown and W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 
Trevor Mullord who had waited up to greet the boys. Here a 
special mention for Sergeapt Bill Lees who met the party at 
Dusseldorf and accompanied us throughout our stay (I was 
supervising Warrant Officer). 
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Welcome 
Seventeen excited J.A.s rose from tfleir beds somewhat 

noisily on Tuesday morning according to R.H.Q. located on 
the floor below. Lance-Corporals Keith Anderson, Chris 
Dlingworthl and Keith Fairningbam were to be their guides 
and were allocated six, six and five boys respectively. 

Their programme began at 14.00 hours with a welco~g 
address by Lieutenant-Colonel D. W. W. Cooper, Commandmg 
22nd Signal Regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel Cooper recalled his 
school days and wished every boy a pleasant and interesting 
stay with the Regiment. This was followed by a conducted tour 
of the Regiment by which time dinner wa ready to be served. 

Initiation 
Wedne day. In beautiful sunsillDe the J.A.s were given a 

conducted tour, with demonstration and explanation, of the 
technical and operational vehicles used in the field, and at 
14.00 hours Major Ronnie Trotman, Second-in-Command, 
ei..-plained, lectured and talked to them at length about the 
British Army and in particular the set-up and role of the 
Corps. On Wednesday evening the JA.s were given the freedom 
of the miniature range and although only two boys had fired 
previously the results were extremely good. The best hot (first 
time out), Kevin Leach, scored 85, only one less than the 
author, and he was presented with a crystal ashtra¥ bearing the 
insi¥11ia of the 22nd Signal Regiment by Captam P. M . A. 
Whittaker, Second-in-Command of 2 Squadron. 

Applicatlou 
Thur da . The opportunity to operate the equipment seen 

yesterday \'-BS given to the J.A.s in the form of a mini exercise 
set up e pecially for them. 

Friday. Meanwhile, behind the scenes, the Oiief Clerk had 
arranged a football match between the boys of the Regimental 
Youth Club and the J.A .. The delicacy of Thur day had gone 
and the ferocious battle which took place between 09.00 hour 
and 10.30 hours ended in a 2-2 draw. 
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DEAD EYE DICK 
Captain Whittaker presents Junior agent Kevin Leach w ith a crystal 

ashtray as best .22 shot 

International Oavour 
At 14.00 hours the J.A.s visited the local Bundeswehr Fem

meldebataillon at Lipperland Barracks. Greeted by Second-in
Command Major Schneider they were then welcomed by the 
Commandant, Oberstleutnant Storck. The Commandant 
expressed bis delight in having this opportunity to show the 
Britische Zeitungsjungen his Regiment and to entertain them 
to coffee and cake in the Officers' Mess to conclude an interest
in$ afternoon. This visit was covered by the German Press, 
Lippstadeter Tageblatt ' Der Patriot ' which containee photo
graphs and a special article. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Storck spoke of the good relations 
between the Femmeldebataillon 7 and the Signal Regiment at 
Churchill Barracks, of Major Wilson Brown and the soldiers 
escorting the young Britons. "The co-operation between the 
British and German Units," Lieutenant-Colonel Storck said, 
"is of decisive importance to the security of Western Europe." 

Seeing the loeal sights 
Saturday. The Mohnetal is situated south of Soest and this 

was O¥r destination on Saturday. Armed with a picnic lunch 
we set out in pouring rain to view the spectacular Mohne 
Dam. 

Sund:iy. A J?erfect day and at 10 o'clock the party set out 
on an mterestmg tour of the area. The first stop was at the 
natural rock formation, the Extemsteine, standing some 30 
meters or so high near the village of Horn. Continuing on an 
hour later we entered the Teutoburger Walde near Detrnold 
and the J.A.s ate their lunch at the foot of Hermannsdenkmal. 
The third stop, mid-afternon, was at Erlinghausen's 
~egelflugplatz (glider airfield). The boys displayed an enormous 
m~erest in watching the gliders and light aircraft in the high 
w~, and. our stop was extended. Finally, with the coach 
wmdows tightly closed, the party entered the Grosswild Safari 
~t S~enbrock with. its lions, elephants, bison, llamas (delight
mg m cheese sandwiches) and a host of other wild animals and 
birds. 

With the Luftwaffe 
Monday. And back to the serious business of soldiering. The 

21st Rocket Battalion of the Luftwaffe entertained the J.A.s 
today. They were instructed in the various types of radar the 
computers and tracking equipment but much more intere~ng 
for the schoolboys a turn on the low-level air defence machine 
gun (with blanks, of course). Security did not allow the boys 
to enter the rocket area but for their convenience the rockets 
were elevated and could be seen. 

On Monday evening the return match with the Youth Club 
took place; football at its best and at which the J.A.s excelled, 
winning by three goals to one. Goals from Stephen Grant, 
Brian Vicery and an own goal. 
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The Corps In nctio11 
Tuesday. With the Regiment in the field it was an opportunity 

to show the Junior Agents the Corps in action and on their 
180 miles round trip they visited two field set-ups. Decidedly 
disappointed and not knowing what ' Z' time was they viewed 
the first complex, at Stuckenberg near Bunde, with pangs of 
hunger and ate their first meal, all-in stew and potatoes, at 
14.00 hours Junior Agent time. Final farewells were said to 
Major Wilson Brown and his staff who had so ably entertained 
us and whom we would not encounter again on this trip. 

Two metres high 
At the second location on the Dorenberg near Bad Iburg, 

we were greeted by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Bernie Tune (known by 
local friends in Lippstadt as 'Zwei Meter Hoch' (two metres 
high)). Towering about the J.A.s Mr. Tune read out the menu 
for the evening meal from whence the boys were conducted 
round the complex with S.S.M. Tune explaining all as they 
went. The J.A.s were astounded to find a cook rolling out 
pastry on a table in the wood. 

With the Go1mers 
Wr:dnesday. The Junior Agents have had an insight into the 

workmgs of ~e q>rps and to end their full and exciting 10-day 
tour something different. No. 6 Battery of the 27th Medium 
Regiment, R.A., set up for them, and a group of A.C.F. boys 
from Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, two self-propelled 
guns a,nd a command post. 

Shoppi11g and farewell 
And_ finally at 14.20 hours a shopping expedition to Lipp

stadt,. mde~d both the first a?d last opportunity that time had 
perrmtted m the comprehensive programme the Regiment had 
drawn up. We, the escons, hope that the Junior Agents of the 
' Eve?ing Mail ' have; enjoyed their trip. It was a pleasure 
meeang them all. Ma1or R. A. Trotman said as we depaned at 
05.00 ~ours on Thursday, 22nd Api:il: "We have enjoyed having 
you with us and we would not hesitate to welcome you again." 
I am sure I speak for all the J.A.s and newspaper staff when I 
say, " Thank you 22nd Signal Regiment, and, Sir, we would 
love to come again." 

Footnot.e: In memory of the 10 days spent with &he Royal 
Signals in B.A.0.R. each of the Junior %\gents was presented 
with a blue beret bearing the Corps Badge mounted on the 
1 (BR) Corps Formation Sign. 

A FEW MISGUIDED IDEAS 
ABOUT SACCONE &SPEED. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply French wines. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply the expensive vintages. 

And now for the truth. 
Saccone & Speed supply a wide range 

of excellent French wines. 
Saccone & Speed also supply a superb 

selection of expensive vintage wines. 
But what a lot of people don't realise 

is that we supply a whole range of surprisingly 
good quality inexpensive wines. 

So if you don't feel like forking out for a 
Latour '49, we can always do you something 
nice for under a pound. 

SACCONE &SPEED LTD. 
In association with 

(_~~-t:J.. &CO.LTD. 

KINLOCH HOUSE, 
17 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, LONDON NWlO. 
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.0.,s
bring your skills and rank 

to Australia 
Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British Army-or have 

left in the last twelve months. You'll have achieved 
N.C.O. or Warrant Officer rank and acquired 
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which 
you wish to retain-and improve on.You'll be under 
42 and may be married with a family. Certainly 
you'll be looking for a new career that will make 
the most of your experience and offer plenty 
of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many vacancies in 

specific trades. We offer you a career in the 
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will al
most certainly keep your rank and pay, ~ 
and by signing on in Britain you )Ji;.-,,... 
receive pay from the day you enlist • · 
and you and your family travel to 
Australia free. The minimum engage
ment is for six years. All service qualifies 
for a pension or gratuity. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Your trade maybe included in those ~~ 
available and this could ~e the ,,.~ ~·~ ~# 
chance you and your family .. :;~ ~i±' , 
are looking for. "~ ,~· '. fu11l' an 
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Come and talk things over with the Australian 
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for 
all the facts. 

..--------------. I Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. I 
I azne_____________ ~ I 
I Address_ ___________ <aJ I 

1============== Q I ·1 ~. I "" Age _____ Married/Single ____ _ 

. ,,~ Rank. _____ cQrps ------ I 
Trade ________ _____ 

1 Anticipated Discharge Date--~--

To: Captain J . R. Godwin, I 
Recruiting Officer, I 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Floor, Australia House, I 

_.. Strand, London, W.C.2. 

, ... . Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 _J 
~-------
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. \ fishing lltorfl from Singapore 

Colonel Prabbu goes to sea 
By Captain A. F. Carter, Gurkha Signals 

OLONEL l'rabhu Nacsing Rana and his wife are old 
friends of Gurkha Signals from the days when the office 

the Royal Nepalese Liaison Officer wa in Rasah Camp, a 
stone's throw from our old home, Sikamat Camp. We then 
moved to Singapore and the Colonel moved with H.Q., Brigade 
of Gurkha , to Hong Kong, and we saw no more of him 
until ... down at the jerry at Tanjong Belayar Jay an R.C. T. 
launch, and off here, in the channel between the mainland 
and Blakang Mari Island, 200 yacht were sweeping away 
eastwards towards Changi. Another R.C.T. launch appeared, 
towing a di ma red GP14 and, having shed its charge, docked 
alongside its sisrership. A Brigadier with a black eyepatch 
wa firmly in command of this launch. Apparently one of 
the three propeller on his craft had dropped off and he now 
eyed our boat singularly and speculatively. I said "Good morn
ing Brigadier. We have two wives, two officers (British), three 
officers (Gurkha), a Nepalese Colonel, sLx Gurkha children 
and two babes in arms coming aboard with food and fishing 
rods, please join us." 

The Brigadier said he would get a helicopter 
The Brigadier said he would get a helicopter instead, and 

left with his family, just as the proof of my words arrived 
in the form of an overloaded Land Rover containing the 
Gurkha element. When the balance of the party had arrived 
an? bodies .had been st~wed in ever]'. corner, our worthy Malay 
skipper switched on his three engmes, one after the other, 
and we moved off after the C .O. 

In one of two hundred yachts 
Perhaps I should e:-..-plain at this point that the C.0. and 

a large Swedish sailing colleague of his were in one of those 
200 yachts. The fleet had been sailing, tacking and reaching 
for some seven hours already at this point, and the boats were 
well strung out. But we had a clue. Ours was the only boat 
with a red mainsail, crewed by a Swedish Consul-General and 
a C.O. We caught up with the rear of the fleet, and rather 
sooner than expected, spotted our quarry. Amidships our 
launch, Colonel Prabhu looked happy enough for a man who 
comes from a country where only its soldiers and diplomats 
have ever seen the sea. We closed on a red-sailed boat 
waving and shouting encouragement. The C .O. would need 
more than encouragement if he was that far behind after 
only half the race. Being polite seafarers, we had closed on 
the boat downwind, so as not to take its wind. 

Signals Wing, The Royal Military 
Academy, Sand.burst 

STAFF LIST 
Chief Instructor 
it.S.M. . .. 
R.S.M. Designate 
Y. of S. 

We ~t>t about 

Major D. J. Milton 
W.0.1 P. W. Todd, B.E.M. 
W.0.1 J. M. Haydon 
W.0.2 D. S. J. Wootten 

T HE working life of the Signals Wing has continued as 
i:iormal . since our last notes appeared. Apart from the 

local mstrucnon at Sandhurst, exercises take us regularly co 
Norfolk, Wales, France, Germany and Cyprus, while Signal
men Davenport and Campbell were surprised, on reporting 
for ducy, to be sent to the Far East for a couple of months. 

Channel next? 
Major Davie! Milton, who is the Academy Swimming Officer 

recent!~ o~garused a sponsored swim in aid of the Camberley 
and District Mentally and Socially Handicapped Children. 
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~·e st.-nm.-d away Jn (•onfu11io11 
A bored individual looked under the boom after a while 

co see what all the noise was about. He was neither the Swede 
nor the C.0., and we steamed away in confusion. The next 
three boats with red sails were all 'red herrings,' and by now 
the fleet was thinning out. There were, however, one or two 
left, and one of these had red sails either at the front or back. 
We approached more cautiously this time, and no cheer went 
up until the C.0. ~a positively identified? looking slightly 
more tousled than his norm. We followed m their wake for 
some di Cance until the dinghy suddenly turned left and our 
skipper declined co follow, saying that it would be much too 
rough for our 4-0ft. launch travelling across the wind in that 
direction .. It was ~d.day, and at this stage the C.O. appeared 
to have little oppos1t10n; Colonel Prabhu was really beginning 
to behave like an old sea dog, although the Head Qerk had 
become strangely ilent. Plaintive cries for food were beginning 
co be heard. Our coxswain said mac he knew of a secluded 
island beach nearby where we could picnic. One hour later 
we came alongside a wooden pier jutting from a karnpong
crowded mud flat .. Hunger precluded the lengthy search for 
the perfect spot wh.1ch usually accompanies a picnic. We spread 
ourselves. <;>n the pier. at th~ feet of uncomplaining locals who 
were wa1tmg for the1.r fernes . They were obviously used to 
sue~ c.urious behaviour from the coxswain's passengers. 

Fishing rods appeared amongst the Gurkha officers and 
fortuitously, a customer appeared right on cue at th~ end 
of Colonel Prabhu's line. Only one other fish was caught by 
the Head Qerk, but it was respectfully much smaller. ' 

Showing a lamentable lack of faith in the Colonel's 
fishing ability 

-pie picnic over, ~e embarked once again, this time to cry 
a little deep sea fishing. The launch anchored in many fathoms 
of water, and whilst Colonel Prabhu was called to the bow 
to gaze at some anci~nt. defe~ce works, a furtive attempt 
was made ~o burden bis lme w~th a monster carp, previously 
purchased m the market as an msurance against total failure . 
So great was the dead weight of this dead fish that when it 
was thrown into the sea the line broke. All we had achieved 
wa.s. co d isplay lamentable lack of faith in the Colone's fishing 
ability, the measure of which he bad already demonstrated. 

!\~er the loss o~ the great fish, and to the relief of the 
ship s ere~, we decided to h~ad for home. The return journey 
was as en)oyable as the earlier pare of the trip, and Colonel 
Prabhu appeared to be none the worse for his experience. 
We found o~t ~he next day that me C.0. had been in real 
danger <;>f w1nnmg the GP class for a time, but honourably 
saved .lumself at the last moment by withdrawing a protest 
when 1t looked too much like succeeding. He also preferred 
not to sit down for the next 24 hours or so, so his wife 
tells us. 

As he felt ~uty ~und to enter, the members of the Wing 
sponsored ~F for Just over £2 per length, and he promised 
to try for at least four lengths"; he finally gave up after 
12 lengths! 

It was pleasing to know that the total collected from this 
even_t, well over £400, was sufficient to finance the Society's 
special school for a six-month period. 

Entertaining and battle efficie11cy 

The Wing Senior N.C.O.s carried out the task of entertain
me!1ts within the Sergeants' Mess during the spring term. 
This was a most succ~ssful venture, which has got the Wing 
off to a good stan with the new Academy Sergeant-Major 
W.0.1 Ray Huggins (Grenadier Guards). Staff Sergeant To~ 
Gue~t successfu~ly perf<?r~ed as. P.E.C. and Sergeant Roy 
Jen.rungs and his tectm1c1ans built a first-class discotheque, 
which has been very well accepted. 

We completed the battle efficiency tests (to Sandhursc 
stan~ards!) as a squad, without even feeling it, thanks to the 
conun_uous programme of fitness training that Mr. Todd has 
orgarused throughout the winter. Early morning sports are 
hard, but they make the working day easy in comparison! 
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Signals Wing - Tbe Royal Military Academy, Sant/burst - April 1911 

Top, left to right : Lance-Corporal A. Epthorp, Signalman G. Hickey, Corporal A. Birkett, Corporal W. Pedder, Lance-Corporal M. Giradot, 
Signalman J. Newton, Signalman A. Hodgson, Signalman W. McCormick 

Centre, left to right : Corporal D. Dodd, Corporal W. Collyer, Signalman D. Plumb, Signalman G. Campbell, Signalman G. Devo1port, Signalman 
Y. Edwards, Sergeant J. Tunney, Sergeant B. Doughty, Sergeant E. Jennings, Corporal P. Dalton, Signalman M. Hughes, Lance-Corporal R. 

McLeod , Corporal G. Boast 
Bottom, left to right: Sergeant P. Robinson, Sergeant M. Sully, Sergeant W. House, Staff-Sergeant T. Guest, W.0.2 (Y.0.S.) D. Wootten, W .0 .1 
(R.S.M.) P. W. Todd, B.E.M., Major D. J. Milton, Royal Signals, Mrs. Y. W. Smith, Colour Sergeant (S.) P. Rowse, R.M .. Staff-Sergeant (Y.0 .S.) 

J. Meehan, Sergeant D. Bowden, Sergeant E. Vickers, Sergeant D. Jackson 

Do-it..y oursell eleetricity 
The Lorraine County Primary School, Camberley, which 

caters for the education of a large number of the chilclren 
of the Officers of the R.M.A.S. and the Staff College, 
was half destroyed by fire last year. The extensive 
damage resulted in the children being put on ' part-time ' 
schooling. The County Council hastily erected four temporary 
classrooms, chalet type, but had trouble laying on electricity. 
Our Chief Instructor, Major David Milton, then offered 
assistance and two of our technicians, Corporals Dodd and 
Birkett, installed temporary lighting and heating for the room , 
under the direction of Sergeant Jennings. Whilst their efforts 
have been very much appreciated by the Headmistress, 
' Doddy ' and ' Al ' Birkett were not ' top of the pops ' with 
the children, who were able to return to full-time schooling. 

Good relations with schools 
One of the many varied instructional commitments under

taken by the Signals Wing is the training and examination of 
College Cadet Forces. Three such colleges are at present 
under instruction- Eton (Sergeant ' Des' Jackson), Charter
house (Sergeant 'Mick ' Sully) and Wellington (Sergeant 
Eddie Vickers). Each college has a Signals Platoon of eight 
to twelve students and, by fo tering good relations with these 
Platoons, we hope to tap this wealth of possible Royal Signals 
candidates. A very enthusiastic Army scholar will be joining 
the Corps when commissioned. 

P1~rsonality (Ntrnd" 
Some notes on individuals may make the Corps aware that 

they're still around. Jim Tunney, the Corps rugby player, is a 
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well-liked (feared?) instructor, whose fitness is an example to all 
our youngsters. Corporal Barry Archer, who is now recover
ing from rheumatic fever, continues to play a quiet, efficient 
part in all Academy activities. His services as a soccer referee-
like all our qualified men-have been much in demand. 
Signalman Vic Edwards regularly plays for the Academy Staff 
Soccer XI and has recently represented the Corps. As one 
of the few soldier members of the ' Edward Bear ' Club, he 
bas a status above the ordinary good chit! 

That n1a11 from Eastne)· • • • 
For our ' foreign ' readers, Colour Sergeant (S) Peter Rowse, 

our man 'rom Eascney, continues to uphold the honour of the 
Royal Marines; 'Floater' or 'Marine Boy' is our liaison expert 
with 1£1c Post Office for all telephones and lines, and looks 
after the ladies in the exchange, in addition to instructing. 
Although he has been at the Academy for almost two years, 
his references to cabins, bunks, stand-easies and going ashore, 
and our insistence on calling them rooms, beds, and so forth, 
still occasionally lead to confusion! To give his views of us, 
we've allowed him to add a few sentences. 

• • • and his point of view 
There are some 40 all ranks in the Signals Wing, and 

all but one wears the 'Jimmy '-I am the odd one--! wear 
the ' Globe and Laurel.' One might ay an odd combination, 
but both Corp have had close contact for many years, and 
there are exchange postings one of these being the Royal 
Military Academy, Sandhurst. Having seen draft chit (post
ing ?) for nearly two years, I offer the following up-to-dare 
news on some of the Senior N .C.0.s. 
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Sta.ff Sergeant Tom Fritz Guest and Sergeant !im Tunney 
are both in need of wigs. At t.lie moment thelI I?atcs are 
glowing well in the chilly spring weather! Sergeant Bill House 
ha converted to the very high-neck shirt - ays he keeps 
getting a rash! Sergeant Barry Doughty was very annoyed '~hen 
the Navy did away with ' ~e tot ' and has sulke_d c~er since. 
One could say a 'ot of thrngs, but to summan e u:i a f~w 
words . . . it's a p easure and an honour to be working with 
such a good Cori)3. 

~lrs. rnith ht line for L.S. and G.C.? 
With all this talk of personalities, it would be quite wrong 

not to mention Mrs. V. W. Smith, now known to almost all 
officers in the Corp through her years o~ s~vice with the. Wing. 
She is still going strongly and prov1din~ a clear link of 
continuity through all the co~gs . and gomgs .. She attended 
a promotion board recently, but if it means movmg away, the 
odd are she will stay with us. 

.\ po'9tiu~ hc-r.- t>Dll be recommencle~l 
In conclusion, although the above notes indicate that we 

pend our time sporting, or 'living it up,' we have, in fact, 
had a very full military training programme, and our in
structional taff, well supported by the Signals MT Section, 
have been fully stretched throughout the year in order to fill 
our commitments. At the same time, we have managed to get 
~verybody on at least one course, in order to further their 
qualifications. So, if you get posted to the Royal Military 
Academy Sandhur t, be prepared to work hard, play hard, 
and get yourself well qualified-it's a most satisfying tour 
of duty. 

Arrh·als a11d departures 
We say hello' to Sergeants Kellett and Bowden, Lance

Corporal Shalliker and Signalman McCormick, and farewell 
to Sergeant John Bayne (now in Hong Kong), Lance-Corporal 
Hatton (now with 20 Armoured Brigade), Corporal Windsor 
and Lance-Corporal Eatwell (both to civilian life). 

News from Regiments 

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment, 

Bulford Camp 

T HE annual F.F.R. inspection has been and gone with the 
usual attendant sighs of relief. Everything appeared to 

go well on 'the day" (dare I say as usual) and everyone 
looked forward to a well-deserved long weekend. 

After that April appeared to be a fa~rly- quiet month in tpe 
Regiment with the accent on weapon ?"ammg and rang_e prac~ce 
in preparation for the Regimental Skill at Arms meenng wlJ!ch 
took place from the 19th-23rd. The weather was very kind 
for the first four days but the L .M.G. pairs and falling plate 
competitions had to be fired off in appalling weather on the 
final day. There was one consolation, however, it rained just 
as hard on rhe G.O.C., Major-General G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C., 
who kindly presented the prizes, a~ it did on the compe~tors . 
Despite the weather some very creditable results were obtamed. 

I sqUADRON 

Cyprus has its attractions 
During April CZ Troop sent a detachment of seven men 

under Second-Lieutenant Cook out to Cyprus to take part in 
radio relay trials. They were extremely well looked after by 
9th Signal Regiment and were pleasantly surprised to find that 
they were not worked too hard. They all returned brown, full 
of the joys of summer, to be met by a cold Bulford and snow. 

Seven applications for service overseas resulted from that 
trip so one assumes it was not only successful but very enjoy
able. How sympathetic are Records these days? 

The remainder of the Squadron have had to be content with 
settling down to the long slow grind of preparing for the 
forthcoming U.E.I. 

2 SqUADRON, t A' TROOP 

Annual F.F.R. inspection the emphasis will be on airport
ability ... weigh all vehicles, radio sets, prepare batteries, lower 
electrolyte levels, three-quarter-full petrol tanks, manifests, 
dangerous cargo, etc., etc. 

Finally a pre-F.F.R. check ... 

"lfomPnts of bum~our 

One lot flew and set up on Salisbury Plain simulating a 
foreign country. Later the C.0. was inspecting, he opened a 
Dll Airtech container and found a body inside, inspecting 
retinue stepped forward, looks of horror, rapid excuses to C.O. 
The body was one Signalman lngleby, alive and well, gonking. 
"Well done," said the C.0. "All on exercise should sleep 
when they are able," inspecting retinue showed relief . . . 

Lance-Corporal Evans of 1 Squadron preparing to decam 
looked up and got a message right in the eye. " B- rooks,'' he 
yelled, "not only that it's a hot one!" 
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F.F.R. completed, good report all reund, big sighs of relief. 
Meanwhile the airportability of battery electrolyte had been 

examined. Bottles, stone, one pint; screw stopper, asbestos 
washer, etc. Bottles indented for, Q.M. receives, S.Q.M.S. 
hand/take-over going on, week later bottles received by 
S.Q.M.S., signs out to Battery shop, battery shop N.C.O. away 
on duty. 'M' Troop won't release keys without authority. 
Authority obtained, shop opens, no bottles! Battery shoa,,N.C.O. 
duly returns, " Those bottles are in another store,'' he says. 
Finally, 10 minutes before they are required, we have them, 
flap off! 

Norway and now Denmark 
Lance-Corporal Wtllimott, Lance-Corporal Bodimeade and 

Corporal Taylor are at present learning all about waterproofing 
Mk. II Land Rovers then will be practising wet landings before 
going to Denmark. Lance-Corporal Willimott has only just 
returned from a long detachment to Norway and it just had to 
work out that he and his detachment were one of the only 
three available due to excess of man management. 

Odd jottings 
Staff Sergeant Goodman is losing still more hair arranging 

recruiting visits for field detachments all over South West 
England between exercises; meanwhile sport and troop training 
continues at a hectic pace. ' Alpha ' Troop bolds its own at 
basketball, volleyball, cross-country - well done Signa1man 
Parry of Rebro Troop. They say he even stopped to tie a shoe 
lace, listen to the first cuckoo (or was it the S.Q.M.S.?) whilst 
on the run! 

SignaJman Scarll accompanied Lieutenant Schofield on the 
Devizes to Westminster canoe race and paddled extremely well. 
Unfortunately they were sunk by a speeding cabin crui er 
after 70 miles of sustained effort in bad weather. Signalman 
Scarll because of his prowess as a canoer has of course gone 
on posting to 200 Hovercraft Squadron R.C.T. 

For the month of May we have one Divisional exercise, 
communications for 'Ten Tors,' a sponsored walk comms 
coverage, a major gunnery exercise, annual U.E.I. and several 
one-week internal courses; a fairly quiet month! 

The WIRE- Now 50 Years a/ti 

Without it-
You' re not With it! 

THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1971 
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1971 
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4th. Division Signal 
Re iment B.F.P.O. 15 

hnnge of Co11un1111ding Officer 
PART from minor details like the Ea ter break and a 

CPX or two, the main thing about April was that we 
said farewell to our Commanding Officer and greeted a new one. 
Most of us who have more than a year or two's service have 
come to realise that commanding a Regiment is hard work; 
but surely there can be absolutely nothing so exhausting as 
handing one over. Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Stonham was 
dined-out of the Officers' Mess-<leparting at 01.00 hours in an 
armchair on the top of Signalman Jim Hurrell's 432 - then 
dined-out by the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess; then drunk-out 
(I_ hope that's the right word) by the Corporals' Mess (complete 
with fanfare trumpeters from our Carabinier friends down the 
road); not to mention a visit to the Oberburgermeister and a 
few arduous lunches at Corps H.Q. and Brigades. Finally, he 
was towed t? the gate in a :i;,and Rover on Monday, 3rd May, 
and _had vanou~ contraband items removed from his car by the 
Regimental Police under Sergeant Black, who had obviously 
had his suspicions for some time. 

After all that, at the risk of repeating ourselves we wish 
~onel Sto~ and his family every happiness-a'nd even a 
bit of a rest-ID the more rarefied air of the Ministry of 
Defence. 
. Surprisingly enoug~, the daparting C.O. seems to have found 

time ID between SOC13l occasions to explain how things work 
(or are supposed to) to his successor Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. 
Burrow~. At any rate, the l~ner is already displaying a dis
concertmgly clear understanding of who we are and what we 
ought to be doing-<lisconcerting anyway to those who like 
your correspondent, thought they could remain unnoticed for 
a few halcyon weeks. 

CR SIGNALS FAREWELL 
Lieutenant Colonel R. L. Stonham is towed to the Barrack Gate by a 

fully-integrated team (how many cap-badges?) 

Changt• of fl.S.lU.s, too 
Not content with changing Commanding Officers we are 

about to do the sa~e .with R.S.M.s. R.S.M. A. R. Hill has not 
yet left us, but he is m t.J:ie. process of handing-over to R.SM. 
M. G: E. Hall, wh~ has JO~ned u.s from 21st Signal Regiment. 
We wish ~.S.M. Hill an~ his farruly every good fortune in their 
next postmg to 37th Signal Regiment (V) in Bristol. R.S.M. 
Hall has, we underst~nd, alre~dy been pledged to keep us up 
to the mark on marchmg past in slow time, among other things. 

ExerelH••s 
We had .a Divisional H.Q. CPX to help while away the time 

It was enlivened by a visit from a party of M.P.s (NOT th~ 
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Fuzz· they are with us always, wearing those charming red
toppcd hats- but Members of Parliament). We understand 
they were favourably impressed, but we couldn't tell for certain 
a~ _both -.ye and they had to ~ear respirators for much of their 
v~s1t, which made conversauon and even recognition a little 
difficult. H?~evcr, as. far as I know no one made the mistake 
of s~angha1-mg one mto a vehicle crew and none of us got 
carried back to Parliament in their bus. ' 

Anyway, it was generally voted a good exercise M p 
' crash moves, Noddy-suits and all. ' · · ' 

In case anyone. should be getting over-confident (or just 
bec~use they fancied another few days in the country) the 
Brum Boys of 1 and 3 Squadrons, plus a few others plunged 
o~ to the woods again in the first few days of M~y. Can't 
think what they find to do out there. 

Sporting events 
We had a highly successful ~egimental athletics meeting on 

~th May. 1 Sq?Jio/On won the mter-Squadron points competi
!10~ yery convmcmgly and there were a number of promising 
mdividual performances as well. Space precludes the mention 
of more thar:i a co.uple, but Lance-Corporal Bernie Polden's 
1500 t;tetr~s m 4 mm?tes 8.4 seconds eastly broke the previous 
best ume m the Regiment, and Corporal Raymond Randle a 
new arrival from 227 Signal Squadron, cleared 10 feet in die 
pole vault. 
. .S.taff Troop won the tug-of-war for 3 Squadron after an 
llll,Ual check from the heavies of the L.A.D. Gunner Brian 
Milne, the Sta!f Troop team's trainer, is obviously a force to 
be reckoned with. 

'\Ve field~d two teams in the Divisional rugby seven-a-sides, 
which. ~cqwrted the!Dsel_ves hono.urably against some pretty stiff 
opposiuon and (which 1s more important) enjoyed themselves. 
We take off o~ hat~, as so often before, to 7th Signal Regi
ment as deservmg wmners. 

The Motor Sports Club 
We h.ave in the Reg~ent _a p~rticularly thriving motor sports 

club, with a t;tembersh1p which mcludes many welcome friends 
from o~ neighbours, 7th Signal Regiment. W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 
John Dnve~ (aptly named), the publicity member, reports: 

The Regimental Motor Sports Club is well into its third 
~e_as?n and goes from strength to strength. New members 
JOmmg the clu~ more than take care of the exit of old 
members on po~un~. In fact there are so many members joining 
from oth_er Umts m the area that it now tends to be more 
of a garnson club. 

The reason for its popularity is that the club genuinely 
cat~rs _for the family !Dotorist with the accent on tricky 
navigauon rather than high average speeds in the rallies pro
mo~ed .. Most of the events take place on Sunday afternoons 
which is another reason for their popularity. All the events 
count t?~ards the champion driver and navigator of the year 
compeuuon. 

Th!s year (as a ~ell established, !~ding B.A.O.R. club) the 
club IS also promoung more events to mterest the more experi
enced B.A.0.R. rallymen. A recent 150-mile event attracted 45 
entrants from all over Northern Germany. 

l}ie current club champion driver is Sergeant ' Smudge ' 
S!lllth of the Q.M. Tech. department. He was presented with 
bis trophy at a very successful club dinner night held at the 
end of last season. 

Personalities of the club are: Captain Lee Tilson who is the 
club chairman, W.0.2 Brian Sanders, R.E., club secretary. Two 
old . stal~arts who are members of long standing and still 
puttmg m a lot of hard work towards the success of the club 
are W.0.2 John Driver, publicity member and treasurer and 
Sergeant ' Geordie' Moore, competition secretary. ' 

ailing 
. As part of our general reluctance to allow anyone to stay still 
m the same spot for more than a few seconds we had two 
boat-loads of sailors. on the Baltic lately. Seco'nd-Lieutenant 
T1;Jll Bushell, a qualified second mate (among the various odd 
th~.gs we call hin; from time to time) took the first lot, com
pnsrng Second-Li.eutenant Allan Griffiths Lance-Corporal 
Terry L~w and Sign~en Jim Woolley and john Janson. They 
all survived, and qualified as trained hands (!:ance-Corporal 
Low as a second mate). Sei:ond-Lieutenant Griffiths stayed on 
for a second co1:1rse to qualify as a second mate, accompanied 
by Sergeant Bill Fleet, Lance-Corporal Mick Tasker and 
Sig~man A!an Clarke, who also qualified as hands. Our next 
plot is to tratn some more dinghy-sailors on the Mohne See. 
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FAREWELL AND A BUMPER MUG-FUL 
Left to right: W.0.2 (F. of S.) Falconer, W.0. 1 (R.S.M.) M. E. Wilson, 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Birtwhistle, O .B.E., Sergeant R. Clarence, 

Sergeant G. Maple, W.O. 2 Cockcroft 

7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

J•e1onrt11re of a 1•01111lar ( 'ou1111anding Officer rrHE main event of the month was the departure of 
Lieutenant-Colonel Archie Birtwistle. Colonel Archie has 

been in the Regiment more than four years. He brought the 
Bruin Squadron from the School of Signals in 1967, from the 
Squadron he moved into the Second-in-Command's chair and 
for the past two years he has been our Commanding Officer. 

Colonel Birtwistle was given a send-off which was fitting to 
both the occasion and the length of time he had been in the 
Regiment. H e was dined out by the Warrant Officers' and 
Sergeants' Mess when R.S.M. M. E. Wilson and 120 Mess 
members sat down to dinner. The climax of the evening was 
tl1e presentation to the Colonel of a bronze statuette of ' Bruin.' 
A week later the Officers' Mess held their farewell dinner and 
once again the Colonel was carried and dragged from the Regi
ment in ceremonial style. 

On the Colonel's last day in the Regiment, 27th April, we 
held a Regimental parade to pay our respects to our departing 
Commanding Officer. More than 700 officers and men were 
on parade accompanied by the Band of the 3rd Carabiniers. 
The parade took the usual form of general salute, inspection, 
a talk by the Commanding Officer, prayers and the Corps 
Collect by the Padre, march past in line, advance in review 
order and march off. During the parade L.S. & G.C. medal 
were presented by the Commanding Officer to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
M. E. Wilson, W.0.2 R. Cockcroft, (F. of S.) A. Falconer, 
Sergeant R. Clarence and Sergeant G. Maple. The parade in
cluded a mounted drive past by 6 Squadron in their FV 432s 
and FV 439s. They drove past in line abreast and looked really 
impressive. 

After the parade there was a rush to the Sergeants' Mes 
for drinks-guess who was paying? Some 30 minutes later 
Colonel Birtwistle was taken from the Mess and put aboard 
Bruin Mark LOO-a huge model of a bear which had been 
made under the eagle eye of our A.S.M., W.0.1 R. Atherton, 
and piloted slowly to the gate along a route lined by cheering 
soldiers. The Band of the 3rd Carabinicrs led the proces ion 
playing ' Auld Lang Syne ' and the Corps March. 

We would like to thank Colonel Archie and his wife 
for all the hard work they put into the Regiment during their 
long stay here. 

We extend a warm welcome to our new Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King, and his wife. We hope they 
have a happy and successful tour with us. 
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8th Signal Regiment, 

Catterick Camp 

S.0.-in-C.'s visit 

W ITH the F.F.R. Inspection satisfactorily behind u , the 
Easter break gave us an opportunity to catch up with 

ourselves. On 22nd April we were visited by the S.0.-in-C. who 
included during his tour a visit to the new Trade Training 
School. We hope the S.0.-in-C. was impressed with all he saw 
going on. The S.0.-in-C. also saw the R.S.D.T. press show 
which included the presentation of white helmets to the new 
members of the team. 

Sport - goU 
April is always the month when goll comes into its own. 

On 23rd April we had our Regimental meeting. The weather 
was most unkind and it poured all day; nevertheless this did 
not affect an excellent turn-out and when the figures were 
finally deciphered at the end of the day Mr. Ted Pulleyn turned 
out as a handsome winner of the Hellier Cup. On 29th April 
we had the Northumbrian District Spring Meeting and once 
again the weather was not kind. Captain Don Reed won the 
individual scratch cup, the 'A' team won the Inter-Unit 
Scratch Competition (the Curragh Cup) and the 'B' team won 
the Inter-Unit Handicap Competition (the McEwen Younger 
Cup). We are now looking forward to the Northern Command 
Meeting and the first round of the Army Cup which we have 
entered for the first time. 

Canoeing n tee 
Canoeing is the one sport in 8th Signal Regiment which is 

proving too popular. The Regiment has an established Adven
ture Training Canoeing Section and has recently branched 
further out into the competitive field. This is very popular but 
until more equipment is available potential canoeists have to be 
turned away. Canoeinf; around Catterick is good. The River 
Swale is an ideal trainmg ground. When the Swale is in spate, 
novices can paddle 14 miles downstream in 1t hours. The Tele
mark Canoe Club (8th Signal Regiment) has had some recent 
competition success. Signalman Allan Moran on an E.D. Up
grading Course was placed 4th in the slalom boat class of the 
national ranking Tees white water race. In the Swale white 
water race, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Mike Brett of 1 Squadron 
was placed 1st overall and Corporal Chris Fielding of 'M ' 
Troop was placed 2nd in the Slalom boat class. 

The eventual aim is to provide a training and coadllng 
back-up to the Royal Signals Canoe Club, enabling a student 
at 8th Signal Regiment to obtain training in any branch of 
canoeing. Already adventure training and white water facilities 
are available, Eskimo rolling has been taught at the Army 
Apprentice College at Harrogate and a mould is nearly ready 
to produce the first racing kayak. Canadian techniques are also 
proving popular, particularly with C.S.M.I. Norman Springhall. 

Introducing I qundren 
The Squadron of the Regiment, in the humble op!Dlon of 

the Admin. Officer, it consists of a small S.H.Q. and a fairly 
large instrnctional staff both military and civilian. Command of 
the Squadron is in the bands of Major Peter White who, 
between buying a house, laying on the Brigade Recruiting 
Display and dispensing justice with an imp~tial air, still fin_ds 
time to attend to the creature comforts of his students. Admin. 
Officer Captain Ken Hadfield is like all Admin. Officers: his 
problems are fire, tug-of-war, wives and anything the students 
care to name. 

The only Troop Officer at the moment for close on 300 men is 
Doug Pawlow, horseman of note, and a fitness fanatic. Who is 
S.SM. of this outfit you Ill!lY a k? Who else but that cheerful 
man manager Roy Aldous - football enthusiast, fanatical 
Squadron supporter, he still bas never been seen giving 
cigarettes away; doesn't believe in it he says. 

We deal entirely with technicians (wouldn't accept anything 
less, I assure you) from basics, young tender and red-faced to 
the real old soldiers. Upgraders, I could write for hours in 
reverent silence, at the service, rough postings and general 
experience of these 22-year-olds. They grip anyone who is 
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foolish enough to li ten. All technicians know that funny place 
on Whioncy Hill, which Captain Don Reed control , and it is 
nor true that betiind that fence there is a nine-hole goli course. 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Steeples, in between running to Bahrein and 
other luscious spots (only when he is out of duty-free 'fags,' I 
might add), runs T .E. Group under the able hands of Captain 
Mike Johnson. 

Our J.P., Ken Williams, is the electronics king, and in 
laboratory group where th· Technicians and E.D.s spend a lot 
of time making tools and (parts for cars) in the metal workshop, 
I·eter Dawson rules with a rod of iron. 

Civilian staff never seem to hit Regimental notes, but I have 
one who is known to all basics and upgraders over the last 
three years, our chief clerk Jim Baxter. Jim runs the office, has 
never turned anyone away and he is chockful of useful regula
tions and sage advice and is a Godsend to a ' young ' aspiring 
Admin. Officer. Jim, we who can't do without you, salute you! 

Ar.rvals and departures 
We said farewell to Major Brian Weston who left us on 

posting to the German Staff College. Why do these non-smokers 
and drinkers go to B.A.0.R.? Welcome Major Peter Wtite, 
we're glad to have you with us. 

Captain Brian O'Connor has gone back to school for two 
years. He has been relieved in T.E. ~oup by Captain Mike 
Johnson who at last is stationed in Umted Kingdom. 

TeehnJcal training 

Our main task training is seldom mentioned in these columns 
chiefly because it is difficult to highlight any particular aspect 
of such a well-established organisation. Below, however, is an 
interesting example of a routine part of our system. All II to I 
upgrading technician courses spend time in electronic workshops 
on project work. Money and time are limited and hence the 
amount of ' original design ' is limited, the emphasis being on 
consuuction and modifications. 

Tech. T.E. 1/46 came through workshops at the height of 
decimalisation fever. One student, Corporal Burgess, decided 
that he would like to build an elecrronic £sd to decimal con
verter. After searching many popular publications he found a 
circuit diagram which he could use as basis for his work. The 
workshop instructor Mr. U . Smith considered the project to be 
a good exercise in semi-conductor diode logic and so Corporal 
Burgess started work. By the end of the workshop sessions 
Corporal Burgess had a working circuit which resembled in 
some ways a disused bird's nest but he had learned quite a lot 
during its construction. By continuing his work in the Regi
mental hobbies room in the evenings, Corporal Burgess pro
duced a good-looking finished article. 

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53 
\Var.rant Omcers' and Sergeants' :'tie s Dhuaer 

Night 

ON Saturday, 24th April, the guest of honour at the dinner 
night was our departing R.S .M., W.0.1 Bill Smith. 

This excellent evening commenced with the fanfare 
trumpeters of the Corps Band greeting the RS.M. as he entered 
the Mess, a moment he will remember for many a year. The 
P.M.C. W.0.2 Mick Back and W.0.2 Fred Prendergast 
(A.C.C.) with their respective staffs produced an excellent, well
served meal and the wine waiters ensured that glasses remained 
charged throughout. 

Following the loyal toast, W.0.1 Fred Searle presented the 
R.S. 1\- . with a canteen of cutlery, on behalf of the members. In 
his reply R.S.M. Smith thanked the members for their support 
during !us tour. Without further ado W.0.2 Vic Prees (261 
Signal Squadron) was on his feet and after a short speech 
presented the R.S.M. with a Squadron plaque. He was followed 
by ~.O. Gordon West (R.A.F.), W.0.1 Mike Whittaker 
(Intelligence Corps) and Mr. Bob Greenstreet (Civilian Wing). 

At the conclusion of the dinner the ladies arrived and the 
dancing commenced to music by members of the Corps Band. 
Further presents received by the RS.M. during the course of 
the everung included 'bowler and brolley' by 'Nobby' Clark 
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(D.o.E.) and a very large battle ensign by C.P.0. Joe Harbin
son (RN.). It was a grand night and no doubt our capable 
treasurer was on the ball and billed those who had breakfast in 
the Mess. 

Having been wined and dined departure time looms up for 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Bill Smith and his wife Jean. Thank you both 
for all you have done within the Regiment and our very best 
wishe for the future. 

25 years-anti it tlon 't seem a tlay ! 

Dinner - 1956 
Sergeant A. G. Riddell and Sergeant W. P. Smith (as they then 
were) on the occasion of their first Regimental Dinner held in the 

Sergeants' Mess, Birgelen in 1956, and ... 

Dinner - 1971 
W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) W . P. Smith and W.0. 1 A. G. Riddell on the 
occasion of the R.S.M.s Dining-out Night at 9th Regiment-a span 

of 25 years 
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1•r••1;e11t.ntion o( L.S. and G.C. Medal 
Major-General P. F. Pentrcath, M.B.E., the .Signal Officer

in-Chief, presented Staff Sergeant R. Cosse~ w1~ th.e. L.S. & 
G.C. Medal on Wednesday, 31st March, duung his vmt to the 
Regiment. . · th R al 

Staff Sergeant . Raymond Cosser e~lt~tcd mto, e . oy. 
Signals as a boy m January, 1949. He 101ned .mans ervici: m 
March 1950 an<l trained as an operator wJielcss and _line. 
On co~pleti~l_l of traini~g he was posted to 22? operational 
conversion umt Royal Air Force. After a year with the Royal 
Air Force Staff Sergeant. Cosser was IX?Sted to . Korea and 
served with 14th Field Regiment Royal Artillery uruts and other 
~nits for five years after leaving Korea in March, 1953, and 
served in U .K. and Cyprus. In 1958 he was ~o~t~d to. Sm 
Division Signal Regiment, later to become 1st . :qivIS~on Signal 
Regiment, as M.T. Sergeant and weapon trammg mstructor. 
He returned to U.K. in January, 1964, a~d was posted to the 
' chool of Signals as a military training mstructor .. ~en the 
. chool moved to Blandford Staff Sergeant Cosser 101~ed 11th 
Signal Regiment as a recruit troop sergeant. In April, 1969, 
he "'as posted to 9th Signal Regiment where he now serves as 
regimental accommodation stores Staff Sergeant. 

'"h11t of Hoyal Signals Cor1•s Band 
The Royal Sig~a~s Corps Ban.d were in Cyprus from 15th to 

28th April and VlSlted the ~egimi:nt fro~. 23rd to 25th April 
demon ·trating not only their musical ability but also showed 
us they had a sense of humour. 

The first evening, a pla~ng of r~l!eat was held on the 
Regunental hockey pitch. This had. ongmally .been plann~d. for 
the soccer pitch, but after days _of wmd ~ram, we had visions 
of the Band sinking up to theJI necks m. mud. In an hour the 
venue was switched but chants were b~mg sung ~o keep the 
rain away (the R .A.F. had told us previously that it was most 
unlikely to be fine that day). For once they were proved wrong 
and the retreat was accompanied by near perfect weather. 

On Saturday the 24th the Band split into two, one half 
playing at the Officers' Mess ladies' night and the dance band 
section played at the Sergeants' Mess for W.0.1 (R..S.M.) W. 
P. Smith's dining out. From all accounts, both eve;1110gs were 
very much of a success, no doubt due to the enthusiasm of the 
Band. th 

A band concert was held on the Sunday afternoon on e 
soccer pitch and it was here that the ~and p~ov~d. that most 
of its members could do as well earmng their livmg on the 

stage. · bl · · 
We would like to thank the band for. a most ~nioya e VlSlt 

and we look forward to seeing them agam some urne next year. 

D.U.t;. Forces ehuJJce . 
A capacity crowd in the Harewood Club 01_1 22nd Apnl 

witnessed an exciting contest in whic:h the ~egunentaJ .team,} 
consisting of W.0.2 R. Smith (captain), ChieTf TMeclmih c1anb t 
Punt, Corporal J. Manwaring and Corporal • ac on e~ 
the resident B.B.C. team of Nan Wmton, Ted Moult and Neil 
Durdon-Smith by a convincing 77 to 65. 

The B.B.C. team were well o~ form and 8;lthough they were 
beaten they gained ground durmg the spelling an~ true/fals~ . 
rounds. Before the programJ?e was reco~ded warm-u~, 
oliloquies by the producer Patnck Tuke Hasting~ and th~ qwz 

master Alwi Williams, provided the invited audience with an 
extremely entertaining evening. . 

If you are in U.K. during August you can tune m to the 
programme on Radio 4 at 12.25 hours on the 14th, or the 
following Friday at 18.15 hours. 

ll•n·al Signall!i Skill ut ArU1s i'feeting 
On Tuesday, 16th March, 1, . 2 and 3 Squadrons of 9th 

Signal Regiment, 259 and 262 Signal Squadrons gathere~ to
gether on the .J?hekelia Ranges for the Inter-Squadron Skill at 
Arms Compeuuon. . . . . 

It was hardly a day for a shooting compett~on1 ram buckeung 
down drenching everything and everyone withm range! How
ever 'it soon became obvious that no matter the weather, 9th 
Sig~al Regiment would win thr~ugh and som~ very successful 
results were gained. Congratulations go t.O. Ma1or B. L. Belton 
for winning the individua! S.L.R. ~o~peuuon1 Wdi.~d.2 ?L· 'ii~
Hope and Sergeant R. Mills for WlDDlng the m v1 ua · · · 
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GOOD SHOOTING 
Major B. L. Belton receiving the NEARELF Individual Rifle Champion
ship Cup from the G.O.C. Major-General M. W . Holme, C.B.E., M.C. 

competition, and once again to ~.0.2 G. W. E. Hope and 
Sergeant R. Mills, successfully aided. b¥ Staff Sergeant B. 
Pettifer and Corporal S. Watson, for wmrung the team L.M.G. 
competition. We also had another winner in Lance;-Corporal 
Watson of 2 Squadron who was voted best young soldier S.L.R. 
class. 

The overall champion Squadron was 1 Squadron 9th Signal 
Regiment who go onto the NEARELF Shoot. Well done and 
good shooting. 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Pass-off 1mrades 

A GOOD start was made to the month by the P~ss.-<>ff 
Parade on Friday, 2nd April, of No .. 5 Troop, split rnto 

two sections called Anmeirn and Blenheim. The salute was 
taken by Group Captain G. E. S. Bumstea~ R.A.F., C.0. of 
the Royal Air Force Regiment Depot, ~ttenc~. The Band of 
the R A F Regiment provided the music. Durmg the General 
Salut~ tli~re was a fly past of a flight of J~t Prov~t from 
R A.F Leeming Tue best recruit of Arnhe1m secUOJ? was 
Si.gnahnan Stephen Croater, a poten~l Drive~ Royal Signals, 
and the best recruit of Blenheim secuon was S.1g_nalman W~ter 
Kerr who is to be trained as a Si~nals Tec~oan. The prizes 
for the best shots were won by Signalman Pilcher and Signal
man Helliwell respectively. 

No. 3 and 8 Troop passed--0ff on Friday, 16th Apr:il. The 
salute was taken by Lieutenant;-~lonel G. A. W .. Hie~, 
Commanding Officer Trade Tramrng School, 8th Signal Regi
ment. The best recruits were Si~nalman P~u1 Hatcham (8 
Troop) who is going forward to tram as a Rad~o Opc:rator, and 
Signalman Godfrey Burris (3 Troop), a potentlal Driver Royal 
Signals. 

On Friday, 30th April, No. 1 and ~ Troop were in pecte? 
by Brigadier A. D. Brindley, M.B.E., DJiector of T~lecorru;nun1-
cations, Mini~try of Defence. Being the last day m. April the 
weather honoured us with a shower for the duratto~ of the 
parade. The best recruit of No. 1 Troop was S1~ 
Terance Scottney, and of No. 7 Troop Signalman Michael 
Newell. 

In all some 174 recruits have passed out from basic training 
during April. 
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Best Recruit, I Troop 
Signalman Terence Scottney 

Best Recruit, 3 Troop 
Signalman Godfrey Bu r r is 

Best Recru it , 7 Troop 
Signalman Michael Newell 

nugby 

Best Recruit 

8 Troop 
Signalman 

Paul Hatchman 

At the end of the season, when the players are at their 
~nest(!) ~e a.lways have the Regimental seven-a-side competi
t10n, which is closely followed by the Northern Command 
Sevens. 

The Reg~t:ncal evens were held on 21st April. The standard 
of rugby vaned greatly but nevertheless there were some fine 
performances. The final was played between 1 Squadron Cadre 
(~e holders) .and I Wing. It was a very hard fight, the only 
thing to be given away was the cup which 1 Squadron Cadre 
have loto.,ed to I Wing for a year. The final score was 9-3. 
~ week later, still suffering from bruises, aches and various 

pams, we had the; Northern Command Sevens. We entered two 
teams both of which unf9rtunately lost their first round matches. 
q<>ntra!'y to, hopes we still had to play on in the plate competi
tion. The B ' team played one more match which meant 
an ~arly s~ow,er, as after a brave effort they lost to 8th Signal 
Regunent C . team. Th7 star-studded ' A ' team played some 
hard games with fi~e w1_n~ over the Q.D.G. and 7 Company 
R..A.M.C; (Corporal Stevie Stephenson retired hurt, Lieutenant 
N1ge~ Fairley two black eyes, Corporal Mick Rattray bent nose) 
and m the end they reached the final. 

The: final wa~ a h8fd-~ought 'battle ' against our old rivals 
8th Signal Reg!ffie~t A team. Both teams played very well 
~ut i°ur determination and the C.O.'s orders won the day! The 

na score was 10-6. All the points were scored by Signalman 
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A HARD BATTLE' BUT THEY WON 
I Ith Regiment's 7-a-side Rugby Team who won the plate competition 

in the Northern Command Sevens 

' ~ps ' Chipperfield who made two very good runs to score 
twice under the posts; he then converted both tries 

T'Yo days after the victory the Colonel summon~ the team 
to ~s office, wh~re he congratulated them on behalf of the 
Regune'?-t for their efforts and awarded each member of the 
team with a trophy as a memento of the victory. 

.Well P!ayed Captains Brian Swift and Mike Field, Lieutenants 
Nigel Fairley and Graham Gordon, Sergeant 'Sandy' Sanderson 
Corporals -¥ick Rattray and ' Stevie ' Stephenson and last but 
not least Signalman ' Chips ' Chipperfield. 

Squash 
Last mont~ you may have read that the two Regimental 

teams were ~ymg first and second in the District Squash League. 
On compleaon of the League the ' A' team came first playing 
seven matc~es and winning all of them. The ' B ' te~m came 
second bavmg played seven matches, winning five of them. An 
extremely good effort by the Regimental squash players. 

Terutl 

This year the Regiment should have a strong team. The 
season ~~s been opened by holding a Regimental singles/doubles 
co~p~anon. Some rounds have been played off, but the 
ma1on~ of players have been frightened off the courts by the 
Cattenck weather. 
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Cadre training 
Ex-members of the Cadre will remember that twice a year 

the Regimental Cadre moves to Warcop training area for a 
weekend of field training. Our first visit this year was on 
24th/25th April and our resilience to outdoor military training 
was soon well tested. After a fortnight of near drought condi
tion~ we experienced torrential rain which caused flooding in 
the Catterick area and gale force winds. Shooting the various 
infantry weapons was a hazardous experience, and our new 
Assistant Adjutant, Second-Lieutenant Rebecca Lawrence, 
W.R.A.C., put one or two old stagers to shame with her 
accuracy in firing weapons that she had never seen before. 
Major John Alexander added a touch of battlefield realism to 
the activities with bis gripping war (and other) stories, and 
somehow morale remained remarkably high! The spirits of 
everyone were just as high on the Sunday morning at the 
Church Service where the volume of singing was so great it 
drowned the Padre's tape recorded accompaniment. He is now 
thinking of persuading various members of the Regiment to 
volunteer in joining the ranks of the choir in the Garrison 
Church! 

The mo~t exhausting part of the weekend was a patrol 
competition across, round, up and down the training area to 
various objectives. At these check objectives patrols had to 
carry out military tasks in specified times and then move on. 
Sergeant Roger Parsons of the Regimental Orderly Room led 
his team valiantly round the course (as becomes a rotund 
Legal Sergeant!) and apparently he completed the course not 
only in the fastest time but also scored the highest number of 
points at the objective . Unfortunately he managed to lose 
his score sheet after the last check point and the team, led by 
Lieutenant Ian Cross, was declared the winner. 

F a rew ell 
We say farewell to Sergeant Ted Butterworth who was posted 

to SHAPE B.A.E. Best of luck in your new job! 

Birth s 
Congratulations to Seni:eant and Mrs. Jim Lindsay on the 

birth of their son, Nigel Stuart, on 22nd March. 

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 40 
R e gimental Weekend 

As these notes are written, life is relatively peaceful. 
Throughout the Regiment, however, thought and effort 

are increasingly being centred on our Regimental Weekend. 
The man behind the scenes is Major Tom Swan, who has 
the task of co-ordinating three days of social activity. The 
Weekend begins with a fete, and includes a 'beer fest,' six-a
side hockey, a trip to the Dutch bulb fields, a motor gym
khana, and other items. The last event will be the Regi
mental athletics meeting, and we hope that the competitors 
will have survived the preceding two days! The fete is to be 
opened by Mr. Derek Nimmo (' Oh Brother!') and he is also 
going to open our newly-comoleted swimming pool. 'Newly
completed ' will be true on 30th May; at the moment, a great 
deal remains to be done. We are working hard and keepinJ!' our 
fingers crossed! (May we say 'thank-you' to the many Regi-. 
ment who have helped us to obtain a pool by purchasing 
raffle tickets). 

VIP visit 
On 29th April, the Regiment welcomed Air Vice Marshal 

l. R. Campbell, C.B.E., A.F.C., and Colonel A. T. Scott, 
O.~.E., from the Mini•try of Defence. Our distinguished 
visitors went round the Regiment at great speed, and we hope 
they left suitably impressed. 

ODE TO t WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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.Judo 
During the month we were fortunate enough to ee a 

most competent display of judo in our gyrnna ium. The even
ing began with a judo demonstration by a Dutch National 
Military Team, in which the conventions and basic tcdmiques 
of the sport were explained. The team then took on the L im
burg Bud-0-Bond Team, and after many exciting bouts, the 
Limburg Team just won. Nearly all the 1udokos were ' black
belts,' and we believe it will be a long time before we sec 
such skill in our gymnasium again! 

Hockey 
The Re~ental team finished third in the Rhine Area 

League, with the following record; Played 20 (including one 
walkover), won 13, drawn 4, lost 2, goals for 64, goals against 
12. This is easily the best result achieved by the Regiment for 
some time, and as most players will be here next season, 
we hope to improve on this record. The Regimental Six-a
Side 'A' team also finished third in the Rhine Area Six-a
Side Competition, and have qualified for the B.A.O.R. Sixes, 
whidi take place in May. 

Four Regimental players were selected for the Royal Signals 
B.A.0 .R. Trials, and all four, Major Dickie Nice, W.0.1 
Emie Cooper, Corporal ' Lucey ' Luckett, and Signalman 
Dave Hooper, plaved for Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) against 
Royal Armoured Corps (B.A.O.R). Royal Signals won 5-1. 
These players are also included in the list from which the 
Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) side will be selected to play in the 
Inter-Corps Tournament at Rheindahlen from 14th to _16th 
May. In addition to these four players, special mention must 
be made of our non-Royal Signals players-Corporal Fred 
Irvine, Corporal Dave Barrow (both Intelligence Corps), Major 
Chris Ahl (R.A.P.C.), and Captain Neil Turfitt (R.A.M.C.), 
all of whom have given sterling service to the Regimental side. 

Sergeants' ~less-where are you now? 
Visitors to our Mess take a lot of interest in ess photo

graphs of the past. The oldest picture dates back to 1956, 
when the Regiment was then No. 1 Wireless Regiment. Th.e 
question is always posed: "By jove, I wonder where he is 
now?" So we thought we would try to find out. Unfortunately, 
initials are not given on the photograph, but the names are: 

Sergeants McKinnon, Booth, Walker, Heyes, Riddell, 
Dawkins, Moseley, Coulthard, Richards, Lamb, Smith, Delt, 
Gegg, Patterson, Elliott, Carlile, Wilby, Dubois, Bayman, 
S.Q.M.S.s Hudson, Tittin, Newton, Staff Sergeant Kilby, 
S.S.I. Orwin, Staff Sergeant Gale, S.Q.M.Ss Howell, Garland, 
Macadam, Sergeants Eouzan, Greenwood, W.0.2s Barnard, 
Longstaff, Cunningham. Willoughby, Robertshaw, R.S.M. 
Barnes, W.0.1 Ferguson. R.Q.M.S. Buddery, W.0.2s Boston, 
Ford, Francis, S.Q.M.S. Stanley. 

In the next issue we hope to be able to say where you all 
are so if you do not mind disclosing your whereabout, or 
that of others, drop us a line, or better still, call in and see us. 

We welcome our new arrivals, W.0.2 F. Laverick and 
W.0.2 D. M. Easton (T ntelligence Corps), and wish goo? 
fortune to W.0.2 A. Smith on his deparrure from the Regi-
ment. 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY Al SIGNALS ST ABLE BEL TS 
Home -79p each plus Sp post 
Abroad-70p each plus Sp post 

Wall Shields 7" x 6" Royal Signals 
Pace Sticks .. . . .. .. . 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 

£1.50 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifiers in 
full scale production 
a~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can beusedwithanyman
packtoform a 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station 

. All solid state, they oper~te 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

Aft~r all this we still haven't 
!11ent1oned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

. cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

o! short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 
. One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
. been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
prod~?tion behind this product. 
And 1t s available now. 

IREDIFOND 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18 . 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 

• • ,,,. 
A Member Company of the Redlffuslon OrganlaaUon 
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( PhOto Courte311 BeTTowa Newapapera) 

HE WON THE SUPPORT AND AFFECTION OF ALL 
R.S.M. (now Lieutenant) D. H. M. Rumsey being dined out in mess at Worcester 

W.0 .1 (F. of S.) J. H. Lawrence, Staff-Sergeant R. F. Dixon, W .0.2 (S.S.M.) R. C. Bishop, W.0.1 Rumsey, W .0.2 A. S. Walton, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
J. K. Roberts, B.E.M., W.0.2 (S.S.M.) W. C. Yates 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

t The R.S.lU. is dead-lonJ( live the R.S .. H.' 

W ELL . . . when be stood down from the appointment 
W.0.1 D. H. M. Rumsey was not exactly dead; how

ever, if there is any truth in numerous stories and reports of 
his activities prior to leaving the Regiment on commissioning, 
he must have felt very near to death-but this is allowing the 
story to get ahead of itself, so let us start at the beginning. 

In 1970 the Regimental Sergeant Major of 14th Signal 
Regiment, W.0.1 Rumsey, was to nobody's surprise (except, 
he claimed, his own) elected for appointment to a commission 
in 1971. All too fast time sped by and with apparently little 
warning at all it was time for the R.S.M. to stand down, hand 
over and leave the Regiment to start a new phase of his 
military career. 

llelng ' seen off the premises ' 
Now a Regiment does not let its R.S.M. go all that easily 

-particularly if he bas been a good one and more particularly 
if he and his wife have, through their own personal efforts far 
in excess of the accepted standards of duty, won the support 
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and affection of all members of the unit. Thus it was that Mr. 
Rumsey and his charming wife Pamela were ' seen off the 
premises ' in the manner reported in the following paragraphs. 

After being bade farewell by almost every section of the 
Regiment the time came for the Rumseys to take their leave 
of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. So active and 
popular a ' member ' has Mrs. Rumsey been that the Mess laid 
on a special social evening in her honour and showed their 
thoughts by presenting her with a superb coffee table appro
priately ingrained with a 'Jimmy' on the top. A couple of nights 
later the Mess dined out Mr. Rumsey. The evening was both 
hilarious and hectic starting off with a lot of leg-pulling about 
the 20-odd pounds the Commissionin~ Medical Board decreed 
that D.H.M.R. must shed before bemg allowed through the 
narrower portals of an Officers' Ness. So to support the 
R.A.M.C. Mr. Rumsey was given an orange for dmner and 
solemnly presented with a corset to prevent further slippage. 
However, as the meal progressed hearts . oftened and the 
R.S.M. was allowed a whopping great steak complete with a 
set of steak knives which he wa allowed to take home as a 
present from the Mess. 

A couple of night lot r • • • 
A couple of nights later Lieutenant Rumsey was dined into 

tile Corps as an officer when he was the principal gue t at a 
dinner in the Officers' Mess. Even on this occasion the members 
of the Sergeants' Mess were reluctant to let him go and duly 
escorted him on a mobile throne (patent held by Elsao) to the 
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Officers' Me doorstep where amongst mutterings of " traitor " 
he wa handed over to the 'other' Mess. After dinner Mr. 
Rwnsey wa pre ented with a pair of ilver candlesticks from 
the Officer a a memento to record botti his excellent work 
with this Regiment and his commis ionh g. 

o it wa that the Rum eys left us. They really will be 
mi sed and every happiness i wished to them both for the 
future. Thanks to Mrs. Rumsey for all her many efforts in the 
Regiment, in particular with the wives' club, the bridge club 
and all the other day-to-day tasks she did so well. To Mr. 
Rum ey, our thanks for being just what you were--a really first
rate R.S.M. 

Lieutenant Rumsey has been po ted to 10th ignal Regiment 
and quietly but suddenly AGll(O) have got into the act. For 
in their wi dom they have po ted the Second-in-Command 
Major R. Trelawny, to 10th Regiment in September of this 
year, again as Second-in-Command. Presumably part of the 
reasoning being that someone has to keep an eye on this 
newly commis ioned young subaltern! 

' Long live the R.S.M.' indeed and a very warm welcome 
to W.0.1 and Mrs. J. K. Roberts who have joined us from 
Herford. We are delighted to have them with us and look for
ward to a happy couple of years with Mr. Roberts at the helm 
of so many unit activities. 

18th Signal Regiment 
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

The British Army Fun Fair 1971 

THE British Army Fun Fair, held in aid of the L.E.P. 
Benevolent Fund, got off to a bang in more ways than 

one. The opening ceremony, performed by Mrs. Howard
Dobson, wife of Major-General Howard-Dobson, Chief of Staff 
Far East Command, ended with a scheduled ' big bang ' when 
som~ P.E; was detonated on the.hillside overlooking 18th Signal 
Regunent s Dover Road stadium. Second-Lieutenant Bob 
Hussey who had imported some ponies for pony rides was not 
altogether enamoured with the idea. The Fun Fair was a great 
succes~, due in no little measure to the boundless energy and 
enthus~asm, of our. ~.R.I., Major Dick Turpin, who was the 
Committees orgamsmg secretary. The Fun Fair was a good 
example of Inter-Arm co-operation, as all units that have 
employ~d L.E.P.s in Singapore and Malaysia took part, and 
the weird and wonderful combinations of stands that were 
even!=11311Y constructed were a pleasure to see. The engineers 
provided a crane for a competition to 'Place the Bomb ' on a 
cor~ect spot, a task that was not as easy as it first appeared, 
whilst 1 Squa~on ran many other stalls, including a miniature 
race era.ck which proved to be very popular with the children. 
The Wives' Club were also in evidence, running the lucky dip 
stall under the capable supervision of the Conunandiog Officer's 

A GREAT SUCCESS 
The Army Fun Fair sponsored by 18th Regiment attracted a large and 

enthusiastic crowd 
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wife, Mrs. Janet Hild, and at one tage if it had not been 
for the ass1~tance of Second-Lieutenant ' Blondie ' Crampton 
he would surely have been overrun. 

The climax of the whole event was a beating of retreat 
ceremony performed by the massed bands, pipes and drum~ 
of the Brigade of Gurkhas and an excellent display of precision 
drill by the Guard of Honour provided by the Singapore Guard 
Regiment. After the Last Post, the whole stadium was plunged 
into darknes , and the arena echoed to the strains of a lament 
played by a piper located on the far hillside overlooking the 
stadium. A most moving ceremony, and one which was appreci
ated by all nationalities present. The Fun Fair was in all a 
mo t fitting finale to the many years of co-operation between 
the Briti h Army and the local population, and everyone left 
the field feeling more than just a trace of nostalgia. The financial 
re ponse was excellent and over $12 000.00 (£1,340) was raised 
for the Fund. 

Filnt 1•r.-.11iere - f,.E.,J•. Renevo,leut F 11ud 

On 15th March a further $950.00 was raised for the Fund by 
a Gala Film Premiere. The film, ' Patton-Lust for Glory,' wa~ 
shown 0 t'fle S:K.C. Kent Cinema and was very well supported. 
Many d1stmgu1shed guests were present, and the occasion was 
coloured by a Regimental Guard representing all the Locally 
Employed Personnel in Singapore. 

Aflde•ies 

Few Regiments in the British Army are lucky enough to be 
' landlords ' of such an excellent sports complex as that found 
at Dover Road. GQod use is made of the facilities and this 
year's Regimental Athletics meeting was a notable event for 
participants and spectator . 249 Signal Squadron had a final 
moment of glory before disbandment when they won the Ioter
Squadron . Trophy. A 1 Squadron supporter, despondent at his 
tea'n commg last, was heard to say: "At least we won the ladies' 
race (Lieutenant Heather Cary) and took first four places in the 
old soldier r'3ce " (Captain Geoff Oakley, Captain Robin Laing 
W.0.I John Howie and Major Charles Bushell). ' 

Skill-a•-Arms 

. A real surprise at Nee Soon range when 1 Squadron, con
. idered the co.m~lete underdog, won the Regimental meeting 
m a most conVlocmg manner. All the match team and individual 
prizes were carried off in triumph. H.Q. Squadron were overall 
econd and winner of the falling plate. The champion shot was 

Sergeant Maarof Bin Sall, and much of the credit for the 1 
Squadron victory must go to the team coach Staff Sergeant Bill 
Naismith. 

Tiu• f,auc•• Compet.ition 

After their victory on the range, 1 Squadron were certain to 
win the Regiment's Final Lance Competition. The lance is 
awarded every six months to the Champion Squadron. Events 
to count over this period were Inter-Squadron football cricket 
swimming, athletics, shooting and an assault course con{petition '. 
The overall final placings were: 

1st, 1 Squadron, 16 points; 2nd, 249 Squadron, 15 points· 
3rd, H .Q. Squadron, 11 points. 

\\'t~lbef'k entries 

Terry J~nior~ son of. Major Terry <;:anbam, and Stephen, 
son of Ma1or Dick Turpin, have both gained places in Welbeck 
College for September 1971. To give them an insight into the 
work of the: Corps they spent an ~fternoon with !tie Regiment. 
After a briefing by the C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Hild, they 
were escorted round departments of 1 Squadron by Lieutenant 
John Hayes (an old Welbexian). The highlight of the visit 
was a!l excellent demoostr.ation of cable and jointing techniques 
orgarused by Sergeant Bill McLaren (see photo on opposite 
page). 

Golf 
. The Australian Signals Cup bas been a feature of the Royal 

Signals FAFRLF autumn golf meeting for some years. TI1is 
year, because of rundown, it was contested at. the spring meeting 
-the final event. The venue was Singapore Island Country 
Club's Sime Course, 6,300 yards stand:ird scratch 70. The 
Regimental team, Caotain Ray Windmill, Captain (T.O.T.) 
Norman Walker and W.0.I (F. of S.) Tony Bateman, won the 
tro~~Y for the second year running, once again on a count back. 
This completed a hat-trick of Regimental victories. The meet-
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ing was efficiently organised by Major Peter Tidey, now with 
Stats and Records H.Q. F ARELF. 

I U!o1biu1dme11t of :l iu SG"11nl St11iaclrn11 
On 31st March 249 Signal Squadron became non operational 

and began returning stores prior to disbandment on 31st ay. 
The Gurkha Support Troop disbanded on 31st March and has 
moved to H ong Kong. T o mark their service in 249 ignal 
Squadron the Gurkha ranks presented the quadron with a 
rcautifully mounted K ukri at a small ceremony on 31 st March. 
The Regiment responded by presenting to 248 Gurkha Signal 
Squadron the Dover Road Charities Shield, which the Gurkha 
Troop had previously won in the inter-Troop soccer competi
uon. Finally, the Officers and S.N.C.O.s said goodbye to the 
Q.G.O.s and they were each presented with a suitably inscribed 
Corps Shield. 

PARTING GIFT 
Major Hamish Mackinley receives the Ceremonial kukri from the 

Gurkha element of 249 Squadron 

A PROUD DAY 
Captain 'Jim my' Yahya and family following the presentation of 

his M.B.E. 
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.\ward nl ::u .u.E. 
The M.B.E. awarded to Captain 'Jimmy' Yahya Bin Haji 

Omar in the New Year's Honours List wa presented by Major
General W. B. Thomas, D.S.0., M.C., Commander FARELF, 
at a recent Regimental Review. Public Relations quickly !>parked, 
and within two hours of the presentation a local evening paper 
was on sale with pride of place given to ' Jimmy' ' picture and 
accompanying story. 

.\ward in Stuff sn~~t>stin11s sch••m • 
Signalman C!eary of 1 quadron had ju t won the second 

prize of £10 in the Ministry of Defence Staff suggestions 
scheme poster competition. Since there were nearly 800 entrie , 
he is to be congratulated on his very original idea and good 
artistry. 

NEW RECRUITS TO THE CORPS! 
Lieutenant John Hayes explains a Rx log to Terry Canham while 
Corporal Keith Hinds reads the code for Steven Turpin . Destined for 

Welbeck both are sons of Corps officers 
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T HREE months' events to cover includin~ more sports 
achievements and a change of Conunanding Officer. -

but no change of weather and negligible snow thi year smce 
Christmas. 

Cross-cn1111try success 
The B.A.0.R. cross-country was held at Wildenrath in 

February and our main opposition .w~s known. to be the 
Cheshires. Everything went smoothly 10 ideal .running .weattier 
and the Regiment won easily with 78 points agam~t the 
Cheshires' 118. As first and second teams were travelling to 
U.K. for the Army Champion hips there were many foreca ts 
of the end re ult, but as Lieutenant-Colonel Butler relate 
below-it wa to be different on the day. 

The .\rm:--· 4'1mm1•io11shi1•s 
Second ag'.lin! We have said before that we only like wi_nning 

and we must not make too many excuses for the magruficent 
performance of the Chest.ires in b~atin~ us into second place 
in the Army Cross-Country Championships once more. . 

We beat them very convincingly in the B.A.0.R. Champion
ships, admittedly on our own course, and were ?>nfident that 
we could do it again at Blackdown although this was almost 
a home course for them. On the day we ran well but they ran 
better and we were defeated by the narrow margin of 26 
points. No other team stood within 500 points of. either _of u . 

A number of our team were both young and meiq>enenccd 
but they did everything that was expected of them. Corporal 
' Mac' MacMillan (11th) and Sergeant Ray Storer (13th) ran 
far better than ever before. Perhap the most dL appointed were 
those plendid competitors Corporal Mick Gue (15th) and 
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eant G r e Holden (31. t) who did not perform up to 
!h~ir own very high randards. George has been dogged by 
JDJWT f r much of the second half of the season and thi may 
have told on him in the clo ing tage of lhe race. Mick, in lhe 
~rst t!Jre_e fo! mu~ of the. race, .showed incredible courage 
10 finhhmg 10_ spite of senous d1str::ss probably caused by 
?xygen. rnrvau n. Ile collap ed and vas rushed to ho pita! 
11nmed1ately after cro sing the finishing line but we are glad t 
report that he is now right back in form. 

It is no disgrace to come econd in the Army particularly in 
a.n event o long dominated by the infantry and our congratula
non go out to the team for their dedication and fine running 
throu.gh the ea on. We ju t expect them to make absolutely 
certain nei.-t year. 

/\ eanwhile, we will have an earlier opportunity to ei..'tract 
revenge by beating the Cheshires in the athletic . A formidable 
challenge. 

Change of Commanding Officel'S 
At the beginning of March Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Butler 

handed ~ver command to Lieutenant-Colonel R. G. Phippard. 
Along with fa rewell wining and dining in the Officers' and 
W:-0.s' and Sergeants' M esses Colonel Butler was presented 
with a tea and coffe~ et by t.he soldiers of the Regiment before 
he departed b}' tram for h1 ne>.'t p ost at the Headquarters 
at Rheindahlen. 

All ranks wi h Lieutenant-Colonel Buder and his wife 
Barbara good fortune in the years to come. 

[Collrttsy: Corporal D. Price, 21st S ignal Regiment 

THIS: HE Will ALWAYS TREASURE 
Li~utenant-Colonel Norman Butler before his departure is presented 
with a tea and coffee set by Signalman Palmer on behalf of the 

soldiers of his Regiment 

[Courtesy: Corporal D. Price, 21it Sig11al Rtgimmt 

SPECIAL DEPARTURE 
Lieu.tenant-Colonel Norman Butler says goodbye to the 21st 
Regiment~ he departs by special train from the Regiment's private 

station. Note wind instrument for clearing the_ line 
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'\' lsft.ors 

The D eputy Commander of R.A.F. Germany, Air Vicc
Marshall R. L. Wade, D.F.C., vis ited Wildenrath at the end of 
Feb_ruary and sawi a part of_ the tati~~· a ~ayout of 4 Squadron 
vehicle · and eqwpment. ~1s first v~s1t smce taking over as 
Deputy Commander, he gamed forrmda ble impressions of the 
new style Air Support Signals. 

T he end of March saw visits by Officer i/c Records Colonel 
C. B. Masser and Lieute_n~t-Colonel J. Cleland from the 
T.E.T . From ~ese two v1stts we gleaned much information 
on the forthcommg Trade Structure. 

Da~ketbnll 

'fhe Uni~ B~sketball t~am won the Rhine Area League. A 
l~ mg ? nalists m the Rhme Area tage of the B.A.0.R. Cham
p1onsh1ps they went forward to the B.A.O.R. finals. Unfortun
ately some key players were not available due to sickness the 
most notable ?eing C.S.M.I. Woods, the team coach. How~ver, 
the team acqwtted themselves very well under the circumstances 
and as mos~ o~ the teal!l will still be with us next year they 
hope. to capitalise on this year's experience and go all out for 
the title. 

Shooting 

The unit full-bore t~m is once again in training but this 
year lack of any allocao.on of the only E.T.R. range in B.A.0.R. 
at Sennelager 1~ bound to have its effect. Lieutenant Reed has 
left us o~ postmg to the queen's Own Highlanders. He will 
~e shoot!"g for the Battalion in this year's Nishan competi
tion ~gamst other CENTO Army teams. 

~a1or Cox has captained the B.A.0.R. small bore team 
w~c~ h~s won both the indoor 25-yard Inter-Command com
petition m L ondon and the outdoor long range match against 
the U.K. team. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16 
iUood in the s now 

R ATHER macabre title to a descripition of our effor ts in 
. the 1971 Detmold Motor Cycle T rial; however, as you 

will see later, most apt. 

~ ~ 

HAVING HIS OWN PERSONAL TRAFFIC JAM 
Lieutenant Andrew Gale of 22nd Regiment a member of the unit's 
team in the Detmold Motor Cycle Trial-'Blood in the Snow'
looks cheerful after a slight mishap on the hard treacherous ground. 
He was later to have a spectacular fail-but once again he was unhurt 
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TRICKY ! 
Sergeant-Major Gordon Park of 22nd Regiment entered as ' indi
vidual Expert' faced with some tricky manoeuvring during the 1971 
Detmold Cycle Trial. The course of the trial was snow covered, 
rock-hard with frozen ruts running all ways-except the right way. 

The unit ironically called the trial ' Blood in the snow' 

The idea for the Regiment to enter the trial came from 
Sergeant-Major Gordon Park. He has, of course, been punished. 
After intensive training and careful preparation on both previ
ous sports afternoons, he selected the followling for the 
novices' section of the trial : 

Lieutenant Andrew Gale, Staff Sergeant Brian Fisher, 
Sergeant Ted Davenport, Corporal John Judd, Corporal Frank 
Jackson and Signalman John Glass. 

The Sergeant-Major himself had to enter as an 'Individual 
Expert ' this was the punishment referred to earlier. 

Seventy-<:>dd riders took part, and with temperature below 
zero, it is not surprising they were 'odd.' The FV432 train
ing area, the scene for the trial, normally muddy, was snow
covered, rock-hard, with frozen r uts running all ways--except, 
of course, the right way. The morning's events passed un
eventfully and the lunch-time conversations were centred on 
how thankful everyone was that the morning's events had 
passed uneventfully. There was also some talk about ' brass 
monkeys.' 

In the afternoon, Lieutenant Gale proved that officers' blood 
is the same as everyone elses, with a spectacular fall in front 
of his wife, Christine, and her parents. H appily, he was not 
badly hurt apart, that is, from his ego. 

All things have to come to an end, however, and so, by 
the end of the day, we were placed third in the novices' 
section and the Sergeant-M ajor tenth in the individual . 

It was certainly a lot of fun ... who's for tennis? 

• f'hnrlle ' T r op 
When we last reported on ' Charlie ' T roop, some two months 

ago, they were in 1 Squadron; now they are in 2 Squadron. · 
The unit tipsters gave odds of ' two-to-one-<>n ' on a move 
to 4 Squadron before the autumn. You can, in fact, get' evens ' 
from some of the more adventurous tipster on a possible 
move to H.Q. Squadron! However, they are not complaining, 
for being a Brigade Comm Hd they ei..1Ject to move more 
regularly. 

On top of everything, Sergeant Tony MacDonald, the 
Troop's first T roop Sergeant, has moved on to pastures new, 
making way for Staff Sergeant Pat O'Connor. We wish them 
'farewell ' and ' hello ' respectively. 

T o celebrate this change of command an international 
gathering took place. 

Ltp1H1tudt Players 
The Group entered ' The Anniversary ' as their contribu

tion to the B.A.0.R. Drama Festival and Competition, 1971. 
It was received with mixed feelings; it was clearly a resound
ing success in the Garrison, but unfortunately came in the 
bottom half of the competition result . 
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The stars of the show were Major Ronnie Trotman (our 
Second-in-Command) and his wife, Eleanor, Corporal Mike 
Teanby, Tony Cheston (the son of Corporal T ony Che ton), 
and two of our teachers, Barbara Sunderland and Jill F ortune. 
The show was produced by M ary Bonaker, the wife of Major 
Hugh Bonaker. The Group is now tackling a melodrama a' 
its summer production. 

S por1. 
Two items of considerable interest have come from our 

hockey and football stars. 
Our hockey six-a-side team were runners-up in the 4 Divi-

sional competition. 
Our team was Captain Ernie Webb, Captain Peter Pear on, 

Captain Wi'lie Watson, Second-Lieutenant John Burnage, 
Sergeant ' Cliff ' Clifton and Corporal Frank Madden. Captain 
Watson is now a soft-shoe-shuffle expert having one of the 
largest big toes in the business. Still he consoles himself 
re~larly from the pot he won. 

The other sporting highlight is connected with Corporal 
James (Paddy) Tierney. In fact be has been in the soccer 
spotlight for many years now. He bas played for the Ireland 
Youth Team and D rumgondra in the Irish League Dvision I . 
Whilst in the Far East from 1966-68 be represented the com
bined Services. He is currently the B.A.0.R. soccer captain and 
has now held this top soccer position for two seasons. 

Do y ou smoke? 
The saga of the Security Incinerator continues. It doesn' t 

want to burn and only occasionally smokes. The Holey Drum 
has been saved-for the time bein!!: at least. Mavbe it has 
something to do with the date-St. George's Day? Don't miss 
the next thrilling episode. 

28th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 35 
Soccer 

Wednesday, 29th April saw the end of the 1970/71 season 
with an exciting game against R.A.F. Laarbruch. The soccer 
squad now say farewell to Captain Robbie Burns, i/c soccer, 
and welcome the new incumbent for next season, Lieutenant 
Brian Green, who has just arrived on commissioning from 4 
Guards Brigade. Another very familiar face will also be missing 
from the squad for next season, that of C.S.M.I. Jim Combe, 
A.P.T.C., who has successfully coached and played in the team 
for three seasons. The Burns/Combe combination bow out 
gracefully and wish Lieutenant Green and W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Joe 
Walton every succes for the future. 

Readers might be interested in the following quotation from 
28th Regiment's dressing room: 

' Exhaustion is when you need assistance to be sick.' 

rnit athletics 
Friday, 23rd and Saturday, 24th April, saw, respectively, 

the Inter-Troop Competition and the Inter-Squadron Competi
tion. 

The meetings were held in the town of St. Tonis where the 
IC>o.ll 5tad.ium had kindly been provided for the use of the 
Regiment- an excellent example of the good Anglo-German 
relations existing in the area. 

The Inter-Troop comp~tition on Friday, 23rd April, was held 
in glorious unshine and the result wa a convincing win for 
' Alpha ' Troop, 1 Sqt1adron. 

S11turday unfortunately dawned wet and cloudy but the com
petition was keenly conte ted between H.Q. Squadron, 1 
Sauadron, 2 Squadron and our N.A.T .O. neighbours 13 Cie 
Trv, the Belgian Radio Squadron. Once again the ' might ' of 
1 Squadron came to the fore and the prize , kindly presented 
by the wife of Oil! Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
Ian Macdonald, were distributed as follow : 

Inter-Troop winners - ' Alpha' Troop, 1 Squadron. 
Inter-Squadron winners - 1 Squadron. 
Inter-Squadron tug--0f-war winners - 1 Squadron. 
13 Squadron medley relay cup winners - 1 Squadron. 
Congratulation to Captain Jim Chater for planning an 

excellent meeting. Some of the highlights of the day were 
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1 Squatlron Athletics Team - they took the prizes 
Back row, left to right: Lance-Corporal T. Williams, Lance-Corporal R. A. Licence, Corporal R. M. Monton, Lance-Corporal D. A. Knell, Corporal 

. W. J. Hitchins, Staff Sergeant P. J. Daniel, Corporal H. Lund, Lance-Corporal I. A. Barron 
Centre row, left to nght : Sergeant R. J. Bailey, Signalman G. Lea, Signalman R. Taylor, Corporal A. Bissett, Lance-Corporal T. Rellly, Lance-

. . Corporal D. J. Clarke, Signalman P. J. Wykes 
Front row, left to fight: Signalman J. H. Mackenzie, Lance-Corporal C. H. Vines, Corporal R. Birse, Captain A. Burns, Royal Signals, Signalman G. 

P. Cross, Signalman G. Burton, Signalman M. J. K. Smith 

provide~ by. th«7 excellent running of Lance-Corporal 'Jock ' 
Barr~n m w~mg the 5,000 and 1,500 metres, S.M. George 
Dewill, 13 Cie Trr., in winning the 100 metres 110 metres 
hurdles and high jump. ' 

Fal"ewell to W.0.I (IC .S.~U.) Turner (the greatest 
of the greats!) 

. Ic is wich a sad heart that we say farewell to. one of the all
tlme gr«7ats, namely W.~.~ (~.S.M.) Brian Turner, who leaves 
che Regiment on corrumss1onmg and takes up a post in Cyprus 
R.S.M. T~er will. always be remembered for the hard work 
and enthus~asm whi~h he ~a~ put into the Regiment. Perhaps 
the one thi~g that immediately springs to mind is the work 
he has put IDto th.e Sergeants' Mess thus making it one of the 
best one can find ID the Corps. Also a special mention must be 
made for Mrs. Beryl Turner whose loyalty and diligence has 
bee a great help .and co.mfort to the wives in the Mess as well 
as t? all th«7 Regiment ID the form of the Wives' Club. The 
Regiment wishes the~ both a pleasant stay in Cyprus. 

A he~ welcom«7 lS ~!so extended to our new R.S .M., W.0.1 
!-'ete H~, and tus wife and hope they will enjoy their stay 
m the Regiment. 

Stop Pre s - golf 
We are proud to announce that the onset of the golf season 

has not gone unnoticed in the Regiment as our recent successes 
adequately demonstrat~. Firstly, Corporal Brian Carty, R.P.C., 
was p_laced a ~cry cre~itable runner-up in che B.A.O.R. meeting 
held m ~eauuful spnng sunshine at R.A.F. Bruggen on 19ch-
20th April. He has subsequently been selected to play in the 
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B.A.0.R. go!~ team against R.A.F. Germany on 27th May. 
Secondly, m the Royal Signals Competition on the 29th and 

30th April Corporal Brian Carty won the 36 holes Stableford 
comp~tition. Congratulations on a fine effort. 

Thirdly, the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Ian 
Mac.donald, and Corporal Brian Carty were runners-up in the 
Regimental Greensomes pairs cup. 

Last but by !10 means least is C.S.M.I. Jim Combe who was 
placed second. m the 18-hole Stableford. After these impressive 
~esults ~ere is a rumour that the sports field is being turned 
into a mne-hole golf course. Probably the cricketers will agree 
that there is no need to create any bunkers or rough! 

Not the 011ly one shooting 
Wich reference to your January-February edition showing a 

photograph of. Co~ral Gerry Jaques of 30th Signal Regiment 
proudly showmg his R.A.F. Representative Badge, he is not 
the only one. ~orporal ' Jock ' Ren.me no": in this Regiment 
w~s awarded _this unus~al badge whilst serving in the Far East 
with .19th Signal Regunent, where he won many trophies 
shooung for R.A.F. Seletar and in the Far East Air Forces 
Command shoot. 

Furthermore, W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Ken Hammond-Haley is 
also a proud holder of this R.A.F. award from the Far East. 

Corporal 'Jock ' Rennie, who arrived in the Regiment last 
~eptember, .is now training with the Regimental shooting team 
in preparauon for the Royal Signals B.A.0.R. meeting, the 
Corps shoot at Bulford and Bisley. We wish him and the team 
the b.est of luck and hope that they will be adding to their 
trophies. 
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LIEUTENANT-COLONEL I. MACDONALD AND THE OFFICERS OF THE 28th REGIMENT 
Back row, left to right: Lieutenant J. Cooper, Captain D. J. Walden, Captain A. Burns, Captain (T.O.T.) R. F. A. Davies, Captain W. R. Clare 

Lieutenant J. C. Wollaston, Captain C. Riley 
Centre row, left to right: Captain (Traffic) J. F. Chater, Captain J. Smith R.E.M.E., Major F. W. Matthews, Major (Traffic) F. Brandreth, 
Major V. W . Beckhurst M.C. R.A.P.C., Captain (Q.M.) J. Dean, Major (Retd .) H. W. Newsham, Captain A. Hope A.C.C., Lieutenant C. B. Greig 
Front row, left to right : Major R. B. Ingram, Major D. L. Copeland, Major A .Coates, Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald, Captain P. J. K. Dickinson, 

Major P.A. Thompson, Major F. V. B. Phil p 

30th Signal Regiment 
DLA~Dl:"OllD (;AMP 

"f HIS Regiment has long been known as one of the most 
travelled units in the Army with decachments all over 

the world, all doing a grand job and having a marvellous time . 
But there are certain people in the Regiment who never travel 
further than the Salisbury Plain Training Area, and who 
enviously watch their friends departing for the sun and wonder 
if it will ever happen to them; these are most of the hard
working administrative staff. However, once a year off they go 
in the sun, to the Regimental summer camp on che tiny island 
of Alderney, where they carry out military and advencure train
ing and are occasionally allowed to relax and enjoy themselve . 

Your correspondent (Lieutenant Sue McWade, W.R.A.C.
Ed.) has just spent an unbelievable weekend in the most beau
tiful weather there in what must be the most friendly place in 
the British Isles. 

They only wanted one tlting-u Dand 
Our summer camp last year was such a success and we were 

made to feel so welcome that the Commanding Officer asked 
the State's President how we could repay their hospitality when 
we returned this year. We were asked, surprisingly, to bring 
the Band. Many things were offered instead not being sure 
that this was possible, but the people of Alderney wanted 
only one thing-a real live military band! . . 

That is why an assortment of R.C.T. craft, mcludmg a con
verced fishing vessel and two hovercrafc, arrived at Braye 
Harbour, on the island of Alderney, on Friday afternoon, 7th 
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May, complete with the Band of the Royal Corps of Signals 
and its racher green-looking Direccor, Captain Keith Boulding. 

The weekend was a great success, not only for che people 
of Alderney who were delighted chat we had actually succeeded 
in bringing a military Band to such a little island, but also for 
the musicians themselves, several of whom were heard to say 
chey could not wait to get back. 

l 'ery well received 
After a morning shopping for as many duty-free souvenirs a 

perrnitced, the Band puc on cheir finery and ac ix o'clock set 
off from the lawn oucside the Grand Hotel to march through 
the town of St. Anne's, the capital, by way of the tiny cobbled 
High Screec and by pecial reque t counter-marched ouc ide 
the old peoples' home and on to the town hall. This event was 
watched by many enchusiastic islanders and che u ual encourage 
of small boys who had probably never seen a military band in 
the flesh before in their lives. 

Afterwards, the island dignitaries were invited to a cocktail 
party at the Harbour Lighcs Hotel, and wich Sergeant Colin 
Nurse's sonorous tones announcing che guests che evening wa~ 
suitably grand, but as always on Alderney, very friendly and 
sociable. The Band once agair did us proud by playing for the 
gue ts on the patio with ics plendid backdcop of palm trees, 
blue sea and the imposing Fort Albert. 

The following day members of the Regimenc were invited to 
join the congregation of Sc. Anne's Church for morning service. 
The Band played especially well in the beautiful surrounding 
of che small but impressive church, and were mo t surpri ed to 
find themselves the subject of the serman from the Reverend 
Shore. 

After lunch the packed weekend was more than uitably 
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rou;ided off by a lively concert in the island primary school, 
~vhich wa crowded for the event. The programm" of mu ic 
mc!uded 'Twinkle, ~winkle Little Star ' aod 'Frere Jaquc ; 
whi~ mo t R yal S1goal.s . pc.r onnel will know as hardly me 
tradmonal mu~1c for a military band, and convinced the head
!llas~er, . Mr. Lewis, that Sou7.a was oot the only source of 
JO p!IatJOn. 

. \ nt.ishni-but no regrets 
Tired but happy the party broke up oo Sunday night with 

the return by hovercraft of the Officers of the Regiment. By 

ome s~ra1.1gc mischance one of the hovercraft broke down and 
the !11a1onty of the Band were marooned for another night on 
the 1. land, but there was a noticeable lack of complaints. The 
remainder returned on Monday, after a weekend that will not 
be forgo.uen by the members of the Regiment who went, or 
the mus1c1ans who played, or the islanders who made us so 
welc~me and were so thrilled that we had kept our promise 
to bnng the Band . 

The Regimental c:amp begins in earnest on 11th May and 
anyone who would like to know what happened after the Band 
had left should read the next report from the Isle of Alderney. 

·- f!ews from Squadrons 

5 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

CON!RARY to III.any people'.s expectations, we are still in 
Tidworth, and not keepmg the peace in Northern 

Ireland. Much has happened since we last wrote, and the 
Squadron .has been kept very busy, but events in Northern 
Ireland still occupy much of our attention. 

.\ir JUobility trials 
. In OlJ!. last .notes we mentioned that we were involved in 

a1I . mobility tr~s. The communication problems involved are 
taxmg our brams to the limit, and we still have a long way 
to go, but to give you an. idea of the scope of the problem 
here are som~ of t?e pro1ects we are studying: Airborne re: 
b~oadcast stauon.s m Beaver (C42) and Scout/Sioux (A41)· 
a1Ibor~e rovers m Scout; trailer-mounted radio detachments'. 
a '. radio ex.change,' which is Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Crowe'~ 
pnde and JOY,_ but has yet to work successfully! 
. Before 19 Bngade men leap to their feet saying "we've done 
it all before!" let us say that this is only the b~ginning! 

Exereise ' Skyhook ' 
As .Part of the air mobility trial, we held a short Squadron 

e~erCJSe to tty ?Ut the trailer detachments. With one Wessex 
a1Icraft, the trailers and crews flew around Salisbury Plain 
for nyo days and emerged at the end looking tired but happy 
an~, l~ the case of th<: tra~ers, sli.ghtly bent! Corporal Bradford, 
of B Troop was direcung helicopters in the best traditions 
of th~ London Metropolitan Police, and had the distinction 
?f bT~ the only bearded Royal Signals helicopter marshaller 
m idworth! 
th Dsing the two nights of the exercise, to keep the rest of 

e quadron busy, we mounted attacks on Main HQ and 
Echel~n. The Q.M. Captain Mike Ham, claims a victory, in 

full
that his party, undc::r Staff Sergeant John Richardson, success

Y declillated Mam H.Q., while his own Echelon was hardl 
t?uched. Just to put the record straight, he had about te~ 
umes the normal quantity of pyrotechnics and it took him 
half-an-ho;ir after . the attack to trigger all the tripflares which 
the attacking parties had not touched! Even then, an intrepid 
gro~p, under Sergeant Derek Frape, succeeded in ' blowing 
up four trucks. 

Exercise ' Elernentary ' 
. As. part of the Brigade Minor Units infantry training exer

~1~e m ~prus (Exercise ' Elementary ') we sent a section to 
~f 3 Field Workshop, R.E.M.E., who were forming an ad hoc 

antryed Co~pany: Thry spent four weeks in Cyprus and 
return looking disgusangly sun-tanned. Most of the section 
~ere fr~m our D . and E. Platoon ('the Chunkies ') but the 
~yal S1gnal.s flag was kept flying by Lance-Corporal Walker 

~~1gnals adviser to the Company Commander-no less!) and 
1gnalmen Holdsworth and Howell from ' B ' Troop. 

:u.P T. Ceurse pass-off 
.f>.t the e~d of the M.P.T. course, on 26th March, the 

Br1ade
1
diMa1or took the pass-off parade of sixteen N cos 

an so ers. The weather was perfect, and the insp~ctin". 
officer was. obviously highly pleased with the parade. Ou~ 
coC ngratulations to all the students, and in particular to Lance 

orporal Spencer, of ' B ' Troop, who was best student. -
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Vi Us 
Among the many visitors we have had over the past months 

have been G .0.C. 3rd Division; C.S.0., Army Strategic Com
~nd, and the new C.S.O., 3rd Division, Colonel Swan with 

is J?redecessor, B.rigadier Jackson. Further to these, .;e en
thl::-1ed a pa~ of four university undergraduates who were 
t mg of takmg ~egular Commissions. We attempted to 

h
show them . what the 1ob of a Troop Officer really is and we 

ope we d1d not put them off for life! ' 

Bello - Goodbye 
Welcome .to our n:w O.C., Major Micky Topple, and fare

well to Ma1or Maunce Flynn, who has left us to go to tbe 
School of Infantry. 

Farewell to Lieutenants Derek Hadden and Tony Whip 
to. tanks and computers respectively - and welcome ~ 
Lieutenant Frank Garrod, as our new O C ' A ' T F" II . . roop. 
. . ma y, good luck to Sergeant Paddison, who has left to 
1om ~e Yeoman's Course at the School. 

(Incidentally, the Second-in-Command Captain Peter Dal 
and the Q.M., Captain Mike Ham, wh~ have been trying t~ 
get away from each other for the past 18 months or more 
now. find that they are both. posted this year to 28th Sigoai 
Regiment! AGII must do it on purpose!) 

Future eveut.s 

1 
Looking ahead now, we have just finished Easter block 

eav.e-a well~earned rest for all and sundry- and now 
straight on with air mobility trials at the end of April In 
May, we are . ~ff to Shorncliffe for a week of ranges ·and 
mi1~enture tralOlllg. Beyon~ that, the programme is rapidly 

mg up and we are gomg to be a very busy Squadron 
Northern Ireland permitting! ' 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

Colchester 

THE Squadron notes this month are written by ' J ' Troop 
affectiona!ely(?) known as 'Jumbo Battery.' Before Jetting 

them have their say we must report that we have just won 
the local football league by such a convincing margin that with 
one game left no o~e could catch us. Just to make sure we won 
the last ~tch agamst l? q.F.P. by the convincing margin of 
10-1. A picture of our wmnmg team is attached. 

• .J • Troo1•-u lively b1u1eh of extrovorfs 
As the shots of " Hey-he Shiny J " rang through the wastes 

of Stanford P.T.A., another Squadron exercise came to an end 
a~d everyone had to omit that ' J ' Troop were the best thing 
smce ' sliced bread.' 

In training the Squadron for a possible tour in Northern 
Ire~and, ' J ' :rr~p were as~ed to provide a riotous assembly 
which they did with such actmg ability that it is rumoured that 
Colclncster Rep have. asked Sergeant Tom Langley (Troop 
Sergeant) to play 'Julius Sneezer' in their next production. 
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19 AIRPORTABLE BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON FOOTBALLERS-NO-ONE COULD CATCH THEM! 
Standing, left to right : W .0 . 1 R.S.M. Sanderson, Signalman Hughes, Lance-Corporal Catlow, Driver Ellam, Lance-Corporal Langley, Signalman 

Cochrane, Private Clelland 
Kneeling, left to right : Signalman Roe, Major P. S. Reader, Signalman Aldous, Corporal Clark, Lance-Corporal Collins, Lance-Corporal Walton 

0.C. ' J ' (Second-Lieutenant J. C. Smith) didn't come off as 
lightly, as being Officer i/c of the riot squad he became the 
target of the majority of the clods of earth, water and flour 
bombs thrown. 

On the lighter side of the exercise, after we had challenged 
the L.A.D. detachment to a game of football they asked us to 
play volleyball as they considered us to be semi-professional 
footballers, so, game for anything, we said okay, although we 
knew they practised every sports afternoon, and after two 
knock-out games we retired victors leaving the L.A.D. to find 
a new trainer. 

At a campfire at the lake-side that night, a troop singing 
competition, organised by F. of S. Brian Maltby for a can of 
beer each, ' J ' Troop sang a semi-original score of dubious 
character and a short calypso number led by Corporal Dave 
(Norbert) Clark which went down very well. The O.C., Major 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

(212), B.F.P.O. 36 

W E say goodbye to a fair number of people this month, 
including Captain A. W. de V. Hunt, who having found 

yet another gear in his car goes to tbe School (Q Course Grade 
E) to lecture. Captain Drew ('Doogal' to lovable 'Alpha' Troop) 
goes to a hush-hush, 15 weeks' leave a year post at Hounslow; 
Staff Sergeant Stewart, who is now just a bad dream to 'A' 
Troop, is at Herford; R.S.M. Copley who has been commis
sioned and is now at 16th Signal Regiment. On the arrivals 
side we welcome Captain G. A. Alleti from Army Apprentices' 
College, Harrogate, who assumes the appointment of Second· 
in-Command, and W.0.1 F. Williams who arrives from 1 
Division to become our new R.S.M. 
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P. S. Reader, declared a draw, but we heard from unofficial 
sources that we were undoubtedly champs. 

Another day of training and a short break for a softball 
competition; in the first game the L.A.D./M.T. were knocked 
out by 'A' Troop. We went on to massacre the D. & E. Platoon 
wbich left us playing our r ivals ' A ' Troop. 

Playing to rather revised local laws, the game started well 
and after a hard battle and the Joss of one heroic player with a 
' badly sprained ankle ' which turned out to be fractured, 'J ' 
Troop won and became Masters of the Situation again. 

The exercise concluded with the enemy (' J ' Troop and D. 
& E.) attacking the H.Q. that night with the use of CS gas, 
which did not go down too well with anybody wbo was slow 
in putting on their respirators. Still, at the end, everyone said 
they had enjoyed themselves and the exercise had been a 
success. 

We also say goodbye to ' Diesel Dan ' Archer, wbo has gone 
to 5 Brigade. Our technicians swear blind that he uses an Allen 
key to open up the sets to do his own repair on the equipment 
whilst on rebro. 

Sergeant • Sammy ' Leggett continues to train our team~ for 
the seven-a-side Divisional tournament against con iderable 
odds - the team, for example who arc exercising a natural 
in tinct of survival. 

Things beard • 
" Sergeant, can I have today off plea e?" 
" \Vhat for Joe?" 
" I want to finish off the wall I was painting whilst in nick." 
Thoughtful pause then-" What about doing it during the 

weekend Joe?" 
" Well Sarge, I'm going to help this bloke in nick paint 

another wall over the weekend." 
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.\ big -le~·cl t'Onfereue · was calh•d 
We went on Exercise ' Hur t Park' in April and a high-level 

conference was called to di cu s whether we should wear shirt
leeve order. After con~idc!Bble debate the S.S.0. lobby won 

the day. hort was their v1ctorv, for 1t snowed 2 !- inches that 
night. . • 

Once again on thi e. erci e we met many old friends on the 
Koterberg, that ex-beauty spot which has just been hit by 
concen Delta. 
~~~' Blinkw:1 and Nod 'Lines Recovered while you 

wait Signalmen ' Billy ' Taylor, ' Phil! ' Davenport and ' Tich ' 
Ross were rather ' snookered ' when we had to split them up to 
form a new' company.' However, Duckirt Buckitr and Ferguson 
(' Lofty ' Hatton) is a flourishing concern. 
. 'A~pha ' Troop' ma cot ' S.pastic' (Dog Corporal Grade II) 
is ~e~g taught some new tncks by the Troop. His latest is 
retnevmg a ball thrown between the tracks of a moving 432! 
Alter four spectacular attempts he learnt to duck first. 

Corporals Johnny Cliff and ' Scouse ' Allen have found that 
'. Stockie ' racing is not all it's made out to be. ' Scouse ' came 
m the block the other day carrying a battery and a piece of 
chrome and asked for a spare locker to park his car. 

223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 
Winchester 

Fnrewt-11 to • Froggy • :ireuch 
~I AJOR (Q.M.) Allan French, B.E.M., A.l.T.E. - • Froggy , 

. to many o~ the older hands-said bis final farewells on 
Fi:iday, . 23rd Apnl. Pr?udly he can claim a lifetime's associ
anon ":'1th the Royal Signals for he was born at Crowborough, 
when It was the Depot, more years ago than he cares to 
remember. 
~ French joined the Service as a ' lad,' as he puts it. He 

tnune~ .as an O~e;.itor Wireless and Line at Catterick. With 
the Bnnsh Expedino~ Force in 1939, his vintage year proved 
to be 1940: first Dunkirk a'?d. then prol?-otion into the Sergeants' 
Mess. From England he iomed 1 Div. Signals in the desert 
and,_ as a Troop Sergeant with 3 Infantry Brigade Signals 
Secnon1 we~lt through the. wh~ll'. North Africa campaign. In 
at the mvas1_on of Pantelena (Sicily), he served out his war in 
Italy. For his work at the Anzio bridgehead he was awarded 
the B.E.M. 

Lile-long mnbition realised 
. Palestine saw him as a W.0.2 from 1945 to 1948 and then 
1t .was off t~ Nottingham University as a P.S.I. B~ck to the 
Middl.e East m 1952, ~e joined. 3 G.H.Q. in Egypt as R.Q.M.S., 
then . in 1954 be realised a life-long ambition when he was 
appointed R.S.M. of 3 Div. Signals at Moascar. 

. A Qu~rtermaster Commission followed in 1956 and one of 
!1i5 ~ JObs wa~ 'Suez'; so back to Egypt. Then came tours 
m 7 Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.; 23rd Signal Regiment, Lin
ea~; the School of Signals, Catterick; and Hong Kong. It was 
whil.e he was there that he studied for his Associ.ateship of the 
11?snrute of. Technician Engi.Oeers. 1967 found him with 13th 
Signal R~grment, and once again in B.A.0.R., while 1970 
brou~ht h_im ~orne at !~st to England and 223 Signal Squadron. 

With his wife. Teddie he has now settled in Dorset. There, 
he tells us, he intends to relax and potter about the garden . 
mayb7 he'll do a spot of fishing. We wonder? ' 

. MaJ?". French's farewell ~er in the Sergeants' Mess -
his spmtual second. home if we are to believe him at all
turned out to .be quite an event. The occasion also served as a 
fine opporruruty for the new Squadron Commander to meet 
th.e Mess. However, we have no doubt that Major Ingledow 
will. be the first to say that the evening really belonged to 
Ma1or French. Spl'.cially invited guests were W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
P. Todd, Royal Signals of RM.A. Sandhurst, an ex-S.S.M. 
of the Squadron; W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. Taylor of the Rifle Depot 
The Royal Green Jackets, and W.0.1 (R.S.M.) P. Russell of 
~eW~ochyal Army Pay Corps, both of whose units are based 
tn 10 ester. 

The ~less wa stunned 

!if RegMajalipg everyone with stories and anecdotes of his service 
e, . or French kept all laughing hilariously. Then, to the 

surprise of everyone present, he paid the Mess a great compli-
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ment by I?-aking a presentation of a magnificent late nineteenth
ccntury rifle, thoroughly restored to its original condition and 
mounted on a handso~e wall plaque. The Rifleman in R.S.M. 
Taylor was clearly envious. The Mes was stunned! 

The dee~s ?f men li~e Allan French, who give the greater 
part ~f ~heir lives ~o this Corps and who did much to make it 
what 1t is today, will long be remembered in the Royal Signals. 

\\·c·l••onu• Co ••• 

. We take tiii~ OPJ?Ortu.nity of welcoming Captain (Q.M.) John 
Fmch \;-rho with his. wife Margaret and three daughters, joins 
the Urut from 7th Signal Regiment, B.A.0.R. He tells us that 
w~at he ha~ alr~ady seen of the area, make him think he is 
gomg to cnioy his sojourn in Hampshire. 

227 Signal Squadron 
:(AFCENf) B.F.P.O. 18 

J•'Hnt-s'i J<or Holt> lns1u•t•Cio11 .nntl I•resent~ttion 

ON Thursday, 11th March, ~rigadier J. R. Cave-Browne, 
Commander U.K. Deleganon, H.Q. AFCENT carried 

out the annual inspection. ' 
After approximately two hours' searching scrutiny of the 

Squadron's. account~, administration procedures and M.T. he 
declar~d himself sausfied wi~ the Sq17adron's efficiency. 

Hav.mg completed .the serious poruon of his visit he then 
took nme out for an mformal coffee break with the Squadron's 
Officers and Warrant Officers. 

Alter ~offee 1?-e presented .to the O.C., Major Bill Morgan, 
a very rmpress1ve board with the Squadron's history. This 
ceremo:°y cam~ as . a complete surprise for the O.C. who had 
been given no inkling of what was afoot. 

In Nc:ivember, 1970, C~ptain John P~arson, the Squadron's 
Seco~d-m-Command, carr1eif out some mtensive research into 
the history of the Squadron and the identity of the 11 Officers 
who have commanded it. 

Armed with ~his inf<;>rmation he then designed a board which 
;ecords the unit's various titles since its inception in 1948 as 
?.Q. West~rn Europe Commander-in-Chief's Committee 

Signal Troop, plus the names of the 11 O.C.s 
Manufacture was ca.rried out. under a veil of secrecy which 

""'.oul? have done credit to the inner cabinet. This achieved its 
alll1: ~ that Majo~ Morgan had no idea of the board's existence 
until 1t ~as unveiled. After the initial surprise he recovered his 
usual ap.omb !llld accepted it graciously. 

TJ:ie board 1s J?OW prominently displayed over the entrance 
t~ his office, s~rymg as a constant reminder of the Squadron's 
history to all v1s1tors and new arrivals. 

A PRESENTATION THAT WILL BE MUCH APPRECIATED 
Brigadier J. R. Cave-Browne, Commander U.K. Delegation H.Q. 
A.F.C.E.N.T. presenting to Major W. A. F. Morgan, Royal Signals a 
b~ard recording the history and names of Officers Commanding 227 
Signal Squadro~ (A.F.C.E.N.T.) on the occasion of the Squadron's 

Annual Fitness For Role Inspection on I Ith March 1971 
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G••od Friday - with some doubt about th0 good 
Between 14.00 and 14.15 hours the Squadron children, accom

panied by doting parents, assembled on the sports field looking 
al1!1ost angeli<;;, in th~ir frilliest dresses and best suits, their aim 
bemg to paruc1pate m an Easter Egg hunt organised by W.0.1 
(Y. of S.) Colin Heaps, R.Q.M.S. Colin Johnson and members 
of the Maastricht Families' Association. 

The rules were explained, the off was signalled, and a com
plete transformation took place. Little ladies hauled young 
gentlemen out of trees oblivious to imprecations hurled at 
them, all rules were barred in an effort to get a ticket which 
would win them an egg. 

Young gentlemen trod on dainty fingers and turned a deaf 
ear to the stream of vituperation which emanated from the 
sweetest lips. Only the closest supervision prevented a re
enactment of the first Easter, as little girls threatened to nail 
recalcitrant little boys to the changing room doors. 

Order was eventually restored when me children discovered 
that there was a ticket and egg for everybody. Poetically the 
largest eggs appeared to go to the smallest children. 

This was followed by an Easter Bonnet competition for the 
younger girls and an egg decorating competition for the boys. 
The entries were most ingenious and original, posing a real 
problem for our three judges, Sergeants Bert Gent, AC.C., and 
Chris Thorburn, ably assisted by Corporal Norman Hyland, 
visiting from 6 Brigade. I feel that only Dutch courage enabled 
them to select the first three in each class. 

The older dlildren then took part in an egg-pushing race; 
this involved pushing a hard-boiled egg across the football 
pitch with a hockey stick. This proved to be a much easier 
event to judge as only three parncipants crossed the finishing 
line with whole eggs. The remainder disintegrated as a result 
of youthful exuberance and enthusiasm. 

A raffle had been arranged in which the first prize was a 
large Easter egg, worth over £2. Y. of S. Heaps, in an attempt 
to be scrupulously fair, had Christopher Whittaker, the three
year-old son of Lance-Corporal Terry Whittaker, pick the first 
ticket. This proved to be yet another case of the best laid plans 
of mice and men- Christopher picked bis mother's ticket. 

The weather was kind, being warm and sunny. This provided 
father with an excellent excuse for repairing to the beer tent. A 
plentiful supply of ale and soft drinks ensured that a good time 
was had by all. 

The general verdict was that the event bad proved a success 
and will probably be staged as an annual event. 

QUITE A TASK FOR THE JUDGES 
Some of the participants in the Easter Bonnet competition. Left to 
right : Jacqueline Goulding, Andrea Goulding, Lesley Bell, Deborah 
Moxon , Sharon Harper (3rd), Dawn Stephenson (I st). Marianne 

Boardman (2nd), Melanie Brien, Sally Stone 

Tt>chniciaus proble1n 
Sergeant Dave Clark, O?e of ,our. technic.ian Sl'.fgeants, is now 

busy writing a thesis enntled . !rials, Tnbul11:uons and :rrau
matic Experiences of a Tcchrucran, Trapped m. a Te~nunated 
Elevator which Truculently refused to Transmigrate. ' . The urge to produce this was motivated by ~ lunch-ni:1e 
sojourn in the lift at the block of fiats where he lives. The lift 
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had jammed at the ground floor, and a Dave lives on t~1e top 
floor, be decided to u·:at it as a challenge. With per picuous 
logic, for which he's renowned, he decided that if he entered 
the lift, then allowed the door to lock, ne would be able to 
operate the lift and restore it to normal working. Ala , he did 
not reckon on the lift revealing the fallibility of a certain Royal 
Signals Technician, as a result he omitted to consider remedial 
action necessary to effect an exit in the event of it not operating. 

For 30 minutes or so bis plight went unnoticed, his wife then 
discovered him and commiserated with him. She also arranged 
with him a system of visits ftom the children who could gaze 
at Dad through the window in the lift door. A menu was also 
arranged whereby he could have a choice of soups poured 
under the door. 

Eventually, after some 45 minutes had elapsed, a tool was 
produced which enabled him to regain his freedom. His friends 
will be pleased to learn that Dave, whilst somewhat chastened, 
is completely unscathed. In the event of his passing the Fore
man's course he has arranged to have a statutory clause included 
in his terms of reference precluding work on elevators of any 
description. 

Genteel sports 

OUR most noteworthy sporting event of this period was a 
much-publicised netball game between a wives' team, 

'Beek Bloomers,' and a male team, 'The Tapijn Fairies.' 'The 
Fairies' were made up of a mixture of British and German 
personnel, with Cai;;tain Dedef Frets, German Army, as team 
captain. 

The game was ably refereed by Mrs. Margaret Bridgeman 
and Sergeant Barry (Arsenal) Seaton. Margaret wore her old 
school blazer which, judging by the standards of play she 
countenanced, must have been ' St. Trinians.' Corporal Keith 
Roythc.rne, playing for ' The Fairies,' suggested quite vocifer
ously on numerous occasions that she must be a direct descend
ant of Lord Nelson. Barry's refereeing was impaired by the 
fact that for 90 per cent of the game he was reading the rule 
book, or could it have been a history of Arsenal Football Club? 
His efforts were very reminiscent of his idol of the refereeing 
world, Mr. Tinkler. Only the absence of Leeds United-type 
fans prevented a riot. 

The game soon developed into a robust, physical trial of 
strength with body checks, boring, tripping, gouging and 
occasional flying tackles. 'The Fairies' refused to be intimidated 
by these tactics and endeavoured to restore a touch of gentility 
to the proceedings. Corporals Keith Roythome and Keith 
Buckley tried" to take advantage of tiieir superior height but a 
well-concealed hat pin soon reduced them to size. 

To add insult to injury the 'Bloomer ' had acted in a mo t 
un-English fashion and practised beforehand. The outcome was 
inevitable and even the efforts of Corporal Mike Robinson, 
who spent most of the game on his knees in a position of 
supplication invoking the good offices of the Almighty, were 
of no avail. The 'Bloomers' triumphed by 12 goals to 4. 

After the match Foreman John Bridgeman, who attended 
to lend his wife moral(?) suppon, inadvertently tried to kave 
the gym via the ladies' changing room. A period of some five 
minutes elapsed between him entering and rcappearin~. This. 
he as ures us, was taken up in regaining his composure and 
apologising personally to each of the ladies. He reports with 
a gleam in his eyes that the ladies looked remarkably healthy, 
with plenty of colour in their cheeks after the vigorous game. 

Both teams rounded off the evening by repairing to a nearby 
Dutch cafe called ' The Black Sheep ' where Captain Preis pre
sented a well-earned trophy to the ladies. 'The Fairies ' then 
proceeded to drown their sorrows and the memory of an 
ignoble defeat whilst muttering darkly about return match.:s. A 
further onsl:rnght is now eagerly awaited by all members of the 
Squadron. 

Junkie 
One of our American medical orderlies was convinced on a 

recent exercise that the drug problem pre .. alent in the U. . 
Armed Forces had also affected another N.A.T.O. ally, to wit, 
Great Britain. This arose from a visit by our 0.C. Major Bill 
Morgan. The conversation went something like this: "Can you 
give me a hypodermic syringe?" " What would you require that 
for, Major?" " Simply to inject acid," was the reply. After .a 
slight pause whilst the Orderly tried .to regain his comJ>?~ure, ~t 
continued, "You got a problem Maior? You want to d1 cus 1t 
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with m ?" "Of cour e not." This reply completely nonplussed 
the Orderly. Hj mind frantically sought a method of restraining 
the Major whilst he contacted narcotics to report the case. 

Finally, the O.C. relented and resolved his problem by 
~'Plaining that the yringe wa required to inject acid into a 
miniature lead cell used in a rechargeable torch battery. He 
wa given the syringe. We think that the Orderly believed him. 

·1gn ef the times? 
On completion of Exercise 'Trix 71/2,' RS.M. Tom Burke 

was due to attend the after-exercise conference. Unfortvnately 
he was delayed and arrived 10 minutes late. Flustered, and full 
of apologies, he entered the conference Cll.'Pecting a mild rebuke 
for being remiss. Much to his surprise, before he could speak a 
glass of champagne was thrust into his hand and he was invited 
to join in a toast. One of our German Captains had been pro
moted to Major and a small celebration was in progress. Tom 
reports that this is the only time in his army career that be 
has been late, expected a dressing down, and came away with 
a glass of champagne. We can only hope that the custom 
catches on. 

~fasterplece of understatement 
Sergeant Ken Hornblower recently celebrated another birth

day which much to the chagrin of his contemporaries neither 
diminishes the quantity of bis flowing locks, nor adds a touch 
of silver to his jet black waves. 

Whilst celebrating this event, Mess members mixed Ken a 
cocktail consisting of Scotch and Rye Whiskies, Brandy, Vodka, 
Gin, Bacardi and Rum topped up with Coca Cola. This noxious 
brew was handed to him as a mild rum and coke. Ken 
examined it, sniffed the boquet, sipped and rolled it around his 
palate, then in a very non-committal voice remarked, " I have 
a faint suspicion this may be spiked." He was reassured when 
some of the senior Mess memliers tasted it and assured him, 
with blistered tongues and teeth fraying at the edges, that it 
was a normal, innocuous rum and coke. 

We feel that the Guinness Book of Records should note that 
he drank two of these and left the Mess on steady feet to 
continue his birthday celebrations with the drivers. 

229 Signal Squadron (Berlin) 
B.F.P.O. 45 

Change of Command 

I N February we said farewell to Major W. B. Foote on posting 
to 1 (BR) Corps and welcomed Major A. B. Byng from 

U.K. as our new O.C. May we wish them both well in their 
new appointments. 

Visit of General Sir Geoffrey Baker, C.G.S. 
On 4th March the C.G.S. made a flying visit to Berlin. 

During the visit be made a working inspection of the 
Squadron. He is seen talking to Sergeant Leake of Radio Troop 
with the M.T. Sergeant, Sergeant Timmins, in the background. 

229 Signal Squadron (Berlin) Marriage Bureau 
We have had so many weddings recently that we are thinking 

of starting our own marriage bureau. Since the new year we 
have had five weddings and we wish all the best to: Lance
Corporal and Mrs. Hulley, Corporal and Mrs. Weedon, Corporal 
and Mrs. Gowling, Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Mullender and 
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Grant. 

Squadron reaches Drud of B.A.0.R. ~nl-lHinor 
F-thall Cup 

After a not-too-promising start to the season 229 Signal 
Squadron (Berlin) settled down and played good competitive 
soccer. Recent successes has put the team third in the Brigade 
Minor Units League and there is every reason to think that 
this position will be improved upon. 

The team also reached the final of the B.A.0.R. Mini-Minor 
Unit Cup competition and played against B.M.H. Rinteln at 
Sennelager on Saturday, 24th April. How they reached the final: 

229 Signal Squadron beat: B.M.H. Hannover 9-0; 38 (Field) 
Squadron R.E. 8-3; 226 Signal Squadron 6-1; A.M.E.D./11 
Field Ambulance R.A.M.C. 7-0; goals for 30, goals against 4. 
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B.M.H. Rinteln beat: 1 (BR) Corps Stores Company 6-3; 
Rheindahlen Garrison Provost Company 3-1; 655 Aviation 
Squadron 3-2; 'A' Squadron AD.G. 2--0; goals for 14, goals 
against 6. 

Rain throughout the final marred a very fine display of 
football by both teams. 

Rinteln opened the scoring from a cross-shot, the ball re
bounding off the boot of Downey into the net giving goal
keeper Timmins no ctiance. Play moved from end to end with 
both teams striving desperately to score, but at half-time Rinteln 
were still in the lead by one goal to nil. 

At the start of the second half 229 Signal Squadron swung 
into the attack and were unlucky in not being able to pass 
the Rinteln goalkeeper who played a tremendous game. Rinteln 
added a further goal when Stoneham made a bad clearance. 
The remainder of the match was almost entirely in the Rinteln 
half and Stuart, from a pass by Hamilton, gave the Signals 
their first and only goal. Repeated attacks failed to produce the 
equalser although many good chances were missed. In the 
dying second of the game a goal by 229 was disallowed, the 
ball being in the air when the final whistle went. 

229 Signal Squadron received the runners-up trophy and 
plaque , and are now keenly contesting the Berlin Minor Units 
Cup (The Viscountess Kem ley Cup). The team had a bye in 
the preliminary round, and won against ' C' Company I 
Cheshire by 3-2. 

Recent Berlin Signal Squadron Wetltlings 

I. Mrs. Erswell, Corporal Mullender, Leslie Mullender and W .0.2 
Erswe ll 

2. Corporal and Mrs. Gowling 
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MINI MINOR F~OTB~LL~RSS~:r?2~0~Q~r~Dp~~~th~;I~~~ !.~~· ~~0~
1~~~. Sergeant K. Timmins, Lance-

Bock row, left to right: Sergeant R. Patterson, S1r~l m~n . s · g~a l rna: C Hagan Staff-Sergeant H. Docherty (Coach) 
Corporal Walker, Corpora · owney, 1 . 

1 
· M y ' L" utenantV FM Thom Lance-Corporal A. Hamilton 

(c · ) M · A B Byng S1gna man . oung, 1e · · · • 
Seated, left to right: Signalman C. Crooks, aptam ' aior . . ' . S t p Clarke Corporal G. Farmer, Lance-Corporal G. Kelly 
Front row, left to right: Corporal B. Dawson , Signalman C. Meldrum. Not present . ergean · • 

234 Signal Squadron :(Malta), 
B.F.P.0. 51 

Visit of Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E. 

THE last few days of March brought us ~ .very whllc~e 
visitor the Signal Officer-in-Chief. Th~ vlSlt was .s st 

' · him time to see something of the lsland. 
to Malta to g1".e mil b · ht Malta holds a consider-
~~o::!~uon~Y0£1~~~ ac~~iJ. '11fie '.Squadron provides com
munications for all three British Services, H.Q:, NAVSOUJ!I, 
nd the Deparunent for Environment, and certam other agenc1ed in the island; this automatically took ~e ~eI_leral on a gra!1 _ 

t and naturally a few items of h1stonc .mtere~t were ~n 
cY~d~d. He saw p;oject work in progress, mclu.ding ~e m) 
stallation of our first crossbar exchange ~Swedish i;.r1csson t 

RA p Luqa and of Marconi self-runmg uansrmttcrs ~ 
Z!onk~r · ·socially, he met the Royal Signals ~fficers and their 
wives ~ver lunch and their guests at a cocktail par~ later ;tn. 
He met member; of our Wives' Club over coffee, ffian ~aMs so 

· · 1 t dinner night in the 0 cer ess, 
the pnnc:11;>a guest sa Malta His visit ended with a pleasant 
H.Q., ~n~sh Jr~~J Harbo~ followed by an excellent con
tour do t e f HM S ' St Angelo ' for which we are grateful 
ducte tour o · · · · ' G'lch • t R N to the Commanding Officer, Captai.ti R. A. I ns ' . . 

To be or no-t to be? 
Al · March we were glad to ee Colonel P. F. Webb, 

so m 1 1 G S Si nals Ops/SD MOD (A), who came 
:·~~t' S;0 ~;:on '0u~ arfthmetic. Unfortunately, ~1s visit 1wa~ very concentrated and rushed but, we hope, valu~ , ~at eas 
we think there arc more 'to he's' than 'not to es . 
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AWARD FOR EFFICIENCY 

The Signal Officer-In-Chief presents a Silver Comstar award to 
Ca tain (Traffic) J. H. Cotton and members of the commcen staff, 
H .~. British Troops Malta. From left to right.: Signalman Alfr:~ 
Muscat, Lance·Corporal George Zammit, Ma1or A. M. Hews h 
(O.C.), Signalman Joseph Mifsud, Mr. Joseph Gaunt, Mr. Josep 

Harmsworth, Sergeant Ronald Tranter 
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Rt> i 1ental Da~·-Ist Dn. The Devonshire and 
D rs t R "gJment 

We provided a radio link for the Regimental Day of the 1st 
Bn. Devon hire and Dorset Regiment, and all went well. 24 
Air Portable Brigade Signal Squadron kindly provided a Dll 
tation at Topsham Barracks, Exeter (the Battalion's Depot) 

on 8th April, and we provided the terminal at the barracks 
in Malta. Parent and girl friends were able to send messages 
to their relatives in the Battalion in Malta with great success. 
We were grateful at this end to the Royal N avy for providing 
an alternative tran mitter to our solitary D11 (belt and braces, 
or perhap string and wire hawser would be more apt!). 

Parling of the wa~·s 
Captain (Q.M.) Ken Ward and his wife, Brenda, left us for 

16th Signal Regiment and we were very sorry to see them 
go; good luck to both for their first tour in B.A.O.R. (yes, 
true, but his knees are well-tanned !). As we are shortly to 
move out of Lintoro Barracks, where the Squadron has been 
since 1946, there is one newcomer who might be a bit sorry 
to say cheerio to Captain Ward at this point in time, our new 
Quanermaster, Captain Don Stanley! To both he and his wife 
-happy stay in Malta. 

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrain) 
B.F.P.O. 63 

T HE Squadron has continued to thrive, largely due to the 
considerable improvements to the ' Outpost '-<>ur club

and the last few months have seen the construction of an 
aviary filled with sex and feathered friends, who appear to be 
doubling their numbers weekly. The chief aviculturalist, 
R.Q.M.S. Withall, hopes shortly to produce a cross between 
a sulphur-crested cockatoo and a zebra finch . Bird-seed i 
already costing the P.R.!. more than feeding our donkey 
ID!ISCOt, 'Muffin.' 

Cyprus lValkabout 

The Cyprus Walkabout Competition, a senior orienteering 
competition for tbree-man teams was held on the 1st and 
2nd April, 1971. British Forces (Gulf) entered six teams, one 
consisting of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Houston, Sergeant 
Yeomans and S.A.C. Keith, from the R.A.F., were in the lead 
at the end of the first day (Episkopi to Troodos) with a time 
of 6 hours 32 minutes. Unfortunately, they got lost on the 
way back on the second day and finished runners-up to the 
Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment. As the field included 
about 70 teams, with many from U.K. and B.A.0.R., the 
effort was very creditable. Foreman Houston and Sergeant 
Yeomans are bound for Blandford shorrly, so we can expect 
the standard of orienteering to improve there soon. 

Line Troop 

Line Troop bid farewell to S.econd-Lieutenant Rayner, who 
worked so hard, both in the Army's time and in his own. 
We welcome Second-Lieutenant Grant, fresh frem the 'The 
Chaps Factory.' The Troop has been employed on project 
work at Masirah of late and has won the Squadron darts 
competition twice. 

Airfield Troo1• 
Easter proved a busy time for the Troop because of ... yes, 

real wet rain. When it does rain in Bahrain, once or twice a 
year, it RAINS! By Friday, it looked like a typical English 
Bank Holiday, with up to 18 inches of rain standing on parts 
of the airfield, and a trunk cable had ' gone out.' The whole 
Troop was employed on Friday night and Saturday re
routing circuits and laying temporary cables. The highlight 
of the crisi was when Lance-Corporal Gus Honey did a 
' flying act ' from the roof of the civil air terminal building 
and left a neat outline of his body through a car port roof 
amid cries of 'do it again for the cameras.' By Sunday, all 
was under control, and we held our barbecue as planned, while 
on Monday, we provided two most successful sideshows for 
the Squadron Mini Fair, in the usual ~ot sunshine. 

(Adverr.-If you want some digging done urgently, con
tact Sergeant Fraser, Airfield Troop, 255 Signal 
Squadron). 

llnmal Troop 
The transitional period, due to the departure of the 2nd 

Battalion Royal Irish Rangers, and the arrival of 1st Battalion 
Staffordshire Regiment, seemed a good opportunity to rotate 
some of our own staff, and so March has seen the departure 
of Signalman 'Franky ' Shaw from the Comcen and L ance
Corporal 'Nobby' Walker, our M.T.0. 

Sergeant John Clayforth was ' dined-out ' in true Hamala 
Troop tradition at the 'Al Jaber ' Restaurant (' The Golly Nosh 
Shop ') where be managed to stay awake throughout the 
meal not ' flake out ' amongst the chuppatees and p rawn 
masahlas. Thus it was a hungover Sergeant ' Lemmy-D ' 
Lomas who took over the T roop the following day. 

On the porting side, the Troop took on Line Troop at 
ba ketball and beat them 28-10. Signahnan ' Eddy ' Sandison 
skippered the Squadron football team and was selected to play 
for the Army (Bahrain) together with Lance-Corporal ' Jock ' 
Clark, also of Hamala T roop. 

Ope rati ng Troo1• 
The Troop is in the process of being handed over to 

Lieutenant French, who bas just completed his Captains' Course 
at the School of Signals. The 0.C., Se<:ond-Lieutenant M. J . 
Jefferis, bas taken over the post of Assistan t Adjutant for the 
last few weeks of his tour here. 

Recently, the T roop was very successful in the Five-a-Side 
Football Competition. Both Troop teams reached the final, 
whereupon the ' A' Team beat the ' B ' T eam to win the 
Pope Cup for the second year in succession. 

We congratulate Sergeant Tanner on his promotion to Staff 
Sergeant and also Corporal Lomas on his promotion to 
Sergeant. 

Field Troop 

In spite of its small size, Field Troop has proved to be 
a true inter-Service unit, working throughout Bahrain. At pre
sent, in addition to providing communications for the Squad
ron, we have two Signalmen working as radio/telegraph 
operators on H .M.A.V. Arrezzo, for which we had no short
age of volunteers. We also provide ground to air communica
tion for the R.A.F., when required, which is frequently, so 
we manage to get about. 

Second-Lieutenant Durham has now taken over from 
Second-Lieutenant Conlon, who left us on 1st April (an 
appropriate date, you may say!). Sergeant Brown is still here 
to correct any blunders, and will continue to do so until the 
end. 

The Mini Fair 

On Easter Monday, the Squadron entertained the Service 
families of Bahrain by organising a Mini Fair, with side
shows, hot dogs, ice cream and cartoons. By far the most 
popular activity was dousing the S.S.M. (five goes for 25 fils), 
but ' Muffin,' our donkey mascot, was a popular mount for 
the children. Altogether, we made £25, and we are pleased 
to have been able to donate this sum to the Royaf Signals 
Benevolent Fund. (Acknowledged with much thanks.-Editor). 

lst Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron (25 7) 

B.F.P.O. 102 

I N February the Squadron took to the field on Exercise 
'Flintstone II' when we practised our S.0.P.s for three 

days under the critical eye of our new 0.C., MajGr Peter Davies. 
(Some of our more nostalgic members tearfully recounted 
' Flintstone I ' and remarked that Saracens don't get bogged 
like they used to!). 

Jn March Lieutenant Dick Hoyle and his merry men from 
22nd Regiment joined us with their Bruin . equipment for 
Exercise ' Bull Finch.' This was the first of a series of exercises 
with 7th Regiment planned for this year. 

This was followed on the educational scene by Lieutenant 
Les Fox and Second-Lieutenant John Allan awakening their 
dormant political aspirations on their 'Joe ' scheme. Contrary 
to popular belief this was not in preparation for the eventual 
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b king off of diplomatic relations between ' T' . and R ~ 
rea who until now have been banded ~ogeth.er m mutua 

:;~~E~n and masking tape under the misleading name of 
' Comms ' Troop. 

fro•n h i the r t o u11k11own corners of Germany 
0 

•I • M rch Exercise 'Ravens Ridge' saw us establish ing our-£ 
n a · · from hitherto unknown corners o 

selves and ~o!f:~c!,~: joined by Lieutenant Dick Hoyle's 
Germany. g h d 'd stirling work keeping us alive and. well 
detachment w o I Yeoman Len Holmes of 28th Regiment 
into the ~~~~n!elcome addition under ' atts and dets ' and 
::s t;:,~ forward to the day when we have our very own 
Yeoman. 

••• o n n ll ghl4."r note 

On a lighter note, during this exercise ourh footbkll l eain 
II ed our village hosts to a match at t e wee en 

:lte e~f the overwhelming encouragement of our armed sup-

porrter~ w~i ~~s, s~:~~~ ~~:~~~ its talents . to . organising the 
n pn. Ca in Promotion Exanunanon. (The exact 

Brigade I;-1eu~enant- pta 0 C , T ' Troop-as everl- who 
~sa~o~;~~~~r a ~ir~:t11ntothis. e~amination). (Lieutenant Fox 

passed-0.C.). f gby l 5 have taken on such goliath 
In the field o sport our ru v Re iment R A · our football 

teams. as 3 fo~~~e:ddalTOo~e~r~viou~ bullet~n;!)
0

;' andAwtble l<>?k 
team 1s on . T athletics meet m May. eucs forward to our mter- roop_ . 
I d ) read all about 1t next tune. . f 

area y. : . . uld not be complete without a menuon .o 
Our. p1c~ure .W.o. Whilst the Squadron was on Ex~rc1se 

the wives acuv1ues. . d children made a sorue on 
' Ravens Ridge ' the wives d an the ' tender care ' of Mrs. 

~~:'J:u!a!'£sl~dfor'ilio~ping in Ha{1{over ~~d ;::c~~ 
in the m?rnin~ of ~itur~Y~~~~~~ed ~J ~e Wives' Club 
for a quick bite o unc Co ral Fred Irving and a 'bun 
for a film show by Lance- ~a Davies The iadies retired 
fight ' ably refereed ·~ ~s.hildren still g~me for more. This 
suitably wo~. out WI • l c uccessful may well be repeated 
form of acuv1ty, seerrung Y s . 1 ' 
on future exercises. Watch out ladies. 

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support) 
B.F.P.0. 53 

Skill-a.,.Aruts 
. F those not conversant 

THE ' silly season ' 1~ upon us. o_r ·s the time when the 
with the ways of llfe m Cyprus, it 1a1 ts 'before the 

. th various annu even 
powers that be o~gamse e weeks have been all go in the 
bot eason starts. 1}ie las~ fourfor the fact that the hot season 
Squadron and had It not ee~ ould no doubt have been 
is late in starting this year t ere :Xted fairly quitely with the 
the odd case of ex?aust:on. It all s~ Although our overall 
Royal Signals Skill-at~Arm . 11?-eetmJ;~ s M G mots, W.0.2 · 
results were a bit d1 appom~~ Norton. sig~alman 'Trigger' 
(S.S.M.) J. V. Pre~s, Sergea1!t~~die' ~rick, emerged the 
Tregilgas and Signalman and indeed the S.S.M. was the 
winn~s . o_f the Sf.M.fG: IC~ avy prompting from the O.C. over 
best mdw1dual, a ter arr Y e 
his left shoulder! b th NEARELF Skill-at-

0Thi~ was _followed fair~.c~N~rto~ ea~ns praise for his _con
Arms m which Serg~ant .th1c th S LR which gained him a 
· t1 od hooung w1 e · · ., s1sten . y go s C XX A very creditable performance. 

place m the G.O. · · 

lValluabout 
W lk bout which some readers may 

Next came the Cyprus a a foot from Episkopi on 
know is akin to a motor ral~y b~t ~~ the ~op of the Troodos 
the south-west coast .of the dslan ''th a night's rest at the top. 
Mountains and back ~ two ays, wi h k oint to check point 

To fini~h this gr~el!mg slo;d f~~~ Sq:~n ream of Sergeant 
is an achievement m itself a l n· k Olsen and Signalman Ken 
T Holmes Lance-Corpora ic 
B~:!n did all' that was required of them. 
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LOCAL COLOUR 

I A d Spowart examines a mysterious object Lance-Corpora n Y • ) 
(wickerwork hen carrier? Cyprus style bagpipe1-any suggestions 

"thletics- successful meeting 
_.,. · rl Corps Annu:il 

The Squadron was asked to orgarus~ il~ thi ear We 
Athletics Meeting at Hk appy din'(aglletbiy,_5EJi:0~~ ow~ §qu~dron h d dry run the wee prece · k 

a ~ k arrangements for the followmg we~ 
meeung, to chec -ou.t ?ur 0 C Project Troop, Captam 
and of course to/1ck a te~. br~in~ behind the organisation 
(T.O.T.) J. A. Mi ton, w~d managed to inveigle, cajole and 
and on the day proper · th s uadron and indeed 
browbeat just about every man m e ·qt m' th~ running of 

th th Squadrons to ass1s . 
some from e ob er highly su~cessful meeting. Pred1cta~ly, 
what proved to .e a Re iment ran away, if that's th_e n~t 
1 Squadr<;m 9th S1~ ; hies. 261 were doing very mci;ly m 
phrase, w1th most o e f tr thp meetin but were literally pipped 
second place for most 0 

1 
e t gthe 4 x 100 metres relay, 

th · the very ast even , 
on e post m s· 1 R giment Performances of note were 
by 2 Squad~n t°1 G=er's e sterling run in the ?,000 m7~e~, 
Signalman ar t's and Corporal Rick Christle s 
L~n~o~ral linAndyd ~~wafnian Kevin Kimber's and Corporal 
wm m the iave an ... -
Smith's performances ~ _the 8COO m~tre~lton is planning his 

At the time of wntmg aptain . 1 259 and 262 
bined team from ourse ve , 

revenge, where a CO!llll . tussle with 9th Signal Regiment s: al Squadrons w1 agam 
i~~e Cyprus Major Units Meeting among others. 

SCop J•ress · 
1 in next 

Notes on ~quadron summer camp wil appear 
month' notes. 

CLOTHING is still URGENTL y required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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259 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 53 
UR readers _may re.d!:ll that we were prompted by the visit 

of the. Prl.llle M1mster in March to reveal to a startled 
world the eXI tence . of the 259 Vi itors Club. Business has not 
been exactly slack m the last two months and the committee 
are pleased to repoi:t that membership has again increased. 

What, one enqwres, prompts M .P.s, C.G.S.s, Adjutant
Gener:ils and the lik!! to come flocking to enrol? It is of course 
thheilw1de r_ange of mter!!Sts _and activities open to 'the visito; 
w . st he is here relaxmg m the sun far from the cares of 
Whtteball. 9ur pie.cures show various members of the permanent 
s~ pur umg therr own panicular activities. Water sports are 
~ways popula! and Serge~t ~·ii;iton shown below is a well-

own figure m ~e local skin d1vmg fraternity. Sergeant Evans 
shown here playing rugger for the Welsh team in Cyprus is 
equally prominent on the sports field. (We try and dissuade our 

Sergeant Hinton, who operates from Dhekelia is a skin diver 
of some experience 

• · · an~ for some high powered thrills there is Corporal 
Coates in the Acropolis Motor Rally in Greece-at least he 

tells us it is him in the car! 

2'46 

Th~ latest Y.l,P. to visit the unit- Mr. Geoffrey Johnson 
Smith, M.P., Under Secretary of State for the Army. He is 
shown here with Sergeant Meaney in Engineering Control 

and showing absorbed interest ' 

Serge~nt _Evans-seen evading a strong tackle-is an enthus-
1ast1c and prominent member of the rugby team 

core senior visitors from taking part in the latter activity) 
. orthporAal Coat~s--at least he says that it is him- is seen driving 
m e cropolis Motor Rally in Greece. 

Our v!sit from ti;ie Signal Officer-in-Chief was recorded in 
~e last issue and smc;e. then we have had what has practically 

ecome an annual v1s1t from the Under-Secretary of State 
:r ~~ Army. The latest visit was somewhat auspicious face 

1 
e v1s1tor was Mr. Geoffr~y 7ohnson Smith, M.P., and we were 

phieased ~o be the first umt m the Corps to receive him after 
s appomtment. 
He is shown in the p"ct lk" S Engineering Control. I ure ta mg to ergeant Meaney in 
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644 Signal Troop (UNFICYP) 
B.F.P.O. 667 

~love to • Dim• Beret ' Cuma• 

A
FTER several false starts, due to a lack of money, Head

quarters UNFICYP recently moved to its new base in 
the old R.A.F. Nicosia complex, and aptly named its new 
location ' Blue Beret' Camp. For some time, under the direc
tion of C.S.0.'s branch, and in close liaison with the Cyprus 
Telecommunications Authority (CYTA), we had been making 
our plans. We had to move the communications centre, tele
phone exchange, battery charging shop and technical work
shop, as well as plan the installation of radios and telephones 
for the headquarters. The move took place over a weekend and 
finally depended on CYT A moving, and reinstalling, the 10-0-
line RURAX automatic exchange without a hitch. This they 
did-Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hill ceased chewing at his finger
nails and we cheerfully tore up the pink (manual only) tele
phone directories. Not everything went as smoothly, and a 
special word of thanks must go to the anonymous local 
carpenters who provided 90 minutes' heartache by looping our 
D.C.N. link whilst doing a last-minute tidying-up job to the 
teleprinter benches. Vinually our only other problem was with 
the Chief Logistics Officer's intercom which would not respond 
to ' His master's voice,' but insisted on playing top of the pops 
on all six channels. Lieutenant Mike Butler quickly demon
strated he had lost none of his old Foreman's skill by con
fiscating the capacitors from a transistor radio to shunt the 
offending RF to earth. 

Visitors of Distinction 
Since the move we have had many VISltors from both the 

Corps and the rest of the Army. This is not surprising as the 
U.K. makes a large contribution towards the cost of UNFICYP. 
Amongst those who have visited the Troop recently were the 
S.0 .-in-C.; Major-General M. S. Hancock, M.B.E., V.Q.M.G.; 
thJe Venerable Archdeacon J. R. Youens, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., 
Chaplain General; Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E., M.C., 
G.O.C. NEARELF; Colonel C. 0. Bound, O.B.E., Commander 
3rd Signal Group. 

Third - even fourth - tours 
30th Signal Regiment have continued to support us in a most 

able manner. Because the majority of the Troop are on a six 
months' tour our recent new arrivals are too numerous to 
name; suffice it to say that some are back for their third, and 
fourth, tours. 

S.0 .-in-C. MEETS KEY-MAN 
The S.0 .-in-C. meets W.0.2 (Y. of S.) P. C. Wood. Also present 
Captain G. M. Finney, O.C. 644 Signal Troop and Lieutenant-Colonel 

D. D. Ranft, C.S.0 . U.N.F.l.C.Y.P. 

Thanks to our Canadian friends 
No reference to the Troop would be complete without 

mentioning the valuable assistance given to us by the Canadian 
Second-in-Command, radio operators and the linemen. Coming 
from different units in Canada for six months they are cheer
ful representatives of all three former services. Now these force 
are integrated we get ex-soldiers, sailors and airmen. They 
take pride in their old traditions, a fact which is made obvious 
by the beards worn by the former sailors amongst them. At 
tinles it feels as though we are aboard H.M.S. 'Fearless' when 
one bears shouts of ' port ' and ' starboard ' drifting out of the 
Communications Centre. 

Most competitive sport is played on inter-contingent basis, 
where om most notable achievement was in supplying all the 
members, except one, of a falling plate team with Lance-
Corporal Davidson as captain. Though we lost in the final to 
the Irish contingent we did manage to beat the Royal Green.
jackets in a preliminary round. Again we were runners-up in 
the six-a-side hockey league to the Royal Huss:us, this time 
being ably skippered by W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Wood. Corporals 
Brett and Branson between them woo the singles and doubles 
in the UNFICYP badminton tournament. 

The Volunteers 

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

Award of Lord Lieutenant's Certificates 

O
N Sunday, 21st March, our Squadron at Leeds, 49 (WR) 

Signal Squadron, put their barracks at the disposal of 
the Yorkshire T. ~ A.V.R. for the presentation of Lord 
Lieutenant's Certificates to members of East and West Riding 
Volunteer Units. The awards were made by Brigadier K. 
Hargreaves, C.B.E., LLB., TD., HM. Lieutenant to the West 
Riding of Yorkshire, who presented the certificates. Two 
members of 49 Squadron received certificates-Corporal A. 
Gledhill and Coq,oral M. Turner, W.R.A.C. The Regiment 
congratulates them on these awards. 

Recruiting 
We have been concentrating on recru1tmg since the be

ginning of the year, and it is gratifying to see the Command-
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iog Officer's strength graph at last taking significant upward 
turn. Our recruiting efforts were intensified during March to 
coincide with the North of England T .A. & V.R.A. recruiting 
drive, which took place during the period 1st to 14th March, 
and also our Leeds Squadron was involved in the Yorkshire 
recruiting drive which took place on 15th to 29th March. 
The final results of our efforts in March and April were 57 
recruits, and we are still recruiting. These results are most re
warding and show that all r..'le effort put in by our Volunteers 
was well wonh while. 

Regiment.al Weekends 
Another highly-successful weekend was pent at the W.E.T.C., 

Scarborough, when once again, the Regiment assembled at 
Burniston Barracks to carry out a concentrated weekend of 
trade and recruit training. This was followed up by a further 
weekend at Scarborough, when 61 soldiers managed to pas 
their trade tests. 

Fitness for Role lnspeetlon 
The annual Fitness for Role Inspection took place on 3rd 

and 4th April. The inspection was carried out by Brigadier 
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Brigadier K. Hargreaves, C. B.E., L.L. B., T. D., H. M. Lieutenant to the 
West Riding of Yorkshire presents his certificate to Corporal M. 

Turner W.R.A.C. at Leeds 

A. J . Jackson, Commander, 12 Signal Group 01). On Saturday, 
3rd, the inspection was carried out at 49 Squadron (Leeds) 
and 50 Squadron (Darlingron), where the Commander saw 
Volunteers on parade and undergoing trade training, and on 
the Sunday at R.H.Q., H.Q. Squadron and 90 Squadron 
(Middlesbrough), where the Commander inspected the quarter 
guard and saw Volunteers taking pan in a radio relay exer
cise. He also inspected the 34 (N) Signal Regiment Band 
and the L.A.D., RE.M.E. Brigadier Jackson said that he was 
deli~hted at the 'good hean' of the Regiment and showed a 
parucu!ar interest in the new recruits. · 

Lyke Wake Walk 

During the weekend of 1st and 2nd May, we assisted 36th 
Regiment M in their attempt at the Lyke Wake Walk; a 
full account of this will be given in a later edition of THE 
WmE. 

Our activities are not confined solely to training and recruit
ing, for once more romance bas blossomed in our midst, and 
we congratulate Corporal K. Johnson, A.C.C., on his marriage 
to Private M.. Armstrong, W.R.A.C., on 7th March. Un• 
fortunately, his gain is our loss, for Mrs. Johnson has now 
left us to take up her duties as a housewife. Congratulations, 
also, to Corporal S. Brown, who represented the T. & A.V.R. 
at football recently; we sympathise with the fact that they lost, 
but understand it was a very good game. 

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment 

(Volunteers), Birmingham 12 

80 Volunt4'e r s for Ca tterick T rainin" 

SPRING again. The fitness for role inspection behind us and 
our never-ending commitments of trade training and 

recruiting in order that we may fulfill our role alongside our 
regular units continues in C3.fnest. It is a difficult and slow 
process for the volunteer soldier to attain his trade rating, 
being only able to train for a few hours on a T uesday evening, 
two weekends a month and the invaluable courses held by 
Training Brigade at Catterick, but the enthusiasm and deter-
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GERMANY BOUND 
Volunteers 'weigh-in ' prior to emplaning for Germany. Note 

modern de luxe arrangements 

mination shown by them is rewarding in itself. We have this 
year over 80 volunteers who will be attending trade courses at 
Catterick. One of the major tasks we are now faced with is 
the preparing of our drivers for the heavy goods vehicle test. 
Proficiency seems to be increasing by the lack of noise and 
crunching of gears. 89 Squadron driver instructors Sergeant 
Maurice Skipper, Corporal Rex Stapleton and Signalman John 
Harley go around muttering, " Patience is a virtue," or words 
to that effect, but as always we will succeed! 

One of the first tasks set us was the co-ordination of a 
regular army technical display in Birmingham's Bull Ring, 
both Quicksilver and R.E.M.E. being exhibited. This exhibiton 
was also improved by the inclusion of our own recruiting 
attachment in the form of Corporal John Doe who spent a 
pleasant week watching 'X ' factors in mini skirts moving up 
and down the escalators near to his stand. 

Round the Squadrons 
Other activities worth a mention are an orientation and 

initiative exercise held by 58 (Staffs) Signal SquadroB which, 
judging by the report, managed to orientate most of the public 
houses in Shropshire and initiate an invitation from the local 
inn at Lydbury to return. I suppose this is what orientation 
is all about. 

H.Q. Squadron and L.A.D. went on a joint infantry weekend 
and marched madly across hill and dale. H.Q. Squadron won 
the event by 60 blisters to 63. The main awards of the day 
went to Captain George Illingworth, O.C. L.A.D., for march
ing and not having blisters, and Signalman George Wo<><I for 
having blisters and not marching. 

Dallying 

Once again we proved our worth in the Western Command 
Championship Exercise ' Black Dragon ' in which we won the 
team prize, ' The Ribble Cup,' and the ' Hermes Cup ' for 
the best Royal Signals team. Our team was also selected to 
represent Western Command in the Southern Command driv
ing championships. 

We also entered Birmingham 'Driver of the Year ' competi
tion, with our drivers coming 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th in the 
military section and overall 6th in the 'B ' vehicle class. 

De p artures and Arriv a ls 
April saw the departure of our Training Officer Major Peter 

Bullard to his new civilian occupation in Camberley and the 
arrival of his relief M ajor K eith Ryding; also to leave us was 
Staff Sergeant Roy Smithson who has gone to work in a Bank 
at Catterick. We wish them all the best in their new careers 
and welcome Staff Sergeant Oliver and Staff Sergeant ' Jock ' 
Mancais to the fold. 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, 
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS, 
GARRARD & COMPANYL TD .. LONDON 

The Pride of 
the Regiment. 
For over two hundred years Garrard have commem

orated, in finely-worked silver, the achi~vements of.rear 
Regiments. Today this tradition of service to the mt ttary 
is firmly established. . . 

1 · As Regimental Silversmiths Garrard ma1~tati: ~ ose 
contact with a large number of regiments an~ .mdtvid':1al 
serving members. We offer you unrivalled traditional s~Jls 
of our designers and craft men and the p~rsonahl stet rvicke 

that ts the a mar 
of Garrard. 

GARR A RD 
The Crown Jewellers 
GARRARD & CO . LTD. 112 RBOE.NTST 
LONDON WIA 2TJ TEL: 0 1-734 7020 
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always 
inaGieves 

ready-to-wear 

Appointed Tailors and 
Outfitters to the 
R oyal Corps of Signals 

27 Old Bond Street, London, W.1 

1 High Street, Camberley 

Bath Brockenhurst Cambridge Cheltenham 

Chichester Chester 

Edinburgh 

Portsmouth 

Cranwell Dartmouth 

Harrow 

Weymouth 

Leice ter Plymouth 

Winche ter Malta 
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39th (City of London) Signal Regt. (V) 

--1 

ANY congratulation to W.0 .2 (S.S.M.) Bob Newman 4 
. quadroo, who received his T . ~ A.V.R. Mentori~us 

ervice Cenificate from Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templer 
at a ceremony at Duke of Yorks Headquarters on 31st Mardi. 
~.S.M. Newman began his military career during the war, end
mg as a parachu~st at Arnhem after . w~ich he was captured 
~d held, as a ~nsoner of war at Le1pz1g. The next time he 
1wnped was mto Scarborough Bay in 1968. Bob Newman 

has been S.S.M. 4 Squadron for a long time now and all 
member of the Regiment join in saying ' well done/ 

A WELL MERITED AWARD 
W .0 .2 New man receives a T.A.V.R. Meritorious service certificate 

from Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templer 

Parading in H y d e Park 

The ~egiment took part in the Greater London T.A.V.R. 
parade_ m Hyde Park on 18th April. Prior to the ' drive past ' 
m which we had a float commanded by Second-Lieutenan'.t 
John .Burgess, ther~ was a display which included RS.M. T erry 
Martin demons~ung the ~reparation of ' compo' to the masses 
(a most popular item), a display of our equipment set up by a 
team of stalwart P.S.l.s un~e.r S~ Sergeant (F . of S.) Peter 
!on~ and our J?3rachute trammg swmg into which was strapped 
Miss Pegasus, the Parachute Regiment's tame ' bunny girl ' 

-much to the amusement of the crowd and the delight of 
Officer Cadet Laurie Hinds who had to strap her in ! 

Anoth.-r good one gone 

Wedding beJJs for Captain John Rundall, Tech. Officer 1 
S£liuadron. The customary avenue of swords from his brother 
o ~rs was followed by the entire Squadron 'on parade' 
outside the Buckingbamshire. ~hurch on 20th February. Sad 
to say. Mrs. Rundall was spm ted away in the middle of the 
r~cepuon by an evil-minded bunch of officers, much to the 
~s7 oh our Padre, Peter Lloyd, whose sterling services in 
Ile urc seemed all at once to have been wasted. However 

a ~as we!I . a few h~urs later when the happy couple wer~ 
~u~!ed !1dndvl mg oppos~te ways down Buckingham High Street 
'--- f rru. e of the rught. It seems lilat the officers have now 
u=:n orgiven I 
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HAPPY EVENT 
Captain John Rundall and his bride leave the Church in the time 

honoured manner 

Exercisin g 

Once again ~ur friends 25.9 and 262 Squadron in Cyprus, 
234 Squadron m Malta, Ma1or Gordon Walker in Gibraltar 
22nd Regimen~ in B.A.O.R., the Jaegercorps and the Danish 
Home Q-uard m Denmark weJJ looked after about a third of 
the Regrment on Exercise ' Hempo.' The Honorary Colonel 
Colonel -i:· B. Langton, M.C., M.A., was positively disgruntled 
wheD: Ma1or Gordon Green, O.C. Para Squadron would not 
let him ' ~low up ' the cause\".ay, he said he hadn~t done tilat 
son of thmg for years and wished to refresh his memory. 

SERIOUS BUSINESS 
The Honorary Colonel , Colonel T. B. Langton , M.C., and Major 
D. A. D. Smith prepare themselves while flying to an operational 

zone 
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Greatt'r love, etc., etc. , etc. 
Recent advert in the Regimental magazine: 
SWOP - One wife (secondhand) and one daughter (mint 

condition) for one F.A. Cup Final ticket (or more). I will also 
throw in a fair remuneration. Please, please help. I must see 
God's chosen eleven thrash Arsenal. 

Ee Aye Addio--we're going to win the cup. 
Offers to Corporal J . J. Hines, 1 Squadron. 
(How wrong he was--wasn't he). 

Driving s uccess 
More congratulations, this time to Second-Lieutenant Gwen 

Murgatroyd and Private Pauline Kenchatt, W .R.A.C., who 
won powder compacts for being the best W.R.A.C. crew in 
the r ecent BAMA Southern Command Driving Champion
ships on 17th /18th April. 

40th Ulster 
Signal Regt. (V) 

Belfast 

SO much for the 'quiet ' time I was promised after Christ
mas-we have been involved in a fever of activity, with 

rc<:ce parties flying to and from B.A.0 .R ., the shooting team 
winning still more trophies, our first two full 48-hour exercises, 
all superimposed on the steady background of recruit and trade 
training (15 courses running at present). Our little local troubles 
have caused few problems, attendances are good and recruiting 
even better. We recruited 208 men and women in the year 
ending 30th April-is this a record? 

Exercise ' Spring Fever ' 
Exercise ' Spring Fever' started out as a simple Troop/ 

Squadron deployment, but by the time Major ' Bunny ' Scott 
and Major Bill Surgeon got together with the Systems Control 
Officer, Captain Tom Adams, it turned into a Regimental affair. 
It ' rained,' those of you who have been in Northern Ireland 
or the Far East will appreciate that simple phrase. On the first 
day, Armagh Observatory logged the heaviest rainfall since 
records began in 1841, just over 3in. fell, and the language 
was 'liquid' too. Packets of vdlicles motored through a drowned 
countryside and squelched into fields and quarries. Communi
cations were established, and newly formed crews settled down 
to work. When the exercise ended on a bright Sunday lunch
time, much had been learned, especially of the art of living 
in the field, and morale was high. If we can communicate in 
those conditions, the remaining exercises should be easy. 

Camp recce 
We are off to the Continent in September so we are well into 

the recce season. M ajor Campbell (Training Major), Major 
Roberts (81 Squadron), Captain (Q.M.) Carnell, Captain Jim 
Brown, Second-in-Command of 66 Squadron, and Captain 
Billy Nesbitt of 798 Medium Radio Troop have all been to 
B.A.0.R. and Belgium on ' liaison' trips. They have been 
most impressed by me help and goodwill shown by all the 
staff and host units, and have brought back so much informa
tion that it's just as well we don't go until late September. 

Slaoot,iu g 
The shooting team added the Northern Ireland Small Bore 

Championship Trophy to their collection, beating the Queen's 
University O.T.C. by just three points in the final. 

The full-bore team were the leading volunteer rifle team 
in the Command Small Arms Meeting, won the pistol team 
diampionship and came third in the SM.G. 

The G .O.C, Northern Ireland General Harry Tuzo, O.B.E., 
M .C., presented the trophies we won at the non central matches 
in addition to the above. 

Colonel John McCann, when he visited us recently, p resented 
the team with the 54 medals they won during the season, 
and they were duly 'christened ' in a wee drop of the hard 
stuff- the medals not me team ! 
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Offif'ers' training we4'k 4'nd 

Thirty-seven Officers of the Regiment gathered in the Slieve 
Donard Hotel, Newcastle, Co. Down, for their spring training 
weekend. The ambitious programme included lectures from our 
sponsor units in Europe, and our Deputy Group Commander, 
Colonel Robin Chell, gave us the benefit of his worldly wisdom 
in his usual humorous fashion. There was, of course, a din er 
night, followed by P.T . in the hotel pool (midnight to 1.30 
hours QUt not in the programme). 

8 1 Si gnal Squadron 

The Post Office profess ionals, with the assistance of our 
Permanent Staff, completed a very successful four-day camp 
at Scarborough. I t was a whirlwind camp with H .G .V. and 
B.A.0 .R. driving qualification tests, blood grouping, equipment 
familiarisation, briefing for camp, and military law! Signalman 
(Captain Q.M.) Carnell was marched in front of his Squadron 
Commander, Major (O.R.S.Q.M.S.) T tll, as an example to all 
of the dreaded powers of a Squadron Commander. He got off 
lightly really- probably a gesture of mercy to his 15 children! 

Tale-piece 
The sun is shining, the blossom is out and Stormont (our 

Parliament) has extended the licensing hours to 23.30! 
Well, we need to get in some practice before saying farewell 

to Brigadier Jackson who goes to D Tels. M .0 .D. this month! 
We should have a lot to report next time. 

- Sport 
CORPS CRICKET 

Royal Signals (Officers' XI) v. Welbeck College 
This match was played at Welbeck on 5th May. Weather 

conditions were almost ideal for playing cricket-warm sun
shine and a gentle breeze. 

Scores: 
Royal Signals Xl: 166 for 8 (Radfor d 35, Thewlis 35, 

Panton 33, Garton 29). 

Welbeck College: 88 for 9 (Readip,g 4--9, Blashill 2-9). 
Result: Match drawn. 
The Corps won the toss and elected to bat on an easy-paced 

wicket. After a poor beginning, in which three wickets fell for 
23 runs, the middle order batting stood firm, and good innings 
by Major Panton, Captains Garton and Radford and Lieutenant 
Thiewlis enabled a respectable score to be reached. 

The College struggled for runs from me outset against 
the accurate bowling of Major Blashill and Captain Reading, 
losing four wickets for 20 runs. Sensible innings by Matthews, 
assisted by Hanlon and Miller took the total to 80. A dropped 
catch in the penultimate over of the day enabled the College 
to force a draw. 

The Corps team was as follows: Major T . Blashill (30th 
Signal Regiment), Major M. Panton (School of Signals), 
Captain A. Browne and Captain M. K. Carson (11th Signal 
Regiment), Captain C. Garton, Captain J. Radford and Captain 
R. Shiner (School of Signals), Captain G. Davies (8th Signal 
Regiment), Captain I. Reading (A.A.C., Harrogate), Lieutenant 
G. Gordon (11th Signal Regiment), Lieutenant J. Thewlis 
(30th Signal Regiment). 

.<tRMY DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS - B.A.0.11. 

School temn win Corps trophy ou E xercise 
t 1loadn1aste r VI ' 

A team comprising Major M. A. Barnes-Murphy (non
competing team captain), Sergeant D. E . Brooking, Coq,oral 
G. W. Cage, Corporal G. Henderson and Signalman C. J. Hill, 
won the Royal Signals T rophy for the best Royal Signals team 
in the gruelling Army Motoring Championships - Exercise 
' Roadmaster VI ' - held in B.A.0.R. from 10th to 17th May. 
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Bournemouth Easter Festival 1971 
Standing, left to right: W .0 .2 T. Stevenson (Umpire), Lieutenant G. Heaney, Captain S. R. Carr-Smith, Lieutenant B. Chubb, Corporal P. Havlin, 

Major P. D. E. Gregory, Brigadier J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E. (President Corps Hockey) 
Seated, left to right : Captain A. H. Boyle, Captain I. Oddie, Corporal J. Boardman, Sergeant D. Poultney, Captain J. G. M. Mcluckie, Sergeant 

R. Williams, Major M. A. T. Hartnett. (Not included) Captain C. Day, Sergeant B. Chapman 

Corps successes at Bournemouth Easter Festival 
Played under ideal conditions at the Bournemouth Spores 

Club, the Corps emerged as one of only nvo undefeated sides 
at the festival. Players representing the Corps are shown in 
the photograph. 

Results: 
Royal Signals v. National Westminster Ban1c won 3-1 
Royal Signals v. Old Becchamians; won 2--0. · 
Royal Signals v. Gypsies (Epsom H.C.); won 1--0. 
Royal S~gnals v. Robins (Sheffield H.C.); draw 1-1. 
Royal Signals v. Rakes (Walsall H.C.); drew 2-2. 
The Corps were fortunate to catch the Banks below 

stren_gth for th~ Fri';lay afternoon ~arch,_ winning easily. Th.is 
provided the side with match praCtlce, vital for the remaining 
games. 

In _the first match, on Saturday, against Old Becchamians, 
1!1e side played fast open hockey against a side who made 
httle attempt to open the game up. In complete contrast our 
second game, against the Gypsies, extended both sides t~ the 
full, our forwards snatching a very good opportunist goal in 
the first half and the defence taking the honours in the second. 

On the Sunday, !fie Robins visited Blandford, providing the 
many spectators with a first-rate match in which both sides 
produced many chances, and honours were even1y shared. 
After the game, they described our ground as the best they 
had pl_ayed on this season-<>ur thanks to all concerned. 

~a.v10g beaten Hounslow H.C., who included three Great 
Bnt~ _players, 3-2, the Rakes were to prove to be our stiffest 
oppos1uon. With both sides striving for the honours, a fast, 
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open, no-quarter-given game ensued, and the Corps side had 
to work extremely hard to come from behind twice and draw 
the match. 

End-of-season sununary 
Played 21, won 11, drawn 5, lost 5, goals for 42, goals 

against 17, cancelled 1. 
In addition, the Officers of the Corps beat Welbeck College 

3--0. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT each 
U .K. inc. P. Tax - " (Postac• Estral 

64p 
70p 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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Personal A.flairs 

Obituary -

Colonel A. Newton, 0.8.E. 
'Pne death, in Bangalore on 3rd May, of A~thur (' Dad~y ') 

Newton is reported. 'Daddy,' who was born m 1889, arrived 
in Rawalpindi as a rifleman just before the outbreak of the 
Great War. Apart from spells of active service on the North 
West Frontier he seemed destined to live in 'Pindi. He became 
a Captain and Quarter.master I.A. in 1?2.1. He was Q.M: of 
'B' Corps Signals (India) from 1927 until it exchanged srauons 
with ' A ' Corps. He stayed on in 'Pindi and served ' A ' Corps 
instead. 

He knew 'Pindi and everyone in Northern Corrunand. He 
knew his regulations and was a tower of strength to a succes
sion of C .0.s. The subalterns were not so pleased, however. 
' Daddy ' hoarded his stores and the soap, white, bars, of annual 
issue for saddlery, had been so lo!lg in the store that ~ey had 
petrified. The storeman had whiled away years carvmg the 
Royal Arms on each bar. 

' Daddy' was a keen committee man on every important 
event. Only he really knew where the tentage for t?e .North 
of India Horse Show came from and what commumcauons it 
needed. 

By the time he left ' A' Corps Signals in 1939 to become 
Officer i/c Indian Signal Corps Records, he !iad. be~n 
Lieutenant-Colonel and Q.M. for two years. In his ume m 
Cambridge Barracks be must have written off the stores half-;a
dozen times for operations and brought them on charge a~am. 
The unit equipment table had been evolved from 31 S1~nal 
Company S. & M. in 1911 and its amendments made it a 
volume of noble proportions. Some of the junk on charr;e defied 
identification, but 'Daddy' was a match for any audnor. 

' Daddy' did not care for R;~ords: He preferred soldiers and 
the Punjab. He became administrative officer of an O.C.T.U. 
in South India. From that post he emerged as a Colonel, 
Commandant of the Indian General Service Corps Depot at 
Aurungabad. He retired at the end of the war. and .moved to 
Bangalore, where he married, his first wife havmg died. 

Major J. E. Denton 
John Edward Denton was granted a T.A. Commission in 

Royal Signals in 1937 and became a Regular Officer of the 
Corps after the 2nd World ~ar .. During the war ~e ~erved 
with S Div., 47 Div. and 1 Div. Signals, and s_aw action m the 
Italian campaign. After the war he served m .~Pt b~fore 
going to Korea with the 1st <;:omrn~nwealth DivJSJon Signal 
Regiment, where he was menuoned m Despatches. 

After Korea, he served in the War O!fice (Sigi;ials ~) where 
he became substantive Major. His service has smce .mcluded 
tours in France, B.A.0.R., FARELF and M.0.D. (Signal 35 
and 4) before his latest tour in Cyprus as S.0.2 at H.Q. 3r~ 
Signal Group. John's death wa sudden ~nd unexpected, at his 
home in Episkopi, Cyprus, on 25th April. 

His many friends will remember John for his ever-present 
smile, good humour and cheerful .disposition. J:Ie mad<: many 
acquaintances throughout the Ser~cc, ?ue to his keen mterest 
in sailing, which was shared by h.1s w_ife Ivy. . 

Our sincere sympathy goes to his widow and three children. 

Signalman William Owens 
38th Signal Regiment (V), Sheffield, write: 

Signalman William Owens died on 19th March while en route 
to weekend training at Scarborough. A keen volunteer, .popular 
in his Troop, the motor cycle accident ~ which J;te was 10volved 
has taken from us a member of a .qual}ty w~ w~ll always need. 

Our sympathy is extended to his wife Ahce m Manchester. 
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Captain F. H. Neate, 0.8.E. 
The death of Captain F. H. Neate, O.B.E. at the age of 91, 

will be felt as a deep personal loss to members of the Bath 
Branch of the Association. Despite his age Captain Neate was 
one of the staunchest members of the Branch and he took a 
keen interest in its affairs and the Corps generally. 

Captain Neace served tbroughout the 1914-_18 war. with 
Signals; he was awarded the 0.B.E. and was nv1ce menuoned 
in despatches. In civilian life he was a former sales traffic 
officer for the Post Office at Manchester. 

Just before his death the branch presented Captain Neate 
with a copy of 'Through to 1970.' . 

He is survived by bis wife to whom sympathy is expressed. 
Her address is 2, Chantry Mead Road, Bloomfield Park, Bath. 

Captain (Tic.) A. C. llett 
The death at the early age of 42 on 9th May of Captain 

(' Chubby ') Ilett will come as sad news to a large circle of his 
Corps friends. Captain Ilett joined the Boys' Company in 
1942, and many an ex-Boy ~ well reme~ber hi~ for his 
dleerful and friendly personality. He had an impressive Corps 
career culminating in him being commissioned as Traffic 
Officer. He retired in 1968. Deep sympathy is expressed to his 
relatives whose address is: 164 Highfield, Feltham, Middlesex. 

Movements 

Oflicc1·s 
Lieutenant R. D. Abbo1t 
Captain R. I. F. Amos ... 
Captain (Tfc.) P. Brown 
Captain R. A. J. Bingley 
Capta:.0 R. B. Barber .. . 
Captain J. J. Bingham .. . 
Major G. Gorden .. . 
Captain (T.O.T.) D. W. Capon 
Captain A. P. de Bretton Gordon 
Captain P. H. Dale . . . . .. 

... To 255 Signal Squadron as Cap1. 
,, 28th Regiment 
,, 25th Regiment (ut Com.) 
,, A.P.S. Group 
,, H .Q. N. Ireland as Major 
,, 8th Regiment 
., M .O.D. Sigoili 31 
,, 241 Signal Squadron 

M.O.D. (MP6b) 
,, 28th Regimen1 

Major W. E. A. Edmonds 
Major G. Ferrier . . . . .. 

,, Def. A.D.P. Trg. Ceo1re 
,, SHAPE (GS01 (EW) CANOE 

Div.) Lt.-Col. 
Major T. E. Grice 
Captain R. N. Hay$0m . . . .. . • .. 
Second-Lieutenant R. M. J. Hussey 
Brigadier A. J. Jackson . . . . .. 
Second-Lieutenant M . J. Jefferis 
Cap.ai'> J. W. Joyner . .. 
Captain (T.O.T.) D. J. Lane 
Captain (Tfc.) W. H . Lockie 
Capta.n A. R. Martin ... 
Cap:ain E . W. Penny 
Captain D. C. Podevin 
Captain J. D. Potts .. 
C6'Ptain (Q.M.) S. G. Pavey 
Captain (Q.M.) D . F . Rees 
Major T F. Ross ... ... . .. 
Second-Lieutenant C. J. Smith 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. 

Stephenson 
Lieutenant V. G . Strivens 
Captain C. R. Tree.by 

Captain H. G. S. Thomas 
Captain K. G. Wright .. 
Lieutenant I . R . Wilson 
Ca-ptnin M. J. Young 

"' .0.H llnd ScrgeantH 

,. 16th Regiment 
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment 

,, 7th Regiment 
D Tels. 

,, 12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,. H.Q. A.P.S. Group 

161h Regiment (1st Com.) 
,. -<)th Regiment 

5 Airptbl. Bde. H .Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps as Major 
229 Signal Squadron 

,, 38th Regiment (V) 
,, 8th Regiment . 

24 Airptbl. Bde. H.Q. & 1g. Sqn. 
H.Q. Radio Gp. B.A.O.R. 

,, 7th Regiment 

,. 13th Re~iment as C.O. 
7th Regiment 

,. 621 Signal Troop (H.M.S. 
Fearless) 

,, 8th Regiment 
,, A.P.S. Group 
,, 8th Signal Regiment 

17th Gurkha ignal Regiment 

W.O.t (F. of S.) D . Prime ... ... To 7th RegiI?ent 
W.0.I (F. of S.) M. J. S. Parkhurs1 " Iolth R~cni Co 
W.0.1 J. P. Downey ... ... .. . " U.KStaff ti& 1.i!ts. B~~l• 
W 0 A R Hill •. 37th Regiment (V) 

· ·1 · · z23 Signal Squadron 
W.0.2 R. G. Ro s 6 s· al T 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) P. A. Cook ,, 32 1gn roop 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) G. B. Curtis 642 Signal Troop 
W.O.z S. Brown ... ... ... . .. .. 4 Div. Siana! Regiment 

taff Sergeant (P. of S.) D. Knox . .. 255 Signal Squadron 
Stoff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. Baxter ... 31 th Regiment (V) 
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nt < or s) D J. 
F inighan 4 Gds. Armd. Bde. ig. 

t nt (F. of .) K. . 
WI Sc...,..•nt F . or .) R.PBem. Kb";l1bo1.~ ·• 11 th Regiment 2 Squadron 

·•- • • 225 Signal qundron 
taff Se.rgunt . J. mi th ., 225 Signal quadron 
taff Sergeant J. H. Chiplina th R · talf Sergeant C. E. Homewood t 1 eguncnt 2 Squndron 
ud er""ant J. Lake" . .. .•• .. 14th Regiment .,- , School of Signals 

S~ Sergeant (Y. of .) J. T . Noon ,, (Diomonstration T eam) 
""' Sergeant S. H. Lee . . . .. . 633 Signal Troop 

Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) I. R. Holmes " :i.~vT~n:;gR=~~t 
taff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. Sharpe ., 262 Signal Squadron 
taff Sergeant R. W. Wells · ·· 224 Signal Sqmldron 
taff ergea:i t B. W. Smoker R · 

A Sergeant S. R. Soqo .. . " ;:ht Re~;:~~t 
ergcant B. M. Reynold .• 16th Regiment 
ergeant D. Bi.DAAam • .. 225 Signal Squadron 
ergcant L. L . Adams . . . ., 28th Regiment 

Sergeant D. S. Jeune ... ,, rnh Regiment 2 Squadron 
ergeant R. D. Brown 21st Regiment 
ergcant D. Lodey 242 s· I S cir 

Sergeant s . Gibson ., 242 s i::!t s~~:dr~~ 
ergeant J . D. Gilbert ., 240 Signal Squadron 

Sergeant A. R. Hickman 10th Regiment 
ergeant G. F. Escott ,, 10th Regiment 
ergeam C. Maynard 2 Div. Signal Regiment 
crgeant W. E. Grieve Army Apprentices' Collegc, 

Sergeant E. B. Vargas 
Sergcant R. L. Keep . . . 
Sergeant P. Muxworthy 

crgcanL J. H. Richardson 
Sergeant M. M. Roberts 
Sergeant 0 . J. Burrows . . . 

Harrogate 
., 4 Div. Signal Regiment 
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

9th Regiment 
,, School of Signals 

qn. 

Sergeant A. Aitken .. . 
Sergeant J . R. Nicoll .. . 

ergeant V. Shuttleworth 
Sergeant J . H. Claytorth 
Sergeant J. W. Curry ... 
A/ Scrgcant K. J. Gibbons 
Aerr°t J. H . Waugh ..• 

3oth R eEiment 
,, 3oth Regiment 
,. 3oth Regiment 
,. 5 Airptbl. Bde. Signal Squadron 
., 2 Div. Signal Regiment 
,, r nh R".'!!iment 2 Sqadron 

3 Div. Signal Regiment 
,. &th Regiment 

9th Regiment 
I crgeaot R. Hil1am ••• 

Sergeant S . G . Colverhouse 
Sergeant G. A. Wright 

,. H .Q. NORTHAG (BB) 
.. 229 Signal Squadron 

SHAPE Comd. & Sp. (BAE) 

--- Promotions ---
CtPHER OPERATOR ROLL 

Nn.a Old 
Nanu Inin"als Rank Sen. Roll Sen. Roll 
Sgt. 
Hayden, F.C. 2 Dec. 54 

CoMMUNlCATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Donnithome, E.G. 24 Jan. 64 
Jeffrey, P. C. 18 Apr. 67 

LINEMAN ROLL 
Sgt. 
Jobes, R . l Mar. 71 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 
SgtS. 
Parry, D.C. I Jun. 59 
Taffinder, P . 2 Mar. 61 
Haydon, D . 27 Mar. 62 
Gro\•e D . J . C. 26 Jun . 63 
Hudspeth, L. 15 Apr. 66 
Davis, P . J. 3 Aug. 66 

REGIMENTAL DUTY RoLL 
ToW.0.1 
Markham, J . R . A 'W.0.1 9 Oct. 70 31 Jul. 64 
Gardner, F. R. A,W.0.1 23 Mas. 71 19 Apr. 69 

ToW.0.2 
Yates, w .c. S Sgt. 2 Feb. 71 31 Oct. 67 

To S Sgt . 
Payne, D .W. Sgt. 18 Feb. 71 21 Nov. 64 (Tech) 
Jennings, M . A/S Sgt. 11 Mar. 71 18 Feb. 63 (ComccnOp) 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.0.2 
Mcinally, J.P. S. S Sgt. 16 Jan . 71 16 Jan. 65 
Everett, T . J . S Sgt. 16 Jan . 71 16 Jan. 65 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.O.l 
Dcwi•, K . H . A/W .0 .1 12 May 70 13 Jun. 67 

ToW.0.2 
O'Donoghue, M.C. S Sgt. 2 Feb. 71 16 Mar. 67 

To S Sgt. 
Heyes, D . R. Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 19 Jun. 68 (S Op) 
Bunon, B. K. Sgt. 
Dunbas, D.A. Sgt. 

26 Nov. 70 31 Mar. 69 (ComcenOp) 

Waterston, J. D. 
26 Nov. 70 21 Oct. 69 (Tg Op) 

Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 21 Oct. 69 
Nichols, ~T. Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 ~Tg Of) 
Rice, • A. Sgt. 26 Nov. 70 

23 Oct. 69 COp 
23 Oct. 69 (COp) 

2S4 

To W.0.2 
McM•hon, 

To S Sgt. 
Locker, 
Jeffrey, 

T o S~t. 
Truo le, 
Bovenizcr 
Denton, 
Watson, 
Board, 
Tait, 
Mapson, 
Woffcnden, 
Mottram, 
Adams, 
C rittenden, 
Clark, 
Higson, 
Barnes, 
Higgerson, 
Hamer, 
Boys, 
Martin, 

To Sgt. 
Turner, 
Ledger, 
Ambler, 
Badger, 
Rayner, 
W~htman, 
M enaghan, 
Kendle, 

To Sgt. 
Turner, 

To Sgt. 
Dulston, 
Grocott, 
Unwin, 

To Sgt. 
Allison, 
Davi.son, 
Newell, 
Kitching, 

Nam• 
W.0.2 
Jepson, 
Leonard, 
Cairns, 

W.O.l 
Flint, 
Goodman, 

S Sgt. 
Thompson, 

W.0.2 
Hunt, 

SgtS. 
Hollander, 
Beavan, 
Ardern, 

Sgt. 
King, 

Sgt. 
Mc Manus, 

CH11'P Cu-RX ROLL 

J.P. S Sgt. 27 Feb. 71 27 Feb. 70 

w. J. AIS . Sgt. 27 F eb. 71 16 Oct. 66 
L.A. A S Sgt. 4 F eb. 71 19 N ov. 69 

T SCHNIClANS ROLL 

A. B. Cpl. 22 Apr. 70 13 Apr. 67 
P. G . Cpl. 24 Jul. 70 5 May 66 
M . J . Cpl. 6 Aug. 70 20 Dec. 63 
J . B. Cpl. 22 Oct. 70 22 Oct. 66 
G.A. Cpl. 22 Oct. 70 21 Mar. 66 
E . J. Cpl. 12 Nov. 70 12 Nov. 66 
M . J . Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 11 Mar. 66 
D . Cpl. 4 Dec. 70 22 Feb. 67 
A. Cpl. 9 Dec. 70 JI Aug. 66 
G . C. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 12 Nov. 66 
M.G. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 16 Dec. 66 
K . E. Cpl. 17 Dec. 70 13 Jul. 67 
C.P. Cpl. 18 Dec. 70 1 Jul. 67 
K . Cpl. 21 Jan. 71 24 May 67 
I. J . Cpl. 2 Feb. 71 1 Jun . 67 
B. Cpl. 23 Feb. 71 20 Apr. 67 
R . C . Cpl. 23 Feb. 71 29 Nov. 68 
F.W. Cpl. 1 Apr. 71 18 May 66 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 

J . A . W. A/Sgt. 1 Dec. 70 30 Apr. 68 
M.F. A/Sgt. I Jan. 71 l Dec. 68 
M.M. c I. l Jan. 71 1 Jan . 69 
R.W. A Sgt. 1 Jan. 71 1 Mar. 67 
A . G. Cpl. I Jan. 71 4 Jun. 65 
J. Cr:t. 28 Feb. 71 l Nov. 69 
D . J . A Sgt. l Mar. 71 8 Feb. 64 
J.E. G. A/Sgt. l Mar. 71 20 Jul. 66 

CIPHER OPERATOR ROLL 

A. E . Cpl. 20 Feb. 71 31 Mar. 66 

CoMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 

B. 
J.P. 
v . 

R . 
M.D. 
J. H. 
w. 

Initials 

J. w. 
H .W. 
J . M.W. 

Cpl. 2 Jan . 71 
Cpl. 2 Jan. 71 
Cpl. 1 Mar. 71 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

Cpl. 28 Jan. 71 
cr:1. 15 Feb. 71 
A Sgt. 18 Feb. 71 
A/Sgt. 1 Mar. 71 

DELETIO S 
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

Seniority 
Dat• 

14 Apr. 61 
8 Nov. 64 

24 Jan. 69 

B. T. 
R. 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

8 D ec. 66 

E. V. 

A.A.E. 

C .H. 
P.M. 
R. 

1 Mar. 71 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

21 Jul. 66 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

5 Nov. 64 

8 Feb. 68 
16 Apr. 69 
27 D ec. 69 

TSLEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 

C. C. 27 Mar. 62 

RADIO Rl!LAYMAN ROLL 

I. D. 27 Feb. 68 

17 Dec. 65 
l Jan. 63 

13 Sep. 64 

1 Oct. 57 
7 May 65 
l Dec. 59 
1Dec.59 

Cpl. Serial 474 MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT TllCHNlCll\NS ROLL 

Weld-Richards, G. E . B. 19 Aug. 67 

KEEP US IN THE PICTURE 
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE 

cannot _hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank, 
decorations awarded. If you ll-re going to be posted or 
promoted or have something new to add af1er your name 
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly 
Thank you. · 

THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1971 

Association News · 

NORTH l .. ONDON BHANCll 

Hon. Secretary: L. Usher, 22 Crchard Avenue, Southgate, N .14. 
Tel.: 01-886-2963. 

North London, active as ever, held its Annual Dinner on 
24th April when about 140 members and friends took their 
place at table. The main guests were Major-General E. S. Cole, 
C.B., C.B.E., Brigadier Pat Hobson, D.S.0., and Mrs. Ivy 
Freemantle whose late husband Gerry was always a tower of 
strength in the Branch. 

In his presidential speech Colonel Ken Baldwin highlighted 
the main events of the past year mentioning particularly the 
Donkey Derby which has been held annually at Alexandra 
Palace, raising many thousands of pounds in aid of the Homsey 
Centre for Handicapped Children. For this effort the Branch 
has for several years played a truly Signals role by installing 
field telephone communication thus enabling the organisers 
to keep tight and instant control over the vast area involved. 
In addition our members have worked in the Tote selling tickets 
by the thousand. 

Alas, with the closing of the race course this, ' The biggest 
Donkey Derby in the world,' will cease to take place after 1971. 

Ken also spoke of our various outings, the splendid attend
ance at monthly meetings and the steady influx of new members. 

Finally he called upon General Cole to present life member
ship cards to Reg Wilkinson and Harry Gillibrand on behalf 
of the Branch as a token of appreciation of their unceasing 
labours ever since we came into being. 

The only other speaker was Brigadier Hobson who, in a 
short but pithy speech, paid us some blushraising compliments 
and regaled us with one or two excellent stories at the expense 
of his brother Irishmen. 

After dinner a very social evening was enjoyed under the 
control of Wally Craythome. 

We should like to elaborate on the numerous Branch activities 
but space is precious; suffice it to say that North London 
presses on at a sizzling pace. 

Finally, there must be several hundreds of readers with 
affectionate memories of that grand old stalwart Tommy 
Blades. To get in touch write: Tommy Blades, 22 Southampton 
Street, Brighton, Sussex. Tommy would be delighted to hear 
from old friends and even more delighted to share a pint if 
they happen to be in Brighton. 

That's it for now. A\1 we are waiting for is the Reunion at 
Catterick! 

At Chester Branch 25th Anniversary Dinner 

From left: Colonel T. H. C. Grigg (C.S.O. Western Com
mand), S.S.M. J. T. C. Hughson (80 Signal Squadron, 
T.A.V.R.), Mr. L. Jackson (Chairman), Mr. E. C. Lavis
Jones (President), Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O. 
(General Secretary Royal Signals Association), Mr. R. 
Hinge (Branch Honoi:ary Secretary), Lieutenant-Colonel 
Ellis and Mr. D. Greenbrook (Assistant to General 

Secretary). 
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The Chester Branch of the Royal Signals A ~ociation was 
formed on 13th February, 1946, in Chester Cathedral and to 
celebrate the 25th Anniversary a Dinner and Dance was held 
in the Freemasons Hall, Chester, on 13th February. 

Among the 118 members and guests who attended were 
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, General Secretary, and Colonel T . 
H. C. Grigg, C.S .O. Western Command. It was heartening to 
see so many members who had travelled long distances to attend 
including Mr. ' Sid' Pointon, from Bath. 

The Dinner was a great success and the evening continued 
with dancing under the direction of the Master of Ceremonie 
Mr. W. Faircloth. The celebration was concluded with a Grand 
March Past and Old Lang Syne. 

Once again much credit must go to Mr. Reg Hinge, the Branch 
Secretary, for the organisation and arrangement and to the 
members who gave their assistance. 

Secret History - Birth of the Santi 
By John Hole (one-time R.E. Signals) 

It was a summer's day and :E was meandering along the front 
at Eastbourne. The year was 1948. I had been sent down to 
All Saints' Monastery for a three-week convalescence to recover 
from a major stomach operation. Here, with a number of other 
' untouchables,' I lived in a Catholic mausoleum attended by 
nuns. We were a motley crew, drawn from many hospitals of 
' The Smoke ' and out of our element with all the chanting and 
praying associated with white cowls and black gowns. Bread 
and fish and prayers were served with every meal so that we 
grew scales. The National Health Service was yet to be, so 
we were grateful for small mercies. 

I stopped outside the bandstand and became interested in a 
poster advertising the music. My interest quickened when I 
read the Band was that of the Royal Signals. Another man 
doing likewise said, " Any good, that Band?'' 

" It ought to be-I started it,'' I replied. 
He gave me a queer look and sloped off. Although not 

strictly true, yet it was-almost. 
M.y mind harked back down through the corridors of time 

to 1920. At this particular period I was on the Riding School 
at Maresfield Park, in Sussex. Lieutenant Totterdell of the 
Carabiniers was the Riding Master and Sergeant Tommy Hewitt 
was our riding instructor. It was a Sunday morning and the 
sun had not yet risen. I was mucking out the stables with my 
bare hands, to save wearing out the pitchforks. My section 
sergeant came up to me. I waited for an admonition. He said 
in quite a nice voice, " Can you play the violin?" I thought he 
wants me to shift a piano. I replied, "I don't know." 

"What do you mean?" he asked. "I have never tried." The 
innocence in my angelic voice caused a smile to flit across his 
intelligent, clean-shaven face. 

"You will parade with the Band this morning." He then 
sloped off. When a demigod of an N.C.O. gave an order I 
always obeyed without question. 

The rissoles I had for breakfast seemed more succulent 
because I would not have to groom my two horses after this 
sumptuous repast. I paraded with the Band of the R.E. Signals 
and found it consisted of the Drum Major, C.S.M. N?rton, 
who wore white gauntlet and belt, riding breeches and spurs 
and medals. He looked very smart in his khaki. What he kne~v 
about music would not cover a postage stamp. There were six 
others, including my section sergeant. He played the comet and 
the others each a different instrumenc. My job was to carry 
the violin (a kind of a local Yehudi Menuhin, without port
folio) in a smart and soldier-like manner, bringing up the rear. 

We started off, C.S.M. Norton swinging his stick on which 
was mounted a ilver ' Jimmy.' Considering its very mall size 
the Si~nals Band put up quite a good show. Behind me marched 
Brigadier-General E. G. Godfrey-Faucett, C.B., C.M.G., and 
the rest of his entourage. Behind them came the common herd. 
We went the longest way to the church. Before entering, the 
sergeant gave me his comet and took the violin. 

So this is how the Band of the R-0yal Signals was conceived. 
It would not be fair to belittle th~ chaps. They were very 
talented. Looking back over more than ?alf-a-century I . ca!' 
now see things in their proper perspective. Even now It 1 
extraordinary to me to realise that so much talent abounded 
in the old R.E. Signals. 

lSS 



LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of :investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
ff you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and E STATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net est.ate. 
GENERAL ASSURANCE S. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 
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Briaa:licr 
R. T. "Williama 

F.C.I.B. R. T. W ILLIAMS LTD. 
2 , Duke Stree t, Brighton, BNl lDE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Major 
T . F. Williama 

P.C.I.B. 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSONS 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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CYPHER VACANCIES 
Government Communications Headquarters 

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly 
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work. 
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprintini desirable. 

Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253. 

Th?se appointed must accept liability for shift duties 
cov~r.mg rughts, weekends and public holidays for which 
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for 
Overseas Service. 

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent 
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There 
are also prospects for promotion. 

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 

Candidates and both parents must have been British 
since birth. 

Applications with full details of qualifications to: 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GLS2 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 

g/llllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l ll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'illl lllllllllllllllllllllllll ll.!: 

RADIO OPERATORS 
DO YOU HOLD 

PMG II OR PMG I OR NEW GENERAL 
CERTIFICATE 

OR 

HAD TWO YEARS' RADIO OPERA TING 
EXPERIENCE? 

Looking for a secure job with good pay and 
conditions? 

Then apply for a post with the Composite 
Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service 
posts, with opportunities for service a broad, and 
of becoming established, i.e., non-contributory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Training Courses (free accommoda
tion) starting January, April and September, 1972. 

If you are British born and resident in the United 
Kingdom, write NOW for fuJJ details and application 
form from 

Government Commwtications Headquarters, 
Recruitment Officer, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 
GLS2 SAJ. 

ffi 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fJ 

Service Engineers 
and 

Electronic lest 
Engineers 

SERVICE ENGINEERS 
We have vacancies for Service Engineer to 
work on the maintenance and repair of 
computer systems. 

Applicants for these posts should ideally have 
experience in the service and repair of 
computer peripheral equipment and data 
preparation machines. A knowledge of 
computers would be an advantage. 

Successful candidates would join a team of 
engineers who are on ca ll and are required to 
travel away from base, both in the U.K. and 
on the continent. 

Quote ref D / 123/ U 

ELECTRONIC TEST ENGINEERS 
Required for q uality assurance testing and 
proving draft specifications of sophisticated 
data processing computer equipment. Appli
cants should be technically qualified to 
O.N.C. standard, or be able to offer par
ticularly good experience in lieu. 

Quote ref D /79/ U 

Ferranti operate a contributory Pension and 
Dependents Assurance scheme. Promotional 
pro pects working conditions and holiday 
arrangements are excellent. 

Please apply with brief detail , quoting 
appropriate reference number to 

PERSONNEL OFFICER (Male), 
FERRANTI LIMITED, 
WESTERN ROAD, 
BRACKNELL, BERKSHIRE 
Telephone: BRACKNELL 3232 



HOME OWNERSHIP 
Condition in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

'an quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almost impo ible to btain loans or even the promi e of loan . 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We speciali e in ari:.angiog Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with 
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.67 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ 
will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash 
sum of £35,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is extremely flexible and unique 
in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an income on 
retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.l.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17/19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated lnSurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive se rvice available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Se rvice Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now mor e im portant t han ever befo re that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attention . 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: 
ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Secu r ity for your Fam ily 

General Insurance for :-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Market s 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 
We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
FORCES BROKERS 

Offices: ALBANY CHAMBERS MARKET PLACE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

RICHMOND 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKER-FEDERATED INSURANCE BROKER 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Example: Male Life 25 next birthday 

YORKSHIRE 

i13,300 INITIAL COVER FOR i0•73 per week 
Sum 

Assured 
£ 1,000 Equity Linked Endowment Policy, to age 65 (Maturity value assuming a growth rate of 

Normal Monthly 
Prem ium 

5% per annum £3, 107 see notes) £1 ·58 
£ 1,800 
£10,500 

Whole of Life, Non-Profit Policy . . . . . . . . . . £ 1·54 
In itial Sum Assured for Income Benefits of £350 per annum to age 55, INCLUDING 
initial conversion rights of £5,250 £0·62 

Life Cover for a net monthly outlay of 

NOTES. 
I. Two Pol icies would be issued. 

Gross Monthly Premium . . 
Income Tax Relief {if obtainable) 

£3-74 
£0·58 

£3-'i6 

2. The Maturity value of the Equity Linked Endowment is based on the value of the units purchased up to that time but even 
assum ing the growth rate is only 3% per annum the value above would still be over £1,900 well in excess of the total net 
outlay for the entire scheme. 

3. The Whole of Life policy may be converted to an Endowment (with or without profits) on any policy anniversary subject 
to a minimum term after conversion of 10 years. 

4. Under the Whole of Life policy there is an option to effect on each of the 3rd and 6th policy anniversaries an additional 
Whole of Life or Endowment for up to half the original sum assured irrespective of your state of health at that time. 

5. Subject to satisfactory proposal no medical evidence of any kind will be required . 
6. Irrespective of Health in the future the Income Benefits may also be converted to a Whole of Life or Endowment for a sum 

not exceeding half of the total amount of Benefit outstanding at the time. 
7. The Equity Linked policy is at present subject to long term capital gains tax of 20% on profits only. 
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Our Cover Picture 
d . WeEfeat!J!e this month soldiers of 249 Signal Squadron photographed 
_unng xerc1se ' Sub?k ' in ~e P~ippines. In our cover picture (left to 

right) are .<;o~ral Bnan Snaith passmg a signal to Major Emiliano Aldana 
o
8
f th~ Philippme Defence Force. In the Land Rover are Signalman David 
eattte :ind ;Lance-Corporal Alan Knott. 

( I t is with regret that we rec?rd the di:mise of 249 Signal Squadron 
see also page 260). 'l?ey esta~lished a high reputation for themselves 

over the years. Always mvolved m any exercise that was going they knew 
the length and b~eadth of the .Far East - soldiering in su~h far away 
places as East Pakistan (flood relief) and the Philippines (Exercise ' Subok ') 
Not only were they good soldiers and communicators, but they were aJs~ 
good sportsmen and on several occasions won 18th Regiment's keen! 
~ontested Lanc:;e competition f~r the best all round Squadron. Their passin~ 
1s a sad occasion and they will certainly be missed from the columns of 
THE WIRE. 

Increased Wire costs 
The Central Committee of the Royal Signals Association at their May 

meeting decided to increase the cost of individual copies of THE WIRE from 

Iop to 15p a copy w.e.f. Ist January, 1972. This will not apply to monthly 
bulk orders from units or branches of the Association for five WIRES or more. 

This rise has been forced on us by escalating costs. The cost of single 
WIRES sold to individuals, who have a standing order, has long been a 
problem as they involve considerable extra clerical effort and expense. Not 
only do such WIRES have to be individually enveloped and addressed but a 
large card index had to be maintained for some 1,600 individual subscribers, 
over 8oo invoices have to be sent out yearly, bankers' orders for the remainder 
often call for action due to mistakes made by banks and, in the case of 
serving subscribers, the mailing list requires frequent amendment because 
of changes in address and rank. 

On top of this has_ come a drastic increase in postal charges from 2tp to 
4t p per individual WIRE - nearly half the cost of one copy of THE WIRE 
at 'the present price (10p). While it is true that we have for some time been 
able to mitigate our pos:al overheads, in certain cases, by including individual 
WIRES in unit bulk parcels, nevertheless the situation has become increasingly 
uneconomical wirh WIRES sold in bulk having to subsidise individual sales 
more and more. Added to all this is an increase in printing costs of 2o o'O 

in under a year and threats of furtller increases in postal charges. 

Tohere is, therefore, no alternative but, with much regret, to make thi~ 
increase in respect of WIRES not sold in bulk. It is hoped that the new price 
will hold for some time - if for no reason than to save the heavy clerical 
labour involved in altering hundreds of bankers' orders. While this increase 
may seem large it is still cheaper to buy one copy of THE WIRE than a pint of 

beer at the prices now ruling in many public houses - and, unlike beer, you 
need only do this once a month! 
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A Farewell Tri/Jute 
M jor·Gen ral A. J. De ne·Drummond, C.B., D.S.O., M.C. 

Ret:red on the 20th May this y ar 
Some.z_ but by no means all, will have heard of General Tony 

Deane-urummond's remarkable war time experiences - he 
docs not talk about them much himself. These were quite 
outstanding for heer courage and determination - so much 
so that he was the subject of a 'This Is Your Llfe ' television 
feature some years ago. Readers will, therefore: appreciate why 
the following short survey of his Army service concentrates 
on this aspect of his very successful career. 

AU will wish him and his wife Evie, every succes and 
happiness in his retirement. 

A lways one for an advent urous and active life Tony Deane• 
Drummond was an outst a nd ing g lider p ilo t r epresenting 
Great Britain on four occasions. He is shown here about t o 

be towed off a t the 1964 Inter-Services Champio nshi ps 

Anthony Deane-Drummond, educated at Marlborough and 
the 'Shop' was commissioned into the Corps in 1937. 
With 3rd Division he accompanied the B.E.F. After Dunkirk 
he volunteered for a commando unit which the members 
subsequently discovered was dedicated to a parachute landing 
in the mountains of South Italy with the object of destroying 
the Tragino Aquaduct from which the Italians obtained wate.t 
for the naval ports of Bari, Brindisi and Taranto. 

' D.D.'s ' stick of parachutists landed within 100 yards of the 
target. The operation - code name Colossus - was a complete 
success. Not so was the escape back to the coast. They were 
captured on the third day and were then closely guarded. It 
was the opinion of the Italians that only the most desperate 
criminals would volunteer for such an adventure as an alter
native to capital punishment. 

'D.D.'s' first escape was from Sulmona P.O.W. camp located 
among ~~ mountains of central S<;>uthern Italy. Disguised 
as eJectncrans he, and a fellow prisoner, repaired a lamp 
(which was not faulty) in the defended area between the 
compound fences. He got away only to be recaptured on the 
Swiss Frontier near Como on 13th December, 1941. After a 
month's solitary in a castle, he returned to Sulmona where 
he joined a tunneJJing party. Meanwhile, the Commandant 
had been banished to the Russian Front. 

Before the tunnel was completed 'D.D.' was moved to 
Campo 27 near Pisa. It was part of a monastery, but was 
virtually a prison for ' dangerous ' officers. It was sheer bad 
luck which stopped them digging through a stone wall. 'D.D.,' 
who knew about mastoid, shammed sick rather than go to 
the escape-proof prison the Italians had devised for their 
difficult guests. He was admitted to a room on the top floor of 
the Military Hospital in Florence with the door locked and 
an armed sentry in the passage. The specialist saw through 
his deception instantly, but said he was welcome to stay for a 
bit. 

2S8 

There w::is a decorative slopmg stone moulding five inches 
wide around the buiJdin~ four feet below the windows of the 
top floor but seventy feet above ground. This was enough 
for • D.D. ' wtio took the chance and crossed into Switzerland 
near Chia so in June, 1942. The Commandant of Campo 27 
went to Ru sia for not having warned the hospital what sort 
of P.0 .W. they were admitting. The French Resistance 
smuggled • D .D.' to a point on the coast near Marseilles 
where a midshipman in a rowing boat ferried him to a grubby 
little trawler. 

After two days in a fierce storm the trawler took on, from 
anomer trawler, 80 seasick Poles, and set off for Gibraltar. The 
last night was fine, so all hands were given a paint brush and 
a pot of paint and told to get on with it. They were a credit to 
H.M. Trawlers when they entered Gibraltar. 

Deane-Drummond's next posting was to 2nd Parachute 
Brigade. He took part in the operations in North Africa and in 
the • toe ' of Italy. When the I talians surrendered there were 
large numbers of allied P .O.W.s wandering about the moun
tains who had to get through the German lines to rejoin the 
allies. ' D .D .' organised routes and provided communications. 
Sergeant PhiliJ.>S and Signalman Stewart both won the D.C.M. 
for their exploits in this operation . (The Editor would be grate
ful for any information as to the whereabouts of Sergeant 
Philips. Signalman Stewart was killed subsequently). 

' D.D.'s ' next adven ture was with 1st Airborne Division at 
Arnhem in 1944. At one stage in this ill-fated battle he and 
four men were intending to swim the Rhine. They were in a 
house when the G ermans entered. All five dived into the 
lavatory and locked the door. The G ermans prepared the house 
as a defensive post. The lavatory party took it in turns, for 
three days and nights, to sit on the seat while the battle raged 
around. The G ermans tried the door from time to time but, on 
finding it locked, politely withdrew. On the fourth night when 
the battle had died down they got out and swam the Rhine. 
' D.D.' had just dressed when he fell into a slit trench on top 
of a German who staned shouting. He was a P .O.W. again 
and taken back across the Rhine. 

In a suburban house in use as a sorting and interrogation 
centre for P.O.W.s he noticed a wall cupboard, the door of 
which was cunningly disguised with wall paper. H e removed 
the shelves, reversed the lock, and shut himself in with a 
water bottle, a jam jar of water, half a loaf and a pound of 
lard. He stood in this cupboard for 13 days and nights. The 
Germans used this room for interrogation by day and as a 
guardroom at night. F inally, when one soldier was asleep and 
the other two were upstairs with a couple of girls, he emerged. 
He was aided by a priest, a strange sort of policeman and a 
schoolmaster whose wife nursed him through bronchitis. He 
then travelled in an ancient charcoal-driven lorry painted as an 
ambulance to a place where he joined other people from the 
Division. Then, creeping along ditches, they reached the Rhine 
and were ferried across by Sappers of 43 Division. ' D.D.' won 
the M.C. at Tragino and a bar at Arnhem. 

In 1957 he was appointed to command 22nd S.A.S. Regi
ment on operations in Malaya. He took time out to deploy part 
of his regiment in the Trucial Oman States where he won the 
D.S.O. 

From 1961-63 he commanded 44th Parachute Brigade and 
was then Assistant Commandant at Sandhurst. H e was G.O.C. 
3rd Division from 1966 until he took up his final post as 

· Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Operations) in 1968. He was 
awarded the C.B. He was a Colonel Commandant from 1961 
1971. 

He spends much of his spare time gliding and represented 
Great Britain in four different years; he was National Champion 
in 1957. He is also a helicopter pilot. 

WELFARE VLOTlllNG 

Since the beginning of April, gifts of clothing, toys, books, 
etc., have been gratefully received from the following: 

Mrs. M. B. Perry, Anonymous Donor in B.A.O.R., Staff 
Sergeant and Mrs. White, Mr. F . Stockdale, Mrs. G. D. T. 
Harris, Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Stonham, Major and Mrs. 
A. E. Carter, Lady Harris, Major D. J. D. McKail, Mrs. 
C. R. C. Bunce, O.C. 49 (WR) Signal Squadron, Mrs. R . A. 
Welton, Lieutenant-Colonel I. E. Simpson, Major and Mrs. 
G . W. Young, Miss Eversley, W.rs. Newsom, Mrs. P. Dally, 
Mrs. J. A. Baker, Major T. F. Jenkinson, Brigadier A. J. 
Jackson, Mrs. J. D . T. Brett, Mr. A. Walsh, Mr. W . J . 
Evenden, Mrs. J. S. Hewson, Staff Sergeant and Mrs. M. A. 
White, Anonymous Donor in Singapore. 
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- Special Mention 

- Mr. Sid Waits ol i he Q.M.,s Department, 14th 
Signal 11.eginicnt 
for winning the Old Soldiers race for the seventh succes
sive time at the Regimental Athletics Cllampionships of 
14th Signal Regiment held at Nonon Barracks recently 
.• • and this at the age of 76. The grit, stamina and 
courage of the ' Old Soldier ' is, of course, proverbial and 
Sid is no exception. He does a good job as storeman 
and is ever ready to race against men half his age. Of 
course, Sid has been somethtng of an athlete in his time. 
He played rugby for Cardiff and while working for 
Gloster Aircraft was a successive winner in the veteran 
championships there. He served in the 1914-18 war with 
the lJ.C.L.I. and has been with 14th Signal Regiment 
for eleven and half years. 

- T h e S hooting T e am o l 28th ( B.B.) Signal 
Jre yiment ( r. orihag) 
for carrying off once again the Inter Unit T eam Cup 
against some of the best marksmen in German, Belgian 
and Dutch Army units. In fact competing in the H.Q. 
Northern Army Group Skill at Arms match, they almost 
swept the board, winning six consecutive events and then 
expressed disappointment in having to concede the Pistol 
match to the German Army. 

- The Driving Cre ws ol the School ol Sig-b 
for carrying off the Royal Signals Cup and being runners
up for the best U .K. team ~~ the bes.t So.uthern 
Command team in the Army Dnvmg championships for 
1971 held at Sennelager, B.A.O.R. Exercise ' Roadmaster ' 
as the championship is caUed is presented as a challenge 
to each member of each team and it is a tough gruelling 
test requiring stamina, fitness, military efficiency and 
knowledoe. The team readily adtnit that they owe a great 
deal to the team non-competing manager, Major Paddy 
Barnes-Murphy, and the team captain, Sergeant Brooking, 
for keeping morale high and making them work as a 
team. All in all a very good showing. 

--Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow and La.nee• 
Corporal D. D. Wink, School ol Sign.ab 
for so richly deserving their place in the Great Britain 
representative team which will partici~te in ~e 1971 In
cernational Sella River Race and associated series of races 
in Spain to be held in August. Special Mention too, to 
Corporal M . J . Bull and Lance-~rporal R. G . S~ory, also 
of the School of Signals, who will travel . to Sp~~ as r~
serves for the team and, in any event, will paruc1pate JD 
the racing. 
All of them will carry with them the support and good 
wishes of the whole Corps. There are hiih hopes too, that 
Corps Canoeists will be selected for thj: V·K. K.4 ~ew 
for Munich in 1972 - certainly they are JD the runnmg. 

--Private Jlosemar.,, Wilso~ W HAC, ol 240 
Signal Squadron. 
for making her mark in the women's fenc~g w~rld and, 
at the age of 18 becoming the 4m1Y Women~ Foil Ch~
pion. She was seeded fourth JD the Combtned Services 
and is weU in the running now to be selected for the Com
bined Service team which will bring her into nation!l-1 and 
even international class fencing. A very good effort JDdeed 
for an 18-year-old. 

---Si.gn.alman. • mudge , Smith o l 621 Troop 
for being such an adept in the an of rapid improvisation. 
While taking part in Exercise ' :t-;Telson's T<;>uch ' - ~ 
amphibious exercise - he found hrmself wadmg ashore m 
several feet of water carrying his S.R.A. 13. To his con
sternation he discovered that his morse key had become 
unserviceable. But a little matter like that did not stop 
Signalman Smith. He continued to send messages at 14 
w.p.m. by using his pressel switch. 
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·~ ..:__From our "In" Troy --

Birthday Honours 
All will be pleased to hear that the following awards were 

received by members of the Corps in the Birthday Honours. 

0.B.E. 
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.0.T.) D. Crookes 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. Davies 

M.B.E. 
Major R. Castle-Smith 
Captain T. T. Hallchurch 
Major W. J. Perry 

B.E.M. 
Corporal J. Askew 
Sergeant W. Gray 
Sergeant F. Laverick 

Links in the Chain 
Sir, . 

I remember Major Wade and Major Dowie (whose obituary 
appeared in the May/June WIRE) around 1922. ~hen he ,left 
the Service, one of the brothers, Corporal Dowie. went JDto 
business with ' Pozzy' Brudenell, and ran the Bexleyheath 
Glassworks, a few doors from the Post Office where the 
officer-in-<:harge was Corporal Giles (Gilo) who eventually 
retired as a Postmaster. 

It seems that we begin to remember ex-members only when 
their obituary notices are published in the WIRE, and it fa a 
pity that a half-page is not allocated for short leners from 
ex-members (before the event) telling us name, number, where 
they live, and how they fared in later life; as the following 
example: 

T. C. White (Blanco) 2314750, C Company, Mares.field, 
Crookham, Shanghai. Entered Post Office 1928, retired 1961. 
Often in London willing meet any ex-member anywhere, 
subscribe to anything with Corps connection, attend any 
function, dinners, m.:ni reunions. 
Well done the lads who cleaned up the regimental badges 

a11 Fovant, Salisbury. 
Pleased to see ' Jimmy ' in prominent position there. 

4 Park View Road, 
Helston, Cornwall. 

Yours faithfully, 
T . C. White 

(We are always happy to publish short details of any ex
members of the Corps wishing to make contact with others.
Editor.) 

KOREA REUNION 
The second Reunion Dinner f the 29th IndeP.,!ndent 
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron (Korea) will take 
place on 21st August. For full information contact 
R.S.M. H. Jennings, 30th Signal Regiment, Blandford 

Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset. 

BLUE BOOK - 18th EDITION 

Owing to the impending introduction of th«: new Royal Si~als 
Soldier structure, which involves the reorgarusaton of promouon 
roUs Officer i/c Records has notified all conctrned through 
officlaI channels that the next issue of th~ Bl~e Book will be 
delayed until January, 1972, and that It will probably be 
received in units sometime early in February, 1972. The Blue 
Book will then reflect the position in the new provisional rolls 
as at 1st January, 1972. The probable cost will be 20p per 
copy. 
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Swansong of a 

Squadron with 
• a reputation 

249 Squadron go on 

their last exercise- and 

then it's disbandment for a· 

Squadron that established 

a reputation, not only 

as communicators, but also 

as sportsmen and several 

times champion Squadron 

of 18th Signal Regiment 
Manila-and its briefing for keymen of t he Squadron . left to right : Captain Les Waumsley, W .0.2 
(Y. of S.) Harry Cooke, Corporal Jack Snaith , Corporal John Farrell and Major Aldana (Philippine Army) 

E.i.:erelse Sultok 

I T was with mixed feelings that a detachment of 20 men 
commanded by Captain Les Waumsley, set out from 249 

Signal Squadron to take part in the annual SEATO exer
cise in the Philippines. Unfortunately this was to be the 
swansong of the Squadron; however, we were th.rilled to be 
able ro take pan in such an imponant exerC:se and at the 
same time to see something of the fleshpots of Manila. 

Codeworded ' Subok,' meaning ' to test,' the exercise in
volved troops, aircraft and warships from Australia, New 
Zealand, the Philippines, the United K:ngdom and the United 
States, and was directed by ~jor-General Romeo C. Espine, 
Vice-Chief of Sta.ff of the Philippine Armed Foroes. Exercise 
' Subok ' was the 43rd in a series planned since the inception 
of SEA TO and its aim wa-s to train SEA TO assigned forces 
in joint amphibious operations in defence of a member nation. 

The role of our detachment was to provide control com
munication-s for the exercise Director from Fort Bonifacio, the 
exercise H.Q. in Man.ii.a, forward to the objective axea ~ome 
90 mJes to the North, and to the Commander of the task 
force located on board the U.S.S. Iwo Jima. This was achieved 
by the operation of a Cll SBB RA TT net crewed by Corporal 
Brian Cowling, Lance-Corporal Alan Knott, Signalman Brian 
Muir and Signalman Dave Beattie working to their American 
counterparts. 

A-40/160 exchange manned ·by Corporal Charlie McKay, 
Signalman ' Mac' McDonald, Signalman Alan Dutton and 
Signalman ' Spud' Murphy, who now have broad Ameri<:a!tl 
accents, was set up at the H.Q. in Manila, together with a 
small connncen manipulated by Corporals Tony Meikle, Jackie 
Snaith, John Farrell, Charlie Stewart, Taffy Powell, Lance
Corporals David Moore and 'Bow' Fawcett and Signalman 
' Taffy' Powell. For technical support we relied on Sergeant 
Fred Mackey and Corporal Derry Bolger, and to make the 
whole thing tick we had an excellent stage manager in W.0.2 
(Y of S) Harry Cooke. 

We flew into Manila on 19th March allowing 10 days to set 
up the equipment, and ourselves in the Bayview Hotel, one 
of the best tourist hotels in Manila. Allowances were not 
ungenerous. From this vantage point, many trips were made 
into the ' Wild West' type night life that abounds in down
town Manila, and on days off breakfast was served in bed by 
a red-liveried bell boy. Between periods of communicatin~, we 
found time for sightseeing, shopping and sport. By a parucular 
piece of enterprise, Lance-Corporal David Moore had entered 
for the Manila Go Kart Grand Prix which took place on our 
first weekend. Unfortunately, mechanical gremlins were with 
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him all the way, and in spite of enthusiastic pushers from the 
whole of the detachment, his Kart refused to leave the pits. 
Not unnaturally the basketball match we played against the 
Philippine Naval Base went against us, since basketball is their 
National game. It was with some trepidation, therefore, that a 
soccer match was arranged and when it was d iscovered we were 
to play the Philippine Army XI our qualms were only sur
passed by our idle living. In spite of brave effort!"> from our 
stalwarts Jackie Snaith and Harry Cooke, we again came away 
second best. 

All these activities, however, helped to make us many friends, 
and it was with genuine regret that we made our farewells and 
left to rejoin a squadron rhat iS' quickly dwindling away to the 
four corners of the earth. 

Footnote: All the girls are gorgeous, the people most friendly 
and courteous, the cost of living comparatively cheap, the 
climate warm and sunny and the night life exotic. Above are 
the names of 20 volunteers for the next SEA TO exercise to 
be held in the Philippines. 

YANKEE PROCEDURE HAS ITS HUMOUR 
Ship to shore-Corporal Charlie Stewart and Signalman Jock Muir 

working to USS lwo Jlma 
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14th SIGNAL REGIMENT " AT HOME" GETS UNDEI\ WAY 
The Corps Band march into Norton Barracks, Worcester through the main gateway tower 

14th Regiment commemorate granting of 
Freet/om with colourful Retreat Ceremony 

anti At Home 
A 1•e r fect setting 

T HERE can be little doubt that the spring season shows the 
Worcestershire countryside at its very best. For suddenly, 

after what always seems a long winter, the hedges and trees 
burst into life. The whole area becomes a lush and rich 
combination of countless different shades of green interspersed 
with a myriad of other colours. Though most trees in England 
are at their best at this time of year surely nothing can match 
the splendour of mature chesmuts. Always so tall and straight 
the various pinks, red and whites of these trees in full flower 
immediately command attention as well as adding both beauty 
and dignity to any location. Of the many, many chestnut trees 
in Worcestershire perhaps none are more magnificent than 
tho e that surround the square and cricket field within the keep 
of Norton Barracks where the Regiment has its home. Here 
these chestnuts, blended amongst equally mature limes, syca
mores and the all too rare oak tree, stand out magnificently 
against the rail walls, buildings, and the imposing gate tower 
of the barracks. Add to this multi-coloured panorama the warm 
illumination of an evening sun in May and one has the perfect 
setting for an occasion of pageantry, ceremony and splendour. 

l<'rt,edom Ceremony kept alive 
It was in this setting recently that the Regiment celebrated 

the Freedom of the City of Gloucester, and what a spectacular 
success it was. However, before relating the event in 1971 a 
word on me background to the occasion. 

On 28th April, 1966, the W. ayor, Corporation, Freeman and 
Citizens of the City of Gloucester bestowed the Freedom of 
their City on 14th Signal Regiment to commemorate the 
continued association between the City and various units of 
the Corps over the previous twenty-five :years. The then 14th 
Regiment was employed on Comcan dut1es in U.K. and had 
its headquarters in Robinswood Barrack (perhaps better known 
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to previous signal regiments as Reservoir Camp). This splendid 
and singular honour gave the Regiment the " Freedom of 
Entry into the City on all ceremonial occasions with swords 
drawn, bayonets fixed, drums beating and bands playing." 

A privilege indeed, and one that is unique amongst regular 
regiments of the Corps. Therefore, it was not unnatural that, 
when Comcan was handed over to the R.A.F., the newly-formed 
14th Regiment of Army Strategic Command should inherit 
this great honour. Though the new regiment is located in 
Worcester there is very much a feeling of kinship with the 
City of Gloucester and this is kept alive by the Freedom 
ceremony, which is held each year, as far as is practical, on 
the weekend nearest the original charter date. 

Thus it was in early May the 1971 ceremony took place. 
This year the principle events were the playing of Retreat by 
the Corps band followed by an Officers' Mess recepticn, a 
Sergeants' Mess ball and a dance in the J .R.C. · 

A polished display 
As mentioned earlier in this narrative there can be few 

finer places than Norton Barracks for the Corps to hold such 
a ceremony as Retreat. After a very wet day, causing not 
some little worry over such matters as alternative programmes, 
laying out, and keeping dry, the seats, etc., the evening turned 
out to be fine and sunny. By the time the first guests arrived 
the whole setting looked perfect. Right on time the Corps 
trumpeters heralded the start of the pageant. Never have they 
sounded better or looked finer for somehow the stirring music 
seemed to blend the scarlet and blue uniforms so well with 
the background of the keep and the trees. This impression 
was more than confirmed when the foll band swept through the 
main gate tower and into the keep.- Led by the Director, 
Captain Keith! Boulding, the band gave a polished display of 
marching as well as illustrating to the large audience their 
extensive repertoire of music. 

Dlsti11.guished guests 
Amongst the many distinguished persons invited were the 

M ayor of Gloucester and Worcester, along with their respec-
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rive Mayore s, Chamberlain, Deputy and Town Clerk, Members 
of Parliament, the Chief Constable, Chairman of local councils 
and many enior officers of all services made up the very 
appreciative official guests who were afterwards entertained at 
a reception in the Officers' Mess. 

The mess, thanks to the splendid efforts of Mrs. Joan Baker, 
Mrs. Nina Lockett and Mrs. Jean Doyle, was beautifully 
decorated. The attractivene s of the flowers being such as to 
cau e much comment. After sherry about one hundred and 
eventy guest had upper. (\gain the. arrangements were .out

standing. The food was qwte splendid and a great credit to 
the very large amount of preparatory work done by Sergeant 
D. Smith, A.C.C., and his staff. 

A day te r member 
So the day ended (for the officers at least, for the J.R.C. 

dance and the Sergeants' Mess puties were so successful that 
they went on well into the small hours) and every member 
of the Regiment could feel satisfied that a job had indeed been 
well done. 

TraJe Tnrining School, 8th Signal Regiment 
Fast approaching completion is the Corps brand new Trade 

Training School at Catterick. Roused in a fine modern build
ing, it is now in the process of being furnished and fitted out 
internally. In September it will be officially opened by the 
Prime Minister. 

We are happy to receive the progress report, below, from 
Lieutenant - Colonel Gordon Rickman. wbo is O.C. From 
all accounts, it is something of which the Corps wm be justifi
ably proud, and we hope to feature more details about its 
proness in later editions of ' The Wire,' culminating in the 
opening ceremony on the 24th September. 

From 'F' Day to' P.M.' Day 
With the (8+24=8) amal~mation operation now six 

months behind us and all wounds healed, readers of 'TRE WIRE 
will be extremely plea•ed to bear that occupation of the new 
Trade Training School building has commenced. The School 
bw1ding was handed over to the Regiment on 6th-7th May, 
and early on the morning of 8th May, we launched Operation 
' Migration 71.' This is a phased proirramme for the move 
into the TIS, starting on 'F' Day (furniture and fittings), 
and running throuidi '0 ' Day (occupation by H .Q. TIS 
and Training Groups starts on 7th June) to 'PM ' Day (24th 
September) wben the Prime Minister has kindly consented to 
open the building. 

I find it strangely satisfying and very exciting now to be 
in a po!'ition to sav that 'F' Day WA.S the 8th May, because 
for many davs before this date, the catch phra~e in the Regi
ment was 'F • Day = 8th May. We owe a great deal to all 
those who have been conrerned with the Vimy Project, Stage 
II, wherever they may now be, for whatever part, great or 
small, they played in the design and construcion of this 
magnificent building. 

The m&vement plan 
The movement plan is designed to transfer tr:iinine: elements 

from Loos and Ai•ne/Yores Lines into the TIS (wish we had 
a name for this building!) without us havine to stop normal 
trade tr"inine:. • 'ovement, in the rnain, i~ therefore. to take place 
over weekends commenc:ng with H.Q. TIS, and B"sic, Labora
tory, Electronics and Radio Relay Groups on 7th June, and 
endin11; with the mass-mi!?l"ation of Opel"llting Wini!: tr.lining 
iuoups during 2nd to 4th July, quickly followed by M Troop. 
The catch plirase now is "All in and working by 14th August," 
wbich iust haopens to be the start date of the preferred summer 
!Clive break <: preferred ' is used rather than 'block,' because 
about ten counes must continue training during the break). 

Teehnlelan ean move furniture! 
' P' Day commenced with a parade of ' willinit' workers 

formed up to be briefed by the School Warrant Officer, W.O.I 
V. DeClancy and the R.O.M.S. (Gen.), W.0.2 Drake. on 
how to become furniture removers with no easy lessons. Suit
able proos, in the fonn of a Pickford's removal van, box-body 
and low-loader vehicles were provided by the Garrison Trans
pon Unit. It is surmisinp; how technicians take to the fumiture
removal business 1.i"ke ducks take to water. But we had one 
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THEY WORKED WITH A WILL 
Moving In a Bruin Auto 

casualty on the first day, however, and I sincerely hope that 
Corporal Johnstone's finger heals CJ.uickly. Otherwise the opera
tion started so smoothly that I decided to complete my Satur
day morning with the usual trip to Richmond market. . . . 
"Well done, see you this afternoon," were my last words of 
encouragement. Now I am a wiser man. For it came to pass 
that later on that day, a Mr. Burtenshaw blew his whistle to 
start the Arsenal v. Liverpool battle for the P.A. Cup. This 
kicked off a mass migration of personnel from the building 
to the nearest ' tele,' and for more than 120 minutes, all eyes 
were glued to the scenes at Wembley, which only goes to 
show we are all sportsmen at heart, and that the magic of a 
F.A. Cup final is a far greater attraction than overtime pay for 
most men. Our Quartermaster (General), Major R. G. Furtado, 
B.E.M., has, I think, now convinced the DOE representative 
on this point. How many pints, Geoff? 

A full description of the training facilities provided within 
tbe building will be given in the August-September or 
October-November edition of THE WIRE. 

External trnlning areas 
Contrary to a popular early belief, trade tra1mng is not 

to be carried out entirely within the confines of the TIS 
building. From the early days of July onwards, training is 
also to take place, or to contmue, in the Whinny Hill area
External Radio, External Line and Security Groups, and in 
Messines Lines- Driver, Electrician-Driver and Military Train
ing Groups. Exercises are to continue, with Schemes Troop 
based on Gaza Lines until a firm base in Baghdad Lines can 
be established. 

New soldier structure 
Another good reason why the current TIS catch phrase 

is "All in working by 14th August" is that on the 1st 
September, we are required to commence teaching some of 
the new trades. With a little help from those who provide 
equipment and manpower, we will be ready to clear this last 
major hurdle in 1971. 

Messages of encouragement 
May I say a special thank you to all those who have sent me 

messages of goodwill and encouragement, particularly to 
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) Douglas Crookes, O.B.E., at H .Q. 
SHAPE; Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) Charles Weech, at H.Q., 
AFCENT, and Lieutenant-Colonel Archie Birtwistle, O.B.E., in 
B.A.0.R. I get the message, Charles, and perhaps later on 
this year you may like to suggest to some of my NATO friends 
that they ' go for TDY ' in Catterick. Obertsleutnant Bill Otto, 
G.E.A., at CENTAG, I feel sure, would welcome the chance 
to pay us a visit. 

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN 
COPY OF THE WIRE! 

THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1971 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full -scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFON(i 
Redifon Limited 

Communications Division ' 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 .... 
A Member Company of th e Redlffualon Organl1atlon 
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Trying out Forwartl Scatter has its moments 
A report from 28th Regiment's T ropo Troop 

SEVERAL editions of THE WIRE ago there was a brief 
mention in the notes from 28th Signal Regiment, of T ropo 

Troop. We, ' The Scatterers,' have now received most of our 
new equipment and have had it on trial. 

The early days of May saw the return to Francisca Barracks 
of a collection of vehicles and men all showing signs of having 
' weathered ' in the field for some time-62 days to be exact. 
This was forward tropospheric scatter Troop (Tropo for short) 
returning from :field trials of the new equipment which is to 
go into service with 1 Squadron to help maintain communica
tions for NORTHAG when it is mobile. 

Three sites 
Three sites had been selected to give two paths of different 

lengths over which the equiprr:.ent was to be operated and 
proved to the satisfaction of all concerned. It was to the more 
northerly site that Lieutenant Jack (C.Q.-C.Q.) Cooper (acting 
as Troop Commander in the absence of Captain Mike (make 
a list) Martin, absent on course), and approximately half the 
Troop moved. The remainder, under Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
Gordon Nickson, journeyed to the south. 

The weather was not exactly friendly at the time and in 
those early days a night temperature in the region of - 15 
degrees centigrade was not uncommon and snow was a regular 
happening. These conditions made the handling of nuts and 
bolts for antenna construction a little difficult but that wa 
not the least of our problems. The North End (a it became 
known) had a slight advantage in that the top soil was only 
six inches deep then there was solid limestone rock. Our 'T '
stakes had to be placed in the ground to a depth of four feet 
-one combat power man, Signalman Graham Whitelaw, 
estimated that: " The energy expended by one tech. R.R. and 
one R.R. man, striking alternately with 14lb. sledge hammers, 
roughly equates to 15 minutes' output from a sick 7.5 KVA 
generator." A two-stroke engine-driven rock drill which was 
' obtained' soon considered that it was out-classed and gave up 
after a short, gallant life, and hammers sledge 14lb. were 
recalled to active service . 

. \.dmJ11is tration arrauge111e11ts work out 
Meanwhile, at both site , the administrative arrangements 

went ahead well (we had borrowed something from just about 
every department in the Regiment and from our Belgian 
comrades, 13 Cie T tr. - thank you all). Compo boxes were 
opened (mustard, tin opener and toilet paper first, as per 
instructions), tents erected and petrol burners cautiously 
approached. Volunteer cook, Signalman Bill ('ave some more) 
Simons, supervised by the ' Catering Manager ' Corporal Ray 
(give 'em curry) Gravet, worked wonders on the compo, while 
several men tried their hand at the job at the north end . 
Reports received indicate that the fare was just as good at their 
cod too. The 'cooks ' were assisted by ' enlisted ' dining 
room orderlies who were drawn from all ranks and trades, 
including some civilians. We even had an exchange of recipes 
over the order wire. 

lUarcouj civilians e nter in the spirit of thing!-1 
Our ' civvy attached ' personnel were three engineers from 

the Marconi Company who deserve a mention here. They 
were Matt (' hiave a cigar old boy ') Snodgrass, Dave (' so I 
said to this bird in Penang ') Gregory and Murray (' don't 
shave my beard off ') Todd. Considering that they had recently 
come from such places as Saudi Arabia, Singapore and Taiwan, 
they did extremely well under the rather trying conditions 
produced by the European weather. Not only did they supervise 
and assist m the erection and operation of the terminals but 
took their turn at the more mundane chores, as well as reaching 
members of the Troop the finer points of tropospheric scatter. 
The instruction and guidance that they gave was extremely 
good and no problem was too much bother to any of them -
even at 3 o'clock in the morning. 

Ughter moments too 
Life during the trials was not without its lighter moments: 
There was the kerosene stove which had a nasty habit of 

exploding when it required cleaning - Lance-Corporal Bob 
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AN EYE FOR THE JOB 
Sergeant Vic Selby using a theodolite checks on antenna alignment 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON TEA AT THE SOUTH SITE 
Left to right : Corporal Graves, Signalman Whitelaw, Corporal 
Llewellyn, Signalman McDowell, Corporal Shepherd, Corporal 
Gibson, Mr. Gregory (Marconi) , Mr. Todd (Marconi), Sergeant 

Selby, Sergeant McMahon 

Monahan was undressing beside it one night when a cleaning 
was overdue. When he opened his eyes all he needed was a 
banjo to complete the picture. 

The surpri e expressed by Lance-Corporal Colin Thirkettle 
when he opened the cab door of h is vehicle to find a ringed 
pigeon sitting jn the driver's seat. There is no truth in the 
rumour that it was a technician standby. 

How did Corporal Pete Shepherd manage to get one anklet 
web at the North End and the other over 200 km. away at 
l'he other site? 

The complete aplomb of the R.C.T. Corporal who, after 
leading 12 ten tonners up a muddy tract to a dead end 
at the tropo site calmly asked: "Is this the way to Holland? ' 
His driver had mistaken our T.A.C. signs for his own which 
were the same figures but in rever e. 

The visitors come 
As the trial progressed, the weather improved and on the 

27th April we were visited by the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald, and the officer of the 
Regiment, and on the 30th April by the Chief of Staff Northag 
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Major General H. H. Von Hinckeldey, and his taff. The 
weather man was kind and both days were fine and sunny. A 
further improvement in the weather permitted the Troop LO 
ce Sergeant Mick McMahon' eagle tattoo in full technicolor 

flight. 

.\ fl'W •osuulile 
Ca ualtie during the trials were light, consisting of. a brui ed 

rib ~u rained by Lance-Corporal Chris Herbert durmg a fall, 
a bug' collected by Signalman 'Geo~e' .Gille~ie which 
menr a few days in the M.R.S., a shepherd pie which became 
a complete write off after an unknown hand turned up the 
petrol burner under the field oven, designed and built by 
Corporals Kaser Bond and ' Scouse' Jackson, and our F. of . 
who sustained a broken thumb nail whilst assisting with the 
construction of an antenna. 

Successful conclusion 
The trials proved a great uccess and the equipment worked 

well. oon after the Troop returned to barracks to catch up on 
guard duties Orderly Sergeants and such like. We put on a 
di play of our equipment for the Chief Signal Offic~~ B.A.0.R., 
Major General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., who VJSlted us at 
Francisca Barracks on 21st May. 

We now have a lot of preparation and tactical trials to 
en ure the provision of a good service to the Regiment and to 

orthag in the future. We hope to be in the field for more 
time than we are in camp during our .running up period so 
no doubt you will hear more from us in the future in the 
Regimental notes. 

E.l:ercise • Roadmaster VI ' 

School of Signals Team excel in Army 
Driving Championships 

By Corporal George Cage and Corporal George Henderson, 
School of Signals 

THE School entered 2 x t-ton GS Land Rovers, crewed 
by Sergeant Dave Brooking (driver), Corporal George Cage 

(navigator), Signalman Graham Hill (driver), and Corporal 
' Geordie' Henderson (navigator) under a non-competing 
manager Major 'Paddy' Barnes-Murphy. 

The competition was held at Staumuhle Camp, Sennelager, 
B.A.O.R., from 10th May to 15th May. In preparation 
for this, teams were entered in civilian rallie$ of high stantlard 
including the Sliarlight and Havoc xallies, and much valuable 
experience was gained. The final team chosen went on Exer
cise' Southern Drive', in which 55 teams each of two vehicles 
started, but only 12 teams completed the course. The School 
team was placed 10th overall. 

After a late team change (Lance-Corporal 'Bob ' Mills had 
to withdraw and Corporal Henderson replaced him), we set 
off on 3rd May,. and travelled via the Dover/~rugge ferry 
to Emblem for Pol and overnight stop. We then proceeded to 
Bielefeld and joined 4 Squadron, 16th Signal Regiment, our 
host unit. A technical. inspection Teport was required and this 
proved rather worrying as 623 R.C. T . (M.S.O. Workshops) 
disoovered a worn prop sh.aft on one of our vehicles. Our grate
ful thanks are due to the Workshops for the speed and 
efficiency with which they effected the repair. 

Dragging Signalman Hill rcluctantly from his Currywurst 
and pomf rittes at our new-found local, we managed to fit in 
some practice navigational driving in the Bielefeld-Bunde area, 
and on 10th May set off for Staumuhle Camp andJ the initial 
scrutineering. This was successfully passed, accommodation 
located, and the team proceeded to take the compulsory Road
master German Highway Code test. A Cup was at stake for 
the lowest marks scored, and after six days of srumbling 
through Gennan words, hopes were quite high fur a good 
score, but this was not: to be. One team sat this test nine times 
before passing. We will resist identifying them-they are com
bat troops and discretion is the better part of valour. 

01ll" t•aptaln returned a much chastened mun 
Sergeant Brooking, our team captain, set off at 18.00 hours 

for a briefing, just as Major Barnes-Murphy, our team manager, 
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arrived from tT.K. He returned a much chastened man, with 
talcs of sharp b<.."11ds with 200fL drops, and ections comparing 
with the 'Monte' and 'Tulip' rallies. He wasn't wrong! The 
competition c."Onsistcd of four stages varying bcrwccn 10-12 
hours Juration, and cove.ring an overall distance of some 1 025 
mile . Twenty-eight map sheets were used, some more than 
once. Vehicles departed at one minute intervals at the begin
ning f each stage. Stages con isted of every imaginable type 
of road surface, and somd unimaginable ones. Each stage had 
selective section usually through wooded land on which speed 
limit were waived, and a bogey time had to be beaten if 
points were not to be lost. The main problem on these sections 
was the tJhick flying dust which covered everyone and every
thing in sight. There wc:re 36 time controls at which time 
cards were tamped, 54 passage controls, secret check points 
and 36 selection sections, all of which had tQ be visited. The 
R.M.P. were there with radar trap for the unwary, and those 
teams caught twice on any one stage we.re excluded from the 
event. Bearing in mind our team Captain's warning, we treated 
the course throughout with great respect. 

Ovt•riur11etl CUI'S liUtwed the COUJ'St• 

Drivers of vehicles who disregarded advice paid the penalty. 
Overturned Rovers littered the course. Some incidents that 
come to mind-the two lads that swam out of the back of 
their vehicle which had overturned in a river, and the vehicle 
that wa seen standing on its nose in a deep hole under an 
autobahn flyover. The following examples emphasise the spirit 
in which the rally was undertaken. One crew arrived at a 
'Flying finish' check-point and their Rover skidded across 
the line on its side. A hand appeared through the torn canopy, 
and a voice was- heard to shout "Punch my card." Corporal 
Henderson and Signalman Hill arc grateful to the crew of the 
vehicle of another Regiment who kindly stopped and, after 
great efforts, pulled them clear of deep mud. Sergeant Brooking 
and Corporal Cage would like to thank the terun manager 
(whoeve.Q he is) of the two Army Padres, who overtook them 
on a sloping bank with their wheels level and touching the top 
of their canopy. We hope the language was not loud enough 
to reach him. 

.\ 1•ossibility that turned info a reality 
At the end of the 3rd stage the possibility of winning the 

Royal Signals Team Trophy, became a reality, when the 4th 
Division Signal Regiment, who were pressing us closely, lost 
a vehicle. We then had to complete the last stage, or as 
Colonel Lowe, Secretary of B.A.M.A., U.K., said, "Have a 
quiet poodle roundJ the course lads." This was easier said than 
done, as both vehicles developed faults, one with gearbox 
rrouble, and the other with brake fade. Eventually all was well, 
despite Corporal Cage, who was; navigating, wrong slotting his 
driver at every available opportUnity, and the Royal Signals 
Cup was ours. In addition we were the rwmers-up for both 
the 'Best U.K. Team' and 'Best Southern Command Team'. 

The awards were made on Saturday morning, 15th May, by 
the Commander 1 (BR) Corps, Lieutenant-General Sir John 
Sharp, K.C.B., M.C., and congratulations were the order of 
the day. Our team manager/photographer gave a practical 
demonstration of how not to use a polaroid camera, but finally 
managed to produce a passable record of the presentation. 

The celebration back at Bielefeld went well, but remains a 
mystery to all concerned. The team distinctly remembers 
hearing Major Barnes-Murphy say, "Of course you can use 
the 1&lO's on the next rally." Whether he remembers it, 
remains to be seen. 

Thinking back tlle Rally can best be summed up by quoting 
the official programme, which stares: "The whole competition 
is presented as a challenge to each member of each team. It 
will be a tough, gruelling rest, requiringi stamina, fitness, mili
tary efficiency and knowledge. Above all, emphasis is on good 
driving and road safety." 

'Scouse,' Jeffrey and Grandad would like to thank the team 
Captain, Sergeant Brooking, for keeping morale high and 
making us work as a team, for in rally driving one weak link 
can make the difference between winning and losing, as many 
teams discovered to their cost. 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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- · N e.-w·s Ir om R ~ gf_m en ts 

Army Apprentices' College 

Harrogate 

GRADUATION DAY, SPRING, 1971 

SPRING Graduation Day was celebrated with time-honoured 
ceremonies on Wednesday, 14th April. 

Reviewing Officer for the day was Lieutenant General Sir 
William Jackson, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., General Officer 
Commanding in Chief, Northern Command, who was later to 
con~ratulate the entire College - but especially Apprentice 
Regunental Sergeant Major Thomas Hardingham - on an 
excellent Parade. 

Following this1 the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, 
opened Prize-givmg with his traditional review of the term's 
achievements. Unfortunately, we arc sure that the Editor, 
kindly as he may be, could never allow us the great space 
that would be required to retail them here - but perhaps 
the accompanying photograph from the Yorkshire Evening Post 
will indicate at least some of our sporting successes. 

Speaking in his turn as " the senior member present," the 
G.0.C. in C. welcomed to the Regular Army the 54 appren
tices of the Senior Squadron. "We are,'' he said, "one of the 
few remaining professional armies: most of the others arc 
conscript ." He went on to stress the reliance placed by the 
entire Army upon the Royal Corps of Signals-the professional 
communicators-without whom the increasingly complex 
modern Army could not begin to function. 

In their life at the College, said the General, the apprentices 
probably experienced more " smooth " than " rough," but this 
might not be so in operational units in the trouble spots of 
the world. They should enjoy the "smooth" and treat the 
" rough " as a challenge. Above all, he urged them to " be 
reliable." 

Finally, the G.0.C. in C. congratulated the College on the 
high standard of the parade, but said that this was " merely 
the tip of the iceberg." After several visits during the term, 
he was sure that the members of the College were just as good 
off parade as on it. 

General Jackson presented prizes as follows: 
The Commandant's Prize " for conduct, discipline and 

example ": A/T Sergeant Alan Kite. 
The Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award "for the best all-round 

tradesman": A/T Sergeant David Price. 
Prizes awarded by the Royal Signals Corps Committee, to 

apprentices who have made the best use of their opportunitie 
at the College: Technician: A(r Lance-Corporal Eric Paul. 
Operator: A/T Sergeant David Price. 

Before presenting the Borough of Harrogate prizes for the 
best essays on Local Government, the Mayor of Harrogate, 
Alderman Edwin Pickard, more than justified his reputation 
as a teller of apt tales. He told his delighted audience of the 
ploughman who found, one evening, an injured bird. Mfadful 
of country lore regarding the therapeutic value of cow dung, 
he placed the bird gently in a patch of this and, feeling he 
had done his best, went home. 

Returning next day, he was pleased to see the bird sitting 
blithely in its strange " nest " singing at the top of its voice. 
As the friendly ploughman continued with his work, however, a 
fox dashed from a nearby covert, seized the bird, and ate it. 

Two lessons, said the Mayor, might be learnt from this: 
" One - when you're in it, don't just sit there and shout about 
it; and two - remember that, when you are in it, it isn't always 
your worst enemy who drops you in it, nor your best friend 
who gets you out of it." 

The Borough of Harrogate prizes were awarded to A/T 
Sergeant (Technician) Robert Nelson and A/T Lance-Corporal 
Robert Goode. 

The Champion Squadron Cup was won by Phillips Squadron 
(Major P. A. H. Spencer, R.A.; C.S.M. E. Linford, Grenadier 
Guard; A/T S.S.M. A. Hickling, Royal Signals). 
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Sub-Aquo 1mthm1ia ·ts jourm•y to ('ypru. 
On 16th April, 1971, a small piece of College history was 

made. A party of apprentices and permanent staff left for a 
Sub-Aqua adventure training exercise in \,yprus. This was the 
first occasion apprentices from this College had moved out 
of Europe. The exercise was conceived and set up by the 
Officer-in-Charge Sub-Aqua - W.0.1 J. D. Griffiths and the 
diving officer - Sergeant S. E. Graham. 

The party comprised the following apprentices: A/T Corporal 
Travers (B.S.A.C. 3rd class diver), A/T Corporal Terry, A/T 
Hagan, A/T Charlton (B.S.AC. 3rd class diver), A/T Stewart, 
A/T Norfield, A/T Appleyard, A/T Harper; they were accom
panied by: Officer-in~Charge Club W.0.1. Griffiths (Royal 
Signals) (B.S.A.C. 2nd class diver), Diving Officer Sergeant 
Graham (Royal Signals) (B.S.A.C. 2nd class diver), Sergeant 
Hanrahan (R:I.R.) (B.S.A.C. 3rd class diver), Sergeant Greaves 
(R.C.T.) (B.S.A.C.) 3rd class diver), Sergeant Jones (R.C.T.), 
Sergeant Miller (Royal Signals), Sergeant Moody (Royal 
Signals). 

As the party were minors an Officer-in-Charge Party was 
necessary and Major J. B. Worts, M .C., E.R.D., Queens, kindly 
consented to act as such. 

Accommodation was arranged at 9th Signal Regiment by 
kind permission of Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. McL. McKinnon, 
Royal Signals. 

The object of the exercise was the study of marine life and 
marine archaeology in the Mediterranean, and to dive in 
conditions which differ immensely from the U.K. waters. The 
party were all up to B.S.A.C. standards before departure. 139 
dives were carried out in depths ranging from 30 to 130 feet. 
A total of 88 hours was spent underwater. 

The party flew from R.A.F. Brize Norton overnight and the 
first day in Cyprus was spent settling in and making a recce 
of dive-sites with Lance-Corporal Moor (9th Signal Regiment 
Sub-Aqua Club). Diving was carried out every day, most people 
making two dives. 

[Photograph co1mesy Major Worts, M.C., B.R.D. 

SOME OF THE PARTY 
Left to right: A/T Hagan; Norfield , Stewart, Lance·Corporal Moor 

(9th Signal Regiment) and Sergeant Greaves 

Those wno were not qualified for 3rd clas made their 
qualifying dives and will now be examined this term. 3rd clas 
divers obtained qualification for 2nd class standard. A night 
dive was made by all of the party. 

Marine life was disappointing and the waters would appear 
to be "fished out" by the locals. Some evidence of pollution 
was found at all the dive sites resulting in weed growing in 
the detritus. We were told that it was too early in the year 
for any shells, but a few examples were found and are nov. 
being classified by the diving officer. Fish life consisted almost 
entirely of mullet-type fish but several rock cod or groupers, 
octopus and rays were een. No Moray eels were sighted. Two 
wrecks that were charted were searched for unsuccessfully. All 
the apprentices were made to plan, under supervi ion, at least 
one dive. 
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A ~eat many \es on were learnt from the expedition and 
experience wa widened for all concerned. 

Our thanks to the Sub-Aqua Cub of 9th Signal Regiment 
for all their help. Our next trip is to the Isle of Skye. 

[Photograph by Sf<l'geant W. Semple, Royal Signals. 

PERMANENT STAFF FOOTBALL TEAM-WINNERS OF ARMY 
MINOR UNITS CUP 1971 

Back raw, left ta right : W .0 .2 Bill Grierson, Corporal Bill Fuller 
(Q.L.R.), Sergeant Dave McGurk, Corporal " Nick" Knight, Sergeant 
John Groves, Sergeant "Tommy" Steele (R.E.M.E.), Sergeant Ted 

Appleby 
Front row, left to right : Corporal Brian Kenyon (13/18H), Captain 
Ian Reading, Corporal Alan Barker, Colonel J. C. Clinch, Sergeant 
Jim Morris (A.P.T.C.), Corporal Bill McKay (R.C.T.), Staff-Sergeant 

" Tich" Akehurst 

1st. Division Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 32 

THESE notes really are a summary of the winter sporting 
season and they tell of the tremendous success of the 

Regimental rugby and hockey teams. 
The Regiment however has been kept very busy with the 

normal run of exercises and training, not to mention a very 
successful Anglo-German weekend. 

UockPy-11d it's good news 
The 1970/71 season was undoubtedly the best ever, surpass

' ng even that of 1969 /70. One game only was Jost againSt 
Army teams, that to 1 Cheshires in the BA.0.R. Final. 

The B.A.0.R semi-final v. Command Pay Office was prob
ably the longest on record. Sergeant 'Rip' Monk scored the 
winning goal after 3hrs. 35 mins.! 

The Soltau Garrison League was convincingly won with 
nine wins and three draws. Goals for 34, against two. 

The Divisional Cup stayed with us after an exciting final, in 
which Sergeant Ted Banham and Corporal Eddie Mulvana 
cored to beat a gallant 16/5 Lancers' team 2-1. 

A clean sweep was made of the Sixes Competitions by the 
' A' team, the 7th Brigade Shield and Division and B.A.O.R. 
cups all being collected by Major John Swindells, an industrious 
and popular team captain. The ever-faithful ' B team was 
never far behind, and often proved better in practice games. 

In the B.A.O.R Sixes Lance-Corporal 'Paddy' Coburn 
i.cored five times for the 'A' team, Corporal Pete Slatter a 
similar number for the 'B.' 
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REPRESENTING THE WIDE RANGE OF SPORTS AT 
HARROGATE 

In front, left to right : A/T Corporal I. Cross, captain of Army Junior 
Hockey Cup team; A/T Lance-Corporal K. McKinney, captain of 
Apprentices' Hockey ; A/T S.S.M. A. Hickling, captain of College 
Cycling; Colonel J. C. Clinch; Major A. D. Manger, P.W .O ., captain 
of Staff Hockey; A/T Sergeant W . j . Anderson, captain of Basketball ; 

A/T Sergeant R. D. Sinclair, captain of Badminton 
In rear, left to right : A/T R. P. Dean, captain of Squash ; Corporal A. 
Barker, captain of Staff Soccer ; and A/T J. C. Travers, of the College 

Sub Aqua Club 

Captain Ian Turner, in goal, missed only one full game 
throughout the season. But he was ' the best man ' on the day. 

Corporal Harry Ke.mohan, a stalwart centre-ha1f, was called 
upon to represent B.A.0.R., along with a sadly missed Corporal 
Mick Raybould, who chose to go to Singapore. Ask to come 
back Mick! 

Corps (B.A.0.R.) representatives ' were Banham, Monk, 
Kernohan, Mulvana and Coburn. 

Signalman Doug Atter, so often an impatient bystander, was 
always there-offering advice to anyone who would listen, 
including Germans at the Bremen and Cuxhaven Festivals. The 
latter proved to be a Whitsun long to be remembered. Captain 
(T.O.T.) Maurice Stock's unprepared speech, to a massed 
audience of 600 Germans and 14 Britains, was said to have 
brought tears to the eyes. His! Oh, that P.A. kit. 

To the non-Signals members of the team, Captain Mike 
Kinsman, Staff Sergeant Ken Thrower, Sergeant Dave Cook 
(all R.E.M.E.), Corporal Dick Whittingham, R.A.M.C., Lance
Corporal Pete Bramley, R.E., W.0.1 (now Lieutenant) Peter 
Field, R.A.O.C., and Major David Eking, R.M.P., we say: 
" Long may integration continue." 

A thought for the umpires-W.0.1 Denis Hines, RA.0.C., 
Major John Hamer-Philip, R.A.M.C., Sergeants John Dew and 
Fred Davis, Royal Signals, who all played a part and earned 
nothing but praise from opposing teams, if not from ourselves! 

To the wives-thank you ladies. Same tolerance again next 
season please. 

Now for the bad news 
The Officers took on the might of the Sergeants' Mess and 

surprised themselves with a well-deserved 1-0 victory. Captain 
(Tfc.) Roy Smithard scored the winner. At full-back Colonels 
Plowden and Jackson (Colonels G.S. and A.Q. respectively) 
didn't put a stick wrong. They must be strong contenders for 
next season's Regimental team, given a little more experience. 
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Is this u record? 
1969/70: Soltau Garrison League runners-up; 7th Brigade 

Sixes champions and 7th Brigade Sixes Plate winners; Divisional 
ixes champions; Divisional champions; B.A.O.R semi-finalists. 

1970/71: Soltau Garrison League champions; 7th Brigade Sixes 
champions and semi-finalists; Divisional champions; B.A.O.R. 
runners-up; B.A.0.R. Sixes champions and quarter-finalists. 
115 medals-and never missed an exercise. 

llugh~·-uml IC's tral11l11g Cllat produN•s t•eiijults 
The season started in August with a few dedicated players 

training on an unmarked pitch. This set the tone, and was the 
secret of the team's unexpected success this year, i.e. training. 

We had very few of the 'stars' left over from the 1969/70 
season, but by dint of much bullying, blackmail and other 
devious means, players turned up for training five days a week! 

And what a successful season we had! The overall season 
results are tabulated below, but we should mention that in 
getting to the B.A.O.R. final we had an unexpected extra game 
against 1 Glosters who joined the division from Ulster in 
mid-season. 

Having won the Divisional Cup, it looked at one stage that 
we would be meeting 2nd Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment 
in the B.A.0.R. semi-final-this would have been a match worth 
watching! (What a pity this homeric contest did not take place. 
-Editor). 

It seems grossly unfair to mention individuals in such a truly 
team ~me but much gratitude must go to W.0.2 Ken Soar and 
Captain Alec Wright who spent so much time, not only training 
us daily but playing such striking games to boot! Talking of 
boots, we were very fortunate in having Sergeant Pete Van
stone who kicked superbly all season and rescued us from many 
a tight spot. 

The games against 1 Glosters and the B.A.O.R. semi-final 
against 22 Light Air Defence Regiment, R.A., were won on 
rock-hard, frozen pitches, causing many injuries that Jed to 
our one ignominous defeat of the season by the Welsh Guards 
in the B.A.O.R. final. With our complete, fit team we would 
have given them much more to think about. 

Herewith the season's record (less B.A.0.R. final): Played 21, 
Won 17, Lost 4, Drawn 0, Points for 433, Point against 112. 

The route to the B.A.0 .R. final: v. Q.O.H., 16-0 (home); 
3 R.T.R., 24-10 (away); 39 Msl. Regiment, R.A., 27-3 (away). 

Division final: 26th Field Regiment, R.A., 3-0 (away); 
1 Glosters, 13-6 (home); 22 Light Air Defence Regiment, R.A., 
8-6 (home); Welsh Guards, 3-50 (at Bad Lippspringe). 

Sevens: We also won the 1 Division Sevens competition 
and on to the B.A.0.R. competition rounded up a successful 
season by carrying off the plate. 

2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 22 

PRESENTATION 
General Sir John Sharp presents Army Canoeing colours to Corporal 
Bingham. Watching: Lieutenant-Colonel Yeoman, Captain Cherry 

and Staff Sergeant Ridley 
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Visits 

ON 5th April General Sir John Sharp, the Corps Com
mander, visited the Regiment. He inspected the Regiment 

prior to its move out on exercise. He very kindly pre ented the 
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Captain M. D. 
Cherry, our T.O.T., and Staff Sergeant R. Ridley. He also 
presented Corporal Bingham and Lance-Corporal Hebdon with 
their Army Colours for canoeing. 0 course General Sharp i~ 
no stranger to Birdwood Barracks as he used to command 2nd 
Division not so very Jong ago. 

We were also pleased to receive a visit from Colonel Masser, 
Officer i/c Records, who gave us a splendid presentation on 
how things are going to look in the future. 

.Ex••rcitw 
Since our last notes we have exercised on three regimental 

exercises, two divisional CPX and provided the control com
munications for Exercise ' Spring Sales. Exercise 'Spring 
Sales ' went particularly well with hardly a single failure and 
only that for a very short time. 

Sport 
May was a particularly heavy month for sport with Regiment 

athlern:s, swimming and B.A.O.R. six-a-side hockey. A rather 
unexpected win in the Divisional six-a-side hockey put the 
team forward into the B.A.0.R. competition at Hameln on 22nd 
May; however very strong opposition knocked the team out 
early in the event. The side consisted of: Major Gent, Captain 
Vigurs, Y. of S. Heyes, Corporal Kirkham, Sergeant Neilson, 
Staff Sergeant Ridley, Captain Chaddock, Corporal Thomas. 
Captain Gus Vigurs played superbly in all the prelims and 
scored in every match. 

The Regimental athletic meeting took place on 14th/15th 
May and after two days of closely contested events 1 Squadron 
emerged as Regimental champions for 1971. In the swimming 
gala organised by Second-Lieutenant Tony Raper 2 Squadron 
became holders of the Regimental trophy easily out-pointing 
the other Squadrons. On completion of the gala Tony Raper 
(fully dressed in S.D.) gave a demonstration of how swimming 
tests should be conducted (he is still trying to discover who 
pushed him in). 

UP AND OVER 
Corporal August clears over five foot in the unit sports 

1'1ore new face 

We say a sad farewell to our Paymaster Captain David Price 
who leaves the Army - we wish him well in civilian life. 
Farewell to Captain Tom Laycock who has gone to be Adjutant 
of 7lst Signal Regiment (V) and Captain Robin Ingram who 
has gone to command a Squadron in 28th Signal Regunent. 

The new faces are Second-Lieutenant Chris Nind, Second
Lieutenant Carl Conlon, Captain Stan Stanley and Lieutenant 
Desmond Thomas; we welcome them all-with open arms. 
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3rd Division Signal Regiment 
Bulford Camp 

.\rrh·nls aucl d parhare!I 

THE Regiment bid farewell to the Coounanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan and W.0.1 

(R.S.M.) G. E. Morrill who arc due to depart in June. Wel
come to the new Commanding Officer, Lieutenan t-Colonel 
D. H. Briggs and W.0.J (R.S.M .) R. J. Judge. 

FAREWELL TO THE C.0. 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan is towed away from the Officers' 

Mess after being dined out 

Sergeants• ~I ss 
Lieutenant-Colond A. G. Bohannan and R.S.M. Ted 

Morrill were dined out by the Sergeants Mess and credit must 
be given to W.0.2 Jeff Baxter (A.C.C.) and Sergeant Ian 
Shanks (A.C.C.) for preparing a first-class dinner. 

A cabaret show was laid on but, this was delayed by car 
trouble. W.0.1 'Yos' Ken French and Sergeant Ron Desanti 
came to rhe assistance by singing and telling jokes which could 
not be repeated outside the Mess. At last the entertainers 
arrived and the show went on. To quote a phrase of one 
member, "Cor, what will the wife say when she finds out!" 
As for the show we leave it tCJi your imagination but for those 
present no imagination was needed 

:\"ofes from Alpha Troop (by Staff Sergea11f 
Goodman) 

' Staff,' said O.C. Troop, Captain Andrew Briggs, " I want 
a new sign for the office door." 

"Yes Sir," says Staff, "and what would that be?" 
"Alpha Renradet" replies O.C. Troop. 
Here's why. In the past six weeks detachments have been 

loaned to uruts for exercises 'moonlady,' 'stj warrior,' 
'shooters hill,' ' third wield,' ' ten tors,' ' RMCS ' and exercise 
'ulysses.' 

Just to make sure we weren't idle we also put all 1:he vehicles, 
plant and radio equipment through its annual U.E.I., and in 
between moves in and out we managed to satisfy the Com
manding Officer on his various. inspections and obtain a good 
repon on all tasks. Now you might say seven exercises in six 
weeks means they must have been short jobs. Don't you 
believe it, they all overlapped! Careful planning, (ha, ha), 
meant one lot left after breakfast and the other lot returned at 
tea-time so that they could wave to each other as they passed 
in opposite directions! 

Three detachments were loaned to 24 Brigade for Exercise 
' Moonlady ' but Corporal ' Twitch' Taylor, Lance-Corporal 
' Bo ' Bodimeade and Lance-C-Orporal ' Willy · Willimott don't 
want to tell us about it. All we know, they went to Denmark, 
did some wading trials in their new mark eleven Land Rovers 
and cavorted all over Denmark. Must have beeru a little rough 
'cos those Land Rovers were in a bit of a state on return to 
Carter Barracks. 
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hoot rs Hill took many of the troop to Bonnie Sootland. 
Ten Tors, most of you know about, ihikcrs igallopin g a round 
thq hilb called tors on Dartmoor and Third Wield took place 
on good old Salisbury Plain. Ju t to round that little lot off we 
took the whole Division out on a major Stratco job to test our 
night vision by muoh. moving in the darkncs !! Well, t hat's all 
behind us now but wc arc still crying out for those long pro
mised battery change-over switches. I'm sure the older mem
bers of the Corps VHF troOp know what we mean. It's not 
nice carrying! out physical battery cha nges in the middle of the 
battle!! 

The Regiment has now formed its own recruiting terun, the 
nucleus of which comes from Alpha Troop of course. What 
would they do without us? So far it has demonstrated its theme 
' Royal Signals on exercise ' in Norfolk, Bristol, Lyme Regis, 
Tiverton, and is due to appear throughout the West Country 
on over forty eparate oocasions in the next two months. So, if 
you too have manpower problems, ' get out and get 'em in.' 
TThe team is headed by Staff Sergeant Goodman and very 
ably supported by Lance-Co.rporal ' when do I get my second ' 
Tharme, Corporal McNamara and Signalman ' Tubby' H eal. 
The best ED in t:he business, Lance-Corporal ' Glasses ' Roach, 
provides t he ligh t and power and produces a layout which 
well rivals Corps H.Q. in the field. The remaindert of the team 
has to be provided on an availability ba is between exercises 
from the ot her squadron and troops in the Regiment. 

We are now preparing for an exercise in Cyprus and also 
hope to exercise on L undy I sland. We all know where Lundy 
lays? It's off the north Devon coast and has slight military 
connections in th.at the late owner's son, Lance-Corporal 
Harman of the R.G.J., was awarded a posthumous V.C. whilst 
serving in Korea. 

lft•lloes and gootlby e s 
Sergeant G~ff Shergold stayed long enough to get a new 

troop off the iground but has now gone on attachment to 12 
LAD Regiment R.A. Lance-Corporal ' Chatty ' Hunter has 
left to run a pub but won't tell us where!! Signalman Miller 
departed smartly for BAOR-you left your socks in the drying 
room. Lance-Corporal ' Shup ' Simister and Signalman ' Stroll 
Along ' Sca.rll have gone hovercrafting. Lance-Corporal Aitken 
got fed up commuting( between home and here and has decided 
to go home for good. Division Command will never be the 
same withou t you ' Aikey.' 

We welcome Corporal Hall, gone on course already! Corporal 
Fenwick from ' Alpha ' Troop, 7th Signal Regiment, Signalmen 
Grant and Hall from Harrogate and Signalmen Pain and Smith 
from farming and shop-keeping. 

Now we look fonvard to trade training, revision and some 
internal courses with peculiar sounding nam es like inf. tac., 
nbc fam., he! !hand., gpmg ttg. More about .\-hat .n ext 
month .. 

7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

A.rrh,als and departures 

DURING May we said goodbye to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) M. E. 
Wilson who left the regiment on commissioning and 

posting to 21st Signal Regiment. Congratulations Mr. Wilson 
and many thanks for all that you did for 7th Regiment. We 
extend a warm welcome to our new R.S.M., W.0.1 E. T. A. 
Webster, who joins us from 19 Airportable Brigade Head
quarters and Signal Squadron. 

We have also said farewell to Captain C. D. Melhuish and 
Lieutenant I. R. Wilson, both posted to 8th Signal Regiment. 
In turn we welcome into the Regiment Lieutenant O. M. Lewis, 
Lieutenant V. G. Strivens, Second-Lieutenant R. M. J. Hussey 
and Second-Lieutenant P. R. Rossiter. 

Offleers• ltless 
Our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-C-Olonel Reg King, 

was duly dined into the Mess on 25th. The evening was a 
great success though the ' male voice choir' put up a very poor 
performance. Perhaps this was due to the Padre Bernard Hale 
opting to complete a bridge four instead of leading the choir. 
A splendid bronze, rough cast ' Blue Tailed Flea " was pre
sented to the Mess by the Colonel and we were all amused 
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and edified to learn of the remarkable similarity between ' the 
ilea the Commanding Officer and the largest Regiment in the 
Corps.' I t's quite a story- when next you visit us do ask; it 
only takes 20 minutes to tell and, unlike the flea, the sting is 
in the tail ! 

4,;oU 
Spring meetings have been taking place in glorious sunshine. 

Captains Alan Spurgin, Noel Clark and 'Paddy ' Ford and 
Major Mike Hales form the Regimental team at present. 
Captain Peter Cronan, R.E.M.E., has gone into strict training 
and it is believed there are other dark horses about. Successes 
so fa r are : 

B.A.0.R. Signals Regimental Foursomes won by Major Mike 
Hales and Captain ' Paddy ' Ford. 4th Division Individual 
Handicap won by Captain N oel Clark. 4th Division Stableford 
Foursomes, Captains Noel Clark and Alan Spurgin were third . 

(~rlt'ket 

Our start to the cricket season was far from successful. In 
the first match we were soundly beaten by 2 Division H .Q. and 
Signal Regiment at Lubecke. 2 Division batted first after we 
had lost the toss, and scored 212 runs for four wickets, their 
opening partnership putting on over .100 runs. . 

Once again the cry was heard that 1f you want to wm matches 
you must hold your catches. R egrettably we dropped three good 
chances and were never really able to contain the aggressive 
2 Division batsmen. When we batted things looked good for 
a while when Corporal L awrence was in full cry, but having 
scored 48 runs he was out lbw. Thereafter our batting col
lapsed and we were all out for 104. Since then we have 
defeated 4 Armoured Workshop, R.E.M.E., by 209-6 to 96 and 
in the first round of the 4 Division Cup we defeated 4 /7 D .G. 
by 105-9 to 40. 

Rugby 
On Sunday, 25th April, the first of this season's seven-a-side 

rugby competitions took place at ~edablen. On a day w~en 
it would have been more appropnate to turn out for IS-a-side, 
with overcast skies and a chill east wind blowing, a large crowd 
turned out at the H .Q. B.A.0.R. ground in Rhinedahlen to see 
eight of the best sevens tea~ in B.A.O.R. compet: f?r ?1e 
Rhinedahlen Rhinos presentation cup. It was an mVltatlon 
event and teams attending were R.A.F. Bruggen, R.A.F. 
Wildenrath, R.A.F. Laarbruck, the Rhinos, Dusseldorf Dragons, 
I R.R.W . 7th Signal Regiment and a German team, S.C. 
Hurth. I t 'was a hard-fought competition, and in the ~al this 
Regiment was once again runners-up to the Royal ReglDlent of 
Wales, losing 6-5 in a very hard-fought, intelligent game. 

Tradition has it that the local rugby season closes each year 
with the B.A.O.R. seven-a-side competition. This year was no 
exception and 7th Signal Regiment finished off the 1970-71 
season with mixed success. 

On Saturday, 8th May, ow: : ~ ' Seven ID!!! Q.R.I .. H. ' A ' 
team in the final of the 4th Div1S1onal competiuon. This was a 
very close game but we .~ere eventually succes~ful by 11.points 
to 8 to win this compeunon for the fifth year m succession. 

One week later the B.A.0 .R. competition took place at 
Osnabrock. This competition was run on a world cup basis, i.e. 
a league system followed by a knock-out compe~!ion . In our 
final league game our team were somewhat surpnsmgly beaten 
by 3 R.T.R. F itness played 8: great par~ !n this defeat ~s 
Second-Lieutenant Malcolm Sinton was miured before this 
game and Signalman Pat Lee was still suffe~ing from ~ )cick on 
the head received in the final of the 4 Div. compenuon the 
previous week. This defeat meant that in the first match of the 
knock-out competition we met once again the R.R.W. What a 
game it was! Pat Lee, showing no signs of his injury, Dave 
Higgins and Ian Wilson were the forward and played ~uperbly. 
For nine minutes they denied the Welsh the ball enurely and 
then when Allan James scored a try in the corner, success 
seemed near. The Welsh, in typical style, rallied and once 
again we were beaten by nine poin~s. to three. The R.R.W. 
were eventual winners of the compeuuon when they beat the 
Cheshires in extra time of the final. After the competition our 
team were entertained in true gallic tradition by the R.R.W. 
(Pat Lee now keeps goal for his Squadron soccer team in a 
Welsh jersey). Captain Chris Melhuish and .Lieutenant Ian 
Wilson have now left us and the rugby club wishes them both 
the best of rugby in Catterick. 

For the 1970-71 season, Regimental Rugby Colours have 
been awarded to the following: 
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Re-award: Captain Chris Melhuish, Sergeant Bert T aylor, 
Lance-Corporal Allan James, Lance-Corporal Joe Cagilaba, 
Signalman Pat Lee. 

New awards : L ieutenant Ian Wit on, L ieutenant Roger 
Whitehead, Second-Lieutenant Malcolm Sinton, F . of S. George 
Hall, F . of S. Barry Bassali, Lance-Corporal Sam Mosedale, 
Corporal T revor Johnson, Lance-Corporal Isaac Linton. Lance
Corporal D ave Higgins, L ance-Corporal Gordon Bennett. 

Chris Melhuish, Ian Wilson, Pat Lee and Dave Higgins 
have all played for B.A.0.R. this season and Pat Lee was 
selected for the B.A.0.R. combned services' team to play the 
touring Pubic Schools' XV. 

Congratulations to Captain Chris Mell:.uish, Lance-Corporal 
Dave Higgins, Lance-Corporal Allan James and Signalman Pat 
Lee on their award of Corps Rugby Colours. 

~lotor cycling 
In preparation for ~e Rhi~e Area Cha!f!pionshi~s our. f!~ls 

riders have entered mto drrect compeuuon agamst civilian 
experts. Our latest venture was to enter a team in the vigorous 
' Wusten I nvitation Trial.' Wusten, a village some lOkm. from 
Herford, was a dusty, roaring, centre of attraction to visiting 
'Aces' from far and wide. Cur team, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Vaughan 
Rayner, Sergeant Vic Jinks and Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' 
Donovan tackled the 30 craggy hazards with determination, 
Sergeant fmks battled his way into second P.lace against fierce 
opposition. The engraved marble plaque which was presented 
to him and the warm, gritty bottle of beer which we all drank 
afterwards, made the event very rewarding. 

Stamp Club 
The club is currently orgarusmg its first postal auction 

following many successful floor auctions. In pr?C'uction _is our 
first commemorative first-day cover of 1971 which pronuses to 
be the best so far. It may be of interest to mention that. we 
design print and issue our own first-day covers. '!Je believe 
we ar~ the only British Forces stamp club to d? this for every 
new British Commemorative Issue. We also believe, apart from 
producing a high quality, artistic, philatelic, Forces' item, that 
they have a very good investment potential, not least . because 
we have always limited our issue to 400. (There ~e still a fc;w 
to spare). No profit-making firm could make It worthwhile 
to produce so few. 

Finally if you need advice or help in the stamp world, drop 
the secretary a line; we may be able to help. 

Departure of a well-known personality 
Mrs. Christel Sims, our civilian clerk for 13 years, re~ed on 

31st March. On the day of ber retirement she was given a 
farewell present by the Commanding Officer. as a token of our 
appreciation for all she has done for the Regiment. 

It is with deep regret that we record the death of 
Signalman Eric Micklethwaite on Wednesday, 
7th April, 1971. 

(Owing to space restrictions with much regret Squadron 
notes have had to be cut out.-Editor). 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 
Home -79p each plus Sp post 
Abroad-70p each plus Sp post 

Wall Shields 7" x 6" Royal Slgnals 
Pace Sticks 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
SJ>ecla/lst In the supply of Mllltary Requisites 

44, WESTON-AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 

£1.50 
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Specia ist 
Teleprinter Operators 

are required for the 

Ministry of Defence Communications Centre 

in Central London 

Initially, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and associated pro
cedures, but they will be given the opportunity of training for higher grade duties 
when the Communications Centre becomes fully automatic. 

Preference will be given to appl icants with a minimum speed of 40 words per 
minute. and having a good knowledge of current communication procedures. 

Basic starting pay, at age 25 or over, will be £24 · 92 per week rising to £29 · 52 
per week, inclusive of London Weighting. Successful candidates will currently 
be required to work shifts and overtime, which on average, attracts a further 
£5·00 per week. There are· opportunities of promotion to almost £1.800 per 
annum basic pay. 

If you would like further details, and are of British nationality, te lephone 
01-242 0222 ext. 563. or write to: 

CM(S)3H, Ministry of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, 
Theobalds Road, London, WC1X SRY. 
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8th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

VJsit of C:.G.S. 

ON 28th lv' ay, General Sir Michael Carver paid a quick 
visit to the new Trade Training School building. The 

C .G .S. was conducted round the building by the Commanding 
Officer, Colonel W. A. Sykes, and the O.C. Trade Training . 
School, Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. W. Hickman. [A short article 
on the Trade Training School appears on page 262) . 

( ;ourse Ileport-Ski·in" 
A member of the Regiment went on a basic ski-ing course 

at r.'le beginning of the month . With his permission, we re
produce below his course report: 

" . . . ' X ' . . . gave the impression he was ' hell bent ' on 
self-destruction. His preference was to ski out of control as 
quickly as possible and pay no attention to technique or 
control. He will either make the 1972 Olympic Squad or kill 
himself." 

Further good news (or Linen1en 

Although the results of the first Class I Course to sit the 
City and Guilds of .London Institute assessed examinations 
in Line Plant Practice and Elementary Telecoms Practice 
have not been announced officially, we have been told by the 
Institute that they are extremely good and will include at least 
two Distinctions. 

llEPOHT FUOM 3 S4tUADRON' 

3 Squadron of 8th Signal Regiment, known intimately co 
all telegraph operators and radio operators in the Corps, pro
vides the notes for this month's article in THE WIRE. 

For chose of you who have served in the Squadron in the 
past, we send greetings and lee you know we are still going 
strong-at least for the time being. The last six months have 
seen numerous changes in accommodation and training areas, 
and there are more to come. The Squadron is still living in 
Gaza Lines, but will shortly move co Trade Training School
now almost completed. We look forward with high hopes 
to the occupation of the building and to its obvious benefits 
and overall improvements-perhaps even more (but unfortun
ately well into the future) the completion of the Vimy Project. 

One of the changes which the Squadron has undergone has 
been the retirement of long-serving Captain Ron Oliver on 
4th April-and it goes without saying chat we miss him and 
wish him once again well in his new habitat. 

One or two highlights in our calendar included the involve
ment of Squadron personnel in Exercise ' Bonnie Scotland,' 
which took place from 3rd to 8tn April, in the Highlands, 
under the command of Lieutenant Anthony Vaigncourt
Strallen and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Jack Wraith. A number 
of Schemes Troop vehicles were used, and crewed by cadre 
and trainees of the Squadron, and took place at Culty Braggen 
- the exercise forms part of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award 
Scheme and involved hikes across 60 miles of highlands
check-points being provided by our personnel. Without blowing 
our own trumpet-we feel justifiably proud of the success of 
the enterprise. 

Sc>ltewes Tro1J(t 

Apart from many exercises which are part of the trallllJlg 
syllabus, the Troop is involved in ocher tasks, one highlight 
of which was providing communications for the Fellsmans' 
Hike in early May. Many of the Corps will be familiar with 
the name and remember, perhaps with pain, chat it consists 
of trekking over SO miles of some of the most rugged country 
in Wensleydale. Hikers pass through the various checkpoints 
sited on mountain-tops, manned by Squadron personnel. The 
exercise starts at Ingleton and ends at Threshfield Grassington. 
It seems that the checkpoints were located by someone with 
a sense of humour and were barely accessible on foot, let 
alone getting our vehicles and equipment into the right 
positions. 
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But, undaunted, our hardy veterans filled the bill. Com
munications included the establishing of four comcens, linked 
by radio relay, each comcen being fed by two C42 Land 
Rover detachments, located at the CP adjacent to the comcen. 
Hardly ' stan:lard ' organisation, but nevertheless it worked 
extremely well- 100 per cent, thanks to F. of S. Ted Chamber , 
ably assisted by Sergeants Mick French and Mick South. 
Other members of the team included Corporals Paul Nason, 
Barry Ellersbaw, Bill Broadbery and Bert Shaw. The exercise 
lasted over 24 hours and during this time over 900 messages 
were passed through the checkpoint to the exchange control 
under the eagle eye of Y. of S. Jack Wraith. 

Commcen operators from 4 Squadron and, of course, our own 
telegraj)'h operators manfully struggled to keep up the frantic 
pace. Two more trouble shooters, Sergeants Harry Beresford 
and Stan Vannan, worked non-stop at the Threshfield Grass
ingcon Commcen to keep things moving. 

Our thanks to Corporal Brian Christian and his hard-working 
linemen for maintaining the tradition of the Corps. 

It would be most improper to close this section without 
mentioning that during this exercise Captain Trevor Hendren 
was on razor's edge awaiting a communication of his own from 
Cacterick to let him know he was a Daddy. However, nothing 
happened, but we are pleased to report that he is now the very 
proud father of twin girls-well done the Hendrens. 

Our sporting scene 

With pride (and under much pressure from Captain Jim 
Esson, Regimental Soccer Officer) we have to mention soccer. 
Our Regimental 1st XI have had a fairly successful season 
since the amalgamation. However, we are concerned with our 
Squadron individuals, namely Signalman Billy Malone and 
Paddy Cardwell, both of wnom are now serving with the Para 
Signals Squadron in Aldershot, along with another old mem
ber of the team Ian Campbell, who, during his stay with the 
Squadron, played in the first team. We should mention here, 
perhaps, that we are still waiting the transfer fee from 216! 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay • All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

Otder your new c.ir before you leave. When you get back it will ~ready and waiting 
for you at tho alrpo1t-fully insured, with all the pape.1w01k completed for th• U.K., 
Europe, or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts, special 
H.P. terms. tho lot. .. . Plus • sheaf of colour brochure• of •II t:h• latest 
models to brow•• through at leisure. The,te"s no obligation whatever. You can 
weigh everything up, take your time choosing-and take delivery wh•ever you land 
Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 ........................... 

I Pleas~ send me your Informati on Pack-without obligation. w7 I 

I ;:e::~;·~~;r~~~ ::::::::::·::·: ~: ::~·-·: : -~~~~.:·:.-.: ::·:::: ::: :: ~.-.-. :::.~ i I Tax free for U.K. and then •... ····- -- -----·--· ······· · ··· (country) I 
I Tax paid for U.K. on/y_(Uc~) ~ j"~ I I oe1i.err oate . . ............ ceo+ ~I 
I I 
I I 
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10th Signal Regiment 
Hounslow 

llc•"imc•ntnl playing oi Retreat aud band co1u~4'rt 

T HE sun really did well to shine so plendidly for the 
Annual Regimental Playing of Retreat on Thur day 13th 

1ay . The Band of the Roy:il Corps of Signals looked 
resplendent in their pre 1939-45 war full dress uniforms and 
gave a performance which many spectator aid was the best 
they have heard for some time. Even the eternal aeroplane 
of Haun low did their best not to interfere too much. The 
partie which followed all went well. The officers had their 
Annual Cocktail Pan:y, the W.O.s and Sergeants' Club had 
an excellent running buffet as did the Corporals and members 
of the Bruno Club. They had their first function in the newly
decorated Corporals Room, which looked well for the occasion. 
Rumoi.lI' has it that the R.S .M., W.0.1. Postlethwaite, has 
included six foot cypress tree as indoor plant decoration for 
hi office or is thi just wild ideas after very good parties? 

On Friday, 14th May the Band gave a Concert which was 
full of interesting and varied music. So ended the two Regi
mental Days which, as was planned, were enjoyed by everyone. 

Loud and c lear 
The P.A. team of London District S.W.S. Troop have been 

so busy recently that the wife of Sergeant John Phillips has 
accused her husband of being a ' stranger.' Sergeant Phillips, 
together with Corporal Des Coulam, Corporal Phredd Curtis 
and Mr. Cliff Bird, M.E. (Tels.), are always on the move. 
During May and June they have covered events in the Regiment, 
the R.A. At Home in Woolwich and have joined Salisbury 
Plain S.W.S. Troop in providing P.A. for the Horse Trials 
and Tattoo at Tidworth. 

The whole troop will be involved in the Aldershot Army 
Display and the Bisley Rifle Meeting. The programme is 
exhaustin~ but often enjoyable, particularly when it includes 
the opening of a pub like ' The Gurkha ' when the team 
becomes ' involved ' in the celebration. 

Corporal Des Coulam has been with the team for some rime 
and has become a P.A. addict. He helps with the recordings 
of most events which take place. As a job he thinks the P.A. 
team is hard to beat! 

Crick.et 
The cricket season has got away with a swing under me 

watchful eye of Major Jack Harding. The Regiment lost their 
ma~c~ against the Lifeguards by a narrow ~argin in a very 
exc1tmg game played at Hounslow. The Lifeguards won in 
the next to last over with two wickets to spare. The following 
two matches were successful with Sergeant Alan Munroe 
and Mr. Lou Carter both scoring their first half cenruries of 
the season against the Royal Military School of Music at 
Kneller Hall. 

·" cool swim in the Thames! 
"fhe Regimental 1st Rafting VI raced in the Wraysbury 

Fair on 5th June. The team comprised 'Bif' Bailey, Brian 
Humphreys and Colin Hadden and Workers, 'Legs' Dalton, 
Jock McGratton and Phil Hudson. The efforts of the starter 
to get 10 rafts in line were completely abortive and, in fact, 
th.e Regimental Raft was some 100 yards downstream, down
wnd but not downhearted at the .start. A determined 'military ' 
ettort brought the raft up to thl.fd place pipped by B.0.A.C. 
and a curious sort of ' pop ' group. Subsequent effects are best 
unrecorded. 

Pc>opl•• patter 
1 and 2 Squadrons of the Regiment are just losing their 

S .. M.s; W.0.2 John Taylor is posted on promotion to R.S.M. 
to 71 Signal Regiment and W.0.2 Roy Blease is finishing 22 
year..' ervice with the Corps. 

In their stead we welcome W.0.2 'Paddy' Magowan to 
1 Squadron and W.0.2 Reg Heath, who is just getting over 
the suspense of finding that pan: of his Squadron are members 
of the W.R.A.C. 
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Captain Peter Walls of 2 Squadron has also just retired 
after 28 years' service and we wish him all the best for the 
future . His replacement is Lieutenant 'Dougy' Rumsey. 

2 Squadron are feeling the effects of a lovely Spring in the 
recent announcement of the engagement of Private Susan 
Rogers to Corporal Peter Marsh, a musician at Kneller Hall. 
Also this month Lance-Corpora! ' Dougal ' Duguid has left 
the W.R.A.C. at the end of her engagement to marry Signalman 
Mike Baird of the Squadron. She will then become one of the 
civilian operators in the Regiment as Mrs. Baird. We wish 
them both all the best for the furure. 

News of the other Squadrons is quiet at present with 3 
Squadron Aldersh~t preparing for Exercise ' New Envoy,' the 
Aldershot Army D1 play and 4 Squadron Salisbury just quietly 
working hard! We just mention as a Stop Press item that 
Lance-Corporal Jackie Smith, W.R.A.C., is doing very well 
in the Army Parachuting Championships - a sport at which 
she shows a natural aptitude. 

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent Funt/ 
The follotuing do11atfo11s were gratefully received during April, 1971: 

Officer Commandjng 18th Signal Regiment 
Officer Command.ing 255 Si~nal Squadron 
Officer Commanding 1o'lh Signal Regiment .. . .. . .. . 
Officer Command.ing 83 (L ) Signal Squadron (V) . . . .. . 
Hon. Secretary, SbrewsbUJ')' Branch, Royal Signals Association 
Hon. Secretary, Glossop and District O.C.A. .. . .. . .. . 
Hon. Secretary, Bristol Branch, Royal Signals Association .. . 
Hon. Trcarurer, St. Barbara's Church, Munster ... .. . .. . 
H . R. W. Marsh, Esq. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 
I . B. Franklyn, Esq. ... .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . 
Colonel A. J. G. McNair (.in memory of the late Brigad i·~~ 

L. C. C. Harrison , M.C.) ... ... ... ... .. . 
Major The Rt. Hon. The Earl Kitchener, T.D. 
Major (Tfc.) F. W. Natolie ... 
G . D . Adamson, Esq. .. . 
~ T. Dwyer, Esq. .. . 

. E. Menzies, Esq. .. . .. . ... .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel T. H. L. Spaight, D.S.O. 
J G. Hopkins, Esq. .. . .. . .. . .. . 
H. Fyske, Esq . .. . 
Captaill G . W. Ogden 
R. A. Briggs, Esq. 
E. P . Piers, Esq. ... 
A. H. Campbell, Esq. 
J. B. Will iams, Esq. 
A. D<l'Vies, Esq. .. . 
J. N. B. Penny, Esq. 
R. E. Pickford, Esq . 
J F. Timmings, Esq. 
H. M. Kirkaldy, Esq. 
G. Cawthorn, Esq. 
R. M. A. Jones, Esq . . .. 
I. Prockter, Esq. .. . .. 
V:;,rious small donations ... 

The following donations were grateful/)! received during Ma)I, 
Officer Commanding 19th Signal Regiment ... .. . ... ... 
Bath and District Branch, Royal Signals Association . .. .. . 
G. H . Dodd, Esq. ... .. . ... 
Lientenant-Colonel R. V. Lester 
L. J . Jennings, Esq. .. . 
J. O Buchanan, Esq .. .. 
Various small donations 

71-56=25! 

,C300.oo 
29.78 

5.00 
2.00 

45.00 
2 1.00 

5.00 
22.81 
10.00 
5.00 

2.00 
2.00 
1.05 
1.05 
I,00 
I.CO 
I.CO 
I.00 
1.00 
.65 
.53 
·53 
.53 
.so 
.50 
.50 
.so 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
,97 

,C464.40 

1971: 
,C20c.oo 

5.25 
10.00 

,75 
.75 
.50 
,90 

£218.1 5 

We are grateful to the many friends who have pointed out 
the aritlimetical mistake on page 226 of the June/July WIRE 
whereby we pictured two old friends dining together again 
after a lapse of years. Promotion is not so slow after all! 

CLOTHING 
is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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I SQUADRON CADRE, I Ith SIGNAL REGIMENT 
Back row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Kirkham, Corporal Harper, Corporal Buffery, Lance-Corporal Hamson, Sergeant Lindsay, Sergeant 

Porteous, Sergeant Davidson, Sergeant Lynch, Sergeant Smith, Sergeant Bonnett, Lance-Corporal Hucker, Corporal Roberts 
Centre row, left to right : Corporal Hails, Corporal Salter, Corporal Smith, Corporal Ballantyne, Sergeant Nicholls, Lance-Corporal Scott, Corporal 

Peel, Sergeant Bailey, Sergeant Tuplin, Lance-Corporal Rodgers, Sergeant Davies 
Front row, left to right : W .0.2 (S.S.M.) Harding, Lieutenant Sanders, Lieutenant Fish, Lieutenant Gordon, Lieutenant Morgan, Captain Young, 

Major Simmons, Captain Browne, Lieutenant Fairley, Lieutenant Cross, Lieutenant Bowles, W.0.1 Laing 
Detached on duty : Lieutenant Kimber, Lieutenant Enright, Lieutenant Galpin, Sergeant Crowhurst, Sergeant Urry, Corporal Fulton, Corporal 

Churchward, Corporal Dool, Corporal Hackett, Corporal Kenyon, Lance-Corporal Alexander, Lance-Corporal Baxter 

11th Signal Regiment 

Catterick Camp 

Visit of the C.G.S., General Sir M .ichael Carver, 
G.C.D., c.n.E., D.s.o., M.C.., A.D.C. 

ON the day before we ' stood down ' for the Whitsun 
break, the Regiment had the honour of being visited by 

the new Chief of the General Staff-probably one of his 
first visits to a training unit since he took over his appointment. 

Dispelling all fears about the need for a wet weather pro
gramme, the sun was shining brightly as General Carver, 
accompanied by the Brigade Commander, stepped out of his 
car to meet the Commanding Officer, Lievtenant-Colonel F. 
C. Lockwood; Major D. M. Humphries, Second-in-Command; 
Captain M. K. Carson, the Adjutant, and W.0.I (R.S.M.) J. 
R. Markham. The General then moved to the parade square, 
where he was introduced to Major R. W. Simmons, B.E.M., 
O.C. 1 Squadron, and Lieutenant G. S. Gordon, whose Troop, 
at the time, in its first week of training, was drilling on the 
square. The C.G.S. met and spoke to many of the recruits 
and to the Troop Sergeant, Sergeant R. Lynch. 

The C.G.S. then met Major S. Wood, the Officer Com
manding the Instructional Wing; Staff Sergeant G. French who 
is in charge of the current RSSSC; and Captain T. H. English 
(Royal Anglian) who is our infantry adviser. 

From there the party moved to the confidence area and 
the 30 metre range, where recruits in their third week of 
training, were taking part in combat training. Once again, 
the General met and spoke to many of the recruits, as well 
as the Troop Commander, Lieutenant R. J. Sanders. 

Unfortunately, however, we had run out of time, and at 
this stage, General Carver and his party had to move on to 
other commitments. 
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C.G.S. VISITS 
General Sir Michael Carver has a word with Staff Sergeant Gerry 
French. In the background Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood 

Freedom of Ilichmond 1•arade 

On Sarurday, 25th May, the Corps exercised its right to 
march through Richmond with swords drawn, bayonets fixed 
and drums beating. The salute was taken by the Mayor of 
Richmond, Councillor Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) R. . W. 
Adtlnson, O.B.E., and the parade formed part of the Rich
mondshire Festival and 900th Anniversary Celebrations. 

The parade, led by the Corps Band, consi ted of: Parade 
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Commander, Licut.enant-Colonel F . C. Lockwood;- Parade 
Adjutant, Captain J . C. Young; Parade R.S. M., W.0 .1 J . R. 
Markham, followed by a Squadron from 11th Regiment and 
two Squadrons from 8th Regiment. 

Wann . and sunny w~ther brought out large crowds and 
help d d1 pel the memories of damper march-pasts of previous 
years. There were no hitches, and the parade ma~hed through 
th<: street~, past the salut!-ng base, in the main square, and 
qwetly .dispersed. Followmg this, the Corps Band played 
R etreat m ~e grounds ~f the Castle to mark to official opening 
of the fe nval, and agam attracted large crowds. The partici
pant~ then with?rew to the Mayor's parlour, where a pleasant 
everung was cn1oyed by all. 

North.-rn CoD1D1and Triathlon 
A team from Potential Officer Troop won the Northern 

Command '.I'r iathlon .. Eight teams comp eted, including teams 
from 8th ~1gnal R eglffient and Q.D.G . Our competiors were 
apprehensive at first of the preponderance of P .T.I.s in the 
other teams, but training and team effort paid off. The 'A' 
team came first, and were well supported by the ' B ' and 
' C.' teams, wh<;> r<?bbed our opponents of many valuable place 
~omts. The wmrung team was : Signalman Ibbotson (fastest 
n!Ile for the cros~-country); Signalman Chipperfield (best indi
v1d:ual . shot); Signalman Kennedy (second fastest time, 
swrmmmg). 

Golf- ignalman C. S. Cnrveth 
~er a J?:OOr start to the year in the Northern Command 

sprmg meeung, and also not qualifying for the last 16 at the 
~y Championships, Signalman Carveth's golf has continued 
with the success of 1970. 

\"\'.ith a gros~ 74 at the Royal Cinque Ports Golf Club, 
netnng 39! pomts (Stableford) and with 32 points at the 
Ro~al Sr. George~s . Yolf Club, . he ~ook the Army Golfing 
Soc1e~ Second Divmon Championship by one point. 

Gomg on to the Cornwall County Championships (Carveth's 
home county) on the second day, returning a gross 68 (par 
69) he finished in second place in the Cornwall Handicap 
OiaUenge. Bowl. On the third day, he returned a gross 71, 
followed m the afternoon by a 69 to head the qualifiers for 
the matdi-play by four shots. With this return he also took 
the Sanderson Handicap Challenge Bowl by one shot. He 
w:is lat:r knocked out of the match-play by the eventual 
wmner m the quarter-finals. To crown a great week he was 
selecte~ to ~lay for ~s county in the South Western 'Counties 
Otamp1onship Meeting in June. 

qn retu.rni?g to Catterick, he played in the Royal Signals 
Sprmg Meetmg. and on the fi:rst day he returned rounds of 
74 and 79 to wm the Royal Signals Open Championship Cup 
and the ~oyal ~ignals Handicap Challenge Cup. The second 
~ay of this meetmg .started with a bang, with Carveth return
mg a gross 68, nettmg 43 points. This, in spite of failing to 
score at the 9th hole, where he hit his tee shot out of bounds 
and took SIX. This score won him tbe Royal Signals Handi
cap Stableford Bogey Challenge Cup. In the afternoon with 
partner Se~eant Miller, of. 8th Signal Regiment, they fullshed 
runners-up ~ the Royal Signals Foursomes Cup losing it by 
the ~d pomt, so just missing a clean sweep of all four 
trophies. 

Cadre changes 
Lieutenant Dick Sanders has joined 1 Squadron and has 

taken over as commander of 3 Troop. 

I Sq1JADR8N 

It is a numbe~ of years since a photograph of 1 Squadron 
Caclt:e appeared 10 THE WIRE, so to update our readers see 
previous page. ' 

At _the moment, the Squadron is training approximately 400 
recrwts,_ and the team is kept very busy. The Squadron runs 
two . ~f Its own adventure training centres for recruits who are 
awa1tmg trade training. For this reason, there are a number 
of absentees from the photograph. 

2 SqlJADRON (DEPOT) 
A face-lift 

The Depot Squao/on, at Hooge and Menin Lines has at 
1!1 t found .favour with D<?E and is having a well-ea.died face 
lift. We snU have the spiders for accommodation, but future 
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transitees will find them warmer and tidier- North Sea gas 
boiler are now being installed; coke boilers and tips of 
coke and ashes are banished for ever. 

A daan~e o f c onunand 
M~jor Di~J?e Bird has just left us and takes with him the 

Garnson Sa1llI_lg Club and Sergeant C. Davidson, his bosun. 
Boats and trailers used to be seen everywhere. Our parade 
square, freshly tarmaced, was che boatyard · now we have 
phosphorescent car parking lines and hundred~ of resettlement 
s~dents' cars all over it. Don't worry, Sergeant-Major Boyle 
still. finds space for para~es a~d .inspections! Our new O .C ., 
Ma1or Pat Thomas, .1s still adJusung to the Catterick climate 
(co~d) before plungmg the Squadron into another outdoor 
acuv1ty. 

Squadron s o c ial 
The Squadron social was recently held at the Garrison 

Sergeants' Mess, and great credit is due to the committee of 
Sergeant P eter Musgrave, Lance-Corporal Graham H edges and 
Serg~t Ted Holman, A.C.C., for the first-class evening and 
s~lendid buffet. Our guests included Major Dickie Bird and his 
wife, Margaret, Brigadier P . A. M. Tighe, Lieutenant-Colonel 
F. C. Loc1tv.:ood and W.0.1 J. R. Markbm. M ajor Bird was 
presented with an ornamental blunderbuss-the nearest thin<> 
we could find to a sailing starting gun. " 

A televis ion appearance 
Many ~oldiers pass through and leave the Army from the 

Depot. Signalman (now Mr.) William Christopher Macklin 
was one, but he, a keen Hull City supporter, whilst on recent 
leave? helped British Rail Transport Police arrest and gain a 
conv1cuon on a football spec~al damaged by vandals. They 
were so grateful they asked if they could present him with 
a £ 10 c~eque. Mr. L . H. Bradley, Area Commander, Trans
port Poh~e, made the presentation to Signalman Macklin, who 
was leavmg th~ P,>rmY that d~Yi in the Squadron J .R.C., sur
rounded by clickmg and whrrrmg cameras of the Press and 
T .V. Those that stayed up late enough that evening eventually 
saw thei;n.selves on ' the box '- the Sergeant-M ajor was even 
seen smilmg! 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON . ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 
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THE WARRANT OFFICERS-13th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
Back row, left to right : W .0 .2 P. Goonan, W .0 .2 (S.S.M.) D. Connell, W .0 .2 D. M. Easton, W .0 .2 (S.S.M.) A. J. Orrell, W .0 .2 (O.R.Q.M.S.) 

F. Laverick, W .0 .2 (Y. of S.) J. Morrison 
Middle row, left to right : W.0.2 (Sup. R.) B. J. Stoddard , W.0.2 (S.S.M.) J. F. Jones, W .0 .2 P. G. Merritt, W.0.2 P. Collins, W .0.2 (S.S.M.) 

M. Kenn ington, W .0 .2 (Sup. R.) T. B. Cooper 
Front row, left to right:W.0 .2 A. Maskens-Mclntyre, W .0 .2 (R.Q.M.S.) P. R. Foster, W .0 .1 J. Makepeace, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) E. S. Filder, W.0.1 

(F. of S.) H. J. Saxton, W .0 .1 (Sup. R.) E. H. Cooper, W .0 .2 (Sup. R.) R. G. Ross 

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.0. 40 
ll••gime1Ltal ~V N~kerul 

AS our regular readers will know, our Regimental Weekend 
took place over 29th-31st May. At the time of writing, 

the photographs of the event are not yet to hand, so we will 
content ourselves with a brief description this month. (Perhaps 
the Editor will allow us a little more space next month). 
Mr. Derek Nimmo opened the fete and the swimming pool, 
both in an impressive manner! He, h is wife and three-year-old 
on, Piers, spent almost the entire weekend with us, and met 

a great many m embers of the Regiment. We were all delighted 
to have such a charming family as our gue ts. The weather 
was fine throughout and all the sporting activities took place in 
bri~ht sunshine. The six-a-side hockey was won by the H .Q. 
' B team: Captain Niel Turfitt, RA.M.C., Sergeant Mick 
Taylor, Sergeant George Hedge, Corporal ' Dev' Devereux, 
Corporal Mick Codd, Corporal Tom Marshall, whilst 1 Squad
ron ' A ' team, captained by W.0.1 Ernie Cooper, won the 
Regimental Athletics. There were four Regimental records et 
up during the meeting. Finally, as expected, the beer festival 
was a great succe s, and obviously did not affect the prowess 
of the athletes! 

A So••inl Event? 
On Thursday, 13th May, a ' Yard of Ale ' competition was 

held in the J .R.C. Several notable beer drinkers entered, and 
times of 12, 11 and 10 seconds were commonplace. Then up 
stepped Corporal Jock Irving, our R.E.M.E. Metalsmith, who 
downed ' the yard ' in six econds flat, and then looked round 
for something to quench his thirst! The remaining com
petitors decided to undergo stringent training before attempt
ing to emulate this feat. 
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S(•ve11-a-SJde llngby 
The 5th of May saw two teams from the Regiment playing 

in the Rhine Area Sevens. The ' B ' Team, captained by 
Sergeant Liddell, became runners-up in the Plate Competi
tion, whilst the ' A' Team were unlucky to lose Captain 
Byrom, with a shoulder injury, early in the second round 
game against 16th Signal Regiment. This match went to extra 
time when Corporal Kirk's fine 70-yard da h put u through 
to the semi-final. Being unable to field reserves we had to 
play 22 Lt. AD Regt., RA. (the eventual winner ) with only 
six men. Despite skipper Corporal Devereux's example and 
encouragement, we lost but were happy to know we could 
go to Osnabruck for the B.A.0 .R. Sevens on 15th May (an
other week's training!). 

'Pne 15th saw us drawn with 45 Squadron R.E., 1 R.R.W. 
and Q .R.I.H. in the league section of the B.A.0.R. Competi
tion. Injury struck yet again, when Corporal Marshall praincd 
an ankle and was a passenger for most of the first game. 
TI1is time we were able to bring in Signalman Reardon to 
make up the number, and we finished second to 1 R.R.W. in 
our league. This put u into the quarter-final of the cup, 
where we were beaten by 1 R.T.R., de pite fine effort by 
Corporals Cook and Halliday. 

Two excellent days of rugby left us thirsting for more, 
so roll on next season, when we hope to do better. 

Six-11-Shll' lloc>k••:'· 
The Regiment did well in the Rhine Area ix-a- ide 

competition, only just losing to the eventual winners (17 B.V.D .) 
in che emi-final. Unfortunately, the team did not ' click ' in 
the B.A.0.R. competition, but neverthcle enjoyed the 
occasion. The Regiment were repre entcd in the latter bv 
W.0.1 Ernie Cooper, Sergeant 'Nobby ' Clark, Corporai 
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Fred Irvine, Chri M artin, Bob Symonds, Lance-Corporal 
• Luc ' L uckett and Signalman Dave Hooper. We fan y tha t 
the argument of kicking back v. goalkeeper will till be with 
u ne t sea on! 

Tht> ~fert•ur~· Do"·m e n 
They've made it! The Bowmen have beaten their fir t Dutch 

lub! Following one of their other matches a Dutch newspaper 
reported : 

·· Bij hen word de koning ti!el met 2 22 punten bcbaold door Reil 
Ret.allick, 2. John Groutthard 216 pot. 3. B PbipP11rd 213 pm. 4, Jim 
Crow 154 pm. 5. Mick Jono 129ptn. 6. Rag Austin 121 ptn. 7. Mc. G . 
Hee 107 pm." 

In case you are wondering who ome of the archers were 
on this occasioin, th y were: 

Signalman Rick Retallick, Private John Coulthard, Staff 
Sergeant Bob Phippard, Corporal Jim Crow, Corporal M ick 
Jones, Corporal Ray Austin and Corpor al Sandy McGhee! 

. erg ants lU s s 
On Frida , 7th May, we aid farewell to W.0.1 Joe 

Makepeace, Intelligence Corp , in the traditional manner by 
dining him out. Thi night/morning can only be described as 
memorable. At the dinner the President of the M ess, W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) Eric Filder, presented him with a sword. In the early 
hours be was escorted to the cells for being improperly dressed! 
A little later he returned to sign the visitors' book as Lieutenant 
J . M akepeace. Our best wishes to him and his wife, Sonia. 

Earlier in the month we aid fa rewell to Sergeant Ron Lodge, 
R.A.P.C., otherwise known as 'Cassius Oay ' of the snooker 
table. At the start of the season he boasted. " I will present 
the Mess with some trophies before I leave " - and he did 
just that. Our silver cabinet now displays the Double D iamond 
League Individual Winner' Cup, the trophy for the h ighest 
break and the Doubles Cup won jointly by him and Mr. Jock 
Kearney, our barman. 

Congratulations to W.0.1 Tom Remfrey and Sergeant Frank 
Isted on their recent promotions. 

Arrivals : Sergeant T. R. Wells (Int. Corps). 
Departures : W.0 .2 (Sup. R) R. Ross. 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

ft•s up and g o a ll the t hne 

'

X THILST the rest of the Regiment were, amongst other 
f l' things, getting ready for the Freedom Weekend, an 

E21 !roc;ip-' D ' Troop of 1 ~quadron to be precise-was on 
exercise m Cyprus. The exercise was planned to practice the 
~ mobility of this radio station and crew and had two phases. 
Fmtly, the Troop worked back to their sister E21 T roop of 
? Squadron based in Worcester, and secondly the station worked 
mto Beddington for a period of trials. 

Old friends in Cy1•rus 

In <;:~rus 'D '. Tre;op were l~ated behind the hospital at 
the military hospital .10 Dhekelia. (This siring was soon to 
cause some discomfon, from generator noise for Staff Sergeant 
Harry La~ who was unfortunate enough to have to be 
admitted with a bad dose of influenza). The administrative 
arrangements were .in the hands of our old friends of 262 Signal 
Squadron who agaJO were extremely helpful and co-operative 
- even Sergeant ' Hairy ' Bill Kerr of that unit has mellowed 
towards us and occasionally admits there is some value and 
good in technicians. 

{',oinms g oed 

Communication-wise the first stage was very good and the 
second not at all bad. The crew were quick to learn and soon 
we were able to settle down to a good routine. 

on duty 

This steady programme allowed those off duty to see a bit 
of the island and even if the always hungry Staff Sergeant 
Ray Heeley spent all his rime at the kebab stalls, Signalmen 
' Geordie ' CuDen, ' Smudge Smith and Ian Leonard entered 
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into a three-man competition to ee who could drink his way 
through his pay the fastc t at the local night spot. The winner's 
name has not been divulged. Sergeant Bob McClaren had the 
perhap unique experience of coming off night duty to find 
his aerial field full of tlle local b unt. urrounded by apparently 
countle s couples of hounds he tried to explain that there was 
no fox (or whatever else the huntsmen were looking fo r) in 
any of the E21 cabins. 

, , .hl•rc next? 
So th~ exercise e_nded and back to U.K . we came by courtesy 

of the light blue auways Support Command. Another exercise 
complete, several lessons learnt and useful experience gained. 
Next location? - well, who knows - it's up and go every
where all the time in this highly mobile, airportable, modern 
14th Signal Regiment. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O . 35 
1\thle tJes 

ON Wednesday, 19th May, we once again borrowed the 
excellent Kempener Allee Sportsplatz belonging to the 

local G erman School opposite Bradbury Barracks, and the 
fine weather no doubt assisted in getting some good per
formances. Notable individuals were Private Ollivierre 
(W.R.A.C.), with a time of 13.4 seconds for the 100 metres, 
and Corporal Haldane with a time of 16.5 seconds in his 
leg of the 110 metres hurdles. 2 Squadron beat 3 Squadron 
by 16 points to win the Inter-Squadron Competition, and 
also carried off the Inter-Squadron Tug-of-War Cup. Corporal 
Haldane is also to be congratulated on his fourth place in 
the Anglo/ Dutch/German Athletics Meeting at Verden on 
23rd May. 

GoH 
No less than 15 players from the Regiment took part in the 

Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Golf Society Spring Meeting, held 
at R.A.F. Bruggen, on 29th and 30th April 1971. This was well 
over a third of the total entry and is a good indication of 
how popular golf has become within ttie Regiment during the 
last few years. 

AT THE 19th 
Staff-Sergeant D. D. J. Palmer, R.A.P.C. receiving his Golf Prize from 

Mrs. J. R. Gibson 
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Competitor came from as far afield a Berlin and AFCENT, 
and many old friends and rivals were greeted with that m.os,~ 
common of all cries "What's your han~1cap now, you Ba~~lt. 
The weather was ideal, the course m first-class cond1uon, 
the company most congenial, and two excellent days of golf 
were enjoyed by all . . 

At the end of the meeting, Mrs. Gibson, the wife of our 
Commanding Officer , graciously presented tJ?,c prizes, of w~ich 
four were won by members of the .Regiment. Our prize
winners were C.S.M.I. Gray-Brown, with a very fine Stable
ford round of 42 points; Staff Sergeant Palmer (R.A.P.C.), and 
W.0.1 Overton, first and second in the medal, with net. scores 
of 66 and 68 respectively, and Staff Sergeant Palmer wnh the 
best scratch score of 79, for which he received . a flagon of 
Glenfiddich, genero~sly presented by <;Jrants Whisky Ltd. 

T he Spring Meeting was the first maior event of the season, 
and we are now well into a very hectic progr~mme. Our 
future commitments include the B.A.0 .R. Inter-Urut kno:ckout, 
in which we meet 2nd Division and Signal Regiment in the 
first round. Last year we defeated them in the final to become 
B.A.0 .R. Inter-Unit Champions-but w'no can tell what the 
future will be! We have also entere~ tJ:ree teams of four 
players in the Rhine Area League, which mvolyc;s each team 
10 matches against seven other t~ams, .and add1t1onally, there 
are numerous one-day events which will all be strongly sup
ported. All in all, we are looking forward to a very bu~y, but 
pleasant, golfing year, and hope to repeat our last year s suc-
cesses. 

u.q. Squadron. 
Not everything in H.Q. Squadron is ' routine '-we do have 

the occasional 'priority,' such as to Corporal Duncan Matthews, 
a daughter, Josephine Mary, born on 23rd May, 1971. Con~ 
gratulations, Mrs. Matthews-perhaps the first of many . 
Congratulations, also, to Signalman Norman . Crossley, ':"ho 
married Corporal Wendy Dawson (W.R.A.C.), m the Garrison 
Church Willich on 24th April; who gives the orders to who, 
we wo~der. Other non-routine events are the . departure of 
Corporal Dave Jacques and Signalman Paul Harns, botJ: to try 
their luck in ' Civvie Street,' and the welcome arrival of 
Signalmen Dalgleish, Illingworth and Nash. 

t Sq 11adro11 - Bic lfeld 
As these are our fi rst WIRE notes, I think that it would 

be as well to give a few details o! our ' mur~ past.' The 
Squadron, in its c.urrent rol~ and title was delivered scream
ing into this atorruc age by its current Squadron Commander 
(Major W. R. Mayne) on 1st June, 1970. I ts antecedents I 
should like to pass over with a shudder. Howev~r, let no 
man (or Squadron) be ashamed to acknowledge his mother 
(or father when known). On the move of H .Q. 1 (BR) Corps 
from Bad Oeyenhausen to Bielefeld, in 1953, a new star 
appeared in the firmament over Ripon Barracks. (Our pe!sonal 
Adam) This was a detachment of 4 L. of C. Regunent. 
Major ·Eric Gill was present at this event. I have ?Ot yet 
traced its full development during the years 1953 until 1958. 
For part of the rime it was a ~etachme?t of 3 Squadron, 
19 Army Group Regiment, and JO 1958 It was a Squadron 
of 16th Regiment. In 1958 it changed to 619 l?depende~t 
Signal Troop. In 1965 it became part of. 7th S1~al Regi
ment. In February, 1967, it i<;>ined l~th Sign~! ~egunen~ as 
Bielefeld Signal Troop; thus it re~amed un~il 1t bur t mto 
full radiance as 4 Squadron, 16th Signal Regimendiffit.. ul . 

In view of such mixed forbears I find grc;at c. ty m 
devising a suitable coat of arms. However, all things considered; 
including our present corr.position; perh~p.s a ' Bull. ran:want 
on a field of dollies - oops sorry - da1S1es, overlaid with a 

spear.' . til . find out I t seems you will have to ~a1t _un next issue to 
the magnitude of our task JO Bielefeld as lll:Y. ~·S;!v1. ha.s 
bellowed into my ear " what about current a<7l1vmes. Let 1t 
suffice that we are a mixed bunch Royal 1gnals/W.R.A.C. 
(I've had some super Second-in-Commands). 

R.A.O.n. p o1• gron1• e om1•etitio11 
We have everything in this Squadron, including the late t 

beat singers. The winners of the B.A.0.R. fop Gr~up, com
petition ' The Magic Roundabout,' have a song blfd who 
is a m'ember of this Squadron. None other than that star 
of sound, screen and television (could be!) Lance-Corpor:il 
Linda Taylor. We congratulate them on th.elf performa?ce m 
the U.K . where they were placed second. L10da T aylor is very 
~tarry-eyed these days (shades of the Beatles). 
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HALT! 
the depreciation of your Savings 

CHECK WITH 
SERVICE BROKERS 

THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS 

1 
2 

SERVICE BROKERS will assist 

you with expert knowledge 

and W ithout Obligation 

Investment! Protection! House 
Purchase! School Fees! etc. 
SERVICE BROKERS take it all 
in their stride 

On the Command 

"FALL OUT" 
FALL IN 

with SERVICE BROKERS the 
Service Specialists 

SERVICE 
BROKERS 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKERS 

30b Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire 
Telephone Richmond 2435 
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18th Signal Regiment 
"/• G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

E . t>rt'iHt' • E'\' t'rgr"'"" • 

E XERCI E 'Evergreen' is u ually the annual Regimental 
exercise in West Malaysia. However, this year the exer

ci e wa de igned to give the newly-formed 'X Troop ' a 
chance to deploy and carry out a mobile V.H.F. radio exercise. 
Thi troop ha ri en as a Phoenix from the disbandment of 
249 ignal Squadron and is responsible for the Internal 

ccurity Radio Communications on Singapore Island, providing 
a mobile V.H.F. radio pool of ten detachments, five in support 
of 28th Commonwealth Brigade and the remainder a mobile 
reserve for H.Q. FARELF. Twenty-nine all ranks make up its 
complement, and it is commanded by Captain Charles Kemp. 
The first stop on the exercise was Pon Dick on, 200 miles to 
the north of Singapore. After some minor vehicle repairs by 
the sea we carried out a three-day communication exercise, 
before moving up to Frasers Hill, just north of Kuala Lumpur, 
some 4,000 feet above sea level. We accepted a Navy invitation 
to tay in their accommodation and had a much needed rest 
in the mountain air. We then turned south and spent the 
remainder of the rime doing a mobile communications exercise, 
arriving back in Singapore nine days after the start. 

First prize on the exerci e went to Signalman Little, who 
woke the Troop Commander in the middle of the night carrying 
a lidex message. On being asked the contents of the message, 
he replied: "Delta November, Papa Juliet, Romeo . ... " 

Ex~relse ' Doubl&t,nke ' 

Although only a command post exercise, the Regiment was 
fully committed to this internal security exercise, which covered 
!1105t of Singapore with elements in Malaysia. The security nets 
~volved over a bundr~d Pye radio stations operating through 
eight rebroadcast stauons, and X Troop provided ten C42 
de~~ents .. Co~nnu~nications worked well, and the many 
ficnnous hosule s1tuauons concocted were dealt with effectively. 

Association Footltall 

Regimental 1st XI. After an indifferent start to the season 
the 1st XI obtained nine points in their last five games' 
defeated a hitherto unbeaten R.A.F. Tengah team and ar~ 
~c:ntly challe~~ing for the League Division I runners-up 
position. In addition, they have reached the semi-final of the 
Robinson Cup, in which they meet the Army Department 
Police. Our team Captain, Corporal Peter Dyson, has regularly 
represented the Army in the Civil League, Division One and 
~rporal JacJc!e Sn:iith has twice played for the Army te~m in 
Smgapore, with Signalman John Swaine as substitute goal
ke~l?er. Pet~ Dyson wa~ honoured by being selected for the 
Bnush Services team which defeated an Indonesian XI touring 
Singapore. 

Regimental 2nd XI. Ably captained by Staff Sergeant 'Mac ' 
M.cKenzie, the 2nd XI have had an excellent season and must 
finish runners-up or third in League Division IV. The hard 
running of ~rals Mick Jenkins and Mick Raybould. the 
safe hands of Signalman Tommy Trayborn in goal, and hard 
endeavour by Yeomen Harry Cooke and George Devine 
resulted in eleven wins and two draws in the fifteen game~ 
played. 

Inter-Troop J,c>agutio 

After fifty-six matches, with much excitement and a truly 
~ii-biting climax, Systems Troop won the Inter-Troop League 
with M.T. Troop runne:s-up. With. just three games to play, 
X Troop had been well m the runrung, but to prove yet again 
how unpredictable football can be, they lost them all and 
fini bed third. To provide a fitting setting, the last league 
match between Systems Troop and X Troop was played on 
~ver Road Stadium. Systems Troop won 2-0, both goals 
bemg scored by Signalman 'Mitchf Mitchell. The Commanding 
Officer pre ented trophles after the game. 
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INTER TROOP SOCCER WINNERS 
Major Charles Bushell with the winning I Squadron team-Systems 

Troop-at Dover Road Stadium 

lleferees' C:OUl'lle 
As the result of a recent course held in the Sergeants' Mess 

over ten evenings the Regiment now bas eight class three 
referees. 

Those who passed the examination at the end of the course 
were C.S.M.I. P. 0. Seddon, W.0.2 A. F. Gundersen, W.0.2 
(Y. of S.) H. M. Cooke, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) G. F. Devine 
Staff Sergeant W. A. Naismith, Sergeant L. E. Carpentier, Ser~ 
geant D. Boxall and Sergeant B. Drake, A.C.C. 

In a letter to the Secretary of the Army F.A., the Chief 
instructor, W.0.1 Deeney, wrote: "The results reflect the 
enthusiasm and ability of the student and are the highest I 
have ever encountered." 

Regimental Cricket 
The Regimental cricket team are having an interesting season 

and are considerably re-organised from the successful team that 
carried everything before them last year. Some stalwarts 
remain, particularly W.0.1 (F. of S.) John Howie, who is 
topping the batting averages and already has one brilliant not 
out century to his credit. Of the newcomers, Corporal Mick 
Raybould is providing some solid middle-order batting, picking 
up useful wickets with his off spin. Sergeant Dave Hope and 
Signalman Peter Mallinson have both produced steady bowling 
spells while Major Peter Tripp, W.0.2 Hugh Bennett and 
Staff Sergeant John Richardson have all given us some enter
taining batting. We are looking forward to another successful 
run in the FARELF knock-out cup. 

Officers' l'fess v. Sergeants' ltfess games nigl1t 
On 21st May the final games night was held, in which it 

was the turn of the Officers to be the hosts. The Officers made 
a valiant attempt to lose the wooden spoon, and after a closely 
fought matdl it was agreed that the only fair result was a draw. 
The one secret weapon possessed by the Officers was deployed 
(accidently) against Sergeant Weston (1 Squadron), who had 
to retire from hls croquet match suffering from an attack of 
ants, which were lurking unseen in the depths of the lawn. 

"'.\lotor Cycle team 
Under the stewardship of Corporal Hank Bellamy, the Regi

mental Motor Cycle Club holds regular trials on Colombo 
Heath and combines with the Singapore Motor Sports Club 
for Scrambles and trials. A newcomer to the sport since his 
posting to the White Helmets, Lieutenant John Maclean, has 
displayed a number of flying Jimmies (mostly unintentional), 
although there has been a discernable improvement after a tour 
of Malaysia on exercise with a 350 BSA. Sienalman Dave 
GrunceD, now recovered from an accident at Changi in Feb
ruary, has come back with renewed vigour and skill on his 
Yamaha to gain two third and one second place in recent Singa
pore Club scrambles on the Heath. Corporal Pete Ascough, 
now attached to 18th Signal Regiment, gained three second 
places on his 250 at the same event. Corporal Keith Hawke, 
however, took a tumble, bending his Yamaha rather severely. 
Other regular supporters of the Club include Sergeant Bill 
Powell, Signalman Terry Daken and Lance-Corporal 'Inky ' 
Martin. 
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21st Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
B.F.P.0. 42 

Tusked to write Wir0 Notes 

A CENSOR.f!D conversation betwee!l t?e Adjutant and the 
Second-10-Command at the begmmng of the month: 

" Adjutant: " Sir, the WIRE NOTES are due in this week." 
Second-in-Command: "Well I am shooting and have two 

schoolboy visits to arrange plus my normal work, so you had 
better do them." 

Adjutant: "But I am trying to band over my job and pack 
up ready to move." 

Second-in-Command: " Have you written any WIRE NOTES 
since you arrived ? " 

Adjutant (Guilty looking): "Well I suppose I will find time 
some how." 

Viidt of C.S.O. 
The Chief Signal Officer, B.A.O.R., Major Gener~ D. R. 

Horsfield, O.B.E., visited the Regiment at R.A.F. Wildenrath 
on 18th May. During his visit he presented W.0.2 
(R.Q.M.S.) William Scott with a. Lon_g ~e~vice and Goo? 
Conduct Medal. The General durmg his v1s1~ saw the Regi
ment at R.A.F. Wildenrath, Bruggen and Rbemdahlen. ~s the 
weather was not good enough for flyl?g. the General did n?t 
get to the relay site at Roetgen but It is hoped that he will 
be able to pay 'a flying visit' at the end of June. 

Major-General D. R. Horsfield, O .B.E., C.S.O ., B.A.O .R., inspecting 
list Signal Regiment's Guard 

Annual Foruaal Inspection 
In the last month three of the four airfields where ~e 

Regiment is stationed have had their Annual Formal Inspection 
by Air Vice Marshall R. L. Wade, O.B.E., A.F.C., R.A.F., 
the Deputy Commander Royal Air Force, Germany. ~en the 
Air Vice Mar hall visited R.A.F. Wildenrath he mspected 
the Regimental Guard and congratulated .staff Sergeant Frank 
Atkins on their smart turn-out and drill. He . then had a 
15 - minute presentation by . the Commanding Offic~r, 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. G. Phippard, and the. Second-m
Command, Major John Cox, on the role of the ReglDlent. 

Athletics 
The Regimental Athletes are as busy as ever this year un?er 

the whiplash of C.S.M.I. Stan Woods, and are already showmg 
a marked improvement in performances over last yea~. µe 
most notable achieved so far are Sergeant Geoff Fenge s nme 
of 15.1 seconds for 100rn. hurdles and Lance-Corporal Percy 
Drummond's time of 49.9 seconds for the 400m. Both of 
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these were recorded at the B.A.0.R. lnclividual Champion
ships at Sennelager on 3rd June. 

The biggest surprise of the year so far, i a . hot put of 4lft. 
4ins. by Private Brian Saberton, one of the Pay Corp repre
sentatives in the Regiment. 

The strength of the team can be judged from the fact that 
seven members of the team represented B.A.O.R. in the 
International match held at Verden, on 23rd May, where 
B.A.0.R. won by a resounding 35 points. Fifteen of the team 
are also representing R.A.F.G. in the 2 A.T.A.F. meeting on 
the 16th/17th June. . 

With this strength we look forward to the Rhine Area 
championships on the 15th June with complete confidence, 
and to the B.A.0.R. championships, on 3rd July, with what we 
hope is not undue confidence, ~ing in mind tha~ ther.e we 
shall be up against two past wmners of the cha'!lp1onship :-
19th Field Regiment, R.A., and the 1st Battahon Cheshire 
Regiment. 

Unfortunately, we have to finish this summary of the 
situation on a low note. On 10th June both our 88 stone and 
100 stone Tug-of-War teams were knocked out of the Rhine 
Area championships. This was a dir~ct result of. the move of 
the Regiment from Laarbruch to Wildenrath, with last year's 
teams consequently being disbanded. ' K ' Tr<>?p and '!I' 
Troop stepped into the breech but lacked compeuuon pracnce. 
However, we are now making our plans for 1972. 

Unusual assig•nnent nt R.A.F. Wildf'nrn•h 
At 11.30 hours one morning the Adjutant of the Regiment 

put out an appeal for oJ?cers. to volunteer ~o attend a local 
night spot - complete with w1fe and best swt to act as extras 
for an RA.F. Safety Training film. The bait was a. floor show, 
free drinks, and a chance to watch the making of and 
participating in the film. 

Only one officer could get his wife to agrc:e to attend, but 
luckily there were more R.A.F. takers and m due cours_e a 
group of smooth husbands and wives assembled at the rught 
club where a briefing took place. The theme of the film was 
to show that frustrated pilots bend aircraft, and the star of the 
show was going to be seen livit;ig it up, wi~ our sup~rt. The 
big scene was to be the strip act, leaving the pilot v~ry 
frustrated indeed! Finally, the show got under way and ~1th 
warm beer, hot lights and clouds of tobacco smoke the nght 
atmosphere was soon created. _Naturally, everybody was keyed 
up for the big scene and when it came there were no c.omplamt 
at all! As certain scenes had to be taken several umes, you 
might say that the principal actress was rather over exposed. 
We are confident that this will be one of the best attended 
and remembered flight safety films ever produced and we ~e 
pleased that the Corps was able to play a small part m 
contributing to :flight safety! 

Are you the mma f&r this job? 
A single or mar~ed unacc<;>mpanied Sergeant is urgen~y 

required by 21st Signal Regiment for the post of Semor 
N.C.0-in-Charge Roetgen Detachment. 

Qualifications.-The applicant mu. t b~ a capable mature 
Senior N.C.O., who is about to fimsh his present tour, any 
trade except technician is acceptable. 

The Job.-The successful app~cant w~ be in charge: of an 
isolated Radio Relay detachment m the ~el. Constructlo_n ha 
just started to add a Tropo Scatter Ternunal to th~ ~tation .. 

Accommodation.-New, first-class ~ungalow building . \~nth 
all mod cons, bar, billiard~, table ten~ and colour telev1S1on. 
Own private room and toilet, good kitchen. Other staff, both 
military and civilian, are kept. 

Facilities.-Roetgen is in the Eifel, 20. km. from Aachen. 
It is ideal for touring and water sports m. the s~er _and 
plenty of opportunities for ski-ing ~ the winte!· Applicanons 
to Commanding Officer, 21st Signal ~gunent, R.A.F. 
Wildenrath, B.F.P.0. _42. Subsequent action depend on 
suitability and Royal Signals Records. 

ODE TO • WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 16 
lh:rrt<isi11" 

THERE i no doubt that the main event of May ha been 
Exerci e ' pring Sale . This i he fir t exerci e of the 

year when _we actually communicate for the Staff. 
The Regunental exl!!cise. that followed •Spring Sales' i only 

D?teworthy for one thing· it .was the la t time that 2 quadron 
will . take. the field as an enuty. The quadron, now split into 
~ad10 Village . and Commcen Sierra. This entails a lot of late 
rught. calculauons on equipment distribution and may also 
~XJ?lam why 0 .C.2 and his Foreman of Signals are almost 
ID ~parabl~ at the moment. They keep popping up at the most 
unlikely _tunes and ask a host of equally unlikely question . 
Never mmd, Commcen Uniform went through the same birth 
pang last year and eems to have survived. 

Comhead Eagle, which i jointly manned by ourselves and a 
detachment from the German 7 Feromelde Battalion at last 
took _to the field with its a sociated Brigade on a 2 Division 
exel'Cl~e and cover~d themselves with glory. 

Whilst the Regrment has been busy in its own area our 
detachm~~t with ~e covering force has been undergoi~g its 
own tra!DlDg. Judgmg by the rep~rts this look like being a 
a take-over bid for the Army Air Corp . The detachment 
Commander only visit us when he can sort out hi own 
helicopter. 

So1n sport too 
On the porting side we entered the 4 Division Athletics 

and although not in the top bracket we did not disgrace 
ourselves, ?eng pipped by our old rivals 7th Regment by only 
a few po1!1ts. Our most notable individual winners were 
Corporal Bill Venus, 1500 and 5,000 metres, Lieutenant Matt 
Helm and Lance-Corporal Mo Foster, winners of the weight 
event. 

Sergeunl!!i" ~le~s news 

. The Sergeants' Mess continued co progress inco modern 
tunes. Our most recent f~nction was a 'Hot Pants' night, which 
proved very popular with both se.xes. The winner of the 
' Hottest' pants competition was Lorna Park, wife of W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Park, bu~ the la~ies of the Mess must be congratulated 
for ~eir effons m making the evening a success. The men, 
refusmg t? be left out al.so wore hot pants, from blue football 
shorts to instant effons hke cut-down lounge suits 
. A Mess Dinner on Saturday, 15th May, was · also enthu

siastc;allr received, W.0.1. (R.S.M.) Eric Webster, 7th Regiment, 
~vas i1!v1ted f?r the occa~1on. In his after dinner speech R.S.M. 
Ma~ . ~cGilvray, obviously. on home ground, pointed out 
~at it isn t so much . tha~ we didn't talk to 7th Signal Regiment, 
Just that we fo1;llld It difficult to communicate with them, this 
was, gree~ed with. thunderous applause by the home crowd. 
{ls Ma.c and. ~nc are fellow Aberdonians this was received 
in the nght spmt and as the wine flowed and the band played 
a wonderful night was enjoyed by all. 

28th {BR) Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35 

\ · lsit of the Cumma11dc•1·, ::\"OUTHAG Signal 
Support Group 

THE Regiment was ~isited on Wednesday, 14th April, by 
Colonet G. Schneider, German Army Signals, the Com

mander, NORTIL <;T Signal Support Group. Colonel Schneider 
was greet~d on amval by a Regimental Quarter Guard, and 
was t~en mtroduced to Senior N.C.O.s of the Regiment in the 
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess. After a lunch in the Officers' 
Mess Colont;I Sdmei_der :v~s c~nducted round the camp and 
~et the old1ers of his Bnush Signal Regiment at their peace
trme work. 

Farewell to the R.S.~1. 

W ~ifty, 7th May, saw the official !arewell to our R.S.M., 
th· W t-~·Md.) SB. Turner. After swtable pre-lubrication in 

e · .s an ergeants' Mess the R.S.M. was due to be 
lunch.ed-out by the Officers of the Regiment. It was with some 
surprise that the .assembled O!ficers saw what appeared to be 
a funeral procession approaching the Mess at 12.30, the pall 
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"an~ that's the T.O.T. just coming in to land now!" W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
Ernie Nugent shows Colonel Schneider around Mike Troop. 
Lieutenant-Colonel K. F. Lloyd, Deputy Commander N.S.S.G . looks 

on di~believingly 

Beryl Turner receives a farewell gift from Judy Macdonald on behalf 
of the Regimental W ives Club 

bearers tr!lndling a long wooden crate, which was soon 
unceremoruously dumped at the Mess entrance. Lieutenant
C?lonel Ian ~donald and ~ior Fr~ Philp approached 
with some °!u~on, but recogrusmg that mside the crate was 
not a .caged wild man from Borneo,' but 6ft. 7in. of W.0.1, 
they signed for the contents on a proffered AFG 1033 released 
the occupant an~ welcomed him in. After the lunch the R.S.M. 
w~s presented with a sword from the Officers of the Regiment 
w_ith the hope that,_ whene~er Lieutenant Brian Turner, Royai 
S1.gnals, unsheaths it, he will remember with pleasure his time 
With 28. 
. That even}n_g the Sergeants' Mess continued the celebra
tto~(?) by dimng out Mr. Turner, and at the same time wel
commg the new ~.S.M., W.0.1 (R.S.M.) P. J. Harris, who has 
forsaken the delights of Hong Kong for the less obvious 
pleasures of Krefeld. 

Shooting 

I~ the first of _their shooting competitions for the year, the 
Regimental shooung team almost swept the board in the H Q 
Northern Army Group Skill at Arms match held at R.A'.F: 
Bruggen. on IOt? and 11th May. 
S~ooung agamst German, Belgian and Dutch army units the 

Regune~t won (again) the Inter Unit Team Cup and walked 
away with: ' 
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The Open Individual Rifle Match, Captain (T.O.T.) Reg 
Davies; the runner-up Individual Rifle, W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Ken 
Hammond-Haley; the Open Individual S.M.G. Match, Sergeant 
Ray Portlock; the runner-up Individual S.M.G., Captain 
(T.O.T.) Reg Davies; the Best Young Serviceman's Shot, 
Corporal Anthony Hunt; the runner-up Best Young Service
man, Signalman George Whitehead. 

The team were disappointed in conceding the Pistol Match 
to the German Army, but Browning 9m.m. against Walther 
P38? ... 

That's their excuse anyway! 

c,;old (;up 197 l 
Our second staff exercise for the year was so hectic that 

2 Squadron found time to complete their Battle Efficiency 
tests for the year. Contrary to popular belief the area around 
Bocholt is not fl.at, but slopes continually uphill-at least that 
was how Lieutenant Chris Wollaston's route seemed to the 
marchers, and by all accounts the assault course at Wesel, 
kindly lent to the Regiment for the day, was just as difficult 
as any in the British Army. 

30th Signal Regiment 
BLANDFORD CA.HP 

(;umping on Alderney a great success 

FOLLOWING the highly successful visit of the Corps Band 
at the Regimental weekend in Alderney a further 

contingent from the Regiment crossed the Channel on R.C.T.V. 
Mull and R.P.L. Kennet to join Major Henry Scott and S.S.M. 
Ron Block at Fort Tourgis. These R.C.T. vessels made eighteen 
crossings of the Channel throughout May on our behalf and 
were an invaluable part of the movement exercise and camp, 
and afforded the much travelled members of the Regiment to 
put their previous experiences to good u e. Our main con
tribution to the island was in the form of two projects. Captain 
(T.O.T.) ' Doug ' Willis and T.M. Troop rewired the old 
school building for the purposes of a museum and Lieutenant 
Dennis Marshall, R.E.M.E., together with a working party 
erected concrete and wooden benches at selected sites. The 
enjoyment of the camp was greatly enhanced by having the 
Corps yacht, Quicksilver, Bosun, Corporal Ian Carmichael, and 
Yoeman Bill Coxon, who took a number of voyages to the 
other Channel Islands and Cherbourg with a variety of crews. 
Lieutenant John Thewlis and Sergeants Nurse and Fitzpatrick 
trained a military proficiency cow:se whil t Lieut~oant .J~ck 
Fiskel and Sergeant Tams supervised watermanship tralDlng 
in assault craft and canoes. In the cookhouse, Sergeant Price 
and his cooks put in a great effort to produce an excellent diet. 
•Radio Alderney,' under the charge of Sergeant Whitrick and 
Corporal Adcock, kept us in daily touch with Blandford on 
schedules throught the three weeks (most of the time without 
the rebroadcast detachment at Portland). Apart from one 
successful evening aboard the Mull, whilst waiting for the fog 
co clear in Weymouth Bay, the fisherman of the party were 
no more prodigous than last year. W.0.2 Baigent, the Camp 
R.Q.M.S., caught a bass or two and W.0.2 Baker thought he 
caught a crab. However, we did have more success at foo~ball 
at which we defeated the Island team on several occasions, 
and the cricket match was a close result which we just failed 
to win by a single wicket. The Sergeants' Mess beat all comers 
in the assault craft races. 

At the conclusion of the camp the detachment was visited by 
the C.S.0 . Army Strategic Command, Brigadier G. Proudman, 
M.B.E., and the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. 
Rose. On the final evening the President of the States of 
Alderney and the States Members gave a party for all Officers. 
Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.'s, which we believe is an 
unprecedented gesture for any visiting army unit. 

Exercises galore 
This summer we have been supporting a large number of 

exercises and displays again. An exercise was held in 
Cyprus with 1 Squadron providing support for Headquarters 
2 Infantry Brigade. The detachment, under comm~nd of 
Captain Aubrey Howie, B.E.M., moved to Cyprus m two 
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SMILE PLEASE! 

Signalman Jim Highton looks cheerful enough while on Exercise in 
· Cyprus 

chalks aboard Argosy's from Air Support Command. During 
the outward flight, landings were made in Southern France and 
Malta, the latter being a particularly enjoyable relief in a 
journey which lasted for thirteen hours. Upon arrival the 
detachment were well looked after by 3 Wing R.A.F. Regiment 
and following a day of preparation the detachments were 
deployed to their locations on the island. The exercise lasted 
two days and the participants were able to have a further two 
days to recover. During this time the detachment was provided 
with a mini-bus by 261 Signal Squadron. Visits were made 
to Famagusta, Kyrenia, Lanarca and to our detached m7mbers 
with 644 Signal Troop UNFICYP, who gave a parucularly 
warm welcome with Yoeman •Pete' Wood and Sergeant 
' Sandy ' Shaw doing the honours in the Mercury Club. The 
return journey was eventually completed after two false starts 
due to engine trouble with the aircraft, causing some concern 
for twenty-four hours in the mounting centre at Blandford. 

Exercise ' Nelson's Touch ' was an amphibious exercise off 
the West coast of Scotland and the East coast of Denmark 
1 Squadron also provided detachments in support of 24 Air 
Portable Brigade and manned the radio rooms of the L.S.L. 
Sir Geraint. H.M.S. Fearless, with 621 Ship Signal Troop 
recently embarked, were participants to the exercise. Signalman 
' Smudge ' Smith having waded ashore in several feet of water 
with his S.R.A. 13, discovered that his Morse key was unservice
able after such treatment but to his credit he managed to send 
messages at 14 w.p.m. using his pressel switch. 

3 Squadron have also had their share of exerci es with 
Major Tom Blashill as the exercise control con_ununicatioi:;is 
officer, providing support for a C.P.X. on Salisbury Plam 
The linesmen of 2 Squadron, Sergeants Bob Jones and Dick 
Sergeant having sorted out a maze of wiring were able to 
relax for a short while and had the pleasure of seeing Y oeman 
Bill Coxon compete with forty priority messages all handed in 
at the same time. 

For light relief the radio operators of the A.M.F.(L) Battalion 
Troop have been providing ship-shore control communications 
for the Poole Bay Olympic Associacion Regana at Bournemouth 
aboard the Committee Boats. Lieutenant John Thcwlis and 
Sergeant 'Doug' Rogers have supervised the control sets 
ashore manned by Signalman Cook (" just call me cookie "), 
Signalman Ramsay and Chapman. Unfortunately, the Regatta 
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h · been partly marred by a record three inche of rain during 
t\ ·enty-four hour , nevertheless, the ai ling continued and 
ommunicaton were provided. 

In the mountain of the Lake Distri t and octh Wale , 
Yocman Collin Bland and Corporals Blackall, Chapman, Parker, 
Ridley and Signalman Woof have been uaining hard for the 
Welsh Three Thou and Competition. The team have to c m
plete thirteen peak all over three thousand feet in nowdonia 
in competition and it h hoped that they will do well over 
the twenty-four-mile course on the 13th June. 

Shooting n te~ 

The hooting team have been bu ·y pracucmg since early 
April and took part in the outh West District United ervices 

mall Arms match at Plymouth from 24th-27th May. The 
ompetition mi year was very severe and the teams included 

the A.RA. Bisley Major unit cl13mpion 1st Battalion 
\Vorcestors and Forestors', 10th Batalion Gurkha Rifles and 
unit of the R.N., Royal Marines and R.A.F. The unit team, 
con i ting of Major George Cowshill, Captain Derek McLean, 
W.0.2 'Smudge ' Smith, Corporals 'Jerry' Jacques, George 

. ' 

Ren110Jd.~on, ' Dodite' Kingham, ' Baldie ' Harri and Bill 
McBain, won the Robert~ Trophy and reached the semi-final 
of the falhnl{ plate competition, defeating 1 W.F.R and 10th 
Gurkha in the fast two rounds. The junior team, comprising 
Lance-Corporals Nation and Hindle, Signalmen Barkuss and 
Revell, were more successful in their falling plate and won a 
most handsome trophy. 

'I'll'' ('~·g1u•t DJnru•r 
The Regiment were delighred to have as guests for the 

dinner, The Prime Warden of the Worshipful Company of 
Dyers, The Hon. and Mrs. S. R. Cawley, Colonel A. R. 
Marshal and the Oerk to the Company and Mrs. R. Balfour
Park, Brigadier and Mrs. H. Roper, and our doctor retiring 
after ten years, Colonel W. N . S. Donaldson and Mrs. Donald
son. The Mess looked truly resplendent and decorated with 
flowers all from the Channel Islands. Once again we were grate
ful for the services of the Corps Band and Trumpeters to grace 
the occasion. In addition to saying farewell to Doctor Donald
son this month, we als sadly record the departure of Major 
Henry Scott and Captain Dai Rees. 

News from Squadrons 

United Kingdom Delegation, 
Live Oak, SHAPE 

Since our last contribution to THE WIRE, there ha been a 
considerable change-over of the Royal Signals per onnel in 
the United Kingd0m delegation. Lieutenant-Colonel E. 0. 
Smith bas gone to the Cabinet Office, complete with a bowler, 
Yoeman Peter Sharpe ha gone to Cyprus, and Sergeant Joe 
Wells moved to 24th Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron on 
a well deserved promotion. Yeoman Peter Brown has left us 
on commissioning for 28th Signal Regiment, equipped with a 
word subscribed for by the rest of us and fitted with a bogey 

wheel by Foreman Ken McRae because the sword and the 
Yeoman were roughly the same size. Yeoman Brown also 
received his L.S. & G.C. medal in May. Lieutenant-Colonel 
Simpson, having thrown his Whitehall bowler away, Yeoman 
Coaker, Yeoman McCioughlin. Corporal Brian Robjobn and 
Corporal Brian Brown have joined as replacement . Corporal 
Norman Siggs has decided to take the plunge and ger married, 
prior to posting to Cyprus - he will not be accompanied by 
his bowling ball. 

A stop-press irem is the award of Corps Colours for 
Badminton to Yeoman McCloughlin. 

PRESENTATION 
W.0.1 Peter Brown being presented with his L.S.G.C. Medal by 
Major-General J. Strewson, Chief of Staff, Live Oak, S.H.A.P.E. 
W .O. I Brown, on commissioning is now with 28 Signal Regiment 

" ·.0.1 Brewa 
W.0.I Brown has certainly had a very full career with the 

British Army having served, in addition to his two years at 
Live Oak, in Korea, Malaya (he holds the G .S.M. Malaya), 
Cyprus and Germany to say nothing of being in that almost 
unmentionable spot known as Catterick in Yorkshire, for which 
there is no doubt honour but alas, no reward! 

Since be has been at SHAPE, he has been most busy with 
many functions always ready to lend a hand and to actively 
rake part, particularly with the _younger members of the 
community. He was a prime mover in the Schools Fair-Play 
Tournaments and encouraged our youngsters to ENJOY the 
game of football and not just seek the rewards. 
Extracted from SHAPE Family News 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

Colchester 

THE last month has been an extremely busy one for the 
Squadron. With our move to Northern Ireland con

firmed, a full programme of IS training and range classifica
tion was implemented. This had to fit in with a comprehensive 
leave programme so that the whole Squadron had a fortnights' 
leave before Ireland. 

Exercise • Donkeys' U11rden ' 
The month started off with Exercise ' Donkeys BurdCJ1.' The 

exercise was principally designed to practise the Staff in a 
Northern Ireland environment. The exercise brought out the 
need to practise the AQ officers in operations room procedure 
and the AQ Clerks in slidex operating! 

A Troop took pan in a Cll SSB trial to Middle Wallop. 
The aim of the trial was ro assess the capabilities of HR Sky
wave working in a helicopter. The trial was a success and an 
impressive net was established between Middle WaD~Jl, Bland
ford, Colchester and Catterick. Credit for the communications 
go to Lance-Corporal Pratt and Signalman Hughes. 

A Troop has also been maintaining its liaison :role with the 
minor units. 19 O.F.P. was uaincd in the erection of H:r 
aerials and Lance-Corporal Pratt and Lance-Corporal Griffiths 
helped in an HF exercise ar Stanford P.T.A. Help was also 
given to the 3 RH.A. in the use of the Cll SSB. 

Ii+ the midst of all this uaining and exercising the Brigade' 
entertained a party of journalists. The Squadron pur on a 
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display of radio and line equipment. Everyone. was dis~p
pointed when only male journalists came to the display whilst 
rhc females went ·to the hospital. 

The Squadrons farewell to ,their wives was. a nevi.: r-cnding 
list of parties. The Corporals Club had a dmn~r and dance 
which lasted until the early hours of the morrung. The All 
Ranks. Dance, a week later, had a large attendance and a good 
time was had by all. All the troops and departments had a 
final farewell •drinking session' which caused ~ny a sore 
head the morning after. The Sergeants Mess had its farewell 
dinner to celebrate the closing of the Mess. 

The n1ove fo Ireland 
On 3rd June, the Squadron moved to 1:-urgan in Northern 

Ireland. The move went without any maior catastrophe and 
the whole Squadron arrived at Lurgan by midday 4th June. 
The handover takeover from 21~ Signal Squadron. we~t with
out mishap and the Squadron ts now busy findmg its way 
around Lurgan. More on Ireland in future issues of the WIRE. 

We welcome Lieutenant Conran to the Squadron w~o has 
come from 3rd Division Signal Regiment for the duration. of 
our tour in Northern Ireland. We also welcome the medical 
team under Corporal Perrow and the radio relay team under 
Corporal Povey. 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Sqn. (212), B.F.P.O. 36 

A VBRY busy month here in Osnabruck. (}{)odbyes and 
and thanks to Captain 'Doogle' Drew, R.S.M. Copley, 

Corporal Jim Kent (12 Brigade's only answer to the male 
belly-dancers) and Lance-Corporal ' Paddy' Hannon. 

Thei early pan of the month saw a party going_ u~ to Toden
dorf, for an All Arms air defence course, --;vhere 1t, 1~ rumoured 
that more rounds were 'fired' than were. bou~t m the Local 
bars! The Squadron held its own athletic meeung at R~bert~ 
Barracks and Bravo Troop came out !ops. Yeoman Bob 
Frost insists that it was only by one pomt that Alpha Troop 
was pipped at the post. 

Volkslauging has starred again and the Squadron was well 
represented at the Gevelsberg (near Wuppertal) event over the 
Whitsuntide weekend. Lance-Corporal 'Nobby' Hall_ was 
more than a little distressed! when he was nor _allowed. mto. a 
discotheque. However, the question of his dubious nanonahry 
was soon rectified! 

Things are now in full swing for our summer camp, Exercise 
• June Bug,' which is to be held at the. end of the month at 
Mittenwald in Bavaria We are led to believe that R.S.M. Frank 
Williams is laying on ·a ' Totty Trip ' to Austria. 

Lance-Corporal Beau Cattell, Sergeant Tony Ashton 
(R.E.M.E. attached!) andi others are going down to th~ South 
of France on an advenmre training Sub-Aqua scheme ill early 
July. 

Captain Webb, M.T.O., mauaged. to get the Squadron's 
newly-formed cricket team up to Berlin over the first weekend 
in June to play against 1 QDG. Unfortunately we lost. by 
99 runs'and. the M.T.O. missed the night our by over-sleeping! 

Before closing it mu t be brought to the attention. of all 
past members of the Squadron that M.S.O. 'Pop' from ~e 
Sergeants Mess is now the proud owner of :i i:iew push b:ke 
and thar 'Spastic,' the Alpha Troop mascot, 1s m good form. 

1st Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron (25 7) 

B.F.P.O. 102 

ONCE again the Squadron participated in Exercise. ' pring 
Sales• in Mav this year, a~ly led or Second-~1eutenant 

John Allan, supported by 22nd Signal Regrmcnt: This was ~ol
lowed by Exercise • Gannet Fling,' one of a sene of exercises 
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in which we practised our SOP communication with 7th and 
22nd Signal Regiments. . 

On rhe sporting field the Squadron has also been acuve. We 
entered two teams in the 1 Division Rugby evens, but both 
teams were defeated by the eventual finalist . Although this w.a 
a sad end to the season we Look forward to a £ulle~ fixture Im 
in 1n1/72 with a suong and keen bunch of .enrhus1ast already 
talking about training in August .. The ~11tsun break started 
well with the Inter-Troop Athleuc:s Me~tmg: The conte~ t w~s 
fought with much rivalry and, obviously msp1red by the Q.M. s 
efforts in the Old Soldiers' race, • Q' Troop went on t_o be 
the eventual winners. Some very fine results were achieved 
and, in traditional style, the final result depended on the relay. 
In this event ' Q ' Troop team, Lan~e-~rporal Ra)'. Garner, 
Signalman Dave Patten, Gunner A?-arttn King and. Pnvate Bob 
Gale, just beat S.~.Q. Troop, P~vate Gale holdrng the le~d 
'he was given agarnst a detenruned ch~llenge . by Captam 
Gordon Howard in the final leg. Mrc. Julia Davies prese".ted 
the individual prizes and the newly made Inter-Troop sh1~ld 
(well done Foreman Sugden!) to ' Q' Troop team capt'lln, 
Bombardier Alan Smart. 

Corporal Ron Nelson and ~ignalme:°. •Jock' Cousland, Don 
' Beano' Hine and •Jock' Lmdsay v!Slted Fa~rb~rg Mar:,tell 
Svenburg and some other Bal.tic ports o~ Exercise Salt Water. 
The instruction was beneficial and enioyable and the Corps 
yacht was put through her paces. The party was led a~d 
coached by our GS03, Captain Chris Copeland, R.A., . who is, 
in addition to being a qualified sea do~, ~Lso an Army standard 
skier and a free-fall parachute enthus1a 1ast. 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 

B.F.P.0. 53 

A11 exercise with a difference 

T ms month we feel bound to report, with some pride, that 
we have been on exercise; to say. the least, an unusual 

occurrence in 259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relar). To be more 
accurate we must admit, however, that we. did not actually 
go anywi:iere, a statement which itself requll'es further, m~re 
accurate, clarification. We did not actually go anywhere, W!th 
the exception of W.0.1 (F. of S.) Keny~n who made a po!Dt 
of going on leave, and with the exception of _our Second-;10-
Command Captain R. E. Barber who arranged hunse}f a ??song 
to Northern Irc:land. One ~gh~ interp~et the larter s action as 
a mis-apprecianon of the s1ruat1on. This :voul? o.nlY be do~e, 
however, without prior knowle~ge o~ the 1mplicat1?ns of berng 
• on exercise ' at R.A.F. Ep1skop1. The exp.enen~e . defies 
description. We spent three days. incarcerated m bmldmg 21 
(S.H.Q.) with the angry mob howling at the door. Howev~r, we 
were able to sleep easily on our office floors comfort~d m the 
knowledge that our comrades in light blue were laymg down 
their very lives at the door in defence of the Royal Signals, and 
those living in Episkopi continued to return to the bosoms 
of their respective families at 1.30 as usual. 

And not only were the r;raumatic exl?eriences of the last 
31 days confined to Episkop1. At Dhekelia Sergeant Hayward 
returned from call-out duties one aftem~n to the have? of 
3rd line workstiops to be confronted by a six-foot snake lovmgl,Y 
curled around the foreman-I am sorry, around the foreman s 
chair. 

'Ve inherit Gnu 
Readers may have read of the tra~sfer of the Corp yacht 

' Brigand of Chaogi' from 19th Regiment to NE~ELF. As 
an of the job lot 605 Signal Troop was tJu:ow.n m as a free 

~ft with the boat. Avid readers of D.C.I.s will ms~antly know 
that 605 TrOOJ? is none other than Gan Island 1gnal Troop 
vith the addioon of a Radio Relar. link. On the strength of 
~s new-found technical responsibility tl.1<: Chi~f System 
Engineer Captain Pritchard sallied forth to VJ 1t the incumbents, 
who include W.0.2 (F. of S.) Sugden and Corpo.rals Br?wn a!1d 
Morgan currently enjoying a rest and rec1~.1ll:rat1on penod w1f!t 
the Troop although they all belong to this Squadron. On his 
rerurp Captain Pritchard was able to report that one ne~d 
never fear of dying of thirst on Gan. However he was !lot quite 
as clear over whether the fruit bats really. do hang up 1de down 
in the Officers' Mess or whether the bar 1s suspended from the 
ceiling. 
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Thr .-.. ,. r • b nrd lo ur 
WIRE notes writers everywhere let us finally mention a few 

n. ~1e by way of reward for those who have now completed 
theu- three years' hard labour and passed on to greater things 
(we hope). As i:n.entioned Captain Barber ha left for Northern 
Ireland. In ~ddmon Sergeants Jones, Johnson and Craine, three 
of our ~tatJon .C.0.s, have moved on, as have Col"JN)ral 
McComuck and Lance-Corporal Massingham. We wish them 
all good fortune. 

UP port from 18th Gurkha Brigade n.q. and Signal 

Squadron 

Officers, Wam1nt Officers anti Seniors 
Royal Signals anJ Gurkha Signals 

in Hong Kong 
HOLD SUCCESSFUL DINNER NIGHT 

Tai Mo . S~an (Ht. 4,SOOft. +) overlooks to the north the 
New Terntone and to the south Hong Kong Island and 
Kow!oon. If you had be~n sta1;lding on Tai Mo Shan 00 the 
everung of the 30th April Iookmg north and if an emergency 
had !>een declared you would have observed a convoy of 
headlights, probably led by the Commander Royal Signals 
clo~ely followed by O.C. 252 and 253 Second-in-Command 
A~1utants and ~enior ranks of both Squadrons, and a thoroughly 
en1oyable evenmg would have been ruined. However, no emer
gency was decla~ed and llO officers and senior ranks, British, 
~urkha and Chinese from the three Squadrons H Q Royal 
Signals and H.Q. Gurkha Signals sat down in '48th Brigade 
Sergeants' Mess to a . sumptuous dinner on what must have 
~een the largest gathering of officers and seniors in Hong Kong 
m recent years. 

. ~.S.M. Howie wel~omed the guests and expressed his appre
ciation of the splendid attendance . 

• The guests of honour were Colonel A. D. Lewis and 
Lieutena.z;it-~lo.nel A. C. Dexter. Colonel Lewis later declared 
how gratifymg 1t 'Yas to see ~e three nationalities mixing so 
well together. During the evenmg much hot air was released 
many fa~ts proved to be failures and as the dawn drew close; 
many failures sworn to be facts. 
~e many lel!ers of thanks pay tribute to the success of the 

eydemng. The pictures are ample evidence of what was con
s1 ered by all to be an excellent evening. 

OUR GANG 
Members of 48 Gurkha Squadron 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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THE ISLAND TONG GANG 
Members of 252 Signal Squadron 

THE KOWLOON GANG 
Members of 253 Signal Squadron 

621 Signal Troop (LPD) 

H.M.S. Fear less 
B.F.P.O. Ships 

Off the Mull of Kintyre 

AT last after a disappearance from the scene for a few 
months we are back in print again. Time has flown by 

and already we have done two amphibious exercises The first 
'~elson's Touch,' was in Scotland at Carradale Bay Mull of 
Iqntyre. Headquarters 24th Airportable Brigade were ~mbarked 
with 1 D.W.R., 25th Light Re~iment R.A., 666 Army Aviation 
Squadron and 845 ~aval ~r Squadron split between the 
L.P.D., the: L.S.L., Sir Geraint, and two Army Landing Craft 
Tanks .. Prior to the landing, th.is force was attacked by a 
submarme, a_nd also by some Buccaneers from R.N.A.S. Lossie
mouth. Having been ' sunk • several times w are told the 
forc:e lan~cd and exercised ashore for two' days. During this 
penod, Signalman ' Smudge ' Smith was landed with an Al3 
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to act as part of a spotting team to watch for further attacks 
by the submarine. Unfortunately, after wading ashore in four 
foot of water from an L.C.V.P. (a small landing craft), he found 
tiis morse key u/s and had to resort to the headhct pressle 
switch. He succeeded in working a good link by this means 
for some hours. Signalman Bob Ebrey was on stand-by to be 
flown with his A41 rebro station to the top of some lofty crag 
but was not required. 

There were some 17 circuits terminated on board H.M.S. 
Fearless and nearly all ran smoothly from H hour until the 
end of the exercise. Attempts to work an F .S.T. link to 
Gibraltar proved unsuccessful. Conditions on some days were 
so bad that routine traffic was delayed up to 12 hours and 
some Flashes up to three or four hours! 

••• and then to Denmark 
As soon as this exercise finished we re-embarked the troops 

exchanging the 1 D.W.R. for 2nd Royal Irish, and sailed for 
Denmark. Escorted by a Russian destroyer, an East German 
minesweeper and a Polish landing craft, we carried out Exercise 
' Moon Lady.' This successful exercise terminated in an even 
more successful run ashore in Copenhagen (world renowned 
for its books, magazines, films and very attractive girls). Every
one enjoyed this visit which included, for some, tours of the 
Carlsberg and Turborg breweries and the Cherry H erring 
headquarters and museum. Very popular were the T ivoli 
Gardens, although the price of drinks was h igh. A beer 
cost 5 Kroner (or 30 pence). 

Bnck to Scotland 
The ship returned from D enmark in M ay, and after a few 

days sailed to Leith in Scotland for the Whitsun weekend. 
Here, the ship was open to visitors and took schoolboys out 

to sea to live on board overnight as part of a 'Meet the Navy' 
recruiting campaign. Over 800 boys came out with us and all 
of them had very long hair, much to the annoyance of the 
Regulators (Naval equivalent of S.S.M.s and R .S.M.s). 

F u t u re t•x•·urs ion 
The sbip sails to Kiel for Kiel Weck on 16th June and has 

most of the British team, boats included, embarked. Fearless 
should put up an impressive performance. 

Early in July we embark some 18 tanks and land them near 
Lulworth Cove. This is a non-tactical exerci e and the fir t 
time this number of tanks have been loaded into an L.P.D. 
since 1968. They seem to be in short supply. 

During this exercise it is intended that the Troop's Radio 
and Telegraph Operators cum Commcen Ops. cum Radio 
Relay Qps. will work our C41/R222 to Portland. The training 
received by special arrangement with the School of Signals 
is about to be tested. 

Fnrew"lls and weleotnf' 
At the end of July, we must say farewell to our O.C., 

Captain Rollo Rumford, who is posted to the School of Signal5, 
Corporal ' Spud ' Murphy, who goes to 244 Signal Squadron, 
Corporal Higginson, who goes to 1 Artillery Brigade, Lance
Corporal 'Tab ' Hunter, who goes to 14th Signal Regiment, 
Signalman Bob Ebrey, who goes to 244 Signal Squadron, and 
Signalman Harry Brussau, who goes to 22nd Signal Regiment. 
We wish them all the best in their new jobs. New arrivals in 
July include Captain Craig Treeby, recently at Sharjah, Cor
poral McCrandles, Corporal Whitehill, Lance-Corporal Fletcher, 
Signalman A. Smith, Signalman Mailley and Signalman Burge~· . 

Our rivals, 661 Signal Troop, on H.M.S. Intrepid, have just 
done a visit to Australia. We are all jealous and looking forward 
to our good visits. 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lll ll!lllllllllllllllllll ll: lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

• l~rt't'dor:t of Teessid 4"" • P aradt' 

0 Sunday, 9th May, the Regiment exercised its right ro the 
Freedom of Tee ide by marching through Middles

brough with ' drum beating and bayonets fixed.' Before the 
!'llarch, the Regiment paraded at the Cenotaph and was 
mspi:cted by the Mayor of Tcesside Alderman Tim Thornton. 
In. his peech to the Regiment after the in pection the Mayor 
aid how pleased he wn wi th this link between T eesside and 

' Tee side' own Volunteer Regiment.' Brief interviews with the 
C.O. and the R.S.\1. were recorded, together with the ounds 
and orders on the parade itself, by Radio T ee side and broad
~st by ~hem. Afterwards members of the Regiment were pro
vided with refreshments a guests of the T eesside Corporation. 

TH E FREEDOM O F TE ESSIDE PARADE 
The Mayor of Teesside, Alderman Ti m Thornto n and Li eutenant
Colonel R. M. Stewart, T.D., return ing to t he dais after the in
spection of 34th (Northern) Signal Regiment (Vol unteers) on Sunday 

9th May 

!JO (~orth Riding) Squadron's W (,.-ek end a t 
D e ller b y 

Some 110 members of 90 Squadron from both Middles
brough and Gates~ead took over Bellerby W.E.T.C. for the 
weekend 30~ Apnl-2nd May. The objectives of the weekend 
were to classify th~ Squadron on the range, for the W.R A.C. 
to .le~m map reading and for everyone to do some adventure 
trallllng. 

. Whil~ the admin. element, the Second-in-Command Captain 
B~ Illingworth, acting S.S.M. Harcy Bent, S.Q.l\-1.S. ' Dick ' 
Richardson, Serg~t Ron ~ark and others were busy organising 
the camp on Friday everung, the remainder of the Squadron 
paraded at 22 .. 00 hours for a night ' walk.' The route, no more 
than seven ?Jlile~ over roads and 'tracks,' had been surveyed 
from a nearo}'. hill by Sergeants Bert North and Dick Nelson. 
In ~e ~ark it was .rather d.ifferenr! Only one of the seven 
pa~1es hit upon the right route over the multi-tracked moorland 
w~lle the two sweeJ?ing-up par?es and the O.C. Major Graham 
Mitchell and Captain Ron Atkinson met at a point not on the 
route! Ever;one got back in the end although one party had 
to b~ rescued by road from a point five miles off the route. 
St~nes of th~ ~epth of peat bogs, of distances walked and of 
blisters muluphed as party after party returned. Lieutenant 
Judy Walker was heard to say as she tripped over a heather 
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root for the urnp~eenth time, " Just leave me" but was 
persu~ded to contmue by an unidentified Lan~e-Corporal. 
Despite a.ll, the Squadron had no candidates for sick J?arade in 
the morrung and the verdict was "When can we do 1t again." 

For the rest of the weekend we enjoyed superb weather and 
the map-reading and w.eapon training proceeded smoothly. For 
the latter we used Wb1tfell electric range; we had never been 
on such ~ range before but were most impressed by the ease 
of operation and th~ way it speeded things up. The majority of 
the Squadron cla~sified, many on S.M.G. and S.L.R., and the 
weekend end~ with the nearest we could manage to the falling 
plate competiu.ons. The large Tr?ops 704 (Commcen ' A ') and 
811 (RR) provided two teams apiece while the smaller Troops 
s .. H .Q., 741, 742 and 743, fielded only one. The eventuai 
wlll?ers were .S.H.Q. (the 0 .C., Lieutenant Ian Buckley, S.S.M.
designate Cyril Nock and the 'Lone Ranger' Ranger Swindells 
R.I.R.) who beat 811 'B' in a close-shot final. ' 

Meanwhile .the W.R.A.<;. map-readin~ training had ended 
successfully with a very high pass rate m a practical test set 
by Captain John Thew, and we now intend to employ our 
Commcen Operators as navigators. 

4 further party from the Squadron under Captain Bill Lang
ma.t~ spent most of the weekend in support of 36th (E) Signal 
Regime~t (V) who were doing the Lyke Wake Walk. This is 
the subJect of a separate note. 

The success of the weekend was enhanced by the support 
we had f!om 49 Squadron who provided a team of Volunteers 
for cookmg an~ cookhouse duties. Led by Sergeant Hardy 
AC.~., they did a splendid job feeding a Squadron whos~ 
apl?e~tes ~ew enormously over the weekend. On the weapon 
trammg side we were lucky to have an armourer Sergeant 
Remmer, R.E.M.E., with us for the weekend. ' 

Exercise • Long Stride ' 

When, many months ago, Lieutenant-Colonel Stewart Jet it 
be known that he had suggested to Lieutenant-Co'onel Prophet 
~f 36th Regiment that 36th a~tempt the L yke Wake Walk and 
!!hat 90 S9uadron would provide support, the problem did not 
seem pa.i:u~ularly large. We thought that perhaps 30 men would 
~ome. As Ume went on the number of walkers quoted by 36th 
mcreased by leaps and bounds up to nearly 80 including a 
~arty of W.R.A.C. ~s increase in numbers me;nt an escala
uo.n of s~ppo~t reqwred. Accommodation was required for the 
bnef mghts pef<;>re and after the walk, transport, medical 
cover, cornmUDJcauons and control. In the end the support 
became a co-operative eff<!rt involving H.Q. and SO Squadrons 
as we~. SO Squadr~n provided the reception and initial accom
modauon at J?arlington, H .. Q. Squadron provided transport, 
food ~nd medical .cover while 90 Squadron co-ordinated the 
walk itself and, assisted by 36th Regiment themselves provided 
H.F . communication. ' 

Captain Bill Langmaid was appointed walk controller to keep 
a check on the progress of tbe walkers and to deploy the radio 
detachments. These radio detachments came from the Gates
head detachment of 90 Squadron with Officer Cadet Peter 
Forster and Staff Serg~t Tony Gallagher in charge. The 
walk was a great success; 1t was a wonderful day for walking 
and 36 out of the 72 starters completed the course in time 
(although, w«? are glad to say, in a slower time than achieved 
by 34th Regunent last year). The radio back-up worked well 
the M.O. Captain Mary Skillen, R.A.M .C., was scarcely called 
upon a~d the transport and general admin. side under Major 
Jim Smiles, of H .Q. Squadron, worked more or less according 
to .Plan. We have not heard of any member of 36th Regiment 
bemg lef~ behind. We enjoyed seeing them and hope that 
co-operation of this son will be possible again. 

The WIRE 
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36t h Signal Regiment (V) 

Wanstead 
Honorary Colonel ap(tohlted High S h erif( o( Kent 

COLONEL Sir Derck Greenaway Bt., T.D., Honorary 
Colonel, was appointed High Sheriff of Kent recently 

which must be practically a unique honour for a Signal 
Regiment. . . 

Sir Derek is a London busmess man, head of a large family 
printing firm; he also farms some 6SO acres at Edenbridge, 
Kent. He is the son of a former Lord Mayor of London. 

The outbreak of war in 1939 saw him serving with the 
Territorials in the Field Artillery and at the end of hostilities 
had risen to the rank of Major. He maintained his military 
interests after the war and became Honorary Colonel of 44th 
(Home Counties) Signal Regiment ~Cinque Ports) T.A. ~hen 
that Regiment was amalgamated into 36th (Eastern) Signal 
Regiment (V) in April, 1967, he became its first Honorary 
Colonel. 

Lyke W a ke Walk 
The "Lyke Wake Walk," the so-called coffin carrying route 

of the ancient Britons, starting just North of Northallerton and 
ending 42 miles later at Ravenscar on the No~-~ast coast 
is a challenge to any walker, and weather pernutung, offers 
panoramic views of the Tees-side industrial . complex, the 
Cleveland Hills, heather covered moors, the Fylingdales Early 
Warning Station and eventually the sea. 

Volunteers of 36th Signal Regiment (V) accepted the 
challenge of this walk and the invitation of 34th Regiment to 
come North from tbe 'soft' South for the weekend of April 
30th-2nd May and try to beat 34th Regiment's time for the 
walk of 13 hours. The walk was fitted in with .a combined 
communications exercise. Having arrived at Darlington from 
London between 22.00 and 01.00 hours on the Friday night, 
the walkers were transported at 04.00 hours fr~m sqth 
Squadron's Darlington T .A.V.R Centre to the starting point 
at Osmotherly where the walk commenced at 0~.30 hour~. 

Meanwhile, CU radio detachments of 34th Signal RegimeI?t 
(V) under the command of Staff Sergeant Gallagher, left their 
Sqi'.adron's weekend location at ~ellerby <;~mp ("':'h~e 
members of 90th Squadron were c~rying out nuli~ tral.Illllg 
and classifying on the new electromcally-controlled nfle range). 
Leap-frogging over the moors, the deta~ents of 34th Regi
ment and 36th Regiment maintained radio contact so -~at 
the whereabouts of the walkers was always known and medic~ 
assistance from Captain Mary Skillen could be summoned if 
required. 

STEPPING IT O UT 
Lieutenant Geoffrey Searle and his section make good going near 

the fi nish of t he testing Lyke W ake walk 
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The day was ' tailor made ' for the exerche, both good 
visibility and a light wind. 71 volunteers set out in 11 teams. 
Major D esmond F uller's team led the way at a cracking pace 
and maintained the lead by a wide margin until Wheeldale 
Lodge, but it was Staff Sergeant Morella's team which com
pleted the journey in the shortest time of the day, 14! hour . 
Only one teatn, led by Lieutenant Latchford, mana~ed to stay 
intact as a team. By 01.00 hours on Sunday mornmg the 31 
walkers who completed the walk had arrived, though one team 
Jed by Corporal Craig must have walked at least SO miles in 
order to get there. It was not for want of rrymg mat no 
W.R.A.C. volunteers were able to earn the coveted " Coffin" 
badge. Privates Walker and Bishop had to drop out within three 
miles of the end, because of foot troubles. 

However, the early planning of Lieutenant Geoff Searle, of 
36th Regiment, and Captain Bill I~ngworth, of 34th Regimen_c, 
the practice marches of 36th Re~unent and the work of radio 
detachments and support parties under the command of 
Captain Bill Langmaid, of 34th, and Captain Tony Woodhouse, 
of the 36rh, resulted in what must be regarded by both Regi
ments as a most successful exercise. 

Private Wire 
Recently a new Regimental magazine, Private W ire, re~ppeared 

under the Editorship of Lieutenant Ian Blythe. It 1s based 
on the 4Sth (Essex) Signal Regiment, T .A. magazine of the 
same name which was published on two occasions in 196S and 
'1966. I t is a sign of the times that some of the photographs 
would have made the National Sunday press five years ago, 
but this latest one is regarded as fairly sober. 

Greater London T. & A.V .R. parad e 
The now customary annual publicity parade in or near 

Hyde Park duly took place with Lieutenant Ian Kennard 
commandng the Regimental detachment. Ian has recently taken 
over a ' B '-type Control Centre Troop, having served a spell 
as Assistant Adjutant. He now attends at the llford T. & A.V.R. 
Centre. 

Visit or Chi ei S ig n al Officer - B .A.0.ll. 
Following the S.O. in C.'s visit at the end of last year 'fie 

were indeed honoured to receive the C.S.O. B.A.0.R., Ma1or 
General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., on a visit to our Wanstead 
and Ilford T . & A.V.R Centres, where he ~po~e to v~ll!ntee~s 
on B.A.O.R. driver training and commurucauon trammg m 
preparation for their Camp in B.A.O.R. in September. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon .and wish .to ?ispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FOR FULL DETAILS Fill IN THIS COUPON 

~--------------~ I :::~------- RANK_ ______ i 
I I I MAKE OF CAR ________ MOOEL •• 

I MILEAGE ______ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED____ I 
I COLOUR ______ EXTRAS FITTED___ _____ I 
I L~c:=i--~~c:=i----------- I 
I CONDITION I I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D 

~--------------~ * Don't wo,1ry ebout HP settlements ou tsttnding Pufch.lw Tax liabalillll or Import duli11, 
Weir Lodge ~ill iellle them •II without any fuss Of bother. 

WEIR 
LODGE 

WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 
Brid(t Road, Chertsey, surrey. Tel. Cherbey 94284 62047 
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38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
Sheffield 

SPOTLIGHT ON 46 (DERBl" I SQUADROl\r 

llave t'anoe-will tra,·el 
UR note were recently gr ced by a photograph of 46 

quadron's Admini trativi.: fficer carrying his own canoe 
(and he good at pad~ng mo!) .. Reader o · the . TA VR 
magazin may have nouced that his length of service and 
number of units are both impre sive commencing well before 
the DOB of our present-day recruits. 

Holl Hoyee 
Many of the quadron are involved one way or another, 

with Roll Royce. We anxiously await again the excuse that 
"overtime at Royces " i again cutting our attendance -but 
only a little! 

The- advan cd passenger trni.11 
British Railways' advanced projects involve several of our 

Derby officers. After dealing with 300 m.p.h. trains/ideas and 
using swaying Deities (100 m.p.h. jobs these), it is interesting 
co see them humbly accepting Austin K9-type transport from 
time to time, travelling at a handsome 10 m.p.h. 

Down we go 
Parachutists, under the guiding hand of the Adjutant, 

Captain I. Amo , have rapidly increased in numbers in the 
pa t year. R.Q.M.S. D. Sivell challenges all over-4-0s to a 
competition in accurate landing; the 0.C., 87 Squadron, Major 
A. Hawksworth has jumped, and the first two W.R.A.C. are 
training to do so later this year. Unfortunately, Staff Sergeant 
Evans was well and truly let down and (finally) plastered, 
after an unlucky landing (when he was heard to say " let me 
see, what was that Indian's name again?"). 

Tank trans1tort 
Recently, visitors to the Regimental Headquarters could be 

forgiven for the thought that we have assumed a dual role, as 
we were a base for the Household Cavalry during a recruiting 
drive. The car park sported Saracens, Saladins and Ferrets. 

Recent additions 
We welcome the following co the Regiment: Major Walmesly

Cotham, from Blandford, as our Training Major; Staff Sergeant 
A. B. Mullins, from 229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)-sporting 
the only khaki moustache in the Britsh Army (?) as our Chief 
Clerk; and Staff Sergeant A. McMulleas from 252 Signal 
Squadron (Hong Kong) as F. of S. 

Congratulations to ••• 
To Signalman A. Ibbotson on winning the Best Recruit Cup 

after completing the recent course held at Scarborough. 
To Sergeants R. Wilkinson, W. Gambles, Signalman M. 

Smith, A. Broadhead and J. Vernon on their selection for the 
T. & A.V.R. soccer team to play Cambridge University. 

To Signalman A. Gorman, selected for the T. ~ A.V.R. 
hockey team to play the Regular Army RE. and Army Teams. 

To Corporal R Eyre and Signalman R. Jacques, sel~cted to 
represent Northern Command as individuals in the T. & A.V.R. 
Cross-Country Championships at Colchester. 

To the 64 Squadron soccer team, who were again runners
up for the T. & A.V.R. "Cup. 

Stop Press 

21st Regiment Athletics to the lore again 
At the B.A.O.R. inter-unit team championships on the 

3rd July, the 21st Regiment managed to notch up second place 
to 19th Field Regiment with 1st Battalion The Cheshire Regi
ment in third place. 

As a consequence the 21st Regiment go forward to the finals 
of the Army Team Athletic Championships at Aldershot on 
Wednesday, 21st July. 
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Corps Canoeists in British 
Representative Team 

t'llOSEX 1mn L~TEllNATIONAI, IN SPAIN 

Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D. F. Painter, Secretary Royal 
Signals Canoe Club, writes: 

All will be very pleased to hear that two members of the 
Royal ignals Canoe Club have been selected as members of 
the Great Britain representative team which will participate 
in the 1971 lnterrl!ltional Sella River Race and associated series 
of races in Spain in August. These are senior open events. The 
individuals concerned are: 

Lance-Corporal R. M. Paw1ow, School of Signals. 
Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink, School of Signals. 
Two other members of the Corps Canoe Club will travel to 

the Sella River Race as reserves for the team and, in any event, 
will participate in the races. They are: 

Corporal M. J. Bull, School of Signals. 
Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, School of Signals. 
The following is a list of results achieved by Lance-Corporal 

Pawlow and Lance-Corporal Wink in national and jnternational 
events so far this season: 

Lee and Stort LO Race: 4th in Oass 2 (K2) Senior. Crew: Pawlow/ 
Wink. 

Lincoln LD Race: 3rd in Oass 1 (KI) Senior. Crew: Pawlow. 
Bedford-St. Neots LO Race: 1st in Oass I (KI) Senior. Crew: Pawlow. 
Royal Sprint Regatta: xst in xo,ooo metres Class 2 (K2) Junior. Crew: 

Pawlow/Wink. 1st in xo,ooo metres Class 4 (K4) Junior. Crew: Pawlow / 
Wink/two civilian canoeists. 

Brent Sprint Regatta : xst in x,ooo metres Cla~s I (KI) Junior. Crew: 
Pawlow. 1st in I,ooo metres Oass 2 (Kz) J=ior. Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 

Richmond Regatta: ISt in soo metres Class I (Kt) Junior. Crew: 
Pawlow. 2nd in soo metres Class 2 (K2) Junior. Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 
20d in I0,000 metres Oass 2 (K2) Junior. Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 

Chclmer LD Race: Ist in Oass 2 (K2) Senior. Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 
North v. South Sprint Regatta (held at Nottingham): I st in 500 metres 

Class I (K1 ) Junior. Crew: Pawlow. Ist in 1,000 metres Class 2 (K2) 
Junior. Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 

National Canoe Sprint Championships: Ist in xo,ooo me:res Class I 
(K1) Junior. Crew: Pawlow. xst in xo,ooo metres Class 2 (K2) Junior. 
Crew: Pawlow /Wink. 

(As a result Lance-Corporal Pawlow is now the Oass I Junior National 
Champion at 10,000 metres llfld Lance-Corporals Pawlow and Wink arc 
the Class 2 Junior National Champions at Io,ooo metres). 

International Sprint Regatta at Dcventer, Holland, I97I: xst in 500 
metres Oass I (K1) Junior. Crew: Pawlow. I St in x,ooo metres Cl>t'Ss 2 
(Kz) Junior). Crew: Pawlow/Wink. 1st in xo,ooo metres Class I (K1) 
Junior. Crew: Pawlow. 2.0d in Class I (KI) Junior Relay. Crew: Pawlow. 
3rd in 10,000 metres Class 2 (K2) Junior. Crew: Pawlow/ Wink. 

Corporal M. J. Bull and Lance-Corporal R. G. Story also paTticipated 
in the majority of these events and were well placed. 

Extraet irom Canoeing Magazine 

That Corps Canoeists have made their mark in the highest 
standard of canoeing is borne out by an extract from the May 
issue of Canoeing Magazine - a widely read journal of the 
canoeing world. Commenting on the long distance paddlers' 
event in the Bedford-St. Neots race, the writer says: "A great 
surprise of the day here was the win in the Senior Singles Class 
of R. M. P"awlow, of the Royal Signals Canoe Club. He stormed 
ahead of all the favourites including many top class inter
nationals, taking the win with a very easy style. Watch out for 
the Royal Signals boys this year. They are training hard with 
the Richmond and Royal Canoe Club and going very well over 
long and sprint racing." 

Corps Marksmen in Fine Form 
Corps marksmen were right on target at the recent Services 

meeting at Bisley. In the keenly contested Methuen they tied 
first with R.E.M.E. with 951 points, defeating RN., R.A.F. 
and the cream of Corps and Infantry teams. The tie was then 
decided on the best showing in practice 2 in which, 
unfortunately, R.E.M.E. had scored better. 30th Regiment 'B' 
team also won the R.U.R Cup (Falling Plates) with their 'A' 
team conling in third out of a total of 88 entries. (Full details 
in next month's WIRB). 
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-· __ :_Persona/ ·Aflairs 
- ~... . -

-Obituary-= 

Harry Wright 
Bournemouth Branch has suffered a great loss in the death 

of the Chairman, Mr. Harry Wright, which occurr~ some weeks 
ago Harry bad been a member of the Branch smce 1937 and 
fro~ February 1947 had been Chairman until his death-a 
period of 24 years. Mr. Wright was very popular, not only 
among members but in Bournemouth where he bad. ~ny 
interests, and be was very dedicated to the work and aspll'aUons 
of the Association. 

Harry had enjoyed a varied service career commencing as a 
Sapper with R.E. Signals in 1919; he was a Life Member of 
the Association. 

The Branch would like to put on record their appreciation 
of his long association with tlle Branch and. foi: the great work 
he put in over the years, and to express theu ~mcere sympathy 
to his family. It will be very hard to replace him. 

James Dyson 
Mr. James E. Dyson, of 49 Crossways Drive, Harrogate, 

Yorks., sadly died on 21st June. Mr. Dys~n was. an Annual 
Member of Harrogate Branch of many years standing an~ '.'Vas 
formerly a member of Ponsmo1;1th Bran~ of the Associauon. 
He will be missed by a wide Cll'cle of friends. 

- Movements 

Offleers 
Major K. B. P. Andrews, M.B.B. 
Maior R. J. Armstrong ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. P. Baker 
Captain R. F. Baly ... 
Lieutenant H. B. Bennett 
Lieutenant M. B. Billett 

Captain P. R. Brcwis 
Captain A. Burns ... 
Lieutenant W. K. Butler 
Orp.ain (Tfc.) J. P. Chat~ 
L.eutenant L. F. c. CurtJs 
Captain (T.O.T.) H. Davies 
Seco.id-Lieutenant C. G . P. Day 
Captain R. Dorrell •.. 
Major K . W. E. Ferguson ... 
Major (T.O.T.) P. W. Foakcs 
Cap.ain W. A. C. Griffiths ... 
Captain R.. R. Johnson 

Lieutenant A. Kennedy 
Lieutenant W. V. Legge 
Major G . J. K. Mackintosh 

... To M.O.D. Sigs. 36A as LL-Col. 

... ,, H.Q. 4 Signals Group 
H.Q. I (BR) Corps 
RM.A., Sanclhurst 

,, 22.0d Regiment 
,, 24 Airptbl. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron 
13th Regiment 
2S9 Signal Squadron 
7th Regiment 
71 st Regimenc (V) 
School Of Signals as Captain 
xoth Regiment 
x6th Regiment 
A.A.C. Harrog8'1e as Major 
4 Comns. Unit 
11th Regiment (retiri.J?g) 
21st Regiment as Ma1or 
3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. ReKL as 

Major 
uth Regiment 
9th Regiment . 
ANZ U.K. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. 

Sqn. 
Captain G. A. Maude . . . ,, x3th Regiment as Major 
Lieutenant N. J. Mayne I:2 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
L•eutcnant T . R. Morgan 2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
Major N. c. Muir ... ,, 2S3 Signal Squadron 
Lieutenant J. P. Munncry ,, 7th Regiment 
Ca tain J B Neeve R.M.A., Sanclhurst 
ufutenant s.' M. Powell.· ,, School of Signals as Captain 
Major E. F. Procktcr ... ... ... ,, M.O.D. <Siguais I) 
Second-Lieutenant J. C. O. K. Rayner 16th Regunenc 
Lieutenant P. J Reed .. . . . . ., 21st Regiment 
Second-Lieutenant M. S. Reid 4 Div. H.Q. & Sis. Regt. 
Lieutenant N . G. Reynolds ... nth Regiment (H.S.) 

M A .. ,, ,, 244 Signal Squadron 
Lieutenant • . ""cc 21st Regiment xst Com_ 
Lieutenant J. A. Rose ··· ··· " 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Rcgt. 
Lieutenant K. H. Rowbory ... ,, School of Signals . 
Captain R. J. G. M. Rumford S R 
Lieutenant A. J. Saunders ... 2 Div. H.Q. & 1g. egt. 
Major H. Scott •. . •. • ... ,, 8th Regiment 
Second-Lieutenant P. M. Sharman 28th Regiment 
Lieutenant M. P. S. Shaw 1 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
Lieutenant J. C. B. Simpson ... ,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
L ·eutenant J R. Smith .. . ,, 28th Regiment 1 

• ,, A.A.C., Harrogate Major V. S. Smith 
244 

Signal Squadron Mal'or P. A. Spooner ... ... ... ,. 30th Regimenc 
Ma or (Q.M.) A. F. Stubbs, M.B.n. ,", 1 Arcy. Bdc. H.Q. & Sig. S n 
Lieutenant A. H. Symmons .. . . .. q · 
Lieutenant W. M. Taylor .. . ... ,, 7th Regiment 
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Lieutenant J- D. Tydeman 
Major M. R. C . Weiner 
Lieutenant N. 0. Williams 
Captain R. A. Wright 

2211d Regiment 
H.Q., NORTHAG 

,, 2s9 Signal Squadron 
,, 7th Regiment 

Senior N.C.O.s and Sergeants 
W.0.1 (P. of S.~ C. A. Berry ... To 14th Regiment . 
w.0.1 (P. ot s. J. L. E. Walke . .. ,, 2 Sqn_. nthsReauncnt 
W.0.2 ~- of S. T. G. Hill ... 229 S!gnal quadron 
W.0.2 . of S.) P. A. Cook ,, 632 S1JPl!ll Troop 
W.0 2 • ol S.) A. Sharp ... ,, 2ut.Re&1:"1eot . 
W.0.2 • of S.) P. D. Hayler I Div. Signal Reguncn! 
W 0 2 D C Prescott Camp FARELF (holdmg 

· · · · strength) 
WO 2 F Thomas ,, nth Regiment 
W :0:2 B'. O'Neill ... . . . ... ... ,, H.Q. 11 Signal Group (V) 

Staff Sergeant (Y. or S.) P. ~dall " 7 Armd. &le. Sig. Sqn. 
Staff Sergeant J. H. Richardson .. . ,, I Arry. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
S,aff Sergeant (Y. of S.) W. D. Dyke x6th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (Y. oC S.) D. Allen ... ,, 1 Arry. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) L. Yates ... 73~th ~=~t (V) 
Staff Sergeant A. Sim ... (V) 
Staff Sergeant R. W. Barber ,, 38th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant P. T . Goudman ,, x3th Regiment 
Slaff Sergeant T. H. Robinson , 30th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant J. Clarke ,, 13th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. 'T:. 

Nichols ,, x6th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant B. D. Ireland ... ,, nth Regiment 
Staff Sergeant D . W. Patch ..• 2 Div. Signal Regiment 
Staff Sergeant W. A. Rodger ,, nth Regiment 
Staff Sergeant J. George ... ... ,, H,Q. 3 Sig:tal Group 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) H. D. Woolf ,, I Div. Signal Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. ~tby ,. SS Signal Squadron (V) 

Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) P. Waldock ,, School or Signals 
Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) P. H.iJ.iier ,, H.Q., AFCENT 

Staff Sergeant (F. oi S.) T. Kay ... ,, 262 Signal Squadron 
Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) J. Wills ... ,, 35th Regiment (V) 
Staff Sergeant (P. or S.) H. G. 

Sergeant D. S. Smith 
Sergeant P. Boase 
Sergeant T. Foody 

HoustO!I ,, 30th Regiment 
20th Maritime Regiment, R.C.T. 

.. 8th Regiment 
. Camp FARELF (holding 

strength) 
Sergeant J. P. Grocott 

Sergeant M. M. Ambler 
Sergeant D . W. Green 
Sergeant R. Jeffery ... 
A/ Sergeant R. J. Bennet 
A/ Sergeant G. A. Ameghino 
Sergeant K. Harlick ... 
Sergeant P. J. Malone 
Sergeaat C. F. Smith 
Sergeant R. A. Walker 
Sergeanc J. Croot ... 
Sergeant W. E. Tuplin 
Sergeant P. R. Urry 
Sergeant B. G. Jeffries 
Sergeant B. B. Craine 
Sergeant B. Jones 
Sergeant F. B. Mackey 
Sergeant I. F. McLcllan 
Sergeant B. Barnett ... 
Sergeant R. H. GR!lagher 
Sergeant A. P. Johnson 
Sergeant J. McDonald ... 
Sergeant D. A. Ackers 
Sergeant W. J. Edwards 
Sergeant C. D . Graham 

Sergeant A. L. Carratt 
Sergeant D. P. R. Laing 
Sergeant P. J. Roscoe 

Camp FARELF (holding 
Strength) 

,, 2211d Regiment 
,, 227 Sig:ial Squadron 
., 7th Regiment 

1 Div. Signal Regiment 
3 Div. Signal Regiment 
7th Regiment 
nth Regiment 
30th Regiment 
School of Signals 
4 Div. Signal Regiment 
2ut Regiment 
Army Personnel Selection Group 
2 Sqn. II th Re&imcnt 
38th Regiment (V) 
H.Q. 30 Bngr. Bde. Sig. Troop 
8th Regiment 
7th Regiment 
9th Regiment 
8th Regiment 
33rd Regiment (V) 
20 Armd. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 

,, 44 Sig. SQn. (V) 
,. H.Q. AFSOUTH 

Army Apprentices' College, 
Harrogate 

234 Signal Squadron 
2 Sqn. nth Regiment 
8th Regiment 

Promotions 
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

Ntw Old 
Nam• Initials Rank S•n. Datt Se11. Dar• 
ToW02 

G.A. S Sgt. 11 Apr. 71 3 Mar. 69 Pfeiffer 
Heath, A.R. S Sgt. 25 Apr. 71 7 Mar. 67 
O'Connell, w. S Sgt. 28 Ap. 71 4 Mar. 69 
Burt, A.J. T. S Sgt. 3 May 71 8 Mar. 69 

To S Sgt. 
R.G. A/ Sgt. 5 Feb. 71 24 Jan. 64 (R. Op.) Stanley-Jones, (R. o0.) Brow lie, H.B. A/S Sgt. 1 Mar. 71 21 Jan. 65 

WJ· S,t. 12 Mar. 71 1 Apr. 67 ~Tg. P·~ Crumbie, 
J. . AS Sgt. 13 Mar. 7l 5 Jan. 66 Tg.Op. Parkes, 
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O'Riordan, 
Hacker, 
.Morri, 
Kin.Cy, 
Fuggo, 

To \'\'O 1 
Kelly, 
Heaps, 

To W.0.2 
Holmes, 

To Sgt. 
~vill, 

Bennett, 
Belcher, 
Thoma, 
Gordon, 
Graves tock, 
Kintidom, 
Davies, 
Lovell, 
Morrissey, 
Priestley, 
Simms, 
Flynn, 
Murtagh, 
Atherton, 
Harper, 
Quick, 
Fotheringham, 
King, 
Vassallo, 
Peters, 
Artley, 
Howarth, 
Blackwell, 
Jones, 
Kemp, 
Barden, 
Berry, 
Jones, 
England, 

To Sgt. 
Wilkinson, 
Adtinson, 
Ashton, 
Trayler, 
Lyth, 

E.D. 
J. R. 
l;. B. 
G.A. 

V.G. 
c. 

I. R. 

A/S Sgt. 
Sgt. 

t. s gt. 
Sgt. 

YEOMAN OF 

Ai' .0.1 
A/W.O.l 

14 Mnr. 71 1 Feb. 59 (Comcen p) 
18 Mar. 71 I Sep. 66 (R.R. Man) 
22 Mnr. 71 28 Feb. 62 (Lmn.) 
31 Mar. 71 27 Feb. 64 (R. Op.) 
26 /\pr.71 22 May 68 (E.D.) 

IGNllLS ROLL 

31 Mar.71 I Jan. 67 
31 Mar. 71 l Apr. 65 

gt. 1 Apr. 71 21 Jul. 66 

TECHNIClANS ROLL 

M. T. Cpl. 
D.R. Cpl. 
R .A. Cpl. 
v. pl. 
F. D. M. Cpl. 
P. J . Cpl. 
D. G. Cpl. 
W. Cpl. 
T . A. Cpl. 
K. D. Cpl. 
C. G. Cpl. 
D. F. Cpl. 
AA Cpl. 
J. Cpl. 
A. L. Cpl. 
J. Cpl. 
D . W. Cpl. 
G. Cpl. 
P. W. Cpl. 
A.P. Cpl. 
R.N. Cpl. 
A. W. Cpl. 

. Cpl. 
A.W. Cpl. 
J. G. Cpl. 
W. J.M. Cpl. 
G.K. Cpl. 
M.E. Cpl. 
J. A. Cpl. 
J. L. Cpl. 

20 Oct. 70 
21 Jan. 71 
2 Feb. 71 
11 Feb. 71 
11 Feb. 71 
12 Feb. 71 
23 Feb. 71 
23 Feb. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
I Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
1 Apr. 71 
l Apr. 71 
14 Apr. 71 
14 Apr. 71 
14 Apr. 71 
14 Apr. 71 
14 Apr. 71 

18 Jun. 66 
30 Mar. 66 
3 Jul. 68 
12 Aug.66 
14 Feb. 68 
5 ov. 6 
22 Jul. 67 
1 Jul. 67 
l Apr. 60 
30 Apr. 64 
30 Jul. 65 
13 Jan. 66 
24 Mar. 66 
30 Mar. 66 
18 Jun. 66 
6 Aug. 66 
15 Feb. 65 
2 Dec. 66 
3 Jul. 68 
20 Apr. 67 
26 Apr. 67 
26 May 67 
12 Jul. 67 
23 Nov. 67 
30 May 68 
14 Apr. 67 
14 Apr. 67 
14 Apr 67 
14 Apr. 67 
14 Apr. 67 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 

T. 
J. 
K.G. 
C . P. 
T.E. 

Cpl. 
A/ Sgt. 
A/ Sgt. 
C1;>I. 
A/Sgt. 

l Jan. 71 l Mar. 67 
4 Jan. 71 31 Mar. 69 
12 Mar. 71 30 Nov. 67 
13 Mar. 71 l Sep. 66 
l Apr. 71 3 Nov. 65 

To Sgt. 
Lomas, 
Gallagher, 

To Sgt. 
Coles, 
Stirzakcr, 

'ame 

W.0.2 
Paxton, 
Pal mun, 

S Sgt. 
Edgar, 
Cokayne, 
Evans, 

W.0.2 
ixon, 

Sgt. 
West, 
Lehany, 

Sgt. 
Smithson, 

Sgt. 
Burt, 

Sgt. 
Saxby, 
Thornborough, 

Sgt. 
Wilby, 

COMMUNICATION CsN'rRB OPERATOR ROLL 

D. 
T. J. 

G.R. 
T.H. 

lt!i1ia/s 

J. K. F. 
M. 

R.P. 
F. 
J. T. E. 

A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 

14 Mar. 71 10 May 66 
14 Mar. 71 21 Jul. 57 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

CJ.>l. 
A/Sgt. 

1 Jan. 71 28 Jul. 65 
21 Jan. 71 6 May 65 

DELETIONS 

Sen. Date 

REGlMBNTAL DUTY ROLL 

9 Feb. 68 
29 Apr. 70 

22 Oct. 61 
20 Aug. 68 
l Sep. 68 

E.D. 

FORSMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

15 Apr. 68 

R. J. 
J. F. 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

28 Mar, 68 
31 Jul. 68 

Cl.ERK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

R.H.R. l Dec. 55 

COMMUNICATION Ci!NTRB OPERATOR ROLL 

B.A. C. 22 Jun. 55 

DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL 

L.F. 
P. 

N. 

1 Jul . 64 
2 Nov. 60 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 

20 Dec. 69 

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS 
SALOON HUNTERS WAGON HUNTERS FAST GT HUNTERS PROVEN IMPS 

THOSE AVENGERS RAUCOUS RAPIERS SUMPTUOUS SCEPTRES 

Discounts up to 17'/20/o from UK basic 

• FAST FOR FORCES PRIORITY FACTORY HELD STOCKS 
• SPECIAL FORCES FINANCE AND INSURANCE SCHEME 

• DELIVERY UK OR WEST GERMANY 
• MODELS TO OVERSEAS POSTING SPECIFICATION 
• TRAINED STAFF WITH YOU IN MIND 

That's what Chrysler Military Sales means. Can you really settle for less? 

~-------------------~ I !:~~.!~:~::::.~ ~~=.~::,:~·~~u~e~~~~~::~!~s Name ...... ............................................................... ... Rank .................................... I 
I ~~=~;::R ~~:::::1~:~~~R~, Address..................................................... .............. .... ................................................ I 

Karlstraue 16, Frankfurt, West Germany ......................................................................... ............................................................... .. I !::':.:::~ ~.~. ;~.,m•:; ~::~.:;~ ;""';:~~;~ 
0 

Telephone ..................................•.............................. Ext .............................. _J ....... I 
~--------~----------
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ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIANS 
I NTERESTING va?anc~es exist ".'ith a well known British 

c~n_ipany operating m the Middle East, for Electronics 
Technicians to be responsible for maintenance duties on Radar 
Display equipment and Computers associated with radar 
equipment. 
Suitable applicants can be offered courses of instruction on the 
equipment concerned before departing for the Middle East. 
These appointments offer a good salary plus an annual bonus 
(bot~ of which can q1;1alify for tax concessions). The company 
provides accommodation, catering, medical and other facilities. 
There is generous leave at 7-monthly intervals with free air 
passages home. Salary and subsistence allowance will be paid 
during courses in this country. 

Apply quoting Ref: 306 to: 

~;s~~~;~e~ERVICES LTD ~ 
Bournemouth (Hurn) Airport 'A' 
Christchurch, Hants 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSON·S 
AND 

PRIN·TING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

'71 FAMILY MODELS 

I RI UM PH ~~15% rt~~;J~~~ f 
OFF• 2000):1089 • 

OR 

PEUGEOT 
LI ST PRICES ' 
SLASHED • 
ALL '7 1 MODELS ' 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM ONLY £646 • 

Then for detai ls of U.K./Ger many Delivery, Speci
ficat ions, Nato Prices, H.P., ' Partex, Call , 'Phone 
or W rite to: 

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH 

415 KREFELD 
Pestaloz:zistr.-WEST GERMANY 

or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 < 1 ~~~;~!:~1 ~)' 

IMPORTER - SOLE DISTRIBUTOR 
(We have Agents in the U.K. t oo) 

rlll;l;l;l;l~lllllllll~l;H;H;l;~l~l;l;lllllli 

E DO YOU HOLD g = = 
§ PMG II OR P.MG I OR NEW GENERAL § = = = CERTIFICATE = = = 

OR 

HAD TWO YEARS' RADIO OPERA TING 
EXPERIENCE? 

Looking for a secure job with good pay and 
conditions ? 

Then apply for a post with the Composite 
Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service 
posts, with opportunities for service abroad, and 
of becoming establ ished, i.e., non-contribu tory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Training Coursei. (free accommoda
tion) starting January, April and September, 1972. 

If you are British born and resident in the United 
Kingdom, write NOW for ful l details and application 
form from 

§ Government Communications Headquarters, § = Recruitment Officer, = 
§ Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. § 
~ GL52 SAJ. § 
- (Telephone: Cbeltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). -

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 

CYPHE R VACANC IES 
Vacancies exist for men and women (particularly 

ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work. 
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable. 
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,385 . 
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties 

covering nights, weekends and public holidays. When on 
regular shift duty additional allowances of up to 20% 
of basic salary are payable. Opportunities exist for 
overseas service. 

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent 
prospects of becoming e tablished (i.e. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). 

There are also propects for promotion. 
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply. 
Candidates and both parents must have been British 

since birth. 
Application forms and full derails available from : 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GL52 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 

Hawkes of 
Savile Row 

The British have regularly gone into battle with 
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived 
to keep the firm going .. • and on victory parades 
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes' 
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion. 

Hawkes of Sav ile Row go back to the 
I 770's . Every year hund reds of people 
go back to Hawkes to be d ressed for 

the I 970's You ' ll know our reputat ion 
for made-to-meas ure tailoring but you 
may be surp ri sed at the extent of our 

hand-made ready-to-wear range. 
Drop in and see both at: 

SAVILE ROW · LONDON WI 
01-734 0186 

12a LONDON ROAD 
CAMBERLEY · SURREY 

Camberley 63829 

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request 

Produced for the Publilhen, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS. Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. 
(Tdcpbaoc: 01-730-3'411) by OOMBINED SHRVICB PUBLICATIONS LTD .. 67/68 Jermyn Street. St. Jame1'1, London, S.W.1. 

Printed in Grat Britain by F . J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, WC2N 6AY, and "Observer" Buildinga, Hutinga. 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offe r the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of t he Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Bro ke rs we believe that in th e light of eve r-chang ing circum
stances it is now m?re im portant than ever befo re that all ranks sho uld have t he be nefit of professional 
an d personal attention. 

Consult : 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office : 

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for:-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Invest ment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS you r Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

CYPHER VACANCIES 
_ Vacai:icies exist for men and . wo_men (panicularly 

ex-Service personnel) for Communications Cenuc work. 
Rec~nt experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable. 
Appointments are paid on a sca le rising to £1,385. 
Th?se appointed must accept liability for hift duties 

covering ~ghts, weekends and public holidays. When on 
regular. shift duty additional allowances of up to 20 o 

0 
of basic sal~ry are payable. Opportunities exist for 
oversea service. 

All first appoinunems are temporary but with excellent 
prosi;>ects of ~ecoming established (i.e. permanent and 
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). 

There are also propects for promotion. 
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apph-. 

. Cand.idates and both parents must have been Briti;h 
mce birth. · 

Application forms and full details available from: 

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/ 1105, 
Oakley, 
Priors Road, 
CHELTENHAM, 
Glos. GL52 SAJ. 
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491 

Ext. 2270 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIES 
Silk £1 .50 Crested Tankards . . { ~:~g 
Terylene/Crimplene £0·90 Silk Blazer Badges . . £0·85 
Crested Terylene £1.35 Gold Wire Blazer 
REME I . Badges £3·00 

nstatute Ties £1 ·35 Wall hields £2·00 
Crested Cuff Links . . £3·50 Car Badges £2·10 

Items made to your own design (by q11otario11 ) 
.K. Post Free Overseas Po t Ties/Badges IOp 

-

Other items 25p 

17 GABRIELS HILL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 
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Association 
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Hr. L. Wood 
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Edi t orial 

Our Cover Picture 
21st Signal Regiment have, in recent years, been making quite a 

name for themselves in sport. In particular they have won the Army 
Athletics T eam Championship for the last two years running and have twice 
been second in the Army Cross-Country Team Championships over the same 
period. Apatt from this, they have been to the fore in shooting and tug-<>f
war and a number of other sports. 

I t is with pleasure that we reproduce on our from cover some of the 
major trophies they have won. Notable amongst these are the large trophies 
on the top row which arc (from left to right) : The B.A.0.R. Athletics Team 
Championships Runners-up Cup (won 1970, retained 1971), for Army 
Rifle Association Non-central matches the King George V Cup, the Corps 
Shield and the King Edward Vll Trophy, the Army Athletics T eam 
Championship (won 1970, retained 1971), the B.A.0 .R. Cross-Country Team 
Championship Cup (won 1970, retained 1971), the R.A.F . (Germany) Tug
of-War Championship Shield. 

Perhaps it should be mentioned that rhe handsome pheasant trophy in 
the second row was a private presentation by Colonel Johnnie Clinch when 
he was Commander of 4 Signal Group. It is known as the Bird of the Year 
and is awarded to the officer who contributes most from an athletic point 
of view. 

Catterick Reunion 26th121th June 1911 
Once again the ever popular Catterick R eunion weekend has come and 

gone albeit this year with a certain amount of difficulty for the Training 
Brigade who were confronted with accommodation and feeding difficulties 
due to considerable rebuilding in their area. As a consequence a ceiling had, 
of necessity, to be imposed on the numbers who could be accommodated 
and provided with meals on the Sunday. In spite of this over 500 Association 
members were put-up for the night and given meals next day, apart from 
the excellen t buffet suppers provided in W.0.s' and Sergeants' Messes on 
Saturday evening. 

In this connection all should note that this situation may last for some 
time and in the case of meals priority must go to those who are being 
accommodated and to members of the Association. Branch Secretaries can 
help by ensuring their attendance :figures are as accurate as possible and 
that Branches do not arrive with smaller numbers than originally notified. 

D espite the limitations mentioned above, the weekend went off remark
ably well. The ever-capricious Catterick weather managed to produce sun
shine when i t was required and showers when it didn't matter. The Corps 
Band at the R etreat ceremony seemed, if anything, better than ever. St. 
Martin's Church on the Sunday was packed as usual and it was an inspiring 
sight to see 19 Branch Standards laid-up for the service a~ which Major the 
Reverend Jimmy Dearden (late of the Corps) preached with much effect on 
the Corps badge and a Christian interpretation of its meaning. 

At the march-past all were pleased to see Major-General Peter Bradley, 
our new Master of S ignals, taking the salute, and his presence during the rest 
of the day was much appreciated. 

At 5 p.rn. another excellent Reunion weekend came to an end. That 
it was up to its ·usual _hi?h standard is exemp.lified by .on_e officer who con
tributed £25 to Associauon funds to mark his appreciation, and a Branch 
who wrote to the Commander Training Brigade as follows: 

" I am wri ting on behalf of the 30 members of the Branch to express 
to you and through you to your staff, our great appreciation of the trouble 
taken in connection with the Reunion weekend. 

We can appreciate the vast amount of additional work this e~eI?-t 
must entail and it is only right that you should know how much it 1s 
appreciated by those of us who reap the benefits. 

If it were possible to select just one a~pect of that wonde~ul 
weekend for special praise my members feel It must be the catermg, 
both in the Sergeants' Messes an~ in the dining_ halls. ~he .five-sta; hotel 
standard achieved on past Reuruons was certamly mamtamed this year 
and those of my members who attended f?r the first time haven't yet 
stopped talking about the food! Our special thanks to your Catcnng 
Officer. 

We are counting the weeks to next year." 

(See double photo page on pages JI4 rand 315) 
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Thirtl Reunion of the Hong Kong Signal Company (1939-45) 

Front row, left to right: ). Murphy, Mrs. T. lent, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) A. F. Austen, Mrs . B. Ashford , Major-General P. F. Pentreath 
Signal Officer in Chief, Mrs. P. Pentreath, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) E. Levett, Ex-C.S .O. China Command, Mrs. M. Truscott, Mrs. B. Harrison, 

W. Holland, Mrs. B. Watkins. 
Second row, left to right : J. Whitehead, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) Monty Truscott, Mrs. J. Wood, V. lent, R.S.M. J. T. Wood, Mrs. M. Bin

ningsley, Mrs. H. Parry, W. Bevan, D. Harrison, M. Morgan, Major (Retired) F. Ashford . 
Third row, left to right: Major (Retired) D. C. Dickens, J. Hogan, Mrs. J. Hogan, A. Swaine, Mrs. H. Wallwork, G. Stanford, G. Busby, Captain 
(Retired) J. Dignan, T. Mellor, J. McCann , C. Latter, L. Parry, D. Howell, W . Stephenson, R. Cogbill, H. Wallwork, P. Moddrell, B. Binningsley, 

Lieutenant-Colonel Torn Amott, R. Hood, H. Bates, G. Carroll, F. Watkins, D. Honeybourne, M. Skinner, W. McCormick, J. Roelich . 

THE third reunion since the survivors of this unit were 
released from Japanese POW camps in August, 1945, 

took place at Blandford Camp on 5th June. It is recalled that 
the Company lost half its men when the prison ship ' Lisbon 
Maru' which was transporting them to Japan, was sunk by 
the United States' submarine U.S.S. 'Grouper,' in October, 
1942, and 1,100 out of 1,800 British prisoners lost their lives 
when, after the torpedo struck, the Japanese guards battened 
them in the hold and left them to their fate. 

Our guests this year were Major-General P. F. Pentreath 
(Signal Officer-in-Chief) and Mrs. Pentreath, and R.S.M. J. 
T. Wood (School of Signals) and Mrs. Wood; we think they 
enjoyed this far from formal gathering of ' old sweats ' and 
were amused by some of the yams they beard. 

Although the number attending was slightly down on last 
year's reunion this was more than made up by the attendance 
of nine wives who added to the ramily atmosphere. Lieutenant
Colonel E. Levett. who held the appointment of Chief 
Signal Officer China Command, was present and we were all 
delighted to see him again. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Monty Truscott presented a Samurai 
~word to RS.M. Wood and the members of bis Mess, 
a~ a token of appreciation for the hospitality extended to us by 
bis Mess--we are most grateful. The sword, which is to take 
pride of place in the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mes , was 
surrendered to Monty by a Japanese Colonel in August 1945. 

Our thanks to RS.M. Wood and bis magnificent staff for 
making this our third reunion so successful and a special vote 
of thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel Monty Truscott for his tire
less efforts in arranging all these reunions to date; he is still 
anxious to trace further survivors of the Hong Kong Signal 
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Company 1939-45 and anyone who can help should contact him 
at the Defence Automatic Data Processing Training Centre, 
Blandford Camp, Telephone Blandford 2581, extension 331. 

T .H.A. 

IN APPRECIATION OF HOSPITALITY EXTENDED 
Lieutenant-Colonel Monty Truscott presents R.S.M. Wood of the 
School of Signals with a Japanese Samurai sword in appreciation of 

all the hosp.itality extended by his Mess. 
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Corps celebrates its birthday in Rio tie Janeiro 

1r, 
I thought that your readers would like to know that the 
rp is_ not forgotten, even in far off South America. 
My wife and I had great pleasure in givin~ a cocktail buffet 
rty for over a hundred. guests in ce~t:bration of the Corps' 

1 t b~rthday. All .the for<:1g~ Naval, Military and Air Attaches 
a cd1tcd t<? .Brazil were rnv1tcd, as were senior signals officers 
m th . ~raz1han. armed forces. The Rio de Janeiro branch of 

Rnush Legion came along, together with their colleagues 
-Of t.he Poli h Legi?n. One happy discovery was that the South 
fn~n Co~crc1al _Couns~llor bad seryed alongside me in 

t • So!1th Afncan Signals m the Somaliland and Abyssinian 
mpa1gn. 
I believe the event made some impact on the Brazilian Army 
thei r own Signal Corps is only some four years old. ' 

Yours sincerely, 
D. M. Haslehust, Colonel. 

lJdence and Military Attache, 
British Embassy, Rio de Janeiro. 
c/o F .C.0., 
Kmg Charles Street, 
L ondon, S.W.l. 

Squash in the Corps 

ir, 
As I shall be retlrlllg in the next year, I am handing over 

a~ Pres.ident of Corps Squash to Brigadier Tonry. I should 
however, be grateful for an opponunity to express my gratirud~ 
to all those people who have done so much in the last three 
years to give squash such a boost. This has been reflected 
m the outstan?ing success of the Corps Team and the many 
oth<:r _fine a~evements, notably at the School of Signals, the 
Trrumng Bngad.e and the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate. 

It may not be generally known that Captain Tim Storr was 
awarded ~s Army colours after representing the Army at the 
Inter Service Squash Tournament. Also playing for the Army 
-and very well too-was Officer Cadet Neil Stewart, the son 
of Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Stewart of the Corps. 

The C<?rps is especially indebted to Captain Mike Cornforth, 
the captain and secretary Corps Squash whose quiet efficiency 
on and off the coun bas oontributed so much to our success. 
He leaves the Army shortly to take up a teaching appointment 
at Canford. He takes with him the best wishes of all those 
of the Squash fraternity. 

Yours faithfully, 
T. H. C. Grigg, Colonel. 

Headquarters Western Command, 
Ci.ester CH4 7 AW. 

Sergeant 'Tommy ' Slat/es B.E.M. 
Hundreds of ex-Boys and countless other friends will learn 

with regret of the death of that fine Corps personality -
Tommy Blades - at Brighton on 18th July. 

Next-of-kin is his sister Mrs. Rita Hicks, of 22 Southampton 
Street, Brighton. 

A write-up will appear in the September i sue of THE WIRE. 

HOYAL SIGNAL~ A SOCIATION" A:\'I) 

BENEVOLENT FUND 
The following donations wl!Tc gratef111ly received during 1une, 1971: 

[, p 
25.00 
27.70 

Officer Commanding 249 Signal Squadron . . . .. 
President, Wives' Qub, 18th "Signal Regiment ... . .. 
Officer Commanding nth Signal Regiment (collection box) 
Colonel T. W. Vigers o.B.E., M.C. , T.D., D.L. ... . .. 
w. G. KitSO.JJ, Esq. ... ... . .. 
Colonel R. G. L. Giblin, o.B.B. .. . . .. 
A. B. Turner, Esq. . .. . .. . .. 
Variou individual donations 
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1.09 
2.10 
I.25 
I.00 

so 
32 

£58.96 

Corps 01/icer in English Amateur Goll 
Championship 

Major _Dick Carroll, handicap l competing one.! again in 
the ~nglish Golf Ola!f!pionships at Burnham on 20th July, 
ran. mto tough opposition when he found himself matc'ned 
against a seeded player, David Marsh, the current holder of 
the Championship. These two first met at Wenrwonh 10 years 
ago when Carroll won two and one. The tables were well 
11.l:fned. this year when Marsh came home on a five and four 
wm with a below par round and despite a great birdie three by 
Carroll at the 390 yard third hole. 

BLANDFORD CAMP'S LATEST AMENITY 
Interior view S.K.C. Cinema Blandford Camp. Opened on Monday 

28th June 1971. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
A recent recipient of the Meritous Service Medal was W .0 .2 E. H. 
Walker serving with Northern Army Group, Headquarters. He is 
seen receiving his award from Major-General D. G. House C.B.E., 

M.C. 
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21st Regiment tlo it again! 
Corps Premier Athletic Regiment wins Army Team Championship 

The Wue porting correspondent writes: 
T the Aldershot tadiwn yesterday a small but enthusiastic 

band of Corps upponers were well rewarded to see 
the 21 t Regiment pull off the Anny Team Athletics f?J: the 
econd year running. 21st Regiment's athletes made a solid all

round ~owing and except for a few field events were always 
in the lead or runner-up position to emerge clear-cut victors 
over their last years rival , the 19th Field Regiment RA., by 
100 points to 91. Tills was all the more gratifying as in the 
B.A.0.R. qualifying finals the 21st Regiment were beaten into 
second place by the same Gunner Regiment. 

One is always heartered to see the 21st team in action. as 
their ability is based not on a few su~ athletes ~f<?~ 
in a large number of events but on a wide spread of mdiv1dual 
talent-albeit amongst them are some top-Oass men such as 
Sergeant J. C. Fenge, whose performances in the pole vault and 
hurdles are a delight to watch. Many in the team have developed 
their athletic prowess since joining the Regiment ~d th_eir 
successes are due in large measure to a strong team spmt which 
reaches a peak when under pressure. They are a small and 
busy Regiment and athletic training is very much a spare-time 
occupation. 

The 21st Regiment have, of oourse, been knocking on the 
door of the Anny Cross-C.ountry Championship for several 
years but seemed fated not to get beyond second place. P~haps 
1972 will see them pull off the double of both athlenc and 
cross-country team championships-and we certainly hope 
this comes their way. 

Also keeping the Corps' flag flying at Aldershot were the 
7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron who fought 
their way for the second year running to second place in the 
Minor Unit Olampionships this time tieing equal seconEl with 

the Junior Leaders Regiment R.C.T., the winners being the 
Mercian Brigade Depot. This Squadron have put themselves 
on the map not only in the athletic world but also at ski-ing 
where they saw off many major units in the Anny Ski-ing 
Olampionships earlier this year. They are also well known for 
their prominent bi-athletes, Corporal Sean Dillon-White and 
Signalman Doug Elliott, who are aspiring to high honours. 

Sh..1h place in the major team athletics was taken by 8th 
Signal Regiment who also helped to keep the Corps' name to 
the fore by strong performances in the 100 metres hurdles 
and the 5~000 metres team race, and last but not least was an 
enthusiastic W .R.A.C. contingent from 6 Squadron 8th Signal 
Regiment who managed a 5th place in the Women's Unit 
events. 

Incidentally, it is of interest to note that in the recently 
held 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force international athletics, 
which were won by the R.A.F. (Germany), no less than 16 of 
the total R.A.F. team of 31 were 21st Regiment athletes! This 
is the first time the RA.F. have won this event. 

All were very happy to see the S.0.-in-C., Major-General 
Pentreath, giving his usual enthusiastic personal support on this 
occasion along with Brigadier Derek Warren and Colonel 
Freddie Wmter. It was unfortunate that the train timings, at 
the end of the day, prevented him from joining the 21st Regi
ment in the well-deserved victory champagne which they 
undoubtedfy enjoyed after the prizegiving. Also present was, 
of course, Lieutenant-Colonel Roy Phippard, the new C.O., 
who has clearly inherited the sporting outlook of his pre
decessor Lieutenant-Colonel Norman Butler whose special effort 
to be present at his old Regiment's victory was much 
appreciated. 

Altogether a very good day from the Corps point of view! 

Sword of Peace presentation 
Hong Kong Squatlron receive we/1-meritetl honour 

Since 1967 Wilkinson Sword Ltd. have presented swords to 
British Service Ynits who have done me most to foster good 
relations with the local oommunity at home and abroad. Of 
three swords presented this year, one went to H.M.S. Sirius, a 
second to the R.A.F. School of Technical Training at Halton, 
and the third to our own 253 Squadron who were adjudged 
to have been the best unit in the British Army in 1970 for the 
excellent work they did in developing good relations with the 
Olinese community in Hong Kong. 

Readers of THE WIRE will have read with interest and 
admiration the various projects undertaken by the Squadron 
by way of installing electric light in several remote and poor 
villages in Hong Kong. This work-has, of oourse, been greatly 
appreciated by the local villagers and has raised the status 
of the British Armed Forces very considerably in the eyes of 
the Chinese oommunity. The work itself has been arduous and 
carried out often in considerable heat and humidity. Neverthe
less the sokhn of the Corps engaged on it have enjoyed their 

laoours feeling they were doing something really tangible that 
was of real assistance to others. A number preferred to stay on 
rather than take their normal turn of relief. As usual our 
soldiers made great friends with the village children and were 
invariably surrounded by a throng of smiling young assistants. 

The villagers themselves soon lost their initial shyness and 
welcomed our men into their homes, and when they left 
pressed simple but heart-felt gifts upon them. 

All will be pleased to know that this admirable undertaking 
has been recognised by the presentation of a Sword of Peace 
to 253 Signal Squadron and we are glad to record that Major 
M artin P ickard, the O.C. Squadron, was able to be present at a 
recent ceremony in London to receive the Sword in the name 
of the Squadron which he has been corrunanding in Hong 
Kong for some time. 

Well done 253 Squadron- who incidentally have a very high 
sporting reputation in Hong Kong as well 
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Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs! Why not send us your story? 
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Corps shooting remains at high level 

Corps Marksmen on target 
llllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllHlllllJIHllllllllllJllU 

I T is gratifying to note that the enthusiasm and skill built 
up over a period of years is still as high as ever amongst 

the Corps shooting fraternity. The C.Orps name undoubtedly 
coaunands much. respect these days in the Services shooting 
world and for this we must thank a number of individuals who 
have ~edicated themselve~ to organising and training our 
potential talent up to the high standards that we now see. This 
year we are particularly indebted to Major ~rge Cowsill 
~~e e:rarnpie and. enthusiasm has been a great spur both 
wlthm his own Regunent as well as Corps shooting of which 
he. is currently the ~ecretary. George repeatedly threatens to 
retue from the shootmg scene-he has been the oldest service 
oompetit0r for the last four years-but invariably his services 
are on demand and no doubt we will see him at Bisley again 
nrxt year. 

Reverting te shooting adlievements, this year's results are 
a follow : 

Corps skill at arms meeting 
Nine major and four minor units competed with the following 

results : 
Major Units - final placings 

1. 30th Signal Regiment .. . 
2. 28th Signal Regiment .. . 
3. 7th Signal Regiment .. . 
4. 22nd ~;~_al Regiment . . .. .. . . . . . .. 
5. 3rd D1vmon H .Q . and Signal Regiment 
6. 2JSt Signal Regiment 
7. 8th Signal Regiment ... 
8. Army Apprentices' College 
9. JO:h Signal Regiment ... 

Mjnor Units-final placings 
1. nth Signal Regiment 
2. 26o Sig1al Squadron ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 
3, 5 Inf~ntry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron 
4. 223 Signal Squadron .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

Individual Results - final placings 

54 points 
44 points 
43 points 
31 points 
28 points 
22! points 
22 points 
15 points 
13! points 

19t points 
18! points 
16 points 
6 points 

124 individuals competed., the first 25 being listed below: 
1. Captain D. J . Macl.ean 
2. Major G. A. S. Exell 
3. Sergeant W. G. Bell 
4. Lance-Corporal R. Kingham 
5. W.0.2 E. R. R. Smith 
6. Corporal A. E. De-La-Haye 
7. Corporal G. L. Jaques 
8. Lance-Corporal C. Harris 
9. Corporal A. G. Hunt 

10. Lieutenant V. J. Reed 
11. Captain T. N. Singleton 
u. W.0.2 W. W. Easter 
13. Sergeant R. P. Portlock 
14. Lieutenant C. C. L. Enright 
15. Corporal B. Rocket 
16. Captain R. F. A. Davies 
17. Lance-Corporal A. McBain 
18. Corporal P. Barrett 
19. Major D. Watson 
20. ignalman A. K. Ford 
21 . Corporal M. C. Wilkin 
22. W.0.1 J. L. umhope 
23. Corporal W. R. Kirkwood 
24. Maior G. Cowsill 
25. Lance-Corporal J. Hindle 

636 points 
621 points 
620 points 
613 points 
6u points 
6II points 
6o1 points 
593 points 
584 points 
58o point 
576 points 
570 points 
569 points 
564 points 
563 points 
562 points 
556 points 
554 points 
552 points 
549 points 
547 points 
547 points 
547 points 
541 points 
534 points 

A.R.A. Central Meeting 

3oth Regiment 
S.R.D.E. 
7th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
21st Regiment 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
28th Regiment 
21st Regiment 
7th Re&iment 
A.A.C. Harrogll'te 
28th Regiment 
11th Regiment 
8th Regiment 
28th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
7th Regiment 
3rd Regiment 
21st Regiment 
260 Squadron 
26o Squadron 
220d Regiment 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 

July will be remembered by most people in England as a 
heat-wave month. Temperatures, soaring to the upper eighties, 
make for good holiday weather, but very weary falling plate 
weather. Bisley common in a heat wave can be very unpleasant, 
but nonetheless the sooring was of a high standard, and on 
everal occasions Corp teams out-shot the 10 G.R. and Trucial 

Oman Scouts, who were obviously at home in the heat. 
The most noticeable Corps results were 10 placings in the 

Army 100. These were: Captain D. J. McLean (49), W.0.2 
E .. RR. Smith (36), Corporal G. L. Jaq~es (40), Lance-Cnrporal 
Hmdle (90) and Lance-Corporal Harns (63), of 30th Signal 
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Regiment; Captain R.. F. A. Davies (97) and Corporal E. G. 
Hunt (51), of 28th Signal Regiment· Signalman A K Ford 
(76), 21st Sig;nal Regiment; Sergeant Bell (74), 7th Si~ Regi
ment; and Lieutenant V. J. Reed (58), of 21st Signal Regiment 
attached to Q.O. Hldrs. CENTO team. 

We had two placings in both the SMG XX.X and Pistol XXX. 
These were: 

SMG XXX: Lance-Corporal Kingham who came fourth 
after a oount out and Lance-Corporal Hindle who finished 25th 
and was making his first appearance in the SMG XXX. Both 
N.('..O.s are from 30th Signal Regiment. 

Pistol XXX: Lieutenant V. J. Reed and Captain D. J. McLean 
were 7th and 8th respectively. 

The Methuen Cup 
Despite everyone's hopes, and a record shoot by Captain 

D. C. N. Genders who, with a borrowed rifle scored 183 we 
managed to score 95 l to tie for 1st place with R.E.M.E. 'The 
count-out rules for ties gave R.E.M.E. the pot! Unbeaten, 
undat111t~d, but a little sad the Corps team was as follows: 

Captain D. C. N. Genders, Captain D. J. McLean, W.0.2 
E. R R Smith, Corporal G. L. Jaques, Lance-Corporal C. 
Harris, Lance-Corporal J. Hindle. 

The Woolwich Trophy was once again oomfonably won 
from the Sappers and the Gunners for the eighth year running. 

Brook B-Ond Cup 
30th Signal Regiment are to be congratulated for winning 

~e Brook Bond Cup and Royal Ulster Rifles Cup. The former 
is for the best non-infantry unit score during the first stage of 
the Anny 100. The latter is for all comers and is the knock-out 
falling plate match. The winning team was 30th Regiment's ' B ' 
team comprising the 'old men' W.0.2 Smith, Corporal Rennold
son, Lance-Corporal Harris and young Lance-Corporal McBain 
(age only 23). The aggregate age of me team is 118 years! 

30th Regiment's crack ' A ' team managed third place and 
for two C.Orps' teams to be in the first three of a total entry 
of over 80 is a fine feat. 

The Retired Members' Spoon 
Retired members who read TuE WIRE will be pleased to 

learn that Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh (retired) won the 
Retired Members' Spoon in the Roupell Cup. Lieutenant
Colonel Walsh and Colonel Thompson, late of the Corps, also 
came 2nd and 3rd respectively in the Bisley Cup target rifle 
match. Both these very experienced marksmen, however, lost 
to a young officer cadet who only dropped three point overall! 

N.R.A. Sisley Meeting 
Those selected to stay behind for the N.R.A. Meeting did 

well in almost all their events. Lance-Corporal Kingham won 
the SMG Individual Oi.ampionship, and shot for the Regular 
Army in the Inter-Services' SMG Match; W.0.2 Smith and 
L ieutenant Reed shot for the Army in the United Services' 
Cup (SLR) and the Whitehead Cup (Pistol) Inter-Services' 
matches. Royal Signals (Genders, McLean and Reed) won the 
Bargrave D ean Pistol Tile shoot. Captain M cL ean won the 
Standing SLR match the Senior Service Cup. Lieutenant
Colonel D . Hall (40th (City of Belfast) Signal Regiment ) 
was placed second in the Stephens (200 yards napshooting). 
Corporal Jaques wa placed third in the sitting and first in the 
snap-shooting events. 

In the Target Rifle events, Colonel Gilbertson, Major Cox 
and Captain Genders shot for the Regular Anny in both the 
Short and Long Range Inter-Services' matches, Genders and 
Gilbertson being equal highest scorer in the Army tenm in 
both matches. Colonel Gilbertson al o shot for Wale in the 
National (short range) and Mackinnon (long range) matche . 
W.0.2 Smith was the fourth member of the Corps' team in 
this meeting. In competition with man ' civilian rifle club teams, 
however, our team results were disappointing. 
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CO RPS TECHNICIAN IS BOOBY TRAP EXPERT 
Sergeant Bill Summers wiring a booby-trap in the well of the 
'enemy· village at the Army Jungle School in West Malaysia. Sergeant 
Summers, a Royal Signals radio technician, uses his electronic skills 
to teach British soldiers that the qui et green jungle can conceal 

simple but deadly traps. 

Exercise • Kaki D a n Rak i t ' 

A journey on loot anti by raft from 
Cameron High/antis to Kuala lipis 

By Corporals W. G. Butler and C. Ramsay, 
19th Signal Regiment 

EXERCISE' Foot and Raft' started from 19th Signal Regi
ment at Changi with a road move by four-tonner to the 

Cameron Highlands. An overnight stop was made at Port 
Dickson where the party were kept awake by the barking of 
countless pariah dogs and off-key cockerels and on the follow
ing day Tanah Rata, in the Cameron Highlands, was reached 
without mishap, and a chilly night was spent in Slim Lines. 
The idea of the exercise was to move by raft, where possible, 
and on foot from the Cameron Highlands to Kuala Lipis, a 
distance of approximately 145 miles. According to Police · 
reports the last time this had been attempted by Europeans 
was 18 years ago when a party were dropped from a heli
copter on the route but, unfortunately when rafting two men 
were drowned and the attempt was abandoned. Our party 
~isted of Captains John Roberts and Mike Alden, Sergeant 
Colin Wood, Corporals Bill Butler, Turk Ramsay and ' Geordie' 
Waugh, Lance-Corporal Shaarani and Signalman Suppiah. 
Communication support was provided by M.alaysian Signals 
wi~h a rhr.ee-man Radio Crew under command of Corporal 
Zainal. Usmg a Racal Syncal radio they provided !first-class 
voice_ communications to Kuala Lumpur and Kuala Lipis 
throughout the entire journey. 

Enc ounte rJng our first real jungle 
Here are some of our impressions now, from the diaries we 

kept on the jOtn"Oey. 
" ... Day Three. Encountered our first real jungle today. 

~e paths-;-if they can be called that-are very bad and the 
river crossmgs would make Tarzan worried. We came across 
another aborigine settlement and the women ran inside to 
clothe themselves although some of the party claim co have 
seen a little more than is normally seen. I t was here that we 
set about bull~ our first set of three rafts. Our three 
aborigne guides/ raft builders are selecting and cutti ng the 
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bamboo while us poor boobies, w1skilled products of western 
civilisation, drag the 30-foot poles through the jungle to the 
river. Sweaty prickly work. Each bamboo pole has a million 
minute hairs which scratch and irritate. 

Hitting Hu• r o cks 
The aborigines assembled the rafts. Fifteen poles lashed 

with rauan form the raft proper. The centre floats 2-3 inches 
under water so each has a platform 3-4 inches h igh. Even so, 
when braving a rapid everything is soaked. . . . Rafting is 
peaceful and enjoyable. . . . Raft 2 hit a rock, immediately 
urned ideways to the current and equally fast Captain 
Roberts, Bill Butler and Abour guide leapt on to the tiny rock 
with all our Bergans. Turk Ramsay was left on the raft which 
came free with the sudden loss of load. Raft 3 came to the 
aid of Turk's plaintive cry of ' Whaddo I do now?' a s he was 
swept away by the strong current and all were rescued, wetter 
and o we thought, wiser. . .. 

Tile situation gets 1nore cla11gerous 
Day Four .... Dangerous (more dangerous that is) rapids 

are ahead. Our Tafts abandoned we walk along stream beds 
through rotting undergrowth and over slippery rocks to a 
point where rafting can be attempted <>nee more. The bamboo 
is on the other side! A rope, after many attempts, is finally 
secured across by Captain Alden and all cross the raging neck 
deep torrent in comparative safety ... . More raft •building .. .. 

Only ninety minute of light left. More rafting, more rapids, 
and ~ grotty place to camp. Bill Butler slashed his hand with 
a golok. Captain Alden provided first-aid and Captain Roberts 
comfort in 'That's just what I did three weeks ago. Look at 
rlie scar it leave~' ... . 

Arrivin at Dixon 
Day Five. . . . Fairly uneventful. Apart from some hairy 

rapids we .arrived safe and sound at Dixon. Dixon is a former 
army and police post where we were able to sleep wider an 
attap Toof and sort out our kit. All joined the aborigines swim
ming in the river. Captain Roberts entranced the local women 
b}' diving in respectably clad and emerging stark naked . . .. 

Disaster strikes 
Day Six .... Moving now towards ' civilisation' no more 

aborigines with pigs grunting in the ladangs but the cries of 
Islam from the riveT banks. Stopped briefly to pay off our 
guides at Kuala! Medang and now we were on our own for the 
last fifty miles of rafting. Mishaps from the start. Our raft 
drifted into a dead calm stretch too s;teep to pole out from. 
Raft 3 hit a sandbank waiting for us and one shot away and 
was soon out of sight. We managed to push ours clear although 
we could hear ' Geordie' Waugh muttering-his mutters were 
a constant source of amusement-.about half a mile down
stream. Captain ' Wrecker' Roberts decided to stop giving 
useful advice and took on the stern pole .... We charged 
through a violent Tapid backwards. . . . Then disaster struck. 
Suppiah and Captain Roberts were steering and as we nego
tiated a further fast rapid sideways we smashed into a large 
rock. We had done it all before. We leapt on to the rock. 
Captain Roberts lit his pipe. Suppiah and Bill Butler untied 
the packs as Turk and Captain Roberts held the raft against 
the rock. Finally with a terrible groan the raft broke up. Bill 
Butler lost his left plimsoll and left jungle boot. Rescue came 
in the form of a dugout with -an outboard. No doubt non
plussed as to why three Brits and one Indian were squatting 
on a midstream Tock they ferried us to a village where accom
modation was allotted in the school. The Malays had heard of 
white men and the whole village crowded round to watch us 
brew up. Darkness saved us from further scrutiny. Meanwhile 
the other twd rafts had arrived at Bukit Betong, had been met 
by the stationmaster there, fed and put to bed in the waiting 
room of the station. 

The raftwrecked s urv ivors 
Day Seven .... Raftwrecked survivors were given a lift in 

the rescue boat to Betong. :Raftless, we finished our journey by 
rail, a fifteen minute journey, wh ile the remaining rafts con
tinued uneventfully to Kuala L ipis and the end of exercise. 

Considering the nwnbers of men that have l(!ied on this 
river we did very well to e merge unscathed save for the loss 
of two pieces of left-footed footwear and a pair of under
pants. 
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The journey started ~>n 20th. ~pril and. eight days later the 
par.ty were .s~fely back m the c1v1hsed env!Ionments of Changi. 
T his expi:dmo.n "."as planned. as ~n adventure training exercise 
and certamly it lived up co ns aim. I t was. not unti l they had 
ompleted th~ t~ek that the party fully realised the dangerous 

nature of their iourney and they were al l a good deal wiser in 
living in and moving through the jungle. 

Far-away places or Exercise 'Wet Shoes Ill' 

How to e x(•reise n Group without a Grou1• 

' J iHE problem was easily defined. How to exercise a Group 
, Headquarters without a Group. June 1970 saw H.Q. 13 

Signal G~oup (V), all seven of us, fully deployed controlling 
four Regiments spread from Inverness to Oke"nampton. 1971 
however, was to be an individual u:aining year so Group Head~ 
quarters would be redundant. Feeling ourselves at sea the idea 
was born to go to sea and so we did. 

Flying our flag from its foremast (and only mast) OLD 797 
a converted motor fishing vessel, sailed from Oban on 5th Jun~ 
o? a voy~ge that .took all seven ?f us again via Tobermory, 
• orth U1st an9 . mto the Atlantic to St. Kilda and back. 
Adv~ntur?us trammg? Undou~tedly the skipper had great faith 
m his ship but . a Force 5 wmd both ways for the journey to 
and from St. Kilda at least prevented any ideas that may have 
lurked in any minds about transfers to the Royal Navy. 

S t . Kilda Detachment do their best 

No doubt the Royal Signals detachment at St. Kilda were 
surprised to see a vessel flying the Group Flag approac~1 their 
shores. They did try to communicate with us when we tied up 
somewhat mistakenly to ~e one and only buoy and then pro
cee~ed to try ~nd. drag 1t round the anchorage. Failing with 
radio communicattons they resorted to flags but with the 
person~! kn~wledge that the Director of Na~al Signals was 
abohshmg this system we had not brought our book with us and 
so the message wa only delivered when the Commander leapt 
ashore. He had to-the dinghy was sinking! However we record 
a picture of St. Kilda detachment and cherish this as a place 
that the S.0 .-in-C. has not been to-yet. 

REMOTE POSTING 
Corps detachment at St. Kilda. 
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It was perhaps unfortunate that our communication a 
SR Cll/R 210 lash ed to the stern, did not work. Due entir~l;, 
as. the duty oper~tor, GSO II (V), reponed, to a ·hip's power 
fa ilure beyond his control. However, a ship-to-shore telephone 
enabled the _Deputy Commander to continue with hi~ office 
wo~k. ~e claims that his office's voice procedure is very poor 
which is why they misunderstood his orders. 

Althoug~ we cannot claim any actual recruits our flag caused 
c~mment m every port of call and future visitors to OLD 797 
will see our plaque. s.crewed to its upper deck, so maybe one 
day somebody will JOIO the Corps as a result of HQ 13 Signal 
Group (V) Summer Camp 1971 and our visits to far-away 
places. 

9th Heginient Srab-aqua Club tr" out the tropica l 

maters of Gan lsla"d 

A Memorable visit to Gan 
Off to Gan 

SUNLIT seas and coral sand, palm trees singing to the 
. trade "".ind's tune and rollers booming on the outer reef 

-1t so.unds like some bogus epic from the Isles of Hollywood. 
But this .one's true. and it happened, by kind permission of the 
Royal Air Force, m March this year. In short a party of six 
si_i~-aqua divers f:om this. ~egiment flew c_o G~ for ten days 
divmg wider tropical condiuons from the sLxth to the sixteenth 
of March . Gan Atoll consists of a ring of small islands set 
round a lagoon some four miles in diameter and is situated 
forty-one miles north of the Equator at the southern end of 
th.e Maldive group of isla~ds in t~e Indian Ocean. The Royal 
Air Force occupies one island 10 the lagoon and provides 
employment fo~ ~arge numbers of the locals. Curiously enough 
the !~ Admirustrator! allows no return visits by the British 
co llus islands for fear, no doubt, of infecting his people with 
the ideals of the permissive society. 

The Expedition, consisting of Ma'or Bird, 14/20 Hussars· 
Staff-Sergeant Martin Hagger, Int. eo'rps; Corporal John Cl~ 
Int. Corps; Corporal ' Bernie ' Traynor, RAF.; J / T. Chris 
Kemp, R.A.F., and Lance-Corporal John Bird, Royal Signals 
flew there on a Britannia via Muharraq in the G ulf wher; 
the bar in the c-r_ansit lounge very obligingly opened for us at 
3.30 a.m. local ume. The advantage of flying by Britannia is 
~at you can take your kit with you and the sub-aqua way of 
life. demands nearly your own weight again in air bottles, lead 
weights, schnorkel gear and so on. Thus, on arrival we were 
able to unpac:I< ow: g~ar,_ fill the air bottles and get in a short 
exploratory dive w1th10 SLX hours of our arrival. 

RELAXING AFTER A DIVE IN TROPICAL WATERS 
In the picture from left to right : J/Technician Chris Kemp, R.A.F., 
Corporal Maclean , R.A.f ., Gan and Lance-Corporal Johnnie Bird 
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h·in a quitf" a (~w adventurt>s 

dived ·ery day ometime twice a day, at depths down 
to 120 feet which i the average depth of the Boor of the 
lagoon. The marine life is fabulous, an ever-changing kaleido
scope of colours as dish of wildly improbable shapes and hue 
glide and flash through forests of d elicate coral. Rays and 
sharks ( lud:ily small ones), turtles and turkey fish-we saw it 
all. The e last by the way, are indeed ugly cu tomers, despite 
their physical beauty, since contau with their gently waving 
frond-l ike spines ends in an agoni mg death within the hour, 
or less, from the injection of a neurological venom. Luckily 
they sit still within their hidey-hole and do no~ seek trouble. 
We moved to and from the diving areas either by D honi 
local boats crewed by anything up to twenty rowers, or by 
the P.S.I. boat powered by an outboard motor . Perhaps the 
fact that Major iBird patched a hole in its bottom persuaded 
the P .S.I . to lend us the boat. We, all of us, brought back our 
shcl.ls, pieces of coral and (tall?) stories. Bernie won't forget 
in a hurry the 2t-foon R emora, or ucker fish, which attached 
it elf to his tanks at 100 feet and, despite his desperate acro
batics, stayed with h im through a long dive to within ten feet 
of the surface. or will Chris Kemp cease to tell of the 
Jeopard rays, four at the last t ellingf which made for him with 
the speed of the Brighton Belle. T h ey were, in fact, merely 
escaping from Johnny Bird in his with-it scarlet vest . 

H osp itality beyo nd praise 

The hospitality, friendliness and help shown us by our 
RA.F. hosts was beyond praise--from the Station Commander 
Wmg-Commander Gee and Squadron Leader Thomas, Officer 
i/c Gan Sub-Aqua Club, to all the boys of the Club and the 
~y others ~ the Station who made it a truly m emorable 
VlS!t. 

Footnote: Gan reciprocated by sending us a party of five 
divers in April which gave us a chance to equal the score. 
We may even do it again. 

Teleprinter London 

Maintenance 
Technician 
The Cable and Wireless Group of Companies, leader in the 
field of global telecommunications operations, has vacancies 
for Teleprinter Maintenance Technicians to work in Central 
London for its expanding Service Centre. 

Applicants should hold a clean current UK driving licence, 
be resident within about 30 miles of Central London and have 
good practical experience of 5-unit telegraph machines 
including maintenance, trouble shooting and installation 
work. They should also be experienced in the use of Test 
equipment such as TOMS and Oscilloscopes, and be capable 
of following and understanding electrical/ electronic circui ts 
employing relay logic. 

If you have suitable experience and are looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation, 
wri te for application form giving brief details of experience, 
age and present salary to :-

The Personnel Officer (Recru itment), 
Dept. A251 / 490 
Cable and Wireless Limited, 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road , 
LONDON , WC1X BRX. 
Telephone :- 01-242 4433 Extension 211. 

CABLE AND WIRELESS 
W ORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS 

News lrom Regiments 

Army Apprentices' College 
Harrogate 

Knnresborough Bed Race, 1971 

AS reade~ of THE WIRE will recall, Sergeant Peter H ardwick 
~d his sl!11warts last year earned Phlllips Squadron a 

place m the Guinness Book of R ecords, for winning this cele
brated charity event in record time. As this fear was accom
plished on only three wheels; we reckoned that this year we 
couldn't lose. 

After all, we had Sergeant ' Paddy ' Lavery to take over as 
Whip-Crad_<er in Chief; we had Sergeant Ken Johnson as 
Bedmaker m G eneral and Wheelwright -in Particular; we had 
four of last year's team, bigger and stronger than ever; and 
we had Lea Bambage of Y.T .V. as passenger- all 5-foor 
nothing and eight stones-nil of h er . 

So it was with h!gh hopes that thei boys of Phill ips Squadron 
embarked on their long course of arduous training-eight 
week's worth of gruelling runs at 0615 hours and two or three 
evening bed-shoves per week, up and around the rugged terri
tory of Birk! Crag, where hill-climbs abound . 

Our coafidence was barely shaken when the draw was made 
and we found ourselves scheduled to start 32nd of 34 beds~ 
despite the fact that the draw was made by our last year's 
p_assenger, Linda Canham of the "Harrogate Herald." We 
sunply felt that we should have to overtake just that many 
more beds. 
Bu~ another blow fell when, the week before the race we 

learned that family illness had struck and we were to losd our 
"little, light, lithe and lovely» passenger. Being thus "bird
less," we were mystified when, the Tuesday before the race 
the College's P ublic R elations Officer requested our prescnc~ 
on the Square, to be photographed for the "Daily Mail," 
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" D aily Express," "Daily Mirror " and " Sim." We understood 
that he had found us a passenger, and so he had-in the 
shape (le mot juste) of M.iss Ann Mosedale, who had come 
third in the recent Miss England Beauty Contest. (We always 
knew that Phillips. Squadron passengers were a bit special!) 
She came, she saw, she conquered us-and firmed our resolve 
to win, whatever the odds. 

And so to 5th June, the day of the race, A/T. Pete Tiernan 
just aboun swnmed it up when he told the newspapers "With 
a smasher like Ann to inspire! us, how can we lose?" 

We went off like the proverbial bats out of hell and were 
goiQg great guriE, overhauling ~ed a&:er lbed, when we 
approached the scene of last year's "nasty accident." At the 
very point where the wheel came off, came an anguished cry 
from the front. The only printable part was "Oh no! Not 
again!"! Sure enough, the dreaded cobblestones, following 
immediately on the infernal level crossing, had! taken their toll 
again, ancf we were down to three wheels. 

But it had happened before and we had lived through it, so 
we pressed on regardless. Still in fine -style, we reached the 
main road and were about to enter the dield to cross the river 
lying a mere fourth and having passed our most feared orivals, 
Leeds Regional Hospital Board. And then disaster really 
struck . In our determination to hit the front, we hit instead 
the kerb-and lost a second wheel. 

D esperately we tried it all: pushing, tugging, heaving, drag
ging, hauling and even carrying. Bur it was all in vain and 
we had no option ibut to retire with what grace we might, 
leaving victory to the Hospital Board. Our only cnunb of 
comfort was that our charming lady passenger, near to tears of 
disappointment, promised to come again next year, even if 
she is ducked in the river for winn ing. 

By then, of course, the presenr team-A/ T . S.S.M . Andy 
(Continued on page 301) 
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[Phew: Sergean1 W . Semple, Royal Signals 

KNARESBOROUGH BED RACE TEAM 
Left to right : Sergeant Lavery, A{T Tiernan, A/T Adam, A{T W att, A{T S.S. M. Hickli ng, A{T Sergeant Arnold, A{T Mable. 

Hickling, A / T. Sergeant Dave Arnold, A/ T 's Calum Watt, 
' Orph ' Mable, Peter Tiernan and Billy Adam-will have gone 
on to h igher things. But we are sure that " cometh the day, 
cometh the team," and that! we shall find next year six young 
men determined and able to restore the Cup to irs r ightful 
place-in Phillips Squadron. 

College Golf Club 
An innovation this term has been the founding of the 

College's own Golf Club. With a lot of self-help and hard 
work by enthusiasts within the College, a nine-hole course has 
been made round the perimeter of the Sports Field. 

F or obvious reasons, there are no bunkers, bur the course is 
made pretty tricky by the number of ' Out of Bounds' hazards. 

On 17th June, the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, 
officially opened the course by driving ceremonially off the first 
tee. This was followed by the inaugural meeting, a 9-hole 
Medal competition organised in two divisions. Appropriately 
D ivision I was won by Mr. Ron Scrafton of Op Wing, one of 
the coache · victor in .Division II was Corporal Curtis of M.T. 

Par for the course is 3-0 and these two players established 
the present course record wirh net scores of 29. 

The aim of the Club is to stimulate interest in Golf among 
the apprentices, and so far seven have joined. Coaching sessions 
are held on Tuesday and Thursday evening by Mr. Scrafton 
and Mr. Charles G rant. 

At the time of writing an Individual Match Play Knockout 
C.Ompetition is in progres . The final will be played at Pannal 
at the end of term. 
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.\uy body for e roque f? 
The latest venture ofl the Officers' Mess has been into the 

field {and we mean it) of Croquet. 
Thanks largely to the influence of our Dental Officer, Major 

Jack Clark, the appropriate gear has been bought and a • lawn ' 
of vast dimensions established. (Players appdrently need a map 
to circumnavigate it!) 

The lawn was officially opened, and the game duly launched 
by the Commandant on Thursday, 1st July, at a R egimental 
Guest Nighr. 

Anoth:!r unusual feature of the inaugural game is that it 
was played after D inner-and hence by floodlights. 

At present the M ess claims the title of Champion. Croquet 
Club of Harrogate: despite earnest appeals in the local papers, 
we know of no othell similar organisation. 

MENS CLOTHING 
1s still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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Specialist 
Teleprinter Operators 

are required for the 

M inistry of Defence Communications Centre 

in Central London 

Initia lly, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting an? associated p~o
cedures, but they will be given the opportunity of training for higher grade duties 
when the Communications Centre becomes fully automatic. 

Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 40 words per 
minute. and having a good knowledge of current communication procedures. 

Basic starting pay, at age 25 or over, will be £24· 92 per w eek rising to £29 · 52 
per week. inclusive of London Weighting. Successful candidates will currently 
be required to work shifts and overt ime, which on average, attracts a further 
£5 ·00 per week. There are opportunities of promotion to almost £1,800 per 
annum basic pay. 

If you would like further details, and are of British nationality, telephone 
01-242 0222 ext. 563, or write to : 

CM(S)3H, Ministry of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, 
Theobalds Road, London, WC1X SRY. 
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( ;ricket 

7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

The Regimental team bas had a successful month. They won 
the three matches played. The first victory was against 4 
Armoured Workshop, R.E.M.E. The Regiment batted first and 
~cored 215 for 6 wickets declared, and in reply 4 Armoured 
Workshop were all out for 96. In the first round of the 4th 
Division Cup we played 4/7th Dragoon Guards, beating them 
by 60 runs. We were 105 for 9 wickets after 30 overs and 
4/7th, batting second, were all out for 45. After the Cup match 
we had a break of over two weeks before our next match 
against the 5rh Inniskilling Dragoon Guards at Munster. 
Despite intermittent showers we were able to complete ahe 
match which we won by eight wickets. Our hosts batted first 
and scored 76 all out and we were able to get the necessary 
77 runs to win for the loss of only two wickets. 

Congratulations to Corporal Lawrence on his selection for 
the B.A.0.R. eleven. 

St}U.\DUON N OTES 

I Squadron 

The month of June cannot be allowed to pass without 
mention of Exercise ' Summer Sales.' If ever there was an 
exercise misnamed thls was it. ' Sodden Sales ' would have 
been a better title. During the frequent moves 1 Squadron 
earned rhe title of the ' Mudlarks ' for a couple of the locations 
in which they found themselves were covered in thick oozing 
mud. 

Earlier in the month Corporals Breeze and Moncur received 
their second and well-earned stripes, although Corporal Moncur 
very nearly lost his very soon afterwa:ds when Sierra Troop 
six-a-side football team was beaten in an Intra Squadron com
petition by a team made up by the Seniors in ~e Squadron. 
His remarks on the defeat were nearly as unbelievable as the 
defeat itself. The Seniors' team flattered to deceive, however, 
and the competition was eventually won by 'Echo ' Troop ' A ' 
team. 

Preparations are now in full swing for summer camp, when 
the Squadron is going to spend. a fortnight at Schwein~~t. on 
a site loaned to us by the 1st Bngade of the U.S. 3rd D1v1S1on. 

4 Squadron 

The biggest hole in the month was made by Exercise 
'Summer Sales.' Not that we mind exercises normally but on 
this one we spent five days only 100 yards from C.C.R. Signals 
Office. Our camouflage was never better! 

The saga of detachment cooking continues. Have you ever 
seen the look on the face of an R.S.M. when you light petrol 
cookers on his square and brew up? It's a sight terrible to 
behold. The O.C., Major Roger Cemm, also wants it firmly 
understood that his three days in bed were caused by flu not 
food poisoning. Little does he know . . . " Hubble bubble, toil 
and trouble." 

The exercise produced its usual crop ~f little stories too paro
chial to mention. We would, however, like to put on record the 
appreciation of those concerned, of the efforts that our retiring 
Troop Commander, Captain David Henning, put into his swan 
song. No~ only did he produce for us a huge barn, but he also 
produced the owner who sbowered us with free beer, and two 
gorgeous daughters and a dolly maid. ~ five-scar ' loo,' hot 
running water, etc., etc., etc. Well done, sir. You deserved that 
glass of champers swigged quietly over your burning diamond 
two pass. In fact we want it put firmly on re::ord that we 
appreciate almost everything you have done for us these past 
two years! 

6 Squ a d ron 

' Summer Sales ' 1971 turned out to be more like 'Winter 
Sales' 1971 due to the incessant rain and low temperatures. 
However, despite this, 6 Squadron and rhe Cover!ng . Force 
managed its usual cheery aspect and good commurucat1ons. 

One or two light-hearted moments occurred notably our 
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S.Q.M.S. ' Barney Rubble ' Peebles was caught by the COm
mando R.A.C. hiding half a pig which he had managed to 
scrounge. The Brigadier turned a blind eye and ordered pork 
chops for his dinner. The Corps Commander was due to pay 
us a visit and the reception party of a Brigadier, Major, W.0.2 
and two Signalmen spent several anxious minutes fighting off 
a smaU herd of frisky bullocks mat took exception to a heli
copter landing in their field. Signalman Peter Wainwright wa 
last seen disappearing into a wood waving a red cloth hotly 
pursued by the bullocks, and the unsuspecting General was 
relieved of the embarrassment of being chased into the Head
quarters area by several sharp pairs of horns. 

On the serious side, Covering Force at last went into the 
field with its full complement of Bruin FY 439~ and in spite 
of being whisked around from Division to Division communi
cated with very few snags. 

The Squadron is well used to visiting officers of rank 
Lieutenant-Colonel and above, but it was with much trepidation 
tiiat a few stalwarts faced the onslaught of some 20 school
children, all of whom wanted to see a 432! It was truly amazing 
the way that at the appointed hour all had disappeared, and 
left to face the fray were Captain Barry Cox, Second-Lieutenant 
Bob Hussey and Corporal Harry Bishop. Others quickly 
materialised, however, when it was learnt that their teacher 
Miss Varry Pugh was with them; in fact Second-Lieutenant 
Male Sinton even dared to show his nose! However, w:1en they 
started, the children seemed to enjoy themselves and went 
back all the more informed if a trifle dirtier! Below is a letter 
of thanks which should prove amusing to all. 

"My class and I would like to thank you for showing us 
round the 432s and 439s. We all enjoyed the ride very much 
and it was quieter than we thought. We all thank Lieutenant 
Hussey for showing us an engine taken out of a 432 and me 
one with the cover-like thing on for going in water, how much 
it weighs, that was 12 tons, and all the other things you told 
us. You taught us a great deal about 432s and 439s. We all 
liked it. 

We all thank you very much and hoped you didn't mind 
us wasting your valuable time, but we all thank you very much. 
Yours faithf'ully, George Jarvis.'' 

Short Brothers & Harland 
Limited 

VACAN CIES EXIST for Radar an d Radio Techni
cians together with Mechanical transport and Plant 
(Ground Equi pment) fitters who have left or are 
about to leave t he se rvice . and are seek Ing a 
rewarding career in civil life . 

Salaries and /or rates of pay are good and compare 
most fa vou rably with those paid by local com panies. 

Additionally, single bunk accommodatio n and meals 
are availa ble at minimal prices, on site. 

Those interested are invited to comm unicat e 
with:-

The Manager, 
R.A.F. Northolt, Ruislip, 
Middlesex. 
Telephone No. 01 -845 2300 
Ext. 378 or 344 
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\'i!;ltors 

8th Signal Regiment, 
Catterick Camp 

DURING the month :ve were vi itcd by me Quarter 
Ma cer-Gcncral General Sir Anthony Read, K~.B., 

C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., and the Director of Army Trammg, 
Major-General A. G. Patterson, C.B., D.S.0., O.B.E., M.C. 
~ e hope both of them were duly impres ed with the new 
Trad· Training chool. 

t'. ~" 4,;. f'c>rtifiN1fc-s - Line1nen 111uke an t•x.-t~llf'nt 
sturt 

Lineman Upgrading Course II-I . 1/52 w~s the first: .coll!se 
to take the City and Guilds of London Insutute Exammaoon 
at che same time as the normal Class I trade test under 
arrangements made recently between the Regiment a~d . 0e 
Institute. As forecast in last months notes we were opturu uc 
of at least two distinctions. Final results have now been 
received and incrude 4 distinctions (Lance-Corporal Saxton (2), 
Lance-Corporal Dixon and Signalman Cross), 11 credits and 
8 passes. 

lnrroduc•ing llf'adquarcers Squadron 

In recent months the various training Squadrons in the 
regiment have indicated what their tasks are and featured 
their leading ··light ." 

If you have not already been frightened from reading further 
by the mere mention of Headquarters Squadron here are some 
of our vital statistics: 

A is normally the case the Squadron administers the per
onnel of the various command and administrative pares of 

the regiment and in addition the Headquarters of the Trade 
Training School. 

A check of the Squadron Nominal Roll shows that the 
quadron includes 53 Warrant Officers and Senio~ N.C.O:s 

and 105 Junior Ranks. The Car badges to be seen mclude m 
addition to the Corps, Royal Marines, R.A.M.C., R.A.O.C., 
R.E.M.E., R.A.P.C., A.C.C., R.A.Ch.D. and W.R.A.C. 

The Squadron is also responsible for the administration of 
some 450 civilian employees (of whom 179 are employed in the 

quadron) and the Regimental Families Office. 
The Squadron participates in all the various sporting activities 

- all be it that the average ages of some of the tearns is 
somewhat high. Of special noce was the performance of the 
Squadron Shooting team in winning the Regimental Skill at 
Arms meeting under the watchful eye of the S.S.M. - W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Harry Simister. In the various other activities we 
have nor been quite so forrunace, not for want of trying on 
the part of the various team organisers and some whole-hearced 
endeavour on the pan of the competitors in both athletics 
and swimming. Those that remember the days of the Bus 
Service from Virny 'C' to Gaza will no doubt chuckle when 
they hear the process has recommenced, thi time from Gaza 
to the new T.T.S. building in Vimy Lines! 

TI1is will no doubt tax the ingenuity of both the M.T.O. 
(Captain Sid Howard) and the Specialist Messing Officer 
(Captain Bill Walford). 

A special mention is made of Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers, 
who is an international motor cycle trials rider. He has again 
had considerable success this year having won a 2nd Class 
Award, a bronze and silver medal in the Scottish six day, the 
German three day and Welsh three day trials. He is due to 
go to the Isle of Man for the International Six Day Trials as 
a member of the Great Britain Vase team. 

June usually proves to be a rather hectic month in Cattrick, 
culminating in the ' At Home ' weekend. A great deal of the 
work of co-ordinating the Regimental effort was borne by 
Captain ' Paddy ' Kenrick, the Squadron Administrative Officer. 
It is even said that for eight consecutive days he was not 
een on the golf course! The Messing Troop, as always, 

produced a very high standard of fare for the Old Comrades. 

Profile 

This month, another Regimental personality comes under 
the microscope for his long service with the Corps. 

G3 J.X.L., S.S.B. on 80m. and 20m. - otherwise Bill Jones 
- late Instrument Mechanic, Royal Signals; Armament 

HE TAUGHT MANY 
Bill Jones- a well known personality to many who have passed 

through 8th Regiment. 

Artificer (Telecomms), R.E.M.E.; Foreman of Signals; and 
Syllabus Officer, 8th Regiment (in that order); has had a career 
as varied as the foregoing suggests. . 

Joining up on the outbreak of World War II he went with 
the B.E.F. to France and took part in the evacuation at punkirk. 
Following this he . was P?~ted to the ~chool of Signals at 
Catterick where his ambioon of beconung a Foreman was 
frustrated by a suddent transfer to the R.A.0.C., in which 
Corps he was trained as ~ Armament Artific~r (Telecomms.). 

Service then followed with the 8th Army m Egypt, where 
Bill again changed cap-badges, this time as one of the founder 
members of R.E.M.E. 

After the campaigns in Sicily and Italy he returned with SOth 
Division to prepare for the invasion of France, . from ~hich 
time uncil demobilisation, he was closely associated with a 
vari~ty of Royal Signals Units. 

Bill's earlier disappointment at not becoming a Foreman 
was then mollified, for he rejoined Royal Signals, attended 
and passed. a Foreman's ~urse, a~d served with 21st Corps 
Signal Regunent and 46 Signal Regunent. 

In 1965 he became a Civilian Instructor in 8th Signal Regi
ment and many ted:micians will remei_nbe! his lectur7s on 
Semi-Conductor Principles and Pulse C~cuitry. Promoo~n to 
Grade I status came in 1969 after which he was appomted 
Syllabus Officer, 8th Sign~l Reg.iment, a ~osition v~stly com
plicated by the amalgarnauon with 24th Signal Regiment and 
the introduction of the new Trade Structure. 

Anyone who thinks that a Syllabus Officer is a man apart 
from the earthy, day-to-day toil of the Instruc.tor should tal.k to 
Bill Jones. There are few sights more sobenng than an irate 
Group Supervisor demanding to know why Subject 'A ' has 
been included and Subject ' B' excluded. 

For as we all know everything is of equal and paramount 
importance; nothing ca'n be omitted and time is limitless. 

It isn't really. But Bill Jones is working on it. 

Stop Press - Army Golf 
In the first round of the Army Golf Challenge Cup played 

on 7th July the Regiment beat Catterick Military HC?spital. 
Captain Reed halved Colonel Fowle~; Ser_gean~ Miilar l?st 

Colonel Young; Major Cook beat Ma1or F1tz-S1mon; Ma1or 
Sandys beat Colonel Montgomery. 

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53 
Regimental fete 

ON Saturday, 12th June, months of activity culminat.ed in 
the Regimental summer fete. Stalls absolutely bulgmg at 

the seams with a wide variety of goods, some home-made, some 
donated, were opened to a bumper crowd of we!) over 1,000 
people in festive mood. Over 3,000 bottles of rmi:erals v.:ere 
emptied within two hours while the beer supplies rapidly 
dwindled due to the great demand brought about by the 
scorching temperature. 
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The fcte got off to a musical start with the Band of the 1st 
Battalion The Gordon Highlanders looking very smart in their 
kilts and gleaming white jackets, providing some stirring music. 

oon after, the crowd were given an excellent demonstration 
of free-fall parachuting by members of the Cyprus Combined 
Services Parachute Club who, led by Sergeant Elliot of the 
Corps and an ex-member of 9th Regimen~, dropped with 
uncanny accuracy onto the centre of the fete ground. A splendid 
display that drew much applause from the appreciative audi
ence. Further displays followed, an exhibition of tent pegging 
by Captain Warren Hodson, Mr. Peter Cannon, Private Geof 
Dale and Master Brian Jones who despite the Jack of space gave 
a thrilling display of how difficult it i to stick a lance into a 
small object on the ground whilst travelling at full gallop. (A 
number of water melons also bit the dust). 

A demonstration of judo was given by the Junior Judo Club 
and special mention must go to the Guides who gave a charm
ing performance of Scottish dancing despite the beat. 

Although there were many delectable ' Dollies ' at the fete, 
there was a marked reluctance on their part to come forward 
for the beauty contest. After much cajoling on the part of 
Flight-Lieutenant David Wood, a bevy of beauties was eventu
ally coaxed onto the platform where an appreciative audience 
made guesses at who would eventually win. The panel of 
judges had a difficult task in selecting the winner as all three 
finalists were very attractive indeed. The eventual winner was 
Theresa (Terry) Raynor with Linda Watson and Margarr.~~ 
Hopkins coming second and third. 

At the end of the afternoon the sum of £814 had been 
realised and to this money due from advertisements made the 
total just over £1 ,000. After various expenses have been met 
about £750 should be left over. From this a sum will go to 
charity and a further sum is earmarked to help provide a swim
ming pool for Ayios Nikolaos. 

The fete was a tremendous success due mainly to the hours 
of work put in by wives who gave up so much of their spare 
time to produce the goods for tile four main stalls. Each of 
these stalls raised well over £100 each. Thanks also go to 
those who produced smaller stalls which provided amusement 
for all and also made money, and to all those people behind 
the scenes without whose help the fete would not have been 
the ucces it was. 

Cyprus Walkabout C:ertificutes, 1971 

During a visit to the Regiment, the Commander Dhekelia 
Area, Brigadier R. C. Windsor Clive, presented four Cyprus 
Walkabout Certificates. Unfortunately the team did not finish 
the course, but achieved the best unit team result. 

Commander Dhekella Area, Brigadier R. C. Windsor Clive, pre
senting Cyprus Walkabout Certificates to (left to right): J/T Gilber
thorpe, Sergeant Crofts, Corporal Nash and Flight/Sergeant Mc-

Cornach of 9th Slgnal Regiment 
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11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Pm1H-off purud.-s 

W ITH the advent of the Catterick Garrii.cn Open Day, the 
pass-off parade for Nos. 2 and 8 Troop~ formed p3n 

of the public display, instead of the usual number of parents, 
wives and friends, the parade was held in front of a crowd 
somewhere in the region of two thousand five hundred Mrong. 
Despite a few nerves, the recruits performed very creditably 
and the Brigade Commander, Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., 

who inspected the troop., 
complimented them. From 
No. 2 Troop the Be t 
R e c r u i t was Signalman 
Robert Stephen Butterfield, 
who is now going on to 
train as a Telegraph Opera
tor, and the Best Rifle Shot 
was Signalman Ro b er t 
Staples, who is shortly to 
begin learning his trade a · 
a Driver Royal ignals. 
From No. 8 Troop, the Best 
Recruit was Signa'man Alan 
Mott, who i going to train 
as a Driver Royal Signals, 
whilst the best Rifle hot 

Signalman McNulty was Signalman Anthony 
Best Recruit Leisk, who is going forward 

for Lineman training. 
On Tuesday, 22nd June, No. 3 Troop also passed-off. On 

this occasion the inspecting officer was Lieutenant-Calonel 
G. B. Donald, the D.A.A./Q.M.G. of the Royal Signals 
Training Brigade. The Best Recruit was Signalman David 
McNulty, who is now going on to learn the trade of a Tele
graphist and the Best Rifle Shot was Signalman Denis Allison, 
another potential Telegraph Operator. 

(;atterick Gurriso11 Ope11 Day 

Saturday, 12th June, dawned peacefully on an unsuspecting 
world - or perhaps I should say an unsu peering public, for 
after the amount of work which had gone into producing such 
a worthwhile spectacle, the Regiment was only too aware of 
what was to come. At first the crowds came slowly, for after 
some light rain early !n th~ morning there wa still a little 
suspicion that the afternoon might carry on where the morning 
had left off. But as the sun remained so the crowd gathered 
and then they poured fo. 

OPEN DAY JUDO DISPLAY 
W.0.2 (Q.M.S.I.) K. Norris (on the left of the picture) supervises 

the judo Display on the Open Day 

Get with it I Order your Wire NOW! 
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The highlight of the afternoon was the pass-off parade, 
followed by a very profe sional di play b;: the White Helmet 
on the Baghdad football pitch. Meanwhile, cash prize were 
being won on the .22 range, whilst people bounced happily 
about o trampolines and others flung themselves with gay 
abandon about the judo mat . A display of weapons and their 
application at the 30 metre range proved very popular, the 
drill shed with it spor s and hobbies display attracted large 
crowds throughout the afternoon. 

Amongst other items the display contained a dinghy in full 
racing trim, a Lotus Cortina fully equipped for a rally, a 
static water tank (later turned into a wish ing well), three canoes 
and two gliders. 

By the cod of the day, signalled by the Beating of the 
Retreat, by Massed Bands, nearly 15,000 peopl~ had visited the 
Regiment. However, 08.00 hours on the followmg Monday the 
Regiment returned to recruit training. 

Old Comrades' Week end 
Once again it was a question of all hands to the pumps to 

prepare for the year's vi it by over 500 ex-Royal Signals per-
onnel, and as it had been two weeks before, ilie garrison was 

once again bedecked with coloured flags, tents and so forth. On 
the Saturday afternoon the Corps Band appeared for a playing 
of the Retreat, which wem down very well with everyone 
who was mere to watch. Afterwards, all of the old comrades 
adjourned to the bar as the saying goes, there to remain until 
the early hours of the following morning. A church parade 
pulled into church all of those people who could manage it 
after such a night, and it was a case of ' the hair of the dog 
that bit ' when they once again adjourned to the bar after 
the service. 

During the afternoon, on the Messines playing field, a tattoo 
of sorts was held, comprising a display of fire fighting, a 
knockout assault course competition and a display by the band, 
who treated us to their version of the 1812 Overture with the 
Gunners in support to provide the bangs, whilst all round the 
arena were sideshows of the sort which one normally finds in 
fairgrounds. It was a great spectacle and we all hope that the 
Old Comrades enjoyed their short stay with us. 

Reginiental shooting team 
The shooting team, under the leadership of Captain Joe 

Walsh, has had an inspiring season, raking on and defeating 
all comers. On 4th June, in the Training Brigade Meeting, two 
teams from the Regiment took on three teams from 8th Regi
ment and one team from the Brigade Headquarters. Although 
they represented the only minor unit, they completely swept 
the board with team wins in the S.M.G. and pistol competitions, 
including personal triumphs by Ma"or Stan Wood, who won 
the individual pistol, and Captain Ron Roberts, who won the 
individual S.M.G. The team also carried off the Association 
Cup. 

From 21st June to 26th, the team was in Bulford, competing 
against several other units in various competitions. After a 
highly successful week they returned home having won the 
Worrin Cup (Minor Units Championships) for the third year 
in succession, the Henry Whitehead Cup for minor units, and 
the Parachute Regiment Cup, also for minor units, whilst they 
recorded a second place in the section match and l! place 
as runners-up in the Falling Plate Comoetition, having knocked 
out 30th Regiment on the way to the final. 

Congratulations to all concerned for some very splendid 
efforts. 

Hegimental athlefJ.ies 
On a thoroughly bleak and rainy Saturday morning at the 

Garrison Sports Stadium, 1 Squadron, 2 Squadron and H.Q. 
Squadron battled it out for the Regimental Athletics Cup. 
Despite the conditions and the unlimited numbers of track 
suits, pullovers, etc., there were some praiseworthy results 
turned in by the athletes. From 1 Squadron, Signalman Saville 
maintained a consistently high standard of sprinting, whilst 
the longer distances were dominated by Lance-Corporal Tofield 
of H.Q. Squadron. Other noteworthy efforts were forthcoming 
from Lieutenant Fish, who won the long jump in between 
various sprints and relay races. At the end of the morning, 
1 Squadron having won the competition, Mrs. Lockwood 
presented the cup to Lieutenant Peter Bowles, the captain of 
the 1 Squadron team. 2 Squadron just beat H.Q. Squadron into 
second place. 
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Only two days later, the Regimental team turned in a very 
creditable performance at the Training Brigade M eeting, where 
the competition was hard. Once again the same people were of 
noteworthy performance, with Si~nalman Saville, Lieutenant 
Fish and Lieutenant Bowles gainmg fi rst, second and fourth 
places in the 200 metres. Signalman Saville went on to win the 
400 metres as well, whilst Sergeant Boase made a really deter
mined effor t to win the shot. 

H.IU. Tile queen's Visit to York 
On the occasion of the 1900th Anniversary of the City of 

York and the occasion of the Queen's visit to celebrate it, th~ 
R egiment was asked to provide approximately 170 recruits and 
staff to line the route for Her Majestey's entrance into the 
race course at York. After several rehearsals, including a dress 
rehearsal at 05.00 hours on the day before, the day arrived 
and with it the Royal Entourage, amazingly dry after a terrifir. 
downpour shortly before the official arrival time. The recruits 
put on a splendid show, and the television commentator was, 
in fact, heard to remark how professional they looked. After a 
quick move to the exit route, the recruits once again lined 
the route for the Queen's departure. Needless to say, with 
thousands of spectators climbing onto their backs and cheering 
at the Royal Procession. The youngest recruit on parade was 
16 years 9 months old and of the large numbers, 60 recruits 
had only completed four weeks service. 

Visit of the Director of Army Training 
We recently had the honour of being visited by the Director 

of Military Training, Major General A. J. Patterson, C.B., 
D.S.O., 0.8.E., M.C. Like the Chief or the General Staff last 
month, General Patterson made a fairly rapid, though never
theless fairly comprehensive tour of the Regiment, meeting 
and talking to recruits in various stages of training and the 
staff involved in instrutting them. 

Arrivals 
We welcome to the Regiment Sergeant Francis Anderson, 

who joins us from 632 Signal Troop in the Hebrides and wish 
him and his family an enjoyable tour here in Catterick. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... 1 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01·353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 
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• 
w1 o eya your 
s an in o~ ers. 

0 0 
Lloyds have been the Serviceman's bank for generations. 
We know a great deal about the Services; particularly 
when it comes to money. 

We can give you advice on any financial matters, 
such as saving, investments, insurance-specially 
important if you're being posted overseas. 

And we'll take care of your regular bills by 
banker's order. 

In fact, whatever the standing order, we'll obey. 
For full details of all our Services to the 

Services, post off the coupon or contact your local branch" 

Lloyds Bank looks after people like you r--------, 
I~ To:MrD.P.GardinerT.D.,ServicesLiaison I 

Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's and King's 
Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London SWl 

I 
Please send me full details of all your services. I 

NAME _____ _ 

I RANK_ I 
ADDRESS. __ _ 

-------------------------~-~ 
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Derek Nimmo spends week-end with 

13th Regiment 

The~popular star Derek N immo, was guest of honour at a 
recent Regimental week-end when he ve ry much entered 

into t he spirit of t hings. 

I. Opening the fete. 

2. Being conned by " Mr. Ten per Cent" (Major Tom Swan). 

3. Giving it a bash!-watched by Lance-Corporal Lorrie 
Pantling and relatives. 

4. Making friends with F. of S. Tom li nson and fami ly in
cluding Mum and Dad from U.K. 

5. Opening the new swimming poo l in a realistic manne r. 

5 
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13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 
Regim ental " '.,eken d 

R EGULAR readers will know that our Regimental Week
end to:ik place in late May. Mr. Derek Nimmo was guest 

of honour and we hope that the Editor will be able to find 
. pace for our photographic account of some of the activities 
over the weekend (see opposite page). 

' ' isitors 

On 17th July tile Commander-in-Chief B.A.O.R., General Sir 
Pet.er Hunt, ~.C.B., D .S.O., O.B.E., visited the Regiment. He 
arnved by hehcopter at 14.15 hours in torrential rain and was 
met by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. 
Baldwin. After a brief discussion in R.H.Q. the C.-in-C. toured 
the Regiment and met many of our personalities. 

·wimm.b1g 

The Regimental swimming team scored a notable success at 
the Rhine Area Swimming Championships held in Rheindahlcn 
on Thursday, 24th June. The team made a good start by com
fortably winning the first event, the freestyle relay. After the 
fourth event the team were three points in the lead with 16th 
Signal Regiment close on our heels. The last event decided 
the championships; we needed to come at least second in order 
to win the championships. The excitement was terrific as the 
final event, 4 x 50 metres medley relay, started. Sergeant John 
Wallace was first away at back stroke followed by Corporal 
Chris Marrin at breast stroke. At this stage we were lying 
third, and a tremendous effort by Corporal John Hurst at 
butterfly enabled us to catch up with the leaders. Sergeant 'Mo' 
Emmott at freestyle then won us the event and the champion
ships. Our team goes to Berlin on 14th July to compete in the 
B.A.0.R. Championships. 

s ... r ge:u1ts• ~···ss 

Following our notes in June/July we can now, with the 
assistance of 'Pinkertons,' give the ' lowdown ' on 12 of the 42 
listed on the 1956 phototraph. I t was coincidence that in the 
same issue, 9th Signal Regiment published a picture of two 
of the Sergeants, namely Riddell and Smith, who are now 
Warrant Officers Class 1. Here are the others, and if you can 
help to find the remaining 30 we would be very pleased to hear 
from you: 

Sergeant Bayman, now reti red, residing in Ea t Leake, Notts.; 
Sergeant Dawkins, now Captain serving in Germany; Sergeant 
Richards, deceased; S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Newton, last known to 
be in Kenya; Staff Sergeant Kilby, now Major and proud to 
add serving in this Regiment; S.S.I. Orwin, S.K.C. Manager 
somewhere in Germany; S.Q.M.S. Macadam, now retired, 
employed by 224 Signal Squadron, resides in Loughborough; 
S.Q.M.S. Greenward, thought to be in Australia; W.0.2 
Barnard, now Captain serving in Germany. 

We congratulate Sergeant Ray Armstrong on promotion to 
Staff Sergeant, and Corporals Ch-eese, Henderson, lsted, 
Paterson and Parker to Sergeant. 

Arr ivals a nd d e partures 
In addition to Captain Bill Lockie, the Officers' Mess also 

said goodbye to Major Maurice Maisey, Intel ligence Corps. 
Both distinguished themselves during their tours, and we were 
sorry to see them go. Also leaving the Regiment were Sergeants 
M. J . Crane, J . P . Grocott and P. F . Scottorn. 

We welcome: Major J. R. C. Hudson, The Staffordshire Regi
ment; Major P. N. Graham, Intelligence Corps; W.0.2 P. T . 
Goudman; Sergeant J. B. Watson; Sergeant J. R. Jukes; 
Sergeant T . Wells, Intelligence Corps. 

S top Press 
We have just received a vintage photograph of 1 Special 

Wireless Regiment (1947) from Major (retd.) J. F. McQuade, 
London Branch, Royal Signals Association. Thank you, Sir, we 
are proud to add it to our collection. More details in next issue. 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
l T S FUNCTION. The main function of L ife Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially E ndowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in " growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For tlhose liable tX> Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. Th~re is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R . ~igW;~fnms R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
F.C.l .B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 
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Major 
T . F . Will ia m• 

F.C.I B. 
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[Photo: Courtesy of Berrows N ews papers 

THE CHARIOTEERS OF 14th SIGNAL REGIMENT-PART OF SOME INCREDIBLE GOINGS ON! 
I Squadron Chariot Team leading the field. ' Horses' (left to right): Corporal Mike Butler, Lance-Corporal Taff Penington, Corporal Stan Grimm itt, 

Corporal Steve Randle. 'Charioteer' Lance-Corporal Pete Jarvis. (No prize for guess ing where the stable colour came from) . 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

Some incredible goings on ••• 

T HERE can be few readers who have not heard of the now 
international madcap television competition called 'It's 

a Knockout ' and there is no doubt that it is a very popular 
activity either to watch or to play in. Practically all major towns 
in Europe have entered a team in some sort of ' Knockout ' 
competition or other and so have, at one time or another, most 
units of the British Army even if only at the somewhat lower 
level of the annual sports day. Those readers with a good 
memory will recall that in 1970 1."ais Regiment held an inter
Squadron ' It's a Knock0ut ' competition. So successful was it 
that this year the event was repeated and held on a Saturday 
afternoon thus allowing all the families, the civilian staff and 
many friends of the Regiment, including some 20 pensioners 
from Upton on Severn, to attend and see the incredible goings 
on. 

lng.-nuity nod lndh·idunl skills 
To Headquaners Squadron fell the task of being ' sponsor ' 

and how well the soldiers of this sub unit, under the guidance 
of W.0.2 (S.S.M.) W. C. Yates, laid things on. The general 
administration was fuse class, catering arrangements good and 
the ' games ' frankly terrifying. But before describing the games 
in detail the excellent sideshows well justify separate comment, 
for it is as such relatively simple occasions that one so often 
sees the ingenuity and individual skills that are so much part 
of the modern soldier. Even the more traditional hoopla, darts, 
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wheel of fortune and roll-a-penny were run with tremendous 
enthusiasm as was the very difficult shooting range, the death 
slide run by 602 Signal Troop and the electric minefield 
organised by ' E ' Troop. This latter invention consisted of 
16 stepping scones or mines of which at any one time, by an 
ingenious switdhing device, half were wired to a buzzer. If one 
stepped on a live mine the buzzer sounded and .out you ~ent. 
If ·one got all the way through the field a pru:e was given. 
Needless to say not many people succeeded, though it was 
noticed that one very pretty girl with Jong, long hair and a 
short, short skirt managed it several times. Perhaps the fact 
that such winners had to pass through the operators tent at 
the back of the stall to get out had something to do with this 
fair damsel's success. 

The knockout 
But back to the reason for the afternoon-the ' knockout.' 

There were six games including a marathon at which individual 
members of each team had to compete. This marathon was 
deceptively simple but the sprint, crawl under then climbing 
of a swaying scramble net to retrieve a ball from a bucket at 
the top followed by a dash back to the start line soon had 
muscles that were previously unknown about aching and nearly 
calling out in protest. 

The games proper started with a piano smashin~ contest 
which, as the name suggests, required a piano to be dismantled 
with 16lb. tele-sledges (it was rudely suggested that the tech-
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nicians had an advantage for this is how they tackle their work 
every day) and passed through a small window frame and on 
to a refuse cart. N ext was a highly improbable wheelbarrow race 
where a crew of three (one in the barrow complete with sti rrup 
pump and bucket of water) had to cross a single plank bridge 
and then pump the water into the neck of a bottle some !Oft. 
away: No ea~y feat on a swaying plank with a tricky wind 
blowmg the Jet of water away from the bottle. The winner 
was the one with the greatest quantity of water in the bottle. 
Following this the Squadron teams had to battle to achieve the 
maximum number of balloon bursts. Armed only with a pin the 
competitors used the trampoline to reach their quarry strung 
Jn a line across the square. It seemed the higher they jumped 
the higher the balloon rose in the air-except those apparently 
easy ones which did not move but found to be full of water 
when an unsuspecting competitor burst them. 

The fifth game was goal shooting rather like that seen on 
television, that is competitors dribbling a ball along a plank 
to the shooting area then attempting to score goals whilst one 
of the opposiag side kept goal. 

Finally we had by popular request (of everybody, except 
perhaps the competitors) a repeat of last year's crossing the 
river. Briefly, p layers had to cross from one bank to another 
and deposit rucksacks, full of sand, on the far side. There was 
a swing rope available to help but as always the competitors 
got their sums wrong and in selecting the wrong angle of swing 
ended up in the very large tank of water much to the delight 
of spectators. 

The sporting events terminated with a chariot race which 
1 Squadron team won both the concours d'elegance and the race 
itself. 602 Signal T roop won the overall Knockout competition 
and were more than ready for the liquid prize kindly presented, 
on behalf of the Regiment, by Mrs. Joan Baker. After giving 
the pensioners from Upton a slap-up tea in the Village Hall 
all went their way refi~ting upon a very successful afternoon. 

19th Signal Regt. 
c' o G.P .0. Singapore 

T HE Regiment has not yet disbanded completely, despite 
the impression that might have been given in the May/ 

June edition when THE WIRE gave us such splendid coverage 
of our Ceremonial F arewell Parade. At the risk of sounding 
ungrateful to the editorial staff for their efforts has anyone 
noticed the ' photographic licence ' of the Picture Editor in 
photo 2 on page 177? The front rank shadows have been 
painted in, but where ar e the soldiers who threw those shadows? 
We forgive him for that but the R.S .M . is still very indignant 
about having a bush painted in on his Parade Ground. 

(Oh! Oh! Editor) . 

Getti11g thilnlf'r day by day 

T he ranks of the Regiment become thinner day by day. 
Both Tengah and Changi Airfield Signal T roop s have disbanded 
and their tasks on the two major airfields are now undertaken 
by the Singapore T elephone Board wilh the help of two small 
rear detachments oj. linemen and technicians to cover the 
priority operational circuits. Commanding Officer's interviews 
on Tuesdays are becoming ~ore like J?iniature ~arades wi£? 
anything up to 30 Locally Enlisted Soldiers appearm& for their 
final interviews before di charge. The next tage will be the 
disbandment of S.H.Q. 1 Squadron in mid-August, ince it 
will have no troops to command,, and the Microwave T~oop 
and Airfield rear detachments will then come under duect 
command of R.H.Q. 

We are aLo contracting geographically within Chaogi, basing 
all · the remaining ' Q ' and M.T. elements on R.H.Q. ~od 
Camp Askar2 Bujaog so titat we can hand over the outlymg 
buildings and real estate to the Singapore Government. 

Apart from the Officers' Mess and W.0.s' and Sergeant~' 
Mess functions still to come, all the troops have had their 
final parties, which means tJ:at the CJ:iina Sea Bea.ch Club has 
been doing very good busmess. This Club, which was th~ 
original Royal Signals Leave Camp at Telok Paku, has been 
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run by the Regiment since 1950. This too must d o e in July 
and . the staff, who have .given us sterling service, will be 
pensioned off and the preffilses handed back to Singapore Area. 

Positiv4'1y t h e- lnl'>t Qua rter Guard 
Positively the last Quarter Guard was mounted on 11th M ay 

when we weye paid our last(?) V.I.P. visit by the Army Com
mander, ~a1or-Ge~eral W. B. Thmnas, C.B., D.S.O., M.C. 
He was given a briefing and a tour round the Regiment a d 
concluded his visit with drinks in the Senior Ranks' Club 
followed by a Malay curry lunch with the officers. 

We are managing to keep sport going though not on such a 
scale as before. The football team have performed well in the 
l~l Chaogi League and the cricketers turn out regularly with 
rruxed results. The Sepak Raga tournament was won again by 
Changi Troop and the Basketball went to T engah Troop. In 
the Regimental Badminton tournament the team event was won 
by M.T. Tz:<>?P, Lance-~rporal Ismail and Signalman Yusop, 
and the Individual Champion was Lance-Corporal Ismail. A .22 
competition was run within the Regiment under the able 
organisation of W.0.I (F. of S.) Hoe who managed to get 264 
people to fire qualifying cards. An individual and team knock
?Ut compe~t~on followed ~ilh the Commanding Officer emerg
ing as Ind1v1dual Champion and R.H.Q. Troop, consisting of 
th.e C.0., Captain Brock, W.0.1 Hoe and Corporal Gask, as the 
wmners of the Inter-Troop event. Half the Regiment seems 
to have taken up golf and at Royal Signals matches against 
other Corps we provide a high proportion of the competitors. 
A three-f!latch se!ie~ was p!ayed against 18th Signal Regiment, 
each Regrment wmmog on Its home course and the final, which 
was played over the long New Island course, was narrowly 
woo by 18th Signal Regiment by 8 matches to 7. 

The Wives' Club has now given up the unequal struggle 
and with so many families going home it was decided to close 
it with a final luncheon in town. 

Visits to the Changi Creek Hotel to bid farewell to departing 
members of the Regiment have now become a regular feature. 
The M .T .O., Captain G. A. Granger, has left for 5 Inf. Bde. 
at Tidworth and T.O.T. Workshops, Captain B. Davies has 
moved to the S.W.S. Troop at Bulford. We wish them both 
and their families good fortune in their new appointments. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16 
" JUNE is bursting out all over "-and it did for the three 

weeks over Exercises 'Summer Sales' and 'Sky Blue'! 
Despite the monsoon weather, the Regiment deployed all its 
resources and produced the communications required for our 
staff. Once again our TA VR brethren joined us and Captain 
Trevor Boocock and his R.R. detachments found themselves 
very much in at the deep end, but as in previous years 648/649 
Signal Troops showed that they are just as good as we regulars. 

During ' Summer Sales,' Commcen Sierra took to the field, 
albeit as ' Bruin ' control. On ' Sky Blue ' the Commcen 
advanced a few steps further and with additional equipment 
we hope to announce very soon that Commcen Sierra is all 
systems go! 

F inally, on ' Summer Sales ' we had Captain J. Sweetman 
and his team from 14th Signal Regiment with the TSC 500 
Satellite Ground Station. The voice cabin wa located at 
Commceo Uniform and despite teething troubles working with 
' Bruin,' calls were made from the field to the M.O.D. Whitdiall. 

.Anglo Gerlllau relations 

On 25th June a uccessful day of sport was held at the 
7 Feromelde Battalion barracks. The day marked a further 
tep in the Kameradenschaft that exists between the Signal 

Regiments. Our officers/seniors hockey team just managed a 
2-0 win (the previous week we had to teach the German team 
how to play hockey)! Alas, the Regimental soccer team found 
titat experience and maturity is just not enough and lost 8-1. 
The athletic were close but we just made it and in the tug-of
war between Regimental Headquarter our C.O. wa content 
with a moral victory! The day ended with an excellent supper 
dance in the German Officers' Me s. 

• Charlie ' T.roop 
As forecast by the ',punters,' the Troop i now in 4 Squadron. 

Is this a case of even their best friends ... ? 
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28th {BR) Signal Regiment 

(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 
. \ p rticularly sinlstt>r- eo1n·oy runLbled out 

T 05.00 hour· on 2-lth May a particulariy sinister conV?Y 
rumbled out of Franci ca Barracks on the start of its 

500-milc journey to chliersee in Bavaria. Unde_r c;:ommand of 
Major Robin Ingram it made it w_ay out!:t until It eventually 
arrived at it destination-there to disgorge its c~ntents-<:anoes, 
tent climbing gear a sailing d,inghy an_d a smtable supply of 
alcohol ... Exercise 'Fran ud our maior adventure of 1971, 
had tarted. . . 

This was the advance party who e JOb 1~ ~\•as ~o ct u.p. tJ:ie 
camp site and generally get the admrn1stra.uve facil1_ne 
organi ed. Two days later the first of _three pa~tJes of .soldie~s 
were to arrive for their 10-day stay 10 Bav~na .. Durmg ~11~. 
time they were to gain experience in r<?ck-chmbmg, trekkmg, 
canoeing sailing urvival and map readmg. 

Defore t•a11oeh1g-tht> swhn1ni11g test was :a 1unsf 

The canoeing and ailing took place on Tegernsee-a lake 
about 7k.m. long and 3k.m. wide and abou~ lSk.m. from the 
main camp. Here a sub-camp was set up with Seri~eant John 
Richards and Signalman Ron King a the ~anoe rnstructors. 
Groups of soldiers arrived daily from the marn camp and eac'n 
group had three days ~n the water. where the most memorable 
event was the wimrrung test reqmr~d befori; each new ~roup 
could start canoeing. There wa a bit of aruaety whe_n Signal
man Tony Cantle cap ized his canoe just above a welf, but he 
managed to reach the bank before bel?g swept over, although 
the same is not true of his canoe, which ended up somewhat 
bent. A more amusing incident occurred when Lanc.e-Corporal 
Thirkettle approached a little t~ close to a swan w!th cygnets 
and was seen off in no uncertarn terms. The canoemg record, 
however must go to Signalman ' Jock' Whitelaw, whose ability 
at caps~ing surpassed the instructors' wildest dreams! 

Budding h e lms m ei• 

Having tried their hand at canoeing most soldiers spent 
some time in the unit sailing dinghy. The wind on the lake 
varied from nil to squalling so conditions were rarely good for 
learning to sail; however, plenty of sailing was done and the 
unit now has some budding helmsmen. 

From sailing each group passed on to rock climbing, in the 
mountain above Tegernsee. This was organised and run by 
Staff Sergeants ' Sandy' Shaw and Pete Ridley, who spent 
most of the month-long period stuck up ' their ' moun~ain, with 
lirtle company except for goats and cows. The withdrawal 
symptoms are now setting in and perhaps it would be kinder 
to say no more than that they are a little strange! 

The rock-climbing went without incident, but was limited 
by the continual wet weather which hampered all activities. 

From mountain climbing to trekking and survival. This was 
under control of Y. of S. Tony Whiydell, who unlike the other 
two Staff Sergeants up the mountain, started ' su:ange ' and 
finished up fairly normal. A diet of stinging nettles and garden 
nails makes a change from compo rations, but you can get 

too much of a good thing. Groups of soldiers would start from 
base, trek to an overnight -camp ite near the Austrian border 
and there construct bivouacs from their Ponchos, cook over 
open fires and generally look after themselves . It was a good 
Ion~ trip through the mountains, and m any people found that 
their ability at map reading was severely tested. 

TbP Alehou P WandPre r s 

The base camp was run by Captain Rodney Clare aided and 
abetted by Staff Sergeant John Stretton, and an article of 
' Fransud '71 ' would not be complete without a mention of the 
camp group-the 'Alehouse Wanderers' consisting of Captain 
Clare (clarinet), L ieutenant Chris Greig (guitar) and Sergeant 
John Richards (washbowl and brushes, harmonium and special 
effects), who played their version of trad jazz, around the area, 
to much acclaim from the Bavarians. 

The final word must be for the most disappointed soldier 
in camp - Lance-Corporal Jim Tench (R.E.M .E.), who dis
covered a SO-litre barrel of beer in the river behind the camp. 
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SMILING CORPS MEN OF 28th REGIMENT AT CAMP IN 
BAVARIA 

W .0.2 (A.Q.M.S.) Baxter, Corporal Jim Hunter, Corporal Cliff 
Kemp , W .0 .2 (Y. of S.) Blakelock, Corporal Pip Dinsdale. 

He fought his way across the river and wrestled with his prize 
until he reached the bank, only to be informed that the barrel 
belonged to Lieutenant Greig, who had left it there as the 
easiest way of keeping it cool. 

Almost 200 members of the Regiment managed to spend 10 
days at this camp and plans start soon for next year. 

News from Squadrons 

7 Armd. Bde. H.Q . & Signal 

Squadron (207), B.F .P.O. 37 

Squadron bar becue 
The H.Q. and Signal Squadron held a barbecue recently at 

which a whole pig from our own pig farm was duly slaughtered 
and barbequed. Corporal ' Boggy ' M arsh, our tame Royal 
Signals 432 expert, told everyone the gory details as he wit
nessed the ceremonial slaughter in the cookhouse. When at 
last he changed back from green to his normal colour he 
assured everyone that he had only gone over to the cookhouse 
to borrow a knife to cut the cordage on our tents. He got his 
knife ... AFTER they had finished using it! 

The barbeque went very well and everyone enjoyed it, but 
would the person who got the cook's finger on his plate, please 
own up. He is still wandering around looking for the end of 
his finger last seen whilst dissecting the hind leg of the pig. 
He and Captain Buxton are now comparing wounds although 
O.C. ' A ' Troop part-dissected finger was also occasioned in 
the · call of duty - i.e. demonstrating how to walk on one's 
hands on Carlsberg bottles at Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) L en 
Yate's 'post "Summer Sales" farewell to 7 Armd. Bde. Signal 
Squadron' party. 'Carly ' bottles never used to disintegrate. 

Div i s ional athletics 
Sergeant Harry Escott led the athletics team to come a close 

second at the 1 Divisional Athletics at Minden, and the Second
in-Cornmand Squadron, Major B. J. Austin, after cooling down 
after his disappointment at 'the Jerboa' coming second to 
anyone is now looking forward to a victory at the B.A.0.R. 
athletics. 

Stop Press. The unit won the B.A.0.R. M inor U nits and are 
off to U.K . in the near future to meet all other commands in 
the Army M inor U nits at Aldershot. 
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HPbroadenst bo~·s ha,·c- tb"'ir say 
Our Rebro boys are now preparing their 432 Gin palaces for 

· Eternal Triangle ' and Lance-Corporal Ray Hill, a rebro 
~rew commander, has composed a little ditty on his past 
experiences which in preparation is bound to touch the hean s 
of all past or present Rebro crews . 

Au Ode.' to l&..•bro 
Rebro is a way of life, 

Full of trouble, toil and strife; 
But also with its share of fun, 

Once the exercises have begun. 

Move our with Main and then deploy, 
Oh what bliss, such untold joy; 

On a spot height up so high, 
Our own hill top in the sky. 

Step Up has lost oomms with you know \Vho, 
But the Rebros know just what co do; 

They must try to improve relations, 
Between these now too distant station~ . 

Radio checks prove OK to both, 
So the two of them Rebro must betroth ; 

Step Up change co you know what, 
Don't both Main, their end's too hoc. 

Two minutes pass, Step Up is through, 
So Rebro must switch and join the two· 

The switching done, Step Up calls Main, 
They're through strength five. Rebro works again. 

Everything is quiet, the Staff in bed, 
Pronto Minor rests his head; 

But wait a minute! The Div net's failed, 
Pronto Minor is quickly hailed. 

Within minutes everything's quietened down, 
As Pronto Minor in slippers and dressing gown; 

Retreats aloft from Cornms Control, 
Heard muttering, " Someone's head will roll." 

At last the message Division sends, 
" All stations close down. Exercise ends." 

Everyone shouts at once " Hurraay," 
Then back to camp we're on our way. 

Back in camp all vehicles ready, 
To the Jerboa Club, "Steady, steady"; 

Second-in-Command Squadron says, "Well done, 
Now I'll expect beers from everyone." 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

B.F.P.O. 801 

("onrn1s Trooit 
' A,' ' J ' and 'M ' Troops have been combined to form 

a communications troop whilst we are .in Northern I reland. 
It didn't take long before the troop had its own commccn and 
operations room shifts running smoothly. Our radio commit
ment has diminished since arriving in Lurgan, due to a rela
tively static communications system. This has been <?ffset w_ith 
having to provide guards and escorts. The m<?st ~nter~stmg 
of these is escorting the EOD Detachment, which 1s billeted 
with us. 

As the Squadron has such a large area to cov~r with com
munications, it is necessary to have a comprehensive RRB net
work planned in advance of any operation. Trial are at the 
moment in progress, and Lance-Corporal Mel Ayers, our rebro 
king, gives the warning "watch out for bogs ." 

Lance-Corporal Dick L ewis and the other technicians sum 
up their work out here with a sign outside their workshop 
which reads : 

T HE WIRE , AUGUS T- SEPTEMBER 19 7 1 

MERCURY ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Radio, TV and Domestic Appliances Repaired . 
Agents for Marconi, Plessey, MEL and Seimen . 
All makes accepted . H.M. Forces welcome. 

C'.olche!olter to :'\falaya 
Our rear party at Colchester are not just doing fatigue 

Under Corporal Su'(;h, they are operating a daily link co 1 King' 
Own Border Regiment who are in Malaya on exercise. They 
are using an HF yagi ant:!nna and have found it very successful. 

IS Dotie~ 
The Squadron ha been taking part in IS duties since it 

arrived in Lurgan. Members of the Squadron have been filling 
the ranks of l Field Squadron R.E.'s P11trols in order to gain 
experience. They have been involved in road blocks, routine 
patrols, riot squads and searches. Eventually, the whole Squad
ron will be practised in I duties. 

The water cannon crews are also produced from within the 
Squadron. Corporal George D onaldson has already used the 
water cannon whilst on duty in Lurgan and has volunteered 
to stay on the detail. 

IN NORT HERN IRELAND 
Lance-Corporal Crossan, Signal man McPherson and Drive r Pickles, 

R.C.T. prepare to go out on patrol. 

C::olllDlunlty relations 
The Signal Squadron ha launched a large community rela

tions programme under the guidance of the BA 0. This was 
started by helping in the opening ceremony of a new com
munity centre. The Sergeants' Mess helped co run a children's 
sports meeting and the cooks provided the refreshment . Thi 
ha been followed up by running a discotheque evening at the 
centre. The DJs for the evening were Corporal ' Nobby' 
Clark, Lance-Corporal ' Stu ' Burns and Signalman Vic Hains
worth. 

Corporal Frank Paterson and Corporal ' Scouse' KneaJe 
helped to run a fe te for handicapped children by making an 
' Aunt Sally.' Lance-Corporal Roger North and Signalman Vic 
Hainsworth help in running the stall on the day. 
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Catterick Reunion on 26th-27t,,, June mas as popular as ever 

I. A large crowd watched Retreat. 
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2-7. All obviously enjoyed themselves at the evening functions. 

11. Young soldiers caught the eye too. 

8. St. Martin's Churi;h- Sunday morning. 9. Standards led the parade past after church. 

12. Sunday afternoon di;plays were as popular as ever judging from the large numbers present. 
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[Pho1os: Courtesy 7. K. Hendr.n, 16o Market Place, Richmond, Yorlrs. 

10. Association members march past in solid array. 
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24th BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON ABOUT TO GO TO SEA 
Lance-Corporal Earl and Lance-Corporal Gotsell on the Rebro Station followed by Corporal Rippon and Signalman Pullin with the generator 

waiting to float out of H.M.S. Fearless in an L.C.M. during Exercise Moon Lady 

J 24 Airportable Bde. H.Q. & 

Signal Squadron (210) 

T HE trouble in delegating production of Wire otes to the 
Troops is that they are all so biased. If you read their 

contributions you would think that A Troop bore the weight 
of the world on its shoulders, B Troop was a private army 
and. that M Troop provide character ta an otherwise undistin
guis~ed band of communicators. On reflection they could all 
be . right! evertheless S.H.Q. is exercising its perogative in 
a~~- as referee and presents a more balanced picture of our 
acnvmes. 

port good all-round results 
In the 1970/71 season we concentrated our efforts on doina 

well in the major games. We won the South West DistriCT 
M_inor Units Soccer Competition and were runners-up in the 
cncket, hockey and rugby competitions. The soccer team can 
be proud of their achievement, they trained very hard and 
were an atr.i;active team to watch. It is a pity that age has 
caught up with R.S.M. Fredi Common, whose injury in almost 
the lase game of the season appears to preclude him from 
further selection. 

This is perhaps an appropriate stage to say a fond farewell 
to our Rugby Skipper Captain John Grierson who shortly 
leaves us for the ANZUK Brigade. His ministration and 
enthusiasm did much to enhance our enjoyment of the game. 

Exerehles-at SNl and in Denmark 

In May we took part in consecutive amphibious Exercises 
'Nelson's Touch' and 'Moon Lady.' Our home for almost 
three weeks was H.M.S. 'Fearless.' The first exercise was an 
amphibious landing on the Mull of Kintyre. Brigade H .Q. 
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remained on board but it was necessary to deploy a rebroad
cast station and defence section by three Wessex helicopters. 
Lance-Corp<>ral Bill Earl and his crew deserve every credit 
for their performance on this occasion which involved a rede
ployment, again by helicopter. The only vehicle to wade on 
thii occasion was the Brigade Commander's Rover driven by 
Lance-Corporal John Davies. Sighs of relief when he made it 
to the shore. 

Exercise 'Moon Lady' took place in Denmark. All our 
hard work preparing our vehicles for wading came to naught 
when it was found ·that the beach was unsuitable. We had to 
land over Mex.ifioats. 

We had a sticky communications problem. Basically we had 
to prov!de comms in a 40-mile radius with one rebroadcast 
station. This was suocessfully achieved using a three-way 
rebroadcast station. 

The four days run ashore in Copenhagen after the exercise 
was enjoyable. The Squadron patronised visits to Carlsberg 
Brewery, the Cherry Heering factory, every pub and night 
club in the capital two or three times and finished up with a 
good win against the local rugby side. The stories about this 

· visit are legion and best left out of this narrative. (Come 
come-suitably modified they would enliven the pages of 'Th~ 
Wire '.-Editor.) 

Farewell to Plyntouth 
Although these notes are being written in Plymouth they 

will be read when we are established in our new ho.:ne at 
Streatlam Camp, Barnard Castle. The whole Brigade is movin<> 
North to the Cattericlq area. "' 

To mark the end of a 300-yeal' association between the City 
and the Army a farewell parade was held on Plymouth Hoe. 
The Squadron provided a contingent on this historic occasion. 
Three days later we contribu~ed a stand at a Brigade open 
day. A, B and M Troops put m a great deal of effort for this 
occasion and were rewarded by many favourable comments 
from an admiring public. 
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.....::: 
"LIVI NG ON A KNIFE EDGE" IN NORTHERN IRELAND-MEN OF 39 AIRPORTABLE BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON 

RELAX AROUND BRIGADE TAC H.Q . 
In the photograph: Driver Milfull, Signalman Adcock, ~orporal Thorne, Signalman Jenkins, Signalman Berry, Corporal Streeton, Lance-Corporal 

Parkinson, Sergeant Few and Sergeant Davison. 

Hello - Goodbye - Congratulations 
Space does not permit full coverage of recent movements 

and promotions. otably we welcome Captain Dai Rees as 
replacement for Captain Stan Pavey. The latter has been our 
Quartermaster for four years. We are sure that previous 
" generations " will join us in wishing him good fortune. Some 
of us here are still getting over the effects o~ the week it took 
to say goodbye to him. 

Y. of S. Jimmy Ferguson was thrown in at the deep end 
and has emerged smiling. Corporals Draper and Hallsworth 
appear to find B Troop to their liking. A Troop has changed 
beyond recognition. On promotion they have lost R.Q.M.S. 
'Paddy' O'Connell and gained Staff Sergeant Barney Hill. 
Congratulations to them both . 

39 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Signal 
Squadron (213) 

The daily row1d 

THE first half of 1971 has seen the Squadron concentrating 
. ~or the first ~me on matters within the City of Belfast, 

as this 1s now the brigade area. Much of our attention bas been 
fo~u~ed on the problem of buttoning up the communications 
wu.~1n the City, which is no mean feat, especially in a hostile 
envm?nm_em. Among~t other tricks . tri_ed was ~e setting up of 
a radio site on the pinnacle of a hill JUSt outside the city. Our 
thanks go to 72 Squadron R.A.F., whose Wessex was heard 
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gently panting after just lifting the Pye radio cabin to the top. 
Credit must go to Captain Jonathan Cox who had to run all 
the way up the hill, beating the helicopter to the top, to take 
the photograph. 

Th • E''er Readies ' 
The Squadron ' ever-readies,' those stalwarts who man the 

Commander's tac H.Q. and Rovers, have held up well under 
duress, ~d our thartks go to ~~ for (almost) always being 
~ere on tJme to conduct the Brigadier to lile latest trouble spot 
1n town. Although they live on a knife-edge the photograph 
shows them relaxing around the brigade tac H.Q. 

A recent manife ration has been the appearance of lone tele
phone~ around the bomb-sites of Belfast. The rea on for this 
has been Corporal Tom Charteries, and his flying line detach
ments, ~vho l<:aye battalions open-mouthed when they present 
~em w1_th a civtl telephone on the end of a line as they thunder 
mto their tac H.Q. locations. As it is realised that readers will 
n?t b~ieve. this ~icce of Signals boast, we hope to produce 
pictorial evidence m the next issue. 

It is impossible in one issue to name everyone who make 
the Squadron tick, but mention must be given to the commcen 
operators who clear traffic to up to 11 battalions at a time ix 
of which have ~irect tele~rinter lin~s to our hub. They ar; led 
by Yeoman Bill Greenhill, who 1s to be sympathised with 
because his man-eating sweet-pea recently died from urfeit of 
commcen operators. 

Heard on the intercom of a passenger ftight to orthem 
Ireland: "Ladies and gentlemen, we are about to land in 

orthern Ireland please put your watches back 50 year ." 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army - or have left in the last twelve 
m,,mths. You'll have achieved .C.0. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain-and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free . The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London- or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
l. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal A ustralian S ignals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO- Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.- Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator - Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. -

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals - Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D. - Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC - Sergeants 

Co111e as 
youare-

to Australia 
lfyou're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Army. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
l. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class ! - Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergean ts 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar- Warrant 

!Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle- Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament , Fitter and 

Turner Gun- Sergeants 
Royal Australian A rmy Provost 
1. R.M.P . ProvostN.C.0. -Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian A rmy Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
~usicians specialised in th~ following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

A ustralian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point - Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

To: Capt. J . Gresty, 
Australian Army Stall, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 
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222 Signal Squadron (Shar jah) 
B.F.P.0. 64 

Th<" Squadron bas pui•L ed awa~' quil·tl~-

222 ignal quadron is no more. It passed away quietly on 
30th June cau ing no disrre s to anyone, save Royal Signals 
Record perhaps, who were given extra worlc in disposing of 
the m urners(?) to other units around the world. 

It will be remembered my many, and the memorie on the 
whole will be happy on s. o doubt many were the curses 
hurled at Sharjah by Officers and oldiers alike because of its 
heat its and and it huroidiry, but to be able to do one s 
j b succe :>fully in pite of it is most satisfying. The British 
oldier thrives on adversity and Sharjah certainly brings out 

the be t in one. Comradeship and team spirit have been of the 
highest order and these are the things t11a r will be remembered 
bv all who have served out here. 

· As most people began to ease off work during the last 
couple of month , o the R.Q.M.S. W.0.2 Bob Paterson and 
his staff have had to increase their working day. Every day 
omething or other disappeared into wooden crates, destined 

for goodnes knows where by air or sea. Ir was rumoured at 
one time that R.Q.M.S. Paterson was selecting locations and 
addres es by pin- much to the concern of me O.C . Major 
Tony Bushe!J who is destined ro catch the proverbial can on 
final disbandment! 

The GladiaCors from 255 Squadron 
Shortly before handing over to Sharjall Signal Troop, of 

which more news later we entertained a party of gladiators from 
25;5 Signal .Squadron in Bahrain, for a sports weekend . In 
spire of vahanr efforts we proved to be very polite hosts
' nuff sed ! All credit thougll to 255, who won the fishing, the 
volleyball, the five-a-side occer, the squash and the small
bore shooting. They failed to make a dean sweep, however, 
their Officers losing at snooker and darts to Messrs. Bushell 
and Marks. 

Ir would take up too much space to list all our recent depar
tures but it will be of interest to many ex-Squadron members 
to know that S.S.M. Bob McGregor has finally left Sharjah 
g~.l~ded with . flowers presented by his locally employed 
avilians. We W1Sh him all the best in B.A.O.R. 

One spon which placed Royal Signals we!J and truly on the 
~~ is water polo. ~ine of our team were selected to represent 
Bnosh .Troo.P Sharjall and Britis{1 Forces Gulf in the Bahrain 
Championships a few weeks ago. The following all took pan· 
Chris Aitken, 'Andy ' Potte.r, ' Snapper' McKay, ' Mac ; 
McCarthy, 'Jerry' Johnson, 'Des' Dann, 'Brummie ' Whlte, 
·POSB' Hutchinso17 'Mel' Heaney, 'Min' Eaton and 'Paddy' 
Kelly. Sergeant Fhil Crowe managed the rerun and all are to 
be i:ongratulated on its fine performance. 

Airfield Troop carried out another successful ' F AMEX ' 
(f~iarisation exercise) to the East Coast. They maintained 
the!! record of CASEVAC~, this rime Lance-Corporal 'Twiggy' 
~.ey who apparently is not too keen on me sun! But all 
m all 1t was most pleasant, good swimming good fishing and 
a welcome change to Sharjah. ' 

ergeant Kev Ashton writes for Radio Troo1• 
Our O.C. and veteran 'Jebel Bll;sher '. Captain· Craig Treeby 

was so upset at the tho~t of losmg his Troop as a victim of 
the rundown that he did the only thing possible to save his 
co~d for as loi:g as he could. He headed for the ~1ills . 

With complete faith in Radio Troop's old and tired vehicles 
he decided to walk. With Corporal Pete Leach and two mem
bers of 90 Squadron R.C.T., who prefer to remain anonymous 
be set o:it. ' 

Tr confuse the ~.Q.M.S., who was frantically trying to 
capture e1:1o~ vehicles to backload, me remainder of the 
Troop ~plit mto three parries and headed for me desert. One 
Party w11i1 W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Kelly never made it. All his vehicle$ 
broke do~vn a few miles from camp and delayed recovery caused 
can~ellauon. The base camp party with Sergeant Ashton had 
a blt more luck. ~t reached the Trucial Oman Scouts' camp at 
MaS;Sfi before losm& a wheel off the F.F.R. While repairs were 
camc:d out by their finer the T.O.S. entertained us with a 
plentfu! ~upply of beer-the O.C. never thought we would get 
awa~. Still, after a pleasant four-hour break we were able to 
conunue on our ';Y3:Y an~ ev~ntually set up camp in a deep wadi. 

The one remammg highliWit of the exercise was the sight of 
a Land Rover slowly crawlmg into the base camp on top of 
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which ~ at Captain Treeby, nursing in one hand a fire 
extinguisher and in me other a can of petrol connected to the 
carburettor by a hose pipe. So much for his walk! 

Radio Troop certainly went out with a bang, even if it was 
from breaking half-shafts! 

ote: Sharjah Signal Troop formed on 1st July to continue 
certam Royal Signals' responsibilities in Sharjah until the run
down is complete. Its own WIRE notes will now be produced 
with those of 255 Signal Squadron. 

223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 
Winchester 

The e and Chy s hadow 

CORPORAL ' Taff ' Leek found himself hurrying to the 
M ass X-ray Unit H.Q. in outhampton a few days after 

an ~-ray unit had calle~ on us. Searching questions about 
pleur1 y and another session with th e machine left him itting 
in the waiting room a rather worried man. 

Hi wait wasn't made any easier by some character coughing 
and spluttering all over the place. From a restrained conversa
tion he learned there was nothing wrong with the chap's 
plates, "just a pos ibiliry of bronchiti ." Our ' condemned ' 
man was not re-as ured. 

At last a puzzled doctor turned up. " othing wrong with 
these, ' he said waving the latest plates, " but just look at this 
first one you had." 

Wonderful relief! " That shadow's just about the shape of 
my new tie ! ' It seems there are metallic-based dyes in the 
glorious technicolour masterpiece our Corporal Leek wears on 
high days and holidays. 

Hotor ('ycling 
Cur small but dedicated band of motor cycling madmen are 

feeling quite pleased with themselves. Despite the handicaps 
of having out-of-date bikes, poor rraining faci lities and being 
a bit hort in the leg, Sergeant Jimmy Rhind and Corporal 
Goorge Cardwell entered the T wickenham and District Motor 
Cycle Club's Sunbury Cup Trial in mid-June. The event 
actually took place in Aldershot and although Corporal Card
well was forced to retire, Sergeant Rhind achieved a very 
creditable 98 points on his standard Army machine. 

The razor-edged competition came mainly from ' souped up ' 
civilian rrials machines. To be able to beat about a dozen of 
mese ' whizz-kids ' as he did, makes Sergeant Rbind and the 
rest keener than ever to continue their sport. 

Cricketing success 
The Squadron cricket team has produced some good figures 

tiiis season : played 11, won nine and lost only two of their 
matches. They now face 8 Squadron R.C.T. in the final of the 
S.E. District Minor Units Cup at Aldershot towards the end 
of July. Beaten quarter-finalists were the Intelligence Corps 
Cenrre. 

Hardest match to date was the semi-final against C .A.D. 
Bramley (R.A.O.C.). Bramley, batting first, scored a respect
able 118, but the Squadron, playing well together, knocked up 
119 for four in reply, highest scorer being Sergeant Pat Baldwin 
with 36. Corporal Chris Thatcher, a Corps player, gave an 
admirable exhibition of controlled play by steadily holding up 
his end while Corporals Billy Button, Chris Greenhill and 
Captain Stan Brice made some useful quick runs. Each of our 
bowlers, bar one, took a wicket and Captain Brice took four. 

The team is playing extremely well together this season and 
we continue to watch their figures with interest. We shall keep 
our fingers crossed for them in the final. 

Canoein g 
The Squadron has just acquired five OX 1 (slalom) and two 

Tiger (surf rescue) canoes. So far rraining sessions have been 
limited to the river ltchen nearby, but plans are afoot for a 
more lengthy trip on the River Severn, from close to its source 
down to Bristol. 
. Th~ club now has some 20 members, mostly novices. Guiding 

light is ex-Army Canoe Champion Staff Sergeant Dave Poole, 
ably assisted by Lance-Corporals ' Cocky ' Coker and Ernie 
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Howe. ~ile the plan is to take the rest of the year in bringing 
these novices on, some gentle competition from round the south 
of England would be welcomed. 
. .Any cl.u~ or g~oup in. the area who would care to do some 
!OlJ'~t trammg, w1th a little bit of competition thrown in, is 
m".'Jted to contact Staff Sergeant Poole here at Bushfield Camp 
Winchester. ' 

Boob ? 
There could h31ve been a ~oob on the golfing front. It seems 

that the O.C. with guest, L ieutenant-Colonel Bruce Beattie of 
M .O.D., invited Staff Sergeants D ave Poole and 'Jock ' Cheyne 
to make up a foursome at golf. Both played a blinder Staff 
Serg.eant Cheyne playi~g seven below and Staff Sergeant Poole 
playmg five below handicap. The answer to that leading question 
now, no doubt, rests with Records Office. Ah well! 
~so from the golfing f~o!1t we hear that Corporal Mick 

~kinner, who sh<;mld . have iomed 9th Signal Regiment by the 
tu1:1e yol! read this, did very well i!1 the Army Golf Champion
~h1p~ this year. We are sure he w1ll be glad to get back to his 
Mediterranean ' browns ' and wish him and his wife all the 
best for the future. 

Tail piece 
Ru~our has it .. that the T .O.T.'s Troop are beginning to 

call him me lnv!Slble Man. Naturally a big fella ' he's been 
dieting like mad just recently and has been so suc~essful that 
it is said, when he sits sideways you would swear there is no-on~ 
tiiere at all. A bit disconcerting for the lead-swingers I under-
tand. 

Iii and goodby e 
All . that remains is . t<;> say our hellos and goodbyes. To 

Ca1_>tain K~~ Day (Trammg Officer, golf, tennis and the unit's 
QUJZ Inqw~ator) off to Glouce.stershire; to Staff Sergeant Dave 
)arn_ian (cricket, squash, tenms and general organiser) to 9m 
Re~1ment; and to Serg~ant 'Tug ' Wilson who has finally 
~ec1ded ~o sampl~ the delights of ' civvy street,' we say goodbye, 
lt was mce knowmg you. 

The red carpet is rolled out for W.0.2 Ron Ross - ex-13th 
Signal Regiment, and Sergeants Howard Finch and ' Taff ' 
As ender- both ex-9th Signal Regiment. 

227 Signal Squadron 
{AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18 

The Gods smile ou the Squadron fete 

THIS was held on Sunday the 27th of June in a period 
notable fot its inclement weather. We can only assume 

that Captain Alan Pearce was working overtime on his direct 
line via me padre with incredible su:::cess, me sun broke 
through shortly after the time cheduled for the start and 
we had ideal weather all afternoon. 

A large and ingenious collection of stalls and sideshow had 
been produced within the Squadron which caught and retained 
everyone's attention and interest. otable amongst these was 
Sergeant ' Taff ' Davis's electronic roulette produced from 
witchboard lamps and uniselectors. This proved very popular, 

and in spite of paying out normal roulette odds still succeeded 
in making a very handsome profit. 

The children were most impressed with Staff Sergeant (Y. of 
S. Tony Jackson's intellectual robot, ' Signalman Morgan .' 
T h is was devised and built by Tony with wiring by a combined 
team of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pete Appleton and Staff 
Sergeant Jim Walker, R.E.M.E. W organ was most impres ive 
with a veritable battery of flashing lights, flickering meters, and 
technical sounding noises. He undertook to answer questions 
on world record and showed a knowledge on par with ' The 
Guinness Book of Records.' Questions were asked vocally by 
the children whilst the answer came in the form of punched 
tape which emerged from his mouth. On the rare occasions 
that he was stumped Morgan showed a ready wit in producing 
an answer appropriate to the question. Quite a number of 
Squadron personnel are still puzzling how we managed to 
get a man and a printer into such a confined pace. Little 
do they know we have a typing egg-headed Gnome. 
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WATER NYMPH! 
227's resident mermaid, S.S.M. Bert Bowes, rising from the depths 

after a graceful descent from the ducking stool. 

UNSEATED 
lance-Corporal Jack Ridley unseats Corporal Norman Troughton 

during the greasy pole competition . 

An intern:nional flavour wa injected into the Grea y Pole 
ccmpetition when Captain Jim Holder, O.C. United tate 
Army Detachment Maasrricht, accompanied by his brother 
Darwin, on holiday from the State challenged our champions 
Corporals Keith Roythome and Norman Troughton. A livelv 
contest ensued with numerous unseatings which had the 
audience convulsed wim laughter. Eventually the Holder 
brother emerged as the victors. After a break for grea e 
removal the conte tants repaired to the beer tent to di cu 
techniques. 
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S.S.M . Bert Bowe :md R.Q.M.S. Colin John on performed 
ter lm ' work on th~ Du king Stool. Bert wore a fetching 

em•cmble of light blue ladie bathing uit and hair to match. 
The more feminine of hi curve he attributed to a liberal 
application of citru juice. For ladie keen to follow hi beauty 
tre tment, Bert recommends that no attempt should be made 
to economise on the quantity thr more liberal the application 
the larger the vital ta tistic . In his case a mature well rounded 
figure wa achieved with two Jaffa oranges, these were 
strategically placed in the bodi<:e of his bathi~ . uit. Coli~ 
ettled for mu h more conservanve apparel, a divers wet sun 

with matching norkel. The accuracy of quadron. member · 
shooting football at the: target would have done credit to Pelc. 
a a result our two stalwarts set up something of a record 
for the length of time pent under water without breathing 
apparatu . 

A fi r r cla refre hment service was provided by Mrs. 
Aiorgan and the quadron wives, which wa really apprecia ted 
by the large crowd. An indication of how pop!-llar ~t was i 
reflected in me fact that Sergeant ' Taff ' Davis fimshed up 
eating mustard sandwiche to assuage the pangs of hunger whea 
all the food, apart from a few roll , had been devoured .. There 
is no truth in the rumour that ' Taff ' has now been rechn tened 
' Hot Pants D avis.' 

The beer tent had a very convivial atmosphere, o much so 
that two visiting Staff Officers from Bruns um arrived at 1130 
hours took helcer in it from a shower and emerged at 1730 
hours' to find the sun shining. 

Cycling 
Signalman David Bishop has recently r eturned from Notting

ham where he competed in the Army cycling charr.p ionships 
where he took second place in the two laps sprint, the kilo
metre dash, and the 4,000 metres pursuit. 

Io an inter-Services competition he rode for the Army team 
which beat teams representing the Royal Navy and the Royal 
Air Force. A point wonh noting in this success was the fact 
that the R.A.F. team has in it FJight-Lieutenant Roy Cromack 
who represented Great Britain in the 1968 Olympics in Mexico. 

Other recent successes include second place in the B.A.0.R. 
25-mile time trial held at Seonelager in May, first place in a 
4-0-mile race staged by 2 A.T.A.F.; competing in this event were 
all the top riders from B.A.O.R. 

Prior to joining the Corps in April, 1970, David rode for the 
Wessex Road Club and the Bournemouth Olympic Cycle 

CYCLING CHAMPION 
Signalman David Bishop in action winning a 50 mile circuit race 
prior to joining the Army where he is now making a name for 

himself in the cycling world . 

Racing Club. During this time he was the Wessex d ivision hill 
climb champion from 1964 to 1968 and the Dorset and Hamp
shire track racing champion over all distances from sprint to 
25 miles for the same years. In 1966 and 1967 he represented 
England in the tour of Ireland. 

He resumed training in March of this year and is now 
investigating the possibilities of competin,g in Dutch civilian 
events. He feels that competition against high-class Continental 
riders will sharpen his performance and assist him to achieve 
greater succe s in service and civilian competitions. 
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S1111adro11 H•• 
A very 1mpn: s1ve quadron tie ha been designed and pro

duced which is now on sale from the P.R.!. at a cost of 10 
guilders 10 cents. The tie consists of a dark green background 
with a motif I alternating AFCENT crests and the Corps 
badge. Former members of the Squadron can obtain these by 
writing direct to the P.R.I. and enclosing a cheque or postal 
order for £1.18 which includes postage. 

.\.rrivnls n11d d••Jtnrtures 
Our most recent arrivals include a son, Desmond Alexander 

to Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Walker (R.E.M.E.); a son David 
to Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) and Mrs. Jackson, and a daughter 
Sonja to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Harley. 

By the more prosaic method of R.O.P.O. we welcome Sergeant 
Redgrave, Lance~Corporals Bellwood, McAllister and Jones, 
Signalmen Smith and Rennison. 

The most notable departures were Sergeant Pat Toovey to 
'f\.! alta and Sergeant John Stout to the rigours of civilian life. 
We can only assume that Mr. Dom Mintoff's recent actions 
and histrionics in expelling various people as 'persona non grata' 
is a build-up to Pat's arrival. 

253 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1 
The end and a n e w beginning 

T HESE are the last WIRE notes which will appear under the 
heading of 253 Signal Squadron. On 30th June we handed 

over our re ponsibilities for the radio communications for 51 
Infantry Brigade to 248 G urkha Signal Squadron and then 
become 2 Squadron of 27th Signal Regiment, newly formed in 
Hong Kong. The knowledge of our impending demise as an 
independent unit has caused no heartache. We have had no 
rime ro spare for that! It has been hard enough to keep pace 
with all the jobs that h ave come our way in the last few months. 

The huntin' and shootiu' season 
In February 51 Brigade celebrated the start of the open 

season for counter revolutionary warfare by forsaking IS tasks 
in the urban areas of Kowloon for the more exciting sport of 
chasing ' rebels ' over the hills and crags of the remoter parts 
of the New T erritories. There were two CRW exercises-

ew Look' and ' Hard Nut.' The latter, which took place 
on the island of L antau, was one of the largest exercises in 
Hong Kong in recent years. Two battalions were involved as 
well as other army units, helicopters, landing craft and mules. 
Tne tracking down of the elusive ' rebels,' supplied by Gurkhas 
of 48 Brigade, and' the storming of their ' strongholds ' was an 
exhausting business requiring two assault landings and a lot 
of foot slogging. Brigade H.Q. got off very lightly but Corporal 
Mick Blythe and Signalman Bob Frisby had to spend a couple 
of days humping A41s over very rough country with the Tac 
H.Q. Even the mules found it tough going. Signalman 'Geordie' 
Humby and 'Signalman ' Tich' Weir were among those wh0 
had the opportunity to go out with ambush parties-where 
patience was duly rewarded. 

Sergeant Brian (Scouse) Connor, Corporal John Bell and 
Signalman Ron Dingwall got above it all by establishing a rebro 
site on a 3,000ft. peak. It was named Sunset Peak but the low 
cloud on the final day of the exercise nearly caused them to have 
a foggy and indefinite holiday on the heights. Luckily the 
R.A.F., flying through gaps in the cloud, managed to get off all 
stores and soldiers before the wearl.1er completely closed in. 

Communications worked well, although we had to resort to 
some peculiar arrangements to get through. At one point we 
joined a Pye (commercial equipment) network by employing 
a C41 yagi antenna with a C42. I t looked odd but it worked. 
So no questions were asked. 

Th.- best boots bit 

The Squadron appeared for the last time on a ceremonial 
parade on 21st April on the occasion of the Queen's Birthday 
Parade. We provided the Number One Guard, took our place 
on the right of the line and fed the march past. The Squadron 
was complimented on its turn-out and bearing, and certainly 
heW its own with the infantry guards on parade. 
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THEY LED THE PARADE IN HONG KONG 
The Queen 's Birthday Parade. Major Martin Pickard and Captain Neville Armitage at the head of 253 Squadron in the march past as Brigadier P. 
G. Prescott, M.C., Commander SI Brigade, takes the salute. The right gu ide is W.0 .2 (S.S.M.) Wally Wheeler. This was the Squadron's last 

parade before being merged into the new 27th Signal Regiment 

253 SQUADRON WORK A LOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
HELICOPTERS 

Corporal Bill Burley and Lance-Corporal Pete Watson load stores 
for a remote area project into an R.A.F. Whirlwind . Lieutenant 

Guy Meakin talks to the pilot. 
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CORPORAL WITH A HIGH UP JOB 
Corporal John Bell checks batteries at the 3,000 ft. rebro site on 

Sunset Peak during Exercise Hard Nut. 

The socinl whirl 
As usual the Squadron has not been slow to provid_e it elf 

with entertainment and there have been plenty of pame and 
dances. The final hours of the Squadron's life were pa sed at a 
dinner, dance and cabaret at a smart local hotel. Pcrhap our 
most colourful effort was a Hippie Party where a motley crowd 
of ' bovver boys ' and ' flower children ' gave every indication 
that me Squadron had gone to pot. 
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CHINESE NEW YEAR CHOW PARTY 
Staff-Sergeant Chow Kam Piu and Staff-Sergeant John Humphries 
can't wait to get at the food . Staff-Sergeant Gavin Spearpoint is 

somewhat doubtful. 

THE HIPPIE PARTY 
Sergeant and Mrs. Connor (you guess which is which) enter the 

spirit of things. 

Helping the locals 
The Squadron has continued to devote a lot of time and 

effort to community relations work in Hong Kong. We have 
just completed our third major electrification scheme-in the 
village of Yim Tin T sai on an island off the Sai Kung Penin
sula. The work involved the installation of a 10 kw generator, 
mains distribution system, and lighting in school, church and 
40 houses. Many members of the unit have been involved in 
the projects. In the latest sdleme Captains Neville Armitage 
and Peter Whitehead, and Sergeant Bill Stewart have been the 
leading lights-but a special mention must be made of Corporal 
Bill Burley who has been on all three projects. He has become 
our ' outside distribution ' expert and has spent, in all, about 
14 weeks living out in the remote areas while the projects were 
i. progress. It has been said that he has spent more time up 
the pole than any other member of the Squadron. 

We also ran a demonstration and display for the Science 
Club of a local school. About 30 schoolboys visited the unit 
and were shown our equipment and how the unit worked. 
The visitors were very interested and asked a lot of questions 
of F. of S. Nick Harries, Staff Sergeant Chow Kam Piu, 
Corporal Bowman, Lance-C-Orporal Poon Kwok Keung and 
Signalman Ho Chi Kai who escorted them round. 

Adieu 

Farewell, dear readers. By the time you read this 253 
Squadron will be no more. We have had a good run. We go 
out on the crest of the wave with the firm resolve to do our 
bit to make 27th Regiment a success. 
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HALT! 
the depreciation of your Savings 

CHECK WITH 
SERVICE BROKERS 

THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS 

1 
2 

SERVICE BROKERS will assist 
you with expert knowledge 

and Without Obligation 

Investment! Protection! House 
Purchase! School Fees! etc. 
SERVICE BROKERS take it all 
in their stride 

On the Command 

"FALL OUT" 
FALL IN 

with SERVICE BROKERS the 
Service Specialists 

SERVICE 
BROKERS 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKERS 

JOb Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire 
Telephone Richmond 2435 
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"The.only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
If you can bear with us). These 
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amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFON(i 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division • 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 ,.,. 
A Member Company of the Redllluolon Orgonl1at1on 
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2 55 Signal Squadron (Bahrain) 
B.F.P.O. 63 

\ 
we are now the only ,Royal Signals unit 111 the Gulf 

readers can expect to ee more from us gracing these 
page . We might even be able to in ere some phot.ograI?hs 
of our publicity-consciou Yeoman, Jim Creevy, who 1s .vying 
with the S. .M., Eric Le Quesne, for advertising pace in the 
Gulf ewsletter. 

We aid farewell from the qu dron to one of our longest 
erving members, Captain Bill Griffith , and macle the occa

sion more memorable by a marathon ses ion in th • ' Outpost,' 
at which we al o welcomed his succe sor a econd-in-Com
mand, Captain Tim McCoy. We wish BiJI and Gela every 
happiness in 21st Signal Regiment. 

With the large turnover we have at the moment, there would 
be insufficient space in TuE WIRE to mention everyone, but 
ome notable departure have been Second-Lieutenant Mike 

Jefferis, to 12 Mechai;ii ed Brigade; Foreman Harry Houston 
to 30th Signal Regiment and Signalman Les O'Donnell to 
28th Signal Regiment. I'll leave it to the Troops (and we 
now own 11 of them and look after three more) to make their 
own salutations and farewells. 

Lint.• Troo1• 
Line Troop has again been busy since you last heard from 

us. A hundred lines of our Rurax auto exchange have been 
removed for shipment elsewhere. We were allowed 48 hours 
for the job, but due to the foresight and planning of the Troop 
the whole operation was completed in 7t hours. 

At the moment, three of the Troop are engaged on project 
work in Masirah. 

Sports? Well, you name it, we'll have a go. Sergeant ' Chippy ' 
Wood and Lance-Corporal ' Brummie ' Haynes won the 
Squadron darts doubles championship, and once again the 
Troop has entered the Squadron Darts League (which we have 
won on the last rwo occasions). 

We say goodbye to Lance-Corporal Derek English, Lance
Corporal Pete Lavers and Signalman George Oliver, and wish 
them well in their next postings. We welcome Signalman 
' Paddy ' Taylor, Signalman ' Tich ' Ross and Signalman Dave 
Walker and hope they enjoy their stay with us. 

Field Troop 
Field Troop is now a good deal larger than when we last 

appeared in THE WIRE. We have almost doubled our numbers 
and there are more on their way to us. There is also another 
change of command. The present O.C., Second-Lieutenant 
Chris Durham, is going to Sharjah as Second-in-Command of 
the newly-formed Sharjah Signal Troop. Taking over in the 
chair is Captain Ron Abbott, who will be there until the end. 

Once again we have been providing communications for 
planes and boats (but not trains) and sent some of our operators 
and vehicles to Sharjah on an exercise over there. We hope 
to get a number of radio vehicles from 222 Signal Squadron 
to boost our present number of three detachments to about 
seven. A truly mobile force at last. 

Operating Troop (from Sergeant Don Lomas) 
I W?uld like to take this opportunity of welcoming to 

Operaong Troop our new Troop Commander, Lieutenant 
L!onel French, and to wish our departing Troop O.C., Second
L1eutenant Mike Jefferis, all the best in his new posting. 

Now for today's _piece of useless information-between April 
1970, and April, 1971, Staff Sergeant Bob Tanner has 'see~ 
orf' four successive Troop Commanders! 

. On the sporting scene, Lieutenant French has already made 
his presence known, not only by his astronomical ascent of 
the squash ladder, but by his appointment to chairman of the 
255 Signal Squadron Sports Board; there is, however, no truth 
in the buzz that he has been nominated as successor to Avery 
Brundage. 

Op~rating Troop, whid:i in the past has produced some out
standing Squadron footballers, decided to take on the Squad
ron XI and were only narrowly defeated, rwo goals to nil in 
a game which produced a high standard of football r:om 
both teams. Incidentally, Operating Troop provided four 
players for the Squadron XI. Special mention also for Signal
man Dennis Rumbold, the Operating Troop goalkeeper, for a 
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fine game. In a more recent fixture, Operating Troop played 
M.T. Troop in a relaxed, Sunday game and coasted to a 3--0 
victory in which Signalman Dave Fletcher scored two goals 
and was nominated player of the match. In the Squadron 
swimming gala, Operating Troop, handicapped by the three
way shift, came a commendable last! 

The Royal Navy, always a con iderable influence at work, 
is now beginning to influence our social life, and one must not 
be alarmed to hear our commcen operators referring to an 
evening in the ' Outpost ' as a ' run ashore.' Notable recent 
· runs • were the ' farewell runs ' of Signalman Les O'Donnell, 
Lance-Corporals ' Scouse ' Taylor and ' Ginge ' Graham. 
R02T Chris Dennis confirmed this inter-Service spirit by 
choosing the ' Outpost ' as the venue for his last ' run ashore.' 
Lance-Corporal Dave Bottomley assures me that the outlook 
for the Troop in the newly-commenced Darts League is bright. 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 

B.F.P.O. 53 

T IHIS month 259 Signal Squadron took to the water! The 
reason for this nautical adventure being a Squadron 

outing. The !final Saturday in June found members of our 
geographically far flung empire converging on Famagusta 
harbour from such exotic departure points as Amargh Crescent 
(Episkopi), Lofty's Bar (Limassol), Troodos, Dhekelia an<l 

icosia. 
There we were welcomed aboard a Z craft by members of 

3 iPort Squadron R.C.T. ·In all 88 souls set sail for Fig Tree 
Bay, a journey of some ninety minutes along the coast cf 
Cyprus. Vicruals, including those of an alcoholic nature, were 
provided in abundance by the crew. 

We must report, almost with regret, that apart from the 
sighting of seven shavks (twelve inches Jong and deceased) the 
whole day went off without a hitch. The only injury recorded 
was Sergeant Beau Joglekar's sunburn, by the way Beau hails 
from Poona. 

The safe return of the 88 men, women and children who 
indulged/ in this voyage, and expresse<l their enjoyment of it, 
is due almost entirely to the organisational efforts of Ser
geants Don Payne and Bob Cooper. 

The Squadron will again take to the sea in July and! Sep
tember as we are to charter the Corps Yacht, "Brigand of 
Cbangi," for some more serious sailing. One of our reporters 
will be aboard to relate further salty stories of ZS9 Signal 
Squadron at sea. 

A sport that has not been featured regularly in our column 
is that of horse-riding. Our O.C., Major A. S. MaK. Anderson, 
is a leading light in this activity here at Episkopi. At the 
recent Hunter trials in Dhekelia, he not only gained, a well 
deserved rosette for fourth place in a large entry, but also 
manag~d to avoid, by a narrow margin only, trampling all over 
our ace photographer, Lieutenant Robin Farey of East Troop, 
at the fifth jump. 

IFinall:;# to end our notes in the traditional manner, we say 
farewell to Sergeants Harrison and Haywood, Corporals 
Claypole, Hulme and Warburton and welcome to 2S9, Captain 
A. Burns, our new administration officer, and Corporals Wooff, 
Maroney, Brown, Hudson. Barwick, Simms, Jones, Oram, 
Keep, Marshall and Lance-Corporal Radford. 

GOOD.~ AVAILABLE AT ASSOCIATION 
llEAD(lll ARTERS 

COllPS PAINT TRANSFERS 

A new type P.V.C. STICK-ON TRANSFER will 
be introduced to replace the present type slide-on 
transfer in the following sizes: 

3" x it" price 3Sp each (available Aug. 71) 
7!" x Sf' ,, 4lp ,, (available Oct. 71) 
10" x 7t" ,, 46p ,, ~available Dec. 71) 

Remaining stocks of medium and large slide-on trans
fers are on sale at 14p and !Sp respectively. 
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- The Volunteers -

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

WELL DESERVED AWARDS 
Recipients of Lord Lieutenant's Certificates have a joke with the 

Marquis of Normanby. 
W .0.2 T. Collins, Staff-Sergeant L. Robinson, The Marquis of Nor
manby, Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Stewart, Major S. H. Knight, 
Major B. H. Taylor, Sergeant A. E. Mitchell, Sergeant H. North, 

Sergeant M. Trevor. 

Award of Lord Lieutenant's certificates 

ON Tuesday, 1st June, the Lord Lieutenant for the orth 
Riding of the County of York, Colonel the Most 

Honorable The Marquis of Normanby, presented his certificate 
to past and present members of the T.A.V.R. at Brambles 
Farm T.A.V.R. Centre Middlesbrough. The following member 
of the Regiment received awards: Major Henry Knight (now 
retired), W.0.2 T. Collins, Sergeant H. North and Sergeant 
M. Trevor. 

Major Knight's award is particularly well earned as he ha 
tile proud record of some 4S years' service with the Royal 
Signals both as a Regular and as a Volunteer. The Regiment 
congratulates them on these well deserved awards. 

90 Signal Squadron and 49 (\VB) Signal Squadron 
As pan of our concentrated summer training programme, 

90 Signal Squadron provided radio detachments for the National 
Field Sports Association at Wynard Park during the weekend 
26th/27th June. On Monday, 28th June, a number of soldier 
of 49 (W.R.) Signal Squadron had the honour of raking part 
in the lining route on the occasion of the visit of Her Majesty 
the Queen to York. 

ergeants i.tess activities 
Much to the surprise of all, the Mess balance sheet at the 

end of February showed we were at last well and truly out 
of the red and into the black. This good news, together with 
the T.A. Associations offer to spend over £200 in renewing 
our Mess floor prompted the Mess to form an improvements 
committee. Under the chairmanship of W.0.2 Jim Lincoln 
they have now spruced up the Mess considerably. We now 
await the arrival of our new carpet and we shall have, wiiat 
must be, one of the be t looking Volunteer Messes in the 
North. 

This year the Sergeants' Me s attempted a new venture 
- a grand Summer Ball. Preparations had been going on for 
some time and just when the R.S.M. thought he had every
thing fixed, he was dragged away in the week prior to the Ball 
to recce our camp location in B.A.0.R., thankfully however 
our stalwart P.S.I. of 90 Squadron, Staff Sergeant Jim Higgins 
stepped in and took the reins and by the afternoon ,of Saturday, 
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12th June, the Drill Hall had been transformed into what 
resembled. the Ballroom of the Savoy. Our guests, Th 
Commanding Officer, the Mayor's of Tee -side and Darlington 
were duly received by the P.M.C., W.0.2 Trevor Smith, 
served with a goblet of Sergeant Bill Percy' ' witche brew ' 
and the show began, it was obvious that everyone intended 
enjoying themselves as the dance floor wa crowded by 09.30. 

The walls and the roof were still shaking at 1 a.m. when 
to the disappointment of all the band announced their Ja~t 
waltz. The look of disappointment on the face of all our 
ladies, some of whom had travelled over 100 mile to attend, 
was too much for the R.S.M. and P.M.C., quickly they held 
an extraordinary Me s Meeting, passed a minute, and the 
band was re-engaged till the small hours of the morning. 
Mention, of course, must be made of our A.C.C. Cooks who. 
under their ' Governor' Sergeant Tommy Hardy, provided 
such a splendid buffet for us all. Rumour has it that there b 
already a proposition in the minute book for an Autumn Ball. 

A Mess picnic with the wives and children is scheduled 
for July (if we can fit it in between exercise ) and possibly 
that Autumn Ball (who said there is no social life with the 
Volunteers?). 

The Mess, which is open every Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday evening and Sunday lunchtime, will be glad to ee 
any members, or ex-members of the Corps either Regular or 
Volunteer who happen to be in or around the Middlesbrough 
area. 

hooting 
The Regiment had a good result in the Territorial Armv 
ational Small-Bore Match with 95 (Shrops. Yeo.) Signal 

Squadron (V) coming 14th out of 52 competing teams and the 
fir t Royal Signals unit. 

Obituary 
Many member of the Corps will learn with regret of the 

death of former Sergeant Jersi Pianowski, known to his friend 
as' George.' 

Sergeant Pianowski wa born in Poland and spent his early 
life on the estates of his uncle, Baron Pianowski, his father 
travelling the world as chief baller master in the ballet company 
of the late Anna Pavlova. 

Baron Pianowski's estates were on the Russian border and 
were attacked by the Ru sians; livestock, historical records, etc., 
were all burned. Jersi Pianowski and his mother and uncle were 
sent to Siberia where they remained for some time the Baron 
dying in Siberia. The title then passed to Sergeant Pianowski's 
father. At the outbreak of war mother and son were relea ed 
and Jersi Pianowski was sent to an Academy for Officer Cadet , 
from there he joined the Polish Army. 

He served in the Polish Army until 1948. During his service 
with the Polish Army he saw service in many parts of Europe 
and took part in me Casino battle. 

In 1948 Sergeant Pianowski joined the Royal Signals and 
served in many parts of the world including Japan, Korea, 
M.E.L.F. and B.A.O.R. 

On the death of Baron Pianowski in 1967 the title passed to 
' George ' Pianowski. 

He ended his ervice as a member of the permanent staff 
of 3Sth Signal Regiment ) and was P.S.I. with S8 (Staff ) 
Signal Squadron where he was extremely £Opular. He left the 
service in May, 1970. Members of S8 Squadron acted as 
bearers at his funeral at his special request. 

Sergeant Pianowski wa an unassuming person and few of 
his friends knew of his early life and what he and his family 
had suffered . 

Our deep sympathy goes to his wife Mrs. Pamela Pianow ki 
and his family. 

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment 
(Volunteers), Birmingham 12 

A good rwt up to camp 

A GOOD start to our run up for the Regimental Camp 
which this year i to be held at Burni ton Barrack 

Scarborough, was made with two Regimental Exerci e . 
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' • 1ayflower ' and ' Jun Bride, both of which provide good 
ommunication which eem to indicate an excellent camp. The 

training wing have provided an intensive instructional pro
gramme for camp and one wonder who i going to do the 
mundane job . Recruiting in spite of the re-organi ation of new 
units within our location and in ome ca es within the old 
drill ball ha been good and it i even rumoured that the 
Q.M.' Department ha had to open one of its many 'gash 
tore to equip the recruits in time for c-amp. 

S.0.-in-C. Dt•slgoate's '\' isU 
We were very privileged to receive a visit from the S.0 .-in-C. 

designate Brigadier J. M. Sawyer accompanied by 11th Signal 
Group Commander, Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., who 
after a briefing by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
D. C. Woodbridge, visited the closing stage of E.xercise 'June 
Bride' at 48 ( .M.) Signal quadron ) in their T . & A.V.R. 
Centre, Golden Hillock Road Birmingham. Returning to R.H.Q. 
he watched a Regimental driving competition organised by 
H .Q. Squadron visited the Sergeants' Mess and later took 
upper with the Officers of the Regiment before departing. 

Exercise 'Mayflower ' wa held over the weekend lSth/l~th 
May with the Regimental Headquarters located at the Fue 
Department Training School, Morton in the Marsh. The Group 
Commander Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., visited and 
aw the Regiment on a full exercise for the. first time sin~e 

bi arrival at Group Headquarters and we beheve be was wt
ably impres ed. The highlight of the weekend was an 
impromptu fire-fighting display by H.Q. Squadron Cooks (the 
excuse) when one of their burners caught fire. 

Exerci e 'June Bride ' over weekend 12th/13th June was a 
local Regimental exercise with the Headquarters located at 
Golden Hillock T. & A.V .R. Centre, Birmingham, and the 
Radio Relay chains working from their Squadron areas near 

brewsbury, Hereford, Rugby and ewcastle under Lyme. 
The exercise continued in a modified form on Tuesday, 15th 
June for the visit of the S.0.-in-C. designate. 

Recruiting 
The Regiment has mounted numerous exhibitions around 

the Birmingham area in order to recruit and had varying 
mea ures of success, the most successful being the display at 
Birmingham ' International Spring Festival,' the Lord Mayor's 
procession and the ' Open Day ' at the Prince of Wales Depot, 
Lichfield. 

48 Squadron supplied a float for the Lord Mayor's procession 
complete with mobile bar, bikini-clad girls and even managed 
10 get a mall amount of radio equipment onto it. The main 
inspiration to the recruiting programme is the Commanding 
Officers' prize of a weekend for two in Paris which goes to the 
best recruiter. 

EYE CATCHING 
3Sth Regiment's stand at The Birmingham International Spring 

Festival. 
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BY APPOJNTME TTOHER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, 
GOLDSMITH ' & CROWN JEWELLERS, 
GARRARD&COMPANYLTD., LONDON 

The Pride of 
the Regiment. 
Fo r over two hundred years Garrard have commem

orared, in finely-worked silver , the achievements of great 
Regiments. Today thi tradition of service to the military 
is firmly established. 

As Regimental Silversmiths Garrard maintain close 
contact with a large number of regiments and individual 
serving members. W e offer you unrivalled traditional skills 
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal service 

that is the hallmark 
of Garrard. 
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THE MASTER AND SOME OF THE WARDENS OF THE SKINNERS COMPANY VISIT 39th REGIMENT 
From left to right : Private Brenda Stripp (now Private Lincoln), Mr. Marriott, The Hon. L. H. L. Cohen (Master Elect), The Lord Ironside, Colonel 

John Goad O.B.E., The Master, Mr. Julian Ridsdale M.P., and the P.M.C. of the Lynx Club, Corporal Hammersley. 

39th (City of London) 

Signal Regiment (V) 

The Skinners Company 

I N 1954 the Regiment was adopted by the Worshipful 
Company of Skinners and assumed as its emblem the 

Lynx, which you see at the heading of this article. The 
Skinners Company was granted a charter by King Edward III 
in 1327, but the deeds of the original building are still held by 
the Company and are dated 1295. 

There is, of course, much history connected with the Com
pany, but one fact which may be of interest to our readers is 
that in the Middle Ages the Skinners and the Merchant Taylors 
were constantly arguing as to which was the senior Company 
until, in a fracas, one apprentice was killed. The Lord Mayor 
called the two Masters together and ordered them to mend 
their ways and said that their seniority would alternate from 
year to year-as one was 6th in seniority and the other 7th, 
th.is is the origin of the saying: ' all at sixes and seven ' (the 
Skinners are 6th during 1971). 

So far as the Regiment is concerned the a ociation with 
the Company has given us a very strong connection with the 
City, apart from our title; our Honorary Colonel is always a 
Past Master of the Company, we provide guards of honour for 
the Company on the Masters Election Day the Master and 
Wardens vi it rhe Regiment once a year to receive the Com
manding Officer's Report and to present the ' Skinners 
Awards' to those junior ranks who have done most for l'ile 
Regiment during the preceding year. In addition, the Officers' 
Mess holds its annual cocktail party in the Skinners Hall, 
and the Master is always one of the guests of honour at all 
our functions. The Skinners invite many members of the 
Regiment to their special open days. 
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The Hunter Visit 
The Hunter Visit, so called after Colonel J. 0. Hunter, 

M.B.E., who commanded the Regiment in 1962-1965, took place 
recently. This is a visit by the disabled of the Star and Garter 
Homes whom we entertain for tile afternoon with a cabaret 
and lots of beer; some of the 'stars' this year came from our 
visitors themselves, who rendered a variety of songs from both 
wars-the choral background caused serious damage to the 
foundations of the Drill Hall. 

All praise, as usual, must go to S.S.M. Bob Newman for the 
organisation of this annual event. 

.\rrivals and departures 
We now bid farewell to Major Anne Grant, W.R.A.C., the 

P.S.O. at R.H.Q., and welcome her replacement, Captain 
Heather Greenland, W .R.A.C., who comes from 16th Signal 
Regiment. Major George Dibley has transferred to us from 
38th Signal Regiment (V) and is now our Traffic Officer in the 
Banbury Squadron (which incidentally is SO-strong having 
started on February 3). Under this heading we wilt include 
the good news we have for Officer Cadet Laurie Hinds, who 
has passed bis Commissioning Board and who is now dressed 
as a Second-Lieutenant; no doubt someone will finally approve 
it o that he can get the money! 

"\' isitors 
The main visitors during thi · period have been the Master 

and the Wardens of the Skinner. Company who e annual visit 
took place on 25th May, just before the present Master, Mr. 
Julian Ridsdale, M.P., handed over to the Hon. L. H. L. 
Cohen, who is attending our Visitors' Day at Camp. 

The 6th of July saw the arrival of General Sir Basil Eugster, 
K.C.B., K.C.V.O., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., G.O.C.-in-C. outhern 
Command, for a semi-official evening with the Regiment; he 
wa accompanied by Captain Robert Corbett, I.G., hi A.D.C. 
We hope they enjoyed their visit. 
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f'ump Hl7 I 
Camp loom mightily in our mind at the moment; we go to 

Scarborough on 17th July for two ·weeks and about a quarter 
of the Regiment will be dispersed to Cyprus, B.A.0.R., 
Gibraltar and Bavaria. \-:/e will have about 120 trainees at the 
Training Wing in car rough, and our communication for 
th econd phase of camp will be ba ed there. 

Our Visitor ' Day is on 27th July; O'Jr principle guests will 
be the Lord Mayor of London, Sir Peter Studd, G.B.E.1 the 
Ma ter of the kinners ompany, and the G.O.C.-m-C. 

outhern Command. 

Yet. an tber gonc-, etc- e-t~. 

We are delighted to announce the wedding of Sergeant David 
Lincoln, one of our technician P:S.I.s, and Priyate .B~enda 
Stripp, \V.R.A.C. (TAVR), who e picture appears m this i sue. 
We wish them all the very be t for the future. 

HAPPY OCCASIO N 
Sergeant David Lincoln and his bride Brenda. 

After note 
You may remember that Corporal fines of 1 Squadron was 

offering his wife and daughter in exchange for a ticket for the 
Cup Final in our last notes-he got one. We didn't dare ask 
him about the deal! 

40th Ulster 
Signal Regt. (V) 

Belfast 

I N our last notes we promised that June would be a "more 
than somewhat " type of month, and we were right. 

Farewell to Group Commander 
The first weekend was devoted to the farewell visit of the 

Group Commander, Briga<lier A. J. Jackson. There was a 
summer Ball in the Officers' Mess, which was a huge success, 
and which was very properly recorded by the 'Ulster Tatler.' 
The buffet was superb and the drill hall had never looked 
better. (Note for budding hydraulic engineers: if the fountain 
iet hits the drill hall roof, bung a couple of pounds of wire 
wool on to the jet. It produces a nice bubbly effect). The 
band of the North Irish Horse played for our farewell parade 
on the Sunday, and made a very good job of 'Begone, Dull 
Care!' During the parade, the Group Commander made the 
following presentations: 

Territorial Efficiency Medal to Sergeant Billy Carey (who 
has two daughters in the Regiment). 

Bars to the medal to W.0.2 Billy Lawson and W.0.2 
(R.Q.M.S.) Sammy Dinsmore. 

Best Soldiers Shield to Corporal Burtonwood (A.C.C.). 
Best W.R.A.C. Volunteer Shield to Lance~Corporal Carey. 
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"YOU CAN CLEAR A BAR WITH THIS IN TWO MINUTES" 
The Commanding Officer presents an Irish Blackthorn to Brigadier 
Jackson, with the firm approval of our Honorary Colonel, Colonel 

J. McCann. 

Best Recruit Shield to Signalman Clarke (whose father is 
in tile Regiment). 

The Claodeboye Trophy, for the most efficient Troop in 
the Regiment, was awarded to ' Q' Troop, represented by 
Staff Sergeant Eaton. 

This was also the final parade of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Ron 
Crampton and was a great credit to him. 

The parade was followed by drinks in the Sergeants' Mess 
and a combined Officers' and Sergeants' Ness luncheon, at 
which the Brigadier made some very complimentary remarks 
about the Regimenr. To mark his association with the Regi
ment, the officers presented him with a blackr.iorn walking 
stick, of the type they normally carry, and the Sergeants pre
sented him with a Regimental plaque. In Ireland, a strong 
man with a blackthorn can empry a bar in two minutes. It 
would be interesting to see what could be done with it at a 
recalcitrant MOD Committee-not, of course, a bar! 

And goodbye also to a well-liked ILS.iU. 
The Brigadier departed after lunch, but there were further 

ceremonies to mark the final departure of the R.S.M. After 
the last WIRE Editorial, all we need say is that R.S.M. 
Crampton fitted into rhat category of modern R.S .M.s, which 
were then described. He was liked, admired and respected by 
all ranks, who marked their appreciation in several ways. The 
fact that he was locked out of the Centre, after having been 
ceremoniously towed to the gate in a Land Rover is attributed 
only to Irish humour. 

THANK YOU AND GOODBYE R.S.M. 
W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) Crampton receives a farewell presentation clock 

from the junior Ranks of the Regiment. 
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~spoi:t~ 
Cor1111 Criclu•t 

ROYAL SIGNAi, HEAT R.A.C. JlY 102 RUNS 

The match was ~l~yed at Bovington on 5th/6th July in 
perfect we~ther conditions- warm sunshine and a cool breeze. 

Roy~! Signals 140 (Palmer 76, Shiner 21) and 206 for ' 7 
wickets (Thatcher 73 not out, Palmer 51, Garton 45). 

Royal Armoured Corps 136 (Cotteri!J 4-60 Radford 2-27 
Stanbridge 2-28) and 108 (Cotterill 4-29, Radford 3-28' 
Stanbridge 2-20). ' 

Result: Corps won by 102 runs. 
_The Co~ps won the toss ai:id decided to bat upon a dry, firm 

wicket which gave some as 1stance to both sides. 
The feature of the first innings was an opening partnership 

of 91 r1:1ns by S.ergeant Palmer and Lance-Corporal Thatcher, 
scored m 78 mmutes. Palmer batted very aggressively whilst 
Thatcher played a sensible defensive innings. 

The R.A.C. innings began steadily against accurate bowling 
wickets fell regularly but a spirited 23 runs by Shennan enabled 
a reasonable score to be achieved. 
~e Corps sec<;>nd innings was similar to the first, the 

openmg parr scoring 70 runs-Sergeant Palmer making his 
~co.ad. half-century. Corporal Thatcher batted with great 

disc1plme and self-control and was unbeaten with 73 runs. He 
was ably a sisted by Captain Garton in a seventh wicket stand 
of 78 runs, scored in 41 minutes. The innings was declared 
and the R.A.C. were left to score 211 runs in 175 minutes. 

After a brisk scoring rate in the first over the R.A.C. lost 
their first three wickets for 27 runs to Captain Radford; this 
put a win beyond their reach and some accurate bowling, aided 
by excellent fielding, gave the Corps a well-deserved victory 
by 102 runs. 

The following represented the Corps: Captain J. Radford, 
School; Captain C. Garton, School; Captain R. Shiner, School; 
Captain W. A. Price, 244 Signal Squadron; Second-Lieutenant 
C. G. Wright, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment; W.0.2 C. 
McLaughlin, 244 Signal Squadron; Sergeant D. Cotterill, 8th 
Signal Regiment; Sergeant M. Palmer, A.A.C., Harrogate; 
Corporal W. Bal<ling, A.A.C., Harrogate; Corporal D. Stan
bridge, 3 Div. H.Q. ~ Signal Regiment; and Corporal C. 
Thatcher, 223 Signal quadron. 

Removals and storage Household remov
als. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

ROYAL SIG~.U,S n .. ,.0.R. DIXG1n· 

REGATTA 

The regatta was held at die Mohne See Sailing Club from 
23rd to 25th June. The first day and a half were devoted to 
the team events which proved most exciting. There had been 
some last-minute team withdrawals due to exerei e commit
ments but the remaining teams were seeded into two groups of 
four teams. Each group held an American tournament with 
the winner of group two sailing against the runners-up of 
group one. 

~n group two our only minor unit entry, 11 Armoured 
B~1gade S1~nal Squadron put up a g<;>od rearguard action. 7th 
Signal Regiment ' C ' team beat their ' B ' team, both being 
beaten by 21st Signal Regiment who had the distinction of 
prote ting against their opposition in each race! 

. Group one was won by 7th Signal Regiment ' A' team who 
did not lose a match. Runners-up were 22nd Signal Regiment, 
who just beat 2 Div. Signal Regiment on points. 4 Div. Signal 
Regiment unfortunately lost two races which put them out of 
the running. The closest match of all was the runners-up decider 
between the two groups. 21st Signal Regiment made an excel
lent start but in spite of little wind 22nd Signal Regiment 
gradually caught up and employed team tactics just before the 
finish in order to gain second and third position and win the 
race. 

The individual event consisted of four races of which the 
three best for each individual were to count towards the result. 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) Bill Kitchen, of 7th Signal Regiment, was out
right winner after sailing three races and gaining two firsts and 
a third. The remaining places were decided on the fourth race 
which was exceedingly unspectacular as the wind dropped to 
next to nothing at about 15.30 hours. An emergency finishing 
line was set up out of sight of the spectators and the leading 
four boats drifted across in line. The second prize was won by 
Major Chris Story, also of 7th Signal Regiment, and third by 
Signalman Casey. 

On the final day 22nd Signal Regiment produced an excellent 
buffet and following the last race all the prizes were presented 
by Mrs. Horsfield, wife of C.S.O., B.A.0.R. 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays, travel tickets, 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords. you'll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 
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THE RO AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
tinutes of the Twenty-Sixth Annual General Meeting held at Catterick Camp on Sunday, 27th June, 1971 

Present 
Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., 9Jiairm~n; Colone.I F .. E. B. 

Jones, 0.B.E., T .D., D .L., J.P., V1ce-Cha1rman; Bngadier P. 
M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., General Secretary; and some 80 
members of the Association. 

Brigadier Tucker opened the meeting by welcoming all who 
had come to Catterick for the weekend. All told nearly 600 
members were attending and 28 Branches were represented. 
He wa sure that all would be very pleased that the Master of 

"goal had been able to come over fo.r the Su_n~ay events. 
Finally he wished to place on record his apprec1anon f~r . all 
that Brigadier Tighe, his staff and members of the Training 
Brigade had done to make the; weeke1;1d such a success, p::ir
ticularly as they wen~ beset with cons1<~erable a~c~mm~atlon 
and feeding difficulties due to extensive rebuilding 10 the 
Brigade area. He stressed that this situation would, up!ortun
ately, continue for the next year or two and of necessity there 
would have to be a ceiling on the numbers capable of being 
accommodated and fed. 

Mi1111tes ol the 25th Annual General Meeting 
The minutes of the 25th Annual General Meeting were put 

to the meeting for formal approval and having been duly pro
posed and seconded were approved by a show of hands and 
signed by the Chairman. 

Chairnaan•s Report 
The Chairman reported on Association affairs, main points 

being: 
Branches and Membership. There were currently 47 Branches 

in the U.K. Reading Branch had come to life again thanks 
to the energetic spade work of its Hon. Secretary. No Branches 
had closed. Since the last A.G.M. 164 Life and 137 Annual 
members had joined the Association. Despite present-day 
difficulties a number of Branches had succeeded in signing on 
new members. There was no doubt mat personal contact is the 
best method-it is appreciated that this does mean hard work 
for committee members. 

Welfare. Since the last A.G.M. some £13,600 had been spent 
in helping 620-odd welfare cases. In addition about 500 wellare 
parcels had been sent out. In conjunction with the Army Bene
volent Fund loans totalling £11,000 had been made to soldiers 
nearing the end of their service to help over house purchase 
and furnishings and the Army Benevolent Fund had also helped 
in certain major rehabilitation cases with grants totalling £1,400. 

'Wire.' THE WIRE circulation was holding up well despite the 
disbandment of certain units. Sales to individuals were on the 
increase. 1970 had been a very expensive year for THE WIRE 
and the Central Committee had subsidised it by some £1,700 
to m~et costs. A very heavy increase in postal charges plus a 
considerable rise in printing costs now confronted us and the 
Central Committee bad decided, with regret, to put up the 
cost of individuals' WIRES from lOp to lSp a copy. BuJk orders 
for five or more WIRES a month from Units or Brandies of the 
Association would remain at the present price. The new price 
would come into effect on 1st January, 1972. 

Staff. Mr. Biddlecome (Assistant Accountant) had unfortun
ately been obliged to leave owing to ill health. His vacancy had 
been empty for some time but we now had a well qualified 
applicant who should be joining us in late August this year. 

Acrounts for 1970 (see opposite page). These had been 
audited and scrutinised by the Association Finance Sub-Com
mittee and passed by the Central Committee. 
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Salient points were: Accumulated funds now stood at £139,366 
compared with £131,410 in 1969. In fact at current market 
prices investments were worth considerably more than their 
cost value and are worth something in the order of £160,000 
today. Despite heavy expenditure in 1970 the General Fund still 
showed a surplus of income over expenditure of £291. The 
profit of £950 made by the One-Day Cover stamp scheme was 
a great help and thanks must go to the Training Brigade for 
organising this scheme. 

The Benevolent Fund showed a surplus of income over 
expenditure of £7,370 despite a donation of £9,000 to the 
Army Benevolent Fund. This was due to a considerable increase 
of income from the Day's Pay Scheme which totalled some 
£28,000 in 1970. It has also been well supported by donations 
from Individuals, Branches and Units of the Corps to a total 
of £2,725. In view of the strong position of Association funds 
the Central Committee had agreed to make a grant of £10,000 
in July to the Army Benevolent Fund and a further £6,000 in 
November-the latter amount to be confirmed by the Central 
Committee at their autumn meeting. 

The Accounts of the Association were then put to the meeting 
and, there being no questions, were duly proposed and seconded 
and approved by a show of hands. 

Anaendment to Rule 9 ol the Rules ol the Royal 
Signal.s Association 

The proposed amendment as set out in detail in Agenda 
paper 26 AGM 3, was run through and explained 
by the General Secretary. It was pointed out by Major Wragg 
(Derby Branch) that the Executive Committee, referred to on 
page 14 of the Rules, would require amendment in respect of 
the Signal Officer-in-Chiers appointment. The General Secre
tary thanked Major Wragg f~r drawing his atte1;1tion to this 
and said that he would substitute the B.G.S. (Signals) when 
amending the rule. 

The amendment was then put to the meeting and having 
been duly proposed and seconded wa;; approved by a show ~f 
hands. (Omitted from THE WrRE owing to length, but details 
available from Association H .Q.). 

Central Committee 
The meeting was asked to approve the election or re-election 

of the following to the Central Committee: 
Chairman and Treasurer, Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E.; 

Vice-Chairman, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., 
J.P.; T .A.V.R. Representative: Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D., 
A.D.C.; Branch Representative, Major R. 0. Edwards (Leeds 
Branch), vice, Captain E. T. G. Waite, M.B.E. (Hartlepool & 
District Branch) retiring in rotation. 

The elections or re-elections having been duly proposed and 
seconded were approved by a show of hands. 

.4ny Otlaer Business 
A member raised th.e question of provision of Sunday meals 

at the Reunion. The General Secretary pointed out that owing 
to rebuilding the Training Brigade was limited in the- numbers 
it could feed and accommodate. Priority for meals must, of 
necessity, go to members of the Association who were being 
accommodated by the Training Brigade overnight. The numbers 
this year were such that those staying overnight filled the quota 
that the Training Brigade could feed. Those who came for 
the day or who had made private arrangements for ov~rnight 
accommodation with regret would have to make their own 
arrangements for meals on Sunday. There was no way round 
this. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND 

1969 
£ £ 

122,096 

553 

5,584 
3,177 

9,314---

131,410 

2,036 

£133,446 

Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1970 

ACCUMULArED FUND 
Balance at !st January, 1970 . . . . 
Add: Transfer of assets of 50tlt (N) 

Divisional Signals Benevolent Fund 
Excess of income over expenditure 

for the year . . . . . . . . 
Profit on sale of investments 

SUNDRY CREDITORS AND ACCRUED 
CHARGES . . . , . . . . . . 
NOTE: There is a contingent liability 

to refund life membership subscrip
tions to certain serving oldiers of the 
Corps on retirement. 

£ 

7,661 
295 

£ 

131,410 

7,956 

139,366 

2,918 

£142,284 

1969 
£ £ 
3,869 
3,694 
1,720 

953 
226 

122,528 
4 

122,532--

412 

£133,446 

CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND .. 
SUNDRY DEBTORS ANO PREPAYMEm'S 
INCOME TAX RECOVERABLE . . . . 
STOCKS IN HAND, at cost (including band 

records £564; 1969 £8) . . . . 
l.oANS TO AssoclATION BRANCHES .. 
INVESTMENTS AT CoST (per schedule 

attached) 
QuoTBo (market value £1 S4.678; 1969 

£141,422). 
Unquoted .. 

OFFICE FURNITURE-AT COST LESS 
DEPRECIATION . .. 

W. G. TUCKER, Chairmaft. 
P. M. P. HOBSON, Secretary. 

AUDITOR 'REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCtATIO AND BENEVOLENT FUND 

£ £ 
2,271 
3,384 
2,ll I 

1,492 
191 

132,460 
4 

132,464 

371 

£142,284 

In our opiniort the above balance sheet and annexed income and expenditure accounts give a true and fair view of the state of alfairs of the Fund at 31st D ecember 
1970 and of the excess of income over expenditure for the year ended on that date. ' 
3, Frederick's Place, 

Old Jewry, 
London, EC2R 808 (Signed) PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO. 

May, 1971. Chartered Accountants. 

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1970 
GENERAL 

1969 
£ £ 

519 
333 

1,383 
2,235--

46 

1,096 
824 

2,214 

£6,415 

1969 
£ £ 

ADMINISTRATION EXPEKSES 
Salaries, National Insurance, Superan-

nuation contributions .. 
Pensions to former employees .. 
Other administrative expenses 

DEPRECIATIO. OF FURNITURE AND FIT· 
TINGS .. .. . . . . . . 

J\JBILEE CELEBRATIONS (Salisbury/ Bland-
ford) . . . . . . 

COST OF ASSOCIATION REUNIONS .. 
CONTRJDUTION TO CosTS OF PuBUCATIONS 
EJ<CESS OF 1 COME OVER EXPENDITURE . . 

ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES 
Salaries, National Insurance, Superan-

2,701 nua1ion contributions .. 
258 Postage of welfare parcels 

2,959--
9,680 

6,m 
150 
128 

6,678--
3,370 

£22,687 

5,584 

£5,584 

BENOVOLENT GRAm'S 
DONATIONS 
Army Benevolent Fund .. 
Star and G arter Homes .. 
Shaftesbury Homes 
Others 

Excess OF 1 'COME OVER EXPENDITURE 

OVERALL EXCESS OP I COME OVER 
ExPENDITURE TAKEN TO ACCUM!JLATED 
FuND 

£ 

678 
468 

2,471 

3,253 
225 

9,000 
350 

50 
173 
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£ 

3,617 

41 

620 
1,951 
1,821 

291 

£8,341 

1969 
£ 

248 
56 

322 
5,498 

291 

£6,415 

£ 
SUBSCRIPTIONS . . . . 
RECEIPTS FROM BRANCHES .. 
PROFIT ON O NE DAY CovER STAMP 
SUNDRYJ COME 
Income from sales of Corps clothing. 

bad~es, records of Corps music and 
diaries . . . . . . . . . . 

I COME FROM INVESTMENTS-GROSS 
BASK D EPOSIT I NTERESI' .. 

BENEVOLENT 

3,478 
12,398 

9,573 
7,370 

£32,819 

SUMMARY 

7,661 

£7,661 

1969 
£ £ 

D ONATIONS 
263 Individuals and local brancltes • • . . 

J,298 
1,561-

2,940 
16,917 

19,857--

Regiments and Squadrons, Royal 
Signals .. 

R ECEIPTS FROM CORPS FUNDS 
Officers .. 
Other ranks 

1,269 BENB\IOLENI' GRANTS REFUNDED 

£22,687 

2,214 
3,370 

£5,584 

Excess OF (NCOME OVER EXPENDITURB : 
ON GENBRAL ACCOUNT 
ON BENEVOLENT Accotn-."T 

£ 

£ 

88 7 

1,838 

4,010 
24,823 

£ 
248 

46 
950 

447 
6,556 

94 

£8,341 

£ 

2,725 

28,833 
1,261 

£32,819 

291 
7,370 

£7,661 
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-Obituary- · 
Mil. • F. NICHOLIS 

• ick wa born in Kent in 1915 and educated at Taunton 
chool. On leaving he joined Lloyds Bank and before the war 

becam an A.A. Gunner in the Territorial Army. In the summer 
of 194-0 he attended a cypher course at No. 3 Intelligence 

chool. An out tanding student, he was selected for in tructional 
dutie. 

• Nick ' quickly became an e.x:pert in this sphere and in the 
Janer pan of the war when the Corps assumed responsibility 
for all cypher maners, he was commi sioned into Royal Signals 
and tran ferred to the War Office department concerned with 
the development of cypher techniques. This wa his real niche 
in that he brought to this highly specialised subject an alert 
and enquiring mind devoid of prejudice the ability ~o assimilate 
facts at an incredible rate and an unrivalled capacity for hard 
work. He played an i~portant part in. strengtheni?g ?1e Army's 
communication secunty, a factor which had a significant part 
in the prosecution of the war. Afterwards he intended to return 
to Lloyds Bank but was prevailed upon to join the Foreign 
Office. 

He was on the staff of the British Embassy in Washington 
from 1960 to 1965 and was appointed to an O.B.E. in 1968. 
He was later clo ely concerned with Project Mallard. 

' ick' never spared himself and he suffered a severe coronar_y 
thrombosis in 1966 but within four months he returned to lus 
very busy life at the Foreign Office. And it was while attending 
the ATO C-E Board in Brussels in February 1971, that be 
died. 

Few people have made a greater personal contribution to 
the sophistication of communication techniques within the 
services and Government departments. 'Nick' was usually a 
step ahead of everyone in his own field, but he was also a 
patient and skilful negotiator and able to get the best out of 
people who were associated with his work. 

One could not have wished for a better colleague or a more 
reliable friend. He was invariably kind-hearted and he had a 
nice much of humour. Above all he was a family man and it 
was this happy background that gave him the strength and 
courage to continue his important work. If ever anyone deserved 
some years of retirement in his home and with his family, 
' Nick ' did. But it was not to be. 

Those who were fortunate enough to work with him and 
hare his friendship have suffered a very sad loss and our 

deepest sympathy goes to his wife, Mary, and the rest of the 
family. In their grievous loss, they have been comforted 
by the knowledge that in his all too short life 'Nick' earned 
the affection and admiration of a host of friends in many 
different splheres both here and in the United States. 

--- Movements -
omc ers 
Captain W. H. Backhou<e 
Captain A. R. Bailey 
Capuiin J. Barren ... 

Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Barry 
Major T . E. D. Baxter 
Captain E. C. Byrne, B.l!.M. 
Captain A. S. Chea! ... . .. 
Captain (T.O.T.) T. L. Craze 
M..ajor W. G. Cunningham 
M..ajor (T .O.T.) P. W. Dale 
Captain P. C. V. Dolan 
Lieutenant G. N. Donaldson 

Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) J. W. 
Douthwa-;te 

Captain R. E. S. Drew 
Captain C. T. Ganon 
Captain J. A. <rttward ... 
Captain (T.O.T.) P. Gill ... 
Captain (Q.M.) G. A. Granger 
llrip:!ier 'I'. I. G. Gray .. 
Captain J. A. Grienon 

Major J. P. Hart 
Lieutenant A. Helm 
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To 644 Signal Troop 
,, 7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. a• 

Major 
,, H .Q. J .O.C.P.T. 
,, School 
,. 9th Regiment as Major 

28th Reg!ment as Major 
,, 14th Regiment 
,, 26o Signal Squadron 
,, 642 Sig~al Troop 

J 1th Regiment for re tirement 
ANZUK Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron 

,, 30th Regiment 
,, M.A.S . E.Q.D. 
,, 16th Regiment as Major 

30th Regiment 
,, 7th Regiment 
,, 5 Airptbl. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, M.O.D. (D. of D. Policy (B)) 
,, ANZU K Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron 
M.C.T.C. , Colchester 

,, 59 A.Y.T. 

Major. (T.O.T.) J. A. Jackson t t Regiment for retirement 
Captain C. D. McK. Kemp ... ., 264 .A.S. Signal quadron 
Cuptain (T.0.T.) C. A. Kfag .. School 
Lieutenant W. J. Lillie . . .. ,, 7 Armd. Bde. H .Q. & ig. Sqn. 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre .• 30th Regiment 
Ma'ior F. W. Matthews ,. P.E.P.S. 
Lieutenant G. Meakin ., 2 D iv. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
Major M . Y. 1\1.i.ller ... 22 Regiment 
Maior (Tfc.) R. G. Mitchell ,, CSH.DAP.A;.; R.A.F. Medmenbam 
Moior S. P. Morrison •.• .c 
Major M. J. Pickard M .O .D . (A.G.II) 
Maior C . K. Powell M.0.D. (D.S.S.) 
Lieutenant P . Richords ,, 4 A.Y.T. 
Captain C. Riley . .. .. . . . . .• 7th Regiment ns Mnior 
Captain (T.O.T.) K. V. Risby .. 003 S gial Troop 
M"jor J . R. Robert .. 216 Para. s·g. qn. 
Major W. H. D . . Robotham .• 8th Reg:ment 
Major D. H. carfe ... H.Q. Southern Command 
Major M. W . Simms-Reeve ., 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
Licu1cnont W. J . Spiers 30th Regiment 
Captain A. J. Spillane ... .. . .. . .. 11th Regi ment for retirement 
Second-Lieutenant M . R . S. Srnnners ., 22nd Re11iment 
Major F. A. Stork ... ... ... ., 16th Regunent 

econd-Lieutena·n t J . A. V. Thornton .. 1 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt. 
Major P . C. Tripp .. . ... ,, A.A.C. , Harrogate, as Lt.-CoL 
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) F. P. 

1 tth Regiment for retirement 
16th Regiment 

Walker ,, 
Captain (Tic.) D. K . Wallis ... 

., 4oth Regime,t (V) Captain B. L . White . . . . . . . .. 
Captain (T.0.T.) F. C. Williams ... , . H .Q. AFCENT (227 Sig. Sqn.) 

\l'a.rr,~nt Officers and Senior :\·.c.O.s 
W.0 .1 D . F. Goodyer . . . . . . 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) D . O 'Connor 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) T. R Bateman 
W.0.2 K. Sloane ... ... . .. 
W.0.2 (F . of S.) T. G . Hill ... 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. L. Jackson 
W.0.2 P . T . O ' Neill 
W .0.2 W. Motion .. . 
W.0.2 C. H. Williams ... . .. 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) P . D. Hayler 
W.0.2 A. F. J. Gundersen ... . . . 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) T. Cockerill 
A/ Staff Sergeant J. C. Bree ... . .. 
Staff Sergeant P. R . Uttridge 
Staff Sergeant J . R . Hacker . . . . .. 
Staff SergC811t (F. of S.) T. C. Jo:-ies 
Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) J . N. Rogers 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. B. Kelbie 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. G. A. 

Brittenden 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. A. 

Thomber 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M . A. H. 

Taylor 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. P. 

Mortenson 
Staff Sergeant P . T . McGann 
Sergeant P. F. Crisp 
Sergeant S. Harrison 

,. H .Q . 1 (B.R.) Corps 
,. 220d Regiment 
,. 8th Regiment 
,, H .Q. Army D ept. Radio Service 
,, 229 Squadron 
.. 2nd Div. Sigmrl Regiment 
.. H.Q. uth Signal Group (V) 
,, 13th Regiment 
,. 28th Regiment 
,, 1st Div. Sil{tlal Regiment 

SHAPE H.Q. Comd. Sp. B.E. 
,, 8th Regiment 
.. 22.'ld Regiment 
,, 9th Regiment 
., School of Signals 
,, II th Regiment 2 Sqn. 
,, School of Signals 
., 1st Div. Signal Regiment 

,, 28th Regiment 

,, 224 Squadron 

,, 28th Regiment 

,, 642 Troop 
., 11th Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn. 

11th Regiment 2 Sqn. 
,, 21st Regiment 

- Promotions ---
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

New Old 
Name Initials Rank Seniority Seniority 
To W.0.1 
Bloom, 
Nelson, 

S. F . A{W.0.1 31 Mar. 71 8 Jun. 67 
S. A{W.0.1 4 May 71 16 Aug. 69 

ToW.0.2 
Scrunon (BEM), J. A. S /Sgt. 
Cairns, P. B. S/Sgt. 
Mullord, T. T. G. A/W.0.2 
Stark, R. L. S /Sgt. 
Davis, K. 0. A{W.0.2 
Winton, P.A. S/Sgt. 
Burnham, L. A/W.0.2 
Fell, R . S/Sgt. 

To S/Sgt. 
Gray (BE.M), 
French, 
Stewart, 
Bell, 
Robertshaw, 
Percival, 
Worrall, 

P . L. A/S Sgt. 
C. K. R. A/S Sgt . 
K. C. Sgt. 
E.G. Sgt. 
A. C. A/S Sgt. 
E.W. Sgt. 
F. E. Sgt. 

21 Apr. 71 
27 Apr. 71 

5 May 71 
6 May 71 

10 May 71 
19 May 71 
19 May 7l 
22 May 7l 

11 Apr. 71 
22 Apr. 7l 

7 May 71 
11May71 
20 May 71 
20 May 71 
20 May 71 

5 Feb. 70 
5 Feb. 70 
8 Mar. 69 

11 Feb. 70 
17 Feb. 70 
22 Jul. 68 
31 Dec. 64 
18 Jan. 66 

31 D ec. 64 
7 Jul. 65 

25 Nov. 69 
1 Sep. 62 
2 Feb. 66 

13 May 66 
5 Jul. 67 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.0.1 
Howie, 

To W.0.2 
Neal, 
Cooper, 

J. N. W .0 .2 19 May 71 21 Jul. 69 

SUPl!RVISOR (RADIO) ROLL 

T. B. S Sgt. 
A. S Sgt. 

1 Apr. 71 16 Aug. 69 
2 Apr. 71 16 Aug. 69 

(Lmn.) 
(R . Op.) 
(ED.) 
(ED.) 
(Comcen Op.) 
(Clk. Tech.) 
(Tech. TE.) 
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ro S Sgt. 
rmsuong, 

ToW.0.1 
Birkwood, 

ToW.0.2 
Chapman, 

To SS~. 
McVeig , 

To Sgt. 
Codley, 
Dawkin, 
Coles, 
Linton, 
Moffatt, 
Claffey, 
Woodthorpe, 
Davis, 
Waugh, 
Payne, 
Reade, 
Smith, 
Jones, 
Margrett, 
Mcilree, 

To Sgt. 
Harriss, 
Conam, 
Vardy, 
Durrant, 

To Sgt. 
Edmunds, 

To Sgt. 
Tai, 
Gordon, 
Dunbar, 

To Sgt. 
Steer, 
Mandy, 

~ 

DELETIONS R.C. Sgt. 15 May 71 I Aug. 68 (S. Op.) Senioriry 
. ·ame lnitia/J Date 

YEOMAN Of SIGNALS ROLT. REGIMeNT"L DUTY ROLL 
W.O.l 

J. w. AW.O.l 31 Mar. 71 28 Feb. 68 Green (BEM) B. G . 2 Feb. 69 
Rumsey, D.H. M. 22 Jan. 69 

W.0.2 
A. K. S Sgt. 3 May 71 10 Oct. 68 Jackson, G.L. 10 May 61 

Tcarse, s. I Sep. 65 
,V\cKccver, A. 31 Aug. 66 

A. D. J. Sgt. 8 Jun . 71 I Aug . 68 (Tg. Op.) 
Cumming, J . 12 Jan. 67 
Slade, F. E. 10 Feb. 68 
Crisp, D.W.L. 13 Feb. 68 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 
S Sgt . 

M.P. Cpl. 22 Oct. 70 13 Aug. 65 Greaves, G. 8 Oct. 70 
C . M . Cpl. 12 Nov. 70 10 Feb. 69 
D . M . Cpl. 14 Nov. 70 1 Aug. 68 YEOMAN Of SIGNALS ROLL 
A.L. Cpl. 5 Feb. 71 22 Jul. 66 W.0.1 
R . S. Cpl. 12 Mar. 71 14 Feb. 68 Bell, E. 17 Oct. 67 
A. R. Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 4 Jul . 64 Smith, C.A. 10 Sep. 69 
E . J. Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 17 D ec. 65 W.0.2 M . J . Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 4 Apr. 67 
W.D. Cpl. 26 Mar. 71 3 May 67 Coale, L.A. 18 Jun. 69 
T. J. Cpl. I Apr. 71 22 Dec. 64 
D. Cpl. 1 Apr. 71 28 Mar. 68 
J. A. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 8 Sep. 67 Sgt. 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 
C.T. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 1 Aug. 68 
T.D. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 22 Jul. 68 Cameron, C.D. I I Jan. 68 
J. L. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 22 Dec. 67 Elkerton, D . M . 7 jun. 68 

Haynes, B . 14 Jun. 68 
Mortimer, s. J. 4 Feb. 69 

C.G. Cpl. 22 Apr. 71 2 Aug. 68 Ingram, J. w. I Apr. 69 
c. Cpl. 13 May 71 24 Nov. 67 }v\atthison, J. E. 19 Dec. 69 
D .G. Cpl. 27 May 71 27 May 67 Brown, A.O. 17 Feb. 70 
K .M. Cpl. 27 May 71 27 May 67 

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL 
TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL Sgt. 

Martin, D.W. l Oct . 70 
J. w. A Sgt. 29 Apr. 71 30 Apr. 68 Robenson, G . A.R. 5 Aug. 70 

COMMUN1CATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL COMMUNlCATION CENTRE OPl!RATOR ROLL 
Sgt. A. R. A.'Sgt. 2 Jan. 71 4 Mar . 64 

R . C. A'Sgt. 23 Jan. 71 17 Sep. 66 Guy, D . W. l Oct. 68 
A. A 1Sgt. 14 Mar. 71 8 Oct. 61 Turner, A. JO Oct. 68 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 

s. J . A/Sgt. 3 Feb. 71 4 Oct. 61 Bryan, A. l Jun. 57 
M . R. A 'Sgt. 23 Mar. 71 19 Sep. 63 Barton, J .E. C. 27 Aug. 62 

FAMOUS DRINKS IN YOUR MESS 

NIJ,r1\IJ IJIJ 
The style is 
Vintage hut not 
the price 

These and all other 

famous drinks 

are obtainable 

through N.A.A.F.I. 

Deliciously Different 

Amontillado Sherry 

CROWN 
Or 

CROWNS 
l.IEBFRAUMILCH 

Offer your 
friends 
South Afr..ican 
Sherry 
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DAllY SAILINGS 
e At least l SAILINGS EVERY DAY 
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a 
day during June, July, August and Sep· 
tember e Reduced fares for British and 
Commonwealth Forces and dependants, 
and attached civilians e Economical 
catering and bar prices aboard • Go on 
th_e shorter sea crossing at lower rates 
with your family and car for home leave. 

AT REDUCED FARES 
10 ENGLAND ?°g::~:;"'" 
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DRIVE-ON 
DRIVE-OFF 

I 
· I 
I 
I . :. ,:;.. __ _. , 

to Aachen 
) 

CAR FERRIES 

\

CARS, CARAVANS, TftAILERS, etc. 
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL 

I CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl. 

GET FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I LA T R AV E L Offices, Local Travel Agents, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Graf-Adoll-Strasse 12, Duneldorf 4, 
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplaltl 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
U.K. Bookings throuch your nearest Motoring 
Organisation, Travel Agents or the Townsend offices 

at: 

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or 
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER. 

HOME OWNERSHIP ASSURED 
Condicions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation can quickly 

change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find it almost impossible 
to obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favour~ble J.?<>Sition of . b~ing able to obtai_n a. loan for 
house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally unportant it is for anyone considermg house 
purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in m?tion a positive but fl~xib~e House Purchase 
Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier YOU start, the easier it becomes for you 
to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, ti1e longer the plan is in force the higher the loan possible, and the more 
economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering char{:es have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to buy 
their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no matter when 
you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order to provide a home 
for your family. ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. When writing please provide the following information: (1) Date of birth; 
(2) Price of House; (3) Loan required; (4) Date of intended purchase; (5) Details of life policies held; (6) Other details 
you consider will assist. 

OUR SERVICE ADVISORY BUREAU is also available to give specialised advice to Members of H.M. Forces 
on all Assurance, Insurance and Mortgage matters. For full details of the advice we offer, please telephone or write 
in confidence to: 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M .A.I..B., RA.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27/ 29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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UI< or Eu r opean posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

~end m:iow f~r FREE Information Pack 
Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special 

forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

01deryour new.car before you leave. When you get back 1t will be ieady ano wiitin 
for you a1 the airport-fully insured, wnh all the paperwork completed for the u Kg 
Europe, or bol h. The lnformauon Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts, s~i~i 
H.P. 1erms, the lot .... Plua a aheat of colour brochure• of all the lat t 
mo~•I• to brow•• through •t leiaure. !hefe's no obhga11on whatever You ~:n 
weigh everything up, lake your lime choo$1ng-and take delivery whereve: you land 
Po_st to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 

···········-······--······· I Please send me your Information Pack-without obligation. wS • 

I ;r:::~;·~~;,;~~ ......................... Rank ................. -···-·-· : 

I Tax free for U.K:·;~~·u;;~·:.·:.·:::::::::::~·.-:::::.·.::::::.-"c~~~~~~j' I 
I Tax'paidforU.K.on/y_(li~ ~ : I DelivoryDate .............. -..;j;;;R:.-J~ei = 
I I 
I I 

············-·····-······-~ 

RADIO OPERATORS 
DO YOU HOLD 

PMG II OR PMG I OR EW GE 
CERTIFICATE 

OR 

ERAL 

HAD TWO YEARS' RADIO OPERATI G 
EXPERIE CE? i Look;ng fo' a se~";:dJ,~:ns~Uh good pay and i 

. Then apply . fo: a post with the Composite 
Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service 
posts, wit:h opportunitie for service abroad and 
of becoming established, i.e., non -contrib~tory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Training Courses (free accommoda
tion) starting January, April and September, 1972. 

.If you are Briti h born and resident in che United 
Kingdom, under 35 years of age (40 for exceptionally 
well qualified candidates), write OW for full details 
and an application form from: 

Government Communications H eadquarters 
Recruitment Officer, ' 
Oakley, P riors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 
GLS2 SAJ. 

§ (Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). § 
f.11111111111 1 11111 11 111 111111111 111 111 11 111111111 11 11111111 1 1111 111 111 11 111 111 11 1 111111111111111 11 111111111111111111~ 

O ver a Century-old Partnership ... 

PARSONS 
ND 

PRIN·TING 

Like the Services, \.Ve have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customer , whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journal . 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now more important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attention. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: 

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for :-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR LEADING BUILDING SOCIETIES 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

·1 n Civilian Life 

Enjoy 
Service and 
Comradeship 
in the 
BRITISH LEGION 
Your service to Queen and Country 
needn't stop when you leave the Forces. 
The British Legion has as much interest in 
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen 
and women of today as it has for those of 
two world wars and looks to them for its 
leaders of the future. 

British Legion · 49 Pall Mall · SW1 · 

Leaving the Army? 

Fixed that Job yet? 
Interviews are sometimes hard to get, but 
we give:-

• Professional advice on setting out 
your Curriculum Vitae (Employment 
History) to give optimum chance of 
subsequent interview-and 

• The right contacts 

QIC MANAGEMENT CONSULT ANTS 

ALCONBURY HILL, HUNTINGDON 
Telephone: WOOLLEY 647/564 

~ 
~ 
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Association 
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All correspondence and marcer for 
publication in THE WmE, should be 
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals 
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4129 and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143. 
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Editorial 

Our Cover Picture 
We publish this month a photograph of a Guard of Honour recently 

mounted by the 18th Signal Regiment, Singapore. 
We do this in farewell tribute to a Regiment with a distinguished 

record in Singapore ever since the end of World War II hostilities. With 
the genenl run down of forces in the Far East they arc now reduced 
to a cadre and their days are numbered. 

Over the years they have provided communications for H.Q. Far 
East Land Forces and more recently Singapore District. This they have 
done with the quiet efficiency of an experienced and well organised unit. 
Tney were fully involved with the long drawn out terrorist operations 
in Malaya and the Borneo confrontation as well as local disturbances. Very 
much part of the Singapore scene they played a leading part in all military 
activities winning, in particular, a fine reputation as sportsmen. They have 
been most generous in raising money at their annual fairs and the 
Association has much for which to thank them in this respect. 

A happy amalgam of British and locally enlisted soldiers they will go 
down in Corps history as a fine Regiment. All who have served with the 
18th Regiment can look back with pride on a job well done. Salamat Jalan! 

Ulster 
THE following signal has been received from one of our Squadron's 

in Ulster. 
"From Scribe to Editor 'Wire.' Regret unable to meet 'Wire' 
deadline this month. The Squadron is fully deployed covering 
Northern Ireland internment. Brigade Tactical H.Q. crew plus 
author at internment centre outside Crumlin gaol. Have been under 
enemy gun fire. S.D.S. has been working round the clock clearing 
to eight major units in Belfast through barricaded streets. Traffic 
levels in commcen have beaten all records. Radio detachments are 
strung out across the province providing secure radio net between 
brigades, police chiefs and internment centres. General condition 
of Squa:lron tired but morale high." 
This message highlights, perhaps even better than an article, how much 

the Corps is in the thick of it in Ulster. Our soldiers, particularly those on 
S.D.S. duties, are involved in all the unpleasanmess of storung, petrol 
bombing and the chance bullet from a concealed sniper. We know that they 
are keeping up the high reputation of the Corps in th~ face of many 
difficulties and much provocation. Readers of THE WIRE will, we are sure, 
join us in sending best wishes to all members o! the Corps in Northe.rn 
Ireland. We are solidly behind them in the unenviable but necessary ~u~1es 
which they are carrying out with such remarkable self control and d1sc1pline. 

Gurkha Signals 
News has come through of the rundown of Gurkha Signals from a 

Regiment whose strength at the end of confron~ation with Indon~sia 
included three Gurkha brigade headquarters and signal squadrons, eight 
Gurkha battalion signal troops and an independent parachute company 
signal troop. By the end of the year Gurkha Signals will comprise. one 
Gurkha brigade headquarters and signal squadron, one composite signal 
squadron and five Gurkha battalion signal troops. . 

While it is sad that there will no longer be a 17th Gurkha Signal 
Regiment, as such, Gurkha Signals will still ~e an ho.noured name in the 
order of battle. During the 18 years since their formauon ~ey have wo~ a 
considerable reputation for themselves. It is not always r.ealised that. durmg 
much of this period they have been involved in operational corrumtmen~s 
both in the long drawn out Malayan emergency an~ more rece?tl)'. m 
Indonesia. In both these campaigns they produced efficient commurucauons 
and earned high praise as well as a number of awards. 

Some years ago they even provided a Signal .Sq~adron for the. Gu~rd~ 
Brigade whose own Squadron had b~n .placed m suspended ammau~n. 
Here they did their usual workmanlike iob and were most popular with 
everyone. 

On courses at Cattrick they excelled and those who thought that 
'Johnny Gurkha' would find difficulty in absorbing the intricacies of 
technical training were wide of the mark. 

(Continued on next page) 
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EDITORIAL (continued) 

They had a fine Pipe Band and Corps of Drums which 
was much in demand. 

On a number of occasions they won the very hotly 
come ted Nepal Cup for IntP.r-Unit football in the Brigade 
of Gurkhas. 

True to their traditions they raised a record unit sum 
for the Gurkha Welfare Appeal. 

They were, of course, affiliated to the Corps and all 
those members of the Corps who have had the privilege 
to serve with Gurkha Signals will undoubtedly look back 
on this period as one of the highliglhs, if not the highlight, 
of their Army careers. They were great friends and true 
comrades and all will be delighted to know that the name 
of Gurkha Signals still goes on albeit at reduced strength. 

Royal Military College of Science 
Shrivenh~ 

Graduation Day 

GRADUATION Day at Shrivenham on the 9th of July this 
year was notable for two reasons. First, the College was 

honoured by the presence of H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh, 
who came to present the Degrees in his capacity as President 
of the Council of National Academic Awards. Secondly, this 
year the graduating course was the first to complete the new 
Shrivenham Degree awarded under the chaner of the C.N.A.A. 
These degrees which are awarded in either Engineering or 
Applied Science are sp~cally. tailored to the needs of. ~e 
Army. There are sufficient options open to students within 
their course of study to cater for the requirements of any 
arm of the service. 

The day's programme started with a buffet lunch att~nded 
by visitors, students and staff. This was followed by a slIDple 
ceremony in the College hall at which the members of the 
graduating course were presented to Prince Philip in front 
of an assembly of all the College staff, distinguished visitors, 
and families and friends of the graduating students. After the 
presentations and a group photograph of the staff with the 
Duke of Edinburgh, tea was provided on the lawns of Beckett 
House. The weather throughout was gloriou.s, in fact those 
wearing academic robes and uniform could have wished for 
a little Jess sunshine. However, the day was most successful, 
and it is hoped that those graduating will remember it as a 
fitting culmination to three years work. 

We were very pleased that Brigadier Max Sawers and Mrs. 
Sawers were able to come to represent the Signal Officer in 
Chief. Since Brigadier Sawers had not seen the College recently 
he and Mrs. Sawers came down the day before Graduation Day, 
and be was able to meet the Commandant and members of 
the staff, and to see something of the College and its facilities. 
He also met the Royal Signals students of 6 Army Staff Course 
at an informal drinks party and he and Mrs. Sawers had dinner 
afterwards with some of the Royal Signals staff at Shrivenham. 

The Royal Signals Degree results were most gratifying and 
are listed below:- · 
Engineering 

First Class Honours.-Lieutenant N. 0. Wtlliams (Royal 
Signals Prize, College Prize). 

Second Class Honours (Upper).-Lieutenant W. V. Legge, 
Lieutenant A. J. Saunders, Lieutenant M. P. S. Shaw, 
Lit>utenant J. R. Smith. 

Second Class Honours (Lower).-Lieutenant N. J. Mayne, 
Lieutenant T. R. Morgan. 

Ordinary Degree with commendation.-Lieutenant J. Mun
nery (College Prize), Lieutenant M. A. Rice (College Prize). 

Ordinary Degree.-Lieutenant M. E. Bi1lett, Lieutenant W. 
K. Butler, Lieutenant J. C. B. Simpson, Lieutenant J. D. 
Tydeman. 

Lieutenant M. S. Wallis was awarded a College Prize for 
his results after his first year. 

Applied Science 
Second Class Honours (Lower).- Lieutenant K. H. Rowbory, 

Lieutenant IL B. Bennett. 
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It . hould be noted that there are eparate courses of study 
leading to Honours or Ordinary Degrees. 

All Royal Signals students passed their final exams, and 
they arc to be congratulated on tl1e excellent results. In 
particular, Lieutenant Nick Williams deserves special mention 
for being the first Royal Signals student to gain a First Class 
Honours Degree for a number of years and for winning the 
Royals ignals and College Prizes. 

-From our "In" Tray-

Sir, 

Major-General A. J. Deane-Drummond, 
C.B., D.S.O., M.C. 

With reference to the ' F arewell T ribute' to Ma· or-General 
A. J. Deane-Drummond, C.B., D.S.O., M.C. (in July/August 
WIRE). 

All who have had the honour to serve under ' The D ean,' 
as he was nicknamed, will know that ih fact his posting after 
his final escape from Italy was to 'A ' Section 1 Company, 
1st Airborne D ivisional Signal Regment. The first time we 
met him was on the Downs near Bulford when the late King 
George VI came to inspect us before we departed for N . Africa. 

How well I remember being told by ' The Dean ' when he 
took. us for P.T. at 0600 hours at Caythorpe Court to ' Run 
into the sun '-this after a night at the village pubs! 

Regarding Sergeant Philips, D.C.M., I last saw him in 
Staines, Middlesex, about 1963; he was living in Addlestone 
then and I will try to trace him from there. 

Every September the 1st Airborne Divisional Signal Regi
ment O.C.A. still hold their Reunion at Caythorpe, Lines., 
around Arnhem time. In 1969 nearly 200 attended the 25th 
Anniversary, this included families, and we would be delighted 
to seeJ any ex member there. The Secretary is Johnnie Ferkins 
- 'ex-Signal Centre Wallah' (Mr. Ferkins's address is: 185, 
Wheelers Lane, Birmingham 13). 

' The Dean ' ha~ managed to attend and we are all looking 
forward to his next visit. On behalf of all ex 1st Airborne Divi
sional Signal Regiment may I wish him a happy retirement. 

Yours fa ithfully, 
F. M. Young, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 

Army Careers Information Office, 
2, Roper Road, Canterbury. 

Ca'.lrng Bob and Peter - Two Young Ladies write: 

Brave New Worltl - Seele/tlfKJais 
Jill and Linda, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.l, Record 

Department, would like to thank Bob (Captain) and Peter 
(Staff Sergeant) for the wonderful times they gave us on holi
day this summer. We appreciate more than we can say the 
time and trouble they took to make it unforgettable. The party 
at the Camp was fabulous and dancing in Tenne better than 
London. The views taken from 6,000ft. above Seefeld have 
come out beautifully and we would like to send you copies as 
a "Thank-you." Please contact Jill and let us know. 

CORPS DIARIES 1972 

Corps diaries for 1972 are now in stock and can be 
ordered from Association Headquarters at 30p each post 
free. The diary is of the slimfold type identical with the 
1971 diary which proved very popular. Good stocks are 
held but the earlier orders are received the better. 
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Specialist 

Teleprinter Operators 

are required for the 

Ministry of Defence Communications Centre 

in Central London 

Initially, the operat?rs wil.I be employed upon teleprinting and associated pro
cedures. but they will be given the opportunity of training for higher grade duties 
when the Communications Centre becomes fully automatic. 

Pr.eference will ~e given to applicants with a minimum speed of 40 words per 
minute. and having a good knowledge of current communication procedures. 

Basic starting pay. at age 25 or over. will be £24·92 per week rising to £29·52 
per wee~. inclusive of London Weighting. Successful candidates will currently 
be required to work shifts and overtime. which on average, attracts a further 
£5 · 00 per week. There are opportunities of promotion to almost £1.800 per 
annum basic pay. 

If you would like further details. and are of British nationality. telephone 
01-242 0222 ext. 563, or write to: 

CM(S)3H, Ministry of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, 
Theobalds Road, London, WC1X 8RY. 
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.•t'ltiN•cments and Friends hips ll i ll Live On 

18th Signal Regiment Parade for the last time 

In publishing this article we 
see yet another well known 
Regiment of the Corps disap· 
pearing Crom the Far Eastern 
scene. 18th Signal Regiment 
in various guises has served 
H.Q. Far East Land Forces 
and Singapore District with 
distinction ever since the end 
of World War II. Their dis
bandment which they have 
accepted "in good heart with 
0.ags Hying and band playing " 
will nevertheless leave a sad 
gap in the Corps ranks. They 
were a fine Regiment with a 
very happy amalgam of British 
soldiers and Locally Enlisted 
Personnel. All will join ' The 
Wire' in a salute to all those 
who have served in the 18th 
Regiment for a job well done. Commanded by Captain 'Jimmy' Yahya, M.B.E., the Regiment's Quarter Guard parade for the last time 

C.0. reports 
Routine, Unclas, from 18th Signal Regiment to MODUK Army. 
" CEREMONIAL Review and drive out of Princess Mary 

Barracks Singapore held today 23rd July, 1971, effec
tively marks disbandment of 18th Signal Regiment. D isband
ment of R.H.Q. and H.Q. Squadron will be complete by 
1st September, 1971. Thereafter rear details consisting of a 
reinforced No. l Squadron will continue to operate until 
December 1971 from Tanglin Barracks Singapore. Proud to 
report that the Regiment took it!! leave of Dover Road com
plex in good hean with flags flying and band playing. All 
ranks, British, Malays!an and Singaporean, send their Loyal 
Greetings and Farewell not sadly but rejoicing in their 
achievements and friendships." 

S.0.-in-C. replies 
" Thank you and all ranks for their loyal greetings on their 

deparrure from Princess Mary Barracks. 18th Regiment has 
enjoyed a h:gh reputation during its existence and all members 
past and present will carry with them happy memories and 
continuing friendships. I take this opponunity to thank all 
Malaysian and Singaporean personnel of the Regiment, both 
military and civ:lian, for their fine service and loyalty. Good 
luck, long life and happiness to you all in future." 

Farewell ceremony 
The Union Jack and Regimental flag were lowered for the 

last time in Princess Mary Barracks, Singapore on 23rd July, 
1971, in the presence of the Area Commander, Brigadier 
D. W. V. P. O'Flaherty, D.S.O., and a large crowd of fam:lies 
and friends. The Regiment was represented by a Malay 
Quarter Guard commanded by Captain 'Jimmy' Yahya, M.B.E., 
and some 40 vehicles and their crews. Appropriately, during 
the ceremony a L.S.G.C. medal was presented to Sergeant 
Haji Murad (last year's Regimental pilgrim to Mecca), and 
four civilian employees of the Reg:ment, who have a total of 
llO years service between them, received A:rmy Commander's 
Commendations. 

After the flags had been lowered to the strains of the ' Last 
Post ' followed by the National Anthem, the Regiment 
marched and drove past to its new accommodation in Tanglin. 
Our successor in Princess Mary Barracks is the Singapore 
Polytechnic whose Principal attended the Farewell Ceremony. 
We are glad to think that our barracks will be put to such 
constructive use, and wish success to the staff and students. of 
the Polytechnic. 

ParOes galore 
The farewell ceremony was the climax of a month of merry 

making and parties. The last Regimental Party, like many 
before it, was held in the Princess Mary Club and was 
attended by over 450 people. Entertainment was provided by 
Malay and Chinese cultural dancers, and there was a display 
of the Malay an of self-defence which was very much enjoyed 
by the spectators. 

In addition an unexpected ' exotk ' dancer nearly brought 
the house down. The catering staff produced their usual 
excellent buffet, and the party was one of the most lively ever 
held in the P.M. Club. 

During ·the evening, the L.E.P. of the Regiment presented 
a Song'.~ok to Colonel D. A. Polley, O.B.E., Commander 5 
s:gnal Group, and an engraved kris to the Commanding 
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild, M.B.E. The party was 
a great success, and not too nostalgic in spite of ' Auld Lang 
Syne,' balloons and streamers. 

SELAMAT JALAN - FAllEWEU, 

Final note from Editor of ' The Wire ' 

We shall certainly miss the 18th Regiment from our 
columns. No Regiment could have been more prompt or 
meticulous id the preparation of its ' Wire ' notes. They gave 
the Association tremendous support not only in respect of 
' The Wire ' but also in nwnerous generous contributions to 
Association welfare funds. 
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I. Flags are lowered for the last time 

2. The C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Henry Hild, leads 
the drive past 

3. Colonel Polley is presented with a Regimental 
Songkok by Captain Jimmy Yahya 

4. The C.O. receives a Malay Kris from R.S.M. 
Othman Tasi 

5. I Squadron's farewell party goes with a swing 

i11111111111111111111111u11111111111111111111111111111111u1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111111111111111111111111111111111111n11111111111111111111111111111111. 

Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire? 

Why not do so now! 
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2 SIGNAL GROUP SIGNAL WORKS SERVl1CES 
The Signal Worl<s Service (SWS) Troops in the United Kingdom. are to b~ found in the units of 2 S~gnal 

Group. There are eight of them, forming an integral part of 10th Signal Regunent, 240, 241 and 242 Signal 

Squadrons. . . . . 
Their tasks vary, from providing a range telephone to the IDStaJ1:ation and maintenance of a large autom:-ttc 

telephone exchange; from a simple microphone and loudspeaker reqwred for a small Ca~et Force demonstratlon, 
to the complex public address systems required for the Alde~hot Army S?ow or the Edinburgh '!attoo. 

SWS Troops are staffed by some ldiers, but in the mrun, by ex-Sei:vicemen of all three Services, ~y f~om 
Royal Signals, and all with excellent records. Whether serving, .ex-Service, or no~ they ~l c~rry out their vaned, 
and often uncomfortable tasks with the same cheerful and professional manner as m Service life. 

Quite often they work W:Seen, and it is approp~ate that for once the spo~ight of ' The Wire ' should be trained 
on them in appreciation of their good work for 2 Signal Group and Royal Signals. 

I. 10th REGIMENT-EASTERN WORKS TROOP 
Cable laying with a mole plough. Left to right : Mr. Doy, 
Mr. Knight, Mr. Chilton. The laying attachment was 
designed by Mr. Doy and Mr. Grass. 

1. 10th REGIMENT-SALISBURY PLAIN AREA WORKS 
TROOP 
Rejumpering extension circuits Bulford exchange. Left 
to right: Mr. Clark, Major (T.O.T.) Dale and Sergeant 
Snook 

3. 240 SQUADRON S.W.S. TROOP 
Celebrating the erection of an R.M.P. broadcast mast. 
Included in the group from left to right : are Messrs. Duggie 
Taylor (2nd) Loftie Gallimore (Sth), Robbie Roberts 
(6th), Ken Peck (9th), Peter Beswick (10th) and Harry 
Knights (12th) 

'4. 2'41 SQUADRON S.W.S. TROOP 
On the Castle Martin ranges with German tanks. Mr. 
Nobby Clarke checks a cable with O.C. Major Oates 

S. 2"2 SQUADRON S.W.S. TROOP 
Mr. Charlie Forman at work-22 years service with the 
Troop. 

HOME OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan ituation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almost impO$Sible to obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined 
with oo.nd Investmen>t. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ will 
give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an anticipated cash 
sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at -age 65. This particular Plan is extremely flexible 
and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an 
income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Readio& 56226 and 56227 
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WHITE REl~~•ET un1 
The annual magar.ine of the Royal Signals Motor 

Cycle Display Team 
The 1971 edition of the Team's souvenir pro

gramme is now available. Fifty pages of interesting 
anicle , spectacular full colour photographs and 
personal glimpse into Team life. Cost? Just 20p per 
copy, postage oaid. 

Get your copy now by filli g in the form below 
and ending it to: 

White Helmets 
Royal Signals Display Team 
Catterick Camp 
Yorkshire. 

No. . . . . . .. . ... . Rank ....... . .... Name ............ ... . .. ..... . 
Unit 
Address 

Please send me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . copies of White Helmet 
1971. 
A cheque/Postal order for ...... .. .......... is enclosed. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\\'N 

Number of cases assisted financially in July 
Number of clothing parcels 
Amount spent in grants and loans 

42 
36 

£1031.03 

One of the Month's Cases 

SERVING Corporal, 15 years' service. As a result of 
the very serious illness of one of his three children, 

he has been involved in a great deal of ex'Pense, mainly 
for long and frequent journeys to visit the child in a 
London hospital. As a result of all this, he found himself 
in financial difficulties, and the Association made him a 
grant of £120 to clear his commitments and put the 
family straight. 

One of the Mon th 's Letter s 

SIR, I am writing this letter thanking you for the 
grant you have made my wife and myself to help 

us in our difficult time. I cannot express my thanks to 
you as I would like to, as there is not that amount of 
words in this world to thank you for all you have done 
for us. I can only say "THANK YOU again.'' 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent Funt/ 
The following don111ion• raere gratefully received during 'July, l97f: 

Collection at St. Martin's Church, Catterick 
Major M. H. Richards 
J. O 'Regan, Esq . 
D W. Lloyd-Davis, Esq. 
R. A. Oswick, Esq. 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. M. Welaford 
Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. H. Herdon 
Cap:ain J. Wigglesworth 
L. Munday, Esq 
T . A. Roberts, Esq. 
J. A. Springett, Esq. 
Various 5m.tll donations 
83rd (London) Signal Squadron (V) 
9th Signal Regiment 
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[. p 
58.00 

25.00 

5.00 

1.25 

I.00 

I.00 

I.00 

1.00 

97 
83 
50 

1.74 
2.00 

25 

Total ... l99.54 

("'nrps Mt!n ltlake Dlngh" Sailing Hlstor" 

lively Channel Crossing in 16h. 
Fireball Dinghy 

ON Sunday, 13th June, 1971, Fireball K3158· 'Certa Cito,' 
was taken by road f.rom her berth at ·the British Roer

mond Sailing Club, Holland, to Boulogne, France .. She was to 
attempt a crossing of the English Channel, and so become the 

first Fireball to sail the 
Storfl wrliten for 'The 'puddle.' I had asked Corporal 
\Vire • by Sergeant Dave Ell's, of 28th Signal 
Bill Parker of 13th Regiment to crew me. 

Signal Regiment. The outfit arrived at Wim-
ereaux, just 3 kilometres nonh 
of Boulogne and set up camp. 

The local club, Club Nautique Wimereux, was located on the 
sea front and was a suitable place to launch th~ boat from the 
beach. Hav:ng made arrangements to leave the boat trailer at 
the club premises from Monday to Thursday, the estimated 
period that the trip would take, we returned to camp for a 
good nights sleep. 

On Monday, 14th June, we took the boat to the beach and 
rigged, making sure that everything we required for the trip 
was on board. The wind was only force one tel tw<JI off shore, 
east by south-east, tide falling quickly. At 0930 hours the boat 
was launched and we .set off on course 290° magnetic. After 
two hours it was apparent that ·there was a very strong current 
running southerly with the falling tide ·and that the boat was 
being swept towards Boulogne harbour just down the coast. 
At lWO hours we decided to try for another hour and then 
take a final decision on whether to return to the •beach and 
make another attempt in the morning. But we were in luck 
and at 1230 hours the current swept the >boat past the outer 
marker buoy of the Boulogne Harbour channel, and I 1'tarted 
to paddle out ta sea in an attempt to get out of the current. 
This proved to be successful and after about 10 minutes the 
wind filled the sails. 

The Corporal was be<!o01ing n little seasick 
Corporal Ellis was by this time becoming a little seasick. I 

put on the trapeze harness (a little optimistically thought Dave), 
but within dive minutes the wind increased to force three and 
continued to increase to force four and then five. The outer 
channel marker buoy whlch was passed a little earlier, in the 
wrong dix'ection due to the current, was again passed, this 
time correctly and was consequently used as the point of 
depanure at 1240 hours. The boat started ito plane and fairly 
flew over the waves, whlch were building up, and maintained 
a mean height! of about three feet most of the way acros.s the 
channel. Visibility was decreasing but not becoming danger
ous, in fact it stayed at about one mile. We passed a freighter 
about five miles off the French coast and no more shipping 
was seen until very near the English coast. 

Land is s i ghted 
At approximately 1615 hours, wo sighted land and the visi

bility increased slightly. We headed up to a small fishing. boat 
to ask about the neareSJt port. In fact, it was only a mile 
away and it was Rye, Sussex. As it was still a little early in 
the day it was decided to bear '<!way and sail parallel to the 
coast and land at the nearest town in sight at about 1830 hours. 
This town turned ou~ to be Hastings, where we beached the 
boat outside the local yacht club. Having found bed and bre~
fast accommodation, we had a hot bath, dined and then 
explored the town. We failed to find the local H.M. Customs 
to get clearance so tried the local police. Again we had no 
luck, and as the weather had now turned very foul we called 
it a day and retired to bed. 

Caps ized 
On Tuesday, 15th June, at 1010 hours we launched 'Certa 

Cito' from Hastings beach and set sail for a more westerly 
port, with the intention of anending the Royal Signals 
Regatta at Seav!ew, I sle o~ Wight. While passing Beachy H ead 
Lighthouse at 1310 hours, a sudden gust caused by the high 
cliffs, capsized the boat and the boom lifted out of the water, 

(Continued on page 345) 
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A RECORD IS ACHIEVED 
Corporal Dave Ellis of 28th Signal Regiment (left) and Sergeant 
Bill Parker of 13th Signal Regiment, with the Fireball Dinghy 'Certa 
Cito' after making the first recorded English Channel crossing with 

this type of boat 

breaking the kicking suap. A Fireball is one of the easiest 
boats to upright after a capsize, and we soon had K3158 going 
again. A makeshlft kicker was rigged with the end of the 
spinnaker ·halyard. A small polythene container with some 
biscuits had been lost overboard during the capsize and also 
a large sponge. We continued to head west, with the wind 
north northeast force four to five. After rounding Beachy Head 
rhe boat wa$ brought onto a more closehauled setting and/ the 
wind increased in strength. The starboard shroud securing 
clevis pin came undone while Dave was on the trapeze and 
so the boat was beaded up into the wind while the port 
clevis pin wa ' borrowed ' to replace it; the journey wa 
continued with the port shroud flying loose until we thought 
of borrowing a large clevis pin from the mast step. At 1515 
hours the wind increasing to force six gusting seven made the 
boat difficult to handle; the increasing wave height made the 
boat pound, slam and ' submarine' into the <back of the waves. 
By sailing into the lee of the shore the wind strength was 
eased, and the boat motion improved. We saw a town and 
decided to call it a day, as the ·boat had taken a terrific pound
ing and we were! soaking wet. On nearing the shore we dis
covered that the town was Wonhing. We beached the boat 
and tidied up before setting off to look for bed and breakfast. 

Time ruiudng sho.rt - and another capsize 

Next morning, Wednesday, 16th June, we decided that as 
rime was running short rthe Isle of Wight just could not be 
reached in time to attend the Regatta. So we sen about getting 
dry clothing, mainly l\lQderwear, from the town and having a 
new kicking strap made up at the chandlery. These items in 
order, Dave and I had a final look around town and made 
our way back td the boat, whore we found that B.B.C. Radio 
Brighton and the local press were waiting to interview us. 
Several pictures were taken and a recorded interview on a 
portable tape recorder was made which was put out on the 
local radio station at 1300 hours. At 1315 hours tl1e boat was 
made ready for sea and we set sail for Hastings. The' forecast 
storm hl us at about 1500 hours just as Beachy Head Light
house was. sighted and sure enough over went the boat in a 
typical Fireball closehauled capsize, sails kissing the water, 
crew over the top onto the centreboard, and boat upright in 
ten seconds, and sailing back on course with the self hailers 
working overtime. At 1545 hour the boat was planing on the 
starboard tack, wind force five gusting six from the south-west 
by west, and as the headland had to be rounded by gybing we 
decided to head up into wind and drop the mainsail to gybe 
under jib only. This was completed successfully and the 
journey to Hastingis wa finished under the jib and planing 
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all the way. At ne stage the spinnaker was launched but thi 
a.lmos.t overpower1.'(f the boat so it was stowed and we con
tmued on the jib, grounding at Hastings beach at 1830 hours. 

Day five of the exercise, Thursday, 17th June: having said 
goodbye ro our newfound friends at the boarding house the 
boat was launched and sails set 0945 hours, course 110 ~vind 
westerly force two, increasing to force four later. At Rye the 
lar,id ,gradually, dropped astern and the wind with it, so we 
said goodbye to Olll' chances of making a record trip back to 
France. ~e sighted a headland on the French coast at 1430 
hours which later proved to be Boulogne, and a minor alteration 
to course took the boar past Boulogne harbour and into the 
beach at Wirnereux, where we grounded at 2030 hours rugh 
water. The boat was loaded onto its road trailer and aw'ay we 
went to get a welcome night's rest in the camp ite before 
returning to Germany on Friday, 18th June. 

I had built Fireball K3158 in April 1969 from a stage one 
fibreglas_s hull kit, which I purchased with the help of the 
Royal Signals Games and Sports Club. A suitable name had to 
be f?und for the boat (which belongs to a very fast class of 
p~nmg boats), so I .chose the Corp's motto 'Cena Cito'; the 
spmnaker was specially made in Corp's colours. The cross 
channel trip caused very minor damage to the boat. Due to 
the heavy pounding into the waves, the foredeck to front 
transom joint has parted and slight seepage of water into the 
front buoyancy compartment has occurred. With so little 
damage, and an exciting adventure behind us, both Dave and 
I felt that we had achieved something worthwhile. 

We were delighted when U.K. Fireball Association later 
confirmed that this was the first r~orded crossing of the 
Channel by a dinghy (length 16 ft., width 4 ft. 6 in.) of this 
type. 

... You have to experience 

it to know what it's like ... 

Free Fal l ! 
by Lance-Corporal Jackie Smith, 
3 Squadron, 10th Signal Regiment 

Jackie Smith joined the W.R.A.C. on the 22nd April, 
i969, and is now a switchboard supervisor on the 
Aldershot board (3 Squadron, IOth Regiment). Read 
her account of the thrills of free-fall, at which she has 

made quite a reputation for herself. 

" I first experienced the thrill of free-fall parachuting in 
March this year when I attended a mini course at the A.P.A. 
Centre, Netheravon. After four days training 15 boys and three 
other girls were ready to make our first descent from a 'Rapide' 
aeroplane. We had already packed our drntes, done aircraft 
drills and emergency procedures. All we were waiting for 
wa some good weather. 

On the day before we were due to leave, the winds dropped 
and the chief in tructor, C.S.M. Stevenson tola everyone to get 

' kitted up ' as we would be 
jumping shortly. Boy, did 
some of tho e faces go 
whlte! I was on the first 
lift along with Dianne Burns, 
five boys and a jumpmaster. 
I wa o. 2 to go out. 

The plane circled then 
the jumpmaster told the 
pilot to cut the engines. 
pointed to the wing and 
the first one to go out. He 
climbed onto the wing, very 
slowly, a though he didn'1 
want to go, but then he 
got the dig in the rib from 
the jumpmaster and he was 
gone. I thought, 'Well, here 
goes.' I climbed onto the 

Lancc·Corpor•I Jackie Smith wing, got my position and 
I felt a tremendous punch 
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THAT WONDERFUL MOMENT 
Jackie receives the Freefall Novices Championship Cup from General 

Sir John Mogg 

in my ribs. This was the jumpmaster's indication to let me 
know I had to jump off. I can't explain how I felt, because 
you have to experience free-fall to know what it's like. I 
completed the mini course then, in June, went on a longer 
course, which lasted three weeks. 

There were about 43 people on the course but only about 
12 completed it. Immediately ~er t?is course I ~as entered 
for the novices accuracy championships. I met var10us people 
from other teams and all of them were anxious to see me do 
well. We jumped from a Wessex helicopter and the marks 
counted from how near you land to the disc which lies in the 
middle of ' the pit ' (the target). I got really close and ~ought 
it was beginner's luck, then got even closer the next rune. 

Weather conditions stopped the competition so the score was 
taken from how many jumps we had completed. I was most 
surprised when I found out I was in the lead. General Mogg 
presented the prizes and I was awarded a huge silver cup and 
a tankard. I owe everything I learned, to the instructors at 
Netheravon and without their patience and wit, would not have 
been able to enjoy free-fall the way I do." 

A week in 'Skywave' 
THE 11th Regiment has taken the opportunity of using the 

Corps Yacht 'Skywave' a number of times this year. 
Many readers will know that the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood., is a keen sailor, and 
he recently took the opportunity to exchange the responsi
bility of Commanding the Regiment for that of skippering the 
Corps Yacht. The following report, by SignaJman Gooffrey 
Crook, of Potential Officer Troop, highlij:hts the problems 
and amusing incidents which occurred dunng the voyage. 

Sail i• set for Chcrbourg 

If the purpose of adventure training may be simply stated: 
to interest the panicipants sufficiently to encourage them to 
take up the activity, then the week's sailing was a tremendous 
success! 

The Royal Signals Yacht Club's Skywave took on her crew 
on 9th July at Marchwood, Southampton. We took over from 
a disgruntled crew. They bad had a windless week. 

While our kipper, Lieutenant-Colonel Lockwood., took the 
helm, the returning bosun, Corporal Carmichael, showed th.e 
novices the ropes. 
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RESTING UP IN PORT 
Left to right : Staff-Sergeant Jerry French, Lieutenant-Colonel 
Freddie Lockwood, Lieutenant Dick Sanders. Foreground : Major 

John Newman 

The Commanding Officer had as his crew: Major J. M. 
Newman, from fl. .O.D., Lieutenant Dick Sanders, Staff 
Sergeant Jerry French, Sergeant Chris Davidson and myself, 
Signalman Geoffrey Crook. 

Lieutenant Sanders and Sergeant Davidson, both ' old salts,' 
helped the skipper regain our moorings for the departure of 
the bosun and the embarkation of Major Newman. 

We set the genoa and main at 17.00 hours on 9th July, 
bound for Cherbourg on a warm, misty day. After a cold 
chicken and salad supper, the skipper detailed the two watches. 
Major Newman, a mate, Lieutenant Sanders and Sergea_nt 
Davidson, helm, were in their bunks at 23.30 hours, while 
the first watch sailed Skywave, a 32ft. Nicholson, around the 
Isle of Wight. 

The skipper, Staff Sergeant French and I, were alert . to 
the dangers of collision at sea. Visibility was less than a mile, 
and we kept watch with the skipper's pipe match-s~cks 
propping up our eye-lids! Rounding the Isle of Wight 
appeared to be ~e entire to~ge of Greek sh;ipowners. The 
opening and closmg of mast lights was explamed to. us by 
the skipper as the four or five coasters made their way 
to the channel. 

The log humudng merrily away 

The following morning, our streamed log turned so quickly, 
we imagined we heard a plane in the mis~ above. Some of us 
had the same fancy often during the week, it was not until 
the end of our cruise that the skipper pointed out that the 
ghost plane was, in fact, our log. 

At 10.00 hours, the wind blew the mist away and the 
yacht faster towards our first sight of France. Sailing on a 
broad reach, the starboard deck was awasb. While the ex
perienced sailors made soothing replies, the novices, Staff 
Sergeant French and I, enquired as to the amount of lea~ in 
Skywave's keel. Reassured, Staff Sergeant French leant agamst 
the starboard shrouds, only to return to the cockpit after being 
drenched when going about. 

We moored at Cherbourg at 13.00 hours, and after pasties 
at the Yacht Club, we dined on cold chicken, French bread 
and vin rouge. 

JJeating all yachts out oi harbour 

With ice and duty-free goods from Joseph. Ryst aboard, we 
slipped Olerbourg at 10.00 hours the followmg day, Sunday, 
11th July. 

We left harbour with the Admiral's Cup teams, amongst 
whotn was Major-General Philip Tower, Commandant of 
Sanduhrst, sailing Wishstream with eight officer cadets. 

Skywave beat all yachts out of harbour, an amazing feat 
against the crack crews of 15 nations all competing for a prize, 
in prestige second only to the America's Cup. We paddled, 
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While the skipper ostcntatiou ly smoked a pant.a corona, his 
crew, on the blind side of the competitors, used the tender's 
paddles to overtake allcomers ! 

On to St~ ~Iulo 

We anchored for ten minutes at Sark before sailing for 
St. Peter Port, where we arrived at 20.30 hours. Staff Sergeant 
French took Sergeant Davidson ashore for medical attention. 
We set sail for St. Malo at 10.00 hours the following day. 
As always during our week, the sun shone for us and the 
wind blew for our sails. 

With the spinnaker set, we sunbathed on the deck. Our 
course laid, the Minquies Buoy was rounded exactly as 
planned by Major Newman. 

While waiting for the lock gates at St. M alo to open, we 
were hailed by another yacht; they wished to tie up to us 
while they also waited. We were informed by the crew of 
Jinja that there had been a disaster aboard. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Lockwood asked what had happened. 
" We've run out of tonic!" came the reply. 
However, the ' Lion d'Or ' was found and supplied us with 

beer, wine and pasties. The following morning, after a shower 
at the Yacht Club, we toured the town to see the tall ships, 
including Malcolm Miller, of the Sail Training Association 
which had just completed a race. ' 

We left that day, 13th July, the eve of Bastille Day. At 21.50 
hours, Skywcroe wa~ . the sole yacht to brave an agitated sea, 
N .E.6. The storm 11b was first seen and seven reefs, sterling 
work by Sergeant Davidson, were in the mainsail. 

At _os.oo hours, tl_ie next morning, we anchored alongside 
Gawame, at St. Heller, Jersey. The yacht is a Sail Training 
craft and was skippered by a Lieutenant-Commander of the 
RN. Engineering College. 

From Jersey, past Corbiere Lighthouse, to St. Peter Port; 
again we sunbathed. That evening, we encountered for the 
second time, an ex-officer of the Regiment, Mr. Roger Perrot. 
At Sark we had only exchanged hails, but here, Lieutenant 
Sanders visited his friend at the Yacht Club. 

Au eve1u1g out 

Lieutenant-Colonel Lockwood rowed the tender out for us 
at 22.30 hours to return us to Skywave, which act was most 
appreciated. The boat alongside was identical, and skippered 
by the Director of Army Recruiting, Brigadier O. M. Roome. 
The crew of Morning Sky and ourselves watched till midnight 
the flares set off by the French crews to celebrate 14th July. 

At 09.30 hours, 15th July, we set sail for Herm. The helm 
was tied while the skipper enjoyed his new pipe from St. Peter 
Port. Major Newman gallantly stayed aboard while the crew 
visited Herm. 

Dack home 

The Channel crossing was rewarded at Hamble in 'The 
Eagle,' wnere English bitter was rediscovered. Earlier at Yar
mouth, on the Isle of Wight, we had merely sighted the brew. 

Friday, 16th July, gave us opportunity, on the Solent, to 
practice our man-overboard drills. 

When Skywave was handed over, in 'Bristol Fa hion' on 
Saturday morning, to another Regimental crew, all agreed that 
we had had a marvellous week's sailing; everything that we 
could have wished for ourselves the previous Saturday bad 
been given to us. 

We all want to sail again, and that is, of course, the ultimate 
recommendation. 

VACAN(.,'Y FOil w.n.A.C. P.S.I. 
:&2nd (SCOTl'ISD) SIGNAL REGIHENT ('\') 

A vacancy for a W .R.A.C. Warrant Officer or Senior N.C.0. 
(preferably with Commcen Op. experience) in GLASGOW on a 
Type 'R' engagement will occur in December, 1971. 

Applicants (who should preferably be aged under 4-0) should 
contact the Adjutant at 21, Jardine Street, Glasgow NW for 
further details. 
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always 
inaGieves 

ready-to-wear 
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Army Apprentices' College 
Harroga te 

!H[ . . f!'lH \ Wf>('lLLEGE 
~ ;'· R.ofi~ TE: 

A-PARTICULARLY HAPPY O CCASION 
Physically handicapped children and friends of the Ian Tetley Memorial School clearly appreciate the gift of a small bus purchased from funds 

raised by Harrogate Apprentices- a fine effort on the part of all those who took part in the fund raising walks which achieved this 

College's gift t o school 

T HE whole College was on parade on Thursday,' 22nd July 
to witness the presentation of a bus to the Ian Tetley 

Memorial school for physically handicapped d:iildren. In the 
forefront of the large crowd of spectarors were the 45 children 
who are at the school, together with the headmaster, Mr. Robert 
Richardson, and every member of his .staff. 

The short and simple ceremony began at 12 noon, when 
the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, arrived, accompanied 
by Mr. V. L. Cornish, National Director of Child Care, Dr. 
Barnardo's. Briefly outlining the background to the presenta
tion, the Commandant e>..1Jlained that during the long association 
between College and School we had from time to time, made 
comparatively small contributions to such things as Christmas 
parties. Some time ago, however, it was decided to concentrate 
our fund-raising efforts on producing a more lasting gift. 
Accordingly a series of Lyke Wake Walks was organised 
by Major J . R. Roberts. These walks - 40 miles over the 
rugged and eerie territory of the Yorkshire Moors and Cleve
land Hills, to be completed within 24 hours - were carried out 
by well over 200 apprentices, led each time by Major Roberts, 
and sponsored by other apprentices and members of the staff. 

It took just a year to raise the £1,363 necessary to provide 
a custom-built Ford Transit 15-seater bus, modified to carry 
wheelchairs and walking-aids, and fitted with special safety 
belts. 

Accepting on behalf of the School the keys to the bus from 
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Colonel Clinch, Mr. Cornish paid tribute to those who bad 
walked to help those who cannot - as an ex-Infantry Officer 
he knew how it felt to walk 40 miles in a day. He feared that 
the Army tended often - as in Northern Ireland - to be 
excluded from the community, and he thought it magnificent 
that the young soldiers of the College should so involve them
selves in the community and show concern for others less 
fortunate than they. 

A party of children then boarded the bus and were driven 
off on the first of what everybody present hoped would be many 
happy journeys. 

The College then marched past, Mr. Cornish taking the 
salute, and so ended a most notable - and happy - occasion. 

MENS CLOTHING 
is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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. "e ws~/ r 0 /,i_; /j e g i men-ts 

3 D iv. H.Q. and Sign al 

Regiment, Bulfor~ 

llEGIMENTAI~ WEEK 

T HE second week of July has been one of great activity 
with the Regimental Swimming Gala on Tuesday, 6th 

July, and the Regimental Athletics meeting on Wednesday, 7th 
July. 1 Squadron won the swimming after a very close com
petition and 2 Squadron the athletics. Particular congratulations 
go to Signalman Alan Parry who won the 1500 metres, 5000 
metres and was awarded the cup for the best individual all
round performance. Craftsman John Ward was also successful 
in two events, the 400 metres and 800 metres. 

On Saturday, 10th July, we held our Open Day. All around 
a large central display arena were, in all, 26 tented stalls 
providing many of the old favourites of summer fetes. 

In the grounds beyond the tents were static displays of model 
aircraft, radio equipment, a shooting range of 30 metres, a 
demonstration area and an assault course. 

Throughout the afternoon children of all ages were going 
over the assault course. 

The central display area provided many thrills for the 
spectators, beginning with the band display by the Band of the 
Royal Corps of Si!!llals, under the baton of their Director of 
Music, Captain K. R. R. Boulding, and ending with a hilarious 
piano-bashing contest, in which five teams competed. The 
winners of the piano-bashing contest was the team from 
Headquarters Squadron, who beat the team from the Officers' 
Mess by a narrow margin. 

Between these extremes there was a display by a Wessex 
helicopter of the R.A.F . which picked up a radio relay set, a 
Land Rover and soldiers, and put them all down at the opposite 
end of the arena. A battle was staged, and two helicopters of 
the Army Air Corps came to their ' rescue,' one a gun ship 
and the other carrying stretchers for the ' wounded.' 

The free-fall demonstration team from the Army Parachute" 
Association Centre, at Netheravon, l?llve such a daring per
formance that a few ladies in the audience fainted from shock. 

All types of model aircraft were involved in tbe display of 
remote-controlled flving, given by the members of the Flying 
Druids Aero Model Club, of Amesbury. 

Two hovercraft from the Chichester Hovercraft Club showed 
what they could do. 

Among the guests on Saturday were 4(} children from the 
Ovingdean Hall School for the partially deaf, in Brighton, and 
two representatives of the Otelsea Pensioners. 

Crlcke.t 

On Sund<1y, 4th July, a battle of the giants took place on 
the cricket field . The annual Officers v. Sergeants match ended 
in a resounding victory for the Serl?eants. They won by so 
many runs the difference sounded like a good innings in itself. 

The Regimental cricket team have had great success h"vine; 
won 14 ou t of 15 matr.hes. They hRve been ablv led bv W.0 .2 
(Yeoman of Sip;naJs) Bob Ma~sey. Unfortunately no med"!~ or 
cu~ bnt congratulMions to Se<-ond-t.ieutenant Cltris Wri2ht, 
Lance-Coroora1 Phil Leach and Corooral Oave Stanbridge who 
are so often away these days playing Corps cricket. 

Inter Troop/Souadron cricket is going well- bat "nd halls 
being worn out as fast as P.R.!. can supoly them. The final 
in the inter Troop matd:i is between Bl Troop and the Staff 
2 team. 

Fifteen W el s h mou11t.nl11s scale d In ten bonrs 

Second-Lieutenant John Cook led the Re1?imental team on 
the Welsh Three Thousand competition on 13th June. In an 
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'THEY CLIMBED EVERY MOUNTAIN' in Wales over 3,000 feet 
Left to right: Second-Lieutenant Cook, Signalmen Bishop, Jones and 

Garrett 

exhausting ten hours they climbed all the Welsh mountains of 
over 3,000 feet- and there are 15 of them! In the face of stiff 
competition they were placed sixth. 

Training is now well underway for the Cambrian Marcties 
later this year. 

Farewells 

We said farewell in June to Mr. William Andrew Griffiths, 
known as ' Old George' the Regimental Gardener. H e was 
presented with an engraved silver pocket watch and chain by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Bohannan. ' Old George ' has worked 
here for about 10 years and has become quite a famous 
character, remembered by all who have served in the Regiment. 

Our best wishes also go with Major Mike Weiner and 
Captain Fred Keeley, R.E.M.E., who leave us for Germany at 
the end of their tours in Bulford. 

Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan presents 'Old George' the 
Regimental Gardener with an engraved silver pocket watch. Major 

Butcher and W .0 . 1 (R.S.M.) Judge look on 
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7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

1"1. HE m nth of July has been devot ·d to quadron sumrn~r 
camp . The Squadron have . each spent two we~~ m 

camp in the outh of Germany carrymg ?Ut .adventure tram.mg, 
field craft, P.E. test and non-comrnumca~on type exercises. 
Our notes thi month, therefore cover porang and extra mural 
activities. 

Shoodng 
This year the Regimental Shooting team took part in two 

meetings in the U.K. 
The first meeting was the Royal Signals Skill at Arms 

meeting held at Bulford. At this meeting the Regiment came 
third overall to 30th Signal Regiment and 28th Signal Regiment. 
In the Roberts Cup match there was an exciting finish resulting 
in a re-shoot between Sergeant Paddy Bell and Corporal 
Wilkins of 260 Signal Squadron, which ended with Sergeant 
Bell emerging the clear winner. Sergeant Bell also came third 
in the individual results. 

The econd meeting was the A.RA. meeting at Eisley. With 
32 major units taking part the Regiment came a creditable 
thirteenth and were the second Corps unit, again behind 
30th Regiment. Once again Sergeant Bell shot well to- get a 
place in the Army Hundred. Also worth a mention was the 
third place gained by the team in the Brooke Bond Cup. 

The team consisted of: Captain Ray Raynor, Captain Tony 
Singleton, Staff Sergeant Barry Hassall, Sergeant Paddy Bell, 
Corporal Dave Turner, Corporal Pete Barratt, Corporal ' Jinx ' 
Giles, Corporal John Maynard, Lance-Corporal Mick Johnson, 
Lance-Corporal 'Izzy• Wishart, Signalman 'Jona' Jones, 
Signalman ' Bones ' Bonnelle. 

Our driver and mascot was Corporal 'Truckie ' Fisher and 
the non- hooting team captain was Sergeant 'Chippy' Woods. 

~ijmegen ~larches, 1971-by a competitor 
Once again the Regiment sent a team to Nijmegen for the 

1971 four-day marches. The team consisted of Lieutenant 
Male Sinton, W.0.2 (Y.0.S .) Vaughn Rayner, Staff Sel'J?eant 
Jim Dunnett, Corporal Fred Giles, Signalmen Tony Pollarp, 
Mick O'Hare, Paul Kerridge, ' Spud' Murphy, Tony Narroway, 
Tony Wlrelan, ' Ginge ' Turnbull, Billy Whale, Tom Burgess, 
Wally Westrop, H. P. Hamilton-Peters, John Moody, 'Willy' 
Williams and 'Taff' Humphreys. Monday evening, 19th July, 
1971, was the opening ceremony when 26 nations took part in 
a display that was well worth seeing. Tuesday saw the first day's 
march. We were up at 03.30 hours, had breakfast and then 
it was on with our kit and away at 06.15 hours, pounding 
the road for the first 25 miles through the town of Nijmegen 
and out into the country. 

On return from the first day a few of the team were seen 
heading for the medical tent to get new feet for the next 
day. On day two Wednesday, we started an hour earlier. We 
hadn't gone far before our cycle orderly, Staff Sergeant Jim 
Dunnett, found himself once again wearing his kit and marching 
with the lads due to a casualty with bad feet. This he did 
not mind as it made a break from riding the bicycle. An 
occupation which had given him blisters where he never 
expected them! 

We also had another casualty, 'Ginge' Turnbull, and our 
tent orderly, Tony Whelan, had to stand in much to his regret. 
He took it in good spirit. We lost one of tour team at tile end 
of this day's march, W.0.2 Vaughn Rayner, who suffered with 
knee and muscle trouble. 

Day three saw us starting again at our normal time 06.15 
hours. We had trouble with getting the team out of bed but 
thanks to Lieutenant Male Sinton and Staff Sergeant Jim 
Dunnett we managed to get them up and away. Our cycle 
orderly once again found himself in kit and marching as this 
time Billy Wha'e had foot trouble. It was on this day that 
the march began to tell, with 50 miles behind us and still SO 
to do. Worst of all, today was the hilly section. The hills 
were long and winding and the team began to thin out and 
spread. We didn't mind this as long as they didn't get too 
far ahead and a checkpoint sorted things out as the team 
had to go through it together. Once again we had trouble 
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NIJMEGEN MARCHERS 
Left to right : Signalmen Hamilton-Peters, Pollard and Kerridge look 

in good heart at the end of the march 

with feet. This time it was Paul Kerridge and Mick O'Hare 
but a little gentle persuasion and they managed to continue 
for the re t of the day. Now we had completed 75 miles. 

Day four and the last day. We started at 04.15 hours, the 
earliest of all. This was the day when everybody in and 
around Nijrnegen turned out to cheer you on and you tend 
to forget your blistered feet, bleeding thighs and aches and 
pains. Despite the weather the day went well for the team. 
At the end of it we finished the march in a large field where 
we changed into No. 2 dress shirt sleeve and No. 1 dress 
bat, to prepare ourselves for the march past. Flowers were 
handed out by the people of Nijmegen and we collected our 
medals and retired to the beer tent for well earned refresh
ment. We achieved what we set out to do, and that was 
obtain the team award for the second year running. 

::.\fotor cycling 
Against considerable R.C.T. opposition the Regiment did 

well to come fourth in the Rhine Area Championships for 
1971. The trial was held at Rhinedahlen and was expertly 
organised by 79th Railway Squadron, R.C.T. In temperatures 
of 70 plus during 8th July, 100 fully clad riders from all over 
B.A.O.R. began the 53-mile map reading course. We under
stand that the 16 riders who failed to finish this section, are 
still trying to find their way from the centre of Dusseldorf to 
Hubblerath. A timed cross-country circuit, eleven observed 
hazards and a mechanical test completed the day. Our ' A ' 
team, consisting of Sergeant Vic Jinks, Corporal Mick Corrigan 
(R.E.M.E.) and Corporal Harry Bishop, were narrowly beaten 
into third place. 

W.0.2 (Y.O.S.) Vaughn Rayner led the 'B' team with 
relative new-comers, Lance-Corporal 'Paddy ' Donovan and 
Signalman 'Aussie' Davey. Yeoman Rayner collected a second 
class award. It was a good trial, valuable experience and we 
now look forward to the Berlin trial in September. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT each 
U.K. inc. P. Tax - '' 

(Postace Extra) 

70p 
76p 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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8th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

TRADE TRMN6NG SCHOOL 

l,nnce-C:or1•ornl gnJns ' A ' pass 

A particularly successful course of 1 Squadron Basic Radio 
Relay Technicians has just passed out, after thirteen months 
of sustained effort, which has been well rewarded. All ten 
members of the course passed at Class II standard. 

The course, T.R.R. 12-1, staned in May, 1970, and took 
their trade tests in June, 1971, and finally crowned their 
achievement, by all passing M .P.C. II at 11th Signal Regiment 
in July. 

Lance-Corporal D. R. Manton must be singled out for 
special mention. Not only was he awarded the prize for the 
best technician on the course, but he was also awarded a prize 
for an 'A' pass; the first basic technician to be given such a 
grade in over four years. Corporal L. J. Edwards, who arrived 
on the course as a class I Commcen Operator, was awarded 
the prize for the most improved student. 

THE MOST IMPROVED STUDENT 
Corporal Edwards receives his prize from Lieutenant-Colonel 

Hickman. Looking on is Captain Speight 

REPORT FROM 2 SQUADRON 

2 Squadron was last respon ible for putting pen to paper 
to contribute to THE WIRE in January this year. 

lnst.alled in our multi-coloured pnlnee 

In those far off months we were still busy planning our 
move to the new Trade Training School and perhaps dreading 
it. Now, happy to relate, the drama is over, the dust has 
settled, and the system runs as smoothly as ever and we are 
all housed in our splendid multi-coloured palace. Of the four 
training groups for which 2 Squadron is responsible, Basics 
had the easiest task. They simply picked up their little 
pieces of chalk and walked in. Radio Relay and Line Group , 
under the direction of Captain Nigel Ribchester and Mr. 
Norman Callender respectively, wedged their considerable 
amounts of kit into their rooms somehow. Radio Group, 
however, ably led by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) ' Wurzel ' 
Groom, put a token force into the new building and scuttled 
away up on to Whinny Hill to form a splinter group known 
as External Radio. 

At the end of March the Squadron Commander, Major 
Bernard Strange, was swnmoned to do his bit in Northern 
Ireland. Captain f1Dl Storr returned from a Squadron 
Commander's Course at Blandford to find himself just that. 
The system must work after all! 
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Trade Training continued with plendid interludes such 
as the Freedom of Richmond parade, in which the quadron 
participated, although for the occasion we bad to 'borrow' 
a Major from 1 Squadron to have the required eniority at 
the front end. 

Tough .colng on Ex.-rclse ' Felent ~ 

In mid-July Exercise 'Felcat' was upon us again. This 
is a twice yearly jaunt across the local training areas designed 
to find out who has got it, who has lost it, and who never 
had it, the ' it ' being a combination of leadership, determination 
and possibly a small helping of bloody-mindedness. One of 
the 2 Squadron teams surpassed the organisers wildest dreams 
but not only navigating itself off the training area but also 
off the map! Several of the teams reported the additional 
hazard of being summoned to the assistance of the ' Safety 
Officer,' Major (Bogger) White, who kept sticking his Land 
Rover in remote parts of the moors. Eventually the vehicle 
was abandoned and two Scammells failed to remove it. At 
the end of the exercise, however, a stalwart body of twenty 
Staff Sergeants and Sergeants, who had been manning the 
checkpoints, marched up and literally lifted the Land Rover 
out of the bog. It is good to realise that there are some 
occasions still where the human is superior to the machine. 

EXERCISE FELCAT 
Not a free for all but a simulated mountain rescue which calls for 

energy and skili 

EXERCISE FELCAT 
The water obstacle produced an intriguing situation 
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th·~·r, (•ns students ..-xec>I 
It was decided to hold a ports afternoon every so often 

in which all the course for which the Squadron was re pon
ible hould compete. The event included long, high jump, 
hooting cro s-country, five-a-side football, and alway to mark 

the end ~f the day, murder ball. This competition has now been 
held twi e and won both times by Cour c Tech. Radio Overseas 
3/004. The members of the winning team were Sign3;lmen 
Rukbahdur Pun Birendra Subba, Suresh Gurung, B1shnu 
Gurung and Uai-Chandra from Gurkha Signals Lance
Corporals Akpabey and Asanti from Ghana Lance-Corporal 
Humed Alli from Sudan, Private Ocila Simei from Uganda and 
the team manager was Lance-Corporal Alfred Edison Ojwiya 
O'Yeta from Uganda. 

llo<'k•·:"· - not s o friendly perlm1•s 
At the pre ent time that mo t viciou. ~E all ports, an 

inter- quadron ' friendly ' hockey league, 1s m progress. The 
aim of thi competition was to involve as many player a 
possible in addition to the R<:gimental .gl_adiator . Our team 
normally consists of a front-hne contammg Staff Sergeant 
John Carr, Sergeant 'Tricky' Dick Forster, Sergeant Georgie 
Whitfield, Lieutenant Nigel Pullman, !--ance-Corporal L~on~rd 
Morland half-back Sergeant · Robby Gallagher, Captain Jun 
Storr, S~rgeant Trev Lloyd, full-;backs Serg.eant Les Grubb 
and the mighty Sergeant Les Dicker and m goal Sergeant 
Taff• Morgan. Since about SO per cent of the team come 

from Radio Relay Group and our umpire is normally Cap~ 
Nigel Ribcltester, who runs that group, we are expecang 
to finish fairly high in the league. 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catte.rick Camp 

F OR once, we are pleased to report that we have bad a 
relatively quiet month . . . the ' long, hot summer 

is over'! 
July has seen two pass-off parades, the first being on 9th 

July, which had a. record attendance of 178 pa::ents and 
friends of the recrwts. o doubt encouraged by this support, 
the recruits of 1 and 7 Troops produced a good parade and 
afterwards were congratulated by the Inspecting Officer, 
Brigadier A. J. Dyball, C.B.E., M.C., T.D., Deputy Com-
mander, orthurnbrian District. 

Best recruit of No. 1 Troop was Signalman D. T. Jones, who 
shortly begins training as a lineman, an~ from 7 Troop ~as 
Signalman J. Godfrey, who goes on to tram as a combat radio
man. 

Best recruit on 7 Troop passing out parade was Signalman J. Godfrey 
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os. S and 6 Troops passed off on 23rd July and were 
inspected by Air Vice-Marshal H. Durkin, 90 Signal Group, 
R.A.F. Unfortunately, a fly-past of Jet Provosts, from R.A.F. 
Leeming had to be cancelled due to a low cloud base .. Best 
recruits were Signalman G. C. McAvery (5 Tr<?<JP) a~~ Signal
man K. J. Harris (6 Troop), who shortly begm trammg as a 
combat radioman and technician, respectively. 

T(•1111is 

In t11e previou WIRE notes, the tennis team were reported 
as having been quite successful to date in the Northern Com
mand Inter Units Tennis Championships. We are now 
pleased to report that Captain Alan Browne ~nd Capta}n Brian 
Swift our Education Officer succeeded m reachmg and 
winning the final of the Inter Unit Doubles Championship, 
in which they beat Major Davies and Captain Odolie, of the 
Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate. Lieutenant Peter 
Bowles, partnered by Sergeant J~ Lindsay, was not so ~uc
ce ful. Much to his opponents' disgust, he spent more time 
retrieving his wayward dog than he did playing tenni ! 

• Junior Si~11ab11en Troop 
From things of small beginnings . . . 
Since it first began in March of this year, the Junior 

Signalman intake has expanded rapidly. Not only in numbers, 
but also in the variety of activities. Evening classes at No. 
1 Resettlement Centre cover woodwork, metalwork and weld
ing, and it is hoped in Septei_n~er to start; courses on vehicle 
maintenance. We have a thnvmg modellmg club under the 
direction of Captain John Young and Sergeant Roger Parsons. 
Our canoe mould arrives hortly, and if Sergeant Chris 
Davidson can master the intricacies of fibre-glass, we should 
soon all be at sea (one way or the other). 

Away from the Regiment, our interest trips have taken us 
around power stations, down coalmines and up to Warcop 
for live firing from a tank, at the kind invitation of the R.A.C. 
Depot. 

In the sporting field, our potential i~ starting. t~ shmy. 'I}le 
Regimental team for the (ilmy Mi?or Umts ~wunn;ing 
Championship at Camberley mcludes Lieutenant Chris Ennght 
(0.C. Troop), Signalman 'Skin' Evans and Signalman Chris 
King. (The O.C. add , with regret, that this is not the order 
they generally finish in). We lack the w<:ight in the pack to 
put out a XV this eason, but watch us m the athletics next 
year. 

Congratulations to .. ·. Lieutenant Nigel Fairley on the 
occasion of his marriage to Miss Claire Walker, and Signalman 
Fuller to Miss Ada Briggs; we wish them all every happiness 
in the future. Also to Corporal and Mrs. Hodges on the birth 
of their son. 

Farewell to ... Lieutenant Graham Gordon, who is leaving 
us to earn a living in 'the big wide world; W.0.2 O'Neill who, 
no doubt, is happy to be posted to Liverpool, down the road 
from his beloved Manchester United; Sergeant Urry and 
Sergeant Tuplin, whose dulcet tones will no longer be heard 
across Belles Square; and Lance-Corporals Uttley and 
McGonigle, whose services are no doubt missed by 40 
Squadron, R.C.T. 

Welcome to • . • W.0.2 Thomas, our new Chief Clerk, 
and Sergeant Malone, who comes to ~s from 14th .s~~al 
Regiment; to Sergeant Moore, posted m from 1st D1v1s1on 
H.Q. and Signal Regiment. 

2 SQUADRON (DEPOT) 

Serg,mnis' l\less An11ex 
With the Depot being located some two miles away from 

the rest of the Regiment, there has always been a problem 
of proper facilities for the Senior N.C.O.s of the Corps who 
are in transit through the Depot. 

This problem has now been overcome by the opening, on 
20th July, of our own Sergeants' Mess Annex, within the Depot, 
by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lock
wood. The bar has been named ' Boyle's Bar,' after our 
S.S.M., Jack Boyle, who has been the chief instigator of the 
venture. The C.O. pulled the first pint, and after that Corporal 
Alex Watson, the transitee caterer, quickly swung into action 
for the 30 thirsty guests invited for the opening. Future 

(Continued on page 353) 
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BOYLE'S BAR. 
Left to right : Sergeant Malone, Sergeant Meikle, Sergeant Hilder, 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Boyle, Sergeant Laing, Sergeant Waugh, Sergeant 

Musgrave , Barman-Corporal Watson 

rransitee seniors please note that you now have your own 
Mess, and we look forward to welcoming you. 

Cricket 

Every Thursday afternoon, the Cadre challenges the Tran
sitees to a 20-over game of cricket for a crate of beer. The 
Transitees were always a completely unknown side and often 
gave the Cadre a hard time, but recently Sergeant ' Ging ' 
Hilder, formerly of the Cadre, and our captain, has come on 
held strength for his last six months, and now plays for the 
Transitees. Playing for the G.O.C.s XI against the Yorkshire 
Gentlemen on 25th July, he got 6 for 27, so the Cadre really 
are up against it. Cricket enthusiasts are always welcome at 
the Depot. 

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40 

D ESPITE what our friends in the 'exercise area' may think, 
serving in Birgelen is neither dull nor inactive. Life in 

the Regiment during the past month has been as varied as the 
weather. The ' silly' season is with us and on any one day a 
number of our Senior N.C.0.s are busy planning and scroung
ing, and in some cases praying, to ensure the success of their 
initiative projects. Well done to those people who have already 
completed theirs, and the best of luck to those yet to take the 
plunge. 

Talking of plunging, the poor weather c~:mpl~d with 
' teething' troubles has meant that our new sw1mmmg pool 
got off to a slow start, but is now proving a boon and pleasure 
to everyone. In addition our Second-in-Command Major Dicky 
Nice and Second-Lieutenant David Sltarye are both well on 
their way to qualifying as algoloiPsts (another first in the 
Corps?) or should it be algolic engmeers. 

After a lapse of some years we have decided once aga!n 
to enter teams in the Nijmegen marches. After much 'm 
fighting ' the job of Officer i/c fell to Second-Lieutenant David 
Dobson (' we have ways of making you walk ') for the men, and 
Captain Penny Ames for the girls' team. Despite many sore 
and aching feet, the success of tlle teams in training and other 
competitions such as the Rheindahlen Marches suggested that 
both of our teams would be successful. 

With all these activities, together with preparation for the 
Morrison Cup, our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel G. W. A. Stephenson, might have been forgiven if he 
had wondered ~at he had let himself in for. However the 
truth is that he was delighted with everything he saw. 

Farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel and 1'1rB. P. A. C. 
Baldwin 

On 7th July we said goodbye to Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. 
(Peter) Baldwin and his wife Judy on his relinquishing Com
mand of the Regiment. 
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Colonel Peter had been our Commanding Officer for two
and-a-quarter years during which time he and Judy had 
~ndeared themselves to everyone by their deep personal interest 
in the welfare of the members and families of the Regiment, and 
by the tremendous energy and enthusiasm with which they 
encouraged and supported the many activities that go to make 
up Regiment life. 

After formal. dining out in the Officers' Mess on 3rd July, 
~lone! Baldwin was the guest of honour at a farewell dinner 
~ the Sergeants' Mess on the following evening. Rumour has 
it that there were only two speeches during the evening. As 
the norm is eight to ten it must indeed, have been a umque 
event. 

The final farewell to Colonel Baldwin and Judy took place in 
the Junior Ranks' Club on the afternoon of Wednesday, 7th 
July. In the presence of all ranks and families of the Regiment 
a farewell gift was presented by Lance-Corporal Luckett, whose 
excellent speech reflected the feelings of us all. 

After the ceremony many members of the Regiment, their 
wives and children lined the route to the camp gates and to the 
accompaniment of appropriate music Colonel and Mrs. Baldwin 
were driyen out of Mercury Barracks in an open carriage . 

We wish them both every success and happiness in their 
future post in Rome. 

ll'elcome to Lieutenan"t-Colonel and ~lrs. G. ll". ·'· 
Stephenson 

It is indeed a pleasure to welcome to the Regiment our new 
Commanding Officer and his wife Betty. We wish them both a 
very happy stay with us. 

Nijmegen ~larches 

This unique and colourful event took place between 20th 
and 23rd July in the area surrounding this famous Dutch city. 
Each day a course of SO, 4-0 or 30 km. had to be completed in 
11 hours and each day's route was different. 

The Regimental men's team competed in the 4-0 km. ' with 
kit ' march, and the preparation and training the team had 
done soon proved its worth. The team completed the course 
in fine style and were outstanding by virtue of their fitness 
and smart turnout. 

Our congratulations to everyone and a special thank you to 
Sergeant Andy Forrest, our Canadian colleague, who stepped 
in at the last moment to take charge of the administrative 
backing for the team and did a superb job. 

The girls participated as part of a team entered by W.R.A.C. 
units in Rhine Area and despite losing their team captain, a 
casualty before the start, and two more members through 
injuries, did splendidly and gained a team medal. Well done 
girls. 

14th Regiment strengthen local ties 

Altar presented to Village Church 

The Village of Norton-juxta-Kempsey 

A SK anyoue in the Corps where 14th Signal Regiment is 
based and invariably the answer will be Worcester. Fair 

enoug:1, but not absolutely accurate, for we are not actually 
located within the bounds of that city, but live in the village 
of Norton-juxta-Kemp ey, out in the country, outh of 
Worcester. 

Except, perhaps, for the fact that the pari h ha the bar
racks, and thus home of the Regiment located in it, Norton 
is a fairly typical Worcestershire village. Road from all 
directions wind past the black and white period cottage and 
farm buildings to the centre of the village, which is dominated 
by the church, the pub and the war memorial, and inevitably 
includes a small garage as well as a po t office-cum-gener.J 
stores. The fairly conventional compo ition of any English 
village; but this story is about only one of these facets of 
rural life--the village church, and how a simple request de
veloped and produced an occasion of great plea ure for the 
parish community and the Regiment-14th Signal Regiment
at the barracks in the village. 
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One rhin t ha t was m issing 

In spite of its fine surroundings, this chapel Iac~ed a 
focal point. The Vicar of Norton, the Reverend C. H . Ro.bmson, 
who we are lucky to have as our Regimental Chaplam, ~vas 
determined to corre<:t this deficiency and asked some tlIJ?e 
ago if the unit could l~nd him a. table to s~rve as an altar m 
this chapel. The Regiment deClded that it could do better 
than this by pre enting to the chur .an altar for permanent 
use in the chapel. Under the e.xpert gwdance and sharp eye of 
our carpenter, Mr. K. T . Hope, a large. qllll:ntity of oak ~vas 
bought locally and quickly shaped by him mto a plend1dly 
simple, but very attractive altar. The front was surmounted 
with a plain oak cross, and the whole mount.ed on to ~ plat
form which was suitably carpeted to make it appropriate to 
u e for Holy Communion. 

Installation wns a problem 

The installation in the church was not easy, for not only 
did Mr. Hope have to remove a pew screen, take .out ~ee 
pews and re-install the screen, but the floor of tt11s ancient 
building was so much out of true that he first had to con
struct a level platform to go unde~ the altar platform. Add 
to this task the probleJ? -of ~emovmg and subseque?tly !e
fitting part of the electric heating system, as well as m~ 
good' with a coat of distemper for the ~hurch wall, and It 
will be appreciated that Mr. Hope certainly had a task ~n 
his hands. However, with his customary cheerfulness, . skill 
and attention to detail, Mr. Hope produced a very fine firushed 
article, which has imediately enhanced both the beauty and 
dignity of the chapel. 

T h e Bis hop Offic iates-an old fr iend of the Corps 

The Patron Saint of Norton Church is St. James. Each year 
the church members celebrate their patronal festival on St. 
James's day, at the end of July, and i~ was on this great 
occasion in the calendar of the village this year that the new 
altar was consecrated. As rr;any readers will be aware, only 
a Bishop can cons~ate an altar. R~cently tf1ere has been a 
change of Bishops m Worcester, and it was with great pleasure 
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A FEW MISGUIDED IDEAS 
ABOUT SACCONE &SPEED. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply French wines. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply the expensive vintages . 

And now for the truth . 
Saccone & Speed supply a wide range 

of excellent French wines. 
Saccone & Speed also supply a superb 

selection of expensive vintage wines. 
But what a lot of people don't realise 

is that we supply a whole range of surprisingly 
good quality inexpensive wines. 

So if you don't feel like forking out for a 
Latour '49, we can always do you something 
nice for under a pound. 

SACCONE &SPEED LTD. 
In association with 

(_~~-t:.J. & CO. LTD. 

KINLOCH HOUSE, 
17 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, LONDONNWlO. 

t11at we learnt that the new Lord Bishop of Worcester, Doctor 
Robin Wood, C.V.O., had agreed to carry out .tJ:e consec~a
tion· a privilege indeed that the Bis•hop should v1~1t the parish 
church so soon after taking up his new appomtment, an.d 
the more so when it was learned that he had postponed his 
holiday in order to carry out the dedication. 

On the occasion, the church was absolutely packed. Every 
sear was filled and chairs had to be brought from t9:J.e nearby 
vicarage to accommodate those who could not get. i.nto the 
pews for the combination of the feast day, the first VISlt o.f the 
Bishop and the presentation of the altar caused prncucally 
everyone in the village to turn up. The congregauon was 
further swelled by the presence of many members of the 
Regiment and their wives and children. The service-even
song-was simple and straightforward. The Lessons were 
read by the local doctor and the acting Commanding Officer, 
Major R . Trelawny. During the consecration part ?f the 
service the Bi hop deservedly praised Mr. Hope for his fine 
workmanship. In his address Dr. Wood perhaps revealed why 
he had elected to be present, for in his opening remarks, ~e 
said how pleased be was to be back amongst the Corps agam, 
and told us that during the war he had been a chaplain at 
N o. l Signal Training Centre, Catterick, followed by a tour 
at No. 2 Centre at Prestatyn, before serving with 7th Armoured 
Division Signal Regiment in the Western Desert. 

After the service, everyone assembled on the vicarage lawn, 
where excellent refreshments were served by the ladies of 
the village from a marquee, erected for the occasion by 
Sergeant P. J. Slavin and his merry men. During this informal 
gathering, the Lord Bishop met and spoke to all the members 
of the Regiment present. 

Very worth wllile 

So the day ended and as one walked back to the barracks 
passing through the ~ny varied trees and shrub.s of the 
churchyard it was realised that the wh~le occas10~ from 
beginning to end - if indeed there ever is an end m such 
matters - can at the very least strengthen further the ties 
between the barracks and the village and perhaps, even 
better, set higher standards to be maintained in all aspects 
of our liv~s in the future. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and w ish to dispose of 
your present car, we wi ll give you a high trade- in figure now 
against any future purchase. 

FOR FULL DETAILS Fill IN THIS COUPON 

~--------------~ I NAME ____________ RANK_________ _ I 
I ADDRESS_____________________ I 
I ---------------------------- I 
I -------------------------- I I MAKE OF CAR _________ _ _ MODEL.______ I 
I MILEAGE_ _____ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED______ I 
I COLOUR _ _____ EXTRAS FITTED___________ I 
I --------------------------- I 
I LHD c=J RHO c=J I 

CONDITION 

I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Don'1worry 1bout HP 1e11lemen11 outstanding Purcha50 Tex llabllltlos or Import duties, 
Weir lodge will aenle them all whhout any fuss or bother. 

WEIR 
LODGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 

Bridge Road, Chertsey. Surrey, Tel. Chertsoy 64264/62047 
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12 Volunteers who uphold the good name of the Corps 
Back row, left to right : Signalman Bell, Lance-Corporal Fraser, Signalman Hare, Signalman Joyce. Centre row, left to right : Signalman Yates, 
Signalman McKeown, Signalman Farrell , Signalman Palmer. Front row, left to right: Corporal Sinclair, Sergeant Williams, Y. of S. Powell, Lance

Corporal Tolman 

16th Signal R egiment, B.F.P.O. 35 
~tnrching in General • • • 

W E spend very little time marching on the parade square 
nowadays. Marching for fun is, however, very popular 

in Europe, and in the Regiment our B.A.O.R. Signal Troop is 
a stronghold of the sport. A team composed mostly of men of 
this Troop recently marched at Nijmegen. Yeoman Powell has 
sent the fol:owing report: 

To the modern soldier in a mobile army ' Marching ' is a 
word uttered by old sweats when remembering days gone by, 
or Troop Commanders with an inbuilt sadistic streak. My 
reaction, on arriving in BA.0.R. Signal Troop, to find notices 
addressed ' YOS,' stating ' The troop marching team need you,' 
or simply, ' March and keep fit,' can well be imagined. 

A wink being as good as a nod, I accepted the challenge. 
With a small nucleus from the previous season plus new blood, 
my volunteers numbered twelve. This team was formed in 
early February, 1970, and practices commenced with Nijmegen 
the target. 

The Dutch are fanatics at this sport and organised marches 
take place all over Holland every weekend from early May 
until October. After obtaining the appropriate literature it was 
possible to select competitions reasonably close to Rheindahlen 
in what has proved a very fertile training ground. 

In some of the smaller towns Service team entries are rare, 
and our receptions are both enthusiastic and hectic. Female 
souvenir hunters are not adverse to stealing cap badge , etc., 
fortunately we haven't lost a man yet. 

Nljmegen ~larches in p articular 
1st D ay - Eleven fit and energetic men arrived at the 

starting point on this the first day's marching. The time was 
0545 and the sky was overcast with a slight drizzle, which did 
nothing to dampen our high morale. The first day took us 
through Nijmegen and our over the River Waal, over the 
'rickety bridge ' thus christened because the feet of up to 1,000 
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marchers set it swaying and bouncing. A few green faces 
were observed on men who had sampled the Nijmegen beer 
the night previously. By mid-morning the sun came out and 
we got dry (in more ways than one) but after a couple of 
stops for a brew, we pushed on at a fair pace. By 2.30 p.m. we 
were in sight of Nijmegen, and soon back at camp. On 
inspecting our feet we found, but for a few blisters, they were 
still in pretty good shape. 

2nd Day - We made an early start on the second day at 
0430 so as to avoid as much marching as possible in the 
mid-day heat. We set a good pace and by 0930 when it was 
getting very warm, we were half-way round. We completed the 
day at 1330, very tired and a little sore, but otherwise quite 
pleased we were half-way there. 

3rd Day - A very stiff and sore team started the third day 
on what is known as the march of the hills, and if anyone says 
Holland is flat, they have never been on the Nijmegen Marches. 
The 22lb. of weight we carried was now beginning to be felt, 
and the team was definitely feeling the strain. However, after 
a little persuasion and encouragement, not to mention 
threatening, we arrived back to camp. 

4th Day - Spirits were very high on the fourth day, it was 
nearly over and we still had a full team. \Ve got an early ~tart, 
and singing our newly learned songs, we pushed on at a 
cracking pace passing all before us, including a S.A.S (Special 
Air Service) team, which really boosted the team's morale. By 
mid-morning our J,>ace had slowed and we had many stop to 
apply our ' horse hnament ' to stiffening leg muscles. At 1 p.m. 
we arrived at the forming-up point approximately 4km. from 
Nijmegen, where we went through a ceremony of hurtling out 
the beloved sand bags as far as possible. After a cup of tea and 
a change of clothes we:: marched out with much pomp and 
ceremony behind a British band, heading for the saluti g base, 
which we passed some SO minutes later. The four-day marche 
were over. We gained a team medallion and an a sortrnent of 
blisters, but mostly the satisfaction of knowing we'd completed 
the course and achieved our team objective. 
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18th Signal Regiment 
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

Final Laneo parade 

A REGIMENTAL parade held on the lStll June n;ar~ed 
the final pre entation o~ . the L~ce to t?~ w10~ng 

Squadron in the Lance competition. Tlus compet1non, ~vluch 
i held bi-annually, was conte.sted by all three Sq~drons 10 the 
Regiment, including 249 ~1gnal . ~quadron wh1~ ha~ .n.ow 
di banded. It consi ts of various military a_n.d spornng act1vmes, 
and the winner of this final Lance compet1uon was 1 Squadron. 

Group Captain N. W. Maskell, Royal Air Force, Director 
of Signals at Headquarters Far East Command, was . the 
in pectin<> officer and five L.S. & G.C. medal presentations 
were made. A Haji songkok was presented to .staff Sergeant 
Hamm, who was the fifth member of the Regiment to make 
the pilgrimage to Mecca. 

WELL MERITED AWARDS 
The presentation party-Corporal Jardine (Lance bearer), Staff 
Sergeant Harun (Haji Songkok), Lance-Corporal Baharum, Sergeant 
Jaafar, Sergeant Salleh and Staff Sergeant Jackson (L.S.G.C.'s) and 

W.0.2 Ghani who received his warrant 

Cricket 
As the end of the season approaches we can look back 

on some highly entertaining gamc:s, culminating. in the fi~l 
of the Army knock-out competioon. The Regiment haymg 
scored 178 for 6 in 36 overs, our opponents, a combined 
R.E.M.E./R.A.M.C. side, had lost nine wickets. an~ were 
in the last over when they topped our score to wm this close 
and exciting final Throughout the competition all team memb_ers 
made notable contributions, however, some excellent battmg 
by W.0.1 (F. of S.) John Howie a~d Corpo~ Mic.k Raybo~d 
are worthy of mention, together with ever rmprovmg bowling 
by Signalman Mick Langley and sound wicket-keeping by 
Corporal Vic Johnson. 

The Sergeants' Mess having won the recent Officers' and 
Sergeants' Mess match, we are now engaged in an Inter
Departmental League which includes a team of locally enlisted 
persl>nnel - some of whom are wielding a bat for the first time. 

As. ·oeintion Football 
Since the Navy and Air Force entered the Singapore Area 

Army F.A. League the standard of play has been much higher. 
After an indifferent start, the 1st XI finished third in division 
one, just failing to separate the powerful R.A.F. teams, Changi 
and Tengah, and were Robinson Cup finalists, while the 2nd XI 
finished third in division four. On the whole our last season 
in Singapore has been reasonably successful. 

The defeat by 40 Commando R.M. by 3-0 in the Robinson 
Cup Final was a sad blow since in League games we had 
beaten them at home and held them to a draw away. 
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ROBINSON CUP FINAL TEAM 
Standing, left to right: Major Canham, Corporal Darwi n, Corporal 
Jardine, Corporal Sh immons, Corporal Snaith, Corporal Dyson, 

Sergeant Elson 
Kneeling, left to right: Signalman Hope, Corporal Wolstencroft, 

Corporal Carr 
Sitting, left to right : Staff Sergeant Jackson, Lance-Corporal Wilson 

In addition to running both Regimental team, Major Terry 
Canham manages the Army XI. . Staff Sergeant . 'Mac· 
McKenzie has been a stalwart, as his deputy, coachmg and 
training both unit teams and captaining the . 2nd XI. It .was 
a great pity when, four days bef~re the R_obmso~ Cup. Fmal, 
he was injured and spent Cup Fmal day m hospital. 

Golf 
The deciding match of the games against 19th Signal 

Regiment was recently played at the Singapore Island Co1;1ntry 
Club. This gruelling international course was a new e~penenc:=e 
to some of our team. However, having won the smgles 10 
the morning and lost the four-ball by 2-3, the overall result 
was a win for the Regiment by a narrow margin. 

Regimental tombola 
"18th Signal Regiment invites you to a tombola evening 

in the Princess Mary Club on Thursday." 
This regular B.F.B.S. announcement h~s been heard f<_lr 

the last time and our final tombola session was staged m 
the Regimental Club on 24th June. A record crowd of 260 
attended this gala occasion, despite the fact that duty free beer 
had run out. R.Q.M.S. Charlie Froggatt, our popular ca1:1er, 
started off the evening by announcing the generous extra pnz~s 
which the Commanding Officer had made a;;-.ilable for this 
final evenings. . . 

Mrs. Grace Elson won the special raffle prize, a Mikimoto 
pearl pendant supported by a gold chain, and the snowball of 
$300 (£40) was won by Mrs. E. Wilson, one of our regular 
patrons. . . . . 'd 

For those interested m statistics, the Regiment has pa1 
over $11,000 (£1,500) in local tax and prize money to the 
value of $53,790 (£7,300) in ~e. last two years. Tombola has 
been a popular Regimental acuv1ty and has helped to support 
P.RI. funds. Our thanks go to all those who have ~een 
connected with Tombola, in panicular the present committee, 
W O 2 Gordon Wallace, S.Q.M.S. Alec Cleghorn and Sergeant 
~o;ge Elson, R.A.P.C., and Corporal 'Titch' Meredi~. 
In appreciation of their services they were each presented with 
a Selangor pewter tankard. 

11.q. Squadron farewell party 
On 25th June, 1971, H.Q. Squadron held their farewell party 

in the P.M. Club. The party, organised by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 
Wallace and Corporal Noordin, was attended by over two 
hundred members of the Squadron and their guests. An 
excellent buffet, both European and Malay, was produced by 
Sergeant Drake and Sergeant Yahya, A.C.C. A local group 
produced the right sort of musical noise and the party was 
declared a great success. 
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21st SIGNAL REGIMENT BFPO 42 

It is with deep regret that we report the death on the 
1st July o( Lance-Corporal Harold Finnerty. Our deepest 
sympathies are extended to his widow, Shirley, and three 

children, Sharon, Sean and Heidi. 

Athletics 

SINCE our last notes the athletics season has come and 
. gone with almost the success for wh;ich we had all hoped. 

Agam we ~ed the tables on 19th Field Regiment, R.A., 
wh~ beat us m B.A.O.R., and retained the Army Championship 
Shield. A full repon appears elsewhere in this issue. 

K.A.P.E. 
Lieutenant Tom Moncur is back from his travels in Scotland 

with a K.A.P.E. team and it is hoped the editor can find 
room for his article which may be of use to other units and 
individuals who volunteer for the task. 

Visitors 

We have had two of our three schoolboy visits - the C.C.F. 
of Roben Gordon's College, Aberdeen, came for a week and 
a small party from Knockbreda High School, Belfast, for 
another week. As well as seeing the Regiment in action 
they have had a good look at the R.A.F. and the area from the 
Mosel to Eindhoven. Full of apprehension when they arrived 
they seemed very happy when they left, both parties having 
had the best weather so far this year! A very nice Northern 
Ireland Shield now adorns our Conference Room as a result. 

Barrier support 
We have to repon that on the 1st July 4 Squadron 21st 

Signal Regiment ceased to exist - on paper that is. 
Apparently 4 Signal Squadron working with 4th Harrier 

Squadron (R.A.F.) was too confusing in some places, so No. 2 
Squadron 21st Signal Regiment now serves the Harrier Force. 
No. 2 Squadron didn't exist anyway so the solution was 
comparatively simple, we only hope everyone will get used 
to addressing mail correctly before we have to have a 
4 Squadron or there will be chaos! 

Shooting 
The Bisley season is over - we didn't expect to do much 

this year having lost our best shots, but still had one -
Signalman Ford - in the Army 100, and we claim a moral 
second in Lieutenant Jolin Reed! 

The unit target rifle team of Major Cox, W.0.2 Daniels and 
Signalman Ford managed to win the Tate Cup for the best 
Royal Signals team in the A.R.A. Bisley Cup competition. 

Congratulations to Lieutenant John Reed for shooting for 
the Regular Army Pistol team and Major Cox the Regular 
Army Target Shon and Long Range teams. 

27th Signal Regiment BFPO 1 

"'tXTE welcome to the pages of 'The Wll'e • the newly formed 
l' l' 27th Sima! Regiment, Hong Kong. Formed on the 30th 

June, 1971, it has been made up of H.Q. Royal Sienals, Land 
Forces Hong Kong, together with the old 252 and 253 Si1maJ 
Squadrons who now forsake their independence to become 
1 and 2 Souadrons respectively of the new Regiment. Ail will 
wish the 27th Sienaf Ree;iment all happiness <md good signalling 
for the future. Certainly the past reputation of its previously 
independent elements would indicate a Regiment that wi1J 
mal,e a name for itself both at work and play. 

The notes that follow are the last from the old independent 
Squadrons. 

2f>2 StlUADRON 

A Squadron parade was held on the 30th June, 1971, to mark 
the occasion of the disbandment of a Squadron with an 
extremely good record, both at work and at play. 

T H E w I R E ' s E p T E M B E R. • o=c i:o B E R I 9 7 I 

On completion of the parade the S.S.M. - W.0.2 McMahon 
pr7sented to the O.C. - Major R. F. Hi'ls a Squadron plaque 
swtably engraved, and the Squadron pennant (well laundered 
and pressed), as souvenirs of his late independent command. 

Recent achievements 

We will try not to bore you too much with the Squadron's 
achievements over the years, but feel it would be sad not to 
mention a few of our more recent ' highlights.' One activity 
has. been the completion of two community relations projects 
durmg 1970/71 - both electrification - one being lighting 
for a small fishing village, and the other the wiring of a youth 
hostel on Lamma Island. 

In the sporting world the Squadron has always been well 
represented and has won many trophies over the years. This 
year alone we have won the Royal Signals Hong Kong athletics, 
51 Infantry Brigade minor units athletics, Land Forces Hong 
Kong minor units athletics, Land Forces Hong Kong minor 
units football league and cup, Army sevens, and reached the 
quarter-finals of the major units. In hockey we also won the 
minor units league and were runners-up in the cup. 

:tunny changes 

Structural alterations to the cominunications in Victoria 
Barracks are now almost complete, including the installation 
of equipments for the new D.C.N. system control and T .R.C. 
The commcen staff have gained invaluable experience of 
working under wartime conditions, with builder's rubble and 
dust falling around their feet and equipments, the never ending 
sounds of phneumatic drills and the constant chatter of the 
coolie gangs. They have maintained both sanity and communi
cations, and undoubtedly deserve special mention. 

Finallv, we are all now looking forward to establishing 27th 
Signal Regiment on the map in Hong Kong, and in writing 
about the Regiment's activities in future editions of THE 
WIRE. 

253 SflUADRON 

Lnst days 
The last days of 253 Signal Squadron were fairly hectic. 

The O.C. took a long time to recover from the visit by the I. 
of E. team. The training cell under Yeoman Benny Newell got 
a commcen operator course under way in record time. Sergeant 
Brian Connor finished handing over his troop stores to 248 
Gurkha Signal Souadron (be still goes all twitchy when you 
mention Pve, Cambridge) and Captain Neville Armital?e after 
a few nightmares completed the electrification project at Yim 
Tin Tsai on time. 

Electrification 1>rof e<!t Yim Tin Tsni 

On 24th May the Squadron started their third eler.trification 
proiect in Hong Kong. The village, on the ishnd of Yim Tin 
Tsai, consisted of fortv houses, a church and a school. The 
detachment consisted of sixteen men. some of whom spent the 
whole five weeks on the oroiect. The semi-permanent staff 
on the project, Seraeant Bill Stewart. Coroorals Bill B•1rley, 
Terry Mann and Mick B'vtbe, Lance-Corporals Tony Hnmby 
and Mick Foley and Si1>nalman Frank Lawson, est~hlished 
manv firm friendshios with the villagers and towards the end 
of their stay were invited to a Chinese wedding. Needle11s to 
say a good time was had by all. Desoite a tvohoon the wnrk 
was comoleted on time for the switrh on ceremonv on 29th 
June. The Com..,,ander Slst Inf:intrv Brie,,de, Bri1?adier P. 
G. A. Prescott. M.C_ then performed the switch on ceremony, 
and with the priests blessing the generator roared into life. 

Fnrewell dlnne>-1" dan('4" 

The switch on ceremony was only the first of two bie 
events the Sauadron had arr<1ni;ted for 29th Tune. The second 
event was a farewell Sauadron function in the evenine: at the 
Hotel Miramar. The highlie:ht of the eveninsr was the strio
tease hv Gabrielle, who after n thoroul?h briefing bv 0.ofllin 
Peter Wliitebead and Foreman Nick Harries gave a 'halnnl'f.'d 
perform~nre' to a mixed audience. She was nhlv nssi~ted bv 
Corporal Tom H:ill who had ohviouslv lent a hand on many 
other occasions. The partv finaltv ended in the earlv hoors 
- the final Squadron function had indeed been a good thrash. 
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ELECTRIFICATION AT YIM TIN TSAI 
The village headman shows Corporal Mick Blythe and Lance
Corporal Mick Foley arou nd t he village. Mick Blythe swears by 

Ch inese style coolle hats-and they suit him 

THAT HOTEL MIRAMAR PARTY 
Bock row, from left to right : Lance-Corporal Tony Humby, Corporal 
Bill Burley, Lance-Corporal Terry McGregor, Lance-Corporal Mick 

Foley · 
Front row, from left to right : R.Q .M.S. Stan Neill, Corporal l'-:ick 

Blythe, Captain Neville Armitage, Sergeant Bill Stewart 
All agree it was a grand Squad ron wind-up 

Farewell to 

Major Martin Pickard on posting to M .0 .D ., Corporal Bill 
Burley to 20th Armoured Brigade, Corporal Terry Mann to 
8th Signal Regiment, Corporal Tony Rowley to 11th Signal 
Regiment, Lance-Corporal Jack McFarlane to 1st Division 
H.Q. and Signal Regiment and Signalman Ken Whillock to 12th 
Medlanical Infantry Brigade. 

l\. elcome t. 

Major Norman Muir from H.Q. Northern Ireland, Corporal 
Dave Gomerall from 255 Signal Squadron, Corporal John 
Sizeland from 8th Signal Regiment, Lance-Corporal Hugh 
McGregor from 21st Signal Regiment. 
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28th (BR) Signal Regiment 

(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35 

T HE Regiment has bad a full and enjoyable programme 
during the past two summer months. This time has 

been filled with adventure training, athletics, shooting, battle 
efficency training, social functions and social sport. All this, 
not to mention communication exercises. 

ComJDunication or recovery 

An apt title for our communications exercise in June, for 
the site was a poor one in good weather, and you all remember 
June! From the outset vehicles sank up to their axles and 
were ' recovered ' into their operating positions. The obvious 
thought struck us all, now we are in, how do we get out
follow closely-no, perhaps not. 

The communications worked well, which, fortunately, gave 
us an opportunity to consider the move out. From ' close 
down • to the last vehicle clearing the site, took five hours, 
with the help of two German winch vehicles and our Scammel, 
for just 11 vehicles of 1 Squadron. It may have taken longer, 
but for the Germans, who did an admirable job (especially 
with the promise of Scotch whisky). It will be remembered 
with exasperation for a long time. 

Athletics 

The Rhine Area Meeting took place on 8th June, in which 
we were easily beaten by 21st Signal Regiment for entry to 
the B.A.0.R. Athletics Meeting; however, we came a clear 
~econd from the rest of the field. 

We continued preparing for the Morrison Cup by two 
weeks' training in a German unit's barracks, for which we 
were rr.ost grateful. C.S.M.I. Combe survived, as did 
Lieutenant Brian Green, our captain, despite threats of retribu
tion for excruciating exercises. 

The training paid dividends, however, for we came third 
to 4th Division and Signal Regiment in the Morrison Cup--no 
mean achievement for a small Regiment. Apart from the 

GOOD STYLE 
Lance-Corporal Dick Elliott puts the shot 41 feet 7 inches in the 

Morrison Cup 
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28th Regiment's outstanding Tug of War team winning the Major 
Units Trophy at the Morrison Cup Meeting 

hard work put in by the whole teamt special mention must 
be ~de ?f ~ance-Corporal Di~k Elliott, R.E.M.E., for his 
outright wm m the shot, and Signalman Dick Taylor's very 
plucky ~n in .the 5,000 metres. The tug-of-war team won 
the Maior Uruts trophy and a crate of beer by beating 
the winning team of the Minor Units. 

Soeinl o-eeasions 
The fortnight's athletics training was interrupted by a 

Sergeants' Mess versus Officers' Mess cricket match-an over
whelming social successs, and a sporting success for the 
Sergeants' Mess-Sergeants 133, Officers 57. Thank you, 
the Sergeants' Mess! 

The Officers' Mess summer ball, on 9th July, was hailed as 
the best happening since sliced bread. N any thanks are due 
to the P .M.C. and the Regiment for the preparation. 

The Corporals' Mess summer ball was just as great a suc
cess, to judge by the decibels drifting from the Golden Axe 
Club and the refreshments consumed. 

Full-bore shootin g 
(\ reasonably successful season. Having won all the major 

pnzes at the NORTHAG Skill-at-Arms Meeting, and proving 
that, with the wind in the right direction, the majority of 
the team could hit a barn door from 200 yards, they set forth 
to U.K. to compete in the Corps and Bisley Meetings. , 

The Corps SAA Meeting resulted in us coming second to 
~e ' Corps Team ' from 30th Signal Regiment. Special men
t10n must be made of Corporal Tony H unt, who won six indi
vidual trophies as a Class B competitor, namely the White
head, Association, Roberts and Army B Individual Champion. 

A long weekend break, when the team split up to enjoy 
the expensive delights of being in U.K., and then Bisley. 
Team results were disappointing, due, in partl to one of 
the team stalwarts, Lieutenant Roger Howard, giving an im
promptu demonstration of free-fall paradmting during the 
LMG match run-down, which resulted in a badly-damaged 
knee. Consequently, he was unable to participate in any 
further matches which involved a run-down. However, two 
team members, Captain (T.O.T.) Reg Davies and Corporal 
T ony Hunt, managed to qualify for The Army Hundred. 

On the return journey, Corporals Bob Cobb and Bill Hitchens 
experienced one of the roughest summer sea crossings to 
date. They reported that the tourists were easily recognised 
by their green faces and their constant rushing to the ' H eads ' 
while our erstwhile 'line-shooters ' consumed a heavy meal, 
vast quantities of ale and then slept through it all-lashed to 
the bar. 

Trope- scatter 
As O.C. it is a must for me to include our e>..'Ploits, especially 

as we hogged our own section of the July/August edition. 
We have just returned from our first trial without advisers, 

well pleased with our efforts. The trial was to confi rm the 
extent of our knowledge (luckily we are a big troop) and to 
test the equipment. To give the trial a purpose we provided 
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rear link ~mmunications. for one th usand men, training at 
V?gelsan~ m the Nord Eiffel. The two terminals set up with 
fr1.Cndly nvalry over the H.F. radio and Tropo order wire and 
as the pile of Girlie books grew in System control o did our 
confidence in our ability. 

(Sorry, we will have to cut you here this time due to pressure 
on space - Editor). 

Fra1dlst 
The Regiment undertook its Battle Efficiency training at 

Vogelsang, an old German training camp overlooking a system 
of deep lakes in the Eiffel mountains. 

Members from each Squadron formed a compo~ite Squadron 
under the Training Major, M ajor F rank Philp, for two week . 

Also in the camp were 1st Glosters and an American 
Squadron of taI?ks equ.ipped with M 60's. The co-operation 
between ~7 various ~rut.s c~uld not have been better. Typical 
of the spmt was an mv1tauon from the Americans to one of 
our troops to look over their tanks and 'have a cabby.' The 
invitation was eagerly accepted and after a successful afternoon 
(despite knocking down a tree), the Americans were invited 
back for beer. 

The _high spot of the exercise was providing refugee and 
columrusts to harrass the Glosters defending a min efield gap. 
A more enthusiastic set of down-hearted refugees has yet to 
be seen. The greatest achievement was Sergeant ' Slim ' 
Mullaney, our Pioneer Sergeant, who acting as fifth column 
managed to return to the refugee R.V. with one more Land 
Rover than he left with. 
~e _whole _exercise was a success, e~en S.S.M. Tony Jones 

mamtamed h1s annual record by findmg and falling in one 
of the few holes on the training area. It was certainly the 
smelliest. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON .. . 1 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

WlllE PHOTO 
Black and white please. 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

NOT colour prints or transparenci 
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30th SIGNAL REGIMENT, BLANDFORD CAMP 

The Right Honourable Geoffrey Johnson-Smith, M.P., Under Secretary of State 

(Army) visits Army Strategic Command 

I. Arrival of Under Secretary of State (Second from right) accompanied by the Army Commander Lieutenant-General Sir Mervyn 
Butler, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. 2. Lance-Corporal Bill Ridley of the U.K. Battalion A.M.F.(L) Signal Troop plays it cool. 
In the centre W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Colin Bland. 3. Local boy story-Sergeant Dick Sergeant from Swanage with his line vehicle. 

4. Corporal Harry Wishart explains the role of the S.R. AIJ H.P. 

M ONDAY, 19th July, was one of those brilliant summer 
days that 30th Signal Regiment reserves for their 

most important visitors. 
At 11.40 hours The Under Secretary of State arrived by 

helicopter, accompanied by the Army Commander General 
Sir Mervyn Butler, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. They were 
met by the Commanding Officer and given a briefing in the 
Regimental Mounting Centre. 

The Under-Secretary showed great interest in the deploy
ment of the Regiment which, at the present time, bas 
detachments in Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar, France, B.A.O.R, 
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Denmark, Northern Ireland, the Bahamas, Anguilla and 
Australia, and was then taken to see the Squadrons carrying 
out training, and gained first-hand knowledge of the role 
played by Royal Signals in Army Strategic Command. 

One of the most interesting displays was produced by the 
A.M.F.(L) U.K. Battalion Signal Troop. 

After visiting the training, the Under-Secretary met and 
spoke to members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess 
and had lunch with the Officers, to complete a most enjoyable 
and interesting visit. 
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News from. SquaJ!ons 
28 Comwel. Inf. Bde. H.Q. and Signal 

Squadron, c1 o G.P.0. Singapore 

Staa list 
o.c. 
Second-in-Command .. . 
Troop Commanders . . . 

S.SM. 
R.QM.S. 

Major L. T. Waumsley (U.K.) 
Capt. B. D. Roach (Aus.) 
Capt. J. A. Grierson (U.K.) 
Lt. J. Lawrence (Aus.) 
Lt. G. N. Donaldson (U.K.) 
W.0.2 D. C. Prescott (U.K.) 
W.0.1 A. T. Curnow (Aus.) 

"'lXTE haven't got a number yet, we haven't got any equip
l' l' ment yet, but we are in business and you will be hearing 

more detailed accounts of our future activities. 
Suffice to say at the moment, that. we are in. the proce~s. of 

forming a new Squadron which is to consist of British, 
Australian and New Zealand Signallers, with the. role of pro
vidin~ communications for the C.Ommonwealth Brigade formed 
in Smgapore to fill the vacuum left by the withdrawel of 
British Forces from the island. 

This means, of course, that there is still a posting to be 
held for you in Singapore in what promises to be a most 
interesting and valuable job. 

Already S.S.M. Don Prescott and Corporal Tony Watson 
are proving invaluable in their " scrounging " forays to both 
18th and 19th Signal Regiments. Our thanks to both of these 
illustrious Regiments for provicling a lot of bits and pieces that 
go together to form the soul of a unit. 

QAP for further information. 

7 Armoured Brigade Signal 

Squadron (202), B.F.P.0. 37 

J ULY saw the end of yet another successful season for 
our athletics team. We also managed to prove that the 

' Rat ' is truly amphibious during floatation training and the 
very same ' Rat' managed to acquire a reasonable suntan at 
summer camp, although at the expense of becoming somewhat 
windswept. 

The D.A.O.n. Athletics finals 
Once again our athletics team has had a highly successful 

season. Although only runners-up in the Divisional champion
ships the hours of training paid off in the B.AO.R. finals at 
Sennelager in what turned out to be a most exciting com
petition and a very pleasing victory over our rivals 54 Squadron 
R.C.T. Sergeant Harry .Escott had a marvellous race in the 
1500 metres and although he tore a muscle in the second lap 
he still went on to win by a very good margin. Other per
formances of particular note were an excellent 200m. by Lance
Corporal Alan Kite followed by a demonstration of how to 
run 4 x lOOm. relay by Sergeant Phil Oxley, R.A.P.C., 
Lance-Corporal Ian McKenzie, Corporal John Smith and 
Lance-Corporal Alan Kite. 

The :}forrlson Cup 
Due to the injury he sustained at the B.A.O.R. finals 

Sergeant Harry Escott was unable to celebrate his tenth 
anniversary of winning the Morrison Cup 1500 metres. The 
competition was good but here again depth of training told 
and a comfortable win over 4th Guards Brigade was obtained. 

The Army finals 
By winning the B.A.0.R. minor units championship we once 

again qualified to go to Aldershot for the Army championships. 
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THE MAN BEHIND 7th ARMOURED BRIGADE SIGNAL 
SQUADRON 'S ATHLETIC PROWESS 

Sergeant Harry Escott at the age of 39 still pulls his full weight in 
the Squadron athletic team both as team captain and performer. 
He is seen here winning the 1500 metre event at the B.A.0.R. Minor 

Units Championship 

In a first class contest that swung back and forth between 
four teams we were narrowly beaten into second place for the 
second year running by the Mercian Brigade depot. This 
proved to be the most exciting competition of the year and at 
one time it looked as though three teams; ourselves, the Junior 
Leaders' Regiment R.C.T. and the Mercian Brigade, would 
tie for first place. 

The amphibious ' Rat ' 
Our annual floatation training at Ohr Park near Hamelin 

once again proved to those cynics in our midst that our 
Brigade Headquaners is amphibious and. that our ' Rat ' had 
no intention of joining the rats of Pied Piper fame. 

Exercise ' Count Down VI ' 
Once again Eckenforde, near Kiel, provided the venue for 

our Squadron summer camp. We endeavoured to send the whole 
Squadron up to the camp in two groups, each group doing 
an eight-day course. The timetable was a full one which 
included volley ball and football competitions, canoeing and 
assault boating indispersed with an amphibious assault course 
that would keep the Marines happy, orienteering and an 
initiative exercise into Denmark. Our evasion exercise attracted 
a large amount of interest from the local Germans - however, 
a friendly peasant cunningly clisguised as Signalman ' Yorky ' 
Sykes sunbathing in swimming trunks on the side of a country 
lane might be expected to arouse some speculation if nothing 
else. 

It is always interesting at a camp to see what people get up 
to in their spare time. Activities this year varied from some 
very intense bird watching to one person who spent a great 
deal of time collecting butterflies. Squadron activities are 
nothing if not varied. 
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7th ARM ' D. BDE. SQUADRON ATHLETIC TEAM-THEY FINISHED SECOND IN THE ARMY MINOR UNITS CHAMPIONSHIP 
Back row, from left to right : Corporal Mogg, Signalman Houchen, Corporal Kelly. Private Winn, Lance-Corporal Mackenzie, Signalman MacFadden, 

Lance.Corporal Kite 
Front r~w, _from left t~ right : Corporal Smith, Sergeant Escott (Team Captain), Captain Hodges, Sergeant Davidson (Team Manager) Sergeant Oxley 
Trophies include Winners 7th Armed Brigade and B.A.O.R. Minor Units Athletic Championship, Runners up 1st Division and Army Minor 

Units Athletic Championships 

4 Guards Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 
Squadron :(204) B.F.P.O. 17 

Along the East German border 

OUR turn again at showing the flag on the Eastern Border. 
This proved uneventful but very interesting. 

We had the grand conducted tour of the area by Mr. Mills, 
the British Frontier Service Official. 

The East Germans we saw spent their time observing us 
through binoculars and were highly amazed by the antics of 
Lance-Corporal Brian Robertson (as we are all the time) but 
since the closest we came to them was six feet we could hardly 
be accused of fraternising. Throughout the two days we drove 
many miles but saw nothing to create an incident. 

Farming helps Anglo-GerJUan goodwill 
Part of our Anglo-German relations was to send three of our 

" merry men " to an old exercise area of ours. This is our small 
way of saying " thank-you " to the many friendly farmers 
we meet. Our host was a farmer in the Vorkehim area. 

The three willing workers were Lance-Corporal Dick West, 
Lance-Corporal Bill Foster and Signalman Derek Lamb. 

The first afternoon we spent loading bales of hay. After a 
small fiasco the farmer and his son showed u how to load 
hay. Driving the tractor back to the farm Signalman Lamb 
found the wrong gear and half of our afternoon's work was 
on the ground again. From then on we had a chauffeur (the 
farmer's ten-year-old son). 

The next day we were relegated to log-cutting. A farmer's 
life is not all driving tractors and harvesters; this we really 
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found out over the next few days. But it is not all hard work. 
The farmer's eldest son took us to the local discotheque and 
swimming pool. Although not speaking very much German 
between us we had a very good time and made some new 
friends. We have been invited back to the farm but on a social 
footing next time so until then we are all trying to ll!Bm a bit 
more German. 

The ;'.\forrison Cup 

I think the whole Corps in B.A.0.R. looks forward to these 
two days more than most in the year. It almost becomes an 
Old Comrades' Association. The whole event being enjoyed by 
spectators and athletes. The Squadron did very well in coming 
a creditable second to the Oink, Oinks of 7th Armoured Brigade. 

Corporal Don Murray did his normal fine run in the 400 
meters and Second Lieutenant Mark Riley confidently stepped 
over the high jump bar to win. Captain David Walker, our 
R.A.E.C. officer gave a very good display in the javelin having 
had to stand in at last minute for Captain (Q.M.) Pat Duffy. 
(Watch out sir, your age is showing). 

We were very pleased to have C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier W. 
E. Sherrat, M.B.E., visit us in July. This was an informal 
visit just to say " Hello " and have a look round. His visit 
was its usual success to the Corps members and gave much 
pleasure to all members of The Household Divi ion that met 
him. 
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• Patrols 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squa ron (209) 

B.F .P .0. 801 

T HE Signal Squadron is being kept very busy during the 
present troubles in Ireland. The Squadron has been pro

viding a riot squad of twenty men to help fill the ranks of • D ' 
Rifle Comp:my (4 RTR), who are now colocated with the 
Squadron. The squad compri es cooks. radio operators, clerks, 
drivers and anyone else who is available. The squad has now 
developed into a very efficient unit. 

{;oDlIUnnications 
Our R.R.B. detachments have been kept very busy during 

the past month. Corporal John Campbell and Signalman 
Tommy Roe have been using a trailer-mounted R.R.B. station, 
designed to be airlifted by a Wessex helicopter. 

Lance-Corporal 'Jock' Donnelly, Signalman 'Ginge' 
Adcock and Corporal Ronald Hendry provided a radio 
detachment to help in the internment operation. 

Sport 
Sport has definitly not been forgotten in the Signal Squadron. 

Badminton and table tennis are constantly being played. Two 
new sports to the Squadron have been started, water ski-ing 
and sub-aqua diving. 

Our cricket team has trouble in getting together eleven 
cricketers at any one time but manages to play and win a 
few matches. The Squadron also has several keen fishermen 
who have been spending their leisure time on the banks 
of the River Bann. 

Accommodation 
Facilities in the factory in Lurgan are gradually improving. 

Every soldier now has a latex foam mattress instead of a 
horse hair mattress and steel lockers have been issued. This 
is all in preparation for the permanent Brigade Headquarters 
which will eventually be stationed in Lurgan. 

Our new medical centre has just been started and Corporal 
Perrow, R.A.M.C., says that at the present rate it will be 
finished in 1973. 

From the Conuncen 
Since the last mention, we have done away with exercise-type 

communications and are now working ' the actual thing.' 
Under the directorship of W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Wall, the usual 

Commcen staff (Dave Cloake, 'Chippy' Wood, 'Norbert' 
Clark, Trev Lloyd, Dave Hartrey and Barrie Holmes) plus the 
T.G. lads (' Jock' Mills, 'Taff ' Ball, Neil Hatton and ' Randy ' 
Burns) have joined up with the linies (Frank Paterson, Pat 
Dooher, Norrie Rookes, ' Zebedee' Parry, Laurie Simms and 
' Robbo' Robertson) in setting up a complex consistin~ of 
Cipher /Commcen/Exchange serving the whole Brigade Signal 
Squadron. Under the eyes of our two Sergeants, Pete Hockram 
and Tom Langley, teething troubles have been overcome and 
we have settled down into the unusual experience of being in 
one place for more than a fortnight at a time. 

Everyone knows everybody else's job and we have even 
got Norrie on punch-up with 'Taff' fiddling on the exchange. 
Everyone else remains normal. 

We would like to congratulate Dave Cloake and his wife on 
a 6lb. 1 ~z. addition to their family. A boy on 15th August. 

Arrivals and Departures 
We say farewell to Lieutenant D. W. Conran who has been 

posted to 28th Signal Regiment. 
We welcome to the Squadron Captain C. J. Walters and 

congratulate him on his promotion and engineering degree. 
We also welcome Corporal Stevens and Lance-Corporal Walton 
who have just arrived back from a successful B2-Bl R Op. 
Course. 

WIRE PHOTOS 
Black and white please, not colour prints - still 

less colour transparencies. 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

(212), B.F.P.O. 36 

T iHE months of June and July were busy ones for the 
Squadron, with the preparation and participation of the 

yearly Exercise 'Sununer Sales,' the 2nd Division Athletics 
Meeting and our annual Summer Camp' June Bug.' 

The Summer Camp preparations started in small whispers 
early in the month with frequent ' 0 ' Groups in the 2IC's 
office and the rumour that this year's camp would be a 100 
per cent attendance by all ranks. Needless to say, on the 'Clay 
the train moved out, we had to take ' Spastic' the mongrel 
mascot and Corporal. Connell's dog to make up the necessary 
numbers. 

A ~lark I Sun bad not been detailed 

With the persistent rain we had been having in Osnabrock 
everyone was looking forward to catching a Bavarian suntan 
on arrival. However, due to an oversight by the iR.S.M., Blue 
Clouds and a Mk. 1 Sun had not been detailed on Pt. I Orders 
and we were welcomed by lashings of rain and a bedraggled 
person clad in pyjamas and wellington boots who we found 
out later to be the R.Q.M.S. 

A day late!! the sun did find us and for the remaining period 
we had fresh •blue skies and bags of heat. Sport was in abund
ance with daily trips to the Stamberger See where fishing, 
boating and canoeing took place. Captain Allen and Lieutenant 
Chatterton. gained their Helmsman Grade IX badges on: these 
outings, but only after :ramming the jetty at full speed and 
:running down a small yacht! owned by a local youth, with the 
Johnson 40 h.p. engined assault boa~ we had with us. 

Mountaineering became a very popular exercise and was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all those · who managed to make the 
Guesthouse at 8,000 ft., despite the extra price of beer! Driver 
Cave-Whitley, now known to his friends as the 'Climbing 
Doctor' (boils drawn while you climb), achieved · his ambition 
bj! reaching the summit the hard way, whilst we all waited 
down below, biting our nails and wishing we had called out 
the Alpine Troops. 

It would only be right to mention that we received invalu
able assistance from the local unit of Alpine Troops, who 

"ROGER TO THAT" 
Signalman " Jock" Bia.ck testing out his Royal Signals Tankard on the 

train down to Summer Camp 

(Continued on page 365) 
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(Ccmtinued from page 364) 

" PHEW, I THOUGHT SEVENS WAS STRENUOUS!" 
Signalman "Paddy" Moraghan nearly at the summit of one of the 

local mountains 

gave us the use of theii• camp for showers and other amenities 
and th~ km~ offer of. 1akingr some of the ' keen ' soldiers· on a 
mountameenng exercise with all equipment supplied. 

All too soon tha 14th July appeared and we closed camp 
but got a sworn promise from the local people that they would 
~low us to r~turn nextj year providing the R.S.M. got a new 
silencer for his car. 

255 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 63 

AS .announced in th~ last issue, we are the sole representa-
uves of the Corps m the Gulf, 222 Signal Squadron having 

closed down, a.nd in: this issue we have the first contribution 
from ?ur Sha~ah Signal Troop. Having responsibilities there 
necess1tat~s . fairly frequent 'liais~n '.visits on both operational 
a~d administrative nets, \:mt th1s mtercourse is often made 
difficult by the R.A.F. cuttmg down on their aircraft schedules. 
. On .10th July we held a Pope Cup S-a-side football competi-

t10n, in which all troops, including Sharjah Troop, competed. 
The final was between two teams from Operating Troop (Joint 
Me sage ~ntre), and was won by J.M.C. 'A' team. The cu 
and trophies were presented by Brigadier P. J. N. Ward, O.B.E:. 
Commander, Land Forces, Gulf, and as it was al o his birthday 
the youngest m~n in the Squadron, Signalman ' Irish ' McLeod 
w~o had only JUSt celebrated his 18th birthday presented hi~ 
with a bottle of his favourite Tio Pepe sbercy on behalf of 
the Squadron. I!l ~e evening a most successful' barbecue was 
held. A}~ougJ: 1t 1s probably the last time that a Pope Cup 
compent10? ~ill be held (and more about 10th July in our 
next contnbuuon, as undoubtedly Op. Troop will be submitting 
a Va.st screed on their gloriou achievement) we will be able to 
gee tn at least another barbecue before December. 

Now over to the Troops. 

Sfmrj:ah Srl-{nal Troo1• 

w~ ha':'e great pleasure in announcing the formation of 
SharJah. Signal Troop of 25S Signal Squadron. Captain David 
~arks is the O.C. and Second-Lieutenant Chris Durham ha 
1omed u.s from Bahrain to be Second-in-Command, M.T.0. and 
1/c Radio, amongst other things. 

The Tr~p Staff Sergeant i Staff Sergeant Bob Townsend 
and we sti ll have Yeoman Jim Kelly and Foreman Keith 
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B~orth f.rorr: 2~2 ~igr.181 Squadron. The De ert Guard and 
mobile ra910 sect1?n is 1n the hands of Sergeant Bob Badger 

The Lme ~ecnon, run by Sergeant Gordon Wilkinson. 
although very small, manages to cope extremely well with th~ 
vast amount of work caused by the rundown changeover of 
exchanges, etc. 

Overall, in spite of there now being only a troop where there 
used to be a sq!!adron we have got off to a very good stare 
and hope lo contmue like it in the future. ( o do we-S.H.Q.). 

llttmnla Troo1• (last. 4•011fributio11 ) _ b~, 
Serg1•:mt Hill ~tiles · 

The last I.nfantry Battalion has left Hamala and ~o too must 
we. ~he mam b~k of the 1st Bn. The Staffordshire Regiment 
set sa~l for SharJ~h on 21st July ~caving behind ju c the Q.M. 
a.nd his rear derail par.ty. We contmued co provide conununica
noi:is for. the rear details until 13.30 hours Friday, 23rd July at 
which time we sent out last transmission to Comm~en 
Muharraq. Twenty-four hours later the entire Troop had di 
b:mded and all the equipment was packed and away. r 

I myself had only been Troop Sergeant for Hamala Troop 
for two mo1?ths, having taken over from Sergeant ' Lemmy ' 
L?mas, but It had. been a pleasure and an experience working 
with .so many v~ned tradesmen-under one roof. Apart from 
carry1!1g out their normal work efficiently they also had time 
to ~!-1!1d for themselve.s a Playboy Club! This club had all the 
facihues of the r~a1 thmg. It boasted a swimming pool, tropical 
fish pond, terrapms, a bar, H.l'v'.-S . 'Hamala,' hanging gardens, 
free food an~ enou~h e~r bending to last a life-time. But the 
one comn:odity which 1t lacked was Hugh Hefner's greatest 
money wmner, women. ot once did a female cross the 
threshold. I suppose it's a good thing really because she most 
probab~y c~uld have ended up like so many of our guests, in 
the sw1.mmmg pool, involuntarily. 

Our Troop consisted of such Corps men as Corporal ' Prof' 
MattJM:~s and Lance-Corporal ' Big H ' Robinson, two TE 
Techrucians w~o gave ~e Battalion more telephone lines tha~ 
I though~ possible. Their motto was, " If the line's engaged, 
try shouun~, someone somewhere might hear you." 

.Our _Radio Relay Technicians were Corporal Alan ' Gillie ' 
Gillespie and Corporal Gerard ' Vinny' Vincent· both were 
never short of a ' loop ' or two. Corporal Vincent' was a local 
~er<;> t<? tJ:ie Staffords 1?ecause be was the ' highly paid ' pro
JCCUom.st m th_e local cmema. He was ably assisted by one of 
our drivers, Signalman Andy ' Gash Hand' Cummings. The 
local manager thought the world of them; they thought the 
w.orld of the spa~e cash each week. Our other driver was 
~1gnalman David Hood ' Hoodless, the greatest tea drinker 
m ~e . Gulf. He would keep any char wallah in business He 
mamtam~ t!1~H ~e. locals behind the wheel out here m~t be 
the best allllers m the world. Their repertoire of road antics 
never cea~es to amaze us. In the Commcen doing the operating 
we had .Signalman John ' Snowy ' Peters providing me with the 
!atest cricket ~ores every morning. Signalman Alec 'Jock' BeU 
in between shifts ran Hamala Playboy Club and wrote to his 
piece of Norwegian 'wood.' Signalman John 'Piggy ' Gibson 
w.aen he wasn't on shift was leaping gracefully through the air. 
No, not a ballet dancer, he was the Squadron goalkeeper. Last 
~>Ut not, least of the Commcen Ops. there was Signalman Dennis 
Busty Rumb?ld, . the Gulf discus champion. He also had 

another unofficial utle: Gulf eating champion. 
What. Troop would be complete without our faithful Line

men. Firs~ of all . there was Lance-Corporal Stephen ' Taff' 
~ob~rts, hi.s ~avour1te party piece. was the _world renowned 'yam 
smg cons1so.i;ig of. about five pmts of virtually anything, then 
he. would renre dtScreetly to bed, or noisily, whidtever was 
qwcker. Then there was Signalman George 'Paddy' Taylor 
who ma~ed the exchange and read Playboy Magazine; do you 
blame hnn? And last but never least Signalman Alister ' Titch' 
R_oss whos~ battle cry of "All Jufairies jar me off" nearly got 
hllll hung 1;11 the Squadro~ <;:rub one night. 

L<?C~ted In the ame bwlding as us was SIS Signal Troop 
cons1stmg of Sergeant Fred McMillan. Yes a one-man Troop 
and he wante~ us to provi~e !ll8rker~ for bis march past. H~ 
had to cancel 1t ?ecause of ram,' or was it lack of markers? 

Sergeant Mc1".liµan has goi;ie off to Sharjah with the Battalion, 
our .T.E. Techmoa!1~ and Lmemen back to Line Troop Jufair 
Radio Relay Techmc~ns to t;heir Troop at Muharraq Conuncen 
Ops. to ,J.M.C. Jufair, Dnvers to M.T. Troop Jufair, and 
myself Im o~ to Sharjah .to take over the Desert Guard Net. 
So Hamala S!gnal Troop 1s no more. But people have voice 
they communicate Hamala Troop will live in those voices fo; 
years to come. 
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1st Artillery Brigade H .Q. 
& Signal Squadron (25 7 ) 

B.F.P.O. 102 

.\. rath••r wet Jun" saw U lli n<itlve on nil fronts 
~,HE quadron participated in Exercise ' umrner Sales'; 
.I. ome rather more than others. By a slight rniscalculation 

on the pare of the Brigade raff, a third of the Squadron _had 
two days extra fresh air and sunshine. But. all good ~lll}gs 
come to an end, and the 'rest' eventually jomed us, brm~g 
the rain, which lasted on and off, for the rest of the e~~se. 
Everyone ecmed to enjoy themselves, and the commumcauons 
went well. We were visited by the Corps Commander, and 
almost visited by the C.G.S. We tru~t that Staff Sergeant 
(Y. of S.) Rice enio¥ed hi _exercise. w1tp us and found out 
how thing have conunued without h1m smce he left us a year 

ago. · • • h l"da ' ccess Immediately after our fo~ight s ~ 1 y we were su -
ful in the Brigade Minor Uruts' Athletics, where we swep~ ~he 
board. Unfortunately, it was not the same at the 1st D1v1s1on 
Qiampion hips, where we came sixtp (and last), a!though our 
track competitors did well, particularly Captain Gordon 
Howard (400 metre ) and Signalman Eric Ball (800 metres). 

Our soccer team, led by non-play0g. ~aptain Corporal 'Taff' 
Moore, continues to play the l~l c1viha~ clubs. We are told 
that the beer is quite good, whichever village t~ey visit.. 

Here is news of 7th Artillery Brigade Exercise, ' Whirley 
Gig ' which we decided to run by _lending the'? Second
Lieutenant John Allan and most of his Tr<?op. H1~ notes: 

" Although primarily a 7th Artillery Bn~de a1~ defence 
exercise, we ended up as a . A TO exercise, w1~ many 
countries represented and working on VHF nets which had 
been carefully plan~ed by Major Tony Tregoning, ~vhose 
Second-in-Command I became, somewhat to my surpnse. It 
was great fun, thoug~ there were ~e that we could hav~ 
done with a standardised NATO voice procedure phamphlet. 

We must record the arrival of our very new Yeoman, Staff 
Sergeant Derek Allen; we have been saving a lot of work for 
him as he is already beginning to find out. . So many have 
left ' that we are beginning to believe that the mdex system at 
Records has got stuck in our slot. Still, they have all been re
placed so no doubt life will go on. Thank you to the departed 
and wclcome to the new boys." 

The Squadron offers sincere synwathy to Signa~ 
and Mrs. Ingham in the loss of theu son, who survived 
only a few hours after being born prematurely. The 
Squadron Commander, his Troop qommander and three 
friends attended the funeral and la1d a wreath from the 
Commander and all ranks of the Brigade H.Q. and 
Signal Squadron. The Corps Commander also sent a 
personal message of sympathy. 

261 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 53 
~qnndron rally team successes 

The Squadron rally team was born last October under 
the enthusiastic direction of Sergeant Mike Hartland, who 
works in Airfield Troop, Akrotiri, in his spare time. Much 
useful ground work has been put in since those dark days 
and useful experience gained by the teams members, namely 
Mr. Jim Nicolls, our tame G.P.O. technician, Corporal Keith 
Parsons and Sergeant Tom Homby, Lance-Corporals Dick 
Leadbeater, Bob Hurst and Ken Pilley and finally our 
mechanical wizard Craftsman Pete Dolan, R.E.M.E. After 
some disappointments but, nevertheless, enjoyable motoring 
over the past months the team has produced two recent 
successes. In a novice rally held a couple of weeks ago Lance
Corporal Dick Leadbeater and Craftsman Pete Dolan drove 
off with the beginners' award in the latter's Toyota. Last 
weekend Sergeant Mike Hartland and Lance-Corporal Bob 
Hurst crewed a Land Rover into first place in the military 
vehicle section of the Crusader rally. Though the other team 
members have not started their silver collection yet they have 
provided valuable back-up support to the gladiators. Their 
chance will no doubt come when the newly purchased (£100) 
nine-year-old Saab is put into rallying order in the near future. 
Monte Carlo here we come! 
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Sergeant 'Santly' Sanderson of 
25 9 Signal Squadron 

llt>pori'H f>n fin flllting in • llrigtind of Ch11nt1l • 

A S promised in our p:evious notes o~e of our reporters 
was aboard the Brigand of Changi when she set sail 

for a week's adventure training. Our reporter on this occasion 
was Sergeant ' Sandy ' Sanderson. ' Sandy ' reports on the 
fina l day's cruising as follows : 

" I remember his words explicitly, "all adventure training 
n~cds to have an element of risk to make it worthwhile." Two 
!TI.mutes later. when the skippc:;r ~dvi sed we put on the life 
iackets I realised we were achievmg the aim of the exercise 
though I personally had not needed any convincing! ' 

Oh. for a wintl 
Sixteen hours earlier we had headed east off from Famagusta 

in the Brigand of Changi, a 40 foot Bermudan Ketch (' ketch ' 
because of the mast at the back is in front of the helm or 
something like that anyway). The crew consisted of Lieutenant 
Robin Farey. (Captai?), Corporal Pete Sheppard (Bosun), 
Corporals .Bnan Nesbitt-Clark, Bob Marshall, Alan Sutcliffe, 
John Atchinson and myself. The latter five of us having had 
at least three whole days experience, we felt ready to brave 
the worst the elements could throw at us. Larnaca harbour 
was our destination only some forty miles round the coast. 
~e e~pected to a~rive by late af_ternoon and be sinking a few 
pmts m the evemng and sampling the high life of Larnaca. 
Well five hours later with Famagusta beach still within throwina 
distance we realised why these fellows get knighted for sailing 
round the world. The most turbulent water for as far as the 
eye could see was in the kettle when we made a brew. One 
suggestion was that we tie a rope to Brian Nesbitt-Clark mal<e 
him swim ashore and start pullin~ us along the coastlin~. The 
Captain squashed that idea saying something to the effect 
~bout it not being tJ;ie done thing, not that HE had any bright 
ideas sho:t of havmg a~other brew up. At one point he 
suddenly Jumped up shout.mg "a breeze! a breeze! I have just 
felt one on my cheek." Nobody else did so we concluded it 
must have been the backlash from a passing insect. 
Hard tacking 

About mid-day we at last started to feel the wind and 
although it was blowing from precisely the direction we 
wanted to go we steadily made progress towards Cape Greco 
a landmark we had decided was the point of no return. About 
17.30 we had rounded the Cape but alas as we turned through 
90 degrees so did the wind and we were still having to zig-zag 
or as rhe Captain put it, hard tacking. It means the same thing 
apparently. 

As the sun went down, the wind came up and the waves 
got high at which point the landlubber element of the crew 
began to feel the best course to take was one that set us on a 
bee-line for the neare~t land. Bob Marshall, who was navigating 
for the day, found himself suddenly inundated with offers of 
assistance. I am not sure whether they were dubious of his 
course or just felt safer down below. 

Now a storm 
It was at this point we broke open the life jackets, a 'fresh 

breeze ' was how the skipper classified the wind, my estimation 
was nearer a ' mild gale ! ' By midnight we had weathered 
the storm and could clearly see the lights of Larnaca. The 
only problem remained was how to find the harbour entrance 
which lacked channel marker lights. The Captain's answer to 
the problem was to sail up to the harbour wall then go along 
it till we saw the opening. I had my doubts about this method 
since visibility was only about 40 yards and even under engine 
power you don't exactly turn these yachts on a sixoence but 
lac~ing any alternative suggestions in we sailed. With a little 
assistance from a dredger hand we found the elusive entrance 
and finally tied up inside with about a foot of water under the 
keel. 

N"'''ertlaeless, very f"n.foyabl•• 
After 24 hours recuperation at Larnaca we cast off for 

Famagusta again. With perfect conditions we made the return 
trip in 10 hours. Thu ended a verv enjoyable week of beating, 
reaching, fetching, going about, jibing, tacking and various 
other terms I have forgotten already. Our thanks to Lieutenant 
Farey for showing us the 'ropes' and to the Corps for making 
Brigand available to us in Cyprus. 
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SOLDIERS AT SEA 

The Cook-Corporal Brian Nesbitt-Clark 
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--- - TiiidVolunteer.s .. ... ~:\" ..... 

32nd {Scottish) 

Signal Regiment {V) 

.\n1111nl C"nmt•• U~71 

VOLUNTEERS STEP IT OUT WITH A WILL 

I N the folklore of the Regiment, 
annual camp, 1?71, at Pen

hale, Cornwall, will be memorable 
for many reasons. It was the first 
completely military camp since 
the birth of the Regiment, and in 
place of the staccato chatter of 
teleprinters, warble of FST signals 
and intricacies of circuit diagrams, 
the none-too-dulcet tones of drill 
instructors rang in the ears or 
many for the first time. With our 
69 (North Irish Horse) Squadron 
came the Staff Band of the N.I.H . 
to add the melodious trumpet 
sounds at reveille to the Heilan' 
Jacobite taunt of 'Hey Johnnie 
Cope.' We are aware that this 
blend of cavalry trumpet and bag
pipe is not unique, but know of 
only one other Regiment in the 
Army who perform likewise. Watched by G.0 .C. Northumbrian District, young soldiers under test on Exercise Round Table II 

\\Tork bar d , 1•Iay bard 

It had been decided that if the Regiment was to grow on 
a firm base, the basic military skills and virtues must not be 
neglected. It would be a hard camp, so also it would be a 
challenging one. Recruits, W.RA.C. and Sergeants' Cadre 
coucses were co be run. In addition, a crash VHF course, for 
two Troops for the new T. & A V.R. Infantry Battalions county 
net was programmed. To meet the syllabus, the working day 
had co be prolonged until 18.45 hours each day. But if the 
Senior .C.O.s and soldiers were to be tasked hard, so were 
the officers and potential officers. . Training for promotion 
examinations were pressed vigorously, and the exams followed . 
For the officer cadets, there was an unusual outing to Salisbury 
Plain and for two of them an even more unusual return to Pen
hale. But it would not be in keeping with our traditions if we 
were only to work hard . In the event, both Jock and Jill 
Scott were not dull by any mean~nces, dinners, barbecues, 

AFTER THE PARADE WAS OVER 
Brigad ier Heaney (D.W .R.A.C.) has a chat with (left to right) Lieu
tenant -Colonel D. G . Catter mu ll (C.O.), Major-Gene ra l A. M. W . 
W histler (Honorary Colonel) and Brigad ie r W . P. W . Robertson 

(Group Commander) 
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G.O .C . SCOTLAND VISITS 
Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Leask hears t hat Harp lager costs 

more in the N.A.A.F.I. t han in Glasgow 

swimming, surfing and, being what we are, fitba' all had their 
hectic place. We had many distinguished visitors, who all saw 
and met us as we are, and if we were hot, dusty and active at 
tl:ie time, so also were we cheerful in our own different ways
Aberdonians wryly; Glaswegians sardonically; Edinburghers 
quietly, and 'Derrymen optimistically. We leave it to Generals 
Leask, Tu.ro, Armitage and Woodrow, Brigadiers Robertson 
and H eaney to judge for themselves. Our Honorary Colonel, 
General Whistler, guided, chided and derided us in his own 
inimitable way. 

Trainini; rum~ s moothly 
After an overnight troop train journey, which was not only 

on time, but also, thanks to painstaking organisation, very 
smooth, the Regiment arrived at Penhale in splendid weather. 
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No time was lost in. ~ettlmg down, and after hectic squadding 
and T<;>ET, the trammg pro_gramme was under way, and for 
the next two weeks ran swiftly along its allotted course . 

Drill, weapon training and leadership were stressed, and if 
the pace was hot, so was the eagerness to learn. In 1."ac VHF 
Troop, OK ~erms such as ' ~~ profile analysis ' and ' first 
fresncl Z<?ne . were soon ~amihar. The Regiment was not 
long gettmg its second wmd, but further shocks were in 
st?re. As the first we~k w~s closing, Exercise •Round Table 
I . ".Vas sprun_g._ _AJ?- mgeruous team competitive course, re
qumng such ~ltl_ative, fitness and teamwork as to rival the 
Reg~ar Comnuss101?-s Board. It took place on Thursday for 
rei:rwts and on Fnday for trained soldiers. While this was 
gomg on, VHF Troop had their first field exerci e. This 
wee1<, however, .was not over yet; a Regimental parade and 
a drumhead service on Saturday were a fitting end to a dynamic 
week. 

Au even ruore streuuous second week 
After a .weekend of Squadron parties and outings to local 

places. of mterest, such as L ands End, the Regiment moved 
mto 1ts second- and as events were to provc--even more 
strenuous, week. After a s_tri!cing briefing, Exercise 'Round 
T~ble II launched the rnaionty of the Regiment on to Bod
mm . Moor, w~ere th~y hardly drew breath on an escape and 
evasion exercise until We~esday morning. Meanwhile, the 
V.hF Troop took to th7 hills for two days and a night of 
rebroadcasung. After this, four officer cadets raided the re
b.ro's of a famous regular regiment on Salisbury Plain and 
silently and undetected, put them out of action. Two of the 
cadets then ' volunteered ' to find their own way back to 
Penhale, sans money or food. 

t•assing out 

The courses--cadre, recruits and W.R.A.C., passed out on 
Thursday under the all-s~eing eyes of Brigadier Robertson, 
the Commander of 13 Signal Group, to the lilting strains 
of.' ~rryowen,' played by the Band of the North Irish Horse. 
Bngadier Heaney, D.W.R.AC., took over on the dai as the 
W.R.A.C. marched past, and then spent the remainder of the 
~ftemoon with the girls. We hope that she will visit us again 
m October and see the girls using their signalling skills. 

Sport 

Our !~st day at Penhale was highlighted by the final of 
the Regrmental football competition between 51 (Highland) 
Squa~on and 52 (Lowland) Squadron; against the tips of the 
pundits, 51 won, and were later seen to celebrate in true 
' Heilan ' fashion. One linesman, however, appeared to get the 
bums rush from 52nd. 

Farewell 

Our de~arture from Penhale Training Camp was as swift 
as our arrival, but we couldn't help being particularly grate
ful for the Camp Commandant's variation of our own 'Ha te 
ye Ba.ck.' After a lively send-off from Newquay, headed by 
the Pipe-Major, borne was only a smooth train journey away, 
with many a tale for the telling. 

T h ey will b e missed 
It would be invidious to mention names, but this account 

would be incomplete witl1out a farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel 
David Sutherland, the Second-in-Command, and Major Oliver 
Eaton of 69 (NIH) Signal Squadron 01) who retire in October. 
The R~giment will miss them very much and be much poorer 
for thell' absence. Also missed, and not yet mentioned in these 
pages, Training Major Frank Lettin, who left u in May for 
Cyprus, after laying the foundations for this very successful 
camp. 

lVIBE 'A'OTES 

Why waste time and effort by sending in notes late? 
Get them in by the 12th for the following month 

and relax in quiet confidence. 
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35th (South Midland) Signal R egt. 
{Volunteers) 

.\1umnl c·amp Trni11i11i;, 1071 

FTER a eries of pre-camp e.xercises and con iderablc 
preparation by the permanent staff the day arrived for 

R.H.Q. and the four squadrons of the Regiment to converge 
upon the Signal Training Centre at Scarborough for it annual 
camp training. . . 

By 1100 hours 4th July, the n:ove and sub equent settling m 
period wa complete and it was a if the many miles which 
separated the quadron for SO weeks of the year had never 

·i ted. The Regiment was consolidated and ready to commence 
it training programme. 

Trnd.- Trninlng-

By W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Bruce Graham 

Week one was devoted to trade and recruit training. 455 
volunteers were in attendance and 13 separate courses 
commenced training. The students either cla sified as Class I II 
tradesmen (or tradeswomen), passed subjects towards a trade 
rating, confirmed their ratings gained during the previous year, 
or upgraded their classification. The overall results were very 
satisfying. 

In addition to the trade courses run at Scarborough 16 
members of the Regiment attended for commcen and radio 
relay training with 8th Signal Regiment. They achieved very 
good re ults and were all impressed by the high standards of 
instruction they were given. 

T hitty- ix recruits successfully passed a basic training course, 
reaciling a high standard of drill, turnout and military bearing. 

\-"isit of Honorary Colone l 

The Honorary Colonel, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T .D., 
D.L., J .P., spent three days with the Regiment, commencing 
with a Regimental parade at which he presented the Long 
Service and Good Conduct Medal to W.0.2 (Y. of S.) B. 
Graham and T erritorial Efficiency Medals to W.0.2 (A.Q.M.S.) 
G. E. D. Marshall, Sergeant F . A. Tuckey, Corporal D. Hoare, 
Corporal R. D. Weller, Lance-Corporal D . E. Stnith and 
Lance-Corporal B. F . Enticott. 

Colonel Jones then addressed the parade congratulating all 
participants upon the high military standard achieved. H e 
spent the rest of die day visiting all aspects of the Regiment 
at work, finishing a very long day by taking the salute at the 
recruit course pass-off parade. 

VISIT OF HONORARY COLONEL 
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L. , J.P., visiting 48 Squadron 
lin es. Making his point is W .0 .2 Faulkes, S.S.M. of 48 Squadron, 

also In picture the C.0 ., the R.S.M. and O.C. 48 Squadron 
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E l>. t•rc· iM• • S u au mc•r Bloon1 • 

" Ah, Sergeant Dodd," I heard a I went to • ign in ' on the 
first evening after camp. I turned to find the R.S.M. (W.0.1 
P.A. N oble) beaming down on me. 

" As an ex-regular, what were your impressions of the 
Regiment's annual camp ? " 

" From which aspect, sir? " I asked warily, stalling for 
time. 

"All aspects," replied the R.S.M., " I want you to write 
down your impressions of Exercise ' Summer Bloom ' for 
the WIRE NOTES. Only take you five minutes. Drop it on my 
desk before you go tonight." 

" I wish I d never come in tonight, ' I thought. 
The Regiment moved off early on the Monday morning of 

week two, bound for me Catterick training area. The journey 
itself was uneventful and on arrival we set about the usual 
ta ks of ' camrning ' the vehicles, driving in earth spikes, 
erecting penthou es, etc. 

The linemen and electrician drivers laid cables in every 
conceivable direction and to such good effect that within an 
hour we were able to start testing the voice engineering circuits. 
I say ' we ' in the loosest possible sense, because my 
unfamiliarity with the routine qualified me admirably as the 
best person to help the W.R.A.C. with the camouflage and 
setting up of teleprinter po itions. 

With me camouflage done to everyone's satisfaction, I was 
able to join circuit control where I found the ' live ' circuits 
already starting to come in from the radio relay vehicles. 
Captain Alec Peebles and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. Blunn 
were coping admirably with all the minor faults that invariably 
accompany a set-up of this type and I found myself in the 
position of a most interested ob erver. It wasn't until all the 
circuits were ' in ' and handed over to the tape relay centre 
that I was able to ask questions and have the systems diagram 
explained to me. I was surprised by the extent of the operation 
and impressed by the way it worked so well in the subsequent 
t'hree days. In fact, so much circuit time was available that the 
W.R.A.C. managed to pass over a thousand messages. 

Seven o'clock Thursday morning saw us packed up and 
ready for the return journey and a much needed bath at the 
far end. 

A couple of hours work on Friday morning sorting out the 
lighting cables and the stores in general and then I was 
free to have my first look around Scarborough. Altogether an 
interesting and enjoyable exercise and it goes without saying 
that I look forward to next year's Camp. 

ViNitors' Day 
Wednesday, 14th July was Exerci e ' Visitors' Day ' and 

by 1100 hours, ten senior officers had assembled for briefing 
by !'he Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D avid 
Woodbridge. 

Our visitors included the G .0.C. West Midland District, 
Major General J. H. S. Majury, M.B.E., The Commander 11th 
Signal Group (V), Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., and the 
Commander NORTHAG Signal Support Group, Colonel 
Schneider. 

After the briefing, they were escorted, assisted by a helicopter, 
around the various locations at which the Regiment were 
tactically deployed. This covered a large area and proved 
to be thirsty work, but a ' light' buffet lunch plus suitable 
liquid refreshments helped to make the day a complete success. 

In c onclus ion 
All in all, this was a very successful camp, everybody worked 

hard, played hard and got the full benefit from the training 
given. T he fine weather helped tremendously, and for th.is we 
thank our padre, Major The Rev. Brian Brownlesis, for 
carrying out his pre-camp p reparation. The only problem this 
caused was trying to convince wives, lady friends or employers 
that we had in fact been to annual camp and not to Spain for 
a fortnight. 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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"The only 
All·Solid·State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman 
portable or veh icle station . 

. All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
!11entioned that there are no tun 
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

. cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

o~ short-circuited aeria ls, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us) . These 
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amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

t ity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full -scale 
production beh ind th is product 
And it's available now. • 

/REDIFONii 
Aed i fon limited 
Communications Division cl» 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18 . 
Telephone : 01 -874 7281 ., • 
A Mtmber Company of the Rtdtffu1lon Or91nlutlon 
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The Corps' Miracle Man 
'iAt the end of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Corps, I am 

enclosing a photo of my great friend: and fellow athlete • M. 
Goe) Cotterell . which may ~e of interest to many of your 
reader· and which you may like to use. . . 

Having Joe at the helm the Royal Corps of 1gn~ in the 
1920 carri d alrno t all before it, both in the a~leuc as well 
a · in the cro -country world--more than holding our own 
with all Army a well as with many civilian clubs; an~, of 
cour -e, with 'Joe' as the individual winner on many o~cas1ons. 
I have enclosed an almost complete record of h1 . many 
succes es and, as you will s e, I believe. that I am right Ill 
aying that he is-and was-the outstanding Army athlete of 

all time, having represented his country and .th~ Army on 
almost more occasions than any other athlete. Th1s includes tl1c 
three Services, and also takes in a number of o~er sports s~ch 
as football, o much so that to commemorate his fine sporu~g 
record the officers of the Corps subscribed toward a special 
cup which was pre ented to the Army Sports Control Board 
and which the A.S.C.B. were pleased to ca~ the 'Cotterell 
Cup.' This is still pre ented to the outstanding Army track 
athlete for the year. . 

'Joe• must have kept himself very fit, as he was compeung 
with the best in the country, and Europe, up ~o Aif!!Y .and 
international top standards, defending and ~eepmg. his t;itles 
for year after year-some~e_s as many as six ~o eight times 
in a month-and perfornung m the 1924 Olympics. 

When I competed against him, he ran in the quarter, half, 
one and three miles in one afternoon (qualifying beats to final). 
Athletes nowadays concentrate on one event) . . 

I always considered that he had a dynamo ms1de him for a 
heart, as be could break any opposition to pieces. I sh??ld 
know, as he completely annihilated myself. and. all opposltlon 
in the first ' Signals ' cross-country championship, which ~as 
one of his first races, and I was lucky to be second to turn 
that year. 

Perhaps at a later date we will get him to tell the up-and
coming athletes the secrets of his success, as be did when h_e 
first broadcasted on the Egyptian radio-(a) the secret o_f b1s 
training and (b) keeping the body fit and tuned. at ~ time~. 
Remember when he was running abroad, the climauc condi
tions wer~ different to the U.K. as will be seen when he 
won the International Cross-Country in Paris on a very wet 
and muddy day. 

I sincerely hope that you will take this letter in the spirit 
in which it bas been written. 

Yours very sincerely, 
F. A. Jones (Ex-R.S.M.), 

SUMMARY OF CHAMPIONSHIPS OF 
W. M. COTTERELL 

(Full details on page 373) 

* The only Serviceman to win the National and Inter
national Cross-Country Championships to-date. 

* The only Serviceman to win the Army 3 miles ChampiOn
ship eight years in succession. 

* Represented the Army in athletics for a record number 
of years (1921-1933). 

* Represented the Army in cross-country for a record 
number of years (1922-1933). 

* The only man (Army or Services) to captain England 
in cross-country, 1926. 

* The only Army man who was a member of the English 
International Cross~Country team in an International 
Record which can only be equalled, but never beaten, 
i.e., the lowest possible points scored by England; when 
England had the first six men home against all other 
countries lowest points--1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = 21 points. 
1924. 

* The only man to win the Corps 1 mile and 3 mile 
championship eight years in succession. 

* The only man to win the Corps cross-country champion
ship eight years in succession. 

* The only man to be in the English cross-country team a 
record number of times (six). 

* Cross-country champion of the Army a record number of 
times ( even years). 
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* The only Army man to win the South of the Thames 
cross-country championship four years in succession, a 
record. 

* The only Army. man to b~ tl1e So~t?~rn cross-country 
champion four times. I behevc no c1v1han has surpassed 
this. 

Joe Cotterell in his prime 

Joe's Trophies-JO cups and over 200 medals. (Not all are on view) 

(Continued on page 373) 
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Cross Country and Athletic Records of 'Joe' Cotterell 

EVENT 

International Champion 

National Champion 

Southern Champion 

North-Eastern Champion 

South of Thames Champion 

Anny Champion 

Inter-Services Champion 

Represented the Army (in Inter
Services) 

Inter-Counties Champion 

Represented England 

Sussex Champion 

Eastern Command Champion 

Southern Command Champion 

Corps Champion 

Army 3 mile Champion 

Army 3 mile Team Championship 

Holder, 3 mile Army Record 
(14mio. 33.4/5sec.) 

Army I mile Team Championship 

Army I mile Champion 

Corps l mile Champion 

Corps I mile Champion 

Corps 3 mile Champion 

4 mile Amateur Athletic Champion 

England v. France, 1925 

Southern Counties 4 mile Champion 

Sussex 3 mile Champion 

Oxford, Berks. & Bucks. 3 mile 
Champion 

1,000 yards Berkshire Champion 

English 4 mile Champion 

Eastern Command 3 mile Champion 

Southern Command 3 mile Champion 

Eastern Commagd 1 mile Champion 

YEAR 

1924 and 1929; 1922 (2nd); 1925 (3rd) 

1924 and 1925; 1923 (2nd); 1929 (3rd) 

1923, 1924, 1925, 1929 

1926, 1927, 1928 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926 
and 1929. 

1922, 1927 and 1929 

1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 
1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932 and 
1933 

1929 

1922, 1923, 1924 (also at Olympic 
Games track), 1925, 1926, 1929 

1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925 

1929, 1931, 1932, 1933 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 
1927, 1928 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 
1927, 1928 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 
1927, 1928 

1926 to 1951 

Corps won frequently between 1921-1928 

1922, 1923, 1926 

Frequently between 1921-1928 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 
1927, 1928 

1921, 1922, 1923, 
1927, 1928 

1924, 1925, 

1924 

1925. Winner, 5,000 metres. 

1923, 1924, 1925 

1921 , 1922 1923, 1924 

1921, 1922, 1923 

1923 

1923 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925 

1929, 1930, 1932 

1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925 

1926, 

1926, 

10 miles 

10 miles 

Record number of times 

All 10 miles 

Record for any Army man 

Constitutes a record in any Army sports 

12 years consecutively. Constitutes a 
record. Winner on many occasions. 

This championship had only just been 
inaugurated 

Constitutes a record for any Army man. 
Captain of England, 1926. 

Record for any Army man. Would have 
won more years, but he was 
transferred to Catterick. 

Another record. Would have won for a 
greater number of times, but was 
posted to 3rd Division Signals when 
they won fame in Cross-Country 
and had two internationals in 'Joe ' 
and Jim Broadley (both English 
Internationals). 

Constitutes a record number of times 

Individual winner. (Record). Signah 
won team championship on a 
number of occasions. 

25 years a record 

Frequently individual winner 

Record holder, 1923-1930 

Constitutes a record number of times 

Constitutes a record number of times. 

Since discontinued by the A.A.A. Only 
Army man to ever win. 

Ex - Boy Murphy also rcprc ented 
England at this meeting in the high 
hurdles. 

Record for Army man 

Record for Army man 

Record for Anny man 

Only year that he competed 

Since discontinued by A.A.A. 
Only Army ll'.an to win this event 

Record for Army man 

Record for that distance (number of 
times) 

Record 



The story of 21st Regiments Athletic 
success 1911 

D •. \.O.R. - 3rd duh· 

' 

ITH a field containing three strong teams the B.A.0.R. 
inter unit meeting at Sennelager was a tense, exciting 

day, with the result for first, second and third place not clear 
until almo t the last event. Rather to our chagrin we were 
beaten into second place for the second year running by 
19th Field Regiment, R.A., although only by a scant four 
point . Thi same margin separated us from 1st O:ieshire in 
third place. The standard of performance was generally very 
high and a number of record were broken, four of these 
by members of the Regiment. The two outstanding events 
were the 4 x 400m. relay and the pole vault. In the former 
the team of Lieutenant Tom Moncur, Lance-Corporal Percy 
Drummond, Corporal John Turvey and Corporal Charlie Dowie 
won the event by a clear 25 yards and lowered the record 
to 3 minutes 20.9 seconds which was 4.2 seconds better than 
the Army record at that time (but see below!). In the latter 
the invincible combination of Sergeant Jeff Fenge and Corporal 
Brian Turner repeated their winning performance of last 
year but added a further !ft. 4in. to the record which now 
stands at a very formidable 26ft. 4in. The 4 x 200m team 
of Messrs Moncur, Drummond, Dowie and Lance-Corporal 
George Neale also set up a new record at 1 minute 31.0 
econd as did the 4 x 800m. team. In this event the quartet 

of Sergeant Chris Cottam, Corporal Mick Gue, Corporal Ian 
McNeill and Corporal John Turvey lopped a satisfactory 7 
econd off the old record to bring the time below the eight 

minute mark at 7 minutes 57 seconds. 

The ~llorrison Cup - 12th/13th July 
The B.A.O.R meeting was closely followed by the Morrison 

Cup meeting at Moenchen-Gladbach which the Regiment 
organised for the second year running. This meeting was rather 
a ' second team' affair for us as ten of our leading athletes 
were away, five in U.K. representing the Army at the Inter
Services meeting. These five were Sergeant Fenge (pole vault 
and hurdles), Corporals Gue and Turvey (800m.), Lance
Corporal Drummond (400m.) and Lance-Corporal Ron Ramos 
(long jump). Worthy of note at the Morrison Cup was Corporal 
Andy Melville's hammer throwing in which he recorded a 
personal best of 138ft. 

.\.rnty athletics - 21st July 
Immediately after the Morrison Cup meeting the team 

travelled to U.K. where 223 Signal Squadron very kindly fed, 
slept and transported them during a final six davs training 
before the Army meeting. This meeting was something of an 
anti-climax in terms of excitement since by lunch time short 
of a disaster the writing was on the wall for 19th Field 
Regiment and the Regiment was two points in the lead with 
several of our strong events to come. One small drama did, 
however, threaten the position over the lunch period. Lance
Corporal Ramos injured an ankle during the heats of the 
4 x l 10m. hurdles and was carted off to the Cambridge 
Military Hospital for an X-ray. The casualty department staff 
although kind and solicitous were anything but hopeful of 
his chances of running again that day - and at that stage 
he still had the hurdle final, the 4 x lOOm. relay and the long 
jump in which to compete! 

To cut a long story short after waiting half-an-hour for the 
M.O. to return from lunch two figures could be discerned 
creeping teathily out of the casualty department and legging 
it (w:th no trace of a limp!) to their waiting car. The story 
ended happily - the ankle held up under the strain and we 
won the meetine; by 15 points from 19th Field Regiment -
but Ramos and his escort dare not set foot in Aldershot again 
for fear of arrest for 'breaking hospital ! " The highlight 
of the meeting for the Regiment was the lowering of the 
4 x 400m. record by that old firm of Moncur, Turvey. Dowie 
and Drummond to 3 minutes 20.7 seconds - just 0.2 better 
than their own B.A.0.R. mark a fortnigbt before. Other good 
performances were by Lieutenant Rod Dransfield who im
proved his personal best in the pole vault by 10 inches to 
l lft. 4in., and Lance-Corporal Drummond who cleared 
5ft. lOin. in the high jump - scissors style! 

To conclude it seems to have been a good year for the 
Corps in athletics. In the B.A.O.R. finals the Corps was 

JH 

represented by 4th and 21 t Regiments as well as 4th 7th and 
20th Brigad quadrons in the minor units section. At the 
Morrison Cup eight regiments and five squadrons of the Corps 
were able to compete. Finally, at the Army finals in Aldershot, 
8th and 21st Regiments and 7th Brigade Squadron kept the 
Corp in the athletic eye. 

Royal Signals Lawn Tennis Championship, 
7-10 July 1971 

The above tournament was played at Blandford on the 
three En-Tout-Cas Tennis Quilc Courts by the Headquarters 
Officers Mess. The entry of 31 was slightly down on last year. 
This, coupled with the fact that four days were allowed 
for the tournament instead of the usual three, reduced the 
pressure of play. This was further assisted by the excellent 
weather which lasted throughout the tournament. 

Finals 
The finals were played off on Saturday, 10th July, in the 

following order: 
Singles Plate Competition.-W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Teehan beat 

Sergeant Mundy 6-2, 4-6, 6-3. 
Inter-Unit Doubles Championship.-Major L. S. Bamher and 

Major G. R. Oehlers (School of Signals) beat Lieutenant
Colonel G. F. Lowe and Captain M. A. Cornforth (School 
of Signals 6-1, 6-1. 

Singles Oiampionship.-Major G. R. Oehlers beat Captain 
E. I. Smith 6-3, 6-1. 

Open Doubles Championship.-Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Lowe 
and Major G. R. Oehlers beat Captain R. A. C. Siderfin 
and Corporal R. A. S. Dunster 6-4, 4-6,6-1. 

Mixed Doubles Championship.-Major and Mrs. G. R. Oehlers 
beat Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Lowe 6-3, 6-3. 

Signal Officer-in-Chief 
Major General and Mrs. P. F. Pentreath attended the finals, 

and Mrs. Pentreath presented the prizes. 

Tennis 
Special mention 

Captain R. A. C. Siderfin playing in the Army Tennis 
finals was runner-up in the mixed doubles and also in the 
Regimental doubles. He has been selected to play for the 
Army in the Inter-Services matches. 

Corps beat the Royal Corps of Transport by 5-4 in a match 
played at Blandford on 14th July. Playing for the Corps: 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Lowe, Major G. R. Oehlers, Major 
L. S. Bamber, Major D. A. C. Randel, Captain C. T. Garton 
and Captain M. A. Cornforth. 

At Roehampton Club on 28th July the Corps beat Royal 
Anny Pay Corps by 7-2. Playing for the Corps: Lieutenant
Colonel G. F. Lowe, Corporal R. A. S. Dunster, Major L. S. 
Bamber, Captain I. J. Oddie, Colonel R. S. D. Maunsell and 
Lieutenant-Colonel E. Brown. 

Corps Goll 
Against ILE.~t.E. at Dlackdown on 13tla August 

This resulted in a draw 4 all after a very enjoyable day's 
play. The outcome of the match depended on the last putt at 
the 18th at the end of the day. Fortunately R.E.M.E. missed 
a not very easy putt so saving the Corps from a single point 
defeat. 

Playing for the Corps were: Colonel A. T. Scott, Lieutenant 
R. G. Heaney, Major M. H. 0. Williams, Lieutenant-Colonel 
B. A. Beattie, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. L. Murray, Lieutenant E. Brown and Captain D. Burt. 

Against ll.A..O.C. at Bunkley Conm1011 on 25th 
Au~ust 

The result was an 8-4 defeat for the Corps. At lunchtime 
after the singles the score was 5-3 but against a slightly stronger 
team only one foursomes came the way of the Corps. All the 
same, a thoroughly enjoyable day's golf. 

Playing for the Corps were: Major General E. S. Cole, 
Colonel A. T. Scott, Major T. W. Blashill, Lieutenant R. G. 
Heaney, Colonel R. Linton, Lieutenant-Colonel S. Schofield 
Colonel G. T. D. Harris and Brigadier P. E. S. Mansergh. 
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Cricket 
ll c>~'nl Signals beat Royal Army 0.-dnarwt" (;uri•s 

~e. match was played at Bra~ey on 30th/31st July; weather 
cond1t1ons were very good, bnght sunshine and a cooling 
breeze. 

Royal Signals 198 for 6 wkts. (Garton 70, Price 52 not out) 
and 143 for 8 wkts. (Radford 33 not out, Balding 33). 

R.A.O.C . . 133 (Radford 4 for 33, Cotterill 3 for 36) and 92 
(Cotter1U 4 for 38, Radford 3 for 20 and Stanbridge 2 for 
15). 

Royal Signals won by 116 runs. 

Corps Swimming 

' The Wire• swimming correspondent writes: 
The number of annual fixt.ures for the Corps Swimming and 

Water Polo. te~s has been mcreased from one to four to give 
better contmwty ~n? to. try to improve standards in a sport 
w~<:re regular .trammg is even more important than natural 
ab~hty .. FonnatJo~ of a . team representative of Royal Signals 
un!ts J~ the Uruted Kingdo!ll h:as proved difficult as many 
umts. still do not ha'.'e. a swmurung pool sufficiently close to 
perllllt the. ~egulai: tra1?mg essential to reach the high standards 
of competitive swunnung. 

The team is currently run from the Army Apprentices' 
Collc:ge, Harrogate; the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, is 
President of Corps Swimming and we are fortunate to have a 
President. who doe~ get. his bathing suit wet. The College has 
a ~eated mdoo!" SWll1lllll~g P<?OI and its su~cessful junior swim
mmg team trams by swunnung a few miles three evenings a 
wec:k; the ~liege team, as current Northern Command Major 
Units champion, not unnaturally form the basis of the Corp~ 
team. A/T. Sergeants Sandford and Green and A/Ts Harland, 
Wilson,. Marriott and Hodgson of the College hav~ all won 
events m Corps matches this year, and Lieutenant J. E. lent 
from 8th Regiment and Signalman Hardstaff from 5 Infantry 
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron have also won events 
Results this year have been: · 

Date Swimming Water Polo At Harrogate v. R.A.O.C. 28 Mar. Won 34-26 pts. Won 11-3 goals At Harrogate v. Carnegie 
College, Leeds University 5 June Lost 26-32 pts. Lost 3-15 goals At Catterick v. 90 Group 
R.A.F. 23 July Won 70-38 pts. Lost l·JJ goals 

The team have still to play R.E.M.E. at Harrogate on 
Saturday, 6th November. We are always looking for fresh 
talent and units or individuals in the U.K. are invited to write 
to the Secretary of Corps Swimming, Major D. W. Stubbs 
at the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, in respect of any 
appropriate aquatic abilities. 

THE WARllEN GOLF CLUB, SINGAPOHE 

Among the many farewells in Singapore has been one of 
general interest to Corps golfers, as well as to ex-members of 
18th Signal Regiment. On 20th July, a special golf match was 
played to commemorate the long association between the Regi
ment and the Warren Golf Club. As many readers will re
member, this <;lub is named after Brigadier D. E. Warren, 
who founded it when he was C.O. of 18th Regiment in 
1960-1962. 

Teams were selected by the military Vice-President (the 
C.O. in disguise) and the civilian Vice-President. Play be
gan . after a group photograph had been taken, and consisted 
of SIX four balls, better ball-matches which resulted in a win 
for the Corps team by one point. After the match, the C.0. 
presented the club with a plaque from all past and present 
members of the Regiment to mark the close association with 
the Warren Golf Club. Among the Corps personalities taking 
part were Colonel D. A. Pol'ey, Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. 
Gilbert, Lieutenant-Colonel N. Condor (Royal Australian 
Signals) and W.0.1 (R.S.M.) C. Speight. 

For those interested, the Warren Golf Club is to continue 
under that name as a Singapore civilian club, but with re
served places for members of the new ANZUK Force. It 
president is the Speaker of the Singapore Parliament, and 
Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, the Prime Minister, is an Honorary 
Member. 
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AT THE 19th 
The two teams assemble outside the Club House prior to the 

Special Match 

Association News 

Cart/ill Branch 
Hon. Secretary: M. H. Jones, 42 Cartwright Lane Fairwater 

Cardiff CFS 3DB. ' ' 
We again have to record with regret the deaths of two of 

our fric:nds !n the per.sons of ~ill Richards, ex-Sergeant, of 53rd 
(W) D1v. Signal Regiment. Bill was an active Member of this 
Branch ~ut his membership lapsed during his long illness. 
Floral tributes were sent by the W.O.s and Sergeants and by 
the Branch and the Regiment and the Brandl was represented 
at the funeral. 

Tom Pride passed away very soon after. Tom was an active 
and loyal member of the Branch who regularly enjoyed his 
Catterick Reunions until his illness made the journey a physical 
impossibility for him. Branch Members attended the funeral 
and a floral tribute was made. 

::u.iu. holders 

We would wish to boast t:he fact that among our members 
we have three holders of the Military Medal. These are held 
by Frank McFarland, Treasurer of this Branch, John Wright, 
our Member of Swansea, and Les Simnett, the latter only very 
recently divulging this fact. 

Th~ Treorcby ~late Choir again 

Our President, Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl, and Chairman, 
George Rolls, recently visited Treorchy to discuss our arrange
ments for the forthcoming concert with the Treorchy . ale 
Choir and the Corps Band. The visit coincided with a practice 
session by Choir Members and the discussions were followed 
by an enthralling foretaste of the pleasure to come. 

Before leaving, our President gave a few words of thanks to 
the assembled choir in the native tongue, he does ' Si3rad 
Cymraeg. This wa very well received. 

We have heard that the Corps Band Committee turned down 
an engagement in San Francisco in order to carry out this date 
with us. We are the more honoured and grateful for thi 
sacrifice and will do our utmost to make this concert a memor
able occasion for all. 

Cnttt"rick Reunion-our siuce>rt" thanks 

Before do ing we would again express our very sincere 
thanks to all concerned for a most enjoyable weekend at rt1e 
Catterick Reunion. Our journey was free of incident this year 
and those who attended were unanimous in their praise of !he 
organisation and the welcome received. 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army - or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain- and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London- or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO-Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.- Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs.

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC- Sergeants 

Co1neas 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Army. 
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Royal A ustralian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class -

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical - Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1- Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar- Warrant 

Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun- Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost .C.0 .-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor- Corporals 
A ustralian A rmy Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman -vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private, for 
~usicians specialised in the following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Hom 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian &rvices Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

~-------, 

I Please send details of careers in the I 
Australian A rmy. 

I :::-:- ·--~- - I I ___ <al I 

I
I ----- ol I 

Age Married/Sini:le 

I Corpg - I 
~ (\~ Trade _ I 

Anticipated Discharge Date 

To: Capt. J . Greaty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01-83& 2435 Ext. 356 

I 
I 
I 
I 

~----__J 
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Personal·A·ffairs · 

Sergeant 1. Blatles, B.E.M. 
' T mmy • Blades served for six )'.Cars from the ag.e of 16 

in the Royal Sussex before transfc;mng to the Corp~ m 19~2. 
He joined 'F • (Boys) Company m 1928 ~nd remamed with 
them until 1947 when be became a foundauon member of the 
Anny Apprentice • chool at Harrogate. 

Tommy was a fine runner. While in the Royal Su sex, he 
represented the Regiment in the half, one mile, three miles 
and cross-country. For a while he held th~ We t Indies 21-
mile record. In the Corps he was three Uines cro s-country 
champion and from time to time won the North Yor~s and 
South Durham championship. When he stopped compeo.ng he 
turned his attention to coaching and prodded many boys to 
fine performances. He wa one of the earliest canoe exper.ts 
in the Corp , particularly enjoying the peaceful atmosphere 10 

the Yorkshire riverside pubs. 
As a man he was the perfect type for the leadership of boys. 

An honest, sober, fair-minded man with a large heart, a sense 
of humour and great enthusiasm. After 40 years' service he 
retired in 1956 from Harrogate amid scenes which proved the 
respect and affection he had so deservedly earned. 

In retirement he was a keen, active member of the Royal 
Signals Association. He died on 18th July. 

Colonel T. W. Boileau writes: 
"Jut before he died I had wrinen to him in the nursing 

home at Brighton and told him I was coming to see him and 
that a host of his friends would wish him well in return for the 
help and kindness he had shown to them during his life. At his 
funeral which I attended with my wife, one friend said: ' He 
was a man that had no enemies.' What better tribute could 
there be. 

" I first knew Tommy Blades when I joined the Corps in 
August 1924 and in the world of athletics came across a long
distance runner-Tommy Blades. Then there was Blades the 
groundsman. Then best of all there was Lance-Corporal Blades 
with the Boys Company. 

" I was commanding the Boys Company on the outbreak of 
war and immediately promoted T. Blades sergeant in charge 
of Recruit Boys. He was my right-hand man and continued to 
be the adviser and friend of many boys. Years passed and 
finally there was Mr. T. Blades, government messenger. 

" And so to Brighton to live with his devoted sister Mrs. 
Rita Hicks. I saw that his health was failing but he still walked 
to the limit of his strength. As he wished, his funeral was a 
simple cremation ceremony anended ,by a few dose old friends 
and a British Legion Standard Bearer. So passed Tommy 
Blades-he will not be forgotten." 

Amongst floral tributes sent were ones from: Tony, Rita 
Kevin and Barry (family); All the Ex-Boys; Colonel T. W. 
Boileau; Ex 'Rats' Association; Colonel J . Piddington; N. Lon
don Branch, Royal Signals Association; Friends in Royal ·Signals 
Association; Stanley Bates and Miss Moore; Major-General 
D. A. L. Wade; Rose, Dennis, Doris, Fred, Barbara and Jack 
(Constant Service). 

Major J. A. Dale, T.D. 
The fun~ral . took place on Wednesday, 14th July, at St. 

Matthew's -'ansh Church, Walsall, of Ma1or J. A. Dale, T.D., 
of 35th (SM) Signal Regiment 01). 

Tbe pall bearers were Lieutenant-Colonel R. N. Houston, 
M.B.E., T.D., Lieutenant-Colonel G. D. Davies, O.St.J., T.D., 
and Major D. J. Barlow, T.D., three former colleagues in the 
Territorial Anny, and Mr. S. M. Townsend, Mr. W. R. Cutler 
and Mr. l'v'. H. Slater of the St. Matthew's Masonic Lodge of 
which Major Dale was a member. The 35th (South Midlands) 
Signal Regiment 01) was officially represented by the Honorary 
Colonel, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P. 

Major Dale died at his home, 19 Lake Avenue, Walsall, 
aged 50. He first joined the Territorial Army before the Second 
World War and served during the war in India and Burma. 
Following the war he rejoined the Teritorial Army and served 
with the Regiment until 1970. He leaves a wife and two sons. 
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(alone/ Walter Boyle, O.B.E., T.D. 
Born in 1883, Walter Boyle was educated at Leeds Boys' 

Modero School and Leeds Univer ity. His family were originally 
yocrnan farmers in Yorkshire and then brick manufacturers. 
\'\falter struck out on his own and became a barrister. 

Beginning in the Boys' Brigade, he joined the 2nd West 
York R.E. Volunteers in 1903, and the Northern Telegraph 
Company, in particular, when it formed in 1908. In 1914 he 
raised 11th Corps Signal Company. In 1915 he experienced 
everal voyages a a troopship adjutant and then raised and 

commanded tile Base Signal Depot and School in the Middle 
Ea t. He was awarded the O.B.E. and gained two mentions 
in despatche . 

In 1925 he became C.O. of 49th (West Riding) Divisional 
Signals until 1929 when he was promoted Brevet Colonel. From 
1933-1948 he was honorary Colonel of his old unit. 

In 1939 he was back in harness, first as a member of a 
selection board, then a battalion commander in the Home 
Guard. He was bored stiff and after some string pulling he 
emerged as O.C. Troops on various troopships. To his five 
medals he now added the 1939-45 Star, the Atlantic, Italian 
and Pacific Stars and the War Medal. 

In the meantime his son, Brian, also of 49th Divisional 
Signals, had became M.A to Field Marshal Lord Allenbroke 
whom he accompanied to Casablanca, Washington, Cairo, 
Quebec, Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam. It was a grave blow 
to Walter when Brian, a judge at the age of 47, died in 1965. 

Walter Boyle wrote a most entertaining history of 2nd West 
Yorkshre R.E. Volunteers and its successors, a copy of which 
he inscribed for the Corps Historical Library 

Walter was a servant of the public for very many years 
having become a councillor at Leeds in 1908. He was secretary 
to the Lord Mayor for 27 years, and then for six years he was 
a member of the Court of the University of Leeds. 

He was an active man being regularly out with the Bramham 
Noor Hunt and lanerly playing a lot of goU. He was a well 
travelled man having spent some time in South Africa, Tas
mania, New Zealand, South America, France, Italy, Egypt, the 
Sudan and Palestine. 

Walter Boyle died on 27th July, and our deep sympathy 
is extended to his widow in her great loss. 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Pocock, R.E. (IA) 
Joseph Alben Pocock (Joe) enlisted in R.E. as a boy 

telegraphist in 1910 at the age of 16. On completion of training 
and on reaching the age of man service he was posted to India 
and took pan in General Townsend's succession of battles on 
the road from the Persian Gulf toward Baghdad, such battles 
as Shaibah, Kurna, Amara, Nasierieh, Kutel Amara and 
Ctesiphon. The force had been greatly weakened and had to 
fall back on the riverside town of Kut el Amara where they 
were besieged from 6th December, 1915, until 26th April, 1916. 
The privations faced in Kut are described in ' Through to 
1970.' 

For his conduct in the campaign and during the siege, Joe 
Pocock was commissioned in the field and mentioned in 
despatches before Kut surrendered. He survived the march to 
Turkey and the life of a prisoner of war in that country. His 
P.O.W. cage was liberated by a Scottish Hospital Mission to 
Siberia which had bad to withdraw to Turkey when the 
Revolution reached Siberia. During the long journey back 
to England Joe met a Scottish nursing sister and subsequently 
married her. 

He returned to India after the war and commanded No. 2 
Wireless Company, 'A' Corps Signals, Karachi, until 1926. 
During the Waziristan operation of 1921-24 he deployed a 
number of wireless detachments in the field. He was an 
excellent cricketer and the Corps had a fine team in Karachi. 
His other sport was tent pegging at which he could give Colonel 
A J. C. Copeland, the Army champion, a close match. 

In 1926 he moved to Jabalpur as Chief Instructor at the 
Signal Training School. He invariably did the testing at final 
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trade boards himself. His standards were extremely high and 
a . tradesman who ha~ ~atisfied him could face the future 
w:1th confidence. At this om~ the British Rosters of the Indian 

1gnal Corp~ were amalgamated with those of Royal Signals, 
and the Indian Army Officers began transferring to the Corps 
Joe was a loner. ?e never did transfer. From Jabalpur he wa; 
po ted as s7cond-10-conunand to 2nd Indian Divisional Signals 
m quetta. 1_n. 1931. .From 1934 to 1939 Joe commanded 4th 
Indian D1v1s1onal S~gnals. After retiring he was recalled and 
cornma~ded a spi:c1_al operators training battalion. He then 
seryed m t;he Tra1rung Centre at Huddersfield until his final 
reurement m 1945. • 

His charming wife, who served in the W.R.A.F., died soon 
after the end of the war. Joe had had a sad family life two 
of hi~ sons ~aving die~ in acciden~ in infancy. He subseq~ently 
~arned agam, bu~ his second wife predeceased him. Two of 
~1~ son~ served m the Corps as officers. One was badly 
miured m the war and retired in 1945. The other Duncan 
served from 1941-1964. Joe died in Bristol on 8th Auiiust, 1971'. 

---- Movements 
Oliiccrs 
Second-Lieutenant I . D . Bingham ... To R.M.C. of S. (26 D Course) 
Second-L!eutenant R . F. Binham .. . R.M.C. of S. (26 D Co ) 
Second-Lieutenant E. C. T. " urse 

Second-Lieutenant L. F Crampton " R .M.C. of S. (26 D Course) 
ox .. . ... ,, R.M.C. of S. (:26 D Course) 

Second-Lieutenant R. G. L. HiJI R.M.C. of S. (26 D Course) 
Second-Lieutenant A. McVitti~ R.M.C. of S . ~26 D Course) 
Second-Lieutenant A. J. Schuler R.M.C. of S. 26 D Course) 

econd-Lieutenant M. J. Sinton ,, R.M.C. of S. 26 D Course) 
Major P. D. Alexander, M .B.E. ,, Na'lional Defence CoUege 
Ma1or A. N. de Brenon-Gordon ,, National Defence College 
Major D. J. Milton ... ... ,, National Defence CoUege 
Lieutenant R. A. L. Anderson 48 Gurkha Bde H.Q. & Signal 

Captain (T.O.T.) D. C. Ashton 
Lieutenant R. Banham .. . .. . 
Lieutenant C. P. P. Barnes .. . . .. 
L!eutenant-Coloncl A. C. Bate, o.B.B. 
Lieutenant G. A. Carmichael ... 
Lleutenant..B. Chuff ... 
Captain (T.O.T.) J. C. Day 
Major S. F. Dunkley .. . 
Captain A. F. Eastburn .. . 

Sqn 
226 Signal Sqn 
School , 1st Com. 

,, 21st Signal Regt. 
,, School, as Brigadier 
,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 

nth Sipal Regiment 
H.Q_. AFCENT Intn Sup. Unit 
Stauon Staff, K.refeld 
261 Signal Sqn 

Major A. P. Fielding 
Captain M. J. Ford ... ... ... ,, 
Captain (T.0.T.) E. M . Frost, M.B.B. 

8 Inf Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn 
DADPTC 

Captain M. J. C. Galloway . . . . . . ,, 
Major M. Q. M. Greaves 

Project HAIG, H .Q. BAOR 
S~oo~ignal Regt 

Captain P. A. Hallett ... 
Captain (Q.M.) M. Ham 
Captmn D. J Henning .. . 
Lieutenant D. Henry .. . 

Captain P. J. Hodges ... .. . 
Major B. F. Kavanagh ... . .. 
Major L. C. P. Jaggard ... 
Captain (Q .M.) C. W. Johnson 
Major C. F. Lewis .. . . .. 
Colonel R. H. Maxfield ... 
Maior D. J . D . McKail ::: 
Captain ("f.O.T.) P. F. Metcalfe 
Major J. C. Milford .. . ... 
Captain J. E. Neeve ... • .. 
Captain (Q .M.) T. P. O'Connor 
Lieutenant S. S . Paul ... 
Lieutenant I. C. Pattison 
Major R. Plant .. . . .. 
Major M. H. Priestley ... 
Captain J. H . Roberts ... . . . 
Lieutena.,t-Colonel I . M. Rose 
Lieutenant E. H. Sambell 
Major A. J . Sammes 
Major F. B. Sa.ul 

Lieutenant-Colonel T. N. Skelly 
Lieutenant H. Smith ... 
Captain (0.M.) D . Spence 
Major A. 'V. Swindale .. . . .. 
Capwin (T.O.T.) A. R. Taylor 
Maior P. A. Thompson ... . .. 
Major R. Trelawoy .. . 
Lieutenant A. E. Truluck 
Lieutenant J. G . Turner ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Ward 
Maior B. A. Watson 
Major D . P. Watson 
Ma1or L. A. Welton ... 
Lieutenant M. C. Wilkinson 
Major H. R. Williams ... 

,V.0.11 and Sergeants 

8th Si~ Regt 
28th Signal Regt 
School 

,, H.Q. AFCENT Intn Support, 
lSt Com. 

H.Q. RAEC Centre 
ANZUK Bde Avn Sqn 
M.O.D. Sigs 36 
7th Signal Regt 
DADPTC 
IMS/CE NATO 

,, Abu Dhabi Def Force 
27th Signal Regt 
School (attd P.O. Bristol) 
Mons O.C.S. 

,. H.Q. BAOR 
,, RMC of S. (25 Degree Course) 

School of Army Avn 
, JWE (a Lieutenant-Colonel) 

,, School 
,, 6o4 Signal Troop 
,, RMC of S. (as Colonel) 

4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt 
JOCPT (RARDE Port Halstead) 
Prgjcct WaveU (RARDE Fort 

Halstead) 
,. nth Regt (HS) to retire 

RMC of S. (25 Defee Course) 
33rd (L & CJ Signa Regt (VJ 
248_ G Signal Sqn 
JOCPT Wilton 

,, 31st (GL) Signal Regt (V) 
10th Signal Regt 
A.A.C. Harrogll'te 
4 Div, H.Q. & Signal Regt 

,, 14th Signal Rcgt as C.O. 
M .O.D . D124A 
27th Signal Regiment 
H.Q. AFCENT as Licut.-Coloncl 

,, H .Q. Wales as Capuiin 
,, H .Q. 13 Signal GrQup 

W.0.1 (F. of S.) H. J. Saxon To rnh Regiment 2 Squadron 
W .0.1 (F. of S.) R. A. Jeffery ,, 22nd Regiment 
W .0 .1 (F. of S.) R. Morris ... ,, r4th Regiment 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) C . A. Thompson ,, r41h Regiment 
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W.0 .2 R. Fell ... .. . ... ,, Tayforth O.T .. 
W.0 .2 (Y. of S.) K. Glenville ,, H.Q. NORTHAG Air Sp. 
W.0.2 R. A. McGregor Rad10 Squadro:'l . . 7th Reguncnt 
W.0.2. A. G. Rose · •·· :: 8th Reg.ment 
~taff Sergeant (F. of S.) ii: W.°Maitby ,, SS S.gnal Squadron (V) 
Stoff Sergeant (F. of S . G. T. Laws ,, 3 Div. Signal Reaimcnt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of .) M. V. ,, 30th Regiment 

Pitt.Oci< 
~1aff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. E. FiJ>On ,, 6os Signal Troop 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. M.. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) !f:1c;:onds " SHAPE H.Q. Comd. & Sp. 
Southall ,, 16th Regiment 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) F. C. Brown ,, 4 Div. ~1gnal Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) R. V. Doyle 71st Regiment (v 1 Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) J. H. 
Staff S (F f S) Jackson ,, 19 Airptbl. Brigade S.g. Sqn. 

ergeant . o . J. A. Phillips 11>th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. J. ,, Army App;cntices' Co; ege. 
Staff Sergeant H. Ruff O 'Sullivan riarrogate 

·.. ... • ,, 35lh Regiment (VJ 
Staff Sergeant G. S. Lowe · · ,, 1bth Regunent 
Staff Serge&.H M. W. Teague Army Apprentices' College. 

riarrogatc 
Staff Sergeant J. Stretton School of Signal> 
Staff Sergeant P. Donnclly H Q AFNORT 
Staff Sergeant P . C. Pope ;; 9tb Regunent H 
Staff Sergeant G. H. Johnson ... ,, 2ut Regime.11 
Staff Sergeant J. W. Pi_per 7th Regunent 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S .) T. s.' ·Adams ;; 8th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) H . A. 

McHugh 
Staff Sergeant D . L. McCluskey ... 
A / Staff Sergeant J. M. W. Richardson 
Staff Sergeant J. J . Duke ... . .. 

Sergeant J. Roberts 
Sergeant W. Semple 
Sergeant W. J. Smith 
Sergeant I. K. Ryder 
Sergeant M. J. Abson 
Sergeant P. J. Cook ... 
Sergeant D. A. Gouldsmith · 
Sergeant R. V. LloY,d ... 

Sergeant R. I. Scott ... 
Sergeant C. T. Coventry 
Sergeant M. P. Thomas 
Sergeant J. W. Horne 
Se:geant J. S. Killorn ... 
Sergeant K . Hornblower 

Sergeant A. C. Forrester 
Sergeant G. J. Sharp ... 
Sergeant M . J. T. McLean 
Sergeant T. P. M. Smith 
Sergeant G. K. Wardill 
Sergeant C. M. Wood 
Se:geant G. K . Barden 
Sergeant A. Cheetham .. . 
Sergeant D . R. Grav .. . 
Sergeant W . J. Mo0rhead 
Sergeant K. J . Booth 
Sergeant C. Moore 

Sergeant G . Garland 
Sergeant M. J . S. Cole 
Sergeant A. M. Boyle 
Sergemit S. Lawrence 
Se:geant R. W . Badger 

Sergeant P. J. Crowe 

A/ Sergeant A. Whenlock 
A/ Sergeant R. L. Skillicorn 

,, 227 Signal quaCron 
,, 4 Gds. Armd. Bde. S;g Sqn 

36th Regiment (V) · · 
,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, t Arty. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
,. 224 Signal Squadron 
,. 1 Div. Signal Regiment 
., H .Q. B.A.O.R. 
,, I Di:;. Signal Regiment 
,, 2 Div. S.gnal Regiment 
,, Ith Regiment 2 Squadron 

Army Apprentices' CoUege, 
Harrogate 

8th Regiment 
,, 7th Regiment 
,, 20 Armd. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 

35th Regiment (V) 
,, 22nd Regiment 

II th RegJment 2 Squadron 
(•>ttached School of Signals) 

,, i 1t.h Regiment 2 quadron 
259 Signal Squadron 

,, 2l!th Regiment 
16th Regiment 

,, 21st Regiment 
7th Regiment 

,, 38th Regiment (V) 
7th Regiment 

,, 7th Regiment 
., 7th Regiment 

3 Div. Signal Regiment 
,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, 220d Regiment 
,, 6 Armd. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
,, II Armd. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 

13th Regiment 
,, School of Signals Y. of S. 

Course 21 
,, School ot Signals Y. of S. 

Course 21 
,, 27th Regiment 
.. 30th Regiment 

(Held ovtr from Augu5t / Sep1ember Wire) 

Sergeant R. G . Mills ... 
Sergeant M. A. Stevenson 
Sergeant A. Gumbrill ... 
Sergeant K. A. PcnQingion 
Sergeant S. Kemal 
Se.-geant G. Collier 

e.-geant G . Clark ... 
Sergeant P. Burdes .. . 
Sergeant B. J. Belton .. . 
A/ Sergeant M. 0. Ellis ... 
Sergeant R. Townsend ... 

ergeant C. M. Blowman 
Sergeant J. A. Chambers 
Sergeant \V. D. Waugh ... 
Sergeant T. R. Harunan 
Sergeant J. Collison 

ergeant M. Altham 
Sergeant A. Spencer 
Se:geant B. T. hears 
Sergeant D. Jone ... 
Sergeant J. G. Albon 

ergeant K. G. Ashton .. . ... 
A / Sergeant M. T. Powlesland 
A / Sergeant G. E. Perkins 

ergeant J. B. Wallace ... 
Sergeant K. Hornblower 

A/ Sergeant M. E . Turner 
Sergeant R. R. Gilmore 

ergcant J. A. Strange ... 

,, 30th Regiment 
,, 9th Regiment 
,, 233 Squadron 
,, 242 Squadron 
,, 16th Regiment 
,, 4th Div. Signal Rei1iment 

20th Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn. 
,, SHAPE (B.A.E.) 

227 Squadron 
H.Q. Trg. Bde. R. ignals 

,, 22nd Regiment 
,, 651 Avn. quadron 

2nd Div. Signal Regiment 
,, uth Regiment 2 Sqn. 
,, 21st Regiment 
,, Signal ecurity Section A.F.N.E. 
,, 19th Airptbl. Bdc. Sig. qn. 
,, 3rd Di . Signal Regiment 
,, IIth Regiment 2 Sqn. 

20d Div. Signal Regiment 
Queen's Univer icy, O.T .C. 

,, 1st Div. Signal Regiment 
7th Regiment 

,, 261 Squadron 
., 19th Airptbl . Bde. ig. qn. 

nth Regiment 2 qn. an. 
School of ignals 

,, 2 tSt Regiment 
nth Regiment 2 Sqn. attached 

8th Regiment 
JOth Regiment 
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- Promotions ~, .. ~ 

,\"a'tft 
To W.0.1 

andcrson, 
ToW.0.2 
Kerr, 
Scott, 
To S Sgt. 
Hassett, 

To W.O.l 
Graham, 

ToW.0.2 
Eagle, 

ToW.0.2 
Boland, 
Hill, 

To Sgt. 
Beaumont, 
Smith, 
Vella, 
Barry, 
Clark, 
Bumstead, 
Crowden, 

To Sgt. 
Whiteley, 
Douglas, 
Slavin 
Rodgers 
Hogg, 

To Sgt. 
Asscndcr, 
Headley, 
Stevens, 

Na,,... 

W.0 .1 
Raynor, 
Wilson, 
Kcndriclr., 
T urner, 
Todd, 

W.0.2 
Blcase, 
S Sgt. 
Canon, 
Elliot, 

W.0.1 
Lane, 

W.0.2 
Brown, 
Briggs, 

S Sgt. 

Jm"n"als 

R.M. 

T. 
~ .W. 

T . H . 

W. F. 

REGIMI:. ·AL DUTY Rou.. 
Ntw 

Rank Sm . Roll 
Old 

'\m. Roll 

A W.0. l 22 June 71 ~ ·an. 69 

W.0 .2 19 M ay 71 7 Jul. 66 
A/W.0 .2 22 Jun. 71 7 D ec. 64 

Sgt. 28 May 71 31 May 62 
FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

w.o.2 19 May 71 18 Jul. 68 
SUPERVISOR (RWJO) Rou. 

S Sgt. 1 Jul . 71 16 Aug. 69 
G. G. YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

W.J. w. 
S Sgt. 14 Jun. 71 10 Oct. 68 
S Sgt. 15 Jun. 71 29 Mar. 69 

TECHNlCIANS ROLL 

Cpl. 2 Apr. 71 29 May 69 
J. S. Cpl 2 Apr. 71 6 Feb. 69 
G. . 24 Apr. 71 14 Feb. 68 
A. Cpl. l O May 71 7 Dec. 66 
P. R . Cpl. 12 May 71 30 Apr. 69 
~· G. ~~· 13 May 71 13 May 67 
B · K Cpl: 10 Jun. 71 20 Feb. 69 

• • Tlil.EGRAl'H OPERATORS ROif 

D.K. 
E. J. 
P. J. 
K. 
R.A. 

A; Sgt. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

1 Mar. 71 29 Mar. 64 
1 May 71 1 Feb. 66 
1 May 71 28 Mar. 66 
1 Jun. 71 l Dec. 68 
8 Jun . 71 1 Dec. 68 

CoMMUNJCATION CENTRE OPERATOR Rou. 

Sgt. 19 May 71 11 Apr. 65 ~- ?· Cpl. 20 May 71 11 Oct. 65 
K: B. A{Sgt. 1 Jul. 71 l Oct. 68 

DELETIONS 
Im"n"als. Smion"ty Datt. 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

s. J. 26 Dec. 68 
M. E. l Apr . 69 
L. 15 Apr. 69 
B. 24 Jun. 69 
P. W. 11 Aug. 70 

R. M. 29 Feb. 64 

P. J. 1 Sep. 58 
s. w. M. 30 Sep. 61 

FoREMAN OF SIGNALS Rou. 

D. J. 30 Apr. 68 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

H. l May 66 
R. S . W. 17 Apr. 69 

DnEF Cl.ERK Rou. 

Hughes, J. 6 Jan. 65 

TECHNICIANS Rou. 
Sgu. 
Jeune, 
D ell, 
Allison 
T easd;\e, 
Hill, 
Gable, 
Smith, 
Withers, 
Jones, 

Sgts. 
Gaffney, 
Perrin, 

Sgt. 
Edwards, 

D .S. 
R. 
P. 
A. 
G.R. 
B. 
P.M. 
P. D. 
C.T. 

R. 
P. C. 

F.W. 

7 Sep. 65 
20 Sep . 68 

9 D ec. 68 
13 Mar. 69 
14 Mar. 69 
17 Apr. 69 
24 Oct. 69 
10 Dec. 69 
14 Apr. 71 

CLERK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

17 Nov. 67 
1 Jan. 60 

CLERX TECHNICAL Rou. 

1 Dec. 55 

CoMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR Rou. 
Sgt. 
Bower, 

S11t. 
King, 
Mourant, 
Lindsay, 

Sgt. 
Stacey, 
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D. 

A. 
E. E. 
O.E. 

F. J, 

20 Dec. 61 

L INEMAN ROLL 

15 Nov. 60 
1 Jan. 61 
1 b ee. 56 

RADIO RBLAYMAN ROLL 

25 Nov. 69 

(Dvr.) 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY Al SIGNALS ST ABLE BEL TS 
Home -79p each plus Sp post 
Abroad-70p each plus Sp post 

Wall Shields 7• x 6• Royal Signals ... ... . .. £1.50 

Pace Sticks · · · · · · · · · · · · 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY · 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LATEST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024. 

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances 

Our Record Dept. contains the largest se~ection 
of records in the district, also sheet music and 

musical instruments. 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information ~ac~ 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery Special 
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax pai~ •3 years to pay •An 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no probl~~ 

Order your new car before you leave. ~hen you ge! b!~~!:'!~~~r!~'( f~~~h~'U'.';: 

~o~,!=. :~ ~~h~i~~;;f~~!!:a:r;~~:~k';'i~e=~~~.~~ fubu genh: tor;e~~i!~~~~:· :;:~! 
h I t... Plue • ahaaf of co our roe .,,.. t., 

H.P. terms, ~'~~ •• · th.rough •t lelaure. There's no obliga_Hon whatever. rou can 
':,~~~:,ything up, 1ake your time choosing-and_ take delivery wherever you land 
Post to· NATOCARS Ltd., Moorhnch Gara:;. 
Bridgw .. ter, Somerset. Telephone : As hcott •• ........................ 

• Please send me your Info rma tio n Pack-without obligation. W9 • I Name •••••..••. •.• .• •.••• .•.••....••••••• .• Rank •.•••••••• ••••••• ••• :.-.-.: = 
I Present Address············ · •· •••· • • • •• • · • ·• •·•·•• ········«~;;.miry) I 
I Tax free for U.K. and then ••••••••••• ••••••••• · ••••••·••• I I Tax paid for U.K. only_Cll~ ~ j•.__ ~ ; 
I Delivery Dale .......... •••• ~) CJ 41. 
I I 
I I L •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FAMILY MODELS 

I RI UM PH ¥:15% f ~0~~~ ~~~~ r 
OFF e 2000 £1099 • 

OR 

PEUGEOT 
LIST PRICES ' 
SL AS HE D 

• 
ALL MODELS ' 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM ONLY £720 • 

Then fo r details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Speci
fications, Nato Prices, H.P., ' Partex, Call, 'Phone 
o r Write to : 

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH 

415 KREFELD 

Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY 
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 7SI06J cro.30. 12.00 hr1. 

prefera bly) 

IMPORTER - SOLE. DISTRIBUTOR 
(We hove Agents In the U.K. too) 

:\!lllllllll ll lll ll lllllllll ll lll lllllll ll lllllll lllll llll ll lll llllll llll lll llll lll ll lllll lllllllllllllllllll lllll lllll!:' 

RADJO OPERATORS l ~ 

DO YOU HOLD 
PMG II OR PMG I OR NEW GENERAL 

CERTIFICATE 

OR 

i HAD TWO Yi~~~I~~i~ OPERATING! 

~ Looking for a secure job with good pay and ~ = = § conditions? § 
~ Then apply for a post with the Composite ~ 

Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service 
posts, with opportunities for service abroad, and 
of becoming established, i.e., non-contributory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Trainfog Courses (free accommoda
tion) starting Jan uary, April and September, 1972. 

If you are British born and resident in the United 
Kingdom,_ under 3~ years of .age (40 for exceptionally 
well qualified candidates), Write N OW for full deta i~s 
and an application form from: 

Government Communications Headquarters, 
Recruitment Officer, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 

§ GL S2 SAJ. § 
§ (Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). § 
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Over a Century-old Partnership . . . 

PARSON·S 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum 
stances it is now mo re important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of professional 
and personal attent ion. 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office: 
ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for :-
Convertible Whole Life 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust 
Education Endowment Unit Trust Investment 

Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for :-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident, 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets 

AGENTS FOR LEADING BUILDING SOCIETIES 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
FORCES BROKERS 

Offices: ALBANY CHAMBERS MARKET PLACE 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

RICHMOND 

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKER-FEDERATED INSURANCE BROKER 

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN 
Example : Male Life 25 next birthday 

YORKSHIRE 

fl J,JOO INITIAL COVER FOR f0•7J per week 
Sum 

Assured 
£ 1,000 

£ 1,800 
£10,500 

NOTES. 

Equity Linked Endowment ·Policy, to age 65 (Maturity value assuming a growth rate of 
5% per annum £3, 107 see notes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Whole of Life, Non-Profit Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Initial Sum Assured for Income Benefits of £350 per annum to age 55 INCLUDING 
initial conversion rights of £5,250 ' 

Gross Monthly Premium 
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable) 

Life Cover for a net monthly outlay of 

I. Two Policies would be issued. 

Normal Monthly 
Premium 

£1·58 
£1 ·54 

£0 ·62 
£3-74 
£0·58 

£fi6 

2. The M.aturity value of the ~quity Li~ked Endowment is based on the value of the units purchased up to that time but even 
assuming the gro"'."th rate 1s only 3% per annum the value above would still be over £1,900 well in excess of the total net 
outlay for the entire scheme. 

3. The V'.'.h?le of Life policy may be converted to an Endowment (with or without profits) on any policy anniversary subject 
to a minimum term after conversion of JO years. 

4. Under the ~hole of Life policy there is an option to effect on each of the 3rd and 6th policy anniversaries an additional 
Wh~le of Life_ or Endowment for up to half the original sum assured irrespective of your state of health at that time. 

5. Sub1ect t? satisfactory proposal no medical evidence of any kind will be required . 
6. lrrespect1v~ of Health in the future the Income Benefits may also be converted to a Whole of Life or Endowment for a sum 

not exceedinit half oft.he total amount of Benefit outstanding at the time. 
7. The Equity Linked policy is at present subject to long term capital gains tax of 20% on profits only. 

~ lllf. 
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Editorial 

Our Cover Picture 
Our cover picture serves to remind us that despite the Far East 

rundown a considerable presence remains in Hong Kong. The Corps is well 
represented by the recently formed 27th Signal Regiment which has taken 
under command the previous independent 252 and 253 Signal Squadrons 
and, of course, there is the 48th Gurkba Regiment H.Q. and Signal 
Squadron. 

In the photograph, scaling the steep hills on the edge of the mainland 
city of Kowloon, can be seen Lance-Corporal (now Corporal) Blythe with 
an A13 set and Signalman Chan Shiu Kwong both at the time serving in 
253 Squadron. They are setting off into the foothills on a remote area 
patrol. 

Tiie New National Army Museum 
The National Army Museum's splendid new building next to the Royal 

Hospital, Chelsea, and within {-mile of R.H.Q. Royal Signals, will be opened 
by Her Majesty the Queen on 11th November. 

The main permanent display illustrates chronologically the history of the 
British Army to 1914, of the Indian Army and of the colonial forces. The 
displays follow modern methods with the exhibits set against colourful, often 
symbolic backgrounds in uncluttered cases. A narrative outside each gives 
the salient facts of campaigns and battles, and describes developments 
in the army's organisation, equipment and techniques, its defeats and victories 
and its professional and social activities. Among the wealth of material on 
view it is invidious to mention only the most important items: suffice it to 
say that, among the exhibits are weapons and uniforms, medals and decora
tions, prints and photographs, silver, glass and china, manuscripts and letters, 
relics of British commanders and of enemy forces, and mementoes of Britain's 
soldiers who fought in every part of the world, from the reign of Henry VIII 
until the First World War. 

Many of the exhibits are the fruits of the almost overwhelming generosity 
of many donors and lenders. Gifts and loans from Her Majesty the Queen, 
private individuals and regimental and national museums complement the 
museum's own collections. The result is a truly outstanding commentary on 
the history and traditions of the army. 

The chronological display of uniforms on the top floor shows their 
evolution towards comfort and camouflage. All arms of the British regular 
army are represented as are auxiliary forces, the Indian Army, and some 
colonial forces. The display is aided by material of a peripheral nature such 
as personal equipment, musical instruments, horse furniture. Specialised 
displays include head-dresses; belt plates; gorgets; and the orders and 
decorations of Viscount Gough, Lord Kitchener and Viscount Wolseley. 

Next door, the picture gallery houses the pick of the museum's large 
collection of paintings with a military theme. These include portraits by 
Reynolds, Raeburn, Romney and Lawrence, battle scenes and pictures of 
Indian regiments. 

Anyone wishing to consult the mu eum's uniquely important collections 
of manuscripts, prints and photographs dating back to the Crimean War and 
of the Indian Mutiny, should write for permission to the Director. The 
Reading Room will be open from 10 to 12 and 2 to 4, Mondays to Saturdays. 

The Department of Weapons' reserve collection may be seen, by prior 
arrangement. The Department of Uniforms' reserve collections, including 
badges and medals, are not yet available to students. 

The years of fund-raising are not yet over, as only the ~t p~se ?f the 
building, representing more than three-quarters of the project, 1s finished. 
The whole, containing special exhibition galleries, a restaur.ant, storage for 
reserve collections, and offices, will be completed once a further £350,000 
has been received. 

The Mu eum i open every day except Christmas Day, Boxing Day 
and Good Friday from 10 until 5.30 (2 to 5.30 Sundays). 

Admission is free until the end of r97r. From rst January, 1972, charges 
may be introduced to conform with the recent White Paper. 
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-From.our "In" Tray--

Career Prospects for Technicians 
s~ . . 

I wonder if you would be kind enough to give space m your 
column for di cus ion of a subject of great interest to some 
two thou and mnmber of the Corps, namely 'Career Prospects 
for Technicians.' 

Thi item has been on the agenda of the Soldier Committee, 
of which I am Chairman, fo,. sixteen months and at our monthly 
meeting has been under di cussion for many, many hour . 
At the end of the e discu, ~ions and in conjunction with the 
introduction of the new Soldier Structure it is P.erilaps now 
timely to publicise some of our conclusions. I will start from 
scratch. 

The technician pay, time promotion structure and, from 
that, ome of his career prospects, are currently fixed by Joint 
Service agreement in conjunction with the Civil Service 
Department (C.S.D.) C.S.D . is anxious to ensure that the 
taxpayer gets a reasonable return in the shape of work done, 
by technician of all rank , after large sums of public money 
have been spent on their training. Royal Signals are unable, 
either jointly or in isolation, to change any element of the 
rule . For example, a case jointly submitted by R.E., R. Signals 
and R.E.M.E. to reduce the time required for promotion of 
F . of S. from Staff Sergeant - W.0.2 from six to five years 
was rejected in 1970. As a result of this, the Soldier Committee 
had to look very closely at what the Corps can do for itself. 

As part of the new Soldier Structure we have re-shaped 
each Trade Roll from bottom to top and constructed a Target 
Structure for each, so that every soldier has the best, the 
fastest, and an equitable chance of advancement right the 
way through from Signalman to Lieutenant-Colonel Q.M. 
type commission. In the case of technicians it is from Signal
man Tedmicians to Lieutenant~Colonel (T.O.T.). Let us start 
at the bottom. 

Every Signalman Technician advances to Sergeant Tech
nician on time. In so doing he has a 100 per cent chance of 
promotion, Signalman - Lance-Corporal - Corporal -
Sergeant, a privilege (and pay) not enjoyed by other trades 
in the Corps, who are on merit promotion and not time 
promotion. Because of this there are a lot of Sergeant Tech
nicians (if they all stay in, there could be some 2,000) competing 
for what appear, to them, to be too few vacancies for further 
promotion. I have to emphasise that it is the large number 
of Sergeants competing for promotion to F. of S. (and in 
future, Staff Sergeant Technician) not the shortage of vacancies, 
which causes the apparent bottleneck. 

What are these vacancies? To look sensibly at this you have 
to go to the distant end, the top, and look backwards. 

In 1973, Royal Signals should have 75 T.O.T.s. The Officer 
Committee has recommended that this number should be 
increased to 85 and action to achieve this is in hand. No 
reduction in this number will take place in the foreseeable 
future. 

Feeding into these T.O.T.s, are planned to be 240 Foreman 
of Signals which is the total number of posts which the Corps 
can presently justify. There is a good chance that this number 
will be increased between now and 1973. 

To support 240 Foreman of Signals posts the School of 
Signals needs to put out 20 new Foremen each year, that is 
three courses every two years. To employ an output of, for 
example, 30 per year, Royal Signals would need to justify 
371 Foremen of Signal posts and that is just not on. This is 
because the number of senior posts allowed to any Corps 
or Regiment is very tightly controlled on the basis of necessity 
for men of the right rank and responsibility for specific jobs. 
It would be a serious mistake to do anything that would 
debase the status of Foreman of Signals. 

The output of new Yeomen from the School is to be the 
ame - 20 per year. That number again is found by calculating 

backwards from the number of Yeomen posts which the Corps 
can ju tify, not the number of operators who may compete 
for them. 

To improve promotion chances at Sergeant, however, we 
are creating many Staff Sergeant Technician posts to which 
promotion will be on merit tempered with seniority as for 
other functional trade rolls; but these Staff Sergeants will 
not be promotable to W.0.2 as technicians, they will have to 
go to RD. 
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To um up then. A technician goes from Signalman to 
Sergeant on time. At that point he can choose to compete 
either: 

a. For selection for F. of S. 
or b. For selection for Staff Sergeant Technician and then 

remain a such (on technician rates of pay). If he 
make this choice and wishes to be considered for 
further promotion he must elect to progress on the 
RD roll and get himself qualified. 

Whatever his choice when he eventually leaves the Army 
his technical training and experience have a direct value in 
industry and bis qualifications are recognised by the Trade 
Union. 

I have not attempted in this letter to compare the technicians 
career prospects with those of other trade men because it would 
take much more space than you could make available. If the 
fundamental principle is remembered that one must look at 
the complete spectrum of a trade from the bottom to the top 
and not take one step in isolation from the rest, it will be 
seen that the technician has a career as good as and perhaps 
better, than most of the other trades in Royal Signals, and 
indeed in the Army as a whole. 

If any technician is worried about his own personal prospects 
he can, as can any soldier of the Corps, write to Officer i/c 
Records through! his Commanding Officer at any time or he 
can ask to see Officer i/c Records during his periodic visits to 
units. If any Technician, Foreman or T.O.T. has any questions 
on the content of this letter, I would be pleased to answer 
them either privately or publicly as required. 

Your faithfully, 
Ministry of Defence, 
10th September, 1971. 

C. E. Tonry (Brigadier,) 
B.G.S. Signals (Army) 

Sir, 
Enclosed please find what can only be described as an 

'unusual' photograph. 
It was taken at the R.S.M.'s Omvention on 20th March, 1968, 

and shows five special telegraphists (we were special operators 
in those days) all W.0.I. (R.S.M.) at that time. 

From left to right they are:-
' Mac ' MacDonald (now Lieutenant in B.A.0.R.). 
' Johnny ' F inch (now Captain in B.A.0.R.) 
' Mick ' Hopewell (now L.S.L. W.O.I in Chester) 
' Taffy ' Garland (now !v' r. Garland, residing in Ickenham) 
' Robbie • Bums (now Captain in Cyprus) 

It is theoretically possible that a similar number of R.S.M.s 
may be forthcommg from our small band of special tele
graphists, but will such a 'clutch' ever be seen again? 

Yours sincerely, 
' Robbie ' Burns (A. Burns), Captain R. Signals. 

259 Signal Squadron, 
B.F.P.O. 53. 
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The Corps Bantl in Jersey: An appreciation 
Sir, 

,On behalf of the. local branch of the Royal Signals Associ
auon, I hope you will fin? space to record our deep aporeciation 
of the Corps Band which recently performed in the Island 
of Jersey. Th_osc of us who !Ylanaged to get seats at the main 
performance lil Howard Davis park were given a mu ical treat 
par excellence. 

There were v!'lri?us it~ms concerning our band in the local 
papers all. un~tmtlngly ~ praise of the Band's performance. 
We. hope it will be possible for the Band to visit the Island 
agam next year. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. A Strutt, Hon., Sec. Jersey Branch, 

3, Grouville Arsenal, 
Grouville, 

Royal Signals Association. 

Jcr ey, C.I. 

GRADUATION CEREMO NY 
After receiving their degree from the Duke of Edinburgh at the 
R.M.C.S., Shrivenham, Lieutenant N. 0 . Williams who did so well, 
and a friend are seen talking with Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Garratt 

of the Directing Staff and Brigadier and Mrs. J. M. Sawers 

lntlivitlual Wire Subscribers 
~e are most grateful to the many individual sub

~cribers who completed the loose insert in red print 
in last month's ' Wire ' in respect of the increased 
annual subscription for 1972. Another insert is 
enclosed with this month~s ' Wire ' and all who have 
not yet completed this proforma are earnestly 
requested ro do so now. T his will greatly assist our 
hard-pressed accounts staff. 

CORP DIAR IE 1972 

Corps diaries for 1972 are now in stock and can be 
ordered from Association Headquarters at 30p each post 
free. The diary is of the slimfold type identical with the 
1971 diary which .proved very popular. Good stocks are 
held but the earlier orders are received the better. 
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The Wire - December Issue 
Will all Units please note that copy for the 

December issue must be in the Editor's hands by 
10th November latest. 

Servicemen - Don't lose your Vote 
To vote a~ parliamentary or local government elections ou 

. mu~ be registered as electors, and service declarations h~ve 
to . completed every year. A great many servicemen fail to 
regili~ter as electors and consequently are not eligible to vote at 
par amentary and local government elections. 

16~° Fgebt on the next register (which comes into force on 
e ruary, 1972) you must make a service declaration on 

Form F /Vote/33. You must sign this declaration and date 
it not later than 10th October, 1971 (15th September 1971 
for Northern Ireland constituencies). When completed ~end it 
to the electoral registration officer at the local town' hall or 
county offices for your home address to reach him not later 
than 16th December, I971. 

Make . sure you obtain t!Je form. and explanatory leaflet from 
your UJ?Jt .. If Y?U are servmg outside the United Kingdom and 
y(Four/V wife is w1t!J Y?U she should complete the form for wives 

ote/34) which is also available at your unit. 

Look into the matter NOW. Your right to vote depends 
on it. 

Clothing 
Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing toys books 

etc., have been gratefully received from the follo'wing:' ' 
Mrs. D. ~- Bleas~, Th~ Garrison Thrift Shop, Blandford 

Camp, Captam D. Iliffe, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D. Farr, Mrs. 
A. Hudson, Staff Sergeant J. McGonagle, Lieutenant-Colonel 
G. A. Horner, Mrs. J. Hewson, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs 
J. A Baker, Major-General R. J. Moberly, Mrs. M. Ruff,]. H: 
Ro~e Esq., W. E. Reynolds Esq., Colonel G. J. C. Moss, 
Ma1or T. B. Woods, Mrs. W.R. Smijth-Windham. 

Colonel G. D. T. Harris, Major E. ]. Buirski, Brigadier and 
Mrs. C. E: Toruy, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G. M. 
Welsford, Lieutenant-Colonel K. Kirkby, Major and Mrs. G. 
W .. Young, W. E. Osborne Esq., Major W. S. Cunningham, 
Ma1or.-Gener~l C. E. Page, K. Bevan Esq., Major-General M. 
D. Pr~ce, Ma1or E. F. Prockter, The Baroness Von Muschwitz, 
Captam (T.0.T.) ]. Potts, Mrs. M. S. Hancock, Major and 
Mrs. N. ~oss, Major C. F. Lewis, Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. 
Lamb, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. C. L. Ommanney. 

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent Funtl 
The followi~g donations were graie/11/Iy receio~d during Aug11s1, 1971: 

0.C., I Ith S1g'1al Regiment (Stalls at Reunion) £83 08 
O.C., 18th Signal Regiment (W.0.s' and Sergeants' Me~s) ... ... 81 '04 
Trea urer, St. Albnn's . q!turch ,, Army Apprentices' College rs:oo 
Commander, H.Q. Tr:urung Brigade (Stalls at Reunion) 10 47 
0.C., xoth Signal Regiment ... ... s 000 
0.C., 38th Signal Regiment (V) 3°37 
Mr. H. Foster, M B.B. 6°9 
Signalman Ju11dish Siri11b ... ::: 's~ 

£205.38 

Do Yoursell a Favour! 
H you are serving and have a standing order for 

" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance 
of any change of address. I t is impossible for us to 
keep up with hundreds of p osting orders, and your 
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear 
to the contrary. 
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• ·1colsaa E.,;peditio,. 

North 
to the 

Shiants 
Recently Nigel Nicolson, writer 

and late Conservative !'d.P. for 
Bournemouth East, Jed an expedi
tion - many of whom were young 
people - to the remote Shiant 
Islands which lie off the north 
coast of Scotland near the Isle of 
Lewis. The object was to make a 
sound and colour film of local bird 
and seal life for television. 

Selected to accompany this 
expedition were Sergeant Muir, 
Corporal Walker and Lance
Corporals Macdonald and Craw
ford, of the School of Signals -
their job to provide communications 
back to the mainland and Bland
ford. 

Vista on the Shiants 
Read Corporal Walker's account 

of what was to prove a most 
interesting and rewarding assign
ment for thl:Se four Corps N.C.O.s. Gaunt, bare, but the home of myriads of seabirds and seals 

Object of t h e exercise 

T HE object, from our point of view, was to provide a 
radio link to the mainland to ensure that emergency 

ervices could be called upon to give aid and comfort, in the 
event of an emergency, to a group of senior school boys and 
girls, cameramen and technicians. They were all part of the 
eXPedition engaged in making a film about the islands to be 
shown on television sometime in the future. 

Here was a chance to help a productive group of people, 
whilst testing our own initiative, resourcefulness and training. 
Once the party had landed on the Shiant Isles, and the larger 
island of Lewi , there would be no technical back up, no 
>pares or any of the plug-in appliances that we at the School 
of Signals rely upon. 

When asked by my O.C. if I would like to accompany the 
e:-..-pedition, along with Sergeant Muir, Lance-Coq>oral 
Macdonald and Lance-Corporal Crawford, my first thoughts 
were what and where exactly are the Shiant Isles. After some 
~esearch I found that they were a group of three uninhabited 
islands off the coast of the Isle of Lewis. Two of these islands 
are joined by a very narrow isthmus, which, due to the steep 
cliffs surrounding the rest of the islands, is the only place that 
one can land. The third island lay about half a mile away. I 
decided to volunteer, as it rather looked that I would be 
enlisted anyway. 

.\ long haul link 
The communications we were to provide were between the 

Shiant Isles and the mainland, and a ' belt and braces ' skywave 
link back to the School of Signals. Although the School of 
Signal.s were using a Dll, _v-:e were to use a Al3. We spent 
sometime, before the eXPedmon started, checking the set over 
a range of twenty-five miles. These tests proved satisfactory 
and we had no doubt about our being able to work the link 
from Shiant to Stornoway. For the five hundred mile link 
back to Blandford, we felt that we would have to rely on a 
very good wire antenna and a lot of luck, although the operators 
amongst us substitute skill for luck. 

Thanks to the R .A.F . 
We left Blandford Camp on the morning of 8th July for 

Kyle of Lochalsb, where we were to catch the ferry to 
Stornoway. We made two overnight stops on the journey 
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North, one at Carlisle, and the other at Fort William and on 
arrival at Kyle of Lochalsh, the Land Rover and trailer were 
loaded by crane onto the ferry for the crossing to Stornoway. 
At Stornoway we were met by a member of R.A.F. Stornoway, 
who were providing the food and accommodation for Sergeant 
Muir and Lance-Corporal Crawford who were working the 
rear link, and for Lance-Corporal Macdonald and myself during 
our transit periods. Our deepest thanks go to all members of 
the R.A.F. at Stornoway for the way in which mey looked 
after us. After Lance-Corporal Macdonald and myself had left 
for the Shiant Isles, Sergeant M uir and Lance-Corporal Craw
ford lived on 'poached' salmon, whilst we were to 'rough it' 
with fresh lobster and crab. 

The following day was spent on final equipment tests. We 
then left the R.AF. camp for the civil airport to meet the 
flight from Glasgow, on which the main party were arriving. 
Their BEA flight was slightly delayed due to the aircraft being 
diverted over the Shiant Isles to enable the film unit to get 
some shots of the islands from the air and also to allow the 
advance party, who were already on the island, to request 
stores by pre-arranged signals. 

• Vital ' stores 
Due to the delay in the arrival of the aircraft it was found 

that we were betund schedule. So with introductions quickly 
over, all the main party and equipment were loaded into a 
38-seater coach for the journey to Limeray, a small fishing 
village on the south-east coast of the Isle of Lewis. It was at 
Limeray that a small fishing boat was to be waiting to take 
us out to the islands. We were informed by M r. Nigel Nicolson, 
the expedition leader, that they had seen the advance party's 
signals as they flew over the islands, and that vital stores would 
have to be purchased from Stornoway. The vital stores required 
were whisky and cigarettes. Whisky classed as vital stores -
would the Q.M. department please take note!!! 

Thr oug h to Dlmulfor d o n a shoestring 
Whilst on the coach it was realised that a scheduled call 

was due to be made to Blandford. So Lance-Corporal 
Macdonald set up the Al3 on one of the seats, and with an 
eight foot rod antenna pushed out of the window made the 
call to Blandford. When Blandford asked for our location and 
received the reply: " On a 38-seater coach travelling towards 
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Limeray," there was a long pause followed by the · 
"A b'l ? ,, W · question: re you mo 1 e e thmk that the answer of " y " 
really put the~ into a disbe~eving. mood. I have heard ~at 
the School. of S1~als arc now mdentmg for a 38-seatcr Le la d 
Counterpoise for issue to Al3 station Y n 
. We ~nally arrived at Limeray a~ut half an hour late and 
1mmed1a.tely started to load all the stores and equipment into 
~e fish1~g boat. ~s Limcray is only a very small fishin 
v11l~gc w1thour. a Jetty, all kit had to be loaded onto th~ 
fish.mg boat usmg a small rowing boat from the rocky beach 
'J?lis was a rather ~low procedure, the rocks being very slippery 
wuh ~ca-weed. With all personnel and stores finally aboard 
we said our farewells to Sergeant Muir and Lance-Co oral 
Crawfo~d, who returned to Stornoway to work the otheq>r d 
of the hnk. en 

It wa~ inten~ed to work the Al3 from the boat, but this 
proved impossible due to heavy interference from the ho t 
m?tor, a!1d the fact ~at the film unit had begun filming M~ 
Nigel Nicolson and his son, Adam. The boat trip lasted fo; 
about ai:i . h~ur and a _half, and we finally landed on the 
isthmus Jommg the two islands, where again all the equipment 
and personnel had to be loaded using the small rowing boat. 

Hou~e bland 

On one ?f the ~o connected islands there is a small cottage 
hence the island is called House Island, the other being called 
Rough Island. The cottage was situated about two hundred 
yards from where we landed, and situated close to it at sea 
level, was to be the ce~trc of our camp. After the stores had 
been unloaded. and. earned to th~ camp area, the fishing boat 
left us to o~ 1solauon on the Shiant Isles. 

That evenmg was spent in sorting out stores and equipment 
and gett~ng to know each other. The party now consisted of 
twdnty-e1g~t people, Mr. Nigel Nicolson, the expedition leader, 
a octor, six cam~ra crew, four men and four girls to help with 
the general running of the expedition, ten young schoolboys 
Lance-Corporal Macdonald and myself. ' 

Hand ~enerator - not popular 
The following morning our scheduled call was made with 

S~ornoway a!1d Bland~ord without ~culty, although we were 
still only usmg the e~g.ht foot whip. This antenna was used 
througho1;1t the exped1t1on, and except in the late afternoon 
and eve~g wh~n our fr~quencies were swamped with Q.R.N. 
we had !Jule difficul~ JD working Blandford or Stornoway, 
our ~nly pr?J;>l7m bemg one of batteries. As there were no 
chargmg faciJ!ties. on the. island, we took with us the hand 
generator ~h1ch 1s supplied with the Al3. We found this a 
most unsausfactory pi_ece of equipment, mainly due to the 
great amount of physical enerl?Y that had to be put into it 
to produce a very low return. Throughout the expedition the 
Al3 .worked like a dream. It says much for the Al3 when one 
C?ns1ders tha~ we were working five hundred miles on a 
eight foot whip, and normally using 1.5 watts and still getting 
through. 
A~er making .the early call, I spent the rest of the morning 

helping to. orgamse the camp, while Lance-Corporal Macdonald 
went out JD t~e small boat to . do some fishing and visit Mary 
Island, the third of the three islands that make up the Shiant 
group. 

Over two m illion puffin s 
That afternoon I spent walking around House Island with 

the doctor and although we were unable to identify all the birds 
that we saw, we did identify, the greater black backed gull 
cormorants, puffin, gannet, tern snipe and oyster catchers. W~ 
al o saw a great many seals around the island. It is said that 
~here are over two million puffins living on and around these 
islands and from the number that we saw this would appear 
to be. ~~e. It was also thought that no seals now lived in 
the v1c1mty but I counted twenty-nine on one day and on 
another occasion over fifty were seen. 
~e evening was spent with everyone sitting around the 

fire m the cottage chatting and drinking some of the 'vital ' 
stores. It was during the first evening that we noticed that it 
never became dark on the island there being a kind of twilight 
between sunset and sunrise which lasted for about three hours. 

Tlae daily round 
The next few days were spent in much the same way and 

between calls to Stornoway and Blandford we could always 
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FORMAL COMMUNICATIONS 
Lance-Corporal Macdonald on sched ule call to Sto rnoway and 

Blandford 

HUMAN COMMUNICATIONS 
Corporal Walker gets t hrough to the younger members of the team 

find some~ing "".ith whi.ch to occupy ourselve . L ance-Corporal 
Macdon.ald s mam. pastime was fishing and as the main diet 
on the .island conS1.sted of fish or lobster this could have been 
a full time occupation. On one occasion whilst out in the boat 
Lance-Corporal Macdonald found himself and ome of th~ 
youn~ boys almost adrift after an oar bad broken. On another 
occasion when out with some others of the party, the outboard 
!Dotor on the boat cut out and refused to restart. This was 
m very heavy sea.s with a strong wind blowing. After rowing 
for. ab?ut ten .nunut~. they found that they had only just 
maJ.?tamed th~ posmon. After a great deal of very bard 
rowmg they arrived back, very ' t and very tired. 

An outing t o ~fury I slaml 
On the Friday I was asked if I would take the boys over 

to Mary Island, and return the following day. Thi wa 
planned for two reasons, first to get the boy away from the 
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MOUNTAINEER 
Corporal Walker about to take some of the boys on cl im bing 

instruction 

POTENTIAL RECRUIT 
A young member of the team gets the idea 

cottage area so that uninterrupted filming could take place, and 
econdly, few of the boys bad ever done anything of this 

kind before and it would therefore be a new experience for 
them. 

It took two journeys in the boat to get us all over to Mary 
Island. The camp site that we had chosen was about three 
hundred feet above sea level, and a lot of work was done 
by the boys in getting all the equipment to the top. Besides 
•JUr personal kit we took four 88 sets for use by the boys, an 
A4-0 to keep in contact with House Island in case of any emer
gency, and a 160lb. tent for the boys to sleep in. As the wind 
was very strong and the island had no sheltered camping site, 
the danger of the tent blowing away was very real. We 
eventually had everything set up, and the boys cooked them-
elves a meal using Hexamine cookers. A small fire of drift 

wood was lit and the boys spent the evening sitting around 
it talking and baking potatoes. 

The weather the next morning turned out to be the best 
of the expedition. The boys spent the day exploring the island 
and reporting their movements back to the camp site using 
the 88 sets. I spent most of the morning out in a canoe, helping 

the film unit who were at that time filming in some of the 
caves around Mary Island. In the afternoon the kit was carried 
down to the beach ready for the trip back. It was whilst doing 
this, that I managed to slip on the rocks at the water's edge 
and pull a leg mu cle. We eventually arrived back at the cottage 
that evening to a meal of crab and lobster. 

AlfoJt••th••r n fnutnstic week 
unday wa spent in sorting out the stores and equipment 

ready for the trip back to Stornoway the next day. By this 
time the island was out of ' vital ' store , which was the only 
reason we could see for returning to civilisation. It was the 
general opinion, that deep down no one wanted to leave, least 
of all Lanee-CoJ]>Oral Macdonald and myself. It had been a 
fanta tic week for the both of u . Not only had we got away 
from the routine work of the School, but we had escaped 
from all noise, pressure, and the filthy air of the civilised 
world. 

The last evening was again spent around the fire in . the 
cottage, only this time it was a case of exchanging addresses, 
and talking about what we would like to do in the future. 
One thing that came out was that the film unit were off to 
Afghanistan in September. I wonder . . .. 

.!\ud s o back t o Blandford 
T he following morning was one of feveri h acuv1ty as all 

the stores had to be put aboard the fishing boat which was 
due to arrive at 7 o'clock. The main party then had to go 
to Stornoway airport to catch the 12 o'clock flight to Glasgow. 
T he fishing boat was to return and take the advance party to 
T arbart, on the south end of the Isle of Lewis, where they 
were to drive back to London. 

POSTCBIPT 

' The Wire ' has pleasure in publishing the following 
extract from a letter written by Mr. Nigel Nicolson 
to Lieutenant-Colonel Talbot at the School of Signals. 

" I cannot tell you how much your N .C.0 .s contributed to 
the success of our expedition. It was not only that our party 
felt safer in our isolation for the link they provided with the 
out ide world, and the fun (enjoyed equally by boys and adults) 
of our thrice-daily signals with Stornoway and Blandford, and 
our inter-island communications. But the two men with us 
raised the morale, and heightened the pleasure, of the entire 
party by their good humour, their helpfulness in all situations, 
and the spirit with which they entered into our very unmilitary 
activities and camp life. We bad invited them to provide us 
with a radio link in case of danger or accident. This function 
they performed admirably, but I had never dared hope that 
they would contribute so mucb more. 

" They mended our oil-burner, taught the boys rock climbing 
and lobster fishing, did more than their share of camp chores, 
and were always patient with the endless fascination shown by 
the boys in your transmitters. In particular, I shall always 
remember the trouble taken by Corporal Wa'ker in setting up 
the boys' camp on Mary I sland, looking after them so well 
when he was the only adult to spend a night with them there 
(telling them stories round the camp fire far into the night), and 
in humping their big tent 300ft. up steep slopes to the top of 
the island. 

" It was too bad that be should have strained a muscle in 
bringing it down again next day, and I hope he has recovered 
from this injury, the only one which the party sustained. 
Lance-CoJ]>Oral Macdonald was also unfailingly helpful from 
start to finish, and I greatly appreciated his co-operation in 
everything I asked him to do. Both men showed the greatest 
initiative and were a credit to the Royal Signals. 

"Inevitably I saw less of Sergeant Muir and Lance-Corporal 
Crawford, bur was always aware of their support and efficiency 
at the other end of our link, as I was of other people whom 
I never met, at Blandford, including yourself. I do hope that 
the exercise was helpful to you too. When our film is eventually 
shown on television, none of the viewers will be aware of the 
presence and help of your party, but all of us who were there 
will remember it for a long time. Thank-you very much indeed." 

In an earlier signal from the Shiants, Mr. Nicolson says: 
"Boys learning rock climbing from CoJ]>Oral Walker and 
fishing from Lance-CoJ]>Oral Macdonald. Both Signallers help
ful far beyond call of duty. Wish I had powers of promotion. 
Royal Signals now have ten potential recruits." 
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Fourth of a series sponsored by 

H.Q. 2 Signal Group 

Communication 

Centres 

of the U.K. 

YORK 

Situated in the shadows of the ancient walls of historic York 
and within easy walking distance of the famous Minster, the 
Comcen H .Q. Northern Command has been in its present 
loca~on, in the grounds of Fishergate House, since 1954. 
Previously it was located in Fishergate House itself and an 
even earlier home, during the period 1939 - 1947 was in Mel
bourne Chapel Hall nearby. Prior to 1969 the present building 
hou~d both the Command Signal Centre and a major Relay 
Statton. In February 1969 after IS years' operation the Relay 
Centre closed due to rationalisation. 

Staff 

The Con_icen is manned by a civilian staff with many 
years expenence, most of whom have served in the Armed 
Forces. They are augmented by seven charming members of 
the W.R.A.C. 

R e s1•ousibilities 
The Comcen at York serves H.Q. Northern Command, an 

Infantry Records Office, a Regimental Pay Office and a num
ber of units in York, Harrogate and Ripon. 

Mem bers of t he York Comcen are an enthusiastic and ha ppy 
lot. T he Minster (photo I) dominates the ci t y a nd the 
Com cen works practically in it s shadow. Mrs. P. Medd 
(phot o 2) is the Supervisor and she has been with the Comcen 
for 18 years. Another smiling member of t he St aff is Pr ivate 
Jenny Wrigglesworth, W.R.A.C. (photo 3). At t he age of 18 
Private Rosemary Wilson, Wrac (phot o 4) is t he cu rre nt 
ho lder of the Army Women's Foil Championship and a 

member of the Combined Services Fenci ng T eam 



THE ADOPTION CEREMONY 
On the dais, from left to right : The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre, Clerk to the States Mr. P. J. Radice, Colonel 

I. M. Rose and the President, Mr. G. W. Baron. The trumpeters are Sergeants Greer and Lawson 
In the background: S.S.M. Ron Block 

30th REGIMENT MAKE HISTORY 
First British Army Unit to be adopted by Alderney 

.\lderney adoption of 30th Signal Beghnent 
In a simple and impressive ceremony held on the Butes 

in Alderney at 11.30 on Saturday, 4th September, the people 
of Alderney adopted 30th Signal Regiment. Watche_d by a large 
and appreciative crowd of island members and holiday-makers, 
the President of the States Mr. G. W. Baron, accompanied by 
Colonel I. M. Rose, Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre and 
Mr. P. W. Radice, mounted the saluting dais in front of which 
a detachment of the Regiment presented arms and two 
trumpeters of the Corps Band in full dress scarlet uniform 
sounded the General Salute. Among the spectators for the 
occasion were the Governor's Representative in Alderney, 
Group Captain (retd.) E. F. J. Odoire, D.F.C., A.F.C., and 
the Chief Signal Officer, Anny Strategic Command, Brigadier 
G. Proudman, M.B.E. 

The President, accompanied by Colonel Rose acting in the 
capacity of Royal Sipnals representative inspected the detach
ment. During his aadress Mr. Baron said: "The States and 
people of Alderney extend a special welcome to you today. 
There is no record of any unit of the British Army previously 
being adopted by our island. Your Regiment, therefore, has 
this unique honour-an honour justly due to so popular an 
arm of Her Majesty's Forces. 

"We are delighted that you have accepted our invitation. 
You have left lasting and deep-seated impressions from your 
visits; the works and improvements you have carried out have 
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been of great benefit to the community. By this simple cere
mony which we are enacting today, the mutual bond of friend
ship which has been achieved will have been greaty strength-
ened. . 

" The 30th Signal Regiment bas a standing invitation to our 
island at all times, so that this association may for many 
years continue. In recognition of this occasion I would ask 
you to accept from the people of Alderney this plate of silver, 
suitably inscribed with the Alderney crest." Mr. Baron then 
presented a silver salver to Colonel Rose. 

In reply, Colonel Rose said: "It is with profound an.d 
sincere gratitude that I accept on behalf of 30th Signal Regi
ment the token of adoption by the ancient island of i\lderney, 
aware indeed that it is the highest mark of affecuo~ and 
esteem that it is within your power to bestow on a Regiment 
of Her Majesty's Regular Forces. 

" Your island of Alderney has, in its 2,000 years and more 
long been associated with men-at-arms who have travelled 
across the seas and rested in her land, with the attendant 
problems of signalling back to their mother country. 

" I like to feel it is not inappropriate that you have chosen to 
bestow this high honour of adoption upon .a ~egirnent which 
bas as its primary task the role of commumcatmg from plac~s 
around the world back to its mother country and at this 
moment many members of the Regiment are so deployed on 
operation. 
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·· \Ye have come t? Y?ur island over the last two years to 
exercise. our commurucauo~s, and we have made many friend
h1ps with your people which I am sure a · the years go by will 

flourish and strengthen the ties that are now being so firmly 
bonded between us. 

" Mr. President, we would ask you to accept on this great 
casion in the life of 30th Signal Regiment this trumpet and 

banner with its figure of Mercury, the central figure of our 
Regimental badge, i;n the hope that it may long continue to 
ound out as a reminder of the honourable bonds of affection 

which have been forged here today." 
The President also presented the Regiment with a silver 

wan uitably mounted and inscribed: "From the People of 
Alderney," as a trophy for inter-Squadron competition within 
th~ Regiment. 

For the ceremony, ceremonial fanfares entitled 'The Alderney 
F- nfare ' were specially composed by Captain K. R. R. 
BouJd.ing, L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., B.B.C.M., the Director of 
Music Royal Corps of Signals. 

After the ceremony, the President of the States and States 
,\1embers entertained the Royal Signals representatives, the 
Commanding Officer, Officers and Warrant Officers of the 
Regiment to a vin d'honneur and luncheon. 

A sign of the times 
Muscle-power gave way to machine-power in 4 Signal Group 

when two ' second generation ' mechanical trench diggers 
'lrrived from U.K. in August. One of the new diggers has been 
'lllocated to 21st Signal Regiment and one to the S.W.S. Troop 
t Sennelager. The safe arrival of the trench diggers in 

B.A.O.R. represents a triumph of tenacity and perseverance 
for Captain (TOT) Leslie Hooper and Major (Retd.) Bryn 
Parsonage of the S.W.S. Section, H.Q. 4 Signal Group, who 
have had the responsibility for obtaining financial approval 
for purchase of the machines, placing the order with the manu
facturers, finding the necessary funds for purchase from within 
the B.A.0.R. S.W.S. allocation, and finally, arranging hipment 
of the diggers to B.A.O.R. The trench diggers are Davis 300 
models, and are the standard type used by the Post Office 
C:Orporation in the United Kingdom. The machines are self
propelled, on tracks, and a trailer is supplied with each equip
ment to enable it to be transported quickly from one working 

GOODBYE TO DIGGING 
Signalman Harry Kaye about to start a dig. The direction of move
ment is right to left, with the operator looking backwards to check 

on the alignment of the trench 

location to the next. The Davis 300 will dig a trench of 
2ft. 6in. to Sft. deep and from 4in. to lOin. wide at a speed of 
up to 960 feet per hour, depending on soil. An angled dozer
blade fitted at the back of the tractor enables trenches to be 
filled in mechanically after the cab! has been laid. The machine 
is equipped with a thru t-borer attachment which will drill 
horizontally under roads, etc., to a distance of 80 feet. The 
machine is powered by a 10 h.p. Lister diesel engine. 

The advantages of the Davis 300 over the earlier type of 
mechanical digger in use in B.A.0.R. lies in its employment of 
the endless-belt type scoop, the provision of a tbrust-borer, and 
the fact that it is self-propelled. The scoop enables a much 
narrower trench to be dug, at greater speed, and the self
propulsion enables the machine to move steadily forward a 
the trench is excavated. There is much less movement of earth 
to obtain the same depth of lay and the speed of digging is 
very much faster than that of the first generation of diggers. 

WELCOME TO THE CORPS 
NO. 76 ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS QUALIFYING COURSE FOR OFFICERS NEWLY COMMISSIONED INTO ROYAL SIGNALS 

Bock row (left to right): Second-Lieutenants Crowley, Davies, Elson, Harris, Hewitt, Hope, Lawson, Lynam 
Front row (left to right): Second-Lieutenants Mcleod, Manders, Podmore, Richardson, Smedley, Telfer, Turner, Watchus, Wood 
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he only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
pack to form a 1 OOW man
porta ble or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFOND 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division cl> 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telepllone: 01-874 7281 ,.,. 
A Member Company of the Rcdlf fus lon Organisation 
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AFCENT MARCHING TEAM 
The Corps provides 7 members of this enthusiastic band (I absent from photo). Note cups and medals 

Corps Soldiers more than hold their 
International circles 

• own 1n 

227 Signal Squatlron (AFCENT) show the /lag in athletics anti manhing 

ATHLETICS 

Our more energetic members have not been letting the grass 
grow under their feet. The Squadron acquitted themselves well 
in an international athletics meeting staged on 21st July. 

Overawed 

Initially our athletes were rather overawed by our trans
Atlamic allies, who breezed in with a laconic "Hi yuh awl," 
dressed in vests emblazoned with ' Kent State,' ' Pennsylvania 
High ' and other distinguished institutions, providing a role 
call of America's higher seats of learning. 

The Squadron's only answer was provided by Corporal Pete 
Catterall who, judging by his vest, was educated at Heineken 
College. This, he assures us, was where he satisfied his thirst 
for learning. Corporal Ian Dudding, our athletic chief clerk, 
provided our only other touch of colour with a track suite 
obviously purloined from 216 Parachute Signal Squadron. 

Gernaans provide 01tposltio11 
The meeting quickly developed into a two-horse race with 

the Germans dominating the sprints, while the Squadron 
reigned supreme in the middle-distance events. Success in the 
field events was shared between the two. 

The Americans added a toucti of colour to all events but 
failed to produce a winner. 

Sergeant Leo Smale showed that his efforts in running 
errands since the birth of his daughter has paid dividends by 
winning the 800 and 1600 metres and assisting the Squadron 
to win the 4 x 400 metres relay. 
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Corporal Bob Harber, our stalwart from line section, took 
second place in throwing the hammer. He felt a bit embarrassed 
at this success as the organisers did not require him to throw a 
jumper as well. He trains hard on Amstel beer. This, he tells 
us, gives him a good solid base to throw from. 

Corporal Ian Dudding took time off from trying to teach 
Mrs. Sharon Parry's typewriter how to spell, and won the 
hop, step and jump. We can only hope he will enjoy a similar 
success with our civilian typist's machine. 

Chain of command race a real thriller 
Perhaps the most exciting event proved to be the 4 x 100 

metres chain of command race. The Squadron in this event 
was ably represented by Captains Jon Ingram and Alan Pearce, 
Staff Sergeant fun Walker and S.S.M. Bert Bowes. The final 
leg saw Bert and the German first sergeant Hfw. Von Kied
rowski racing for the line and ending in a dead heat. The 
Germans were amazed at this fantastic turn of speed on Bert's 
part and demanded a saliva test. We are not sure what this 
has proved, as the vet's report reads: "This horse will never 
regain full health and should be put down at once." 

Final stores were: U.K. Nationals, 181 points; German 
Nationals, 92 points; Canadian Nationals, 34 points; American 
Nationals, 20 points; Netherlands, 7 points. 

In fairness n must be pointed out that the largest contin
gents were those from U.K., U.S.A. and Germany. We feel 
sure that this result will ensure that the strains of ' Deutschland 
Overalls ' will echo no more around the Maa tricht sports 
arena. At least, not until the Sergeants' Mess take on the 
German Senior N.C.O.s at soccer again! 
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O VER 100 MEDALS AND 20 TROP HI ES ! 
AFCENT's march ing team, from left to right : Corporal Norman 
Troughton, Signal men Mike Rennison, Joe Dennett, Dave Dean, 

Cor porals Kei th Roytho rne and Pete Catterall 

AFC~T MARCDING ~IEN 

The AFCENT marching team with seven regular members 
from the Squadron have been very acti~e thi pa~t few ~o~ths. 
Recent events have included marches m Maastnc;ht, D1ekir~h, 
Amersfoort Viborg (Denmark), Ardennes (~elgmm), Rhem
dablen, Appledooro and ijmegen. Re~resentmg the Squadron 
in these marches were Corporals Keith Roythorne, Norman 
Troughton and Pete Catterall, Lance-Corpo~al John ~ugford, 
Signalmen Dave Dean, Joe Dennett and Mike Renruson. 

All are keen to point out the ~enefits derived fro~ mar:c~~g 
regularly but are reticent when ~t comes to ?ie soc1al activmes 
associated with the marches. This sport provides a good oppor
tunity for making contact with the local populace who are 
extremely keen on this acn vity. 

The success of our marchers is reflected in the medals and 
trophies collected by them. Corporal Keith Roythorne and 
Norman Troughton ar.e rapidly reaching tht: stage wher~ _they 
look like English version of Herman Goenng. We anacipate 
further successes, and an increase in numbers participating in 
this very popular sport. 

BAOR Royal Signals KAPE 
by Lieutenant Tom Moncur 

A S you should all know KAPE stands for ' Keep the 
Army in the Public Eye,' and is a means of improving 

recruiting of both soldiers and W.R.A.C. The method employed 
has been well tried and tested. Vehicles and equipment in 
common use by the Army are taken to various towns _in the U.K. 
and their purpose explained to the general public. By thus 
showing those interested at first hand what the Army does, 
it is hoped to stimulate enquiries and thus increase our 
chances of recruitment. This year the C.S.O. Scotland 
requested that a Royal Signals KAPE team be ent to 
Scotland from B.A.0.R. in order to support the Corps Mobile 
Display, Quicksilver, in presenting a modern image of the 
Corps. 

The lot fell upon 4th Signal Group to provide the vehicles 
and personnel from the joint resources of 16th and 21st Signal 
Regiments. It was decided that an officer should be provided by 
21st Signal Regiment to command the tour and that equipment 
should be diosen from both Regiments to give a fair repre
sentation of their respective roles. 

The formidable process of documentation was then et in 
motion, advances of allowances were obtained and stocks 
of wax polish replenished in preparation for the task ahead. 
Staff Sergeant Frank Crawford, of 3 Squadron, 16th Signal 
Regiment, wa~ appointed to act as Second-in-Command of 
the tour and to organise preparations from 16th Signal Regiment 
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while Lieutenant Tom Moncur, as tour O.C., co-ordinated 
activitie at R.A.F. Wildcnra~h . . 

Much credit is due to L1eutc11ant-Colonel G ibson, of 16th 
ignal Regiment and to Lieutenant~Colon~ Phippard, ?f 21st 
ignal Regiment, for the way in which vehicles ~nd equ1p~ent 

were so readily made available. The final .selection of _vehicles 
·onsi ted of four Austin one ton K.9 vehicles, two with D .11 
~stallations and two with C.41 installations._ I.n the week befo~e 
the scheduled departure date, mi;ich actlv!tY was spen_t ID 

bringing the vehicles up to a ~ghly polished professional 
finish of Quicksilver. Corporal Mi~e Pawl!lck, Lanc~Corpo~a! 
Dave Innis, Signalman Jack St:ralton1 S1gnalma'! Geordie 
Gargett, Signalman Tom Cra~ford, Signalman :8tU ~ederson, 
Signalman Pete Finlayson, Signalman Pete Hill, Signalman 
Andy Stewart all pitched in with . a ven~eance . to get mops, 
pails, buckets and soapy water fiymg funously m the process 
of vehicle cleaning. 

Many miles were covered, i;neanwhilf:'., by 1:-ieutenant _Moncur 
in finalising movement details, checkmg bills ?f 1.admg . and 
multiple copies of customs forms - all essential 1Dgred1ents 
of any move with equipment to U.K. 

The tour left R .A.F. Wildenrath on Saturday 22nd May for 
che Zeebrugge-Dover ferry crossing that night. A long drive 
then followed up to Catterick for the overnight stop. Afre~ a 
refreshing night's rest the team pushed on next day to Edin
burgh for a few days' stay with 242 Signal Squadron, where 
Major Gerry Fleming had kindly allocated t~e team some 
superb facilities in tht: way of accommodat!on and POL 
replenishment. The sta!Ds of travel were quickly removed, 
and after a rest day in Scotland's capital city the ream moved 
to Dundee for the first shows of the tour. 

The next three days were hot and furious. L ance-Corporal 
Moran who had come off leave to volunteer for the tour, 
was hard put to stop some enthusiastic young ters climbin~ 
the Clark Mast in his vehicles for a closer look at the y~g1 
antennae. Speculation as to their purp?se ra!l~ed from t~levis1on 
receivers to tracking devices for foreign rrnlitary satellites. 

Dundee was the team's first experience of the considerable 
strain involved in keeping a KAPE ~how on. the road. />1uch 
patience was needed ~ dea~i~ with persis~ent and lively 
youngsters, and a fair bit of msight was reqwre~ to sort out 
the genuine enquiries from those who were JUSt m out <;>f .the 
bad wearller. The ability to communicate well . verbally 1s . un
portant, and we like to ?iink that if OU! en9uirers are still a 
bit hazy about the physics of sub-mulnp!exmg, the)'. at lea~r 
have a good idea of why that particular piece of eqwpment is 
there. 

After three days in D undee, the team ll"l:ov~d to Glasgo~v 
for the remaining 12 days of the to~. This mvol".'ed a .fair 
bit of movement; the team was required to set up m . various 
public parks in Glasgow, spending two or three days m each. 

Dark and dismal stories had been recounte~ to u s of ~e 
awful things they had done to KAPE teams m G lasgow ID 

the past. Our apprehension proved unfounded 1!owever, and, 
in fact, not one item of equipment was lost .. ~s v.:as alm?st 
certainly due to Quicksilver's superb orgamsatlon m havmg 
a 24-hour guard on the site, and a cenain amount of care
fully disseminated propagan da to thC? e!fect that '. M r .. Magne
tron • walked the site after dark, p1ck10g out with his X-ray 
vision all would-be pilferers. 

The only real way to gauge the succi:ss of a KAPE tour 
is the increase in the number of applicants to ~e Army 
Careers Information Office in the particular town mvolved. 

Early figures published by the ACIO indicate a. tremendous 
upsurge in all kinds of recruiting in Glasgow, ma1Dly as a re
sult of the largest, longest and most complicated KAPE in 
the history of the ACIO. The Royal Signals KAPE w~s 
only a part of the whole, but we have at least had our fai r 
share of the recruiting increase. 

From the personal angle, the tour was a great success, and 
everyone enjoyed it. !mmensely and f:l~ that they had done 
something very pos1t1ve to help recru1tmg. 

{)ORPS DIAIUES 1 U72 

Corps diaries for 1972 are now in stock and can be 
ordered from Association Headquarters at 30p each post 
free. The diary is of the slimfold type identical with the 
1971 diary which proved very popular. Good stocks are 
held but the earlier orders are received the better. 
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7th REGIMENT'S SUB-AQUA CLUB VISITS ELBA 
-Life under the waves has a fascination of its own 

DOWN IN THE GREEN DEPTHS 
Signalmen john Mizzi and Nigel Sherratt tangle with an octopus 

Exercise 'Triton Thrust ' 
m HE Regimental sub-aqua club's annual jaunt this year 
I took them to the island to which N apoleon was exiled, 

namely Elba . 

IEss~ntial stor••s nearly lost 
The 1,000-mile journey through Southern Germany, across 

the Swiss Alps and down the west coast of Italy was nor 
without incident. One of the two four-ton vehicles broke down 
at Frankfurt and was left there with the non-essential stores 
(including-heaven forb.id- the entire liquid refreshments for 
the expedition) and a forlorn L8.!1ce-Corporal. ' Bart ' B~olo
mew and Signalman Tony Spnnger. ~appily the Re~ment 
wa able to provide a replacement vehicle1 transfer the mter
national insurance, thus enabling a beammg Tony and Bart 
to arrive on Elba (complete witil the _nearly undepleted . ~eer 
ration) only four hours after rile remamder of the expedinon. 
Well done, M .T . Troop! 

ll.-lm•tant rist1rs 
On the island a rented camp, complete with field kitchen, 

was set up close to the water's edge and the serious part of 
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rile exercise began. Every morning before breakfast everyone 
had to complete an 800-metre swim. Signalman ' PJ ' 
McCaffery, being the most muscular member, was given the 
job of ensuring that no -one overslept or evaded this part of 
rhe training. It was amazing the variety of excu e that were 
put forward by reluctant risers to avoid the early-morning dip. 

Conditions perfect 

The diving around the island was excellent, and couldn't be 
compared witil the cold murky lakes where most of the members 
had carried out their training. There was underwater visibility 
of about 100 feet and the water was warm down to this depth. 
Divers found an abundance of octopi which they flushed out 
of their rocky lairs quite frequently and fried octopus wa 
often on rile evening menu. Also very fascinating were the 
fantastic undenvater rock formations with cliff faces de cending 
sheer to well over 100 feet, riddled with underwater caves and 
crevices. The deception of the good visibility coupled with 
the deepness of tile water close to the i land meant that one 
could easily find oneself deeper than intended without realising 
it. This, in fact, happened to Sta.ff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pete 
Clifton, a club member from 4 Division H.Q. & Signal Regi
ment, who, as dive leader, with Nigel Sherratt (our C.C.R. 
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Signal • son) whil t admiring a rocky cliff face suddenly reali~ed 
he wa below a hundred feet and with a co-diver who was 
only a trainee. 

dis overy 
The main souvenir of the trip was a long lo t relic oj World 

War I or II. It was a 1914 water-cooled Colt machine gun 
which was found and recovered from a depth of 13 5 feet and 
is at present being restored by a R.E.M.E. workshop. It is 
hoped to trace its history as the serial number is still legible. 
The average depth and duration of dives was 75 feet and 4-0 
minutes respectively, although the club's five second class 
divers carried out a deep dive to 175 feer. At this depth the 
weight of water on the body is about 90lb. per square inch 
and the danger of nitrogen narcosis is very real. However, 
the trip's only casualty was Corporal George Oilier, R.A.P.C., 
who somehow managed to impale his thigh with a barbed 
triton and had to have it removed in a local hospital. The only 
ympathy he got was the remark: cc You won't forget the 

name of this exercise, will you?" 

Next year Jamaica? 
All in all the exercise was a complete success, with everyone 

voting to go next year when it is hoped that 'Triton Thrust 2' 
will take place in Montego Bay, Jamaica. 

The Corps gets aroand (I) 

'E' Troop, 14th Regiment, Report from the 
Slopes of Mount Kenya 

Staff Sergeant Mick Jennings writes: 

cc REGULAR readers of the WIRE will remember that the 
last contribution by the ' Big E ' was from the sunny 

Bahamas and various places on the East coast of the U.S.A. If 
our identity is still a mystery, it may help to explain that we 
are an E21 Troop and involved in the adventurous business 
of providing the Force Rear Link for Strategic Command. 
Enough of the credits, now for the story. 

So as not to bore you with flight details, and the numerous 
tasks carried out prior to departure for East Africa, let it 
suffice to say that all 27 members of the Troop arrived. I will 
not say more than that because how would you feel after 
24 hours on a Hercules? 

The local scene 
Perhaps, firstly, a few details of our location. As the title 

suggests, we are directly beneath Mt. Kenya on an old 
disused race course, near a small town called Nanyuki. Nanyuki 
itself is nothing to write home about and consists of a few 
shops, numerous shanty houses and a main road which leads 
to Nairobi, some 186 kilometres away. What js lacking in the 
entertainment world is compensated by the breathtaking scenery 
and varied small animal and bird life. Nanyuki's main claim to 
fume is that the equator runs directly through the town. ·As 
a point of interest, the receiver site was situated in the northern 
hemisphere and the transmitter site in the southern hemisphere. 
This leads us to claim a Corps (if not an Army) record, in that 
one member of the Troop crossed the equator 68 times in 
one week. All claims to the above address will be carefully 
considered, and then rejected. If then mention of the equator 
conjures up visions of balmy hot African sunshine in your 
mind, one fac t of the geography is yet to be explained. 
Nanyuki is situated 6,500 feet above sea level and the cold 
during the early mornings and late evenings makes us all 
wonder about brass monkeys! However, to be fair, the sun 
does shine for a few hours a day and one will probably get a 
better suntan than in Worcester. 

Six days off t.o see Kenya 
On exercise, we work a shift system and, in this case, it 

has been so arranged that everyone bas six days off to go 
wherever they wish in Kenya. Particular credit must be given 
to Sergeant Dave Scott and his party, consisting of Corporal 
' Bumbles ' Bumby, Corporal 'Jock' Brett, Lance-Corporal 
'. Tubby ' McDougal and Signalman ' Mac ' McCullough, who 
Journeyed to the leave centre in Mombasa. They hired a taxi 
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ly ..Appointment to • Her MaJeaty the Queen . 

~ 
FOR 

Hatters 

INSPECTION 
You are probably now wearing an H. J. Service 
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are 
you 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated 
brochure for ordering by post shows our compre
hensive range of hats and caps to suit every 
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the 
coupon below. 

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS 
TO 

YOUR CORPS 

..... 
THE BURGHLEY 
One of our dual 
purpose felt hats. 
In rough finish 
Brown or Green. 
Price £6.f 5 
including postage. 

38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1 
Tel: 01-629 7177. 
Civil and Military Hatters. 

40a London Road, Camberley. {Wednesday. 
afternoons only). 

-----------Please send me 'The Complete Guide to Headwear' 

I NAM.._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I ADDRESS 

L-------
I 
I 
~ 
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for a distance of 2,000 miles .for £35 (which in itself must be 
some sort of record) and their return, bronzed and well satis
fied, has put idc~s of travel into all our heads. It would take 
a book to describe to you the places visited and wild life 
so far seen. In fact,. i.t could safely be said that we have 
spai:ined Kenya a~d "'.lSttcd many game parks and most places 
of mtercst, and JUdgmg by the posters and other souvenin 
~ollected the Tr~p crew room will soon echo (pun not 
mtended!) these v1s1ts. 

l .POJ•nrds on view 

One of the most enjoyable outings is an overnight trip to 
see the leopards of Secret Valley. These visits arc arranged 
by the owner of a local hostelry, ' The Sportsman's Arms • 
who by his very occupation we know well. As a result we hav~ 
obtained a two-thirds reduction of the tourist cost' and arc 
guarai:iteed the si.ght ~f a_ leopard, c;ir ~e price is refunded. The 
~vem1ght lodge is built m a clearmg m the woods, on similar 
Imes to ' Treetops.' 
Fort~ed by log fires and strong Kenya ales against the 

cold mgbt wmds, a wide variety of animals can be seen as 
they use the salt licks and eat the specially prepared and 
strongly fettered .. hunks of meat. On every occasion our 
members have v1s1ted Secret Valley, not one has been dis
appointed. Talking about leopards, a few days ago one attacked 
and. badl}'. injured two guard dogs only 150 yards from the 
receiver sue! needless to say, once this became general know
ledge, a marked absence of movement at night has been 
noticed! 

Our own pub 

A mention must be made of our very own pub, which has 
been brought into being by everyone on a self help or more 
correctly, help yourself basis. ' The Paddle A;ms ' has 
experienced many alcoholic nights and, in fact, its fame has 
sprc:ad so rapidly that members have found themselves being 
culuvated by other units, angling for invitations. Let it now 
be said that once bitten by the ' Paddle Arms ' bug is to be 
converted. But bow did it get such an unusual ni:me? One 
look at the barman's hands and arms would make the question 
{?Ointless. - ~orporal. Ro~ (Mafia) Andrews, plays volleyball 
hke a wmdmill, scoopmg m great puffs of air. We thank vou 
Roy for establishing another Troop tradition. · 

C.O. visits 
It was with great pleasure the other day that we were able 

to welcome our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. 
Baker, on a whirlwind visit from U.K. It is a pity that his 
visit was so short although, after looking around the detach
n_:ient,. he did .ma~age to see two lions in a most compromising 
sJtuauon, which 1s more than most of us have seen in ten 
weeks - the lions themselves I mean, of course! 

Seeing the world 
What more is there to say about a very successful exercise, 

other than applications from anyone wishing to join a globe
trotting Troop (10 countries in 10 months cannot be bad!), 
which we earnestly believe not only to be the best in the 
Regiment but the best in the Anny, will be considered on 
merit. If you think you're good enough, then you'll be made 
welcome into the 'Big E' and 'Paddle Anns fraternity.' 

The Corps gets around (2) 

3 Squat/ran, 2ntl Division Signal Regiment 
Report from Denmark 

ON 28th July this year 3 Squadron of the 2nd Division H.Q. 
and Signal Regiment, together with clements of I 

Squadron and R.H.Q. Squadron and with two Wessex heli
copters from 18 Squadron, R.A.F. Gutersloh, visited the 
Sjaellandshe Telegrajregiment (Zealand Signal Regiment) at 
H!i!velte, fifteen miles north of Copenhagen. 

.Joint trnlnlug the aim 
The principal aim of the visit was to do a joint exercise 

training all personnel in co-operating aod inter-operating with 
a friendly foreign force. We took with us to this purpose 
enough manpower and equipment to establish two comhcads 
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plu.s two radio relay detachments to provide our communi
cations. 

The move up was uneventful and after a night halt in 
Puttgarten we crossed on the ferry over to R0dbyhaven in 
Zealand. There we were met by our hosts who after warmly 
welcoming us guided us to their barracks. 

After settling in we were formally greeted by Colonel 
Skovgaard, Commander Zealand Signal Regiment, and by 
~lone! Pe~ersen, the Commander 1st Battalion of the Zealand 
Signal Regiment. We were then briefed on the barracks the 
Regiment and its task by Major Fourholt, the Company 
Commander of the Company whose special respomibility we 
were. 

The J•lensures of CopN1hngen 

Our first day out, the Saturday, was taken up by a coach 
to!-.Jr <;>f Copenhagen taking in such sights as the Royal Palace, 
Tivoli Garden and, of course, the Little Mermaid which 
has come to be associated with Copenhagen the world over. 
The evening was spent taking in some of Copenhagen's most 
interesting night life. No one had any of Lord Longford's 
terrible experiences though. 

The Sunday being a very hot day trips down to the beach 
were organised. Having already heard rumours about the 
fre~r attitude of local young ladies when on the beach the 
excuement reached fever pitdi. as we pulled up by the beach. 
We were not to be disappointed, the glorious weather had 
brought out people in their thousands and an interesting day 
was spent by all in studying the ' flora and fauna ' of the 
Danish beaches. 

GETIING ROUND COPENHAGEN 
Signalmen John Bridges, David Ryalls and Michael Warrington pose 

with a Guardsman outside the Danish Royal Palace 

haterchahge. of per~ormel 
On Monday began the central feature of our visit, Exercise 

' Pigtail.' Our task was to et up nvo cornhead with inter
connecting communications and flank circuits to two Dani h 
comheads. Having establi hed communications atisfactorily we 
set about visiting the Danish comheads and exchanging per
sonae!. This was quite easy for the radio relaymen and lineman 
but proved a little more difficult for operators who at times 
required an interpreter both for procedure and text. 

After the job exchange and familiari ation we carried out 
several tactical moves using the seep-up technique. One rather 
amusing incident occurred when two packets met each other at 
a crossroad , resulting in a somewhat bcmu ed Briti h comhead 
Commander arriving in location with a completely mixed 
packet. Fortunately the matter was resolved before any of the 
' powers that be ' found our. 
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\\ e e t•el at Danish n.-gimrntnl sports 
On the afternoon of our return ~o barracks tJ:ie . D anes 

held their Regimental sports day, which we were invited to 
enter a a Squadron. Our successes urprised even our. most 
fervent supporter . Driver Mick Donaghue came econd m the 
lOOm. print, Corporal Dave Wells first and Corporal Dave 
Wheatley third in the ISOOm. Signalman Keeler first and W.0.1 
(F. of S.) Geoff Fordom fourth in the shot, Si~nalman Don 
Pawlow first and Signalman Bill Lofts second . JU the lOOm. 
free style wimming and Signalman Stew B~y, ~ill Lofts, Dave 
Doust, Don Paw:ow first in the SOm: wimmmg relay. Our 
football team being only a quadron side was unable to over
come the Danish ignal Regimental team and went down four 
goal to one after a Jong and gallant battle. . 

The Squadron drill squad, tra?-ned by S.S:M·. Geoff McKie, 
gleaming in their ilDil)aculate uniforms, was mvned t~ perform 
half way through the athletics and late! as th~ ope~mg event 
(dare we ay star attraction) at the neighbouring Life Guard 
Regiment's open day. On both days they were loudly applauded, 
as indeed they deserved. . 

The two RAF. Wessex helicopters came into their <?Wn on 
the open day. They g~ve a ~emonstration of an airbo~e 
infantry attack using Damsh sold1~rs a;id then a demo~strauon 
of Air Sea Rescue (one had to 1magme the grass p1~ch was 
really a rough sea). In this they did a ~eat de~l to rmprove 
the already high standard of Anglo-Darush relations. 

A talk irom the :uinist.er of For ign Affairs 
Monday wa ~e. !ast of our fi:ee days. and we took the 

opportunity of visiting .the Darush P_arliame?t where the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs gave us an mteres~ng talk. A!ter
wards, we spent some time in souvenir huntmg and s1ght-
eeing. . 

1 
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The following day the Squadron took part JU a patro exercise 
with the Danes. This involved us in a very tough course over 
varied countryside testing both stamina and map reading ability. 

The social side of the visit must not be forgotten. The 
Squadron set up two messes, one for soldiers and junior N.C.O:s 
and one for the senior N.C.O.s, W.O.s and Officers. From this 
firm base we were able to return, in a small way, the generous 
hospitality of the Danes, who went to a great deal of .trouble 
to ensure we were made welcome and had everythmg we 
needed. 

IN APPRECIATION 
Major Ronnie Sampson presenting Colonel E. Skovgaard, Commander 
of the Zealand Signal Regiment, with the Corps half centenary 

trumpeter figurine 
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Goodb:'I'" to J(ood friends 

All good things must come to an end and so it was with 
our vi it to Denmark. We had all made a great number of 
friends and it was amid farewells and promises to meet again 
that we started on our way home, taking back with us many 
happy memories of our stay in Denmark. 

However we were not too sad because we knew that later 
in September we w?uld again be seein~ our friends whe~ they 
p::iy us a return visit. We are all looking forwar.d t<? .this and 
preparations are already well under way for their visit. 

The Corps gets artJUnd (3) 

Report from Brunei 
Lieutenant John MaeLean, on detachment with The Royal 

Brunei Malay Regiment, reports to his C.O.: 

" After a week here, I felt it was time I sent you a report 
on some of the aspects of training in the Task Force. 

I bad a first class trip to Brunei and was met by the C.O., 
Lieutenant-Colonel John Davis, at the airport. Since the~ both 
he and his wife and all the officers have been very hospitable. 
I don't think I've been in the Mess once for dinner. 

I suppose it was a bit embarrassing on their Regimental 
Athletics day since I won the 5,000m running for SuI?port 
Company, beating 0e chap who reckoned the cup was his by 
right, having won It for the last 5-odd years. In fact, I was 
presented with a shield instead by the Sultan. The only pr?blem 
so far is that everybody greets me personally, and with at 
least SO-odd names to learn, I am often at a loss to know who 
I'm talking to--especially the numerous Malay officers. 

There is certainly a contrast be~een the rut?dowx.i in Singa
pore and the build up here .. I th11?1< the main thing I h.ave 
discovered is how much one is cushioned by Ordnance against 
some of the problems they are finding here. For instance there 
is only one Force Ordnance Officer who contr:ols a budg.et of 
some £5 million, and in consequence the Force 1s well furrushed 
with jet ranger helicopters and hovercraft. I went out. on one 
of the 50 knot Patrol boats yesterday for gunnery pracuce. The 
infantry of five rifle companies are equiped with Ml6 rifles, 
tampella mortars, spandaus (MG-42) and so on. The big 
problem naturally enough, is spares. 

ALL THINGS COME TO THE CORPS 
Lieutenant John Maclean on patrol In Brunei 
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They have purchased the Racal HF range of manpack sets 
for battalion communications, but there are any number of 
different sets in use for ship to shore and air to ground links. 
There is a real compatabillty problem and the whole system 
is being reviewed. Gordon Mills (GIII Signals) is kept busy 
organising proper transmitter and receiver sites, operations 
rooms, etc. The Malay R.S.O. spends most of his time in
structing battalion signallers, of which there are few and a real 
crash programme is in hand. I have found myself with plenty 
of work to do, helping to set up the foundations for reliable 
inter-Company communications, and sorting out their kit 
problems, battery shop, and the other basic nuts and bolts. 

The amenities here are first rate. I have been playing a lot 
of tennis. There is an Olympic size pool which is hardly used, 
and I have just returned from having a difference of opinion 
with one of their horses. I am playing cricket on Sunday in a 
needle match against the Yacht Club, so if you find me back 
on your doorstep on Monday morningo, I shall have played 
true to form. 

UK or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special 
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it v..ill be ready and waiting 
for you at the airport-fully insured, with all the paperwork completed for the U.K.. 
Europe. or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts. special 
H.P. terms, the lot .• . . Plua a ahe•f of colour brochures of •II the tat.at 
model• to browae through at lelaure. Then(s no obligation whatever. You can 
weigh eve1ything up, take your time choosing-and take delivery wherev&r you land . 
Post to : NATOCARS ltd., Moorllnch Garage, 
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488 ........................... 

I Please send me your Information Pack-without obligation. w10 • 

I ::::~;~~~~~~~ ::.·::::.-::·::·.-:·:~::::·::_~~~.:·:.::::~_._._._._._.::.·.·.::::.: i 
I Tax free for U.K. and then •• ····-·--·---------····-···-·· (country) I I Tax paid for U.K. on/y _ _ (llck) ~ J" ......... ~ • I Delivery Date .............. ~ ~er 1'0 I 
I I 
I I 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

REGULATION PATTERN 

ROY Al SIGNALS STABLE BEL TS 
Home -79p each plus Sp post 
Abroad-70p each plus Sp post 

Wall Shields 7• x 6• Royal Signals 
Pace Sticks 

ERNEST GOODRICH 
S~la//st In the supply of Military Requisites 

44, WESTON AVENUE, 
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY 

£1.50 
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Moss Bros would like 
you to take the credit 
for being well dressed 

-and make it easy for 
you to enjoy fine clothes 
with their Monthly 
Subscription Plan. 

Suits from £34·50 
Sizes up to 52" 
ready to wear 

Moss Bros 
Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 8JB 

(near Leicester Square station) 
Lime Street, E.C.3 and Branches 

And now Au Bon Marche in Paris 

Moss Bros are buyers of Army, Naval and RA F Swords, 
Sporting Guns, Fishing Rods and Tackle, Saddlery, 

Ski Equipment, Golf Clubs and everything that men wear. 
Official tailors to the Royal Signals 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ll lllllllll1llllllllllllllll'llllllll 1llllllll1lllll1 
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Army Apprentices' College 

Harrogate 

St'. I . IER GUADl' ATIOX DAY 

' 

EDNESDAY, 11th Augu t 1971, brought what Dylan 
Thomas might have de cribed a your correspo~dent's 

• thirtieth Graduation Day to heaven ' - and surely 1t was 
one of the very best. 

The weather alone wa something less th:in perfect· for the 
early part of the morning it teemed with rain, but ju t as 
rumbling about ' the indoor arena ' began to grow as loud 
as they were ominous the skies-is it reallr because w~ now 
have two Chaplains?-began to clear, and, if the sun did not 
actually shine, at least the danger of a wet weather programme 
wa avened. 

Larger than usual out1•ut 
Our loss and so the Corps' gain, on that day was 119 you~g 

soldiers -' 3 Technicians, 26 Telegraph Operators, 25 Special 
Cperators, 19 Comcen 9perators and ~4 Radio Operators. 56 
of them will stan their Regular service overseas. But the 
fact that this was a larger than usual output was not the sole 
reason for the parade reaching a standard even higher than 
that one has come over the years, to expect. It was expertly 
commanded by 'A/T RS.M. Thomas Har~?gh~, of 
Sunderland who achieved the unusual d1stmct1on of 
cornmanciin'g two successive parades. 

We were pleased to welcome again as Reviewing Officer, 
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, ~.B., C.B.E., D.~ .~., the 
Master of Signals, who certainly di~ not l?<Jk as if It was 
five years since he had la t acted 1Il this capacity. 

Among our other distinguished v~sitors were Baroness 
Masham of ILton, paying her first visit to the College, althou~h, 
as the Commandant said, she has seen a lot of us at sporung 
and other functions throughout the county; Colonel John _North, 
affectionately remembered by many of the staff from his days 
as Commandant· Second-Lieutenant ' Bob ' H ope, an appren
tice at the College from 1965-1968 who has just won the Signals 
Sword of Honour at Sandhurst; and ex-Warrant Officer Harry 
Sinclair, who, after 30 year~ in the Corps, is now a Pensioner 
Corporal at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. 

Fare w e ll to a numbe r o f staff m e mbers 
Having outlined the term's many achievements, the 

Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, touched upon a rather 
sadder note in saying goodbye to a number of senior members 
of staff leaving this term. Lieutenant-Colonel Desmond Barry, 
the Chief Instructor, who ' held the fort ' as Commandant 
before Colonel Clinch's arrival, goes to the Army Computer 
Organisation, near Salisbury; Major ' Jimmy ' Worts, Adjutant 
for the past four years, has organised himself (without a 
computer) to Cyprus; Major Ron Robert~ goes to com1ll3:nd 
the Para Signal Squadron. Apan from creatmg and commanding 
Bradley Squadron he established ' The Gatehouse,' t!ie 
College's flourishing Theatre Society, and found time to orgamse 
the sponsored Lyke Wake Walks which enabled the College 
to present a bus to the nearby school for physically handi
capped children. Major Dai Hopkins, commander of Penney 
Squadron, has retired from the Army and is at present 'resting' 
in his beloved native land not far, we suspect, from the Arms 
Park. Lastly, we lose Major Jack Clark, whose skill at 
extracting teeth was closely rivalled by his skill at extracting 
the right response from theatre audiences. We shall miss them 
all, very much. 

~laster of Signals address 
Speaking in his turn, General Bradley congratulated the 

parents of the Senior Term on the success of their sons, and 
commented on the high standards acbieved at the College in 
general and on the parade in particular. 

He went on to congratulate Colonel Clinch on his recently 
announced (or had i• been?) promotion to Brigadier---sentiments 
with which his entire audience clearly agreed. In congratulating 
the apprentices on their choice of career, General Bradley 
thought it unlikely that there would be another major war, 
and that the major role of the Army would, in future, be 
the maintenance of stability: "You must train for war to 
keep the peace. Be courageous, good humoured and gentle." 
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SEEN ON GRADUATION DAY 
Pensioner Corporal Harry Sinclair and Second-Li eutenant ' Bob' Hope. 
Harry Sinclair served for 30 years in the Corps. 'Bob' Hope an 
ex-apprentice was recently commissioned at Sandhurst where he 

won the Signals Sword of Honour 

Prize winners 
The main prizes were presented to the following : 
The Commandant's Prize ' for conduct, discipline and 

example • - A/T RS.M. T. Hardingham. 
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award ' for the best all-round 

tradesman - A/T S.S.M. A. Hickling. 
Prizes awarded by the Royal Signals Corps Committee to 

apprentices who have made the best use of their opportunities 
in the College - Technician - A/ T Corporal J. C. Travers; 
Operator - A/T S.S.M. R G. Crockart. 

Borough of Harrogate Prize for the best essay on Local 
Government - T echnician - A/T P. Watkinson; Operator -
A/T Sergeant P. Moore. 

News from Regiments 

2nd D iv. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 22 

Kohima Day cel e brated 

A S in most units the month of July and August have been 
comparatively quiet in 2nd Division. The Squadrons 

are now preparing for the onslaught of the coming exercises 
after spending two weeks each on summer camp, 1 and 2 
Squadron visited Holland whilst the members of 3 Squadron 
were guests of the Danish Army. 

The major event of the summer months was the celebrating 
of K ohima. The celebrations covered three days commencing 
Friday, 16th July, with a most successful Sergeants' Mess Ball. 
On Saturday the Regiment were hosts to the local German 
dignitaries at Beating the Retreat by the band of 5th Royal 
lnniskilling Dragoon Guards followed by cocktails in the 
Officers' Mess. This was an exceptionally successful event and 
thoroughly enjoyed by our German guests. During the evening 
the All Ranks Dance was held in the Stadthalle and once 
again a most successful evening was enjoyed by all present. 

On the Sunday the Regiment paraded for a Drum Head 
Service and March Past, the salute being taken by M ajor
General H. R S. Pain, M.C. 
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QUITE A MIX UP ON EXERCISE " QUICKTRAIN" 

During July the Regiment carried out 'Quicktrain • and 
as the photograph shows not without incident. 

Offs hore sailing 

The first sailing success of the season was scored by W.0 .2 
Dan Hughes (skipper), W.0.2 Ron Sparks, Corporal Allan 
Sharples and Lance-Corporal Andy Funnell as crew, when 
they won the 2nd Division Passage Race in July. 

The trip from Kiel to F aaborg in Denmark was made in 
ideal. conditions, a brisk force S wind from the S.W. ensuring 
a swify passage out on the first leg and a providential change 
of . wmd to the North West tfle following days, an even 
quicker return. 

In the Royal Si~als Regatta (B.A.O.R.) which fo llowed in 
August the opposition proved stiffer and the weather less kind . 
Due to Easterly gales the intended passage race had to be 
abandoned and, in fact, the first two days were spent visiting 
the new Olympic Sailing Village and other places of interest 
~uch as the L as Vegas in K iel. A much curtailed programme 
was eventually possible on the third and fourth days wtiich 
consisted of sailing three races in Kiel Bay. The Regiment 
managed to get a third place. 

3 Div. H.Q. and Signal 

Regiment, Bulford 

THIS month the Regiment was on block leave and everyone 
rhought it would be quiet. Alas for any such hopes, work 

continued at the same pace with a number of varied activities. 

Ext~reise •Wantage '-over 100 g o t o Cyprus 
The sunny island of Cyprus offers many opportunities for 

training that are not so pleasantly available on Salisbury Plain. 
Taking full advantage of this, over a hundred all ranks, under 

the command of Major Tony Holland, set off in early August 
for a three-and-a-half-week exercise in Cyprus. 

Apart from early morning sports such as water ski-ing, riding 
and dinghy sailing, they also carried out plenty of military 
training on fieldcraft, map reading and watermanship, with 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) ' Admiral ' M assey teaching the ropes in the 
boats. 

After what was described by some as the 'acclimatization 
period ' the squadron launched into full training with various 
nignt exercises and a very ambitious sea landing. On the latter, 
both force commanders chose the same hill for their command 
posts and a very confused situation developed, with both 
forces going everywhere. Such is war! Apart from all this, the 
Squadron chartered the Corps yacht 'Brigand of Changi' and 
a crew set sail u nder command of Captain Roy Lund. 

Among one of the more popular activities was horse riding. 
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Dhekelia Saddle Club agreed to provide instruction for ome 
of our budding horsemen. Every morning at 06.30 hours they 
saddled up and cantered around the training area. ome pro
gr~ssed well, some thought they progressed well and Signalmen 
Mick . Godfrey aI?d Tony Brow:" were last seen galloping into 
the distance, while on a trek m the hills. At the end of the 
course a _gymkhana was held, which tested all they had 
learnt. Pnzes went to Sergeant 'Tex' Stewart, Signalman 
'Legs' Bishop, Private Lester Wade and Lance-Corporal 
~ngle~" Pickering. Lance-Corporal Phil Leach was very 
d1sappomted when the free fall parachute course was curtailed 
S<? he tried his own version o_f this sport. He forgot to hook 
himself on to the 'Death Slide' erected between the cl iffs 
and the sea. We are pleased to repon that his injuries were 
not serious. 

However, they have all returned now, looking fit, bronzed 
and with var ious tales to tell . 

Rt•eruiting 

. ~e recruiting team has been taking every opportunity to 
visit anything that looked as if it had potential recruiting 
value for the corps. This month has seen them at fetes, 
gymkhanas, flower shows, tattoos and an event called 
'QUEXPO' 71. Their visits have taken them to Weymouth, 
T rowbridge, Bideford, Newquay, Cheltenham and Margare. 
Staff Sergeant John Goodman, the team leader, is ever 
ready to volunteer members of his team for anything aod 
during one slack period on one demonstration L ance
Corporals Percy Beynon and Chris Ball and Signalman 
'Slim' Heal found themselves marching through sand dunes, 
helping to provide communications for the Gloucester A.C.F. 
on their route march. 

S11nuner camp 

When those who had been on block leave returned, they 
found themselves setting off for training at a camp organised 
by Major Norman Chester R.T.R , who commands Head
quarters Squadron. 

No doubt the prospect of the bleak and forbidding outlook 
of Dartmoor clid not compare favourably with the sunshine 
of Cyprus. 

However those who attended the first week of camp 
enjoyed it immensely, or so they informed those setting 
off for the second weeks activities. As the camp is still in 
progress, a more detailed report will appear in our next 
months notes. 

HuUord Garris on c hildren's s untmPr enmtt 
For the third year running the Regiment was given the 

task of organising the running of the Garrison children's 
camp. A compliment ? 

We took 60 children of both sexes between 9 and IS year 
old from the Garrison into the New Forest for a fortnight, 
they stayed under canvas with good exercise-type cooking 
and food. Apart from the normal hiking and fishing, visits 
were made to Beaulieu, H .M.S. Victory and a harbour launch 
took the children around Port mouth harbour. 

Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Boulton-Lear were the corner 
stones of the enterprise ably assisted by W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 
and Mrs. Massey and Sergeant and Mr . F eather tone. 

Despite the rain everyone enjoyed themselves, even if 
Captain A. W. Floyd R.C.T., our O.C. M .T . Troop, the 
officer-in-overall-charge did come back several shades greyer 
than he went. 

Fare w e lJs and new arrivals 
We said fa rewell th is month to Major Denis Watson who 

leaves us for H ong Kong, also to Major Charles Camies, R.A., 
Lieutenant Ian Pattison and Staff Sergeant Boulton-Lear. 
Our best wi hes go with them in their new appointments. 

We welcome Major Richard Johnson, who now command 
2 Squadron, and Major John Barrett, who is !tie Training 
Major running the Training Wing. Al o Major Ernest Jordan, 
R.A., and Captain 'Vic' Henrick, R.E.M.E. Staff Sergeant 
Spencer and Booth andScrgeant Ameghioo have al o join d 
us, we hope they enjoy their tour with the Regiment. 

Quote of tlll' mo11tJ1 
Heard during a recent handover/takeover of one of the 

troops. 
"Are the batteries with the exchange on the .E.S. ?" 
"No, they are under the table." 
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Tuke the whole family to and from Germany for almost the cost 
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of half the family. 
Any day of the week you can travel to and from Germany 

by Prins Ferries at ha lf the ad ult price. And your wife and 
chi ld ren over 14 can go wi th you at the same rate. 

For children under 4 the terms get even better : they go free . 
How much would it cost you ? As a typical instance. a 

servrce famil y of 2 adults. one 14 year old and a baby could 
travel to Germa ny and back with their car for £32.30 - a 
saving of £27.80 ! Each fare* starts at £4.75 s ingle (£8.50 
return ) and you can even take your car for as little as £3.85 
(£6 .80 return ). 

What do you get for your money ? 
You travel in luxury all the way Harwich to Hamburg or 

Harwich to Bremerhaven. You get a cho ice of dining facilities 
(Swedish Smorgasbord or a la carte). There's dan cing. casino. 
duty free bars and shops. An d after you 've enjoyed a 
wonderful evening you have the choice of a wide range of 
cabins and sleeperettes . 

If you think it sounds almost too good to be true. contact 
your travel agent or w rite to the address below for full details. 

:eqa) ·:i:t < ............... ,-........... ~~ 
Prins Ferries. 67 Grosvenor Street. London W1 X OEA 
Telephone 01-629 7961 also 491 7641 
German Office : HADAG Seetouristik und Fahrdienst AG 2000 
Hamburg 11. Johannisbollwerk 6-8 
Telephone (0411) 31961 
or. Karl Geuther & Co. 2800 Bremen . Martinistrasse 58 
Telephone {0421) 3 16 01 

· These prices come into effect from January 1st 1972 and are slightly higher July 15th-September 1st. 

li1BSBIJ in Reading 

Racal Mobilcal designs and manufactures a highly successful range of portable 

transceivers and ancillaries and an opportunity exists for a 

TEST ENGINEER 
to contribute to the effective Quality Assurance programme. Experience is required in 

measuring fundamental characteristics of transmitters, receivers and ancillary equip

ment at simulated environmental extremes. 

Applications please to: 

Racal Mobilcal Limited, 
Basingstoke Road, Reading, Berks. 
Telephone: Reading 84461. 
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7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

A S we go to press we were delighted to have a visit from the 
Master of Signals, particularly as he commanded the 

Regiment in 1952-55. We have managed to persuade the Editor 
to exceed his deadline in order to include two photographs. 

THE MASTER OF SIGNALS VISITS HIS OLD REGIMENT 
The Master inspects the Regimental Quarter Guard mounted by 
2 Squadron, with the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. A. King in attendance. Major-General Bradley commanded the 
7th!Regiment (then I Corps Signal~Regiment) from 1952 to 1955 

DISCUSSION GROUP 
Having tea in the W .O.'s and Sergeant's Mess. The master is talking 
to Sergeant B. Mumford. listening in from left to right : Sergeant 
V. Jinks, Sergeant Mclellan, Sergeant R. White, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) 
L. Yates, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) E. T. A. Webster, Sergeant I. F. Mclellan 

and Sergeant G. C. Maple 

August has been an active month for the Regiment but the 
emphasis has been on P.E., training, sport and leave. During 
their summer camps most Squadrons completed their P.E. te ts 
and found numerous ' bergs ' to climb whether they went to 
the Mosel or into Bavaria. In fact, mountainous ' recreation ' 
was so strenuous for some that 4 Squadron now claim to be an 
'Alpine' unit! 

As some readers will know, some months ago, the Regiment 
had a Sapper Troop attached to it and we though it would be 
nice for them to say in print (suitably censored!) how they feel 
about the Regiment of which they have become key members. 
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Corps Lighting Tr op, ILE. 

I_t is now ten months since the Corps Lighting Troop, R.E., 
which was a part of 65 Corps Support Squadron, R.E., moved 
from Hameln to join 7th Regiment in Herford; leaving our 
rOO°:JS. "."ith a view for a view of the zoo-literally! Now that 
the m1ttal novelty and strangeness of the routine ha worn off, 
we have settled in with typical adaptabiliry (it only took nine 
months) and consider ourselves an integral and not un
important pan of the Regiment. 

Our role, that of providing power for each Commhead's 
communications equipment, lights for the messes, and ' juice ' 
for the countless electric razors, kettles and 'Baby Burco' brew 
kits of the Corps Staff, is a vital one, and we like to think that 
we carry it out well, even allowing for the occasional bout of 
' wobbly ' voltage and the inevitable blown fuses. 

In camp, we are helping to maintain the reputation the 
Regiment has for sporting achievements by providing four 
Regimental soccer players, and a basketball player, but so far 
only the O.C. has ventured onto the rugby pitch, retiring hurt 
after the first game, probably thinking that he had done his 
duty for the season! Recently, the Regiment was badly shaken 
when the Lighting Troop won the Inter-Troop six-a-side foot
ball competition. The result was accepted with good grace, and 
we would like to declare publicly that it was a good battle all 
the way through, with an excellent final against ' Alpha' Troop. 

In conclusion, the Troop would like to take this opportunity 
to thank 7th R egiment and particularly 5 Squadron, our 
administrators and advisors, for making us welcome here and 
treating us like one of the family. 

Orienteerlng-4 Division Cbampionshlp 
This event was held on 1st September and this year was 

sponsored by 7th Regiment. We then had the poor manners 
to soundly trounce all opposing teams while acting as host! 
However, our team of Second-Lieutenant Ewan Cameron, 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Bob McKay, Sta.ff Sergeant Jim Bowman, 
Sergeant Jeff Cballoner, Sergeant Dave Jolly and Lance
Corporal 'Paddy ' O'Neill well deserved their victory as they 
had been in hard daily training for some weeks before the 
event. Sta.ff Sergeant Bowman and Sere:eant Jolly also took 
tbe 2nd and 3rd place individual prizes. Corporal Dave Bowers 
also deserves a mention for, runrung as an individual, he came 
6th. Don't ask us why he was not in the team, we are still 
asking ourselves! 

The prizes were pre~ented by the G.O.C. 4th Division, 
Major-General D. W . Fraser, O.B.E. After the prize-eiving, 
General Fraser and his A.D.C. Lieutenant Charles Wiggin 
were entertained to tea in the Officers' Mess. 

Having got the bit firmly between their teeth our team are 
looking forward to competing in the B.A.O.R. Finals larer in 
September. We hope that the next issue of THE WIRE will be 
able to carry news of yet another victory. 

Rallylng-Exorclso • Summer Wine ' 
The 'Auto Nomads' motor club of Sennelager promoted the 

Summer Wine Rally on 14th/15th Augu t. This was a 400-mile 
navigation event, which was given British Army Motoring 
Association (BAMA) tatus. The Regiment entered two crews, 
consisting of W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 'Pathfinder' Gurr, Sef1eant 
John Davies, Corporal Brian Beers and Corporal John Cad
wallader. Corporals Beers and Cadwallader finished second 
overall with W.0.2 Gurr and Se~eant Davies coming fifth 
overall from a field of 66 crews from B.A.O.R. This was a 
particularly good result as the BAMA Austin 1800 with the 
international ex-pens aboard only finished 15th. It was a 
difficult test for both drivers and navigators. Indeed navisziitional 
problems, such as expanding a 250,000 trace to fit a 50000 map, 
gridline crossines and herring bones resulted in only 41 crews 
finishing this rally. 

Rallying in the Regiment is well underway as a port and 
by the end of the season there will be six national licence and 
two international licence holders in 7th. Look out 'lv'onte '! 

The Rev. W. B. M. Hale, R.A.Clr.D. 
Our 7th Regiment correspondent writes: 

"We regret to announce the death of our Padre, The Rev. 
W. B. M . Hale, RA.Ch.D., on 31st Augu t as the result of a 
traffic accident. A full and active member of the Regiment 
and a good friend, he will be sadly mi sed by all of us. Our 
deepest sympathy is extended to his wife Anita and her three 
children, Yvonne, Ralph and Bruce." 
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LIFE ASSURANCE 
l TS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment sub idised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £8450 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELEC TION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you h ave any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or rej ect as you please. 

RETIRED or RETIRING O FFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 

SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let mt: 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 

GENERAL ASSURANCES. W e also arrange Kit, M otor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 
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R. ~~jgaJMiams R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
F.C.I.B. 

Major 
T. F. Williams 

F.C.I.B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl IDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

DAILY SAILINGS 
Al REDUCED FARES 
TO ENGLAND from 

Belgium &France 
to Dover by 

• ·• I 
I .:. ~--_., 

to Aachen 
I > 

DRIVE-ON 
DRIVE-OFF CAR FERRIES 

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY 
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a 
day during October, November and 
December tember e Reduced fares for 
British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, and attached civilians 
• Economical catering and bar prices 
aboard e Go on the shorter sea cross
ing at lower rates with your family 
and car for home leave. 

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. 
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL 

CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl . 

GET FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I L A T R A V E L Ontcn, Local Travtl Acents, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Graf-Adolf-Straue 12, Duutldorf 4. 
Furnns Shlpplnc Line, Grotnplath 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car Ferriea Car Ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrune or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
U.K. Bookinca throuch your nearest Motorlnc 
Orranisation, Travel Actnb or the Townsend olllc11 

at: 

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or 

P.O . BOX 12, DOVER. 
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11.11.q. 

8th Signal Regiment, 
Catterick Camp 

THE notes for this month arc rather short due to the 
prcferr~d leave period 13th-31st August, 1971, this ·new 

system replacmg the old block leave when the entire Regiment 
closed down less. the guard! Under the new system the 5norter 
c_ourses carry on m order not to loose too much valuable training 
time. 

~rom R.H.Q. we say good-bye to the Second-in-Command, 
Ma1or Cba;rles Sandys, of golfing fame, and wish him good 
luck ~s .ass1sta~t at R.C.B. Westbury and later Oanuary, 1972) 
as tramm&' Mai~r .at Newcastle University. We welcome in his 
place1 Ma1or W~Wam Ro~tham, from Bahrain, and hope that 
he will not find 1t too cold 1n the Catterick winter. 

Orlcntceriug is the thhsg 

The Regimental Orienteering competition proved to be a 
walk-over for 1 Squadron with all their expertise. It is 
rumoured th~t the R.S.M., W.0 .I (R.S.M.) R. F. Knight 
~No~e for Eci1tor: Please leave a space after his name for the 
mev1tabl_e M.B.E. -:- or something!), covered the course in 
rec?rd ~e -" tracmg the r_oute with his finger on the map 
whilst ~ay~ng: Th': C.O. will be there so you'd better make 
sure this 1s where it's at." The novice competition was won 
by 4 Squadron; which brings us to the whole point of this 
month's offering, to introduce the Fourth Squadron of the 
Regiment. 

4 Sq uadron reports 
4 Squadron, late of Ypres lines, is alive and well and living 

in Me.ssines lines, whilst girding its loins to nurse the many 
potent~al Data Telegraphists, Radio Telegraphists, Clerks, 
Techn~cal ~nd Draughtsmei;i, through their basic training, and 
preparing i~s defences ~gamst all the upgrading studttlts of 
the same ilk, plus Chief Clerks and potential Yeoman of 
Signals. 

'I_'he S~uadr!Jn is curre~tly commanded {he assumes) by 
Ma1or Bnan G11ler, ably assisted by Second-Lieutenant Mao<rie 
Spencer, W.R.A.C ., soon to be a part-time housewife, ;,ho 
tends to the problems of the 'old soldiers,' Lieutenant Jack 
~rton, who guides the ' new soldiers ' along the path of 
nghteousness! The arbitration committee asso:::iated with this 
trio, headed by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Mike Kinrade, with Sergeant 
George O'Mara and Sergeant Bill Harland, who was one of 
the heroes of the Regimental Athletics team at this ye:u's 
Army Championships. Sergeant Tony Cartwright has recently 
joined the committee to allow Sergeant O'Mara to take up 
a more leisurely task as a Trade Instructor. It must be 
remembered that whilst the Squadron only administers ti1e 
male population it is responsible for training the fairer sex. 
All W.R.A.C. Commcen Operators and Switchboard Operators 
are technically influenced by u , but are fortunately morally 
guided by experts of thei r own sex. Our Training Officer, 
Lieutenant Ted Heasman, claims that he was specially selected 
for the post due to his natural charming ability. In fact the 
expression was ' alarming agility,' and he bas obviously inspired 
some of the instructors, particularly Corporal ' Jock ' Cullen 
and Sergeant Rod Lingard, to great efforts in organisin3 
entertainment for the staff and trainees of the Squadron. 

In closing we feel that we should claim some of the credit 
for working our previous Administrative Officer, Captain Di 
Morgan, W.R.A.C., hard enough to ensure that she was in 
peak condition to win the W.R.A.C. and Inter-Service L adies' 
Singles T ennis title, whilst as i ting with the winning of the 
W.R.A.C. Doubles title. 

DRIVEll TUAII'\'.1.:\'G 

What can be said about driver training in Catterick? All 
Royal Signals drivers know only too well the peace and 
solitude of driving over the moors and the relaxing experience 
of motoring through those picturesque hamlets of the Nortl1 
Riding. 

We have, however, undergone a minor revolution under 
those pillars of efficiency, the Army Works Study Group. 8th 
Signal Regiment was asked to run four pilot course bringing 
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into effect a completely new system of training. Perhaps the 
word 'new' is exaggeratin.g slightly; the old system has ju t 
beep. dol!ed U.I?. To go mto. dctatl~ wo.ul.d be boring but 
bas1cal1Y: it entads <;ourses s~a!t!ng thell' trammg weekly imtcad 
?f fort~ighf!y. During the mltlal stages one course will suffer 
mstruct1on m the classroom whilst the other course is on the 
road, thus vehicles are shared. Docs it work? Well, the Army 
Wor~s Sru~y team who were present for the four courses arc 
convm<?ed It does. However, figures do not lie. After an 
apprmo~te check, the number of hours taken for a driver 
to, obtau:i a heavy goods licence under the new system are 
slightly m excess of the number of hours taken under our 
own. Our pass percentage was also slightly higher than our 
opponents. Nevertheless, the experiment has given u food 
for t~oug!Jt and may well bring about the emergence of omc 
practical ideas that actually work. 

Now to a brighter no~e. Driver training is now on the map. 
At last we have two tramees who have obtained ' A ' gradingl> 
namely Signalman Bloor and Signalman Hellewell. These ar~ 
the first for many years to achieve such distinction. The 
Comma~ding Officer congratulatt;d both trainees and presented 
them with a momento. They will now remain with us for a 
few weeks until they start their course to become Combat 
Powennen. We wish them luck in the future and hope they 
succeed in their next course. 

Ram s in Driver Training? 

Those who have passed through Driver Training, will, no 
doubt, have good cause to remember Sergeant R. W. Cox, the 
Troop Admin. Sergeant and our resident ham. Sergeant Cox 
has been avidly recruiting ham radio ops. for some time now 
in .the hope that the small amount of knowledge gleaned 
whilst at Driver Training will encourage them to carrv on 
their interest in their new uni t. · 

His toric iuformntiou requ~red - NlH y ou help? 

In his thirst for publicity Sergeant Cox has been busily 
writing letters in a search for any historic information about 
tire Catterick Garrison Amateur Radio Club which is shortly 
to celebrate its 25th anniversary. Well, you know our addxess, 
if you can help please write. Photos would be most welcome. 
The club callsign is G3CIO. 

1 1th Signal Regiment 

Catterick Camp 

FRIENDLY WORDS 
Lieutenant-General Sir W ill iam Jackson, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., 
G.O.C.-inC. Northern Command, speaking to Signalman Haughton 

of 2 Troop 11th Signal Regiment dur ing the Pass Off Parade 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE TH REE TEES TRAIN ING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Co mmercia l Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition t o those seeking em
ployme nt , both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W .I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
fo r: 

Children. 
Convertible Whole Life. 
Death Duties. 
Education Endowment. 

House Purchase. Retirement. -~~~!~~ 
Unit Trust and Share Purchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers ' Kit. 75p per £ 100 worl d wide. 
Househol d Effects. 4-0p per £100 Eu rope. 
Hospital Schemes (33i % Group discount - Officers 
and ret ired Officers). 
Personal Accidents . Personal Liability. 
Motor Compet itive rates for New and Old Cars. 
Home and Foreign Policies. 
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays, 
Hunter. Transit , Television , etc. 

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone No. 2308. 

(1 lth Regiment continued) 

1•11ss Off Pnradt>s 

A UGUST ha seen two Pass Off Parades, the first being 
on the 6th August, 1971, when a large 2 Troop, split 

into 'A ' Section and 'B Section, were inspected by 
Lieutenant General Sir William Jackson, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., 
G.O.C.-in-C Northern Command. Best Recruit . of ' f>.' 
Section was Signalman Alan Pocock who shortly begins train
ing a a Technician, and from 'B ' Section was Signa~man 
Robin Gilby who goes on to train as a Combat Powerman. 

Nos. 3 and 8 Trooi;> passed off on the 20th August and 
were inspected by Bngadier W. P. W. Robertson, O.B.E., 
Commander 13th Signal Group (Volunteers). Best Recn~its 
were Signalmen Kenneth White (3 Troop) who shortly begins 
his training as a Technician, and Signalman Brian Rodgers 
(8 Troop). 

Salling 
The Regiment participated in two cruises in Skywave during 

the month of July. The first was skippered by Lieutenant
Colonel F. C. Lockwood, and a detailed report of that trip 
written by Signalman Geoff Crook appeared in the last issue 
of THE WIRE. 

The second crew, less experienced and limited to the Solent, 
was skippered by Lieutenant Nigel Pulman (borrowed from 
8til Signal Regiment). Lieutenant Stephen Galpin was bosun 
and chief engineer. This crew was lucky to h~ve an ex~remel~ 
efficient galley slave and log keeper, namely Lieutenant Pandy 
~dwin, W.R.A.C., Sergeant Dick Richardson and Signalman 
Bob Tanfield, both from 8th Signal Regiment, made up the 
crew. Although no overseas ports were visited, the weather 
was kind and a more experienced crew left Skywave at the 
end of the week. 

Hockey 
The Regimental hockey team is looking forward to another 

very good season, after being narrowly defeated in the L<:ague 
and Cup last season. This season has already started with a 
victory over H.M.S. Bristol by four goals to one. Corporal 
' Stevie ' Stephenson scored twice and Lance-Corporal Don 
Holton and Lance-Corporal Charlie Rodgers scoring one goal 
each. We say farewell to Captain John Ra~ord, last season's 
team captain, and Sergeant P.hil U:rry and b1~ a warm welcome 
to Lieutenant Brian Chubb who ioms us this season. 

'.\"ews from our noisy kitchen 
Helles Kitchen is now under new management with 

Captain Brian David raking over as Specialist Catering 
Officer and Staff Sergeant Paul Cooper as Kitchen ~anager. 
Both would like to point out that the new sound coming. fr?m 
the direction of the kitchen is not the purr of the mmcrng 
machine nor the crank of the over active chipper, it is the 
noise from three pneumatic drills gently gnawing away the 
roof as modernisation gets underway. 

Mr. Marshall now complains bitterly in. betwee':1 ear shatt~r
ing vibrations, of collapsing jelly and.wor~1ed l~okmg Yorks?ire 
Puddings. Corporal Peter Patchett 1s s~ill C!ymg. to convmc€' 
everyone that his decorated salmon 1s still ahve and the 
Catering Officer under pressure of accommodating 150 parents 
on Pass Off days, has taken to erecting tents. ~ever~eless 
business is ' almost ' as usual and normal service will be 
resumed as soon as possible. 

F are w e ll to 
Lieutenant Tony Kimber who is leaving us to become. a 

Regimental Signals Officer with the Queens Lanc!lsh1re 
Regiment after attending the R.S.0.'s Course at Warmmster. 

W e l c ome to 
Lieutenant Alan K ennedy who joins us from 7th Signal 

Regiment, in Germany, and .to ·Corporal Jock Campbell who 
joins us from 21st Signal Reg1menr. 

(;ongratulatiouis ~o 

Lance-Corporal and Mrs. A. J. Hucker on the birth of their 
son, Adrian on the 14th August, and to L ance-Corporal and 
Mrs. A. c:abtree on the birth of their son, Arran, on the 
11th August. 
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OFFICERS, W .O .'s AND SERGEANTS I SPECIAL WIRELESS REGIMENT, GLUCKSTADT, 1947 (See reference below) 
Standing: Sergeant P. Eccles, C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Johnny Harwood (Now Major (T.O .T.)), Sergeant Frank Holford, Sergeant Frank Shaw, Captain 

Tom Craggs, Sergeant Jimmy Hooks, Sergeant George Hutton. Note:-3rd, 5th, 6th and 7th from left are In telligence Corps personnel 
Seated: Major J. H. Smith (ex-boy), C.S.M. J. F. McQuade (ex-boy), R.Q .M.S. L. V. Stratton (ex-boy), Lieutenant (Q .M.) E. (Ted) Bradbury, 

Major J. McD Glass, C.Q.M.S. H. (Paddy) Ramshaw and Lieutenant-Colonel A. E. (Sammy) Barton, O .B.E. 

13th Signal R egiment, B.F.P.O . 40 
Visit of a former Commandjug Officer 

ON the 4th August we were honoured by a visit from 
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) P. W. Lonnon, M.B.E. 

Colonel Lonnon commanded the Regiment from 1954 until 
1957 and saw the construction of Mercury Barracks from what 
was at one time a sandy woodland to the fine barracks that 
we have now. 

During his visit the Colonel was eager to see as much as 
he could and his tour of the barracks included the Junior 
Ranks Club, the single soldiers' accommodation and our new 
swimming pool. He was most impressed with all that he saw 
and nostalgically remarked when entering the soldiers' dining 
hall: " I can remember this when it was just four pegs in the 
ground." After lunch with the officers, he watched the finals 
of the Regimental tennis competition and, during the break 
visited the Sergeants' Mess to sample the local brew. The 
Sergeants were particularly pleased to see him since the 
Colonel was the central figure in the 1956 photograph featured 
in their recent WIRE notes. 

The s Jle n t s quare 
On Friday, 23rd July, 1971, the last squad of M.P.C. 1 

students marched off the square here in Mercury Barrack 
under the watchful eye of the Inspecting Officer, L ieutenant
Colonel J. R. Gibson (C.0. 16th Signal Regiment). The course 
had been a particularly good one and 32 men marched off 
the square having thoroughly earned their Class I M .P.T. 
qualification. Corporal Robjohn, of U .K. Support Unit SHAPE, 
was Parade Commander, and Corporal Fisher, of NORTHAG 
Air Support Radio Squadron, passed off as top student. 

S Ell.GE.t N T S' M ESS 

Itl e dals 1•resen ted 
The presentation of the Long Service and Good Conduce 

Medal is always a memorable occasion and well worth cele~ 
brating. On 9th July we did just chat when W.0.2 (Sup. R) 
Brian Stoddard and Staff Sergeant John Hazard were presented 
with their medals by the Chief of Staff B.A.0.R., Major General 
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D. G. House, C.B.E., M .C. After the presentation parade, 
which was witnessed by the recipients' families, the General 
joined us for celebration drinks. 

Response to ~less 1•hoto que r y 

Ir is nice to know that the WIRE is widely read, even by 
people who have retired from the Corps. Since our article on 
rhe 1956 W. ess Photograph in the June/July issue we have 
had numerous letters from past members. It is evident, reading 
through the letters, that rhey all enjoyed reminiscing and 
have, in the words of R.S.M. (Retd.) M. F. B. Garland, 
'pleasant memories of the Regiment.' Thank-you gentlemen 
for writing, and through you we are now able to add to the 
list already published: 

Sergeant fueenwood. - believed to be a B.I.A. living in 
Lincolnshire. 

Sergeant Coulthard - now W.0.1 serving with Command 
Pay Office, Cyprus. 

Sergeant L amb - teaching in Cyprus. 
Sergeant Patterson - publican in U.K., but where? 
Sergeant Elliot - now W.0 .2 serving in this Regiment. 
S.QM.S. Tittin - believed to be managing an hotel in 

Penang. 
S.Q.M .S. Howells - believed to be living in Tyneside. 
S.Q.M.S. Stanley - now Captain serving in Ma,lra. 
S.Q.M.S. Garland - manager with J. Lyops living in 

Ickeham, Uxbridge. 
W.0.2 Cwmingham - now retired believed to be living 

in Catterick. 
W.0.2 Robertson - last heard to be Captain serving in 

Germany. 
R.S.M. Barnes - now Major la t seen on touch line of 

hockey pitch in Oswe try, 1971. 
W.0 .2 Boston - retired as R.S .M. believed to be living 

in Darlington. 
W.0 .2 F rancis - now Captain, serving in Cypru . 

\" iuta~C' pboto 

To spark an earlier generation with the vintage photograph 
bug, we thought perhaps the editor would like to publish the 
photograph, sent to us by Major (Retd.) J . F. McQuade and 
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mentioned in our Augu t/ cptember notes. This shows the 
Officers W.0.s and Sergeant of 1 Special Wireless Regimen~ 
Gluck tadt 1947. One of the officers o~ th_e photograph is 
the father-in-law of an officer now serving m the Regunent 
(Major Smith and Second-Lieutenant Dobson). 

.\rrh·als und departures 
Arrivals: Major G. A. Maude, Captain P. R. Brewis, W.0.1 

W. Motion Colour Sergeant R. L. F. Biggs, Serg~ant A. K. 
Pilkington, Sergeant P. Royle, Sergeant R. A. B. Vincent. 

Departure : Captain P. J. Hodges, W.0.1 H. J. Saxton, W.0.1 
M. Clowser, Staff Sergeant B. Anderson, Staff Sergeant R. 
Maunder Staff Sergeant R. C. Armstrong, Sergeant G. Clark, 
Se.rgeant ' J. W. Home, Sergeant M. F. Jobling, Sergeant V. E. 
Merrick, Sergeant M. T. Pilkington. 

14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

Ila,·.- passport will travel 

OUR usual editor having thrown his woolly long john in the 
bin and donned O.G. to swelter in the Far East for a 

few months, the task of getting the notes out in time fell 
neatly on the Adjutant's desk. 

2 SQUADRO~ SEE TlllE Sl!.\" 

' B ' Troop go to Cyprus for Exercise • li1•buihl ' 
The recce p:u:ry was briefed to find a Radio site in Cyprus 

and Captain Robm Ovenden and F. of S. Pat Hodgson left a 
cold Worcester to find an idyllic spot by the blue Mediterranean, 
fortunately there was also room for the aerials. 

The Dl3 detachment moved to Cyprus in two R.A.F. 
Hercules and soon got stuck into the task of setting up the 
station. Sergeant Keith Barsby and Corporal 'Taff' Sobey 
drilling holes in the hard rock for the mast picket , Corporals 
flDl Lees and Bob Bre.bner on the receiver and Corporals 
' Tinker ' Bell and Eric Pickering on "the transmitters. Order 
grew out of chaos and we were ready to go to traffic at E hour, 
while off duty shifts began to sample the sights of Cyprus. The 
General Officer Commanding Cyprus and Commander 3rd 
Signal Group visited the exercise. We were also very pleased 
to see forty airmen from 12th Signal Unit who came to see 'how 
the Army did it' as we have often worked to them ' unseen ' 
in the past. After concluding a successful exerci~e the detach
ment, all well suntanned, were glad to get back to a wet U.K. 
for a well earned block leave. 

• B ' Troop (again?) go to Gerntaoy for Exerei!,;e 
• Copperfield ' 

A Dl3 detachment of 'B ' Troop left Worcester by road and 
the ferry Prinz Oberon and arrived in Reinsalen Camp where 
we were met by Major Jerry Cox and members of SS Signal 
Squadron T. & A. V.R. with whom we were to practise a 
contingency plan. The first week Sergeant Paul Lamb and the 
commcen ops. from 30th Signal Regiment helped arrange the 
tested commcen complex. The second week was a tactical 
exercise and we had visits from Major-General D. R. Horsfield, 
O.B.E., Chief Signal Officer B.A.OR.; Brigadier A. J. Jackson, 
Comma der 11th Signal Group; and Major Dick Carroll, 1 
Signal Group. The many stories of Hamburg I will leave to the 
partakers who report elsewhere! 

The whole exercise went well and the many units taking 
part said their farewells with genuine feelings of comradeship. 

J Squadron st.-e les of the sun in Germany 
Captain James Sweetman took his ' space age ' Tango Troop 

to Germany in May/June to see if we could encourage Rhine 
Army to 'get with it ' and really use some modern communi
cations. The Troop deployed successfully and several B.A.0.R. 
circuits were re-routed (the long way) via Skynet to U.K. 

Despite minor mishaps like fractured coolant pipes and 
the fact that W.0.1 (F. of S.) James Lawrence drank tea 
while everyone else had coffee, the exercise went well. 

Whilst deployed Marconi Spa.cc brought several hig~ ranking 
NA TO officials round the station and expressed theu appre
ciation for 'the loan' with a few crates of ale. (The 'high ' 
of the exercise!). 

In conclusion we would like to express our thanks to 22nd 
Signal Regiment and to 1 Transport Squadron, R.C.T., for 
all their help without which the exercise would not have 
been a success. 

Persomality parade 
Arrivals. Welcome to: Captain (T.O.T.) T: L. Craze. 
Departures. Farewell and thanks to: Captain (T.O.T.) D. C. 

Ashton, to 226 Signal Squadron. W.O.~ (F. of S.) r ~~dner, 
on retirement. W.0.1 (F. of S.) P. Gill, on comm1ss1omng. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 

c.o. 
Second-in-Command 
Adjutant ... 
O.C. H.Q. Squadron .. . 
0 .C. One Squadro1i .. . 
0.C. Two Squadron .. . 
0.C. Three Squadron 
0.C. Four Squadron ... 
R.S.M. 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Gibson 
Major T. E. Grice 
Captain C. W. Collier 
Major F. A. L. Terrey 
Maior M. J. McCann 
Major C. T . Garton 
Ma· or F. Smith 
Major W. R. Mayne 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) J. M. Gittins 

.\ttestatiou - son of Su1ff S{•rgeant Donkin 
On 31st August at Krefeld the son of Staff Sergeant Donkin 

was attested as a junior soldier. 
In the heat of the summer Krefeld has been basking in 

sunshine and contented snoring noises have emanated from 
H.Q., 2 and 3 Squadrons, hence no WIRE notes. . 

1 Squadron has been leaping around the country~1de ably 
led (from the rear) by their O.C., and the story contmues: 

I Squadron disc over the joys of the 01oe11 uill'" life 
Some time during the early part of June, the Squadro? 

Commander, Major Mike Mc<?inn, was persuaded that 1t 
would be a good idea to orgaruse a Squadron summer camp 
to enables the ' Moles ' who man our tape relay centre, to get 
out into the fresh air 'and discover (in some cases re-discover) 
for themselves the joys of living under canvas and going for 
long hikes in the country. 

ALL SET FOR. A DAY OUT 
" B" Shift personnel at Summer Camp about to depart on a visit to 

Monshau 
Standing (left to right) : Private Mcloughlin, Signalman Farrell, 
Private Lyons, Signalman Walledge, Private Atkinson, Private 

Bartlett, Corporal Nelson, Corporal Hamer, Corporal Davey 
Sitting/Kneeling : Lance-Corporal Sing, Corporal Calloway, Lance

Corporal Boucher, Signalman Leslie 
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After considering several locations the final decision was in 
fav~u~ of the village of Einruhr on the edge of the Vogelsang 
Trammg Area. Several phone calls and a quick recce secured 
approval and the detailed planning was staned. It was decided 
that each shift would attend the camp from Monday lunchtime 
and would return after lunch on Saturday thus giving the 
permanent staff a breather over the weekend and time to get 
the camp ready for the next shift. 

The permanent staff commanded by the S.Q.M.S., Staff 
Sergeant Dave Tryner, left barracks on 29th July and built 
a de-luxe mess hall/cookhouse/canteen, using a mixture of 
marquee and 1601b. tents. They also erected the two rows of 
accommodation tents, one for the W.R.A.C. members and one 
for the Royal Signals personnel ready for the first shift arriving 
on 2nd August. 

The training programme was carefully worked out to ensure 
a gradual improvement in the standard of fitness during the 
week and on the theory that 'all work and no play, etc .... ," 
a couple of visits to interesting towns were arranged. These 
were to Monshau (slightly reminiscent of Polperro in Cornwall 
but without the sea) and to Aachen. Every evening the canteen 
was open and films were shown on two evenings per week 
(courtesy of the S.K.C.). 

The map-reading exercise took the participants in groups 
of three and four (mixed Royal Signals and W.R.A.C.) on a 
12km. walk round the lake, skirting the edge of the live firing 
ranges. One party took a wrong turn and had to be rescued 
before disappearing in a puff of smoke in the middle of the 
artillery range where live firing was taking place. 

We were pleased to welcome Major Pat Ineson (0 .C. 
W.R.A.C.) and four Officer Cadets, Second-Lieutenant Lewis, 
Oilicer Cadet Mallinson from Liverpool University O.C.T.U., 
Officer Cadet Aitkin, Officer Cadet Burgoyne from Tayforth 
University O.C.T.U. 

On the final night for each shift a barbeque was arranged 
with songs round a camp fire and a menu consisting of fish and 
chips, bratwurst, hamburgers and crisp bread rolls. 

. On the final week, the barbeque was held on the Thur. day 
mght and after a week of glorious sunshine the rain caught us 
out. This did not prevent the bonfire being lit and everyone 
sat around the fire singing songs ably led by Signalman Pete 
MaeKay, before beating a hasty retreat to the canteen tent 
when the food was served up. 

Someone must teach W.0.2 Clarke (W.R.A.C.) how to make 
coffee before she leaves ~e service. She called it her ' getting 
people up coffee '--0ne sip and you leapt out of bed clutching 
your throat and shouting " Aarrgh!" 

From the number of enquiries, " When is the next one, sir" 
it appears that the camp was enjoyed by the majority of the 
persons attending and they are now all settling in to T.R.C. 
work again or looking forward to attending conversion courses 
to convert to the new Trade Structure. 

/f (Cite Swingin~) Squadron commu11icat4• ••v••ry 
day of the year 

What does 4 Squadron do to justify its existence? A difficult 
question to answer. However, I will try. I know a lot of people 
lflink our job is to boost the morale of H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps and 
provide brides for the local R.M.P. Company. I assure you this 
is not our primary role. Believe it or not we are communicators 
every day of the year. In fact we operate that ' bone of con
tention ' and whipping boy of 1 (B.R.) Corps the Bielefeld 
Military Exchange. The exchange is manned by a mixture 
of W.R.A.C. and civilians and I have not met a more charming 
gaggle of operators in a long time. The Troop Commander of 
this merry crowd is Lieutenant Jenny Baker, W.R.A.C. Also 
we run the area commcen for H .Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps. This is 
manned mainly by Royal Signals with a few W.R.A.C. opera
tors. Later in the year, however, we are to lose some of our 
male Commcen Operators and get ' dolly girls ' (W.R.A.C.) to 
replace them. 

Finally we man detached commcens at Dortmund, Senne
lager and Handorf. 

If you've decided to leave the Services, 
think of a career at IBM 

Today IBM computers and data processing equip
ment are becoming essential to the running of industry. 
science. government and commerce. And no manu
facturer can operate without customer engineers. 

Many of our most successful customer engin
eers have come from the forces. so the field is wide 
open to you. And it could be your opportunity 
to move into the world's fastest-growing industry 

There are now over 340 customer engineers who joined IBM 
straight from the Navy/Army/Air Force. Most of them had experience in 
either electro-mechanisms. servo-systems or electronic-electric con· 
trols. And now some are technical specialists and some are managers. 

There are several different JObs within Customer Engineering. The 
Di!ta Recording group are responsible for servicing and maintenance 
of the entire key punch and verifier range of machines. also data 
collection systems and Teleprocessing terminal units. The Data 
Systems group covers basic punch card handling equipment. such as 
card sorters. tabulators. interpreters. calculators and small models of 
'Computer systems. The General System~ group covers medium and 
large scale computer systems. Whilst. the Program Support Group is 
responsible for problems that occur in IBM programming systems. 
involving the diagnosis and solution of these problems using a large 
amount of documentation (e.g. core dumps. program listings etc.). 

Whichever group you join you will be given a first class training. 
Salaries are excellent. IBM offers many fringe benefits such as a 
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non-contributory pension scheme. free Life Assurance and an ex
cellent career. 

If you are under 40. like the idea of Joining the fast-growing 
computer industry and are due for release during the next 18 months 
or after a short-term commission. why not find out more about IBM) 
Send a brief resume of your technical career and 
i)ersonal details to Mr. D. J. Dennis. IBM Un ted I BM 
Kingdom Limited. 389 Chiswick High Road. 
London. W.4. Quoting reference W/90672 

In the past year we have visited a number of Service Units to give 
a shore presentauon on Customer Engineering in the computer 
business. followed by a quesuon and answer session. We would be 
pleased to arrange to visit your stauon If there is sufficient interest and 
your Commanding Officer agrees. Please discuss this with your 
Reseulement Officer or Station Educauon Officer in the first instance 
so that we can make arrangements through him. 
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LAST SHIFT AT TANGLIN , SINGAPORE 
After 26 years the Army's main Comcen at Tangli n closed down and handed over its comm itments to the Royal Navy. Some of the members 

on the last shift pose for the camera 
Left to right: Sergeant Johnson, Lance-Corporals O'Connor and Wykes, Signalman Ellis, Corporal Darwin, W .0.2 (Y. of S.) Cooke, Sergeant 

Papanicolo, Corporal Goullee 

18th Signal Regiment 
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE 

The nd of an era 

A T exactly 09.30 hours local time on 28th August the Chief 
of Staff H.Q. FARELF, Brigadier R. E. Worsley, O.B.E., 

threw a switch which severed the Army Tape Relay Centre 
and its tributaries from the D.C. . From that moment, ~he 
Army Comcen Tanglin ceased to pass traffic and the remam
ing tributaries work direct to the Royal Naval Commcen. Before 
taking this step, which brought about the end of an era, the 
Chief of Staff transmitted a farewell message to the D.C.N. 
To commemorate the occasion he was presented with. ~ 
mounted copy of the signal and tape by the Commandmg 
Officer. 

This ceremony marked the end of 2.6 rears as the .Army's 
main Commcen in the Far East. By comc1dence Captain Mruc 
Nutt, who is the last of a long line of C.D.S.0.s, was al~o 
present when the first post-war Comcen :was opened in 
Singapore in 1945. He was then a Sergeant ID Lord Mount
batten's forces. 

During the ceremony the Chief of Staff presented Corporal 
fun Alger and Private Mary O'Fee Moore, our tributary opera
tors at 3 B.O.D., with a Comstar silver award for the period 
January to June. We congratulate them on the high standar~s 
achieved, and thank the many hundreds who have worked m 
the Singapore Comcens over the years. 

W .ll.A.C. not~ 
At 17.00 hours local time on 27th August the last call 

through the Tanglin Military Exchange was completed, and 
the shift which was composed of both W.R.A.C. and ~ocal 
soldiers stood down for the last time. Of the L.E:P.s ~errrunat
ing their service in the exchange, Sergeant Idris Bm Mohd 

FORMAL CLOSE DOWN 
The Chief of Staff about to "switch off" the Army Comcen, watched 
by Captain Nutt, Colonel Polley, Major Bushell, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Hild and W .0.1 (Y. of S.) Wright 
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Y~sof was the last L.E.P. S.N.C.O. on duty. Sergeant Lou 
Hill, wh? f<?rmcd part <?f t~e last W.R.A.C. shift, will shortly 
be .termmaong her s,crv1ce ID order to marry into the service 
agam-her fiance be1Dg Sergeant Colin Shaw, R.M.P. 

All ~e other. W.R.A.C. personnel have now deplrted to their 
resp7ct~ve postings and we thank all the switchboard operators 
for ~aeir hard work over the years and wish them every succe·-. 
in the future. 

W.R.A.C. PROVIDE EXPERT SERVICE AT TANGLIN TOO 
Corporal Ledgard , the floor supervisor, with her shift in the Tanglin 

Manual Exchange now closed down 

Exercaso ' Counf.down ' 
Owing to the premature closing of the facilities in the 

Cameron Highlands, this 'X ' Troop exercise was based on 
the Jungle Warfare School in Johore. Some members of other 
Troops also took part, including even an R.H.Q. Clerk -
Signalman Fred Mackender. 

The fir~t few d~ys were spent on the ].W.S. ranges, detach
ment radio exercises, and preparation for the main jungle 
exercise. Corporal ' Chalky ' White and Signalman Gillmartin 
won the pool shooting competition while Corporal Roger 
Burrows made an interesting kill in the jungle Jane range-a 
five-foot ' Red-tailed racer ' snake, which the experts sub
sequently declared not as harmless as it looked. 

Everyone set out confidently in high spirits for the final 
exercise. However, shortly after dawn on the first day the 
he.avens opened and for the ne.xt two days torrential tropical 
r~n fo~ow~d the gr~mps on their trek through the jungle. The 
d1fficuloes m operatJng wet manpack HF radios in the jungle 
were soon apparent, and previous instruction on survival in 
the jungle was put to the full test. 

Having survived this phase the exercise finished on a lighter 
note when the Troop met up with wives and friends for a 
day-off on the East Coast at Jason's Bay. Needless to say 
some of the wives still think the whole week was spent on 
the beach! 

Exercise ' Uo1111d-u1, ' 
Two detachments of ' X ' Troop, under the command of 

Lieutenant Tim Mountford, took part in this amphibious 
assault exercise at Marang on the East Coast of Malaysia. The 
reason for our presence wa to practise 40 Commando Royal 
Marine in electronic warfare, and monitoring and deception 
techniques with some musical interludes were practised. 

Afrer <an 11-hour drive north from Singapore contact was 
made with the Marine umpires on the beach, and the main
brace was suitably spliced. Having bivouaced for the night by 
the sea, Signalman ' Bri ' Spencer cooked breakfast while the 
remainder had an early morning swim in the South China Sea. 
• With the Naval Controller, Lieutenant-Commander Dennet 
Gunn, in the lead with his sextant, we set off inland to occupy 
good radio positions. Lance-Corporal ' Konig ' King eventually 
managed to erect his 27-foot mast without becoming part of 
it, and after two days of electronic annoyance to the Marines 
we returned to the coast for a final beach party with the Navy. 
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THEY STILL FIND TIME TO GET OUT INTO THE JUNGLE 
Left to right : Signalman Carter, Lance-Corporal Wilkinson and 
Lance-Corporal Williams being briefed by Corporal Burrows during 

exercise Count-Down 

After the long drive home we now have several right arm sun
burnt drivers while Corporal Charlie Mitten and Signalman 
Nick Carter now know all the bumps on the East Coast road. 

Footnote 
As this is the last full Regimental notes to appear in ' The 

Wire ' we would like to express our appreciation of the assistance 
given by PR Services H.Q. FARELF in providing many of 
the excellent photographs which have featured in our ' Wire ' 
notes. In particular we would thank Major Mike Deverill, the 
S.0.2 Public Relations, and Staff Sergeant Grinwood, R.A.0.C., 
for their valuable co-operation in this respect. 

Finally, we would also like to thank ' The Wire ' Editor and 
staff for their close liaison and good coverage of Regimental 
activities over the years. 

ROYl\L SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIES 
Silk 
Terylene/Crimplene 
Crested Terylene 
REME Institute Ties 
Cre5ted Cuff Links .. 

£1 ·50 
£0·90 
£1·35 
£1 ·35 
£3-50 

Creste:I Tankards 

Silk Blazer Badges 
Gold Wire Blazer 

{
£3·50 

. . £4·50 

Wall hiclds 
Car Badges 

Badge 

Items made to your own design (by quotatio11) 

U.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties/Badge JOp 

-

Other items 25p 

17 GABRJELS HILL 

MAIDSTONE 56666/7 

£0·85 

£3-00 
£2-00 
£2·10 



MEMBERS OF R.H .Q. 19TH SIGNAL REGIMENT (AIR SUPPORT) AUGUST, 1971 
Back row (left to right) : Mr. S.S. Moonshi, Mr. C. Ang, Mr. A. Ponnuthurai , Mr. Chan Fook Seng, Mr. Wo_on Sian_g Huat 

C t 
. Mr A R Abu Bakar Mr Koh Kim Guan Signalman Andi Juniardi bin Saman, Lance-Corporal Yahaya bin Hamid, Corporal A.G . 

en re row. . . . • · • . b" T M M h d 
Gask, Sergeant Noordin bin Yon, Lance-Corporal K. Bowker, Corporal Yahaya bin Shahid , Lance-Corporal Ismail in ompang, r . o amme 

Ariffin bin Junid 
front row : W .0 .1 (S.Q.M.S.) W. D. D. Jackson, R.A.P.C., W.0.1 (F. of S.) R. J. Hoe, Captain R. J. Cross, .R.A.P.C., W .0 . 1 (R.S . ~ . ) C. Speight, 
Major K. Watts, Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert, Captain M. L. P. Brock, Captain M. J. M. Alden, Captain (T.O.T.) L. W . Leppington, W.0.2 

(0 .R.Q.M.S.) E. D. Duncan 
Absent from photograph: Sergeant A. W . Jones, Corporal Leong Kah Loke, Private Tajul Adnan bin Yaacob, Mr. Koh Kong Choo, Mr. Kwan Fook 

Kee, Mr. Seow Geok Ee 

19th Signal Regt. 
c' o G.P .0. Singapore 

Rundown continues 

SINCE our last contribution to THE WIRE the run down 
has continued unabated. H .Q. No. 1 Squadron has 

disbanded and Changi, Seletar and Tengah Troops are no 
more· farewells are the order of the day as L.E.P.s depart 
to civilian life and the daily VC-lOs whisk away British 
members and their families. This is all very sad but we that 
remain are determined that the Regiment will survive as an 
entity until the flag is finally lowered at the time our 
Commanding Officer departs in mid-November. 

Dinner in Station Sergenuts' ~less 
Two occasions of note have occurred recently. On Wednesday, 

14th July, the senior ranks of the Regiment and their ladie_s 
assembled in the Station Sergeants' Mess, R.A.F. Chang1. 
The guests included Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. C. J. Gilbert, 
Major K. Watts and Major and Mrs. A. P. Fielding. 

After an excellent dinner, which was well up to the Station 
Sergeants' Mess usual very high sta~dard, the R.~.M., ~.0.1 
C. Speight, presented the Commandmg Officer with a silver
plated model Beaufighter on behalf of members of the Senior 
Ranks Club. The evening was rounded off by dancing to ' The 
Shades of Blue ' and the unusual quiet around the Regiment 
next morning testified to the success of the function. Thanks 
to the hard work and organising ability of W.0.2 (F. of S.) 
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Edgington, what so easily could have b~come a sad evening, 
in the event turned out to be an occasion that will long be 
remembered by those privileged to be present. 

lUedals 1•rese11ted 
The second important occasion took place at R:I!·Q. on 

Friday, 6th Augu.st, ";hen Sta!f Sergeant A. E. P~ps and 
Signalman Hussew Bw Ibrahim were presented :-v1th Long 
Service and Good Conduct Medals by the Commandmg Officer. 
The ceremony was, of necessity, a simple one but none~heless 
dignified with the families of tile recipients present m the 
audience. 

A gallant hotly 
The members of R.H.Q. have until recently survived 

establishment cuts almost unscathed and the opportunity was 
taken in August to obtain a photographic record of this 
gallant body which appears with this article. 

A s1•eeial occnsio11 
One further sad, but at times hilarious, . o~casion must be 

noted. On Friday, 13th August, the remammg Officers and 
Senior Ranks forgathered in the Senran Club for the customary 
' happy hour ' after work, but also to say goodbye to W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Bob Isaac prior to his departure both to U .K. and 
Civvy Street· he is leaving the service on voluntary redundancy. 
An extremely popular Warrant Officer, he was presented with 
a silver-plated Beaufighter from Senra~ mem.bers and, on 
behall of the Station Sergeants' Mess, with a silver salver. A 
ceremony was then performed which will long be re!Ilembered 
(with guffaws) by those presen~ W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Speight caUe_d 
upon W.0.2 Isaac to step torward for the award of his 
medal. The following citation was read out by W.0.2 
(R.Q.M.S.) Iron& as follows (see opposite page): 
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( n11s11al eltatfo11 

. "W.0.2 Isaac enlisted as a boy soldier in 1893. At that 
time he was very young. He sat his ACE III in 1949 and 
finally passed in 1952. 

"He was promoted .Lance-Corporal in 1954, Signalman in 
1955, Lance-Corporal m 1956, Corporal in 1957 Sergeant in 
1957, Staff Sergeant in 1962 and W .0.2 in 1969. ' 

"He passed his swimming test whilst at Mons O.C.S. The 
test was no~ taken voluntarily and was held in mess kit at 
03.00 hours m the local canal. 

" He quali~ed as a parach.utist in 1952 and was described as 
a strong solid man who did not know the meaning of the 
word 'fear.' ~ere are !llany other words he also does not 
~now the mearung of. His blood group is ' 0 ' positive which 
mcludes the X factor. 

" W.0.2 Isaac is the man of whom Field Marshall Viscount 
Montgomery once said 'who? ' 

:• During his service he has learned to ride a cycle and for 
this and numerous other achievements he is awarded the 
L.S. but G .C. (Long Service but Got Caught)." 

In .a mo~e serious vein we all wish W.0.2 Bob Isaac and his 
charmmg wife, Sue, good luck in civilian life. 

Sailing 

30th Signal Regiment -
BLANDFOllD C A~ll· u 

T HE Regiment has ~en _very active in the sport during 
. 1971. We have sailed m the Solent ad nauseum, with 

tnps to Shoreham, Poole, Weymouth, Torquay, Dartmouth 
and, of course, Cherbourg and the Channel Islands. 

Wt; have had our fair share of drama, which included a 
plastic bag around the propeller in mid-Channel which 
Sergeant Chri~ Jefford-Ho~n removed having changed his skin 
colour from p1~ to blue m the process, and a sail change in 
rough seas durmg w!llch tile m~i?sail split, a creditable per
formance from Captain Doug Willis and Lance-Corporal Chris 
Power under stress! These incidents of course could not mar 
the thrill and satisfaction you feel when you see a light or 
headland you have been looking for over the la t 20 miles of a 
passage. 

Sailing is an adventure training sport and the financial 
assistance which is available brings the sport within the reach 
of all, but it is not everyone's idea of pleasure and the adage 
" You do not know until you have tried it' still applies. 

We are nearly at the end of the season and are pleased with 
our achievements in terms of individual qualifications: Colonel 
Rose, W.0.1 Coxon, Mates certificates; Sergeant Jefford-Horn, 
Lance-Corporal Power, to Second M.ate; Lance-Corporal 
Parrotte and Corporal Dowling to Off-Shore Hand and in the 
pipeline-Captain Willis and Sergeant Wall to Off-Shore Hand. 

llock.-y 

The unit entered two teams in the South-West District Six
a-Side Competition held at Perham Down on 8th September. 
The 'B ' team was beaten in a hard-fought final after extra 
time and the ' A' finished econd in their division winning 
three of tlieir four game . A creditable performance by both 
teams as 20 units took part in the competition. 

Change of Co1DJ11n11tl 

We sadly record the departure of Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. 
Rose and welcome Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre in 
command, We bade farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel Rose in the 
traditional manner in all Me ses of the Regiment and were 
pleased he was spared sufficiently from his duties with 
R.M.C.S. Shrivenbam to be with us in Alderney. 

Readers will also be interested to know that Major (Q.M.) 
Jim Bevan, M.M., has retired after a long and distinguished 
career in the Corps. 
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News from Squadrons 

a 20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

. - Sqn. (200) B.F.P.O. 41 

HAVING received the ultimatum, " No WIRE notes - no 
.leave _pass!" the author has finally put pen to paper 

to review bnefl.y the last few months. 

Exe .. cise • Snow Queen ' 
First, a very belated note to record the fact tilat we spent 

Ja!11;.1ary and Feb~~ry in Bavaria, pursuing the delights of 
ski-mg. Alth~~gh _1t is impossible to mention all the escapades 
and personahues mvolved, it may be sufficient to confirm that 
Sergeant Tony ('Avalanche') Rains did kick the bucket 
Lance~~rporal Bill (' Alpine ') Sykes became proficient o~ 
the ski-Iift aft~r !WO weeks and that Signalman ('You three 
are a nght pair if ever I saw one ') Thomas is a champion 
woffler! We are all looking forward to 'Snow Queen 71.' 

Athletics 
The atl?letics team were much mo~e successful this year 

than la~t. ID that we won both the Bngade and 4th Division 
competiuons. However, once among the ' .Kings ' at the 
B.~.O.~ . meeting we realised that our standards were not 
qwte l?gh enough for such competition. 

Durmg the week preceding the Morrison Cup competition 
we, we.re fortum~tt: _enough to be able to train 'away from it 
all with 4th D1vlSlon Headquarters and Signal Regiment, to 
w~_om we are most grateful. Although our results at 
M.onchengladbach were not startling, the team is unanimously 
of the opinion tilat the training was of great value. 

Swimming 
It has again be~n a succes~. year for the swimming team. 

We w~n the. Bngade compenuon and were runners-up in 
the maier umts water polo. Next we won the 4th Division 
minor units swimming, during which Lance-Corporal Steve 
Dunnings broke the 100 metre backstroke record. At the 
B.;A.O.R . . competiti~n. in Berlin we came runners-up in the 
mmor umts compeuuon for the second year running. During 
the Berlin visit the team was accommodated and well looked 
after by 229 Signal Squadron. 

Border patrols 
Tht: Squadron has carried out two Border patrols this year, 

both 1D . the Helmsstedt area. The first, organised by Alpha 
Troop 1D March was a rather cold and dismal affair. The 
accommodation provided was not very good, there was little 
activity on the ' other ide,' and it is reported that the only 
good thing was the beer. 

The second patrol, a Bravo Troop affair, was carried out 
in July. This time we were accommodated in a 'Schutzhalle' 
attached to a ' Gasthaus.' Not only was it more comfortable 
there was only a matter of ten yards to stagger between bar 
and bed, or vice ver a. There was plenty to see on the border, 
where the ' sights ' were pointed out to us by an expert from 
that most helpful organisation, the British Frontier Service. 
The highlight of our patrol, however, was a visit from Mr. 
Jim Black, a reporter for B.B.C. Local Radio, whose presence 
we found slightly more unnerving than that of the East 
Germans! We soon got used to his microphone, however, 0.C. 
Bravo Troop practised his 'official spokesman ' voice, and 
all went well. Mr. Black was heard to remark that it 'wasn't 
quite what he expected. 

Exercises 
The first half of the exercise season has produced it usual 

crop of 'quotable quotes.' For example: 
R.S.M. (whispermg): "There's going to be a gas attack. 

Do you know what to do ? " 
Brigade H.Q. Sentry: "Er ... get me gas mask Sir? ' 

or perhaps: 
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Divi ional mmcen (on engineering net) : " We are shooting 
at you now." 

20th Armoured Brigade: "Er ... what with?" 
The olde t known repair method for technical equipment 

(a kick) ha proved it worth several times. Ably applied by 
a R.E.M.E. mechanic it produced instant success with the 
Brigade Commander' refrigl!rator. Equally ably applied to a 
multiplexer by a frustrated technician, it restored perfect trunk 
communications after an all-night struggle. 

The complicated system of remotes and inter-vehicle 
connection in the G comple.x is a story in it elf. In this world 
of squawking loudspeakers, buzzing intercomm and ringing 
telephones even the Comms Captain is not immune: not 
content with distinguishing himself on ' Main Brace ' by picking 
up the wrong headset and saying: "You rang?" to the Brigade 
Command Net, he added to his record on ' Summer Sales ' by 
asking a confused staff officer in the next vehicle for a ' radio 
check!" 

7 Armoured Brigade Signal 

Squadron {207), B.F.P.0. 37 

A Subaltern·s eye -.·lew of the Desert Hat 

AT the beginning of August there was an addition to the 
rank of the Squadron in the form of Lieutenant Lillie, 

who came to us from Oxford, where be had read Russian and 
German. The Squadron takes its training for war so seriously 
that it now has an officer of its own to interrogate its prisoners! 
We only hope that he remembers to use English on the 
Brigade's own nets. His job in the Squadron is Second-in
Command ' Alfa ' Troop, and as we have two exercises coming 
up very soon, Corporal Colin Whall, Lance-Corporal ' Scouse ' 
McCarthy and Signalman Mick Tharme showed him around. 
For a long time afterwards be was to be seen wandering around 
camp in a dazed condition trying to remember bow to tune 
a 432 and track bash a C42! Well, it's very difficult for someone 
to whom 'quad ' means the front lawn. 

As a light relief from this Corporals ' Boggy ' Marsh and 
Alan Berry gave him a ' crash ' course on Army vehicles, 
Major Austin on Army accounts, Corporal 'Jock' Kelly on 
soccer and F. of S. Ray Tricker on basketball. One great thing 
about 7 Brigade is that you don't have time to get bored! 

Just to make sure be didn't go completely mad, Signalmen 
Chris Chapman, ' Ginge ' Nixon, Dave Kilby took him down to 
the Jerboa at' Happy Hour' and pumped him full of 'Carlys' 
ably abetted in this noble task by Lance-Corporal Pete Crans
wick. After that he was introduced to the Squadron duty system 
when he forgot to arrange Exercise 'Weekly Wash,' his grounds 
for doing so being that be had already bad his. 

The position at the moment is that he is trying to find his 
feet, and every time he looks like sinking, someone is detailed 
to rush him off and top up his alcohol level. Needless to say, 
he seems to be enjoying it. · 

5 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

Tidworth 

THE one event that seemed to overshadow all others in 
the last three months was the summer block leave. 

T?ough as ~ opening remark that seems, upon reflection, to be 
slightly unfatr. Although nominally stationed still in Tidworth 
the Saxon Horse has roamed from Warcop to Dover via Stam~ 
for~ and Damnoor, not. forg~tting the odd gallop to Salisbury 
Pl.am an~ back. All this, with the occasional weekend spent 
with various C.C.F.s and summer camps with Boy Scouts, has 
kept us busy, although 'Alfa' Troop would express it in a 
sligthly different way I fear. 

Sammer eamp 
Summer camp produced more than its fair share of incidents 

too. The Squadron moved into St. Martin's Plain Camp at 
Folkestone for 10 days during early May, and the O.C. Major 
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Micky Topple tarLed to put us through our paces. Most after
noon were spent sporting, including the occasional sail in 
Dover harbour. The Y. of S. W.0.2 Robin Dodman was lectur
ing cap ize drill to hi assembled multitude when Staff Sergeant 
John (Rock) Richardson neatly deposited his crew, Captain 
Warren Armstrong and dog Sandy, into the depths of Dover 
harbour. It i reported (falsely) that Sandy was the only one 
with the presence of mind to forsake the sinking dinghy and 
head for the shore. The Y. of S. had a difficult time persuading 
his disciples that there were quicker ways to righl a capsized 
dinghy. 

ShooHng 
The Squadron entered a team in the Southco/Stratco Skill

at-Arm meeting in June in which the team, although winning 
no prizes fini hed in a pectable fourth place. However, our 
congratulations go to Second-Lieutenant frm Evans, W.0.2 
(Y. of S.) Robin Dodman, Sergeant Derek Frape and Signal
man Dave Grant \V'llO won the A.E.R. Cup for the minor units 
section match at the Corps meeting the following week. 

Sq11adro11 Sklll-at~Armi; ~lt>c•fin~ 

A Squadron skill-at-arms competition, organised by R.S.M. 
Brian Cook, took place on Friday, 20th August. Teams from 
' A ' Troop ' B ' Troop ' D ' & ' E' Platoon, Admin. Troop 
and M.T./L.A.D. took part, there being 72 firers in all. Inter
Troop competition was fierce and many watchful eyes were 
kept on our chief scorer Captain Andrew Martin. The climax 
of the day was me ' falling plate ' in which two more teams 
appeared, one from the Officers commanded by our O.C., 
Major Micky Topple, the other from the S.N.C.O.s led by 
the R.S.1\1. The S.N.C.O.s were quickly disposed of by 'B • 
Troop in the second round. The Officers however went on to 
better things, being beaten only in the final by one plate and 
one second. Our outgoing Quartermaster Captain Mike Ham 
astounded everyone by his agility and speed over 100 metres, 
not once but thrice. 

Our thanks to Colonel I. G. Swan who kindly agreed lo 
present the prizes as follows: 

SLR team prizes, 'B' Troop; SMG team prizes, ' A ' Troop; 
Section match, 'A' Troop; SLR individual winner, Corporal 
Ian Durrant; SMG individual winner, Corporal George 
Carpenter; Team Shield, ' A' Troop; Falling Plate, ' B ' Troop. 

Sports 
Signalmen George Hardstaff and Mark Tibble should be 

congratulated on their fine efforts swimming for the Corps 
team on several occasions this season. The former bas earned 
hjmself well-deserved Corps swimming colours. 

Lieutenant Jim Evans has started off the rugby season well 
by leading his team to a i:.esounding victory over a local team 
(Cainscross), winning by 22 points to three. 

Signalman George Hardstaff represented the Corps well 
(again) by going to Cyprus with the Brigade R.C.T . Squadron 
as swimming and sailing instructor. 

Arrivals and departures 
, We say a sad farewell this month to a lot of Squadron 

personalities. Our best wishes go to Captain Peter Dale who is 
posted to 28th Signal Regiment together with Captain (Q.M.) 
Mike Ham. Our M.T.0. Captain Derek Brooks, R.C.T., bas 
passed on to the Services Booking Centre in London, and we 
wish him all the best in his new appointment after some two 
years of various experiences with an Airportable/ Airmobile 
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. Peter Dale, who was 
Second-in-Command, is relieved by Captain Andy Martin, our 
new Q.M. is Captain (Q.M.) Geoff Granger, and Captain John 
Webber takes over as the M.T.0 . We extend to all three of 
them a warm welcome to Tidworth, though it is doubted that 
M.ey will see much of the place. 

For the Saxon Horse is again preparing to move. This time 
to Lurgan. N. Ireland calls .. . 

ODE TO • WIRE' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring u1 cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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Amontillado Sherry 

Offer your 
friends 
South African 
Sherry 

HOME OWNERSHIP ASSURED 

on a~~!~!~? uADVIS0~1 BUREAU is also available to .give specialised advice to Members of H .M. Forces 
in confidence to:' n ranee an ortgage matter , For full detalls of the advice we offer, please telephone or write 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27/ 29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

B.F.P.O. 801 

'
°'. I11-I the end of our tour le s than two months away our 
r l lives have been relatively quieter than our first three 

months in N. Ireland. We are hoping that this ituation rcma~ns 
a our thoughts now run along the lines of ' How are we gomg 
to get thi lot back to Colche ter?" 

:Uedical Centr.-. 
Contrary to Corporal Perrow's remarks in last _month's. issue 

that the N edical Centre would not be ready unttl 1973, it has 
now been completed. He and Private Duckwortl_i have utili. ed 
stretchers, not for casualties, but for transportauon of medical 
supplies office stationery and last but by no means least 
Corporal Perrow's abundant fishing tackle. 

Af'eommodatiou and offic•e furnishings 
The Quanermaster' staff have really been earning their 

' bread ' these past two weeks. Sweat stre~ked faces .could ju t 
be seen peering around and over mountains of chairs, tables 
desks and lockers. The steel lockers presented the greatest 
problem in that due to r:1e narrowness of the stairwa¥s, limiting 
the manoeuvrability, great chunks of plaster were bemg gouged 
out of the walls. Captain Terry Licence (Q.M.) could only stand 
it for five lockers. " Stop!" he commanded, "let me think 
again." Sure enough bis inspiration .came to the f?re. "A 
winch is what we need," came back his answer. So with close 
liaison we were granted the aid of Corporal :flatton an~ Sap~r 
Partridge, 33 Field Squadron R.E., and their mechamcal hoist 
who took exactly one day to distribute 200' items to the correct 
floors in our multi-storey building. 

s.n.s. 
Our S.D.S. teams have been kept very busy and have been 

doing an excellent job. Unfortunately one crew met with an 
accident the other day. Due to a mechanical failure Signalman 
Steve Mellishfs accelerator jammed whilst he was negotiating 
a bend. The momentum overturned the vehicle throwing 
Signalman Zebedee Parry and Signalman f unmy Holt out. 
Fortunately no-one received any serious injuries. 

St(uadron Headquarters 
The staff of the Orderly Room have changed round for the 

second half of the tour. Corporal Johnnie Sharp, Lance
Corporal 'Baz' Mansell and Signalman Joe Weeks have 
returned to Rear Party in Colchester. Replacing them are 
Cocporal ' Mac ' MacGregor and Signalman Brian Sharp 
(Johnnie's younger, but not little, brother). Lance-Corporal 
Bernie Hunt has been having big ' grip • sessions as he is doing 
the complete tour. 

Bernie is our movements king and has done an admirable job 
during the tour, but is worried he ends it with a hairline like 
Mac's. See Photo 4. 

Comm unicatlons 
Our newly established Cipher/Commcen Exchange has now 

extended its range by the addition of three new teleprinter 
circuits in m· now increased area. 

The addition of the new area has given Lieutenant Chris 
Smith and W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 'Rocky' Wall the excuse for a 
' swan ' to visit the new units under command. 

Lance-Corporal Ollie Walton has just returned from 14/20 
Hussars at Ballykinler where he has acted as 0.C. T.P.'s 
driver operator. 

The remainder of the Troop are still doing an excellent 
job of communication. 

Arrivals and departurt•s 
Over the last month we have said goodbye to Sergeant 

Gallagher, R.A.P.C., Sergeant Nimmons, R.A.0.C., Sergeant 
Smith, R.E.M.E., Sergeant Brooks, Corporal Dix, Corporal 
Donaldson, Lance-Corporal Paylor, Lance-Corporal Catlow, 
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R.A.O.C., and Driver Swift, R.C.T. We wi h them all the best 
for the future. 

We extend a welcome to Sergeant Fielding, R.A.P.C., W.0.2 
(F. of S.) Jackson, Sergeant Altham, Corporal Turner, 
R.A.0.C. Corporal Kenyon, R.C.T. Lance-Corporal Lance, 
Intelligence Corps, and Signalman Ingram and we hope that 
their stay with u will be a happy one. 

216 Parachute Signal Squadron 

Aldershot 

Northern lrt•land (11th Fc•bruar,- - aih .Junt•. 
Hl71) 

A FTER our ' Quick Move ' to Northern Ireland in early 
February, we settled down to a very worthwhile and 

unforgettable tour. 
Apart from the normal ' internal nets ' and duties to run, 

we established an FSK Cll/SSB link with Aldershot. With us 
in Lurgan was Corporal 'Hotfingers ' ' Andy' Fox and detach
ment whil t at the ' blunt ' end was Cnrporal ' Mat ' McBirney 
and 'detachment and between them much information was 
passed on the ' hot line.' 

To kill time on 16th May, a rather slack unday, a road race 
was organised round Lough Neagh, between the 'Chiefs' and 
the ' Indians.' Twelve in each team-72 miles each team to 
cover-with two river crossings thrown in for good measure. 
The race was run and organised by Captain 'Tony' Wood
house and Sergeant ' Doug ' Baikie. 

The race started and finished in Lurgan Park and for two
thirds of the way both teams were neck and neck, but the 
' Indians' eventually forged ahead to win in an overall time 
of 7 hours 8 minutes (record). Our O.C., Major 'Roy' Williams, 
later presented the winning team with their m~d~ls. 

Other activities included the Squadron submnung a close 
combat team to panicipate in a Tattoo for the local public. 
The team was trained by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) ' Ivor' Wells and 
r;1e commentary was done by Corporal ' Steve ' Marsh~l. 

In late April, patrols were sent into the Mourne Mounta10s 
and border area, working on Al6's to a detachment on Slieve 
Croob and also in Lurgan. 

Sport had its big moments, too, when the largest attendance 
was believed to be at the Sauna Baths in Portadown where 
many a pound was lost in weight, only to be added again 
in the 'Pedlers Inn' later on. 

On detachment with 2 PARA is Corporal ' Gus• Hartley, 
Signalman 'Jock' Clanacban and the ' big fella,' Signalman 
'Jock' Grantiza, who are soon to return to some well deserved 
leave. 

Early June saw the welcome arrival of 19 Airportable Brigade 
and Signal Squadron and so, eagerly, after four months, we 
arrived back in Aldershot. 

After Northern Ireland, and one week's leave, the Squadron 
was split into three parties:-

ne-trahting-Newqu.ay. On 21st June the major!ry of 
the Squadron moved to Newquay to brush up on the military 
arts that bad not been practiced in Ireland. The weather. ':"as 
good for the duration of our stay and there was much activity; 
with road runs staning the day (good for hangovers!), followed 
by lectures and practical demonstrations and the handl.ing of 
equipment. We took an !V\.S.P. heavy drop J?latform ~1th us, 
enabling the Squadron nggers to refresh their memories. 

In the afternoons, sport was the main feature with each 
section battling it out against e~~b other i? a bid ~o gain 
points towards the overall competmon, the pnze for which was 
a barrel of beer. 

At sea each section piled into Gemini recce boats and 
raced ba~k to the shore, through the heavy surf, with many 
going overboard in the high breakers. This was all run and 
organised by that old Sea Dog Captain ' Clem ' Pahner. 

Running in conjunction with this programme was an M .P.C. 
II Course run by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) ' Ivor ' Wells, Sergeant 
' Doug ' Baikie, Corporal ' Jimmy ' Campbell and Corporal 
'Andy' Fox. . 

On the last evening, we fielded a soccer team agamst P.erran
porth with the final score being 5-4 ·n our favour. This was 
follo~ed by the winning section claimin~ th.cir beer a~d 
retreating to the NAAFI with the other sections 10 hot pursuit. 
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"OUT TO SEA" 
Left to right: Signalman "Pete" Martin, Signalman " Al" Blood and 

Corporal "Berni" Thomas 

"S PORTS AFTERNOON" 
Bock row (left to right): Corporal "John" Bailey, Lance-Corporal 

"Jack" Ferguson, Signalman " Scouse" McKee 
Front row (left to right): Corporal "Jimmy" Campbell, Lance-Corporal 

"Ian" Campbell, Staff-Sergeant "Jack" Frost 

Ghana (23rcl .Jul,·-30tb August). Captain 'Tony 
Woodhouse and a party of twelve' hairies,' attached to 3 PARA 
!eft for ~ tour of six we~ks for jungle training in Ghana. (Mor~ 
in next issue). Meanwhile, we have the 2nd Ghana Army with 
us in Aldershot on an exchange visit. 

. ~xerc~se • ::\'cw Envo~··' Lieutenant ' Dick ' Gittings and 
his crew were busy throughout June and early July preparing 
for the public mass which descended on Aldershot on 10th and 
11th July for the Army Show. The detachments, run by 
Sergeant ' Alan ' Hogg, Sergeant 'Bob ' Hutchings and Corporal 
'M.ick' Nash, displayed items of radio and airborne equipment 
used in the Squadron. 

Excercise • Play-Safe' (20th Jnly - 23rd July ) 
. Wit;h the Army Show and Newquay behind us, it was exer

cise ~e., After Northern Ireland, and pe:haps a little rusty, 
Exercise Play-Safe • enabled us to practice our parachuting 
RV Procedures, Rigging and all that is vital to make a succes -
ful and worthwhile exercise. 

There were two phases: 
On Tuesday, 20th July, a very bot day, 60 sweating, cursing 

men, with equipment, were crammed into a Hercules and 
dropped onto Everleigh DZ, which was closely followed by the 
second lift. 

On the ground we were met with enemy machine gun fire, 
but they were soon dealt with by men with SMG's shouting 
'Bang-Bang!' 
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. An hour later, five platforms were dropped expertly de-
ngged and off the DZ inside 20 minutes. ' 

On the Wednesday afternoon we moved in the usual Par 
DMS Boot transport for twelve miles to pick up poinc whic 
!ortunat;ly was a pub .. First .to arrive was W.0.2 : of S. 
Paddy Boland and his section, who eagerly showed u th 

routi: across country he had taken. (Funny-I didn't think a 
furmture removal van woul_d have made it!). 

From there, ~>n to Devizes by transport to re-equip and 
prepare for a mght descent on the following evening. 

At 23.00 hours .on Thursday, 22nd July, the first lift dropped 
42 men and eq~ipment, followed by the second lift dropping 
44 men and equipment 15 seconds later, all on to Netheravon 
DZ. 

The H~avy Drop, which was cancelled due to low cloud base 
was de-ngged at Lyneham and driven to the exercise area. ' 

The d~op took place in pitch darkness and the following 
conversation was overheard:-

lst quiet voice in the dark: "Where's the RV?" 
. 2nd quiet voice in the dark: "It should be a 

0

blue fla bing 
light over there." 
. 1st quiet voice in the dark: "Who's got the blue flashing 

light?" 
2nd quiet voice in the dark: "The Sarne Major!" 
1st quiet voice in the dark: "Where the hell is he'" 
2nd quiet voice in the dark: "He's injured!" · 
!st qui~t vo~e i~ the dark: ·;,What happened?" 
2nd quiet voice m the dark: He landed on his container!" 
Others injured were W.0.1 (F. of S.) ' John ' Kirton Staff 

Sergeant ' Gordon ' Haughie, Corporal ' Glynne ' Darby and 
Corporal ' Paddy ' Cardwell, but despite their wounds managed 
to soldier on throughout the exercise. ' 

A point of interest and a lucky injury escape was made by 
W:0.2 (C:S.M.) ' Pete' Pryor (H.Q. Company, 16 Parachute 
Brigade) 10 that he landed in a horse trough. Remarkable! 
(Good for defence). 
Fo~ Signalman ' Jock ' Milton, this will surely be an exercise 

he :v~ll never forget, as he sat on the DZ all night without 
realis10g everyone had moved to the 1st location. 

On Friday morning we 'marched' a further five miles to our 
pick-up point, where we were transported back to Aldersbot 
and a well deserved weekend replacina the sweat we had 
liberally spread over Salisbury Plain! "' 

223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 

Winchester 
Tri11JUplt for our cricketers 

F OLLOWING up our report in the August-September 
WIRE about the Squadron's prowess at cricket, we felt 

we must come up with one final blast on our trumpet. The 
team, led by Sergeant Pat Baldwin, eclipsed all previous effort 
by winning the final of the South East District Knockout 
competition by five wickets. 

Of twenty-two matches played this season, all but two, when 
the team's regular opening bowlers were unable to turn our, 
were won. It is generally felt that at full strength they could 
cheerfully take on most major unit sides. This year only two 
teams managed to make more than a hundred runs again t 
them. 

The arrival of Comb;ned Services bowler, Lieutenant Nick 
Franks, also Sergeant ' Mo' Emmett - a B.A.O.R. all-rounder 
- bodes well for an exciting '72 season. This, in spite of the 
departure of Captain Stan Brice and Captain Keron Niquet, 
our Royal Australian Signals liaison officer. 

Tall story? Uow·s tWs for an unlikely yarn? 

Two members of our newly formed Canoe Club, our P.T.I., 
Lance-Corporal Tony Lynn and Lance-Corporal Derek Coker, 
spent an interesting afternoon on the local canal recently. 

oticing a dark shape in the water, they reckoned it wa 
a pike or something like that. No doubt remembering storie 
of fingers and toes nipped off the unwary ' dangler,' they 
could hardly be blamed for setting about it with their paddle 

Much to their surpri e, the fish succumbed after a short 
battle and the interepid canoeists found them elves the envv 
of the longer-established fishing community. What is perhaps 
most surprising of all is that the fish is reported to have been 
a shark! You don't believe it? Then see for your·eU overleaf. 
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SEEING IS BELIEVING 
Lance-Corporal Lynn (right) with 'the one that didn 't get away'. 
Some of the strain being taken by Corporal Scott, Training Centre 

(see 223 sqn. notes on previous page) 

227 Signal Squadron 
{AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18 

Troglodyte Technicians 

THIS is not a new trade under the new structure, but an 
apt de cription of our technical members on the occasion 

of the farewell party to Major Julian Jackson. 
For this party our technicians, under W.0.1. John Bridgeman, 

reverted to type, drove the hippies out of their cave on 
Petersberg Hill, then took it over for their party. This proved 
to be a regular concourse-de-hippie designed to assist Major 
Jackson to fit into the contemporary British scene. 

Free from the inhibitions of furniture and the trappings of 
civilisation; generators, ice boxes, glasses and air mattresses 
excepted, they gave him a night to remember . . This proved 
to be so wild that even the local hippies would not deign 
to gate era h and ruin their reputation. 

Sergeants Carl Butler and Chris Thorburn Bahadur figured 
prominently in tlie organisation and produced transport for 
Julian with such appropriate slogans as ' Ram Ram Sahib' and 
' Sahri Ramro Retirement Sahib,' others were hardly repeatable 
outside of Denmark. The local populace are convinced that the 
mad dogs have nothing on the English. 

All other trades in the Squadron are now certain tllat the 
recruiting Sergeants have simply to walk to the nearest cave 
and drive out the inhabitants in order to find material suitable 
lor training as Technicians. 

Friends of Julian will be delighted to learn he emerged 
unscathed and has settled in Salisbury on his retirement from 
ervice life. 

~lad•• in England 
'Yorkie' Trollope whilst on holiday in Austria recently, 

bought a rather striking tankard with a genuine horn handle. 
A memento typical of the mountainous area in which he was 
~taying. On returning to Maastricht and examining it more 
closely he noticed on its bottom ' Made in Birmingham.' 
' Yorkie' vows he would have noticed it immediately had it 
been a young dolly. 
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Trip~ 

These ha\·c been made by the quadron children during 
the chools ·ummcr holidays; without Pot. TI1e f'.irst one was 
co the Evoluon exhibition at Eindhoven. This JS a modern 
imaginative exhibition covering man's evolution and in par
ti ular the technological developments of the past seventy-five 
year. 

The whole is hou ed in a building shaped like a flying 
saucer. The exhibits arc arranged on erics of balconies within 
this structure which give a total area of over 6,000 square 
yards. 

The place is ideal for children in that it has been designed 
for maximum visitor participation. A veritable plethora of 
switches and buttons designed to tempt itchy little fingers 
was discovered immediately, and the organised party dis
integrated. With whoop of joy the children took off to the 
four comer of the building on a frantic rave in. Demented 
attendants made superhuman efforts to prevent demonic little 
boys from climbing the tree of lights, which demonstrates .the 
growth of Philips over the last seventy.year~ or so. Sw.eet little 
girls attempted to garrot unco-operauve little boys m order 
to monopolise working models. 

The adults accompanying them, namely Daphne Heaps, 
Mary Grants and Christine Jackson, made vain attempts to 
restore order, reduce the mayhem and homicidal tendencies 
which were being exhibited, and maintain some decorum, but 
to no avail. Eventually the children exhausted their youthful 
exuberance and tired of their attempts to demolish the building 
and each other, and reductantly accepted authority plus a bribe 
of ice creams, which allowed them to be cornered and loaded 
on the bus. 

Cluistioe Jackson; who has only been married some four 
or five months; now has a fairly comprehensive appreciation 
of the trials and tribulations of Mother Hubbard. It says much 
for her love of children or stamina that she also volunteered to 
accompany the second trip. 

The second of these trips was to De-Efteling, near Tilburg. 
This venue was considered a trifle more suited to the enthu
siastic participation of our young gentlefolk. 

The adults on tills occasion arrived with a preconceived plan 
of campaign. The children were divided into parties and 
marched round the fairy tale wood, before being turned loose 
on the other attractions. This served two purposes, the children 
derived a lot of pleasure from the life-sized animated models 
depicting every conceivable fairy story, it also tended t? sap 
ome of their abundance ef surplus energy. The children 

report that they had great difficulty in restraining Mrs. Mary 
Bell and preventing her stealing a ride on the flying carpet 
with the Arabian Prince, wild, amorous, impetuous girl. 

Having exhausted the delights of fairyland the children were 
turned loose on the playground, steam carousel, diaorama, 
boating lakes and railway. These are all guaranteed childproof, 
well almost. The proprieters had visions of another great 
train robbery as the children took over the train which runs 
round the gardens. Apparently some of them had seen ' The 
Great St. Trinian's Train Robbery' and wanted a replay. 

On reaching the playground Mary Bell, Liz Easton and Ann 
Head, along with the other adults, .sited themselve.s ~trategically 
outside the cafe and turned the children free. Christine Jackson 
found it impossible to maintain a staid adult attitude, and was 
frequently absent whilst she joined the children on the swings 
and roundabouts. 

After a very full day savouring the delights the children 
returned to Maastricht at nineteen hundred hours a little 
more subdued than normal. The general verdict was that in 
spite of the adults it had been a good day out. 

.\rrivals and de1•artures 
The Squadron welcomes Captain (T.O.T.) Williams, Staff 

Sergeant (F. of S.) Hillier, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) McHugh, 
Sergeants Belton, Lutterlock and Green, CofPoral Murray, 
Signalmen Shaw, Artus and McCulloch. Our recent departures 
are Sergeant Ray Jefferys to 7th Signal Regiment, Corporal 
Marshall and Signalman Trollope to civvy street, Corporal 
Carnell to 223 Signal Squadron and Signalman Powsey to 21st 
Signal Regiment. We take this opportunity of wishing them 
every success in their new posts. 

f'ongratulatiotlS 
To Corporal Brian Latham on his elevation to Sergeant. 
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244 Signal Squadron 

(Air Support) 

R.A.F. Benson 

SINCE our last appearance on these hallowed pages it has 
...._ all been happening and at great speed. 

( ' hnuge of Com1na11tl 

After a hectic two years endeavouring to obtain some work 
out of us, Major Derek Poole has left us (on 11th August) 
for sunnier climes-in fact he is now in Cyprus at H.Q. 
B.F.N.E. and word has reached us on the grapevine (!) that 
some elevation is to be expected. Our sincere congratulations 
and best wishes go with him. Needless to say, a farewell 'do' 
was held for Major Derek, this time at a new location-the 
Norman Knight in Wallingford. A very successful party at 
which we presented Major Derek with a T.S.B. stick suitably 
engraved and fashioned with the loving care and affection it 
deserved by Y. of S. Alan Tasker, with a little help from Station 
Workshops. Readers not 'in the know' should note that 
Major Derek Poole is renowned as far afield as the four 
corners of Salisbury Plain for his knobbly stick which he wields 
with great skill-unfortunately he is apt to leave it in strange 
places-hence the 'T.S.B.' 

Major Poole's place has been taken by Major Philip Spooner 
who took command on 30th July having joined us from H.Q. 
A.F. (Gulf) which apparently is somewhere East of Suez and 
surrounded by sand. Major Phi1ip's Mercedes 220 is very 
impressive and appears to have managed the trip home very 
well. Tennis, soccer and parachuting seem to be Major Philip's 
strong points so everyone is now brushing up their tennis, 
soccer and parachuting! 

ALL SMILES 
Major W. D. A. Poole presents the awards at the Squadron orien
teering shortly before leaving us for Cyprus. On the left is Lieutenant 

Elford and receiving his prize, Sergeant Hegan 

Tlu~y Ulust be nuad 

Talking of parachuting-a couple of our seniors have fol
lowed S.S.M. Joe Whalley's lead. 

It all started over a pint (or two) of beer in a warm friendly 
atmosphere and ended in a lonely field with only a collapsed 
parachute for company. 

Two days of solid training, an undaunting will to survive 
and the expert tuition of instructors of the R.A.F. Sport 
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Parachute Association enabled Sergeants Bill Smith and George 
Gay. to achieve their ambitions of becoming free fall para
chutists. 

During the cour e it became apparent that George Gay' 
canopy ha.d a fascination for mangle wurzles. A field full of the 
aforementioned, attracted George's canopy like soft iron to a 
magnet, although he attributed this strange phenomenon to 
bad luck and premature dispatching by a trainee instructor. 

Bill Smith's experiences in the training harness cannot go 
~nmentioned either. Whilst practicing exits and srablc positions 
JD .the harness, t~e main point of suspension was relea ed 
acc1dentally and Bill plummeted to the mats landing in such 
a manner as to . raise the pitch of his voice several octaves. 
He recovered qwckly though and went through the drill for a 
canopy malfunction. 

The added _incenti"'.e .of female students undoubtedly played 
a ~r~at part 10 sustammg these two (brave) N.C.0.s in their 
tra1~g. Unfortuna~ely ~e female element depleted somewhat 
durmg the actual Jumpmg but their presence urged the two 
N.C.O.s on to final expertise. 

Firmly bitten by the bug of free fall parachuting, George 
G';ly and ~i~ Smith intend to. further their newly attained 
skills by seizmg every opportumry to attend club meetings at 
R.A.F. Weston-on-the-Green. 

THEY ENJOY IT TOO! 
All they now need is a bit of height! Sergeant George Gay and 
Sergeant Bill Smith all togged-up on their free-fall parachute course 

611 view 
On 16th July the Squadron was paid a visit by Air Marshal 

Sir John Hunter-Tod, K.B.E., C.B., who is Director-General 
of Engineering RA.F. As an Air Support Squadron we work 
very closely with the R.A.F. and we were pleased to be able 
to welcome the Air Mar ha!. A full-scale tactical demonstration 
was laid on in which he showed a great interest. 

Home from home-a setback for 1'fufrin the ~lul•• 
Readers will probably remember Muffin, the mascot of 255 

Signal Squadron who appeared in gloriou technicolour on the 
front of the March/ April edition of THE WIRE. Well we had 
aspirations of adopting him when 255 Signal Squadron disband 
and indeed had reserved a place for him in a high cla s and 
very tasteful sanctuary for donkeys just down the road. How
ever, when rhe Ministry of Agriculture and Fi heries were 
consulted it wa found that an import prohibition, due to 
African horse sickness, prevented u from carrying out our 
plan. We remonstrated with them, and pointed out that Muffin 
is neither African, hor e nor sick, but they said that a far as 
the re~ulations were concerned Muffin i a oliped(?) and 

prohibiuon still applied. Sorry Muffin, but it can't be done. 
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{' ngrn t ulntlons 
Our congratulations gv 10 Lance-Corporal. Fred Mulley for 

wmning Corp colour tor rugby and to Signalman . Malone 
who i elected for the Army soccer team. Also, a httle self 
congratulation is in Q.Cdcr ince the Squadron won the R.A.F. 
Ben on athletic competition in July, led by Staff Sergeant 
' Fosbury Flop ' Philemon. . . . 

Signalman Mike Evans de erves a mention tOO-f?r wmnmg 
me quadron orienteerin~ event-a pleasant d~y ~n ~he sun 
wa had by all and the wmning team was from Mike Troop 
who beat • Br~vo' Troop by one point! 

t•''""'rst-.as 
It happened at last! ' Bravo' Troop has. been try_ing .to get 

oversea for months and finally they achieved their aim .or 
at least that is their tory. In fact they've been overseas twice 
recently-once when they flew to Cornwall for a. su~er cal!lp 
at Penhale and the second time when on exercise m th~ wild 
and woolly H ighlands. Both times, they assur.e ;i , the au;craft 
Rew out over the Iri h ea! That, they say, is overseas. 

~ew nnd old 
cw to the Squadron we welcome Lieutenant Mike Rice 

who i now Second-in-Command ' B ' T roop, and we als.o 
say farewell to Staff Sergeant Alan Burt who has left us. H ts 
place i ta.ken by a newly promoted Staff Sergeant Wally Lock
wood, who has been with us for a long time a a Sergeant. 
Also newly posted in we welcome Sergeant Barry Young, 
Corporals Pete Percival, Pete ¥urph~, Lanc~wCorporals D:ive 
Barlow Ian Cripps Si~almen Tam Hargetion, Dave Snuth, 
Mick Pratt and Bob Ebrey. Our best wishes go with Co~oral 
Dave Warwick (Civvy Street), Lance-Corpor~ls Harry Dixon 
(604 Signal Troop) and Derek Roberts (603 Signal Tr?OP) and 
Sergeant (erstwhile Corporal) Graham Fuller who 1s off to 
H.Q. 1 B.R. Corp . 

255 Signal Squadron 
B.F.P.O. 63 & 64 

Loeal gen 

DURING the past month we have been subjected to yet 
more reductions and closing of rariks. We now have only 

nine Troop<;, some of which have absorbed men from the 
disbanded Troops. Anyone who left here more wn a month 
ago would probably have difficulty recognising us. We are ~ow 
only represented in strength in Tufair, Muharraq and S~ariab. 
with a detachment in Salalah. We welcome the formation of 
603 Sie:nal Troop at Masirah, commanded by Captain (TOT) 
Ken Risby, not onlv because it means we d~n't_ have !O do the 
work there. Our TOT, Major Vic Render, 1s d1sappomted, for 
he was trying to set a record for the minimul!l time in Bahrain 
between visits down the Gulf and the maxnnum number of 
trips by Andovers and Argosies. 

We only have one person to welcome, Lance-Corporal Colin 
Cairns, who eveoruallv arrived here on Sth August to join our 
overworked Chief Clerk, Corporal Chris Rogers. However, 
amongst the departures for a spot of leave in sunny Ene:land 
before going to their new units are: Corporal 'Coops' Cooper 
of the R.R. Troop darts team, who are still doing fairly well 
without him ; also from R.R. Troop, one of me Souadron 
gladiators, Sergeant Pete Shawyer, who could or1?3.oise, and 
participate in, a game of anything with anyone, anytime. 

Sports 
Althoui;b a good deal of sport has had to be cancelled throw.di 

too much sun (pale inhabitants of North West Europe and the 
British Isles olease note), we still manage to distimruish our
selves. Line Trooo have won the Squadron Vollevball Trophy, 
after many hard-fou<?ht matches, and S.H .Q./Tels. have won 
the darts championship, wresting it from Line Troop. 

We are too scattered to form our own rugbv team, but suoply 
the bulk of the Garrison side, which is player /mana1Ted by 
Caotain Tim McCoy. We prov;cJe the front row (L:ince
Corooral Steve Roberts. Captain McCov and Si)?na1man D;ive 
Kerr). the back row (Coroornls Harry RoMn~<m, 'Rio ' TGrby 
and Tim Eean); the scrum-half i~ SiP-nalman Do~ie Ellis and 
one wine: is Corp<>ral Kevin Bretherick. So far we have plaved 
four matches, limited to 20 minutes each way because of the 
heat, and have notched up 69 points for only one penalty 
again&t. 
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The football (that otl1er game) scene is al o bright und~ the 
guidance of Yeoman Jim Creevy. We entered two teams m the 
Bahrain - -a-side league, and finished with the ' B' team, 
skippered by Lance-Corporal Dave Bottomley, top of . the 
Southern Division and the ' A ' team, under Corporal Vince 
Sills second in the Northern Division. Signalman ' Tich ' 
~ah of the ' A ' team scored 39 goals in 14 matches and 
holds the record. Five members of the Squadron play for the 
Bahrain Army XI. They are: Lance-Corporal Davie Griggs 
(who also plays for Combined Services), Signalmen 'Tich' 
Hannah, 'Scouse' Dalton and 'Nasher' Nash, and Corporal 
Vince Sills. 

Co 1n 111 w alc•n dons 
We al o communicate. 0.C. Operating Troop, Lieutenant 

Lionel French, has just followed the tradition set by hi.s 
predeces ors by going to Cyprus for two weeks. He claims it 
was to further bis career. Staff Sergeant Bob Tanner spent 
,ome leave in Singapore, where he attended th~ fiI?al parad!! 

of 18th Signal R egiment. He was on parade with 1t when 1t 
formed, in 1959. Although the hierarchy of the Troop seem to 
get away the workers work. Io the last year they have handled 
almost 300,000 signals. 

Field Troop, having absorbed both the men from Commcen 
Bahrain and 607 P .F.A.C., has managed to send men all over 
the Gulf· exercises on Bahrain Island, in the Trucial States, 
and on 'board ship. The most noteworthy was a Jocomex 
with H .M.S. London, nearly 2,000 miles awav. After a few 
hitches Signalmen Pete Kennard and Steve Elliott were able 
10 tell the Troop Commander, Captain Ron Abbott, that he 
could speak to his brother, the Communications Officer on 
board. Signalman Sid Siddle has further f:xpal'.ded the Troop 
by recruiting four new members found m his Land Rover 
after it had been in L.A.D. - kittens. 

The detachment in Salalah, provided by both Field Troop 
and Sharjah Signals T roop, totalling six men, has been fully 
occupied. In spite of working 24 hours on 24 hours off, the 
monsoon, no air conditioners, and accommoda?on not ~~ off 
exercise standards, morale is reported as bemg surpnsmgly 
high. 

See next month for the next exciting instalment of the 
Gulf run down. 

259 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 53 
IUofor s1tort!ii the theme 

THIS month our theme is the fanaticism of the motor sports 
enthusiasts amongst us. In past months we have 

commented on the wide divergence of sporting interests in the 
Squadron. Let us now examine in more detail some of the 
strange creatures amongst us who gain their pleasure by driving 
brand new cars over goat tracks at lunatic;: speeds !flat would 
not be contemplated by any normally adiusted bemg; or by 
those who chase each other in circles (not the ever decreasing 
variety one hopes) on infernal machines evolved from cross
breeding motor mowers with iron bedsteads. 

Go-Kort enthusiast 
Our parent unit, R.A.F. Episkopi, runs a highly popular 

Go-Kart Club, a sport which bas gained even more popularity 
with the Air Force than it bas in the Army. The ranks of 
enthusiasts have recently be~n 5oined by Lance-Corporal 
Radford. of 259 Sil!llal Souadron, who has proceeded to 
demonstrate to the R.A.F. bow to fly - albeit only three 
inches above the ground. He has put up a very c;reditable 
performance by winning his class in the last two meetings held 
in Western Cyprus. He is now hoping to be picked for !he 
local team to compete in the International Go-Kart meeting 
to be run in Cyprus next month. 

Denting nil works entered cars 
Our other resident fanatics have been known locally in the 

motoring world for some time now, Corporals Coates and 
Etchells have had a very successful month in rally competitions. 
Their car, a 120 m.p.h., 117 b.p.h. 1300 c.c. Japanese Subaru 
has successfully beaten all works entered team cars from 
Fords Fiat and Peugot in both the Rothman ' Stages ' Rally 
and the Rally Taga Rusticana. . 

In the Rotbmans Rally they completed eight stages averaging 
60 m.p.h. on metalled roads and 45 m.p.h. on unmetalled tracks 
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RAL LY ENTHUSIASTS 
Corporals Coates and Etchells nave had a ve ry successfu l mont h in 

t heir 120 m.p.n. 1300 c.c. Ja panese Subaru 

in order to come second overall and first in their class. Their 
only casualty was the exhaust pipe which did not manage to 
do the 45 m.p.h. on the dirt tracks. The second rally, started 
by Miss Cyprus Hot Pants 1971 (yes, we have them here too), 
was far more vigorous and provided the 259 Squadron team 
with a tough test. They again came second overall. One works 
entered Ford Capri wa not so lucky. It ended t1he Rally with 
the engine and front wheels hanging over a 120 foot drop. 
The crew could only extricate themselves safely after some 
rally marshalls sat on the boot of the car to counterbalance 
the engine. 

Finally brief mention must be made here of the Squadron 
sailors, three of whom sailed for Army Cyprus again t R A .F. 
Cyprus and have been awarded their Colours. They are 
Lieutenant Farey, Sergeant McGilp and Corporal Collins. 

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus) 

B.F.P.O. 53 

"SOPHIE" GETS INTO THE ACTION 
From left to right : Staff-Sergeant Jeannie Kerr, Private Kay Hind, 
Private Ellie Lane, Corporal Jessie Provan, " SOPHIE," Corporal 
Jan Patllla, Corporal Nicnie Nicholls , Corporal Cardyne Doig, 

Corporal Anne Worth 
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• Sophh• • sav,•s t h e d ny 

The Squadron W.R.A.C. rounders team were really in a fix. 
One day before a match against 9th Signal Regiment tbeir 
keen rivals on the sports fie ld, the Squadron were one 'player 
shore. I:Iowever, at the eleventh hour ' Sophie ' volunteered 
to step m and the team was complete. The mysterious ' Sophie ' 
c~used a bit of a stir when ' she ' appeared on the rounders 
pitch; one spectator was heard to enquire: " Who's the new 
lassie? Her face is vaguely familiar." The mystery was solved 
·when, amid cheers from ' her ' team mates, ' Sophie ' removed 
' her' wig and became recognisable as Corporal Alan Guy! 

The team unfortun.ately, didn't win their game, but it b 
perhaps worth recording that defeat was not ignominious -
one rounder was scored, by 'Sophie'! No wonder she is the 
new Squadron pin-up. 
~omment from Corporal G~y: " I only did it for a laugh. I 

enioyed myself, but never agam ! " 

- The Volunteers 

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

ll••J!inu•ntal exercise (Exercise • Jolly Julius ) 

D URI G the weekend of 17th/18th July the whole 
Regiment exercised in tbe Catterick and Feldom train

ing areas to test our communications in preparation for Annual 
Camp in B.A.O.R. in September. The exercise was well worth 
while and showed the aspects which require further attention 
before we exercise in Germany. 

We were pleased to welcome our new Group Commander, 
Brigadier H. A. J. Sturge, who visited the Regiment during 
Exercise ' Jolly Julius ' and again on 27th/28th July when he 
had a quick look at our peacetime locations. We were delighted 
to meet him and look forward to seeing more of him in the 
future. 

This seems to be the season for changes in our permanent 
staff. We said farewell to our Regular R.Q.M.S., Norman 
Salter, and welcome him back as a civilian clerical officer in 
the Orderly Room, also we expect that he will be able to join 
as a volunteer. Our M.T.O., W.0.1 Sam Peberdy, is also to 
leave us soon but will be ta.king up his duties as an Administra
tive Assistant and Instructor with the A.C.F. at Brambles Farm 
T.A. Centre. 

<1!t Signal Squadron, 1-eeds 

On Saturday, 5th June, 1971, 49 Squadron put on a display 
of our latest equipment at the Army Appreruice College, 
Harrogate, Open Day, which received many compliments from 
the Colle~e staff, and helped to cement the very close liaison 
which exists between the College and the Regiment. 

Several other recruiting displays and P.R visits have been 
made by 49 Squadron, including the Printers Gala, U.K. Ladies 
Golf Championships and a rally at which Sir Gerald Nabarro 
spoke in his usual forthright manner. Despite his heavy 
programme he spoke to every member of the Squadron at the 
rally. We try to see that each recruiting/P.R. event is tied to 
one or two particular Signals Trades, thus enabling trainin<', 
as well as recruiting, to be carried out. 

On 28th June, 1971, 49 Squadron provided street-lining 
personnel for the visit of H.M. The Queen and the Duke of 
Edinburgh for the 1900th Anniversary Celebrations. The 

quadron, O.C., Major Jim Malcolm, had the honour of being 
one of the military ushers for the Royal party. 

On Friday, 30th July, 1971, the funeral took place of Colonel 
Walter Boyle, O.B.E., T.D., our oldest surviving Honorary 
Colonel, who was commissioned into the 2nd W.Y. Engineer 
Volunteers in 1903, and who served continually until 1948, 
thereafter taking a very active interest in everything to do with 
the Corps and Royal Signals Old Comrades. The S.0 .-in-C. 
was represented by Colonel J. C. Clinch, Corrimandant of the 
Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, and the Regiment by 
Major G. J. Malcolm, O.C. 49 Squadron at Leeds. 

The Squadron is the first in the Regiment to pa s the 100 
per cent recruited figure, and i still increasing in size. 
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_,notht>r wt-ddlnJ( In th•" Offi('t>r ,• i\lt"ss 

Tuer ha been a econd marriage between members . of m!r 
Offi ers' Mc : la t month Captain fun Storey, the Rcg1m~nt s 
L.A.D. commander, married Lieutenant Bar~ara Bailey, 
W.R.A.C., one of our Comcen Office~ - we w1~h them all 
the very be t. We now have two married cou_ple m the M es 
with Captain Alan Coombes and Second-Lieutenant Angela 
Coombes, who will unfortunately be leaving us soon as Alan 
is to b po red ro Northern Ireland. 

,,1'. .1.POI .. OG~-

lt is regretted that in the August/September i sue of THE 
WIRE cwo paragraph under the side-heading '.Shooting'. and 
' Obituary ' were published under 34th 1gnal Regiment 

note . These paragraphs were, of course, part of 3~th 
( ou~ ¥idland) Sign.al ~egim~nt (V) notes, an~ we apolog1 e 
for this madvertent hp m makmg up the magazine. 

38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
Sheffield 

~Ind, 111ud, • glorious ' 111t1d ••• 

B UT the fortnight began so well as the Regiment assembled 
at Bumston Barracks Scarborough, on 31st July, 1971. 

Despite 93 Squadron making a detO!J! up Sutton Ban~ (1 in 4) 
to avoid holiday traffic everyone amved safely. Vehicles were 
accommodated at Bur:iston or, by kind permission of ' D ' 
Company, 2 Yorks, at Coldy Hill T.A.V.R. Centre. . 

The church service on Sunday gave the first opportunity 
to hear the Band of the Lancashire Artillery Volunteers who 
provided music suitable for all occasions throughout camp and 
were spontaneously cheered by the whole assembly; a. very 
welcome and tuneful addition to the Regiment. Also with us 
were six officer , two officer cadets, and 13 O.R.s ~om at le.ast 
nine other Regiments, Corps and O.T.C.s. We enJoyed havmg 
them and hope (and belit:ve). £!1ey enjoyed being. ~ith us. . 

Recruit Course and mdiv1dual Trade Trammg began 10 
earnest after church and continued each day during the first 
week. Trade tests on Friday showed very good results. 

Evenings were also fully occupied with a daily S;-a-side foot
ball competition, netball for the W.R.A.C., a Regimental rug
of-war won by 87 Squadron (who made brim-full use of the 
cup), Squadron parties and Mess functions. 

On Thur day the Regiment, played on by the L.A.V., 
paraded for inspection in No. 2 dress and m~dals before 
Brigadier P. Robertson, 0.B.E., Commander 13th Signal Group, 
who kindly presented the following awards: 

Territorial Decoration - Captain E. Pulford, R.A.P.C. 
Territorial Efficiency Medal - S.S.M. E. W. Colton; 

Sergeant D. Wilkinson, W.0.2 M. J. Cox, W.R.A.C., Sergeant 
R. T. Wright. 

Lord Lieutenant's Commendation - Lance-Corporal J. 
Norris; Staff Sergeant I. R. W. Bentley. . . 

Also during Thursday we were honoured to be visited _by: 
G.O.C. Yorks District, Major-General R. M. Sommerville, 
O.B.E.; G.O.C. East Midlands District, Major-General D. A. 
H. Toler, 0.B.E., M.C.; D.W.R.A.C., Brigadier S. Heaney, 
M.B.E., T.D., accompanied by A.D.W.R.A.C., Northern 
Command, Lieutenant-Colonel R. Engel, and A.D.W.R.A.C., 
Western Command, Lieutenant-Colonel U. Walker; our 
Honorary Colonel, COionel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., 
D.L.; Secretary Yorkshire T.A.V.R.A., Colonel M. St. G. Pallot; 
and Band President, Major E. Sowerby, T.D. 

On Saturday we had a short, but welcome visit from the 
Mayor of Scarborough, Councillor Jaconelli, Chief Superinten
dent and Mrs. Brown, and Colonel and Mrs. Clinch. Since 
Saturday was a free day for the Regiment, the parachute 
section decided to spend their day descending. 13 new members 
of the group successfully completed their day's training and 
obtained the coveted certificates for their first descent. 

On Sunday the Regiment (less recruit course) packed up and 
moved out to exercise locations. 87 (Gateway) and H.Q. 
Squadrons moved to Feldom training area, and began communi
cating to R.N. Commcens at Portsmouth, Rosyth, Plymouth 
and Chatham (using morse) on schedule on Monday morning 
using Conrad procedure. The R.N. were very polite about 
our morse ops.! Rain be11;an to fall horizontally and a reporter 
from the Nouingham Evening Post who accompanied the 

quadrons to this site was well and truly initiated into the 
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muddy conditions under which we sometimes work. ~ut rain 
did not deter the Group Commander nor t):ie rccrwt squad 
from visiting tbc sire, although the C.O., L1eutenant-Colo~el 
K . R. Gill, Second-in-Command, Major P. Revill, and senior 
W.R.A.C. Officer, Major F. D. White, were unable to fly down 
to Swynnerton and went by road instead. Unfortunately three 
attached members from Belfast left us on Wednesday to return 
home due to the situation over the water. 

4{) Squadron moved to Swynnerton training area, Staffs., 
where Squadron H.Q. received a night attack, but . ~ceasing 
rain seems to have deterred the attackers from v1s1ung the 
ready and waiting 876 and 877 Troops. Despite. the ~amp 
conditions the Squadron rounded off the exercise with a 
rousing camp fire- good for drying damp socks! . 

64 Squadron departed for R.A.F. Swmderby and are~ m 
Lincoln hire. Communications were good (as were the va.nous 
facilitie TV hot and cold, etc.), but 872 Troop reqmre a 
medic specially trained to treat sprained ankle and a purchaser 
for 200 tins of mashed potato powder held by S.H.Q. would 
be helpful. 

93 Squadron arrived at Warcop tra!ning area to th7 accom
paniment of incessant firing from arullery a~d machme ~s. 
S.R.M. H.Q. captured the O.C. of the attacking enemy, savmg 
A.F.H.Q. the trouble. il 

Communications closed at 12.00 hours on Wednesday wh st 
all Squadrons moved to new locations. Gateway was estab
lished in Proteus (Dukeries Training Area) in under ~2 pours 
with the A.C.C. providing a meal under shelters. within 4-0 
minutes of arrival. 46 Squadron replaced 64 at Swmderby, 64 
Squadron going on to the Bruntin~ T_horpe Area where they 
were visited by the G.O.C. Yorks D1smct on Thursday, an~ 93 
to Leek where the heavens ' leeked ' and mud was agam a 
problem'. All communications re-established by 00.01 hours 
Thursday. 

Friday the 13th. A day of finales. Recruits' pass-out para.de 
at Scarborough debrief at Gateway for all officers, t:xerc1se 
ended 17.00 h~urs, parties in locations. And despite the 
inclement weather on return to T.A.V.R. centres on Saturday, 
it was generally agreed that camp had been action-packed and 
enjoyable, and we may have a few transfers from the Emerald 
Isle. 

39th (City of London) 

Signal Regiment (V) 

THE LORD MAYOR OF LONDON GOES TO CAMP 
The Lord Mayor of London, Sir Peter Studd, G.B.E .• leaving the Tels 
Workshop, at 39th (City of London) Signal Regiment (V.) training 
camp at Scarborough. The Lord Mayor spent 24 hours at the camp. 
From left to right : General Sir Basil Eugster, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., C.B.E., 
Sergeant R. E. Fox, Sergeant D. R. Lincoln and Captain J. Bedford 
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CA~U· ' 7J 

CAMP 1971 happened in a variety of places. The training 
camp in Burnisron Barracks, Scarborough, which was 

joined for phase II of the operational camp by our mobile 
communications set up, which worked to detachments in Cyprus 
(2), Gibraltar (1), B.A.0.R. (1) and Bavaria (12). We thank our 
friends in those places without whose help this sort of training 
would not be possible. . 

Training 

The training camp provided instruction for about 120 
trainees of all trades from Technician to Storeman via Cook, 
and has resulted in a great increase in our trained strength, 
basically the 120 trainees were those who have joined the 
Regiment since camp last year, though there were a number 
of' upgradings.' 

Visitors' Duy 

Visitors' Day at carborough took the form of a lunch 
party in the Mess, a look around the training and operational 
sites, followed by a Dinner Night in the Grand Hotel. We 
were most fortunate that The Lord Mayor of London, Sir 
Peter Studd, G.B.E., could spare the time to spend 24 hours 
with us, he was a most welcome guest. 

The future 

Holiday time i now upon us, so there is little else to report 
in this issue, the time of ' Fitness ' inspections is about to 
descend so there could be 'reports ' of resounding interest 
next time! 

Sport 
Kiel 1911- Pre Olympic Year 

by Colonel E. J. Bardell, Commodore R.S.Y.C. (B.A.0.R.) 

Black balls hoisted 

T HE pre-Olympics and the Royal Signals Regatta both took 
place in Kiel during August. It had been our intention 

to run a passage race, but instead of the light airs of last year, 
the black balls were hoisted on Bulk Lighthouse at the entrance 
to Kiel Fiord, and it was blowing 45 knots from the east. At 
the British Kiel Yacht Club the water was so high it slopped 
over the lower staging as the boats pulled at their mooring 
types. 

Olympic village 
The B.K.Y.C. were acting as hosts to the United Kingdom 

Olympics team, who were living in our barracks and using 
the club house. Rather than sit around on the first day tied 
to the moorings, the Royal Signals crews went visiting. We 
went out to the rapidly growing Olympic village on the west 
side of the fiord at Strande, and looked in envy at the boats -
Dragon and Solings, Finns and others. They were all drawn 
up ashore, polished varnish and enamelled hulls. Russian and 
Swede, British and German. The new Olympic harbour was 
a mass of heaving water with the waves breaking over the sea 
wall. Back from the jetty the new village was growing rapidly, 
tall blocks containing hundreds of one and two-roomed flatlets, 
roads being laid, terraces levelled, central heating and power 
being installed. Intense activity. A scene of controlled chaos. 
Even before the Olympics all the flats have been sold for 
occupation after the 1972 Games. Around tbe city of Kiel vast 
autobahn projects are in hand and a giant new bridge already 
spans the Kiel Canal alongside the Kaiser' box girder con
struction built earlier in the century. 

torm jilts and reefed mainsails 
That night, with low black cloud scudding acros the sky 

we went to our bunks knowing the evening forecast was 'little 
change.' It never pays to be despondent about weather at 
Kiel, it can always change, and change suddenly. The following 
day after a visit to the mouth of the fiord at 05.00 hours, we 
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delayed tbe start for an hour, and then sent both the Dan 
and Cutlass class away on a course out to Kiel 1. The committee 
restricted them to storm jibs and reefed mainsail . A wet drive 
to windward was included for good measure. On the way back 
two boats went aground off the Laboe Sands but managed to 
get off, one leaving its kedge anchor behind in the attempt. A 
hard race. During the afternoon we made a second start with 
Petasus, the committee boat, flying the Rear Commodore's 
burgee of the R.S.Y.C. She anchored on the line as the outer 
distance mark. Colonel Eric Bardell and family were manning 
her, with Lance-Corporal John Perkin, the new bosun. They 
discovered that the ooze by Stickhorn is not good holding 
ground, and despite three long warps on the anchor, she began 
to drag in the strong breeze. The scan line got smaller and 
the steel piling of the jerry came nearer; two minutes to the 
10 minute gun. Yes, you can guess, the engine decided not 
to start. But all was not lost - even though the line was by now 
two boats lengths wide. No. 1 son and the bosun hoisted the 
jib, father took the sheet and tiller and counted off the seconds, 
No. 2 son blew the fog horn, while mother hoisted Numeral 
Pennant 2, the class signal for the Dans. We sailed out the 
anchor, got back into position and the class made a good 
start across a line of reasonable length. 

Later in the day General Horsfield and his family arrived. 
They had broken their journey from Oslo to Rheindahlen to 
join us for two days, and came out on the launch Fanny Rosa 
to see the last leg of the race that evening. Despite the choppy 
sea, the C.S.O. transferred dry shod from the launch to 
Petasus off Friedricksort Light. 

·' good dny·s sailing aud a needle fini'sh 
On the following day we had an early start. The C.S.0. 

joined Petasus at 07.30 hours and the first boats were across 
the line by ei~t. The wind dropped and the course was 
shortened. Spirus dropped too, but tile wind piped up once 
more and provided a good morning's racing. We passed through 
the pre-Olympic fleet going out to their various start lines 
and for some minutes sailed in company with the Russian 
Dragon entry; a beautifully varnished hull and a low cut genoa. 

A glass of sherry as we saw the fleet round the windward 
mark and then back to take up our place on the finishing 
line to time the boats across. All were home by 13.00 hours. 
Some quick calculations and Mrs. Horsfield was able to 
present the prizes. For the first time in several years we had a 
good representation from the Rheindahlen area, with a crew 
from each of 13th, 16th and 21st Regiments. Behind the scenes 
and master of tile organisation was Major Errol Hunt, of 
1st Division, who runs Petasus. Despite the weather and 
changing plans he gave us a good regatta. 

The final results were: 
Dan Class: Sergeant Willie Parker, 13th Signal Regiment

three wins. 
Curless Clas : Captain Bennett, 22nd Signal Regiment -

three wins. 
The overall winner to hold the Royal Signals Telescope 

was the 22nd Signal Regiment boat, and this was decided 
by the closest of margins, at the third place of decimals in 
the final calculation. 

NOTE FOR YOUNG OFFICERS: There is room for new 
blood in B.A.0.R. sailing. Most of the Corps helmsmen I see 
at Kiel are ancient mariners. Come and try it for yourself. 
It is an exhilarating sport, but the sea does not suffer fools 
and rarely gives you a second chance. You will find that if 
you progress to ocean racing it stretches you to limits you 
had not thought possible - no bad thing. Give it a try. 

8th Signal Regiment win Army Goll 
We are glad to report at Tidworth on Friday, 24th Sep

tember, the 8th Signal Regiment having gone through four 
rounds of the Army Golf Challenge Cup, beat the School of 
Infantry by nine boles in the final. 

Members of the team were as follows: Major A. Cook, 
M.B.E., M.C., R.A.P.C., Captain D. F . Reed, Sergeant R. K. 
Millar, Signalman C. S. Carveth. Major G. C. Sandys played 
for the first and second rounds but was sub equently po ted. 

Ir is of interest to note that this is the fir t time a Corp~' 
unit has won the Cup and al o the first time a soldier s name 
has appeared on the plinth since the cup wa fir t played for 
in 1902. 

(Sport contin11ed on page 424) 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army- or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officex rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain -and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rnnk and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and youx family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London-or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO-Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs. -Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator - Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs.

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
l. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Co111e-as 
youare

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Army. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class !-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar-Warrant 

I Officers Class 1and2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N.C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private, for 
~usicians specialised in the following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian &ruices Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

To: Capt. J. Gresty, 
Australian Army Slaff, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 
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Corps Canoeists achieve National Status 
During August four Corps ... noei~ts participated in a 

number of canoeing events in Sp.iin and in particular in the 
ella long di tancc race. In this Lance-Corporal Story and 

Corporal Bull came in 17th and Lance-Corporals Pawlow and 
Wink, 21st-the latter competing as members of the Great 
Britain team. When it is considered that 350 boats entered 
of which only 100 finished the course it will be seen that the e 
arc very creditable result - especially a there were many 
national team and individual crews from most countries of 
Western and Ea tern Europe competing. Io other events they 
achieved four 1 t, four 2nd, one 3rd sb; 4th one 5th and 
one 11th placing. 

Later at the 1971 National Long Distance and Sprint 
Championships at Worcester they obtained the following 
result ; the e incidentally indicate their rating against all comers 
in Great Britain: 

Long Distance: ( l ) Kl Gia s 1: Lance-Corporal Pawlow, 
3rd; Lance-Corporal Wlllk, 5th; Lance-Corporal Story, 19th. 
(2) K2 Class 2: Lance-Corporal Paw low i Lance-Corporal Wink, 
5th· Lance-Corporal Story/ Corporal Bull, 11th. 

Sprint Championships: (1) Kl Class 1 (Senior): Lance
Corporal Pawlow, 4th. (2) Kl Class 1 (Junior) : Lance-Corporal 
Wink, 2nd. (3) K2 Class 2 (Senior): Lance-Corporal Pawlow I 
L ance-Corporal 'Vlllk, 2nd. 

CORPS CANOEISTS IN BRITISH TEAM 
Corporal Duncan Wink (left) and Corporal Mick Pawlow 

Royal Signals Glitling Club 
Members should forward their claims for grants from the 

Royal Signals Games Fund for the period January-November, 
1971. 

Applications are required by 1st December, 1971, and should 
be addre:.sed to: 

Major P. Goldney, R. Signals, 
C.D ./0.R. Branch, 
H.Q. Di.rector of Army Aviation, 
Middle Wallop, 
Stockbridge, 
H ants. 

and ~hould include the following information for the period: 
a. Total flying fees paid. 
b. Total launches during 1971. 
c. Total flying hours during 1971. 
d. Cross-<:ountry kilometres flown. 
e. Results of any competitions or F.A.I. badges attempted. 
f. Total gliding experience in laundtes and hours together 

with qualifications held. 
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Corps Hockey 

Corps 0, Norton 5. Match played 26th September 
The Corps fielded a young side including three Harrogate 

Apprentices. They were outclas ed by a strong Norton side 
including seven County players. 

Corp 3, Thistles S. Match played 27th September. 
A good fa t, open game. Royal Signals were two up in 15 

minutes and the score wa three-all at half-time. Secood
Lieutenant Crowley scored two goals in his first match for the 
Corp · the other scorer was Lieutenant Chubb. 

- - Obituary -

Major N. C. B. Cleveley 
After ten years in the ranks of the Corps, Norman Cleveley 

was commissioned in Malaya Command Signals on 30th 
October, 1941. Within four months he had become a prisoner
of-war in Sumatra under the Japanese and did not come into 
circulation again until 1946. lo 1948-49 he commanded No. 3 
Air Support Signal Unit in Germany. Io the early fifties he 
served in Egypt and Malta on the staff of CAPSO N. iddle East 
Air Force. From 1958-1961 he commanded 242 Signal Squadron 
in Edinburgh and then retired to the Home Counties. 

In retirement he served H.Q. London District as S.0.2 
Signals. Norman was a popular and well-known personality 
at H.Q. London District during the many years he served there. 
It was he who was directly responsible to the C.S.O. for the 
communications on State occasions so necessary for split
second timing and which invariably worked well. H e was a 
keen sportsman. He took up hockey in 1958 and by the end of 
the season had been selected to represent Scottish Command. 

H e was on his way to work when he died suddently on 
24th August, 1971. Our deepest sympathy is extended to his 
wife, Christine, in her great los . 

Mr. R. G. Williams M.M. 
D.C.G. writes: 

" It is with deep regret that I have to record the death of 
my uncle M.r. R. G. Williams-a founder member of the Corps 
-who died at his home at Baldock, Herts, on 30th August at 
the age of 74. 

'Bob' Williams joined R.E. Signals during the first World 
War and saw service in France. Later he served at Cologne 
with the Occupation Forces. From there he went to Russia 
with the British Expeditionary Force and it was here that he 
was awarded the Military Medal. 

Sometime in the late twenties and early thirties he was 
R.S.M. of 50 Div. Signals T.A. at Darlington, and upon his 
retirement from this appointment he joined the staff of Thomas 
Hedley's at Newcastle-on-Tyne to start their gift coupon 
department. 

With the onset of the second World War he joined the Field 
Ambulance, a local T.A. unit, as Quartermaster and saw 
service with the 8th Army throughout the Desert Campaign. 
When hostilities ended he was a Major Registrar of a Base 
Hospital in Cairo, and returned to his civilian job finally retir
ing to Baldock, Herts., in 1962. He was an annual member 
of the Newcastle-on-Tyne branch of the Royal Signals Associ
ation and attended the Reunions at Catterick regularly." 

' Bob ' Williams was a man of many gifts and a strong sense 
of character-assets which he utilised to the full in any job he 
undertook in his service and civilian life. 

He is survived by his wife, four cllildren and seven grand-, 
children to whom deep sympathy is extended. 

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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BA OR ..... ? 
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FAMILY MODELS 

I RI UM PH ¥~15% r1~~ ~~~~' 
OFF• 2000 £1099 • 

OR 

PEUGEOT 

LIST PRICES' 
SLASH ED • 
ALL MODELS ' DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM ONLY £720 • 

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Spec
fications, Nato Prices, H.P .. 'Partex, Call, 'Phone 
or Write to: 

Mr. P. BRENNEN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO ., Gm b H 

415 KREFE LD 
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY 

or T ELEPHONE KRE FELD 751061 ct o.Jo.1 2.00 hrs. 
preferab ly) 

IMPORTER - SOLE DISTRI BUT OR 
(We hove Agents in the U.K. too) 

!:!.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!:\l 

RADIO OPERATORS 
DO YOU HOLD 

PMG II OR PMG I OR NEW GENERAL 
CERTIFICATE 

OR 
HAD TWO YEARS,..' RADIO OPERATING 

EXPERIENCE? 

-
§ Looking for a secure job with good pay and _§ 
= conditions? = 
§ § 
§ Then apply for a post with the Composite § 
= Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service = 

posts, with opportunities for service abroad, and 
of becoming established, i.e., non-contributory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Training Course (free accommodation) 
tarting April and September. 1972, anr January, 

1973. 
If you are British born and resident in the United 

Kingdom, under 35 years of age (4-0 for exceptionally 
well qualified candidates), write NOW for full details 
and an application form from: 

Government Communications Headquarters, 
Recruitment Officer, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 
GL52 SAJ. 
(Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). 

ffi111 111 111111 1111111111111111111111 1111 11 11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.F. 

Over a Century-old Partnership . . . 

PARSON·S 
AND 

PRINTING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 

ovember-December 1971 
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all me b 
of the A.r~ed Forces and as Specialist Service Broke rs we believe that in the light of ever-changl Im ers 
stadnces rt is ,now m?re important than ever before that all ranks should have the benefit of pnrog' c r~um-, 
an persona attention. 1ess1ona 

Consult: 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS 
BROKERS 

Head Office : 
ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 

Life Assurance for:-
- Convertible Whole Life Ed · E 

Officers' Terminal Grant Trust . ucation ndowment Unit Trust Investment 
Retirement House Purchase Security for your Family 

General Insurance for:-
Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Forei p r · . 

Household Effects and all other Insurances in thgenbe~t1~e;;,::~~sona l Accident, 

AGENTS FOR LEADING BUILDING SOCIETIES 

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 
We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS B 

your rokers 
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 

Remc:>vals ~nd storage Household remov
?ls. S~nQle items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Bn~ain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefi~ from our experience 
when Y.ou book holidays, travel t ickets 
reser"'.at1ons etc. No extra charge when you 
use P1ckfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, yoUll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 

THE WIRE 
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fhc Official Organ of the Royal Signals 
Association 
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BIUGADIER P. lH. P. nonso~. 
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Association, Cheltenham Te1Tace, Chelsea, 
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scription races (post free, except air 

mail): Twelve months £1.20; single 
month, lOp. 
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Our Cover Picture 

Our picture shows ~1e Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Edward 
Heath, M.B.E., M.P., inspecting a Guard of Recruits prior to the official 
opening by him of the splendid new Trade Training School at Catterick 
Camp. A full report is on pages 428-431. We must apologise for the quality 
of the picture which falls below our usual standards. We felt, however, that 
despite its shortcomings, a record in colour of this unique occasion must 
appear on the front cover of THE WIRE. 

An evening to remember 

Organised by the Cardiff Branch of the Association, an evening of splendid 
music was thoroughly enjoyed by a packed audience at the Cardiff City Hall 
Assembly Room on Friday, 8th October, 1971. A very happy combination 
of the Treorchy Male Choir (90 s:rong) and the Corps Band produced a 
sonorous and soul-stirring programme which included works such as 
' Finlandia' and the Brahms 'Academic Festival Overture,' in which both 
choir and band played their parts-as well as individual performances by 
each on its own. 

Amongst those present were Colonel Sir Cennydd Traheme, H.M. 
Lieutenant for Glamorgan and Honorary Colonel of the 37th (Wessex and 
Welsh) Signal Regiment (I/), the Deputy Lord Mayor of Cardiff and Major
General A. J . Woodrow, G.0.C. Wales and a Colonel Commandant of the 
Corps. Association Headquarters was represented by Brigadier W. G. 
Tucker (Chairman), Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson (General Secretary) and 
Mr. D. Greenbrook (Assistant to the General Secretary). 

An audience of some 800 filled the Assembly Room. A number of 
people paid to come in and stand and many had to be turned away. The 
warm applause, often breaking out before an i:em had been finished, indicated 
the audiences' deep appreciation of the varied and attractive programme 
and it was clear beyond doubt that the choir and the band were 'hitting it 
off together' in every sense of that expression. In fact, we now underst'.l°d 
a combined gramophone recording is more than likely. To close the everung, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Godfrey Curl, C.O. of 37th (Wessex and Welsh) Signal 
Regiment and President of the Cardiff Branch of the Association, paid a 
very pleasant tribute to all concerned in the success of this memorable 
evening, thanking the Treorchy Choir in fluent Welsh for their great contri
bution. As a momento of the occasion he presented a Corps shield to the 
Choir's distinguished conductor, Mr. John Cynan Jones-incidentally an 
ex-Corp man. 

So ended an occasion that must go down in the history of the Association 
as one of its greater moments. Did we say ended? In the early hours of the 
morning the Choir were still singing in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' 
Mess of the 53rd (Welsh) Signal Squadron and later those with clear 
enough perception would have been interested to see certain members of 
the Choir wearing Corps ties and not a few Corps men wearing Treorchy 
ties. Undoubtedly a very happy get-together and much praise to Mr. G. J. 
Rolls (Chairman of the Cardiff Branch) and Mr. M. H. Jones, the hard
working Secretary, and their very efficient Committee. Also to Captain F. 
Docherty, vice-President of the Cardiff Branch, who laboured so hard to 
make the occasion a success. 
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• .t Far"'""" Trlbutl' 

Major-General P. F. Pentreath, MBE, 
Companion IEE 

Signal Officer-in-Chief 1969-1971 

P ETER FRANCIS PENTREATH, son of the Reverend A. 
G. Pentreath, D.D., a regular army chaplain, was born 

in England in 1919. He was educated at Michaelhou.se, Natal. 
It was his intention to enter Cranwell on a scholarship he had 
won. However, he was injured in a motor cycle crash and 
missed his entry. When the Second World War began he 
realised mat, although he might be fit for ground duties, it 
would be some time before he would be passed fit for flying. 
In November, 1939, therefore, he enlisted in the Coldstream 
Guards. At Caterham, where the Brigade Squad was over
subscribed with potential officers, he was invited to apply for 
training for a commission in Royal Signals, and this he did. 

He was commissioned from 151 O.C.T.U. in January, 194-0, 
and joined 11th Armoured Divisional Signals which was starting 
to form. He was one of 25 brand new Second-Lieutenants but 
Lieutenant-Colonel (now Brigadier) Coryton recalls him vividly 
because he was taller than the others and put in ~n application 
to transfer to the R.A.F. once a week. He became Adjutant in 
November, after exactly two years' total service. The unit 
moved to Egypt in 1942, as 'F' Divisional Signals, joining 
10th Armoured Division on arrival. The first major battle in 
which they took part was Adam Halfa which lasted a week 
from 31st August, 1942. <::hortly before El Alamein he con
tracted the jaundice which attacked so many officers in the 
desert, and missed the battle. On return to duty he joined 7th 
Armoured, having pursued their rear elements across the 
desert. He caught them up on the Cyrenaica border some SO 
miles inland. He stayed with them throughout the remainder of 
the campaign. 

The Division then landed as a follow-up division at Salerno 
in the Italian campaign, before returning to the U.K. to get 
ready for the Second Front. 

Peter Pentreath's part in ' Overlord ' was that of Brigade 
Signal Officer, 4th Armoured Brigade. It lasted only until D + 1 
when he was wounded and evacuated to the U.K. He grew 
impatient in hospital, discharged h imself, and hitch-hiked across 
the Channel to rejoin the battle. It took three weeks to reach 
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4th Armoured Brigade, but it took him much longer to get 
his pay restarted, since he had been declared a deserter by 
the hospital. 

4th Armoured Brigade played a major role in the subsequent 
campaign, notably the closing of the Falaise Gap in the 
Brus els-Antwerp area, and in the Reichswald. Peter Pentreath 
was awarded the M .. B.E. for services on the frontier between the 
Netherlands and Germany. In February, 1945, he allowed him
self to be enticed onto the staff of C.S.O. 1 Corps. 
He was, for him, underemployed, so he applied for a job which 
wa being advertised. This was O.C. Ship Signal Section aboard 
H .M.S. Keren, which was to be the Supreme Commander's 
headquarters ship for the attack on Singapore and Malaya, 
which in fact was not opposed. 

He did well at the Staff College and emerged as D.A.Q.M.G. 
Far East Land Forces in 1949, in which appointment he was 
mentioned in despatches. His next spell of active service was 
on Brigadier Tucker's staff during the Near East operations of 
1956. From 1957-1959 he was D.A.Q.M.G. of 7th Armoured 
(later 5th Infantry Division). He was promoted to Brevet 
Lieutenant-Colonel. 

After attending the J.S.S.C. he commanded 7th Regiment 
from 1960 and was then assistant Adjutant General 1962-1965. 
He became C.S.0. Northern Command in 1%5, and C.S.0. 
B.A.0.R. in 1968. He was then Brigadier i/c Administration 
Southern Command until taking up his final appointment a 
Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army) in 1969. 

He bands over the Corps in fine shape to his successor. At 
last the number of men is sufficient for the commitments, 
although naturally some will always be under training. He bas 
given personal attention to all forms of recruiting and under 
him a new trade structure bas been devised which will make 
the best use of the men available and will give every soldier 
the best chance of a successful career. 

He is exceptional among senior signals officers in that the 
longest course he attended at Catterick lasted four days. How
ever, five months at Fort Monmouth, N.J., on the Associate 
Advanced Signals Officers' Course helped him along. 

In 1970 he presented a paper at the Joint Meeting between 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers and the Royal Signal 
Institution. He was elected to the uncommon grade of Com
panion of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

Peter Pentreath's service was over a wide field. He signalled 
successfully at all levels from the sharp end backwards. He 
was a skilled administrator and a good planner of the careers 
of his fellow officers. The impatience which he showed when 
young matured into drive and the Corps will miss him. He 
has worked at his utmost for many years, and we hope that 
be and his wife, Elizabeth, will enjoy the relaxation now 
possible and will have a happy silver wedding anniversary due 
shorty after his retirement. 

School of Signals, Blandford Camp 
'THURSDAY, 9th September, saw the dining out of Brigadier 

John Cubberley as our Commandant. It was a sad occasioi;i, 
with sentiment concealed beneath lively chatter, and the music 

of the band of the Royal 
· Hussars which was present 

for the occasion. 
At the end of the evening 

the Brigadier mounted on 
a Land Rover was towed 
away from the H.Q. Mess, 
the scene illuminated b 
flaming torches held by 
Officers of No. 76 Q 
Course. 

Brigadier Cubberley has 
retired from the Army, and 
started a new career in 
Edinburgh with the Civil 
Service. Both he and hi 
wife Margaret will be sadly 
missed in Blandford. We 
wish them success and 
happiness in their new en-

Brigad icr John Cubberley vironment. 
To replace Brigadier Cub

berley we welcome Brigadier A. C. Bate, O.B.E., a~d to him 
and his family go our best wishes for a pleasant stay m Dorset. 
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Signal Officer-in-Chief Designate 

Brigadier J. M. Sawers, M.B.E. 

We congratulate Brigadier Max Sawers, M.B.E., on his 
appointment as Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army). He was com
mis ioned from the 'Shop' in 1939 and by the end of 194-0 
was in a West African Brigade Signals. Soon he was 0.C. 
Gambia Area Signals. He served in XIVth Army as Second
in-Command of 8lst (W.A.) Divisional Signals from 1943-1945, 
being twice mentioned in despatches. 

After the Staff College he had two posts in Berlin, those of 
D.A.A.G. and later G .S.O. 2 Allied Kommandanture. In 
Korea, where he was again mentioned, and awarded the M.B.E., 
he was a Squadron Commander in 1st Commonwealth Divi· 
ional Signals, 1952-53. He then took part in the Malaya opera· 

tions as G.S.0. 2 Signals, Malaya Command. 

From 1959-1%2 he commanded 13th Regiment. In 1966 he 
was appointed B.G.S. Signals, and in 1968 C.C.R. Signals, 1 
(British) Corps. He has also found time to be Chief Instructor 
and Deputy Commandant at the School of Signal , and has 
attended both the J.S.S.C. and the I.D.C. 

HAil RIA GE 

On 20th November at the Queen's Chapel of the 
Savoy, Majer-General Richard J. Moberly and Vivien 
Mary (Pooh) Cameron, widow of Colonel Alastair 
(Angus) Cameron, R.A. 

Captain Heather Greenland, W.R.A. C. 
All her many friends will be grieved to hear that Captain 

Heather Greenland, P.S.0., 39th (City of London) Signal 
Regiment (V) was involved in a water ski-ing accident in 
Cyprus which has resulted in the amputation of her left leg. 

She is reported to be making good progress at the R.A.F. 
Hospital, Wroughten, Swindon, at the time of the receipt of 
the sad news. All will wish her a speedy recovery and hope 
to see her ' in the chair ' again in due course. 
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Santlringham 1944 
On Christmas Day, 1944, a composite line/radio i.ection of 

55th Divisional Signals left Crawley for Sandringham for six 
weeks' duty with the Royal Guard. 

A WIRE correspondent is anxious to make contact with those 
members of the Corps who took part in this duty. 

The WIRE would like to hear from anyone who was there, 
or who can give the name of anyone he has beard speaking 
of having taken part, together with last known address. 

The Catholic Servicemen s Year Book 1972 
The United Services' Catholic Association's Year Book for 

1972 will be available from 1st December. It can be ordered 
from your unit/station R.C. Chaplains and O.C.F.s or by post 
from The United Services' Catholic Association, Duke of 
York's H.Q., King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. The price 
is 25p. 

The Year Book includes feature articles and news items oa 
religious and secular subjects, as well as a directory of 
Catholic Churches and chaplaincy services world wide and a 
reference section on boarding school3. 

Oil Communications 
From time to time vacancies occur in Shell Internatienal 

for experienced telecommunications engineers in various parts 
of the world. Such posts usually cover line, telephone exchanges, 
H.F./V.H.F./U.H.F. radio, radio-relay, microwave and tro~ 
scatter systems, and call for ability in overall systems planning, 
co-ordination and implementation. Any Foreman of Signals 
who is seeking a challenging and remunerative extension of his 
communications career should write to Shell Centre (PNEL/3), 
London, S.E.l, enclosing a synopsis of his technical experience 
and qualifications and details of overseas countries in which he 
has served. 

Conditions of services are excellent-but oil is where you 
find it. 

NEW JUNIOR RANKS' CLUB OPENS AT BLANDFORD 
Mrs. Patricia Bate, wife of the Commandant, School of Signals 
opening the new Blandford Station Junior Ranks Club "The Cable 
Wagon" on Thursday 30th September 1971. Captain Dick Haywood, 
the Schools of Signals P.R .I., is holding the tape, watched by Miss 
Oliver, the N.A.A.F.I. Manageress and Mr. Ryan, the N.A.A.F.I. 

District Manager for J.R.C.s 
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Visit of the Prime Minister to Training Brigade 

On the 24th September the Corps was privileged to receive the Prime Minister, The Right Honourable Edward 
Heath, M.B.E., M.P., on the occasion of the formal opening by him of the new Trade Training School at Catterick Camp. 

We are happy to publish below a description of the Prime Minister's visit, including the introductory speech made 
by the Commander, Training Brigade, and the address given by the Prime Minister to mark this occasion. 

Our photograph shows the Prime Minister accompanied by Major-General Pentreath, S.0.-in-C., and Brigadier 
Tighe, Commander Training Brigade, leaving after a tour round the Trade Training School. 

I N January this year the Prime Minister was invited to visit 
Catterick to open the new Trade Training School, at 

that time still incomplete, and before leaving for the Singa
pore Conference he gave his agreement to do so on the 24th 
September. Several months of planning then followed, in the 
course of whi<in it was decided to show Mr Heathi a cross
section of the Corps from the recruit to the basic trainee and 
then to the trained soldiers. 

Meantime the building had been completed and occupied 
by 8th Signal Regiment and by 24th September was in full 
working order. 

The day of the visit dawned fair, and in brilliant sunshine 
the Prime Minister arrived at the large muster area alongside 
the Trade Training School with an escort of four outriders 
from the Display Team. Here be was met by the S.0.-in-C., 
Major-General Pentreath, Major-General Woodrow, a Colonel 
Commandant, and by the Commander Training Brigade, 
Brigadier Tighe. 

Drawn up in a square formed by four large spectator stands 
were the Corps Band and a Guard of Recruits, who had just 
completed their seven weeks basic training, under the command 
of Major R. W. Simmons. 
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Having received a General Salute, Mr. Heath was escorted 
by Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, C.0. 11th Signal 
Regiment, to inspect the front rank of the Guard where he 
talked to almost every soldier, including a recruit from his own 
constituency. The good impression these young soldiers made 
on him was well expressed by Mr. Heath in his subsequent 
speech. 

The Prime Minister then met many of the parents of the 
recruits on parade as well as R.S.M. Markham of 11th Signal 
Regiment. 

It was then time to enter the bulding where he was first 
introduced by the V.Q.M.G., Major-General M. S. Hancock, 
to representatives of the Department of the Environment, 
and of Quartering Branches of the M.O.D. 

Colonel W. A. Sykes, the C.O., and Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. 
W. Hickman, the Chief Instructor, of 8th Signal Regiment, 
escorted the Prime Minister on a tour of the building. This 
began in the 'Bruin' Auto Room where the Chief Instructor, 
Major Collins, assisted by W.0.1 Peter Steeples and Staff 
Sergeant Mike Brett, described the system and Mr. Heath 
dialled on a simulation of a Divisional layout. The call was 
made without error! 
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As Lieutenant Ian Cross stands to attention the Prime Minister 
inspects the recruit guard accompanied by Major Roy Simmons and 

Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood 

. Moving ups!airs, Captain (T.O.T.) Nigel Ribchester showed 
h1i;i so~e Radio Relay T'7c~nicians under training and Sergeant 
Mick .Richards the Facsimile Room, where some pictures of 
Morning Cloud caught the nautical eye. 

In the Philco Laboratory Room -!"r· Peter Bailey, a Chief 
Instructor and member of the Whitley Council had a long 
d:!at and then in a diversion Mr. Heath talked t~ an overseas 
course, which included technicians from Uganda the Sudan 
and Ghana, as well as six Gurkhas. ' 

.In the Operating Wing Major Robinson introduced Mr. John 
Ring and Mr. Henry Hill who, in turn, explained how a course 
o! Data Telegraphists were learning to touch type on the TlOO 
simulator. 

Corporal A. S. Wilson had his moment in one of the six 
morse rooms where he explained the problems of getting speed 
on a morse key. 
~e girls were not forgotten, with a visit to a W.RA.C. 

~w1tchboard Course where Sergeant Carol Emery, W .R.A.C., 
mtroduced some of the girls. All this took nearly half-an-hour 
an4 allowed the Prime Minister to see a cross-section of our 
maier trades and also to talk to the senior instructors Mr. 
Peter Halsey and Mr. Jim Stainer and the S.O. Tr~ining 
Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) 'Mustard' Colman. 

By. !low it was time t? carry out the business of the day by 
unveiling a plaque. Th1s was done in the entrance hall and 
those who could not be provided with seats watched the 
ceremony on TV in tbe cinema. 

C?lonel (retd.) John North, the P.L.0., introduced the 
architects and builders of the School before Brigadier P. A. M. 
Tighe invited the Prime Minister to declare the building open. 

In an amusing and highly complimentary speech, which is 
reproduced elsewhere, Mr. Heath rounded off this part of his 
visit in memorable style. 

Before leaving the building, Mr. Heath inspected a Time 
Capsule presented by Richmond Rural District Council and 
met the Chairman, Councillor Gill, and the Clerk, Mr. Hodge. 
The contents caused some interest and included such items as 
coinage, old and new, two of which were Roman, the Corp 
March hand written by the Director of Music, a Common 
Market pamphlet, THE WIRE, White Lists and publications too 
numerous to mention, a bottle of Brandy donated by NAAFI, 
and even a tin of baked beans. 

The Prime Minister then left the building, his last introduc
tion being to R.S.M. Knight, of 8th Regiment, and es-:orted by 
General Pentreath went to the adjacent sports field to meet 
Brigadier G. Proudman and to inspect the Detachments of 
Strategic Command. 

These included a Cll Detachment from 216 Parachute 
Brigade Signal Squadron, a Pink Panther Land Rover of 264 
S.A.S. Signal Squadron and Spearhead Detachments of 30th 
Regiment. 244 Signal Squadron Air Support were working a 
B.A.S.0. link to R.A.F. Catterick and 3rd Regiment had a 
Bruin Air Portable Radio Relay Station on display. 
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Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood introduces the Prime 
Minister to some of the recruits' parents 

Fore~an P~t Hodg~n from 14th Regiment demonstrated a 
T~le_Pnnter link workmg to Krefeld on which the Prime 
MiI1;1ster exchanged messages with C.S.O. B.A.0.R 

Fmally the Prime Minister was shown a TSC 500 Satellite 
Ground Station workin~ to H .M.S. Fearless in the Mediter
ranean. The accompanymg photographs best illustrate all those 
he met and to whom he spoke. 
Th~ Prime Minister then went to Druggon House with the 

S.0.-rn~C. where he was presented with a Silver Jimmy from 
all ranks of the Corps. Mr. Heath has sub equently written to 
say he is extremely grateful and will always treasure it as a 
me~ento of a happy day with Royal Signals. 

Finally the Prime Minister was taken to the Royal Signals 
Mess where he attended a reception given by Officers of the 
Corps and t?<Jk luncheon in a large marquee draped in Corps 
Colours, wh1ch he was glad to note also had a slight political 
familiarity. 

This was a historic day for the Corps and one which those 
who were present will remember for a long time. The sun 
shone and our hearts were gay. 

The Prime Minister meets Captain Roger Barry, Troop Commander 
of the Satellite detachment 
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Captain Neil Mackereth explai ns the role of his men to the Prime 
Minister 

The Speeches 

Introductory speech by Brigadier P. A . M . T ighe, M.B .E., 
Commander Training Brigade Royal Signals: 

Prime M iniscer 
It is a great honour for me to welcome you co the T rain

ing Brigade Royal Signals. That you have found time in 
such a busy period of your office co keep this engagement 
is particularly appreciated by us all. We welcome you, not 
only as Prime Minister, but as a Gunner who has served 
in War and Peace. 

You are I am sure no stranger to the Science of Com
munications with experience as a Commanding Officer, and 
indeed as the Operator of a Maritime Radio Station of, 
I imagine, some complexity. You have just seen a small 
part of our Trade Training and will shortly be seeing the 
Signals of Strategic Command. From this we hope you will 
gather some impression of the communication requirements 
of the modem Army. 

For our soldiers Carterick is traditionally the Signals 
home. The many buildings throughout this Camp bear 
witness to our presence here for nearly half a century. This 
new building concentrates, for the first time, all our trade 
training under one roof. Its opening is thus a significant 
landmark in our Corps history. It also marks the comple
tion of the first stage of a rebuild of our accommodation 
being carried out by the Department of the Environment 
for me Ministry of Defence. 

A previous Opening Ceremony took place almost exactly 
27. years ago . when our then Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal 
Highness Princess Mary, opened a small single-storey 
building which is now Training Brigade Headquarters. 
Your presence here today, sir, is regarded with equal pride. 
A record of the occasion will be included in the Time 
Capsule presented by Richmond Rural District Council 
which is to be Q_laced in this ball. 

May I now ask you, sir, to commemorate the opening 
of this building by unveiling the plaque. 

Address given by the Prime Minister, The Right Honourable 
Edward Heath, M.B .E., M.P., on the occasion of ihe opening 
of the Trade Training School, Royal Signals, on 24th September: 
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I am very honoured that you should ask me to come 
here today to open this building and co commemorate the 
occasion with the plaque which I will unveil quite shortly. 
I am delighted to accept this invitation. 

I would like first of all to congratulate the Guard and 
the Guard Commander and to say how impressed I was 
with it and also with the assurance and the confidence of 
~ose to whom I spoke in the Guard. This made a particular 
impact upon me as they had far less hesitation in answer
!ng questions than most politicians with whom I come 
mto contact and produced answers which seemed to me 
to be particularly related to the questions. This too is 
unusual. I was then able to meet the parents of some of 
those with whom I had talked and this gave me very great 

pleasure indeed and I realised then how proud they are 
of their sons, and rightly so. 

You have given me a very warm welcome today and 
mentioned that I was a Gunner myself. It is almost 29 
years since I was last in Catterick and at that time I was 
Adjutant of my Regiment which was stationed on the 
South Coast. You will realise that this was in the middle 
of the war and the War Office decided that we should 
move to Northumberland with our normal guns and trans
port, mere to do our battle training. In their wisdom they 
decided that we should move over the three days of 
Christmas. We therefore arrived ir1 Catterick at approxim
ately 11 o'clock at night on Christmas Eve and by particular 
dispen ation of somebody ir1 command we were very kindly 
allowed to stay here for Christmas Day rather than moving 
on the road again on our way to Northumberland. I hope 
you will forgive me if I say that it was without exception 
quite the worst Chri tmas I have ever spent. I then made 
a very firm resolution that never again ir1 my life would I 
come to Catterick but you have induced me to break this 
resolution with the opportunity of opening this splendid 
building which I have seen here today. 

As a Gunner of course I recognise full well the value 
of communication and I don't think there has been any 
field in :vhich technological advance bas been more rapid 
or sustained than the field of telecommunications in these 
last few years. I think we are all still amazed at the com
munications provided for those that have the courage to go 
to the moon and into space. They seem to have a much 
easier task in maintaining communications and a much 
greater clarity of speech than those of us who try to use 
our normal telephone in th is country between our homes. 

The Corps of Signals, of course, provide communica
tions worldwide as I have seen ir1 my visits to the Forces 
in Rhine Army, in Cyprus, in Singapore and in Hong 
Kong. You also help to provide communications for the 
Navy and assist in training people ir1 the Foreign Office 
whom I know of from my own experience when I was a 
Foreign Office Minister for the three years at the begin
ning of the sixties. Of course in Signals you are often 
deployed ir1 small and isolated detachments and mat is 
where, perhaps, the assurance and confidence that I noticed 
this morning as well as the training in one's own personal 
defence is all important. As a result in the Corps you have 
self reliant, adaptable soldiers who are at the same time 
highly trained and skilled in their own trade. 

What is before everybody's minds in this country today 
and which we have just been debating for two days in 
the House of Commons is me situation in Ireland. There 
again the Corps has carried on its work with singular 
distinction in e:ictraordinarily difficult conditions for the 
British Army and there they have maintained and pro
gressively extended the required communications. Many 
in both Houses of Parliament in these last two days have 
paid tribute to the admirable work of the British Army in 
Northern Ireland and for the restraint which they have 
shown in almost intolerable conditions. I myself cannot 
speak highly enough of all those who are playing their part 
in these very difficult peace-keeping operations. They can 
be sure they will have the backing of Her Majesty's 
Government to the full. 

I have just seen some of the training which goes on 
here and I have been very impressed with the up-to-date 
methods which are being used. Techniques which I think 
probably many in civil education up and down the country 
would like to emulate, and eqmpment which many of 
them must envy. But, it is right that you should have the 
very latest in these developments. I have just made a 
humble suggestion myself that with a little further research 
and a little further progress is would be possible for the 
leader of a course going into the room to switch on his 
machinery, receive the necessary lesson and then leave 
without having an instructor there at all. Thus bringing 
about a greater economy of effort and expenditure by the 
Ministry of Defence. This was not favourably received by 
the instructors to whom I suggested ir and obviously I 
shall make no progress with that. However, the numbers 
in which you are dealing, some 4,000 throughout the year, 
shows the substantial scale of the work which is going on 
here and this is an invaluable contribution to our Services. 

I have also met those who have been concerned with 
the design and construction of this building. I would like 
to congratulate them on the very high standards which 
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they have achieved_ in both. I have a particular interest in 
contemporary architecture and in building of every kind 
We are all t.oday much concerned with our environmen · 
o~ course this matters particularly as far as our country~ 
side, the coast and the ~e:i: are concerned, but a great deal 
also de.pends on the bwldmgs which we in our generation 
are gom~ to leave to posterity. There is always a con
troversy m the following generation as to what has been 
crea~ed,_ that we accept; but years later the John Betjeman 
of h1~ tune comes along and points out that some of it is 
magnifi_cent an<!- must be retained. There are also others 
not qmte as wise,_ w~o point out that because it's old it 
must be. kept. This 1s not a school with which I always 
syrn~tbise. Another school of which I have recently had 
experience ~ays_ that something is so horrible that it must 
also be J:?lamtamed to sh?w following generations exactly 
h?w horrible that was. This also I have very little sympathy 
with. But I hope here at the beginning of the major part 
of .th~ recon~tructi_on of Catt~rick there has been erected a 
building which will be a tribute to the architects and to 
those w:ho have b~ilt it and will be looked on by succeeding 
generau?ns _as bemg a remarkable aspect of the architec
ture of tts time. 
. You recalled in your welcome that it is nearly SO years 

smce t}1e. Cor_ps of Signals came here. The work of the 
Corps m. its history has been quite remarkable and perhaps 
all too. little known and ou!side the Services all too little 
~p~rec!ated. I hope you will see that by accepting your 
mv1taa on to come her.e !oday I . am demonstrating in some 
small way the apprec1auon which Her Majesty's Govern
me?t h.as of !he work. <?f the 9'rps and the impressive place 
which 1t has m our rmlitary history and in our contemporary 
work. 

I h!lve J??t only enjoyed myself in corning here today, 
to w~1ch v1s1t I have looked forward for a very great period 
of tII~e, . but I am also very ho~oo/ed that you should 
~ave mvlted. me to op~n this. bwldmg. I am immensely 
11~1pressed with everythmg which I have seen and it now 
gives me very great pleasure to declare this building form
ally open and to unveil the plaque. 

Postscript 

l O l1011tnilt9 ~lrttl 

'mlfib~al l 

30 Septan bar 1971 

I write to thank you and everyone 

concerned with my visit t o the Royal Signals 

at Catteri ck for making it such a memorable 

occasion. You are indeed fortunate to have 

such a. spl erxiid new building, and, a.s I said, 

I am very proud t o have been asked to open 

it . 

I am also grateful to you a.n1 your 

fellow officers f or your kind thought in 

presenti ng me with t he splendid silver 

statuette of Mercury. It will always serve 

as a reminder of a most enjoyable day. 

We:- ~,_ 1/ A.:·L.., . 
~/._:..~ 

~1~-
1.lajor General P. F. Pentraath, M, B. E :----

:..-
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 
GOLDSMITH & CROWN JEWELLER ' ' 
GARRARD & COMPANY L TO., LONDON 

The Pride of 
the Regiment. 

F?r over two hundred years Garrard have commem
orat~d, m finely-wor~ed sil_v~r, the achievements of great 
~eg1ments. T".day this tradl!'.lon of service to the military 
is firmly established. 

As ~egimencal Silversmiths Garrard maintain close 
con~ct with a large number of regiments and individual 
servmg mer;nbers. We offer you unrivalled traditional skills 
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal service 

that is the hallmark 
of Garrard. 

The Crown Jewellers 
GARRA RD & CO. LT D. ll 2 REGENT ST 
LONDON W IA 2JJ TEL : 0 1·734 7020 

llllllllillll l!lllllllllllllllll llllllllllllll ll llllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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aster of Signals 
visits the 

Corps in BAOR 

During September Major 
General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., 
C.B.E., D.S.O., Master of Sig
nal , made an extensive tour of 
Corps units in Germany. The 
tour which lasted twelve days 
included no less than nine units. 

A feature of the visit was the 
very large number of Corps 
soldiers the Ma ter was able to 
meet individually during his 
vi it, while Mrs. Bradley had 
numerous pleasant engagements 
with the families of our soldiers. 

It is clear that a happy air 
of informal friendliness marked 
a visit that was much apprecia-

ted by all members of the The Master of Signals was met on arrival by Major-General David Horsfield (right) C.S.0. , B.A.O.R. 
Corps in B.A.O.R. 

Arrival 

T HE Master of Signals and Mrs. Bradley arrived at 
Dusseldorf Civil Airport on the evening of 12th Septem

ber and were met by the A.D.C., Sec<>nd-Lieutenant Tudor 
Pope, of 16th Regiment. .From there they were taken . by 
Humber staff car to the residence of C.S.O. B.A.0.R., M~1or
General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., where they stayed the mght. 

The following morning, with the A.D.C. m attendan~, tfley 
set off for I (B.R.) Corps. First port of call was the residence 
of C.C.R Signals, 1 (B.R.) Corps, Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, 
M.B.E., for lunch. Here, Second-Lieutenant Pope handed over 
his mantle as A.D.C. to Second-Lieutenant Ewan Cameron, of 
7th Regiment. 

Old llegiment re-visited 
After lunch the Master started his 1971 tour. by re-visiting 

his old Regiment-7th Regiment. Two despatch riders, Corporal 
H. E. Bishop and Lance-Corporal M. I. Donovan-mc:t the 
Master's car at the Herford Autobahn and escorted him. to 
Maresfield Barracks, where he was . met by tht; CommandiJ:?g 
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. l{jng, the AdJutant, Captam 
T. N. Singleton, and the R.S.M., W·.0.1 E . T. A. Webster. He 
then inspected a quarter guard mounted by 2 .Squadro':1 and 
commanded by Sergeant D. L. Connbeere. An mtroducuon to 
the taff of Regimental Headquarters followed. Here tht; Master 
planted a tree to commemorate his visit a~d talked with Frau 
Brose, 7th Regiment's civil labour supervisor, ":'ho has been 
with the Regiment for 19 years and was here durmg 1952-1955 
when the Master was in Command. 

Tea with 125 W .O..s and Sergeants 
Next came a tour of the Regiment, which included the drill 

square, where an M.P.C. course was bei1_1g instructed by Sta!f 
Sergeant D. A. Hughes, and a cross-section of the Regiment s 
328 vehicles. TARIF, Closed Circuit Television, CSO and C70 
Radio Relay equipments, VHF rebroadcast detachmen~s and the 
Command and Control cell of Headquarters Covermg. Force 
were all visited. The vehicles were fully crewed and this gave 
the Master the opportunity to talk with a large number of 
soldiers. The tour continued through the L.A.D. and the Tele
communications Workshops. At the close of the afternoon, 
General Bradley signed in at the Sergeants' Mess for tea; here 
he met and talked with many of the 125 members of the Mess. 
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Another ' first ' for 7th Regiment? The /II. ast~r commente~ 
that it was the first time he had ever drunk tea m a Sergeants 
Mess! R · 

The same evening the Master ret~rne~ to the egm~e':1t 
accompanied by Mrs. Bradley and Brigadier Sherratt To JOlD 
the officers and their ladies for a buffet suppe.r I?~ty, followed 
by dancing to the band of the 5th Royal Inm killing Dragoon 
Guards. The atmophere was relaxed and informal, and a most 
enjoyable evening was had by all. . . 

On Tuesday morning, after spendmg the mght at the 
residence of Brigadier and Mrs. W. E. Sherratt, the Master 
visited H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps, ~here he met the Corps Com
mander Lieutenant-General Sir John Sharp, K.C.B., M.C. 
After ~eeting 'the staff of H.Q. Royal Signals, the Master left 
for 4 Division Signal Regiment. 

Star performers of the • Big Tott ' . 
The visit of 4 Division Signal Regiment commenced with 

coffee with C .R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R: Burrows, and 
a talk with the Divisional Commander, after. which ~e ~'.1s.ter 
saw V.H.F. radio training in progress. A typical Mam Div1S1on 
H.Q. Radio Complex had been set up; the Land Rover-mounted 
radios being grouped, as usual, round a central canvas shelter 
with the control desk in the middle. Here the Master met 
Captain Stokes, Sergeant Bennett and the other star performe~s 
of the 'Big Top.' Near at hand .was also Corporal Macintyre s 
rebroadcast station, complete with ~ll ~e ho~e comforts t~at 
the rebro crews devise to make their wmdy ~illtops seef':l like 
home. Apart from meeting the soldiers, "".'hich h.e obvio~sly 
enjoyed, the Master saw some of the V.H.F. mnovanons deyised 
of late by C.C.R. Signals' staff and others, such as the Gramger 
and James antennas, and the Goodman box. 

Certificates personally signed 
After that piece of tactical realism, Major-General Bradley 

was roken to see the last M.P.C. 2/3 Course pass-off, 50-men 
strong. They gave a very fine demonstra~ion o~ foot and arms 
drill under Staff Sergeant K. C. Stewart, mcl~dmg slow .march
ing-not an easy feat in sile~t boots a~d without music. The 
Master presented certificates signed bv himself personally to the 
best students: Lance-Corporal Wbittick . (best ove~ll) an~ 
Signalmen Turner, Gainsborough and Wilson (best m their 
respective squads). 

(Continued on page 433) 
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Major-General Bradley then visited R.H.Q. where he pre
sented Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) M. G. E. Hall and W.0.2 J . T. Driver. Naturally, 
the next move had to be to the Sergeants' Mes~, and finally 
to t:1e Officers' Mess for lunch. 

Fnmily Jtroblems disc•us!OINI 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Bradley had been whisked away for an 

almost equallr busy morning with the families. With Mrs. 
O'Connor, wife of the Second-in-Command, and Captain 
Bailey, the Unit Families' Officer and P.R.I., she visited Mrs. 
Blench in an A.D. hiring, Mrs. Henderson in an A.D. quarter 
and Mrs. Sharp in private accommodation. These ladies, who 
volunteered to be hostesses on this occasion, told Mrs. Bradley 
at first hand of the sort of problems which face ti1e families 
here (much the same problems, alas, as there have always 
been), and how they and the Regiment try to overcome them. 
Mrs. Bradley was then given lunch by Mrs. Anthonisz, wife 
of S.0.2 (Signals). 

After their respective lunches, the Master of Signals left by 
helicopter for 7 Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron at Soltau, 
..wi.i!e Mrs. Bradley travelled by staff car. 

Driving an A.F.V. -132 
As the Master's visit to 7 Armoured Brigade Squadron was 

so short, it wa made as informal as possible. Instead of pro
viding a quarter guard he was given an A.F.V. 432 to drive! 
The Master was a bit reluctant to try his hand at first, but 
under the expert tuition of Corporal ' Boggy ' Marsh he soon 
qualified himseli for service in the Squadron. The Master then 
saw various aspect of the Squadron's work, speaking to every 
available soldier of the Corps in the Squadron as he did so. 
He ended up (inevitably!) in the Jerboa Club where be was 
presented witil a glass tankard, on which was painted the Desert 
Rat and the word 'Master.' (7 Armoured Brigade Signal 
Squadron certainly hope, sir, that the tan'kard will serve as a 
reminder of Soltau every time you sample your home brew!). 

While the Master was thus engaged, Mrs. Bradley met some 
of the wives of personnel of the Squadron and visited the 
Quarter of Corp-aral and Mrs. Berry. 

THE MASTER GETS HIS ORDER.S 
"Now driver, push those tillers and we might get moving". Corporal 
'Boggy' Marsh of 7 Armoured Brigade Squadron, commands the 

Master 
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The evening was spent with the Brigad Command r. 
On Wednesday, 15th September, the Master and Mr • Bradley 

visited 1 Division Signal Regiment The Master and 
Mrs. BradJey arrived at Caithness Barracks at 10.15 hour and 
were met by Lieutenant..Colonel and Mrs. Gittins. From then 
on the Master and his wife were led off in separate directions. 

Mrs. Bradley very kindly visited the Station Kindergarten, 
whilst the Waster was being briefed on the role of the Regi
ment; following his briefing the Master met the G.O.C. 1st 
Division, Major-General J. W. Harman, 0.B.E., M.C. During 
thiJ time Mrs. Bradley had joined the wives at their club for 
coffee. 

·' word wHlt everyone 
Officer Commanding 3 Squadron, Major Peter Brown, opened 

up the doors of the Static Comcen to which the Ma ter paid 
particular attention. From 3 Squadron on to 2 Squadron; the 
Master was met by Major Bernard Allen, the Officer Command
ing, and was shown ti1e Squadron vehicles which were almost 
ready for Exercise ' Eternal Triangle.' On to 1 Squadron, the 
Master was met by Major John Swindells, Officer Command
ing; again he saw exercise preparations. During his walk round, 
the Master made a point of speaking to everyone. 

At 12.15 it was drinks in the Sergeants' Mess and at 12.45 
lunch in the Officers' Mess, during which time Mrs. Bradley 
was at a lunch party with Mrs. Gittins and other wives of the 
Regiment. After lunch, the l\ aster left for Berlin. 

~ext stop - Berlin 
The visit to Berlin commenced with a cocktail party that 

evening, arranged in the Master's honour by the Royal Signals 
officers in Berlin and at which he met the G.O.C. Berlin, Major
General The Earl Cathcart, and the Commander Berlin Infantry 
Brigade as well as many other guests. 

The following morning the Master included in his pro
gramme a visit to 229 Squadron. He was accompanied by the 
C.S.O. Berlin, Lieutenant-Colonel K. E. Haycock, and the 
Squadron Second-in-Command, Captain D. C. Podevin (A.D.C. 
to the Master for his visit to Berlin). He was met by the O.C. 
Squadron, Major A. B. Byng, and W.0.2 (S.S.M.) L. V. 
Stoneham and invited to inspect the Quarter Guard (complete 
with bugler) before a tour of the unit. 

Tile tour began with a visit to S.H.Q. and part of the 
soldiers' accommodation before going on to the three Troops 
of the Squadron. First Troop to be visited was Radio Troop, 
commanded by Lieutenant V. F. M. Thom, where the Master 
met and spoke to all the Detachment Operators and drivers 
and viewed the rather specialised radio equipment and vehicles 
unique to Berlin. Next it was the turn of M.Q. & L. Troop, 
commanded by Major (T.0.T.) N. A. Cox, where he met the 
technicians and storemen in the Workshops and Q depart
ments, and later the Line detad1mems at the oddly named 
' Teehaus ' where the line equipment and static equipment is 
kept. Finally, after a brief interlude to see the Berrnet Tropo 
terminal maintained by Tels. Group, a visit to the Berlin 
Comcen to see Comcen Troop, commanded by Y. of S. R. G. 
French, concluded the ' formal ' visit to the Squadron. 

WITH THE CORPS IN BERLIN 
Meeting Signalman Bob Tomblin and other members of Radio Troop, 

229 Squadron 



The ' formal ' vi it wa not in fact very formal. The M aster 
wa good enough to talk to every member of the Squadron that 
he met. He may have been impressed by their cheerfulness but 
229 quadron certain! ~joyed .his enthusiasm and thoroughly 
appreoated his pr en e m Berlin. . 

Afte r a drink with the Warrant Cfficers and ergeants m 
their Me s and lunch at the Officers' Club the Master had a 
little time to see some of Berlin before leaving. 

The Master of Signals arrived at 2 Division at 10.00 . ~O?J:S 
on 17th Septem ber. He was met at Tax Hou e H.Q. 2 Division 
by Lieutenant-Colonel A. Yeoman who welco~ed ?ie Master 
on behalf of the Regiment and then accompamed ~im to meet 
the G.O.C. 2 Division, Major-Gi!neral H. R. S. Pa10, M.~. 

After visiting the G .0 .C. the Ma ter met the S.0 .II ignals 
Major M. A. Petheram, O.C. H .Q. quadron Major R. Savage 
and the Royal Signals Officers of H.Q. Sq~adron. . 

Depar ting from L ubbecke ?ie Master vmted the Regimental 
canoeists practi ing on the River at Lohne where he met O;C. 
2 Squadron, Major H. S. de N . Rogers, and Sergeant Fntf?, 
N .C.O. i/c canoeing. The Master spoke to a ~umber of Regi
mental canoeists and commented on the high tandard of 
canoeing anained. 

On arrival at Birdwood Barracks the M aster met the R.S.M . 
W.0.1 C. H. Richardson and inspected the quarter Guard. 
Leaving the Quarter Guard the Master then kmdly agreed to 
open the Regimental Training Wing'. ~eeting O.C; R.H.Q. 
Squadron Major A. L. Watson, the T rammg Offi7er L1e~tenant 
R. C. Breese and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) K. R. _Dewis; tourmg ~he 
Wing the Master spoke to soldiers carrymg out conversion 
training and basic signalling skills. . 

The Master then visited 3 Squadron meetmg the 0 .C., 
Major R. Sampson, who accompanied tpe ~aster on a tour 
of a Bruin Comhead and the staff vehicles m Complex. On 
finishing his tour the Master then visited the Sergeants' M ess 
for drinks where h e met the Warrant Officers and S.N.C.O.s 
of the Regiment. 

MoTI.ng to the Officers' Mess, where Mrs. Bradley, after her 
separate tour which included meeting th~ .officers' wives and a 
visit to the Rahden outdoor museum, iomed the M aster for 
lunch with Brigadier and Mrs. W. E. Sherratt and all the Royal 
Signals officers and their wives. 

The Master and Mrs. Bradley then returned to Minden. 
The Master and Mrs. Bradley left Minden on the morning 

of 20th September after a weekend's re~t and travelled to 
Rheindahlen by road. Lunch was taken with C.S.0. B.A.O~. 
and Second Lieutenants Cameron and Pope once agam 
exchanged mantles as A.D.C. 

At H.q., D.A.O.n. 
The Master accompanied C.S.O. B.A.O.R. to H.Q. B.A.0.R. 

and met the Chief of Staff H.Q. B.A.0.R., Major-General D. 
G. House, C.B.E., M.C. He then walked through the many 
corridors of the J.H .Q. building until arriving at 'K ' corridor, 
the home of Signal branch, H .Q. B.A.0.R. Here he m<:t the 
G.S.0. 1, Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. Hart, O.B.E., who mtro
duced the Master to the staff of the Branch. The Master was 
then taken by W.0.1 R C. Brodie, the Staff Assistant, to 
introduce him to other W.O.s and S.N.C.O.s serving with 
H.Q. B.A.0.R. and H.Q. NORTHAG and who work in the 
J.H.Q. building. These included a large s::ontingent from H .Q. 
B.A.O.R. Comcen who are members of 16th Regiment. Then 
followed a briefing by C.S.0. B.A.0.R. 

The Master, suitably briefed, was then shown to rpe 
VlSitors' Mess where, with Mrs. Bradley, he took tea with 
Royal Signals Officers and their wives serving in Rheindahlen. 
The Master and Mrs. Bradley then returned to the residence 
of C.S.0. B.A.0.R. for a couple of hours' respite before anend
ing a dinner party given by the C.S.O. and Mrs. Horsfield. 

T.A.V.n. eoJRe into the picture 
The 21st September commenced with a visit to H.Q. 4 Signal 

Group where the Master was met by the Commander, Colonel 
E. J. Bardell, O.B.E. The Master then met the staff of 4 Signal 
Group and, as an unexpected bonus, the staff of 12 Signal 
Group (V) wilo had deserted their Chelsea home for T. & A.V.R. 
training in B.A.0.R. and were based upon 4 Signal Group. 
After a short briefing by the Commander, the Master left 
for 21st Regiment. 

The Master was met by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel Phippard, on arrival at R.A.F. Wildenrath in fine, 
warm, sunny weather. The Quarter Guard, commanded by 
Staff Ser1teant Carr, was drawn from all troops stationed at 
Wildenrath. 

I nerf'ns .. d • Air S upport ' tasks 
A presentation of the present tasks of the Regiment enabled 

the Master to appreciate the ell.-pansion of ' Air Support ' over 
the la t two years. 

D uring a tour of H .Q. Squadron which followed, Major Bill 
Judd, the Quartermaster, recalled the time he was t'he Master's 
R.S .M . in 1951. 

A visit to 2 Squadron gave the General an insight into 
Harrier aircraft operations and the communications provided 
by the Regiment to enable the aircraft to be tasked and sup
ported in the Corps Arca. 

1 Squadron (V) were busy laying cables on the airfield and 
the General was able to meet members of the Squadron at 
work. 

After lunch, at which the Officers of the Regiment and 81 
Squadron were joined by the Station Commander, Group 
Captain Scrimgeour, a Scout helicopter of 669 Squadron, 
A.A.C., took General Bradley to the Regiment's remote Radio 
Relay station at Rotgen in rile Eifel. Here the O.C., Lieutenant 
Peter Reed, was able to show the General over the new Tropo
spheric Scaner terminal which is being built. 

The tour of the Regiment ended at R.A.F. Bruggen where 
the task of the airfield Troop, under command of Lieutenant 
John Rose, was seen against a ba~~ound of P~antom aircraft. 

Whilst General Bradley was v1s1t10g the umt Mrs. Bradley 
met Mrs. Gillian Phippard and wives of all ranks at a coffee 
morning at the Harrier Club and afterwards me~ Mrs. 
Scrimgeour, wife of the Station Commander, over drinks in 
the Officers' M ess. 

Next it was the turn of 16th Regiment and the visit had a 
fortunate start with the weather, with Bradbury Barracks look
ing its best, with a touch of autumn in the many trees lining 
the roads and ringing W est Park. . 

The M aster 's visit started with an inspection of the Quarter 
Guard commanded by Sergeant Whittingham and provided 
by 3 Squadron. The guards' turnout and drill were worrpy of 
their distinguished visitor, who was kind enough to complrment 
them. A tour of the Regiment followed, starting with a visit to 
1 Squadron and the T ape Relay Centre, followed by 2 Squadron 
deployed in West P ark, (3 Squadron, the second field Squadron, 
were out on exercise) and ending at the Training Wing. The 
Master must have created a record for Bradbury Barracks for 
talking to the greatest number of people. in a short t ime. H is 
interest in all the doings and the obvious concern that he 
showed for all aspects of the lives the soldiers lead made a 
deep impression on everyone. 

Mrs. Bradley in the mean time, having met some of the officers' 
wives over coffee, then looked in at the Kindergarten in the 
Village Hall, and later met members of the Wives' C lub while 
they were making one of their ' buying visits ' at a local silk 
factory. 

A families' lnneh 
The Master and Mrs. Bradley met up in the Officers' M ess 

for a families' lunch, after which the M aster left to visit 36th 
Regiment (V), out in B.A.0 .R. for their annual camp. Mrs. 
Bradley went out to a 'patch ' :it Neukirchen and met '!1o~e 
of the wives over a cup of tea m Lance-Corporal Chadwick s 
fiat. All the families who were fortunate enough to meet ~rs. 
Bradley have done linle else since then but to sing her praises 
and agree that it was a delight to have had a visit from her. 

Joint hosts 
The evening entertainment followed the general pattern of 

the day, with meeting people high on the Master's list of 
priorities. 36th Regiment (V) and 16t~ Regiment were n?w 
joint hosts, and the barracks was creakmg ll;t the s~ams1 with 
a supper party in the Officers' M.ess, a social evenmg m the 
Sergeants' Mess and a swinging ?ance in the gymnasiui:n. The 
two Commanding Officers expenenced the only real difficulty 
in a memorable day when riley attempted to prise their honoured 
guest away from two R.S.M.s and a doubly (in numbers) hos
pitable Mess. 

Last day 
Thursday, 23rd September, was the last full day of the 

Master's visit and a ' full ' day it was too, with visits to both 
28th and 13th Regiments. 28th Regiment were first on the 
Master's programme and he began his visit by inspecting a 
Quarter Guard and then went to the square where he took the 
pass-off parade of an M.P.C. II cou~se. He first inspected ~he 
course making sure he had a word with each man before takmg 
the salute as they marched off. 
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Signing the Vis itors ' Book in the Corporals ' Mess, 28th Regiment 

. ~ollowing a briefing on the role of the Regiment he then 
v!Slted the Corporals' Club where he is seen signing the 
visitors' book watched by Corporal Ken Clarke. 
. The Master ~en paid a quick visit to the Squadrons, spend· 
mg about 15 mmutes at each chatting to the soldiers. 

The visit was rounded off with drinks in the Sergeants' 
~ess followed by more drinks and lunch in the Officers' Mess 
with all the officers and their wives. 

While the Master of Signals was looking around the Regi
ment Mrs. Bradley was far from idle. Having arrived at the 
barracks she was escorted to the B.F.E.S. at Krefeld by Mrs. J. 
MacDonald, the C.O.'s wife. From there was a trip out to 
Corporal Dave Falconer's quarter to meet some wives for 
coffee, bef~re returning to Kref<:ld for a shopping spree. After 
the shops 1t was back to the Regiment for lunch in the Officers' 
Mess before finally disappearing with the Master for 13th Regi· 
ment and the last part of their programme. 

Many o·ld friends recognised 
Lunch over1 the Master and Mrs. Bradley l~ft for 13th Regi

ment. On arrival, the Master was soon hearmg a briefing on 
the role of the Regiment. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant· 
Colonel Geoffrey ~tephenson, opened the briefing but most was 
done . by the soldiers and W.R.A.C. who fully described their 
own Jobs. The Master took a great deal of interest, as always 
in ~dividuals .and recognised .a surprising number of the peopl~ 
durmg the bnefing. Meanwhile, Mrs. Bradley accompanied by 
Mrs. Stephenson visited the Birgelen Primary School and met 
the Headma ter, Mr. Alan Bavage, and his staff. She was very 
impressed with the new building and took a great interest in 
the c.hildren and their work. Mrs. Bradley then moved to the 
marned quarters adjacent to the barracks. She visited Corporal 
' Jock' Fairley's quarter and met Mrs. Betty Fairley, Mrs. 
Pamela Filder and Mrs. Muriel Connell, and crossing the road 
to No. 48 she met Mrs. Pat Chalmers, wife of Corporal David 
Chalmers of 1 Squadron. 

The ltferenry Bowmen 
The General and Mrs. Bradley then re-united to meet the 

Mercury Bowmen. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Bob Phip~ard, the 
team captain, explained the intricacies of the purswt before 
introducing some of the other members of the team: Serj?eant 
Bob Vincent (Int. Corps), Corporal Ray Austin (A.C.C.), 
Corporal Mick Price (Royal Signals), Signalman Jimmy Lawless 
(Royal Signals) and Corporal Jim Crow (A.C.C.). The visitors 
saw the trophies that the team had won, nine m all, in their 
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WITH THE MERCURY BOWMEN 
Taking aim under the expert eye of Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) R. H. 

Phippard, 13th Regiment 

first Y.ear in the Dutch Provincial Archery League. They were 
mo~t. tmpresse.d with the team'.s achievement in a highly com
pet1uve sport m such a short time. 
~e Bowmen gave a demonstration of their skill-at-arms. 

This complete, the Master drew a bow and after two unsuccess
ful attempts to hit the target scored two points with the third 
arrow. He then retired gracefully amidst cheers. We think he 
remembered the story of Robert the Bruce! 

In a fin~ chat, the Master tall<:ed of . the Battle of Agincourt, 
where the arrows came down like ram,' and we are still not 
sure whether or not he was reminiscing! 

The party moved on to the Mermaid Pool, where they met 
S.S.I. Pete ~cales. The P~l and its area have been continuously 
developed smce Derek Nunmo opened it on 30th May and 
the visitors were duly impressed. ' 
. The final item on the formal programme was the presenta

uon of the B.E.M. to W.0.2 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Fred Laverick. After 
the ceremony Mrs. Wendy Laverick and their children, Jane 
and Andrew, 1?et ~e ,General and Mrs. Bradley, as the W.O.s 
and Sergeants fell-m for a Mess photograph with the Master. 

To conclude the visit, the visitors adjourned to the Officers' 
Mess fo~ tea. Here they met almost every officer and wife in 
the ~egiment, and tea was a very happy, informal, social 
oc;casion. All felt that they were saying " au revoir " to old 
friends ""'.h.en they finally drove away en route for H.Q. B.A.0.R. 

The visit to 13th and 28th Regiments over, the Master and 
Mrs. Bradley had one last night in the company of Major
General and Mrs. Horsfield before their return to U.K. 

A last surprise 
So came ?4th September and the Master and Mrs. Bradley 

sped o their way to Dusseldorf Civil Airport to connect with 
their U.K. flight. On arrival at Dusseldorf there was one last 
s~rise-Lance-Corporal M. J. Donovan, a D.R. from 7th 
!legrment, presented himself to the Master and Mrs. Bradley 
in the departure lounge and handed to the Master a photograph 
album containing a pictorial reminder of his visit to his old 
Regiment. The photographs had been taken by Corporal G. J. 
Philbrook and the album produced by 7th Regiment's 
draughtsmen, Corporal G. M. Dickinson and Lance-Corporal 
D. Lloyd-Williams. 

So ended a very successful visit. All units in B.A.O.R. which 
had been visited by the Master and Mrs. Bradley were genuinely 
delighted in the interest that they took in both the military 
and welfare aspects of their lives here in B.A.O.R. The Master's 
enthusiasm, the searching questions he asked, the way he made 
all he spoke to (and he spoke to everyone he could) feel at 
ease, as well as his keen sense of humour made his tour a most 
enjoyable and memorable one which we hope he and Mrs. 
Bradley won't be too long in repeating. 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

.amplifien in . 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 
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Thi• Corps g1>ts around 

LUC HON REVISITED 1971 
By Major P. Krell, lecturer, Army Apprentices' College 

Army Apprentices' College pipers bring out the onlookers in Luchon 

F IVE years ago I accompanied the Army Apprentices' College 
Pipe Band when it visited Bagneres-de-Luchon, to take 

part in its annual Fete des Fleurs. Lucbon is a town of fewer 
than 4,000 inhabitants, situated about 2,000 feet above sea level 
in the French Pyrenees. It is a well-known spa and because 
of this has become the twin town of Harrogate. 

Advance )tnrty or one 
Because of the good impression made on the previous visit it 

was decided to send our present College Pipe Band over there 
again to take part in this year's Fete des Fleurs, and I was the 
natural choice as the advance party of one. I flew out ahead, 
arriving in Luchon on Monday, 24th August, and was met by 
M. Ferrage, a Town Councillor and President of the Fete 
Committee, who settled me into !'Hotel Bosquet, en pension. 

Look.Ing up old friends 
The next few days were spent in looking up old friends and 

making new ones, making recces, inspecting arrangements for 
accommodation and feeding. The Band were to stay in a 
dormitory of the Lycee, which compared very favourably with 
our own barrack rooms. I arranged for an augmented 'petit 
dcjeuner,' adding an egg or two and re-christening it ' le petit 
dejeuner ecossais.' I also visited the l\layor, who~e command of 
the English language seemed to be limited to "Thank you very 
much," so we conversed in French-my French. I gave him 
the best wishes of Harrogate, the Commandant and the Army 
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Apprentices' College, pointing out that as we were the adopted 
sons of Harrogate, and Luchon was its twin town, he, the 
.Mayor of Luchon, was practically our godfather. 

l renewed my acquaintances with the Commi sioner of 
Police and arranged for the agent de ville, who had been our 
personal policeman five years ago, to be allotted to us again. 
In thi connection, one morning I saw a young woman pushing 
a pram decorated with the Black Watch Tartan and leading a 
small boy just over four years old. I wondered if there wa 
any significance in this. 

I also ordered a wreath, which was later to be laid on the 
War Memorial. I said tt::1at it was to be decorated with the 
French national colours of red, white and blue, which by a 
strange coincidence also happen to be our national colours. 

On Friday evening, 27th August, Mr. Ferrage, our interpreter, 
Francois, a boy of 16, and I met the Pipe Band at the railway 
station and took them along to the lycce where they were 
installed in their dormitory and then given a meal; and while 
they ate I briefed them. I told them what their equivalent 
appointments were in Frendl. 

Appointments in French 
Pipe Major Wilson was ' le maitre de cornemu es,' Major 

of Bagp!pes--after all we already have a Master of ignals. 
Afr. Pipe Major Magee was 'le maitre-adjoint des cornemuses,' 
Assistant Master of Bagpipes. A/T. Drum Major Price was 
' le Tambour-Major,' the drummer were ' Tambour ' A/T. 
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K eats, the ba drummer, was •la Gro ' se Caisse ' (the big drum) 
and the piper 'le Cornemu es ' after their pipes. Private 
Kendrick, A.C.C., was al o one of the Band. I ex-plained to 
him and to my French friends that he was not only a '01ef de 
Cui ine' but also a ' Chef d s Cornemuses ' (a chief Bagpiper). 

In thi military atmosphere I wa forced to resume my mili
tary rank and became 'le Major Krell, Commandant (French 
for Major) en retraite ' (retired). 

At th Wnr :i.t morinl 
On Saturday morning, 28th August, the Band marched, play

ing, from the lycee to the War Memorial, where in the presence 
of the Mayor and everal Councillors, A/T. (now Signalman) 
Cowan, one of the drummer , laid our wreath. 

The Pipe Major played ' F lowers of the Fore t ' and the 
Band then marched down the main street, L'Allees d'Etigny, 
preceded by our own personal policeman. The people lined 
the treets, clapping, cheering and taking photographs. They 
came in from the side-streets, attracted by the piping and drum
ming, reminding me of the Pied Piper of H amelin. The Band 
appreciated all thi and gave of their best playing all the way 
back to the lycee. 

T h e gran d p r o cession 
The afternoon was free, but that evening we formed up in 

la Place du Marche for the ' Retraite des Guides,' the grand 
procession. Here we formed up behind ' Les Fils De Luchon ' 
whose ages ranged from six to about 86. The girls were in 
colourful red costumes. Behind us were a troop of Drum 
Majorettes, a Banda Espagnole (with castanets) while the rear 
was brought up by mounted guides. Eventually we moved off. 
The scene was illuminated by flaming tordies, fairy lights strung 
between the trees, and the flash bulbs of photographers. Again 
we marched through clapping, cheering crowds, some of whom 
threw streamers at us. We marched to the casino where the 
mounted guides gave a display of whip-cracking, the Banda 
Espagnole danced to castanets and we gave a display of piping 
and drumming. 

We now watched a firework display and then the Band went 
back to the lycee to put their instruments away. They were 
now free to go out into the town in uniform to sample the 
s ights and wines of the country. I later saw three A/T.s getting 
on very well with three Drum Majorettes. Language was no 
difficulty! 

A trac tor in t h e way 
ext day, Sunday, 29th August, we formed up in la Place 

des Comminges and marched once more down the main street 
to the gardens of the Thermal Baths. H ere we gave an 'Aubade,' 
a performance, but had to cut it shon as a French Army Band 
was approaching rapidly. We now played our way to the Mairie 
of Saint Mamet, a hamlet about half-a-mile away. In the 
courtyard we came face to face with a farm tractor, but by 
now we were used to playing it off the cuff, side-stepped and 
gave another aubade. On the way back we were again con
fronted by the F rench Army Band and diplomatically gave 
way; after all, they were on their home ground and we were 
playing away-in both senses. We then marched back down 
the main street to the lycee for luncheon. 

That afternoon we formed up at the railway station for the 
procession of the ' Chars,' flower-decorated floats, for the Fete 
des Fleurs. These floats were very impressive, each consisting 
of about 30,000 blooms. We were behind the Drum Majorettes. 
By this time the population of the town had risen from 4,000 
to 44,000. The thrifty Council had erected barriers on all roads, 
and charged everyone two francs to enter the town. 

Again we processed up the main street and took up station 
opposite the Official Tribunal and played £t,r the Drum Major
ettes. I t was hot and thirsty work. Then at about 15.00 hours 
we march d to the Thermal Baths. H ere, as in ' Alice In 
Wonderland,' everybody got a prize. A/T. Corporal (now 
Signalman) M anger received a banner from the Mayor, who 
to Manger's relief did not kiss him on both cheeks. Then to 
renewed dteering the Band returned to the lycee to change 
into relaxed dress and join in the evening's activities. 

An e vening full of aetlvlty 
By now the streets were ankle-deep in confetti; bands were 

giving impromptu aubades; our A/T .s joined the French Army 
Band in a sing-song; there was dancing to pop music in the 
Market Place; the A/T. Drum Major conducted a Banda 
Espagnole from the steps of the Town Hall; and I danced in 
the street with the Patronne of my pension. 
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CHAMPAGNE PARTY 
App rentice Tradesmen getting in tegrat ed with " les Luchonnais" 

Next day's papers gave us a write-up; the Band were re
ferred to as ' la Coqueluche' or darlings of Luchon; there was 
a photograph of A/T. (now Signalman) Cowan, laying the 
wreath; the Pipe M ajor, Drum Major an d Private K endrick 
were mentioned, and there was a slightly scurrilous reference 
to ' le Major Krell, petite m oustache et noeud papillon ' (bow 
tie). 

That day was free for the Band and that evening the 
Patronne of my pension threw a champagne pany for them. 
The Pipe Major played his pipes, A/T.s Magee and Keats 
danced a jig, British Army songs were sung (luckily Madame 
la Patronne knows no English) and a good time was had by all. 

A great fund of goodwill 
Next morning, having been relieved of about eight Drapeaux 

Francais - " we found them lying about " - they were 
allowed to keep two - they just caught the train home. The 
'jeunes soldats ' will surely remember their visit to France all 
their lives - I know I shall. The good people of Luchon fed 
and housed us during our stay there and put up unwincingly 
with my excruciating French pronunciation. Our fares were 
paid by kind contributions from the Royal Signals Corps funds, 
the Borough of Harrogate and the P .R.I. There is a great 
fund of goodwill towards us in Luchon which bodes well for 
the future. 

As for myself, I feel that I have become a ' Luchonnais ; 
we do not say "adieu " but" au .;-evoir." 

CORPS' CIVI LIAN ELEMENT 
DO A GREAT JOB 

For the manning of its hundreds of comcens and switch
boards, and in the administrative support of its regular units, 
2 Signal Group has a large number of civilians on its strength. 

Among the high proponion of Telecommunication Operators 
and T elephonists there are many possessing years of experi
ence, which is evident from the dedicated manner in which 
they carry out their task of providing an efficient message 
passing service and a helpful and co-operative telephone ser
vice for the Army in the United Kingdom, by day and night. 

Their relationship with Commanders and staffs is excellent 
and they meet all demands made upon them: this was high
lighted during the recent Post Office industrial action when 
the volume of message and telephone traffic increased enor
mously. It has been displayed, too, during contingencies in 
the United Kingdom. 

THE WIRE is happy to say thank you on behalf of Royal 
Signals for the invaluable support that they all give, whatever 
their employment; owing to space limitations, we show 
just a few (of the very many) photographed at their daily jobs. 
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Seldom m the limelight - they can be relied on 

CIVILIAN STAFF OF 2 SIGNAL GROUP 

Chelsea Barracks Exchange 
Woolwich Arsenal Exchange 
York Comcen 

4. York Exchange 
S. Royal Herbert Hospital 
6. Edinburgh Exchange 

Miss Adcock, Mrs. Boggis (Supervisor), Mrs. Key, Mrs. Hart 
Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Connelly, Mrs. Gray, Mrs. Nutkins (Supervisor) 
Mrs. Collier, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Oldfield, Mr. Kendra, Mr. Murdie Mrs. Kenny, Miss 
Markham ' 
Miss Cade, Mrs. Blake, Mr. Wilson 
Mr. Ward (70 years old), Mrs. Brooks 
Mrs. Hennessy, Mrs. Coghill 



A Fine Record! 
Five B.E.M.s in one Squ11Jron 

We are more than pleased to record below some details of 
five British Empire Medals awarded in 1970 and 1971 to Corps 
oldi serving or who ha e served in Northern Ireland, with 

39 Airportable Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron. . 
We can only give brief descriptions below each photo which 

do but slight justice to the sterling work done by these Corps 
soldiers. 

CORPORAL JOHN ASKEW, B.E.M. 
A radio operator, he commanded a rebroadcast detachment and w a s 
deployed for many months on end in isolated locations on remote hi ll top 
s ites of'ten under extreme conditions of ice, rain, fog and gale force winds. 
Despite this his detachment could be completely relied on. Corporal 
Askew's leadership was such that notwithstand ing the demands made 
on them his team was always characterised by a mix of cheerfu lness and 
efficiency which overcame all p r oblems and difficulties and which made 

light of personal inconvenience and discomfort: 

STAFF-SERGEANT PETER KINSEY, B.E.M. (left) SHAKES HANDS 
WITH CORPORAL (NOW SERGEANT) LOUIS SM ITH, B.E. M. 

Staff·Sereeant Kinsey combined the duties of technical radio super
vision with that of Troop Ser,a:eant. This included training personnel on 
new e quipment as well as supervising operational nets and arranging 
the a dministra tion of isolated radio detachments. He maintained· the 
very hiahest standards of technical pro(iciency by his own drive and 
leadersh ip. He worked very long hours selflessly and far beyond the 
normal c.a11 of duty. As a consequence he ensured the efficiency of com-

munica tions and the hiah morale and welfare of his soldiers 

Corporal Smith was an electrician driver dealing with generators, 
battery char1in1 an d power supplies. He was responsible for not only 
25 items of charging plant with in the Squadron but also was called upon 
by nei1hbourin1 units to assist with their power problems~ pa rticularly 
battery chareinc. A s the emera:ency developed his responsibilities 
incre.a.aed and he became Increasingly invo lved with numerous widely 
d11persed radio and rebroadcast sites. All this he took in his stride 
beins on ca.It continuously for very lone periods. His rueged cheerfulness 
a nd 1inclemlnded unselfl1hnes1 contr ibuted ereatly to the efficiency cf 

communications 

STAFF-SERGEANT (F. OF S.) STEVE WAUDBY, B. E.M. 
By his drive and initiative he moulded his technicians Into a highly 
1\cilled, dedicated and absolutely relia ble repair team. Their efficiency 
was such that there was not one occasion when the Brigade communica· 
tions suffered from faulty eq u ipment. Freq uently and fo r long periods 
he worked 10 hours a day and at times he had to b e ordered to sleep. 
In additio n to his norma l tasks, as an expert, he was frequent ly called 
upon to ad vise others and this he will ingly did often at the expense of 

his few hou rs of relaxation 

STAFF-SERGEANT (NOW W .O.l) FRED LAVERICK, B.E.M. 
He w as Orderly Room Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant. Many 
soldiers passed through the Squadron on emergency tours and the 
increase in numbers and the t urbulence br~ught him a multitude of 
administrative problems. Short of staff and with s ome of his clerks very 
Inexperienced, he s houldered a heavy burder. For lone periods he worked 
16 hours a day seven d a ys a week. The careful a nd sympathetic way he 
dealt with work and the problems of individuals won him a reputation 
for helpfulness and thoroughness. Many came to him for help and advice. 

He was a great source of strength to the unit In difficult times 
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The Corps gets around 

14th Regiment find themselve 
South of France 

i11 the 

THE Regiment normally deploys in penny packets and 
Exercise ' Wistful,' which took place in the South of 

France at Camp du Larzac, was the first occasion that a 
Squadron headquarters and two Troops have deployed together 
overseas. It was, therefore, with bated breath and perhaps some 
trepidation that 'Alpha ' and 'Delta' Troops watched Head
quarters 1 Squadron set up in the field. Below is an article 
entitled ' French Without Tears ' which purports to highlight 
certain alleged incidents which took place during the exercise. 
The whole truth is not less vivid but quite unprintable. 

The Squadron moved to France in two parties, air and road. 
The road move involved a T!horensen/Townsend ferry and six 
days' motoring through France. Nights were spent in French 
army barracks and it was interesting to sec a foreign conscript 
army at close quarters. Living is very spartan by British stand
ards and the whole atmosphere reminiscent of our training 
organisation in the early fifties. Regular soldiering ha apparently 
little appeal to the average young Frenchman. 

The party was shown great hospitality throughout the trip 
and it was gratifying to be welcomed with such genuine interest. 
B.A.O.R. experience accustoms most of us to the other armies 
and one becomes perhaps a little blase to travelling through 
foreign countries. France, in fact, sees very little of the British 
army and from the enthusiastic waves and smiles as we drove 
through it became clear that for many this was a ve:ry 
reminiscent occasion. 

The exercise itself involved establishing an SR E21 link to 
Cyprus and an SR Dl3 link to Worcester. Comcen operators 
from 30th Regiment manned the E21 comcen. The exercise 
was a success with a high degree of circuit availability being 
maintained throughout the 10 days. 

French without tears 
Lieutenant Graham Thomas writes with some feeling about 

Exercise ' Wistful ': 
It is a long way from the north to the south of France. With 

a large convoy it takes all of five days. If you wish to move 
with ease and security you should arrange an escort of two or 
more Gendarmes on large B.M.W. motor bikes and a couple of 
jeeps full of French Military Police, the circulation routiere. 
Then, with much whistle blowing, gallic gesticulation and 
blazing headlights and a vocabulary of rude French, your convoy 
will roll smoothly through town and village and over endleGs 
miles of dusty French roads, pausing only occasionally for 
' le moke-break.' (The French don't have a word for it!). 

l ,e 1mckecl lu11ch 
On the way you are advised to stay at French barracks; these 

are cheap and fairly efficient, if a little dusty and not too tidy. 
They are also noted for ' l'hospitalite ' and ' l'entent cordiale ' 
of which more later. A you set off each day you will be issued 
with ' le packed lunch'; this usual!y consists of: a tin of p3te 
or corned beef with garlic, some cheese, a bag of crisps, some
times an apple or a peach and lastly, and most unusual as far as 
conservative British tastes are concerned, a yard of bread. This 
is no exaggeration as the long, thin loaves are often quite that 
long. 

f,'hos pitalite 
The French are noted for their ho~pitablc natures and u ually 

seize upon the arrival of ' le convoi An11:l::iis ' as an excuse for 
considerable celebration and rejoicing. This consists of much 
military reminiscing and swapping of badly translated jokes 
and much alcoholic rcfrc~hment. Britim parties, it is found, 
quickly acquire a ta. te for Pernod, biere, vin rou~e and even the 
fosser-known brandies such as Armagnac and O;ilvados. In fact 
the French usually remark that the wide range of their taste 
is exceeded only by the prodigiousness of their consumption. 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Dunlevy's formidable mou tache aroused much 
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admiration wherever it went and it was the subject of ~o many 
toasts that it appeared at one stage to have taken on the 
distinctive hue of Pernod. It is reported mat one of these 
sessions prompted a Frenchman to coin the nickname 'Jim le 
Terrible.' Although the best parties usually take place in 'Le 
Foyer' (the soldiers' canteen) and the Sergean:s' es , you 
may find if you pass through Poitiers that the officers will be 
invited to take champagne with the General, and that even 
officers who do not usually drink alcohol can be persuaded to 
take a small glass. Furthermore, if you pass throug\1 Brive-le
Gaillard, you may find that certain Squadron Commanders will 
stay so late at dinner with ' Le Colonel' that they are obliged to 
climb over the gate in order to return to barracks. Also at Brive 
it is not unknown for a French W.O. (Adjutant Chef) to arrive 
in the N.C.0.s' accommodation at one in the morning waving 
several bottles of whisky and insisting upon drinking toasts 
'Vive la France - Vive I'Angleterre' until four - or until 
the whisky i gone-whichever is later. 

~ Le ha11J!o,·c>r • 
It is not necessary to learn the French for 'hangover.' 

Sergeant S1avin proved that if you walk into a 'bistro' looking 
sufficiently jaded V:1ey will immediately produce a large bottle 
of lemonade, a bucket of ice-cubes and a modicum of French 
sympathy. 

A11te11uas anti tanks do not 1nix 
Upon arrival in Larzac you may find that you are required 

to set up your station on the rifle range. If you do so, be sure 
to warn other regiments in the camp who have tanks and 
FV432s. The~e consider the rifle range their personal play
ground and as 80ft. masts are not tank-proof the results can 
be e21.1Jensive and embarrassing. A certain Corporal Watson is 
reputed to have frightened a tank away from his transmitter 
cabin by waving his arms at it, but a much more efficacious 
method is to point out to tank crews that rhere is 1 KW 
zonking out of those wires and 7! KW zipping up and down 
these wires and they trespass at their own risk. Donkey wallopers 
have a great respect for kilowatts. 

Tlae 1noral cllmate 
It is known that the French have less strict views than the 

English on certain matters of propriety, and thus when it was 
discovered that t'iere was a nudist beach not far from the beach 
camp certain members are known to have decided that they 
should investigate thi gallic idiosyncra_y. They went about it 
in a very military fashion so that reports filtered back of an 
assaut landing by sea from a pedalo (pedal boat to you). At 
this stage we draw a veil ove:r further proceedings. 

Here is the weather rorecnst • • • 
When you arrive in L arzgc beware of the trong gusty winds 

which blow from time to time. If you do not, you may find, like 
Corporal Dorling, that your 80ft. ma t is in imminent danger 
of falling over. If you have as much courage and pre ence of 
mind as Corporal DorHng you will rush out and hang on to a 
fhiling guy rope until help arrives. On the other hand you 
might think discretion the ettcr pan of valour. 

A n e w gn1ne 
If you mount a large exercise in France with more than 

one Troop p1rticipating you mav find that your Squadron H.Q. 
will decide to accompwy you. This provides a splendid oppor
tunity to play a new game known as ' Movin!!: the Squadron 
Offke.' The player are: A quadron Comm<>nder, an Admin 
Officer, a Sergeant Major and a number of , oldier commanded 
by an N .C.O. To tart the game the qu'ldron Comll'andcr 
s"ould oare ahou"t, then say, "Put the quadron OIFce here." 
The Admin. Officer relays thi instruction to the N.C.O. who 
directs his men to put up the tent and erect the flag pole in 

+ii 



front of it. At thi stage the Sergeant Major should intervene 
with orders that the office be moved over there. The N:C.p. and 
his men should craftily leave the flag pole where it 1 , and 
move the office as directed. At this stage this Squadron Com· 
mander should reappear and say, " On econd thought p~r
hap over here would be better." Quickly relayed by the Admm. 
Officer this decision initiates another move of the tent. The 
Sergeant Major should now return as .all plaJ:ers. are by now 
getting the hang of the game. The ultJ?late aim is,. of course, 
to get the tent to describe as large a circle as possible befoz:e 
returning to its final position in front of the flagpole. At this 
point it is perhaps relevant to. note that we hav~ proof that 
it is quite possible for an Adnun. Officer to. su tam ~he whole 
of a long exerd e in France without on fallmg off his puttee . 

Did thl'y know w e were co111i11~? 

It i the consensus of opinion that the French probably '':'ere 
forewarned of our arrival. Except for one or two excepuons 
they had certainly locked up their daughtei:s before ,we ~ot 
there. What do you do on a five-day convoy if you can t enioy 
a little ' totty- potting.' 

nderestimnting the oppos ition 
It is felt that a warning to Foremen of Signals is .apt in the 

light of recent experience. Be very wary of prom1smg your 
Troop a barrel of beer for a day with over ~ % traffic time on 
circuit. They may surprise you. Also a warmng to Troop S~ff 
Sergeants-Don't think they can't do it two days runnmg. 
They can! 

EXERCISE WISTFUL-OUTDOOR WORKERS 
Lance-Corporal Geord ie Richardson and Signalman Stuart Bland as 

combat powermen exude an air of quiet confidence 

INDOOR WORKERS 
Lance-Corporal "Lover" Lewis and Signalman Chris Whitehead 

look very technical 

AND THOSE - WHOSE WORK IS DONE 
Lieutenant Graham Thomas and Sergeant Dave Diamond exchange 

reminiscences 

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

/nJiviJual 'Wire ' Subscribers 

We enclose for the third month running a loose insert 

in red print in respect of increased subscriptions to 'The 

Wire.' If you have not already sent one in, will you 

please do so NOW! This simple act will be of the 

ubnost help to our hard-pressed accounts staff. 

Corps Diaries 1972 
We have sold over 1,000 but have a fair stock left. 

1972 draws near and you will want a new diary. The 

diary itself is of the slimfold type identical with the 1971 

diary which proved so popular. They cost 30p each post 

free. Write now to Association Headquarters to ensure 

you receive your 1972 diary. 
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HOME OWNERSHIP ASSURED 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation can quickly 

change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find it almost impossible 
to obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable posmon of being able to obtain a loan for 
house purchase at any time in the future. We canoqt overstress how vitally important it is for anyone considering house 
purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but flexible House Purchase 
Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier YOU start, the easier it becomes for you 
to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the plan is in force the higher the loan possible, and the more 
economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to buy 
their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no matter when 
you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order to provide a home 
for your family. ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. When writing please provide the following information: (I) Date of birth; 
(2) Price of House; (3) Loan required; (4) Date of intended purchase; (S) Details of life policies held; (6) Other details 
you consider will assist. 

OUR SERVICE ADVISORY BUREAU is also available to give specialised advice to Members of H.M. Forces 
on all Assurance, Insurance and Mortgage matters. For full details of the advice we offer, please telephone or write 
in confidence to: 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M.A.I.B., R.A.0.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27/29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks . 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 

Teleprinter 
Maintenance Technician 
The Cable and Wireless Group of Companies, leader in the field 
of global telecommunications operations. has vacancies for 
Teleprinter Maintenance Technicians to work in its expanding 
Service Centres, throughout England. 

Applicants should hold a current clean UK driving licence and 
have good practical experience of 5-unit telegraph machines 
including maintenance, trouble shooting and installation work. 
They should also be experienced in the use of Test equipme~t 
such as TOMS and Oscilloscopes, and be capable of following 
and understanding electrical/electronic circuits employing 
relay logic. 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS If you have suitable experience and are looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding orga~ isation, write 
for applicat ion form giving brief details of experience, age and 
present salary to ;-

TIES 
Silk 
Terylene/Crimplene 
Crested Terylene 
REME Institute Ties 
Crested Cuff Links .. 

£1-50 
£0·90 
£1 ·35 
£1-35 
£3-50 

Crested Tankards {
£3-50 

. . £4-50 

The Personnel Officer (Recruitment), 
Dept. A291 / 565, 
Cable and Wireless Limited, 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road, 
LONDON, WC1X SRX. 
Telephone:- 01-242 4433 Extension 211. 

~CABLE AND WIRELESS 
• WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS 
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Silk Blazer Badges 
Gold Wire Blazer 

£0·85 

Badges £3·00 
Wall Shields 
Car Badges 

Items made to your own design (by quotation) 
• U.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties/Badges lOp 

-

Other items 25p 

17 GABRIELS lllLL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 

£2·00 
£2-10 



BeRectio1is on Annu11l Camp 
(This contribution which comes from the 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteers), was prompted by an open letter in che 

~vincer, 1963, Journal, addressed to a regular officer posted to the T.A. as Adjucant.-Editor). 

"A Reserve Anny camp is like i'licit love-- to be 
anticipated with relish, experienced with incon
venience and xemembered with nostalgia." (Colonel 
Shrimpton in a lecture on the Reserve Army, 1962). 

I T is hoped that this article will give tho e readers who 
have never served with the Reserve Army some idea 

of what doe and doesn't go on at that yearly assembly, and 
awaken happy memorie for those who have. 

Camp happens around a number of event . The emphasis 
varie from year to year and unit to unit but without them 
it would lose its essential character. 

Cons eien ee pr.-s t•11ts 
There muse be an opportunity co go shopping-some say 

for con cience presents for the wife. This depends where 
the unit is camping and the ctiances to misbehave offered by 
local distractions. Some people like the S.T.C. at carborough; 
others who have spent a number of camps there have been 
heard to utter a igh of relief when another location was 
mooted ... 

The SO('ial s ide 
The all rank ' dance. ow that nearly all Signals 

T.A.V.R. units are mixed, there aren't too many problems 
about partners, particularly if tho e concerned with recruiting 
have an eye for beauty. Some C.O.s consider it one of the 
Padre's duties to find additional partners (welfare) - one 
Padre this year declined, on the grounds that there was 
quite enough sin already without his condoning it by pro
ducing local talent. After camp he was promoted 'Major'
vinue rewarded ? 

The Sereeants' mess always hold a function and invite 
a number of the officers to join t.'iem. l e is usually extremely 
well conducted whilst the officer guests are present, but 
we're not sure wbat happens lacer on. l)len the Sergeants 
visit the Officers' mess, or vice versa; official!)• this is a 
lunchtime session, but programmed o that it can continue 
until after midnight if required. ot unlike its Regular 
equivalent, but less inhibited given the opponunity. 

There are also Officers' mess functions, of course, including 
a guest night. The officers have a capacity to ' play games' 
second only to the Parachute Regiment in endurance, the 
aim bein~ not to go to bed at all on at least one n ight during 
camp. Water is an essential ingredient for many, particularly 
when kilts are worn. One sure way of encouraging senior 
officers to leave the field of a-:tion is to start (gently) with 
soda syphons. R.H.Q. is inevitably called upon to defend 
their ~ood name. T ips for the unitiated - don't join in 
individual bouts such as cockfighting until the keenest 
participants have worn themselves out in the early rounds. 
A degree of gamesmanship and a certain seniority may be 
necessary to achieve this. Don't allow your forces to be 
dis~io;i ted by individuals claiming they had had a heavy night 
previously and aoolying for exemp tion. N .B.-F cmcmber to 
p ull out the W.R.A.C . before you stan, otherwise there will 
inevitably be complications of one sort or another. Whether 
sune'asses are permitted tile next day depends on the state of 
R.H.Q. and not the weather. 

On pnrnde 
The Regimental parade can be an important event. U ni ts 

have been known to give individuals the option of going 
on it or spect'lting-perhaps because of bad p!annin <?, with 
the parade being held the morning after the all ranks' dance 
and the fear that some individuals wouldn't last the course. 
A pu<>de is a p')o•1lar feature, p~rticul arly if the R egiment 
has oipes and drums or a band to enliven proceedin~s. 
Individuals who have difficulty in marc!Jing, by a strange 
quirk of fate (or perhaps S.S.M .'s foresight), usually seem 
to be peeling potatoes or performing some other thankless 
task when parades are beinit held. 

SolT'etimes the P:idrc takes over at the end, for a Drum
head Service. One this year chose to open his address with a 
reference to Bernadette D evlin and her (at that time) 
imminent mot'rterhood - this was !?Uarantced to catch the 
attention of his mixed I rish and Scottish audience. The 

Padre too is a volunteer and so only sees his flock at camp
howc;vcr such occasions do perhaps. produce i!Pr him a 
somewhat larger congregation than he may expect on most 
of the other fifty weeks in the year. 

Visitors 
All volunteer units need the support of commanders and 

staff , and the various Territorial, Auxiliary and Volunteer 
Reserve Associations and so 'welcome' vi$its from them 
during camp. Whenever possible, they arc invited on a 
specified visitor day which may include a lunch, cocktail 
party or other such function. In the past, many units regarded 
this as Lhe event of camp with quarter guard being mounted 
to greet the most eminent guest . Times have changed, and 
there is rarely time now for such niceties. 

The q.~r. coml's Info Ids ow11 
Then there i the day when the Quartermasters take their 

staff out for lunch, eagerly watched for by the knowledgeable; 
many problems arc pended for sorting out later on this par
ncular day. Their absence from the scene makes everyone 
realise how indispensable they are, for inevitably things go 
wrong whilst they are celebrating and no one knows the 
antidote. 

~f.0.s are 1•erso11alitles 
And every Regiment has its M.O. who frequently is a 

personality-such as one who had an aversion to getting wet 
in Officers' Mess activities and used to pursue the offender 
with a p~ir of pointed scissors. Fortunately at that stage of the 
evening his speed was always 'dead slow' so the scissors never 
found their target. 

H onorary Col on els 11eed lta11dli11g 
For those readers with a tidy mind, an explanation must be 

given of the member of the Regiment who appears to com
mand it but isn't the C.O., who is dressed as a Colonel yet 
perhaps addressed as 'General.' He is the Regiment's Honorary 
Colonel - an appointment peculiar to the T.A.V.R. and a 
person clearly to be treated with respect. He will normally 
have served as a Regular or Volunteer in the Armed Forces, 
probably retiring as a senior officer. He will consider it his 
prerogative not to be over-organised and will always make a 
point of talking to everyone, particularly soldiers on onerous 
duties. The uncontrollable Honorary Colonel can usually be 
rerngnised because the C.0. or other senior R.H.Q. officer 
will be fully occupied crying to maintain some control over 
his activities ! 

Conuuunicatlng 
What else happens during camp depends on the individual 

unit and its mobilis<ation task. Every unit takes part in a major 
communications exercise once every two or three years in its 
N.A.T.O., B.A.O.R. or U.K.L.F. role as applicable. The 
intervening camps will be spent on individual and collective 
training in much the same cycle as in a Regular unit, except 
that the Volunteers have to train their own recruits. How 
effective is this training and the exercises which are their 
culmination?-vcry effective, particularly after two or three days 
when men (and girls) and equipment have had a chance to 
settle down in the job. And all this is achieved with an average 
of 24 days' training other than annual camp each year, which 
also has to include firing their annual range course and 
administrative commitments. 

To s um u1• 
If you, a R ePUlar, were posted to a T. & A.V.R. unit would 

you enjoy it? The majority do, but it does require you to be 
a1aotab'c. TJie work load on Permanent Sta.ff Instructors 
(P.S.I.s) and time off varies from unit to unit. Those who are 
motivated don't seem to worry· too much about the amount 
of time off as long as their families are settled and happy. 
I've en;oved rny tour witlt the T . &. 4.V.R. and fn..nd it very 
worthwhile. Sl10'1ld you be posted to the T . & A.V.R., I hope 
you will en:oy it too. Aod for those readers who are leaving 
the Service and like tile life, have you thought of continuing in 
the Corps as a Volunteer? 
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.'1;uldl-4!rs uf l lltli 11.eginu•nt take on G1rnrrlll11 ll.ol•• 

A last Jungle Exercise in Singapore 
By Lieutenant John MacLean 

4-0 Commando's last exercise in this theatre was marked by 
the provision of a particuarly vicious guerrilla enemy, hard 
Communists to the core, with several days' growth of beard 
and distinguishable by their black O.G. uniforms. It fell to the 
lot of 18th Regiment (afterwards discovered to have been 
' volunteered' by Lieutenant John MacLean) to provide part 
of this sizeable enemy force, to lay up in the jungle in an area 
about 20 miles to the west of Mersing and conduct terrorist 
operations which 40 Commando's exercise was designed to stop. 

A 25-foot lea1• clown 

Shortly after dawn, 15 of us took off in two Wessex, to be 
dropped off at an L.S. in fairly virgin jungle. Unfortunately 
the site was barely suitable owing to a tight perimeter of large 
trees and we found ourselves leaping from about 25 feet-the 
pilots not being prepared to endanger themselves any more 
than the risk they were already taking-but our only injury 
was Signalman Brian Gilmartin who contrived to stick the 
spike of a trip flare stake well and truly into his forearm. 

DROPPED INTO THE JUNGLE 
Jumping the last 25 feet is Lance-Corporal Tommy W ilkinson with 

Signal man Jim Pegran in the foreground 

Rounded up 

The enemy in Company strength in our area landed two 
days later, having sent in a recce force previously that had 
fai led to locate our Basha ('training camp') area. We were then 
hunted unmercifully e pecially as Corporal L es Eagles had 
done a particularly useful job in duffing up their landing. The 
distinction of first to be captured went to Lance-Corporal Brian 
Coombes and Corporal Keith Wolstencroft who were discovered 
eavesdropping at the Company H.Q. I regret that L ieutenant 
John Barry and his Company proved to be too great a match 
for us and after many diversionary tactics, including planting 
of false information and raiding a bridge in the p rocess of 
construction by their assault engineers, our camp was stumbled 
upon and the occupants in it at the time were rounded up. 
Sergeant Brian Alway and ' Chief Comrade ' MacLean (no 
relation to Burgess' partner-Security please note) returned to 
their seemingly peaceful basha area and a trap . For misplacing 
his fist in the direction of the chin of one of his captors our 
comrade got the handcuff treatment and found himself laying 
face down on a mud and grit path at Commando H.Q . for 
some time! 

Three daring t e rrorists 

The exploits of Corporal Peter White with Signalmen Ji 1 

Dear and Jim Carter would cover a book in itself in that they 
evaded cap ture with the help of a private car, stole an F.F.R. 
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Rover gaining complete Signal in~tructions wbich were immedi
ately put to good use, raided 4-0 Commando ammunition dump 
on Mersing airstrip to replenish their own supplies, and took 
part in being on the receiving end of the final full Commando 
attack at Red Star, the guerrilla main ba e, no doubt all of 
them dying a terrorist hero's death! 

A defec•for in our mid!i!d 

Meanwhile (back in the Ulu!) the remainder were in cncd 
into another Company area to carry on the fight. This Com
pany happened to have camped in a particularly foul part of 
jungle and we suffered from numerous leech and midge bites. 
However, we attacked Company H.Q. at night and presumably 
from the bot reception we received Signalman Jim Pegram 
was encouraged to pack his kit, slip quietly away at dawn and 
defect to the enemy. There he gave away all our secrets and 
we were completely wiped out by a well-placed ambush as we 
moved to set up another camp. 

Thus ended an action-packed exercise, but we all certainly 
learned a bit more jungle lore and discovered the ' lot' of 
'Freedom Fighters ' when manoeuvring against extremely adept 
and experienced security forces of 40 Commando R.M. 

.b 1y amount o f gnme 

Of interest to the naturalist may be the time when we were 
patrolling a remote and undisturbed area which fairly hummed 
with game and, indeed, most of us expected to face a tiger or 
elephant at every turn! We happened to disturb somewhere 
in the order of several 'thousand' flying foxes. 

An almost prehistoric, bat-like creature with a wing span of 
about four feet, they flew up like rooks from a rookery so that 
looking up between the foliage the sky appeared quite dark. 
The Singapore natural historians have confirmed that chi is 
now a rare occurrence and expressed some interest in our report. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON . ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W . I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 
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News lrom Regiments 

3 Div. H.Q. and Signal 

Regiment, Bulford 

THIS month the Regiment was engaged in various activities, 
nearly all strenuou as we sh_ook off the la t of the su?

tans acquired on leave and started mto a month notable for its 
military character. 

ummer f'n1np 
The Regiment sent 257 of its members to Willsworthy Camp 

on Dartmoor. The weather varied from thick mists to brilliant 
sunshine, but the training continued unchanged. As i;>art . of 
this training Lance-Corporal Trevor Stuart, the canoemg m
structor, endeavoured to impart some basic waterman hip skills 
to soldiers who were continually being distracted by bikini-clad 
spectators. At the same time various other groups were hill 
climbing, cycle racing or taking part in an escape and evasion 
exercise organised by Major Dick Johnson, commanding 2 
Squadron. Tuesday, 7th September, was an 'At Home' day 
and as if in response to advertisements in the local press, the 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs, and 
R.S.M. R. J. Judge arrived. They found themselves entered 
for a nigbt map-reading e.xercise and as darkness came they 
started ascending Hare Tor before they made a quick gallop 
down to the River Tavy. Praise must be given to W.0.2 A. 
O'Neill, A.P.T.C., who as a member of their party managed to 
find every hole and boggy marsh. The G.O.C., Major-General 
G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C., visited the camp next day and though 
time did not allow him to visit all the training that was going 
on, he was given a good demonstration of bow we keep our 
soldiers fit. 

During the camp, visits were made in off-duty hours, to 
Bude, Paignton, Torquay and Plymouth, as well as various 
beach parties. Certain people, unnamed as yet, forgot that when 
the tide goes out it also comes back in and the Bedford 4-tonner 
that one group was using was soon masquerading as a sub
marine, under an unusually high tide. The combined efforts 
of two divers, a beach Recovery Tanlc, a D.U.K.W. and the 
Amphibious Experimental Establishment eventually returned it 
to its rightful role. 

E.'\:ereise ~ Roaming Wire ' 
"Let's have a communications exercise," "Let's go out with

out the staff." The cry echoed down from the 'Corridors of 
Power ' and the Regiment launched itself onto Salisbury Plain 
where the Commanding Officer, to quote his own debrief, moved 
us with gusto. Every conceivable variation in our communica
tions were tried and achieved eventually. As well as this, C.B. 
suits were broken out of wrappers, trenches were dug and 
respirators donned hastily as Captain Ken Kennedy gaily 
moved around locations liberally dispersing gas in ail directions. 

Cambrian Marches 
Second-Lieutenant John Cook has been marching again. 

Having volunteered to lead the Regiment's team in the Cam
brian Marches, he started training on the relatively soft areas 
of the plain, then he and his team disappeared for two weeks 
into the Lake District prior to taking part in the marches. 
After all the training it was bad luck when Signalman Julius 
Munroe sprained his ankle on the last day's training and he 
was unable to take p-an in the competition. Bad luck continued 
as Signalman 'Jonah Jones' had to drop out with a malfunc
tioning foot, but the team continued undaunted. Signalman 
Al Parry carried the A41 throughout the marches much to the 
relief of everyone else. There were amusing moments, such as 
on the river crossing when the team found a ford which 
allowed them to cross with the water no deeper than waist high. 
All the team, that is, except for Signalman ' Geordie ' Kerr 
who had been facing towards the rear as last man in the 
patrol. Seeing the others on the far bank, wet only from the 
waist down, he fearlessly dashed into the river only to miss 
the ford by a good few feet. The most welcome sight of all 
though, was at the end of the four days when the Commanding 
Officer appeared with the beer. 

TRAINING ON HELVELLYN 
Members of the team rest after an early morning start. Sergeant 
john Barrowman, Corporal Tony Palnes, Lance-Corporal Bob Finch 
and Signalmen Al Parry, Geordie Kerr, Jonah Jones, Glnge Singleton 

and Graham Watts 

Sergeants' ltless notes 
R.S.M. R. J. Judge reports that this month the Mess dined

in Colonel C. B. Pollard (Colonel G.S.) and the Commanding 
Officer Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs. Sergeant G. R. White, 
who performed the duties of ' Mr. Vice, ' made a first class 
job of it apparently and will never forget it. (The writer has 
enquired diligently amongst members of the Sergeants' Mess 
for an explanation for this statement, but has unfortunately 
failed. However he has been assured that the incident will 
soon be well known throughout the Corps). The evening went 
well and thanks are extended to all who worked so hard for 
this occasion. 

LONDON 

Telecommunicanons 
Engineer 
(lmernolional Systems Planning) 
Cable and Wireless is an interna1ional Company 
specialising in the engineering and operation of radio. cable. 
satellite earth sta1ion, telephone and computerised 
systems in some 53 countries. 

A Systems Planning Engineer is required 10 investigate the 
operational significance of new types of systems and methods 
of working as related to international publlc service systems. 
and to assist in the preparation of systems plans. He would be 
based m central London. 

Applicants should have passed at least City and Guilds ·c 
level exams in Telecommunications, or HNC (Electronics) 
and must have an engineering background which includes 
several years experience of one or more of the following :-
1 ) . Telephone or Telex switching. 2). High speed data. 
3). Wideband transmission systems. 4) . Communications 
satellite earth stations. 

Salary (2,070 a year on career scale. 5 day. JG.hour week. 
Staff Restaurant. Contributory Pension Fund . 

Write for application form to:-

Personnel Officer (Reefult.rnent). 
Dept. A283/ 553, 
Cable and Wireless Limited. 
Mercury House. Theo balds Road , 
London. WC1X SRX. 

<I" CABLE AND WIRELESS 
WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS 

T H E W I R E. N 0 V E M B E R - D E C E M B E R I 9 7 I 

4th. Division Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

A ITER our contribution to the May/June issue we decided 
to give the hard-worked Editor a rest for a few months. 

But his holiday is now finished. (The Editor never has a 
holiday.- Editor). 

Are you sitting comfortably (to attention)? Then I'll begin. 

EXERCISE 'FOREFRONT VI' 
A Signals operations trio - the Second-in-Command (Major 
O'Connor), the S.0.2 (Major Anthonisz), the T.O.T. (Captain 

Kimber) 

EXERCISE 'FOREFRONT VI' 
Native tea ceremony in Radio Village-Lance-Corporal Mullin, 

Yeoman Baker and S.S.M. Driver 
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Flattering comments 
Of course, we've done all the u ual sorts of training culmin

ating in the Divisional FTX, 'Forefront' by na~e. After 
CPXs, where the rate of movement is limited only by the 
ability of the st~ to unroll fresh map-sheets, the FTX was 
almost. dull. With real tanks, guns, A.P.C.s and bridging 
cluttermg up the roads, our own movements became very 
gentlemanly. The communications worked very well indeed and 
earned us some flattering comments from the G.O.C. d~wn-
wards. · 

Probnbly tlw largest armoured pnrndc> since th" 
wur 

T~ end these notes we will report our involvement in one 
parucularly memorable event - the armoured review after 
Exercise 'Forefront VI.' At the end of that exercise over 500 
tracked vehicles, including our Tac H.Q. FV432s, assembled 
~>n th~ Sennelager ranges to be reviewed by the Commander-
1n-Ch1ef B.A.O.R. It was a tremendous sight (and sound) a for 
three hours~ two briga~e and divisioi:iaI troops plus a Ger~n 
~anzer Regunent (eqwvalent to a bngade) and a Danish con· 
ungent received the C.-in-C. with a series of General Salutes, 
and then drove past. We were proud to be represented in what 
was probably the largest armoured parade since the Second 
World War-at least on this side of the Iron Curtain. It wa 
als? noteworthy that two of our Royal Signals subalterns 
(Lieutenant Heath and Second-Lieutenant Reid) were appointed 
crew commanders of . German A.P.C.s bearing German 
Generals, for the durauon of the parade. A rare di tinction 
indeed! 

Our canoeists going strong 
We have done a good deal of canoeing. By running a small 

camp on the Weser for almost every weekend throughout the 
summer we have now got an enthusiastic and well-qualified 
group of canoeists, including five instructors-no mean feat. 
F~r 10 days in July we ran an intensive training camp, and this 
p~1d-off when we won the B.A.0.R. Sprint (junior class) ar 
Silberhutte. We now reckon we have easily the best selection 
of canoes and kit in Royal Signals in B.A.0.R.-so if you are 
interested, why not join us for your next tour? Our current 
s~s, largely trained here, are Signalmen Gainsborough, Fitz
sunmons and Green. 

In another sport-Trampoline-we are proud to report that 
two of our men distinguished themselves in the B.A.O.R. 
Championships. Driver Brimson took second place in the 
Individuals, and he and Lance-Corporal McSween were 
se~ected to represent B.A.O.R. in the Army Championships 
(smce regrettably cancelled). 

In July we also found time to run a tremendously successful 
fete for British and German charities. A number of local civic 
dignitaries attended and the show got a big write-up in the 
German press. 

Coming nnd going 
Arrivals and departures have of course been numerous, in 

five months. We have said goodbye to Major Freddie Stork, our 
Training Major, and welcomed in his place Major Simms
Reeve. Major (Q.M.) T. P. O'Connor, our Q.M. (Tech.), has 
been replaced by Captain (Q.M.) J. Turner. Captain W. G. 
Green, our R.C.T. M.T.O., has been replaced by Captain D. 
Griffin. Lieutenant J. Bingham and Second-Lieutenant C. 
Harper have left for Shrivenham and Cambridge re pectively; 
while Second-Lieutenant M. Reid and Lieutenant J. Simpson 
~ave 3:rrived in their place (the latter to di appear almost 
1lllliled1ately to Blandford on a long course). Lieutenant E. 
Sambell has also said " Hallo-goodbye " en route to Bland
ford, and is, in theory anyway, on strength. 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during Sopttmt-
ber, 1971: £ P 
Conunandant, The Royal School of Artillery . . . 20.00 
Station S:aff Officer, Antwerp ... . .. .. . . . . . 15.00 
Hon. Secretary Birmingham Branch Royal Signal As oc. 5.00 
Mr. T. F. Dunkley . . . 1.00 
Mr. G. D. Webster 75 
Captain B. T. Lord 58 
Mr. W. H. Hobby so 
Mr. A. S. Crocker 22 

Total . .. £43.05 
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7th REGIMENT PARASHOT TEAM - RUNNERS-UP DAILY TELEGRAPH CUP 
Left to right : Corporal Randerson, Corporal Robertson, Casper, guest jumper, Second-Lieutenant Robinson, Signalman Harris 

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15 

SEPTEMBER has, as always, been a hectic month. Exercises 
'Etemlll Triangle,' 'May Fly,' 'Northern Signal,' 

' Crested Grebe,' • Bronze Prince ' and ' Snipe Song ' have 
come and gone and if that sounds like a lot of work, rest 
assured it was. Particularly as, for a time, five of them were 
running simultaneously! Also in the month we have contrived 
to fir in a rugby tour to U.K. and a visit to the Regiment by a 
party of 20 schoolboys from Luton. · 

One of the happiest events of the month was l'l1e marriage 
of Signalman Robert McGibbon of 1 Squadron to Patricia 
Mary Shevlin in the Garrison Roman Catholic Church on 4th 
September. Patricia is one of those gorgeous telephone girls 
of Bielefeld Military Exchange, and how Signalman McGibbon 
managed to win one where so many others have failed is a 
ecret he is not prepared to share! We wish them both every 

happiness. 

EXERCISE • PARASHOT ' 

PrPllntlnary training 

Although only one member of the team remained from last 
year, it was decided to ' have a go ' at retaining the Daily 
T elegraplt Trophy and also at capturing the Rothmans 
Trophy. Second-Lieutenant Tony Robinson, the team leader, 
and Corporal Don Robertson, the one remaining ' expert' from 
last year, took the task in hand. The other members of the 
team were Corporal ' Randy ' Randerson and Signalman 
' Scouse ' Harris with Second-Lieutenant Nick Mansfield as 
reserve. Our team had done a fair amount of pre-exercise 

fitness training. They were given demolition instruction by 
Corporal McKeen, of the Regiment's Corps Lighting Troop 
R.E., and medical lectures and assistance by Sergeant Marshall 
and staff of the M .I. room. Free-fall experience was lacking, 
so the team went down to the Rhine Army Parachute Associ
ation's Centre at Bad Lippspringe over the August Bank Holiday 
period where three very frustrating days were spent ' hanging 
on' for the weather to clear. 

The llo01111a11 Tro1•h)· and we umke third 1•lnt~l' 

As only a couple of practice jumps were managed in training, 
we knew that we would have to make up points in the patrol
ling sections of the Daily Telegraph Trophy. Also we decided 
to use outside help in spotting the DZ, for which we forfeited 
20 points. However, we still managed to make third place in 
the parachuting accuracy, 40 Heavy Regiment RA. being the 
winners. 

The • Dailv Telegra1•h ' Cu1•-fim1J result second 
overall 

The patroiling was divided into sections. Parachuting, which 
included aircraft drills, Style on leaving the aircraft, canopy 
handling, and DZ clearance. Herc fitness told as we were the 
fastest team down and clear of the DZ. Patrolling, where we 
upset the ' applecart' by ambushing the ambush party who 
were waiting for us. Next came map reading, a demolition 
task in a closely guarded radar site, and an ' evacuation ' where 
we 'ran ' to a LZ and summoned two helicopters by radio 
whilst treating a medical casualty who had some horrifyingly 
realistic-looking 'wounds.' The team then emplaned in the 
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two Scouts and the team leader navigated them to a SMG 
range where various practices were fired. 

We all waited. on tenterhooks for the results-second place 
to 40 Heavy Regiment R.A.l Well done to 40 Heavy Regiment, 
but watch 1t for next year, we're after that Cup again. 

Berlin Motor Cycle Trials 
This year the Regiment was represented at the Berlin Motor 

Cycle Trial~ b)'. two teams, consisting of the ' Old Stagers,' 
Sergeant Vic Jmks, Corporal Harry Bishop, Corporal Mick 
Corrigan (R.E.M.E.) and newcomers Lance-Corporal 'Paddy' 
Donovan, Signalman ' Aussie ' Davey and Second-Lieutenant 
Bob Hussey. 

The Berlin Motor Cycle Trial is well known to B.A.O.R. 
motor cyclists for its unusua l nature, due to the restrictions 
placed upon the organisers by the urban surroundings. The 
competi tion started with a 15-mile map-reading course through 
the cobbled streets of Berlin against the clock. Perhaps it was 
no coincidence that it also happened to be the Berlin ' Safety 
Weck' and the M ilitary Police were out in force with their 
speed traps! Foilowing this came the cross-country circuit, a 
tortuous four miles of deep sand that required every ounce of 
stamina and concentration from the riders. Then the final 
section . . . th.e hazards. These are specially selected obstacles 
for the competitors to negotiate, without 'dabbing' or putting 
a foot on the ground. All one can say of this section is that 
it is aptly named. 

Our teams were hampered from the start with some bad luck 
with their machines, and it was to everyone's amusement when 
Second-Lieutenant Bob Hussey had to retire after his engine 
had seized on the cross-country section causing him to leave 
his machine and give a fair imitation of a jumbo jet attempting 
a wheels-up landing! However, the 'A' team went to to come 
4th against pretty stiff opposition and Corporal Mick Corrigan 
was distinguished by coming second in the individual novice 
competition. 

11th Signal Regiment 

Catterick Camp 
Doubl~ tops 

A PLEASANT surprise for the Regiment on 23rd September 
when, at shon notice, we received a visit from Major

General A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., in the morning and from 
Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., S.0 .-in-C., in the 
afternoon. Major-General Woodrow met the personalities of 
the Regiment and was then taken on a tour which included a 
visit to the Junior Signalman Troop. Speaking to each member 
of the Troop, Major-General Woodrow was able to see how 
the training of these young Signalmen is progressing. Certainly 
the answers he received to his questions showed the juniors to 
be happy and confident. 

The visit of the S.0.-in-C. really started the previous day 
when at Darlington railway station Major-General P. F. Pent
reath, M.B.E., gave a lift to a young civilian looking for 11th 
Regiment. Delivered to the Regiment t.1is young man now 
known as Junior Signalman Hinchcliffe, was quite pleased that 
' a Signals Officer' had given him a lift! Next day we told him 
who the officer was! Touring the Regiment General Pentreath 
vi ired the activity centres enjoyed by the juniors (these include . 
canoe building and model making), and talked with the juniors 
or Junior and Intermediate Divisions (85 in all), before return
ing to R.H.Q. 

Major-General Pentreath has visited 11th Regiment many 
times during his present appointment; this was, however, the 
first time he had seen the new Junior Signalman Troop in 
action. He appeared satisfied with the way this new source of 
recruits is developing. 

In keeping with custom Major-General Pentreath had 
agreed to plant a tree at the entrance to Helles Barracks. This 
ceremony completed the General s visit. 

Pass-off parades 
Having completed their trammg on 3rd September No. 7 

Troop, commanded by Lieutenant Alan Kennedy, passed off. 
Best recruit of the two sections were Signalman J. Smith and 
Signalman R. Niblock. The inspecting officer was Major
General R. M. Somerville, 0.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire District. 
Fourteen days later, on 17th September, Major-General G. T. 
A. Armitage, C .B.E., took the salute at the pass-off parade of 
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PASS OFF PARADE 
Major-General R. M. Somerville, O .B.E., G.0.C. Yorkshire District, 
inspects members of 7 Troop on their Pass Off Parade 3rd September 

1971 . In the front of the photogra;>il, Li ?utenant A. Kennedy 

o. ~ Troop, . commanded by Lieutenant Steve Galpin. Best 
recrult was Signalman W. Cowie. These recruits have now 
completed their leave and adventure training and now join 
8th Regiment for their trade courses. 

S1•ort 
The winter season's sport has started well, with the soccer 

team winning against the King's Division 3-2. The rugby team 
have not lost a game out of their last five. The hockey team 
won their game against H.M.S. Bristol. As the season continues 
we hope to keep producing this type of result for the Regiment. 

Farewell and welcome 
Fareweil to Lieutenants T. G. B. Fish, S. D. Galpin, N. C. 

Fairley, A. T. B. Kimber, Sergeant Anderson and Corporal 
Cockett and best wishes in their respective postings, also to 
Corps golfer Signalman Carveth. 

Welcome to Lie1;1tenant Brian Chubb (hockey team note), 
Lance-Corporal SmJth and Lance-Corporal Morris, now settled 
in the Regiment. 

Congratulations to Lieutenant Alan Kennedy and his wife, 
Ann, on the birth of their daughter. 

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 
The social scene 

W ITH the summer holidays only a memory and suntans 
already beginning to fade, the Regiment realised with 

the issue of the winter Regimental training programme that the 
holiday season was indeed at an end, and that B.E. tests now 
rake pride of place. On the social scene, a most exciting sports 
quiz rook place in the Border Inn when Corporal Fred Irvine 
retained his title for the second time. The runner-up was 
Corporal Ralph Gwatkin who was only one point behind the 
champion. The other finalists were Lance-Corporal ' Jock ' 
McCluskey, Corporal Tom Marshall and Corporal Alan Meir. 
The Theatre Club are busily rehearsing for the Christma Revue 
under the direction of W.0.2 Dennis Connell. Several of last 
year's cast have left the Regiment, but judging from the num~ 
bers attending the rehearsals the Regiment still has plenty 
of talent. 

The highlight of the month was undoubtedly the Sergeants' 
Me· s summer ball when the members and their Iadie enter
tained the officers of the Regiment and their ladies. The 
evening was a complete success with non-stop dancing from 
nine 'ti! two with two bands on the stage. During the evening 
S.S.M. John Jones won an antique brass kenle in the raffle. 
The R.S.M. thought that a certain guest had won the kettle 
and so asked if he would be prepared to donate the kettle 
to add to the decor of Ye Olde Worlde Bar built by the Mes 
members. The guest wa pleased to do o and the kettle now 
bangs in the bar inscribed, "Won by S.S.M. Jones and pre-
ented by Major Swan." 
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Visits 

The Regiment wa~ honoured by a visit of the Master of 
Signals ~~ Mrs. Bradley on 23rd September, and the details 
of the vmt are reported elsewhere. Another welcome visit 
during the month was an informal one by the Commander 
Rhine Arca, Bri,gadier G. E. Bavin. 

Gliding - a succ.- ·s story 

Our gliding activity began in earne t this year when as part 
of an adventure/initiative training scheme, Sergeant John 
Lawles took a group con i ting of Sergeant Angus MacRae, 
Corporal Jim Millar, Lance-Corporal John McLuskie and 
Signalman Bill Owens on a gliding cour c; their aim was to 
learn to fly a glider in one week. This meant a hectic pace, 
and the ' gliding day ' la ted from 08.00 hours to 21.00 hour 
non stop. Towards the eqd ti1e students were put through their 
p~ces ~ no uncenaii;i manner when the instructors put the 
gliders mto stalls, pms and other emergency ituation . All 
the student survived and Sergeants John Lawless, Angus 
MacRae and Signalman Bill Owens emerged with their A.B. 
Solo Flying Certificate. Meanwhile, in the background, 
Co~ral Ralph Gwatkin was getting stuck-in. He had been 
detaile~ one week-end in July to drive a party of gliding 
enthuSiasts to Laarbruch. Sergeant John Lawless responded to 
the Gwatkin ' tick ' en route by telling him all about gliding. 
As a re ult Corporal Gwatkin joined the Gliding Club and took 
to the air for the first time on 31st July. Every weekend there
after he could be found gliding (second cloud on the left) and 
rapidly beca!?e proficien~. On 19th September he passed the 
tests to get his A.B. Certificate, and now has his eye on further 
qu3:1ifications. At a cost of about £14, Corporal Gwatkin 
achieved .a very creditable standard of gliding in an extremely 
short period. 

ergeants' ~less 

As mentioned above the highlight of our month was our 
summer ball which was held on 4th September. Our thanks to 
the P.M.C. W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Dennis Connell, the P .E.C. Sta.ff 
Sergeant George Cox and the committee for a wonderful 
evening. The Christmas draw is now well under way with 
W.0:2 Tom Cooper and his team accosting members' most 
~venmgs of the week. If their persistence is anything to go by, 
lt should be a bumper draw. 
. Earlier this month we heard a cough, a splutter and then 

silence. A car door banged and into the bar walked a travel
weary gentleman who, after formal greetings, cried, " Gin and 
tonic old boy." T?e new arrival was none oilier than W.0.2 
~eter Jones returrung on posting after an absence of three years 
~ U:K. Some members actually recognised the car, now sound
mg like a cross between a sewing maclllne and Concorde even 
before it came to a halt. It is said mat he taxed the res~urces 
?f the _A.A., R.A.C., Touring Club de Belgique and A.D.A.C. 
1n gettmg acros~ Europe. _HO\".ever, he arrived in one piece and 
~e welcome him and his wife Joy, who followed him later 
m the month, back to the Mess. 

We ~ave quite a number of young Sergeants in the Mess 
and this month we are pleased to add to our list Sergeants 
Barne~ Collins,_ Rowntree and Smee, and congratulate them 
on their promouon. 

The Sergeants' Mess also provided the setting for the final 
departure from the Regin1ent of S.Q.M.S. Jim Goodridge and 
Sergeant f IDl Smart. Sta.ff Sergeant Goodridge is leaving the 
A;mY afte.r 22 years' service and Sergeant Smart is spending 
his last s~ m<;inths of service in Catterick prior to release. 
~S.M. Enc Filder presented both members with a farewell 
gift from the Mess and wished them well in their second careers. 

Photo of Officers and Sergeants - 1 S1tecinl 
Wire Reglmen4 1947 

he We _rcd8!e.td thaal t owing . to an unfortunate layout of names as received 
re, m Jvt u s were mcorrectly designated in the above photo on 

~~~cf(ea~ the October/November 'Wire.' O>rrcct details of individuals 

rnSw.'ding ~ to r.): _Sergeant P. Eccles, Sergeant Frank Holford 
O:c igcnsce rpsG, Captain Tom Graggs, 5th, 6th and 7th Intelligen~ 

rps, ~~gcant corgc Hutton, C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Johnny Harwood 
(now Major (T.O.T.)),. Sergeant Frank Shaw, Sergeant Jimmy Flooks. 

Seated (I. to r.): Ma1or J. H. Smith (ex-Boy) R.Q.M S L V Stratton 
~B~y), MaJOr J. McD Glass, Lieutcnant-CoJoi{cJ A. E: (Sammy) Barton 
B. db" C.CS.MQ .M.SJ. F. McQuade (ex-Boy), Lieuterumt (Q.M.) E. (Ted) 

ra ury, . . . H. (Paddy) Ramsden. 
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14th Signal Regiment 
Worcester 

Uud.-r new n1n11nge•uent 

AFTER over two-and-a-half years in command Lieutenant· 
Colonel J. A. Baker handed over to Lieutenant-Colonel 

C. B. Ward on 23rd September. Lieutenant-Colonel Baker took 
command in January, 1%9, shortly after the Regiment bad 
moved from Gloucester to Norton Barracks, Worcester. The 
past two-and-a-half years have seen the Regiment become 
well establi bed in, and impart fresh character to the 100-
y~ar-old barra~ks. Strong local ties have also been ~stablished 
"','Ith Norton ".1llage ?n~ the City of Worcester. On the business 
side, the Regmtent m its Force Rear Link role has been able 
to perp~tuate the Corps expertise as professional long-haul 
communicators. 

[Courtesy Berrows Newspaper< 

SIGN HERE! 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Baker (standing) signing the regiment over 

to Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Ward 

In welcoming our new Commanding Officer we were relieved 
an~ p~eased to note mat his lineage is such that he can 
mamt~m the. custom of having C.O.s who bring their own 
armonal b_earlngs. For convenience these are displayed on the 
R.H.Q. pnvy door as below: 

During the Commanding Officer's dining out by the 

ARMORIAL BEARINGS CO' S PAST AND PRESENT 14TH SIGNAL REGIMENT 

1969 - 1971 1971-
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S~r~eants' Mess he was presented with a splendidly designed 
1rumature shed loo complete with 'Bakerloo' escutcheon that 
would have done credit to the 'Specialist.' ' 

A farewell parade was held under command of W O 1 
(R.S.~.) J. K. Roberts, B.E.M., with Squadrons comma~d~d 
by theu S.S.M.~. The C.O: was piped off by Lance-Corporal 
I. M. Urquhart m f}ill r~gaha. We welcome Lieutenant-Colonel 
C. B. Ward and his wife to the Regiment and wish them a 
happy tour. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 
c.o . ... 

Second-in-Command 
Adjutant 

Admin. Officer 

0.C. H.Q. Squadron 

O.C. I Squadron 
O.C. 2 Squadron 
O.C. 3 Squadron 
O.C. 4 Squadron 
R.S.M. 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Gibson 
Royal Signals ' 

Major T. E. Grice, Royal Signals 
Captain C. W. Collier, Royal 

Signals 
Lieutenant J. N. Copley, Royal 

Signals 
Major F. A. L. Terrey, Royal 

Signals 
Ma!or M. J. McCann, Royal Signals 
Ma1or C. T. <?arton, Royal Signals 
Ma1or F. S011tb, Royal Signals 
Ma1or W. R. Mayne, Royal Signals 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) J. M. Gittins 

1 Squadron Technicians win Regimental soccer 
tournament 

1, Squadron fo~ so long re~arded by the rest of the Regiment 
as The Moles m the ~ol~, are . now emerging as a sporting 
force to be reckoned with m Regllllental activities. On Thurs
day, ~h September, ~e new soccer officer decided to organise 
a Regimental five-a-side tournament to see just what soccer 
talent he had available for the Regimental team. 

Altogether some 32 teams took part It was organised into 
fo~ leagues with each team pl~ying games to decide league 
winners and runners-up; these eight teams then went into the 
quarter-f!.na~s. At this time the Squadron had three of its six 
teams still m; unfortun.ately the draw was such that they then 
h~d t? play each other m the quarter-final and semi-final other
WlSe it could easily have been a 1 Squadron final. 

The team I.E. raised from amongst the Technicians finally 
emerged as th~ finalists to meet five stalwarts of the W.O.s' 
a0;d Sergeants Mess. After a very tense and exciting five 
mmutes each way the technicians won by two goals to nil. We 
are assured that the fact that Sergeant Kent is a black belt Tai
Kwan-Do enthusiast bad nothing to do with the seniors falling 
down. 

WINNERS OF A KEENLY CONTESTED SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
I Squadron Technicians (left to right) : Sergeant Kent, Corporals 

Moore, Bell, Lance-Corporal Still, Corporal Bracey 
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The three Squadron teams that reached the quarter-finals 
w.ere: Team ID, Sergeant Gordon, Lance-Corporal Allen, 
Signalman Walker, eliminated in quarter-finals by team IC 
from H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Troop, Sergeant Easton Lance
Corporals Younger, Blaikie, Taylor, Signalmen 'Watson, 
Gallacher, _who were eliminated in the semi-finals by the 
eventual wmners team IE, Sergeant Kent, Corporals Moore 
Bell, Bracey and Lance-Corporal Still. ' 

.f Squadron - Summer Camp 1071 
It. was with very mixed feelings that members (W.R.A.C. and 

soldiers) of 4 Squadron plus six W.R.A.C. of H.Q. Regiment 
1 CB-.R.) Corps set out on their way to Camp D'Elsenborn 
(Bel~um) for 10 days' summer camp. All to join up with the 
Belgian and D1:1tcb national servicemen who are part of the 
NORTHAG A1~ Support Radio Squadron who very kindly 
let us share their summer camp location. 
, Howev~r, all was not to be roses, especially when the 
camper_s fou!ld ther~ was a. certain amount of work involved. 

Such highly mterestmg subiects as first aid map reading 
N.B.C. and the like. It was not to be such a c~mplete swan a; 
so many had hopefully anticipated. 

_The shoc;k _over they settled down to their gruelling tasks 
with equan11~1ty. Ow: .first les~o~ on the training programme 
was a very simple milita_ry . trrum:ig questionnaire paper; some 
of the answers were quite amusmg, for instance: 
. Q: What. does the following conventional sign mean (it was 
m fact a rrulway embankment)? 

A: (Fro!? o~e W.R.A.C. Private) A lake! 
After this things began to get more serious. The day started 

off at 08.30 hours with m<?rning parade! They were not to be 
let off the hook-map readmg was concentrated on in particular 
-for_ two r~asons, first: There were to be one or two small 
ex~rc1ses. using map and compass; and secondly: For the 
onenteermg competition which was to be held later in the 
week. 

The combat race 
!ills run. over a course of some 8 km. was a great success, 

~1th the ai~ of ~ map and compass each team had to find 
Its way to eight different R V.s. At each RV. every member of 
the team was allotted a task. Ingenuity ran rife the imagination 
was high and it w~s _wi~ evident pleasure that'Corporal Denise 
Sharman came str~dmg m leading her men and girls into first 
place. Other secuon leaders to complete the course were 
Corporal Judy Collins and Corporal Brian White. A very good 
effort by all. 
Th~re followed a co~paratively useful wekend. All went 

canoemg under expert guidance of Corporal Ray Hunter. There 
w~re no fatal eskimo rolls - just a couple of cases of sunburn. 
Pnvate ~thy T~ly l<_><>ked as if s.he had stepped straight out 
of a turkish bam, Private f tll Raikes, however looked as if 
she bad spent two weeks in the Bahamas. Our S~cond-in-Com
mand Lieutenant Jenny Baker had a super suntan all over her 
face!! She kept on muttering something about "Damn these 
~orseflies," whi<;:h was a pity for all us men, who had been 
informed by reliable sources that our Second-in-Command had 
this very dishy bikini!! Sunday was taken up by a trip to 
Bastogne to visit the American War Museum and the Nuts 
Museum, so called because on being asked by the Germans 
to surrender, they sent back a signal, to the German High 
Command witl1 one word of tell.'t - "Nuts". 
M~nday S?W the briefing and preparation for the night 

ex~1ses, th~s was a map reading exercise entailing small 
si:cuons movmg across strange country from point to point at 
mght. Corporal Judy Collins brought her section back all safe 
but all t1f,ed, but ~anks to Staff Sergeant Berry, WRAC, who 
ran the Soup kitchen" at one of the check points, all had 
a very interesting exercise, even tl1ough Private Terry Conroy 
insisted it was a 'wild boar' that she had been chased by and 
not a large rabbit! 

A very successful orienteering competition was held on me 
Tuesday. The course set was quite a difficult one, with 15 
check points; once again me WRAC did extremely well with 
Private Jackie Brown, Signalnam John Scurr, Signalman Tony 
Cl!ll"k and Signalman Fred Hewlett getting to all their points. 
Pnvates Terry Conroy and Pat Howard were in the winning 
team. 

Aside from these activities several sports were organi ed 
under the capa~le hands of Corporal Jenny McMahon (H.Q. 
1 BR Corps) mcluding a potted sports competition. The 
winning team being Signalman Tony Clark, Private Jackie 
Brown and Private Terry Conroy. 
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Life ettled down to a quieter pace of swimming and un
bathing all in preparation for an end of camp party on the 
Thursday and after the prize giving for the various activities 
we all got down to the eriou pastime of drinking. 

Friday morning saw some fond farewells and as vow of 
' write oon ' were made, the popular que tion of 'which is 
the quickest way trom Bielefeld to Belgium?' was heard. We've 
already had one request to put-up three Dutch and two Belgian 
National Servicemen for a weekend! But we all agree on one 
thing. Belgian food isn't quite the same as British: this point 
being confirmed by Signalman George Robertson on getting 
one thin lice of chee e for breakfast!!!! with coffee, of course! 

18th Signal Regiment 
e/., G.P.U. Sl~GAPORE 

T HE phone rings. O.C., speaking through a crackling mess 
that is now colllmonplace on this once immaculate 

ystem: 
"You have nothing to do now, have you?" 
" Only the interim 2048s, Release Testimonials, etc., Sir.'' 
" Good. WIRE notes for September then.'' 
" But the last notes were the last notes." 
" But me no but ... " 
Having read the Editor's comments in THE WIRE on the 

clo ure of the Regiment one would have e>.'Pected little to 
report. However ... 

Departure of CommandinJf Officer 
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild, 

M.B.E., was suitably escorted to the plane, at Chaogi Airport, 
by an honour guard of W.O.s and N.C.O.s oo 1st September, 
having handed the reins, and the staff car, ro Major Charles 
Bushell, Officer Commanding Rear Details. 

All members of the Regiment wish the the Commanding 
Officer and his wife, Janet, many happy days at the Staff 
College, Camberley. 

Move of Line System Control 
Captain Norman Walker, Sergeant Norman Pearson, the 

controllers and the civilian linemen of System Troop have 
moved from Tanglin to the Naval Base. They now work in 
close co-operation with the 9th Australian Signal Regiment 
preparing for the handover of the Island Cable Network. Asked 
how things are going one get the reply 'fair dinkum'. 

Operating Troop farewell dinner 
It is not very often that any large operating troop in Royal 

Sigoals can really get together, because of the perpetual shift 
systems. However, with only two comcens left to run, well 
over 60 members of operating troop, with their ladies, were able 
to sit down to a farewell dinner in the Gardenia Room, of the 
Shangri-La Hotel, one of the most luxurious in Singapore. 
The organisers, Sergeant Spike Lewin and Corporal Tony 
G<>ullee were so proficient in their task that Captain Max Nutt 
was able to make some surprise presentations produced from 
the monies saved. 

Afterwards, all 120 adjourned to the hotel's unique disco
theque, ' The Lost Horizon,' where everyone sits in boats 
surrounded by fishing nets (and scantily clad girls) and is be
dazzled by the psychedelic lighting effects and entertained by 
two lively groups. 

' X ' Troop tail-end 
'X.' Troop, me most recently formed (and yet with the old

est ' lags ' in the theatre, former ' Alpha ' Troop 249 Squadron 
animals will note) had a final party the other day. In sympathy 
with the troop being cut off in its prime by the regime, Staff 
Sergeant Ralph Finch had his moustache removed. Only part 
of the troop is shown in the pictures: Lance-Corporal 'Slim' 
Worthington is flat out horizontally behind the group and the 
rest are already on the loose down town. 

We kept the farewell speeches to each other short and we 
will therefore keep this note equally so. Fading away (as old 
soldiers are wont to do) to the strains of Eskimo Nell to 
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B.A.0.R., U.K. and discharges (honourable!) are all those of 
'Alpha' then 'X' Troop who have kept the peace(?) in this far
off land. 

That's it then- the end of the last notes from this Regiment. 
Or are they? 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 107 

A lot of 'Dull' 

T HE following i an unexpurgated and unfabricated copy of 
a damage report submitted at the conclusion of a recent 

exerci e. 

Damage report 
Sir, 

I have the honour to report r..1at on the evening of the 11th 
August what was taken as docile cows wandered across the 
field in which myself and my crew had erected a 36ft. mast 
and a 32ft. mast. These docile cows on further inspection 
turned out to be rather inquisitive and quite ferocious bulls. 
The largest one, weighing over a ton, decided to try and go to 
sleep standing against the mast which, although secured by 
pickets and eight guys fell down. Retrieving the mast was 
virtually impossible as I found out when I went into the field. 
The bull didn't like my presence and decided to remove me; 
I strategically withdrew to the other side of the fence. 

Upon advice from the Squadron Command Post I decided to 
retrieve most of the damaged mast but the bulls came back 
and I cleared out again. The bulls now decided to stay and at 
around 23.45 hours I again rang up the Squadron Command 
Post informing Second-Lieutenant Burton that I was worried 
about the 32ft. mast as the bulls were gathered around it. He 
said he would come to the location and investigate. Ten seconds 
later the 32ft. mast came down. While my crew, Signalman 
Johnson, kept away me bulls both myself and Second-Lieutenant 
Burton recovered me mast and estimated the damage so that 
spare kit could be supplied. This was: 

Five mast sections bent, one reflector slightly bent, one 
antenna broken and bent. 

I remain your obedient servant, 
24149558 Signalman Bostock, 

' Bravo ' Troop 1 Squadron. 

W .O.s and Sergeants' Mess-Tune trips front 
Amsteldam? 

Friday, 25th September, was a rather special day for 24 
members of our Sergeants' Mess. No work, civilian clothes 
and, for most, an early release from an exercise. The reason 
for all this was that we were about to prove that as well as 
being good communicators, we would, in spite of what others 
may think, organise a 'booze-up in a brewery '-a trip to the 
Amstel works in Amsterdam. The chief instigator of this 
potential disaster was W.0.2 Bernie Tune, who on the morning 
in question was to be found supervising the 'freight' loading 
-crates of Arnstel (coals to Newcastle)---onto the coact1. These 
were to provide some practice for the ' armbenders ' during the 
trip. 

The trip was uneventful until we reached the outskirts of 
Amsterdam. There for all to see were Amstel Brewery signs 
which our gallant leader chose to ignore, saying, " I know the 
way theer, them signs is for fools." So we had an interesting 
tour of Amsterdam and eventually arrived at the back of the 
brewery where the coach pulled into the loading area among 
wooden pallets piled high with thousands upon thousands of 
bottles of hidden promise. 

It was suggested by some that we did a quick-loading job 
of our own and forget about the guided tour, but thi was 
not to be as we were soon met by our guide and led to a 
cellar bar to quench our thirst on Arnstel draught-very nice 
it was too. During the one hour tour, the brewing process was 
explained in great detail, which unfortunately it would take 
a better memory than mine to relate. The tour was impressive 
in that the brewery was huge and yet had so few workers since 
automation. I had always wondered why continental beers 
tended to have so much gas in them and why they were 
always at their best when served cold. The difference is in the 
yeast used and the temperature of the beer during brewing. 
Whereas the majority of English beers use a yeast that stays 
mostly on the surface, with beers like Amstel the yeast falls to 
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the bottom of the vats and the gases given off rise through the 
beer. Secondly, beer usually tastes best at the temperature at 
which it is brewed and in the case of continental beers, this is 
low compared with their English equivalent. The tour con
cluded, once again we returned to the cellar bar and in the 
ens~ing two hours, with the assistance of a very efficient waiter 
service, we consumed a respectable number of litres before 
pouring ourselves into the coach to seek places of local interest. 
Unfortunately we had found the brewery so interesting that 

lime had slipped by and all the museulll!>, galleries and place 
of cultural interest were closed. Apologising profusely our 
leader parked the coach in die centre of the town whe;c we 
were briefed on the area in very basic terms--the bar are in 
that direction, other places of interest elsewhere· given a 
deadline of 1 a.m. to be back at the coach there wer~ very few 
casualties apart f~om the whistle stops on the way home. 

Saturday mornmg saw us all safely back in Lippstadt after 
a very interesting and worthwhile trip. ' 

NATO MILITARY BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Ever had to justify your Regimental expenditure to a 24 man committee1 This is what the Commanding Officer of 28th Regiment, Lieuter.ant

Colonel Ian Macdonald, has had to do! Nevertheless he looks quite cheerful (4th from right front row) 

28th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 

THE face-lift of the Regiment continues. Major Tony CheaJ 
has arrived from Trucial Oman Scouts, shaken the sand 

from his boots and taken over as O.C. 2 Squadron from 
Major Peter Thompson, who has left us to join 31st ignal 
Regiment (V) in London. A reshuffle made room for Major 
Ivor Amos who has taken command of H.Q. Squadron. S.S.M. 
Tony Jones claims that it is not Major Amo;' fault that he 
arrives late to the office in the morning as he still appears in 
the evenings for drill parades (shades of T. ~ A.V.R.). 

August and September are traditionally quiet months-quiet 
that is for those going away on leave and most seem to have 
managed it. Those who were away missed the social occasion 
of the month, however, when on Saturday, 21st August, 
Lieutenant Chris Wollaston married Fraulein Petra Schroeder 
in the Garrison Church. 

Odenteering 
Back in September, 1970, the NORTHAG Signals upport 

Group orienteering meeting held at Eupen was declared 'null 
and void.' That was because check point number 7 disappeared. 
The meeting was mus ' bound over ' and re-run on 24th 
August at Elsenborn in Belgium. 

Organised by the Air Support Radio Squadron it was a 
score competition as opposed to point-to-point. The route each 
competitor took and the distance he travelled to visit all the 
check points was therefore entirely his own choice. The course 
was designed so that competitors could visit four or five check 
points and return within 70 minutes. Imagine Major John 
Garrats' surprise when Lance-Corporal Dave Vince returned 
after only 62 minutes with nine check points stamped on his 
card. Lance-Corporal Chris Herbert was our next man home 
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with Lance-Corporal Bob Taylor hard on his heel . ext in 
order of appearance were Staff Sergeant Tony Whydell, Signal
man Dick Taylor, and (last year' champion) Lance-Corporal 
Trevor Jones, all of whom claimed it was their' off day.' A most 
atisfying performance giving us the team championship. 

A week later on 1st September the team was less successful 
in the Rhine Area Championship, which was run on a point-t<>
point basis a fact unfortunately not remembered by all mem
bers of the team. As a result the team did not achieve a 
placing but Lance-Corporal Chris Herbert qualified to go for
ward to the B.A.O.R. individual championship. 

llugby 

The season started with a serie of practice matches against 
16th Signal R_giment, our neighbours. The team is to play 
Reg;mental matches on Wednesdays and on Saturdays will 
combine with 16th Regiment to play as a Garrison team. In 
fact it is the Garri on team that has recorded our first ucces cs. 
A combined team took part in the SHAPE 7-a-side competition 
and were winners of the plate competition. On 4C:1 Scptcmt:cr 
the Garrison XV emulated last year's performance and won 
the 'Double Diamond ' Trophy at R.A.F. Wildenrath, a fine 
performance against ome stiff opposition. 

Autumn fete 

This year we w~re fwoured with fine weath~r at our annu1I 
autumn fete. The event was well supported, not only by mem
ber · of the Regiment but by our German friend from St. 
Tonis. A grand total of over D.M.5,400 profit was made. 
Special mention should be made of the Wive ' Club who, under 
the leadership of Mrs. Judy Macdonald, put in such a lot of 
hard work to raise a total in excess of D.M.l 870. Well done 
ladies! 
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Vii.ii"' 

We were delighted to welcome The Master of Signals and 
Mrs. Bradley, who visited the Regiment on 23rd September. 
Detail of the vi it appear elsewhere in TuE WIRE. 

Ro~·al i~nals ociety autumn meeting 
The Regiment entered six player in the autumn meeting; 

Corporal Carty of the R.P.C. won the 36-hole tableford. 

End note 
On 8th September we were visited by the full .A.T.0. 

Military Budget Committee. Which orher units would wish to 
be in the position of having to justify their every e>..1)enditure 
to thi augu. t bodv? Our photograph shows Lieutenant-Co!onel 
I. Macdonald looking surprisingly happy surrounded by his 
inquisitors. 

Postscript 
Congratulations to Captain (T.O.T.) Reg Davies and to 

Corporal Tony Hunt on being awarded Corps Colours for 
shooting (1971 season). 

30th Signal Regiment 
DLAI\"'DFORD CAHP 

ltlove to new barracks 

F OLLOWING the successful visit of the Regimental detadJ
ment to Alderney at the beginning of September, the 

Regiment got down to the final phases of the move from the 
hutted accommodation in Evans Lines to the new accommoda
tion adjacent to the School of Signals. To say the least it was 
a bit of a squeeze, and a good deal of pruning of items 
accumulated during 10 years in Evans Lines was done in order 
to fit rhe Refilment into synopsis scale of buildings. The Regi
ment is rapidly settling down to rhe new surroundings and we 
are pleased to report that the bulk of the work has been 
done although there are one or two adjustments yet to be 
made. 

The other principal activity during the month was the 
successful detachment of a demonstration stand to Catterick 
for the visit of the Prime Minister on the occasion of the 
opening of 8th Signal Regiment, Trade Training School. This 
event will no doubt be reported more fully elsewhere in THE 
WIRE and it is sufficient to mention that our Regimental con
tribution was a spearhead detachment under command of 
Sergeant 'Jock' Little supported by all airportable detachment 
of Sergeant Danny Lamberton, Corporal Harry Adcock, 
Sergeant ' Taff' Holverson and Corporal Charlie Peach with 
a tine detachment. All the detachments looked superbly turned 
out and the Prime Minister talked to most members about their 
activities around the world in support of Strategic Command 
activities. 

I Squadron 
With the wind-up of Force Anguilla we have welcomed back 

those of the Squadron who made up the last detachment there. 
We have also received all their equipment, much of which we 
had for~otten all about anyway! The detachment were given 
very little notice to pack up and had many problems finding 
or makin~ suitable packing cases for all the kit. This was made 
more d ifficult, apparently, by some of the locals who took great 
pleasure in removing pieces of scrap wood which the detach
ment had carefully earmarked to make boxes for their equip
ment. 

Captain Derek McLean left the Squadron on 27th August 
for a visit to Suffield, Alberta, in Canada. He was the Royal 
Signals' representative on an M.O.D. recce team sent to finalise 
all the administrative details prior to the establishment of a 
British Force Permanent Staff co-located with the existing 

office of the Canadian Defence Research Establishment, 
Suffield. His responsibilities were for telephone, radio and 
comcen communications for the permanent staff. The training 
area which comprises some 750 square miles of Alberta is due 
to open in June, 1972, for the purpose of providing live firing 
battle runs for B.A.0.R. Battle Groups. Captain Derek McLean 
returned full of prime beef steak and American jargon on 13th 
September and settles down at last, we hope, as Second-in
Command of the Squadron. 

The Squadron has had a lot of departures recently and wishes 
good luck to Sergeant 'Jock' Little and Sergeant Ernie de la 
Mare and the 13 operators posted to form the Signal Squadron 
of 3rd Brigade. We are very reluctant to see such a splendid 
crew leave us for good and say thank you very much for all 
the work you have done during your stay in the Squadron. 

3 Squadron 

During the latter part of August and in September the 
A.M.F. CL) elements of 3 Squadron disappeared to the furthest 
extremities of B.A.0.R. and Greece. They were joined in 
Greece by the U.K. Battlion A.M.F. (L) Signal Troop. As we 
were about to move into new accommodation at this time it 
was necessary to dispose of the stock of the Squadron Club-
this irksome ta k was undertaken with surprising enthusiasm by 
all involved. 

The E.W. part of the Squadron, having recently returned 
from B.A.0 .R., were thus free to devote their undivided atten
tion to the problems of moving house in the A.M.F. (L) Troop's 
absence. 

The Squadron has sponsored a stand at the Bournemouth 
Ideal Home Exhibition which (with the assistance of Lieutenant 
Jack Fiske! who has now moved to 1 Squadron) took the form 
of a dry ski slope. This attraction was extremely popular with 
the general public-possibly not so popular with Lieutenant 
Jack Fiske! and Corporal 'Jock' Wilson who have emerged 
from their two weeks' activities looking five pounds slimmer 
and slightly bruised. 

Maritime activities 

There is never a lack of volunteers from the Regiment to 
go to sea and readers will be interested to know the scope of 
these tasks. The Regiment's interest sterns primarily from the 
role of acting as the parent unit for the Ship Signal Troops 
on the L.P.D.s H.M.S. Fearless and H.M.S. Intrepid. All 
reinforcements for these ships spend up to two months with 
this unit carrying out training with ourselves and Naval and 
Royal Marine units prior to joining their ship. At any given 
time there are 13 Royal Signals soldiers on board ship and a 
Yeoman of Signals, all under command of the Royal Signals 
troop commander so there is a regular flow of persons under 
training. The Regiment also runs familiarisation courses for 
Naval communications in Blandford to give them some idea 
of Army communication systems and the problems facing land
ing force signallers. 

A familiar part of Joint Service Communications is the series 
of Joint Communication Exercises in which 1 Squadron regularly 
participate. 

I Squadron has worked on Naval shi_Ps of all types ranging 
from aircraft carriers to frigates sailing m many different parts 
of the world. The main value of these activities is familiarisa
tion and practice in joint procedures and techniques but, as a 
bonus, a tremendous amount of goodwill and mutual respect 
accrues between the Navy and Army operators. The Regiment 
are not slow to attach operators to ships and many enjoyable 
voyages have been completed with Royal Signals operators on 
board H.M. ships. 

INDIVIDUAL ' WIRE ' SUBSCRIBERS 

We enclose for the third month running a loose insert 
in red print in respect of increased subscriptions to 'The 
Wire.' If you have not already sent on.e in, will you 
please do so NOW! This simple act will be of the ubnost 
help to our hard-pressed accounts staff. 
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News /ram __ Squadrons 

19 Airportable Brigade 
Signal Squadron (209) 

B.F.P.O. 801 

I T is a very pleasant sight to see everyone packing cases for 
our return to Colchester from Northern Ireland. Our 

advance. baggage has already left in two 30ft. containers and is 
now bemg unpacked by the rear party. Our pre-advance party 
undi;r Staff Sergeant. Francis Quinn left Lurgan yesterday, 
causmg many an envious face from those left behind. 

Comn1u1tications Troop 
Morale is high in the Troop with only two weeks to go It 

would have been a lot higher but our rugby team got hamme~ed 
62-22 by Banbrid~e !'llgby team. Signalman Jose Campbell 
~eclared that he didn t want to see another rugby ball in his 
life. 

On a semi-working visit to Enniskillen CorpQral 'Fergie ' 
Fergusson, Lance-Corporal Dick Lewis and Signalman Bill 
Stevenson managed to destroy an 80ft. mast. For sale: Twenty 
4ft. masts, £1 o.n.o. 

The comcen lads still cllim that they are rhe hardest worked 
pe?ple in the Troop but a recent survey showed the S.D.S. 
drivers to be well ahead in hours worked. 

Just recently we have had two bomb scares in the factory. 
The first one was at 8 o'clock in the evening and after a 
thorougJ?. s~arch nothing was found. The second one occurred 
after midmght when over two-thirds of the Squadron were 
as!eep. ".17hen ev~rybody was on parade to determine who was 
nussmg it was discovered that young Signalman Steve Mellish 
had forgotten to put on his trousers in his rush to evacuate 
the building. 

,All in all _it has bf:en a good tour for Communications Troop 
with n? acc:id.en!al discharges ~t our loading and unloading bay, 
no serious m)ur1es from any nots and no deaths reported from 
the cookh01:1se. 

Radio Relay 
The Radio Relay Detachment is situated on the sixth floor 

of the building. The detachments consists of Lance-Corporal 
' Ginger ' Cox, Signalman Terry Bogel Brewer and Corporal 
Tony . J.'.'.aines (Technici'.ln). We ~re attached to Lurgan from 
3 D1v1s1~n H.Q. and Signal ~eg1men~. We work a radio path 
to 233 Signal Squadron at Lisburn with no actual traffic going 
out. The ~i~k is used in c~se the G.P.O. links all go out. Our 
latest addit.Ion to the radio relay shack is a television which 
helps to pass the time. We wish 19 Airportable Brigade H.Q. 
and Signal Squadron a pleasant trip back and welcome 5 Air
portable Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron to Lurgan-what a 
mouthful! 

'~I' Troop 
~is month ~as seen a change in ownership of M ercury Elec

tromcs Ltd. with the departure of F. of S. Brian Maltby who 
has gone to Liverpool T.A. We welcome F. of S. Joe Jackson 
to . the Troop and wish him a pleasant two years with the 
Brigade. Sergeant John Wallace has joined us from 22nd 
Regiment and everyone wants to know how he got his quarter 
so quickly! 

Sergeants Brian Hudson and Pete Hockram are at present 
tramping the hallowed ground of Relles Barracks in an effort 
to pass the Staff Sergeants' Course. 

Life in the technical workshop is quietening down now that 
46 Command Workshops, R.E.M.E., has taken over the respon
sibility for the Brigade area. 

Arrivals an«I de1mrtures 
We welcome to the unit Major Abate, Captain Ayrton, 

Lieutenant Moore, W.0.2 Jackson, Sergeant Wallace and 
Sergeant Stubbings and hope they enjoy their stay in the unit. 

We say goodbye to Major Allen, Captain Watts, Captain 
Smeeton and CorpQral Clark and wish them every happiness 
for the future. 
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22 7 Signal Squadron 
(AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18 

Of mice and men 

T HE recent Ex7rcis~ 'Trix 71/6 '.was ~e la~t. exe~cise for 
. our O.C. ~JO~ Bill Morgan, prior to his posung, m which 

mobile c~mmurucat.Ion was deployed in the field. As always 
happens 10 the best works of ficton the finale was perfect. 
So much ~o that systems control had no work and the operators 
were feedrng tapes into the circuits like automatons. 

The .O.C. and our T .O._T. Captain Colin Williams, decided 
that thi~ was a most ~sausfa~t?ry state of affairs. To liven up 
pr~ee~ngs they decided to miect faults by disconnecting the 
n;iam rmc:rowa".e cable approximately halfway between the two 
si!es. This pro1ect was cloaked in secrecy and was perpetrated 
wah great. stealth at 23.00 hours one evening when they left 
the operat.Ions area. 

After a good night's sleep the T .0.T. repaired to the systems 
" ~ny troubl~ Ia,~t night?" he asked wirh tongue in cheek. "No! 
Nice and qmet, was the answer he received. On checking the 
fault .log he .wa~ mystiiied on discovering that there was no 
ment.Ion of circwt outage. 
~ hasty consulta_tion .wi~ W .. 0.1 (F. of S.) John Bridgeman 

quickly r~stored h1~ fairh m his sanity. John explained that 
before gomg off shift that he had discovered a noisy pair and 
had changed. over on to the spare cable, the labels had, of 
course, remamed unchanged. Our conspirators had unwittingly 
uncoupled the spare. 

With a Foreman capable of nullifying faults before they 
occur a new sense of confidence has been engendered in our 
systems. 

Secm·ity 
The. same exerci~e highlighted how competely the O.C. has 

been mculcated with AFCE T's hypersensitive attitude to 
security. 

During. rhe course of. the exe~cise he w~ . observed taking 
colo~r ~lides of the vanous vducles comprismg mobile com
municat.Ion centre. These were intended to illustrate any talk 
0!1 AfCE~ organi~ation which he might be called upon to 
~1ve 1n h!S new unit. We can only assume that it was the 
mterest of security which prompted him to leave the lens cover 
on his camera. 

Trampoline chnn1pion 
. Whilst sorting out entertainment for the summer fete we 

disc:oyered ~at Sii;-n~an Chris Birks is a very talented tram
polimst. Prior to iommg the Corps he bad competed in rhe 
All England Championships and finished in the first 12. 

Having thrilled the children with a spectacular clown act on 
the trampoline in company with Sergeant Carl Butler Chris 
de~ided to resume training and enter rhe B.A.0.R. Cha~pion
sh1ps. 

Th's he did to good effect and at the B.A.O.R. Champiom1.1ips 
s~aged at Sennelager on 16th September Chris won the Indi
vidual Trampoline Championship. He then went on to Bertin 
where he took part in the Berlin Tattoo. 

Chris had aim volunteered for parachute training and reports 
to Aldershot for a selection course in ovember of this year. 
~e can see W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Tom Burke going into deep mourn
ing at the prospect of losing his star performer in the Squadron 
and AFCENT soccer teams. 

Dirdmen 
Six members of the Squadron have now joined the AFCENT 

Parachute Club and arc practising regularly at Geiknkirchen. 
These are Corporal Keith Buckley (six jumps), Lance-Corporal 
'.Windy ' Gale (five jumps), Corporal Pete Catterall (four 
Jumps) Corporal Norman Troughton (three jumps), Si~alman 
Mick Rennison (two jumps) and Lance-CorpQral 'Taff' Mug
ford (one jump). These six are also the leading ligtits in the 
Squadron marching team. All are very enthusiastic about the 
new port and are looking forward to qualifying for a licence 
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and progre ing to free fall. The jump!> take place weekly, 
weather permitting from a Cessna provided and piloted by 
the AFCENT Flying Club. 

We look forward to having a free-fall display on our ummer 
fete ' ith members of the Squadron taking part. 

Oetob r Fest 

The German contingent here in Maastricht caged their 
annual Bier Fe t on 11th and 12th September. This is their 
bacchanalian equivalent of our summer fete, and results in 
almo t a many Briti h casualties as were suffered in the 1939 
to 1945 competition. 

A large circu -type tent is erected on the sports field . to 
accommodate •:1alf-a-dozen bars, assorted wur t stalls a Bavarian 
band, large dance floor and seating for hundred of revellers. 
The band i , of cour e, dre ed in short leather trou ers and 
Tyrolean hats. 

Beer is served in huge litre mug crowned with. appetising 
foaming white heads. To assist the weary and provide a land
mark, ga -filled balloons are on sale to tie to the handles. 
Providing one doe not lo e his grip these ensure that a 
vertical position is maintained. Waiters are trained to appear 
when the mug is half empty and thus peed up consumption. 
This practice al o ensure maximum, if somewhat unsteady, 
participation in the dancing. 

The music is lively with frequent demon trations of the agile 
thigh-slapping technique typical of Bavarian folk dances. Our 
Squadron members participated with more enthusiasm than 
expertise. This fact is eloquently vouched for in the number of 
livid bruises sported by them. 

The Squadron turned out in force for this delightful aspect 
of German tradition. A slight modification of British drinking 
habit was necessary to switch from pints to litres; this was 
acquired with fluid ease which bodes well for British entry 
into the Common Market. 

A general concensus of the opinions of our inebriates revealed 
that they consider that this ·is an ideal way of providing a wel
come break between carnivals. 

Hospitality 

Corporal Steve Stevens, RA.F., our medical orderly, was 
entertained right royally at the farewell party of Corporal 
Keith Roythorne. This was held in the line shack with 
organisation by line section. 

During the course of the party one of our linemen noticed 
that there was only one blue hat present. Realising that this 
was an obvious temptation for souvenir hunters, he took steps 
to safeguard it. His method was in the best line tradition-he 
nailed it to the floor. 

Corporal Stevens is doubly indebted to him in that his hat 
was saved and he is the only person in AFCENT with an air
conditioned hat. 

Departures 

Recent departures have included Captain Alan Pearce to 
28th Regiment where we trust he will have further successes 
witi1 fetes, fireworks and other social functions. His hearty 
extrovert personality will be missed in the Squadron. Sergeant 
Dennis (have you heard this one?) Bramley, the Mess racon
teur, lC2 •es us to entertain 30th Regiment with his extensive 
repertoire of stories for sophisticated adults. Sergeant Leo 
Smale comp1ete with fur-lined undies for AFNORTH in 
Norway. Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Derek Moat, who is going 
to tJ:ie sharp end as far as Irish problems are concerned, 33rd 
Regi'Tlent (Volunteers) in Liverpool. During his tour in 
AFCENT Derek has built up a fluid understanding of their 
problems whilst working with them on annual camps. We 
foresee no problem in Derek fitting in like one of me family 
and look forward to his annual visits with pleasure. 

Arrh·als 

The Squadron welcomes Leutenant 'Paddy' Henry and Staff 
Sergeant (Y. of S.) 'Mack' MeHugh; we hope they both have 
a happy and successful tour here with AFCENT. 
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229 Signal Squadron (Berlin) 
B.F.P.O. 45 

A T the end of August the holiday season came to an abrupt 
close and we started great preparations for exercises and 

visiting Generals. 

The nu1st that wouldn"t go op 
The Ma tcr of Signals visited us in mid-September and was 

a sured by the many soldiers he spoke to that Berlin was still 
a good po ting. The only complaint heard was from our 0.C., 
Major Arthur Byng, which was that no one complained. The 
man least likely to forget the ' Master's ' visit was without 
doubt Lance-Corporal Joe Brown who was requested by the 
General to erect his strange Telefunken telescopic mast. Alas 
the gremlins had been at work that day and amid mutterings 
that " It was alright a moment ago" and to the General's 
delight the mast wouldn't go up. By the time he left the 
Squadron the General had met and spoken to nearly all the 
members of the Squadron personally and his somewhat 
mysterious title 'Master of Signals ' was perhaps less of a 
mystery. 

Three Gcn.-rals In 10 days 

C.-in-C. BAOR, accompanied by Major (T.O.T.) Norman Cox, 
talking to Members of Line Troo~ . From left to right : Corporal Geoff 
Farmer, Lance-Corporal Bill Laing and Signalman Charlie Stuart 

C.S.O. BAOR CONVERSING WITH MEMBERS OF RADIO TROOP 
From left to right: Signalman Sid Rawson, Corporal Mal Elliott, 

Lance-Corporals Martin Blacker and Joe Brown 
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The C.-in-C. B.A.O.R. General Sir Peter Hunt abo visited 
us that week but unfortunately he only managed to make a 
short visit. There was enough time, however, to fit in a quick 
tour and explain our more obvious differences to a normal 
Brigade Signal Squadron. 

Just after the C.-in-C.'s visit the C.S.O. B.A.0.R Major
General David Horsfield, who stayed a few days in Berlin 
over me period of the British Berlin Tattoo, came to see us on 
27th September. Three Generals in 10 days seemed quite a lot 
but we felt we had pretty well got the hang of how to conduct 
Generals through the Squadron lines. 

An international Signal exercise with u 
tlifference 

In the first week of October we warmed up for the exercise 
season with a unique exercise called 'Rondo.' This was a truly 
allied affair in which Signal detachments were deployed into 
the Grunewald for 24 hours to compete for a prize for the best 
signalling detachment. The difference, however, was that each 
detachment consisted of one British, one American and one 
French signaller who, whether they liked it or not, worked, ate, 
drove and slept together. 

The exercise proved to be very amusing and remarkably 
valuable. Although we had expected quite a few problems 
to arise through this tripartite venture, precious few actually 
materialised and the communications were very good. The 
winning detachment was commanded by an American Sergeant 
Lunkins, aided by our Signalman John Hall and the French
man Corporal Rejasse. There is now a demand by the players, 
as well as those who could not compete, for a similar exercise 
in the spring. 

Soeeer-and watch those wives at netball 
Winter days have brought out the round ball again and our 

soccer team has got off to a very fair start having (dare we say 
it) won all of its matches to date. We are now nicely placed 
at the top of the Berlin Minor Units League where it is 
hoped we will stay. 

Not all our sporting talent lies with the men, however, as 
this autumn the Wives' Club took up that energetic game 
called netball. So popular has it proved that we can boast two 
teams. Our ' A ' team played its first match last week against 
the 247 Provost Company ladies' team and won. Injuries in 
this friendly match were multiple lacerations caused by long 
nails and a broken nose! It looks as if its rather rougher than 
rugger and we are going to need all our ' B ' team as reserves 
once they start the real play! More news later. 

242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh 

Assistance to West Ri,:hland Adventure Trainiu-= 
School 

THIS year the Squadron were again asked to provide 
W.R.A.C. assistance to the Adventure Training School at 

Applecross and the fonunate girls d1osen were Lance-Corporal 
' Nid ' Tombleson, Private Lyn Jackson and Private Maggie 
Inglis. 

Each girl is required to be a Squad leader of a party of 
girls aged between 11-16, looking after them whilst in Camp 
and organising them when they are on outdoor activities. 

Overcoming the initial aches and pains Lance-Corporal 
Tombleson and party oon settled down to enjoying a hot sunny 
month of May trekking through the Applecros Hills. Their tan 
was the envy of all . 

Summer camp 
For a change of scenery and hopeful for better weather this 

year's Summer Camp wa held in June on the banks of Loch 
Kishorn in the Western Highlands. The site was ideal, being 
adjacent to Loch Carron, overshadowed by the peaks of the 
Cuillens on Skye and with a view of the Isles of Rona, Scalpay 
and Raasay. Any tourist brochure would have been happy to 
advertise it as 'the ideal place to get away from it all ' which 
was exactly our intention. 

The advance party under S.S.M. Tony Harris volunteered 
to spend Whitsun erecting the camp-it rained throughout; 
however their spirits were not dampened and the camp was 
completed and ready to receive boarders by 1st June. 
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Fro~ the lessons .learnt last year it was decided to split the 
camp mto two parties. The first party under Captain ' De ' 
Duncan arrived to be greeted by glorious sunshine which la ted 
throughout their week. The second party under Captain ' Pete ' 
Swaby was less fortunate and only managed to sec glimpse of 
sunshine except on the last day when the sun beat down. 

Activities were centred on sailing, trekking and spon. Major 
' Gerry ' Fleming and Lance-Corporal Sheila Barnes-Cox were 
responsible for sailing using Wayfarers. All the first party were 
fonunate to enjoy some good sailing. The weather was ideal 
for beginners and for the more experienced they could enjoy 
a sail towards Skye. The second party was less fortunate 
partly through poor weather but also through having one boat 
springing a leak. Some experienced hands did manage to get out 
but conditions were not for the faint-hearted. 

Daily treks into the Applecross Hills were the ' in ' thing 
for both sexes. Varying distances were undertaken starting 
from four miles on the first day and working up to 15 miles 
by t'ile end of the week. The girls showed they were as good 
as the men and in some cases better. There were not many 
males to keep up with Corporal Marlyn Weir once she got the 
bit between her teeth. Lance-Corporal 'Vari ' Perrie, Private 
Brenda McHardy, Private Sue Preston and Private Liz Medcalf 
were also up among the leaders. 

Looking for more adventure Corporal Ken Whitfield, Lance
Corporal George Mitchell and Signalman Mick Campbell 
decided to trek through the Applccross Hills. The first day took 
them 14 miles to Kenmore where they stayed the night at a 
' bothy' belonging to our hosts, West Highland Adventure 
Training School. On the second day they went a further 20 
miles passing through Applecross Village, going over the 
famous Cattle Pass (2,000ft.) and back to camp. A fine achieve
ment over difficult terrain. 

This year we managed to obtain an R.E. Assault Craft. The 
' Pong Prau,' as it came to be known, was used to dispose 
waste and refuse at sea but also was useful for taking parties 
to some of the islands in Loch Kishorn. 

Fishing from an assault craft was another popular pastime 
with some; however, during the first week (F. of S.) Ken 
Duffey and Alex Weir (our tame carpenter) found their guile 
matched by the fish and couldn't even tell a tale of the one 
that got away - there weren't any! The second bunch of 
anglers, R.Q.M.S. Stan Finlayson, Sergeant ftm Ho1land and 
Corporal Drew Robertson, proved more successful when on 
the last day a couple of senile :flounders tired of life and gave 
themselves up. 

Social activities were not forgotten ; evenings were occupied 
with film shows, social games, fancy dress nights and on one 
occasion a bonfire night. 

All too quickly the camp came to an end. Even allowing for 
the weather everyone appeared to have enjoyed themselves and 
withouc doubt it proved to be a welcome break from the 
routine of Edinburgh. 

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

Airfield Troop, RAF Akrotiri 
Our role of prime importancf" 

F OR the benefit f those who have not been fortunate 
enoogh to serve with Air Support Signals, the following 

is a very brief description of what it is all about. R.A.F. 
Akrotiri is now the largest and busiest station in the world ; 
the Troop stationed here is respon ible for providing all tele
phone circuits onto and around the airfield, in addition all 
telephone exchanges and instruments required for both ad
ministration and operational Pllll?Oses. 

The entire system is orgarused and maintained by the 
Troop, which is comprised of some 60 Combat Linemen, Tech
nici3ns and Combat Drivers. 

The above is only a very brief de i:.iption of the role carried 
out by Royal Signals in support of the R.A.F. and to make a 
point, I quote, "Without efficient communications the R.A.F . 
is paraly ed," we in the Royal Signals provide those communi
cations. 

Plenty of play as well as work 
Of course life here at Akrotiri is not all work even though 

we work a five-day week with working hours of 07.00 - 16.30 
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hours. De pite tht our ocial acuvmes a.re growing all the 
time, our pa t function have included two beach parties at the 
•Mermaid' on Ladie ' Mile Beach; the first party went off 
extremely weU, good food drink and company being the basic 
ingredient for what can only be described as an exceUent first 
timer. The latter one was even better and has since been caUed 
the 'Big Spla h '; ask our Foreman of Signals Staff Sergeant 
(Mick Scott), he wa amongst those thrown mto the Mediter
ranean at 00.30 hours . The Med. at that time of the morni11g 
is very plea ant but the sand does get into the mo t awkward 
place . 

An excellent coach trip, which was organised by Sergeant 
(Terry) Skinner, took us to Kyrenia (SL"<-rnile point) on Sun
day, 29th Augu t. ome 48 members of the Troop participated, 
departing from Limas ol at 08.00 hours and returning at about 
21.00 hours. So succe sful wa the trip that many members of 
the Troop have asked for another day out; this has been 
arranged with an outing to ' Fig Tree Bay' near Famagusta. 

Future social gatherings include a ' Kebab ' supper with 
wive at the Britannia Bar in Limassol. 

We arc the professlonalsf 
On a recent visit to the station by some 20 V.I.P.s from 

the U.K., the Troop was represented at a display showing 
various activities of station life, by Corporal (Charlie) Manning 

(a very experienced cable jointer) and Signalman (Chris) Brooke 
(under tuition), who were demonstrating the jointing of a 50-
pair poly plastic. One of the V.I.P.s asked Corporal Manning 
the following question : 

V.I.P.: "I have often wondered how you chaps know what 
you are doing with all those wires?" 

Corporal: "Well sir, you see we are professionals." 
V.I.P.: "Ah yes, I have read about you chaps in the news

papers." 
('\I oral, even V.I.P.s read the advertisements). 

Family roll call 
To conclude, I expect you know that Cyprus is called the 

island of Paradise and Love, the following families of the 
Troop are expecting additions in the near future; there must 
be a connection somewhere! 

Sergeant (Andy) and Mrs. Vella, Lance-Corporal (Taff) and 
Mrs. Morgan, Signalman (Bob) and Mrs. Kaiser, Lance
Corporal (Alan) and Mrs. Bazeley. 

Second-Lieutenant R. Dibley departed to the U.K. and 
within three weeks was back with his new wife. Congratulations 
to you both. 

It is with regret that we say farewell to Signalman (Roger) 
and Mrs. Spurgeon, who leave us for the rigours of Germany. 
Our loss is your gain 4 Guards Brigade Signal Squadron. 

- Sport-

Corps Canoeists capture all major Trophies in 
Army Championships 

Major N. W. N. Van Loan, acting secretary, Royal Signals 
Canoe Club, writes: 

I attach details of results achieved by Corps canoeists who 
competed in the 1971 Army and Inter-Service Canoe Champion
ships. The Army Canoe Championships, held at Nottingham 
on 25th-26th September, saw the Corps canoeists, representing 
the School of Signals, Blandford, capture all the major trophies 
and win, on behalf of the School of Signals, the outright Canoe 
Championship. 

The members of the School team were joined by members of 
other Signals regimental teams for the Inter-Service Champion
ships beld at Loch Faskely and on the River Tay, Scotland, 
1st-3rd October. In these Championships the School team were 
primarily responsible for the Army retaining the Inter-Service 
Championship for the seventh year running. The Army Canoe 
Union bas recognised the School team's contribution to the 
Army's success by allowing us to hold the Inter-Service Trophy 
on behalf of the Army for the next year. 

Army Canoe Championship,, held at Nottingham 25th-26th September. 
Team: Lieutenant Harrison, Sergeant D . Lunn, Corporal M. J. Bull, 
Lance-CorPOral R. M. Pawlow, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink, Lance
Corporal R. G . Story and Lance-Corporal S. Sudron. 

Results. I.ooo metres sprint, Senior KI: ut, Lance-Corporal Pawlow; 
2nd, Lance-Corporal Winlc; 4th, Lance-Corporal Story; 5th . Corporal Bull . 

Inti:rmcdiate K2 : 2nd, Sergeant Lunn/Lance-Corporal Sudroo. 
Seruor K2: ut, Lance-Corporal Pawlow/Lance-Corporal Wink; 2nd , 

Corpora{ Bull / Lance-Corporal Story. 
Intermediate Class 3: ISt, Sergeant Lunn; 3rd, Lieutenant Harrison; 

4th, Lance-Corporal Sudron. 
Intermediate aass 4: I St Lieutenant Harrison / Lance-Corporal Sudron. 
Long di tance (r2 miles). Senior Kt: tst, Lance-Corporal Wink. Senior 

K.2 : ISt, Corp_oral Bull / Lance-Corporal Story. Senior Class 3: 1st, 
Lieutenant Harrison. 
W~ncrs KI Trophy: Royal Signals Canoe Oub, Blandford. 
W!nne~s K2 Trophy: Royal Signals Canoe Oub, Blandford. 
Wmners LD Trophy: Roval Sig'1als Canoe Club. Blandford. 
Overall winners Armv Champioruhips : Royal Signals Canoe Club, 

Blandford. 
lnter-SertTice Canoe Championships, held Loeb Faskcly and River Tay, 

Sex>!1md. tst-3rd October. Selected 10 re(>rcscnt the Army in L.D. and 
Spnnc from School of Signals, Blandford, were: Corporal M . J. Bull . 
Lancc-COrporal R. M. Pawlow. Lance-Corporal D . D . Wink, Lance-Corporal 
R. G. Story, Lance-Corporal S. Sudron. 

Results. 1 ,000 i:nctres Kr Sprint: 2nd, Lance-Corporal Pawlow; 3rd, 
Lance-Corporal Wmk; 6th, Lance-Corporal Story. 

1 .ooo mcrre K2 Sp:int: ist, Lance-Corporal Wink/ Lance-Corporal 
Pawlow: 3rd, Corporal Bull / Lance-Corporal Story. 

Long distance (12 miles ruver Tay), Kr : ISt, Lance-Corporal Story; 
3rd, Corporal Bull. K2: Ht, Lance-Corporal P..wlow / Lance-Corporal Wink; 
7th, Lance-Corporal Sudron (Sergeant Hartless, R.E.). 

Aho reprCICllting the Army in Sprint and L.D. from Royal Signala 

were: Staff Sergeant Brett, 8th Regiment (29th L.D.-K1); Corporal Cook, 
Lance-Corporal Rowley, A.A.C . HaTrogate (8th r ,ooo metres Sprint K2). 

Winner Sprint Championship : Army. 
Winrers L.D. Championship: Army. 
2nd in Slalom Championship: Army. 
Overall winners of the Inter-Services Canoe Championships: The Army 

(for the eventb year running). 

THEY GO FOR SPORT llF 
IN A BIG WAY 

Our main picture shows the presentation of the Station 
Commander's Cup to Staff Sergeant Leiper, 259 Squadron 
team manager for the competition; also shown are some of 
the leading players in various sports in the competition. The 
cup is being presented by Group Captain Farquharson, the 
Station Commander at R.A.F. Episkopi. The players are: 1. 
Corporal Hoyle, 2. Staff Sergeant Barnett, 3. Sergeant Lowry, 4. 
Sergeant Barwick, S. Sergeant Evans, 6. Sergeant Joglekar. 

The competition which has run for the last 12 months con
sisted of tournaments in 14 different sports and competitors 
came from 20 units on the station. The table below indicates 
the results of the competition : 

Squadron Teams Squadron 
Sport Captain Entered Position 

Soccer Sergeant Lowry 20 2nd 
Volleyball W.0.1 Kenyon 20 Sm 
Hockey Sergeant Luis 18 9th 
Squash Sergeant Joglekar 18 Sth 
Table Tennis W.0.2 Lee 19 17th 
Basketball Sergeant Edwards 19 lst 
Cross Country Staff Sergeant Percival 14 5th 
Badminton Sergeant Joglekar 20 9th 
Rugby Sergeant Lowry 19 9th 
Golf Sergeant Stevens 20 3rd 
Shooting W.0.2 Courtenay 19 1st 
Tennis Sergeant Edwards 17 Sth 
Cricket Sergeant Luis 19 1st 
Swimming Staff Sergeant Leiper 20 1st 
Overall Staff Sergeant Leiper 20 1st 

These results represent not only a fine sporting aclJ.ievement 
on the part of many members of the Squadron but also much 
enthusiasm and hard work on the part of Staff Sergeant 
Leiper. By the time these words become print he will be posted 
on promotion. We wish him good fortune at the School of 
Signals. 
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A Year's Sporting Achievement 



-Obituary----== ~ 

The Reverentl Walter Etlmuntl Rayner, T.D. 
(One time Brevet Colonel Royal Signals) 

The Reverend Walter Edmund Rayner died in Bedford on 
15th September, aged 81. Army signals having been a large 
pan of his life, chere will be many pa t and present members 
of che Corps who will grieve his going. . 

'Bill' Rayner enlisted in che Es ex Ye~man~y m 19lf. 
f\' ounted exercises over the E sex countrys1de mcrea ed m 
tempo and frequency in chose las.t pre-\\ ar. y~ars and the 
Yeomanry signal requirements were, if not soph1st1cated, at least 
highly demanding. . . . 

By Christmas 1914 he was on acuve service m France and, 
by che following summer, he had transferred to che R.E. 
Cavalry Corps Signal . For over two-and-a-half years, as 
trooper, sapper and ~ance~orporal, he servi:d wich the Cavalry 
Corps in France. This period saw che bondmg of a remarkable 
common spirit amongst all ~anks who .shared chose awful_ days. 
The urvivors of ' ZCO ' Signals '* still meet each year m the 
autumn and up to last year, ' Bill ' Rayner was amonir-;t them. 
The numbe~s arc now small but their fine spirit is as bright 
as ever. At the time of writing the 1971 rennion is only a few 
days off. 

In 1917, after S37 Cadet Course in Bedford, Sccond
Lieutenant ' Bill Rayner was despatched back to France where 
he served with 10 Corps Signal Company nntil his return to 
the U.K. in 1919. 

In 1920 he joined the 54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals, 
R.E. and in the same year became a founder member of the 
CorPs when the unit joined the new 'Corps of Signals.' He 
remained with the 54th through the between-war years, finally 
commanding them from 1932 to 1935. 

On the outbreak of the Second World War he was again 
embodied, this time as D.C.S.O., Eastern Command. He 
served right through to 1945, including spells in North Africa 
and Italy. He will be remembered by many in tbe early war 
years when he was commanding the Depot Battalion (now 
11th Signal Regiment). The famous Harry Stickley was R.S.M. 

After the Second War and a few years ir1 the War Damage 
Commission he was ordained and appointed to the living of 
Betchworth in Surrey. In 1965 he conducted a service of 
dedication of the 15th Signal Regiment on its re-formation. 
This was in Aden and his eldest son, John, was commanding. 
Bill's grandson, Second-Lieutenant John, is at present serving 
in the Corps in Northern Ireland. 

To Bill's wife, May, now living in Bedford, we send our 
deepest sympati1y. 

*See pages 50-51 of 'Through to 1970.' 

W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) D. W. Carr 
33rd Signal Regiment (V), writes: 

It is with deep regret that we report the death of W.0.2 
(R.Q.M.S.) Dave Carr after a short illness on 13th September. 

He joined A.E.R. in May, 1952, for service with 22 Army 
Group Signal Regiment at Blacon Chester, followed by service 
with 84th Signal Regiment and 80th Signal Regiment at 
Blandford where he was appointed W.0.2 S.S.M. 

On the formation of the T. & A.V.R. in 1967 he joined 
33rd (Lancashire & Che~tdre) Signal Regiment (V) as W.0.2 
R.Q.M.S., in which appointment he was still serving at the time 
of his death. 

A most valued and respected member of the Regiment whose 
loyalty and unstinting service was an example to all; be had a 
professional approach to Volunteer soldiering. 

He was an enthusias~c and active member of the Sergeants' 
Mess and the Merseyside Branch of the Royal Signals Associ
ation. 

A measure of his popularity was shown by the attendance 
at his funeral of some 150 of his friends in the Regiment 
and the National Giro. 

He leaves a widow and two daughters Elaine, 21, and 
Vivian, 17, to whom we express our deepest sympathy. 

Corporal James Ba"aclougb 
234 ignal Squadron (Malta) write : 

We very much regret to report the death of Corporal James 
Barraclough of chis unit. Corporal Barraclough died from 
drowning while sub-aqua diving off the coast of Malta on 
29th August. To his wife and two children we offer our 
dccpc t sympathy. 

Major W. (11il/J Holmes, M.M. 
We regret to record the death of Major W. ('Bill') Holmes, 

M.M. after a short illness on 29th September at the age of 77. 
Major Holmes had had a varied and successful military career 

tretching back to nearly 35 year , 19 of which were spent 
with the Corps. 

He enlisted in the RF.A. in 1914 and was with the British 
Expeditionary Force in France during the years 1915 to 1917. 
During these years he transferred to R.E. Signals and was 
awarded the M.M. and bar. He was di charged at the end 
of the war in the rank of Sergeant, but a few weeks later he 
re-enlisted into the Royal Engineers. In 1920 he transferred to 
Royal Signals and served in the Corps for over 19 years being 
disd:larged in 1939 in the rank of C.S.M. (W.0.2.). With the 
outbreak of the Second World War ' Bill ' Holmes was com
missioned as a Lieutenant Q.M. with the 55th Liverpool Divi
sion and again went on active service. 

He retired in the rank of Major in 1948. For some time after 
this be put his abilities and experience to good account by 
working with the T.A. 

Major Holmes had a wide circle of friends who held him 
in great esteem both for his all-ronnd abilities and for his 
sincerity. He leaves a wife a daughter and son to whom deep 
sympachy is expressed. 

His home address: 63 Speke Road, Liverpool, L25 8SA. 

UI< or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special 
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All 
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Movements 
OfficrrN 
C:rp;ain (T.O.T .) D. P . Albas 
M ajor P . Ashlin 
Captain B. J. Austin 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Baker 
Major W. Batty .. . ... ... 
Captain (T .0 .T.) D. A. Bowden 
Major M. F. H . Colman 
Captain G . M. Finney ... . .. 
Second-Lieutenant G. S. Hand 
Second-Lieutenant C. R. Harper 
Major R. F. Hills .. . .. . .. . 
Cap:ain (T.O.T.) L . W . uppiogton 
Captain M. S. 1'..oudco .. . . . .. . 
Major C . B. Mercer ... 
A/ Captain G . H. Mills 

U eutenant T. P. Mountford 
M aior T . J . Moynan 
M ir,or L . W. Prescot ... .. . 
S~cond-Lieutcnant A. J . Raper 
L1eute-ant V. J. Recd ... 
Major (Q.M.) W . A. Rowbory 
Captain R. A. C. Siderfin ... 
Captain P . Stanley .. . . . . 
Captain (Q.M.) T. A. Swales ... 
Major (Q.M.) L. J. Taylor, M.B. E. 
Major R. M . Wright .. . ... . .. 

T u JOth Regiment 
., 17th. Regiment (V ) 
., R .M .C . of S. 
,. H.O. B.A.O.R. SX Br•11th 

A.W.S. Group 
., J rth Reg' mcnt HS (retiring, 
.. J.O.C.P.T. 
.. 7th Regiment 
.. Cambridge U ·,iversity O .T .. 

Cambridge University O .T .C. 
., H.Q. B.A.0.R. 
,, 2 1st Regiment 

H .Q. Western Command 
IIth Regiment 

.. 4 Gds. Armd. Bdc. H.Q. & 
s ;g-al Sqwidron 

.. 1 tth R egiment 
Toth R egiment 

., 242 Si11nal Sqwidron 
Cambndge University 0 .T .C. 

,, 21st Reg:ment 
,, 11th Regiment HS (retiring) 

R.M.C. of S. 
,. B.D.L.S. Canberra 
,, A .A.C., Harrogate 
,, 6o8 Signal Troop 
.. M.O.D. (A.C.E.P .) 

ll'arrant Offlcer11 and Srni<1r N.C.0.11 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) J . P . Steeples 
W.0.2 (F . of S.) T. J. Everett 
W .0 .2 (F. of S.) J. Morris ... 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) J. E. Edgington 

... To 7th Reg'ment 
,. School of Signals 
,, 22ad Regiment 

W.O 2 P Jackson ... ... ... 
w.0:2 (Y. o( S.) T. L. Brown 
W.0.2 E . R. Dodds 
W.0.2 G. G. Eagle 
W .0 .2 S. R. Norris 
W.0.2 D. Shakespeare 
W.0.2 W. G. Wallace 
W.0.2 R. J. Isaac 
W.O 2 P. J Freeston 
W.0.2 P. D. Studd 

Staff Scrgea~t F. Tepsoo 
Staff Sergemt B. Caffery ... 
Staff Sergeant R. C. Armstrong 
Staff Sergeant T. R Beare .. . .. . 
Staff Sergeant W. J · A. Na ismith ... 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) N. C. Cowell 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M . A. H. 

Sergeant P. Farrar 
Sergeant R. Goodwin 

Sergeant F. G. Howden 
Sergeant T. E. Trent .. . 
Sergeant P. D. Shawycr 
Sergeant L. Goodwin ... 
Sergeant A. D. Haworth 
Sergeant P. Thomas .. . 
Sergeant D. C. Toller .. . 
Sergeant R. D. Brown .. . 
Sergeant I. G. L. Grecnall 
Sergeant B. F. Tuffin .. . 
Sergeant A. W. Gillham .. . 
Sergeam R. T. McKinlay 
Sergeant T. Lowes .. . .. . 
Sergeant J. H. Golding .. . 
Sergeant B. Steele .. . .. . 
Sergeant H. C. Stanley . .. 
Sergeant P. H. M. Toovey 
Sergeant R. P. O:win ... 
Sergeant J. R. Smart 

Sergeant R. J. C. Stokes 
SergeB'llt W. S. S. McKay 

Sergeant J . P. Edison ... 
A/Sergeant D. G. Harrod 
A/Sergeant J . Fowler 
Sergeant D. Bramley 
Sergeant P. Simons 
Sergennt K. R. Finch 
Sergeant A. G. Rayner 
Sergeimt 0. S . Vanoap .. . 
Sergeant M . W . Watson 
Sergeant K. A. Allen .. . 
Sergeant R. G . Pond .. . 
Sergeant D . P . Jackson .. . 

Taylor 

Sergeant T. Wi11<i"lson .. . . . . 
Sergeant L. G . F. Marchant 
Sergeant W. E. Clnr1<e . .. 
Sergeant P. G . Williams 
A/Sergeant D . G. Weston 
A I Sergeant E. Buck 
Sergeant M. D. Lockie 
Sergeant C. Pritchard .. . . .. 
Sergeant A. L. C. Plumbridgc 
Sergeant H. O'Halloran .. . .. . 
Sergeant J. A. Lund .. . 
Sergeant B. E. Young .. . 

,, 7th Regiment 
,, 37th Regiment (V) 
,, 28th Reitiment 
,, 1st Division Sig~al Regimen t 
,, 9th Rcg!rncnt 
., 2nd Division Sig_tial Regiment 

38th Regiment (V) 
•• 6th Armd. Bde. Siir>al Squadron 
,, 11th Regiment, 2 Squadron 
,. 8th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron 
., Army Apprentices College, 

Harrogate 
., 7th Armd. Bde. Signal quadron 
.. 8th Regiment 
.. 9th Regiment 
., 30th Regiment 
,, H .Q. B.A.O .R. 

63 (S .A.S.) Signal Squadron (V) 

,, 28th Regiment 
,, 259 Souadron 
,, SHAPE H.Q. Comd. and p. 

(B .E.) 
., 8th Regiment 
J' 21st Regiment 
,. School of Signals 
,, I 1th Regiment, 2 Squadron 
,, 16th Regiment 

School of Signals 
,, School of Siir>als 
.. School of Signals 
,, I 1th Regiment. 2 Squadron 
., IJ th Regiment, 2 Squadron 
., 9th Regiment 
,, 55 Squadron (V) 
., IJ th Regiment, 2 Squadron 
.. 665 Troop 
.. 21st Regiment 

28th Reg'ment 
.. 234 Squadron 
.. 30th RcgUneot 

nth Re~ment. 2 Squadron, Au. 
8 S:gnal Regiment 

.. 3rd Division Signal Regiment 
Jl th Relt'ment, 2 Squadron. Att. 

3rd Division S'gnaJ R egiment 
,, 41h Gds. Armd. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
,, 259 Souadron 
,, 13th Regiment 

r 30th Regiment 

I 
I 
l School of Signals 
l Y. of S . Course No. 2r 

J 
., 24th Airptbl. Bde. Sig. qn. 
., u th Regiment 
,, JJ th Reg'ment 
., 4th Division Signal Regiment 
,, 28th Regiment 
,, r6th Regiment 
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Sergeant 
Sergeant 
Sergea-, t 
Sergeant 
Sergeant 

T . Noonan 
T . E . Loud 
M . J . Scott ... 
T. D . A. Davis 
P. J. Hamilton 

A/ Sergeant B. J. Alway 
W.0.1 P . S. W. Johnson . .. 
W .0.1 (Y. of S .) H . E. Wright 
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) C. Speight ... 
W.0.2 E. Bailey .. . 
W.0 .2 D. M . Moynan ... 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) A. K. Chapman 
W.0.2 J. W . A. Clarke .. . 
W .0.2 (Y. of S.) L. J. Kelly .. . 
W.0.2 A. G. M. Thomson .. . 
W.0.2 (Y. of S. ) A. R. Souter 
W.0 .2 D. G. Goodwin ... 
W.0.2 J. P. McMahon 

,, 8th Regiment 
., 13th Reg ment 

6o4 S·gn_. Troop 
., 24th Airptbl. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 

3rd Div .. :on Signal RcjpD<·nt 
(for ~rd Inf. Bde. Sig Sqn.) 

,, Jrd Divi io~ :gnal Rc1i;"ment 
To 3Sth Reg.ment ( V ) 
,, 1 Ilh Reg'mc~t 2 Squadron 
.. 16th Reg;mcnt 

J 1th Regiment 2 Squadron 
., 11th Rcg;ment 2 Squadron 

R.M.A .. Sa- dhum 
.. 19 Ai"p;bl. Bde. S 'g- al Sqn 
,, 2JSt Regim:nt 
,. 30th Regiment 

271h Reg ,ment 
., School of Signal• 

M .O.D. Camp Commandant 
Cenual Staff 

Staff Sergeant D. H. Carr 
Staff Sergeant G. Harle 
Staff Sergeant G. C. Davis 

.. . .. 8th Regiment 
., 9th Regiment 

21st R~giment 
Staff Sergeant E . C. Tibby ... .. 35th R<:giment (V) 

3 Div. s :gnal Rcg:ment Staff Sergeant J. J. McBlvogue 
Staff Sergeant (Y. qf S.) P. J. A. 

Staff Sergeant E. W. Percival 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) G. F. 

Beer 

Devine 
taff Sergeant (Y. ol S.) W. J. 

., 341h Regiment (V 
,, 14th Regiment 

,, 28th Regiment 

Donnelly 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) W. R. 

F. Hall 
Staff Sergeant J. McGooagle 

,, 20 Armd. Bde. S:g. Sqn. 

,, 22nd Regimen t 
.. 8 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 

Staff Sergeant D. S. Berry 

Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) H. M. 

U.K. Mil. Rep. Comm. Staff & 
l.M.S. Brussels 

Allison 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M. P. 

., MaJawi Army 

,, 2JSt ~gimcot Coley 

Promotions 
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

Netu Old 
Name lnizials Rank Smi<>Tity em.tJrizy 

Dare Date 
To W.O.l 
Judge, R. J. AW.0.l 27 Apr. 71 18 Jun. 6 
Meekings, H.A.C. A/W .0 .1 18 May?! 26 Feb. 68 

ToW.0.2 
Dodds, E. R. A!W.0.2 18 Jun. 71 17 Jun. 66 
Freeston, P. J. A{W.0.2 21 Jun. 71 22 Jun. 68 

uner, F. A/W.0.2 22 Jun. 71 14 Sep. 68 
Lakey, J . A{W.0.2 I Jul. 71 30 Dec. 66 
Gaze, A.J. A{W.0.2 I Jul . 71 2j Jul . 68 

To S Sgt. 
Platts, G. A/S Sgt. 23 May71 25 Nov. 69 
Palmer, D.G. Sgt. I Jun. 71 3 Jun . 65 
Watson, R. Sgt. 1 Jun. 71 7 Jul. 65 
Foster, R.H . Sgt. 19 Jun. 71 31 Mar.59 
Bree, J . c. A/S Sgt. 20 Jun. 71 19 Dec. 63 
Bartlett, J . B. AIS Sgt. 22 Jun. 71 26 Feb. 64 
Banh am, E. J. Sgt. 23 Jun. 71 I Aug. 68 
Holder, D.E. Sgt. 23 Jun. 71 9Nov. 60 
McDonald, A. Sgt. 2 Jul. 71 I Jan. 63 
Little, M.F.P. Sgt. 2 Jul. 71 4 Jun. 66 

FOREMAN OF StGSALS ROLL 
ToW.0.2 
Waudby, S . H . S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17 Jul. 65 
Carr D . S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17 Jul . 65 
Prullips, J. A. S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17 Jul. 65 
Truran, M.A. S Sgt. 17 Jul 71 17 Jul. 65 
Potter, D. F. S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17 Jul. 65 
Tricker, R.L. S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17 Jul. 65 
Thornber, P.A. S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 17Jul. 65 
Paul, H.J. S Sgt. 19 Jul. 71 19 Jul . 65 

SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROLL 
To S Sgt. 
Roberts, B.D. Sgt. 15 May71 24 Mar. 70 
Bandey, J.E. Sgt. 15 May?! 5 Aug. 70 
Harle, G. Sgt. 15 May 71 30 Oct . 69 
Fisher, T.G. Sgt. 15 May 71 22 Oct. 68 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS Rou 
ToW.0.2 
Brunt, J. S Sgt. 8 Jun. 71 16 Mar. 67 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 
To Sgt. 

Cpl. Mason, G.A. 17 Dec. 70 16 Sep. 66 
Monon, E.A. Cpl. II Feb. 71 19 Jun 69 
Shaw, E. Cpl. I Apr. 71 21 un. 67 
Webb, R . T . Cpl. I Apr. 71 12 Sep. 68 
Pennington, J . R. Cpl. I Apr. 71 22 Aug. 67 
Besant, M.A. \XI. Cpl. 15 Jul . 71 20 Oct. 67 

T6Ll!GRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Gass, M . cf:" l Jun. 71 30 Nov . 67 
Ogorman, M. A Sgt . 8 Jun . 71 3 Oct. 61 

(Continued on page 464) 

(ED ) 
(Clk. Tech.) 
(Tg. Op.) 
(ED ) 
(Lmn ) 
(R. og> 
(Tg. p.) 
(Lmn.) 
(Tg. Op.) 
(Clk . Tech.) 

(S . Op.) 
(S . Op.~ 
(S . Op. 
(S. Op.) 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army- or have left in the last twelve 
month . You'll have achieved .C.0. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
tatus and pay which ou wish to 

retain-and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married \ ith a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
unshine and opportunity. You will 

almo t certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by igning on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed ? If so, t hi could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk t hings over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London - or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Phy ical Training Instrnctor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician -

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor-Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty CO - Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.-Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3 .. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. -

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician-

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D. -Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Co111e as 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Ar.my. 

Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical - Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1- Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator - Warrant 

O.fficers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar- Warrant 

1 Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament , Fitter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N.C.0. - Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman - vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
~usicians specialised in th~ following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
l. A~endant canteen, or issuing 

pomt- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

To: Capt. J . Grasty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01 -836 2435 Ext. 356 
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SUNBEAM RAPIER 

UK TAX PAID PRICE £1471 

TAX FREE SERVICES DISCOUNT PRICE £928 

YOU R SAVING £543 

Just one of CHRYSLER MILITARY'S 

NATO COMMITMENTS 
HERE'S MORE! 
* OVER TWENTY MODELS FROM W HICH 

TO CHOOSE 

* DISCOUNTS UP TO 171% FROM UK BASIC 

* "FAST FOR FORCES" FACTORY HELD 
PRIORITY STOCKS 

* COMPREHENSIVE " READY TO GO" 
STOCKS W. GERMANY 

* SPECIAL " NO PROBLE M" FINANCE, 
INSURANCE, DOCUMENTATION 

* PLANE, TRAIN, BOAT, CHRYSLER COURIER 
MEETING SERVICE UK 

Send for your free info package 

LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT 
OUR NATO COMMITMENTS 

To INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION HEADQUARTERS 
Chrysler Military Sales Ltd. , Halkin House, Halkin St., 
London, SWI . 
Telephone 01-235 6484 
or CHRYSLER MI LITARY SALES CORP., 
Karlstrasse 16, Frankfurt , West Germany. 
I am interested in: 

For delivery UK D W. Gernany D Tax Paid D 

N ame ............ Rank ..... -·~ ...... _ .................... .. 

Address 

Telephone No. Ext- ................. __ ...... -........ .. 

.Vamc 
To gt . 
Rnmsay, 

To gl. 
Kerr, 

To Sgt. 
Lees, 

.Vanu 

" .O.l 

~~~~h. 
Crampton, 
Copley, 

W.0.2 
Shaw, 
Baigent, 
Jones, 

W.0.1 
Gill, 

W.0. 1 
Brown, 

W.0.2 
Purkiss, 

W .0.2 

(Continued from page 461) 

CoMMUNICATION CHNTRE OPERATOR Rou. 
New Old 

Initials Ra11k m. Roll tll. Roll 

J.B. Cpl. 15Jun.71 

LINEMAN ROLL 

G.W. Cpl. 11May71 

RAoro OPHRATOR Ro1.1. 

M.D. A'Sgt. 4 Feb. 71 

Initials 

DELETIONS 
Seniority 

Da11 

J. A. 
C.H. 
R.A . 
J. N. 

R. G. 
G.M. 
F.W. 

P. 

P. 

R. V. 

REGIMENTAL Durv ROLL 

1 Aug. 66 
8 Oc1. 68 

12 Dec. 68 
9 Dec. 69 

15 Aug. 64 
24Aug. 65 
24 Moy 66 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

5 Aug. 68 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

5 Aug. 69 

25 Mac. 65 

20 Jul. 66 

10 Jan. 63 

22 May 64 

Weighell, (BEM) R. E . 

TECHNICIANS ROLL 

31 Dec. 65 

Sgt. 
Longstaff, 
Jefferies, 
Young, 
Simms, 
Walder, 
Forster, 
S tagg, 

Sgt. 
Wilson. 

Sgr. 
Stout. 

ToW.0. 1 
Haydon 
Wood, 
Webster, 
Harris, 
RohettS, 
Cushen, 

ToW.0.2 
Clarke, 
Paterson, 
Wade, 
Uttridge 
Simister, 
Smith, 

To S Sgt. 
Ryan, 
Bmgham 

To W.0.2 
David, 
Doyle, 
Jackson, 
Harvey, 
McNaughto n, 
Meachin, 

ToW.0.1 
Riddell, 

To W .0 .2 
Morrison, 

To S Sgt. 
Ryder, 

T HE 

J. R. 
E.G. 
J. c. 
D .F. 
P.M. 
J. J. 
w.c. 

F. J. 

J. 

J.M. 
J. T . 

5 Jul. 68 
1 Apr. 69 

25 Jul. 68 
1 Apr. 71 

18 Oct. 69 
27 Mar. 69 

6 Jun . 57 

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL 

29 Aug. 62 

CLERK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

1 Jan. 71 

REGIMENTAL DUTY R OLL 

A/W.0.1 24 Apr. 71 
A/W .0 .1 18 May 71 

E. T . A. A/W .0 .1 18 Moy 71 
P. J . A/W.0.1 2 Jul. 71 
J . K. A /W.0.1 13 Jul. 71 
T. J. A/W .0 .1 23 Jul. 71 

J. S Sgt. 3 Jul. 71 
R. A .0.2 14 Jul. 71 
R . A/W.0.2 19 Jul. 71 
P . R . S Sgt. 24 Jul. 71 
H . A/W.0.2 13 Aug. 71 
G. F. S Sgt . 17 Aug. 71 

T. Sgt. 15 Jul. 71 
D. A/S Sgt. 20 Jul . 71 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 J. 
R.V. S Sg1. 17 Jul. 71 
J. H . S Sgt. 17 Jul. 71 
D .K. S Sgt . 17 Jul. 71 
J . S Sgt. 17 Jul· 71 
B. A. S Sgt. 17 ul . 71 

SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROLL 

A.G. A/W .0 .1 1 Apr. 71 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

J . AIW .0 .2 2 J ul. 71 

CHrrw CLERK RoI.L 

I. K. Sgt. 12 J ul. 7l 

26 Jan . 69 
14 Jun. 66 
31 Jan. 66 
25 Jan . 69 
30 Apr. 69 

7 Jul. 64 

2 Mar. 69 
28 Feb. 69 

9 Mar. 69 
11 Mar. 69 
21 Apr. 66 

3 Aug. 66 

2 Jan . 69 (RR Man.) 
31 Oct . 61 (Dvr.) 

17 Jul. 6~ 
17 Jul. 65 
17 ul . 65 
17 Jul . 65 
17 Jul. 65 
17 Jul. 65 

2 Jul. 64 

8 Oct. 66 

19 Nov. 69 
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BA· 0 R ..... ? 
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

IRIUMPH 
OR 

FAMILY MODELS 

UP 15 O/ 'Toledo £660' 
TO /0 1500 £788 

OFF• 2000 £1099 • 

LIST PRICES' 
SLASHED • 

PEUGEOT ALL MODELS ' DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM O NLY £720 • 

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Spec
fications, Nato Prices, H.P .• 'Partex, Call, 'Phone 
or Write to : 

Mr. P. BRENNEN DUPLEIX 
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH 

415 KREFELD 
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY 

or TELEPH O NE KREFELD 751061 c10.Jo.12.oo hrs. 
preferably) 

IM PORTE R - SOLE DISTRIBUTOR 
(We have Agents in the U.K. too) 

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllll l llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllL!:: 

I RADIO OPE RATORS I 
DO YOU HOLD 

PMG II OR PMG I OR NEW GENERAL 
CERTIFICATE 

OR 
HAD TWO YEARS"""' RADIO OPERATING 

EXPERIENCE? 

~ Looking for a secure job with good pay and ~ 
§ conditions? § 
= = § Then apply for a post with the Composite § 
§ Signals Organisation. These are Civil Service § 

posts, with opportunities for service abroad, and 
of becoming established, i.e., non-contributory 
pension scheme. 

Specialist Training Course (free accommodation) 
starting April and September. I 972, anr January, 
1973. 

If you are British born and resident in the United 
Kingdom, under 35 years of age (40 for exceptionally 
well qualified candidates), write NOW for full details 
and an application form from: 

Government Communications Headquarters, 
Recruitment Officer, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos. 
GL S2 SAJ. 

§ (Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270). § 
ffi1111 11111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iF. 

Over a Century-old Partnership ... 

AND 

PRIN·TING 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the same time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a personal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journals. 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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. e service available t o all members ARTNERS offer the most comprehen_s1v r ht of eve r-changing ci rcum-
CALDER BROK~R ~pecialist Service Brokers we lblelie~e t~~~~~ t~=v~g the benefit of professional of the Armed Forces an . as han ever before that a ran s . . ore im portant t 

:::;~~,:~:~i";~o~ DER BR o'KE R p A RT N ER s 
B R 0 K E R S Head Off ice: 

HAMBERS MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
ALBANY C Tel~ Richmond 2966 (3 lines) ,. 

Life Assurance for:- Unit Trust Investment . 
Convertible Whole Life E~ucati~~ End~:~:niurchase Security for your Family I G t Trust Ret1reme 

Officers' Termina ran nee for•-
General lnsura • . P l'icies Personal Accident, H me and Foreign o • c rehensive Rates, 0 

• h b t Markets Kit Insurance, Motor - ldomEffp ts and all other Insurances mt e es 
Househo ec IES 

TS FOR LEADING BUILDING SOCIET 

AGE N "th ersonal representation in more than 80 cities and towns 
Represented throughout the U.K. w1 p BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers 

II y-make CALDER 
We are only a phone ca awa. a man nearby to help you 

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have F YOU FOR LIFE 
CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE 0 

Technical Officer 
for the 

Reg.1ment of the Abu Dhabi Defence Force Armoured Car 

d Car Reg iment of the Abu . h . al Officer for the Armoure . 
A vacancy exists for a Tee nic SNCO with particular experience 

The applicant should be a . 
Dhabi Defence Force. . ted with Ferrets, Saladins 

I ft nts and harnesses assoc1a 
with AFVs and the norma I me k f L. tenant and the pay (UK tax free) 

H would be offered the ran o ieu 
and Saracens. e . d £272 for a married man . The post 37 nth for a single man an 
would be £2 per mo Id be offered to the right man. . d d a three year contract wou 
would be unaccompanie an h. k have the right qualifications please I" . Id be 45 If you t in . you 
The upper age im1t wou . . (R td ) Military Recru iting Officer. Office of 

M · I M Craig-Adams e · · .

1 
write direct to aior · · L d S w 7 for further deta1 s. 

t of Abu Dhabi 30 Princes Gate. on on. . . 
the Governmen · M Forces. 
stating at the same time your release date from H. . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ llf51 "°''""""''"""''"'..,, ... ..,,.,...,,,...,,.,...,, ... ..,, ... ..,, ... ..,,....,,.,...,, ... ..,, ... ..,,,. .:'<l ..,, ... ..,, ... -.: ... ....,, ... ...,.,.~ 
u u 

'f ~----~ .. ·-'-°·~·.o:, « f j ~e ~aster of ~ignals senbs bis ~ f 
'11, ~ best tuisbes for '1tbristmas anb tbe j '#, 
\l ~ .:fietu !!ear to all ranks in tbe «:orps, $. 1· 
f j particularlp tbose on emergencp butp in ~ f 
'f I .:fiort11ern JTrtlaub. ~ f 
'f l~,,.. .... ...,,,,,.""""_'.""''"""--'"-'""_J « 
:ll: f We wish all our readers a very happy Christmas and all good =f1= 
\l onuno in 1972. Wo "o mo" grnrofuJ to thom fo, thotr •uppon 9· 
'/!!, in 197>. From OU< point of viow nm Wma" 'fabou< of lovo on ,,, 
\l bohaff of tho Co<p• in which wo '" gmtly •u•toinod by tho 9· 
'lf, go'"'°u' onco<u•g<mont wo "ccivo from many qua""'· In #, 
\l paniculu wo mu" thank '" th°" who havo contributod to o<u 1J: 
'lf, colwruu d<uing tho P•'I yeruc. Wo know ju" how much thno and #, 
\l labo<u thi• involv" and wo would afil< o<u conttibuton' kind 9· 
'lf, indulgonee wbon, with much "luctanco, wo '" fo<cod to pruno #, 
\l T H E W J ft E thci< contribution• O< hold thorn ov" duo to P""u" on WIRE 9· 
'f - « 'if: r II E ·:.o/G:. ~ .·.:: N A LS Wo '""' thot wo hovo bad to inma" tho co" of nm WIRE #': 
\l from Iop to 'SP fo, indivMuaf •ub•cribo<, from rn Jan""Y, 1972 1J: 'if: Ibo Officio! o,..n of th• Royal Signal• -but not foe bulk ocd"' '"PPliod to uni". Stoadily mounting 'I!, 
\l A•rociation co•" havo focced thi• on u•. Agrun, wo uo mo" oocowagod by 9· 
#, tho Wgo numboc of o<u <<ado" who bm accoptod this incrmo #, 
\l Edit•• ' by comploting tho loo.,.kaf p<o fonna io"rted in <0cent WDtES. 9· f·: lllUG,\DIEll P. >I. P. HODSON, The pro focm, 'PP<m •grun in thi• WIRE and we hope that tho,. #, 

D~~ k • 
who have not already done so will ta e this last chance to #.. 'f Abi"~t Editoc' "gulari" theic '"bocription fo< 1972. Thio <oaUy will help "'· \j: 

#, Mr. 

1

·• Wood We mu" apologi" to tho" wh°'e copi" of Tm WIRE #, 
\l' All ""'""'"''"" -d ""'"" /M ocmionally go """Y· Due to po•ting, ouc •ecving <oaden' 9· 'if: publi<,.fon in THE WIRE, •hould b, add""" ace con"antly changing ond erron do creep in OOe #, 
9· add~md '° Tu• Wnra, Roy.i Signol• and thece. Plme let u• know" once if yo<u WntE;, not acriving 9· 
'#, """fation, Ch<limham Tamu,., Ch<lu~ •o that we can take p<ompt •ction to <ectify the >ituotion. « \)" London, S .W.3. 4 RH. Tel. Nos. OI-730-

f!. 4'29 and o•-730-3477. Bxi. '43. Fin•llY, we mu" thank Mem•. F. J. Pmon., OU< printe" #, ~l ro, wy m•ny ym" fo< •II thci< en-operation in printing and 9· .t MATTER FOR PUBUCATION m•iling nm WIRE. They ace vocy good friend• of o,,,,. '" u MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th •. 
,,, OF THE MONTH PRECEDING #, 
9· PUBLICATION. Our Cover Pitture 1r 
f!. R<miu~,., >hould b< ....,,, ,,_,,,,, Wo '" gfad io f~tuce <hi• rr~nth the recently fonnod 28 #, 
\l ANZUK Bcigodo HQ ond Sigrutl Squa-, <urrently obtionod ,. f to : Royal Signals Association. Sub- ] fr th fu1 f 
· . . in Singapore. Descended by ineage om e very success · . : scription rates (post free, except air Commonwealth Divisional Signals of Korean fame, the 
'#. ,,,,,;/), Tm<lw mondu £1.20; •in<la Squod<on i• , hoppy oma!garn of wldien (m•ioly •igu"1=J #, 
9· -•h, IClp. from lhe U.K., Au•trafi, ond New Zoaland. Wo wokome <hem •• f to the pages of THE Wrru:: and we are sure they will establish t= ' · · * " Boe • "PUbtion " <hetr diotinguiohod forehean. In d>< ' ·: 

photo, on a jungle exercise, can be seen (left to right) Corporal fl. DECEMBER/.rANUARY 1871 /72 Fred Cnwfool (Now Z..fand), L>U>ee-Coq.onl Andy Wil•on '" 
\)" (U.K.) ond Si- John Loon.,d (Auo<ralio). 9· f Yol. •• (New Seri«) No, J2 f 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C!!li'1 



A'I~~ 

Were You the~? . China - 1927 
Sir, 

With regard to the 1947 picture published in the October-
• ovember WIRE, perhaps you would be interested )i;i J.lH; j 

above picture, taken in 1927 (20 years previously) showing 
the 13th .Indian (Jhaosi) Infantry 'Brigade Signal ection 
Shaqghsi, Q.C..Lieutenant. T. C, Thompson. 

Fanling near the border, still under canvas, and a few weeks 
later we moved to Shanghai via s.s. V asna where we iostalled 
t~ Signal Office, and billets upon the third floor of the Aus
tralia apd New Zealand Bank on the Bund, a few yards from 
Gardenv Bridge and Soochow Creek. 

I wonder how many of those chaps (very efficient tradesmen) 
are still around. 

' 2 Yours, T. C. White. 
On arrival at Hong Kong via Colchester, Royal Albert Dock 

Woolwich, and s.s. Karmala, we camped under canvas a long 
the west side of the railway, appro.ximately 200 yards from 
Hong Kong railway station. A few days later we moved to 

• 1 4,Pacl< :-View Road, 
Hels!on, Cornwall. 

a. ;;; .... 

CaUing o/J FrienJs ,, .... 'Ex-Rats Reunion' (Covering all Ex-Boys) 
h-Sig1•11l'ma11 • G111g'6r Parsons ( 14414802) 

·,,_ _ Sjri. 

till at heart a devoted Corp~ man, ex-Signalman ' Ginger ' 
Parsons would be delighted to contact any of his old b:iends 
serving or retired. Volunteering in 1942 he trained as a D.R."' 
at Pres~tyn. After serving with Norlhero Command Signalir he • 
found hunself as a D.R. with 79tb Armoured Division ending 
up at such well-known places as Belsen concentration camp and .£.:.> 
Lunneberg Heath. , ,,. 

A letter published in TuE WIRE earlier in the year outlining 
fllt< ~mention to re-introduce an annual reunion of ' Ex-Rats ' 

' ana asking those interested to get in touch with me met with 
t.lktl" ·~ponse; in fact I only received ten replies. 

~· -would be grateful if you will allow me to make a funher 
appb I )ii Tm: WTRE. 
y;,« f 'any of you 'Ex-Rats ' are interested please write and 
lee p.;i know; leave it until later and you will surely forget." 

M Yours, 
28 Oak Avenue, Fred Pavey (Major F. J. Pavey, Staff Q.M.). 

- I'enny Pot Lane, 

Later from 1945 to 1948 he was in Palestine with 2nd Air 
Support Signal Unit where he was a prominent member of 
the motor cycle display team. On demob. he became a road 
patrolman with the. R.A.C. and later an oil rig • roughneck. •. 1,H~r at,e. 

ow he is assistant head of his div~ion with the Shell Oil 
Company after five years' North Sea exploration ·and posting 
to uch places as Qatar, Nigeria, Pakistan, New Zealand 
Indonesia amt currently Borneo where lle is Honorary Memoer 
of the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mes 2/2nd K.E.0 . Gurkha 
Rifle . 

Important events in bis life: 
1943-Escorted H'.Rli. The lat e PtiiicessRoyaf to Harewooo 

House in Wetherby. J "' • 

1951-Pn:sented to .H.M. The late King Haakon of Nol.'Way ., 
at Buckingham Palace. 

1959-Introduced to Group Captain Douglas Bader. 
1968-Welcomed Mr. Edward Reath aboard the oil :i~ 
tafio' in North Sea. 
1969-Re-assigned to 13omeo after -lin absence of l2 -yearlJ 

where he once more enjoys the atmosphere of Mess life even 
as a civvy-where to coin a phrase by a cenain Me s :member,u 
" He's more army barmy tha,o lhe ruddy army." 

' Gi.~ger' and his wife would be dehgfaed to hear from any 
old fnends or better still receive a visit. Eis address is: 
Mr. R. Parsons, Drilling Depot, .Brunei Shell Petroleum Co. 
Ltd., Sena, State of Brunei, 

· N rt:hern Ireland.-We commend to our .readers the ac;count 
given by 39 Brigade Signal Squadron on Page 493. 

u .. 
ba 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

T. 
/ .J; 

New Regulation . Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT each 
U.K. inc. P. Tax 

,, 
(Postace l!:lltral 

70p 
76p 

FROST (Saddle'rs) BAW1RY 
I 

Nr. DON~~STE~ 
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\VHO I THE MART YOIJNG DlGHLA 
Ofll"lCEll? - CAPT,UN JOHN JlEED 

IUJJ' AL lGNALS! 

Nishan (it means aim and sight) is the annual shooting 
match between the member nations of the Central Treaty 
Organisation, Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, the United States of 
America and the United Kingdom. 1971 was the year of Nishan 
VIII ; previou Jy the competition had been won three times by 
the Americans and four times by the Iranians-including the 
last three competitions in 1968, 1969 and 1970. Britain had 
never woo the competition but thi year she wa repre ented 
by 1st Bn. Queen's Own Highlander , a known 'shooting' 
Battalion who had fired in the competition in 1965. 

Nishan is taken really seriously by the other nations. When 
they win the Iranian team are paid an extra year's pay! 

This year the Queen's Own Highlanders, with the added 
support of certain attached marksmen, were able to pull off 
this keenly contested match with a grand total of 3 353 points. 

Second was the United States with 3,178, third Iran with 
3 174 points and fourth Turkey with 2 739 points. 

John Reed was brought in because of hi prowess with the 
pistol and along with Major Nason of the Queen's Own High
landers only allowed the strong U.S. and Iranian teams to draw 
ahead with the narrow margin of 20 points o helping towards 
the final victory. 

llOYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

Tiie jollowing donations tuere gratofully received during October, i971: 

£ p 
O.C. , 83rd (London) ignal quadron 
Mr. L. C. Hall .. . ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. V. Lester 
Brigadier Sir Ralph Rayner , M.B.E. 
Mr. L. G. Toogood .. . ... . 
Mr. J. Milburn ... .. . ... .., ... .., .. 
Revd. (Wing Commander) L. V. Henry, M.A., R.A.F, 
Bri1!3dicr E. /. C. Harrisoo, O.l3.E. .. .. . ... ... 
Vanous smal donations .. . . .. .. . . ~ . .. . 

2.00 
3.20 
2.10 
1.05 
t.00 

95 
50 
50 

1. 15 
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Clothing 
Since the beginning of September, gifts of clothmg, toy~, 

books, etc., have been gratefully received from the following: 
Major and Mrs. P. G. Rogers, Mrs. F. Cooper, Mr . J. Hew~n, 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D. Farr, W.0.2 D. Cox, W. E. 
Osborne Esq., Mrs. Heath, Mrs. I. D. Fry, Lieutenant-Colonel 
J. A. Baker, Captain R 0. Iliffe, Major-General and Mr . M. 
S. Wheatley, The Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp, Mr. and Mr . 
R. Goddard. 

Miss Eversley, Captain and Mrs. R. N. Phillip~, Lieutenant
Colonel P. A. Dally, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mr . G. M. 
Welsford, 3 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, C. Fry faq., 
Colonel and Mrs. E. J. Bardell, Mrs. W. A. Purser, Major and 
Mrs. C. R. C. Bunce, Mrs. Newsom, Major R. 0 . Edwards, 
Mrs. C. E. Page, The Wives Club, 7th Signal Regiment, Staff 
Sergeanc and Iv' rs. D. Le Febvre, North London Branch, 
Royal Signals Association, Captain N. A. V. Ribchester, Mr. 
and Mrs. N. Church and A. Stokes Esq. 

HELP! 

The Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team 
Compiling historical information about the White Helmets 

is a hard job. If anybody can assist by amending the list of 
Team Commanders shown below we would be very grateful. 

The ' approved ' list is going to be carved onto a large board 
and so accuracy i very important. 

Any comments and letters from ex-Team Commanders and 
Team Members will be gratefully received at this address; 

White Helmets, Royal Signals Display Team, Catterick 
Camp, Yorkshire. 

TEAM OF.l"ICEllS 

( ':aUt>rick Tea111 

1930- 34 
1932- 37 
1938- 39 

Captain H. R. Firth 
Lieutenant H. N. Crawford 
Lieutenant H. L. B. Kealy 

Tidwo.-th Team 

1928 
1929 
1930 Second-Lieutenant Dobson 

('ity of l ,undun Tt•u111 

1935 Lieutenant S. J. Lovegrove 
1935-38 The Hon. Lieutenant R. E. Denison-Pender 

Second-Lieutenant Darkin 

Post World 

1947 
1947-4 
1947-48 
1948 
1948-50 
1949 
1950 
1951-52 
1951 
1952-54 . 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956-57 
1958 
1959-60 
1960 
1961-62 
1963-.64 
1965 
1965 
196 67 
1968-69 
1969-71 
1971 

\\"ur II Team 

Captain D. Galbreath 
Second-Lieutenant R. T. Dimmock 
Captain C. F. Jackman 
Major E. S. Colman 
Captain J. St. C. W. Robinson 
Captain N. G. R. Halliday 
Captain P. H. F. Webb 
Captain G. W. Nation 
Captain J. A. H. K. Findlater 
Captain S. L. Kemp 
Captain M. R. Potter 
Captain M. H. Gherey 
Captain D. G. Wright 
Captain G. C. A. Ridley 
Captain J. A. Montague 
Captain R. A. Burfitt 
Captain B. J. Burke 
Captain H. Taylor 
Captain R. Williams 
Captain C. D. A. lUessihgton 
Captain C. H. D. Cross 
Captain G. F. H. Grist 
Captain A. C. M. Prince 
Captain B. H. Rowe 
Captain J. K. C. Maclean 
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[Courtesy: l\?'estern Mail 

AT THE RECENT VERY SUCCESSFUL CONCERT IN CARDIFF 
The combination of the Treorchy Male Choir and the Corps Band 
filled Cardiff Assembly Hall to capacity. The Band and a portion of 
the Choir can be seen under the baton of Captain Keith Boulding-

Director of Music 

[Courtesy: Newark Advertirtr 

A WELL DESERVED AWARD 
Mr. J. J. Dixon, Hon. Secretary of the Newark Branch, is seen 
being presented with an Honour Member 's Badge by Brigadier P. 
M. P. Hobson at the Newark Branch Annual Dinner. This badge is 
awarded for outstanding services to the Association over a long 

period. 
In the photo, left to right: Mr. F. C . Dixon (Chairman), Brigadier P. 
M. P. Hobson (General Secretary), Mr. J. J. Dixon (Hon. Secretary), 
Mr. C. Rollinson (Standard Bearer) and Mr. H. T. Clarke (Branch 

Treasurer) 

Anny Apprentices College Ha"ogate 
make a generous gesture 

As readers of THE WIRE will recall, the College last term 
presented a specially adapted Ford ' Transit ' 15-seater 'bus 
to the physically handicapped children of the Ian Tetley 
Memorial School at Killinghall. 

This was delivered initially to a Ford distributor in Harro
ga~e, and the ta k of collecting the 'bus fell to Sergeant Ian 
Pnce, R.C.T., of the College's M.T. section. On his way back 
to the . College he was . struck by the thought that, for all its 
embellishments, somethmg yet was missing-to wit a radio to 
add to ~e dlildren's enjoyment of their journeys. ' 

A qwet word to the rest of the Section soon produced the 
a.nswcr. The hat was passed round, and the generous contribu
tions of every member of M.T. provided the latest model 
Philips transistor car radio. This was duly fitted by Corporal 
Dav~ Sullivan on 16th Octob~r, and the children are already 
reaping the benefit of a very kind, thoughtful-and unobtrusive 
-gesrure. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in October, 
1971 .. . 

Number of clothing parcels 
Amount spe.nt in grants and loans 

One of the Month's Cases 

30 
46 

£813.ll 

D RIVER, served from 1911 to 1923 in R.E. Signals 
and Royal Signals. He and hi wife are now aged 

80, and frail. Their married daughter and her son do 
all they can to help them, and have just decorated their 
flat f?r. them as a birthday present. Royal Signals 
Association has helped them for some ye·us with small 
cash gifts and clothing parcels and a grant of £10 wa 
sent as a 80th birthday present and to set them up 
with some of their winter needs. The daughter wrote 
to thank us, and her letter is printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

I AM writing on behalf of my mum and dad to thank 
you very much for what you have done for them. 

When I came in they were too full for words to tell 
me all you had done. They never thought that such 
people as you and the other good people were around 
today. It would be a great and better world to live in 
if they were. My mum and dad have both been hard 
work}ng people, and now they have nothing but their 
pensu?~S. My son and I try to help them to pay their 
electnoty, for they have to have the heat on all the time 
We only wish we could meet you to tell you how gratefui 
they are; they say they are going to buy themselves a 
g<?<>d pair of shoes for winter, and the rest on food. I 
will close now, thanking you all again from the bottom 
of our hearts. 

A FEW MISGUIDED IDEAS 
ABOUT SACCONE &SPEED. 

A lot of people think Saccone & peed 
only supply French wines. 

A lot of people think Saccone & Speed 
only supply the expensive vintages. 

And now for the truth. 
Saccone & Speed supply a wide range 

of excellent French wines. 
Saccone & Speed also supply a superb 

selection of expensive vintage wines. 
But what a lot of people don't realise 

is that we supply a whole range of surprising! y 
good quality inexpensive wines. 

So if you don't feel like forking out for a 
Latour '49, we can always do you something 
nice for under a pound. 

SACCONE &SPEED LTD. 
In association with 

c.~~-f:J.. & CO. LTD. 
KINLOCH HOUSE, 
17 CUMBERLAND A VENUE, LONDON NWl 0. 
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12th Signal Group (V) Train • BAOR In 

Volunteers' enthusiasm ancl effort highly creditable 

[Courtesy: Bedford County Pre" 

PLENTY OF ENTHUSIASM 
Volunteers of 36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment obviously in good heart 

12 Signal Group (V) camped in B.A.0.R between 11th 
September and 9th October. 

34th (Northern) Signal Regiment (V) followed 36th (Eastern) 
Signal Regiment (V) in a tented camp on Egelsburgh, a grassy 
plateau a few miles north of Krefeld while 40th (Ulster) Signal 
Regiment (V) went to Olen, near Antwerp from 18th September 
to 3rd October. Warm sun favoured almost the entire month 
and each Regiment in turn went into the field to set up parts 
of a complex and extensive radio, telephone and teleprinter 
system covering a distance of 300· miles from end to end. Both 
men and women quickly settled into their jobs and though for 
many this was their first camp since recruit training their 
enthusiasm and effort, guided by the more experienced, pro
duced re ults which would have done credit to far more seasoned 
troops. 

During the month the Group Commander and his staff 
covered many hundreds of miles by car and helicopter visiting 
parts of the far-flung empire with each Regiment at different 
stages of its camp. 

Altogether some 1,600 volunteers and nearly 400 vehicles 
were taken across the Channel with many more drawn from 
Ordnance depots for the two weeks of camp. 

That the whole operation went so smoothly was a great 
credit to the detailed planning in the Regiments and the energy 
and co-operation of the many regular units concerned, in 
particular 16th Signal Regiment, H.Q., British Forces Antwerp, 
and 21st Signal Regiment. 
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34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

S1•arta11 but workmanlike 

OVER 500 officers, men and women of 34th (Northern) 
Signal Regiment (V) trained at Annual Camp in Germany. 

The Camp had been erected by our sponsor Regiment, 16th 
Regiment, and was .first occupied by 36th Signal Regiment (V) 
from whom we took over. The camp was comfortable if some
what spartan, in contrast to the barrack accommodation with 
which we have been spoiled over recent years, and although we 
were fortunate to have dry weather, the nights tended to be 
rather chilly. The settling down period was more extended 
than usual due to the fact that the vehicles and mo t of the 
equipment did not arrive until the Monday morning. However, 
much useful training was done during this time and up to the 
beginning of the exercise on the Friday. 

Cordial relations 

Cordial relation between ourselves and 16th Regiment were 
rapidly cemented by exdrnnge visits to the W.0.s and 
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· eant on the fir t Sunday and .Monday evenings. Tub was 
duplicated by the officer:; on one evening in each week and 
culminated with a combin d all ranks' dance at 16th Regiment 
tov.11 rd · tne end of the second week. 

During e.i:erci. e preparation we were pleased to ee the 
C. . . B.A 0.R., Major-~neral D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., who 
vi ited both Officers' and ergeants' Messes and spoke to many 
of the 0 .R.s 

.\ rent deal lrnrued 
E.i:erci e 'Fair Weather' occupied five days, from Friday to 

Tue day. This was succe -ful both in terms of the communica
tions established and die volume of traffic handled. The 
exerci e was punctuated by inflicting three night moves on 
detachments which bad established themselves comfortably in 
their original locations. These were ·ecuted in a most com
mendable way, communications being re-established within four 
hours in each case. We have learned a great deal from the 
experience and have increased confidence in our ability to 
fulfil our role. 

Mnyor~s ''isit n highlight 
The highlight of the post exercise period was the visit of 

the Mayor and Mayoress of Teesside, Alderman Ron Hall and 
Mrs. Hall, who were in Germany for educational and cultural 
exchanges including a visit to Teesside twin town Oberhausen. 
During the day the Mayor talked to many of the Teesside men 
and women. The N ayor and Mayoress later paid an official 
visit to the Burgomeister of Krefeld, accompanied by the Com
manding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Stewart, T.D., and 
the Commanding Officer of 16th Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel 
J. R. Gibson. This visit together with all the packing-up pre
parations for the return journey occupied the second Wednes
day. Thursday was our only day off and say members of the 
Regiment spread over a wide area including Dusseldorf, Duis
berg, Cologne and Krefeld and returning with a remarkable 
variety of objects as presents to take back home. 

MAYOR'S VISIT W AS APPRECIAT ED 
Privates Mary Rankin and W inifred Sigsworth clearly enj oyed t heir 

chat with the Mayor of Teesi de, Alderman Ron Hall 

Thank y ou-lGfh llegime n t 
I~ conclusion we wish to emphasise our thanks to 16th 

Regrment for all the assistance they gave us so willingly, boi:h 
bef?re the camp .in .helping to set it up, during the camp by 
the1I warm hospitality and also afterwards since it also fell 
to their lot to dismantle the camp. Without them our stay could 
not have been the success it was. T'nank you 16th Regiment. 
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YOUR 1972 RESOL UTION! 
I WILL BUY 'THE WIRE' 

- NOT BORROW IT. 

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V) 

A gaDIC of deduction 

SPECULATI G upon Camp prospects is an annual game 
played by Volunteers. It is a game of deduction based on 

long-range weather forecasts, knowledge of the venue, details 
of the training, and the normal working attitude of whomsoever 
you come under command. Progress is achieved by the free 
exchange of 'information,' and the winners are those who are 
eventually proved to have been misled by the fewest people. In 
accordance with tradition, R.H.Q. joined in the fun at the 
half-way stage, and fed in liaison notes, bulletins, forecasts of 
events and movement instructions, delicately impeded by cross
reference , appendices and amendments. 

lh11•PY surpris •s 
This year, Eglesberg fooled all of us. Firstly because of its 

six po sible spellings, none of which appeared on any signpost. 
Secondly because of the incredibly good weather that lasted 
even for our major exercise. PrincipaJly, however, because of 
the fantastic achievement by 16th Regiment, in erecting a tented 
encampment for nearly 550 part-timers that was 'ready, willing 
and able " to be taken over. Who would have expected such 
wide angle views over the countryside, a gliding school in the 
next field a windmill set against a skyline of Ruhr chimneys? 
Who would have believed mat there really would be no practice 
march pasts, hardly any fatigues, or that the evening film shows 
would incorporate soundtracks that were understandable as 
well as being connected in parallel, rather than in series, to the 
lip movements? 

There were other surprising twists. It is not expected, for 
instance, that you will lose a Second-in-Command a month or 
two before camp. Business regrettably transferred Major Hart, 
T.D., at a very frivolous moment, and Major Bamford, T.D., 
was appointed to succeed him, while Captain Hall, on promo
tion, took over 44 Squadron. Neither would one have envisaged 
that our road party of 187 vehicles and trailers would not have 
been allowed to complete the last few miles from the Dutch 
border owing to weekend convoy movement restrictions. This 
meant nearly a day's delay and their final arrival in an unknown 
foreign field in the small hours of Monday morning. Veterans 
from the air party, however, were at hand to marshall and to 
assist. 

A llcgimeut ngain 
Six hours later, we were a Regiment again. Roll calls, 

briefings, stores unloading-the pattern familiar to us all. By 
the following afternoon, half the Regiment were on the Leuth 
training area to practice detachment drills and communications, 
v.ihile others were recceing exercise locations, liasing in depth, 
or merely embussing for a bath in Bradbury Barracks. 

Vis i ts, of course 
Visits began. Gradually the processions of Teutonic observers 

-happily inquisitive rather than acquisitive-gave way to the 
more welcome attentions of our Group Commander, Brigadier 
H. A. J. Sturge, the Honorary Colonel Commandant Colonel 
G. S. H. Dicker, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., C.S.O. B.A.O.R. Major
~neral D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., and the A.D.W.RA.C. 
L ieutenant-Colonel A. Field. Patrolling politzei, and represen
tatives from local zeitungs (in even larger Mercedes) were as 
persistent as they were non-English speaking. By this time, out 
perimeter grazing had been occupied by exercising elements 
of Dutcil and German units, together with some shorter-haired 
soldiers from 7th Regiment, and invitations to inspect each 
other's ' set-up ' were exchanged. 

Exercise ' 0 ' Groups abounded. Bulging tests reverberated 
with the thud of annexures. Pink-eyed personnel called for fresh 
torch batteries. 

Connuunica tions over a n area 150 mill"s by 50 
After a free day, when coaches sped to Amsterdam, Dussel

dorf and Cologne, Exercise 'Triple Sword' began. Convoys 
departed in dust storms that would have alerted Peking, let 
alone Moscow. Destinations were reached, tails were laid and 
systems engineered. By the time traffic was due to begin, 27 
speech and eight telegraph circuits were available for use over 
an area of 135 miles by 50. The two remaining teleprinter links 
were handed over seconds before the arrival of the Group Com
mander, and Deputy Commander, Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D ., 
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[Coi;rtesy: Bedford County Press 

SERIOUS WORK 
Signalman Bradley and Lance-Corporal Yates get the messages 

through In a highly professional manner 

[Coi;rtesy: Bedford County Press 

W.R.A.C. WERE AS KEEN AS ANYO NE 
Privates Jiggles, Morris and Passfield take time off for a meal 

A.D.C., a P!evious commanding officer of the Regiment. The 
Syscon vehicle slowly cooled down while the Commanding 
qffict:;r1 Lieutenant-Colone! B. E. M. Prophet, T.D., conducted 
his v1s1tors round the Regur.ent in a helicopter. An oil change 
for all gen_erators was manipulated system by system, drivers 
became switchboard operators literally overnight, cooks worked 
miracles with Compo (would you believe roast turkey and 
cranberry sauce?), while sentries either bad bottles thrown at 
them or were invited to parties by passing cars. 

An honourt•1l guest 

We were honoured to receive a short visit from the Master 
of Signals, Major-~neral P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., 
D.S.O., who, after lunching at Egelsburg Camp, aw the 
convoys returning from the exercise, and spoke with many of 
the crews. He also attended evening festivities held jointly with 
16th Regiment. 

Once again, it would be right to thank 16th Regiment for 
their splendid help apd c<>-<>peration. Likewise, we would want 
to praise Movement Control for their excellent organisation. 
We also remember the lightning action taken for our com
passionate cases. 
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Lighter moments 

Funny stories? Plenty, but they tend to lose lustre when their 
background is removed. In general terms, however perhaps 
di.e Troop t!?at enterprisingly inregrated their four days' compo 
with ~e rauons of a nearby barracks cookhouse will be more 
alen m the future to _the ri~k of a sudden move. Perhaps the 
Corpo~al who dr?ve his vehicle_ mto a farmer's manure pit will 
appreciate th.e ~11s.dom of a_ qwck recce before starting up. To 
be dropped m it 1s one thmg, but to drive in up to the axles 
seemed unnecessarily masochistic. I liked the one about the 
clerk ."".ho hande~ the Padre hi~ certificate of camp attendance 
explammg that 1t should be given to his employer. Quipped 
the Padr_e, " I think I should be passing pretty close on the 
return flight home. I'll drop it out of the window!" Finally 
th'ere was the young Signalman who asked the R.S.M. if h~ 
could see the Commanding Officer. After listening to a few 
well-chosen words on the subje_ct of proper channels through 
Troop and Squadron, the soldier turned to leave muttering 
that he only wished to tell the C.O. that he was• wanted on 
the phone. And .if you have a few moments to spare, what about 
the convoy navigator who asked, " Is Umleitung the German 
word for Rome?" 

.. m ... 
~.~ .. 40th Ulster 

Signal Regt. (V} 
Belfast 

From the Uegimentnl historical record 

T HE advance party left Belfast on the evening of Tuesday, 
14th September, travelling via Belfast-Liverpool, Hull 

and Rotterdam, arrived at Emblem Camp near Antwerp on the 
afternoon of Thursday, 16th September. The main party flew 
from R.A.F. Aldergrove on Saturday, 18th September, to 
Brussels Airport, thence to Olen Camp near Antwerp where 
they drew the complete Regiment's equipment and vehicles. 
On Sunday, 26th September, having checked, tested and prac
tised with their equipment, the Regiment deployed for Exercise 
' Moondust.' Within 24 hours the Regiment had established 
telephone and teleprinter circuits over C41 Radio Relay equip
ment and SR Dll/R234 working FST, between Belgian coastal 
ports and Communication Centres near Krefeld and H.Q. 
Rhine Army, and were operating a Tape Relay Centre near 
Antwerp. The Exercise ended at 12.00 hours on Wednesday, 
29th September, and by 21.00 hours that day die outlying 
detachments had made a tactical withdrawal and returned to 
their camp location. 

In the following 48 hours, equipment was checked, serviced 
and returned to stockpile. On Saturday, 2nd October, the main 
party flew back to Ulster, via Brussels, received their training 
bounty, and had dispersed to their homes by 18.00 hours. 

The b a ckground 

Any such official history must omit the background flavour 
of a volunteer camp. We bad very good weather, a comfortable 
brick camp, and a 48-hour break in the middle weekend, to go 
sightseeing in Antwerp, Amsterdam and Brussels. We were 
given great support by our sponsor unit, H.Q. British Force 
Antwerp, together with 16th Regiment and 21st Regiment. 
The movement organisation was flawless and the Ordnance 
Depot were as eager as we were to correct anything found 
wrong in the equipment. 

We were so spread out that the C.0. had to get about by 
Scout helicopter. He made several forced landings because of 
fog and low cloud, but feels that the Regiment must have 
its own flight, together with another R.R. Troop and Comcen 
Troop if we are really to cope with our new role. 

Par fies a111I parades, too 

The hard slog of working up a full range of equipment and 
travelling nearly 48,000 miles on recce and deployment did not 
stop the parties or the parades. A sizeable detachment under 
Lieutenant Brian Patterson, in No. 2 Dress and complete with 
bagpiper, took part in the lv'enin Gate Ceremony. The hooting 
team went shooting with the Belgian Army Champion . The 
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Officers' Me s had two dinner nights with many distinguished 
gue t . The Sergeants had one long party, and the Officers and 
Junior N.C.O.s joined in parts of it, and mo t troops and 
groups had their own party. 

The Officers' Mess Staff, inspired by Corporal Verlacque, 
con wned 20 kilos of Moulcs Marinieres, and the ' Techs ' had 
their party early to enable F . of S. Yule and his five technicians 
from 81 Squadron to join in. Many strange stories came out of 
Kanalstraate Amsterdam, where odd medals were won for 
unu ual athletic feats and one man got no change from his 
5,000 franc note! Mean bile 81 Squadron were beavering 
away on R.A.F . airfields up-country, just too far away for our 
annual get-together. The C.0. and Hon. Colonel managed one 
vi it and came back with stories of 100 pair plastic armoured 
cable, etc. 

Kcepln up te dnte 

The Regiment was kept up to date with the happenings in 
IB ter. We had our own rearguard composed of Staff Sergeant 
Johnson and 15 brave Volunteers who had to be literally taken 
off the outgoing Bights to guard the Training Centre during our 
ab ence. They sent a daily sitrep de cribing exactly where the 
shootings and explosions had taken place, which was closely 
studied, as were our two-day-old copies of the Belfast T ele
graph. Morale stayed high though and was never affected by 
the, as usual, grossly exaggerated stories. Special arrangements 
for home phone calls on a welfare link were in frequent demand, 
particularly after it was learned that there would be no bill 
for a month or two. 

Att.achcd per onnel 1•ull their weigh! 

Our attached personnel added to the general efficiency and 
gaiety. Major George Dibley (38th Regiment) who acted as our 
Traffic Officer, came to camp last year, and was welcomed again 
by all, particular!¥ the W.RA.C. 'Big John ' Godley (38th 
Regiment) our T.O.T. had only to stand up to his full 6ft. 7in. 
co command instant respect and close attention. Lieutenant 
John Doody (L.O. from 16th Regiment) impressed u s by his 
mental computerisation of C41 frequencies and his local know
edge made a contribution to our final success, and Lieutenant 
Hazel McKinlay's (7lst Regiment) cheerful efficiency, saucy hat 
and obvious Irishness baffied those who did not know she 
started her service with 66th Regiment in Belfast. We also had 
Sergeant Miles, R.E.M.E., from 102 Light Regiment R.A., 
and Staff Sergeant Adams and two girls from 39th Regiment. 
We hope the shillelaghs and ties the C.O. gave them on parting 
will bring them pleasant memories of the 40th. 

Visitors 

We were happy to greet General Horsfield, the C.S.0. 
B.A.0.R., Colonel Geoffrey Dicker, the Honorary Colonel 
Commandant, Colonel Ann Field, A.D.W.R.A.C. for B.A.0.R., 
Colonel Bardell, 4 Group Commander, and Colonel Pagan, 
Commander British Forces Antwerp, to mention but a few. 
Our new Group Commander, Brigadier John Sturge, and his 
staff spent some time with us, visiting every site they could 
find on our exercise, and our Honorary Colonel, John McCann, 
stayed with us for a week. They all know our worth much 
better now and realise it's not all blarney with the Irish. 

It was the hardest camp we had ever done, but the most 
satisfying, and all ranks felt a sense of achievement as they 
climbed into the R.A.F. Britannias for their Bight home. 

Vignettes 

-Detachment Commander: " I don't know how I got lost. 
They said follow the blue line round the issuing circuit." 

Troop Commander: " Eejit! That blue line is the Albert 
Canal!" 

-Belgian Marine Master at Arms at Zeebrugge Naval 
Barracks: "I know all about the Irish . I've been married to a 
girl from Carrickfergus for 20 years." 

-F. of S.: "Dear God! All these coaxes have got ANTRAC 
terminations. 

Young Technician: "What's an ANTRAC Foreman?" 
F. of S. (sighs): "Never mind lad-before your time." 
-S.0.3 12 Group: "Your grid reference was one figure out, 

that's why I spent the night in the back of my Land Rover." 

Royal Signals Corps Mobile Display 
(Quicksilver) 

' Quicksilver ' Returns To Blandford- this is just one of the 
headlines which did not appear in the local evening newspaper. 

After a very hectic but successful tour which found us as 
far south as Cornwall and as far north as Banffshire, ' Quick
ilver ' has returned to Blandford for the winter months. 

School tours 

The tour started with a series of school shows in the St. 
Albans area, and five shows in five days quickly dispelled any 
doubts that our newcomers had, in wondering what 'Quick
silver ' was all about. It was also at these shows that our 
W .R.A.C. contingent of Lance-Corporal Carole Wilson and 
Private Sandy Deakin from 16th Regiment, Lance-Corporal 
Shirley Ingram from 10th Regiment and Lance-Corporal Mar
garet Trembath from 242 Squadron joined us. 

Carole Wilson and Shirley Ingram oon discovered me perils 
of talking too much at the wrong time when they were doused 
in a very conveniently placed water tank. 

The team Second-in-Command Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
Dicky Dyer, ably assisted by Sergeant Vince Thomas and 
Signalman Martin Campbell, initiated a ' Quicksilver Clothes 
Peg Club ' and after everyone had been issued with their 
personal clothes peg the back-biting capabilities of the team 
became quite prominent as several pegs mysteriously dis
appeared rending their owners liable to a fine for being caught 
without their pegs. 

;,1r. ~lagn •tron in form 

Magnetron, our famous and very lovable robot, was in fine 
fettle, and quite often delighted in embarrassing many of the 
senior staff officers who visited us. 

Our visit to Aberdeen will not be easily forgotten thanks to 
the efforts of Mrs. Phy!iss Ellis who has been our landlady for 
our la t three visits to the city. She immediately brightened 
things up by sewing lace around the edges of the O.C. Captain 
Mike Powell's pyjamas, but it was all taken in the right spirit 
and a fair old battle of wits ensued. Mrs. Ellis has become so 
dear to us that for the second year running she was elected 
as our landlady of the year. 

Whisky 

A day off in Banff enabled us to make a visit to the Glen
fidicii whisky distillery in Dufftown, and I think it goes without 
saying that this was one visit that everyone enjoyed. 

Private Sandy Deakin took pity on Lance-Corporal Roy 
Bishop and very kindly took him under her wiRg, but the 
results of the romance that blossomed from this have not yet 
come to light. 

After one of our 111any celebration drinks Corporal Jim Long 
tried to demonstrate his yachting ability in Folkestone harbour 
but unfortunately he was the only one who did not notice 
that it was low ude and there was no water in me yacht basin. 

Curry, too! 

Staff Sergeant ' Dinger' Bell, our administrative N .C.0 ., was 
often frustrated by the insistence of Sergeant Vince Thomas, 
Corporals Jim Long and Dave Lang and Lance-Corporals Alan 
and Roy Bishop that our accommodation should always be 
within striking distance of an Indian curry house; their love 
of curry has led to the song 'Ring of Fire ' being adopted as 
their signature tune. 

The team has seen many changes during the last six months 
with the postings out of: Captain Bill Backhouse to 644 Troop, 
Sergeant Chris Jefford-Horn to 30th Regiment, Corporal Phil 
Cotton to 226 Squadron; Corporal Roger Smith to 8th Regi
ment, Lance-Corporal 'Taff' Evans to 7th Regiment, W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Tom Stephenson to Civvy Street, 

And the postings in of: Captain Mike Powell from 4th/7th 
Royal Dragoon Guards, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) John Lakey from 16th 
Regiment, Sergeant Vince Thomas from 8th Regiment, Corporal 
Dave Lang from School of Signals, Corporal Glen Morgan 
from School of Signals, Lance-Corporal ' Lofty ' Booth from 
16th Regiment, Lance-Corporal Ian Perkins from 222 Troop, 
Signalman Alan Murray from Sctiool of Signals. 
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llHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Cyprus l11ternational Motor Bally 111111111111111111111111111 111111 

Corporals Alan Coates and Frank Etchells take on the experts and victory 
is almost in thei~ grasp when they break down with only 50 miles to go! 

:Jldh,natiA. 
' I ~10 " t. " I I<< ~Ht 1" I 

FINAL PREPARATIONS 
Left to right : Corporal Frank Etchells, Corporal Bill Hudson (obscured), Sergeant MacGilp, Corporal Alan Coats and Mrs. Anna 

Coates preparing their car before the start at the Nicosia Hilton 

This year the Cyprus International Rally attracted an entry of 59 cars, having for the first time gained the status of an 
international rally. Entries included 10 overseas competitors as well as works teams from Fiat, Colt, Peugeot and Ford. 
Amongst the starters at the Hilton Hotel Nicosia was the 259 Signal Squadron entry driven by Corporals Etchells and Coate 
of the Squadron. During the ensuing 24 hours they were to have a nwnber of crises and to display some very fine driving 
against stiff opposition. It was sad indeed that they should break down when lying second and with only 50 mile to go. 

The Rotbmans International Cyp111s Rally 1971 
By Corporal Alan Coates 

I MAGINE taking a £1,000 car, spending another £200 on it, 
working on the car 14 hours a day for three weeks and then 

attempting to smash it to pieces in the space of 24 hours - you 
will then have a good idea of what entering an International 
Rally involves. 

Decision to enter 

The Rothman's International Cyprus Rally was Corporal 
Frank Etchells' and my own first introduction in big-time rally-
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ing and gave us our fir t chance to compare ourselves with the 
professionals. We started preparations at the beginning of Sep
tembe1 when we parred with the £15 entry fee and tarted 
pulling our Subaru 1300 G to pieces and rebuilding it. We did 
not modify the car to any great extent as we wanted to tay 
in Group I where we thought we might stand a chance of 
collecting a cup, but we had to fit a sump guard a over 70 per 
cent of the route was on unsurfaced track . 

The route was issued to us on 1st October, two weeks before 
the event, and this gave us a good chance to go round it and 
prepare ourselves for the worst. We did not manage to recce the 
complete route (750 mile ) as work on the car did not progress 
a fast as we had hoped, but at lea t we did manage to have 
a good look at ov~alf of it. 
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Morning i n Kyrenia and going well 

erutineerlng- a nd w e are off 
The scrutineering took place on Friday, 15th October, and 

at tile rally headquaners in the- Nicosia Hilton we got our 
first look at the competition. It was a very impressive line up. 
Brian Cuk heth, the Scottish champion, in a Triumph 2.5 PI, 
three Works' Escorts, the Turkish champion in a BMW Alpina 
and a B.A.0.R. 1800, highly modified. Our unmodified Japanese 
' wonder car was looking rather insignificant. 

Saturday, 16th October, saw us making an early start, in the 
Squadron J2, for Nicosia, ·where the cars bad been locked up 
over night. The J2 was to be our service van for the rally and 
the service crew consisted of my wife Anna, Sergeant MacGilp 
and Corporal Bill Hudson. 

The morning was taken up with last-minute adjustments, 
endless photo taking and general flapping and hoping that all 
would be well. F inally, at 14.35, we drew up onto the start 
ramp and were flagged away by the Cypriot M inister of 
Commerce. 

Early snags 
The first 60 miles were most uneventful as it was a steady 

drive along tarmac to get the competitors away from the main 
roads. Six miles after entering the mountains we passed our 
first casualty, a BMW which had shot off the road and fallen 
SO feet into a gully. asty ! 

The main time control at the end of Section I (200 miles) 
was in PaP'lios. We arrived just about on time and were greeted 
by our hard-working service crew plus our O.C., Major A. S. 
McK. Anderson. The service crew had a quick look under the 
bonnet to check the oil and water and horror or horrors, the 
oil filler cap had broken off showering the engine with oil. So 
whilst Corporals Etchells and Coates noshed ever-welcome 
butties and drank coffee, the 0 .C. was enlisted as chief-oil
wiper-up-and-gasket-cutter! 

Cheered on by the Squadron 
All repaired and refuelled, we left Phaphos on time and 

started m e 160-mile section to L imassol. Although this was 
the shortest section of the rally, we had already decided that it 
would be the toughest of the event as it included the notorious 
Kykos loop, a road so narrow, twisting and exposed that it is 
normally closed to all traffic. We managed to bounce, slide 
and skid our way to Limassol in one piece where our service 
crew changed our tyres, shock absorbers and refuelled both us 
and the car. Most of the Squadron was waiting for us in 
I imassol and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Len Sant informed us 
that we were lying ninth overall at Paphos and they bad just 
announced over the radio that we were sixth as at L imassol. 

Several bent ears and we lie fourth 
We left L imassol at Ol.3S on Sunday the 17th and headed 

st~aight back into the mountains. During the section from 
Lunassol to Famagusta (2SO miles) cars and drivers were start
ing to get tired and we passed several very bent motor cars. One 
hundred and seventy-five miles after leaving Limassol we came 
out of the Troodos mountains and met our service crew. Whilst 

they filled the tank yet again, they informed us that we had 
moved up to fourth overall. So, with boosted confidence we 
ct off on the fa t dash across to Famagusta. 

i\ r est and 11ow t h ird p lace 

At the main control in Famagusta we were on time and we 
had the luxury of a one hour rest. This gave us just enough time 
to give the car a quick 'once over' and have some breakast. 
I t was 08.00 and glorious daylight again. Hardly. l~ad we ~nis~ed 
our fir t bacon butties when we had anotilcr visitor. This ume 
it was W.0.1 (F. of-· S.) John L ee and his wife, ex-259 ~ow 
residing with 9th Regiment. He informed us that they had JUSt 
announced on the radio that we were now lying third overall. 

D en ted b y an E scort but up to second 

We left Famagusta on the last leg to N ico ia full of hope and 
hardly able to contain our excitement. Fifty miles from Fama
gusta we had our first mishap, an argument with one of the 
Escorts and dented the near-side door. Still undaunted we 
carried on to Time Control 40 where we were informed by 
the Marshals that Brian Culcheth was having trouble with his 
throttle and we were now second overall. With SO miles to go 
we set off with our hearts in our mouths. 

Alas d isaster 

We managed another two miles when ~e engine just stopped 
firing. We jumped out of the car and lifted the bonnet. The 
battery mounting wing nuts h~d stiaken loose and th~ ba~ery 
had bounced all over the engme compartment crackmg itself 
and covering the engine and wiring with red-hot acid . 

Corporal Etchells, the mechanic of the team, worked like a 
madman trying to fix it but unfortunately even the alternator 
was damaged. Consequently with only SO miles to go we had 
to retire. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING-, THE ARMY SOON • ? 

-" 
Why not contact 

THE TH~EE TEES AGENCY 

THE Special ist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured· of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world . 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.1. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 
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•The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HFlinear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world11 

We've already said a 
mouthfu l. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman 
portable or vehicle station. 

All sol id state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun 
ing or loading cont rols to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short -circuited aeria ls, they are 
virtually fault -proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us) . These 
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amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full -scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFON(i 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division ca, 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W .18. 
Telephone : 01-874 7281 .. .. 
A Member Company of the Redlffuslon Organisation 
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All Royal Signals crew compete anti finish 
Fastnet Race 1971 

• ID the 

rrHE ' Fastnet ' i the Royal Ocean Racing Club classic 
which takes place every two years. It marks the end 

of Cowes Week when ocean racers from all over the world 
gather to compete against each other in a series of long and 
short races. This year interest in the 'Fastnet' was higher 
than ever, because of the Prime Minister's participation as 
Captain of the British Admiral's Cup team, and some 240 
yachts were entered. 

.An nil Hoyal Si nals crow if possibl~ 
In June Mr. John Methuen offered Major Mike Miller, of 

the chool of Signal , the use of his yacht Sakr-el-Ba11r for 
the Fastnet race. Sakr-el-Balzr is a 41 foot class II ocean racer, 
built by Russel Anstey, of Poole, in 1970. She is named after 
a legendary Arbar Corsair who was known as the ' Hawk of 
the Sea.' It wa decided to fom1 an all Royal Signals crew 
if possible. This posed considerable problems as ic was essen
tial in a race of this nature to have a hard core of experience 
amongst the crew, and to have a full complement of eight to 
enable proper watch keeping. Not everybody who was 
approached was willing, or could afford the time, but we 
finally sailed with the following: Major Mike Miller (skipper), 
Major Roger Castle-Smith, M.B.E. (navigator) and a crew 
comprising Major Mark Barker, Mrs. Barker, Lieotenant
Colonel Jimmy Paterson, W.0.2 Wally Walton, Lance-Corporal 
Charles Holt and Corporal George Marshall. 

Working up 
The crew assembled at Lymington marina on Tuesday 

evening, 3rd August, for three days work up training prior 
to the race, which was to start on the Saturday morning. 
During this time the owner gave valuable assistance, and 
very generously spared no expense to ensure that the yacht 
was fully inspected and equipped to meet the stringent R.O .R.C. 
safety regulations. 

"SAKR-EL-BAHR" 
Preparing to sail, Lymington 

On the Friday evening we moored in Cowes, and were 
able to watch the magnificent firework display which 
traditionally takes place at the end of Cowes week. Cowes that 
evening was swarming with holidaymakers and yachtsmen of 
all nations and it was virtually impossible to get a drink in a 
pub, so we all turned in for an early night. 

An P . eellent start 
Saturday morning found us out in the Solent in good time 

ready for the stan of the Class II and III boats at 11.30 hours. 
We made an excellent start, crossing the line some 10 seconds 
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after the gun, and began an exciting beat down the Solent 
with the wind increasing in stren~. Boats seemed to be 
everywhere, and with yachts crossmg on opposite tracks a 
very careful lookout had to be maintained. By 13.00 hours 
we had taken down I t rolls in the main and changed to a 
smaller headsail. Already one of the smaller yachts had been 
disma ted, but by 14.00 hours we had cleared the Needles and 
were out in the Channel, in calmer conditions. 

~avigation lights {nil 

By late evening on Saturday we were due south of Portland 
Bill and its sinister race, but had mi ·sed the tide. Space will 
allow only highlights of the race to be reported, and our first 
experience of trouble came in the early hours of Sunday 
morning, when our navigation lights failed. This was potentially 
serious, a the risk of collision in the crowded Channel is 
ever-present, but fortunately we had an emergency supply of 
dry battery lights. Wind force became light at this time and 
we made slow progress, and it was not until N onday morning 
that we finally rounded Land's End and set course for the 
Fastnet rock. 

AT SEA 
George Marshall goes forward to adjust the spinnaker 

A force 8 gale 

The weather forecast that evening gave the Fastnet area 
as force 4 to 5 due west, but this was to prove one of many 
inaccurate forecasts which were to bedevil the race. During 
the night the wind increased rapidly and the skipper was 
roused from his bunk to deal with the situation. A change 
to the smaller genoa, three rolls in the main, and washboards 
on the hatchway were ordered. But by 06.00 hours on Tuesday 
morning we were lashed by a full force 8 gale and were 
beating into heavy seas, waves well over 12 feet in height. 
Work on deck was difficult, and we hove to while the storm 
jib was hoisted and the mainsail reefed to the spreaders. Full 
praise is due to the crew that we were able to continue our 
beat to windward, on course, and make a steady six knots 
through the heavy seas. At 08.00 hours we witnessed the 
magnificent sight of the huge Italian Admiral's Cup entry, 
Tarantella running south at full speed under her enormous 
and sinister looking black spinnaker. She had rounded the 
Fastnet rock during the night, and was now surfing down the 
fronts of the seas as she roared past us barely 100 yards away. 

For the rest of the day we beat steadily north, and sighted 
the Irish coast at 19.10 hours. The gale had passed on, and 
wind strengths were now much lower, so we did not sight our 

(Continued on page 477) 
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objective, the Fastnet rock, until dusk. Finally, we rounded 
the rock at 12.00 hours on Wednesday morning, against a foul 
tide, and signalled our racing number to the lighthouse keeper. 
The spinnaker was quickly hoisted, and we began our run 
south. 

S pinuuker torn 
At about 09.00 hours with wind strength increasiqg once 

more, unfortunately Sakr-el-Bahr broached heavily in a strong 
gust and our spinnaker was torn. This was a serious handicap 
to our progress, as the reserve spinnaker did not have the 
same performance. By evening we were closing the Scillies very 
quickly, reaching before a force 6 wind, and it seemed clear 
that we were in for another blow. Visibility was poor in the 
rain squalls, and we had many anxious moments when dark
ness fell in avoiding other vessels, particularly trawlers, which 
seemed to be out in force in spite of the weather. By midnight 
the wind strength was up to force 8 and we were down to 
storm jib and 10 rolls in the main, travelling very fast with the 
wind just free as we passed the S.W. extremities of the Scillies 
(which must be left to port on the return leg of tlle race) and 
headed back to Land's End. The skipper remained on watch 
throughout the night, but by dawn the wind was beginning to 
abate. 

Crossing the fiuishing Jin 
The rest of Thursday was uneventful as we kept going with 

all possible speed for Plymouth. We crossed the finishing line 
at 16.40 hours, total elapsed time of the race being five days 
five hours and 10 minutes. We were much heartened to see a 
much larger class I yacht come in 10 minutes behind us! 

The reception at Plymouth was good, and after we had a 
clean up and (for some anyway) managed to get showers, we 
all repaired to the Lord Mayors reception for free food and 
drink on the Plymouth Corporation. 

So ended a very satisfying and demanding piece of ' adventure 
training.' Our final place was 162 out of 240, not very good, 
but to take part in and finish a Fastnet race is quite an 
achievement. 

ApJ•recintion 
Our thanks are due to Mr. A. J. Methuen for bis generosity 

and kindness in letting us enter his yacht for what was virtually 
a nominal charter fee. 

(Condensed from a report by Major M . Y. Miller, Royal Signals) 

Young Officers Pind Their Sea-legs 

Exercise Calypso 
Robin Burrows and a scratch crew of young officers soon 

get to know the ropes in a cross-Channel cruise. 

* * * In recent summers, Lieutenant Robin Burrows, of the Corps, 
has abandoned his dinghies and spent a couple of weeks steer
ing friends around Channel waters, with the intention of 
introducing them to the sport of sailing and giving a grounding 
of experience. 

An ideal form of trninlnJ! 
This offered an ideal form of adventurous training for officers 

from the Royal Mjlitary College of Science. It was a cold 
wet July day when seven subalterns, including John Griffin, a 
desk qualified navigator who was accompanied by his wife 
Marion, met at Marchwood. The crew crammed itself and its 
food onto Calypso, a 40-foot racing/cruiser yacht chartered from 
civilians. 

Four days were spent in Solent waters with the crew gaining 
its sea legs and multiple bruising as heads continually mis
judged low beams. Robin instructed his very inexperienced 
crew in the intricate an of harnessing this ' wooden beast ' to 
sail in the right direction and not hit land or other yachts. 

The first w..st 
The first real test was to reach Cherbourg. Gentle winds bore 

us overnight across the Channel and we felt justly proud to be 
only 200 yards off course after a 70-mile passage. 
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We acquired another hundredweight of balla t from the duty
free warehouse and set off for the Channel hlands. 

During the next 10 days the weather attempted to pound us 
into submission. Even in calm conditions this meeting place of 
Channel and Atlantic waters provides a real challenge. Calypso 
had to be sailed to her limit in order to negotiate the ~trong 
tidal currents. On two occasions we tacked for four hours 
averaging St knots and yet only covered a couple of miles. 

llnmmered by heavy seas 

When we turned to run with tlle nine-knot Alderney Race we 
were met head on by gale-force winds. For over two hour!> 
we were hatJ?-IDer~d by a heaving sea, with a couple of enormous 
w~ves breakmg right over the boat. We suspect that it was on 
this day that some of our caulking sprang out, resulting in many 
blisters from bilge-pumping during the days to come. 

Harbours became havens of refuge. Those who have visited 
Guernsey Marina (blasted out of solid rock) will not envy our 
task of trying to find the lead marks to the 30ft. wide entrance, 
in a Force S with spring tides and poor visibility. We gave 
ourselves time to recover from each battering, and admired the 
beauty of Alderney and inspected the night life of Guernsey 
and Jersey. Bob Graham set the style in apres sailing gear, 
Geoff Corrani and Dave Palmer hunted the back street 
' nesting spots,' while Stephen Paul would further torture our 
emptied stomachs by making us sample the local sea foods. 

ROLLING SEA ON A DEAD RUN 
Left to right: Lieutenants D. Palmer, R. Burrows, J. Griffin and 

S. Paul all of the Corps 

Interlude in Frnnee 
From Jersey we made for France. An initial tack West 

brought us amongst rain squall clouds, whose accompanying 
30-knot winds keeled us over to what almost seemed horizontal 
at times. This was followed by an exhilarating nine-knot reach 
towards St. Malo. 

We looked almost shabby compared with the impressive 
display of motor and sail yachts at the t. Malo Manna. We 
explored the fascinating ancient walled town, restored to the 
original after the Canadian flattened it in the last war. Another 
day was spent being carried up and down Mont St. Michel 
by the thousands of tourists. 

By contrast we drifted further West to Paimpol, where we 
were overwhelmed by the friendliness of this mall Bretagne 
sailing community. 

From here we sadly returned. The wind wa now in our 
favour and Yarmouth was comfortably reached in three passages 
on con ecutive days. With a following Force 5 wind Calypso 
presented a spectacular sight as she partly surfed the rolling 
seas between Cherbourg and the Needles. Crew members 
perfected royal smiles and waves as cameras clicked on accom
panying yachts. An eight-hour port-to-port dash i some 
experience on a dead run . 

{;leaning up 

Final repairs and maintenance were completed at Marchwood. 
Robin, Bob and Paul Mumford somehow ferried Calypso back 
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horn to Cowe . The owners were so pleased with the condi
tion of the boat on return that they forgave u for that beauti
ful lightweight ma thead spinnaker we ble v--0ut! It was the end 
of an adventurous three week with just the right mi'<ture of 
in auction, sightseeing and 'hairy' experience to bore all 
our pub-friends for months to come. 

In rf'tros1•f'et 
-The weather just did not allow us to make Holland as 

we had hoped. A raw crew has to be broken in easily. 
-Not even our iesident R.C.T. officer (Geoff Corrani) is 

capable of sucking petrol from a tank or of cranking an engine 
to try and recharge our rapidly failing navigation light , without 
being violently sick. 

- Has Mrs. John Griffin et a new record by being seasick 
for 21 days running? Or for becoming pregnant at the same 
time? Congratulations! 

Lieutenam R .M. Burrows is to represent Britain in the 
' Iniemaiicmal Contender' World Champumships in Holland 
next summer. This 16ft., single-man, trapeze boat is almost 
certain to be the next ( 197~ Olympic si11gle-hander. 

Blantlfonl Camp Music anti Drama Club 
t BLI THE SPI RIT ' 20th, 29th and 30th October 

BLIT HE SPI RIT 
A scene from the Blandford Camp Drama Club's production of 

" Blithe Spir it" 
From left to right: Tony Whipp as Dr. Bradman , Myra Saban as 
Madam Arcati, Hilary O wen as Mrs. Brad man, John Saban as Charles 

Condo mine and Lilian Williams as Ruth Condomine 

W HILsi;- it ~s true that .Service Drama Cl.ubs suffer thr<:mgh 
the inevitable posung away of their members, it is 

equally true that reinforcements arrive from time to time. It 
is evident from the new faces in the Blandford Camp Music 
and Drama Club's producion of ' Blithe Spirit ' that not only 
have reinforcements arrived, but they have brought with them 
a considerable experience and talent. 

oel O:>ward is not the easiest of playwrights for amateurs. 
When a successful production is achieved it is not always 
appreciated how much hard work it requires, for the success of 
projecting Coward lies in the fact that it must appear natural 
and relaxed. ' Blithe Spirit ' demands just such treatment. 

In this production the excellent pacing and capable acting 
of both the principals and supporting actors adJieved a most 
pleasurable evening's entertainment. A strong cast led by 
John Saban as Charles Condomine and Lilian Wi'liams as 
Ruth, de!ievered their lines, at worst with competence, at best 
with enchantment. The inclusion in the cast of Mildred Lewis 
as Elvira, a newcomer with considerable stage experience, gave 
a chance to witness a comedy performance which combined 
both vivaciousness and charm. In particular her scenes with 
Charles, where both performers had mastered Noe[ Coward's 
delicate dialogue, were to my mind the highspots of the play. 
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Another newcomer, M yra Saban, played the part of Madam 
Arcati with obvious relish. T his part, associated in many 
people's minds with Dame Margaret Rutherford, can so easily 
be reproduced by amateurs as a poor carbon copy of the 
orig~na l ; the f~ct that Myra Saban managed to bring a variety 
of 1 ~terpreta ti?n tO the part reflects her not insignificant 
previous expen ence. 

Valerie Austin as the maid, Edith, a small but important 
part, ~hawed a natural sense of comedy and although this was, 
I understand, her first stage experience she more than held 
her own with a ca t far more familiar with the techniques of 
the amateur stage. She gave a performance which I felt to 
be full of promise for the future. 

The cast was completed by Tony Whipp and Hilary Owen 
who, with competent performances, maintained the even balance 
of t51e production as Doctor and Mrs. Bradman. The play was 
directed by Michael Brown who achieved the essential lightness 
in a production which is rich in laughs and notable for its 
ability always to hold the audiences' attention. The backstage 
member , under the direction of Keith Gordon also played 
their part in producing a set of some complexity on the slightly 
confined stage of the Princess Mary Hall. 

How much me success of this production was attributable 
to the comfort of the modern auditorium in the Princess Mary 
Hall I cannot say, but to witness an amateur performance in 
such comfort is rare and I am sure helped to add considerably 
to the enjoyment of the evening's entertainment. 

One Huntlretl anti Twenty-Secontl Annual 
Carrousel at Samur 

A T the end of July every year a display of cavalry and 
armoured forces is given at the Cavalry School of the 

French Army at Samur on the banks of the river Loire. It is 
rather like a tattoo but held in 

By Captain R. N. Phillips daylight, for four performances. 
Royal Signals (V) The first half consists of demon-

strations and competitions by cadre 
officers passing out at the end of the nine months' equitation 
course and also high-school demonstrations by the Cadre-Noir 
resembling the Spanish Riding School of Vienna in dress and 
exercises, but without the dismounted work of the latter. 

The Cadre-Nair consists of equitation instructors wearing the 
black tunic and Spanish hat as of 150-years ago, and witil the 
Commandant General, are hosts in the interval for refreshments 
(champagne) for all official guests and their wives. On Monday, 
26th July, this year, we rubbed shoulders not only with re
presentatives from N .A.T.0. countries but also Soviet and 
even Red Chinese in green Mao-type olive green jacket and 
cap, with the red star on the peak. 

My own position was one of six from U.K. and we were 
instructed by the Military Attache at our Paris Embassy to 
wear Service Dress for day-time and Mess Kit for the ball at 
the General's Residence in the evening. This was hotter for us 
than for the French wearing 'beige d'ete,' hotter probably, 
too, than the higher-ranking French officers wearing blue No. 
1 dress. 

The second half of the programme consisted of musical 
drives by four teams of jeeps and a motor-cycle display like 
our own White Helmets, except that it was performed on 
ashp'Jalt. The parade ended with the handing back of the 
standard to the Armoured Car Commander and the playing 
of .the Last Post in memory of the fallen students of the school 
who held up the advance of the Germans in the 1940 ' blitz
krieg ' at a bridge at Gennes near Samur for three whole days. 
The celebrations end with a Ball in the garden of the residence 
of the Commandant-General, out of doors and floodlit, but 
with a large canopy along one side where sitting-out tables 
were arranged for supper. The General received all guests, 
kissing the hand of the ladies. 

The two-day trip included a visit to the Cavalry Museum 
and should also have included a tour of the stables. The Presi
dent of the Frend• Army R eserve Forces Association enter
tained the British party to a barbecue which was followed by 
a visit to the Chateau de Cheverny to see the rooms of the 
stately house open to the public, and as all present were 
interested in equestrian pursuits, the Marquis de Vilbraye 
paraded for us his private pack of stag hounds. So ended 
a memorable 48 hours with a rush for the Channel ports 
because of a strike of junior officers on the French boats which 
provide the night service from D ieppe to Newhaven. 
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NO. 11 TRAFFIC OFFICERS AND YEO MAN OF SIGNALS REFRESHER CO URSE 
Standing: W .0 .2 Cox, W .0 .2 Cud lip, W .0 . 1 Durrant, W .0.2 Ferguson, W.0 .2 Holmes, W.0 .2 Tasker, 

Sitting: W .0 . 1 Birkwood, W .0 .1 Brown, Major Brandreth, Captain Clark, Captain Finister, Captain O 'Toole 

School of Signa~s 

Report from No. 11 Traffic Officers anti Yeoman 
of Signals Refresher Course 

N UMBER 11 Traffic Officers and Yeoman of Signals 
Refresher Course, having just completed its three weeks 

at the School and one week at the Training Brigade, bave 
come away with the distinct impression that a new and strange 
language is beginning to emerge - a language that one would 
be well advised to learn. It is wiih this in mind that the 
following comments on the course have been compiled. 

" The entrance of thy words giveth light: it giveth 
understanding to the simple." (Psalm 119, verse 130). 

To those summoned by the Recorder to attend a Tfc/ 
Y. of S. Ref we offer this Feedback to enable communicators 
to arrive at the School already knowing the OK Cries! 

F irst you must possess Ruggedability, as the course takes 
place on a Real Time basis, as an Interface Quality Control 
Node aimed at the Target PopuJation of the Traffic Officers/Y. 
of S. of the Corps. Having become part of the Throughput of 
the SdJool you will undergo instruction, from the Baseband 
to the Orbiting Celestial Vault - details of which will be · 
' explained in the foreseeable future.' 

When Satcom (sat comfortably!) in Octal Linear row in 
the Talk and Chalk Room, one wonders at the Cost Effe-ttive
ness of such a Highly Sophisticated course. Class Contact Time 
is at a premium, and Arithmetically speaking, the Digital 
Stream in relation to the Parity Bit can produce ZZZ' from 
the Student Response Unit. 

The Peripherals of t11is course can hav a Ricochet Effect 
on the Traffic/Y. of S. type Beastie, and frequent visits by the 
instructors to the Question Bank are vital in order to carry 
out a Quantisation Study, which, in conjunction with a 
Confidence Test, assesses the Feasibility of the course in 
general. 

Constant Hamming by the senior members of the course 
earned one officer the BCD (Binary Coded Decimal). However, 
the D~iving Module of all the Programme Units wa the 
appearance of Fred (Forecast Room Employment Device) whose 
effectiveness was only marred by his failure to include the 
W.0 .s' and Sergeants' Mess Bar in the calculation, this being 
a fault in the use of Ancient Modulation principles. 
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Having read this article and remembered verbatim the words 
in Heavy Print, you can now attend such a course Fully 
Switched On! 

Io all seriousness, the course proved on the whole to be of 
great value to students and instructors alike. It also proved to 
all that, in these days of such rapidly advancing technology, 
five years between courses is longer than you think. 

We can all say, with conviction, that we are the richer for 
getting out of our little corners, seeing once again the hub 
of the Corps, meeting old friends, and most imponant of all
exd1angiog ideas. 

P.S. It's not the sun that shines, it's pie in the sky! 

Extract from the Royal Artillery Magazine - The Gunner 

(By kind permission of the Editor) 

Flagbashers 
Sir, 

I cannot allow Major Dixon-Didier to get away with his 
denigration of the Heliograph, until 1939 (in a reliable climate) 
the most effective Gunner means of communication in reli
ability, range and speed. Its key was a delight to use and the 
signals were sharp and easy to read. With a little experience 
and average map-reading ability it was reasonably easy to 
establish communication with anyone whose approximate 
position was known. With the six-inch mirror I personally have 
used it up to 15 miles while the old 12-inch mirror used in 
1880 is reputed to have been reliable to over 60 miles. In the 
days of the hello and the artillery code our igoaller were 
indeed artists. 

I date the decline of Gunner signalling, now fast becoming 
decadent in its insistence on air-conditioned hutche and com
plete protection from nature, to the abolition of the single flag. 
The power of the .C.O. i/c Signal to give his command 'two 
alphabets ' (for preference in a strong breeze) wa a r markable 
preventative of signalling sloth. As for silk flags-we Frontier 
Q'hais would have considered them a decadent a after have. 

Yours faithfully 
' D IEHARD. 

P.S. I qualified in the last Poona In tructor ' course before 
radio telephony was put in the syllabus. 
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Military ·Communications Systems 

COMRADE Mobile S ystem-Equipment Vehicle 

COMRADE 
Computer Operated Message Routi ng And Despatch Equipment 

COMRADE is a computer-controlled message 
switching system. Operating at the centre of a 
Telecommunication Network, it automates the relay 
function by receiving, analysing, queuing in 
precedence order and retransmitting messages to 
the appropriate output lines as they become free. 
This eliminates the slow and error-prone process of 
manual handling, and the equipment is a direct 
replacement for torn -tape relay centres. 

Chieftain Tank in operation 

CLANSMAN 
VehicularV.H.F./F.M . Rad io 

The UK/ VRC 353 is an advanced v.h.f. radio 
telephone covering 30M Hz to 75.975M Hz with 25 
or 50kHz channel spacing and having 4 r.f. power 
levels, from 50W reducing to 50mW. Pow er 
supply 24V d.c. nominal. 

Although designed primarily for multi -set 
installations in armoured fighting vehicles, it is 
equal ly su itable for fixed or mobile ground stat ions 
and unattended repeaters. 

COMRADE and CLANSMAN - just two of the 
Mil itary Communications Systems produced by 

(COMRADE) 
Chobham Road, Frimley 
Camberley, Surrey 
Telephone : 
Camberley (0276) 63311 
Extension 134 

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company 

(CLANSMAN) 
Brown's Lane, The Airport 
Portsmouth, P03 5PH 
Telephone 
Portsmouth (0705) 62271 
Extension 330 

LTO/SJI 
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J News lrom Regiments 
9 th S ignal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53 

Adventure traini11g 

I N October, 1 and 3 Squadrons chartered the R.S.Y.C. yacht, 
Brigand of Changi for two days adventure training. From 

the following accounts of their expeditions on the open sea, 
both within a period of four days, it can be seen that 1 
Squadron had trials and tribulations galore, but, as we keep 
reminding them, it was ' adventure training ! ' 

A CICUISE IN ' D U IGAND OF f;DANGI ' 
THROUGH 3 SQUADRON EYES 

The Royal Signals Yacht Club ketch, Brigand of Changi was 
chartered by the Squadron for adventure training on 4th and 
5th October. Our crew, selected some time before hand 
suffered several casualties shortly before the event and we 
finally finished up with six: Major Forster, Sergeant Sharpe, 
Corporal Shepherd, Corporal Bishop, W / Sergeant Lambert 
and W /Lance-Corporal Owen. None had ever sailed before 
other than Major Forster and Corporal Shepherd but by the 
end of the cruise the complete syllabus of training for 
qualification as off-shore hands had been covered and all could 
handle the boat competently under a variety of conditions. 

We started the cruise under power from Famagusta Port in 
a flat calm. Eventually a light easterly wind blew up and we 
had a comfortable reach to Koma Tou Yialou on the Panhandle 
arriving just before dusk. We anchored in Koma and the girls 
did their best with a rather unappetising box of compo and 
produced a very edible meal. An anchor watch was mounted 
overnight and the following day we set sail again for Famagusta. 
This time the wind was a bit fresher so we spent part of the 
morning practising man overboard drill and picking up 
moorings before heading back to Famagusta on a beat. 

We hove-to off Cape Eloea for lunch and a swim, and 
continued on a fairly slow course. Five miles out of Famagusta 
the wind veered and freshened and we creamed in on a 
spanking reach at Si knots. 

Just outside the port the wind dropped to a whisper which 
was just as well because the engined refused to start and we 
had to sail in. We eventually tied up at 10 Port Squadron wharf 
at 7.30 p.m. 

A SI MILAR CR U I E AS SEEN TD.ROU GH 
I S QUADRON EYES 

t Last n igh t t h e moon bad a golde n r ing ' or ' I ' ll 
make S.0.-in-C. o r drown ' 

~londay, 4 th Octobe r 
The prisoners Dransfield and Broadbent were observed 

loitering with intent in the vicinity of the coffee urn in a 
licentious manner. On questioning they broke down and 
confessed to being in possession of a biro which had been 
reported missing from the Chief Clerk's warehouse in late 
'45. After a good deal of leg (and finger nail) pulling they were 
brought before ' Oberchunkiebashenfuhrer ' G . H . Monsen and 
summarily sentenced to life in Dhekelia range butts However, 
after a discreet cough from ' Politischerchlefen ' Danells the 
sentence was commuted to two days voluntary adventure 
training on the prison hulk The Brigand of C 1zangi. 

Thursday, 7th October 
Major Stewart Reed and ' Oberleutnant ' Legge received 

the prisoners on board Brigand moored at 10 Port Squadron 
in the backwater reserved for corn plasters, sea weed and 
sandwiches. Moorings were slipped and a course set for 
Larnaca. After a pleasant day spent holystoning the decks we 
rounded Cape Greco and ran into heavy seas. Concerned only 
for the safety of our vessel, we immediately put about and 
headed for home. T aking a quick fix from the third bedroom 
from the bootom in Julia Block (hirings on Famagusta front) 
we found ourselves more in danger of collecting a parking 
ticket than drowning. With midly controlled hysteria we 
started the engine and instantly the true worth of our ship 
became app'ill'ent. The prop shaft broke, the anchor chain 
parted and the rudder jammed! Reed volunteered to go over 
the blunt end and was helped, screaming, into the water by 
the willing hands of the crew. After a brief swim and having 
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neglected to ~alut~ ~e poop deck on boarding, a fight en ued 
to recover his oilskms and personal possessions which had 
been democratically divided amongst the crew. We then set 
sail for the high seas and spent the night hove-to. Dawn came 
up, together with breakfast, lunch and last year's Christmas 
dinner! 

Meanwhile, back at ' Stalag 9 ' 'Hashhound' Lettin borrowed 
£30 from the C.0.'s public fund and made an urgent telephone 
call alerting the Air Sea Rescue ... 0.C. 10 Port Squadron 
requested his ' Z' craft crew not to throw empty beer cans 
around the Mediterranean in case they hit Brigand . . . 259 
Signal Squadron at Cape Greco were requested to clean one 
of their windows and keep a sharp lookout .... 

Frid ay 0 8.0 0 hours 
Another quick star fix by the skipper put us definitely on the 

lower slopes of Troodos. Despite this the cabin was rapidly 
filli ng with water (trying to reconcile Broadbent's withered 
pumping arm and Captain John Francis' 'you might have to 
give her a little pump now then ' was difficult). Reed and 
Legge's professional training came to the fore as they hurled 
themselves to the cabin floor to snorkel for the Pye radio on 
the off chance that it might have been waterproofed. It wasn't 
. .. and we reckoned that we might just make harbour before 
' Pumper ' Broadbent mutinied. 

F riday 1 5 .00 hours 
Pounding through the raging waves, escorted by two school

children in a dinghy, we made harbour, to be greeted by our 
worried friends. As we fell into an exhausted coma their anxious 
questions came gently to our ear . . . " Did you damage the 
boat ? " " You've missed your Orderly Officer." " Dransfield 
and Broadbent- report to the ranges on Sunday." 

Visitors to the Regiment 
Monday, 4th October, was a high powered day for the 

Regiment. Not only was Officer i/c Royal Signals Records, 
Colonel C. B. Masser, visiting, but also Lord Carrington, 
Secretary of State for Defence. Included in the inister's 
party were C.B.F.N .E ., Air Marshal Sir Derek Hodgkinson, 
C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., A.F.C., R.A.F.; A/ G .0 .C. Brigadier R. C. 
Windsor Clive and the Commander 3 Signal Group, Colonel 
C. 0. Bound, O.B.E. After giving his lecture to Royal Signals 
N.C.O.s and men, Colonel Masser was entertained to drinks 
by the Sergeants' Mess and then moved to the Officers' Mess 
to join a luncheon p1rty. 

Another recent visitor has been the British High Commis
sioner, Mr. R. H. G. Edmunds, C.M.G., M.B.E,. who has 
recently arrived on the island. 

Don't Forget 
that 

1972 Diary! 
We have sold over 1,200 but have a small stock left. 

1972 draws near and you will want a new diary. The 

diary itself is of the slimfold type identical with the 1971 

diary which proved so popular. They cost 30p each post 

free. Write now to Association Headquarters to ensure 

you receive your 1972 diary. 
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10th Sign al Regiment 
Hou nslow 

SUMME R CAIUP 

Lost sheep 

OUR mixed three-week ummer camp starced with a convoy 
pulling out on 4th September. However, due to atmo

pherjc conditions sic! the convoy was split down the middle. 
De p1te the fact that the convoy passed through the city of 
Balham ~ee time they still managed to reach camp, much 
to the relief of the R.S.M . who covered 170 mile in hi private 
car rounding up hi lo t hcep. 

Fortunately the rest of the three weeks wa a little more 
atisfactory, if you can discount two broken ankles (male and 

female), tom cartilages and two cases of German measles. 
Midnight bathing was attempted but the chill autumn 

evenings put a damper on that idea. 

LES GIRLS AT CAMP 
Left to right: Private And rea Bell, Lance-Corporal Lynn Curwen, 

Privates Georgina Hall, Lorainne Blackwell and Ann Gallagher 

LES BOYS AT CAMP 
Left to right : Corporal Curtis, Craftsman Daly, Lance-Corporal Race, 

Sergeant Crawford, Lance-Corporal Taylor, Corporal Baker 
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ThnnderRnsbes to the fore 
Night exercises were popular if only for the fact that the 

C.O. and R.S.M. spent some con iderable time crouched in 
very wet gra s trying to decide who was attacking who. It is 
r'!lTloured that R.S.M. Poss who is a thunderflash addict got 
his best results wh~n he ambushed a flock of sheep. There is 
also some speculation as to who it was threw thunderflashes 
at th~ W.R.A.C. camp after threats to debag the R.S.M. 

Chief Clerk Roy Fairhurst arrived for his week's stint at the 
camp fully equipped for action towing his caravan. Neverthe
less he makes a good curried Irish stew. 

Captain ' Fidel _Castro ' Hoghton appeared for the nine-mile 
bash_ dressed to kill and was still exhibiting the ' war wounds ' 
to his feet ~o weeks later. Due to his new type of footwear 
the Second-m-Command was heard to mention something 
about' hush puppies.' 

W r ong stick 
Five Communications Sergeants arrived at camp to do the 

yearly route march but unfortunately got lost ' on route ' to the 
anno:rance o~ the R.S.M. who was driving the Land Rover at 
the . ume. Bemg a rather temperamental man he uttered a few 
choice .words and waving his stick in the air. When he calmed 
dow!l 1t was found to be the Land Rover gear stick he was 
wavmg much to the annoyance of M .T. 

Shooth1g goes w e ll 
The Officers' / Senior N .C.0 .s' shooting rodeo went very well 

on the c.q.B. range at Hythe. Colonel Barker suggested every
O?e contribute l Op to a purse to go to the individual with the 
highest score; needless to say the Colonel won. We are sure 
that the fact that Sergeant McDonald was manipulating the 
targets and ~e R.S.M. conducting everyone round the course 
had no bearing on the· fact that the Senior N.C.O.s won the 
team shoot. 

Ev:ening film ~hows were well received although on the last 
evenmg some difficulty ~as expe~enced in foc_ussing the film 
correctly. The R.S.M. still aserts 1t was a fault m the projector 
and the nun:erous empty bacardi and coke glasses lying around 
had no bearmg on th~ ~tter. We are sure everyone is looking 
forward to a return v1s1t next year even if they do P.T . back
wards. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to dispose of 
yol!r present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FOR FULL DETAILS FILL IN THIS COUPON 

~--------------~ 
I
I NAME_ _________ RANK___ _______ I 

I 
ADDRESS _______________________ I 

I 
~------------------------- I 

'• ~:;;~;c~~-=--=--=-=-=--=--=--=-=~~~~-=--=--=--=--=-- I I MILEAGE ______ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED______ I 

I c~~~~-=--=------~~=~~~=~=-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-~ I 
I ~::~N RH O CJ I 
I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Oo~'t worry about HP seulemenll ouuunding Purchase Taic li1bili1ies or lmpori duties, 
Weir Lodge wlll settle them all wi1hout any fun or bother, 

WEIR 
LODGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 

Bridge Road, Chertsey. Surrey, Tel. Chertsoy 64264/62047 
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11o.1 ~r~ss ~u.t 
$sU. ffi'JUunou. Booth. Wt>..l.keru~~Riddd.L&.w.k.huffioscle' 

5$f:s· Coult.bud.~ 4uW S1%11tA!Mf ~Qllct ~W-t.teYDuhois 
Sst~SQffiS14tWcn s/~fuu!iSQCDS5~~(~ofS S/Sstl\i.t!rySS1~QOOSHowe11 

5/Sf5t~SQZ'b5s~ma.e~Ssf:6Ecu-~~ 
~Osll13~t.ouRs~Ctm11i.ushWt-~Q.ITTSRo~wC-;J4'.fSJm~.S~\?Ui:R.SmB~n\e.s U-Cotionuon 
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13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 

The autumn scene 

AT this time of the year, the attention of all and sundry 
passes from the vigorous outdoor p3stimes to the rather 

less enervating indoor activities. Not all of the pastimes are 
gentle t"nough, as is amply demonstrated by S.S.I. Pete Scales 
in the Judo evenings. Captain Alec Tay'or is our Judo Officer 
but despite his long term of office we haven't yet discovered 
whet .1er he sports a belt and/or bra::es! Several wives have 
been attracted to the new Judo session, and we are waiting 
to see whether there is any noticeable change in the behaviour 
of their spouses! On the intellectual side, we have had the 
first rounds of our annual general knowledge quiz. Eighteen 
teams have entered and we still have our resident Quizmasters, 
S.S.M.s Ken .t<ennin:gton and Tony Orrell. As before the 
rounds to date have been informative and amusing, and we 
look forward to the high-power battles ahead. 

Sergeants' Mess 

We did mention in last month's notes that we have quite a 
number of young Sergeants in the Mess and to the ' old un ' 
here it would app.: ar that, like Policemen, Sergeants are getting 
younger every year. 

Adding to the list of ' young uns,' this month we welcomed 
Sergeant Jim Fowler from 224 Squadron-taking over the shiny 
seat of Orderly Room Sergeant. Jim arrived a very worried 
man; however, a fonnight later he was all smiles for his wife 
had given birth to a 6lb. 4oz. bouncing baby girl. Having 
thoroughly wet the baby's head, Jim now looks forward to his 
wife Lorraine and daughter Heather joining him here. 

Turning now to the ' old uns,' for many months now we 
have written about those members in the 1956 photogra¢i . We 
now seem to have reached a full stop and omnot trace the 
otl-.ers, therefore with kind permi sion of the Editor, we enclose 
this by now well-known photo for J?Ublication in the hope that 
we can complete the list (see above). 
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Visitors to the Mess this month included W.0.2 (Sup. R) 
Pete Smith now with 225 Squadron, and a real 'oldy ' (sorry 
about that) ex-Sergeant 1 Wireless Regiment, Gluckstadt 1946, 
Mr. J. P. Rhodes. 

Looking ahead and realising Christmas will be upon us when 
these notes are read, we conclude by wishing you all a 'Merry 
Christmas.' 

Arrivals 
Sergeant J. Fowler, Sergeant T. E. Loud, W /Sergeant J. 

Mackenzie. 

Departures 
W /Sergeant B. Parkin, Sergeant R. G. Woodward, R.A.O.C. 

Sport 
The soccer team captained by Signalman Tony Higgs has at 

last struck winning form and defeated 16th Signal Regiment and 
23rd Regiment R.C.T. Tony Higgs has again been selected to 
play for the B.A.0.R. team in their forchcoming tour of Berlin. 
Our rugby team have also had a tough season to date, but they 
have supplied Corporals Dev Devereux and Bud Cook to take 
pare in the Royal Signals trials in U.K. Dare we mention under 
fois heading that we have very high hopes of retaining the 
Rhine Area Domino Trophy for the fourth year in succession? 
Corporal 'Jock' Fairley, the team captain, is very confident 
and can already point to three wins in league matches. We held 
our annual cross-<:ountry competition on 29th October. The 
event was organised by Lieutenant Colin Smith, and once again 
the l Squadron team were victorious. The team consisted of 
W.0.2 Tom Neal, Staff Sergeant John Bandey, Corporal Dave 
Chialmers, Lance-Corporal Keith Baker. Lance-Corporal Bob 
Ravenscroft, Sienalmen Mick Rideout, Brian Hall, Chris oe; 
Signalman Rideout was the individual winner, and we are 
pleased to report that the ' old uns ' were grandly repre ented 
in the race by our new Sergeant ' Mess steward, Cf Sergeant 
Mick Biggs (ex-Para of course!). We are very plea ed to report 
that Signalman Mick Rideout has been selected to repre ent 
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B. .0.R. in the inter-Command cross-country championship in 
th U.K. on 3rd November, so despite varied fortunes in our 
Regimental game , we arc till providing our quota of expert 
for the repre enrative fixture . 

sporting p rsonality 
W /Corporal Karen Libby, W.RA.C., recently re etved her 

B.A.O.R. quash Colour from the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. Stephenson. Corporal Libby has 
ju t left the Regiment after a tour of three years, during which 
he upported all activities with great enthusiasm. She excelled 

in quam, tennis and rounders, took part in marches in Holland, 
Belgium, Luxemburg and Germany. Unfortunately illness kept 
her out of our succe sful ijmegen team for the first two days 
of the event but she marched for the remaining two days and 
greatly encouraged her team mare . As she had not completed 
the full distance she did not qualify for a medal, but she earned 
our thanks for the grand sport she i . We were very sorry to 
loose her, and wish her a happy and successful tour with 9th 
Regiment. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 

SPORTING REVIEW 

llegintentnl rugby - 1971/72 season (to dote) 
At the commencement of the season a few 'keen' players 

were to be seen shedding flesh aod suntans in the Gymnasium, 
so that when the first match was played, as least we were able 
to complete it without feeling too ill! Since tho e early days, 
the Regimental team has gone from strength to strength. One 
early success was the Double Diamond Cup in which the team 
beat 40 Army Support Regimental R.E., Eindhoveo R.F.C., 13th 
Regiment, and R.A.F. Wildenrath to reach the final, and then 
beat R.A.F. Laarbruck to win the cup. The following week the 
team also carried off the 'plate' in the SHAPE 7-a-side tourna
ment. 

The only defeat of the Regimental side so far has been that 
inflicted by 22 Light A.D. Regiment R.A. in the first round of 
the Army Cup, where after a very physical game we lost 14-7. 
The record to date reads as follows: 

Played 8 - Won 7 - Drawn 0 - Lost 1. 
Pts. for: 316 - Pts. against: 83. 
Currently we have two players, Corporal Ian Haldane and 

Signalman 'Taff' Davies, away at Corps trials and have high 
hopes that both will be selected for the Corps team. We also 
have Lance-Corporal ' Ginge ' Baines selected for the Rhine 
Area team in addition to Haldane aod Davies. 

Notable wins so far have been against R.A.F. Wildenrath 
by 28 to 18 and Rhino's R.F.C. Wednesday side by 25 to 14. 

GoU 
Once again the Regiment was the major parucipant in the 

Royal Signals B.A.0.R Golf Meeting, producing no less thao 
12 players of the total entry of 33. The standard of golf in the 
Regimeot continues to improve and our players managed ro win 
the Regimental Foursomes Autumn Cup and four individual 
prizes. Staff Sergeant Duncan Palmer, R.A.P.C., was again well 
in the forefront winning the 18-hole Stableford with 33 points 
and partnering W.0.1 Overton (Mr. 0.) in winning the Regi
mental Foursomes Cup with a nett 66. Sergeant Dave Elcox, 
a comparative newcomer to the game, had a magnificent round 
of 66 oet to win the 18-hole Medal. Needless to say his handi
cap has been cut drastically. He was followed by Corporal Alan 
Pennie who took 2nd prize with a net score of 72. Major 
'Badger' Terrey played consistent if not brilliant golf and took 
2nd place in the 36-hole Stableford with two rounds of 31 and 
32 points respectively. Two most enjoyable days of golf cul
minated in the presentation of prizes by Mrs. Horsfield, wife 
of Major-General D. R Horsfield, O.B.E., C.S.O. B.A.O.R., 
both of whom gave up some of their valuable time to 'walk 
the course' during the last afternoon and encouraged golfers 
by their presence and interest in the game. 

Our picture shows Mrs. Horsfield presenting the Cup to 
Mr. O. aod Staff Sergeant Palmer with Major Terrey, Secretary 
of Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Crl>lf, in the background. Mr. 0. 
leaves the Service soon and wincing the Cup in his last Royal 
Signals B.A.0.R. Crl>lf Meeting is a fitting eod to a long and 
di tinguished career as a soldier and sportsman. 

PRESENTATION 
Mrs. Horsefield presents the Regimental Foursomes Golf Cup to 
W.0.1 Overton (Mr. "O"). In the background his partner, Staff
Sergeant Duncan Palmer and Major 'Badgy' Terrey, Secretary Royal 

Signals B.A.O.R. golf 

Cross-country 

On Friday, 22nd Cctober, over 140 runners lined up for the 
start of the Inter-Squadron Cross-Country Competition. 

The four-mile course had been set over field aod forest 
tracks by S.I. McClure and his staff. Such was the quality 
of the event that the Station Medical Officer not only competed 
himself but invited some of the less fit from another unit to 
accompany him around the course. 

Corporal Jeff Lilley proved to be the outstanding runner 
by taking a well-timed first place and skippering 2 Squadron 
to a well-deserved team victory. 

Photo: The Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. 
Gibson presents Corporal Jeff Lilley with the Individual 
Winner's Prize. Holding the Team Cup is Captain (Q.M.) Joe 
Adams, Officer i/c cross-country. 

STAMINA 
Corporal Jeff Lilley receives the individual winner's prize out of a 
field of 140 cross-country runners from the C.O. , Lieutenant

Colonel J. R. Gibsen 
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19th Signal Regt. 
c'o G.P.O. Singa)lore 

Final notes by Lieutenant-Colonel C J. Gilbert 

Finni Jmnd-o'\·e>rs 

T HE last months of the Regiment have been spent in 
handing over our responsibilities to the Singapore Tele

phone Board and to the Singapore Armed Forces (S.A.F.). By 
far the most significant was the handing over of the island-wide 
Microwave System which the Regiment has been running since 
1969. Thi took place in the first fortnight of September and 
entailed ale detailed checking of each of ten stations on the 
island. The S.A.F. technicians, who have been trained by the 
Regiment, are now operating the complete sy tern, though in 

The Hand over Ceremony of the Microwave System to the Singapore 
Armed Forces 

The Regimental Flag is lowered for the last time 

'186 

the latter rages some British technicians were retained in an 
advi ory and liaison capacity to safeguard U.K. circuit require
ments. A small formal hand-over ceremony took place in the 
main terminal at Changi on 14th September when the Com
manding Oflicer p resented a specially inscribed plaque to the 
S.A.F. Unit, the Static Radio Relay Unit. This was accepted 
by r:1c Chief, C. and E . Division, MINDEF, Major Choo Bak 
Khoon, who in turn presented the Regiment with a handsome 
Singapore Armed Forces plaque. 
On 15th November 19th Regiment (Air Support) formally 

cea ed to exist. A simple ceremony took place outside R.H.Q., 
attended by those officers and soldiers left in the Unit, as the 
Regimental Flag was lowered for the last time. 

Farewell to the Corps 
Saying goodbye is always hard and I know I speak for all 

past members of this Regiment when I say that we shall all 
mourn the passing of the 19th. The Regiment ~1as a fine record 
behind it; 27 years' continuous operational service in all parts 
of the Far East. 

I can think of no better way of concluding this final con
tribution to our Corps Magazine than by quoting a message I 
received from Colonel R. S. Smith, O.B.E., M.C., D.C.M., 
the first Commanding Officer of 19th Air Formation Signals. 

" When I had the privilege of forming and commanding the 
19th Air Formation Signals Unit at Huddersfield, Yorkshire, 
in late 1943, I never imagined that 28 years later I should be 
invited to say a few words on d1e occasion of its disbandment. 
The period of formation and training in the United Kingdom 
was beset with many difficulties primarily due to the priority 
needs of the 'Overlord ' (Invasion of Normandy) Plan. How
ever, individual and company training progressed fairly satis
factorily but, to my great dismay, mobilisation orders, for 
Burma, came to hand at a time when the unit was far from 
ready for undertaking an operational role. However, its sub
sequent history is such to give me a tremendous feeling of 
satisfaction in having taken some part in its formation. The 
unit has undoubtedly given outstanding service in a difficult 
theatre of operations and, I believe, it has earned for itself a 
tremendously high reputation which reflects great credit on 
everyone who ~as served in its ranks. Well done and good 
luck to you all." 

A very excellent history of the 19th Signal Regiment, com
piled by Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert, is now on sale at 
Association H.Q.-price SOp. 

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42 

SINCE our last notes we have had visits by a T.A.V.R. 
Squadron, a party of schoolboys (third this year!). Our 

summer camp at Cochem on the banks of ti1e Moselle has 
enabled about 200 members of the unit to have an extra 
holiday when not working hard on basic signalling skills! But 
our notes would not be complete without some athletic 
successes. 

ILA.F. Germany relay meeting 
The Regiment provided not only the entire R.A.F. Wilden

rath team but also a member of the R.A.F. Bruggen team in 
the inter-Station relay competition. R.A.F. Wildenrath won the 
inter-Station trophy and 21st Regiment won the open invitation 
event! 

~rienteerlng 

After coming a close third, one minute behind the second 
team, in the B.A.0.R. Orienteering Championship, the Regi
mental team travelled to U.K. and took part in the Army 
Championships. It was a different type of course, only 8km. 
long compared with 12km. for the B.A.O.R. course, set in the 
Cropton Forest area of the Yorkshire Wolds. We finished 8th 
having learnt more lessons in this new sport. Our congratula
tions to 8th Regiment who turned the tables on us this year. 

Cross-country 
The unit team travelled wuth to Aldershot and, joined by two 

runners from other B.A.0.R. units, competed as a B.A.O.R. 
team in the Inter-Command Cross-Country Competition. We 
came a close second to Southern Command. Corporal Venus is 
congratulated on coming 3rd individual. 
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TAKE OVER 
Corporal Charlie Dowle takes over the Baton in the 4 x 4-00m. relay 
from Lieutenant Tom Moncur at the R.A.F. Germany Relay Meeting 

Visit by 61 Squadron T.A~V.IL 

The Squadron, 139 strong, were very welcome on their 
annual camp when t~ey visited mainly Wildenrath and Guters
loh: On .those tw? airfields they completed new cable projects 
which will much m~prove the facilities. Tecbnicians and drivers 
were also very evident around all our airfields familiarising 
themselves with our work. 

Schoolboys' visit 

. A. gro~~ of 20 schoolboys from the Watford and Luton 
d1stnct v1S1ted the unit for a week. They were sponsored by 
a newsp~per who paid the travelling costs. They saw not only 
the Regiment at work but also the R.A.F., Army Air Corps 
and the nearby R.A.0.C. Vehicle Depot. No doubt the tales of 
"When I sat in a Ha~rier" hav.e. been suitably embroidered 
and are, we hope, haVIDg a pos1uve effect on recruiting the 
youths of the district into the services! 

160 km. or 100 miles In one go! 

. ~taJI Sergeant Beare, of 3 Squadron, completed this at the 
~11me~en-Rotterdam March in a time of 27hr. 25mio. which, 
mcludmg compulsory rests, was an average marching time of 
7km. per hour. Staff Sergeant Beare started at 11.05 hours on 
18~ S_eptember and finished at 14.25 hours on 19th September. 
This. rncluded a fotl!-hour rest period. He states that the 
~hys1cal . and mental d1 comfort experienced was beyond descrip
?-On- " JUSt P1;1Ie ag?I_IY·" He _was presented with a diploma and 
1s only the third British Serviceman to complete this particular 
march. Many of us know the Nijmegen Marches (4-0 or SOkm. 
per day for four days running) but this one is for experts· 
73 of the 78 entrants finished. Staff Beare marches for 'fun~ 
regularly and at~ends most ~f the big events in Belgium and 
Holland - he 1s 39 next birthday but there is definitely no 
evidence of a middle-aged spread! 

CAPTAIN (T.O.T.) DENNIS DOWDEN 

/ii.any who know that i.rrepressible character 'Busty' Bowden 
will be unaware that he 1s shortly to leave the Corps on retire
ment. In keeping with the memorable events of his chequered 
career, Dame Fortune continues to smile on him and he leaves 
us attired in a golden bowler. 
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Dennis joined the .Corps in 1943 as a boy and unmediatel 
embarked on a technical career, qualifying as a Radio Mechani~ 

before leaving Boys' Com
pany. Early service in the 
ranks saw him with the 
Army Wireless Chain where 
he cut his teeth on that now 
museum piece the SWB II 
transmitter. As a young 
Sl'.rge~nt he served in 
N1ger1a. The recall of his 
ba!tering~ with local tribal 
duefs will raise a smile to 
the lips of those who know 
the tale. 

Following his Foreman's 
Course he saw service in 
Gibraltar, Hong Kong (the 
old Murray Barracks peri
meter will long be remem-

w · Ge bere4!) and Germany. It dl rn rmany that he first took a senous interest in amateur 
ra o, soon to be known by 'hams ' world-wide 

Recently he served on secondment in Malaysi~ where he set 
upm n~w amate~r record the highest number of diverse contacts 
of 21s as~ po1s\~n ~eadquarters, R.A.F. Germany, as a memb~ 
. st 1gna eipmen.t, saw him in his inimitable wa foster-
~g excellent relauonships with those in blue Whilst y, Un' • 
his amate di · · · · con umg . ur ra o acuv1ues and heading the R.A.F. Club h 
was mvaluable to _the Education Squadron in arranging varlo e 
extra mural purswts. us 

The c;::orps' best wishes for continued good fortune and 
success m the future go to Dennis, his charming wife Betty 
and daughters Carol and Denise. 

D.H. 

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 107 
Continuous exercises 
1THE ~ea~on of continuous exercises is with us now, with the 

maiontr of the Regiment seemingly spending more time 
out o~ exercISe. or detachment than in barracks. Elements have 
been lDvolved m all th:ee major divisional exercises although 
we seem to ~ave our fa!I .share of re.maining static while giving 
~ur support, Comcen Sierra (officially not in existence yet 

though the gallant members of that fine outfit may well 
wonder who on earth they have been communicating to all 
summer an~ .autumn) distinguished themselves by churning up 
large quantities of the totenkopf, while allegedly immobile for 
ten da.ys. I~ betw~en these major efforts . the Regiment has 
found ns~lf 1~ practically every location possible between Larzac 
and Berl!1J; 1f we had a deutschmark for every mile we have 
covered m .the last couple of months, we could just about pay 
off the national debt! We have had our share of visitors with 
tean:s from En~land all coming out to do their usuai pre
Chnstmas shoppmg on the side, and the Regiolent also acted 
as host for. a numbeF of men and women from 39th (City of 
London) Sign~! Regiment who stopped over on one of their 
far-flung exercises . 

Th7 result has been that the barracks has been very quiet 
espec~ally as our colleagues in 27 Medium Regiment R.A. are 
now m Northern Ireland. 

Annual Pistol Shoot 
Durin~ this quil'.t spell the Officers and Warrant Officers 

held their annu.al pistol shoot. In a gallant shoot-<>ut honour in 
the. Comma~ding Officers' Cup competition went to our 
Ass!stant .AdJut~nt W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Harry Bell; he al 0 pipped 
MaJor Mike Miller by one for the pool bull. The contractor · 
also took advantage of the lull to move in and re- urface the 
whole of. the M.T. Square· there is a strong rumour that if 
they contmuc at the present rate of progress the job should be 
co~pleted in time for Christmas-1972! The Quartermaster 
wans . for nobody however and thu when we had fully five 
days m barracks recently, whole teams of Officers and Senior 

.C.O.s were seen scuttling about taking tock of anything 
they could lay their hands on. 

Drilling-in Flemish 
Jn Sept~mber the Reginlent took part in the parade at 

Luden chc1d for the 20th Anniversary of the 6th Belgian ignal 

(Continued on page 489) 
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Lloyds have been the Serviceman's bank for generations . . 
W e know a great deal about the Services ; particularly 
when it comes to money. 

W e can give you ad vice on any financial matters, 
such as saving , in vestments, insurance-specially 
important if you 're being posted over:seas . 

And we 'll take care of your regular bills by 
banker's order. 

In fact, whatever the stand ing order, we '11 obey. 
For full details of all our Services to the 

Services, p ost off the coupon or contact your local branch •. 

Lloyds Bank looks after people like you r--------, 
I ~ To :Mr D.P. GardinerT.D.,ServicesLiaison I 

Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's and King's 
Branch , 6 Pall Mall, London SWl 

1 
NAME Please send me full details of all your services. I 

I :~~RESS . I 
L:. - - - - - - -

0 

0 
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(Cominued from page 487) 

Batt~lion, wi.th a smart drill troop under Lieutenant Stewart 
J:!aVIe~. Havm.g overcome the difficulty of interpreting orders 
give~ 1~ FlelDlsh, the subsequent entertainment included lavish 
hospitality for all concerned-a just reward for mastering the 
strange quirks of Belgian drill. 

Now cookhouse 
. At the en.d of Sep~ember we were visited again by C .C.R. 

Signals - sttll recogmsable even though heavily disguised in 
chefs hat and apron. The occasion was the opening of the 
first .Part of the new cookhouse and dining hall, which gives 
con~1derably more room and more cooking facilities than was 
available before. The second half is due for completion in 
due course, so that eventually the two regiments in the station 
can have their own cookhouse. 

Getting together - Anglo-German joint effort 
October, of course, featured Herbstwoche, although we were 

only back in Lippsr.adt for the end of it. The whole theme of 
th.e Regiment's contribution was that of Anglo-German 
Kameradenschaft. Elements of 22nd Regiment and 7th Fern
melde Battalion, as well as a detachment of the German Para
chute Brigade stationed in Lippstadt, took part in a procession 
thr~ugh the ~own, and on W.e Satm:day of Herbstwoche, a joint 
equipment display was put on; this included equipment used 
by both Signal regiments and featured free-fall parachuting 
organised by Captain Hugh Bennett. The feature of the after: 
noon was a joint Anglo-German Signals football team, who 
P!ayed the local German. team from the town, SV Victoria; the 
kick-off was done by the free-fall parachutists, who jumped 
from a Sioux helicopter to land right in the centre of the pitch. 
The result of the game? Another victory for Kameradenschaft! 
Io the evening, the officers of both the British and German 
garrisons threw a cocktail party for civic dignitaries, followed by 
a rousing band concert given by the band of the Royal Scots 
Dragoon Guards. 

Soccer 
On the Regimental Soccer front, the team continue to 

flourish under the leadersbip of Corporal Tierney (and the 
watchful eyes of the R.S.M.). Now in his third season as 
captain of the B.A.0.R. team his able assistants include such 
stalwarts as the P.T.I., Sergeant File, Signalmen Nicholson and 
Simpso~, and the daddy of them all, W.0.2 Pfeiffer; they only 
keep htm on because he's now such an institution, but don't 
tell him so! Io preliminary rounds of the B.A.O.R. Cup, we 
despatched 9th/12th Lancers by six goals to nil (perhaps a 
slightly flattering score, but pleasing nevertheless) and 4th/7th 
R.D .G. by two goals to one. We also beat 2nd Field Regiment, 
R.A., by 3-2 after being two goals down. So far we have been 
lucky to be dra wn at home in every round; the support has 
consequently been vociferous to say the least-indeed on one 
occasion it was so loud that the Regimental hierarchy appeared 
to see what all the riotous commotion was for! 

Serg.-.ants~ Mess reeord 
Both the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes have recently enter

tained their colleagues from the 6th Belgian Signal Regiment; 
on the last dinner night in the Sergeants' Mess, 153 people sat 
down at table, thus establishing yet another record for the Mess 
-the PJv' .C. W.0.2 Bernie Tune is obviously determined to 
establish his name indelibly in terms of sheer size! 

28th (BR) Signal Regiment 
:(No r thag) B.F.P .O . 35 

T h e qaie~ llfe 
This is the season of comparative quiet with few exerci es 

or major sports events to concentrate attention. Nevertheless a 
wide range of activities continue to fill all available time and 
cause one to wonder how coming inspections and Christmas 
activities can be squeezed in. 

The sqnnr~ 

With such commands as " Geef acht" and "Vorwaarts 
Marsch " our square bas recently been enlivened by our Belgian 
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friends. They ""'.er.'.! practismg for the unit's 10th birthday parade. 
We were surprised that the form of drill was almost as different 
from ours as the language suggests, and anyone who considers 
our .about turn to be a neat movement should see it done 
Belg1a~ style! Ne~dlcss to say the parade went well as did the 
entertainment which followed-we are still trying to &;cover 
when our birthday is. 

Competition for the stamping ground has been keen. Various 
M .P.C. courses, inspections and riftings have vied with Mother 
~ature and her myriad leaves attempting a complete take-over 
bid. pie R.S.M. ~.0.1 Pete ~s) reckons to be winning, if 
only iust, though 1t must be admJtted only a large leaf collecting 
vacuum cleaner made it at all possible. 

The night life 
The Corporals' Club cheese and wine evening, organised by 

Corporals Ray Graves and 'Cap' Bowler, was a popular event. 
Some unfortunate stories were put out about some of the dleeses 
but we cannot discover which cook was really responsible. 

The Sergeants' Mess celebrated Hallowe en in the traditional 
manner. Witciies, . wizards ~nd skel<:tons attended in large 
numbers and 1udg1Dg by their professional appearance serious 
doubts abuot many members were encouraged. Promoted 
Dracula-in-chief was Sta.ff Sergeant Pete Ridley. Any mail 
for the witches coven should be addressed to Mrs. Margaret 
Jones, c/o W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Tony Jones, of this unit. 

The Officers.' Mess .an.ended a Bavarian style evening with 
oi:r German sister unu. ID Essen Kray. Eating off the table 
w1t!tout a pl~te was :i IDlnor feature of an action packed evening 
which culmmated ID one of our hosts being hi-jacked for 
breakfast and a tour of our unit before being released. 

The sports 
The two forms of football have done fairly well this season 

with the oval ball gaining early honours though the round ball 
has had more Army Cup staying power. 

However, these are not the only pursuits which embrace 
among ?the~s hockey, ba~t~n, go-karting, ten-pin bowling 
and sw1mmmg. In secret tratrung at the moment is a team 
for an unusual sport-watch this column for further news. 
. With a varied programme of winter sports being planned ski
mg terms are to be heard with increasing frequency in con
versations. If any readers are posted here before 7th February, 
1972, they may be lucky enough to get a place on Franski but 
competition is already keen for all forms of ski training. 

The Benevolent F unds 
Our annual fete proved to be a success despite a number of 

factors working against us. A Schutzenfest next door, exercises 
before and after, and a threatening spell of doubtful weather 
were overcome to give us a take slightly bigger than last year. 
Many funds benefited and high on our list was the Corps 
Benevolent Fund donation of £100. 

In tandem with this effort the ladies of the Regiment helped 
t? run a S.S.A.F.A. draw wJ:Uch raised £300 for that organisa
uon. Sad to say anoW.er umt collected most of the prizes but 
that was the only shortcoming! 

30th Signal Regiment 
BLANDFORD CA1'1P 

F a r nnd w id e . • • • 

OCT OBER bas been another busy month at Blandford 
with the Regiment making an attempt to pan the g!obe 

east to west with detachment , and this must surely be near 
to our record. In the Far East, we have operators and tech
nicians in Korea and Hong Kong; travelling south, we hwe 
more technicians in sunny Australia, and across the Indian 
Ocean, in the Arabian peninsula, are more operators helpin~ 
the Gunners in Salalah. Further north, in Cyprus, 644 ignal 
Troop are ever-present with H.Q. UNFICYP, and finally, 
west to the Bahamas. we are providing still more techniciam 
for J.R.S., assau . We also contine to give our- . upport to 
numerous units throug'1out the United Kinp:dom and orthern 
Ireland. We send Christma gretings to all members of our 
detachments wherever you may be, and wish you a afe and 
speedy return to our new barracks in Blandford. For tho c 
member of the Regiment who have not been in Blandford 
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for che pa t thr e months, we hasten to add that Evan~ Lines 
ha already gone under the auctioneers' hammer and much 
of the land cape has been changed, due to the activities of 
the contra tors. 

A~IF (L) Fore Radie Troop in Gr.-ec•t" 
We are fortunate in obtaining this report from Captain Pat 

Dickinson, who ha been everely pres ed with recce in 
Torway and a vi it to Italy since he returned from Greece 

earlier in the month. 
The Troop left Blandford on 23rd Augu t and headed for 

an • overnight ' stop at horncliffe. The following morning, 
at 02.00 hours, the journey was resumed to Dover, where the 
Troop embarked for the Channel-crossing to Zeebrugge, and 
Birgetin as the destination for the second day. After enjoying 
the hospitality of 13th Regiment, the Troop were well fortified 
for the final leg of the journey to Mannheim, where all enjoyed 
a coup:e of day ' relaxation over the August Bank Holiday, 
and ome accomplished sight- eeing tours in Southern Germany. 
Later, the opportunity was taken to polish up V.H.F. rebroad
cast procedure on a two-day exercise and during the brief 
tay with our U.S. allies a shield was presented to Major Rice, 

U.S. Army, the retiring A.M.F. Headquarter Company Com
mander. 

By 8th September, the Troop was reassembled and flown co 
Thes aloniki and four day later all were redeployed to start 
E."ercise 'Hellenic lli'Press.' There followed 12 days of hard, 
tiring, but generally interesting work. The Greek people were 
found to be extremely friendly towards the members of the 
Troop and frequently turned out in force to give greetings as 
we drove through the villages. The countryside was mainly 
mountainous and quite ruggedly beautiful, with breathtaking 
view from the high vantage points of the superb rebroadcast 
locations. Major Tom Blashill had the fortune to visit us before 
the exercise concluded on 21st September. After two days' 
grace we were embarked once again having had an opportunity 
to witne s an impressive parade at Serrai and get in some 
bathing in the Aegean Sea at Epanorui. 

The voyage was calm and the weather continued throughout. 
The Troop put up a splendid show to reach the semi-final in the 
tug-<>f-war competition, especially against stiff opposition by 
the Royal Scots. The competition was won eventually by the 
Royal Marines who beat the Army officers in the final. By 
12th October the Troop was returned complete to the U.K. 
after yet another memorable exercise with H.Q. A.M.F. 

M4 Signal Troop in Cyprus 
In September, we said farewell to Captain George rUllley 

and welcomed Captain Bill Backhouse, our new Troop Com
mander. We have also welcomed a visit from G.0.C. 
NEARELF, Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E., and Com
mander 3rd Sigrial Group, Colonel C. 0. Bound, O.B.E. With 
the hot season now at a close, we are able to resume more 
active sports while Corporal Jim Keighley continues to organise 
the occasional fishing trip for the less capable. 

Shooting 
The last shoot of the season for the Regimental team was 

in the Dorset rifle meeting. The first six positions fell to the 
Regiment and Lance-Corporal Colin Harris was the top scorer 
beating last year's best total by 20 points. 

Th.- 'ft~orshipful Company of Dyers 
On Wednesday, 13th October, the Commanding Officer, 

Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre, and Adjutant, Captain 
C. J. Grant, represented the Regiment at the Swan dinner held 
at the Clothworkers' Hall, London. During the evening the 
C.0. was pleased to report the activities of the Regiment to 
~e. Prime Wa~den, The Hon. S. R Crawley, J.P. A full account 
1s m the Regimental newsletter, ' The Swan ' and we should 
like to take this opportunity to ask former' members of the 
Regiment to write in and let us know about their activities. 

Arr vals and departur.-
We welcome .the return of Captain Mike Payne, from H.Q. 

39 Infantry Bng"1de, and also recently joined Major (Q.M.) 
Frank Stu'1bs, Lieutenant John Spiers and Second-Lieutenant 
Howard Ham. Among those departing are Lieutenant-Colonel 
(Q.M.) .Toho Doutltwaite to the School of Signals; Lieutenants 
Jae~ FlSkel and John Thewlis to the Training Brigade; and 
Ma•or (Q.M.) Ray Rose who is retiring from the Service after 
a distingui bed career in the Corps. 
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News from Squadrons 

~ 
CCV 

5 Airportable Brigade 

H.Q. & Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.0. 801 

... and the Saxon Hor e has now arrived in N. Ireland, 
relieving 19 Airportable Brigade on 26th October. We would 
like to pay tribute to Major Peter Reader and his Squadron for 
the good grace with which they handed over to us. For some 
reason they seemed very pleased to see us. 

Exercise e Druids Castle ' 
At the end of September we took part in Exercise ' Dniids 

Castle ' as both a control and player headquarters. This was 
the largest formation exercise held in U.K. since 1968 so we 
had a fair number of visitors. It was a defence and withdrawal 
exercise and the Brigade H.Q. was assisted in its defence by 
two mobile diggers and about 10 tons of defence stores. 
Staff Sergeant ' Taffy ' Jones could be heard using a few choice 
words whilst trying to account for all these stores in the 
middle of the night. Sergeant Jimmy Lund, R.P.C., constructed 
a highly integrated defence system which we weDC confident 
would have held off the whole Russian Army. In the event 
the enemy failed to find us and it was only put to the test 
when the Larkhill Hunt blundered into our position at first 
light! This time it was R.S.M. Brian Cook who was in full 
cry about the ' dogs ' setting off the trip flares. The Echelon 
had a more exciting time as they were under constant attack 
for the whole of one night and managed to see off their 
aggressors and also get the rum ration out on time. The Q.M., 
Captain Geoff Granger, is alleged to have closed his eyes during 
a short lull and to have come to brandishing a broom stick and 
swearing death to his enemies which caused Corporal Bob 
Murdie, A.C.C., lying only a few feet away, to assume his 
commander had gone mad. 

The communicators also earned their pay, particularly the 
linemen and D.R.s. During a long period of radio silence, line 
was laid forward to battalions and Corporals Charlie Brown 
and Mick Marchant and their line crews battled to keep the 
lines in whilst the tanks were turning them into spaghetti. We 
ended the exercise by introducing a new piece of engineer 
equipment called the 'airmobile digger.' This consisted of 50 
men under Captain Andy Martin, armed with shovels G.S. in 
five Wessex Helicopters, being flown to our abandoned positions 
to fill in the holes made by the light mobile diggers. 

I.S. Training 
Prior to coming to N. Ireland we had a few days' I.S. Train

ing under C/Sergeant Schaefer, 3 Para. Jellalabad Barracks 
echoed to the sound of small arms fire and the air was heavy 
with smoke, much to the consternation of the hospital next 
door. 

Northern Ireland and a sad loss 
Since these notes were drafted we have suffered the tragic 

loss of Signalman Paul Genge, who was shot dead while walking 
out off duty in Lurgan on 7th November. Paul Genge joined 
the Squadron in April from Harrogate. Our deepest sympathy 
goes to his parents, his two brothers also in the Corps and his 
sister. Signalman Genge was buried with full military honours 
in Wheelock Parish Church, Oleshire, on 11th November. 
Eleven members of the Squadron led the mourners, while 11th 
Regiment provided the bearer party and firing party. The 
Signal Officer-in-Chief was represented by Brigadier T. G. H. 
Jackson, O.B.E. 

NOllTDERN IRELAND 
We would specially commend to our readers the 

graphic account of the daily round described in 39 
Brigade Signal Squadron notes on page 493. 
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Dack honm 

19 Airportable Brigade 
H.Q. Signal Squadron 

Colchester 

A T last the Squadron has returned to Colchester from 
Northern Ireland. The handover/takeover with our 

counterpart~ in 5 Airpo~ble Brigade H .Q. & Sigrial Squadron 
we~t off without any maior catastrophes and on 26th October 
M~1or Peter Reade.r handed over the communications of the 
Brigade area to Ma1or Micky Topple. 
O~. the return to England, the Squadron staged at Longkesh 

awa1tmg embarka.tion into the Liverpool ferry. We are very 
grat~f~l to 49 Field Squadron R.E. for being so helpful in 
providmg food and entertainment during our wait. 

After unloading all the equipment the Squadron has now 
proceeded on three weeks' block leave. On return the Squadron 
has got to catch up on the year's more unpleasant duties the 
Annual Stocktaking Boards, U .E.I. inspections and the Winter 
Staff Ride exercises: .This is followed on by more amenable 
tas!<s such as orgarusmg the Christmas festivities such as the 
children's and Mess festive functions. 

Rear link Sergeants do their hit 
Our rear link Sergeants with the Battalions in the Brigade 

very !are~y get a mention in THE WIRE. Sergeant John Myers 
y;ho is with the 2nd Bo. L.I., has just finished his second tour 
10 Nor0ern Ireland. Se~ge,ant Arthur Nash is just finishing his 
to~ with the 1st Bo. King ~ Own Borderers, as the Battalion is 
hem~ posted out <?f the Bn~ade. Arthur spent his second con
~ecuuve ~w;nmer 10. Malaysia when the Battalion went on a 
Jungle tra101Dg exercise. Rumour has it that be was very merry 
when he successfully communicated to Colchester using a Cll 
SSB with a. dipole antenna. S~rgeant ' Jock ' Hanlon, rear link 
Sergeant. ~1~ the 3rd R.H.~., is about to leave us on a posting 
to 1st DtvlSloo H.Q. and Signal Regiment. 

Rear party 
The Rear Party under command of Captain Don Stokes 

~.R.F., have not been idle whilst the Squadron has been away'. 
S1gn~en John Crossan and ' Paddy ' Thompson spent most 
of their days grass-cutting in the married quarters; they have 
now found themselves redundant due to rl:J.e return of the 
husbands. This redundancy soon came to an end when Captain 
Don . Stokes had the rear party sweeping the camp of autumn 
debris (leaves), not once but four or five times a week in pre
paration for the return of the Brigade Staff. The orderly room 
have been kept busy getting everyone away on leave and under 
the ever-watchful eyes of Captain Stokes, Corporal Johnnie 
Sharp has had Lance-Corporal ' Baz ' Mansell and Signalman 
Joe Weeks 'interpolating' all the filing brought back from 
Northern Ireland. When Joe Weeks was told we had to 'inter
polate,' he replied, "Isn't that what the bees do to the flowers." 
~ance_-Corporal Dave Brown is doing a grand job as our 
illustrious post N.C.O., but he will shortly be leaving the 
comforts of S.H.Q. on his return to ' Alpha ' Troop. 

Arrivals and departures 
We welcome to the unit Brigadier A. L. Watson from 1 Black 

Watch who is now firmly established as our new Brigade Com
mander, and we hope that he will enjoy his stay with us. 

Last week the Squadron said farewell to Brigadier G. L. C. 
Cooper, M.C., who has been posted to the R.C.D.S. We also 
say goodbye to Lance-Corporal Glen Pratt, Signalman Ian 
Cooper and Craftsman ' Andy ' Hill, R.E.M.E., and wish them 
every happiness for the future. 

II Welfare neetls Clothing! 
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Bath 

always 
inaGieves 

ready-to-wear 

Appointed Tailors and 
Outfitters to the 
Royal Corps of Signals 

27 Old Bond Street, London, W.1 

1 High Street, Camberley 

Bexhill Brockenhurst 

Cheltenham 

Edinburgh 

Chester Cran well 

Harrow Leicester 

Cambridge 

Eastbourne 

Plymouth 

Malta Portsmouth Winchester 
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The new Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. P. W . Maclellan, M.B.E., meets his rover group accompanied by O.C. Squadron, Major A. P. Fielding. 
Left to right: Corporal Dalton-Brockwell (obscured), Signalman Fugill, Corporal Davenport, Driver Taylor, Corporal Herrington , Private Nelson, 

Lance-Corporals Counsel! and Simpson 

8th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron, Londonderry 

All go, in e ve r y sense o f t h e word ! 

T HE Squadron's first O.C., Major M. F . H. Colman, who 
formed the unit in Chester in 1969 has handed over 

to Major A. P. Fielding and moved to the more peaceful 
world of computers. Of course a few members of the Squadron 
could be said to be relieved that Major Colman has left. 
R.S.M. Meyer bore the brunt of his backseat driving as they 
drove around the Brigade area, with a stoicism that was almost 
heroic. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Goldsworthy is more than 
relieved that the barrage of questions on computer technology 
and mathematics is at an end. He was almost out of cribs 
and his cuffs were threadbare. However, in every other respect 
we were all sad to see Major Colman and his wife, Christine, 
leave. We wish them every success in their new post and every 
happiness in the future. Major Fielding and his family are 
welcomed 10 their place. We commiserate with them over 
~eir unfonunate swop of the tropical delights of Singapore 
tn exchange for Nonhern Ireland. 

Now, after two years since the Brigade was formed, the wind 
of change is blowing steadily. In the last week the Brigade 
Comm:ir;ider, Brigadier J. A. C. Cowan, M.B.E., paid his fare
well VISlt to the Squadron and has handed over to Brigadier 
A. P. W. MacLellan. R.Q.M.S. Goldsmith leaves in D ecember 
as does Staff Sergeant Williams and Colour Sergeant McHenry 
(Irish Guards). All our crew commanders are about to leave us 
too-Corporal Dalton-Btockwell, Corporal Griffiths, Corporal 
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FAREWELL PRESENTATION 
The R.S.M., W.0 . 1 R. C. Meyer (le ft) presenti ng a farewell gift to 

Major and Mrs. M. F. H. Coleman 

Woodruff and Corporal Brennan, all of whom took their turn 
in shepherding the Commander and his Rover Group through 
the streets of Derry on many a bitter night and who braved 

(Continued on page 493) 
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(Continued from page 492) 
the gales on Slicve Gallion commanding the rebroadcast 
detachments. Along with them we shall lose from 'Alpha' Troop 
Sergeant Grey to 7th Regiment, Lance-Corporal Street, Lance
~rporal McAffer, Sig~n Mansell, Signalman Seed, 
Signalman Stenner and Signalman Gallagher our accomplished 
photographer. From 'Bravo ' Troop we lose Corporal Bell, 
Corporal Morgan, Corporal Formosa, Lance-Corporal Kay 
Lance-Corporal Iseton, Corporal Hird and last but not leasf 
Sergeant Snowdon who has done so much for the Squadron 
during his tour. 

Jlnrtl work, loug hou.-s, little sleet• 
. ,qf course we J:tavc many newcomers arriving everyday. Their 
~mttal apprehension and wariness fade as they become immersed 
m a welter of hard work, long hours and little sleep. Hard 
work, but justifiably rewarding. We doubt if there are many 
units that could claim an unbroken command net for virtually 
eighteen months, despite the ever-present reminder of terrorist 
activity. The nightly thump of high explosive, the sharp cracks 
of gunshots, nail bombs, petrol bombs, baton rounds and such
like keeps everyone on edge. Shopping expeditions for the 
families are limited and social activities such as dances are 
few and far between. 

Stray bullet livens 111• the NAAFI 
. Most of the '(\.gro,' however, goes on in the city across the 

river from Ebnngton Barracks and rarely arc we directly 
affected. However, the other day we had a freak fusillade of 
shots that winged their way across the square from the other 
side of the river. Signalman MeKerron was in the NAAFI at 
the time, and flew out like a partridge from cover when a 
round punched a hole in the plate glass window, drove through 
the sofa on which he was sitting and embedded itself in the 
waU opposite. He will be able to dine out on that story for 
many a day. 

Battle scarred vehicles 
Driver Jessett, the 0.C.'s driver, proudly shows the carefully 

preserved scars on his Land Rover to anyone who cares to 
waste his time, but although they have been honourably won, 
cannot compare with the battered Humber ' Pigs ' that the 
infantry untactfully park beside it. These look as if they have 
had a load of rubble unloaded over them after a trip through 
the city into the Bogside and Creggan. The Squadron's 
vehicles are now clad in fibre glass protection kits and, although 
they tend to look like armadillos, do give a certain amount of 
protection against blast and petrol bombs. The old curse of 
sandbagging vehicles has been eliminated, thank goodness, and 
the Land Rover interiors are light and airy compared with the 
old canvas canopied version. 

Jost n little sport 
All our sport and leisure activities are rigidly determined by 

the current security situation and jaunts and exercises have to 
be strictly off the cuff. We squeeze in the odd sLx-a-side between 
duties but even this is at times difficult and recourse to three 
plus Captain Blessington's Irish setter has been known to 
happen. We managed to complete an inter-Troop/department 
hockey competition within the Headquarters and Signal 
Squadron, eventually to be deservedly won by Second
Lieutenant A. J. H utt and his team from ' Alpha ' Troop. 

We have optimistically acquired six fibre glass canoes and, 
the security situation permitting, look forward some time in the 
near future to sampling the great variety of waterways abound
ing within Ulster. 

39 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Signal 
Squadron 

39 Airportable Brigade is responsible for Belfast and Police 
Divi ion ' R ' (South Antrim); most of the action is taking 
place in Belfast, where are stationed the nine major units of 
the Brigade. T he ta k of the Squadron is to iprovide communi
cations from Brigade H .Q. to the H.Q.s of these units. Assist
ance is also provided with unit communications. 

Radi o 
The Brigade Command Net works on Pye We tmin ter 

equipment, rebroadcast from Divis Peak overlooking the City. 
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The net works very well, but equipment faults occur, and it i 
a Squad!on re.sp?nsibility to repair the sets and get them back 
on the air. This 1s where the Foreman of Signals Rainer Fried
rich Walter Livesey (Brian) and his technicians come in. They 
~urn out at all hours of day and night, grab toolkit, AVO, flak 
Jacket . and weapon, and set off into the City. The job take 
them into all the. trouble spots of the City, since this is where 
the units live. 

No less exposed to the danger of ambush arc the driven 
?perato!s , and. escorts o.f the B~igade Rover vehicles. Corporai 

Geordie Swinhoe, Driver Chris Bangs, Corporal Pete Martin. 
R.C.T., Signalman ' Jock ' Cain. and the Deputy Commander's 
crew Lance-Corporal Eric Thomson and Signalman Mike 
Thoma~, wbo acc_ompany the Com_manders in their frequent 
forays mto the City, have had their share of excitement. o 
have the operators, like Corporal Stretton, who have to 
scramble about on city roofs to fix antennas. As these notes are 
being ~ritten the Brigade A.C.V., with Corporal ' Chipps' Hyde 
and Signalman ' Scouse ' Davis, is providing the vital link in 
an operation to transfer internees from Crumlin Road Prison 
to Longkesh. Second-Lieutenant John Rayner is manning the 
set and reporting on the flow of aircraft. 

Line 
Also involved in this operation are Corporal Tom Cbarteris 

and his linemen. Gunmen or not, Signalman 'Snowy' McKay 
Corporal 'Taff' Bartlett and Signalman Billy Beevers still hav~ 
t? climb telegraph poles in places like the Ardoyne, laying a 
lme to a Company of the Green Howards, becau e the G.P.O. 
do not care to take the risk. Who can blame them? 

S.D.S. 
Twice; a day, S.D.S. does a round of units in Belfast, and 

the S.D.S. vehicle by its very frequency and the law of aver
ages, stands a very fair chance of being ambushed. It has 
happened twice recently. On the first occasion a bullet went 
through the windscreen, narrowly missing Signalman Blick. 
1:'he second time they were not so lucky. A gunman with a 
rifle opened up at extremely close range as the vehicle 
approached Springfield down the lower Falls Road. Fifteen 
bullet holes were later found in the plastic armour of the 
Land Rover. Private flDl Colbourne, acting as e cort, took the 
brunt of the attack, being hit twice in the back. Despite this he 
dismounted from the vehicle with his rifle, and staggered 
towards the gunman before collapsing in the road. Signalman 
T om Saveall, the driver, was hit by fragments of metal from 
the rifle magazine, shattered by bullets. He too dismounted, 
but by this time a hostile crowd had gathered. Private Colbourne 
was rescued by a Northern Ireland Blood Transfusion Service 
van which happened to be passing, and Tom Saveall was left 
facing the crowd alone. Despite extreme shock, he had the 
presence of mind to salvage all his S.D.S. packages and dash 
round the corner into Springfield Road R.U.C . station, H.Q. 
of the Scots Guards. 

This sort of incident can happen at any time to any military 
vehicle in Belfast. Private Colbourne is still in hospital, but is 
making a rapid recovery. 

Comce n 
The Brigade Comcen is the terminal of 16 telegraph links, 

and during the la t month handled 12,000 messages. This keeps 
shifts of operators like Corporal Richardson, Corporal Button, 
Lance-Corporal Easton and Signalman Westlake extremely 
busy. Yet their work has drawn compliments from Brigade Staff 
Officers and others, who are very hard-pressed men them
selves. 

lU.T. 
The Royal Signals and R.C.T. drivers of the unit probably 

take as many chances as any one in Belfast as they undertake 
the innumerable runs into the City required by the Brigade 
H.Q. and the Signal Squadron. Work would come to a tand
still without them and it is men like Driver ' Geordie ' Milfull, 
Signalman Pete Vayro and Corporal Al Hay who keep the 
wheels turning. 

~fora l e 
Despite rlie risk , morale is high. All the tradesmen here 

are doing the job they were trained for, and they know that 
the jobs have to be done in spite of the opposition. 
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1st Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.0. 102 

o.c. . .. ... 
econd-m-Cornmand 

Q.M. . ...... . 
O.C. Tt>munal Troop 
O.C. Radio Troop •• . 
S.S.M . 

f.1AJOR P . R . D AVJllS 
CAPTAIN G. WI . HOWARD 
CAPTAIN E . CLowss, a .A. 
LIBUTll ANT A . H. SYMMONS 

ECONO-LIEUTl!NANT J. l\ ALLAN 
~ .0 .2 (S.S.M.) C. B BDWSLL 

XERCISE ' May Fly ' has been and gone and once again 
our heavy guns produced more satisfying ' crumps ' than 

the I er Divisional Artillery weapons. All the unit officers 
attended the C.C.R.A.'s pre-exercise cocktail party and many 
remarks were passed ' how did all these red-scarfed signallers 
get in here ? ' 

Exercise ' Keystone II ' found us providing Spectator Control 
in the field. The camp we erected eventually consisted of eight 
marquees and thirty 160 pounders, complete with lighting and 
power provided by the Corps Lighting Troop R.E., a bridge, 
D.T.L.S. and a trackway lovingly constructed by Corps sappers, 
and immaculate internal and e'1.'1:ernal signing by a Corps R.M.P. 
detachment. We received, accommodated, fed, briefed and 
de patched with F.F.R. conducting officers over 35 officers. 
The biggest problem was star plates! Our M.A.s from London 
included a Lieutenant General, C.S.O. B.A.0.R. came, 
M .G.R.A. was supposed to come and Brigadiers abounded! 
One conducting officer (Lieu.tenant-Colonel J. P. Ferry, R.A., 
C.O. Heavy Regiment) met and escorted the C-in-C B.A.0.R. 
and Mr. Geoffrey Johnson-Smith. In addition we were gratified 
to be visited and inspected by G.0.C. 2 Division, Major 
General H. R. S. Pain, M.C., whose Divisional F.T.X. we 
were supporting. Other welcome visitors were Lieutenant
Colooel Jimmy Crow, A.A.C. (late Royal Signals), Lieutenant
Colonel Alan Yoeman (C.R. Signals, 2 D ivision), Major Mike 
Petheram (S.O. 2nd Signals, 2 Division) and Captain Peter 
Chaddock (Adjutant, 2 Division Signal Regiment). Finally, 
after the visitors had gone, we struck camp Quckily in dry 
weather) and the Q.M. departed leading a convoy of 10 x 10 
tanners back to Ordnance Stores. As he remarked after many 
days of arduous work:" My last exercise in B.A.0 .R !" 

F .F.R is two weeks away, then we relax over Christmas 
until our first exercise in 1972 - starting on 3rd January! 
Our cross-country runners are in strict training for the Brigade 
meeting, our soccer players continue to flourish (particularly 
when Bombadier Smart sticks to rugby) and our B.A.0.R. 
gliding pilot, Sergeant Hardy, is off again attempting to reach 
new heights. 

To all our ex-members, including one with a broken leg and 
one dissipating himself at R.M .C.S., the Rams wish a Happy 
Christmas. 

28 Anzuk Brigade H.Q. & Signal Sqn. 
c 1o G.P.O. Singapore 

Traini.ng 

MOST of the Squadron have now been 'blooded' in the arts 
of providing communications in the jungle. During the 

latter half of September a Brigade CPX was held in the J.W.S. 
training area which if nothing else gave us a realistic idea of 
what the Brigade Staff c..xpect of us and vice-versa. Conditions 
were not ideal (are they ever in the jungle) and it quickly 
became obvious that the techniques of driving a Land Rover 
down a jungle track are slightly different from those employed 
on the autobahn. Lance-Corporal Peter Mallinder is still 
experimenting in driving sideways and Signalman Willy Wellard 
i still indignant at the suggestion that he be u sed as 'ballast.' 

The ' linies ' in the persons of Corporal John Dowty, Signal
man Tony Dean and Signalman Bart McGovern acquitted 
themselves mo t creditably and on the second move had tele
phones and remotes installed before the staff arrived. 

Stores 
Our stores and vehicles continue to arrive, though regrettably 

the list of deficiencies is still greater than items present. For
tunately the Q.M. in Arab Street still has a good stock though 
his source of supply remains unknown. 

Visits 
Our most distinguished visitors so far have been The Right 

Honou.rable Geoffrey Johnson Smith, M.P., Under Secretary of 
State (Army) who visited the Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron 
in barracks on 6th September, and the Army Commander 
FARELF, Major-General W. B. Thomas, C.B., D.S.O., M.C., 
who visited the Squadron during the CPX on 23rd September. 
We hope that both these worthy gentlemen enjoyed their stay 
and look forward to meeting others in the future. 

VISIT OF UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE- ARMY 
Left to right: Lieutenant Lawrence (Australian Signals), Major 
Waumsley (Royal Signals) O .C. Squadron, the Right Honourable 
Geoffrey Johnson-Smith and Corporal Veal! (Australian Signals) 

Sport 
The Squadron soccer team continues to prosper and one of 

our members, Corporal Francis Brown, has been recognised 
and played twice for the Army XI FARELF. Congratulations. 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Don Prescott is currently whipping up 
enthusiasm for the hockey season due to start in November 
and we wish him and the team every success. 

Footnote 
A message for Major Thompson, of Radio Div. School of 

Signals, from Sergeant Foody, 28 ANZUK.: 
" Sir, I now have the manpower, do you still want that 

antenna erected outside the ' Exercise Centre.' " 

YOUR 1972 RESOLUTION! 
I WILL BUY 'THE WIRE' 

- NOT BORROW IT. 
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DAILY SAILINGS 
AT REDUCED FARES 
TO ENGLAND ~;.,&:;nee 

I 
· I 
I 
I .:. :.. ... --. 

to Aachen 
I > 

DRIVE-ON 
DRIVE-OFF CAR FERRIES 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from 

Zeebrugge. e Reduced fares for 

British and Commonwealth Forces and 

dependants, and attached civilians 

• Economical catering and bar prices 

aboard • Go on the shorter sea cross

ing at lower rates with your family 

and car for home leave. 

CARS, CARAVANS, TftAILERS, etc. 
taken fo r ONE HALF of NORMAL 

CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl. 

GET FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I LAT R Av E L Offices, Local Travel Acents, 
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Graf-Adolf-Strasse 12, Ousseldort 4, 
Furne" Travel Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp, 
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal, 
Zeebrucge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a 

British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE. 
U.K. Bookings through your nearest Motorinc 
Orcanlsation, Travel Agent. or the Townsend offices 

at: 

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or 

P.O. BOX 12, DOVER. 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
1 TS FUNCTION. The main fnnction of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is in vested wisely, and partly in "growth equities,'' by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £8450 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the nnbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let mt! 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL ASSURA.."'lCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. ~dg~~i~rams R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
F.C .l.B . 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 
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Major 
T . F. Williams 

F .C.l.B. 

-
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223 Signal Squadron (Radio) 

Winchester 
IIB Cbristma almost upon us, entertainment through

out tile unn have been heavy. The adrnini trators, no 
doubt with their eye on our Fitness For Role Tn pection early 
in the new year, have been tidying up the books and records. 

The Officer made their regular sortie against the ergeants' 
Me at game , and were victorious. The Junior Ranks' Club 
report an enjoyable dance and cabaret, and the Officers enter
tained Co'onel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., Commander 1 

ignal Group. 
The Wive ' Club had such an enjoyable outing to the stage 

production of ' alad Day ' that they have booked up to see 
the ' Black and White Min trel Show • when it comes into the 
area. 

News from t h naotor-cycli11g front 

Motor cvcle team leader ' Mr. Fix-it' Sergeant Jimmy Rhind, 
leave us m March on posting to 1st Divsion H.Q. and Signal 
Regiment. He will be a great loss, for what Sergeant Rhind 
doesn't know about motor cycles-and cars for that matter
is not worth writing about. 

Together with hi standard Army machine he has been a 
regular participant in scrambles and trials throughout the 
country. Competition from souped-up civilian trials machines 
has never bothered him, and he is rightly famed for his ability 
to give the star riders a hard run for their money. 

With Corporal George Cardwell also on the posting list, it 
remains to be seen whether the Squadron team will still bold 
together. It would be a pity if it were to fold and the sheer guts 
and effort put into it were wa ted. 

[PIClure courte1)> the J<oya/ Mannes J eehmca/ l'rarning Wing 

HE GIVES STAR RIDERS A HARD RU N FOR THEIR MONEY 
Sergeant Jimmy Rhind and his ' beloved' machi ne (he has been known 
to call it other things) seen in act ion duri ng t he Royal Marine 

Motorcycle Cham pionships 197 1 

Bonfire night 
To celebrate Guy Fawkes' Day actually falling on the school 

children's half-term holiday, the skies opened up and the whole 
how had to be postponed until the 10th. However, the incon

venience of starting and fi nishing earlier passed quite un
noticed by the youngsters who gorged themselves on roast 
potatoes and hotdogs and went home happy. 
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Pentathl n 
In an effort to keep the blood circulating rapidly through 

the veins of our desk-jockeys, all the Troops in the Squadron 
were invited to enter teams of four in a continuing Pentathlon 
which ran on through the summer months. After a protracted 
bout of as ault-<:oursing, running, jumping and throwing things 
the winners have been announced as Corporals Billy Button 
and Dave Foley and Signalmen Bob Bolt and Rick Morris. All 
receive a rather nice silver ashtray with the Corps crest mounted 
on it. 

Orie11tet~ri11g 

With mo t of b is successful team now posted, Staff Sergeant 
Dave Etherton, the orienteer-in-chief, is now in the throes of 
building up a new lot. Their first competition will be at Alder
shot in December. New hopefuls are: Corporals Billy Button 
(that name again) and Derek Scott, Lance-Corporal Tim Axtell 
and Signalman Rick Morris (another repeat). 

Through a very full 'hooter,' Staff Etherton told us be was 
looking forward to getting out into the woods again. "You dont' 
catch these dreadful codes in the dose," be explained. 

Football 
October saw the Squadron football team, run by W.0.2 

(Y. of S.) Pat Mahoney, drawn against 1st Training Regiment 
Royal Engineers in tile first round the Minor Units Cup (S.E. 
area). The game promi ed to be a hard-fought one as the team 
do not play regularly in an Army league, their normal meat 
being the Winchester Sunday Civilian league. The Engineers 
ran out winners 6-4 despite some power-house play by leading 
goal-scorer Lieutenant Nick Franks, and a fine display by 
sweeper - guess who? - that's right, Corporal Billy Button. 
Corporal Pete Campbell, again selected for the U.K. Corps 
squad, also bad a good game. 

Any Squadron 'rep ' who fancies a friendly at home or away 
is invited to contact Yeoman Mahoney. 

It's a gas 
With B.E. tests, annual range classification, dental and medical 

checks all confirming that tile F.F.R. is looming ever larger 
on the horizon, we have even been doing respirator checks. 
CS gas is nasty at the best of times, so getting just a whiff of 
the stuff is unpleasant. This leads Sergeant Terry McGrath to 
wonder if the end is nigh. Supervising these gas checks can be 
a risky business and he is celebrated as the man who reduced 
the S.S.M. to tears in nothing fiat. Oil WO and thrice WO-but 
not for McGrath? 

Telling of his own misfortunes in the 'gas chamber,' Sergeant 
McGrath says: "Doing the demonstration I had to take my 
respirator off. Somehow my sweater got hooked up and it took 
me five tearful minutes to get myself out of the place." 

Christm.as fa re 
One of the great complaints about Christmas-apart from 

the expense-is its sameness. There is always a Sergeants' Mess 
draw, each Mess or Qub has the others in for a 'noggin' and 
there is certain to be the children's party. Striving to find some
thing a bit different, it is planned to make this year's Christmas 
dinner a real all-ranks' affair. 

This year, as many Officers and Senior N.C.O.s as can will 
pack into the dining hall. After serving each course, the 
' waiters • will sit down and join in the feast, thereby legalising 
the ' snaffled sausage,' ' dubious drumstick ' and ' purloined 
pudding' of the past. It should make for an interesting change. 

0.C. w in s his s purs 
There is every trace in the rumour that the O.C., Major 

John l ngledow, had to fork up for a pound's worth of Sergeants' 
Mess Christmas draw tickets in order to get his spurs back for 
an important engagement. They had been 'acquired • during 
a dinner night in the Mess some days earlier! 

Promot ion, e om.ings and go ings 
Congratulations go to Staff Sergean t (S.R.Q.M .S.) Dave Poole 

on his recent promotion to W.0.2. We extend a welcome to 
Sergeant Jim K elly and his rather swish 3.4 Jaguar which does 
a lot for the Unit car park. At time of writing we expect 
W.0.2 (R.S.) ' Jock ' Wilson to make his appearance on the 
scene daily. 
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On the debit side we have said goodbye to Captain (Tfc. 'R') 
Stan Brice whose sporting abilities and fund of ' unlikely ' 
stories will be missed. Sergeant Ron Crabtree too has left us, 
having moved from the M .T. Section to similar work with 
Securicor. We wish him and his family all the best in the big, 
wide world outside. Corporal Bill Garner also has left us for 
2 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment. 

Finally, all that is left to say is a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year to Corps members past and present wherever 
they may be. 

633 Signal Troop {Caribbean) 
Notes by Signalman 'Paddy' Neary, 

British Honduras Detachment 

I N the tropical sunshine of Belize, British Honduras, the four
teen members of 633 Troop battle on gamely against 

such appalling hazards as ' swampy' (the local rum), over
friendly females and sunburn. However, life is not all play and 
we do find time to do a little work. 

Hurricane season opens 
The first week in June heralded the opening of the hurricane 

season and 633 got the production under way by joining in the 
annual hurricane practice with all the other members of the 
garrison. This entailed everybody simulating their role in the 
event of a hurricane. Our role in this was to provide a V.H.F. 
and H.F. radio net to be used to direct relief operations and also 
to provide voice communications between garrison H.Q. at the 
airport camp, and the Infantry Company detachments in Belize 
city. Needless to say everything went without a hitch in the 
competent hands of Captain Gordon Giles, who was visiting 
us at the time from Nassau. As the only Royal Signals officer 
in the Caribbean, be had to sally forth on regular expeditions 
to such barren shores as Nassau, Anguilla and Antigua, in order 
to visit the Corps detachments stationed here. 

Brigadier Prondman visits 
Having successfully completed the practice, we began to 

prepare for the visit of the Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier G. 
Proudman, M.B.E., who was doing his annual tour of the 
Caribbean area. As we are such a small unit there was no parade 
as such, much to everybody's disappointment! Instead, the 
C.S.O. spoke to everyone individually at the transmitter site. 
Again, everything worked smoothly during his short stay and 
as no heads have since rolled, he cannot have been too displeased 
with us. In order to vary the 'backbreaking' routine of message 
handling, we organise day trips to the off-shore islands once a 
month. These normally provide a few amusing incidents, as 
large quantities of amstel are taken along for medicinal 
purposes. On the memorable occasion Signalman Ron Galpin 
heroically dived into the murky depths of Belize harbour to 
rescue a crate of beer which bad been knocked overboard. As 
a special reward for this humanitarian gesture be was allowed 
to give the 'kiss of life' to half the contents of the case. The 
islands themselves are just coral beaches with a few palm 
trees, but underwater swimming and fishing provide experi
ences which few of us are likely to encounter again. 

A real h u r ricane in the offing 
On 9th September the entire garrison went to ground, on 

bearing the news that hurricane Edith was approaching Belize 
and almost certain to strike. After she had hit Nicaragua, where 
sustained winds of 160 m.p.h. were recorded, she continued on 
over the Bay of Honduras and towards Belize. By this time, 
however, the maximum wind speeds were only 80 m.p.h., and 
in the long run the hurricane missed us by a few miles. How
ever, we had been able to put into practice everything which we 
had simulated previously. 

Con grat ulatio ns fron1 Garrison Commande r 
Even though we bad had to drop most of our aerial field 

before the hurricane it was business as usual in the trans
mitter site. which was also Garrison H.Q. during this period. 
Although we had to re ort to CW transmissions instead of FSK, 
to Nassau relay station for brief periods, all traffic both to and 
from E ngland was cleared with no delays at all. The Garrison 
Commander congratulated us on the polished performance of 
our job. 
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A t•lell!'lant ehange 
In October tile Troop took pan in what wa officially called 

an exercise, but what was in fact a working holiday on Amber
gris Cay. Ambergris is the largest of the off-shore islands and 
has an army house there for the use of personnel on leave. The 
first party, consisting of W.0 .2 (Y. of S.) Ted Noon, Corporals 
John Smith, ' Grimsby ' Gane and Signalmen Al Turner, 
' Swampy ' Hancock and ' Nobby ' Clarke set off by ea, armed 
:With ~ariou.s materials to be used for repairing and painting the 
island s residence. After one day's work and three days' leisure 
they returned and were replaced by a second party. This com
prised of W.0.2 Clive Walch (R.A.O.C.), Corporals Johnny 
Butler and ' Swampy' Swindell (R.E.), Lance-Corporal Phil 
Tettersell and Signalmen John Grant, Ron Galpin and ' Paddy ' 
Neary. 

Fishing's the thin g 
After doing a day's work we concentrated on fishing both 

inside and oiatside the Great Barrier Reef which runs along 
the length of the country. A personal duel developed between 
Corporal Butler and Signalman Neary as to who would catch 
the most barracuda. 

After Corporal Butler had opened up a lead of 3-1, Signal
man Neary came with a late flourish to pip him 4-3. This left 
us with about 90 pounds of prime barracuda cutlets to get rid 
of. It certainly made a pleasant change from compo. Using 
improvised hand lines everyone caught plentiful supplies of 
such exotic fish as triggerfish, snappers, yellowtails, grunts 
and some sharks. 

Nigh t-lifo n e w s 
Ex-members of the Troop will be pleased to bear that such 

shady night-spots as 'Bamboo Bay' and 'Cheds' are still stand
ing, and that those famous sirens, 'Punchy', 'Kipper-Feet' and 
'Gang-Bang' are still comforting us in our hours of need. 

· S art-
SOCCElf. 

C:or1•s I, R .A.0.C. 2 
THE WIRE soccer correspondent reports: 
This match was played at the Central Ground, Catterick 

Camp, on 27th October, and was watched by a large, 
enthusiastic crowd. 

Both sides were obviously feeling their way, this being their 
first representative game and with new players to get used to, 
the opening of the match was very even. I t wasn't until the 
25th minute that the first good shot came from Signalman 
Roberts, a shot just past the right-hand post. From then 
onwards the Corps started to gain the slight advantage with 
the combination of Signalmen Denham and Malone working 
beautifully. Sergean ts Brooks substituted for Corporal 
MacOndochie who was sent for an X-ray 10 minutes before 
the interval. Then, with only a minute of time left in the first 
half, a bad mistake by the Corps' goalkeeper-Sergeant Owens 
-from a soft shot by Private Hutchinson put the R A.O.C. 1-0 
up at half-time. 

The second half saw tile best football played and on many 
occasions saw the crowd rise to their feet. The Corps produced 
all the pressure and it seemed a goal had to come with shots 
from Signalman Denham, Sergeant Brooks and the best by 
Signalman M alone, only inches wide. The R.A.0.C. had one 
good break which produced a fine save by Sergeant Owens 
from Corporal Gill. The goal came from a corner which was 
partially cleared to Sergeant Brooks who made no mistake, 
bringing t11e score to 1-1 after 75 minutes. Signalman Malone 
seemed hampered with his ankle just out of plastP.r and it 
seemed to cut the Corps impetus. 

Only four minutes later the R.A.0.C. struck back with a 
fine goal which Corporal Gill rounded four men before liding 
the ball across the goalmouth for Private Hutchinson to lip 
the ball home into an open net. 

The outstanding players on the Corp ' side were the captain, 
Sergean t Young, Sign alman Malone, Signalman D enham and 
Lance-Corporal McBirnie, but the man of the match was 
undoubtedly Private James of the R.A.0.C. 
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Royal igmils Corps' team from: Sergeant Owens, 8th Regi-
ment; Cori>oraI Ed ard , 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment; 

ignalman Alves, 244 ignal Squadron: Corporal Brown, 224 
ignal quadron: Lance-Corporal M cBirnie, 216 Para. ignal 
quadron; Sergeant Youug (captain), 244 Signal Squadron; 

Signalman Malone, 244 Signal Squadron Signalman Scope, 
th Regiment; Signalman Roberts, 10th Regiment; Signalman 

Denham, 216 Para. ignal Squadron· Corporal MacOndochie, 
10th Regiment; Sergeant Brooks, 8th Regiment; Signalman 
Behan, 244 ignal Squadron; re erve 'keeper, Sergeant L yth, 

th Regiment. 

SPOILS OF VICTO RY 
The victorious 3 Squadron team of 9th Regiment with the local 
Cross-Country Trophy and their unofficial presentation, a crate of 

beer ! 

Royal Signals Yacht Club Annual General 
Meeting 

The Annual General Meeting of the Royal Signals Yacht 
Club will be held at 11.00 hours on Wednesday, 12th January, 
1972, in Conference Room 254 (second floor) of the Old War 
Office building. All members are invited to attend. Will those 
wishing to do so please notify the Hon. Secretary, in GS (OR) 
1 (Plans), Main Building, Ministry of Defence, Whitehall, S.W.l 
(Tel.: Ext. 3094). 

Members may also wish to note that the International Boat 
Show will take place at Earls Court during the period 5th to 
15th January, 1972. 

Full-Bore Shooting - Hal1'0gate Apprentices 
Hit the Bull 

At the Yorkshire District Skill-at-Arms Meeting, held on 
Strensall Ranges on 9th and 10th October, the College's full
bore shooting team scored their first success in open competi
ti~!l . when they w:on ~e Lord I;-ieutenant's Cup for the 
visiang. team cbamp10nsh1p. In so doing they scored 148 points; 
60 Ma;ntenance Squadron R.A.F . were placed second with 
121 pomt, and the Army Youth Team, Doncaster, third with 
107 points. The championship was decided on the aggregate 
scored in five competitions using S.L.R., S.M.G. and L.M.G. 
. This was n~ small achievement, for 38 teams were competing 
m what Ma1or-General R M. Somerville, 0 .B.E., G.0.C. 
yor~shire District, described as the second largest Army meet
ing m the country. In addition, the full-bore shooting club was 
fo~ed only i!1 March this year, over SO per cent of the team 
bemg apprenuces. 

Offi<;er i/c of the club is Lieutenant John Howitt, R.A.E.C., 
who himself took up full-bore shooting seriously only when he 

came to the College last December. He is the first to acknow
ledge the debt which the whole team owes to the skill and 
experience of RQ.M.S. Chris Easter and Sergeant Bill Grieve, 
both of whom have shot for the Corps, and of Staff Sergeant 
Dave Collingburn, a former member of the renowned 
Worcesters' and Foresters' team. 

Harrogate Apprentices retain Fraser Cup for 
Cycling 

The Cycle Club of the College retained this year the Army 
Cycling Union Inter-Unit Challenge Cup, which they won for 
the first time ever last year. 

The Fra er Cup--the Army's premier team award for cycling 
-is based on six events held throughout the season: Road time 
trials over 25 miles, SO miles and 100 miles; a 1km. track time 
trial; a lOOkm. road race; and a hill climb. 

Twenty-one teams competed this year for the trophy, open 
to unit throughout the British Army, and the first three placings 
were: 1, Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, 1,986 points; 
2, Army Apprentices' College, Chepstow, 1,730 points; 3, 667 
Squadron L.A.D. R.E.M.E., 730 points. 

As can be seen from the following table, the College's success 
is based on solid team work, rather than upon the brilliance 
of individual riders. Scorers for Harrogate, with position and 
points, were: 

50 miles T.T. 25 miles T.T. 
11. A/T. Dennis Mable 140 
J2. A/T . S.S.M. Andy Hickling 139 
J3. A / T. Calum Watt 138 

4. A/T. Calum Watt 147 
6. A/ T. S.S.M. A~dy Hickling 145 
8. Captain Alan Slorick 143 

Hill Climb JOO miles T.T. 
4. A/ T. Watt 147 2. A / T. Catha! McGirr 

tkm. T.T. Track 
8. A/ T. Watt 143 

JO. A / T. S.S.M. Andy Hickling 141 
Jr. A/ T. Sgt. OllVC Arnold 140 

IOOkm. R.R. 
JO. S / Sgt. Ron Hill 
J 1. Sgt. Mick Lavery 
14. A/T. Sgt. Arnold 

149 

141 
J40 
137 

Aggregate Scores: A/ T. Calum Watt. 575; A / T. S.S.M. Andy Hickling, 
425; A/ T. Sgt. Dave Arnold, 277. (The remainder scored once each). 

Basketball 

Ir is proposed to form a Corps' Basketball team in the early 
part of 1972, to compete against ottier Corps. 

To this effect a series of trials are to be held at Blandford 
Camp, during certain weekends in January/F ebruary, 1972. 
Anyone interested in participating in these trials should 
forward their names and experience through unit commanders 
to: 

W.0.1 (R.S.M.) H. Jennings, Royal Signals, 
Secretary Corps Basketball, 
30th Signal Regiment, 
Blandford Camp, 
Dorset. 

(Replies please by 10th January, 1972). 

VACANCY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICEll, 
T.A.V.B. 

A vacancy for an Administra tive Officer on consolidated rates 
of pay with 69 (North Irish Horse) Signal Squadron (V), 
Londonderry, will become available in near future. 

The appointment calls for an Officer (or exceptionally a 
suitably qualified Warrant Officer Class I) with broad adminis
trative experience; some knowledge of the T.A. V.R. or T .A. is 
desirable, but not essential. Terms of service are set out in 
Schedule XVI of Regulations for the T.A.V.R. 1967. The 
starting salary is £1,819. 

Applicants should apply in writing giving date of birth and 
brief details of experience and qualifications to: 

Commanding Officer, 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (y), 
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow G20 6JU. 
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Pers_onal Affairs 

------ ---· Obituary~ 

Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. S. Hurburgh, 
WRAC (Retd.) 

It is with the greatest regret that we announce the death on 
23rd October, 1971, of Lieutenant-Colonel 'Herbie ' Hurburgh, 
late W.R.A.C., after a long illness bravely borne. 

'Herbie' joined the A. T.S. as a private in 1939 and was 
commissioned in 1942. After serving in a number of regimental 
and staff appointments she was promoted L ieutenant-Colonel 

the Corps worldwide. 

in 1953 and appointed A.D . 
W.R.A.C. 4 A.A. Group and 
laer D e p u t y Officcr-in
Charge M e d i c a I and 
W.R.A.C. Records. In 1958 
she r et i r e d and was 
appointed to the W.R.A.C. 
Depot as a Retired Officer 
Grade 3, and joined Royal 
Signals Records in me 
same capacity in 1965. 

D uring the six years that 
she was with Royal Signals 
Records she identified her
self completely with the 
Corps of her adoption and 
by her fair and sympathetic 
handling of the posting, 
promotion and p e r s o n a I 
problems of the operating 
trades her name became a 
byeword among all units of 

With her death, Records and the soldiers of the Corps lose 
not only a loyal and selfless servant but a warm-hearted friend 
who at all times had the interests of the Corps and its soldiers 
at heart. 

T o her relatives we extend our deepest sympathy. 
C.B.M. 

The following deaths are notified with regret: 

CAPTAIN (T~f.O.) W . GARROW (lletd.) 

A life member of the association, he died on 18th October, 
Captain Garrow served with the pre-war TA. and served in 
the Corps from 1938 to January, 1946, during which time he 
was awarded a wartime regular service commission. He was 
a member of the Liverpool Branch of the association. Hi 
address : 13 L ister Road, Liverpool, L7 ORE. 

MR. W. A. DODSWORTH 

Mr: Dodsworth, an ex-W.0 .2, served in the Corps from 1939 
to 1966. H e was a life member of the association. Address: 4 
Reinwood Avenue, Leeds, 8. 

~IR. ALLEN AMERS 

A member of the Hull Branch of the association, he passed 
away on 20th September. A number of member of the branch
Messrs Cook, Lowe, iBentham, Abel, Maud, Bushnel and the 
Chairman of the branch, Mr. R. L. Stephenson - attended the 
funeral on the 24th. 

EX-CORPOllAL TIMOTHY CRAWU~Y 

Corporal Crawley served in the Corps for 15 years and 
finished bis service with M.T. Troop, 30th Signal Regiment, in 
1965. His servke with the Corps had been wide and varied and 
with his friendly disposition and ever-present sense of humour, 
he built up a very wide circle of friends both among serving 
and ex-members of the Corps. He was an enthusiastic dart 
player and still continued to play for the Corporal ' 'fol ess dart 
team at Blandford. It was while playing that he died suddenly 
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o~ 8th November, and our sincere sympathy is extended to hi 
widow whose address is: 214 Blandford Road, Hamworthy 
Poole, Dorset. ' 

E X-SERGEANT n. F. RYAN 
Mr. ~· ~inge~ Hon. Secretary Chester Branch, writes: 

It is with smcere regret that I have to record the death of 
ex-Sergeant R. F . Ryan ~ho passed away on 14th Sep·ember. 
Sergeant Rya!1 served with the Corps from 1920 until 1935. 
He was a Life Member of the Association and a Founder 
Member of the Branch. His address : 124 Sealand Road, Chester. 

Association· News 
Northampton Branch 

Mr. G. Dibley, Hon. Secretary of the branch writes: 
W:i~ our President, Lieutenant-Colonel S. Brock, M.B.E., 

presiding, we held a very successful dinner at the Franklins 
Garden Hotel OJ? 7th October. We were delighted to have with 
us ~s guest Ma1or W. Baxter, Royal Anglians, and his wife. 
Maior Baxter takes a great interest in the activities of the 
branch and very kindly allows us to hold our meetings in the 
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess, T . & A.V.R. Centre, Clare Street, 
Northampton. 

Our winter programme began with a social evening on the 
28th October at the Old Barracks, Barrack Road, Northampton 
when we were entertained by the O.C.A. orthampto~ 
Regiment. 

During August the branch visited S (Banbury) Squadron, 
39th Signal Regiment, where we were shown the present day 
methods .of training volunteers .. The standards of training set 
and attamed were excellent. Furthermore, the entertainment 
was of the same high quality, and we are very grateful for the 
time and effort given for our education. 

Hon. Secretary's address: 27 Rushmere Road, Northampton. 

Huddersfield Branch 
Mr. Tom Mellor, Hon. Secretary of the brand:! writes: 

We held our annual dinner and dance at the Central 
Restaurant, Cleckheaton, on Saturday, 16th October. Forty-five 
of us sat down to a choice meal. 

Sidney Rose, a former chairman of the branch, admirably 
proposed the Loyal Toast. Tom Mellor, the Secretary in the 
role of toastmaster, introduced Mr. D avid Greenbrook, who as 
guest, had travelled up from London to represent the 
association. 

Mr. Greenbrook first expressed bis thanks for the invitation. 
He then referred to the evident enthusiasm in the branch. 
He spoke of the value of advertising and publicity to draw 
in younger members as they took discharge from the Corps. 
He hoped that some campaign might be initiated by the 
branch. The as ociation could be relied upon for aid. 

In a short speech the branch Chairman, Bill Howells, 
expressed his thanks, and hoped that it would be a successful 
and enjoyable evening. Ken Nuttall, the Treasurer, gathered 
in all the donated prizes and with other willing helpers, raffle 
were run their course, and dancing interspersed by a few 
games combined to produce a very successful function. 

Midnight - although on schedule, came mud:! too soon. 
we sang 'Auld Lang Syne' and rehictantly vacated the dance 
floor. Many members availed themselves of the coach transport 
which had been organised. 

The Hon . Secretary's address is: Lea House, S11epley, 
Huddersfield, Yorks. 

Have you placed a standing order f 01' 

a copy of The Wire ? 

Why not do so now? 
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Take the whole family to and from Germany for almost the cost 
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of half the family. 
Any day of the week you can travel to and from Germany 

by Prins Ferries at half the adult price. And your wife and 
children over 14 can go with you at the same rate. 

For children under 4 the terms get even better: they go free. 
How much would it cost you? As a typical instance. a 

service family of 2 adults. one 14 year old and a baby could 
tra el to Germany and back with their car for £32.30- a 
saving of £27.80 ! Each fare* starts at £4.75 single (£8.50 
return) and you can even take your car for as little as £3.85 
(£6.80 return). 

What do you get for your money? 
You travel 1n luxury all the way Harwich to Hamburg or 

Harwich to Bremerhaven You get a choice of dining facilities 
(Swedish Smorgasbord or a la carte). There's dancing. ca sino, 
duty free bars and shops. And after you've enjoyed a 
wonderful evening you have the choice of a wide range of 
cabins and sleeperettes. 

If you think it sounds almost too good to be true, contact 
your travel agent or write to the address below for full details. 

~· ········~"'·~ ~ •PRINS FERRIES 
Prins Ferries. 67 Grosvenor Street. London W1 X OEA 
Telephone 01-629 7961 also 491 7641 
German Office : HADAG Seetounstik und Fahrdrenst AG 2000 
Hamburg 11 . Johannisbollwerk 6-8 
Telephone (0411) 31961 
or. Karl Geuther & Co. 2800 Bremen. Martinistrasse 58 
Telephone (0421) 3 16 01 

•rhese prices come into effect from January 1st 1972 and are slightly higher July 15th-September 1st. 

' --- Movements ---

014eers 

Lieutenant A. S. R. Alfred 
Major J. 0. C. Alexander 
Captain (Tfc.) W . B. Archer 

Lieutenant M. Butler . .. 
Lieutenant R. C. K. Baynes 
Major J. J. Bally 
Ma)Or A. R. Bushell . .. . .. 
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. Cooper 
Captain B. M. Cooke . . . . .. 
Major (Q .M .) T. P. Ornharn 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. Dacre, 

Major J. Fender ... 
Major l!. M. Fox 

0.B.E. 

Major J. G. Fleming . .. 
Lieutenant J. 0. Griffiths ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J . Garratt 
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, 

O.B.E. 
Major D. M. Humphries 
Major J. K. Heyes .. . 
Lieutenant J. P. Hayes .. . 
Lieutenant P . B. R. Kent ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson 
Lieutenant W. A. Little .. . 
Capain (T.0.T.) A. J. Lees .. . 
Captain (Q.M.) P. W. H. Lafferty 
Lieutenant J. K. C. Macl.ean 
Major (T.O.T.) N. W. Merrifield 
Ca)>tain (Tfc.) J . J. M . Nutt 
Majcx M. G. Panton ... .. . 
Major W. H. H. Parkes .. . 
Ca)>tain A. J. Pearce 
Major E. Pickup . . . . . . . .. 
Lieutenant C. H. Richardson 
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To 13th Regiment 
,, 7 . Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 

Live Oak, H.Q. B.A.O .R., as 
Major 

,, 7th Regiment 
,, 661 Aviation Squadron 
,, Anzak Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, 21st Regiment 
,, A.A.C., Harrogate 
,, 2211d Regiment 

Attd . 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 

,, 1 nh Regimen t (H.S.) 
,, 226 Signal Squadro, 

H.Q. 3 Signal Group 
,, 10th Regiment 
,, 21st Regiment 
,, 38th Regiment (V) 

,, H .Q . 4 Div. (Col. A / Q) as Col. 
,, H.Q. Training Brijflde 
,, 2 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt. 

14th Regiment 
4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
School of Signals 

,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
,, School of Signals 
,, 38th Regiment (V) 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, 27th Regim.ent 

" ;.'b'~ Ror.biberence Force 
J.T.R .. Troon 

,, 28th Regiment 
,, Trucial Oman Scout• 
,, 234 Signal Squadron, tst com. 

Major J. W. Roberts 
Captain B. Robinson ... 
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Stather 
Mzjor C. E. R. Story . .. .. . 
Captain (T .O.T.) P. F . Soward 
Major (Q.M.) A. E. Smith .. . 
Captain M. G. Taylor ... .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. C. Walker 
Major A. J. Welch ... 
Captain R. L. Windmill 
Captain M . J . M. Alden ... 
Lieutenant J. R. S. Arnbcrton ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin 

Captain (Tfc.) S. E. Brice 
Lieutenant A. Brown .. . .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel N. A . Butler 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Carnie, 

M.B.E. 
Cap:ain (Q .M.) P. Chilvers 
Colonel J. C. Clinch ... . .. 
Captain (Tfc.) A. J . D . D avies 

Lieutenant K. H. Dewis ... 
Major (T .O.T.) R. A. Dolbcar 
Captain J . McD. Edgar 
Lieutenant N . C. Fairley 
Captain S . G. Falla .•. 
Lieutenant G. R. Farrell 
Lieutenant W. J . L . Fiskell 
Lieutenant A. H. Gibbs .. . 
Captain H . Grenville-Jones .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild, M.B.B. 
Captain A. W. de V. Hunt 
Captain J . I. Jenkins •.. 
Captain (Tfc.) T . Johnstone 
Captain P. D. Jones 

Captain C. D . McK. Kemp ... 
Major R. J. Lettin . . . . . . 
Captain W. G . Lidster. B.E.M. 
A/Major D . J . D . McKail ... 
Maior M. Marples .. . .. . 
Ma1or (T.O.T.) A . K . Mercer 

,, 11th Regiment 
,, 220d Regiment 

Attd. Joint Force H .Q . Far East 
D .A.D.P.T.C. 

,, M.O.D. Signals 3S 
,, 30th Regiment 

20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, H.Q. Intelligence Centre (as Col.) 
,, 9th Regiment 
., School of Signals 

To H .Q . 1 (B.R.) Corps 
,, H.Q. 8 Inf. Bde. 
,, N.A.T .O. Defence College ao 

Colonel 
,, 9th Regiment 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, A.A.C .. Harrogate\ as Colonel 

28th (B.R.) Signa Regiment ar 
c.o. 

,, 28th (B.R.) Signal Regiment 
13 Si~al Group as Brigadier 
32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment 

(V) 
,, 22nd Rel{iment 

nth Regiment (to retire) 
,, School of Signals 
,, 30th Ref!iment 

7th Regiment 
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, 8th Regiment 

6 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, Staff College 

Sultan of Muscat Armed Forces 
,, 30th Regiment 
., A.A.C., Harrogate 
,, Indian Defence Services Staff 

College, Wellington 
,, 28th (B.R.) Signal Regiment 
,, 30th R egiment 

6oz Signal Troop 
Fortress H .Q ., Gibraltar 

,, 12 Mech. Bde. H .Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
,, 16th Regiment 
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Major D . G. Mitchell 

Lieutenant S. C. Moralee 

., 24 Airportablc Bde. H .Q. & Sig 
Sqn. as O.C. 

22nd Regiment 
16th Regimem 

,, 2znd Regiment 
Captain (Tfc.) G. Oakley 
Major K. H. Olds ... 
C<l'ptain J. R. S. Ovenden 
Lieutenant N. R. Pullman .. . .. . ,, 
L / Major (Tfc.) R . J. Robinson , M.11.H. 

13th Regiment as Major 
12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. qn. 
H.Q. Army Strategic Comd. 

Major E. L. Rogers . . . . . . . .. 11th Regiment H .S. 
Captain J. F. Storr . .. . . . .. . 
Captain A. C. Stutchbury ... .•. ,, 
Major C. R. A . Sumner 

Cambridge Univ. O.T.C. 
H.Q. 3 Div. (S.C. 'Q ') 

Captain (Q.M.) A. Taylor 
Major J. N . Taylor ... 
Lieutenant J. M . Thewlis 
Cn-ptain R. F. Willsher 

School of SiRruris · 
71st Signal Regiment (V) 
H.Q. Eastern District 

,, 8th Regiment 
H.Q. British Gurkha L. of C., 

Dhahran 

\Vtirrnnt Olllcers tind St•nl.or N.C.0.N 

D. Carr ., 7 th Regiment 
,, 8th Regiment 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) W. 
Sergeant W. Duncan ... 
Sergeant R. P. Paulley 
Sergeant H. E . F. Nanty 
Sergeant K. Barnes ... 
Sergeant M . J. Cambell 
Sergeant K. E. Clark 
Sergeant J . M. Downie 
Sergeant R. A. Gosling 
Sergeant T. D. Maorgrett 
Sergeant M . G. Mcinnes 
Sergeant J. D. Stewart 
Sergeant R. P. McGrath 
Sergeant M . H. French 
Sergeant M . C. Smale 
Sergeant A. J. Chapman 
Sergeant M. George 

ergcant C. F. Marshall 
Sergeant M. P. Aldridge 
Sergeant R. W. Boyd ... 
Sergeant K. D. Vince 
Sergeant R. A. James 
Sergeant I. Holmes 
Sergeant K. V. Hawke 
Sergeant T. Lowes 
Sergeant J. Smith 
Sergeant P . J. Mosley 
Sergeant A. J. Halliwell ... 
Serge:mt M . J. Croad-Brangwyn 

ergeant T. Bowman .. . .. . 
A/Sergeant M. G. Judge .. . 
A/Sergeant M. J. Mc.Hale .. . 
Sergeant E. G. Bird ... 
Sergeant J. T . Young ... 
Sergeant P. M. Hothersall 
A/Sergeant M. L. Stevens 
A/Sergeant S. R. Soqo 
Sergeant B. Dulston 

ergeant D. C. Snowdon 

Sergeant T. W. Sherwin 

ergeant D. Grey 
Sergeant K . J. 0. King 
Sergeant T. Gritfiin 
Sergeant D. Boxall 

ergeant K. E. Russell 
A / Sergeant P . J. Mill s 
A / Sergeant T. H . Tate 
W .0.2 T. Keany 

W.0.2 (Y. of S.) E. S. Storie 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) R. G. French 
W.0.2 P . Goldsmith .. . . .. 
W.0 .2 l. W . Gray ... ... 
W .0.2 Y. of S.) D. S. Wootton 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) H . M . Cooke 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) M . Harrison 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) M . Langford 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. K . Harvey 
W.0.2 D. Walker 
W.0.2 L. Arrowsmith 
W .0 .2 E. D. Duncan ... 

ta!T Sergeant (Y. of S.) N. N . 

,, 242 Signal Sq undron 
,. 21st Regiment 
,, 14th Regiment 
,, C.V. H.Q. & Trg. Wing 
.. 30th Regiment 
,, 641 Signal Troop 
" 11th Regiment 2. quadron 

26o Signal Squadron 
,, School of Signals 

2 Div. Signal Regiment 
.. 1 nh Regiment 2 Squadron 

259 Signal Squadron 
H.Q. AFNORTH 
10th Regiment 

,, 240 Signal Squadron 
7th Regiment 
7th Regiment 

n 2ut Regiment 
27th Regiment 

,, School of Signals (Course ) 
,. 8th Regiment 
.. 14th Regiment 

1 1th Regiment 2 Squadron 
,, 16th Regiment 
,. 7th Regiment 
,. 7th Regiment 
,, 16th Regiment 
,, 71st Regiment (V) 

H .Q. Northern Ireland 
,. 229 Signal Squadron 
,. 30th Regiment 
,, 28th Regiment 
,, 244 Sig'.lal Squadron 
,, 3 D iv. Signal Regiment 

7th Regiment 
,, School of Signals Y. of S. 

Course No. 21 
.. School of Signals Y. of S. 

Course No. 21 
chool of Signals Y. of S. 
Course No. 21 

. , I Div. Signal Regiment 
8 Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn. 

., uth Regiment 2 Squadron 
28th Regunent 

.. J Div. Signal Regiment 
,, 3 Div. Signal Regiment 
.. 3 Inf. Bde. Signa-1 Sqn . 

To SHAPE H.Q. Command & 
Support (B.E.) 

., 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

., 233 Signal Squadron 

.. 28th Regiment 
24 Airptbl. Bde. i8. qn . 

.. 16th Regiment 

.. School of Signal• 

.. 1 oth Regiment 

.. 27th Regiment 

.. 10th Regiment 

.. H .Q. Southern Command 
,. 27th Regiment 
.. 21st Reg'ment 

Anderson 28 ANZUK Bde. ig. qn . 
taff Sergeant J. Quayle ,, 39th Regiment (V) 

Staff Sergeant A. Williams ... 12 Mech. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. Young 4 Div. Signal Regiment 
Staff Sergeant R. Cosser ... 11th Regiment 2 Squadron 
Stnff Sergeant R. A. Finch ... ., 16th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant M. J. Hanlon ... ... .. r Div. Signal Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. Emslie .. . ,, 16th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) H. J . Latham .. 240 Signal Squadron 

ergeant R. J. Butcher ... ... ,, Ilth Regiment Boys' Squadron 
Sergeant M. Campbell 39th Regiment (V) 
Sergeant B. A. Foulger 3 Div. Signal Regiment 
Sergeant G. A. Letori .. . ,, 2 Div. Signal Regimc'lt 
Sergeant M. Paddison .. . 8th Regiment 
A/Sergeant C. McLaren .. SS Si!P"'I Squadron (V) 
Sergeant C. D . Brownhill 227 Signal Squadron 
Sergeant I. N . Messenger ., 8th Regiment 
SergeB'Ilt H. Hagley ... uth Regiment 2 Squadron 
Sergeant J . S. Johnstone ,. 16th Rej!iment 
Sergeant N. Papanicolaou 8th Regiment 
Sergeant C. S. Kennard .. 7th Regiment 
Sergeant A. W. A. Bagwell ,, 8th Regiment 
Sergeant T . R. Gainford ., 4 Gds. Armd . Bdc. ;g. qn. 
A/Sergeant M. Fit7Maurice ,, 30th Regiment 
Sergeant N. A. Sheard ., 37th Regiment (V) 
Serge8'Ilt P . H. Davis ,, 30th Regiment 
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Sergeant M. E. Everett 
Sergeant R. A. Poster 
Sergeant T. Houston 
Sergeant W. Lawson 
Sergeant J . M . Smith 
Sergeant B. G. Watt 
Sergeant J . L. Ball 
Sergeant G. C. Howard 
Sergeant T. R. O'Darc 
Sergeant J. A. W:.tson .. 
Sergeant J. B Burns ... 
Sergeant D. M. Woodhouse 
Sergeant R. P. Davies 

Sergeant J. K. Nicholl 
Sergeant I. W. Davie . . . 
Sergeant C. J. D. B'own Greaves 
Sergeant J. Cole .. . .. 
Sergeant J. D. G. Brown 
Sergeant A. C. R. Cole 

8th ReiPJDent 
22nd RC1Jiment 
264 S.A.S. Sill'!id quadron 
2 Div. Signal Regiment 
21 t Regiment 
227 Signal Squadron 
3 Div. Signal Regiment 
11th Regiment 2 Squadron 
2 ISt Regiment 
2ut Regiment 
252 S!gnal Squadron 
10th Regiment 
Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
22nd Reg'ment 
262 Signal Squadron 

,, 262 Signal Squadron 
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

14th Regiment 
,, Army Apprenuce ' College, 

Harrogate 

Promotions 

To Sf!t. 
TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Ben rue, R. Y. Cpl. 13 Mar. 71 20 Sept. 66 
Richardson, E. Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 22 Sept. 67 
Cole, J . Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 18 Jun . 66 
Flanigan, P. R . Cpl. 18 Mar. 71 14 Feb. 68 
Gomer.iall, D . Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 14 Apr. 67 
Strawn, R. L. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 14 Apr. 67 
McCluskie, M. Cpl. 14 Apr. 71 19 Oct. 67 
Stickland, R. P. Cpl. 6 May 71 14 Apr. 67 
Hirst, D . Cpl. 6 May 71 16 Jun. 67 
Lock, B. T . Cpl. 6 May 71 n Jul. 67 
Rowntree, C.H. Cpl. 14 May 71 1 Jul. 67 
Barnett, B. J. Cpl. 14 May 71 12 Jul. 67 
Hyatt P. L. Cpl. 25 May 71 I Oct. 66 
Bayn ton H.V. Cpl. 27 May 71 21 Aug. 65 
Mitchell, P . B. Cpl. 27 May 71 21 Dec. 67 
Sloan, D.H. O. Cpl. 27 May 71 12 Sep. 68 
Mach ell I. H. Cpl. 27 May 71 20 Mar. 69 
Barwick, T.G. Cpl. 29 Jun. 71 13 Jul. 67 
Moorhouse, D.T. Cpl. 29 Jun. 71 19 Jun. 69 
Smith, J.M. Cpl. 29 Jun. 71 6 Aug. 69 
Stanley, P. J . Cpl. I Jul. 71 19 Nov. 65 
Indge, B. J . Cpl. I Jul. 71 7 Jun . 67 
Edwards, D. L . Cpl. l Jul. 71 I Jul. 67 
Terras, T.M. Cpl. I Jul . 71 19 Aug. 67 
Jennings, R. S. Cpl. I Jul. 71 19 Aug. 67 
Birkett, A. J. Cpl. 1 Jul . 71 13 Dec. 67 
Oram, B.R. Cpl. I Jul. 71 I Oct. 68 
Back, G. R. Cpl. I Jul. 7l 20 Feb. 6Q 
Fisher, P.W. Cpl. I Jul. 71 19 Jun. 69 
Miller, W.B. Cpl. 15 Jul. 71 15 Jul. 67 
West, R. G. Cpl. 15 Jul. 71 15 Jul. 67 
Latham, B. J . Cpl. 29 Jul. 7l 27 Feb. 67 
Suckling, K.W. Cpl. 29 Jul. 71 21 Jun. 68 
Duddridge, J .M. Cpl. II Aug. 71 11 Aug. 67 Lane,· c. J. Cpl. II Aug. 71 II Aug. 67 
Parkhill, D.A. Cpl. II Aug. 71 II Aug. 67 
Sutherland, P. K. Cpl. 11 Aug. 71 19 Aug. 67 
Mudow, M.E. Cpl. 11 Aug. 71 29 Dec. 67 
Hawke, K. v. Cpl. 11 Aug. 71 23 May 68 
Birney, M. Cpl. LI Aug. 71 30 Muy 68 
Brockhurst T.A. Cpl. 17 Aug. 71 7 Dec. 66 
Crowe S. M. Cpl. 9 Sep. 71 25 Sep 68 

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL 
T~t. w , T.W. A Sgt. 2 Aug. 71 26 Feb. b6 
Byrne, o. J. A Sgt. 3 Aug. 71 I Feh. 66 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
1"1.orrow, J. F. Cpl. I Aug. 71 6 ov. 62 
Budden, T . R. Cpl. 3 Aug. 71 I Feb. 67 

To Sgt. 
CLBRKl0RAUGHTSMAN ROLL 

Harrod, D . G. A/Sgt. I Jul . 71 31 Oct. 66 
Fuller, G . L. Cpl. 13 Jul. 71 31 May 6Q 

OPHER OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Nelson, G.T. Cpl. I Aug. 71 7 Dec. 66 

CoMMUNICATION CtiNTRE OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Johnstone, J . s. A/Sgt. 3 Jul. 71 21 Oct. 66 
Whenlock, A. A Sgt. 3 Aug. 71 3 ov. 65 

LINEMAN ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Taylor, R. A.Sgt. 20 Jun. 71 20 Jul 61 
Denniss, M. A/Sgt. 23 Jun. 71 30 Sep. 62 
Vaughan, M.R. A 1Sgt. I Jul. 71 30 Apr. 67 
Garbutt, J . \XI. A.'Sgt. I Jul. 71 31May65 
Homby, T . A/Sgt. 15 Jul. 71 31 Jul. 65 
Hughes, R. A/Sgt. 4 Aug. 71 31 Jan. 66 

(Ccmtinued cm page 504) 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army-or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved .C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain - and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family . Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is foi- six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this cou Id be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London- or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO - Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.-Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator - ergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. -

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Temrinal Equip.ment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC- Sergeants 

Co111e as 
(. 

you are-: . 
to Australia 

If you're thinking about emigrating 
and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Ar.my. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Clll.Ss I 

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Clai;s 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical- ergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Cla s 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar- Warrant 

Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeant$ 
3. Artificer Vehicle- Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. ProvostN.C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in-the rank of Private for 
~usicians specialised in th~ following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percu ion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

poin t-Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

. ' 

MarrieclJSjngle 

·-· Corp 

Trade 

To: Capt. J . Gresty, 
Auslrallan Army Slaff, 
2nd Fir. Auslralla House, 
Slrand, Lon'tlon, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01 · 836 2435 Ext. 35 6 

~ 
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DELETIO ·s 

• ~a1nt. / nitia/1 . ScnioritJ' Date. 

R EGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 
\l:'.0 .2 

alter, J M ar. 63 
Blackburn, T 5 Mar. 63 
Blacklock J . 3 M ay 65 

S Sgr.. 
Clothier, R . 31 Jan. 66 
Tempest, J. ~·. 2 Aug. 70 

FORSMAN OF S tGNALS ROLL 
W.0.1 
Banham, R . 4 ov. 68 

YSOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
W.O . l 
Drugan, J. 14 Apr. 64 

TsCHNICIANS Rou. 
gL'<. 

Farmer, R. W . 17 Jul . 68 
Scottorn t P. F . 19 Jul. 6 
Grecnall, I. G . L . I Aug. 68 
Crickmore, T . M . 10 Sep. 68 
Fincham, l . J . 14 ov. 68 
Laing, D . F. R . 28 M ay 69 
A\·on, J . R. 14 Nov. 69 
Crisp, I'. F. 19 D ec. 69 

TliLEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Baldock, M. 26 Mar. 68 

CIPHER OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Brooks, H . J . F . I May 59 

CoMM ICl\TION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 

B. D. I Jan . 63 Mallett, 
Kingston, D . A. 21 Jan. 63 
Nicholson, R . C . 2 Feb. 66 

DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL 
Sgt. 
Batten, C.F. G . 1 Apr. 56 

RADIO RELAYMAN ROLL 
Sgt. 
McManus, I. D. 27 Feb. 68 
Stacey, F . J . 25 Nov. 69 

R.EGIMm-.'TAL DUTY Rou. 
New Old 

4'fame Jnirials Rank S en. Dat< S m. Datt 
ToW.0.1 
WJ..l!i.ams , F . AW.0 .1 3 Aug. 7 1 19 Apr. 69 
Hall, .'>1. G . E. A/W.0 .1 16 Aug. 71 14 Feb. 68 

To W.0.?. 
Fenney, G . A .0 .2 4 Aug. 71 3 Jul. 65 
Forth, C. V. S Sgt. 13 Aug. 71 13 Apr. 66 
Sim, A. A/W .0 .2 1 Sep. 71 20 Jun. 67 

To S Sgt . 
Hardwick, P , A/S Sgt. 4 Jul. 71 24 Sep. 68 (Dvr.) 
Nurse, C. G.C. Sgt. 3 Aug. 71 17 Nov. 61 (ComcenOp) 
Devey, R. Sgt. 4 Aug. 71 28 Feb. 62 (Lmn.) 
Pbin, J . T . A/S Sgt. 13 Aug. 71 31 May 62 (Dvr.) 
Wright, D . A/S Sgt . 18 Aug. 71 24 Jan 64 ~R. Op.) 
Lcggott, D . H . Sgt. 2 Sep. 71 20 May 64 ComcenOp) 

YEOMAN 01' SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.0.2 
Bland, R . C . S Sgt . 17 Aug. 71 4 May 67 

CHIEF CLERK ROLL 
To S SJ.t. 
Schmi er, A. J. A/S Sgt. 29 Aug. 71 25 Jul. 68 

TECHNICIA.'IS ROLL 
To Sgt . kack, W . P. Cpl. 1 Sep. 70 l Aug. 67 

uucll, A.H. Cpl. l Apr. 71 16 Dec. 66 
Powell, H.L. Cpl. 6 May 71 4 Feb. 65 
Man hall, R. B. Cpl. 6 May 71 10 Nov. 67 
Sims, R.k Cpl. 27 May 71 2 Aug. 67 
Pickcri~, E .. Cpl. 27 May 71 27 Jan. 68 
Kingsw I, J . A. Cpl. 29 Jun. 71 14 Jun. 67 
Hindle, A. R. Cpl. 29 Jun . 71 4 Jul. 68 
Thory, R. J . Cpl. 29 J un . 71 13 Oct. 65 
Collinson, W.D. Cpl. l Jul. 71 25 May 65 
Hillman, D.A. Cpl. 1 Jul . 71 24 May 67 
Everest, R.M . Cpl. I Jul . 71 13 Jul. 67 
Cook, M. J. Cpl. 1 Jul. 71 27 Jan. 68 
Borland, I . Cpl. I Jul. 71 17 Apr. 69 
Boardman, J . s. Cpl. l Jul. 71 23 Oct. 69 
Anon, E. W.J. Cpl . 29 Jul. 71 9 Nov. 67 
Underhill , I. G. Cpl. 11 Aug. 71 11 Aug. 67 
Kelly, I' . L. Cpl. 6 Sep. 71 20 Feb. 69 
F.ti1, K . A. Cpl. 9 Sep. 71 27 Jul. 69 

SrECtAJ. Ot>l<RATOR Rou. 
TuS111. 
Grova, J. W. A/Sgt. I Aug. 71 l Jun. 67 Daviea1 M.C. A/Sgt. 3 Sep. 71 15 an, 67 
S1ow, D . S. J . Cpl. 3 Oct. 71 l Jun. 67 
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Tlil.EGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Smith, D.S. A ISgt. 2 Aug. 71 1 Feb. 66 
Rdd, J. \V. Cpl. 1 Oct. 71 1 Jan. 69 

CLllRK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL 
To Sgt. 

A/Sgt . 1 Aug. 71 31 Mu. 65 Butterworth, E. 
Hilton, P. J . E. A/Sgt. 1 Aug. 71 31 Mar. 69 
Long, s . J. A/Sgt. 29 Aug. 71 4 Sep. 66 

CLSRK TECHNICAL ROLL 
To S~t. 
Mackmtosh, G.M. A/Sgt. 1 Aug. 71 30 Nov. 67 
M cGuinness, o. J . Cr:!. 2 Aug. 71 31 Mar. 69 
Blakeway, P . L. A Sgt, 2 Aug. 71 31 gin. 63 
Spring, M . A. Cr:!. 4 Aug. 71 31 cc. 66 
Smith, T . I. A Sgt. 5 Aug. 71 1 Dec. 60 

CrrHSR OPSRATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 

4 Sep. 71 3 Nov. 65 W81ing, s . J. A/Sgt. 
Harrison, M.M. Cpl. 10 Sep. 71 3 Nov. 65 
Hannaghan, R. Cpl. 30 Sep. 71 10 May 66 
Downey, G.N. Cpl . 30 Sep. 71 1 Feb. 67 

COMMUNICl\TION CsNTRS 0PSRATOR ROLL 
To Sgt . 
Wade, M . J . A /Sgt. 1 Sep. 7l 18 Feb, 66 
Fendley, '. Cpl . 2 Sep. 71 l Feb. 66 

DRIVER RoYAL SIGNALS ROLL 
To Sgt . 
Shearer, J. A/Sgt. 2 Aug. 71 31 Oct. M 
Collins, I. Cpl. 3 Aug. 71 4 Apr. 62 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 
To Sgt. 

1 Aug. 71 2 Oct. 61 T urmey, J.P. A/Sgt. 
Sully, M.P. A/Sgt . 3 Aug. 71 l Mar. 66 
M yers, J .B. A Sgt. 4 Aug. 71 2 Dec. 54 
H odgkiss, J. A/Sgt. 5 Aug. 71 9 Oct. 64 
Paton, G . L. Cpl. 6 Aug. 71 2 Sep. 65 

RADIO RELAYMAN ROLL 
To Sgt. 
McCrindle, J. G. A/Sgt. 2 Aug. 71 31 Jul. 65 

DELETION S 
Nam< l>utials Seniority Dart 

REGIMENTAL DUT\' ROLL 
W.0. 1 
Peake, R . A. 11 Feb. 70 

W .0.2 
Stephenson, T. 31 M ar.62 
H owes, D. W .M. 2 Nov. 65 
Rothwell, B. R. 15 May 69 

S Sgt. 
Allcock, R. 2 Jun. 59 
Kilburn, W.F. 14 Jun. 66 

FoRBMAN OF SIGNALS Rou. 
W .O .l 
Walke, J . L.B. 5 D ec. 68 

W.0 .2 
Noakes, L . J . 5 D ec. 63 
Car%, J . R . 21 Jul . 69 
Gar ner, J . 16 Jan . 71 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS RoLL 
S SgtS . 
Milne, E . 28 Nov. 59 

CttmF CLERK ROLL 
S Sgr.s . 
Francis, F. E. 27 Feb . 70 

TSCHNIC!AN ROLI. 
Sgt. 
Goodwin, L. 2 Dec. 54 
Bayley, G .E. 1 Jul . 55 
P81ker, E . R. 9 Apr. 57 
Casey, M . A. C. 3 Jul. 63 
Craine, K.G. 11 Oct. 68 
Derbyshire, C.T. 1Nov. 68 
Brewster, E . F . I Nov. 68 
Wbewell, K . F . C . 14 N ov. 68 
How, M . R . 26 Nov. 68 

B~ M . J . 1 Nov. 69 
T n, B. F . 14 N ov. 69 
Ferguson, R . D . 12 Aug. 70 
Bon wick, C. J . P. 6 May 57 

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL 
sr,1. 
Baden, j . 2 Apr. 70 

C trHER OPERATOR ROLL 

~-ompson, R. 1 Apr. 57 

CoMMUNICl\TION CENTRR OreRATOR RoLT. 
Sgt. 
Drummond, K. G . 13 May 70 

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL 
Sgt. 
Kettell, D . L . W. 26 Mar. 68 
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U K or European posting? 

Step off the plane 
and into a new car ! 

Send now for FREE Information Pack 
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special 
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay •All 
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem 

0fder vour new c.r before you leave. When you get back it w ill ta ready 11'10 w •iung 
f0t you •t the airport-fully insured, w 1.th all the paperwotk comple1ed fOf the U.K •• 
Europe. or both. The lnform111on Pack g1vH you the full gen· fo1ces d1scoun1s, special 
H. P terms, th• lot • Plus • •h••f of cot our brochure• o f all the Jateat 
mod•f• to brow• • throuoh at talaur• . There·s no obhgaoon whatever. You can 
we~h everything up, take your hme choosing-and take delivery w herever you land 
Po.st to : NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage, 
Brid gwater, Somers et. Te lephone : Ashcott 488 

···········-·····---······· I Please send me your Information Pack-withoul obligation. w 12 • 
I Name ••......••..•.•.••••........••• ...•.. Rank •••••.....••••••••••••. _ I 
I Present Address····-··-·----··--··-····-.-· -·-··---·--·--············ I 
I Tax free for U.K. and then-······---·---------·--·-···-·· (country) I 
I Tax paid for U.K. only __ (tic~) • 

I De/J.ery Dale.............. I 
I • I 14'@11·1*M=,_1 I 
·-··········-·····-··-····· 

r,,,,;·;·;·;·~"""""~·;·;,,;·;·i"~·;·;"""'I 
= = E LEAVING T HE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 2 YEARS~ E 
E E 
E I f your trade involves radio operating, you ~ 
~ qualify to be considered for a radio operator ~ 
= post with the Composite Signals Organisation. = 
I On satisfactory completion of a 7 month peciahst I 

~~ning course successful applicants are paid on scaie 
ns1ng to £2,200 p.a.; commencing alary according to 
age-25 years and over £ 1,548 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1,1·2 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opporturnues for established 
(i.e. pensionable) sta tus, service overseas and promotion. 

Train ing courses commence every January, April and 
eptember. Earliest possible applicat ion advised. 

Application only from British-born U .K . residents 
up to 35 years of age (40 year if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered . 

Full details from: 
Recruitm.ent Officer, 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/ 1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ. 
Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. 

Over a Century-old Partnership . 

PARSON·S 
AND 

Like the Services, we have a tradition 
to uphold, at the ame time taking 
advantage of scientific progress in 
this age of mechanisation, yet main
taining, through a special department, 
a per onal and helpful link with our 
customers, whom we are ever willing 
to advise and assist in the production 
of their journal . 

F. J. PARSONS LTD 
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, WC2N 6AY. Tel: 01-839 7151 
Works at Hastings, Folkestone_, Bexhill and Lewes 



HOME OWNERSHIP 
Condition in the mortgage market can fluctua e from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

an quickly change to a evere shortage. Would-be Home Owner who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almo t impo ible to obtain loans or even the promi e of loan . 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being· able to obtain a loan 
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
con idering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in. force the 
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 

Inc.reases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We speciali e in arranging Life As urance Plan to provide all-embracing Family Security Gombined 
with oond Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ will 

give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an anticipated cash 
sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. Thi particular Plan i extremely flexible 
and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an 
income on retitement from the ervice, e.g. at age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.LB., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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